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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS CLOSED LOOP CONCPT

7.1 INTRODUCTION human capabilities. Environmental conditions and
fatigue are but two of the factors which make human

Complex fluid components, such as hydraulic servo- control unsatisfactory in many instainces. Not only
actuators and propellant tank pure regulators, are do these facts establish a need for automatic control
small-scale control systems. Thus, they are dynamic systems, they lead to a broad definition. Automatic
systems in which a fast response to a change in input control is the regulation of some variable-called the
or demand is -equiredL In addition, the units must controlled variable-in accordance with a seqluence
be inherently stable in operation. The dynamic prob- of desired conditions without human old. Since can-
lems which are experienced in a complex fluid comn- trol problems occur in many fields, the controlled
pourent can be divided into two groups: variable may be of any physical nature. Displace-

ment, speed, pressure, temperature, or voltage are but
1) Dynamic pe,)rmmnce-the problems involved in a few possibilities.
obtaining the required response rate and stability in
the unit. Cloed-Loop Concept. Controlx mechanisms, too, may !o

susceptible to certain almost human weaLiesses, these
2) The effects of vibratlo and thk on the dynmic must, of course, be eliminated from a successful con-
performance and structural integrity of the unit. trol system by proper design. To illustrate some of the

The following sub-sections of this handbook deal weaknesses and how they may be overcome, the prob-
with the dynamic problems in fluid components. Sub- lem of regulating the rotati(mal speed of a turbine-
Section 7.2 gives a general outline of control system driven pump wii• be considered. Turbopumps are
theory; Sub-Section 7.3 gives a similar outline of used in many liquid rocket engines to deliver pro-
vibration theory; and Sub-Section 7.4; covers dy- PellanLs to the engine thrust chamber. Figure 1(a)
namic performance analysis, which illustrates how llustratsm a layout of a turbopump for a monopro-
the theory of Sub-Section 7.2 is applied to th design pet'nt engine. The centrifugal pump draws the liquid
and performance analysis of fluid comp monopropellant from a tank at low pressure and

pumps it to th& thrust chamber at high pressure. The
pump is driven through a gear box by a turbine. The

7.2 CONTROL SYSTEM THEORY operating fluid in the turbine is a gas which is eup-
Sub-Section 7.2 conssof s n b- r- plied at high pressure by a gas generator. The flow
printedtfom 7Macinsis t f se vtm ( fyi topiby Pe- rate from the gas generator is controlled by a valve.printed from Machine Desigjn (copyrighted by Pen- The gas flow rate sets the turbopump speed, which

ton Publishing Company) with perlmison of sets the flow rate of the propellant being pumped.

publisher. Tse sub-topis orginally appeared in
Machine ')esign as Seven articles (Refrenm 1-272, la constant thrust rocket engines, iA is necessary to
1-273, 1-274, 1-275, 1-276, 1-277, 1-278) in an maintain the propellant flow rate, and thus the pump
eighteen-part series written by J. M. Nightingale. The speed, at a constanm level. The iraplest method of
series was subsequently reprinted by the Penton Pub- achieving this is to use a valve with a fixed aetting
liehing Company in three volumes, entitled "Hyerau- in the location shown in Figure 1 (a). The valve set-
lic Servo FL-Wamentais" (References ,-128, 1-129, ting is calibrated to provide a gas flow rate which
1-131). In adapting the material for me in this hand- gives the required turbopump speed. This system
book, the first example in Sub-Topic 7.I was modi- will give a fairly constant speed only if propellant
fled from that appearing in the original reference tempernture and pressure, gas genrator efficiency,
(Reference 1-272) to conform with the hwunmO(k and other possible variables remain within tolerable
content, and an example which appeared in the ori-
ginal Machine Design series at the end of artile limits, Since the valve is pre-set for only one set of
number five (Reference 1-276) wavs deleted in the operafg condistions.
handbook adaptation. Any other changes in the ori- Greater accuracy in speed regulation can be obtained
gmnal articles consi•t of minor additions or deletio m by adding a governor or speed regulator to the sys-
in order to condorm to the typographical style of the tern, as shown in Figure 1 (b). In this case, the valve
handbook and do not affect content referred to above becomes a controllable throttle

valve. The regulator senses the pump speed, compares
7.2.1 An Inbvducton to Autonac Ctrol it with the required value, and makes a orrection to

sysem the throttle valve setting if necessary. If the speed
Accuracy, sensitivity speed, and muscle needed for sensed is too low, for example, the regulator opens
control of many modern machines are often beyond the valve to increase speed and vice versa. With this

7.1 -1
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IVO S M DYNAMWU ANALYSIS

an automatic control system and a manual system.
Figure 1(b), in which speed regulation is obtainedGASby a "-"co te

GkNUMTOA by having an automatic governor or regulator in
-xotrol loop, is an automatic system. A human opera-
tor, however, could theoretically take the place of

THIOTTLU the regulator. He would read the pump speed on a
VALVE tachometer and wou.ld tLen adjust the gas valve set-

_. ting by hand to obtain the correct speed Such a
Ssystem would be a manual control sltem. This sys-

tern, like the automatic, is a cloed-loop syq.em. The
manual system, however, would have limitations due
to The response and fatigue characteristics of the

GEAA human operator.
WX TRIBINE

Automaatic control systems of the closed-loop type
are usually dassified as either servo sytafes or reg-
lators The difference between the two is primeml-y
a matter of application. In semvo qystems, input v,'1e7

Figse 1a. Twrbepunp wth Passiveocontinuously and often arbitrarily, avnd the prro,;c
of the system is to follow the input clooely, an illus-
trated in Figure 2. In a regultor, the inj~ut ,, mnanmt
for relativey long periods oi time, and the ourpose of

G•) the system is to maintain constant ous-ut deepite
fluctuations in powr supply or extrnal load

GEARBOX

Time

FiWme lb. Trwbopump wt aS•sed4.top ae•uiafon F•we 2. One a ti' pinmy -uipnm da ofam ya
k to vy •pthut to dc* kflow a va.oftmethod, changes in speed due to changes in gas and lopUt to the syWttm.

propellant conditions are readily corrected for, so
Htht a virtually constant speed is maintained.

Figure 1 (b) is an eiample of a dosed-loop control Serv fytatm All closed-loop control systems with
system, which may be formally defined as a sydem pox anplification around the loop are usually re-
in which the true state of the controlled variable (the ferre4 to a er t~nm or sros. The term ev
output) is continuously compred with the desired ferrai to reserved for thoe e servo systerm having
state (the input), and a signal depending on a mechanical output. for eer subclasaification of
ference between the two (the error) operates a con- a mec a is beupthe classfction of
trolling element which then act& an the rest of the elmcai sbsdupntelaifto ftrolingclemnt hic thei ats Oi ~ I ~the outpuat means. For example, a hydraulic servo-
system to reduce the error to zero. Almost all prac- t mehsniFmrussaaplotar hydraulic m r r vy -
tical, sensitive, control systems are based on this meluaic m user a rotaryuhydraulic motorora hydrau-
closed-loop principle. lic cylinde as the cutput device. However, oextain

electrical or electronic devices might be used in aMention should be made of the difference between hydraulic servo iechmisn.

7.2.1 -2 ISSUEo: MAY 1964



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Some examples of servomechanism applications are tem, a measure of the erro.- can be ob-tained as a

power steering of vehicles, auto-pilots for aircraft and voltag- by simply 9ubtracting the output voltage from

misailes (including power controls for operating sur- the command signal in the electronic amplifier. In

faces), machine tracing tools, automatic tracking some systems, however, some form of comparator or

radar, and remote gun control syst-ms. differential must be used (Figure 4).

A hydraulic servomechanism for controlling angular

displacement of a shaft (Figure 3) illustrates the Output
components of a typical servomechanism. Addition- rota

ally, the circuit illustrates two important functions

of a servomechanism: (1) remote control (usually

of position), and (2) power amplification. Either may
be the predominant requirement of a particular sys-

tem, but often both are required to some extent. Here jf i.
the error signal ultimately controls the output dis-

placement by varying the speed of a final drive motor ' Pnet wbeet

or servomotor. In this case, power supply for the

aervomotor is a rotary hydraulic pump. Power flow

is metered by a controlling element, such as hydraulic

slide valve or servo valve. Since the power needed to

operate the valve is negligibly small compared with Figure 4. In some servomechanisms a conparator or

that metered to the servomotor, the slide valve acts mechanical differential must be used to add

as a power amplifier or subtract the feedback signal from the input
or command signal.

Although the input is defined as the desired state of
the controlled variable, which is an angular displace- Since the output signal can be transmitted by wires,

ment in this example, the commanding signal is a the input and output stations can be quite remote in

voltage. The device supplying this information is a mechanical sense, provided the output signal volt-

called the input element. Thus, a measure of the out- age does not deteriorate during transmission. Systems

put displacement has to be obtained as a voltage for transmitting signals from one place to another are

for comparison with the command signal. This is called data transmission systems. Often in mechanical

achieved by a potenltiometer measuring device, and systems, rods and cables must be used to transmit

it is the constant of this measuring device which the feedback signal. In this case, even with gears and

relates the input to the command signal. In this sys- levers the remoteness of the output station is limited.

Slide vlve amplifier

Z- Geaor train Potenttionelier

Sa~,oleni eay

Fir 3. A hydraitl m vaomedianls m for p"ition cmtro #lustrates the component of

7.2.1 -3
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DYAI4C A LY,

++

sin l I IIlm n n l:''''" _. •

Figure 5. A block diagram of the servomechanism shown in Figure 3 Illustrates the general
tenminodoe used for srvo system components.

Devices concerned with the measurement of the out-
put and the transmission of a signal back to the dif- Teak Sui Tonk

ferential are generally called feedback elements. Re~otvevoe-eng
Since the accuracy of the whole system depends r___01t,01 =error

upon accuracy of the signal arriving at the dilleren-
tial. feedback elements must be linear, accurate, and
lightly loaded.

Components of the typical system not yet discussed
are the electronic amplifier and the solenoid. The
purpose of the amplifier is to raise the power level 0• W

of the error signal. The solenoid operates the slide -loo

valve. Such elements are called preamplifiers or signal
amplifiers, and transducers, respectively. Figure 6. A feedback path may be purely virtual. jin this

hYdnIlc servomechanim, for example, .,he
Using the general terms established for the specific floating vallve directly sen.ss and corcts the
elements of this typical servomechanism, a block dia- error.

gram (Figure 5) showing at least the basic elements
of nearly all servomechanisms can be constructed. In regulation of thrust in a liquid rocket engine waz
specific servomechanisms, some of the elements shown discussed previously in the present section. Figure 7
mqy not be p-esent, while other subsidiary elements. gives the block diagram of the pump speed regulation
might be included. Sometimes two or more elements system of Figure 1 (b). This diagram is similar in
perform one of the functions described, and some- principle to Figure 5, t&e block diagr-an of a servo-
times two oDr more functions are performed by a single -nechanism.
element. Frequently the feedback path is purely vir-
tual; that is, the input and output are directly com- Comtrol Theory: All types of seri'os can be
pared, no feedback elements or differential being treated by control theory, subject to certain math-
necessary (Figure6). ematical limitations. At first, however, only a

Regulators. Typical aerospace applications of auto- simple system in which an input 0,. causes an out-

matic control systems as regulators are found in the Put 0. will be considered.

regulation of pressure in a missile propellant tank First the effect of closed-loop operation on the

and in the control of thrust level in a constant-thrust static accuracy of control will be demonstrated by

rocket engine. In these cases, the objective is to main- comparing it with open-loop control. In the simple

tain the controlled variable at a steady value over open-loop system, Fig. 8, it is assumed that the

a period of time. Pressure regulators are described applicarion of a constant input ,. will lead ulti-

in detail in Sub-Section 5.4 of this handbook. An mately to a steady output 9.,, or

analysis of the dynamic performance of a pressure A

regulator or reducer is given in Sub-Topic 7.4.8. The

7.2.1 -4
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.r 591(0rED' rJLAOR_ I where A depends ýon -the system components. Al-

Ano though It ',wodld be convenient for A to 'be ccn
INU * SGNL VALVE (MAIN TUMSNE stant, this is impossible because of fluctuations

SPEEUD NTOLR (ANinte power supply and :load. As a result of
Pimp 

An -the
SPEW - Isuch fluctuation assume that A increas~es by some

AS small amounta.
bxif the new steady-state is 00 then

ROC (A + a) 61 (2)

.1 PUMP) and the fractional change in output is

(3)
', A

OUTPUT Thus 8 gives a simple -measure of 'the inaccuracy
P`X SPED f the airstem. If a/A = 0.1, the output -has -the

flgW9'7. AloockSMSe.. &irutbapump'speed same fractional error. Such an error would be
Reg~itig5B'itfl1quite ýunsuitakble in industrial controls.

if ýa (closed-loop system, Fig. 9 , were sensitive
to the same error, -then

*eAe (4)

w~here

By elimhinating e from Equations 4 and :5

Inputpu outpu (6

I top lf ubstitutionlofge, -sa A as0 thefore, u and ll

.2O n :a quatio a 2:s,b showse ha -the fractionalchnei

(dhmnge.'in the output is now only,0.01. 'This is
Inputa~ ;a Mai~ked improvement upon the opnlopsystem.

16Makcing A large implies using 'a very sensitive'

Nlow the dffpct of feedback elements on closed-
loop systems 'will, be considered. ;Suppose the signal
fled %back to the 'differential is _B0.,, where B is
ideally 1A. 'Then Equation 5 becomes

figure 9. AdtMd9mwAtdhmmt1ImnOftth IM 'vmpre- (8)9
..sw rtihisM111kdbpams ffe Miuleh iTI
urumcs amirii ang~ mn@Wkqp .yilsme. :and from Equations 4 and,13

...-d upm --~ M !d SI M MA s tuIlevA s M MA

'ISSUED: IMY 3964 721-



INPUTOUTPUT RELATIONSHIPS DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

If B now changes by some small amo-ant b, -'hen Ispvt43atput RelaeaMoahps: A servo system can
the fractional change in the outp-it is b~e represented an a abequence of elements In a block

Ab 1diagram. Each element has an input and an out-,
--- (10) put. Thus, in fig. 1 xt() is the input an(' t(t)1 + A(B b--1I the output. If the relationship between then. o

If A - 100 as before, and b/B =0.1, then S the form y = kxr then P+ any time the relatw~i-
0.1; furthermore this inaccuracy increases if A ship between x and y can be represented as a
is increased. In other words the accuracy of a straight line, Fig. 2a. This is called a linear re-
cloed-loop control system is of the same order lat,,,nship, whereas y = 1czs is a nonlinear re-
as the accuracy-of the feedback elemnints, no mat- lationship. Here the relationship given a curved
ter how rensitive the controller. This is a very graph, Fig. 2b.
Important point. Linear or proportion-i relations lead to differ-

This analysis has been q ialitative rather than ential equations whichi can be handled In a
quantitative. In practice the charazteristica of aye- methodical and often simple manner. On the other

terncomonens cn raelybe rpreente by hand nonlinear relationships lead to equations
corstants such as A and B. On esni ht which are difficult, If not Impossible to solve. The
Power amplification is always accompanied by time general theory of control deals with linear sys-
lags, and so a detailed analysis of servos must tems. No general method of approach exigto for

be bsed'n te dfferntil eqatins o moion nonlinear servos, although considerable attention Is
which relate their input and output. From this being given to cortain types of nonlinear systems.
analysis stem the standard techniques which make Ingerlaeem t vig nipus()

and an output y(t), both varying with time t,up control theý,ry.
Rasic theoretical L.echniqu.'r apply to those

servos which are both continuous anct linear, that
is, Pysiterns in which the error is m~easured con- J r
tinuously and acts on. the controlling elemrenit in - lmn

.. pi portional manner.
There are, however, two widely used types of

discontinuous scrv,- on-off and sampling servcs. Figure 1. Any servo element may be represented by a box
On, off servos are also known as relay or bang-.ban g having an Inpu~t, x(t), and output y(t).
servos Here the error raust r-each a c~rtain 'nag-
nit' Ac before it, act4i on tLie conitroller. Then full
power is app~ed to the servomotor through a
1AWROt or relay. There is a dead spot in the con-
trol for srnall errors, within which the system
vi~n wandcr, The' magnitudt: of the dead spot is (a y() .
usually cnliical to the stability. Sampling serVIn 71
are a1so called pulsed data -,-d definite coy--1
re~ct-', ser vos-. 11ere a measure of the ei.,or is
obtained1 aC. r-scrý.te intervals of tiie aiid Lhe I II II
cort~rol acts in a series of finite step:,but

All servoa are nanlinehi- to some exten~t,buX0
very oftcr a good iLpproximation can be obtained
by aassuming linearity. The justification for the
as-aumoticni Aie in the accuracy of the predicted
results. 

r
7.2.2 A Bafic Outline of Servo Mathematics

A cr,mprehensive investigation of control sys- Figure 2. Relationship of Input and outpu of a servo
temn petilormance requhxes a knowledge of certain element may be linear, a, or non-linear, b.
mi,,Th'eratical techniques, basedi on differential General servo theoei deals with linear systems.
-.1iuation analysis. These techniques are summa-
rize, in the present articl-. Space limitations pre-
.'ent a rigorous treatmeiit.

7.* 2 -1 SSUED: MAY 1964



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS INPUT-OUTPUT REIATIONSHIP6

will be related by an equation Involving their that it is one which under steady conditions gives
derivatives as well as x and y theaselves. Once a sinusoldal output for a sinumoidal input of the
again linearity implies proportionality between mrme period. Although this is not a nmathemati-
effectc. Thus for a simple mechanical netwoi . cally precise definition, it permits treating certain
FIg. 8, nonlinear elements as linear ones when a airutt-

soidal input causes an output which, altl 'mguh
,ill + j- -f : !1-- + kx not sinusoidal, is periodic Pnd of the same fre-

it' dt dt quency &v the input. Then only the first harmonic

This is a linear differential equation with constant of the output is considered. i',e justification for
coefficients. thin lies only in the accuracy of the results it yields.

If the input z(t) is known, then the right-hand
Deshpt, f side of Equation 2 is a known function of time,

say f(t). Then the output curt be obtained by
nolving

(a. Du +... + a, D + a*) y 1(t) (3)

To do thiu either the so-called classical or opera-
tiorin methods of Afferential equation analysis
may be used. Of the~e the latter is quicker Pnd
far more suited tV servo work.

Figure 3. In this simple mechanical network the output
for a given Input depends upon mass m, damp-
ing e, and spring constant k.

Nomeaceatur

For any given input, the output will depend only As , Residues of parial fraction expanion of

on the coefficients, such as m, f and k in Equa- a, b yc = Constaits
tion 1. Thus the element can be thought of an D = Differential operator, d1d1
operating on the input to give the output. Servo e, = Steady-state position error
elements are therefore similar to the filters of the f = Damping constant of mechanlcal system
communications engineer, and are sometimes given f1() = Laplace transformation of 1(t)
the same name. They arib also called transfer ele- f(t) = Arbitrary function of time

tmts. h.• = Roots of characteristic equationS•Square root of --1
The general relation between the input and K = Scalar gain constant

cutput of a linear element can be written in the K = Scalarga constant of mechanical system

form m = Mass constant of mechanical system
r = Order of servo

(a,.D' + a,] D•-1 + . . . + a1 D ± ao) ii * = Laplace operator

brD•- + -+ b, D + bo) x (2) T' .= T -... .conantI
T= = Buildup time

where D is a shorthand notation for d/dt and Td-= Decay time
where the a and b factors are a~l constant. t = Time variable

Any element governed by such an equation is t) --- Unit step function
said to be linear. One importent property of suck W(t) = Weighting function of servo

elements is that if in input x, causes an output = Input to transfer element
nY(Jw) = Overall harmonic response function

y3, and input x2 causes an output y2, then an = MCI
Input (cxl +4 c¢2x) causes an output (cly, + 1 ,(s) = Overall transfer function of servI
CW2Z), where C1 and C2 are. constants. Y 0 (Jo' ) = Loop harmonic response function

This is known as liear superpoaitioa. It is = NeO*
sometimes given as the definition of a linear sys- Y (a) = Transfer function of element
temn, but since it holds god even If the constants Y,(s) = Loop transfer function of servo

S--o Output of transfer elementare functions o1 time, it is not sufficiently pr- 1(t) = Unit impulse function
c se in this instance. a = 0.O1 W

A satisfactory definition of a linear system is w-= Angul tr frequency, rad per sec

ISSUED: MAY 1964 7.2.2 -2
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L•mime. TsnmstormattR- Probably the best .t (g) = LI(t). I 1 t) ,
kwowt and most usetsil form of operatlocal cal-
culus is Taplace traosformation. Even in moder- To illustrate the applicatbfl of the theorems
ately expertenmi hands Laplace transforms are in Table 2 to the solution of differentiai equatioea,
pimerwful tools for solving differential equatios. Theo,....4 'i and 2 are first applied to Equaeon 1
brilay, Laplace transformation turns a differen- to give
ta equation in which the variables a•r funclions
at tim,, t, Into an a'iebraie equation in which the ("w2 -+ la + k) y (a) = (fa + k) X (1)

varlbles are functio i of a new , iriable, a, called and since this equation can now be hw~dled alge-
the Laplace Operator. bralcally,

Before a Laplace traftforrn is defined, two
fur.tono which will be of int irest uIght first b* , (Fa+k) -( (a)

conuldeaed: "I'll ~ = b
1. Unit Step Punctio": This represents a uauiden

change from sero to onc at time t = 0, ft. 4a.
I' order for this function to be amenable to the Table 1-Laplace Transforms For Servo Analysis
mathomatical rulep of differentiation and in-
tegratlon, it Is de~inod as the limit oi a continu- i
ous fwsctlon, such as that shown dotted in Fig. U(t) 1/s
4a, &.a the build-up time r tends to zero. When 8(t) 1
definod in this way the function is called the t" ... /...

eviL unit atcp function U(t). eat .. .. .
2. Unit Impuic Function: This is defined as the sin w t ....... /(82 + W•)

limit as • -÷ 0 of the continuous function cos W t ...... a/(#2 + W2)
shown dotted ia Fig. 4b. The function is con-
tinuou2, equally spaced about the onrin kn~d its
area zemains unity as r o-- 0. iefined in this
way, the function is called the Dirac unit im-
pulse 8 (t); it is the derivativc of U(t). Terms IU (t)

U(t - t.) and 6 (t - t,,) are respectively unit
step and unit impulse functions at time t.,

The Laplace trpmzsform f(s) of a function 1(t)
is defined as

7(e) o • o It) e-, df (4) TI.{'., .".
-h(a

or as it is normally written

f(I) 2 1(t) " dt (4a) A I.0

Making the lower limit of integ-ation 0-. In- TOW, t

sttad Of simuply 0, insures that the full contribution
of any impulse function at the origin is included. (b)

Many textbooks give comprehensive tables of
"Laplace transforms. The mere important ones are Figure 4. The unit stop function Is defined as a sudden
listed in Table 1. change from zero to one at time t - o, a. Mathe-

matically It is defined as the limit of a continuotiaIn servo work, only functions which are zero function such as that shown dotted at a. The
for negative time are involved. The time origin, unAt Impulse tfnction is the limit, as i ap-
t 0 is the time wher. an input is applied to proaches zero, of the cotinuous funct -on shown=- dotted at 6.
the system. Some ektremely useful theorems for

such finctions are given in Table 2. In connection
with these theorems the following notation is used:
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Then if x(t) is specifled, x(s) can be obhtined Table 2--Jsof ;I Theoiems for Laplace Transforms
and substitubd in Equatior 5. The o,;tput can Theatre No.
then be obtained as a function of time, t, by In-
verse transforming the riglit hand side of Equa- £ [I a/ (t) 4- bg (t) I j al (s) + bg (s) I
tion 5. To do this a comprehensiv, table of trans- where a. b are constants.
forms is very useful. However, the short list given
in Table 1 may be expanded by using the theorems £ d] sf(s) 2
in Table': As a simple example -dt

I (e-09 sin £[ f (t)dt = - ) 3
-( + a)2 + W2

For any general element, by transforming Equa- £ Ie,' f(t)J f(a + a) 4

tion 2. £ I[(t - to), U(t - to) - eI . F(s) 5

Sb. +... + b+bo wheref(t) - to) jI (t shifted forward by to.Y (s = \ . .... . . ) Y(*) (a)
X a.sa-+ +. es.a

where Y(s) is a property of the eler int orly and
Is called its transfer fuwnlion. Obviously the
transfer 'unction of an element governed by a
linear differential equation is a rational function / ..

of a, as shown in Equation 6.
As lomg as it is realizid that transformed quan-

tities are being considered the i(s) notation can
be discarded and x(s) or simply x can be used. to

It is possible to represent each element by 1 o Time, P
simple block diagrarz. If two mu h elements are
in series, the output of the first being the input
to the second, Fig. 5a, and if they are governed by
the respective equations,

V= Yl X If(7)
z: •yC(S)- ~f~ttt)u(t - i)d----fog(i,)(t - ,)d 6

'hen, since the equations can be handled alge- then
braically (a) = (0) g- (a)

z = Y, V_ X r r d -

This shows that the two boxes in series can L.'m" J

be replaced by a single bux containing the oper-
ator Y,Y 2 Fig. 5b. This can be extended to any lim I(t) lim (-ST0()
number of elements in series. However, this is

true only when the elements do not interact, that provided this limit exUsts.
is, provided the output of any element depends Urn I (t) = lim IST(a)i
only on its input and not upon the output of the t--*O + S--> 00
sncceeding elements. This is only approximately
true in practice. Serious interaction results where pro .4 this •mit exists.
the succeeding elkients seriouslv overload the If I (C) contains a term A 3 (t).
power source of the jystem. then

This technique can Ný extended to a servo sye- A = Urm 7 (a) and
tern comprising a sequence of noninteracting ele- -+ 0
ments and a feedback lo p. r.g. 5c. As shown lim 1(t) = lima Ieaf(s) -Ail

here the system is a sintle-loop system. More t -0 + S--4 00
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Figure 5.Tow dntti oia.(my e ) nkee sa* es~x.6 o

asth rrr wa, as rlto therv sy ttem 9.,MX astier sk wie simplyba ýccomplicated muitiloop myster• differ only in do- where K Is a constant cald the walc r O c
tail rather than principle. stmt of the "tm It Isometime • -Med @imply

Tih transfer function relating the output, 0., cle gn but this may lead to eomusloa with
to the error, a, of this circuit, Fig. 5c, is called a simlatrly samed term.
the open-loop or the loop transfer function. This is Irrom Equation 11 it foilows that

Y, (a) (a) = YI Y, Y3  (9) A.r(e) -- (14)

a K(a) + a g (a)

At the dI'erential we have the subtraction This can be written in the mnre general brim

0 -, -, (10) In(e) = - () -- ( a-+....+&aS+ bo

where 0, in the input. Then by eliminating e from G(a) ' ea +...+4 1 +60.

Equatiop- 9 and 10 GOmparing this with Equation 6 sows that

_ / ) the eo Is Itself a linear filter, operating on the
V, (a) =- (a) = (11) input to give the output. If f,(t) and hence Os(s)

are known, then the output 9*(t) can be fond
where Y.(s) which relates the trimnsforund out- from
put and input of the servo is called the cloed- so M = 1-1 iyo (a) V, (a)j (16)
loop or overall transfer function.

Although primary concern is vrith output-input
relations, it is very convenient I work with the SWVO input Fimetha: R is not possible to gon-
loop transfer function, Y, as will be shown. in- eraie on the type of Input likely to be encoun-
dividual transfer functions of servo elements rt tred in servo work. Indeed the kinds of Inputs
of the form normally encountered¶ do not yield themselves to

K KK (1t- a) ~ ' I W-- IA -A

S. .... put functions upon which to base an analytical

K appomeh are choeon. They are:
1. UxS Impulse Function, 3(t): Hem rj(a) = 1.

1. + Tja + T,.2 ;2 The output In this case is called the Weighting

and so on. If several of theft are compounded in ftnetion, W(t), of the system. From Equation 16

the loop of a servo, as in 1ig. 5c, the loop trans- W (t) = £f' y. (8)] (17)
far function will be of the form

or
K t (a) (5

Y. (a) - (12) Y, (a) = W(t) 18)

This shows that the weighting functin is an Im-
where J anC' g are finite polynomials in a which portant property of the servo. From Equations
tend to 1 as :--0. Thus I and g are of the form 16 and 18 and Theorem 6, it can be seen that if

W(t) is known, the response to any Input 04(t)(13) can be found from

g(s) 7- 1 + (T 1 ')a + (T 2 )12  
... +
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" oecteristic equation ame all distinct if, on the
o, ()= #I (T) W(t- db1) other" hAnd there are repeated ro*,4a such asGe(~ *(8 (h-)j, the weightin funct.a n will contain terma

Thu th rspom t awmp~td 1pe.cmbe uc an Bte'#. The moad general form) of theoThus e5Pwelghthig function is, therefore, written
obtained.

If the input can be thoucVt of an a seies of(
Impulses of duratior, AT, Equation 19 means that " '"
28 A7 becomes very sml tho system in unable toas A typical weighting function of a linear servo isnguish between the series of Impulses and shown in Fig. 7.conUnuous input, Flig. 6. This concept is very
helpful In assessing and improving the perform- - _ance of existing systems, for If W(t) can be de-.
tervd•fr' experimentally, it Is possible to calculate -how the system Will respond to any input. T.e W (f.
diffieclty is to goerate an impulse of sufficiently I _.

short duration to approximate a 8-function. Gen-
erally, if the duration of the pulse is much smaller .than iwy natural period of the system, very good
results are obtained. 

TI.E,If the denominator of r,(s) Is expressed InFi ue 7 Yi iwig li f nto ofa i e rs v6the formIfthe deoiaoroora)I xresdi Figure 7. Typlcal weighting function of a linear servo.

S(8) -2- (a - )(-2) ... (S - ho) (20)
when h, h,..., are the roots of 0(a) = O, 2. Unit tep Fundim U (t): Hee •.(s) = I/&called the cmaracteristic equation, Y,(a) can be and fro.mEq,,aUon !!

,split into partial fractions, thus ( (a)
Ale. () -- (24+ + (21)
- 1  -- FrorA Theorem 3, Table 2, it folows that

where Ap, A,,.. are the normal partial fractioa
aonstanta.

Then using Table 1 . (t) = j w (t) dt (25)

It Is more likely that the response to a stepIt has been assumed that the roots of the char- function would be obtained directly from Equa-
tion 24. Thus expanding by partial fractions

00) CONMNUOLS / , A) o +All A.,
"N . + -- (26)

where, in general,

n = (Ye- () A',() 1

The general form of the output response, if there
T I _i._ 'are repeated roots in the chergcterisac equ•.on

is, therefore,

Figum . Ween sro hMput Is a sori of pulsas of sh0et *. (t) = AoU(t) +
dwaftn th snm Is unble to dslau" thepe frome a cnnuods function. This coi ((A' + ft + 0' tz +... 1-) &j" (27)IsudIn assess and 4proving systw-
perfunnance.
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A typkal rsmponse I shown in Fig. 8. Such a & Bimo low rFuctio,s: cutput bere is

curve is very informative because it gives a simple called the Jr.eiwm rspoae. Istead of a real

plctcrial representation of the response to a sud- sinuiAdl input, eg. sin ot, the complex form of

den Jump in the Input. Thus, in the diagram, a harmonic quantity will be considered, that is

Ts gives a measure of the sensitivity, e. gives a
meSure of the st-ady-state accurscy, and X and ', = t (COS e + I "in ead) (28)

Ts give mome -es of the stabUity. wherm It i the frequency in radians per second.

Manipulation of Complex Quantities

Addition: Two response functions such as 0.513 (1 + SA060) (1I + V0 )

N~, and •r'ae, must be added according I--=1 (0)1 (I (- 4CU)' + 0.1912
to the parallelorpam law of vectors,.Sketch L j, = a Y. (a) tan-' (2.252) + tan-' (200) -

Multiplication: If NMe = Nreft, x Nom, 0.435 -
then N = ,IN; that In, modull are multi- tan-_.43"- -

plied, and € = *1 + 01, the phase angler are '1-4.0I 2

added, Sketch 2. where 2 = O.o1lo. The loop response vector
Division: It Ned* =X-j1 ,/NKe, then N = has been plotted for these values in Fig. 16.
NV1 f/2N and * = 1- 02- The overall transfer function in given by

To illustrate the application of thesc• eth- 50.4.2+ 2490. + 113,000
a, cri)pose Y.(jf) is known for *, particular F, (a) 5

frequercy. Then 1 + Y.(06) can be obtained 83 + 59.6 s2 + 4690 # + 113.300

by addition, Sketch 3a, and y,(I.) can then The denom]inator can be factored into (3+
V nhta-ned by divison from Equation 36. is 29.6) (is' + 30s + 3800). Then for a unit
shown In Sketch 3b. stp input
N"rmeical Ezamp.e: Suppose a servo has
the loop t-anafer function ( =

= 51.3 (1 + 0.02251 a.7(I++20.7-0 29.71
Y. (a) 20.70.29

a (1 + 0.00435. + 0.00045.') a +29.6 a'+30a+3800

The- the loop response function Is nveirsm transforming gives the transient re-

51.3 (1 + 0.0225 jo) (1 + 0.2j) sponse as

o J d (I - 0.00004 6 + 0.00435 4) o (t) = U(t) - 0.71 e-".Gt +

Thus the modulus and phase are given. To 0.4,-151 (sin 60t - 0.725 cog 60t)

change to a more convenient frequency scale, This is plotted in Sketch 4.

Sketch IA'~iz Sh.tch

Al 70 iiol - l l

o oaxis0 Red axis I

I19 step functon iO)1+03 YO Ploe

7uIpu2 respo-w Sketch 4 C

0 OD)5 0.10 0.15 0.20
Tkne, I (scd Ske"Ch 3 YC Plane
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Time, I

Figure 9. Servo respnse to pure /armonic Input Is s-ns-
Fus. T AAM "t tpfnto nu o~daM and of dw~ samne frequency. The amplitude,

Outputl Ospn coharsgep fIn oti~put cf however, is Increased in the ratio U:1 a" phase
spondkqi to any sadden ehmng in lnput i h~e ya nl.o

and I is the symbolic quantity for V-/Ci This is aWT (*G~(v] and called the ov~erall phase
a dodge whl."- greatly simplifies the mathematics.. ansgle. Thus Equation 33 can be written
It Is justified because of the pinciple of lines ron-
perpostition, since the reel pert of the output ca be E)=Ne~'
considered as the response of ecm wt and the imnagl- X low (wt + ~)+ J sin (wt + )J(35)
nary part as the response to siD mt. SeParating the real and imaginary parts shows

From Table 1 01(s) = 1 (s-loe) and, therefore, that the response to the real inputs cosn w., and
Ye ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ., (a) v (a V,-&- --t W -1%04 rJ" - - Al AM )if4

(9)I -- -- . -r'_

Je (] - P" a(a) sin (-t + #) MTat is, the response to any puire har-)monic input to also sinuscal and of the sa==

This may be expanded in partial fracties giving frequency, but the amplitude is increated in the
Zd A 1 te fratio X: 1, and the phase ir shifted by an angle

a(30) dwith respect to the input, M.g. 9. In pr.ct3cal
atk u systems the output will lag the Input; that is,

The time variation of the output Is, thereore, will be negative.

It is poesible to draw Yand as a vector in the
F. it) (e31) + Bet - complex plane. If this vector it drawn for all

frequencies between 0 and is, then its end point will
The first term, M4.", represents a bwom trame out a continuous curve in the Y.-ptLne, as

which ultimately disappears if the seto is itahis. shown dotted in Fig. 10a. In practice, however,
The remainder Je'~ in the atesdyett6 freqmessc s it is more usual to plot the overall frequency
respose. The value of B is reSpOwe charavteristics as separate Curves of X

"in I(a -(8))= T,(40) (32) and # Plotted a~alngt w, FIg. 10b.
= Un 1" Just as it is powible to work (with the loop

Y, (j) s te Ae- l + ne•, $I funfunc tion e. funti an aso et e s dra sn fons-

It is obtained simply by substituting Je for £ rs i es bytcton putt0ng ca tn ats be d Thin ill

In YT(). Thus the steady-state reopons e to a cor- taed smt b puttingo s =urv in Y.-aneThe

plex harmonic input of frequency e is t. dotted (30 (.6)

0. Mt = Y, 00oe ef"' (33) 1 + Y, (Joe) (6

Term Y*(J-e) is in general a complex quantity
which can be written It is usual to plot Y, (je) as a vector in tre comn

oe. The) aueI of Bplex-plane. To do thistis ao must be expressed

Y.(O = Xm (W• .) e .(l ) ,,) (Ui)

in the form; Yo(j,) = ut(e) + ivr(w) wherespo)
where M(io) = IY,(Joe), sometimes writttn an is the real part and is plotte along tbe horisontal
(0./8 1) (o-)1. and called the osterai! amptude wris and v(s ) is the imaginary part and is plotted

ratio; 4(w) = ars t Y.0ed )] sometimes written vertically, Fig. 11.
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jUW Ln1Oe~( 0

0 ....0 - - ,, ii i

!sd lwv. topo __s rqecyrsos asIpaoami.o
(a) - NPkne (b)

. l. OMA I fig dm tm -',Is by a VactndIn
th P R m~ F, I OWMo It thero beyd ame dogd I, I - w &anm
a•1 honm•r. cwv plo be~l t • -o arm AL-s it is .

4 caed the Joop gaO or loop anpltvd ratio and
#.(.) = z [MO.()] = t~-1 (v/)') An 1, the
IM loPphaft aglse.

N As a in - varied from 0too, the tipof the
Ir. (Ow) vector will trace out a continous cuem in
the Y.-plane. FI. 12. This curve is called the
oop mvetor Was or the Nyquit plot. Its very

great value in servo anl ysis will be discussed in

_ he next article, which will deal with perform-

# P gadsk anee criteria.

7.2.3 riteria for Evluaft Swvo System
Perfoalace

S- Pqrformance can be described generally in tena
at two qualities: (1) stability and (2) rae.P

Fiurm 11. 'te Iop humonic funcmon Y.(I.) Is umfy Sthailty describee the ability of a servo to settle
plotted as a vector In the complex p=as The down after a disturbance has been removed. It
mal part., u(), is platted on tih houzota Is closely related to the response of the system.
axsny. ti t m p is the term used to describe the accuracy

ad ty of the system when responding o

s-me input or command slgnL

7.2±1l STABILIT

The formal definition of a stable servo is very
Alternatively, the loop harmonic response fune- dear-cut. It is a system In which the output Is

tion may be expressed as always finite, or limited. for any finite Input. An
unstable servo Is one in which the output drifts

Y O) - (1) = ( (37) away from the Input without limit. This dom not
nessarily happen for all InpLte, but if it will
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SIW t (14t

must exist and be finite, where W(t) is the weltgt-
Inlg function.' In practical servos a suffiient orm-
dit~lon In that W(f)--*O as t-noo. Physitally thin,

0•_- _- -4)• * v_ meens that the output must return to fts initial

~oo/ R"o ones position If fThe wyaten: is g~ive a sudden impuLvive
kick at the input.

The most generai expression for W(t). the
weighting funcUon In

Wi *K ito , ~~W(t) -'- (A, + Fljt 4 CIOt rh-.1(•, +
• **OO •vP (At 4 Bit 4 .. )•'(1)

Lmo d ~I AJ

O Time. I

Ftewo 12. Tt* w mlea vialer lews,, N aiie Io -

of tveM almue In sne ensdyaitIs •ten
PuS ft~ b"n A_._f r4SW~~ fiZ I ,,I 0,(?0

,14 for Vaue of w fmn wei ho kiffnty.4-

Sfosainput then the system is obvi-.o;ly V

uisatlsfactoy. The kde of output Increasing with-
out limit Is only a matheatical concept. What
bapa I pm -tics is that output will only In- -'

., -1 1. -- -t~ zatti h yimh Tn

damw, or until some nonlinearity Intervenes to con- (b)
strain the output.

AltbovA this definitlou gives a definite divi-
dit bet stablS lid unstIle m the term Fle 1. A sewo eydy m wth tised rWoatve ablflty char-
stability Is gally used In a relative &a. A acWtsm a. may be defn•ed as one hevk a
system with good relative ,tsta ty ca CtrustIcs. • owwiftet o 0. and

Owlt decay tn,. T.. equal ha abm* tour timeWiV 1a6 might Ihave a maxzium overshoot at 0.3 the budup yti. lb. A rlative unltabl syaetn,
and Its oedllatio"w would decay in a comparatively b. has ovoid ofo.2 a". d t
short time such a four times the buildup tine. 10 tabes the teld vrn. The r bsolut e*UM@l syst des . howew.Imm posis bad
0a the other hand. a system having a maximum stablty si•ce oeaatlons dkl
ovevhoot of C.8 amd a decay time equal to ter
times buildup time, Fig. ib, although stable in
an absolutsens would be said to have poor
relative stawlity characteristcs.

*e mathematical definition of stability is that
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"WIQUI CRTE*MO

Where h,, N', owt are all thle values of a whlichyk~
msele O(s), the denominator of' the overall tramo --O
for function. Y.t#). set . Each h may be either ,()

real. imsaginary. or In the most general caseco--_ -- (4
p'~ea Any complex root can be mrtten in the - b,) (w 11) (0 i.0
foram A + PQ. Presence of mach a root 4'a- go, that when the Input f requency a, is equal to U.
dicates a damped sinusoid in the weightiag ftuýa- the partia fraction expansion for 9. (sa) will cmn-
*ion. Only It a is negative will this omeeflatiom tain the termn. C/(s PIPl. T'his results in the
decay as thnie t increages. Thus. a neressary earn- tarn Ofe" in the weighting functionu. T'his cm-
ditban for ý.blllfy im that .1* the roft, of Of a) =pones.t of the response is an oacillation whose
0 Ptuat poass" a sWehtv~a redl pert. sucocessive amplitude. increase linearly without

is aloaroot. fal rutlsome nonlinoarity, such as saturation
The presence ot a purely imaginary root. say of the power source, intervenes to limit the am-

a 1. is to be deploreid. It does not satisfy the pltude. A self-maintained oedllatiun is thesme.t
above condition for stability sad meanse that Iup. This phwromrroon, called hunting or limit "cvl-
there Is an uvalamped oncillatlom in the weighting ing. will only ocwrur in practice where a dlomed-loop
function. With a periodic functiont input of f re- aequemvn&x.m~uors a power source. Self-maintaitnsc
quency ii., the output can Increase without Ulmit, oscillation in other spheres (for example, aircraft
at least in theory. flutter vibrations) can be traced to the same. cause.

It is therefore. Posible to it vestigrate the sta-
bility of a servo by finding the roots of the char-
acteristic eq~uaton It is possible to plot Y,(jai) agaii ' rrquerwy.

(a)ý 6 o +A.I n-1 +at + e 0(2) Thus.
This rAn be very tedious ift '> 3. am it probably I. r,.f =M.

will be in moet servos. Further on rapid wasthods r (k I ___

for investigating the absolute and the relative
stability of systems will be discussed. V~i' G I;FI'..(~+

There ars certain helpful rules regarding stabil- l'berefo, if A -- )a in an ima~ginary root of Ui(s)
ity based itipon the transfer function. =0, W(i.) will become infinite when u 0=1, ViU. 2.

+ + b, + NThus, if the overall amplitsdoe retponse curve be-
- =( .(a )__ (2) comes infinite at %ny frequency. it indicates the

6. s + .. + at 8 + 00 presence of an undamped oicillation in tse weight-

of a linear servo. These rules are: ing function, and therstore Instab~lity.

1. if ?m the to ,.1VI141 una A servo will also be unstables if there is a root of
um~ ~~ ior--- o' + 16 J4 kT-V-L h

2. If ony of the a coefficients In the denomninator mKfJWU -
is negative. then Ume system is in genera ur- case the amplitude plot would be the sane if
stable. we replaced the u otable root by -- a' + 1'r

3. If a. exists and any ol other coefficients %._. This method does not give oonclusive proof
eg .ss zero, then the system is unstable, of stability. although as will be shown later, once

It must be realised that although these rules cama absolute stability has been ewtablished, M(we) and
reveal an unstable servo, they cannot prove that a #(w) give useful information on r-lative stability.
system is stable. In other wordis they ae inot Obviously, somec ximple and conclusive tests for
suffirient tests for rtability. stability would be very helplul. Two approachem

to this problem will be outlined. They are: (1)
Frequsucy Respume arni Stabilty: Suppose The Nyquist criterion mid (2) algebraic criteria.

a - 1 is an imaginary root of G(.a 7 0. Then
for a complex "iusoidal input of frequenacy .,Nyquist Criterion: Thia utilizes the open-loop
the transformed output is given by harmonic response fuliction Y.(jw), and is based
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NW1UWST £ WV N

Rsg~mntLom% dl cof~rwh'a +
-po/ ' +

t neots!.

*o comutan to
0-00

OS Pone 2i

Figure 3. Line of constant . and ,' in M s plane owr-
__ __ -resPOnd to simnllar oonkurs In the Y. plaie

which depend on th, funvtn Y.(s). This is
Frequer'y, w known as coetormal nap•p , The small shaded

"square in the . pane cwv4spLvs in the thnR to

e 2. e eIasv ri oththe ma.ll shaded area in '. t iem.

PsIeow types of 5 shOfto.l N IN Fita"
Sintoary rest of One donemkoner so the oper-

&- serv bassim flw*"n, it hidilafr that at
se'. frawe4m. a, Otars is a ressNa PeW
So enqmwp of the Isrv s••sem would be
n al -pdeao and falle t s pa" en hcy as the
amft" udeVA ravhtoied OW nfin ifty. +IO

upon the Properties of functions of an oothper v0
variable. Consider first the loop transf•or tune- i

tion Y(a)oo where in pelerul a is a compnt number
of the form a . + j.. •orrosp.onding to each a. I _- t o

value of a ther is particular value of Y(*), This
can be shown by showing the value of a as a point
in a comple plane called the a plane, and the cor- ,
responding value of Y.(#) as a point an another y 0 il at

compex plun, called the Y. plane. Ctrresponding
to a coutour In the a plane there in a contour in tht
Y, plane. The shape of the 1-tt•e. s ,.calle on the 5 to.) r Pl0" (b)
function Y.(#), and hence on the plrase.r- crA

eorralm inthe imi toamal •qar•tn he • eqatin ta) wihi th .s)hadO.

the servo it epre eor Fistil 4 t The must ceNo km %or stsablit Is that the

Formtio Th imortnt oin tlltha th l~ta ipuit not l 0 in shal ne~ot falsihown thhaded i

Thus, if the a plane is divided into a net of sa on in the Y. plans obtlned by conformal
lines of costnt a and constant -, paraleol trnsf ai raon of and s io the

bouneshaded b egion in the)s plane. The htods
th4xs ~.3 br saoxsodn M~W' true P1rovde all sy"te Movemevt ame them-
I of lines in the Yr rof e. This is called coafomal gym ftelee.
uipwi uWr zJ. 16 wtaU-. I- I-w.-

function, and it cextzinly to for the linear aervoo
being zonsiderad, then anuill squares in the s plane In otlm words (S1I + J-41) is a root of the

correspxond in the limit to small squares in the characteristic equation G (a) = 1 + Y, (a) = 0.

Y. plane, + This Is called a co--foa true For stability al must be negative, or f aT t + ,ut
F&sormatioss. The Important point in that the s must not lie in the region shown shaded iname traversed in the same sense, as will be shown. ng. 4s. Corresponding to this region there

The point 1- + 10)) written 1- , 0ov in the In a shaded region in the Y. plane as shown
Y. plane corineponds to a point (,x, + j.) in in Fig. 4b. Because of the previously men-
the a ph.e. That in, tioned cOwformial transformation, thi region in

b ounded by the contour Y*(,e) and lies to the
right of it as the contour is traveraed from#a:I

r. (a,+ jol)(6) au thrWA ats 0toe.w 4- a. The condition
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for stabilty is therefore that the point (-1, 0)
shall not lie In this "haded region of Y. plane.

The condition stated -iolds if all the elements_
in the systen ame themselves stable. Very occa-

(-10) 0
sionadly systems do contain uinsatble componen~ts, A- -I R-- __0e
usually due to some icxal positive feedback loop I ,) Ra 040Ra

( ,G ). In determining the stability of thws-WO Y lae WO Y ln
cale onmlinimum-phase systems the exact form of

teloop transfer function must Arest be obtained. (a) (b)
However, they are sufficiently rare in mechanical
servos to be neglected in this discussion. They will Figure 5. Application of the NyqLIst Prltsro k forstblt
be discussed lu. a later article, can be skipffl~lfd In practttigcth

I'. (j)e) contour only frorte 0 to Th
Li the couditlon for stability Just sti~ed it would conditon for stablity then becomes that the,

be necessary to draw the whole of the Y, (I&) con- point (- 1,0) must always be to the left of the
tour inludng lare crcuar rc. he wee ofcontour when It Is travenied in the direction of
tourincluing larg cireularam. Te swep ofIncreasing w. Thej* for anuntbestm

this arc depends on the power r In the denomina- Is shown at a. The contour atb flilh
tor of the loop transfer function (Equation 1.2, conditionsfor stability.

R.ef. 2). But in practical strvos it Is uninecessary
Wo go to all this complic tion. lf the (*j)con-
tour from w=0 to.,- + ao is plotted, then above which the servo becomes unstable. In
the condition for stability is: T'4e point ( -1, 0) patcfrgo eaiesaiiy utb
must alw~ys ia e to the left of t~ie _ontour when prdcfrgo reaiesbltyKmute

st 1 trversd fi th diecttn c' inreaingset somewhat less than this critkal value, as will~it ittaesd5 h ieto fices~ be shown. From Equation 7 it can be seen thatFg5.A contour passing tbikough the point changing K merely alters the scae of the Y*(j..)
(1, 0) represents the critical s'abllity boundary.
The Nyquist crit'-rion can be given a simple cotuoN.qa ptasiisfeenlcled

physical explanation. Where Y, (jio) crosses the
negative real axis, the output lags the error by 180 Algebraic CrItei.a: These are expressed in terms

degres.Thusanysinuoidl puse ntrouce as Of relations between tse coefficients of the powers
an error passes .hrough the loop to the output o ntecaatrsi qain
and is reintroduced as an error 180 degrees behind 0 (a) -=- a an - . + a, a + ao(8

the initial pulse, as shown in Fig. 6a. The ampli-
tude of this pulse will be i Y,, times the amplitude One of these criteria is due to Hurwitz. This Ih
of the initial pulse. Thua, if I Y.) - 1 at thi as follows: Write down the determinant of order
frequency, a continuous QuC!uilleUU can be malný
taiiied, since thia second puise will cause in equal a, ao 0 0 0 0and opposite one to be introduced, and so on. If a36 G ejY~t>1 at 180-degree phase lag, the oscillation A~ aG 64 a3 a2 01 010(
will increase irtapiueFg b Obviously the a7 ae
desired condjijon for stability is IY.I <1 at the
given frequency. Then for stability all the a'r must be of the same

In most servos stability depends on the value signm, and ;I must be positive when evaluated. For
of the scalar gain K, where example, if

G (a) = 3 8 3 +a2 82 + ,a+ ao (10'
Y. (a) (71 then

and f (s)/Ig(s) =1, when a= 0. 1. o(11)

That is to say there is a critical value for 1Ka3al
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The advantage of algebraic methods is that
they are simr~ple to apply and give clear-cut deed-

/ lniQoI pse uloms. Howcver, they only give the conditions for
absolute stn~bility. and do not give any data on
the relative etability of the system.

On the other hand, thn Nyquist criterion is
Tim, t .soi ietimen difficult to use when determining ab-
'% • Time, e' solute stability, although if correctly used it &i-

PUI30 MiM'V~f01% 90o• out of ways give-s the right results. The great adva.ta•ge
ph" by feedbtck in drswing a Nyquist plot is that It can also ba

used .o determine the relative otability and ro-
w iat100 pulse sponse characteristics. In practice it is a good

"/ .. , A idea to use both Nyquist and sigtbreic methods-.

0 . / , o' ' ,, Tirm,, f
, v " '• /''•: /7.2-3.2 MWE,•ONSE

" • (b) With the necessary conditiotm for absolute sta-
i bility discovered response, charicteristics can be

evaluated. No clear-cut responne. criterist can be

,ftd r~osr laid down since they depe~nd on the field of ap-
•mpitud inotmfn~lplictalon and on the t:Ws v inputo likely to be

Figure 6. If the Y. ifov) tcotour cmaf the naga~tim rwl! enemintered. In servomech~rv ism (for example,
axis, serv output Mgt tho, eror by 1,90 dwg. remote-ponition-tontrollers), the input in likely
An sinsadl M Insroduced as an error to change con~tinuoubly and rapidly, with perhaps
passe Uthrugh tC Impl to the output and
Is reinti Itt~ s an error 190 dog behind the many changes of direction per second. In general
Initial pulse, a. Amplitude of th%& pulse Is jYo] the output must have small following errom, aad
tinme% th arnitudo of the Initia *8;0. Tim e- this means high sensitivity as well as s~atic accu-
fore, N 1Y.1 - 1, continuous asdUrttlon will be
maintained. Nf Y.1 > 1, the osilto will racy.
Increas In ampltude, b. Obvkmft for as tabis In automatic regulators (for example speed-
systern iYoA must be less tban one. R Is this gvrosteipti ieyt eancntncondition which the Nyquist plot serems to gvrosteipti ieyt eancntn
evt~blish, over long intervals of time. The output response

to change in input setting must usually be accu-
rate rather than sensitive. In fact, the control
must sometimes react slowly to input change so
an not te overload the system. Continuous ex-

and the condition for stability insiainmycm rmsm natdetra
disturbance. and it is desirable that the system

41 a= :> ao 43 (12) does not respond very much to this disturbance.

As a further ilhmtration, If P, C-al -F-- ......
regulators, the time scale may be very different

&4 ( 84:•. + all 8 + a2 as + a, + a, (13) from that of servomtechanisms. Here there mnay
then be very large time lags, especially in the plant

itself.

J ,al Go 0 Since inputs are so variable, the analysis pre-

A = as % ad[ (14) sented here will be performed by considering the

0 a4 a3 response to certain idealized input functions.

and the condition for stability in The choice of which method to use for design •]

posem is purely optional and depends ultimately on•
a• ( as-- : a) >a3=ao I•) the preferences of the desgner. Each met~hod has

certain advan.'ages and disadvantages which will be
Thiere are other similar algebraic criteria-fzor ex- briefly outlined.

• • I•ample, Routh'-,4 criterion. Although they differ in

S~method they give the mmxe results.
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The mnlet sponro method in ususl'.y based disappeared at rimie td V/at., where at is ftile
oft res'f to thes Heaviaidu unit otep f-wetlon. magnitude of the smallest rcal component of "~
IV( t). Rsaults ame mW to interpret when plotted the rn-ote. The number of omxcllationm depends on
graphtci)ly, h'ut they are difficult and tedious to the ratio a/01 for 2,.wb of the roots. IL value of
Oitain because the chametter~stf equation has to about 0.5 Is usually quoted as satisfactory for

~.solved, and then the final txpronslon plotted this ratio.

in graphictol form. Another big disadvantage is A measure of sensitivity to given by the build-up
that If anly paranaetet, is changed or if addlitona- time Tj,. This has been variously defined as*
elermets ars put. into the loop, the whole proces i. T1me to pass through 1,0 for first Urn..
has to be reworked. It in also very difficult to ase- 2. 'rime to get within a steady 2 per cent of 1.0.
seclate any characte-Utlc iin the response with S. Time to &Wi-g through 1.0 at malxlifuMl rate
particular elements in the loop. of responsa.

Thus, while transileat response canl be used ýo Based on the overall response function Y,(jse),I
identify a ;,.ood or bad system, it does not often the requirement for no steady-state positional
suggest bow to modify the system so as to im- errorlInthati X I when 0, =Oor that a = be,.
prove its response. These ftults become very much where
worse when the degree, a, of the characteristic b ,j ý 0
equatiola is greater thin three. Y'(w -- Neio = (

With frequency response methods, mathematical - o +1 a, j + .. + a.(j,~ 4 (16
labor in shorter and simpler. tliso In this dir~ction In practical servos % > m, so that N --) 0 and
some simple aids exist. Thjese wi'll be discussed is negative answ -- co. Thus a typical response Is
in a later section, The 16Teat advantage of fre- of the form shown in ftg. .
quency response methoois is that the effect of The amplitude or Mf(m) curve Is verly inform-
modifying the elements in the system, or adding gtive. High resnant peaks currespond to lightly
new components, can be eassly accounted for. The domped roots in the characteristic equation; that
disadvantage is that the response vector curves is, a/fl is about 0.2 or lses. An ideal type of char-
do not Irive a physical picture of system behavior. acteristic in shown in 1ig. 7. If the maximum
That means that a set of rutes inust, be available vaue of M is finrited to 1.3 or 1.5, then in gen-
to correlate frequcncy response curves with the eral a grod transient response in obtained without
transient behavior of the system. No concrete tomn vrhos
met of such k- es exiats, unfortunately, but there Sestvt is~ de~terindbyte adwdh5
are some approximate riles which will shortly SniiiyI eemndb h adit

be gven.This is variously defined as:
1. N(ajjb= 1.0 beyond resonant peak, V. responsle

Successful use of either of these design tech- in of typ shownl in 1'. 7.
niques, therefore, depends Ia gely on the skill of
the enigineer. Only with experience can he weigh A( d.'

the alu of ry esin crt 'Ia.2. -f 1.0 holds for curve with no reso-

In practice it is convenien. !:o lo the initial de- ~ p~S
sirn work usinic frequency response methods. Once
the design has meen more or waes fIuMals-cU A LXA .*A.. ndwidiih,_W&
way, then a check can b, 'nade by plotting its 4
transient response. o -

Response Criteria: i;9as#" on transient response Imliw
to the unit step function, U ( t) response of a ratio
stable system will in general invoi e an overshoot, _______

followed by a decayinrf oscil~ation. The response g0Fyeque--,y W
is generally considereL satisfactory if the 'naxi-
mu .i overshoot is about 30 per cent cot the step,
with only two or three large overswinga following0
it. Fig. Ia. Less than 10 per cent overshoot in some- Fiue7Lmtngheaxumvleo to13o1.
'times necessary. Fg resf 7 iiin tae aimumealutasen rsons N ctor1.3toe1.

Decay of the oscillations depends on the values istic without too many oversihoots.
of the roots, ( - z + jQ), ol the characteristic
equation. All oscillations will have .4ubstantialiy
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3. X (mb) =1/2 beyond any resonant peak.

Since both re'r~te to sevaitivity a relationship
between the bandwidth ab cud the build-up trnme
T& might be erpected. There in an approximate
nslationship between the two, but goner %lly no- 1
thing more can be said except that increasing___
the bardwidth reduces the build-up time and Feny
hence improves the sensitivity of the servorinceh-
nlam. An approximate relationship between the
two can be established if an idealised frequency
response, ftg. 8, is coy sidered. Here M up Lfw
to the ba- -dwidtka frequency w,, akd itszero for all1
higher frequencies, while the phase angle in linear
in bandwidth. The response of a system, haviag
such a char".teristtic, to a step function in r'%own Figure 8. With the Idesktad frequency rep ns shown
ir #1g. 9. This response hau a *zmall value when hers, N = 1 ove the enitheabsndwldth an m
t =0,ao the mystem is not physically realizable. Ow4*hou th erW

Using the third of the de(Wationw of r, previc a.
ly Wveu, it can be shown that

This fripplort,, the previous remarik on lvz~ceas- ~~-
lug the bandwidth. Gtnerally to hcreaae w. to
chieve amorerai repnse theacalsr gi "

le.4 to inta~bility, ard saotinvartsbly means a 0 - Tm~
more oscillatory reaponse. Theref~ore. a compro-

miss value for K~ must be achia-ed. One of the
fundamnental problems of servo design Is to ge t Fire9Terspn oassemwttmciacr-
the tnaximum possible bandwidth for a given Fiur i.. TheN Sopos ofasy o a the 1U#aIwk, (.

scala gainK. Iiuthstes the re~tok nswm between bendekth
and buildup time. Response of such a system
ks much asdesired; howvr, the visbm isi i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _p h y s i a l l y u n r e a l a u b l e s i n c s r e s p o n e i s s c ,

4, Ri = %Ant
= Square rod. of mnus lm .e (symbolic)

K = Sa~a~ ah~ ~86sady-State Zmrrs: Apart from sensitiveity and
r Ord~er opsra*or stability another important favntor in afsewasng per-

U (0= bW'.Aep uncionin the response to a unit step function liaput

W~t) = Weighting bmccon Ut). Fig. 10s
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0 Tinis,1 0 Tinte, 1

FMMMrI lQ. ti acnumeY of a saerm~w Iyst ke idlGs by Via eeystel~ OW In
resome to a unit dIkwielon bup.*. a. Dpewim aeueycI be asomani
by finOWa thu obeeit. obe a t In uepnw e I* a tiit imi Wvsetsc hipui b.

can be ossily found. In the case of positlos mince Obviously, for save uteady-etate error, the require-
this Input U (C)t is csall a mnkstoa~p "Owy Mrg. ment is that r g '_ If r = 0, thunis 1a Asttic error
10b_ of e, 1/ (1 + K). For aunit veloelty step input

Occasionally. in some pos.ition cop-tiol servos, 06(t) U M tt, Et(a) = 1, *. "jbjmIojre.
tt a output must be able to follow, with & mnall
steady error, a caustant acceleamtion input. such
an inPut Is the wagi steP .ccelerstlos U(t)ts/2.r -
Tho difftculties involved here will shortly be di- t' I..+

lbs relatleusbip between the error and ingut, is ~ 3

susitutlndj tram squation 7 givas Thum for gero steady foll~wlag error r ;ý' 2 is

##(I.) required. If r = 1, there is a steady tolLWlg 0flM
(s) Kj(a) (19) a,= 11K. If rO=t0,thenfte fllowing 42102is

T _ __eg(& creases without it-it. in other words. the servo is
vg~~ha)b ic IeOf following the input.

-%----.-. I-A- 6- 110.1 w h Oft bm ax-

Now Theorem 8. Sub-Topic 7.2.2, is used to obtain tended at will and is symseetrical apart fo thet
the steady-state error. This is first term. An the table shows, a flist Order serVO

(r= 1) has a astv static error, but a Itinite steady
following error to a step velocity input- A second-

t-Ur [OMt) = UM [as(*)) order servo has a nero steady following error for
t Pooa step velocity input. For this reason secomd'order

#ý*'it servos ane frequently called sero-veloc~y-*fYfW

since Bg 1 as 0.Probably most mechanical servos anr f h

Tim U10 ceaf of a unit #AV fucto -t, a first-drder kind. Where high dynamic accuracy in
I/*,, X0sha required, for example in pr i-control systems, s

and and even thire? order systems ane somotimes
r ~used. Here there are Inhemet stability problems

I. ~~- J(21) to be solyed This will be illustrated with a very4
or simple example.
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Table 2--ke*Wy Following km's :1

lip 5 -
1 1I/K

2 0

01

FPur 1. Th'e wsebr OP In this NqltPlot rep-
oweet the Voilue of YvZw'p man reuny

Suppose a ascomoed-w-e mmr ha. the loop trams- ~Idk
for funtion,

X, (0) (2) Thus
moo ýY, (in)

where the effectt at tiam lags have been neglected autofhidvsonreA(r) OP (A)
for s1impicty. The cbicsrsh equation Is there-

foe(neatv as shown). *
44 + x PON frmn thi process for a number of fre-

(26) quemlew permits blottiog o. K(.) sad #(w). This
le a rather tedious tsask it can however be avoided

Thishastwotmaivay rotsby superposing curves of constant X sand # on the

syistmi uns tw ble.u "Act ±goV ad the IY. plame These contours are orthogona circles,
57551 1 UtbI Fg.12 N cositouro, have their centers at [- /

Now ""a"e the synte= loop mrants, funtio, (OP - 4) + 10] a&W radii a~ IN/(N -1)1. The
is aUinU a to contours have their centers at C>1,-W cot

K(1 + ?eIf as previously suggested the =Ladmun anipli-
r: (()) tiade ratio is limited to 1z, then the regona shown

shaded in FIM. 12 is prohibited& The servo having
The chrce~tcequation is now tao 100op Ie5POMe shown plotted in Fig. L"2 ob-

viously has a mwaimum overall amplitude raU, of

The system is now stabW sad awl retain its se-o Since changing the scalar gain constant it
velocity-error chareeteristic. Thin type of problems changes the scale of the Nyquist plot it obviously
wil be investigated =or %woughly in a atr must be met so that the curve does not enter the

articleprshblted region. The best way to do this in first

Use fen Nqmktnod: to plot a curve of

in a typca NyquWs plot, FIrg. U1, the vector f~ OW'
MP top t 7,00r for mome peaticular two- O)1 W

quency w- Then to the @am scale the vector A P which is just V. (j.) with Kr om0itted. Themn the
r6Pre tset 1 + T#(Jw). Then the overall re "powe critical stability polLt is (-/Kr, 0) Instead of
funlction can be found by division. (1, 0). Fig. 13. Thus instead of altering the con-
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towr whom A Is changed, the critical stability point
Ws noe until the contour is Ine the rHot position
relative to It. UO, riumately, cuanging the critical
stability polut lir olves changing the scale and lo-
cation Of the N end # constant contours. Thene
awe coaructions for ignuring tb-it the critical (
stability point (-/K, 0) Is ponltloned so that __A___
the T*(Jw) locus Just touches the reqluired At con- a 0 Aeo Ark
tour, thus fixing the optimum value of K.

Figure 13. One wany of InnsshW estlsebaen of the Nyqulst
caftesen Is to mom the qdhleso ~b~yPoint
by dwrnging theveeeltescerancenetant. Cenenasblen u~~ tat h 4
kmnc just teuches the -nq-1e - value to ftx
the ephlimw vauen of K.

spouse shown in Fig. 13. Although this satisfies
COl the optimum values of 0 and P, the curve comes
Ams very clone to the crit ical point and has a hi191

maximum N. Thus the value of K would have to be
much less than that predicted by the above meth-
od, unless the locus in modified to give better
characteristics in the neighborhood of the critical

00, point. That is probably what would happen.
The order of the servo and therefore its steady-

state errors are also revealed by the Nyquist plot
ro QW)This is because Y*(jo) behaves like K/(ju)' at

Al,1.0low frequencies. Thus for r = 1, the curve ap-
proaches the negative iwiglnary axis asymptoti-

Figure 12. Maotting a sewim of orthogoal cirie repre- cally. Fig. 14. While for r =2 the loop response
dwsetn constant M and # In the same plane locus approaches the negative real axle asymptoti-

as theObw Ny Pk* plot lie d tIn- * s- cally, and so on. This is particularly useful if only
of henmnumsiofwerat.sN.Th

het telsp repve pie 'Iw has a an experimental Nyquist plot is available. Then
ma-IMt nvmm~~ naft vat go1 if he order' can be found and K JIM known. the

steady-state errors can be obtained from Table 3
Ttese constructions are somewhat complicated As previously stated, second sand higher-order

aid some prefer a simpler method involving two
figures of merit known as the gain margin, 0, omwenituire
and phase mar gin p, Fig. 13& Deslired values are: e(a) = Tanformed error
0 from 0.5 to 0.8, and #? from 35 to 45 degrees. 0 =Gain margin
Thus once the point A and hence the value K K =Scalar gain constant
have been fixed to agr". withx those _figures, Ii Iq X(. I-)=odulus of Y0 (jw)
possible to plot Y*(jie) to the correct scale on a r mz Order of servo
graph coritaining contours of constant M and #. T =Time constant

Value, of the gain margin and phase margin is U (t) = Unit step function
purh her seinobtinngvey imlyan a- Ye (Jw.) =Overall harmt iic rexponse function

purl' hei us inobtinig vry impyY. Y(a) =oo transfer functionproximate best gain constant K. They are not 0=Phase margin
reliable figures of merit to assess performance, c,(a) =zTransformed input
although some have used them as -ich. The danger *.(s) =Transformed output
of doing this is demonstrated by the dotted re- (w Phase or argument of Y, (jii)
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS TRANSIENT RESPONSE CRITEMA
RELATIVE DAMPING CRITERIO

(V -21

ti.1 t" Fiur 18.4 qu otes h sefgrve. forth e coeffW6Icnt&A
)~ PIloop k *~ to aendsith buadu Itime.e

thn e usde ondlf 1 the tale a mscod-ore

w~ h iespora +umbe &Wmoif
a irst orderstyu ta..creFg 15Icr large . +

the ~ ~ y lomohc cnb eresete by thtrhome tnaimum ovrsoo an the/f buldu time.

untale iluyrt moifin thefth al, eon-r

ore r(1 +f awT sev £euss V-0 1 -

ther arSem nber l u onditianall Cum ablWI If as (as + -si -* '2 s*4- 3 11

abow am sevtod ordeiogerm with onot rcticme to n Tesaa anfatr 03 ec h
athep toop ehich an bhe transiente rbspone iepn s telrumieso= .50 .25\I

mae t6) giv reltins bewe4h prmtr-ooso W haraterisOticmeuato Paramet0.
thi I nt osibe.Howve, n ttmp hs ben toa te fncio is* largel deeriedlkii by ter

Thieeys figen oeurestable. 4, armormilyi frngo the form60

aregivns for uyuutom arodn to thei orde C3 0s prvoul sttd th1mgntudf ie

fction of~te thne fomd decayonll stfl amliud pe cycl of oilaton 3ome

is. hkrra-'t-, er gh 2 4. fi2 the minmu va 1 ofti2rtoas"! 0.5.:
C.a~+ ,, Sam' Tisgie a deca I8 h rai of 0.20 per alf

Trs"Isat~ ~ ~ ~~~~~yce Thates i~trafoaTase ~% ado epns to/A 0.0 ini Fig. 16.u
"+m As zttit) nrIfsv 0.5 is used prcsca thtiiumrtoofoo

+aet giv Ureainbtwn the eacheer moot of the characteristic equation , 0i=0.Al

forED MeraYn optimu type3 ofrsos.ro-12h oma +jivsrs oatr
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Equation 32 Ie a pob~s.mla in a with real xWu-
eat f&iLvnts. so H4itrorts' criterin cam be applied. This

AtyiekWa deslrea relstlouIvAlps between the "ystom
coefficlaents. Th. method nay Involve some tedious
numeiewcal worik sice the degree of tlhe character-

Al tlc equation is doublied. Some simplifying tech-
A niques have been developed, Referenco 436-1 but

theme are too lengthy to discuss here.
Others have developed siminlar criteria locating

Fle &Thime requlvford As Uses came by a th roots in Gther restricted reitom ot the a pians
Fue1.banelss to dle &9aM Is dwessmhts th e For inatance. to insure that all roots ame In the

wokse* of a. The raft *~ -.-I----s ft=ee hwdsd region in Fig. 17b, mnagnitude of all the
t-nok-f P er ot seulleis.. -

thlw au of &/a to a real parts of the roots is mades greater than a cer-
stbe'ewv Is OX tain value e,. This means the total oscillations will

decay within a time determined by .

the roots =*At lie in the region of th 1'k 7.2.4 AIelyZIý a Seam Sysftmu
shown shade in fit. 17., Makin trig restraint
permits the Nyquist and Algebraic stability erl-
tarts to be modified so that they become relative Thusiioint response criteria provide methods which
as Well as absolute criteria. This can be mast ar particularly suited to the analysis of relatively
easily done with the algebraic criteria. The modil- simfple servo systea. Conrmspmdiingly. the @qua-
fled characteristic equation is tin (bir" th ytmms be relativiely psbip .

A simple position control semuhair w' I be
0'(a 0 (a) Q1 (a) = 0 (32) analyzed in this Sub-Topic. Sub-Topics 1.2.1

where through 7.2.3 have outlined tke fundamuital con-
cepts of closed-loop control, brWeL-' diactuemd the

d1(') .as + &'j 01 so-'~ + .. mathemastics of contro systms and oudijpM per-
+ aor(111 a +so -0, formancip criteria. This Sub-Topic illustrates the

0,() ai,- 61h on-, + at s* ('IW a + of$i appLicat in of this material.

ftrJtles Central Sol Ve: Function of the poeftken

proportional to the input and output displace-

R* ,O " and the difference between them gives a measurej

is ini n ro o error, or

0 0. V.Z~o V. V1v.=pe 1 -. p

(a)(h)where the voltage-displacement ratios of the two
-,otentlo meters are taken to be equal and constant.
This errosr voltage Is then fed to an electronit am-

Figure 17. Hf 0.5 is acepted as a mlinimumi ftr uj. all plifier.
roots of the characteirfstic equaftio must faleh mlfe otg, S, nte ple

widthi the shaded zone at a. if al Th.rpiidvlae -KV ste ple
fall wfthin the shaded zone at b, total oscufl- to a dc motor which gives a roughly nroportional

bions will decay In thms det mIsed by a. torque, thus

T =K~,V (21

7.2.4 -1
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_I--

I gee'

4" VICOUS amIP

,0 A

: /t Visc om s dt~ qo W o

Figum 1. This sinyms poa•tion-contvi swivanechenism Lz u*sd to Muefrate Ow application
o I twoy Go an actual sy"m. Functio of the systm Is snmply to roates
the atA*d Oh'aft to the amse psm Min as tt of the Input shaft.

This torque in driving the output shaft is op. rather than the quantities themselvs. if. how-
posed by a load, which in this case is the re-ult of e"or. the constants of the potentiometers are equal.
an Inertia J ad a damper 1. This load is inclusive then It is pomsble to redraw the diagram in the
of the Inertia and mechanical resistance of the convetional mannr. Fig. 2b. Here the pote, -
motor Itself. Relationship between the output dis- tUometer constant is included in the loop trams-
placemenk, an.. ad tor'que. 11. is, theefor. fer function. This change is made purely to con-

f0o. frym wfth normal practice In representing ser.os
J + 7 1 (at by" bloc-k diagrams.- 4 (It can ie asn thnt the loop transfer function

Laplace transformatdon of Equation 3. toin In given by
-*ro Initial conditions, results It the transfer fuse-
tion. £

*D.I - (a) = Vo (s) i ,6

7 JIi-.o41 +, ,

It In now possible to construct a block diagram wbere K = K.K%8/f. Then the overall transfer
for the complete system. e•g. 21. This diffle function is given by
from the conventional block diagram of o closed-
loop system I4 that quantiUes proportional to the .() - ()
output and Input are subtracted at the differential, 452 + fa +KI

Flguve 2. sowk diepems afth si mple position-controi system may be constructed. a.
w V simulate ac sysden layout or b, in line with conventional servo practice.

ISSUED: MAY 1964 7.2.4 -2
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In dealing with quadratic factors much as thd to
denominator of the transfer function in •quation e *!
G. It is very helpful to adopt a well-known not.- :
tio". Then Erqustion 6 cnn be written as 14 CIA0" 1 ) - 4 , -

where

0 -0
0 TV Iw syl 41

ft4wvtm TTX;-Z;-

Figure 4. ae o mnes wo wthi a qwith rC
Timeservo system to absolutely stabia provided I chmatoec eqateton to a unit s_ p-W flen

Is positive: In order to determine its rolatlve kint for various vskn o .
stability by transient response me~thods it is nec-
essary to ýIetsrmine the roots of the character-

istic equation. In this cae the roots ar located
in the left half of the a plane as shown in FMS. 3.is an easily adjusia paramet, aMW may be not

Owe the roots have been found, the response of to gli Optimum 1"somie. OCtaa C = 0.5 is takm
the system to's unit-step function Input can be as *-m xmm* desirabe cam If this value is aubti-
found. The type of response depends on the tUtod in Eqiuaion a&. 8 becms
valu, of C. If C>1 the response is purely ex-
ponential. but if C< 1. the response also contains r-(
oscillatory components. Demarcation between the K 1n J
two types of responsible exists when C 7= 1 and in In some P4aplcatlons, however, it may he ua-
called the criticaallv damped case. Expressions for enary to have a aoe heavfiy damped iuapoam.
the responst to unit step function input for vari- For instance by choosing C I = 0, very little
ous values of C are given in Table I. while Mig. 4 oveishoot or oscillaton is obtained, fig. 4. This
plots them. responses for numerical values of C. lacnrened danpt tmfortnately resuits in a mome

In this application. K.. the gain of the amplifier. sluarish response with a loner uild-up time.
Thim mervo is of the drat odwer as sahown by

Equation 5. "TaerefaM It has mad smtdy-etatf
positional ernw. Her, bowever, positional &e-

S .s. curacy really depeod i on the accuracy of the potI-
tiometo IA repowe to a unit-velocity input,

"-Awl I -,ut-*t rit _.r in a w ei_ yv _n• wrmin ar r a• ii"K

----., Thus the so-called velocity error can be redmled

by increasing K., but here again improvememt is

1• , Table 1-lResponse to Unit Step Function input

Of ResoneuestWo¢ € Ieapee.,. Equatdi.

1 ()- --e.1 hf y I+ sinh y r

Figure 3. Rootu of the charactertic equation ars located (
in the loft half of tle s lane. ReOiNi stsbilitY
of the servo is d etermined b y th e roo s. < I t) * I-- eC- [Co lt + s.. in. . 1m n zt]

7.2.4 -3 ISSUFD: MAY 1964



DNMCANALYSIS TRA"SENT RESPONSEDYNAMICFOURIER'S THEOREM

achieved at the cot at reducing stability. analysis by trnsineant nxethods brcme.w :=btWnely
IN Wost PrAetlcai servo the equations; will be difficult. nnd friequenwy resPonwe tr44iniquett will have

OOPl~cats by time l1gs in the control equlpmestL to be used.
Suppose that !n the p~resent case theme is & time
tag r Ic the motor betweent the application of
vOltabe V and the development of torque T. Math- 7.2.5 Klethods for Determining Trensientv
emetically this can be written Response of Servo Systrmas

iF JK, 7 2.5.1i RELATION BFTWE9EN TrANSIENT
-I +To RESPONSE AN[) FREQUEINCY RESPONS9E

Tile Useftilhies (rf frequency-respons~e techniques in
T1he lo0p and overall transfer functions of the th uino le-opsyesishatechr-
complete system now become, respectively, 1,aristicq of the component elements of the loop can

K ~be combined b)) simple arithmetical manipuh-.0ons of
9. Kaddition and multiplication. Also, since the relationp-

(Ja\ hip b~etween open-loop wid closled-loop characterim-
ticsu is clear-cut in the frequency domain, it is possqible

-~ Kto U'le open-loop curves for system design.

(a) V-- + (I+f'+I 1 Pure sinusoidal input functions are unlikely to
be encountered tin practice, and the response to

in which thbere were no time iage it, the control equip- thma rterialodnpsitnpsibeo
ment, it was possible to analyne the gsytnu by tran- m rsoetohinntrsofaewipl
senit methods, becaise the assumptions made kept crtia

the systemn equations fairly simple- As mom cope The task of determining response to these or

s~sern ae ecouteedit iHtii fond that fwr more general inputs is very difficult for other
systms re ncouterd, t wll b fond hatthan simple systems. To attempt to design com-

plex servos in terms of transient response. would
be tiresome unless special techniques were-avail-

N~mmest~reable. In earlier sectionls some simple empirical ro-
* ~. lations between frequency and transient response

f=Viscous damping coeffcient were given. Put these are not rigorous. Hence, even
I=Moment of inertia if the frequency response is satisfactory accord-

r, Ampifera gain constan~t ing to gain and phase margins, etc., it is not cer-
K. Aplifer gin clistlittain that the transient response will be at all satis-

s~~-~ 'A~VW oerto
T Temua~e oprtrues, it is highly desirable to plot the transient re-

t =rim. Va~w sponse, usually to a step-function input. This may
V = Vo~agae be approached either from knowledge of the bar-

Y,,(81 = Overa~ll transfer function monic-response function or directly from the trans-
Y.(*) = Loo0p transfer funceaoi fer function, Of these the latter is perhaps more

= ltIes p-ut of complex conjugate root gnrl lhuhtefrw svr ovnet

Votg *pae~ntcntn rP, As a ba-'kground for : techniques to be out-
1 =Votaan dspaonont costnt ofp lined, the simple concep, of frequency response

0. V Pometfr r>1 will be a starting point and from it the idea of
Damping ratio Fourier and Laplace transforms will be developed.

of ýinput rotation
=. Output rotation F011rierfS Theorem: More general types of func-
V rm cons tanit tions than sinusoids are general periodic functions,
O=Imagnary purt of complex root Fig. I. Here the repetition period is T. Fourier's
"= V, F--TwjFor f < 1 theorem is a mathematical way of saying that

=lowU o ~~ex(OJg~eCo the period'c function cvn be broken downl into

ISSUED: MAY 1964 75-



FOURIER'S THEOREM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

a const.knt., or "dc," component, plus a fundamental Thus each- component~ in amplified and phaseshifted

sine wave of period T, plus 3econd, third aniti high- according to the value of Y.0a) at its particular

or harmonic components. Mathematicaaly frequency. Diagrarnmatlcalhy this can be illustrated
by means of a frequency spectrum for e4tt). This

is shown in Fig. 2a; Fig. 2b shows a typical re-

#A(,) (I sponse function. These maY be combined to geve
the sp~ectrum of the output an shown in Fig. 2c.

where , /T fundamental frequency.

For convenience, the exponential form has been
used for harmonic components. Hence the c, coef-

ficients, denoting the relative amplitude and phase
of each. component, are in general complex. They
are determ~ned by

C.te-"e dt 2).1-

An important feature of linear syste~m Is that

the response to an input containing several corn--

ponents, is the sum of the responses to the separate-
components. Thus, in this case, the response is

the sum of responses to the dc term and funda-

mental and hilgher harmonies. Thus, if Y,(jw) in

the overall harmonic-response function for fre-
quency *, the system output is

e,()PERIOD'C FUNCTION
dc COMPONENT

* TIME, t

*fUNDAMENT,

2ND HARMONIC

Fi'-ure 1. Periodic input fi'nction. By noeans of Fourier' theorem it is possible to evaluate
dc component, and fundamental arid higher harmonics.

7,2.5 -2 
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(b) YC JW)Arg (j4))

IC4I Ic!rcti' PIhose

AtV1 CO o

C' Frequmncy, W £eunc

Frqirc~Frequency, t4

F~~gure~ 2. Uh spctu If a peio, nutshw ym nItueadpaecre t
The pecrimoccu atd~aretemulipls ofthefunamenal reqency~.i -A

to be clase tos genra iFrs.eerqreuat e incy gieb

Fin i.?Tisur ca. The donetu by thpeForieri input, shw bymgitd6n)paecm ta
Thespctnm ccus t dcrte utIpfof the fn dam s etral freunctio c.,n bhe fud

amplitude and phse 4)i of a typicl ytem are siona t b The ~ l acte rop oain8
th nu peumt rdc h discet outu ths pr-tn afthi c. il wf e eo

Althunugh moret goneral tohan piuafl of fc Oncedi apgoiaion thve sytem beuspods esepartelystofe
waveons peryodirgeunerions are Suc to resrioictirve epacihe tomponeta Oj(Io~w) eplicisotlyt the outpu-

itg becase sgeeaTipt. Theneoe ian th is givener~ by eom u
siectem these egexteno e the auioi wavedc uec-e ] ___

t'caeiod, ig do. 3aTi anlesonte bycthue closrer u 0Mp --

1hnisedo eiiecr ~t x If th np: s.onp~eta frqu'nctio carnabe fudh
tMZ ie ý har woji co-npod6:2.4) output, msponuo'ea be o valatc trmimetnB

ly~~Ms oftibte thrugou pnt of~u ithis artcl will bedevote
Eqamiount e4 cis deeloe fhoGhi Fqton y is to approximate v weaix~ of~ ach.&ieving this. ~Thew%
rassnge funto on + jt to T be ~pta fratiof, ia jk,ýfii apoitons hav Jnto bep usedbcas i fe

would hav a disexee f requzico zpci.f& k . fucpnse-re10pUnse

A~ ( t) ~lRe puite toui-tpfunction
Ther nse ?)and of d ) are ompodets at ," F woure a~1) ýu(t)le Ineqwm variable

... ISSU je hamAY l comonut )Teo ee~~uta-Proit

ly distribte thr ouhu.l yqeiJ,%A 'rimqeu v ariable

amun I4j~t a *togtc oiei b WVýW eaAt mLilr ats-fY o



LAPLACE TRANSFORM METHOD DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
OUTPU RESPONSE

(0) Again by linear sliperposition, the Output is the
sum of the responses to the component damped

ei(f Iapevtudic hififLt sinusoids. Thus the output complex frequency Spec-
trum -'- givers by 00(a) =Y 0(s) %~(a). As a time
functi-l

TimefC~, f (() ,() a

Ma~iid Phase wil The dspctrald fuciokalaen of afcthin s untitle.
10itj101 rg , (wTHerethe, cantaion eoua aoutptrspof all frequnc

Fig-e .. ormgeera .~c ~~ olnoflflt. obsituinVinEquation 6 givessmed

exirsasuefnite vaue Thnote by A (ailtstifid
for~~~~~~~~~~~~~h spm~,se-ucinipt iltsti o- ratectaluauntion of these funection i !xuually.vr
dition: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Te Fo hsrao h alc rnfr iffcl, bucot ain n qumbe of t arofit wal s freqenc

Fi v3.h o r is much a *oep werfoi nutl. cto frqeny co poentso. Saboir wl a mEchatinica go pti ons

coapdent doete nproottin cancu be dicrnd fore bu (r)

spli e d(t inutodped soninuoscdly comourentents, Since _ (t) it

e'ds Sir e is oetoo bt~ain for ia geeal function at~t

celdthe LaIcntranuosfecrum a1' bt. Sinc Wgi) mus by zm getslngaie ie

functionL9 must bev aitimefordgin

vo~veiW a0 ditil Foti inteCOration. 1(hua

Eithe Vqa w)sn wt dor (11abon)2 an

fo) exmpe stpfntion inpu vilae (8)s cond t fvlai ond A of thebtsoe integral d wis usually vr

diton:Fo ths rasn te Lplce ranfom dffcnverg bt zer number ofapiplvtkiri totue, waysk-v
mtho iostourchmosen pow lierpfrlle toe thelpA ar we is mecanca compubtation

to rigdst eqttior aprxmain can be foti u nd afore A(0u
Lpaequ'atins is Metormll: Briefly this :mtusk, rather whay. Tor W(0.~ nega xpe~i o

c tandad th ablaes traistfor many function iuui gitep bywtin

....................................................-- dw i 1- a



DYNAMIC ANALYSiS APPRgXIMgTE EVALUATI"f OF INTEGRP4-S

1 1 " sin wt

2 o)

Then, considering system response to separate

components,

YA(0) 1 - M(,) sin (t+) Wt +)A+ -t) + dw (14) •
-- 2 0T W . ... ... .. . .

A little manipulation then leads to the two forms •,., :

of Equation 12.

Approximate Evaluation of Integrals: Fig. 44

shows the v.riation of a typical function U(a)a. )W (hI

against t, and in Fig. 4b sin at Is plotted against LI. -

a. The product of thee two functions is the in- Sin vf

tegrand of Equation 12b, Fig. 4c. For computrtion W
the integrand must be finite at • = 0 and should (C)

converge rapidly. If not, the other component must

be used or else some other artifice used." Com-
putatim, al integration must, stop at a finite fre- Fr-.,.y• d N

quency fl. Errors involved xill be small if (2 15 Fisqucy,W

chosen sufficiently large. Figure 4. Typkic , lnc otced in Fourier Int•grai

The order of error can be estimated if U,/ or calcCI•k& of A(t). J(1.,0W of V' jc);w IS otted

V/.. (whichever is used) is approximated by c/1 At a, ..vhle b zhlws sin wt fm a paRticular tinli
in.tanI t, Tw: pr.•duct of thes fnctions at t. Is

for o>n?, where c =- WU() or OV(a). Then a tiv requiral Integrant.
pessimistic estimate of the error is 2U(rs)/w or
2V(i2)/7. In another xre tho,; Yor perfor win1l. the Integra.,

A series of aids for carrying out this computa- in anohe mtho/ io pororfM te intrgT-

A tiozr, Ut, #ie er V, isz approx~imated by straight-
tion is based on approximating the form of U/. lin segmetts, Fig. 6. Once again components ef

or V/w up to w = fl. One method', approximates rcpow.,- due 0 the eeparate segments must be

the curve as the sum of a number of trapezoidal added. The companent due to the segment iut the

components, chosen by cut-and-try, ?iti. 5~a. Then interval Te to w,), if Equation 12b is used, ;A

the response is the sum of the contributions due

to the separate trapezoids. One such trapezoid iw 2 COS wo -t.... £ -

shown in Fig. 5b, suitably labelled. The response [, t

component due to this tra'pez.id is - t -)

2 ) EqiFmion L2a ia chogen, a slightly d!1ferent ,tqua-

"" tion must be used instead of Equation 16.

A third metl'od involvas th. expreasisn of U/0

6v +. W6 t (or VIM) as a series of frequency inipiAses. The
sin t curve is divided iato strips of width A, Fig. 7,

I (15) and height a,, al a ..... .. Then each impulse in

t taken at the center of a strip with weight equal

to the area of the parti2ular strip. Thus,
where .A, is, the area a! the trapezoid. All such

U•a(e.U -k 1

eompone•ts must be added. Both terms Ln square , 0 (17)

bmrekets in Equation 15 are of the form (ain x)/lx
and thin fu'iction hop been extensively tabulated

in Reference 18. By the use of these tables the where 
_. 

=_U(_._)/_.

z- iputation becomes extremely simple. Note, a 8 function of frequency is defined exactly

a. Reference 439.-1 Reff 'tnce 439-1

b. Refe'tnce 426-1

ISSUE. MAY 1964 1.2.5 "9



APPOXIMAýE EVALUATION OF IrEGRALS DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

.eeeeelo :tw u•w

0K
•t'y k) d43 FmqUency,QJ

Figure 7. Apvri-a adion by a series of weiged Impuls.i

Guil min" has developed a method combining
straigbt-lne and impulse o t Bril y,
tim flrst or a higher derivative of U/u is approzi-Hmut by straight-line awmenta. This approima-
tion Is then differentiated twice to give a series
of impues as before.

Yet maother method is to expand U!. a a
Fourier series,' with 20 as the repetition IntervaL

(b) Frlquefncy)~D Uor example,

Figure 5. A jj)•oxiinst to Ut,).) o* V (.)/w by trape- a.. sin) = I (1r)
Ldst ognmvits Is shown at a~. A Parttk~la traps- V, :Lu
mrid ;a shawn at b. ,-i

for - r < < a. The coWnleints can be calu-,
lated from

S U(a.) .m we"

Substitution from Equation 12b
leada to

A(t) = 21 sin Ut" . (21)
A.(d (Z2 -- 12s tZ)

Usually this expression converges rapidly so that
only the first few terms of the serlie need be

Frequoncy) & evaluated.
Instead of approximating the characteristic of

the system it is alternatively possible to approxi-
Flgur• 6. Approximat'on b)ryS Ihtrfl•-e S~n5ntL. mate the input function. For example, if unit

step function input u(t) is replaced by a aquafe
wave of duration T?, Fig. 8, then the respo.ue to

s , 8 function cf time2 , except that , is now the front step of the square will differ little from
the variable A(t), provided T is r ..ch greater than the settling

S'ubatitutin& In Equation 12b gives time of the servo. To tie in with system approxi-
mation accuracy, T should be numerically com-

A -() parable with 7r/fl. The si-olifleation to calculationA ( t) a-•. Oita w.,t (18)

Y•./-. ~occurs if the square pulse is considered to be part

Summation should stop at w - t0 as before. A
sirmilar method canx ezly !,e applied to Equation a Referenc ;O-I

12a. d. Reference 127-40

7.2.5 .6ISSUED MAY 1964



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS TRANSIENT RES'ONSE

Aft)Wr I- -pt Pulse

0 I Z T "time t

ipure s. An oapprximte espeuson for transient resonse can be obtained P input I% a
repetitive square wuve Response dif* little from •,•e-functon response If T
Is much longer than ai f time constant associated with the system.

of a repetitive train of period 22 (dotted curve, (Sub-Topic 7.2.1). This relationShip may be substi-
Fig. 8). It is then possible, by Fourier series, to tuted into Equation 25 and the resulting expres-
approximate the input by sion expanded into a partial fraction. Thus

1 2
e*(t) ---- + msin o t + A B1  B,

2 Ir O(a) - +- + ....... +

1 sal 34 t + (22) +
3 a -26)

where *a = r/T. Considering the response to each

component leads to From a table of inverse transfcrms, it follows

that

4 U U(u.,.) mo(t) A t+u(t) + (BI ep, + B 2 .,' +
A(t) .L U(•o)s (t-l-+ ~3 ... + BR e'.t)u(t) (27)

The coefficier Bs are given byU500o - 23
5 A - (--lI' [- i

Similar results can be achieved by other appro'-1- (a)-)
mations to a stvp function which have finite B, a (- P0) -
d-ataton.

Normally A is unity (for systems of order

7.2.5.2 TRANSIENT RESPONSE FROM TRANSFER higher than one). Poles and zeros can be loc-ited

FUNCTIONS on the complex s plane, Fig. 9. Then if all poles
arm distinct t, 4 coefficients can be found by vector

If 0,(t) can be expressed in terms of its com- mutiplication. Thus in Fig. 9, where ' 2 and-t- "Almathematicaiiv A;- • for example.

0,(s) is the Laplace transform of O,(t)] then the
output spectrum is given by B= - (28)

V, V,
6 (a) = Y.(a)O,(a (24)

Vectors V1, etc., represent comiplex numbers and
Recovery of the outpu as a function of time is must be manipul.ted accordingly. In the case
simplified if a physicai linear system with con- where more than one pole occurs at some point,
stant parameters is bei g considered since, iri this such a. L. term of the form (s - p1 )Z occurring

case, Y,(x) can . 3 factored. Thus, in denominator of Y.(s), the procedure is slightly

Y.(3= H( - Z) (8 - Z2) .. (at - Z.) ) diferent.iY,(a)= ( •)(s p. s-p) (25)
-(- " Obviously the first step in determining reapor:se

The poles p1 , P21 . . . determine the natural or is to find the poles p ..... ... These are the roots

"free-runaing" modes of the system. Generally of the characteristic equation 1 + Y.(s) = 0.
the poles are complex so that the natural modes The difficulty is that this is usually somethirg
are damped sinusoidal time functions. worse tWin a cubic in a and iny direct approach

Unit-step function is most generally chosen as to its solution wil likely lead to considerable toil.
a representative input. In this case oj(s) 1/,s liowever, ingenious methods have been derived to
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ROOTCS METHOD DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

arg(l +Tin) -- argg--arg(l +Tss) -

P1 • a(1 + T38)= a) 1 = deg + k3604deg (33)

' where k is any integer, 0, t1, +2, ....

For some joint a sittisfying these conditions.
V _ Fig. 10.

-- xis " TT, Ti

0 "1 - _-- 02 - #: S 180 deg + k 360deg (35)

3 oOf these, the second is the one fundamental to the
S I root-locus corcept. If a value of s can be found

to satinfy E&1,ation 35, then the ",alue of K in

Flour" 2. R•tsPomm coeffients can be obtained from dia. Equation 34 can be adjusted to satisfy Equation
gram shoMng iveatlon of closed-loop poles und 34. It is found that values of a satisfying Equation

Nomenclature

evade direct solution and the rest of this article Aomenclatu
A. Bs .. Constants

is devoted to a brief summary of some of these. A(t) -Response to unit-step unction

More detailed discussion is contained in the texts •, Ordinates of *0dt),t

mentioned at the end of this article. il, D.. . -- Corrections to approximate

Mo•rt methods start with knowledge of the loop closed-loop poles
trarnfer function Y.(s). A typical example might co.... Ordinates oZ e(t)
be 4 (t) O open-loop respoose tc unit Im-

pulse
Kld + T, a)pus

11 +() T9 h0, h, ... Ordinates of A(t)0
1d 4- T2 a)(1 + TS ) K Scalar gain constant

k --- Any integer 0, --t-1, ±L2 ...
The problem now it to relate the closed-loop poles 1 c Any. Lengths

to the open-loop poles and zeros, in this case 0, va, m' Number of closed-ks' and loop

S 1IT.. -- 1/T.. -1/T.¶. zeros

x, m' Number of closed-loop and loop
Root-Ioeua Method: Particularly umeful, the poles

root-locus method of Evans" traces out how the P, Q - slope of gain and phase curves

closed-loop poles mo -e in the s plane as the gain evaluated at closed-loop pole

constant K, or any other parameter in Y.(s), is p,.... Poles

varied. A very short account of this technique R, III Polar co-ordinates of s

will now be given. It will be convenient to proceed s Complex fivquency variable (il-

• ...4 &ý• e . .ex e . . .... n -An 16-.- a n oc. T&• *-I p~l owpurator- )
twaLU AaihI •38aU Iii 4 tiou T4" .&A. & Time constants

lows that t Time variable

K(1 + Ta) u~ (t= Unit step function

Y, (a) 4 -+ t);_ ) V,(a). Y•(01 Loop and overall transfer func-
1 -4L T2.,a) (I+ Ts a)+K(1 + T, a) tiorhs

Obviously the zeros of Y,(s) are the same as those Shift operator

of Y,(a), but the poles must satisfy: z,... Zeros
a, w Real and imaginary parts of v

X(1 + TI a) (31 a , AX = Small finite increments
-Ts-T 1(f) T Unit-impulse function

f-, =, 8 Angles
Since v is in geneal a complex quantity, Equation Small tit nber

31 contains two conditons: - cos 0

K j + T, ~o (s), O.(s), E(a) w Transformed input, output, and

K -(32) error
I ! T_, a 1 11 + a T3s,(t), *o(t), e(t) Input, output, and error

02, Angles

a Reb,'r',ncc 437-1 Time interval

7.2.5 -8 ISSUED: MAY 1•,64



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS ROOT-LOCI RULES

// ROOT LO(US~2I -ASYMPTOVE

1 ROOT LOCUS 60

s plone

FIgurl 10. Any point s on a root-locus must satisfy the
gain and phase relations Implied by the char-
act*#is!tc equation.

35 lie on curves in the a plane, Fig. 11. To each
point on a curve there corresponds a value of K
neceessary to satisfy Equation 34. Figure 11. Valu~s of s satisfying characteristic equation

trace out continuous curves In the s plane.The formal defirtion of a root-locus is a con- Thes" ire called root loci. At tech point K must
tour in the a pl•ne so that If the value of , at any be adjusted to satisfy magnitude condition.
point on the contour is substituted in Y.(a), the Hence, curves may be show. with K as par-

ameter varying along the contour. Root Cociargument of Y,(s) is 180 dog + k360 deg. can be drawn for variation of other parameters
As described so far, each point on the locus In Y.(s).

corresponds to a particular value of K so that ef-
fectively root-loci tell how the closed-loop poles
move when K is adjusted, other parameters being
fixed. It is, however, possible to investigate changes that q 2 and the asymptote angles are .-- 90 deg,
in poles aa other parameters are vatied.11 Fig. 12.

6. Asymptotes do not radiate frora the origin

eot,-LMefi Rules: Some simple rules for the con- ,but intersect at a point on the real axis a, given
struction of root-loci will now be given %ithout by
rigorous justlfication. For the latter, one of the " open-loop poles -- ' open-loop zeros
other references listed may be consulted. st -_- q38)

1. Loci start on cpen-loop poles.
2. Loci terminate on open-loop zeros. Here the Thus for the system of Equation 29, Fig. 12,

m.....of ts%•nsLdng thA Inei is in the direction of 1 r 1 1 1 1
increasing K. That is, ru ie I corresponds to K = 0, - 2 LT 2 T

while rale 2 corresponds to K = co.
3. Loci appear ir distinct segments. Number of 7. On real axis; loci lie only in sections to the

segments equals the greater W" or a' (aee N'omen- left of an odd number of open-loop poles and
elatume), zeros. This condition is also illustrated in Fig. 12

4. iLici occur in conjugate pairs. l'hat its, dia- which shows the root-locus for the system of

gram is symmetrical aboutt real axis, Fig. 11. Equation 29.
5 Foro large a, loop function Y.(s) behaves 8. Point of intersection of loci with imaginary

like C/•' vhere q = n' - W', so that the asymp- axis can often be easily determined directly by
totes to the loci make angles (180 + k360)/q deg substituting s = j, in characteristic equation and
with the posidve real axis. In Fig. 11, the loci be- solving directly. The corresponding value of K
long to a systein having q = 3. For the system of is simply determined by Routh's criterion.
Equation 29, fok' large a, Y,(s) =KTJ/T2 T3 8 so 9. Angle at which locus leaves an open-loop

pole is indicative-a point that can best be illus-
trated by an example. A system has loop poles at
3s = P1 P2, PS, P 4 and a loop zero at a =--- as

a. Reference 436-1 shown in Fig. 13. Suppose it is required o find
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Y + (0 01  0~) = IO deg ý k38 60eg (38)

ASYt*TOTF Angles #1 ,. #,. c~ be~ masnre directly.
being the Arguments of vectors drawn to ft from

I the other poles and 110704.AI A* O An exactly similar arg ament can be used to
+ ~find the alngle at which loci enter open-loop uwro..

2 Y3Y T 1110. Where loci exist on segments of the r~eal
Axis between two loop poles, the contour must

.,a XISsplit away in two branches from the real axis to

0 ~satisfy rule 2, Fig.1I3b. If -a is the absciassa of

Tthe break-away point, then v can ba estimated
T3 2 TIby considering a point on the branch very close

to break-away with co-ordinates ( - ,, a) being
very small. Once again the aum-of-arguroen con-
dition must be satisfied, and in this case all argu-
ments1 can be expressed to first-order approxcima-
tion as proportional to ~. Then r can be, cancelled
from the equation, leaving an expression for a.

In the example shown in Fig. IS

Figure 12. Root locus for system of Equation 29, shawl+
location of branches of locus, asymptotess as a 03 - 0
break-away from real axis ivn

the Inclination y of the locus leavtng Vs. At point ... 1 + (39)
on locus near p2 arguments of lvectors from V1, asa a a03-

... p,. a, should add to give an angle of 180 dog Equation 39 can conveniently be solved by trial-
± k360 deg provided contributions fxon: woe ane and-4error methods.
added and contributions from poles am subtracted. Other rules exist, and are extensively treated in
Thus the inclination -y can be founad from Refe~rences 359-1 and 437-1.

TTI]

P2 y
POINT CLOSE TO

BREAK-AWAY

-4 -73

4~ AXIISP

Figue 1. (bov) A adiagram illustrating determination of (Oe-.j
angla at which locus leave an open-loop pele. At b,
diagram illustrating determination of point at-

w hich branches of locus break away from real '17-axis.

Figure 14. (righlt) Root locus for system having ,s)=L-
K( 1 + 4s)/s(1 +. 2s) (I + 1.6s; + s'). -.S L I

7.2.5 -10 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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Example: A simple example will illustrate the method permits design with transient rmquirements
application of the nbove ten rules to the constric- in mind, a hitherto difficult task. Although only
tion of root-loci. ConAider parameter adjustment has been discussed here,

N(I 4s) the method 4s particularly useful in that suitable
- - (40) modifying networks can also be specified to im-

S-2&) (1+ 1. 4.~5 Zr•prove performance or stabiHKy, contrasting favor-

Loop poles are et 0, 0.5. ( 08 ± 0.6j). Loop ably with frequency-response methods in that
zero Is at 0.25. Here q ý 3 so that the asymp- transient response can be controlled directly, Space
totes are equally spaced at 120 deg, Fig. 14. Equa- shortage prevents a more complete discussion on
tion 36 shows that the asymptotes ra.eet at point the use of root-loci in design, but more detail will
- 0.616, 0. The characteristic cquation is be found in Rrferencer 1.S.22, 359-1, 437-1, 127-41,

2,94 I 4.2s" + 3.602 I 11 4 4 K)a -I K 0 (41) 436-1, and 127-2.

Putting a .: j. and separating real and imagi- Other Methods: To find the roots of the charac-
nary parts lead to toristie equation, it is necessary to find complex
2 14 - 3.6 W2 + K 0 (42) values s = + j . which satisfy
1-4 4K -4.2..2 0

Eliminating K and solving give .. - i 1.17 as the (43)

points where the loci cut the , axis. Nyquist's criterion shows that, if a -- j.. satisfies
The loci leave the complex poles at an angle of EFquadinn 43, for some particular value of w, a plot

35 deg (rule 9). of Y,, (0.) passes through - 1, 0.
Now from rules 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7, it is possible Therefore, it is to be expected that, if a ± im

to sketch the full locus as shown in Fig. 14. Despite is a solution, a plot of Y.(a + .w) would also
the complexity of Y.(s), the prouedure can be pass through - 1, 0. In Reference 3 it was shown
carried out in a very short time. It is advisable that all points on the a plane could be transformed
to check the accuracy of the sketched parts by into corresponding points on the Y. plane and use
checking that a few points on the locus satisfy can be made or this fact to solve Equation 43.
the required conditiori. Since the method is approximate only, the s plane

Phase-Angle Locus Method: Another approach must be divided into a finite nunirer of points.
to the task of loci construction is to map the s One way of doing this is with a grid of lines
plane with lines of constant phase angles for each parallel to the axes, forming small squares, Fig.
pole o- zero in Y.(s). Points can then be found 15a. The transformation of this grid in the Y.
at which I he total phase angle adds up to 180 deg plane is also a grid of squares, although they

+ k36J deg. This method, called phase-angle locus are "curvilinear squares" in this case. Another
rethod, is again quite casy to use." way of saying this is that lines of constant a and

With the locus sketched it "s now possible to constant w, intersect at 90 deg in the Y, plane.
indicate thti variation of closed-loop poles with K. The small-square construction can now be used
A 4 Amp my !! 4e "p1-4it anumber of rjoints on to map the grid on the Y. plane. First, the locus

the locus, and then to apply the modulus condi- 'f '!Y.'• j~utuiit d.. .. , -i:--ed -y
tion-Equation 32, for example--adjusting K so equal Increments A.. in fnrquency corrm tponding

that the two sides of the equation balance. Other to vertical divisions of the s plane. Then squares

quantities in the equation can be measured direct- can be drawn corresponding to the small squares

ly from the diagrtm, produced in moving by distance Aa( = A4w) to the

The root-locus method is invaluable as a de- left in the a plane. Smoothing off the squares, Fig.
sign tool. Previous articles have shown tha- it 15b, gives an approximation to Yo( A + ).
is necessary to restrict closed-loop poles to cer- he method can then be continued to obtain
tain reg.ons of the a plane. This -estriction sets Yo(- 2Aa + Jo), Y (- 3Aa + j.,) .... and so on.

a limitingf value o1' K and, for this value, the com- Ultimately a value of a is found for which the
plete closel-loop pole-zero configuration is known. curve passes through -1, 0 and the correspond-
If this is m, it is an easy matter to find the tr- ing value of w can be read off. Thus in Fig. 15b,
sient response by the semigraphical r,-ethods out- a 3A -3,; o = 5Aw gives one value ofa
lined by Equations 25 to 28. Thus the root-locus satisfying characteristic Equation 43.

This method is often not successful for finding
all the roots. However, in many practical systems

a. Reference 27-41 it is found that one pair of complex roots, the
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Y, ( 4j,6&o) 0-. L

o Real Axis

A.
org 4.

(aAw A- A.o
(o~s pld_

Yi
0

1.0)(b) ro plane

Al-to'dXY,(a +j&.,)

(C) Y, plane

Figure 15. At a. s plane divided Into grid of sma1l squares. At b, transformation of square
grid into Y .(s) plane. Sm~all sqviare contruction can be used to construct thi%
mesh starting with Y..(tw) plot. At c, quandties which may be used to find the
derivative of Y.,(s), approximately, at point -~1. 0.

moat lightly (tamped, dominate the oscillatory part 1
of the transient response. P

If the roots are found by the method Just die- B, - - - r- -- (5

_-- __ tyr~paiflce can be used to find the dY

transi. ut response. Suppose the root that ias beena Ila '~

found in p, a, + jrp. Then there Is a term in An approximation to the derivative In EquatIon
the transient response given by B, ell. For unit- 45 can he obtained by measurement from th, plot
step input the coefficient is given by of Y*(S), F'ig. 15c:

Putting s p, As. Thus, for the component of response due to r ot

h uan 11JY(pr f- ] Pr.,pgj

lin As 1"(, +AS)AX Pr

P 1 + ip al

Expanding Y.,(Pr 4- as) abou~t r~ t membering The conjugate of this term must also be present
that Y,,p - 1, give's fins'lly in the response since a, -- r is also a root. If
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the combined component of these raotfs aominates T (t) Aft' , A7NOX Aft)

the response, there result,, provided the wmystem
in at least of first order,.~t

A(t) - (t) I 1 X

con (.3 1 f- a -- ) (47) AXa24

wherefItftl'~re) 0 T1 AA,

A typical plot, Fig. 16, shows that ir moait casen
there in some error for smail values ot t. The crror Figure 10;. Plat ol approximate responi. obtained foro
in due to th~e absence of terrns due to less impor- dominan~ft mits~t of characteWsi~c equation.

Often them Is norne enror foo small wjlues of
tant roots. tinae, but t" -3prtoximation gives accurate in.

It in often profitable to divide the a plawt by dicatlon of overshoot and oscillation.
radial lines an shown in Fig, 17. The technique
here is to plot the Y. trnumforriation cortftspondc-
ing to radial lin.ex. Any point on a line it. Kilven 1
by a - Re"',, but Kusters &L.1 Moore~ introduce/
notation/

where ~ con 9. They also introduce the idea >. .

of plotting Y.*() on a logarithmic basis, similar -. ____

to logarithmic frequency-response curves.1' 15 Ref-
erence 21 gives plots of magnitude And phase
curv,& veisus log R for given values of C for simple -

lag and q'iadrafic lag terms. These may be added / :V4S Of CON;TANT(

to give loop plots, for example, Fig. 18. For cer-/
tain values of C. 0 db gain and - 180 deg phase
occur at the samne value of R, such an C. and R.l
in Fig. 18, and them~e vLlues substitulted in Equa- SfA

tion 48 give thie roots of the characteristic equa-
tion. Figure 17. The s phine divided by radial lines rve an

From~iegai an phse urvs i isals ~-other approach to solution of chat-acteristi-.
Fromhe ninandphae cuvesit n aso os-equationi.

sib'e to ca~culate the coefficiect 9,. of the comn-
ponemit of response to unit-step inplit due to a

a . eal. ~For ean'h R there is a given Z for which ý"-g
LitiT,,8 cae atJY*s 80 deg +- k3&o deg, For these I - values
Lh i cas, at3 Pthe gain curve can be lifted by adjusting K ! cut

B 20 ~ th. 0 db line. Thus the root-locus conditions have

wher. P= 31pe f gaii urv. i~ pe decdeFor fine a curve in th"ý s pl~iie, satisfying these condi-
wher P ~ aope f giu urv, dbperdecdE-tionis, yet another way of constructing root-loci,
umplexrootLwith K r-i a parameter, is available.

1 LIo -iting A1osed-loop poles by the method just
- 0.) outlined can be tedious since a wide range~ uf val-

P ~ues of C and R rauat be cover"d to iocate all thie
20 2.3 poles;. In order to reduce the amnoInt of *ork it

would be convenient to locate the .-oles approxi-
where P slope of gain curve, db per decade, mately as a first step- Diernsonv' suggests a good
for particular C, R at s :=p,, and Q slope of approach to tUne task. First step is a ey ude ap-
phase curve, rad per des' ide, for s R:'~ at . i~roximation giving three locations for poles:

a. Reference 436-1 ký. Reference 127-2
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1.Apole at a ~--~ where in frequency at
which BodA gain plot, 20 logjlY0 (jw)J, cuts the
"&-b iin,.

!e. Ipole at 2~, z,... zetos of Y. (a) for which 0.-OF CONSI NTC

1XII< ." !Z2 < .....

3. Ponles at pl, p2,. ..- poles oi Y. (a) for which 0

It in found that poles dlistant 'rom ar 0 arc,
q'dte accurate, but thtse nearer need refining. 0 dh

LOG It
v~step Is to make a cor re, tiotu to the rough

estimates. For eXAMple. a netter approx~niatlon
t(' the cdc sed-loop pole near the IL'op zero z1 is
taL~en to be z, -i 1. The-, to a first order, d, in
given by i

Abetter approximation to the pole near open-loop ~-

poe ~ ~s -~-D~, h~reLINES OF

CNTN(5) Figure 18. Values of R and r satisfyinR chairiceristk. equa-

Appl'caioucf his ethd sc-cssivly ead totion must be such that gaini Is 0 db when phase
App~~~~~catiou~~~~I cfti eto ucssv90east dog 4- 5(360 degrees.

rapid convergfenice toward tre.e positions for dis-
(Ani' poleji, but for poles near -. ,final adjustment
'nust be made by the gr~aphical method outlined Taking Laplace transforms of the~se ý1ree quanti-
in the la-st sertion. Hov~wer, the advantage is that ti,

agood idea iW obtained of where the poles will lie ~ .[ 1 ~±h 2+~*
and the g~aphica; p~'cs can 1* localized.
dAermining closed-loop traniient response fr-om lbj(s) = rdl + z + Z2 -t- . ..nubrom"hd avben eisdfr B) re +ez+e 2 z+..(5
the transient response of the system with the loop whare z =- CI (Sub-Topic 7.2.1). Substituting fromopene. Forexampe, ifEq,.-ation. 56 in Equation 54 and collecting like terms

K(l 4 T, s) A11 Z,
------ T; )( , -o--(3

thent thie rcaponsie of the system to unit impulse (1+ ;ý)), + [ (1 + ho) e1 4+ h, 60)
when the loop is opened, say h(t), is the inverse [(I + h 0) e 2 _ -%1 F1 h 2 e0] Z2 + (57)
Laplace transform of Va() and can easily be de- - .+ z + z' II terniined ýli,,ce the location of the loop poles is!1xw ob , ,T,-lT.N- h betv In thib equation, ho, hl, .. are known; e,, el,....
is to findI closed-loop response when input is unit- are unknown. By equating like powers of z it is

-nT q _ ivPniort to find how the -rror e(t) po"ible le obtain .'expressions for the error cc,
rv.~ries with time. In this case, the ~ransformed Er)ruiPv~en. LIufs

erm-i E ( * is given byI
I I i- Y. fE (:) 7O0,(3) (54) eoZ1-14+h,
Next itep ;a te apnroximate h(t), e(t) and 614 (t) I + ho - has 11 sum ol impu'scs, Fig. 19. Thus, C(
h (t) iuho 4 (1 _4- hi -- (t ) -

h ( t-- 2r) - .. Iand so on
tit'z rI AW -- e r) (5) Asmooth e(t) curve can be sketched tbrough theo (t 21 ) ordinates so calculated. Finall:: 0.(t) = 1

's j)~ t~ 2r) 4-[S. is -ibtaired. The succes.4 of this method depends
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largely on selectlng sufficiently smalt, about 1/20
of any oscillation period expected in the response.

h •.I) A similar mnethod is to attempt to express the
transform of the output directly as a power series
In Z. thus

8[1 + Y,(a)I

=r(ao + az -t- a2 z? + ... ).)

S.... _ _Transforming gives

z #~~.(t) = r~e a t) + a, a t - ) +-11 * r a A 8(t -- 2.r) + .. 1(4i )

Here as, a1 , ... give output ordlastea t tns
t = 0, , 27, ..... .The diffCltry lifs In mmkdt
theo expansion, Equation 59. In the left..wa "
a wust be replac"- by 1/r(Ikog ), but the riwa
cannot be expanded as a power series in z. How-
ever, by replacing differentlatim by differene of
ordinates, It is possible to obtain uvitae asp~iri-
matlons. The simpiest ot theme in

•'3Substituting Equation 61 ftr a in the kf-b•d rie
of Equation 59 Pervmf a oitable expwa a•
powers at ý. Effectively Mhe rystet bas bem de-

o_ by ! a y a tfntu l. ff eeqtuabm- L

7.3 VIBRATION AND SHOCK API.YSMS

7.3.1 Germ&'

Vibration Is a periodic or random displacement of a body
•(1), 1Af) from, its C11uilibrium position. All bodies posses-ing mass

G and elasticity are subject to vibration along, or transverse
' m Cto. any axids of the body.

(€ • Vibrations may be free or forced. Free vibration in an
elastic system refers to a system f ree of impressed forces
but under the action of Iorces inherent in the system itself.
A freely vibrating system will vibrate at its natural

0 E l lfrequency or frequenries. Forced vibration refers to a
• __ Tme,!vibitting sysztu under the excitation of an external force

"7 (forc*.ng function). The frequency of the exciting force isS~independent of the z•atural -frequency of the system. When
the frequency of the exciting force coincides with one of

Figue 19 ofh . t),o~t)and the natural frequencies, resonance may occur.

#,"9 i tiscase a stop function, by series of Thp ': nplest form of periodic motion is simple harmonic
tmputs• Values h. h, .... ., a., a, .... are su¢- motion, which can be represented by the ý,ine or cosine
ce& ordiruft s of hft) and 00O at intenal fl-ictions. A periodic motion which is not harmonic canof- be represented by a series o. harmonic motions (Fourier

series) which have irequencies that are multiple$ of the
given frebuencys. The firs.- term in the series is cailed

,sse a7.2.5 15
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the' furndankental, anti h,.A tOs -same f1e.ju4e,cy wk that. of the 7.3,4 EVe.meint of a Vibratory System
peyinaiv motioni, The *evwd t;ýrr has a fre.quencil oqual to hefn tsoavirLrytmirleama),Qipng
twice 'hz- fundanmetittel, snd is kne~'n as th;P pieond har- Teeet favbacysse nl.O as pig
Irlionic, etc, and, a daw ý''r. A mtass is a rigid body v~lcich in U vibratory

4y!At&m ,tureii kineli': energy and has an aceoleration, i,

7.32 HrmnicMotonproportional to the force, F, njctintc on the r~s

F : Mi (Liq 7.3.4a)
fa rmnoiin me.l on may fef tepreen'nted by the rollowing A spring provifies a nicars for coring potential em- --y.

m~at, s:'~he ideal spring is lineAr and is aoslne.6 to h~.ýve no mass.

disolacement The change in length. x. of P linear spring is proportional
x --- X sin ý,A, (Eq 7.3.2m) to the force', F, acting aleng its length

F kxit (ET) 7.3.4b)
Xcos tA Xw sin Eq 7.3.2b) wher', , s the smxring constant or stiffrzss factor, Stift'nemss

fact, zA for som)re springs and shafts arc, prestented in Figure

Acceleration7.4a
(Eq 7.3.2c) A damper provides a oieanA of absorbing energy. Two comn-

Xt- i A, -- X,,- si (~,J - monly used types of dampers are presented in Figure
7.3.4b. In the riscous damper, the absorbed energy is due

where W 2vf angular frequency of the mnotion, to viscous friction. The applied force is proportional to the
rad -.P velocity and can bs fntprefised by the equation

f frequency of motion, cycles/soc (cps) F.(Eq 7.3.4c)

X am'-litude of displacement, in., ft. wIhere F,1  -iscous damping force

Thtr*e - quations can be reprcesentee by vectors rotating with c eefceto icu apn
%-ixtety. t. as shown in Figure 7.3.ý x velocity

The "-v- wih mgnitde w reresnts he eloctyand In coulornb damping, the energy absorbed la due to the fric-
i-he#ý ahead ofthe dagitudaemet The repe ents ath ionvctor, a tion between solid members. The coulorib frictional force

Xý,; 9 C ahead of the displacement. The celeationq v retr is independent of the displacement ard frequency of the
c s r l A Ih a of, thest dipP e t. Th se a gl s r vii'rating mass and is expressed by the .,quation

P ~AN (Eq 7.3.4d)

where gL is t coefficient ot friction and N is the normal
load.

* ~ /: ~,7,.3r) Systems with One Degree of Motion
. A Amechanical system capable of vibration issonin Fgt 1 : ure 7.3.5a. 'he different cases o: vibratory motion are dis-

" h %W , \j cussed as follows:

Ij NJ \..f AEI re irtinWiku Damping F(t) = c = 0
If the mass is displac-ed from its equilibri-uw position and
released, the systemn will undercro harmonic oscillations.
The sumn of the forces acting on .he mass inust equca. 7ero

Acceleration Spring
Force Force

7.3. NatralFreqences o Sping-assSystms he equation oý' motion is

7.3.3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r Naxa rqece fSrn-asSsesm + kx = 0 (Eq 7.3>5.)
The nat-ural fr.'quency is the free vibration frequency of
a systeria. The natural frequencies; ( f a multiple uegree of and the general solutio., of Equation (7.3.5a) is
frveedorrc system are the frequencies of the normal mYof sx=Aco j+Bsrtn (E7.5b
of vibratio-a. The equait~orve for calculating the natural x Acnw~ i ,t (q7.b
frVeju1W' ic', of som", common systevas are given in Table A and B are ronstants which must, be determitied from

I '~ ~ initia! cionditions, If the mass i-' displaced z distance, X',,

7.3.2 -1
7.3.5 -1 iSD 5?1



DYNAMIC A.NAL SlS SPRIKIG-MASS SYSTEMS

Tails 7.3.3. Equations to Calculate Nathnl Frequenc-is Of Som"
Common Systems
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VIBRATION WITHOUT DAMPING DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

A AION TOR-[( SI ON P,

4 N I

S. -- l & I tl4d 4 I 3 f d 4 1 I

b1) RADIAN R4(2iA!,

F L I D .I C It A A H C .I . )W I R C ".M H A F

VIA;YIN t14 SIRIIN SHIAFT Ik4 TQ4SI(' N IN

N G W I -B .IN
21. RADIAN 1, -lAWIYANRDA

d WIRt WAMTiýi, IN

1 MW.O, CýL It DIAMLTI R, IN

NUMBER OF ACTIVE COI

E "OUNCt'KS M 1OD)L( US, L• 1N-1
2

G MCDLJtIUS Of E•A, ICITY IN SHIEAR, L3 IN
2

Figure 7.3.4a. Stiffness Factors

'I dISICUS6 LAMP0 (0ASHP1O,*) ,MS

,' RINC CONTANT

COEFFICIENT OF1 VISCOUS DAMFING
I LISP -ACEML NT

LIQUFitC) FORTCING FUNCTION'

UDkWI NC UXCFýICIENhT

""" - " " + ' EQ U ILI8 IU M

F[IC;ION (CUJt,(RIW ) DAMPING

SFkt)

,> F ,N)

<> # I K.ON coPc~ent Figure 7.3.ts. Mass, Spring, Dashpot Systum>. N NIOW•Ai' LOAD

L .. and released with an initial velocity, k¢, the initial condi-

tions at t =- 0 are

X x,', x -- X,, (Eq 7.3.5c)

Figure 7,3.4b. Comenan Damping Devices and the specific solution of Eq'iation (7.3.5a) is

73 .5 -3 ISSUED .MAY 1964
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS VIBRATION WITH VISCOUS DAMPING

(Eq 7.3.5d) ('ASK III b'orcrd iV'brati,m With Veovsrtm D)arnpipa F(t)
F'. sin l tl t, c -etstalt

x X,,COS .....t , - i ,,
If the h- rmonic driving force is

where the undamped natural angular frequency of vibra-. F(t) F,, sin,,t (Eq 7.3.5o)
tion in radians/arc is

-k-- where F., the maximum value of the force and ..
S., .;J- the angulai frequ! ilcy of the drh, rng force, he,
Ir equation oif motion may be written as

The period of vibration in seconds is n i W F,,,sin ,t (Eq 7.3.5p)
in c . i ,, E .. p

T��27 , (EcM 73.) The result, ing solution consists of two pairts, (I) free
.k damped vibratre-i as represented by the three types for free

vibration with damping, Equation (7.3.5h), and (2) a par-
The natural frequency in cycles/sec (cps) is ticular solution expressed by the steady-state oscillation

which remains after the damped motion of tl,e transient
f 2, -7 (Eq 7.3.5?) solution dies out.

The steady-state oscillation is represented by
CASE II Free Vibration With Viscous J)arnpi),g F(t) -

0; c = constant x - X sin (,,,It 0) (Eq 7.3.5q)

The equation of motion is where 0 is the phase angle by which the motion lags theimpressed force, and X is the amplitude of steady oscilla-; mx 4- c +- kx-- 0 (Eq 7.3.5g) tion.

and its general solution is If j > 1, the complete solution for an overdamped system is
x = Ae,' -- Be5 'A (Eq 7.3.5h) x Ae l &+ Q- i 4 Be I ' i

where +- X sin ("',,t (Eq 7.3.5r)

N - - If < I light damping), the displaeewvnit is
xMe.(-j ) (Eq 3 I x- t [Cei'' , 2,,' I-De (,...4

i .- r] ( ,3.5) X sin (,,,t - ) Eq 7.3.5s)

-If 1 (critical damping), the displacement is
C (Eq 7.3.5j) (Eq 7.3.5t)

x --: (F I Ft) e".,' I X sin (,,,,,t - q,)c,. 2m (o, (Eq 7.3.5k)
where Wd -:27rf,, ý angular- frequency of driving force

ir q 'Ielpd the damning factor and c. is denoted the critical
damping ,efficient, f ..- ............ Sf driving f A

If ý > 1 (overdamped), the motion is rot periodic and no Differentiating Equation (7.3.5q) for i and xi, and substi-
vibration takes place (aperiodic motion) ; thus tuting into Equation (7.3.5r)

(Eq 7.3.51) (Eq 7.3.5u)

x -- Ae +-fY lw, ±Be [ XV- ,- x t -' ( 2)

If . < 1 (light damping), the radical of S,,2 is imaginary s2/

and m,;tion is oscillatory; thus kXsin (w,,,,t 0) 1 F, in ,,,,t o0
(Eq 7.3.5m) The,

x = e -+,, (Ce V' &,, -I- De -Vi• ,)

x - (Eq 7.3.5v)If , " 1 (critical daraping), the body "eturns to the equi- .- ,,1  2 . '. )
librium position in the shortest time without oscillation;
thus

andt"i (Eq 1#.3
tIP x - (E + Ft) e ' (Eq 7.3.5n) and tatt q, k (Eq,/.3

iSSUED: MAY 1964 7.3.5 -4
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VISPATON 'MTN CW4LOMB DAMPING D)YNAMIC ANALYS1`1

Let ('AS IV' F'rr Vi',rat on wfith ('oifomb flampi, #'(

0, 0- consitantt

X. zero frecianry deflection of maiss
k under *rnpreri4'd force, F., Coulomb (f-iction) damping is due to ýrictional forceB and

is connidered independent of displacrment, velocity, and ac
T'hen the magnification fokctor'( eady-state) it celerhtion. The sign ( !the force' caninot 1we taken into ac-

(Eq 73.5m) count for a cemplete cycle. llowever, en( "gy methods may
(E ~ ~ ~ j ki.M) . sed for conducting the t, nalysis.

x I _

......------- R- (c .- ing to Figure 7.3-' iuequaintig the work done by
-- !~d\~ ~. ~the ,.pring, the work of . ciction to the kinetic energy per

(lEq 7.3.5z)

k k (x,, b) V ('2x, b

tan(v vi') 7..5)

rh* magnification (actor i-t 4he ratio of the amplitude of
steady oscillation ti the deffiettior 4,f masQ under thos stati Ahere VA Vt 0
force, F- x. initial spring displacement

The equation for the ina nifirsioo factor ip ;lotted in b - decrease in amplitude per half cycle =ý2F/k
Figure 71.5b. For relatively small va'tues of ,resonance
occurs when the driving frequency is near the undampeO The amplitude decrease is constant for each half cycle, and

natural frequency of the system. For large. -,alues of r. reso- the decay pe- cycle. n thus
nance occurs at ritios of driving frequency to undamped 4F
natural frequency which approach 6ero as C approaches 2 *- (Eq 7.3.satl

0.707F - FRICTION FOS.2-
V,-INITIAL VELOCITY

0 . FINAL VILOC ITY

50 0( 0 r r
0.0, t1A C

yV V o -

A I)

+ IL2 I1
1,0O 3.00 4.0 5.0

FRU~ &AK YC "'.10~ Figure 7.3.5c~. Vibrating System wsith Coulomb Damping

Figue 73.5b No of qU~i~ns7 3Sx Pd 73.5yiorThe raste of decaiy is .:ho~wn i-a Figure 7.3.5d. The rnotion
F~ur 73.b.?Ith oViEqations Of a .~ ViS nl Damped Syste will cease when the spring force is insufficient to overcome

the ibraon o a Vscojly umpei Sytemthe static frijction force.

7.3.6 Vibratit -i Isolation and Transmissibility
An elemecnt rigidly attsebed to ,i foundation or supporting
structure will transmit tu that support any vibration orivi-
nri.ting from it. Conversely, arty vibration of the sur~port-.

7.3.6 -1 ISSUC:D: MAY 1964



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS SELF-EXCITE.D VIBRATIONS

in& structure is transmitted to the element. Vibration isn- The TR equation is plotted in Figure 7.3.6. When TR- 1,
Intors Are a means of mhirnizing the transmitted vibration all the curves pass throughthe point where Fig-
These isolators may take the form of rubber mounts, ltn
springs, padding, deshpot dampers, etc. Aisuming that iso- uie 7.3.6 also shows that for values of < ) /Y-, the trans-
lators can be represented,? by the spring and dashpot shown 40"
in Figure 7.3.ba, the m..,,nitude of the transmitted force mitte" force is greater than the value for rigid mounting.

is given by Vibration isolation then is possible ,nly when -W 7> -2-.

If damping is negligible, 1 0, then

TR 1 (Eq 7.3.6d)

where _. 7
ton

( J..--0.05
0.'10

3.0 -[

-0. 

50 ; ?5

0 _0 t. .

Figure 7.3.5d. Rate of Decay of Amplitude with Coulomb
Damping Is Unear with Time _
Figure 7.3.6. Transmlssibillty 1.0

(Eq 7.3.6s)
0 --- 1.0 V5- 2.0 3.0- ---- - .0 5 .0

/edX 2 PEQ~fNCYR ATIO -
FTR .- (kX)2 + (C+nX)2

--- Figure 7.3.6. Transmissibility Versus Frequency Ratio

where X is the amplitude of strady oscillation, given in
Sub-Topic 7.3.5, Case III. Then 7.3.7 Self-Excited Vibrations

A A self-excited vibration may occo, when the exciting fl.rce
F0  1-+h2 •- is a function of the displacement, velocity, or acceleration.

If a system is excited by force proportional to the %elociiy
FTR I-t-- of the mass, the equation of motion for a single degree ofJET  ~-~- I + 2 -freedom system is

rn- + ci + kx ax (Eq 7.3.7a)The transmissibility, TR, of the system is the ratio uf the
force transmitted through the springs, pius dLmper to The term x is the forcing function. Equation (7.3.7a) trans-
the force transmitted when the mass is mounted rigidly to formed becomes
the foundation. (Eq 7.3.7b)

(FEq /.3.6c)

r4 (6e - The general solution of Equation (7.3.7b) is

,, L - + " i x Ae'%' I- Ber'-t  (Eq 7.3.7c)

ISSUED: MAY 1964 7.3.7 4



RANDOM VIBRATION4 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

(Eq 7.3.7d)

If - , tissystem innegatively damped, causingth
ampltud toincrease exp-)entially The system in then

referre to as dynamically unstable. TI'e equation of motion '
oths ysteni i% similar to the equation of motion for fivee 4

vibration with viscous damping given in 1-h-Topie 7,3.5,
except that the signi of c is negative In a physical system,

nonlinear elfects enter eventrailly, anti Fqtation (7.3.7bT)I

7 .3.8 Random Vibration__________

The vibratior environment to which a compoitent or part TM

is expoised when functioning: as part of a system is very Fixure 7 U S. Occoelration Time Curve Describing Random
seldiom in the form of a single frequency sinusoidal environ- mto
gront, but rather ir a ,ombination of frequencies occurring
simultaneously in a random mariner.

Random vibration% are the result of a number of' events
occurring by chance an4 may be chat-acterized by any fre- MEASURED RANrX)M S'FCTRUM

quency npeetrum. An acceleration -time curve describing / 'LA1 Oý WHITE RANDOM

random motion i% illustrated in Figure 7.3.8a. The magni-
tude of the acceleration and the period between zero aý- /
celerations varies erratically. The frequency a' a rnndom 0.2

vibraknin system cannot be specified because sevei al fre-

quencies zrte present simultaneously. In order to deal with zI
random vibration, it is necessary to deal wi'n the total 2
energy of some specified band of frequencies. Random mo- t
tion can be conveniently represented~as a single component Ur
frequency by a concept known as acceleration density. A 4

plot of the aiocvleration density at each frequency zives a
-Iulirvt. of K', cps verstis frequency over the frequent specr- LN-

trunt of interest awid 'I. known as the power Rpecthal de~rsitjyruuc
tPSI)) curve. The PSI) curve is used to give a complete
description )-' a random vibration test requirement. When Figure 7.3.8b. Power Spectral Density Curves
the PSI) curve is flat, the ran~iom motion is referred to as

~ ~ Fii'iire' 7 3.8t represents typical PSD curves.

The equation for the acceleration density .s ACCELEROMETERt

G - limit--- (Eq 7.3.8s)
SB

where G acceleration density, g'/cps

a root meain squared j rms) average of the IUTR

iandorai accelerations

B ra nge cf freeo iency uinder consideration,
reftertvd to as the bandwidth MVOTER

T he valiue of a inay Vw en Wa mated by tiquaring the install-
tanvousiu accelerations, computing the average or mean of L.
the sqlýv vi~luos, and then taking the squaze root of the SNPS

average. For example, given the instantaneous accelere.- FIlLTE

tin *I K anld -g's, the mis average of random accelera- Figure 7.3.8c. Basic Instruments Necessary to Measure the
tion i:ý caleu ateil Acceleration Density of a Structuire In

Random Vibration

7.3. 8 -1i ISSUED; MAN' 1964



DYNAMIC ANALYSIS RANDOM VIBRAThON
SHOCK LOADS

1' - 7" I 1 49 -50 (7.3.8a). An acceleration density measured in a typical
50/? 25 random environment is shown in Figure 7.3.8b.

The measured acceleration density is not constant but is a
-- 5 g n 'iinction of frequency. An envircnment with a constant ac-

For a sinusoidai wave, the r-1s value is celeration density as a function of freq-aency is callcl a
(Eq 7.3.8b) while4 or fat randmh motion spertrum and is designated (,,,

as shown in Figurm, 7.3.8b. For a white sjpettruni, the ac-
a (rms)=a n - •a celqrationi density is independent of bandwidth and the

where a. is the peak or maximum value, (Eq 7.3.8d)

Acceleration, a, can also be measured directly from the
random vibrating structure. An instrumented structure An example of a random motion test specification is a con-
capable of random vibrations is shown in Figure 7.3.8c stant acceleration denpity of 0.2 gW/cps over the bandwidth
and is described as follows: from 15 cps to 2015 cps. From the equation for the accelera-

1) The accelerometer attached to the structure produces i tion densty for the white spectrum

voltav-e proportional to the instantaneous acceleration
of the structure. a ý \ ,2I5 ( - 20 g rmu

2) The voltage is then filtered through a bandpass filter
which permits only the frequencies within the band-
width B to pass through. Mechanical shock is a sudden, non-periodic disturbance oc-

3) The rms voltmeter is used to read the outpu. voltage of curring when environmental accelerations are applied for
the bandpass filter. The voltage reading is the root short but definite periods of time. One concept is the velocity
mean square value of the voltage waveform and, there- shock, or the rapid variation of velocity causing large
fore, represents the rms random acceleration. accelerations. The resulting accelerations, called pulses,

are specified by acceleration amplitude, time duration, and
The system may be calibrated by exciting the structure pulse shape. Actual pulse F 5es are usually complex; they
sinusoidally at one g rms and tl- rms voltmeter set to do not readily lend themsei i to mathematical description,
read 1. The one g rms is equivalei to a peak acceleration but are approximated by comparing them with simple
of 1.41g. As the frequency of the sinusoidal motion is pulse shapes such as those give•i in Figure 7.3.9a. For de-
varied, the meter will read the value I if the frequency is tailed analysis of shock loading, see References 388-1, 388-2,
within the bandwidth B. The bandwidth B is defined by the and 388-3.
equation

B ==- fi - fi. (Eq 7.3.8c)

where fH - high cutoff frequency

fL low cu.toff frenuencv

At any frequency higher than f, or lower than fL, the X RECTANGULAR

voltmeter will reAd zero.
HALF SINE/ / % \

After the system is calibrated and is excited randomly, only / , \
the frequency band of the random voltage within the band- TR/ TRIAN,,.ILA

width is supplied to the voltmeter. The random accelt ration, /
a, in rms g for the frequency band is read directly off the /
voltmeter./

If the bandwidth is reduced to smaller values, the voltage i /H COSINE ,

indicatiur will fluctuate about a mean value, with the fre- . '

quency of fluctuations approximately the bandwidth of the C /0
filter in cps. If the bandwidth is reduced by successive fac- TIME

tors of four, the rms random acceleration will drop by fac-
tors of approximately two. The square of the rms random
acceleration is proportional to the bandwidth, a' cc B. As Figure 7.3.9* Pulse Load Shapes
B decreases, the quantity a'/B approaches a constant value
which is the acceleration density, G. given in Equation

ISSUED: MAY 1964 7.3.9 -1
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In general, the characteristic of nhock wni.th makes it dif- F a I. 10 1 1I h
forent, *-nv static loading is the time roquirod for the Ise-
oreIeration to rise fro, - 2*ro to a maximuom. If the time of requvlnwtitnsesrsss
acceleration rfse i% leams thavi one half the wAtural perio, of Teeuvln .*i esl temI
the structure. shoc~t condit';ons are sal.i te exist; and, If I.., 11 ibt/in'
the time oft acceleration rise is greater than three times the
natural period, tb..- itatic conditions, or loads. are said to The dynamic stress is
exist 221lbi/in'

To protect against shock. it as tLmmori design pruacti.-e to
multiply the calculated load undr.- static co'iditiorus by a
sh'. k or load factor and then design the part te resist the Nomenclature
ca.ri'eCted Static load. A load factor of two in usually recorn- -

miend-! !or shock loads. However, the fnctor of two applies SYMBOL QUANTITY OIMENSION

oni,; when the system i% under a rectangulpar pulse shape a rms average of random asce-vicration 1I1/t,
"!nnefinig For other pulse shapes, the load factor may be A Constant 1
somewhat less. as illustrated in Table 7.3.9. It shoi 'd be B Constauat L
po0inted out that these load factors are maximum and only B F.requeancy raoige (fG f..) lit
apply when -structural deflection is linear and the period c, Cvitical darrping coefficient Mf/t
of the applit-d load and the natuiral period of the structure C D~am, irng coeffcient Vt/b,
have a defined relationship. C C jr.tant L.

D Ions, int
To illustrate the use of shock loading factors, consider the E 2,onstauutL
following example: f Frequencylt

F Force F
Abody is stubjected to a suddenly-applied acceleration rise F Constant L Iýof l0g's, as shown in Figure 7.3.9b, The body weighs one G Acceleration density V/It

pound and the connectim- rod has a cross sectional area of kt Spring constant F/L
one square inch. Finid the stress i'II the rod. In Mass; M

The force applied to the rod is N Tirmel foc

1lb T Pericdt
F mai 101\1~ I) l, TR Transmissibility

W Weight F
The equivalent s4tatic tensile stress X D~isplacement L

I)X Amplitude of displacement L
l j- b, in' D lamping factor

/A Coefficient of friction
The' dynamnic stress for shock loading with a rectangular a, Stress F/IV
p~ulse !i.hape i'4 0 Phase angle radians

~ 1bW Anstrular frequencyli
0-1 ....... Anguiar f rtwucuicy tof drj-a-iss force

The' fakctt. of two could have' been applied to the accelera- ,, Natural frequency fit

tien environment and the actual stre'ss compute'd directly.

If the body were suspe'ndeud vertically, the acceloration
would be, I Ig's, since the body its initially unde'r a load of 1g.
The' total stresses then arte determinted its follows:

Table 7.3.9. Load Factors for Several Pulse Shapes

PULSE SHAPE LOAD FACTOR

Shit~dcosne .7Figure 7.3.9b. A System Under the Influence of a SuddenIV~
ft tartnwilar coheea - Applied Acceleration
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS BY ANALYSIS

7.4 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS "From my own experience the !ollowving phl~omophy is pniý-
sented as being bvsic in freoLtck-control-rystem tOesigti:

7.4.1 Irttiodtction fe& iback conlrol -.yatemns are designed by trial and error.
M~nyflud coponntsusedin pikopt~o k~pliatinn Each trinl is analyzted, ^nd the results of the analysia are

Mavy fluodtcolponentltio fused tion. Dynamip c chpniactern then oxaniiiwd to dctf rmnn. the next. Tfiv first guessu nright
havea cntrl o reulaton unc~on l)'nsmc carater positity be the type -f equalizer (series, parallel. etc.)

istien such an response rate and Astatlity arc thus impor- neesr o o"oesytmprorac.Te etmyb

Cant pet forniance parameters in these 'olnponentli. In thesqr co iet) valu-oeso Astv p(rusi ancesacThne next morbe
designing the units, liberal use is made of control system orthe omipifi. vaoe nof he rensinee ncntý-inuestnc vynng oi-

theoyi 'cnrl ytm which elsitthde is revnwd pe imne anb- tern quantities until satisfa~ctory performance is obtained.
alS I 'cnrlssesadwhc srvee nSb This design technique, which I call 'synthesi-i by analysis',
Section 7.2. The purpose of tlnw fol~owing paragraphs is to reqt.irvs that. the engineer be ablie to ':-naly..e rapidly ef.,'

illus~trat~e howe cont.rol system theory is applied to fliud su~iequent trial.'
component denign.

The description nyuuthemis by aptaidmisi applies oqually to thoý
7.4. Metods f Coponet Dmýigrdesign and development of a typiouI aerospace componiknt
7.4. Menodsof ompoentD~v'gr ith a -introl function. The principal mtens in the design

Fluid componentp, such an hydraulic servtt-act~uators and procedure for this class of compuonent arc given~ belc-v. In
propeilant tank pressure regulatori, have control nr regu- thin proc-edure it. is assum.sd timL complete design spe~cifi-
latlon func*;ons. There are, two jaslc design apipro~whes for cations i~ave been formulated and are -tvaiiabl,,.
components in this class, synthesis and stn..lysis. Using )Cnguti..4dvsaeTdadaVst cfg.ý-
synthesis, 'he designers are given a wet of requiretinents 1) on fogr the .copoet. incluaie T-deni, and is slasected.gu Fr-
concernini. component performance, weight, size, and other tinfrhec loetnluiglett.iseltd.Fm
factors. They are asked ta synthesize directly from avail- the speltifcat~ions, in~tial estimates .are made ox the follow-
able design data a component which fulfills the require- ing desirn paranieteu :1: power requirements, fluid pres., ores,
ment-3, The syntheris iný!ludns the design or selection of flow rates, forces, stru.-tur ' stresses, size and weight of
suitable elements. Using anal' &'s, the designers or ar~saiyts elements, and the complete compo)nent.
are given an existing componentlo (:s which exists on Ppiter Thresiasaepelmny dmybeevedat.
or in hardware) and are asked to determine how closely Teeetmtsaepeiiaypn a ervsdltr
the unit meets the required performance and other speci- 2) A dyn.dmic performance analysis is made '4f the comn-
fications. If thr. component does not fulfill the requirements, ponent design laid o'xt in 'Step 1. The purpose of this anal-
, is either modified or a new component is laid out, and the ysis is to estauiish the respor), and stability character-
precedure is repeated. istics of the unit. The form of the araly- nip- be one or

A coparson f sntheis nd aalyis sowsthatthe a comin~iation of the folloxing: mathematical-graphical
formeariso the sdea thesig n apprach.sWserehows thatistha (frequency response, root-ltcus, etc.), computer simulation,
be practiced, the cut-an4-try appr-,ch of analysis ic elimi- ortsigfbeaordm el*rptty.
nated, and a final design is arrived at in the sharteit pos- Te.inmccaatrsiso h opnn sdtr
sible time. Te;nmcOaatrsi3o h opnn sdtr

mine!] by this analysis are compared with the charactei-
Pure synthesis, however, requires sp*ecialized mathematicnl istics required in the specifications. Revisioi..ý in thf d-sign
techni.ques for the type of component, bei-ig deiiuov~ a ren theni naRA where net-essary, and a r, -analysis is carried
with complete design data. The necessp.-y mathematical cut. Tb~s procedure is followed until satisfactory dlyiunrtiv
techniqueti and data are available in well-ertablished fields performance is attained.
of component desi,.n, but tire generally lacking in the newer 3 etn fteata opnn ne xrm nicn
fields such as nerospace c,. axponents. As a result, tine Pure 3)mentin fteatal coniosise rmponent Vundes-r extreme invithe-
synthesis approach is not employed in designixig the latter metlcnioniserrm .uth rvio nth
units. The present design procedu~re is a combination of Iei~ r aeweerqied ni h ntuet h
analysis enid synthesis, which is a less demanding but like- spm( fications with resp~ect to environimental effects.
wise less direct ,%-.proach than synthesis alone. It is de-
scribed in more ietail in the following Suib-T-opic. 7.4.4 Fleritu mance Specifications for Cicised-Locip

"~iystems
7.4.3 Synth-sis by Analysis The d.,nalric perfcrmnlane aniilysin refert, to in Step 2
Aerotpace components, as noted, are designed by a proce- of Sub.Topic 7.4.3 is a key phijse in f-he develo,.nxcnt of a
dure combining analysis and syn'.hests. C. .1. Savant,, Jr., iin new control component. rhe p~urpose. of this analysis, as
the preface of Reference 403-1, dis.:usses this kind of pro- noted, is to determine Cie characterist iýs of a trial design
cedure in connect~on with feeodback control systems, employ- end to corre-t the design, if necessary,, to ineet the required
ing the term synt~4esis by fLWlydsi. to describe the proeess. performniiine sp-cifications. Concerning the latter specifi..
The following exccrpt frorn the p reface of Reference 403-1 cations, components sueld as servo-actuatou s and Pressure
illustrates the use of the term: regulators ave srmall-scale, elosed-loop coatrol syat~ms, an~d
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on this accou-it they are defined by the 1)k rformance spect- by potertlomter A. The ditference, V, between t] inplit
fications for c'losned oop systems. These specifications will and feedback voltages is clectronically amplified and used
he reviewed ik, this section. to control a solenoid vaI' e, The latter controls the main

valve, which controls the hydraulic -ylinder. Feedback is
In a typcal control system, the important perfotmance provided by potenti-meter B which is connected to the cyl-
characteristics are speed of response, accuracy, and stabil- inder and converts the output displatement, @,., to voltages,
ity. In a new nystem design, i is necessary to specify the Kl... A dynamic analysis of this actuatcr is given in Sub-
requirements in these three areas as .accurately as po:iible. Topic 7.4.7.
Various speciflcatig.m•s based on control theory have been
developed for this purpose. It has not beer. possible to de- ?2 Differential Equations. The differentisl equations of thi,
rive A single simple and usable specification for each of the component elements and the complete unit are derived from
characteristics of response, accuracy, and stability. As a the fundamental laws of ene-gy, morvrentum, and contlnu-
result, numerous specifications have been derived, some of ity, as applied to the 3ystem.
which define a single characteristic while others define the
over-all system performance. Table 7.4.4 describes eleven 3
of the most common specifications. Each of the c.i~eria in ments are obtained from the corresponding different I

equations by the methods described in Sub-Topic 7.2.2. Fromthis table has certain adtvantages and limitations when ap- thstrnfrfcioteop-opadcls-op

plied to a given system. The columns in the table lisa. the transfer functions of the complete unit arn obtained.
name of the specification, its type, a definition of the speci-
ficatioa.' ow it is calculated, and the advantavges and limita- 4) II1ock Diagram. This type of diagram has been described
tions in its use. in Sub-Section 7.2. It is a figure showing only the functions

of the system elements and the interconnectiene between

7.4.5 Methods of Dynamic Performance Analysis elements, without showing how the functions are accom-
plished. The block diagram method of representation can

In the development of a new control component the dynamic take many forms, depending on its purpose. Each block may

perfromance analysis of several successive trial designs or represent a single element or a combination of elements. The
configurations may be required, as noted. This analysis functions ,nay be shown descriptively, as mathemat;cal ex-
establishes the dynamic characteristics of the trial units. p'essions, or as transfer functions. Figure 7.4.7.1b is a block
Frc.m these characteristics, design improvements are de- diagram for tle hydraulic actuator of Figure 7.4.7.1a. The
rived which lead eventually to the final configuration. To elements ,n this case are represented by their transfer func-
complete the development program within a reasonable tions. A detailed explanation of how this diagram was de-
length of time and cost, rapid and accurate methods of rived and how it is used is given in Sub-Topic 7.4.7.
dynamic performance analysis tre required. The methods
employed today include mathematical and graphical anal- 5) Synthesis by Analysis. Following the derivation of the

ysis, computer simulation, and the testing of breadboard schematic diagram, differential equations, transfer :unc-

models or simplitied prototypes. One or a combination of tions, and block diagram for a new component design, the

these techniques may be used, depending on the type of synthesis by analysis process previously described is then

component being developed. All of the methods have limita- carried out. This process, as noted, consists of the follow-
tions and approximations, and in certain cases will not give lag basic steps which are repeated until an effective over-
useful result.. In general, however, the methods are a major all configuration is synthesized: (a) dynamic performance
help in studying the performance of a new unit, and in de- analysis of a trial design, and (U) correction of the design

ducing improvements in the design. While several methods based on the results of the analysis.-

of dynamie analysis may be used, there are common steps
in the procedure of applying them. Tlese steps are outlined
below. Notations for Table 7.4.4

7.4.5.1 CENERAL PP.OCEDURE db Decibel
F(s) Transform of f(t)

1) Schrinatic Diagram. The original step in the analysis f(t) Function of time
ot a contrl component is the layout of the schematic dia- Z, Laplace transform
gram. This diagram provides a nhysical picture of the con- M = Y,(s) = Amplitude ratio
figuration, and il!ustrates the operation of the individual a Laplace variable
elements and the system. Figure 7.4.7.1a is a representative Y. Closed-loop transfer function
schematic diagram of a hydraulic actuator. The function Y. Open-loop tra,.sfcr function
of this valve-cylinJer servo-mechanism is to move a load r Damping ratio
a displacement, 8.., in responre to an input signal 0,. In more U = cos" -

advanced servos of this type, the load could be a rocket Angular frequency (radians/sec)
engine nozzle or a complete engine which is gimballed for ,. Natural frequency (raliians/sec)
thrust vector control. In the system of Figure 7.4.7.1a, the
input signal or displacement is converted to voltage, , 4101,

ISSUED: OCTOBER 1965
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE SPECIH ICATIONS

Table 7.4.4. Tt i Eleven Most Common Performance Specifications
(R~etonc' 47 1)

TYPE OF DEFINITION ANDNAME •PECIFICATION METHr" OF COMPUTATION QENERAL qEMANKS

1) cain Stability Ratio of maximum stable gain t, W- Simplest stability s.pecification, but
Margin tua1 ',Rin at a phawe angle of ISO . gives littlc irformatioo on relative

(`I0 t04 calcikated by hodoth's crilc- stability and thus is s41hlom used.
riimn, or from Nyquist plot or root- However, if gaikl margin is less thati
leu., diagram. 10, syste-m uaay he "ruLbery" and

overshoot excessively.

2) Phase Fr(4uency, On Nyquist diagram, the angle be- Indicates absolutv and relative sta-
Margin domain tween the. negative real axis and the hiity. For well-behaved systems, a

stability Nyquist curve at the unit circle, phase margin of 45 means one over-

shoot in response to a step iniut.
Pha.;e margin is an easy specifica-

S.... •.... tion to use, hut there is the possibil-

ity tha~t a system with %upposedly
adequate phase margin may over-

S_ shoot several times. For example, a

system with under-dai.ired quadratic
,-* , •roots at a frequency just above cross-

over frequency (frequency at which
Nyquist plot crosses unit circle) can
hay.ý a Nyquist plot as follows:

On Bode plot, read frequency Pt unity K Am
gain, determine phase shift at this 0,,cI

frequency, and subtr.,ct from 1800.

J'•QuI$t fCtQ

The system is under-damped and os-
cillates as shown by its high M peak
(M > 2.0) and low Jamping ratio
(('_ ,-0.2),

3) M Peak Frequency, M is the magnitude of the closed-loop The ?I peak critei'ion is more diffi-
domain transfer function for a system with cult to check than. phase margin,
stability unity feedback but is superior in that a given M

y Y- peak assures that the Nyquist plot
1 + Y., never approaches the (--1 +t jO)

M peak is the maximum value of M. point for ony frequenoy. An M peak
*° V It is obtained by plotting circles of of 1.4 usually means one overshoot.

constant M on the Nyquist plot. M However, a rapid phase shift near
peak is the value corresponding to the unity gain, such as is associated
Scircle tangent to the Nyquist curve, with underdamped quadratic terms,

can result in several small-amplitude

oscillations in a step-function re-
sponse, _ven for M peaks as low

* -as unity.
4 MAY 194tO 745-
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NAME TYPE OF DEFINITION ANM
SPICIFICATION METHOD OF COMPUTATION GENERAL REMARKS

4) Damping Stability Defined n. in the qu.vdratic tcrmt l For it simple quatdratic transfer fun'-
Ratio 1 2 s w.,. This indicates the, tion, t I fot: at critically damped

deciay per cycle of tVie natural fre- resporse, wi'h. I ( 0.7 mi-ans omie
quency. On the root-locus diagram, t overshoot. Jhitnping ratt in (, :tAndtned
equel. cot' 0 where to is (Aelied: to a systetm with alore tt1a11 two

closed-loop pole-4 by anal,)g-r. Thus
its maltilng diflers with difflerent

o •/ systems. The advantage of damping
ratio over the previous specificatlons
is that it ;s pessimistic in at least

__one respect. A damping ratio of 0.7
could mean an overdi•:npd response
for certain systems, but the response
could never be more oscillatory Cian

the simple quadratic espnnse for
the same t. flowever, th'. damping
ratio gives no indication of the first
overshoot. It is possible for a system
with . as large as unity to xhibit

En extremely large cvwrFrbot in re-
sponse to a step-f.nction hiput. This
possibility must be suspected, if one

of tho closed-loop roots is close to
the origin for tVe gain constant used.
A damping ratio of 0.6 to 0.8 is
usually specified.

5) Damping Stability DefincJ by the factors in a quadratic This has had extensive use in sys-

Factor, system, as was damping ratio. It is tems uemanding prescribed transient

,, or in the roots performance, particularly when the

Decrement s -- - -j ,, ± j .s N'T-T- t' time decay is important, e.g., in au-
Factor which give a eharacteristic equation topilots, and is n convimnent method

of the form of interpreting more .omplex sys-
e -. W.. t (c, cos ,,. t N/ tems in terms of quadratic systems.

I- c sin w,, t y The damping factor of the roots
It thus determines the rate of decay closest to the imaginary axis is pre-
of the transient. ,,., may be found sumed to have the Kreatcst influence
directly from the root-locas diagram. on system response. If damping fac-

, 0 , tor is specified along with (tamping
ratio, the possibility of a large ini-

I tial overshoot may be eliminated.

6) PNrcmnt Direct evaluation Ratio of peak of transient to final Useful with non-linear systems. Used

Overshoot of system value, in response to a step input, for regulators, meters, and position
relative Computation of this characteristic in servomechanisms which are normally
stability a 'incar system involves solving the excited by step inputs and are under-

;nverse Laplace transform either an- damped.
alyticiklly or by picking values off Usually a 20 to :30 perceit oversh.aot
root-loczs plot. Direct deteimination is not considered deleterious if ac-

in linear and non-lineai systems is companied by a fadt settle-out; 60

easiest with an analog computer. percent is large. IsS sto 64
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS I'EPFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

NAE PECIFICATION METHOD OF COMPUTATIONGNIAREA

7) System Sti-ady-state Final value of output. Caiculated System finial value ninus desired
Final accuracy frovn systemn static characteristics, or output given steady-state error or
Value by usingr final vitlue' theorem on Lit niensure of xteady-stat accuracy.

place transform of output for given Steady-ntate error depends ,n gain
input. For consttant find number of integrations

f ff(t) I- FIR) in loop; it is hi~dpentlent of the sys-
the final value theoremr is team time constants.

lim f(t) = Ilim sF(s)

8) Bandwvidth Frequioncv Usually defined Ls the frequency at Baridwidth is directly related to
doma'n, which the closed-loop frequency re- speed of response and to system ac-
speed of sponse falls to M.'07 or -3 db of it~s caracy for rapidly changing inputt
response low frequency value. Band xidth is "'he exact response of a system withi
sp~cification avaitab~e fy om the curve of M1 versus a given bandwidth, however, depends

frequency, or can be calculated from s-wmewhat on the particular system
t'-e Nyt,uist plot. A different dwefini- under consideration. Bandwidth 'a
tion of bandwidth is the cross-over an indication of the highesit laput
frequency, frequency1 that can be handled by a

syste-n.

9) Rise Speed of The follo King are definitions of rise D)irect speed of response specifics-I
Time response time: tion. Rise time defined as 1/band-

a) 1/Bandwidth (see abcve) width gives as good a measure of
/ system performance as any of the

b) Va.ii ta remaining definitions. Time to first
Ic) Time to first zero error, in re- zero error is conveident if an analog

al.. sponse to step input computer ts available.

Id) So figure at left

10) Sosttle-out Over-all The time required foe the system re- Used with systemn requiring rapid
Tmor performance sponse to a step input to reach and synchronization. Fettle-out time is

Synchronisation remain within a given tolerance to the simplest of the over-all perform-
Time the final valie. The usual tolerance ance specilkations. However, it is

is t 15 percent. usually necessary to specify maXf-
mum allowable overshoot and steady-
state error in addition

Settle-out time in linear systems can
be calculated analytically by the in-
veni Laplace transform, or by pick-
ing values off the root-locus plot.
Determination in linear anJ non-
linear systems is easiest with an

-- analog computer.
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NAETV" OF DFIFINITIDN ANDGERARMRKIPECSFlCATiON METHOD Of COMPUTATiON GNRLMAX

II) ITA F, or Over-all The ITAU specification in defined by ITAF is one of sevetal ott~emptie to
lntpgrat,'d perlkormanee Cie i tkrlf' dtwher, I in time define an over-all figo; e of merit for
Value of the~ system operation. Rather than Pn-iply
Product of and r C tinthe magnitude of th" 4-rror. nummiiigj the error of a s, t ei',te
Time uand Minimize the value of this integtral error in progressively weighted more
Absolute for optimum performance. This spec- heavily en time' goes on. This puts
Value of ilicatictn yields a number which de- a premium on rapid, accurate Bettle-
Error pendis onteparticular sse e uadalw o nuaod~

log considered. It would probably be initia, large error. While a gener-
an improvemenit to generalize the alized specification of system per-
specification by normaolizing to the formance such as% ITAE is desirable.
ratedi output quantity. The dimen- any broad figure of merit must be
Aions would then be sec'. Another used with caution lost it obscure an
problem with the given definition tn important specific aavantage or dai-
that for a clanr of inputs ausing the advantage of a partik!-lar system.
s~.st~m to have a constant final error
(which may actually be inmignifi-
c.4nt), the ITAF, specification goes
to hnfirity. Thin could be avoided I~y
integrating to soneic rblttary large
timie, such an 10 thnes constants,
rather than to inflnity.

7.4.5.2 SP'ECIFIC METHOD)S OF ANALYSIS pensive series of computer runs may be required. For these

1) ~fa~crntc&-rapicaT7ch~oqu..'a. Table 7.4.5.2 sum- components, the construction and t'sting of breadboard
marizes the nix major mathematical or mathematical- models or simplified prototypes may represent the best
graphical techniques of d namic performance analysis. The method of establishing and improving the dynamic per.

firs for mthos ar reiewd i Su-Secion7.2 Reer- formance. With some components, a combination of mathe-
finct fou r methogiv s a ir d eta i wed tr amnSu - etio n 7.ll Rt e fteh- matical and computer analysis and protottypc. testin C tosraedI

ence31it gvesa dtaied reatentof ll f te tch- to advantage in the development process. Mathematical
niques. pluis numerous rddlitional references an each. analysis establishes the basic component coafiguration.
2) (v'ompnter Anoaj,,is. The use of computers is; Jes~ribed Next, the component is -,i mulatetd on an anialog com-o~uter toan follown: determine its dynamic performanee more accurately and to
Analog Computer Simuulation. The mathematical and study thi effect of varying critical paramieters. Finally, a
mitthenmatical-graphical telhniques listed above are ex- brsadboard model or prototype is built and tested.
tremely useful in their areas of app~cation. With ma.iy
cimplex and( non-linear components, however, thfse methods
are either inadequate or cumbersome it. apply. In these 7.4.6 Advanbtages and Limitations In the Methods
cases, analog computers provide one of the best means of of Analysis
littformniin the required dynamic performance aralysis. The methodti of dynam~ie performance stanlyiji u~ad In de-
Simulation of at component on an analog computer allows veloping control-type components have been listed as mathe-
rapid and complete (often visual) evajuation of the dynair.ic matical -graphical techniques, computer analysis, and the
performance. This approach is ditcuesed in Sub-Section 8.2. testit~g of breadboard models or simplified pi otatypes. While

Ai~aysi Usng igitl Cmpuers In ynaic erfrm- all of these methods are employed in component analysis,
ance analysis, the primary function of 'he digital computer thfistwarrfeedta.awtcIweestetid
ls tile high-speed performance of the calculations requ~rcti iR exrpirimetcita/. This distinction will be used in the follow-
in the niathomatical methods refereed to in (1) .above. 'i'ite ing paragraphs.
rapid ccmiputing rete of these machines makes possible the There ib a quertion as to which type of approach, analytical
anu yi ;~ of comple.x control and regulation components. '-r experimental, is the most useful in devellop'nib and an&-
D~igital computers and their ap~plications ere discussed in lyzing fluid components. This question is being raised wo~re
Sub-Section 8.3. freq ieatly as regulators, relief valves, servo valves, et',-
31) To-st;)i tif B'reaeibiord Modcl m-~ Pro tot ypr. Certain com- býecome more complex. Today, as in the past, fluid comnpo-
ililients cannot be adequately %nalyzed either by mathe- nents are gpnerally developped by the experimental or irial-
niativida methods or by computer simulation. With t~iese n?.d-error approacl,. After the basic configuration of a new
units. onrealistic assumptions or approxi-mation4 -nay be component has been selected and the teady-state desiga
requited in order to carry ý.-~ourh the analysis. Alternately, enlculations made, a breadboard model or prototype to built
at grieat dealti of wraiaual computin.z vffort or a long and ex- as rapidly as possible and tested to determrine the dynamic
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Table 7.45.2. fVurnmery of Major Analytical TechnlqLues tiot show 101 111Ve hit unviestatidiviý' of k ut iW I tioltin plo ofli
(Rofe~eri~lc 3 1 1 internamlly lin the unit. A4 am result, il.a c haitgo 4 to ii

p - --- --- livvi lit(, iveifiiiflitlilt' haivetoI V v i4 be g ems-A at Iin it hi1 - J ,11i i

UPO~ULNESS Yvianiier, i-eiher than arrivesi .,t 1,qiially. Fo.r thiVs ivamO,i

I ) Iitfe'rwii1ia! (Ilas iceil ;nOl tloitsn~ Of ditteiiU tiIA 1 e(JUAIi-
equtit loll turns aire ge~nera~lly totl) iflvoived for 44 Pit ise o f t b- d i-l, d valvitages i 1i ti lit qIp.iciont MI :4111)!P'.

practical US' Iin vynthcAim. Nion (0"fli't- ow hw~dii hu ji~i i r .4-iltu3l, tilt'iii' i)ludiflfit))i~t
Miioflil p(r'rOr"IHniite' *hliti liS 11-11 Oi di'vcolopI..t is !Ifig aitivuly inlvcslimu;itvd tola.In tins
ti'i'ond ordil K ystems11. SigCIiifPlV- ii"Of flhploliil(. the I'at wr or hypol betics' (!"sign mit a new comn-
indiv id,'al system comnponcait values ponent, is dynstniieuly unii)ly7.i'i 4y mitt iiiitn il d graph-

diflh'ui.~ ,p4 ll tauii.ica I methlods or IV, conijiitt, r simurlalat ion. 'IhiKs nnulytis
I!' Itotth-H urwltz Used to (h , rmine the limnit ini 4,i Ili- 5tlvI t%() u"'fu. pn, rposl's. Fi tri, i,, gives anm early under

(rittrion ity condijtions. Can be' mxtendAd to iti- standing of the operali of 4 t he' componient.. Si mnd, in
elude damping factor only with diffi- applliciltil'5 whe'ie the analy:iis is known :o he, highly ac-
culty. Limited usei'tilness. cuirate, it es-talilish-s th:' per-formiane of thi unidt 344 allows

3) Root locus The beat aolutioii to the pirolmhti of di- voriect ions in the design t~o be made before any metal iý- cu'.
retysynthesizing the tCme remponne. Thum, r. near finail design is obtained bef'ore the expensmive'

Preictly ryueu hn' e-om fabricetif.-i of the prototype componen'lt is initiatetd. J'ven
Pa rks ei ficar tiousfl whein tore p oforme in cases where matlmuatical aitalysis (I-~ computer s-itula-

time respouite. Conet.ruction of the disk- tioti do not give exact nmunerical results. the m-ithods give
grams can Ix, time-consiuming and the mi. insight inte) the operation Of the unit, an insight which
Performance Cbn 1-41 H4eiiitiVP to Amall -my~ lead q~uickly to design improvements and a ~er
relative changes of locusm in tow-fie developiment period. Examples of compone~~mnt dynamnic anyl-

qunyregion. ysim wvhic-h illu-;trate the usefuln-'ss of thir approach itt.
quencygiven in Suh-Topic 7.4.7, an analysis of a hydm'soili servo-4) F. -quency The most used .Approach pres"nitly actuator by J. Wl. Nightingale. Sub-Topic 7.4.8 ieprodures

response available. Tho locus can be plottefd in A paper by I). H. rani and E. C. Cassidy Lia which the
the form of a Nyquist, log wagniitude- dynammit behavior of a simple pnieummatic prm ssure regidalaor

anglhae diagram .orThe logte hiasn the oi reducer it studi-'d. Sub-Topic 7.4 1 is an analysis of a
ansiphae d~gra. Te ltterhasthe pneumratic da.,hpot in a regulator control elerneat.

:sinvantageu of easy construction b,
templates und of easy irtroduction of At the prement stage of de~elopment, the analytical ap-
compensating character'istics. Easy to proarh as yet does not deal adequately with certain types
include experimental data in frequency of componenits, for example, compilex gas pressur- regrula-

respnseancysi. Te dffiult ofre- tors. In these cases, questionable approximation 1 are often
lating transient and frequency re- requirem in order to rarly out the analysis In addition.

spons is limis~tlft r~borious hand calculations, or 'ong and vxpensive "em jiutel'
5) Describing An extension of the frequency response rvins may W~ required. Hisferences 33.1- and 35-] de~scribe

functions techniques to non-linear systems. Good the design and development oi two pressurec regulatorrs of
performance criterion not available, advancod configuration. In developin.' theme units, it was
M~ethod can treat higher order systems. inteni~ed to apply anal)tical techniques wherever possible.

6) Closed loop, Requires dete'mmining ivalizaahl, and Trhe operation of one lt'Cuiatur izxrienve-at 3:-. 1- wi ex--

pole-zoro practical i'ompolierts ufter the defini- tensively studied on' an analog compuiter. The second unit
location tion of the system resitonse. Not in was analyzed in detail with the aid of a digit~i compute'r.

wide use Ls Yet, but possesses the g'v*d These studies gave tsome insight into the oper'tion of the
feature of working directly from thoý reg'ulators, but contributed few u-4eful Aesuits to the de-

desired cloaed loop response velopment program.I The aboev remarks indicate that tht advantages in the
performance of the un-A. The %.eslgn is then modifie-i. if analytical Lpproachi are not always clear cut. Nevertheless,
necessary, to improve the performance. Eventually a unit as improvement of the method continues. it is becoming all
is obtained whleh meets the requirements. This approach in~ispensatule p&al of, fluid colnporent development, The
has the advantage of deading with actual hardware, rather ideal developnient cycie is one which combines the unalytical
than with mathematical or computer models which may in- and experimental approacl-es. The piov,-ss isi initiated V ith
corporate unrealistic assumptions or approximrtions. On mathematical studies of the theoretical design Paiid com-
the other hand, the experimental approach can be extremely pieted with operational testing of the hardware, with in-
lengthy and expensive, particularly when it is applied to tervening analytical and experimental phases. Table 7.4.4;

IMP complex components, because of' the cut-and-try asp'tA of 3ummarizeim the advantages and disadvantages in the t~o
the process. Physical testing of a component fre"quently does approachesi to component development.
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TanI. 7.4-6. Summary of Deelirti Approachee

ADVAt4TAGIS DISADVANTAOW:R

Where iippliculble, thim itlpio.nch giv vi aut crliy insmight ivitoi Wilito mpleic compoientis.i the at,klvti,'uI approach fro-
k the opierition of u tiImJiponeIt. it permitih problems in dv- qutt ily requite uertiet orabir appVXrox1imation, and Pither a

fl5Imic lit.r f,)rinanic. to be solved sund a via flnul de.s;gn to lnholiotifll ivmnisll vofllpttitigK effort it, long and e :lwns"ivP
he c',tai'ned before vivetal is cut. In these4 citnes. it saves ci'tpu ler rtin,. La~tte'r rinay exceed Otth time and cosl of
dvvelopn utt time and s-oAt. FirtIht i-mor,'. if yood .vgreemeni. building jind i.s iing prot.otype tin it. The theoretic-Al dvniynr
betwo-en tedi anid anklysis hAs been t&ch eved f.,rt one baste mity not derviowt s rate prediel ci per form~ance w hen coliverteid
unit, analytis will help estulblish the design parameters (if into hat fdwire.
xi 6i tr units prior to building an-- *est ing hardware.

Kixprriteptchilt A pproivi'A

Thin 4lpproach deals with actual component hardwiarei. thus It Oiven little utnderstandinig of the ` %ernal operation of

giv(.. i-eqUltic ýPs ienuat". When a itatisfactory unit in a compitimetit. T'hu's, de~ign improvements have to be oh-
obtaine'd, the design can bo~ quickly put into produiction. tained by a hlut-or miss provedurs'. on this Account. at

experimental development jiro-zram can also be longr wiid

7.4.7 Analysis of a Hydraulic Servo-Actuator applicat ioni, the following tanrumeterm will umuall~,' be known
7.4..1 NTRDUCION Anexamle f te dnunic er- or selec'ted in advance: couxtani. supply pres sure, I ;cvliii
7.4..1 NTK~jUTIO. A exapleof he ynaic er- der stroke, L~; mr.ximum cylinder load, F.,; certain VeqLired

forinance ana lsivis of a fluid corn onent i. Ithe vsilve-c y Ii ser Operating times of the valve-cylinder combination; and
servomechanism shown in Figures 7.4.7.1a *nd :'.4.7.tb. bandwidth, wt.. The following design parameters will then
The following example is based en tin analysis given by beccutidcyndrpso aeA;ilypnvsv
J. M. Nightingale in Refeience 1-128. In this example, the portclt d ylno pmo area, aA; difirenialpreor acos e ylner

frequency rtsrionvie method in used. piston, P,p ; ioload volume flow, Q,,; and valve ti'avel, Xv,;

The purpose, of the servo-actuator of Figure 7.4.7.1a !s to from zero port area V.) krea, a,., fit order to obtain Pxplicit
p rov ide power amplification with positional arccoracy. The expressiont, for these quantities, various approximations
-;et vo, in response to a veak input signal or t~iiplacement. will neciessarily be maide.

e, eert a trog otpu foce eer diplaemet, f~.The Flow f.'oxn the sup~ply line through the right-hand valve port,
output force may be used to move in aerodynAmic control 'n Figure 7.4.7.2a is giveni by
surface, for example, or a gimballed rockot engine foi thrustF
vector control. The internal operation of the se-vo wau Q -B a(X) \/P,,P, (Eq 7.4.7.2m)
briefly explained in Sub-Topi( 7.4 5, in the parAgrapt >,itled wer isacnttaid(X ishevl ptaeas

"S'?hcmatic Diagram." The principal con ponents of the syi- a tunction of the valv-, tra-el, X. Similarly, flow from th,

tern are th'e mnain valve and hydraulic cylindei, which in cylinder thr uirt the left-hand valve port iii
..omhilration are referred to as the rta.er-cl- 'ieter relayi. This 0 - B a (X \/'TiT (Eq 7.4.7.2b)
required output for'zr over the required displacement. Be- Assuming that leakage is smoll and both port areas are
cause the force is usually large, and the operation of the eq~ual, these two jaw rates will be approximately equal.
main valve and cylinder involves time lagrs, the perforgrance Equations (7.4,7.2a) and (7.4.7.2b) give
of the reity usualay determines the performanve of the
servro system as4 a whole. An~ analysis of the valvc-rylinder P, + P.- (Eq 7.4.7.2c)
relay %lone will be gii'en first. rh diF'eriential pressure acting on the cylinder piston is

7.4.7.2 DESIGN P'ARAMETERS OF VALVE-CYLINI)ER .:P P, (Eq 7.4,'9.2d)
RELAY. The first phase in the development of a niew mys-
tern is the selection or calculation of the design )aram- Combining Equations (7 .4 .7.2 c) and (7.4.7.2d)
eters such as, iii the' case of a hydraulic servo, the s'~pplyp -p

pres'gut, valve tiavel, t-tc. The system design is then P, P~ F_ 2 (Eq 7.4.7.2)
dyi~mrically anmalyrzed. Figure 7.4.7.2a shows a simplified2
version of the -alve-cylinder relov oif Fig-ire 7.41.73.la in Substituting for Pý in Equation (7.4.7.2b)
whic-h the solenoid anid inai, valves have bc-n re-placed
i'v a sitiije ]ever -operated % alve. The desigii parameters for Q -- B&MX P7)7 (Eq 7..7.29
this .simplifie'd relay wi'l first bie obtained. For a specific2
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Fixed orifice s ,supply

Flopper,-nozzle lI

t~p~ vot -~R~tr~lReturn

Inpu vlaespring

Vt Electronic Slni jt t VIamplif ier S0fli 0i I 30

PFt'o ee Controlled -n
'C. prsure 4 0

-*vvvvv Cylinder $

(Gil Output
Poterliomaeor dslr,~n

Figures 7.4.7.1a, b. In this valve-c34lndr twvon-Achasnlsm, INpu Is w~ofeg whgic Is sileaboseellay amnpilfited and used to con-
trol a solenoi valve. Foadiseck quantity s he aitailW. supplied by.) potentiometer conecPI to thoout-

,itdevice, a hydratilic tcyllndor*A = 2fmtldiga Is eseir in (a), and a block dilarna for the system

TW* 14 TW*Any desired poit Larea function a (X) can be approximately
reproduced in the valvj by making each siurt a r~ow a(f e

L.*v holes. For the moment, however, it i ill be assumed that
vow a (X) in linear. Then

Q ~ ~ __- (Eq 7A.7Jg)

PA Equation (7.4.7.2g) show-, that Rlow varies not oni:' with
valvt travel, X, but sklso with pressure, P., and hence with

P-We A.7.2. i1meir Im-on all am o 4e tof P@.e the cylind, r load, sinc.v oad - r. &. Frtm the fornm of Equa-
drisn eiased UW h=oreilic to" ys tion (7.4.7.2g), moreover, a varying load introduce. a non-
bte nSo a conki el e an ydalc li,'earity into the system equatiens which must be tat anI bid1011111. This 911126 intdeo useetm consideration. However, for the present the cylinder
a10.uy' ta sfma O uiass load will be considered constant. Flow in then prop4&tional

- to valve displacement oniy. No~flecting the compressibility
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8WVM ACTUATOR EXAMMt DYNAMIC. ANALYSIS

of the. fluid within the rcylinder and tOw leakag' across the V' yi-t
plot-n, the flow Into the vylhiader is giv.en by C,

d¶
Q A U i 7.4.7.2h)

rrom Fquatiotin (7.%..7.21r) ane' (7.4.7.2h), t~he tran,!,'r
t'un-t ion relating e'ylind, r dimplikeenietit to valv-. dimplw'rt

(n) - (P47.4..21) Figwe 7.4.7.2c. Block Diagram of Valve anel Cyinder.

HallPowver d?'1 ve'ret to the cl'iender by the fluid is proportional
where' C'~~ 4~ (Eq 7.4.7.21) to PQ or P, Y _. F, which can %w shown to be a niaxi-

VY.. 2 n.umn when 1r, - "/3 P_. The maximium value of 1'P, there'-
fore, should be two-thirds of the supply preose..re', since

In order to complete' the servo the loop must be closed.' The maximum power is needod at maxifium preseure' diff oreential
I'np will often include other ce'wpeeae'ntp such as preampli- In the c-ylinde'r to l-ataini the best possible performance.
tiers. tranadwteis, etc. In many caner, however, the loop
voentains only thc valve and cylinder, and is closed by vir- This fixes the' effective piliton area, which in obtained from
tual feedbackc, am In Figurf 7.4.,'.2b. Feedback iL virtual in
thin conflit ratiou due to the fact that the valve ci..aiur and A F. 3 il'E. 747.m
the cylinder are, integral and floating. The b'ock diegrarn A.e)2F4q7...m
of this shervo ii Igi' en in Figure' 7.4.7.2c, The open-loop
transfer funetion, from Equaltion (7.4.7.21) ho An expreums-ni will next be derived for the operating time

of the hydraulic eyliikder in moving the futll ustrokei dintunce,

'~r, (s)~ ' Eq 7.4.7J%) L. This expression will oe useful In obtaining equations for
Kthe remaining design paramneters ia.., Q,,, and X~l Assume

.1rat that the cylinder in Figure 7T.4.7.2b in fully to the left
The' clomed-loop transfer function irn (e, - 0), and that the valve isain the closod pouitioen. Assume

I (Eq7.4..21) next that the -!alve lever I-% moved to the right a dlistance, L.
i' (4 rai (q7... Thrt is, anipt0 L is made. In servornechauisms of

the ypebeig stdie, L(the cylinder stroke dstt~nee) is
where t- lC considerably lar.-sr tb'en X., (the valve travel from theI

Relervcoir supply ReseroirVh

Inpu displacemnent

F ixed piston Effective area, A UIC
Output d~epl'osvsfl

Figure 7.4.7.2b. Section thog wyia alve-cy 1 Wa~ relay. Feedback in v~rual elnon cyinde and d~e ba ws e hA*url
and flmb RotvPcvalve travel gives direct mematre ef erre. Analysia ef this seyim is emlcarrpicgiiilb

ISSUED! OCTOSER 1965
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closead p4)aitiofl to fully uopn',. T)'us wvhen an input, 0, - L,,
to the valve iever is made', the valve npool moven ritst the
fully open masition. Flow throu'gh the vitvin'viow o,-rurs, I
giving the cylindor the time reaspoamne sl,own in Ptigiue

Note thot, this time response can he' divided Into two :ha-,%: k 11 ýt

(a) during wbich the aive in fully uncovered and thus the

cylinder ve(w~it y, d in contamfnt, making the displace-

niant curve a straight line with time (the distancer the cyl-
inder trayvel, during this phase io L-X.,, not shown):- and-
(b) durling which the continuing movemenL, of the cyltinder ItNQ'-
causes the valve to close. thus reducing the cylinder velocitykA
wlih time

During phase (a), the valve in said to be "maturatod,' that K1
In. the vilvt, io at ur beyond the fully-open position. Trhe

T. :A (L XJ (Eq 7.4.7.2n) Figure 7.4.7.2d. Time Reepona. of Cylindnr.

where Q. to the constant saturated v-ive flow. From Equa..
tron Equaion7.2g)Yr

Q. - Bi P,, .,J 2  '. (Eq 7A.7.20) Fo Eq atin(.,,r) :~ H- L' . .. t

During phase (b), the equation governing the cylirder me- arit 2F P T, 1, q 7.4-72t

tion In Equation (7.4.7.21), which applies ouly when the Maximum flow demanded from the supply occur, under tio
valve is opening or 6l4ing. The time in phane (b) to ap- load and, from Equations (7.4.7.2q) and (7.4.7.2t), It it;
proirimately equal to Rlv, where r. -I/C. Thus f rum Equa- 8F E ... u
tions (7.4.7.2j1), (7.4.7.21), and (7.4.7.2o), the total time for U-3FL(E7.72u
the cylinder stroke Is approximate)1

(Eq 7.4.7.2p) All of the required parameters have tow been deterndn id

Tt T. + 2r except the valve travel, X-. Iii the region 0 -- X -ý X_., as
noted, Equtrtion (7.4.7.21) governs the cylinder motion. The

AL i Xni frequency reepoi..e bandwidth within V1im zone to thus

1, _ /r - C, (Eq 7.4.7,2W)
Total time, T,, varies with the output load. It is generally Substituting from Equatinns (7.4.7.2j), (7.4.7.2m),
specified for the no-load condition as one of the desigrn re- (7.4.7.2o), and (7T.4.7.2r) in (7.4.7.2v), taking Q. - Q

quirements. For thie condition, P, - 0 and from Equation

-_ B a,, 4% - (Eq 7A.7Jb) Thus for inputs~ ef approximate amp'itude, X.,, and for
frequencies up to Vb, the output is a fairly faithiful repre-

In Equation (7.4.7.2p), if substitutioni, are made for Q. duction of the input. For any gi eater input signal of malt-
from Equation (7.4.7.2q) and A from Equation (7.4.71mn), nitude, 1l,1, f requenc'y response Is limited by flow a turation
and if the small term X../L Is neglected of the valve. In this came, as can be shown, accurate r-esponse

can be obtained only up to a f roquency

VJ!BaP' Rn%7.7r Pe 3/ -eT (Eq 7.4.7.2x)

wh~ere T. to the no-load time. In the full-load case, operating
time to a minimum when P. - 2/8 P... For this case, from 7.4.7.11 ANALYSIS OF VALVE-CYLINDER RELAY. In
Equations (7.4.7.2m), (7.4.7.2o), (7.4.7.2p'), and (7.4.7.2r), thpriosaagpsvrlasupon wemaen

neglectng L./Lin Equaion (7..7.2po ordr to determine the design parametsofhevl-

T,=,V (Eq 7A..7hs) cylinder .ervorneeh.,nism shown in Figure 7.4.7.2b. One of
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the asmumptions, which in, tri. .nis tor ir'r-4~ output loads,
was that the hydraulic -u1' n h u.ri Icm tity, IML). alid a small per'.urbation terisi, x g A- in
pressiblo. This assumption was used ir. writing Equation the latter corm, d /(I,,) i locniee o tads
(7.4.7.2h). In the following dynism', A.rAysis. miproes- dX I locniee osatads
bil!'y of the fluid is taken into aicent 'ý kn the~ cornv onding the perturbation term is a linear function of the perturba-
equation. The valve cylinder relay of Figure 7.4.7 .2b In a tion. x. By coa.widering only small perturbations in all the
self-contained. closed-loop aeervo system. It will he aenalysed systemr variablej, a net of lInear equatloni. is obtained whieh
by the frequent~v respunse meth,1. describes the disturad 'tate of the system, It is then pos-

uible to Investigate the stability of the stystem.
The flow through the valve ports is g~ven, with suL able
accuracy, by Equation (7.4.7.2f). In this equation. a(X) Since P, ni Equatioct ('7.4.7.1f) depends on the output loaO.
represents the valve port area as a function of the val -e and :'cannot be regarded &-i constant. it Io necessary to
travtl X. In order to use linear anclysis, the rdation be ce~nsider a sm&ll 1 .erturbation p.. about a steady quantity
tween Q and X in Equation (7.4.7.21) slhoull be linearly P-~. Disturbed flow from the valve Is:
pruportior~al, hut :r prLxctk this is hortily likely either by
pu-rpose or accidont. If, then, som.? general. non-linear func- (Eq 7.4..7.3b)
tion a(X) i-i assumed, the problem becomet one in non-
lines- nierhimnics awl requires niwre advanced methods of Qd=Q.+q =B a(X,)
analysis. -inear theory, however, provides such a clear pic-
ture of system behavior and Is so convenient for Investigat-
ing the effect of changing parameters that it is worthwhile+
trying to employ it in the present case, although it In at +, X P-
"bet only an appioximation.

Vaios chiut. xitfo lntrzit onln-r qu- where (aQ*aX and (aQaP) are both evalu-
Varoustchiqub eistforlinariingnonlinr eua- ated for X = X,. and P.. - P.

tions such as Equation (7.4.7.2f). The simplest of these,
known as the small perturbation method, will be adopted B eaaigotteprubdcmoet fEuto
hero. The method co sists of .onridering enly small distur- ysprtn u h etubdcmoet fEuto
bances which are suiperimposed on a relatively gradual or (7.4.7.3b) and introducing convenient parameters K and )

steaey-state motion. The variables In the steady-state inn-A
tCon are considered to change so slowly that they may be q =-,A K - P'. ' (El 7.4.7.3c)
treated as constants relative to the disturbances. Although/
only an arliflree, this qiuasi-steady-state method gives useful
results in servo system analysis. The closeness between whr ~(Eq 7.4.7.3d)
theory and practice is influe.'rced ioy the fact that propor- A) ) T1 j
tional feedback tends to reduce nonlinear distortion and also '

because higher harmonics introduced by nonlinearity are
severely attenuated or cut off a*.ove the bandwidth of the (Eq 7.4.7.30)
servo.Q

A word of caution must be given here since both these miti- P X\ _ id P.\
gatinir inu7ences will not hold for very larqe disti-rbances. =-A 1rQJ A~7 7~Q~
These disturbances can only be investigeteJ by nonlinear
mechanics through the use of an analog computer.

The mal peturbtio mehod s bseduponan pprxi- Factor K in the slopa gfain constant, while X~, is called the

mation obtained from a Fraylor series expansion of a func- tf'oeofhevleadgesheSdinofcidre-
tion. Thus, if X,. is a constant value of X. and x is ai emall fort against valve displacement for constant flow Q_.
increment or perturbation in X around X. In additior. to the component of flow tending to displace the

(Etq 7.4.7.36) cylinder, a component due to the c2ompressibility of the

1(X) (X.,d f M.X) fluid in the cylInder must be considered. This depends on
f (X f X" ýX) _- (XJf X dT-the rate of change of P. and Ps. If the cylinder is in its

mid position, balanced flow exists for each side of the cyl-
Higher terms of the expansion are neglected. The artificen inder vistod. Then for the right side in Figure 7T.4.7.2b, the
auopted in linearization is to say that while X, 4s not ?Ac- continuity equation is
tually corstant. it represen~ts o% temporary mean value which (Eq 7.4.7.3f)
e.hanges sto 9!owly compared to x that it can be reriardcd as
constant. Then 'he right-hand side of Equation (7.4 7.3a) PQ=d (,. = ,dV.+V. d p.
may be %epurated into two components, a steady-state quan- Wt -- (~. - T + dt
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ances. TI', equations will be ured to investigate system sta-
where •, - density of fluid in right side of cylinder bility and response.

V. - volume of fluid in one half of cylinder

From Equation (7.4.7.3f): Stability. As always, stability must be the first considera-
tion. It can be -hown that the worst conditions for absolute

(Ea 7.4.7.3g) stability exist when Lhe cylinder piston is in its midposition
d 0. V. d P, ant; when the output load is simply an inertia fore%. In this

dt E dt case, from Equation (7.4.7.3in)

where E = bulk modulus of fluid. C (s) = Ms 2  (Eq 7.4.7.3p)

From -quations (7.4.7.2c) and (7.4.7.2d), The open and closed-loop transfer functions for this con-

(Eq 7.4.7.3h) dition are

d P, 1 d P, (Eq 7.4.7.3q)

t 2 dt K (a) K
and thus o ( = Kims ms82dO° Vt dP• s•I+_A-- -+ /

Q = A d +- ' (Eq 7.4.7.31)

where Vt - tota& volume of Iuid in cylinder. (Eq 7.4.7.3r)
K

The same equation can be obtained for the left side of the YK () -/ K3
cylinder. By considering only small perturbations in Q, 0., K + i+ +
and P., and 'Introducing Laplace trans.orms

(9 Ap \ From these expressions absolute stability can easily be in-
C)o÷ (I 7.4.7.3J) vestigated by the Hurwitz criterion. This gives the neces-

sary condition for stability as K m/X, > K m/x) or
where X,, - cylinder stiffness

= 4 A' E/V, X,•, All (Eq 7.4.7.3s)

Finally, the load on the cylinder must be considered. In the This criterion can be interpreted physically as follows. If
general case, the load ii.cludes inertia, damping, and spring the output inertia load increases, then the fluid column in
loads. Thus the cylinder will shorten because of comp, essibility, causing

(Eq 7.4.7.3k) relative movement between the valve casin'r and spc ol. The

d2 6 m + + k 8, resulting valve opening causes a change in• the differential

A-Pc = m + f +k cylinder pressure. The change in effort produced by this
dt' dt Vust not exceed the change in the output load. If the valve

Considering perturbations and transforming aoes over-compensate for the change in load, then the cyl-
inder will move back and a continuous cycle will be set up.

A PC = (s) tv. (Eo 7.4 7,31)
where •(s) -- max + fe + k. (Eq 71.4.7.3m) To reduce valve stiffness, X,, sufficiently to satisfy equa-

tion (7.4.7.3s), there must be some constant leakage past

By eliminating between Equations (7.4.7.3c). (7.4.7.8j), the valve lands. Two possible ways of achieving this are

and (7.4.7.Sl), the open-loop transfer function is obtained by means of underlap or overlap at the valve ports, as in
Figure 7.4.7.3a. Within the region of valve lap the ports

(Eq 7.4.7.3n) act as a variable resistance bridge. Differential pressure de-

o K pends on the resistance ratios and hence or. the relative
Yo.s) = -)-)KC valve displacement. If no lap i3 provided, a very small valve

S+ -displacement appiies full system pressure across the eylin-

der piston, with resulting over-correctirn.

The closed-loop transfer function to therefore
Even if stability is not satisfied, it does not necessarily

(Eq 7.4.7.30) mean that an oscillation can grow indefinitely. The equa-

() (K tions have been linearized and deal only with relatively
Y1 )•a) K smali movements. As the amplitr .le increases, however,

a +-- + prameters K and x, will change sufficiently to restore
stability or limit the amplitude, although this may not

Equations (7.4.7.3,u) and (7.4.7.8o) describe the behavior .appen until the valve ports are fully exposed and the

- of the servo when subjected to small to medium disturb- system saturates. This mes,'s that a steady oscillation will
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Response. The vLlve travel, X, as noted earlier, can be
divided Into two w'n%.: 0 <ý X <! X,., where th. valve in not
saturated, and X .X.. where it is. The 0 •X :5 X. zone is
also referred to as the linear sone of servo operation, &I-

HUrderlo though the valve port area function, a(X), in this zone
Is not neceo'qarily purely linear with X.

Along with stability, satisfactory response witldin the linear
zone of the servo is a primary perfoemance requirement.
As previously noted, response characteristics are srrlously
Impaired by flow-saturation outside the linnar zone. Pro-
vided small motions only are considered, Equation (7.4.7.8r)
can be used to obtain the response characteristics. If a

Overlapsudden step from one steady demand to another which io
quite coae to the first occurs, the output should respond
quickly and without too much oscillation, as in Figure

'~~7.4.7.3c. It must bW stated that for large disturbances theI
... problem actually beloaizs to the field oi nonlinear mechanics.

Yet It io surprisine how close the small perturbation meth-

Pigu 7A.Sa.Vale s~,we InU~.odin are, ever. for quitt. large disturbances.

be edluced boy elther underlep or oiverlap. Linear analysis methods can be used to investigate response
Undela sinifis that the valve spoof doss from Equations (7.4.7.3q) or (7.4.7.3r). Since the denomi-

not completey cdone the ports when the
spoo Iscot d oerla mens ut ~ nator of Equation (7.4.7.8r) is in cubic inches, It is possible

valve spoof lands exceed the width of On to use transie'It response methods fairly s~mply. However,
ports. parameters K and %. cannot be eajily adjusted independ-

ently and so it is difficult to attempt to optimise desigt-
parameters by this technique. Therefore, frequency responie
techniques will be used.

Substituting .1. for s in Fcquotion (7.4.7.8q) gives the open-
loop harmonic responae function

(Eq 7A.4.7t)

+ K-

0

MOTION Response

TIM!' - Sudden chane
C6 i dmn Response given b

FIu,, 7.4.73b. Oscillat on doss not necessarily Increese sala thaneorso
indefinitely. It may be a small, steadlysmlchne
oscdllatio superimposed on the Steady Steady mot'on
output motion of the som.w

Time, t

be superimposed on the steady-state motion, as in Figure
7.4.7.3b. In practice it has been found satisfactory from Figure 7.4.7.3c. If etabilI's respons~e requirements are
the stability viewpoint to satisfy Equation (7.4.7.3s) for *int, semv moponee wil'. be qjick and well

damped. Although a small change In re-
all possible values of X within the range of maximum quired output Is considered, response to
travel in eith'or direction and for all possible values of P. large changes In output requkremnt may4
with~in the range of allowable output loading, be similar.
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From this a Nyquist plot c&A be made, as shown In Fig. can often be made.
ure 7.4.7.3d. As Equation (7.4.7.8t) shows, a change in K
not only aItert the scale of the diagram, but also the shape From the clousd-loop harmonic response function
1f the Y. (Jw) curve. This is often a feature of systems in
which there is Interaction, as between output load and valve (Eq 7.47.-")
flow. This interaction in illustrated by the subsidiary feed- K
back loops in the servo block diagram, Figure 7.4.7.3e, Y" (j.u)-
which represents Equations (7.4.7.3c), (7.4.7.3J), ,md K + 1
(7.4.7.81)

The ph.ast angle of Y. (J,.) is - 1800 when V == Thus the amplitude response Is
gain margin is (Eq 7.4.7.Sz)

G = A (Eq7 .4.7 .3u) 7.4A- I (c74j.)

From Equation 1i.4.'.3s) the critical condition for stabil- K
ity is reached when the gain margin equalsý 1.0. E.cause of K\the simple shape of the Nyquist curve for Y.(jo), Figure Mn,,W
7.4.7.8d, a satisfactory value of gain margin in this case ;, +
is 4.0. More complex shapds will require considerably higher
gain margins. Thit may be plotted against frequency, as in Figure 7.4.7.3f.

By now adjusting the value of K it is possible to Pchieve a 1h epnetnst w eoatpasa rqece

suitable phase margin. By making the phase margin 450 AI
aud taking I Y ý I - 1.0 in Equation (7.4.7.3t), the optimum

(.7) 7.30)

K 1.2 1 - __

Im-0-r Axis _je

. A 7.4.7.3e Subsidiary feedback loops in this block
diagram of a hydraulic relay represent
Interaction between components.

ilW _ail v !\-7
iI I N

data re avilabl, butwhen eailg wit Flgeraic xprWslrtRuW" 7.4.7.... yica s hdal stp

alone it Thon b eoeteiu. hapnsI sythempeets , whe e ner
hieyvayn angs, depd ng o n th K p anti altar stay..........,.Lrc1

"the shem, as er as the welb of the pint.aThisofn happ - nsytere. Wr 0 see

This Is an easy methed of determining X when numerical A, A
data are available, but when deailng with algebraic expre,3- "'4 'S~
alons it can become tedious. In the present case, when
certain of the parameters such as K rnd A,, can ass~ms Fk~ 7.4.7.V. A plot amplitde rstlo versus frequany
widely varying ialues, depending on the particular steady- shmw tiss there are mmIvtw rao-
state condition choeen, It is very helisful from the standisoint netfrequencies. The thvo r:% 1must not
of undei4tanding system behaior to work with algebraic F or the syste wl u nstable.
expressions. In this connection, vome useful approximations Ordinarily, , should be larger thU e .

IMSUM'i 0TOOIR 1565
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approximately given by . Vii and s% - '%/_/iI Thus
the stability criterion, Equest~on (7.4.7.3s) can be written __

as w, < aft. if oft - aft, the two pealrs will merge Into a single
peak of infinits buight, Indicating that the output wý!l in- 1.0
crease indefinitely at this frequency of excitation.

For a recommended gain margin x.k of 4.0 or more, of
.,Ž2 at.. For this condltion, the peaks are definitely sepa- .

rated and compressibility in the cylinder, as represented
by lAX., will hae" little influence on the maximum ampli-____________________________
tude ratio U, at aft. This ratio is obtained from Equation

(7.4.7.3z) by making the substitutions w- ... 1ýM1 h 0 Frequoncy,w (rod per sec) .jLA

and atO~f

(Eq KA.7Jy Figuwe 7A.7.3g. ftutmnim npiltufe Peth to 1.0.

a t1eore-ciuy the systuw, Is war
If aft is very much larger than w,,K X M, .. Sice aft is some n
measure of the banidwidth, this shows that K influences both
maximum amplitude ratio and bandwidth. If a maximum
amplitude ratio Us 1.6 Is assumed, Equations (7.4.7.3x)
arcd (7.4.7.3y) give the optimum gain as

This IL is sliglrtly higher than that given by the phase
margin criterion, as In Equation (7.4.7.8v).

In practical cases, it may not be possible to Isolate s, and .. i

sufficiently to make these cpproximations. and exact and
tedious algebraic expressions must beused. Great simplifi-
cation can be achieved if the m~aximum amplitude ratio is
limited to M, - 1.0. Although In theory this tends to give
an overdamped, slugg.ah responbe, practical recults indi-0Frqec, (opaon
cate that the choice is satisfactory In the present case. If the Fq4~Y i rdpruc
conditions M. Y.II 1.0 and d =~ 0 are applied to_________

E~quastion (71.4.7.3x)f, the following valuesk art- obtained for F~gwe 7.4..3, Dumping arn be hipesa 'P aeg1h S IdN I
the )ptimum gain constant, and for the frequency at the -i W bne. forto seash *ta
2eak where M. - 1I yse.

V ~ ~ E 7M.47.3A..3z

TZ --T ~(Eq 7.4.7.3b') AEV =4E/
Thus to Incresie .,the Jack streke, L, should he kept as

The amplitule ratio plot for thij case is given by Figure short as possible and the area, A, as large as possible. Also,
7.4 .7.3g As shown, the unit is so heaavily damped that no E should be as high as possible. Under actual operating con-
second peak occurs. if X,-\ < 4.0, there will be no resonant ditions, the hydraulic fluid will absorb air bubbles which
peak, as seen in Figure 7.4.7.3h, but the actual transient will be Purpended in the dulid. This tends to lower thot effe-
response will be far too sluggish. tive E according to the volumetric fraction of air contained,

and sulnasto the~ possibility of maintaining the fluid In
The preceding analysis shows that the relationship between the cylinde- at a tame pressure. Since minimum pressamre
X, and X~. Is critical for stability. In practice it may be dimf- ý- one side of the cylinder occurs under maximum ou'-
cult to increase \. so an to isolate compressibility effects pul. load, and from Equations (7.4.1.2c) and (7.4.7.2d) Is
froin the operating range. Stiffness of the fluid coluinn In (P. - P, 5...) /2, it is deairabe to ltizat P. .,. It -as previ-
the cylinder, from before, Is ously suggested that P. -5be limited to 2/8 P. by pow-tr
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._onsiderations. This gives a minimum pressure of p./6 in
the tylinder-nornially a satisfactory value. Such a har'e
preasure can be malntain-d by neutral-lap leakage past Phe Instability
valve lands. boundary
Physical Parameters. Results thus far have b~eer obtained
In terms of two rather unreal parameters, X and x.,. Now
these results must be related to physical desigfn parameters.
Response and stat~Jity must be Investigated for all possible -
odesbinations of these. two parameters. To do thim work, the K*UX
concept of a K, X, plane econtaining all posriblet values to X, - Q ______

necessary. On this plane It In possible to plot contours repre- 0

senting the fe~abllity limits and also lines of constant, Mi. X02
and constant bandwidth, wb. Figrure 7.4.7.81 is such a plot.

Bly sinperimpoeing on this diagram characteri~stics repre-
senting the limits of Ilir-ar operation (that is, operation in - -the 0 !5 X •ý I,. sones of valve travil), it is possible to /co PCmax
hispect performance at MIl steady opertating points. Equn-
tiou (7.4d.7.2f) givem the valve port flow for a genital port "I a 1o
area function, &(X). If the valve port area Is made to vary
linearly with X, the flow ir. given by E~quation (7.4.7.2g). r__________________
From Equations (7.4.7.2g), (7.4.7.3d), and (7.1.7.3e): ~AWA

ýSRh b~ Valve StifIf ness 5AV

or dl'. _W -wtm eadolfosone the6 K. X. plowo shi how a
I0on, reioystom Usbig a Vevs8 toot aW overp orj - bismee u09abi when go spo-

0-.0 1 &.

A15K - kFX. (47A""f'

Ovedamed PIMUII IThe shaded region in Figure 7.4.7.31 Is obtained by out-region MI a.1. reinstituting the extreme value. of P.. and X. in Equations
0 .5A, A, (7.4.7.3d'~ and (7.4 7.3f). This resgio'n thus represen4. all

VloIve Sjtiffness, A,, possible operating o-onditions of the servo. Combining Fig-

(rz7.4.7.3),is not Iati d Tis ias- onfsrmdyh in practice
tariacontnousr thuneeting ofranyg ale-clne.evsi

1X" %J3 by two meONs
of (P.ft max F0 , arov qaiding lap .. W atth cavandseasein Figurtte neutr.al

6u(_am~m r"*7Uo' For aW untal Wehnt oeaigrng i h K ln
*%. w pý o the vabepomsithen shde ar0tevavinsFiguress X..7k, whichme infio-

0ln nie Hece ', theory 0h stblt crier.n E ... ,wer tesuscito)i

1.. nd P sinifis seadyvales o X nd P. Pom Eua. by Ah contileanaoss huthng omayvlcyli nderr p stonwtgehe rInh
tic (.47.8') lne o'costntP..ae pre l the thn egion al redcdgaion. nearilthe ineutral veioalbe achieved

aA(exie zq7,7o a roiiglpa tev'elns, as In Figure 7..41o qain 7.4.7.3a. an

T7h .e'j linge. of ons'I prtant, X., i n are given by Mlethl od()i the met orte unsetable andegionom.tchiq-

ISSUED. OCTMES 1I6S 7.4.7 -10
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ý.rn produce. a proportional dlspbicemamt of the owtaia spiool
valve. The transfer function sitating the main spo dim-

Instabililty placement With the dapper force inelrdee a simple t1.w lag

boundary term and Is therefere

1 (a) -z- XM.7A TAd)

Finaflj for the main valve-cylinder relay, the oper-inop
transfer function ts given by Equation (7.4.73Sq),* assuming

R tothat the output load is simply an Inertia
(Wq 7A.7Ae

x +05 K.S n

Here K, is the slope gain constant. Based upon this above
equations, the blook diagram for the complete systun, Fig-

P ap uve 7.4.7.1b. can boeconstri ated. Jn th~s diagram, the blocks
Ce CM~ N. a .0 !o potentiometers A and 8 In Figure 7.4.7.1& are repro-

macted by the single equivalent block, X. b-tween e and V.
_____________________whe73

valve~~ Stfns A, -V..'c (I~ 7A I
Vale tifriss V The open-loop transfer function of the system cani now b-9

obtained simply by multiplying the tranafer furnctions of

rk" ?7.3k his f Up n vowINWI Ps 11 ViaVivo each box In the forwarl path (q77@
P~uW " 7.4 b.k Us e hap t e A oflv the pereb M mse w Ky -( q7 7

Y. ~)=!()=Km

7..4ANALYSIS OF COMPLETE SYSTEM. The mainX, .C
valve-cylinder relay of the servo system shown In Figure wher K - i KL K, K, 1 - net open-loc? gain constant.
'7.4.7.1a, analyzed In the previous section, treated the relay The closed-loop transfer function is
as a self-contained cloeed loop servo system. The complete
system of Figure 7.4.7.1a will be analyus.0 next. In this(q 44
systemn, tht, valvt-cylinder relay Is an open-~oop device, and
feedback to provided by electrical components as shown. The Y., (a)= ()
open-loop transfir function of the relay, which was derived
in the last iqsction, Mtll be used in the following analysis. K

System Equations. The system input, #,, is converted to a br,94 -T- (ar4 + b)as' + (a+ r4) W + a +K
voltaire. Ke.. by Potentiometer A (Fiffure 7.4.7.1a). The whomro a -LmA. and b - W.
systenta output, 0., is converted to the fuedback voltage, K.S.,
by potevitiomeoer B, which has the sama &ain constant as A. Performance. The first step in analyzing this system to to
V is the difference between the two voltages investigate tke condition for absolute stability. The condi-

K1 (9, -tion to be achieved (Reference 1-131, page 20, Equaticn 15)

V Is amplified and used to drive the magnetic solenoid relay. K<a (b + ar 4 + vT)4 47.1
Current delivered by the amplifier is K<__ E AA

i = KV (Eq 7.47Ab) It shouldbe noted that the valueo,4K en be adjusted Inde-
pendently of I", the gain constant of the valve-cylinder

The ela deelos afore Fproprtinalto hiscurentrelay. In practice, the gain constant, K,, of the electronic

F = KJi (Eq 7.4.7.4c) amplifitor Is usuaily readi'y adjusted to change the gain set-
ting of the systemn. Thus K4 can be fixed at a Value suitabl

Thiia force is developed at the flapper of a fiuppor-nozzle- for the &sign of the valve-cylinder Meay. Fr.,a gain margin
t pe klydraulic Pilot valve. A roughly p~roportional prfessure considerations, K should be about one-fourth of the right

is devi loped in the chamber of the pilot valve &D4 this in hand side of Equatihm (7.4.7.41) or lees.

;$WM~ OCTOGE 1165
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axis axis x

1,0)~~~ ~~ Real~ -axRalaiis-

911 K

K. cw) - ., I

n~. qlu Pre'e. main valve spool; and c) the cpjn±Aopplot for
tM ftj my". eshom n inpFgre 7.4.7.1s. b. Note h W opn

-- eppoecheeth critical point more closely thn~n the plot foir
the hydred1Lo e'da1y alm.

Nfow It is necessary to optimize the paramteters of th', sys- locus of thisi function for varying v. is plotted in Figure

temn to obtain suitables perftrinance. Either frequency oir 7.4.7.4d. If the maxi-num amplitude ratio is to be 1.5. then

transient response methods can be used. In view of the corn- the su.alar gatin constant, K, must be set at 100. The band-

plexity of the transfer functions, frequency response meth- width is* Approximately 16 cps. From Equation k7.4.7.4g) it

ods are preferred. Characteristics of those components can be seen that the servo io of the first order, where order
which are dependent on frequency are plotted in Figures is defined in Reference 1-1~31, paf'e 24. The steady following
1.4.7.4a and b. With suitable chang. of scale to inc!ude the error 'for a conastant velocity Input of 1.0 inches per secondl,

effect of other scalar gain constants in 'the loop, they may~ given by 1/K, is therefore 0.010 Inches.
be combined to give the system Y. (jw) lotcus or Nyquist Intiexmlaeprsonhsbnotiednyfr
plat, Figure 7.4.7.4c. The distance of this iocus from the Inthisopeiampe gain cresonsat thas behen obtainkede only or
(41,0) point is, as noted, a measure of system stability. The theotrimu gai cos tant; theo cothierpations.I ikeleys hav w.t~
effet- of the time lag r. in the pilot valve in to make this dverthad by ame priior considnsaetereations I e qu itely howd
distance less in the system Nyquiat plot than in the plot for ever thf freto an chiniiaceig samoge thervarills parquiter ofe
the v-lye-cylinder rels) alone (Figure 7~.4.7.4a), %nd thus trhe ofmfletedostm .of choiem demong le therifopraeter obti
to liring the comploate iaystem closer to Instability If t~ the omp rleteon sytm. tsemeirbe the uoersiordefre to obtainv

locusom ofaton theon thea alroneer in note wel aahiey armta 4 -
pocust, the regnly aloe) ino wiuel 7.way.fhomust be , patl certain performance. One way this might. be attempted Jul

poi~nut, thfoe sigalch)ing Figue mainvalv. must be. patly to obf-ain an algebraic expression by liimiting maximum, M,

product of the gain constants, K, K. K. K., must be less to 1.5 in the expression for the closed-loop harmonic re-
than unity. A suitable gain setcting may be obtalnei by sponsi function. This method was employe'd quiti- success-

limiting the maximum amplitude ratio to 1.5. Thus the fuiy in the care.4 tt' closed-loop valve-cylinder relay; but
Y.(j) lou utntctteK-=. ice ssoni now the system in mu.e complex and the algebraic expres-

locu mut nt ct te M 1.5cirleas how In sions are almost unmnanagiable. It is possible, however, to
Figure 7.4.7.4d. orcotain a set of~ relations by transient response considera-

tions provided a slightly overdamj'ed response can be toler-
A numeric,1 example will ilustrate the method. Assume ated. The method ixivolves the use of Whitoley's coefficienits

=0.003 see, a -- 0.010 sec and b =- 5.25 X 1U-' sec'. Then (Reference 1-131, page 26). In the present case, the order
the open-loop harmonic responre funeition is of thk servo is 1, and the degree of the denominator of Y..(s)

(Eq 7.4.7.4 is n =4. Whiteley's table therefore gives an optimum open-

(j) u 1+ ju (1+9Sj) 1+ .6 u loop transfer function of the form

where for conve'ione- u -0.001 w cnd K!' 0.001 K. The ~ (w + 2.60 a v 3.4 n-'s + 2.6!'

ISSUED: MAY 1~419 7.4.7 -12
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and hence*, 0, four relationships among the parameters a. b.
Imagnaryr., and K are obtained. It is possible to solve these, but this
Imagnaryis a difficult task since it involves the explicit solution of a

axi s cubic c-quatlon. It to possible, however, to obta In a graphical
solutlon quite easily. Suppose the desired build-up time Is

A'f~I 50.016 seconds. 'this gives (I - 9.60. Direct substitution in the
first two equations obtained above by equating coeff~cients of
Equations (7.4.7.4k) and 7.4.7.4!) gives K -100. SubstU-
tuting for a In the other two yields the -impressions

Real a + r, 0.005 NEq 7A.7A4m)

- 0 4.8 .- .Or22 (Eq 7.4.7.)

The"e equations are olved by plotting a versus r.. as given
by both Equation (7.4.7.4m.) a~id (.14) The point of
!nt~rseeton of the two carves, which Is the solution, gives

a - 0.0028 seconds, f, - 0.00?? seconds

Substitution of the value of r, In 1/b . - 3.6 01' (from
above) grive b - 9.1 X 10 `uscl. in this cams. the following
error for a oonstant-relocity Iniput of 1.0 Inches per second

yo (iw)is 0.010 Inch.
The sort of delays In the hydrau~lc relay implied by the
values of (a) and (b) obtained are qu~te small, and in
practLi, way be dl~cult to achieve. With the values lik',ly
to be aenuuntere4dw b value of --eta tolerated would not be

4ý so great. There are ways, hoi,%over, of compensating for
lals in power amplifiers, such as the prmssnt servo system,

trY, pionc so that high gairts can be used to improve response and
accuracy without causing instability problems.

Figure 7.4.7.4d. In addienf to the rqukrent* doat Ua NW NLTR

~SfltuW h ' bun0 ,a Sop; m tCs 1i~a Eymbol Term Pimension
no l d -1.5 circle for ~bs- _________________

Mr. W premnmta InstbiftI of the 44dUU A Cyainder piston atea
lic relay.

a (X) Valve port area as afunetlon of X LV

Equation (7.4.7.4f) can be written in the same form B Constant

b M
(Eq 7A.4.4) X

K/br. C Gain constant
Y, ts ar, + b\ ~ a +- v db Decibel

+ k~ b7 14 + b9- +J Hydraulic fulud bulk modulus .,s

By equating similar coefficients of Equation (7.4.7.4k) ano' F Solenoid force F
Equation (7.4.7.41) :K/br, 11U', 1 /br -- 4.6 0i', (a+ -4r.) /bv. F.. Maximuma cylinder load F

- 3.4 f', and (ar. + b) /br, =2.6 (0. Now the transient --e F (s) Transform of f (t)
spconse is determined by the parameter. (). The relationship f Damping forme coefflcient FilL
among the coefficients in Equintion (71,4.7.4k) insures that ft) Fnioofim
the maximum overshoot for a step iunction is limited to () Fnto ftm
10 perrent of the atep, whila the builh-up time is given f (X) Function of X
by Tb -- 4.2/t.. Therefore, by fixlnr a suitable build-up timc G Gain margin
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NON ENWLTURt

Symbol Term Di. .*ension Symbol Term Dimqmsion

h Valve lap T. Time of cylinder travel w'th

I Current mptsvolve viaturated
K (I1) Slope rain constant T, Total time of cylinder travel

(2) K - K, K, KeKA t Time
91 potentometer gain V K, (e, c) -- voltage differ nee v'olts
K, Amplifier gain V. Vo~urie of fluid in one half of V&
K, Solenoid gain cylinder L
L4 pilot valve gain c miutant V, Total volume o! fluid in cylinder
La Vaive-clinder relay slope gain X Valve displacement L

Constant X., Valve travel from sero to fully- L
k Spring Constantt / oper ptrt area

Cylinder stroke X . Steady value of I L
C. Laplace transform X Small perturbation irk X 1

w jy. (a) I- Amplitude rado Yd() Closed-loop transfer function
K, Mauim~am amplitude ratio at Y. (a) open-loop transfer function

Mass IX. Cylinder atiffnear
P. Differential pressure across X~, Valve s'.iffnesa

cylirier pihbton FI' ~a) On.uml stiffness FIL
P.. Steady value of P, FIL' ,c..'
P. supply presser. Of ipt/Vpcemn
P, P. Cylfndor Pressures PILO *, Iput displacement L

2, Smal pmrturbation in P.. rIL' Damin rattdispaemnoQ Volume flow rate LI/C Damping ratio
Q D isturbed Blow ratea V/Ct r Tie nsity m MLQ. Flow rate &t Do. load LO/t v Tm esai
Q, Steady value of Q V/t IN Time constant of Pilot valve
Q S aturated valve flow rate 111/t 1 0.01 soli
q Small perturbation in Q Wt so Angular frequency (radians/oet) li
s LAplace variable lit . ~ Bandwidt'i (radasns/sec)li

Tb Build-up time 2Frequency limit for vocurate iI
T. Time of cylinder travel aver- Ire-ýponse

stoke L with no-load 60K Natural Zroquency (radla.as/see) li

Thia Weatim is a wrepit of an artich entitled "Dywame Throughour, tie article, reference v either the prmer
3elhavle * a SIple paneseatie praiesre Reducer." by tvedncer or tvdecer connotes the hardboolts term. regsdtot.
D. ff. Ta, ADA 9. C. Caseldy. pblihed in the Journal of
,asic Enshikeerlag, J;;4, iN1., CoYrigted by he Americani
Society Of Mehamlkeskl zengieers(1feet W16)O~
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Aaar recqucer Isanutmr~ate i.4msh~alul aJ sntructur Iay inuHIIW undmal.stle oscillatimons i: the rnkitaeer.
device fer "drn wpesr ftewri g *Ad h. eke j. Tooti conmplete picture of its 1wifu~rma v. oneust tikcre

draulle oar pneunwict, from a hiShe lev'el to a piwmdseo lose lfoe imetit4ate the dynamic characteristicos of the reducer and
le0Vel over a 'A Ie rut- Of flow Stem and upostreas premns anlalyse the jpWulohmm) of Its natural fre~quency and stability. This
TIs type Of dry"c is used In anuM fuldetestre &a d el Is~pa dtlifficlt to do. rvYen in the .-as of a simple teducer, because of
systems. ranging frrnc the sir~ple domuitiet water tism toth the rather ftmplex interaction bevtween the fluid and the mechfnnl-
hig~y stlitica-ted servornose oatrol wyem in moern air. rat partm. If the flid is oornremslblr. additInnal difliculty in
craP and missiles. intwod.'od. Perhaps because of these difficulties there ip ermy

The tontrol pressure Is usually socomplislid by a seasisag little aniulytleal work on this subjet,t in the open literature. In
element which senses the chasew in the, vg'laved Prmm au th- few whilwabied articles (son, for % mumpLt, it,. 31) the anaolyse,
auteomticallY AdJusis the flow rates eo W maintalm the ds.6ed for the m~ost pant, haye bern hew. licapped b-y the rather drastic
Pressure. In its simple farm, a red~ OW ea~sisj 6 W simplifying bamiumptlona. and the rafthlt have been lc'voinplete,
seinngelem ens t actin direwsy ce a io~nwmstew valve. in ibs Vspecially in the study of the various nonlinear efects in the re-
Moere elboawt* desiona, a MoUMe miay eemumis twos W t 01. duear system. In wo far an the authmr are aware, thee bow boon
lag, e01met.and metl"n ~evalt emeadeil iimet wo er ibes nu systematIc stuady of the reduteer-stability preblees w affected
eta".s sn as to achieve th 00 AIn dhroeu in Prpas Ly t%e v-arious design and operating patnmeten. The design end
regulation. Whethisr C~a diesig Is almple or oomplex, the qpws. manufacture of ptt'soure roaducer', therviore, have been carried
tics of thesn reducers uader static or Aaayoa cadosi out largely an a rasl-and-error basis. This is superIy-., and

prowlies only ,ncerm4ka results.
TAhis pipe presents an analysis of the dynamic behavior of a

X&L' WIM %fIgtaa simple pneumatir presesare redluoer with * view to clarifying some
of th~e probilem. brouttht out in the foregaing dkicumlon. Both
the nonlinear and tht Iluesrised proobiems wert stuidoed. flcene
caipirlianatal results were stmes obtained m a wusoking reducear

Coal-OL %AVE midel to cheek the validity Of the analysis. The Donualtesr and
Wft10 AA-01the ilneaised solutimbn wvere oosreociae in detai so se to beleg out

the emiouentlaol features of the dynamic behavir in boi casm. The
pit Tstability problem was &Walstudied in the llnsarised was, and a set

W17"0WLKof A.ablllty cieraW was formulated In tains it the design and
operating paramteters Of the redousm. Thes resuilts wor nice

0-0 WWcompared with experimental resuIts.
%.,r, 90* to A ITSIn the analytkcal work, the upstream pressure was assumaed to

1080 '3 4.) 1*b steaky, Pand the regulated preesure downstreAm of the 1ow-
SLAL V,1_VVWNhnetermng valve was assumed to he unifror at each Instant of

ON 6'.0 time. Thus the dynz.-.ie effsects of the condvit.e upstream and
(OP110014 11 ownsgeasn~ of the redlucer were neglected. Except for tbasu

eP-vMa, an effort was made te kteau the simaplifyins; asumptions
to L n.A'imum. For example, propoer ancourAt was taken of the

satsol od~i ofaAodr"o eo flow foream on the aietering valve. To do this, it was necessary
to obtain first- hand experimental messureimeants, because of the
lack oi inforniption in the literature. The results of the flow-force
measwurooments on several typical valvep arm summarisedI in Ap.-
pendix2.

fairly sim*l in principle. If Ihforenation is available on the Gow- Deff4pitor these dafrts, the analysis, of cou"e, remalem limite by
rat and flow-force characteristkes of the mietatrig valve, th tie very simplic~ity of the reducer model. Tro gain a =are com.
aaalysis %I tie. ptauoofo chsoiraiso the ru under pit. cance"*t amita analynes should be carried out to study the
steadly-stat ooaditiass is straightfo.'ward I 1. effeets of coniduit dyznm.nc mentioned earlier. the Intieractkon be-

Is actual seuvice, however, a reducer seldum operate. under tween atagre in a multistage press' re reducer, thte tranmnvissios
purely steady-stat. conditions. Also, the vibrations of the mount- anod attes-tation of lago-aznplitude preaure waves, and othoer

related probluns. Clea~rly, the effect ivt use of Imessure iducaws,
'"he work relborted in t"i paper was carried eat under the sponsor ad indeed at all fulud-control and fluid-power syst~m, depends

this) of the Aartinrne Equiponent Division of the 1humoss ef Aosr- on an undoerstanding of nil these various probliems.
nasutirs (now bureau of Naval Weesposs) Departoast of the Navy-
Ite'fcrnore NArr 01A26, NAer 01"N. NAsr OI1M. As**I

.',aatributed by the Iuwt~rumests and Reguastorr Divison s%4~
pn-elleatpd at the Winter Annual Meeting. New York. N. Y.. Tive 11513'uis was 'nade for the case of a simple pressure re-
No~ociiloor 27-Derember 2. 19M. of Tue AwsuazcAa Rociue or ducer shaown in' Fig. 1.8 In steady-state operatior., theL mAe rate
%ftacP1e1,zCAL ENJImNEUa., Manuscript received at .4AME itead-
qtUarivra. Ausiast 11. 1960. P~ajeor No. 60-WA-l3G.

0 A coenam on c'nlsurstion of the poppet valve Is the "balanood"
vailve shwn by the dashed oudtlin ij Fag. 1. Thme Gow foove on the
balanced valve is differenat from Losat on au unbialuwved valve, but

I'Numbers in brackets designate Referenaee at end of paper. there is Pc bernie 'Mereemoe in the motho' of analysio.
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bin"Mant. 11ela do - feretice i~lameter, in., Fix aIurI
le.G.a r- e rea nFg w ,,flowc. ml oinete. i ofv tsrolfOl

4, -piston aet", W4 in., Pip. 1I refernrure pircoUlitr, ill r whe~n ro-thier ili eererFlo.
a, nii, at ~ t valactties ooirittoponding to T, Tit and 7',, re- Anute oileruat'mn, Itmii

.dP&ilvel, lps To~ t-ir-Imrnat t~mleru~bl'ttire tit t' c'irresoiidiiiing I) 'u, Ill% It
*-viscous itcnping tionstifnt, lbe-aec/in. (lb, - p~ound it," reifq'r,'ne voluitw of i-, A ~lI wea - 4), oili n.

force) Vo position of piston d~aring rt-frrenet steady-a O oet 4ratio.n,
C,- specific hewt 9f Psat consitant preanure, Btu/1bu- in.

dog R (-ba - poui.3 mass) v, yj + Y,.., in., Fig. I
-6 l.atfl beat of gas at ioostazt.r volume, Eltu/lbs- 44s reforence value of w, radiienm/Z

f - flow fai pc nLu meteIg valve, Ib, A, A, s a/l, /o is, epltvl
# - usvtatikital eStaN6t owmverslon faciald (ti, 0 a/nq, ni/ae, at/ino, r'sape('tive'I

am 8Uubg.Aw",,Sili (11, c, rm dischaurge' niol'firot- (if a,, s. a, i, repi, v-.1 - msrdankta mi trre.ot of heat - T77 ft,-bp/lltu tiva'Iy C, - m,/,ht., 114d 041 ill,
4 - 4trift ioom.i ike/la.F, Jlul ) A11lifx-I -lift of maiirf4 n va~.vsfrojm seat, in. F.-~o / llendix 2 ~-Io, 1~"i

", - nmas ofgassentaansd involume,9, lby 1, 1 /11 Ai-eni 2:,`00*n
04-r ft 1 Meriturif valve assembly (metering valive, Pp, Pit P" Pi P/. P144., tsn'~t

valle rod, piston. and sit on), lbal Ri, No., Not, 1`6 p/pi, ph 'p. p 'pl.p', rempeet;ivi'Iý
04 001 - Jmas Met of flow of gas through sit %m, at, resept.o-

44 tiv4, Ibu/see Vi
*40, Ad, - isuatsquic WANewfta of flow thrctg, ý s" as, 4% mpeot> I', Y, , ), -a /yg 1" ,~~sf, r',~'ieI

Alqi 3 Pill r dalin.if eol-fliene~t fr*I' ~& voleume if pneumaitic sp ringd chamber, pals,. force csoefi,,i fr

7.T,-1"positions of piston i uin.,Fg top i-o i epe qwnatral w.,~e~e and itii '7 itjpi

refeenceari, ou lin., Fi'g. 1I

&Ms - nv euera t~-tiatral freciutenciy~ (rIadimis/ 7) tit'"mlimig

al ef'weMO. onic YAWlO in so in whean reuredl n auera in laneanriv@ hhlto (rda s ssoo'prt-~ire
roqeeto. steady-etate operation, ips eue nlnaitd ouin.aoiie

with dampntpag rottu> r, and to, rrlqwc-

or fw thollo the=SWM vave i equl t tha thrugh he ails ru. A of flow, o that p r hold nearly constant. The regulat-

*0 Itebalsame of to z~du on the metering-valve asembly. oni designed to haundle. For perfect rogulation, the change in V)
vile @We (the bottom side in ftg. 1) the piston Is acted on by a would have to be Aerau. This is difficult to achieyc in the' simp~le
valre.amoeepriag force obtalated from, oampreesion fte pig reducer under study. !3ut there in Ibo problem of istability under
ONa the other oWd the pliatem is acted amn by p ure k.The the steady-state condition, because the feedback a-raongement
- 6iste ruM v"is aleso acteaki on by a Sow tamo. ue to the pressure always produces a restoring f orcte to balance the change of f orce.fam (&Wd viscous f'wcmt) imbefpated ova the face ofthe valv a. caused by a disiturbhenre in the flow- To satisfy the, steady-stateThleme alert may be some frition force. betwee the metering- condition (no inortia. force), the -listurbance, of couirie, either
valve memol~y and t~e easing. But undetsutmeaty..etate or slit wly must ba very small or must occur very slowly.
,,uylm els~toMiam, the ietiaru farm,' I.either alisent, or nteglig~ible. In unsteady or dynamic npttrat*.on, the hourtia force may be-

come quite large. Also p, may differ appreciably frwep , and
The req'ulatiun of the prl ~aav re int is. thmientfeote by the feedbackt both may differ appreciably froim the reference str'iy-sat~e
of the Pressure sipia fronb v to I,*, in rewcmwot to whilib the piston oper~ing pressure po. Under these conditions, seif.suetaizted
in %s adjusts the position of the mwer,'qit valve, and hence: the oscillatio~ns may be induced in thc reducer, so that its Sutiotn as
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a pressure regulator is impaired. In n'orwi serious ceases, such as. The equations for thes-t two cases, together witA equation (1),

trillitiona maty e'ven damag e some mechanical parts, or materially make Up tWO sets 01'6 11Mve IWU siutnsu quetlons With the lode-
shorten the service life of tLe reducer. It is therefore fri interest pendent variable X and the dependenit variables P, It, Pit, (1 anid
t nstudy in some detad the Interactions bet*ween the fluid and the Y. Glivec suitab" Initlial and bounday eomdtions, theme equa-
mechanical partA, in order to gain an undwestandla, of the eandi tione nmay be solve Armultaiecusly for the A"e dependent varip-
tione under which the~ 0piratlon of the pcesmre rtsiuceir is dy. bh.s 14).
namie-illy stable. The following functions w~ae asumned:

Th ~ Uq.4se. hssection give a brief discussionof A- A'Ys-Y), A,' - dAt/dY;
the governing equations used in tLe present analyses. 7Ue basic ,--A'Y.
sassuiiptions and thr derivation of these equations are given in s. = fp(R.), whoma R 1, 2., V., 3;
Appendix 1.

The dynamical equiation w~as obtained by equating to sero the and
algiebraic stint of tho' ineptia, damping, spring, pressure, and floi(Qb',8T-Jt(+)7)(y I/forcei, acting on the piatoio and metering valve. In nondimen- for. 0.2 :5R5

1  Ji :,(i ,1/( 11
sisieal fornm, thiis equation iso .5S~Ii.•I

and
101,+ rM + W 0. 1) fk.)- 0.579 for R. < 0.82B.

lkere D - d/dZ, and DLit dt/dY. 1. Y is the piston position, and
P',, P,, 1 arc pressur"s.. The coefficients r, ws~, 1, and I awe P, and I', wer taken from experimental - ialiaes (Appendix ta).
mAinily fitsign parameters and remain constant for a given me Fer simplicity, Pit P& siA'and the discharge coefficient@ C;, Co, and
(tUE er. F, is a function whik h describes the varlatl of the flow Ca wer assumed to remain constant. fpeclfically, Cs was se-
force with the pressure difference (PI - P); Fy ia a funetion which 3umed to remain the same for Saow in elith.' direction through

-. vrales the variation of the flow force with the valve position Y. As.
These functions wi-ra dettermined experimentally as diseummid in 7The boundary conditions for this problem were taken to be the
Appendix 2. followInC; When Ps < P, the equations for Cases I were tud.

rihp gas presurE P 1, P, and sonic velocities (t, (it were ob~ained When P < Pt, the enuatione for Case 11 were used. Also, when
by considering the perfect gas, continuity and energy relationships Y - Ym.,, the 'valve A, was closed, &itd the metering-valve es-
for the gas in volumes V and Vg. Appendix 1 shows that there sombly wis constralned from further closing. Theseeiore, Y >
were 'two cases to ife considered: Y.P, and at Y - Ys,,.. DY wait assumed to be sero (ito rebound).

Ca-!. towtirouýhA~asfum~tV1:Finally, since the oaations for revers flow through As and As
Ca -. Itow nnou~ A, as rum toV,:were not Lrmulated, Ps coul not be ailowed to be greater than I I

DP1 -- 21'l(f,(t - Ct1[(C1A 1P,4c,/Q.) c: smnaller Llhan Pg. These Wist conditions were rot too restric-
tive aOd c id be satirled in moot cameof interet

I - (,AP,./C) - (aA~P,/Ct~ (~ M~be so %eloome The two a-tn of equations discussed in the
(1, )'/9P2 'YPDY yVCA0(tJP., (3) fomr-'rg iseetc' are nonlinear, and do not aumait of a general
(V +Y,9, + PD - -VC~4P~solution. In order to pain some understaz'ding o; the dynamical

DP - -v LCA1Cr!Pr,j - CsACtPiN, - C&A&IMos]., (4: behavior at the reducer, these equations were therefore solved by
I2(1- + Y.Dt.(.-(VC*A,GFwi..'P),)1y - (at/Ct)91 an appozimiate numerical method, and several solutions were

I -)D 1'. (5 obtained with tf- - sid of A digit I coomtputer. In the numerical
integration, the -~.un,&.-Kutta r drrence formula 15) was usped

CaseII.Flo thou i . wa frm ~to evaluate the increments APt A t and so on, for each step of
Cas 11 FlwtruhAlwa rmV ýVZ. Tile optimnum step mine wast not investigated. However, an

LIP - 2PDCI/a - Ct'(CA,P,jp,/Ift, affort was made to keep the step mise small so as to limit the
+ C,4P~it)-(,,~/t1 (8) truncation error, but not so asmal as to lengthen the computing

kk-1 1 )LP, + y'1,30) - yVV:A 2Q-*Patp,, (7) 1,1110 ooomuch. in onatprciblern it was found that an increiasein

LIP - y[CIAd~,PI)A + C2As(tPv~p, - Ctifii ( & Z by a factor of 10 changed the frequency of osc'llation of P, Pa.
P - ~ a&M Y by approximately 5 per cart and the amplitude of ocilla-

P, tion by about 2 or 8 per cent. Thbese changes were connsidered not
In ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o eacous case the larst Aqato was thtotnitakain o hen. In other problems, this
In ech aw te frst quaion s te cotinity qiitionforthe example was used as a Vilds, to the correct choice of oteAp size.

gaiiin V, the second is theenergycequation applied to the gas in meths.dewes No lquealses. Decausst of the iacl: of a
V,, and lb.. third is the znergy equation applied to the gas in V. generat solution to the nonilinear governing equations, It was not
The fourth equation expresses the relationship between (it and Pg possllle t.- formulate s, general set of stability criteria for this
(Lad other quantities) for determininag the -i -its of the gas in V,. problem. In order to progness further, it wee necessary to limit

the original objective, am~ to restrict, attention &o the lineerized
equations. Unfortunntely, as later discuission sLows, even with
the linearized equations, it wee difficult to eaýýIlsh quanti~atlve

Y. Ps. and so on. are dimensionless ratios (see Nomenclature), stability criteria because of the kwr iumber of design avd
hioimever, the terms "dimensionless" aud/or "ratio" ame omitted operating paramieters involved. Neverthelaes, the lineanised
here for brevity. This rule will be apvlied to &ll other dimensio'ldes problem served to provide ruelitative Informationz an the eticct
terms in t!.e text. of the various parameters and, In so daing. led so a bette tinder-
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standiag of th.ý aosllnear stability problem as weln. with
In theslinseriusdproblem, dand evwer mourned to rmain K, - JF,(P,

ooatat~aadqulte). hoouldbeju@UtAedbytaendLr~eriý- Ks - JF,1l - F'(.
cal solutionsotenonlinar equations obtained for afew cam, Ks - (PI - )K
wherein It w#Asfound "Uha techangasIn (0, anid dt wee smmll orn- K. - -,y~iA i
pared to those in P W Ps, respectively, if P and Ps did not them- K. - y2*~
selves vary too much from The reference steady-state valut of K. - s iw
unity. With the variables (I and di. remIoved, only the K,- ,(ua,- r
tione awer now needed for the three remaining va~able. P, Ps.
and V. Equutionp (2), (5), (6), and (9), wasetherefore abandoned. K. y/(Ye + Ye)

Actually, with A~t = 0, the continuity equations (2) and (6) be. K KK r
came quite timilar to the two energy equations (4) avid (8). The 51bNe MW v e 9!t*menlized sqsuaffas. From cquaticns (13), (14),
former were disicarded In preference to the latter becauie it warn and (15), the characteristic equation was obtained next by setting
thought that the continuity equations were less stringent , law- the determinant formed by the coefficients of I", P', and P2'
much as the derivation of the energy equations actually icvolved equal to zero, in the tonventionju manner 141:
a consideration of mass continuity.

To simplify the remaining equations furth~ar, it was asue 'D' + CD + u'-K,) K,
I4D + K&+ Ks -K, '0.

that P mP,,and that I KD-K, D +K11

- (P - P,)/P - P(P - AP*)P Therefore the chararteristic equation is

where Pis aproportionality factor. When Ps <P, V, s>O0,
and when Pt >P,ft - ft <O0. So both ft and Iftuoould be )t+ as\$+ aSX'+ OIX+ as0, (16)
repte~ented by a mingle V%, m~d the two sets of equations (1), (3), with
(4) and (1). (7), (8) wasrerduced toone set: as ~ + K, + Ka + K9

f D'Y + DY + cOY - P*- fP,(P - P) .60 (10) ua. - 'K, + (K, + Ke+ Ks)+ KKv+ vK

DP - y(ICIAPIV - CA~vP -Ps) C~s) (1.) 42, ~wl- ,),jC + K. + K,)

(Y Y(kiDAP~ -yjCjA,(.P- -Pt - -&r. (2 + rKsK, - KtKK, + i1 14(K6 + K.) -K&K,

Y1)D, -'vIV.A~w(P- P. -~PDY. (2) s - Wc, - KJ)KsC. + KK*(q - K0)

The use of the approximate Va undoubtee'y involvto rjome error, The stability ptoblem amo'ciated with the quartic equvtion kl1b)
especially it the value chasen for P should be inacurate. (Thle wasn stuaied by Routh (7) and alW independently by Hurwits (81.
slopes of q% and ft approack infinity as At. and ft. apprw.ch To insure stftbiiity, the real parts of all the roots of equation (16)
unity.) However, P alwa.-a could be combined with the quantity mcs.t oe negative, and to satisfy this condition, the following eni-
ClAs, so that Its effect wmiud be the u.me as that of ClAit. teris., known as the Routh.-Hurwitz criteria, must be satisfied

To linearise equatimis (10), (1111 and (12) let (61-

(Y - Ye +y YI Thi.~ cocefficien a's must all be positive,tP -1I+ P' 2 cralasa> oasa, + ax,2,
P,- 1+ P11, 3 a,' > 4a#.

and The problem of dtability of th-, pressure reducer is the".Core one
Y ~, -C F, of obtaining the values of the K's and a's from the design and

P, -C Ioperating conditions, and then testing the a's according to the
stability criteria..

£ ~ In a few simpler cuse, tli. qualitative effect of a parameter on
ALec ctability is evident by inspection. For example, an increase ;n wa

(the natural fr aquency of the spring-masa system in the reducdr)

ltP 0 . coost; makes &2, at, and as more positive, and hence the system w-)uld
- ~F,'(Y,.. - Yo Y%) F,'; d7,dY- co'lst; be more stable, according to the first criterion. In contrast, an

A.- -A,'(Y.. - Ye -P1). inr- tom in K, (by 1i crem4ing P,, say) would have the opposite
effect. Also, an increase in r (damping coefficient) would not

S~ubstituting all these conditioas into scluations (10), (11). and afect as, but would tend to mnake nts, all, and a, more positive and
(12), and nvglecting hlghe- -order terrnr, one obtains, after some the product avala, larger, and heno. the system would lie more

maniulaion th 1Iesrse~ quaion asfolowsstable according to all thiee crit,,ria. These deductions are in

(ID' + PD + (W - K0)1 Y' + K&P' - li general agreement with' experience.
Ki + q - w~l (13) Lo obtain iluantitative information on a prsticular parameter,

equation (16) would have to be solved with the parameter in

K.1' + (D + Kt + K,)P' - K,1Pt' - Ki - K. (14) question varied systematically over the range of interest. A few
KsL)' -K.P + D +K,),' 0 15) parameters were studied in thLu manner. However, it was not
K*VY - .P' (D+ K)Pj' 0, 15) possible to study all the parameters hii their various combina-
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tions, becaurne of the large number 'avlved. The solutio to ferntial tltflhfornar c~live at a frequency of lIOP) aps. The
equation 06) was obtained by the conventional method of &*-aIla vcltagi outputs frown the puemirm traiwduceir andI the linear dif.
(61. T e mputation warn again performed with the aid of a ferential transformer were dlsplxyed on a dual-beam cathode-my
digital oumputer. The results were obtained in terms of the oscillosWpe The accuracy Of the p and I meAOureMetg Waae
dumping ratice r, and a sad frequ -cy ratios w.a/W & and uaw. within 3 psi and 0.002 In., respectively.
Theme ratios are mome descriptive of the dynaamit behavior than In operation, the auixllay reducer was adjusted to give the do.,
the four quartic roota Xi, \%g A*. anod X4 of equ~tlon (16). They are sited level of pi. T1he pressure ph wree tbtn a"Iuited to give the
related to the latter through tbhs following eq tations: desird downstream prawne p under steady-state eoondltion.u

The disturbance was Introdiaei by Anrt clawin the orlk as and
- W41.a ODs~' l)~;then suricenly opeol'V It. 7Uesubsequent oouilatiooofpamid I

-Xv '' + u.I(I,' 01l)21 wasn photogriphed from the ceelllosoop-i screen.

X& -- ta - W.,(j" -)1

X4- - r3. + 40. - 1)"ll .I )u"I
Thts, f j~j< IandIti <1, he ourX' fom to pir ofcana- Nmulimm Sealleus sad Cempweslem Wish hmarlput& Fig. 2 shoD
~ 1 fh~ 1 ad t~< 1 th fou ?' fom tw Pl3 o *~ the Bweady-etate oscillations of the measred a&W the corn-

nlex-conjugate roots, anld .a and wll awe the owe natural fia. puted pressure P and ralve lift L versus time X obtained under
quencles of the reducer system, and r, and rt am~ the damping the condition, given In the figuru. The design parameterse wen
rttio. associlated, respectively, with the two oscillatory cook- P'-30
ponents. If Ira < 1, and It ;- 1, only the firstomwponent is
oscIllatory with a natural f.. dnc wof , and Ud has no 30 - -&tASUMOCIAVIES

physic Imeaninag. If both its 2t1 and jral ',) 1, there is no
oscillatory componnt boh AM adW's harno payslcal meaning. .P3 2.0 -- R7%e system las stable (to a swall disturbance) If both C, aod to are f ..d2 i
positive, and unatabl~i if either one 'or both) becomnes negtive. 10 L/5. '

On the boundary of stability, either ror rois sro whle the other ----- -- -
remains , ositive, or both ra and re are zero. 0Oil5 0

EipWULmt as ny'

Some experimental work was ca~tied out on a working model of
a s~i-ple pressun reducer to check the validity of the governing 2.0 0.
equatiGas and the method of solution. Ito mxodel was similar to rl
that shown P-i F g. 1. The physia dimem'4owm ae given in the P. p to al-.~ . L
caption of Fig. 2. T1he metering volve was a 45-dwt 1poppet --

valve. In the model, the control valve was replaced by a simple 0g0
orifice to facilitate sudden opening and closing of as. T1he
vmechanica spring was replaced by & pneumatic spring. T'his was WUDLCR

accomplished by charging the sprIng cbamnler to a premimir ph.
The spring conatj'ut wasn determined from the simple isentroplo ft 2 ItCapisea of msedhfess ashmies Wab esilwbaesl now% le r
relationship for the gas in the spring chariber: A- &4 I IS

k P-h 1.0, 3-a.- 1.0. D~Or-P=nsOtus0 mDdtsinu

r.here vil wa& the volume of the spring chamber. For small piston Sks 1
displacements, ph and %~ were approximately constant, and the As 0e %As w 0.075
pneumatic spring theref ore wr- approuimat~ely linear. In C-1 Imuo-
operation p, was taker, so the pressure La the spring chamber An - 0.021
when the reduacer was in aiteady-a1Late operation. TIsk presiure alp &314 sq 6L. (2 - 1.0
was meamured by meow of a bourdon-ty-pe premueegSW to aa ap - v 20.279sec F - 1.07C -0.
accuracy of about I psi. as - 0.13W5s/l 0 - 1.03

The upstream wetiou of the model was supplied with comn- dil 0.62555 L% - &V37
presscd air at prtmuiu1h, mnaintained at the daiedledvel by the k - '171 Ib/idLf-w Pa -3.0. V - 0.355

use of an auxiliary prea-r reducer connected to a high-pressure 14 yWLO P . - 0202
(3000-pai) source. Fluctuations in -, were mniinmized by the V@~ -40d 0.0022
use of a lge (3-uft) sur&*tsnk between the auxiliary reducer V - Lee~h W~ 0.037 for Ft 240.

and theupstreamnsecticaof the mode. Presiureptlasmeasured y, - 1. 125 h-& 0.0A2 fir Ft - 15
by meana of a calibrated bourdon gage. The accuracy of the A'
measauremaent was 1 psi. T`he regulated downstream presmiure p
was ieasured by means of a calibrated strain-gags-type pressre iFxe by the physical dimensions of the model. The operating
transducer. Since the volume r was small (2.88 cu in.) and comn- conditions were chosen mainly for convenience but otbmrwlse the
pact, p wav muearl', uniform throughout a at any instant of timo. cholO wasaarbitrary. The computed curves oiffsare also shown.
The valve 1 It I wem measred by means of a calibrated linear dif- The results were obtained by disturbing the zeducer by a sudden
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opsinlag of As. hn the eomputsd us%~ the .teadyý Weohtienswe /) as described in the AnadLys Solutions in the nashoded
were L btalasd in two or hres ejo 4y" 41ssillakkmns after the MWl~a areas have two aosilaory component.i. Solutimn In the edW
dipturboame. Tar ecupesua, the x-axis of s teacmputed areso hae one oscillatory component sad amne onoasIaory
esarmi was skdtod esoS t Oa theiftil valve lift war the game or In compoindolt.
the estperimeont. The vilue of I at "hi point was abitrarily In the figure, As wiw varied brom the very wmin valuse of10.001 to

¶ taken as semn. a value of 3.0 (w.ual to a,/3). Further bscrease L, As Smunted in
The onsditios for the eompu~ed solutions flsted in the @aption very little chang in the computed damping sam frequency ratioi,

did not agre meetly with dohec.madftios of the ammeimenst. The sho% ing that at this value, 4s offered very lUItt* resistance to flo
mare queotl!,nble oondhictise ujied f oo mputation were the foi- be~w~n V aid V%. (wlt*)l was varied over a ema)ler range, but it
lowing. Ca was Asoanied emataent aOd equal to 009, althoug e2- can be ehown thiat, if w approached infinity, one component would
purimn t ghwedd teItv~esd wih thelitsandthe prawmerrto approach r, - 0, waw - 1, and the other component wouW ap
asrom the yaM (seewft.(d), Appendft2). Csand Cgware ales proach the line wsl./w 0, ro being indeterminate.

ameed qua to.Ofs he ho f ipallty Te Mutton atthe The heavy dashed curves, As - 0.0491, and the heavy solid
0.laseel was difficult to estimate and wee arbibwail assumed cu~vce (w/'*)$ - 1.586 awe of some speWIa interest because at

"tormal in uetmnt and to 1* v61ca w in naobir 71e vales of their intermection (point X), C, - s and o, us.s Theycuve
wee tekm = 0.2. The Aow famc and~ te pnrime foire (due to and the curves fc. the extreme values of As and (uM/v) wre help-
pl) aftiongO the k~teibii-val, siosom~y were ecinewbat is ful in that they outline regiomine In eh of wh~ch the trend of 7anns.

erro beasa* the pnisouvetamadingan the orcawooetional we* tion of th itw edit ue may he readily trace.

bouni on P sad As were not prevent in the oomputsAtln. In the tain all the rarametere Lm &dffferent combinations, equation (16).
ezperlnia~t, the details of the rebouind were obeoured by a hig For example, Fig 3 shows that th1, computed eslutlona were
frequsacy chatter in the oseikigrap reomd of %e L-A-ve. For stabl for nmany comnbinations of At sand (oeM*)' even though the
this reason, o4l, the durations of the rebound was Indicated. damping coefficient f wee assumed to be men. When C, 'InW
However, the ismell duetekmialn in the P-curve, caused by the re- creased (solutions not shown here) it warn found that the earns
bound, wer clearly visile of constant At and (Oe)' became "distorted" from these whisk

Becaus of thensooonnemd oosd~tiow the ronalto shond be cow- appear in Fig. 3: -The point X now moved up vertically, sheowing
wedonl ina qaliatie wy. n1Fg. 2 Whowa, the qualitative anincrease i(Iand rtwthu affecting wm aed waa.; butth

agre-e1ent was satisfactory. The guneral shape of the P and L- curves to- small As or Jan.e (*u/W.) %we no% vary much affected,
curves was the emsui. In fact, the computed period at P sali L ehowln72 that, in theme. eoe r was not very effective in clianding
and %Ls muadmum amplltside of P &Cmed quactitatively with the the damping of the reducer er~tens. Thus it is not eac to

mem 1?dvalues Moresuvv, whens Pj was choangd from 3.0 to clascify the design and operating paramneteres according to their
1.5, these pninte of agreement remained satisfactory. Finally, the effect on the C's and ca,'e. To get a complete ,lcIure of the dy-.
analyt~al aciutiom~ were Ame correct in showing the self~ustainea namic behavior of the reducer, one must therefore study the of-
oecillatione obmcvved in the experiment. Thes remulta, therefore, feet. of aill the pseaweter in all oomwleti~ons over a WWIde roange.
show that the assumptione, the governing equations, and the cosipelaeeatd melanser cad mmeerhed sewaese. Fig. 4 sone a
method of solution were reneonably valid. representative serde of nonlinear solutioons at aned with P.

Lbooeised Solouies. The nonlinear solutions discuased in the var~ed from 4.0 to 1.01, and with the other cowditifmu held eon-
foreglin eactiot reveal many details oi the dynamic behavior of stoat at the values liste in the caiption. Thus. solutions Wooc

th-e reducer. However, these solutions are cumbersome, and they turned out to be unstable ewe the figure slow the aeUl-euetained
givs very little information on the degree of stability. Moreover, cecilations in P, Pt, and L under steady-"tat or nea utealystate

mine hmisnogwra su"Uth ror probless, it is --. lhton t'-in" em.&Im shinfted, m5 in 1"Is 2. so that the
difficult to evalute t6e effe -4of a change in a design or operating comiparison of the solutions may be mae& snoe .. dilY.
paremeter on eltabffi,.y. It is *herefore of interest to study the ThU oeclfslatlw in P, Ps, and L wer the %nalihit in the cas
liea sd prcoblean outlined in the "Analysis," in order to gain of P, = 1.06. Abo, in this case, the lift curve shows that tke
6amc qualitative understanding of the stability 9roblem. L. taring valve barely touched the valve sa" with each cycle of

ft shows a meie. of solutiu'w to the lineanised characteristic oscilkaton, so that the nonlinearity introduced bY the valve
eqc -Alin (16) with the paramelkr. A? aid (u/ct.) I varied and with hitting a stwf vai-io meat was almost absent. Sinces theses gond
the oths- parameters held comast it at t.a values givest in the cap- uioe agm reedwl with the assumptions in the linearised problem,
tion. The selection of A,, and (eq. #01 as the varibl pairameters the linearised resulte for P& - 1.08 may be exiacta to ages with
16 Jspina aribitrary, Ad WeeS IntONded As a further VIMustraton f the roolinear rste4.

the effetAx of these parameters on the stability problem. The ro- T"e I show that thi wam indeed the case. This table lists
msut show the effect of A, and (u/urn)' on the dampinq ratios (the girdt the dumoping ratio ra and the natural perWo', 2i4w,.a of the

0.1dinase) and the frequency ratios (the *bseissa) of the reducer. tmotale sov-poneuat of the linearized salutiig. For thae nonlinear
Along Eseb dashed curve, A. is ecetanoot, mod (41/44) is vari- aoutlans, Fig. 4, Table 1 list two perl l; the over-ell period ci
able. Alo-.g each soid curve, (wlft)' is oo~oazt, and As is the eyoIi phenomens, inP, Ps, and L, and the period of this metur.
vw;A&ibc The solution for easch pair of vviuss 0i As and (u/u,)', ing Val"e dot" the d'fre.. part of its travel. Thislatter peio
therefore, is shown as a Pa of points, reprvusentin the two eom- wee take ase the time duration in which the valve wan it.
ponents of the arlutten, with ao-ocdm~nte (ri, *a../aa) and (gJm from the Valve seat In this period, the Valve motive (and P, Ps,
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P0 10 1,-cur,. whic otherwise would have ams shnumoldal in the

tolo With' Inceasing P,, the aemlikme sokutione beescasemor un-
* -stable in th eseem tha th amplitudes of P, P9, and L. baearme

10 dot.... larger and that the average veotty of th4 valve In its Mre travel
.... ..... ...0. so 'VF " igher. The was in qwidtaslv agreemnwt with the lmess-

Jo hoIsd solutions In Table 1, which "hws that to became nm* now.
I %P63 0 Ltie with inmeamiag Ps. The~periodof the fieepa~rt cithe valve

oft
0 ; 100 vg-e lpst edit CO i thesr nemh wahso'utls Tu the 'Inew sa

P/310 joELmu eo bwo Arovesst e InaOsdeqnathe saoe pdtnuw th Pa.e natural
................ ... 0feujgo h . o a h aec

.... so .... * In the remnaining part .1 the 41Yer.Oll1 period the valve was
30 05 stope 4C 6 asW* t the val,) seet an equation (I) Mwa not appliceable.

N.J06Thm4oU% the snallrcea effects Wers mlisted prismarily with theP.P9 310 0! 0L Bow %wiaties.(2) throtakh(). ths dfot 41val" rebound being
1 goorud. Thue porti of the over-al perio wee th14r111reto-

o ~ ~ ~ trolled prinmail by the time required qor P anod Ps to &aH to thea 30 40 6 0proper loveb so, the& the valve sould he lifted again by the spriag
:ofee. hIs appear to be the princpa mechanism resnponsible

P4 Cenvessio*bn sekihee toIh. I.% 4Ak SA6 L6 vied 1f for the de;admdemoe (4 tt* over-j period oA the amplitud Of Os-1

~~~~~at cju uintlo qwrth~oeatlo.. The an- Qltade of P wee limited
bemmhre. CONONj Ps and Pg. Ps wee controlled primaril by P and a'ae to a

$gasdo 111 P ue& %wuer etent, by tA* motion of the piston in Va. The
S*ýI DhftsiW1 qsh v irne1 was lirsited or tisas d by tb vaivesea, and an

As m to As - &.077 the other sdde b), the dysimile behavior cd the vale usehanmnsm,
CeuI & ft and thereore by Ps and P. Thus, In unstable operatic., "~

Soe. se II P& 2 60*so clliotiong in P, Ps, and L vme amplitude limited. 7%h4i, n turn,
as. 0.30 sq 11. C* - 1.0 it 0.021 controlled the over-al perid ef the Osculation.

ea 0.06= Wjeq(i ?, . 9.905- 0 An adtional point of intrs bis b effect, of the "u of a dill-
-. 2 0602 turk me am thL staeill$.y oi the prowsm reducer. Ink 1110 liear

1usd4lo cseg, the distwbanai wee ammsuie. to be small. 7hen, IV the
solutlos va sAmle the, semai "turbance, would be damped out.

Table1 ~pk~e 9 melbeerwed e~vhi eese~sThe queston thserefoe Is this: If the disbtiastese wer not smell,
Tabe Icbmwka ofmosmw W wemow """would a linearly stable solution remain etable? To answer J&i

X~~~s~u!M % question, the transient resptAne of the reducer to two dilferent
Linearhed mulutWoW Perio of stop distrbance was computed from the nonlnear eqauations.

- Poppetvalve These solutions are shkown in MI. G (note the difleresoc in the Pover-aft and L-seoels in the two noiutions), and the appalable eondit'-Aw
(2/w eio, z/cyef as well se the lnesarived results, are riven in the caPtions. %.ICA

(2v/..ey, (w text) ban osh bw gtmer than swode lhiseariied solution should be
4.0 -0.04 16.1 1725 stabl~e. Howeve, tho nonlinear solutm x show that the system
3.0 -0.00 17.b 72 25 wE otable only to a smell dietuirbance. but was unstable to a
2.0 -0.501 19.0 53 26 r*ditimm

1'04 -03. 25or th7 27isouio In the ease of the large distuarbance. fit. 5 Amalsosows thet the4,,-~ 9.1 fb hs o. anos;*wenim a perio of theP and Lt-eur ive in the first cy--e at osoedtoios wee
. U* ~about 60 Z/cyolo ThW~ was in fair agmement, with the valia. of

771 5/"cyl for the period of the lihearisee eolution. In susee-
end uso em) was gwxusd by th e onmiod se at ejuakn (1 quest cycles, the period became longer~, due to thi nca.Iinear 4-

ikosh ),w"t the atak.&t nonllnear elects. in a veya- fots noted earlier. Now, in the case of the emall distutbance,
pn maewa, t"i varerd Ime ta oesrd~Ied as semparehis to the perio of the P and L-curves in the first cycle of oscillation

t"e oAste) poited Is *d% ~Imeaed eatlsuatlem. When the solu- wms only about 50 Bl/cyle, and ID z-uboequ,.nt cyele the liers
tin was narly inear (P IA*O). the ov"a period, wa the decreased ao about 365/ceycle. Thus the agreemsut betweens the
sains as Ahe peri of tdoetrn valve Is free essillatiem, end nomilinar a&d Uke lineauleed solutions wae actually pooter when
TAUh 1 show that both was very Gles to the mabaisi periroi the 'ahanges in I' end 1, were snMaer. Whe phenomenon was due
of the hearhedn asouion. Ferths, " se,% ftg 4 shoa I that the to the fact 'Nat the lineariation (sow Analysis) did Oktake into
mnoninear olfovt wee to dieort the wave fanm of the r, Pg, and account the degenerate case in which P %nd Pa remained almost
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$0011611 111 thi sse, the red14de would be operating asimes In stase is dampig fa ftg A. from r - 16 to~ 0.039 and to
v, seady-state *mM&dtio, 10" thady equatikon (1) wled be sue. 118eptl. *ampig, &OWN that Ia hs lastenee the viscous damp-
eld- Ad. Them the natural perl. would be imply Dr/tht as Ws lagn the mechamlsal petsin rathe Mwineffective for sUtelialo
S/aysks wh"c i the ems em athe peried d of the betyuw at it the reducer system. ThW of owese, le th same point nowad
wamllowa solutem Thes the nabmul perled of th e uduser opAlS Weul In the dIscsuael d1 the lnesss4ruolutle.
Oshev~ from 2r/44 whes P "Ad Ps ware nsearly "Onesut; to

r L~vt06PNG"~tTh oeenmsant betwism the ixperbrestel ei tOe anejl'al -

t~~m,.twh &"Wu~a.~ o1. h wd tha teWamptic" WA in teW siwer
to reasmkks and tha the evruning equatiosi waseresesstally

* &ea eoftict in deacrlibin the dynomnl behavior of a, simple pressureI red"cuce. it Was found tat the governing Squatlom wers ratsme
61I L highl acaHee, amd the effict of the nowellnmrty *as to die~ort

the wave foam of the ossiltlasne of the dependent varlables (P,
-- -r -- Pa. L,. and so on), and to meaw t" mawWtosrequawey end t&ýu tz P ~~~damping Associated wit tio Pelto OW &dedpeiht
~~O ~~A s"t ci estbility ouierta, ove obtelned for tbe Ilnerne goerin

sqw-t&'m, under the smueptio of - - 1.e0ptode nomulatilom

I R-L 1"GA~ With O riera,* It Wa poadbla to evaluate the quafltativ
- ~ ~ I anaplietve of os&latokm. Forp iandomping It vm~ =e fun *0 h

0oo" steblhY cf the reduc was affected by thes iee of se din-
I~~I turbanee. Further study of Uwhe mmaw: primpets lo the

~~~Gof go~d s---eutidons is ueureW tom ske~y t "sed ethe relte

Som ftI e The mathome wfrh to thak Mr. A6re S.3Dam and Dr. Webner
so f"W0"tGautOch for their hl~p In the num."iea acalysis end is pro-

Loris 0ubee - t A 0.0332 te A.-0.0468 sroownlg the pimblem for digta computatio. They ane wi
Smel dbkvb~w, As - 0.0646 to As - K0"to thank MRs. Ruth R. Capuanio for her hsl in propeuugth

CONOW"input data for the computer.

Smue % flq. 2 *afeek
ed'Pi Agg/in. (Cl Cie-ca-0.S f
k 1:.7 t, '6. F & 0 T 9.9 "N - 0.035 hwmim

As 0.01 Pa 3.0 1 A. S. IberAl "1SQA~k-1isw Chmadasteist of Shes an4 Tue.
* Stage P rWLn-L'~edd G1*-PemNRW* Rmgulsta.a" Taime. ASM, vol.

9kahsmewd 3&4. WIll.; - 9.S, To.4p 5u, .
Itae-77.9 Xjeyde, 1- 0.03 2 W. 0. Xor'bW% &ad Pt.L Oca-ther, '4000 P-0ulatfe Dmin

2w&-* ~weowre- .0 tU*y-Fhis Rer"RsIL MI-cU-1 Air Fores Oemwsse AF
- *f' 2.1 UU00-215 (U.0. No. 3540-73 milk). ROsilsa moeters Ina.,

?e~w an b~-. hat an Pmwe men ssuntim ~ Reskaca, N. J., 1im
S/a ade AN , Pu f P and em cm, wh in sae5wrIn ailargen ecland 41 A. Cfobs., "AnDsPZmkimtaq Theti. DweuAtsl "rnu..
tske~ to AMI wwoo other natural period dependent em the ampli- ad #I .J. Iaum'nl Sad* of Awu*s. voi. s, In% F. gel.

__n t0406" D. C. Heat and Osmasy, X uses. Mess., asemiendI

This point is further a~r1Sed by in ezambtion o tie i - lamping A1&23 . --a&t- 11.wrv Ab&-M~rwI p
aharacterist"c of th e omlinear solution. The damping ratio as osepeny. iae., Rew Yorek, R. Y.. AM05 p. 174.
determsined by the loprithakl dcrmenwt of the first two cycles 4 C. L. Draper. W. McKay, and. &Los,. "lmseavrnm t &@l-
ed "h P and L-eurve (Fig. 5, small dieturbammc) was sonewhat M&VO WI. 5MatnM~s Mi4kaUwll Desk OPMR. m In.,
Speater gma the damnping ratio ft - 0.039 in t.~c linarlued came Ne york N. r.. M&S chaV601% 21-nl
In submeuent cyle*, the damping ratio increased even further. U9neA and Comph, ny.~ Lonon aod ~rstu S. Mh elx.g left
Toward the last cycle of oselflk ýIon, the redncer behaved as time pp. 191-IOL~ , 00
sprliqfaUss my%-m of equation (1), and the damping wae there. S A. HvwWIb4 "The Osediton Under Whikb am UqeatMo Barn

014 RDi with x"garsv Wdea Paru-s" OW 0erm a"U M~db
tndetermined by I,% which in *s camse was as mmch am 43 times Ansim. l.'L 44 IM V. 2M3

greater U.a= the 04"tcs eamping for the spring-ma.systevm. 9 Anomu Smir eteletfo KwmwAut of Romes
Thwt tQue stability of the redw'er wasn contrm"We by I %hen P Dyneamemtew Form," Dhoesi Uon Wassfaselesm Asmoubtea.
and Pt were nearly ecostant, by ra and ro when P and PA weon to aonimOy ErpUsovat hektat No.0S.1196.

10 0. L ader ani4. Rehis. "Air Mw Oris for Uý31%Din.
small newiation, azd by AtMl other aonlinsar effects wh'.n P, P1 tairmeen Air Flw During the Taest of Air Imps", Air Osqis Tech.
L, andoo on, were in large ccilia ~on. Incidentally, the larg,,de- aiWa Report No. 4582 (addendm Ne. I to44M.) Central Air
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boeuamasat 06mm, Wrigsat-Ppanuem Air Force Sees. Daysoa. OWe The eme V equation for the W in 1%e Is aokelbsil by eveituerig

I I A. Ermesand W~ R. H~yw "Air Floew Odi for Us$ In Dm. o-
teramin Air Flaw Durig Tugs of Air "up, Aray Air Firrmin p&^o and She sinerg brovoht laes ft by 4W &lw proem throv*

TolslReport No. 4MG as 1. Onetral Air DoevimeatA 06mm es. Thes beat searl wasemnciwe to mnis maww~d ta bema.. For
Wrlght-1attesron Air Fores Deas. Day'ton. Obio. Maush 4. 194&. sow into, ft(from in). this eMoo 3quadca Is

APPENIIA 1 (ce/a~d(PwO/A - cTau.f - (l//I)PoA'.j. (3W
In dilmesislalhes tome. with em/to m. V11 and in/em.I - V, where

Deti w I NI Ommoft~ Evbifts cis is the oisc polume of em (the valve A, hIsanthoLlosesd
hes fulud ,nediu I- aemunted to be a perfect gas with cooestant position), and, u. with V. qzprmetotrsftedmei l.

speoffis beats s that piesto postol" Yo the suingy equation foe the gas in V. bsaseew
-O mAT117) (Y + Y 1)DPe + 'vP.DY - -yVCoA4PVem. Cm7

op.,o, - ooast 1~. 4 foe this problem). (18) for Blow from. V itot V.. m1@ . respomik-1 eiergy squado.
Tb. mbo tothes sqa~os an In~ ~for flaw In the reverse dirsetlis n Isidmlan, except the r~lgh eaad

"deIs replaced by -,V YC*Am4ePWWmewrlinsd in the Noumewclabe
The podynmle p a a - may be umv.'l to be adlabatic And I%* snergy equation foe the gaw in V may he written to a

quud~mdy (o ~wen. waes). hea tsimiltarc faghlem, by squadin the chmaws to the interval emer to
le t tenegle brougt itot V and/or removed frosm V by the

throgh . hflow prows.ef through At. As, aNd As. Actually the boundary

"bsvalve because it is not stationary. In fact, there must be some I

-~or done. o n .. the motion 4 the metering valve. Butt ieI
effctsaftassmedto uc rtegligible. Also, the effect of 'wat trans-

P -C1 'g*i~ (v+I)I-V)/(,Y - mill. (2) ter is neglected. Thsen, omitting the intennedlate steps anA4
writing the enmrg equation directly in dimensisonlei termik one

&-P/pm. (21) has.

pon sc keft. is w v(D) In maat, anfuthe 0.-579 ofe A~ for low from V to V2. Again, the corresponding energy equation

for flow in the opposite dirsede-~ Is similar, eneept that the term'

S araquitione may be writloa far a.. or tli*, ad for ft. for A4,.I rp@db+CAOP¶,
thr dougli as ad a,. roqwfiely wMt a',uuip 2s r~arrig An equation La ,Plmo ,si~dod for determining an additional prop-

to flow from 9 to % &Wa21 rrhgto few Intheoppositeldfr- Prty of thepgasin Vs. Iie equathm for dt for bow fromn V to I'
dow.is obtaineid by combining equatione (27), (17), uid (22c):

Demofti the we smatowI Pky a. aad aftngSbserit -j 60 42& 2(V + Y.,)Ddt1/Ot
ad* tOw rehirmne cordi" of sloiad"i~its operaoion for the u(VC,,AOPqhr./Pt)hv - (C*/et)sI - (.. - I)DY. (211)
P"rsam Moducr, one umi writs

us ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -7 a psB' eI~.a eT 3,~> T equation for dfor flow fromn Vt to VinLaobtainedhy assuming
. 111110troW4 */dt% a (2k kO the, process in Vt to he usentrapic:

d10/.. - (a./6)5 1(4/ps) - *(/000(d/6)I P. ,"''.(0
- (/R00(iA + IN + AIIA W3

Bysbfti4 sqad (33) loe 1),amhsh1e dynanmital equation La obtained auy equating the inertia
By lin,, (IS, (,rce to the sum of the damping, sprnnc, pressure, and flow farum

*Al %O/as)( *4XPt/P.)~' )dZ (34) atiing on the metering-valve assembly. Here the pressure force

40 IS W§0 id 9 -spe~t, A-i eitra- refers to the force on thn, piatcn due to prveuure pm, and the flow
whoma. rademo 511, sd - /W.8113kW I'U forr refers to the force on .he metering valve due tr the presence

damn may be wdinta for *&*/Us, 044/411% &Wa *W/ . WS of Hlow over th.o surface of the valve. T1he flow force La discussed
these ane sabstituted Into squ5110 (U3), with the 513p165 iii greater detail in Appendix 2. Generally speaking, this force
dinimhmloss aciaioins a,/a. - As1, aii/as - dta pL/Ps - Ps. delepm-ds on the geometry of the valve and of the Blow pamWa, the
qp(B,) - *,, Ad so cm, ome obtale &be following continuity aqa prmsiure (or density) and als,. the peesure difference &,,row the
den (r flow fetu Pn to em thrOugh As: valve. Becauase of the comjh'xity of tl'e flow pattern, it La gem-
DP - 2PDei/C - 4111(CiAPirt/de) - (CiiAsPfuld/) urally %pry diflicult to calculate Lheoretically the flaw force in-

- (C*A&Pp,/)I 'N) volved. Bo--frver, in Appendix 2, it is shown tha i'w a valve

here D - WS For a uscasdetnaileddisounismof equsatme (19) to (21) and of5k"
For flow to the oppoehe direetlo (%ito 0n, the contnu*t *qua- w~i fAn- -dslai conallmnt Ca..m D. EL Tedan d

ticn is dn ualit ept that the term - CA.P9.. In replaced by m. m. andaena. owasio Chtu Flo Ssweuo imsem
+C*AiIPPsft/(U The disehargs 8oo11161nt Ce is asurnmed to It- DOemags U. S. OaernwAt PriAdo Odim.. Weshlaggon, D. C.,
main the some for flow to dita5r dirsotion. Oebober N, Ieft
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POPPEI VALVE FLOW FORCES DYNA IC AtA&Y'SI
AND DISCHARGE COIFFOCENTI

ofgivrn goometry the imewlim sflow fortef/e.$eitogiven by
the empreukwin 26m ~o

f/41111 - DIPO(Ps - P), (31)
and F, and PIP are experluwaetally obtained functions as dlacwqmed
in Appendix 2. In torma of dirneet mle,. Y and 9, the dy..t *46"nawical equation then boee'nes

Th coefficients C, w.', 1. afe defned in the Nomenclature.

TO st.mmaiwie, equatlevns (25), (M), 011). (29), aed (32) do- 2 6 55
ac.'be the dynamic bdiaawklr of the pressaire rednuer w~hen the
plies when the Now throughe as 6frmnvtoP. Thansequations
rental, five unknonms. P, d, Pt, Cl, and, Y. With a giveri swt 0
of ii. Jal corditkens, three equatlons, therefore, may be solved0
simultaneously, aind the solutions moky be obtained mas functiens of Lip" :1414104S. T h e m e t h o d o f ffl~ u t io n i t d is e a sed e d i n t h e t e st . o i e f w # * w o n a 4 " p p e v i e f v i r w W e

eOW Piesewre raw"s. Valve Insalled as i s. MWI
APPENBII 2)fderaewihiceti I hnreutwreshW @Mn. al new iame ad OW PCo d Prusurte) b ecraused v, eesil owtvapressuleth e maf

In Ywlgu Papp Vdm ferenee between the upsureaa and downstream pressures de--
se~es ~p.The metering-valve assembly. shown ache- crossed, and, with Increasing 9, less of the downmstrodarn af asof the

matcaily in Fig. 1, was modified for the Vow force and flow-rate valve was acted on by the downstream pressure. In fact, if I were
measurements. The orificeas, was seale, and the sprlr., and the very large, the entire valv,4 woaki be under pressure pi, and f
piston were removed. Sealing gaskets were installed to prevent would be sevo. An I decreased. the valve ould mu" into the
leakage between th~e valve rod and the caein& and the rod was stream and f would Iucrease. At serce lift., 0-~ low force f,, would
rotated (by means of an electric motor) to reduce friction in th be equal to a1(p - p) where A Is the sam* ins area. This area in
axial direction of the rod. The flow force on the poppet valve was generalwor d notbe a,iuato a%,Fig. I. With the present setup,
measured by roemnn of a Lydraulic sea)- 19) attached to the valve fe could not 4* memasred easely. This forme was therefore ob-
rod. Thee accuracy oft th~e measiurement was about O.C5 lb. The tahi*ad by eiiuqpolatlng the flow-foree curves to ame lift.
valve lift was measured by means of a precaiinu dial gage which It was found that the data In Fig. 6 coukl be correlted by divid
read to 0.00' in. The valve-openini. area *I was computed from in& the ordinat a of eurve, of ccestant Re by their respctive
tite lift and the geonieetry of the setup. The permnurce p, and p values of I.. This oorreht 4on reduced the flow-fom curvea to the
were measured by mea,'s of calibrated Ilotrdlon gages with nn solid F, versus A,-curvo (flew, in. direction 1) to Fig. 7(a). Here
accuracy of I p-i. The mass rate If air flow -s1 Okivugh the the ordinate is the dimandoniess Sowfame IF. - )I/f.; the absciss
modifted reducer was controlled by the valve sa and meadured by is the, dimensionleu.t valve -'wtning As - &a/... This curve di-&
mean, of at noesle-tvpe f'owmeter built to the sprt-ifeatlons given cafea that the hamge in the pressure distribution over the suilmoL
it- re-fertnces 1,1.0, 11',. A.eneoring to. reference I I 11 measure. of the valve due to a chanage in thle lift wri similar at difforent
mnente madet with this flowasetorr were arcuratW to somew hat pressure ration seram the valvee.
better than I per ct-nt. The Amea ka the expros-iou Af - I(pa - p) may be expected to

iauOe~lPmnede.~o The E.w f.)re and flow-rate meisure- vary with the sesting oond"t~ of the valve and with the po asure
o--nts were wade Re at on the 45-dog poppet valve. The valve distribution over the valve set and, beame with Re Since it Is
was Lrst installed on the upstream side of the valve oeat. The jenerally difficult to determines the eomidltloo at the seat, the
flow was then in th%! direetion I as shown in Fig. 7. The upst ream votriation of a is beat obtained experimentally. The solid curva
p..essure was held coritant at pi - 115 psisand meat.uremimts of OP,u -. als(pi -pV) -G/aaagasinst 14n F%. ?(s) showsathat
were made at pressure ratio (Me - p/pt) raneing frem 0*(l tv P. - 1.0 and is nearly constant over the rngep A R4 tested.
0.913 and at valve lifts ranging fro~m 0 :n 0.080 in. This proce- Thbe Bow force may now be expressed &a
dure was repeated with the valve installed on t.he downmtream
side of the seat. In this -ame the flow was in direction 11 as f - sFPs,(pm - P).
shown in Fig. 7. Th6 smom measurement.i were then repeated From a dimensional eerwivieralion, the flow pattern and the
few the caseof the beillvalve and the flapper valve, at p, - S5, prsuedprbto v ieavkv tagvnlf hudb
115, and 165 pesi. ne-netoth emuelvliReihedcsat.T r-neggif. 'Me flow force considered here .s& the net prefture fneonreto the f.qigepressione maevel efRtendhed consanpyt. Thkereforces intege'ta over the stirfare of the valve In the axia diree- form wthe dffeolg epressd/on ma be extende to appnly ons otwetiou. 7Ue measured flow farce f on the 4b,-deg valve is plotted reeeaseswt dferen s tios and/or p by m akeng an dsmapies. Theagainst the li-'t I in Fic. a fa-' various downstream prenssoruisreos.ownlniytke s s..Tu
Theuc curves show that for a giiem 4, f deereased with in resahsig f/s. ,,(%j - p)/ps.
downstream pressuri. and that. (or a given ft1 (or dcwnatrt%.m
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POWEMAJIC OAUUOT APAMVS DW4AMIC ANALYSIS

Tlal exipii"iM Indeoed wne found to apply us die tither valves The controllr-r shown In Figure 5t.4.5 consists of the fol.
twed at P, -0G6 I is, and ISa Iooa.. rw. "j (a. f. anda c)). lowing: a sensor (68) which in n beli..wn. a chumber ait

The dhsehaWg cueficient, leikuathu (Wl), ApIlln ix 11 o the w tank pressure w.nd connected to the tank pressure al naiing
poli'tA valve woo crnnputed front the inesetured flow-rate data. port sl~own in Figure 5.4.5: a diaphra"i (61 ); a cont oct.
TP*. T(11 througli 0) inbw thue 14't of~ 1. No and t1w flow direction Inc link (44) betw.era the srt,qor and the diaphragm: a
on tOw dikAsharir.~~lkdeAm fur the thrAe vskives -it tile tor' of the pilot valve 4eU) ; a chamber at !he controlles damping pmo-
figure, 11e.~ irfuia weeollt~wil at P, II hlisia 111 ra sure; a small mansage around the connecting link (414)
suite ObtaibMi at Pa - 66 nd 188 Pai vir neary Idwitival to between the tank pressure chamber and the damping pree-
those ubita~not! at I P26 Mate chemiler.

The# sensor (011), connecting link (04), and diaphragm
?.4.9 ftWuhIc AOQ1VpJ of PI@unmit) OD has fo a (6) constitutAe a M1pring-niass system with a resonant fre-

Rtegulato C""ro Finwat qinency. The volume of gast in the chamber at thie controllerI
7.4.9.1 INTRODUCTION. A fluid coml~nnnnt mnountt" In a damping presa.uee. thi' dianitragnt ((II), arid the passage
missilem or space vehicle will experience vibration of the around thq. conviecting link (64), constitute a pneumatic
mounting stniacttre durinag part or all of the Operatinig dashpot which dampens the motien of the spring-mama
period, Vibration will ocei~r over a range of friequencie" system Movement of the diaphragn, results in gas flow

and -leels.It n eemen inthe ompnen Is esoant between the chamber at tank pressure and the controller
wihand o-ee. f tevban io fqelemen i the omp nent ir peroan da~nping pressure via the passage around the connecting
with arwe of the vibratonefntqunes thy e seiosynmanio per- linik (04), which in small anJ acts a~a a restriction, thus
theanit oayfai she ucmoetumaly.b eiul vpio prduin the desired damping effect. The following De-

the nit ay ail truturalytailed Topic, which is taken f omn Reference 35-1. page.

These' eftectam -an be presented by either miliifying the 93-11,3, Is -% dynamic analynis of this pneumatic dashpot.
design of ther m..)nant element or by other method.. The
methods avails tie ii-tclude (changing the resonant fre-iucncy &OMENCO.ATIJRE
of the vibratior part. damping or balancing the part, rot
the use of vibration isolatori..

Symbol Term Units
reuference 35-1 deft ribes the design and dievelopment of a
hePlium gas presstire vegculator which wasv inbtended for use 14. Effective area of diajoh~rstw in'
in a taissile booster or space propulsilon module. The pur- 411 Annular area of 1pausage around con- in'
pose (if Otte unit was to miaintatin the pressure in a propellant n&ecting pin (6141 (Figure 5.4.5)
tan-k at the requireJ level. Thi- specifications for the regu- C Flow ecefficient of area, A,
lator called for satisfactory operation tot the unit in the
following onvi ronmert 'I condition-i:X_

P. y.

Vibration: 5 to 2000X cps. kt 25 r K Spring rate lbin.
"Sustained Ac!elt'ration: up to 15 it X Effective mass of moving parts lb/sec.2
Ambient Temperature: 3100 to -4 165" F i111

When the diesign of the r'egulator was initiatL'd, it was sseen C. Talpedmmctepesrebigrg bia
ttthe sensor element wou~d ha~ve a resonant frecquvrcy P, Con' roller 'wossur'e damping lb/in'

in the above range of vihistion fr&'tý,%encie.. It was deicided (iue545
to -solve this pr~bleni by using a pneumatir dashpot to _tiue545

critieally dstmp the sensor. The sensoir arnd the dashp.t are H Gast constant i,

part of the, reirzlutor control element or * conteoll,ýr." A VW Initial volume of chamber at controller in'
dyiam'C AnalysiS Of the controiler dashpot was carried out damping pressure (Figure 5.4.5)
to determine the optinturi design parameters qi the vv.it. Xr. Voluame of chamber at contruler damip- inO
Thi4 anal:'sis in given in Reference 1!5-1 and will he re- Ing pressure (F"igure 5 #j))
peated in D~etailed Topic 7.4.9.2. As in Introduction to this W Weight Of gaM in volume V. lb
section. the readet should refer to Sub-Topic 5.4.;w for a X Positiort of di phragm in.
description of the regulator and its controller. X, Iiilpsto fdahai n

Figrure 5.4.!. is a schen.atit' diagram of the regtnlator. The Rattic of -'pecific heats -

1prtesturt k# the outlet port and at the , naminr: piort ist the .. Inithil temperature in chamber it '
tionk prvssurt., which is the pressure Ic-ing regirlatuti Thet controller dampinr pressure (Fivure
regulator is composed of thceev sections, the blovd re,-ulator. 55
the actuator, and the controlle'r. The operation of the 'Coin- *, Temperatu~re in chamber af controller R
;.lett regullator is relatively complicated a-nd will not be damping pressure (Figure 5.4.5)
given ht -v it is explained in Sub-Tolsic 5A1.5. ______________________
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7A.P..2 ANALYSIS. It was obviouas from past expowieuct chamber, the dashpet con act more like a spring than a
that an accurate law-friction ueabor opeIating a con~sn- damper if too small a damping rostriction is used. In
tisal pilot valv, w Ild exhibit an excessive error In rqau- addition, the low viswosit.. of helium (the Kam being Used)
latei pro-sure under the spedlasi environmental vibr-itlon causes; the damping restriction to behave as an or~i'.e and
levels. An important design ý#bjertivv was to devee_ smem !awe u pressure drop proportional to the square of the
mean.s (f redocing this error. Methpd. considered were- fivw rote. introducinag a non-11near dampingr c'harecterir le.

&) DessiVsIg The non-linear differential equati. niq of the 4, unpot and
b) Balancing (acceleration eomnrnuatlen) spring-mass system are chown in Tabse 7.4.9..2. .A digital

c) Vibratlem Isolatorm computer was ured -.o, obtain numerical solutions to the
equations for avariety of uope.atiaog cone~itions asid choices

d1, Use of a urnaor that did not resonate In the specified of design parameters.
frequenc range.

Method 3 bmri beoo tried i. the past. Thoagit reas-iiably Fir 7..92 shown the time rop~nse of the spring-mass
efective, It was not stlert.-d due to bulkiar as, and th dashpot system. The system is deflected 0.0.5 inch upward
monavailabililty of aim Isolator tha~t would function over th from its equllibrium posit"o, and released a&. time t -- 0.
-300 to 1511'temperature ran~e, with 15 g sustained As originally ..k-slgned, the response shown in curve A was

+1657olitained, a hig~ly under'da-nped oscillation superimposed
aceelerafouIn ay drecton.on a slowly decaying exponential. The oscillation was ap-

MetAoA 4 would have pre-luded the ume of a simple bel- parently due to tlhe pneumatic spring actiraTi of the dashpot
lowa-type sowser. To obtain a rvemnant frequency above Internal volume. When the damping. restriction area was
200 cpa the senser spring raUs would have to be exces- Increamsd by a factor -4 four, tte oscillations were greatly
slyoly high. Such a monser would not have a large enough reduced, am shown by curve B. On the other hand, the
deflac~oune"r psi to tom usabla without the complexities of .'Iowly dow~ayingr expone- ~ial component of the response
addlitional assplifletloss by~ mechanizal linkage, or pave- could be speeded up by redu'lnK th, internal volume by a
metic eir~ultry. Therefore, tMa method was not selected. factor of three, am shown In curve C. When both miodifica-

tions were incorporated simultaneously, a nearly optimum.
In tbooroeatcaly evaluasing the effect of Method 1 and c-Itlcally damped response was obtained, as shown in
Method 2, Js structur~J dyunami of the senter are of curve D.
decisive Importaxnce. The £ .iisrs to be used wert -'-wa.
Deliows behave undmr vibration in a manner analogouz t The schematic diagram at the head of Table 7.4.9'.2 shows
helical s~rlngs. There are two elementary modes of reso- hiut t&. nominal pressure in the dashpot is the regulated
nance: (1) one end fied sand one end free, with the ftee pressure. This may vary from 10 to 75 psi&, depen~ding on
end resona.ing with respect to ,.h fixed end; and (2) both the set pnint as..ctod and the altitude. Figure 7.4.9.2~c
ends fixed vWXL the center of the spring resonating with v'iuos that if the dasbpot is desigi. d for optimum response
respect to the a,, 4. Bacause tha lower end of tht bellows at 7 5 psi&, the response will at 10 psia become more r, pid
was not attach-d to, Po -.ormslly in contact with, any and underdamped.
pimit:41e stop, It we& assitmad that Lhe bellow,. would res-
onate in mode 1. It was also assumed that the belk ws was The temperaturo of the gas also effects rem.-onse in nearly
mounted in a rigid f-aiae to tLat the - .bration Input to the saine wa, at. does pressure. Thit effects of both are.
the rCe-,L I ator wus alwavrs equal to the wib. atlon input to taken into account u~jt considering gas density In~ Figures
the bellows. 7.4.0.2b and 7.4,9.2c; gas temperature is 700F. Figure

ifthsecaui~ton acfulfilled, It Is obvlou4 that either 7.-92 0 w, the rcpaeat maximum -ass dtnwty (7",5
If tese ssum~onsarepals and 16-"R), and at minimum gas density (10 psi&

amptattr4e daclllatlon af tho meaner due to vibration, to 1, the response varies remarkably little. It was found
An aualig conputer study of another Rocketdyne pressure that to obtaina best average response over this density
regulator (us. .g the same assumptions a- above) had pre- rants, the 'damping restr? ti-on &rem had to be decreased
dicted tat IG the sensor (68) of Figure 5.4.5, woire ert by A factor of two tiom the optimumx value of Figure.
izally damped, the error in regulated preassure due te 7.4.9.2b. Thus at the high-t density, respcotie is somewhat
vibration would be greatly reduced. The results of this overdainped, and at the lowest 4encity it is 4,rihtly unde. -

study are In Figure 7.4.9*.2.dap.

Based on this ress'lt, it was desime' to design - device th~at It was felt that the response of Figure 7.4.9.2d was satim-
would critically damp the sensor. A pneumati.: .iashpet was factory, and the values of design parameters chosen for

sectiod for triai because it appeared that it could more this figure were selected for the final dercign.
redybe made to ovarate over the -300*F to A 5'AF

It war learned during dev%,.Iopment of the regulator thai;
temperature rangle than other domping devices. thc sensor was resonatlrg in a more )mplex manner thar

A pneumatic daa~hpot dons not give true viscous damping, that wh--h has been assumed in this analysis. Based ont ~ ~eeuseof tha compressibility of the gas in the damping the observations discussed in the development sectiosu, it is]
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mnugested that In figure analyses, the equi-'alert spring.. REFERENCES
umas system for the .iennor be taken as a tauo-degree of 7.2 CesitrsI Systems Th1~y, 112k, 1-121. 1-130. 1-272,

freedom -syptei with limit stops for the lower mass. sa 1..-73, 1-274, 1-275, 1-276, 1-277. 1-279, 127-2, 127-40,
shown In Figura 7.4.9.2e. A 44rnpinjg term shcajld be Wn 127.41, 359-1, 3694, 424-1, 425-1, 426-1, 427.1, 428.1, 420-1,
eluded for the "upper miner" baned on the' stru.tAnral damp- A~ ,430-.1 t31-i, 432-.1 413-11 434.1. 415-.1 486-1, 487-1,
Ing coefficent for the bellows material. 439-1, 443-1.

7.3 Vibration sad Shocek Amialyakt 1-2W3 383-1, 388-1,
It Is clear thaet neithet istatic b. %. tn x nor critical damp- 335.2, AN38, A21.t.I
Ing of the bellow. (for one-c-nd-fixed and one-opod-f"* 7.4 Dynamic Perferwaaee Anaaysl.~ 1-128, 1.1", 1-1-1.
rev .&nee) can prevent resonance of the above system. "6-lti, 238-1 U~-2, 35-1. 47-1, 97-1. 359-2, 471.1, 408-1.

Table 7.4.9.2. Equations W. Dynamkos 941

Sr"XTU MM 111FIC'lWI

_________ I .I

EQUATIONS OF SYSTCM I
X fJ[A(P, P, - KX) dt dtN.wo',da

W y Co.ripressibl* tiow
JR through orifii,6

wheareIL

CPP 1)LON11 V. 0 PIprcce

V( .-YT it Prfc 1 4 2 P 0

R.4. -37
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CURVE ,ITRNAL VOLUME: 00 2 INS
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CURVE A
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CURVE C

CURVED V DAINIIG RESTRICTION AREA
OPTIMUM INTEON L F. " ONE-FOURTH OPTIMUM VALUEVOLUME ANO D0LELPNO O PTiLmu INTERNAL. V4L.ME

I 3 A
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Figuwr 7.4.9,2b. Rlp on-e sof Spong and Mass with
Pn•umts Deshpot - Effect of Changes
in Design Pwnsiters

IS- ___________ 1

INTERNAL VOLUH4E 0.02 IN
DAMPING RESTRICTION • 0001 I$'

DASHPOT 0IAPHRAGM AREA - I 00 IMe

HEiUM AT T0 F

UNDAMPED NATURAL FREQUENCY - Ass CPS
SO I~SPfING RATE 450 LAi?'lkI 7 -

\7$ ~PW 11392URE1

J I

S- "•,/TIM[. MSEC
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COMPUTERS CGMPUTFR COMPARISONS
ANALO COMPUTERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION of dynamic Rystems, is often limited to two or three places,
thus the solution of any equations involving such data isA variety of computing devices have been developed over onyaurttehesmnmerople.

the years to aid in the solution of complex engineering only accurate to the snme number of places.

problemz,. Of these, the electrornic differential analyzer and c) Slpeee. The speed at which a digital co.nputer solution
the stored program, general purpose, digital computer -- is found is determined by the rate at which the computer
generally referred to as analog and digital computers, re- can perform arithmetic operations, and by the complexity
spectively - have emeried as the most powerful and of the problem. In the analog computer, all compnting ele-
widely accepted. The purpose of this section is to explain ments operate simultaneously. therefore the speed of the
the basic characteristics of analog and digital computers solution is independent of the complexity of the problem.
and to indicate the techniques involved in handliag vari- This characteristic makes it possible to program the tna-
ous t~pes ef engineering problems, log cc nputer so that the time constants and frequencies

of the computer solution are equa! to those of the 1?bysical
Analog and digital eomputers differ in almost all respects. system which the computer is simulating.
The analog computer ;rovides a means of simulating the
mathematical mcdel of a system by inteicont ecting elec- d) Economy. Digital computers vary in opereting costs,
tronic components which are capable of )erforming basic from a low of &ppi )ximatLly $10 per hour to as high as
mathematicai operations L. accordance with the equation- $600 per hour. This cost range represents a considerable
that dscribe the system of interest. When the analog com- variation in computer spe, d and size. Digital computer
puter is excited oy the application of appropriate iaitial speeds vary from several hundred t0 several hundred
condtitns and forcing functions, all portiois of the com- thousand arithmetic operations per second, and memory
puter sihmdtaneonsly and coottimntons!l react in a manner capacities vary from approximately 2,000 to over 100.000
analogous to the system being modeled on it. (Thus the words. (A word represents one data value or instruction.)
term aulog computer.) Means are provided for recording The cost of analog computers vares from approximately
the variables of interest, and the user is provided with an $5 to $60 per hour, depending upon size. The size of an
immediate display of the activity withbi the system as it analog computer is measured by the numbe" of its inde-
reacts to the forcing functions. The digital computer is a pendent computing elements, and varies from 50 to over
device capable of performing arithmetic and elementary 500 such elements.
decision operations at high rates of speed. When it is
given a sequence of instructions, it can solve a problem in To summarize, analog computers are low cost, high speed,
a manner similar to th" used in solving a problem with low accuracy machines used primarily to study prublen.s

a desk calculator. The instructions and data are stored in arising from the design and analysis of dynamic systems.
d sThe results of analg computer operations are displayed

Smemory unit and execult at rates of sever..r thousaad in graphical form, providing the operator with an imme-
per second. The results of these operations are usually diate picture of the system activity. Digital computers
displayed as listings of numerical values. provide high accuracy, and are more versatile. They are

Several interacting factors to be considered when compa.'- more suited to the solution ofproblems that are algebraic
ing the suitability of analog and digital computers for ap- or numerical in nature, and they usually display results in
plication to engineering problems are: the form of a numerical p-intout.

a) Versatility. The digital conputer is capable of solving
a wider range of problems than the analog computer, in- 8.2 ANALOG COMPUTERS
.luding any problem that can be solved on an analog com- 8.2.1 The Nature of Analog Computation
puter. Problems that can be reduced to a sequence of
arithmetic operations and a combination of simple yes-no 8.2.1.1 THE PRINCIPLE OF ANALOG COMPUTATION.
decisions can be solved on a digital computer, while the The analog com'puter is an engineering too' used "n the
analog computer is limited to the solution of problems laboratory to study physical systems which are too ccm-
associated with differential equations, and is most often plicated to analyze with conventional mathematical tech-
used in the design of dynamic systems. niques and for which the "build and try" process of design

and test is prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Itb) Accu=racyl. The accuracy of a digital computer is deter- cotisanubrfeltoicom nnsthtane

mined chiefly by the number of significant figures that its interaonnected to simulate the mathematical description of

memory is designed to handle. This varies widely, depend- astem o ompo aenthempter thus becomes an

ing upon the model of the computer, but is usually between a system or component. The computer thus becomes an

six and twelve decimal pinces. An analog computer, how. electronic analog of the object system. V- is easily manipu-

ever, is limited to four place accuracy (0.01 percent), and lated in order to determine optimum design criteria, and

complex problems often yield results accurate to only two readily subjected to a variety of engineering tests ranging

or three places. Although this appears to make the analog from frequency resporse tests to the application of "worst

computer relatively useless, it should be remembered that case" forcing functions.

the accuracy of the data involved in many engineering The bauis for using electronic analogs to simulate a de-
problems, pr.rticularly those involving preliminary design verse class of physical systems lies in the mathematical

8.1 -1
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SCALE FACYCRI ANALOG COMPUTERS

equlvaha.. of the equations thait deecribe thos systems. constants et prooortioeality known as meal. factors. wor
Consider, for example, ths models shown ini lricre 3i..11. example, in the process of solving dileorenUal equations
The velocity of the spring-.mssa aystem and the instant&.- two Integrator* might N, connected In a tandemn arranse-
neo.ur carreat in the electrical circuit are each described ment such that the output of the, first ntegrator serves as
by an intrqgro-dilferential equation oi the form the inp at to the mecend. Typically, the output of the first

Integrator repieeente the velocity of a variable, while the
* output of &he wer-i Integrator repreeetsts the displace-

ment of that variable. both outputs are in reality voltages,
and each voltage to related to Its eorresponding variable
Ini the physical system through mwal. factors. Ten' v"Its at

tC the output of the first Integrator might correspond to five
* teit/aseond vvc~leity, while ten volts at the output of the

second Integrtor might correspond to a twenty foct die-
mplacsment. The wcale factor In this bxample would ý* "S

Is swK (,h r"a FA+IIA *6 volte per feaet/wend" and "10.5 volts per foot," respectively.

91 VVING -WASS SYMlM 6j N-L-C CICI The inputs and output~s of all components are terminated
in a central location where they are interconnected in
accordance with the *quutIons that describe a systere. The

Plom s2.1.1. Oftrent PkIWAA. With Ea**A q .:t computer then becomes an electronic model of the system.
MatJeme~.I MiehWhen it Is excited by the appropriate application of Initial

conditiovis and forcing functiors, all element', of (he coen
puter atimultapteossly and corirnwaualV react in a manner

~ analogous to that of the system. The variables of interest
can be plotted either as functions 4f tirde or am ftanctioais

yy + r t-gt of escl' other. Thus, ' he user is provided with an IrmmaaJF+by+e t xt diate display of the system activity and is aided immeas ar-
ably in developing a foel for the system operation.

The solutior :f 2quation (8.2.1.1) for y as a function of When progranmnming the analog computer, one has the
t is a mathematica. proeme completely Independent of the option of Ppeeda -ig up, slowing down, or equating the speed
physical significance of the parameters In the equation&. of the computer molution with respect to the time response
It follows, therefore. that a solution for y can represent of the phyderal system, Th's ts known as time scaling t~e

a soiulion for an3 system~ described by aie sama mai~he- problema. Iii principle, the choice of a t~me scale in arbi-
matical form provided that the parameters and infitial trary. In practice, however, it is groverned by a number
conditions of Equation (8.2.1.1) are proportional to those of considerations such am the natural frequencies of the
of the system, system compared with the fr'equency limit'ntions of the

Convrsey, f a arbtray rste canbe aueto er- computer components anti recording equipment. Once the
Convrsey, f a arbtray rste canbe aueto er- tinta scale is chosen, the speed of solution is Independent

form in iccordance with specified equations, it follows that of the syst~im complexity. Thas, the system equations can
the activity of such a system will be analogous to that Of be modified at will without aiffecting the time required to
any other systemi 4efined by the same equations. The else- ^Mmrin a SA11tioe'.
tronic analog computer representsi such anm arbitrary my.-
teal. 8.3..3 ACCURACY. rhe accuracy of the Rn'alog computer

represents its most significant limritationb; withiki the cut -
8.21.2 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. Electronic rent state-of-the-art it in limited to 0.01 percent of the

anaog ompter cotai elctrniccomonets hatmc- full male voltage range of to, computer. (In this section,anaog ompter cotaielctrniccom ofet taddtion, accuracy will always be expiressed as a percentage of fullcutately simulate the mathematical operations ofadto, scale voltage range.) Most computers have a voltage range
integration with respect to time, multiplication by a con- of t 100 volts, which is more thar. adequate for a majority
stant, and the multiplitation of variables, of engineering applications; but experience has shown

Additional components and techniques provide means of that. the accuracy that kan be obtained realistically ranges
simulating a variety of rion-linearities as well an the caps- from 0.1 to 19b percent, depending upon the complexity of
bility of generating arbitro -y functions oL variables. The the problem. In reference to accuracy it has been said that
computer components perfurni these operations on volt- analog computers are to differential equations what the

age& A ultplir, or xamle, rodcesat ts utpt a slide r~zi is to arithmetic. And, as the slide rule is re-
vlage. variultionpliroprtxapltohe, product t itse voutpu- placed by a deal' calculator when more accuracy is re-

voltge aritio procrtona totheprodct l te vlt- quired, the analog computer Is replaced by a digital coms-
age variations applied to its input terminals. The voltage puter.
variations at the outputs of the earious comp~onents are
related 'to the variables of the systcm under study through It should be understood, however, that extreme accuracy

8.2.1 -2 .ISSUED: MAY 1964



ANALOG COMPUTERS OPERATIONAI. AMP6JFILR 1
Is not the primary objective in the use of analog corn- The. significant featurcit expressed io' Equation (8.2.2.1)
putel's, nor is It always necessary. Frequently theme corn- are:
puters are usee In the analysis of problem. In which pa-
rameter data art' not accurate to more than a few percenfl i&) 'Ihe output in a "rgati,'c function of the sam of
If the accuracy obtainable in not sufficient for a particular the input terms.
protlem, analig computers are us~eful for obtaining fast
qualitativc results, or for detei.ninint, approximate pa- it) vhe mtthievnaticnl I-elittionship of the outptu. with
rameter values, the problem then can be prolirammed on respect to the inputs is determined by the nature
a digital compu-er to ohtain the required accuracy. of the input and feedback i.npedances.

8.2.2 Analoig Computer s%.omponeivt% c) The arctirACY of the amplifier is determined by the
accuracy of the impedances.

8.2.2.1 Linear Components. Four linear component. -- the
op~taational ampliflie, summer, Integrator, and coefficient The s'-curacy of the- components Is typically 0.01 percent,
potentiometer are discussed an follows: establishin the highest picssibie accaracy of the computer.

1) The Operational Amplifter. The heart of the aunalog
contputc. is the operational amplifier. It to a high gain, 2) Tik Summeur. When~ reslitors are used as both in-,ut
direct-coupled amplifier with high input and low output and feedback elent~nts, as shown in Figure 8.2.2.1b, the
Impedance rharacteristics. When cotinected with pnesive operiational amplifier becomes a t;ummer. The feedback re-
inpu~t and feedback impedance elements as shown In Fig- sisttor, Rr, is common to all inputs, and the gain of each
ure 8.2.2.1a, the Input-outpu'. relationship is given by* input i~s determined by the 'value of the rasistor associated

with that input. The numiber of inputs and variety of
'Eq &P~.2.1) gains availabie in a summer aui.plitle- are usually fixed

for a given computer. A typical computer might provide
e, A e, + + e. four unity-gain inputs nnd three ten-gain inputs per am-

pliferwit mens rovdedforadding adlitioiial input
resistors should they be required. The notation used for

where e. - output voltage indicating .,ummer amplifiers on .computer diagrams is
e,, e.,. .. - Input voltagen shown in Figure 8.2.2.1c.

feedback Impedance
Z,,Z7,. ..- Input impedances RI0I fIO

INPUT R2. 0 . M
IMPEDANCES

SI FIEOSACK. 6 3 ~ e.0 I~ * J2 *13*31 .4)

44 I~u' AMPLIFIER

020-E 4 020)Figur &2.22.1b. S~inIifited Diaigramn of a Summer Amplifier

Z2 
2

-2-2

a -(1001. to,-0.3, '

% *4 0- '

AMPLIFIES

Figure 8.2.2. Ia. Operational Ampilfie with Passive Intput and Figure 8.2.2.1c. ConmpUtef Diagrm Notation for a
Iradback Impedaeces Summer Ampl ifiker

"*Equation 18.2.2.1k is a d. Ived relationshie G.r which Approximating 3 i nertr hnacpctri sda ed
aaumnptions are made. iKwrors massiatpd with theme' a~~aumpticmna. Iwrvr back element, the output is the integral with respect toarB nealigible when cumpared with the accuracy limitations of the im- ieo h u fteipt, . hw nFgr ... d
pedances.tieothsuofteipt,"shwinFgr .2ld
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TNE CCUFlR INT P'MTP9TOMETER ANALOG COMPUTERS

0,6-. Thus tht Pr *.,a&f'l Of iiitegraticin And addition Lr coam-

-. o. 110 bined in one unit. A -Iran ,omputer will 3~enerally have
'30 1 10 0 f~ob, 1(L 2 03t'.* some momher of Inputs and gains for the Integrator

>amplijors as provided for~ the summer amplifiers. In~ ad-

me" Wki. si ed014ror of n Wgr"dition to the func~tion Inputs. provii-ions ar* made for
P~gw &LIAd.Simp~fid Digra ef n ~applying Initial cmidition voltagee to each integrator. The

ure 8.2.2.1e.

1k a. 0,6 lo 4) TA,. co."vcient P tontiumeter. Thai mua..Iplication of
al voltagei4 by a constant less than one is obtained 4,hroug-

to-Ms;- 1 the wie of a high resolutioto voltage d. r!'tng potenitiomnewta
(co~nmonly r-eferrev; to as a uefficierat pot~entiometer), as

02 shown In Figuire 8.2.2.1f. These potsntimneters are usually
63 *4) ten-turn devices capable of r, resolution of about one part

4 In ýen thousand.

04 -.Q fos ' igure 8.2.2.Ig Illustrates hosw coefficient potitntiometers
040_ý ýcon be cumbinzd vith amplifier gains to achieve multipli-

cation by arbitrary constants.
PFgurv &2.2.1.. Cumpuler Diagram Nuadon for an

Inadngt AmplAfir 6.2.2.2 NON-LINBAK DEVICES. Four non-linear devices
-multipliers, resolvver, function genermtoms, and relay

amplifiers are diacussed as follews:

1) Miadtipliers. There are three types of multipliers in
common use today: the servomultiplier, the time-division
multiplier, and the quarter-square multiplier.

The servomultiplier in an oelctrt .iechanlcs! devitoe illus-
trinted .chematieally in Figure 8.2.2.2a. The wiipera of
several potentiw"'-e 4 are fixed to a common sh~aft a., that
their mechanical pesitions are always aligned. The shaft

** a Is poditioned' by a setvomechat~ism to correspond to one of
a the variables, x, and if voltages y, are applied werosa the

multiplying potentiometers, the outputr will no propor.
tional to xy,. One of the potentio.nettes is used as a feed-
back element to convert shaft position Into a -voltage for

Figure 112.2.111. Schormatic of a Coeff lent Potentiomete
RftIA' K OMULTIFLYING POTS

POT _____

*%I 'ty
9 9

*2-(lost *05030

0.6 1 saV0

0701
Invl

Figure 8.2.2.1g. Now Coaffiont Fotentlora~cto- and kkky

Amrplifie Gains Achimw Muftlplication
by Arbftrary Constant. Figure 8.2.2.2a. Schemautic Diagralm W. a Serommufippler
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ANALOG COMPUTERS RESOLVERS
FIJNCTthJ GENERATORS

comiparimoe with the Input w"Itage x. Any differtece ýe. 3? Famineap Gern'VU br. it I% freq.Amitly ieressary to be
tween the x Input and the' voltage at the wiper of the able t, "viorate functions, based upon emplrkal data which
feedback potentiometer to amplified anid fed to the aervo, oar',,t be generated by c!onventional analytical techniques.
motor to drive the so, vemechanlamr to a null. The %-r~o- A 4o, sn~dytical functions oicarlonaily ari,.. that requir*
multiplier has servere frequency avid swt-a limitations as- a.inulati-n by kn texresive numberr of computer components.
soriated with the furct~...i applied to the servo am'plifier lFunctioa gene.-storn are devices tý 4.ave been developed
input. Multipliers thkt use 60 eves motors are usue'iv to handle these sitiwationiu, and th~us extend the versatility
limited to a frequenc?' response of k~ia than on# cycle per of the iknalog compuler Like muftipliere and rerolvers.
weo..d, and those that use 400 cps motors are kpood t.o there' or, tt~z 1y~xt c' !1tk~n generatora in com-non .asc

frequencies the# approach 30 cycles per ,ecownd. The chief toda~y, el-etromechanical are. electroniic.
advankages of the verveniultiplier are (1) several prod-
uacts ca., be obtained with ame variable with a single com- The electromeeltaaical *unction generator Is 3imply a serro-
pernent. and (2p high aceiracy t~pea are capable of up to vnultipliir unit with one or teore tapped putent.mreters in
0.02 portent accuritcy and resoluton when the frequency place of ordinary nviitiplying potentiometers. The princirl-o
and rate limitutions of this x Input ore maintained. of the tapped ms.rvaturiction generator is Illustrated In

Figure 8.2.2.2c. Up to twenty or more equally ttipac'4 taps
Both the tk- Mviilson and quarter-square multipliers are are providod on a multiturn potentiometer that in Atxed to
all elcctor-kl,1evioes, anid are useful at problem frequencies the name shaft as the !eedback -otentiomqter. By applying
reag~i74t froe d~c. to an excess of 200 cycles per second. arbitrary voltogea to thase tsps, a isequc!nce of straiq' tlire
'the are-'.reey 'f ehactronic multipliers depends upon a num- serments can b-- made to uepproximati a desired tuw.ctian.
tft of eesmedrattjma that are beyoevd the scopie of this -As the mervomultiplier unit i.. positioned by tho Input Novw-
baetimn I.- geneval, t'6A accuracy Available varies from I0,W5- tion, x, the output tracks the programtxied function, f (x).
to about I poeemnt, depending primarily upon the frequency
chbrwteiaitlea of 4hs iuan~t variables. A Msignikant advan-
tbýve of elhetzr.'4e mu~t~pller is Utat tl~oy "an usually be 'a
.ienvered to fwuntou dividers threagi Che operattut of a
roat A. switch. The diagrummatk - staism for electronic---------------------
multipliers Is shown tnoFlInre ujjf.~... Lr

'_Q

~'

S i(I~I fF~ur sta. D~stc ?otptn fr ElnctwY5

4)Y W Y2) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 Reovr.Tersleri eieue orcodna ~-
tranfortstlne ad te goer Alonof he dne nd csin ~ ~ v 10

puts ar R s2 2b an Kobs. he erfrmn fr fetanglar

toplrtransformnatione',n the inputsio arf the riectangularn 1

focrmation depandig y, an the outptins o ar tevctror sawitcih.S2..c cemtc' Tpe evoFnt

tudue ara tha etr antde t n angle, , . ot

(Vc0taes proportional ta yi, yj .. are applied to the tweps on thq fuoC-IResol"rpr w multipliers, are either electromechanical or tkloe gerw.atlrw potontiomne'-r. As the arm or the funct~on potantiionieter
is po.ýIfiomw In proportion to x. the til ictiofl y =- f(x) is apirýinxlateall elect' *.z 4 have perf ,rmance characteristics similar by a sequence of stralgnt line segmnents, es shown at the rig,)

to that -tip~lier counterparts.
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WFLAY AMPLIFIERS ANALOG COMPUTERS
OUTPUT DEVICES

The all electronic dio&I function generator, DFG, allows mally open cont..wt. As long ow oa, Is algebraicaaly less than
an arbitrflry function to be represented by a menes of e.. the relny in d.-energised and f, (z) in coupled to tb6 relayIstraight-line segments. It employs diode networks to change arm. When e, exceeds @,, V~ie relay is vueresei sanl f.(x)
the slope from one segment to the uciet as the input volt- is coupled to the relay arm.
age proportional to the independent variable in inireased.
Hence, the same general techniqu( of straight line segment 8.52.23 OUTPUT DEVICES. Three output devices - volt-
approxitnations to the actual function is used In DIP's as metei a, recorders, and plotters - are described as follows:
in tapped .ervefunctioa -rnerat-rre. The frequency char- 1) Voltmeters. V~ltmeters berve the purpose of monitoring
acteristica of diode function wenerntrs and tappe sevo problem variables throughout the com.puter. They are used
function uieneraltors are similar to these of electronic multi- frstigcefcetptnlmtrstigiiilcni

plirs nd ervniutipier, rspetivly.tion voltages 3n Integrators, reading final va'Aes, oftc. Four

4) Relay Ampliftevs. Relay amnplifiers, also knw asCm place dtiGtal voitmetera 'are widely used in order to meet
parator amplifiers or differential relays, arc high speed resolution and precision. requirements commnensurate with
relays driven by Mlgt sensitivity difference amp~llfers that the computer accezracy, although some com~puters use con-
make it possible to perfom switching operationt based ventional d'Arsonval movements in conjunction with a four
upon the accurate comparison oý voltages. These units place reftrence nulling device. The outputs of the computer
usually have relay throw times of fess than one 'i;.llisecoad components are connected to ih~e voltmeter through un ad-
aýid are capable of sensing the difference of two voltages dreesaeleetor system tlt consists of pushbutton or rotary
to within ten or twenty millivolts. The relay contacts are selector switches.
usually double-pole, double-throw, as showin in Figure 2) Rr-enleves. A papgr Btrip-chart recorder plots the prob-
8.2.2.2d. lemn va-lables against time. In the recorder, paper is drawn

at constant speed under pens whivh are deflct~ed In propor-
- tion to the variables being vecorded. Normally six or eight

DOUN FOU- DOOU Toý"FLAVchannels are available, depending upon the model, allowing
a nuomber of voltages to L~a recrd side-by-side, simulta-

f~jS) flip) neensly. F~ach channeil has many sensitivity ranges permit-
COMNTIAting both large and small voltage variations to ;)e semm-

AD..tW f.0 . N.. N.C. modated with the usmu relative accuracy. The frequency
N.O.response of recorders is usually flat cut to 30) to 60 cycles

per necond. Resolution limitations allow interpretation mo
no better than two percent of full scale, the recor~er in used
primarily to obtain qualitative results.

3) Plotters. When higher resol.&tion and accuracy than
can be cbtalned with recorders are required, an XY plotting

U~~);* <'2 table Is used. It allows any two problcm. variables to heI
~. ~ plotted against each other, usually on 11 x 17-inc)', graph

:2 1 papep'. Plotters employ a dual servo system to drive a per.
alonq an ana In the Y direc Jon, and the Arm in the X

Figure S.2.2.2d. Relay Amlplflf direc~tion. A number of senstitivities are available, allowingI
large and -im~all voltage variations to b- recorded with equal

The principle of operation is quite simple. As l'qnj as the accurac~y. 'ifle static accuracy of plotti-ra is approximately
input voltages. e, and eý t'remacb that (e,-@.) is algebraically 0.1 percent, but they are limited to deflt~ction rates of ten
iess tia~n zero, the relay is de-enev~ized, and the velay con- to fifteen inches/freond.
tacts are in the normkily closcd, N.C., position. When ie,-e2)

becomes greater thar, 7zero, the relay is ercergized, and the 8.2.3 Applications

Rely mliiirgmae t osibi t nr'-om nmnerof 8.2.3.1 SOLUTION OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL

logca oertinsonth aalg omi~e orexample. apl(Ai nsUt involve the study of dynnmic systems
if i isneýe-vry o ýitis) te rlatonshps escibe bylinear or non-linear ordinary 4iffere~ntizl equa-

y f, (x) : e, < P tions with constant or time vary~ng coefficients. They are
narlysuited for this application because of the lnte-d

y f(x): e, > e., grator.

this i' re&•lily acct,;nplished by comnparing r, wita e!, as Lincaw' Foilfermnial Equations. To Illustirut tbj technique
shown in Figure 9I.2.2.2d. The function f,(,K) is appied '.o employed in %olving 'irnear differential equations, consider
it nor:nally closed contact of the relay, and f, ( ) to a nor- the second-order iliffarential equation
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ANALOG COMPUTERS LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

a ±- b dVl- g~tW tt

The first step is t. solve the equation for the higlie~it order Y
derivative, thus

(Eq 8.2.3.1b) TOREORE

-av a dt a~

Equ~tion (8L3.b is then integrated directly to obtain~
tl e first derivative in +he implicit form

(Eq 8.2.3.1c)

d f~[1(t T - - c 1  T±d() Figure 8.2.3.1s. Anal Computer Schematic for Solving
73t ~ g, M dt aY dt. t()qa [aa Equatfon (8.2.3.1c) by Solving for the

First Derivative implicitly
The compufer diagr:am for the solution of Equation

(8.2.3.1c) is shown in Figure 8.2.3.1a. The first derivative I.C.= o
is formed by integrating the sum of the terms indicated in
Equction (8.2.3.1b), and the function y is formed by invý-
grating the dirst derivative. The variable y' and its first
derivative are then multiplied by the appropriate coeffi-
cients and aded with the forcing function at the input to d2Y
the first integrator, resulting ;n a closed loop system tl it
simulates the original equation.

Four fundamenta! points worth noting are:

1) The solution process is based upon the repeated irtegra-
tion of do.-rivatives to obtain the dependent variable, rather
than the more straightforward process of assurning ihe
variable and repeatedly differentiating. From a mathe-
matical point of view, either technique is val'd. However,
from an engineering p,;int of view the process of differen-
tiation has a serious deawback. Differentiation is a noise
amplifying proc-iss and, since ail electronic equipment un-
avoidably generatcs rar!!om noise, the noise, however slight,
would be amplified by the different' a tion process. Initegr-a- Figure 8.2.3.1b. Analog Compteor Schematic for Solving
tion, on the other hand, is a smoothfr t, d averaging Equattion (S.213.b) by Solving for the
pravess, and minor innise effects are minimized. Scn eiaieEpiil

2) The second derivative does not apr.ar explicitI: in theI
soluti'c'n shown in Figure 8.1.3.1a, but can be form~ed ex- '4) The analog computer should be regarded as a read*Iy
plivitly as ii.dicated in Equation (~31)and shown dia- r~anipulatcid model of the physic;.1 system being studied.
grammatically in Figure 8.2.3.1b, In doing so ta'o extra he- system coefficients, and parameters reno.rally occur as
ampiifiers are required. It iL general practice to attempt settings of coefficient potentiometers that are easily changed
to mi'iirize the number of amplifierý, in a computer setup between solutions. An important advantage of using analog
in order to cons~erve equipment and minimize sources of computers is the instantaneous communication that exists
errar,ý in the programming and solution of a problem. As a between the usor and the computer. The response of tn~e
result, the highest order derivative is formed implicitly, important system variables is immediately and simulta-
as indi-ateci in Figure 8.2.3.1a, unlcss it is required else- neously displayed on the recorler. For example, if the prob-

~ hee i 1 te sluton o isto e rcired.lem solution indicates that the damping i:3 .ncorrect, the
3) The sign inve ting characteristics of the amplifiers must pottentiometer representting damping is r'.adily changed and
alwaylý be kept in mind when preparing the conipumer a new solution .3tarted. It is pos~sible co opti-nize, i odify,

diagram. or test physical systemns rapidly and eeoncm ic ally.
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NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ANALOG COMPUITEPS
FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS

Non-miaenar Dflferential Equations. Non-linear differential care must be txercised in order to arrive at valid results.
equations arise in nearly every ohaise uf engineering de- Complex problems often require an evolution uf setups in
signa. Recause4 -if the severe~ difficulty of ob~taining Solutions order to minimize sources (if error, because the computer
to mosit non-linear problems, methods of analysis and syn- components are not perfect. For instance, multipliers do
thesi., generally evophanrize the use of linear approximations not always yield the true product of two voltages, and
that can be kolved by conventional means. 'Unfortuniately operational amplifiers (hence, summers and integrators)
this leads, riast engineers to distrust non-linearities, whecn have finite bandwidth limitations and pha-e shl~t charac-
actually tl~ deliberjitte incorporation of non-linearities can teristics that vary with frequency, often causing comptiter
often result in -4ignificant improvements in system per- instabilities.
forniance. or- in )k reduction in hardware complexity. Al-
though the analytival treatment of a particular i.on-linear 8.2.3.2 ANALYSIS OF FEEDBACK COY'TROL SYS-
,;st emi may only he approximated, the analog computer TEMS. Analog computers are used extensively in the anal-
Van readily be prograunined to simulate it directly; thus it ysis and design of fecdbeck control sistems. The general
can often he used to investigate the possible advantages to teehnique employed is to simulate the block diagram of the
lie gained by deliberately introdut ng non-linear phenomena control system directly vn the computer, using special im-.
into systems. pedan"e ne-tworks in conjunction with operational ampli-

fiers to simulate the 'individual transfer functions.
I - illustrate the ease with which non-linearities can be
hondled, consider a spring-mass system with a non-linear The control system diagram shown in Figure 8.2.3.2a in
spring that has a restoring force given by Laplace transform notation flhustrates the use of com-

puters in control system anrlyais. The difference device at

F - Ax -ý Bx, (E4 &2.31 d) the input can be obtained by using an operational ampli-
fier as an adder The transfer function G, (a) is simulated
by using a resistor and capacitor in parallel in the feed-

The system equation is described by hack path of an operatijnal amplifier, as shown in Figure
8.2.3.2b. (Recall that the transfer function of an opera-

(Eq 8.2.3.1e) tional amplifier is determined by the ratio of the feedback
impedance to the input imipedance.) The Laplace notation

M' x + b x + Ax ý Bx:' f (0 for the feedback impedance in Figure e.2.3.2a is

The computer diag~ram for this soiution is showvn in Figure Rr
9.2:.3.c; the onily requirements being two miultipliers tr, Z' 00) - - (Eq 8.2.3.2a)

While in pijunciple it is a simple matter to ia~clude non- and the input impedance is simply R,. Hence the amplifier
linearities in the computer setup of a problem, thought and transfer function, including the effect of the input poten-

tionieter is

e,. R, _ 1 (Eq 8.2.3.2b)
ei,, Ri \sRC + 1)

Ay making LIL- prorportional to K,, and £Rr( proportional

;o T,, ihe amplifier can be made to simulate Gi (s).

The computer diagram foi- the simulation of the f eedback
control s;ystem shown in Figure 8.2.3.1c is given in Figure

_______________8.2.3.2c. The ystem time constants and gains occur as
potentiometer settings, making it a siniple matter to ad-
just the important parameters in order to optimize the
sy.3ter1 performance. The transfer function G()is di-
vided into two circuits, in order to obtain the rate feed-
back term, C, explicitly rather than have to differentiate
the output, f. As noted, differentiation is to be avoided
whenever possible because of its noise amplifying ch..-
acteristics.

Figue 82.31c.Ccmute Soltio fo th No-LiearA number of non-linear characteristics encountered in con-
Figre .2.l Difcfuereta Soluation fo h o-iertrol systems, such as safturation and deacizone effects, are

Ml V + b i +- Ax + Bill= f(t) dependent upon signal amplitud",. Biased or zener diodes

ISSUEb: NOVEMB3ER 1968
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ANALOG COMPUTERS FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS3

024)

+ 1) I-2 2 . C)E

K3S

Figure &.2.3.2m. Feedback Control System inl Laplace Figure JI2.3.2b. Opiratlonal AmplIirW Schematic for
Transform Notation U~muhatng a First Order Lag Function

R2 R4

CI C2

6It
-13

Figure &.2.3.2c. Computer Diagram for Simulathi of tie Control System

Shdwn In Figure 8.2.3.2a
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SMSEM OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIMS ANALOG COMFUTERS

Y'.
are commonly use-d t, simulate thoem effects. F'igure 8.2.S.2d%
shows how senor diodes can be used in the input ;wipad- Ao-
ance of an amplifier tu simulate deads~one effects. For In-
put voltage* *ith mignitudes less than the breakdown
voltage cot the diodes, the diodes act as open circuits, and
the output remnains at sero. When the breakdown voltage A~
of the diode is exceeded, It acts as a short ch-euit and the al -vv* -
amplifier scts as an inverter. O i

Figure 14.2.3.2o shows how senor diodes ran be used in the
feedbdek c6rcuit to simulate sattration effects. As long as Fl S.2.3.2d. Operatia Apifier Circuits Illustrating
the oatput voltage in less then the br. kdown voltage of Effct tv Sww M nem
the diodes, they act as an open circuit and the output fol- (The ciruh.is shown herm demnonstrato the principals involved, and are
lows the input In a linear manner. When the breakdown not realistic. See text.)
voltage to exceeded, the output is clamped at a potential%
equal to the breskdown voltaae.

The above examples illustrate only the principles Involved
in the simulation of discontinuous non-lincaritios. The
actual circuits employed and the errors that might be
introduced are discussed at length in the references listed
at the end of Section 8.0.

8.2.3.3 SOLUTION OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS.*
The solution of systems of linear algebraic equationai, and
related problems such as the determination of eigenvalu-s, Figure8.2.3.29. Operational Amplifier Circuits Illustrating
matrix inversion, and matrix multiplilation, are most Tedmiques Used for Simulating Saturation

natuall hanledvy igitl tchniues Th aaaog om-Effectsnatraly hndld i.ydigtaltecniqes Th aialo con- (The circuits shown here derronstrale the principals irivolved, and are
puter car, Le used successfully if the number of equations not realistic. see lcxt.)
is not too large and if the precision r-.-quirements Jo not
ýxceed 1 per cent. If these conditions exist, analog corn- which can be examined in two steps. The first step is to
puters are faster to program, and produce results mort. augmtc.it the system of eqilations by adding a first deriva-
rapidly, (usually in less than one second) than digital tive column vector. This results in the set of differential
computers. Analog computers are particularly useful if equations
the matrix coefficients are to be varied oecause, as is gen-
erally tiie case in analog computation, the coefficients occur (Eq ,2.3.3d)
&.s potentiometer settings, and can bý-i rapidly changed be-
tween solutions. x.+ a,,X, + 91A- + a13X3 b,
When programming algebraic problems for solution on (Eq 8.2.&3.3)
the analog computer, it is necessary to exercise consider- + a'-,X, + a._'LX 2_ + a2 3X bot
able care in order to prevent instability -not because of
the mathematical r ature of an algebraic problem., but be-
cause of bhe frequency and feedback characteristics of the
analog computer amplifiers. A general technique has been Xi, + atix, + a:,XL + a:,,,X =

developed which will circumvent these difficulties and as-
sure the stability ef the solution; however, it requires an The systern of differential equations is now sclved and,
excessive number of components. assuming that a steady-state solution exists, the values of

x, at steady-state will represent solutions to the original
To illustrate the use of thin technique, consider t1te follow- system of equations because the derivative terms wiul have
ing system of equations vanished.

a,,x, + a , x a , ,xt b (Eq A.2.3.3s) In order tG, assure a stead,-state solution, the matrix of
coefficients in the original system of equations must ex-

a_.x, +- a-._x. f- a_.x,- b. (Eq&82.3.3b) hibit the rcositive-definite property. In general, one cannot
readily establish whether or not a matrix is positive-

a,,,, +a.,x. ax:, ., EqI2.33c) definite, but this property is assured if the original matrix
a,,x + a2x~ - ax, b (Eq .2.33c~ is promultiplied by the transpose of the original coeffic~ient

matrix prior to the addition of the firlt derivative column
vectar. In matrix notation, the equittit~ns to be solved on

"Hooter,, anti 4onnm,iIy 4uaioo compoutati", in Knu.is'trerin D'Ifxivit. Me- the computer are
Gra~-1I1 ,xIli'k Coumpariy. 1960, Cho.) 6.
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ANALOG COMPUTERS TIME SCALING
COMPARISON CHART

( 23-V There are occasions when a system to be studied on the

(0) + AT A (x) = AT (b) analog computer contains a non-linear component that
cannot be described with sufficient accuracy by mathemat-

where At in the transpose of the coefficient matrix A. ical means. ror example, such a component m-ght have a
hysteresis characteristic that varies with frequency and

The differential equntionk given above are readily simu- ampiitude. It might be possible to connect the component
lated on the compuLer. The equipment required for a set of n to the computer through suitable transducers, with the
equations consists of (2n' + n) coefficient potentiometers, remainder of the system equations programmed on the
(n) integrators, and (2n + p) summers, where p is the computer. This procedure would eliminate the errors that
number of Inverters required to effect negative coefficients would be introduced due to an inadequate mathematical
a, I. The amount of equipment required is such that most description of the component's behavior.
gwneral purpose ana~og computers would be restricted to
a system of approximately eight linear equations. Two or A variation of this example is when a component or sys-
more computers can be interconnected through trunk lines tem is interconnected voith the computer for purposes of
in order to handle larger systems ot equationa. Special testing and evaluativn. The operation of these system
purpoee electronic and analog computers have recently components may then be observed in the laboratory. Thus,
been designed and built for the solution of matrix prob- a computer can be used to simulate the load of an auto-

lems. Such a computer was completed in 1957 by Electronic matic control system under test, or the computer may
Associates, Inc. and will handle matrices up to 14 by 14. serve as a simulated contrller operating an actual motor
Solutions can often be obtained with an accuracy of 0.2 and lead. The computer as a sin.ulator permits dynamic
percent and a precision of three significant fligres The es well as operational analysis of a system and enables
computation time required for the solution of simultaneous the prediction and optimization of the performance of the

equations or for obtalaing each column of the inverse of system in the laboratory.

a matrix is approximately 0.1 seconds.

8.2.3.4 REAL TIME SIMULATION. An important char- 82
acteristic of analog computation is that the computer can
be programmed to solve the equations describing . phys-
ical system in real time; i.e., the computer can be pro- A comparison of several general pur)p3se analog computers
grammed so that a one-to-(,Ie correspondence exists between with regard to their components and costs is presented in
the time history of the computer variables and that of the Tntie 8.2.4. The computers were selected at random: celec-
physical system. This characteristic has been exploited for tion was not based on superiority over other ccmputer's in
a number of applications, their respective price ranfes.

Table 8.2.4 Analog Computers:
Compoenta and Cost Comparison

ILECThONOIC BECKMAN
COMPOwiMEN ASSOCIATES (EAI) INSTRUJMENTS3 APPLIED DYNAMICS'taiO TAIWIS 1.311111- 2132 2133 32 U-4.2

Amplifiers
Total 20 48 80 72 120 32 64 256
Integrators 8 11 30 48 72 12 24 64

Potentiometers
Handset 24 60 20 12 24 40 80 40
Servo - - 150 i80 240 - - 160

Multipliers 2 5 45 24 48 10 16 24

ResWvers - - 5 4 6 - 2 12

DFG 1 5 20 12 24 - 8 48

Comparators 2 4 10 8 16 2 6 S2
Function Switches 2 5 20 24 32 4 2 80
Maximum accuracy 0.1% 0.01 C/f 0.01 0.01% 0.01 % 0.1% 0.01"' 0.01%

Approximate Cost, $ 11,000 30,000 200,000 201),000 2b6,000 16,000 47,000 250,000

Transistorised, t 10 volts X X
Vacuum Tubed, ±-100 volts X X X X X X
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CO ~NENTS DIGITAL COMPUTERS

L3 DWITAL COMPUTERS Storage. That part of a computer which most differentiates
it from a calculator (desk-type, slide rule, adding ma-

Suli-Tophs 8.3.1 through 8.3.5 were adapted to the hand- chine) is its storage, or "memory." A computer can store
Ltok format from a series of articles by Dewitt W. Cooper, numbers, alphabet characters, and some special symbols.
in keeiAiss Desiag, from October It to December 6. 19M In any oalc'alation it is necessary to store the numbers
(References 1.227, 1-230, 1-232, 1-235, and 1-243V, pub- which begip the calculations, intermediate results, and--
lished and copyrighted by the Penton Publishing CoW.- at least temporarily - final renults. A desk calcul itor has
pony, Clevelanw, Ohio. a very limited ability to store data; the operatt r usually

must enter each number as it is needed. On the other

5L3.1 h0*duct•o tO thO Digital Computer hand, a small computer (such as the IBM 1620) can store
20,000 digits and call them out of storage wheneve: they

Tke digital eomputer is a discrete-action device which are needed.
operates directly an numbers according to a set of in- Stored Progiams. The ability to store large amounts -f
structions introduced into the computer. This computer data that are to be used in or have been developed by cal-
offers extremely high speed and a hign level of accuracy. culations is only part of the function of storage. Equally
Digital computers perform only the four basic arithmetic important, the co. ýputer contains within storage the pro-
operations; however, methods of numerical analysi3 may gram for the calculations to be performed.
be used to obtain solutions to a wide vsriety of complex
problems. A prograin is made up of instructions which cause the

computer to go through the sequence of operations neces-
Computers are generally classified according to their sary to arrive at a meaningful result. A dingle instruction

function. General purpose machines arc designed to solve may-
problems requiring a large number of mathematicnl oper- - Cause data to be brought into storage from some
ations at high speed and with rreat accuracy, and are exte-nal source such as a card reader
most often used in engineering departments. Special pur- - Cause a specified arithmetic operation to be per-
pose computers are used ýo carry out solutions to a specific formed on selected numbers
problem. - Constitute a logical test to detetmine what part of

the program should be performed next
&l.lA BASIC COMPONENTS. A digital computer systent - Cause results to be sent from storage to a record-
can be divided intz four distinct sections, (Figure 8.3.1): ing device such as a typewriter.
1) storage, consisting of one or more units iri which data
are stored, 2) control unit, which synclironises mathemat- After both the data to be operated upon and the proyri.n
ical operations and data transfer, 3) arithmetic unit, in which describes the operations are in storage, the coin-
which mathematical operations are performed, 4) input puter is free to prozeed with a series of calculations at

and ontput equipment. specd ranging from 53 to 500,000 additions per second.

A computer can chango or modify its own program. Since
the program is stored in much the s,%me form as data,
one portion of a program may be a sequence of operations

condor1 which will examine another portion of the same program
and change it by arithmetic or logical manipulations. Th's
means that one set of instructions can be used to operate
on a number of sets of data stored in different locations
in storage. As each set of data is processed, the program
is changed to refer to the next set of data. In addition,

this feature allows the program to be char.ged on the
SNU I .... -CG I . .Tn basis of conditions which arise during the calculations.

For example, suppose a calculation involves the evalua-
_ tion of

y ý-- x2 for x I

y- -x'--4x-2forx>1

ANITHWTIC At the point in the calculations where the value of x be-
comes greater than 1, that portion cf the program involved
in the evaluation )f y can be changed to use the second
of the two equatio is. This change might be accomplished

Figure F.3.1. 1. Main Steps Carried Out by a Digital Computer by replacing one set of instructions with a new set stored
in Processing Information elsewhere for that purpose, or it could be done by causing
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DIGITAL COMPUTERS COMPONENTS
COMPUTER LANGUAGES

the computer to select one of two instruction sequences on other which codes lecima' digits as binary numbers. For
the basis of whether x is greater than I or not greater the latter, the decimnl digits appear as their binary equiv-
than I. alents:

Addrep.'en. To be able to select tho item of data or the in-
struction to be operated upon next, the computer must be c i e Bny
provided with i means of locating the desired information 0 0 5 101
in storage. For this reason, storage Is divided into units, 1 1 6 110
with each unit idqntified by an address. Different corn- 2 10 7 111
puters are designed with different size units of etorage.
The basic unit may vary from one decimal digit (as in 3 11 8 1000

the IBM 1620) to 301 binary digits (as In the IBM 7090). 4 10.4 9 1001
In other computers, units of one alphamer;c character
(that Is, a decimal digit, letter of the alphabet, or special The user need not be familiar with the binary nature of
character) or ten decimal digits are used. the computer. The computer is capabl,3 of translating the

engineer's language to its own before starting a program,
Whatever the miss of the basic unit, each is assigned a and performs the reverse operation when communicating
numerical address wnich Identifies th location. Manipu- its results to the ,nginper.
latlon of the data sto-ed in a location is accomplished
through the use of the address corresponding to the loca- Input and Output. Every computer must have a means for
tion. IptadOtu.Eeycmie uthv en o

communicating with the user. Typical input devices in-

clude pun.-hed-card readers, papertape reaeers, and manual
Coatrol Unit. This unit causes the desired operations to be keyboards. Card and papertape punehes, typewriters, and
performed in the sequence spici~led. It reads an instruc- printers are typical output devices. Magnetic tapes and
tion from storage, examines it, and sets up the circuit con- magnetic discs pro de a me vins of storing data externally

ditions to perform the operaAon. When these operations from the computer in a form which allows rapid re-entry.
are comipleted, the whole process is repeated.

Input-output devices are controlled by the strred program.
Generally, the first operation to be performed Is manually For example, an instruction to read a card will cause the
"• entered into the ontrol unit by the machine operator. card reader to start up, feed and read one card, and trans-
Thereafter the action of the computer is empletely con- mit what has been read into sto.,age.
trolled by the program in storage as interpreted by the
control unit. 8.3.1.2 COMPUTER? LANGUAGES. A set of listructions

must be coded before it can be fed into the computer. Cod-
ing is the process of writing a computer program in lan-

which performs arithmetic on numbers taken from stor- -uage that the machine will understand.
age. It usually includes a limited amount of storage it.
which to hold the operunds involved in the arthmetic. A computer language generally consists of rules for writ-

iag or coding a problem - solution procedure ane a stand-
Present day computers use the binary numbering system ard or general purpose set of computer intructions for
rather than the more familiar decimal system. To store translating or correcting the resultant code into a special
aaid manipulate eecimal digits requires a device capable purpose set of computer instructions.
of assuming ten stabie and unique states - one state to
represent each of the digits 0 to P. While such devices are
available (the notched wheels in a desk calculator are or Types of Languages. Historically, the general dewlop:ent

example), they lack the speed of operation and small size of' languages may be listed in the c--der of their impact

necessary for a computer. Machine language

Mny electrcnic devices are available which can assume Symbolic language
two stable and unique states. A tube, for example, can be Interpret;ve languages
conducting or non-conducting; a magnetic field can have Compiler language
clockwise or counterclockwise rotation; a pulse can betransmitted or blocked. Problem-oriented languages

Tkue computer d4signer his at his disposal a number of de- Machine Language. This is the least practical of computer
vrices and techniques for operating a nunmber system with languages tirop in codiic problems for a computer. Its
the base 2 -the binary number system. The rules for only major advantage is that a machine-language pro-
,rit.4metiL are also much siLipler in the binary number gram, once written, can immediately be executed by the
system than in the decimal system (base 10). As a result, computer. The use of machine-language coding is today
"there are two basic typeg of digitas computers: one which generally restricted to programi.i, of higher-level lan-
"operates erirel'y in the binary number rystem, and an- guarei.
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COMPUIER LANQUAflES DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Svmbolie Language. This language greatly reduce@ cler- bers In a computer. To avoid carrying many digits and to
ical effort in prorraming. The asseobler (the general eliminate the effort of keeping track of the location of the
purpose program which must first treat the written sym- decimal point, a floating-point notation is used. A common
bolie program as data, then produce a machine. language procedure is to maintain perhaps 6 to 15 most significant
program) makus the actual storage assignment. In addi- digits (mantissa) of a nu.nbor plus a two-digit charac-
tion, the programmer codes in iymbols which have some teristic to fndicate the proper position of the decimal
mnemonic value. However, symbolic programing usually point. The characteristic is developed from the exponert
requires a few more instructions in coding than does ma- of 10 (assuming uft of the decimal rather than binary
chine language, system).

The internal representation of such a number ir a com-
Ibterpretive Laegxit eo. These languageq reduce the num- puter may take several forms, depending on the logic of
her and complexity of instructions required to write a the computer hardware (decimal versus binary, fixed ver-
progrem, yet eliminate te .eed for a translation or as- sus variable word lengtlt alphanumtric versus numeric
sembly run on the computer in producing a machine- tharacters, etc.). Two possible internal representatiois
language program. The language is still relatively un- for the number 8l 1 9 5 7 5 . 3 3 are 8l 1 . 5 7 5 8 8 0 6

intelligible to a human reader. A more serious disadvan- (variable, decimal, alphanumeric computer) and

tage is the necessary presence of a general purpose 5 a 6 1 9 5 7 5 3 3 (fixed, decimal, numeric computer).

program in storage with the specific program reduces the

efectivw size of the iomputer storage. Many computers, particularly large scdle scientific sys-
tems, can automatically handle arithmetic with numbers

Compiler Language. Today the compiler language in ac- in floating-point form. In the others, this function is simu-
cepted as the standard method of programing engineer- lated by programing. The prorrams for arithmetic oper-
ing and scientific problems far a computer. Some of Its ations, once programed for a specific machine, become

advantages are simple mathematical-like language, shorter subroutines
programs, and improved readability. Idathematical-Funetion Subroutines. Some of the common

The greatest advantage of com;ilers is that a program mathematical functions used repeatedly in engineerit.X

written in a comDiler language can be run on any machine work, including the trigonometric functions, the hyper-
for which there exists the necessary general purpose proc- bolic functions, and the exponential iunctions, are evalu-

esior for conversion from compiler lan-uage to machine ated through the use of subroutines.

language. This is not true of Any of the prevkously men- Input ant: Output Subroutines. The entry and exit of In-
tioned languages. formation to a computer usually requires complex pro-

The FORTRAN c.)mpiler language, introduced in '.955, graming. Subroutines to perform these complex tasks can

first demonstrated the feasibility of compilers. Processors greatly reduce the effort of prorraming a specific problem.

are now available for most scientific computers to trans- Open Subroutines. The bulk of a machine program gen-
late from FORTRAN to machine language. FORTRAN erated by a compiler prouessor is -nade up of another type
will be used throughout this Sub-Section. of subroutine, called an "open" subroutine. These sub-

routines handle such cperations as data transfers in stor-
Problhm-Orieted Latigotages. Attention hts been given to age, compaoison of data, logical branches from one part
general purpose programs which will solve any problem of a program to another, and the actual arithmetic cal-
within a given technical category. Again, the specific culations for those machines not needing the closed sub-
problem is presented to the comptiter in a simple dewerip- routines for floating-point arithmetic. The decision to make
tive language. The general purpose program then develops a particular function in open rather than a closed sub-
the mathemsintics needed to solve the problem, and finally routine depends generally on whether the length of the
does the calculations to give the solution. TAis &pproach open subroutine is the same or less than the linkage in-
has been successful in vibration studies of spring, mass, structions required fir the use of a closed subroutine.
and damper systems. Subprograms. An important development in the program-

Subroutines. In the engineering and scientific fields, many ing of large cale problems fcr large romputer systems

arithmeti.ý evaluations of mathematical statements can be is the use of subprograms with compiler lenguages. Pre-
tea computer program is vously, an individual program was a one-man job. With

standardized. Therefore, once asubprogramirg, a major j~b with distinct logical phases
coded for solving a given problem, the same program can of calculation can be assigned to several people. Each
be used for any problem of the .same type. This is done o n needslton on be e sco rtin peord e .an h
with subroutines. Compilers can supply these subroutinei. person needs to know only thie meaning, order, and formcalld "losd" ecase hey pper oly ncein ach of the data to be accepted by his phase and the meaning,
called "closed" because they appear only once in each order, and form of the calculated results he is to puss on
program, to the next pha-e of the program.

l"I,,t.i'g-I',int Soibrimtipts. Engineering cahulations Systems Mdonitors. Most of the large scale scientific com-
often involve handling of very large or very small num- puting installations are presently using another type of
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DIGITAL COMPUTERS FORTRAN

program, the monitor or executive system, to actually A progrkar foi- evaluating the roots of ax` by, f c 0
operate the computer system. Jobs to be handled by the is shown in Figuare 8.3.1.21b,
computer are stackod on magnetic tape. The monitor sys-
tern calls on one Jeb after anc~her, performs necessary
translhaton (several languages mnay he available), and -

1u1les error situations. Operaitor i itervention is kept to
,ainimum, thus reducing the idle timeh for the computer 1 RCAD(C 5*2 ) A '*C

system. 2 FC:->1'-iiT (3F1uj*J

The FORTRAN Lanigauge. FORTRAN in a typical com- ~ FCU
puter language. It uses symbols that tho- conmputer canIF )5t
understand and requires that the rules for their use be 3 ROD T 1= (-6+Sý;T (0) ) / ( 2 3 A
closely followedl. It also eliminates man-, of the detailed R -OT 2 ~ WC )- Z C)/ ( 2, 0 *A)
computer-control operations from the prograrns and uses ,4J . I T L 69. * ) At 9 C t C , 0O~ T 1 PR 00 T 2
a Problem-statement format close to that of the mathe- FO~T C310..2 1 4
matical equation,.o T

The enirineer describes his problem in FORTRAN, which 5 W RI TE C6*2) A iJ* C
is then translated into machine language by the computer GO To I
it%(-lf with the aid of a program caled the FORTRANEN
Pi eessor. The resulting machine-languagre program isE i
theni ready for use, (Figure 8.3.1.2a).

Figure 8.3.1.2b. Typical FOIPTRAN "roram for Evaluating
PWLE C3(MAOTRAN a Qjuadratic Equation

(FOTRN)OCIISca (Program is set up to be repeated uJntil the Inpui d~ata in this case
punched cards, are exnausted.)

An example of an arithmetic statement as it would appear
on a FORTRAN codit.g sheet is:

ROOT ( B -1 SQRT (B" 2 4 A*C))/(2.*A)
I. NGLJAGE) which means: the quantity to be '-mown as ROOT is equal

to -- that is, can be determined by - evaluating.

2A

RESULTS where A, B, C are given values stored within the comn-
INPUT DMATA COMSPUTER Tplt.

Arithmetic statements. These lock like simplie statements
of equality. Theý right side of all arithmetic sAtem-e-nta 6~
an expression which may involve parentheses, operation

Figure 8.3.1,2a. Procedure Followed by Computei and ymbols, osatvrals n ucin obndi
Perip hered Equipment W hen Program accord nce wthan s vad fruales, mn u nch et hatofs c o rbnd inar

is WrIltt In FORTRANacodnewta cofrlsmcliehtofriay
(Proframn is translated from FORTR4N into machine language by a .ilgebra. The symbols I and are employed in the usual

'* OR RA.V Processor, and then operates on input data.) %vay for addition and subt ract ion. The symbol * is used
for multiplication, and the symbol / is used for division.

Statements are the sentences of FORTRAN. They may: The fifth vbasic operadoun, exponentiation, is represented
1) Define the arithmetic steps to be accomplished by the by the symbol ". A**% is used to represent A".
(oM puterTh RTA artmtcxpeioA*BCFD EF
2) Provide information for contr'41 of the computer dur- G means A`( i(D':P) G. Thus, if parentheses are
ingr exec.ution of the program not used to specify the order of operations, the order is
:1) D~escribe input and output operations necessary to assumed to be: 1) expcnentiation 2) multiplication and
haritg in data and w-ite the r?saalts division :3) addition and subtraction. Parentheses are em-
4 a Spm'ify cei tamn additional facts such as the dimensions~ pioyed in the usuail way to specify order. For example,
of & variable which appears in the program with sub- (A (B C) ) is written in FORTRAN as (A* (B I C))

ISSUIEL NOVEMBER 19&8
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FORTRAN DIGITAL COMPUTERS
BLOCK DIAGRAMMING

There are three exceptions to the ordinary t-ules of mathe given an identifying nhum""r. The -'ontrol -itatements refer
ma'.1cal notation. These are: tot these identifying numbers for tho purpnsm' of branching

1) In ordinary notation AlR means, A 11 Itor A times It from one pnrt of tie prtugram to another.

However. All never means A' I in F'ORTaRAN. The mul- Im~portant statements in this category are' illustrated by
tiplication symbol cannot lie t'ni~ted. the following: examplesý

2)In ordinat) LMtgis'. *xpresition-4 like A. - t C and A It C' (, TO .1 This titatr'ment indicates that the next state-
arv considered ambiguous. However. sueh exprerssions aite rarvit to be executed (after having been', con-
ailowvd in F'ORTRAN and are intprpreted an tollown: -vertpd to at machine-language program, of

A P Cmean kA,)#('couirse i6 the one numb-red 4.

AIR C' means (A*B, I' GO) To (4, 18. 20, 40), K Thin statement in~ referred to
A W4C means (A B)'(' as a c .nipotctd GIO TO since, the value of K is

Thum, foi- exaniple. A B ("WE F means (t( IA .) XC)' computed in a previous statement. If at the

v) IE F. That i,.. the order of ttperat ̀ "ntt is simply taken time this GO TO in executed, K 3, then the

f crn left ito rigpht, in the same way that A ' B ,I thitil Altewrnate I statement 20t) would be the

E means i u(A , II) C) fID) E' oni' chosten.

3) The' expression A"' ir often encountered. However.
the corresponding et,wession using FORTRAN notation. ... 3METHOD)S AND) T1'XHNIQUES. This s-etion ex-
A**B1(', is not allowed in the FORTRAN lang-iage. It plains some of the proc edures w' techniques used in ptroblem
sihould be written as tA`hlB*(' if (A")' is meant, or as definition to simplify communication with the computer.
A110iWC) if A""" in meant.

Block Diagramming. A ikcvk diagram is a picture of the
In otddition to o'ontitant,, -simple variables and onerations sstep., which mu-st be performed to accomplish a particular
and functions may also he vxpresied. For example. ;1ohA) The major function of the diagram is to clarify what

SqRT 4 indicates the tiquare root of the expression must be done as a result of each decision. Since he com-
in parentheses. Typical functions are: pi-ter has nn way of anticipating the requirem~nts of a

ABS(XI........................ X progtram, it must be providcd with all th- information
needed to reach a solution. T~he amount of information put

SQRT(X ............................... into the block diagram dopends upon p~ersonal preference,
SIN(X)........................ .win X programuaw tevhniques. and type of computer to be used.
( 0s(x Xi.... I...................cos X To illust.,ate, consider a problem which involves repetition

ATAN(X).......... I............- rtanx of the same operation a number of times. Let the problem

A IG(X)......................log.X be to evaluate

Injot/Oit00p.t~ Sht.:eptepits. These are used to bring data5
into the computer to be stored for processing, and to send z ("X. Y)'
out results. Typical examples are:

It F % ) 1. A, B, ~' This statement woult. cause the next Thsmgtbblcdiraeinihrofhewoay
card in tht card roader to be r~ad TIstmiatbed bloc diagrame initero.th.to3ay
and the* three number.s on it stored ilsrtdi iue8313
in locations assigned to the values The two diagrams in Figure 8.3.1.3 illusti tte an impor-

;RIT ~ ~A, B. and C'. tant programing coorep', - that of loopintv Diagram a
~ Th~s oul vaue te nmher~i tO~ correspooads to a ;prc.rarn *.ti, encht 1 %1: ) i

a~t':detifed s te vriale 00T computed .eparately and then all are sumni d to obtain
PUN(II 4 Sl! toA be printed. Z,. With only five values 3)f i, Lhis is not to unlikely a

SUM Ths sttemnt wuld method of approaching the -roblem. But, con 1der a situ-
cause the t~o values SUM ation in which i 100 or 1000 or may vary according to
A a r.d S UM B t o be soeote characteristic of the problem of which this

nunced n asinge crd, computation is a p~art. In such a case, both the diagram

Similar input .)t tput statt-nicnts meit included in the pro- and the prt.gram would be large and time consuming,
gt tam for reading andl writing on piagnet ic tapes and mag- Indga ,dvtgehsbntknofhecmur'
neti,' drun,4. and for ~itich ,tperjku,1n4 an rewinding or hack. ablity toktrll make itloagic as deiins taknd o tho ompuv ter'sn
,qaching tat-es. The numnbers whieh follow the statements ailttomklgcldesonadto oiyison

an hes exmpl's pecfy lu'forat n wichthearauo pr'ogram. Since the number of times the computation is

or , otpjuit should 34pp.ar. rpeated depends only on ýhe vaiue of i (and the presence
of su t-es:;ive values X. and Y,), this one diagram - and

(,n, ' Siric~ts.In a FORTRAN program. any state- the programl which would be based on it - Epplies for any
Iii'nt v060,I is re'ferred to by another statement must be Value of i.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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DIGiTAL COMPUTERS SUBSCRIPTING, ABSOLUTE VAL&UEB,
ERRORS, ALGORITHM,

familiar to ,heenitineer, but is important in iteration,

UIAOK
7 7 X)I.lAD AlAhsolate Values. This concept is important because of the

-1,2...,way in which a computer makes logical decisions. &}'m-

pvter decisians are based on %~nether a number in posi-
tive, zcro, oir negative. For example.. assumpe that two pos-

U, (X 02 tj i- 1,sibilitipm exist. dep.ending on whether A < 500 or A _ý 600.
F- ~irst., subtract 500 fruni A, go that A 500 E. Then,
the ciecision is ha'med upon the ;ize of E. If E is negative,

Z-1 Ypro~edure I is c'arried out-, if E is positive or zero, pro-
cedure 2 is usea.

COMPUTt t I;02 , 02-y2)' ~ .' 1  ~ If the difference represents the errar in a procedure (that
I is, F500 is the true value and A is the estimate), the abio-

tic. lute value of the error must he less than a prewrlbed
amount e and the test is:. If 1ElI e 0, use proen!dure 1;

D5'oC5-y5)2  Nif Ej e < 0, use procedure 2. TVe ab- .mute va!ue must
be used, for in genera) there is no prior knowledge of
whether the difference A -500 will be positive or nega-
tive, All the alternatives must be spelled out to the com-
puter in the program.

+*0304+05 In man:- practical cases the reiative error is a better
measure of thr error than the absolute t-rror of a result.
The relaive error tea.. for the preceding situation would
be stated: if 'J,/5001 e '-0, use procedure 1; if LE/5001

PUNCH z PUN4CH Z .- e < 0, use procedure 2.

ct Errors. There are several sources of errors in ocomuit~atlon
46) which are -important in computer work.

lntitil ET(.r. If x is the true value of a dsta reading and
Figure 8.3.1.3. Block Diagrams for Use In Evaluating x* is the reading used in computation (efctiga ro

5 in measurement, perhaps), the initial error is x x*.Z X-Y
1=1 Rmoodivg Error. This type of error results when the less

putD seoaeyh ndwes are thn -umdu.Ti prshsgiiant diigits of a quantity are deleted awld a rule of
adqutewenonya ewtalesa~ se.Fr aernmrsooer correction is applied to the remaining part.

program".) Truncation Error. To simply chop off at four decimal
placs fr p, ivijrg '.41r), would result in a truncation

Subscripting. In computer work, subscripts are used in two error. Another common sc'urce of truncation error is in
wa 's: chopping off all terms in an infinite series expansion ofter
1) To -Rpec~ify t'"iuernts of arrays such ans: a particular teria. For example, cutting the series for e'

A, or A,, At %-a

A. A..A, -. ~ e .. 21 3!

- . . ,gives a truncation error, sometimes called residual error
- . . .for series approximaltions.

IProptigated Eri-r. If x is the true value of a variable and
A~ ~~ .. ~.x-1 the value used in comiputntion, then f (x) f (x*) is

This allows reference to elements of an array through the propagated error.

siniple manipulation of the subscripts.

2) To specify the chronological order in which a procedure Algorithms. An alg'rithtn is a theorem which may state
occurs. For example, in Figure 8.3.1.3, diagram b, sub- that R soIlution to a problem. and or a proct"!uk'e for ob-
script i is used not only tc denote which memnber of the tamning the solution, exists. The termn is frequently en-
X and Y array is being opera' ed on, but also to indicate countered in computer literature because the form of an
how many times the computational step Z -- Z 4 MX equation is often all imiportant in piograming efficiently.
Y,)' has beeai perfoemed. This use is not generally Th~e following example illwitrates tho~ use of algorithins.

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968
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ffTERATION DIGITAL COMPUTERS

KErapiph. The sejuai root of a p)ositive re'al nuiinlr, A. 1 I The inatlomiatical stiitomen'ft of the problem requirts

can h_- computed 6y using the aligorithni ani iterative tiplrotich for evaluating fmne* or more if th.-
variables.

X*, .1) Mwiy p-iiisibilities ar.' ito he evaluatedl to find "he beat
Thiequaionalsointotlue- he iea f itraton. or lesigoa. Often this. problem can be reduced to the preced.

-x ample, 61 obthain an eistimatt of A", start with a fi rst ivi4thtiatione by eietiri n of th n apprimum ately exprsse

j'uc3s X.. iubstitute this into the right Ade of the equtation ntoiivlcteonfthopmu 1lto.

to. !btain the' rned, estimate of A '.A few of the sto.ps are: :1) Thee mathemiatical exprest-ioii for the p~hysical problem

I/ is to L; evailuatedI for nmany values of one- or mcre known
X, X,~ -X. -I pdtrainvtIrs, such as~ time in a motion problem or dlegree of

rotation in P scebne4t ry problem.

2~ iX,+ 4 .3.2.1 (ENI'kA1 PRKOCEDUR~lE. An ý'quation which arises
I ~frequently in absorption p~roblems in optics, electrot~ics.
A

X 2 1 X and nuclear engineering illustrates the iter. tVve apptoach
to p ribleni . 'I viag:

y XX i e" (Eq 31.2.1s)INot,, that the a!go-.ithrn states at proceduee for 9ioltition of where a and L. are' corstants.
the vetiblern, not jiust one fýrrnula evitluaiion. Also. note
the use reý the subst'ript i; that ;%, i t1 indicate% a result -his equadion cannot he solved explicitly for x, so the fol-
lcpc~nelcri. upon the prev'iou, r-sult subscripted hby l.owing iterivion proc'edur'e is used:

Taking a value of A (say '251 fo which the~ square root 1. (iiJ5 it value for x.
is known, afid perfot mil?.ý the indicut, 'I operations will 2. Use this gut ss with Equation (8.3.2.1a) to give a new
miake thii algorithm clear. If 2 is used as a starting esti- value for x.
miate. thevr

:1. Consider this new value of x the next guess.

4. Repeat steps 2 iend :1 until two stice, Asive guesses either
25 ~ agee, or differ liv an amiount less than tie allowable

~ ~ / 'error.

X. - 7.25 5 :15 A a'ORTPA.: progra-P to solve this problem, where x
0t.2v' "'. is shown in Fgicre 9.39.2.1 . If this 1,rogram were

5.3 0 tran.-ate~d intot Oi~ehiti laenguage and the resulting pro-
5.5gram run oin a comp '-the quecessive estimates of x

8.3.2 Frinciples of Iteration 1,000000O

Ceti u-e fp-be iscn bt, solved by standard it.2297,8

mrathemnaticaIole mvholsý suke n cI the .. viii at ion of a gen. .354

tionl:s of a higher (ldctr thanif quIartic no rueneral formulais023h

Viil b. Ido-ip I. i stih visvs, somte method of approxi- 0.22366;7I 011? ii I tert 0 r~ut I 11511 o arivelitat sluton. The last valuie in ihis list satiŽ;fws the requirement. that
;%riy p-Afl, in reiml ri si~'nipli. m111t hemaltic, aknalysisI can the ditterence he~w..en it and ihe previous estimate be less
he handlle' by ~i dit'ital cIorrpmier. But because of its great than 0.0006.5 absioluite vailue.
'peedl tti. comiputcr van4 izo far hvrond skicii mnetthod,,.

[hi 4 'gh liosSvIappr-ixilitiofl ort itoratiorl. it can at-- This siimpjle (direct iteration procedure is limited in the
riýquio kv at arwes f any dirýircd accuraiicy. Thus. number (of probliens it will solve. Dtirect iteration is based

1tvi-ahtlri -'ro of the rut oixt'fill tools availablo to ti, In the formula x., fi x, ) . This procedure will converge
* 4l -rWIT kirr with a diicita' oni11puter. This article onlly for I <f (k,.) . 1, whert, fix.) Aec''' for this

w1 %s suIm (if the types o f t~roblt41si that caln be h,..rled (,l'ýq. 10(1d f' indicates the ilirst derivative.
t)Y (i -owpltur throuigh iýýeritton, WhIien si mpjle it erat ion faiikF to produice convirgence. the

lho ray, 0 Ihr(e cases in which s~i:n(.nrinz irobh~l-n.i arc Nvwtoan Rajihson miet hol is used tol obtain an estimate.
.iit' t(- iteration poeus:Tht e~to.Riho iteraivitle eelliit iin is

1.3.2 -1 IRIUED: MAY 1964



DIG!TAL COMPUTERS ITERATION

8.3.2.2 OPTIMIZATION. The following problem illustrntes
one origin of the type of equation just discussed. Analysis
of the problem is hased on the clahsical optimization prin-

C REAL) (AL FOR A ANDANIciple of equating the derivative of a function of one var-
S FORMAT ( 3F 10.6) 'able to zero. The values of the variable which satirfy the

C WRI E ORT ESTIMATE OF X resulting equation are thoac for which the original lui..-
2 WRIIE(6,1 ) E tion is either a maximum or a minimum.

3 FORM,,T (FlO.6)
C FORTRAN ARITHMETIC STATEMENT For high-potential condu.tioo through walls, tubular in-
C OF EQUAT ION TO BE SOLVED sulators are used, (see Figure 8.3.2.2). These are ccvered

XNEW=A4EXP(B*X) with metal on the inner and outer surfaces. What must
C FIND ABSOLUTE VALUE OF DIFFERENCE be the ratio of the external diameter, 2R, ,o the bore. 2r,
C IN LAST TWO ESTIMATES for the cross section Q to be a minimum?

TESTfABS I X-XNEW)
C IF DIFFERENCE IS LESS OR EQUAL TO
C .00005 GO TO 5#OlHERWISE 4

IF (TEST-,00005) 595t4
C STORE NEW ESTIMATE OF X K"scem

4 X=XNEW I-
C RETURN TO STEP 2 AND kEPEAT

GO TO 2
C WRITE OUT LAST ESrIMATE OF X

5 WRITE(693) XNEW
C EN(1 OF PROGRAM

S TOP INSULAICW

END i

Figure 8.3.21. FORTRAN Progasm for Evaluatinj a Typical
Iterative Problem, in this case, x = 0.2e0" , ....-.--

Figure 8.3.2.2. Tubular Insulator

= X . F (x. ) (Eq 8.3.2.1b) ( Oscusse d r,n n~ ie prcb/Pm .)xo÷, x. F'(x.)

Ratio q of the line voltage to the maximum admissible
field strength is

Anplying this method to Equation (8.3.2.1a) g'ives F(x.)
- x,, - Ae'l". From the Newtcn-Raphson formula, Equa- R

tion (8.3.2.1b) q = r Innr (Eq 8.3.2.2a)

SX - -1 A el, (Eq 8.3..c) Cross section Q is

Q R -- rR ) (Eq 8.3.2.2b)

T. solve this problem in FORTRAN, replace the statement With x R/ r, then r q/ln x. Thus,
for XN':W in Figure 8.3.2.1 with the arithmetic state-
ment : 2 XNEW=X--- (X -- A* EXP (B*X'/(1O.... irq(x• -- (X

A*B*EXP (B*X). This program will produce the follow- Q . (I x (Eq 8.3.2.2c)

ing successive values of x: (In X)2

1.00000 Since Q is to be a minimum, it is necessary to find a point
0.19742 on .he curve defined by Equation (8.3.2.2c) where the
0.22362 slope is zero. To do this. the first dprivntive is set i-qual

0.22366 to zero. First,

Note the increased rate of convergence obtained with this (Eq 8.3.2.2d)

method. Only three new estimates are computed, cor ipared dQ _ , q, 2x 2(x- 1) 1
to seven in thi previous example. dx - (In x)2 - x(Inx)l J

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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ITERATION DIGITAL COMPUTERS

From the bracketed expreossion, z (x' l)x In x 0, A graph of Newton's function, F (o) - an# * K, is
or In x I l/x'. This iri turn gives x e'' o" . shown in Figure 8,3.2.3a. An enlargement in the area of

intersection of F (e) with the 0 axis shows the basis
The expression for x is easily recoganizable as the type ot for Newton's procedure, Figure 8.3.2.3b. If1 1., is the first
pr'oblem discussed in DetiiIe~ Topic' 8.3.2.1. estimate of the root, Figure 8.3.2.3b indiLcctes that the

next geood estimate would be the intr-se.Ation of the pro-
8.3.2.3 GEOKE,'ItIC RELATION SH IPS. Typical examples lected slope of F (0) evaluated foi- *_ The following use
-if problems -.hiAh can he solved by an in~teractive solution of the con-itruction angle 0 shows this to be Newton's pro-
Air% p~resented as follows: cedure

Helical Goat.. An "vample which lends itself to an i rative (E (0j23b
soi..ýion i', an equation which occurs in the design of hel- tani e - _______

ical weara.: 4sli Oi,I

(Eq &.3.2.3a) or

K involute of 4 -- tan o Fmt(l - (Eq 8.3.2.3c)

wlbiet K is obtained from standard tables. Find an angleN
is which satis'es the equation. The dotted lines in Figure 8.3.2.3a show the limits on the

range of the initial estimate for which Newtorn's technique
The Newton-R~aphson method can again be used. However, will converge to the proper value.
:t is worthwhile to consider the beat way to get a first
estimatv of o, ilnee this estimate will affect the rate of A good first estimate can often 16e determined by a careful
con !rrgenc?. examination of the problem to, be solved. In this case the

first two terms of the trigonometric series for tan * give

Substituting this in Equation (8.3.2.3a) and solving for
gives 9 ni (3K) ". Thus, an initial guess which should be

given value of 1 This can be an L~nportani. advantage

_Kwhere convergence is likely to be slow.j

POSSISLE RANGE To illustrate, Table 8..3shows a solution for two values
Of INTIALof K (0.001 and 0,01). In each case, the initial estimate of

_ýONVNGINC a- 0.5235P radians (30 degree~s) is used rather than L
value computed as described abovc.

Table 8... Values of Angle 0 (ral)

K -O.001 K - 0.01

0.52359 0.52359
F(4 , 0.36535 0.39235

0.0.5482 D.Zý2546

________________0.18624 0.30818
-~ *0.15296 0.30702

0.14410 0.30701
0.14385
0.14372

Note that for K=0.01, fewer iterations were required
because the initial estimate was closer to the correct re-
sult. Had the apprioximation formula developed earlier
been used, the initial estimates would have been 0.14423

i~gue 83.2.s, . Gaph f Nwto's Fnctonand 0.31072, and no more than twc iterations would have
ilgure~ (0)23a b. taa n of ewonsFncKn been required in either crse.

I,g .- "r!v rloblvrm GraWh In (b) shows enlargement of area of
int'rsv f o of F Wo with th'e o axis and illustrates the basis for New- Circular Segment. A simple geometry problem -.hich lends
ton's ptoý O(Iurt itself to iterative solution is that of finding the angle for

8.3.2 -3ISS'JED: NOVFMBER 1 1%
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DIGITAL COMPUTERS ITERATION

which the are and chord In a circle of given radius will
enclone a stated area, (Figure 8.8.2.,Rc).

NON-LNEARUNE AS
PASSV ACTIVE
COMPONENT> COMP0OENT

Figure 8,3.2.3c. Geometry Problem Discussed In Text2
(Problenm is to fin#. the angle for 'hich the arc and chord In a circle of
given radius will enclose a stateo area.)

Area A is Figure 8.3.2.4. Electrical Circuit for Problem Illu-stratingComputer Solution of Polynomials
v r 2 - r 2~f ei 8 32. (Solution of this circuit Involves a cubic equation)
360 2

Sinc 9 annt b fond iretly th NetonRapson From the basic relationship for potential drop, V =E - -
IRtechnique is used to find a solution. Convertinsr 9 to radianir

and applying the Newton-Raphson formula givesno V =100 -5000 kV/ (Eq 11.3.2.4s)

On,=On F (00 (Eq 8.3.2.30 o

_F'(On) V -100- 0.05 V31/2 (Eq S.3.2.4b)

whereThis cubic equatien is easily solved with Newton's tech-

(Eq 8.3.2.3g) Ilique.

Fr0) 2 6 r 2 -i O A 8.3.2.5 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Iteration can be

used to obtain numerical solutions to differential equa-
and tions. To illustrate, consider a problem for which the exact

r,
2  r 2 Co . integral is known,

P(6.11 t 2 (En 8.3.2.3h) dy.=-x (Eq &.3.2.5s)

8.3.2.4 POLYNOAI1ALS. Iteration can be used te) find a
root of a cubic Such AS a.AC + bx- AI cx + d = 0. Newton's Find y as x vrizs from 0 to 1.0. Initial conditions are
technique generally suffices f or this case. x 0, Y = 1.0.

For polynomials of degree greater than 4, some type of Euler's method for evalusting the equation numerically
iterative procedure must be used. There are many tech- for y f (x) over the range i-,i x is illustrated in Figure
niques available to handle the higher degree polynomials, 8.3.2.5a.
but they will not b, discussed here. Standard programs Taylor'n series may be used to ectimate the value of a
for evaluating such equations have been developed. .u1 iny fx ntevciiyo ie ~ity
The following problem shows how a simple circuit can (Eq 8.3.2.56,)
give rise to a cubic equation. Generally it is simpler to `make successive approximations than to solve the cubic. YnI.I Yr + (dy Ax +( d A

In the circuit shown in Figure 8.3.2.4, find the potential a _xf _1 T.\d T
difference V from (1) to (2) an~d the current I flowing in Coiisideratio.i of the first two terms ortly gives
the circuit. Equation for current is: I = kV"'; given
values are: k = 10-' amps/volts"'; E =100 volts; R r 4- (AX x (Eq 13.3.2.5c)
5000 ohms. .,Id n

ISSUED: MPY 1964 8.3.2 -4
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DELX=*05

1101X VAkLUE X=000
A Y=100

NUM!llICAL APPOXIMATION .00 1 WRITE(692) XPY
I2 FORMAT (2F7o5)

_________ I IDELY=X*Y*DELX
X=X+DELX

Y=Y+DELY

13 STOP
END

figure &.3.2.5b. Prtorem for Evaluating Differential Equationh

Figure 41.3.2.5a. Euler's Method for Numnerically Eval uating
Exml qa ionllustrating Computer Tabi &.3.2.5 Printout Values for "nroarm in

where, from the given differential equation 0.00000 1.00000

dy N (E=...d 0.05000 1.00000
X n E&325)0.10000 1.00250

0.15000 1.00751
Figure' 8.3.2.5a shows that 0.20000 0.01507

x. x4-a E 325)0.25000 1.02522
x. 1-Ax Eq8.32.e)0.30000 1.03808

Sucees.siN - evaluation of Equations (8.3.2.5c), (8.3.2.5d) ~ 0.36000 1.05361
and 4(8.3~.2.5e) form the iteritive scheme necessary to cal- 0.40000 1.07204
ctulate rtpeatedly the numerical approximatioa for V at 0.45000 1.09348
regulat intervals ;n x over the required range in x. (1.50000 1.11809I

0.56000 1 14604
First step in using these iterative' equations is to apply 0.60000 1.17756
the initial conditions as follow4.: 0.65000 1.21288

(dy) _ 0.7 5000 1.2 96130
dx X,.0.70000 .1.296230

0.80000 1.34474
y, y+(y). 0.85000 1.398520

0.900001.59
X1 X + A~x 0.95000 1.52357

The FORTRAN program to evaluate the stated problem10001.99
.8 shown in Figur~e 8.3.2.5b. 'fable 8.3.2.5 shows results for

oX .05. be viewed in the light of the accuracy required. The more
sophisticated techniques rcqjire greater programing ef.

The nalticl slutin t Fqatin (83.25a)~orthe fort and more computer time. It is illogical to spend this
stated boundary conditions is y :=- e"' "; and for x:ý 1.0, time and effort to obtain accuracy of 0.01 percent if the
y -1.64872. The error in the numerical solution is 1.59594 required accuracy is only 2 percent -- particula. ly in caises

1.64872 0.05278 or abeut 3 percent. Considering where the input data is accurate to, for instance, 5 percent.
the size of the interval, this is not out of line.

The more sophisticatedi techaiques usually make use of a
Increased accuracy could be obtained by decreasing .Ix or weightivig of several previous estimates for Viae derivative
by usink -i more sophisticated technique. In tne first case, in an equation similar to
decreasing the value of Ax may increase the rounding
error and honce make it necessary to cý%rry along a greater ~
number of signifi-ant digits. The second alternative must y ,, I yu W, (WL.Yn' +W w2Yn,'. 4- + . Ax

ISSUED NOVEMBER 1968
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS

where the prime indicates a derivative and the w, nre
selected weight:ing constants. However, the logic of pre-
dicting the next value for y in terms of the last calculated
point ard the derivative evaluated according to the given A = 2 * 0
differential equation, remain the same. B3 = 0

XN: J*O
8.3.2.6 HIGHER ORDER DIFFERENTIALS. It is easy to Y N = 1 * 0
extend the simple numerical inLegratior, procedure just DYDX= 1 0
discussed to higher order differential equations. For ex- 1
ample, sunpose the following is to be solved over the in- 1 D2YDX -A*DYDX-B*XN-YN
terval 0 to 1.0: WRITE(St2) XN*YNDYDXD2YDY

2 FORMAT (4F11*3)
(F. (Eq3.2.6m) IF(XN-!.0) 3,4,4

dy dA- + Bxy =0 3 YN=YN+OYDX*,05

S + Adx XN =XN+e.05

where w. v 0, y. = 1.0, (dy/dx). - 1, A -= 2, and B = 3. DYDX=DYDX+D2YDX*e05
GO TO 1

The analytic solutin must be in terms of an infinite series, 4 S TO P
therefore, whether a series is determined or numerical in- E N D
tegration is performed, the solution involveis considerable
computatioii. The series representation allows conteol of
the error, while the atepwise integration procedure to be
described here may not.

XN YN DYDX D2YDX
One approach to this problem in to start with .00000000 1.0000000 1.00000000 -2.0000000

(Eq &3.2.6b) .00000000 1.0500000 .90000000 -- 2.9575000

.10000000 1.0950000 .F0212500 -- 1.9327500

(E\ - A.dY) .15000000 1.1351063 .70548750 ---1.9217729

( - BXoyo .120000000 1.1703807 .60939886 1.9210261
.25000000 1.2008506 .513347956 -- 1.9273331
.30000000 1.2265180 .41698091 --1.9378'280

and then obtain successive valua of each of the variables .3000000 1.2473670 .32008951 -1.9499344

from .40000000 1.2633715 .22259379 -1.9612334

.45000000 1.2746012 .12453212 --1.9696408

(_dy .50000000 1.2807278 .02605008 -1.9731919
y = y. + Ax (~q 63.2.) .55000000 1.2820303 --. 07260951 -- 1.9701310

.6000000C 1.2783998 --. 17111607 --1.9588875
.65000000 1.2698440 --. 2;6906945 -1.9380744

X,+j = XU + AX (Eq &.3.2.6d) .70000000 1.2563910 --. 36596420 -1.9(64927
.75000000 1.2380928 -. 46128884 -1.8631311

(Eq 613.2.6s) .80000003 1.2150284 --. 65444540 -1.8071774
.85000000 1.1873061 ----.64480427 -1.7380221( dy\ dy (d-y) ' .90000000 1.1L~50659 --.73170538 -1.6552671

y 1.55732
_dx/., \dx/. -dx"/. .E ;000000 1.1184806 --. 81446874 -1.5587323

1.00000000 1.0777572 --. 89240536 -- 1.4484609

(Eq &3.2.5f) -_

td 2y'' _ dy\ F9gL` 8.3.2.6. FORTRAN Program and Printout for Higher=I - ABx Order Differential Equations\dx./)l A -*- (Solution of these equations involves an extension of simple numerical-

integration poro:edures used for ordinry differential equations.)
A computer solution to this problem is shown in Figure
8.3.2.6.

In the first few problems shown, iterat3n)a was us'd to im a.3.3 Mathematical Models
prove the estimate of a sirgle solution. In the case of dif-
ferential equalions, iteration provided successive values As its name implies, a mathematical model is simply the
of y for finite changes in x. These are two entirely diffMr- representatiorn of a part, system, or process by suitable
ent concepts of iteration. mathematical relationships. The model may be used to

ISSUE.a: NOVEMBER 1968
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asimulate actual performakicia. muih as witl, a physical pro- qupres somethipg more than convent..cnal analytic tech-
totyp*. Size and complexity of the system represented inay niques. In a practical situation, many more c~alculations
range from a mimpl* gear irain to an entire automobile. are performed than indicated here.

Although mathematical models serve much the sanye func- 8.3.3.1 SO)LENOID) DESIGN. The following problem In
tion as a physical model, (see Figure 8.3.3), they hawr most typical of design pi'oblema where several varpables
their own characteristics, limitations, and advantages. are involved and thel is no obvious procedure for arriv-

ing at the best des.ign. Choose a wire for a solenoid such
that the power consumed will boŽ less than some fixed

SIN ftUNC 1~ A SHCIP' POUT VALUS$ amoui; t and the solenoid will give a fixed pull, (asse Fig-
F7 MCIUII$AN 5TSAPIure 8.3.3.1).

MAKIPWAINAL A7

(T~ ~ TI. AppOMch Th S DeOiDILg~~o Syste

Figure 8.3.3. TwoFEgineern h8.3.b.1. provide thExmpe Ko -llrwng eain

(T build and try" appeO&Ch Shown' at )Is~t is .~alo us to iscm - ships. Pull F IN/I; current I - VitR; powver P-V/-
P(Ater aPPPOaCh at fight, but is mote timo concuming~ resistance R 4ap/;wire length L = DN: soleno4d

diameter D d 4, t; coil thickness t = ti; number of
In tne build-and-try approach, the specification Of pACam- layers n WaN/l. In these equations, N total number of
eters (sixe, shape, material) may often be presented in turns; V applied voltagee; p = resistivity of wire; a
qualitative terms. In a mathematical model, thesa qualita- recipirccal of wire diameter; I =length of solenoid, and d =
tive values must be replaced by specilic quantitative values, inside diameter of co-l1, (Figure 6.3.3 1).
Criteria for a better design must be expressed in precise
mathematical terms. The usual rules of analysis alppl'. That ii, it is best to do

some algfebraic manipulation before substituking numbers,
Althou~rh mathematics may suffice to describe completely to give
a component of the system, rarely will known ielations:1iP3
be adequate t'i Jescribe comr,.eteiy the effeets of compo- FV
nerits working together. ConsiderAble logic, often taken = - 'd (Eq 3.3.3.1)
from engineering experience, must be used to create a (~. rd
realistic, accurate representation of the r.ystern to be 4/7
studied. which gives power in terms ')f wire rize.

Finally, possible mod'ftcations may be part of the mathe- The important aspect of this prteblemn is not that one can
maitical model and programed so that automatic miodifica- now compute the power output for a given ji-e and thus
tions take place as a rpesult of decii-ons based on steps in choose an acceptable wire size, but rather that a' compulter
the calculation. Naturally, these mdilications must hive progrant carý be generalized such thet, given any require-
been considered during constrattion of the model. They ments for a sadenoid, many different combinations may bo
often repeesent a search for a better design according to tried (4uick~y .o find the suitable combination for the job
the defired criteria. aiý- hand.

The examples which are given in this Sub-Topic illustrate. Thus, to design a solenoid for P, given pull F, it inight be
variou., aspects of mathematical model building for com- desirable to vary 1, d, and V or, perhaps, to limit t. 'With
puter analysis. Mo%, of the descriptions r&re concerned the given equations, a variety of optimizing prog-ains can
only with that facet of the physical problem which re- be written for any solenoid design.
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e.3.3.2 HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEM. An insulating wall, If the k, values are known, t, and t, may be determined
(Figure 8.6.32a), is maam of three parallel aytrs of dif- from the steady-state Iequirement 'hat the quantity of
ferent insu) iting materials. The outside temperatures, t, heat passing through each layer per unit of time must be
and t,, are known. Conductivity, k,, of each layer. (a the same. Thus
4traight. line function of the mean temperature t.'), is
known. Find the quality of heat, Q, passing through a (Eq &3.3.2h)

unit area of the wall per unit of time. k k
X, X 2  XA

12 3 '4 which gives

* I I I(Eq &.1.3.21)
,k,

. .. ---. ( Nt- t,)

C +4

}' k : t • , x., k,

'I '2 •(Eq 8.3.3.21)

I t4)

But this produces a vicious circle; values of k, are needed
to dcterwine t2 and tc, and vice versa. Therefore, iteration

Transfer 'Mem is required.

The procedure for &n iterative solution Is:-

Heat Q in 1. Make a reasonable guess at t, and t,.(Zq 8.3.3.2a)
t, ~-_ t 2. Use E4uaticns (9.3.3.2e), (8.3.PQ2f;, and (8.3.3.2g) to

determine the t,' values.
k-'.-x, + . ; + 3. Use Equations (8.3.3.2b}, (8.3.3.2c), and (8.3.3.2d) tc'

kk. determine the k, values.

and values of k, are 4. From Equation (8.3.3.2a), determine Q.
k, = alt , 4- b, (Eq 8.3.3.2b) 5. Since values are known fcr k,, once again compute t.,

at 2 + b., (Eq 8.3.3.2) and t. using Equations (8.41.3.2i) and (8.3.3.2j).

= asts + b3  (Eq 8.3.3•d) 6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 until two successive valuesfor Q agree.
where values for a, and b, are given constants fur the This problem converges cusily to a solution with the
Prticular intervals. Also asimplest iterative sc.eme, x -: f (x, y, z). Experience has

(Eq &3.3.2e) shown that the initia. estimates of the internal tempera-
tS2rta are not "ritieal, except that tc must bo greater then

t t,- t-(t + t,, which m.st be grcater than t., etc.
2 2

Data used in this example are: fur layer 1, b, =- 0.0623,
(Eq 8.32.2f) a. - 0.00010; for layer 2, b, 0.0255, a, = 0.00005; for

(t: - t) 1 layer 3, b, 2.4395, a : 0.00060; t, 1400 F; t, . 200
t! t2 2 (t, + L:.) F; x, -- 2.15 in.; x 2.0 in.; and x, = 6.0 in.

(Iq 8- 3.3.2g) Fizure 8.3.3.2t) shows the iterated solution to this problemwith Q - 25.38 Btu/min with the corresponding mean tem-

t t ) (tQ, + t 4) perature t,', tC' and t,'.

Although cvnw rgence is possiolt in this problem, this is
Temneratures tý and t are nct krown. not true frr all situations. A mathematical p~rocedure of

ISSUjO MAY 1964 8.3.3 -3
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this type is valid orily within a certain range of s.I..'ted
data.

RLAD( 5.2) 31 .32P..39T1oT4*X1#X2,X3 4__ /N
1 kEAD(592) A19A2.A3 \K'V CAMUL

2 FORMAT (11F10*6)7/;zY2 \
T2z2*O*( T1-r4)/3*O+T4 '
T3n( Tl-T4)/390+T4

3 Tlr3..5*(T1+T2)-
T 2 B .5 * 2 +T 3)
T38so5* CT3+T4) 

A

ZI*A1*T184B1B 
KY

Z2aA2*T28+82 
_VtLK rR

Z3..A3*(~3B+33
Qw(T1-T4)i(X1/Z1+X2/Z2+X!/Z3' PULL ROD
WRITE(692) Q#T~a9TzBT3B
lF(AI35(PQ-Q)-9O0005) 191114I

4 PQZQ Figure L.3.3.3. Fuel Pump Mocker Arm and Cam DiscuseadA
T3aT4+X3/Z3*0 In Example Problem
T 2 -T1I- X I/ Z~
Go TO 3 pression. for H and L. Fcr thea high position of the rocker

END (Eq &.3.3.301)

Iteration Qto,' to.

1 26.925558 1200.00Q0 800.00000 40.0000 B= 90 deg- - are sin (L + R +±
2 25.146838 1241.2234 671.36960 230. 'X4618 A /
3 25.385972 1254.9914 f 34.26925 229.26788
4 25.38473%e 1254.68b6 684.03785 2:tO.55224

5 25.384376 '1254.6691 684.21790 229.54884 Fo- the low position of the rocker arm
6 25.384383 1264.6698 384.2 1825 229,54843(q 33.b

Trnse L33?bn Se i of th fuelenena functinnu these equations

mpayie no eslrdepiityfrbthLadB

Specfiedare-2. eterine froEqtation (8.3.3.3a)
1)Axis of rotation r,. the off -center circular cam (X., Y1)

2)Eccentricity, E, and radius, R, of cam value for L

:)Axis of rotation of rocker arm (X,, Y,) 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until two wuccessive 'valuea for L

4) equired angular rotation. a, of rocker arm to give de- agree.

ýtired travel of pull rod. This model requires iteration for the br.sic 'ariables B
adLInpractiLe, many other parameters are to be speci-

To the dtetermin&'J are~ the necessary angle, 0, between tied and can be computcd l.'rvctly once B and L have been
roclorr arm and vertical axis; and the necessary offset, L, determined.
for r'wker arm.

Tnis cose is interesting becaust the straightforward iter-
F~re.i boundary conditions ar,ý considered to cbtuin ecx ation procedure diverges. If Equatiot~s i8.3.8.3a) and

8.3.3 -4 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 19W8
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DIG3ITAL COMPUTERS SPRING DESIGN

(8.3.3.3b, are stated as H -= f,(L), L - f,(B), then a
successful iterative equation to splace Equation (8.3r3.3b).in stepS Is [•"---- ol---.--.

in sop Is(Eq 
S.3.3.3c)

f -2 (13t L)
,2

where B,.. = f(L,).

With this iterative procedure, zonvergence is relatively 6 L Eli 1 Eslow. An attempt to improve the convergence using the J -h I L_
Newton-Raphuon technique gives a divergent iterative C,
scheme. However, a modification of the procedure shown
does improve convergence. The impro-ement is made
simply by changing the equation to read

Li., = L, - [fAB , .,) - LJ

Although this arproach ib obvious'y dand erous because [] L
3rbitrary changes in the iterative equation are not eeily ]T
justified, foe this problem it does work. This manipulation K2  K
also shows that experimentation with techniques is neces-
sary in some instances when standard approaches fail; L
howeireo', it. is imeortant to have some way of judging ýor- U '
rectness of the results. Fi [I

The direct and Newton-Raphson iterative techniques are D2 -

not the only procedureas available. For example, wide us. I
has been made of a procedure credited to J. H. Wegstein
of the National Bureau of Standards. The Wegstein method Figure 8.3.3.4s. Double Helical Spring Analyzed In
does not require evaluation of the first derivative and Example Problem
therefore is a powerful tool in cases where the fi at de-
rivati--i is difficult or impossible to evaluate. Winding torque for ultimate stress of the material is

Both the New,,on-Raphson and Wegstein methods may be M - S b h- (Eq 8.3.3.4b)
extended to solve simultaneous equations 6

8.3.3.4 SPRING DESIGN. The design of springs is an ex- Cuter len &,th is
cellent computer application. The following example con-
cerni the design of a particular type of spring, but the (Eq 8.3.3.4c)
general method of solution by computer applies to almost L. (N. + 1) (b_. + K.)
&ny spring problem.

Inner diameter is
A double helical spring i., to support a given torque wind- (Eq 8.3.3.4d)
ing. Mean diameter nnd length of the spring must be - - , -h, - 2C
within set limits, and length must oe as bmall! as possible.
The variables specified (subscript 1 refers to inner spring, For the outer spring, five variables (h br. D, I, Nr) must
sabscript 2 to oeter spring) are: winding torque, M,, M,; be determined, but there are only three equations which
maximum selected stress, or ultimate stress, of material, be One ap c there a olth tions ws:
S,, S&; maximum tortion angle, T,, T.; required spacing apply. One approach to "btaining a soliri is as follows:
between turn, K,, K:; roquired spacing Letween coils, C;
and Young's modulus, E. Find: h,, h. (Figure 8.3.3.4a) 1. Set D. (because limit exists), aihd N: (because this
b,, b. (Figure 8.3.3.4a); D,, %) (spring diameter) ; L,, L2 mast be either an integer or ar, integer plus 0.5- suc-
(spring length) ; N,, N.. (number of turns ir, the springs). cessive guesses will be simpler)

Winding torque for a given torsion angle is 2. With Equations (8.3.3.4a) and (8.:1.3.4b), solve for h:

M - Ebh:'T 1.1 D S.N, (Eq 8.3.4)
M F 334)h,(Eq 8.3.3.4e)ETs D.6 DN ET.,

IS"UFD: MAY 1964 8.3.3 -5



SPRING DESIGN DIGITAL COMPUTERS

3. From Equaition (8.3.3-4b). solutions) does not permit usoe of the iterative techniques

6M mentioned thus far. Two possible procedures for varyting
b., -s. (lEq 0.3.3.4f) the selection art. Ioatteringy and seareh.

4. Fnd prin legth romBoth of thest, procedurvs assume the existence af a maxi-L
4. Fnd srin lenth furnmurn or minimum for the function G which is used to de-

(Eq &3.3.34a) note acceptability. For the preceding problem this furc.

L2 (N1  )(b K)tion is G L. L! G (D,. No.N,).

Thin p~rovide% the parameters for the outer spring. At th~is Scattering. A set (if selecte'i values for D, and N, (in three
point it is nesksary to make an additional guess for the dimensions: 1),, No, and N,, which createsa grid covering
inner spring. the possible range in b-kth Do and No in used to compute

5. St N. tin olv 1) 1). h, . 2 an h, 1.1 corresponding values for G. The grid is sl~own in Figure
6. St N. thn slve ), ) h, hi C an h, 1.1 8.3.3.4c a~s a adt of O's. A smaller area is sqel v-ted around

1)F.N I FlT,) Pimiultaneously for h, to obtain the minimum C(r and the process is repcmted, an indicated

(Eq .3.34h) by the .1's.

1.1 SXN(D, h.. 2C)
ET 1. SiNs o FR~ST TSIAL POINTS

A SECOND TRIAL POINTS
6i. From Fiquation 1 8.3.3.4b)

6M, ,h (El &3.3.41)

7. Finally ALLOWASLI E

L. N1  1 (~ K.-) (Eq &3.3.41))D

I.: must be equal to 1-, 0 0 o

A decision miust now Ii.' made to accept or reject this de-
sigr. In case of rejection, the selection for D... No. and N, -

can be modified tknd the indicated calctilations repeated. A
logic ceiagram of this prevedure is sihown in Filrure 8.1.3.4b. -ALLOWAILE RANGE-

D 21 N 2 N

Figm-it 8.3.3.4c. EcAmple of "Scitterin&" Method of
FOR rOfT1 Modifying Di, No, atid .l In Helical

b01N 2' 2LAI Spring Problism

OR ~Tsis corresponds to the familiar trial and error approach,
io( [NNm exCTcxept that many tries miny be. rut' at one Wt-n on a com-LW~ING CALCULATI .Wutrb toi met

L" , C ,. 02 N 2 ' N Iptr. Each solutionr. my betried toi,,termine ifitmet
secondary design criteria. In the spring problem, a ntini-
ITLmn L. I.,' is not sufficieni: fo)r a good design; the

TEST ratios h,/t., hs/b.., and h.'h, are uiso important. It is quite
L ~probable thut the spring finally selected will have a sinall

but not the smallest !L - L,!.

Seareh. One starting point in n dimensions is selected

,ATISFACT,5'. IESIG. .(shown in Figure 8.3 3.4d for the two-dimensional case).

For each variable in turn

Figure 8.3.3.4b. Lcgic Diagram of Procedure for Designing 1. The variable is chango." by some small amount and G
Double Helical Spring is recomputed.

Uh .o t) rno how it, modify thie selection of 1) , N.. and 2!. If G decreases, step I is repeated until G begins to in-
N'. nia~t be ,o~aeei The mathemai~ticail nature of the creas0 . anti then the variab!e is set to corr-espond to the

ptW- (rmn'-lincltr vt.loations with aen intinite number of smallest G;.

8.3.3 -6 ISSUED, MAY 1964
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DIGI ;AL COMPUTERS MTIE

where mn is the~ row itumber Pnd n the column number.

2. The column' (column-vector) matrix

B (Eq 8.3.4.1b)

Addi~ion and Multipliciition. The m~ost common application
of matrix notation is in transformations, which are voty
useful for motion problems. A linear transformation car b
expressed as the addition of two ýýolumri matricesi. Figure
8.3.4.la illustrstrS a line.ar transformation of the coordi-

0-AX C n-mtes for point I' from the x, y, and z coordinates to the
Sl~nT -- , y', and z' coordinates. If the coordinates of 1' in the

N2  unprimed coort~inate system are represented by the column
miatrix

Figure 8.3.3.4d. "Soarch" Niethad ef Modifying DNi, and
N, in Helical Sp.Ing Prao~ei Aa

3. If G increases for step 1, an equal change is miade to A- Y E ... C

move in the opposite dinbcdon in a manner similar to
step 2. the coordinates of 0' are represented by

Steps 1, 2, and 3 a.-e repeated for each variable until new
changes within the prartical bouinds fail to tlecreas,,ý G
significantly. B [.'](Eq 8.3-4.1d)

This method moves more quickly to the solution than scat-

tering and represents a more fully automated procedlire. anJ2 the coordinates of P in the primed systemn by
However, the behavior of the function (in this case, G)
must Lv! well uaiderstood. Discontinuities or lesser mini-
mumps cnn destfroy the effectiveness of the method. c - (Eq 8.3.4.1a)

It is possible to add other selection criteria in the search z
technique. For example, the material cost might be used,
so that the selected spring has the lowest material cost of Thus, tran!3formatior, (shift in space) from an unprimed
those designs with a value of G within a specified range, to a primed system cr n be expresserl as C -A -- B or

8.3.4 Mor Ad anc 'IehnqiesFX Ix FX X"-xI
muy' yualg -- Iy' (Eq 8.3.4.1f)

Because of their high eperating speeds, digital computers I
are useful where a great number of repetitive calculations z L Z Z,,

&ire necessary. This capability is especiaily valuable for The inverse tranisformation is A C- C B or
handling such complex mathematical techniques as mnatrix
calculations, eigenvalue problems, partial differtntiation, XX
and relaxation.

8.3.4.1 MATRICES. A matrix is simply an array of num-L z'4z,
bers. There are two basic fornis which are of interest to
the computer user: Another common type of point translation is rotati'mn

about an axis, (see Figure 8.3.4.1b). The illustrated rota-
1. The rectangular matrix tion of point P about the z axis tt'ough angie 6 can be

exprensed

alla2  H111  X, os X I- Sill 0y (Eq 8.3.4.1h)
A a., a,:. a.sn8 uI......~~~(Eq 8.3.4.1s)= flX CA9

a,,, a,,~ a,,,or in) .,atrix ncti-.6t, i: A - BC

ISSUED: MAY 1964 8.3.4 -1



MATRICES r 'GITAL COMPUTERS
SIMULTANEOUS EQ 'ATIONS

a S"

.p.

0 __ _ -

Figure 8.3.4.1b. Rotation of Poilt About an Axis
Figure 8.3.4.1a. Unear Transformation of Coordinates of (This can be expressed as matrix multlpllcation.)

Point P from x, y, and z Coordinates to
x',, y'. and z' Coordinates

(A transformat on of this lype can be expressed as the addition of two
column matrices.)

where
(Eq &.3.4.111

x' cosO sin 0 1  0 y 1,
A X' ]B = -sine cosG C y

Frequently it is necessary to transform from an unprimed (MO. Y°' °)

coordinate system to a primed coordinate system which is
both linearly and rotationally different (see Figure
8.3.4.!c). This requires both matrix addition and multipli-
cation. With known coordinates x, y, and z of P, the trans-
formation to primed coordinates is

X' a, (ZX + #i,y 4 yZ + X,,
y', a..X + #i..y y..Z + yo (Eq S.3.4.1J)

z'- ctX + #.1y + yZ 4 Z,,

where (a,, pi, it,), (a,, pi, -y,), and (a,, P3, 'Y) are the di- Figure 8.3.4.2c. Transformation of Point P'from One
rectinn ra-iine, of the x'. y' and z' axes in the x, y, z co- Coordinate System to Another Both
ordinate system. In matrix notation thir is: A = BC + D. Llnearly and Ro ,a! e

Transposition. The transpose of a matrix is obtained by Then, the inverse transformation from prime to unprimed
interchanging rowa and columns in the matrix. For ex- coordinate system for the ease under discussion can be
ample, the transpose of expressed C = B'(A - D).

B Vt2 P1' 8y E ... k .3.4.2 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS. A major applica-
B .. . (Eq 8.3.4.1k) tion of computers is hand!ing the solution of large sets of

(1, ,1 Y1J simultaneous equations which may occur in such engineer-
ing areas as stress analysis, statistical least squares, and

is circuit analysis. One example is the ci.: cuit shown in Figure
8.3.4.2. Values of the resistances are known, and the cur-

a: u2 1, rents are to be determined. For this circuit,'Kirchhoff's law
B' f# fl. X:, (Eq &.3.4.11) can be used to estabiish the set of linear equations shown

Y[ Y2 )3 iai Figure 8.3.4.2.

8.3.4 -2 ISSUED: MAY 1964



IAIGITAL COMPUTERS SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

AMP add a column -a unit vector-which contains a I in the
I *1 2• 1 AI first row and zeros elsewhere. At the same time, add a row

is 19 110 A2  -- called thf pivot row-denoted by [ Then perform the

- 13 - 96 0 following computations to arrive at a ne,, array:
,16 1/- Ito 0 1. For the pivot-r)w elements

"01- 7 ' f818 -
1
10

1
0 0

- *515' 1 1 0
It 111 *I0 2 % "414 0 a,, .,(Eq 8.3.4.2c)

0 --- 2 AMP where j 1,2,.., n.

2. For all other elements, :',repujte a new value

Fegure 8.3.A.2. Circuit Yielding Numerous Simultzneous (Eq 8.3.4.2J)
Equations P

(-Set of lineer equations shown is based on Kirchhoff's Law.) ai. a, 2 ., (a,,) (a,,)

Matrix notation is particularly useful when dealing with where i 1,2,..., n.
large sets of linear equations. Fo." example, the preceding 3. A4 a result of step 2, all the new elements of row I are
set of equations may be reprecented by AX -- B. The solu- zero. This row is di .)pped, and the remaining n rows renum-
tion of such a set of equations can be obtained by one of ber,,d I through n. Thus, for the last row
several exact methods or by one of many iierative methods.
Both methods are used in computer programming, but the
exact method is preferred for its accuracy and reliability. at,,. a,,,, (Eq 8.3.4.2a)

However, the size of the equation set may prevernt the use
of this method. The iterative methou requires considerally 4. Add a new unit vwctcr and pivot row and repeat steps
less computer memory for the handuing of simultaneous 1. 2, and A a total of n times. The resulting array is the
equations. inverse of the original matrix.

In matrix notation, the solution of the equations AX -- B For a set of simultaneous equation such as
is equivalent to finding the inverse A-' of the matrix A.
One of the properties of A ' is &-'A I, where I is th- (Eq 8.3.4.2f)
identity matrix with the form a,,x, + aRx. +- • 4- a,,,.x,, b,

1 an,x, -a+-- +- • • * + a,,,,xn b-
1 : (Eq 8.3.4.2a)

the solution, 'zrl be obtained directly by starting with anj n + 1 by n array hi which the original matrix is aukmented
by the b vector. If vrlucs of x ere required for inore than

Diagonal elements have a value of one, and all other ele- one set of b values, the additional b vectors can bc ii.cor-
ments are zero. If a matrix is multiplied by the I matrix, j'nrated in the original array, thus
its value is unchanged, and IX ý X. Therefore, if bo'h sides
of AX = B are multiplied by A-', the result is X ýý A 'B. (Eq 8.3.4.2g)
Thus, a simultaneous equation can be solved by calculating
the inverse of the coefficient matrix. at, a,,, a,. b, b,

a a.. • • a, b., b22
Matrix inversion can be done by elimination. This is an . ..
exact method, illustrated by the following example: . .

Given the coetfcient mat-ix aF, a,, * * * a,, h,, b,.b

Using the preceding four-stel, procedure on this m by n
(Eq 8.3.4.2b) matrix a total of m times gives the array

a,, a.. ajt, 1 •0,,Ff (Eq 8.3.4.2h)
a2,a 2  a2  ** .,, 11a .

• • . . x,, x,, a,, a,.' • a,,

an gn;.. an: • * a 'n.

r-I r-E ..J. El x x. .a',' a,' .

ISSUEO: MAY 1464 8.3.4 -3
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where the &,,,' are the elements )f the itivers.' of the original k k
I osfficient matrix, and the x..1 azre the solutions for each of mn A i GB -C(1 0
the two b vectorst of the mnat.oix equia. ion AX B.k

9.5.4.3 D)IFFERENTIAL RQItAFioNi. In &ddltion to Bm G
their usefulness for problems pre-sented directly in niatrix where G (2k/rn) ,.This can be written in matrix
form, matrix methoda h..ve also been used extensively for form "S
solving differential equations and eigenvaltie prublems asso-
ciated with differential equations. The example shown here q8.43d
illustrates the use of a compater in handling sets of differ- qS...d
ential equations. It illuistrates the meaning of eigenvaluck k
for a set of differential cquations which descril'- the motion 2 4- 0
of a mechanical 9%ystem. n i

-k 2k k
The problem is to find thie n~rmal modes of oscillation of 111 111 'T

the -tystem shown in Figure 8.3.4.3a. km 2j

0 L 2 0 BJ

14 1~ k or more simply,

(D- ."I) X 0 (Eq &33.4a)

For A, B, and C to satisfy Equation (8.11.80Sc, the de-
terminant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. In other

Figure 8.3.4.3s. Spring and Mass System wrsdet I (D - J=0 (Eq 8.3.4.3f)
(Differential equations of motion associated with th'is system provide
an excelient appication for cc-msute#- h~indliflg.)

Evabiedinnt the determinant for Equation (f.3.4.Sc) and
The differential equations of motion are equating it to zero gives a polyno-ilal-called the charac-

teristic equation-in

(lEq 8.3.4.30) E 3.g
-n. kx, 4 k(x,. -- x,) =z ~ý,- 2xj) 2k

rn - k (xý.- x,) - k(x,- _X1) (In '~ In (2  L0i)
k k(2x.-,-x,- x.)
1,. XC, 4 k (x.. X.) ::k (x,. - 2x,,) Roots are

One procedure for solving thcýse ditlerential equations is -o ta Ž... (Eq 8.3.4.3h)
assum~e solutions of the form In

2 2kk
(Eq 8.3.4.3b) iTr m

x, - Ae ; ý.. .- e'-; X: ::- Ciw(The values of w which satisfy these equations are called
eigenvalue.,. In general, values of wwhich satisfy Equation

Siulk~t:tuting these into Equation (8'A..3a), performing the (3.3.4.3e) are eigenvalues. Vector X is called the eige~n-
indicated differentiations, and rearranging terms gives vector. For this problemn the eigenvalues give the natural

modes of vibration for the mass-sjpring system. This calcu-
k lation of eigenvalues for differential enuations is termedGA - -B -0 (Eq 8.3.4.30 ~ rqunyanlss

ISSUED: tKOVEMBEN 19e6
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DIGITAL COMAPIJTFRS DIFFFIRENTIAL EQUATIONS

Solvingc differential equations in motion probli'ms amounts
to determining the displacementit as a function of time. This F
in called amplitude analysis. Both fr'equency aiialysis and
amplitude analyi~is are important computer ariplicstions.

The spring and mi~ss symteir shown in Figure 8.3.4.3b can
Lbe used to illustrate a -omputer solution to R fr'qltuency

anelysis. The differential equations, which describe thi-4s y -

(Eq 8.3.4.31)

- aix, I it,x , I a,,? I9 a,,,92 0

4 ax Ia~1 4w,, ~ 0 Figure 8.3.4.3b. S!)rinr and Mass System
die, (Solution of this problem illustrates frequf ncj, ana~yslh.)

dt" -aI&X ~~14a0 0 4. T,)on converg(ýnce, ,.' can be evaluated from the given
value of .'x, or w'xi,,- K.

d~e?± ax, ~ - a", 4~ - 0 iterative solution for w-of the saviple Aiet OfCloeffCientg:

where the a,,, valuesi depend on the spring constants and (Eq 8.3.4.31)
the masses.

Assume solutions of the form4
-929 3 32 4- 3590 3590 X, .,x

X1 x~o os &A (Eq 8.3.4-31) -748 1- 748 8090 -l 8090 x-. X,

co f 43 43 4,0 -40),300 6

where xto, xm,. si., and 8,. are the initial displacements. The

appropriate differentiations and substitutioirs give a homo- is
geneous set of linear equati',na of the form

(Eq 63.4.3) ~ ,(Eq 8.3.4.3m)

a~i a,,, a._., :24 X241 ' I x, ? 597 0 23,640 0
a.4 att a,,t a1,4  gill 0,,, 3 143,085 -321,095 1,401,7'13 1,59r5,81:3
a4., a,, a,,, A44] 02 4 76,883 171,908 477,4,V5 844,3114_IL -- 5 63,414 .141,558 349,233 693,154

6 60,6O'8 1 135,398 323,511 662,485
The iterative procedure tor the solution of Zhese equati(.dls 7 60,002 133,869 317,130 654,870)
involves the following steps: 8 59,825 132,468 315,460 6r52,876

1. With xi. = x,* es. =e 1, evaluate the left-hand side9 5,77 1:,6 31016234
for rnew valuer of wx..'x,,, * a., i~., and w's...; that is, ulx,, From this, .1 5P,777.
a,,xi, + a,,xin + aoic. + al,..., and so on.

2. "Normalize' for new guiesses at xi.., x,o, e.., and o., by set- Sine x. is to be set equAl to 1, then w~ K In clarification
ting x.. = 1; 0.. - w,'9s.1 (..'x,.,); x. ., w.,x../ (wlix,) ; 6x&. - - f the preceding solution, it should be rem m~berc-l that the

u'9./ .. 'x,).set, -.- equations has no constant term -- it is homogeneous.'
kaX-intially this means that. there are arg infinite number

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until successive valuee, Of X6.., xm, e,,.-P of i. .utions which satisfy the es~uations. This is -easonable
and 0. are very clos- At this time, convergence has w.- w,-en the physical system under consideration is examinee.
curred and mi" can be computed. In a vibration problem of this k-nd the initial displacements~

ISSUI.M: HOvEMSFR 1161 8.3.4 -5
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PARTIAL DIFfERENTIAL EQUATIONS DIGITAL COrAP'TFRS

all, ud 00 muut Im oeiiwcttd to take on different Then, at any point 0 the, Irst, derivative with resvert to
vlue.In the ahlove procedure' a value of x,.. was %elected, can be app~roximnated In e'tir of two v~ays:

which I~e 'iAxed Ow~ vuo-m of t~ho. variables x,,. 0.,, and A,

qnd amllowed w ttu he de'fcratine'i. ~L.

A jmitilar iterativ c hehine, without th.e normalization utep, (XA

can b-' iicd to solve nets of non-homogencoos linpar eqnua- or
tions.

9X 11IA PANTI ki lDI'FEREN'rIAL EQUTATIONS. Many AxiS3..*
vnicineerinig problenvi involve the handling of partial dif- The second derivative can ime approximated an
ferential tqLuations. These equations fall into three classeg:

1. Elliptical equationn (descr ')Ing potential fields) (4) ~Eq I..44g)

V2  -g (X, yZ) (Eq 83.44) (jT A

21. Parabolic equations (deucrbing heat flow and difflusion)
#:j + 01 -- 2,

-k .~.(Eq 8.3.4.4b) (AX) 2

3. Hyperbo~ic equaiton (describing wave actikn) Derivative. in the y direction can be obtained In the isames
way. With this procedure, any partial differential equation

V (lr .3..e can be reduced to a difference equation wivich can be solved
C2 ;)t2- (C 634.. on a computei.

In these equations V` is the Laplacian operator in recti- The following problem !llustrates the use of the relaxation
linear coordinates technique to the solution of a partial differential equation.

Find the potential distribution in a square whose sides are
- .L±6 . + ..L± + 2-ý-L (Eq 6.3.4.4d) maintained at voltages (V.) it, (V.) it (V:.) ,, an I(V.) it, (see

ýy iY~ v Figure 8.3.4.4b).
A basic mniproach to handling partial differential equations
when describing a particular material or space is to creatc
a grid of points covering the arace, (see Figure 8.3. 1.4a). tN,01

00 -02

* 00 0Figure 8.3.4.4b. Square with Si11des; Maintained at
alnVoit""m

(Discussed ins iml roblem Illustrating relaxation tachnIques.)

0 3
If there is no charge within the square, the potential dictri-

* budon is defined by the Laplace 'equation,

(Eq &3.4.4h)

Figure 8.3.4.4s. Point grid Used In Haendling P.. usi + ax
Diftouentlal Equations Dnesculbing a
Material or S11pecs

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 190
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DIGITAL COMPUTERS I'AR(IAL DIHfERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Settingc up -ý square grid system to crver the inqua iir for the- --

geneta &Ipont, A kive.q the fo~llowing approximations :or the
partial derivatlytia D!;'E,.SI'tJ V 12CJý ),R( -70'CI

(Lq 8.3.4.41) .'Ofu T F 12.'T 1 F,". 1)

4 ( -1

5 Du 9 J-2.Ll
6 RAB&aAPS(PU(fl)

P Ki
RDELft(t9Jl/4e0

)V V1 V1KL-L*(J-1 )+l

ax V(KL)','(KL )+P1FlL
R~ (10AI. J

a~vv ± V.RuIJ#Ji-(u!:J.)+RfDEL

91 COINT IU

Similarly, for the y dimension 12 I`OPV.T (Fl'.2)

(Eq 8.3.~.44J) _________________

Figue 43.4.c. ORTU *O " flustrating Relaxation
C)V V. + V, - %iue8..4. OTANv.wi.gTechnique Of I utw 8.3.4.4b

ay ii'

Then, Equation (8.3.4.4h) becomes limit of accuracy, At this time the rejaxation equation is
satisfied and the pott-ntial distribution is known.

(Eq &.3.4.4k)
It is possible to write s FORTRAN progra'm quickly to do

V, + Vý.. + V, .-- V the necessary computation. For this problem, let M -num-
ber of points in the grid on the x axis (200 max);,

Thi foingth wani evyto euto.I n kpdi h (1, J) =-pot-ntial itt points on grid (initiai guesses) plus
boundary values; R (1,4) =nssociat%,d residual, and DEL

1.A istX~kat the rotentila of e.-ch pon n1h:ri s - limit or accuracy desired. The resulting FORTRAN pro-
made on the basim of "ie know'n boundary conditions, gram in showi.. in Figure 8.3.4.4c.

2. Moving systematically through the points of the grid,

Vý + 4V. Initially Equation (8.3.4.4k) will not be Emrirical data drawn from experiments or tests can be

satisfied, since the potentials are only guesses, used in two ways: conclusions can be drawn from tables of
data, or empirical relationships can be derived to fit the

3. Again moving syjtemnatically and considering each po'.ft data. A problem o~ter. consists of a mixture of theoretical
not on the boundary, adjust the potential to make the re- eutos aua aa n rprclydrvdeutos
sidujal for the point equal to zero by applying the following eqaintblrdaadmprclydivdeuios
equation: W4 - V. +- R./4, waere V..' is the new V. Various methods are available fcr comput'ir handling of

4. Since Step S ,affects the residuals of the surrounding talsodtabedn functions of multiple variable o.
points, they are adjusted by: R, = R, + L-A, where R,' ins ucin fmltpevrals

8.3.5.1 FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE VARIABLE. As an

5. Steps 8 and 4 are repeated until no residual in found example of the tise of a camputer in manipulatli.& tabular
,whose absolute value is greeter than some predetermined data consider the following:

ISSUED; NOVEMBER 19083.8-
SUPERiSEDES: MAY 1964



TABLE LOOK-UP DIGIJAkL Coi.,IPUTtRS
CU!"If FIT TING

X , y y

4.41 11.1130
K.0 0. 1 C TABLE LOOKUP' PROGRAM

141.0 X, 0.9 18 Y DIMENSION X(12)oY(12)
20.X. 0.1# y.- IEAD(5# I . X 9 Y
24.0 X, YP~ - PEAO(.21 TX

X,. 0*l~Y 2 FORMAT (F6*3)
X1. ., 0,9441 Y'. DO 6 1=1#12

36) , 01.93H y IF(IX-XU )) 4.596

44.0 n,V (.L11.t Y's GO `rO 1
4 CORYwY(I-1)+4Y1)o-CY(I-1))*

The problem is t, determiine the proper value of y foa a 10 (T~O-W 1 8XI-(1
given value of x. Thk i'~.n be acromp'imhied either by orlit- GO C OR :1
nary table look-up ot by data fitting. dt p~ending on the num- 8 wOR Y T (6,) TX*C

r o V~1U4 t befoud.9 FORMAT (2F6&3)

Totblt Look-up. This nmethod caun be carried out by loading GO TO 1
the entire table into 'onmputer storage, then searchiric the END
table for the value (of y that -orresponds to a given value
of X.

AFORTRAN program' for loading the table into storage ___________________________________________________I

and for table look-up for severs] values of x in shown in
Figure 8 3.5.1a. Note that the search is accomplished with figure 8.3.5.1s. FORThAN Program Used for Leadng
an "IF" statement within a 1,1O" loop, Where the argu- rehuar Data Into a Coniputato and fdr
ment x is equal to a table entry value of x, the c'orrespond- lFlnding Valuas of V for Given Value. of x
ing value of y it. simiply %elected ard printed. When the
argument x falls between two tabibc entries, linear inter-
poilation is performed, basted on the linear.*interpolrtion data is to select the equation form A few of the possible

equationselections are:

(Eq S.3.S.1a)
(V y, x - )Polynomial From y a+ &,A to y 0a.+

y~ Yý W Y,)(X X aix J+ 92X3 + a~X + AI- x + tax.
X, I X, Generally restricted to this range.

wh~ich is 6v~ equation of the. traight lint joining points LogsA.-thrntc y a. j a, log x
(x,. Y,) and (x,.., y_,). Evaluation~ of the right md side Exponential y A.A.a"
of the equatimn fou- is particular-Value of x X-res ...e c-Drres- Power Y &.ax*
lpondin1C value 'If y. This equntion is used in programing ouirsrs y a (a,, coBnx Jb,,sin nx)
statement 4 in F'.gure H.3 5 14..7

It the approximation of the fuinction by a straight line in
the intAr %AlI (y... y.) is not suffiriently accurate, the func- The choice may be baited on theory, jprel~minary plott~ng.
tion may then be approxinmated by a parabola or higher past experience, or on trial and error.
degree polynomial by at method such am the Lagrange inter- Mode Fitting. After the equation form las been Jeter-
;)o~stion formula. mined, the next step is to selt' a method for fitting the

Da'a Fitting. If the problem involving use of the table is equiation form (finding vs~ues for the values of a.). There
to he run many times on a computer, consideration might are three widely used methods, selected points, harmnonic
tit given to finding an equation which will pass either antilysh;, and jeast squares.
throqi-h, or within tWerance of. all the points in the table. 1 eetdPit.A tkyst fosre aas hr
In m-;1'. engrinee-ring problems it is sufficient to find an eqlua- 1 ~etdPi's smiyst fosre aaa hrare values of a, to he determined are s'zbstit~ut.d into theti(If whih pa res within a spec~ifled trl~ran.'e of all the selected equation, and the resulting system of equations is

poin., i R ableof dtn.solved for a Although this mtt~hod is very crude, it iday
.1i'ol, I So to cri..n. First step in fitting an equztion to tabular be of value in situations where avsulab!- data are limifted.

8.3.5 -2SUP'RSE10Ei: MAY 1964
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DIGI"AL COWPUTERS CURVI. F!TTOWG
TABLE LOOK-UP

2. 11mir,meo-ti A. lstn This wi4.Pl) used c'ompuet4r niooic a

tiun in useful in fitting a rwii, er series tom a set of' pm riodh
dats.i~

:1. I. oa t .';qssarraI. Thin in O w mnoxt coflittioni v limed prov-- f-
edure for caiculstinjý pam-amlelerm a. fitr the' melI(tod miodel.

The five typfr of equations. oi- models, ailre'ady mnentione'd
(except the rout irr series) inay hee fitted to .. set o,' data by Is

the least squares method. Tile princlioir c&an be' uniderstoomd
b~considerinpr the simiel. linear model

y a,, I a'X(E1...1) [--
Given a Wbt~&- of n sets of data, ds'torinine &,, and a,.0

The least sqtares approach, Figa-e 8.35.b. -oaiaista of FILure 8.3.5.' b. Least Square M64hod of Miting a Une
det~ermirdi r a., ann a, m:) that the suni of the squares of the t s fPit
vertital distance between the data 1) )into &Ad the straight
line is a minimum. From Figure H...bthis maiy be stated Theme' two Nnear non. homogencou 4 equations may be' solved
mathematically an for A, and a,. Pamrameters a. and a,. therefore, are comtputed

in terms of Aturim, and sums of croms proetuctit of the' raw
(Eq 2.3.5.1c) data.

I-, minimum N.S.5.2 Functions if Multiple Variables. Tubular ditta in.L
I volvit.g functions of multiple variables. re used in basic-

This is true orly if silly the samte way as those for a single variable; how

(El 11.3..1d) evter, 1he rreth.,ds are correspondingly more' complex.

n ~ n Titble L-oo!,-ur. Given the following diata, ussurn. that x im

The sum may be ixressed in terms ft-euto ob : yYl .

fitted A~nd the original datA points, c, -- , (a, +- a~x). 4y
Then

xT l

Eel F, (y1  (a., 4- Aix ) ]
iI I I ~ -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ - X. y.

(Eq .3.5. If) K4 yi

a ne

4~ E. [y. +:-(a,4 a~x,)-

aa, ~N~eTo nolve thib problem, table look-up and into.rpolation (more
complex logam-ally than for a single variable) may again be

lDifferentiatingf and simplifying gives used. Use the following procedure:

(Eq 2.3.5.1g) 1. Foi, z., interpolate for x us a function of y alone.
It me

-j alx i na,, -0 - ? Store the resultant velue of x along with z,.

(Eq S.3.5.1h) 3. Repeat bteps I and 2 for all values of z to obtain a cofle-4
(~x) ~ ~plete table of x a- a function of z alone.

4. interpolate in thin resultant table for- the final "uc of x.

ISSUJED: MAY 1964 8.3.5 -3
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STATIVIMIc DoGI .Al COMPUT1ERS

laial Fitllig. Quite ofti-ti able' look up in impractical. 2. Analynivm of vart-tice in used to determine the tdgvificance

Fictive thi, ,)recbleo' doomandn 4n equation to lire Jr a mean of differvierpces wow.I classed or grouped ~t~at, ouchl as theý
u-egful -,% lution. us- thr data ~ennot be obtaint-d In a form diffet nernc'seu.-ed by variatlion in the process for preparing
esinillr tip that shown in th .ire-vioun table Witen this in a product. This represents a tent for the existen~ce of caus.w

ttirue curve fitting mnay be used. and effect.

Fme' e.minl.', an ii,41mtim,e h% the' drcsriptioii of * vehh le :1, Corre~lation analysis Kives a measure ol' the 'lnear re-;a-
editvltion meede'l can 1w' pre'svntrid ane an o'mtiri'cal relation, tionothip. dependesnce, or association I-etween two variables.

'e.0111 Rt &%I bAV .,n thin camir R in &a funutions of three It represents ans attempt tn place a measure on the cause
%-111110114- 14. A, and V. and effect relationship.

The' leant scuatiare methoed may at-ain be used In e'onjunction 4. Regression analysis is A COrn;,Utat!onA l me~tiot to" 40-

With exsperimental data to determine values for a and b termining parametirso in an assumed equottion form which

whic'itwbet fit the viiuation to the data. To apply least expresses the dependence of one varia'1ie (the dependent
Aqoares~ rePlatienkahlp% In ii.him case would require consider- variable) on 'me or more other vuiriables (independent vani-

ing A V an a new varlite', . Avý, to give a L~near rela- able.) when data on all variables aro available. This Is a
timishil' of the form y akx f bx,. method for 4efining the cause and effect relationship to the

extent that useful predictit nit can be made for the behavior
In gcene'ral, data fitting of lir.par equations Is called din at of the depio-ndent variable.
,egres-1on, If. an In this ralor,the re is mo..v than one in- Praibalii.lty Analysis. For many problems in which prob-
depevidetit variable. thi- prkwt-dure is called multiple linear abilitio-c arise, the behavioi of eventit in the systerm in knowi'

rvrre'siofl.beforenand, so that th'e events are ruled by well do-fined lawr

The method of first assuming the formn of ki relationship of proba.bility. But in engineering, probabilities for an

an" then using trathermsticnl rriteria, to fit the resationiihip ovent a -v determined on the basis of 4ata obtained by ex-

to textivrimentai data can be. thought of as a search for a peri'ient or testing. This method represents a useful esti-
useful prediction equation, mate of the true probabilhty.

In tin iscssin, he oncpt f "eatAttnic prdicive If ev*-ry possible trial is made (each -vteiof tested). the
Inuathi iion, taahasben conept ofe abstsumttion" parbeiven populatmopi has beer' tested. However, It in generally pree-

qaition tor da haefu bequtin usedno fhe aumtie onr t has ee tical to test only a sample of the population. From this

mae' ht e acty Thsu eqsumption inbaed not fitathe conolet date testing It is possible to obtain an inventory -wf all possible

s teactl.Tisw indicateo also bhaspediton saa~a oriusfu velues for the event., an~d to determine the probabilities of
ei~les i'tatste~ idicte lsotha prdicion, o usful the ecent taking on each value, This inventory is called a

crigine'eting conclusions can be drawn from data without prbbitdsriuin
necessarily pcrforming data fittinK to arrive ait an equa, rbblt itiuin

t ion. Discrete distributions are used to describe prjbab~litb.s for

W3.53 SATITIC. Th mot Iporant tatsti~l ro- which events can take on only di.erete values, Most
ceire.3.. hTave TI' Troraed mort imaotnyt staptirsti Sutir- eng..seering problems, ho oove-, involve continuous distri-

ab'lyre havebeten prograncaleduto ofo manyformaionurerquit-s bution.. This discussion will be restricted to the normal

anly that thee datatiesticalreducion of iform pation reoires distribution for continuous distributior.ii of probabilities.

onlf tat th dviata b programs di. afr ccpaletn Statistical tests can be trade to determine the suitability
of te aaisal. rogrms.of application oa; te normi.1 distribution to -% particular srt

The iorm of an vx perime'nt or test should depend upon the of data.
statistical procedures to be applied to the ree~ulting data. As an illustration of the use of probabilities and the normal

Ilfj oy dG .. ~ tAl c th La . probitbility dintribut~ion, consider Tat 'e b.3.5.3, which shows
which art being te'sted should be clearly defined. Statistical results of life test. for a brake shoe. A o'ommon method for
procedure's available to resolve the tesnt should ie detoor- dslyn hsifraini oenttc n u rp
mined. Tt-chniques hrve been programed to assitt in deter- tisplayow this feisnyormatrioution adant to ostuc wn b trCahe

mining the ntmber and order of da'a required in an tccumulative disribunyOltrtion, and Figure r P35a)to can bte

expermenta desin. asumod that for successive decreases in Interval sise and

Many statixtivel methods may be applied to a set of data. increases in sample eize, the graphs in Figure S S.G.Sa voi~l

At the' same' timk, data may arise in an infinite number of approach til.e continuous cur"3~ shown in Figure 8.3.5.8b.
fe..~. b. icu comonstaistcalmeto~sandthede- The information shown In Figure 8.3.5.3a and b and in

sired results fall into a pattern which requires a progres- tisbles assuming anobrsmmal upin the twont: lwiga
siun from simple to complex calculation pri-cedure.. -here tsis suiganra itiu~n
aire' four levels in this prgqxin I. The mean of the sample it

1. -Peeebabilily analysis of a random variable in useful in (Eq I83.L30)
qwua I It y controa. testing of ve'ntor p~roducts, and fit-Id per- x' ~z / N
feirmance' of p.noducts. No cause' and effect is ,onuidered. i
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Table 11. 3.S.3. lhRes of TefT e W"ake 11hoe 0 -0 -

10 50 0.050 500
20 7b 0.075 1500 0,6
30 106 0.100 3000

40 200 0200 9000 0 4

so 250 0.250 12,500

(10 150 0.150 9000 o

70 75 0.075 52.50 oi, o 40 - so •

80 75 0.075 (1000 ( 0, L ,

90 26 0.025 2250 0 1
* M id p o in t o f _n tr v_ _-_-_. . ."= u er •tfailuret In• Inter,,&:._

0,4,6

p 0.4-

20 LI:0 Wj 6, so 1

E2= :: = 1igure .8.35.3b. Continuous Curme Representing (Apr roxi
o 3o- T- 40 so 4 0 T maOWely) Ih* 1hr Graphs In flguwe 8.3 5.3a

• LIFT f; kl,) (Such jrraph& , "-e useful 'vt obtalriniE statistical Inform:;P!nr

I. P-, intervals, Mean, ?-', ip an stitimaer for u, the meatit o.' Ow,

population. In computer handIing of data, the gr-oi pin ,
data -- a devicz foi simplifying calculations --- is se'd,,,

0.4. 2. The standard "'cvlation of the Aample is

I 1(Eq R.3.5 3.c)

S = ,(x - X')
0 1* 70 30 40 30 0 TO go 0 go

to, U,eNPw7 -1

S .$.5.3a. l rap ofwhere a is an estimate of v, the standard de.-iatic n (J ,
Fl.oe aS. . •• wehod of tY!nU population, Value sa i1 called the variance. For ,& nti-,

(Greoh in (r) shows hrequency distribution; (b) Show. ocurnutmtIve distribution, the probability of an individual r'aading yhlvii
distrtbution,) within x' 4 9r is approximatelý 0.68.

where N - number of observatlons for ungrouped data; or With x' and a, Lhe graph Ir (a) of Figure 8.,1.5.,hb c•tv he

(EIq IL..3h) constructed from the normal distribution funetioa,.

X Fx, )/ =Fi 1 (Eq 1.3.5.3d)
--" % (X)-e"- '

,or grouped data, as Ir Table 8.w.5.8, whcr. , .- number of ()e' '

ISSUED: MAY 1964 8.3.5 -5
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T4..i~ ftinciion ha,. 1we*n tabuilated for the standard normal X 1 3&I
distaihiition where the trnnsformation t (x x') /a give.n,-(q ... 1
the following dkti ih'.ition functior.: a

which Is the Students t distribution. The Students t dis-
f (0 t 1\'2)e (Eq 8.3.5.3o) tribution approaches the normal distr~buition as the sample

The KrLpi, or info.mation shown in (b, of Filgure 8.3.3.3 size increases. and in this disrussion a normal distribution

Van Oe i-4onstrut-ted .'rots' tW- integral functian will be assumed.

(Eq 8.3.5.30) For comruting the range of the population mean foi a
given confidenc.~, t, depends on the confidence (from pre-

*(x)~ W-I-- fx dx ceding tabtle, for t,. =2 the confidence that, the population
mean will be such that the calculated t.. ! 21Is approximately
Cc .97). If ~ ~x' ±ý. then

to giive the probability of an individual reading being
greaiter than x. Again., this function has been tabulated for A= -(t85.k

the variable t ix x*) s or VTN
And it can be said with a 97 percent probab*Iity of being

0 Mt f- 1 M 1t dt (Eq 8.3-53.3) correct that, front the sampli. data, the mean of the popula-
tion lies within pA = x' ita.1

For hand calculation, a listing of the general form Equatth-n (8.3.5.3j) may also be used to determine whether
___________________________ _________ the sample size is sufficient to give an adequate confidence

t f~)in the population mean lying within an accapable percent-
________________________ --. ________ - agfc variation, K, of the calculated sample mean, If #4 ==

-20.05399 0.0228 x I Kx' for 1-% 7ý- Kx, thc n from Equation (B.A.E.3k),
-1 0.24197 0.1587 Kx' = t, s/VW, and
0 0.91i,94 6,.5000
1 0.24197 0.6587
2 0.05399 0.9772 N,. = (K, 'Eq 8.3.5.31)

where N, is to be compared with the actual sample sizd N.
can be used, along with the transformation equation t ' If N,. > N, a larger sample will be requirt4 for the neces-
lX - - X) /i3 to provide sknswers to frequency and probability nary confidence. If N. -5 N, a suft!ient sample size has lbeen
questions, used.

For example, wit%~ a mean x' =5 and standard deviathio It should be noted that, because of approximations mede

S- 2, the -.robabili'.y of an individual reading lying be- and arbitrary choice of initial sample size, the valueof N
twevii I txnd 9 can be calculated as indicates only the direction in which the sample size should

( 8.3.5.3h) be changed, and not the actual size of change required.
Several iterations m~wht be necessary to determine a best

f I value for N.
P. ' (t) dt f- Mt dt = 04t2) 04t

le Analysis of Var~inae. The statistic F =a,'/sa', where at'

Since t. (I= - 6) /2 --2. and t.. = (9 - 5) /2 =2. then and to? are variances of samples f rom populations with nor-
the probability is -e ~t:) - ~(0, - 0.9772 - 0.0228 =0.9544. mal distrioutlons whose true variances are equal, has a
In computer handling of probability prcbl*,ms it is simpler distribution of the shape shown in Figure 8.3.5.3c.

to calculate values for f (t t and # (t) than to store the largt
table in the compiter. The integral evaluation for #Mt is
difficult because an exact integration cannot be performed.
One of Hastirngs' approximations AE

(Eq 9.3.5.31)

2 e )::ý i
i - a,y 4 a-.y'- -+ a.1y'i + ay4Y FA'

where a, ~-0.278393. a.. 0.230389, a, -- 0.000972, a, --

0.078108, is often used with appropriate transformatifns /
toi el"aluate the integral in a computer program. F- Fe

The confidence which may be placed in the calculated mean F~r U-.c Dibbto for ftatisti F = S'IS.
and in the chosen %amiple size can be illustrated by con- As Discussead in Tedt
mideratioi~ of the following statistics:

ISSUED: NOVIMIN tm
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The F test ;m used to tort whether there is a significant dif- The value of p must be less than N for a correct analywis.
ference in the two sample! variances. The test consists of If a zonstant term is desired In t0'e equation - that is, y -
setting a confidence level (as in the previous discussion on bx, + bsx, + b,-, x,, + b, - a column of one's replaces thw
the mean, using the normal distribution) in terms of per- x, column in the table.
cent of area (Lhaded area a- amid total area = 1) which
may lie to the right of F. in the distribution curve. This The least squares Pnslysis for this case can be most simply
determines the F. and means thQt any given F greater than described by reference to watrix handling rules. Let X -
F. has only a probability a of occurring due t- random observed column matrix of observed y values; B = param-
chance alone. The confidence in F being less Lhan F. is eters b. to be determined (column matrix ); and D = ree-
1 tingula.- matrix of obscrved values for the independent

variables. Then
Distribution function, g(F) is a complex multi-variate
function (dependent on F, degree of freedom of s,'. and 7 = DB (Eq &3.5.3m)
degree of freedom of a,'). I- or this reason, tables are gen-
erally tabulated only for a - 0.01 and a = 0.05. For the or
same reason, g(F) is not as often calculated as part of a = , x,,b, + X,b, + + • x,b,
computer program as Is #(t) 9or the normal distribution. i,--= xb, + xb, • + x,,b,

Next, the sample variances s," and s,' are calculated, and .

observed F is computed. !f F > V., there is confidence 1 -- a
that a significant difference In the sample variances exists.
For analysis of variance, A,' is a measure of the variatiosi where N > p.
in test data caused by a ifference in the process or treat-
ment, while a.' is a meast re of the purely random variation These equation, cannot be solved for B since D -has more
of the test data. If the rei ultant F is greater than the preset rows than columns. However, multiplication of both sides
F., then the effect on thc data results can be attributed to of the above equation by the transpose D' of the D matrix
the variation in the trectment. gives

A sample analysis of variance calculation performed on MI = D' DB (Eq &S.5.3n)
a computer is shown in Figure 8.3.5.Sd. The observed Fatloof 5.2 whe copard wih tbulted (dgre of where D'D is a square matrir. Theso equations are equiv-

alent to the summation equations which resulted in thefreedom for a,' - 8 and degree of freedom s? - 65, the least xquares aIalyals, and are called normal equations.
closest entry to 68) where F. - 2.08 for a - 0.05 and
F. - 2.79 for a ' 0.01, shows that the variation in data due The solution of these equationt, for B is found by first ob-
to the variation in treatment is significant at bcth the 5 taining the inverse of the D'D matrix and multiplying both
percent level and the more Atringent 1 percent level. The sides of Equation (8.8.5.8n) by the inverse D'D-' to givr
treatment has a cause and effect relationship with the vari- (D'P) -'D',4 = (D'D) -' (D'D) B,
able for which the data were recorded.

or
Correlation and Regression Analysis. Discussion of coin-
puter applications in the calculation of correlations and B = (D' D) -' D#, (Eq S&3.5.3o)
regression equations is simplified by the use of matrix
notation. These paragraphs will discuss information to be The several .ratrix manipulations indicaid in thi-s slution
gained from test or experimental data which is available for the values of b, require so much computation that for
in the following form: any problem involving four or mo e independent variables

a solution without a computer ii, virtually impossible. Once
the evaluation of b. by Equation (8.S.5.3o) has been com-

D~pendent Independent Variables pleted, several statistics become a"ailable to judge the
Observation Variable, y x, x, x. • x, value of the analysis for prediction purposm. These are:

I x,. x4 x, •• x,, 1. "Goodness of fit," or standard error of the estimate. Let
2 was x,, x" • x,, y, - predicted value for y using the original data: y =

b,x, + bhx, + • -+ bX,,; i-- = observed value for y;
and e, = y, - ij,. Then the standard error of the estimate

N q1 xxi x4 x1, • • • x4. is given by

Regression analysis consists of using such data to deter- $.'I ( e)l/(N-- p)
mine, according to the least squares criterion, the value -f
b, which best fit en equatiun of the form y - bhx, + b.x, + a statistic analogous to the variance for a single random
Iba to the data. The objective is to obtain a useful predic- variable: that is, 68 percent of the predicted values should
tion equation. be in error by less than ± a..
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STATISTICS DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Treat. No. of
meat No. Reps Replications

1 8 6.60 5.11 7.14 4.89 6.81 4.93 4.33 5.87

2 8 2.S7 2.19 2.36 0.31 1.48 0.68 1.19 2.90

3 8 5.90 4.58 2.08 3.07 3.12 3.78 4.00 2.20

4 3 5.80 5.92 4.88 5.32 5.36 4.64 5.68 2.46

5 8 5.00 5.58 6.08 4.,1 5.37 5.89 6.34 6.14

6 8 2.95 4.58 2.89 3.93 1.67 4.61 8.28 2.75

7 8 5.86 6.14 5.93 4.23 4.59 5.18 5.60 5.11

8 8 4.80 6.47 5.63 4.68 4.05 6.25 5.32 5.36

9 8 6.98 5.13 6.41 5.42 6.93 3.62 5.14 4.09

Treat-
ment No. Sum Y Sum Y2 Mena

1 45.68 268.45 5.71

2 13.78 30.07 1.72

3 28.68 114.02 3.58

4 40.06 209.38 5.01

5 44.81 253.98 5.60

6 26.66 95.84 3.33

7 42.64 239.47 5.33

8 42.56 231.00 5.32

9 43.72 249.78 5.46

Analysis of Variance:

Source of Variation Degreea of Freelom Sum of Squares Mean Square
Among Treatments 8 120.84 15.11 15.22

Within Treatments 63 62.54 0.99

Total 71 183.38

Figure &3.5.3d. Sample Aralysis of Variance Calculation Performed - a Computer

2. Simp!e correlation. The elements of the D'D matrix are 3. Partial correlation coefficients. Let aij be the elements
made up of the simpi2 correlation coefficients rj between of the inverse matrix (D'D)-'. Then, ytj ý a,j/(a,,a=)'n
each possible combination of two variables at a time. An- are the partial correlation coefficients.
other method for computing simple correlation coefficients
is from rj V,,/s,s, where V., - 1/N [!.x,x, - x,' !xj]; This statistic gives the true c.,rrelation between eeh pair
s, (V,.)' and y can be considered one of the variables of two variables (one must be the dependent vari~ole) out
X, or X). of the total investigated, after the effects of the r ma'.ning

variables have been taken into consideration. /
The simple correlation coefficient between two var'ables /
can be interpreted as follows. The square of r,j is the per- 4. Multinle correlation coefficient. Thiz is a measure of the
centage of the vartance of x. that is accounted for by its total variation of dependent variable y that haa been ac-
relationship with x,. This applies only if a linear relation- counted for by the regression analysis, and is a~alogoua to
ship can be aseumed and ignores the possibility of inter- the simple correlation coefficient for two varj bles Only.
correlations with other variables. This coeffcinc . is given by R I= 1 -T(/a,,)". Thia gives an

8.3.5 -8 s AIYE: MAY 1964



DIGITAL COMPUTERS COMPARISON OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS

excellent measure of the success ef the regression analysiq. a rotating drum are used. Different computers are capable
of hendling different word sizes (word size determines the

m5. Alternate calculations of the standard error of the esti- magnitude of the numbers with which one can operate.) A
mate. The calculation of .. giver earlier implied a consider- machine with 64 bit capacity could work with whole num-
able amount ,,f sedition calculation. There are two other berki up to 20 digits. In general, it takes about 3.3 bits to
ways of calculating standard error of this estimate after represent the information contained in one decima] digit.
the inverse matrix (O'D)-' is available. They are: biased
standard erroi of the estimate, s,.' • sa V/i-,,; and u-binsed Although all internal storage computers use thm binary
standard error of the estimate, &. = N/(N - p + )"]'s.. principle of magnetized and non-magnetized elements, their

The preceding discussion has stated that the models chosen internal components may be wired and arranged in mark-
for midtiple regression mu.t be linear models. This means edly different schemes and, as a result, are programmed

that the partial derivative of the model frnction with re- differently. Stored program computers can be divided into
spect to one of the parameters must be independent of that thre- classes: regular binary comp"-ý .s, alphanumeric com-

parameter. This mathematical restriction is sevre for some pute's, and decimal computers.
desired applications. The binary computer performs fewer and faster internal

operations than other computer types and is well suitcd to
solve complex engineering and scientific problems. However,

8.3.6 Comparison of Digits! Computer communication with this kind of computer is inherently
Characteristics difficult, and usually requires the use of special programs

The majority of digital co-nputera available today are rented for tr-nslations to and from b'nary.
rather than sold, with rental rates varying widely from
one compjter manufacturer to the next. Optional equip- The alphanumerie computer is used primarily for business

ment may cause a ± 30 percent variance from the average applications on problems such as payroll, inventory, or

rental rates depending on the particular configuration de- other areas represented in alphabetic or numeric terms.
sired by the user. To determine the approxirmate purchase The decimal comrpter may be categorized between the
price of a particular computer, multiply its monthly rental binary and alphanumeric maehknes and are programmed
rate by fifty. using numeric digits only. Two numeric digits are used to

The first electronic compvters available were non-solid state represent an alphabetic character. This type of computer
machines using conventional vacuum tubes in their logic is versatile because it can 6a both scientific and business

mystems. Consequently, the machines produced a quantity processing problems on a fairly large scale, although it is

cf heat, necessitating frequent replacement of the tubes. not as efficient on business and alphanumeric problems as

Most. computers now being manufactured are imits which the alphanumeric computer, nor as fast on engineering

have logic systems composed almost entirely of solid state problems as the binaky computer.

magnetic devices, transistors, and diodes. These machines When a computer is described as being suited to tusineas
requ:ire less power, generate less heat, are more compact applications, it does not imply that it cannot be uae! in
und reliable, and have longer life. the other areas, and vice versa. Any computer can solve

There are several types of internal storage, the most com- various kinds of problems if the programming is adjusted

mon being drum and magnetic core memories. Drum mem- to its special requirements.
nries respond more slowly than core memories, because the A computer's speed may be attributed to a number of

sensor must sometimes scan the entire drum surface before ctors:
the data is iccated. Howevtr, some computer manufacturers

build a rapid accss scheme into their drum units to aceel- hIstruchon addresses are separate storage areas in a com-
crate the internal processing rate. Most of the newer com- puter. (Digital machines may have one or several instruc-
puter models have magnetic .ore memories where thousatids tion addresses.) The advantage of a three-instruction
of tiny cores are assembled into a single logic unit. Magnetic addr,.ss system lies in the fact that only one instruction
core systems are considered superior to their drum counter- may be needed for certain three-step operations, whereas
par.,, since they have no moving or wearing components. three separate instructions are needed in a single-address

Information is retrieved from a stored program computer system for the same sequence of operatio.is.
by testing to see whether certain elements are in a magnet- Add time is the time required by a computer to execute an
ized or non-mrgnetized state. These computers are consid-
ered biuaery, which implies that all information is processed ADD instruction.

in term.s of ones and zeroes. Multiple binary digits (bits) Average access time is the time required by a computer to
repre.ent a word or decima! figure. In magnetic core mem- obtain a piece of data or instruction from memorhy. This is
ories, a word is determined by the sequonce of the mag- part of the add time.
netized and non-magnetized cores. Essentially the sime

- procedurý applies t o drum rinmories; however, instead of Magnetic tape apued indicates how quickly data can be
using a matrix of cores, ban is or tracks on the surface of broilrht into or out -if a computer from external tape units.
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ANNOTATED 016LIORAPHY

Time altering describes how many !unctloats a computt, wcending monthly rental rates. The computers were selected
can perform simultaneously (Leading (R), writing (W), at random- selerd.on wa~s not based on superiority over
and computing (C.)j Some machin". can perform all three other computers in their respective price ranges.
simultaneously (RWC); others can do toultipie reading.
writing and computing (MRWC). The latter allows nmul-
tipie operations to be processed concurrent.ly.

REFERENCESRandom acce&a jfile is a large caperity, auxiliary storage
unit which has sligh~tly slower access than internal or "fast" Analog Computers Digital Computers
storage, because the disc storage file is uxtzirnio. There is 6-8 1-227
a tiin#-(onsuming mechanical action involved in choosing
thc r'equired dirc from a stark of disc, Nwhich are stored 20-14 1-230
externally. 26-47 1-232

Peripheral equipment relates to &a c~omputer's speed in as- 041.-235
similating incctming data tii,put) and producing final tabu- 33-.6 1-243
lated results (output). Results may be in the form of
punchcd c~rds, punched paper tape, or printed lines. 158-2 19 219

Table 8.3.6 compares a selection of available, general pur- 192-4 386-A
pose, digital computer systems, listed with regard to de- 257-3 401-1

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Analow Computers Digital Computer
E. M. Gr&bhe, S. Ramno, and D. E. Wooldridge, Ilandbcok Edward M. McCormick. Digital Comnputter Primer, McGraw-
of Antontation Comptutation and Control, John Wiley and Hill Book Company, Ntw York, 1959. 214 pp.
Sons, In. New York. vol. 2, 1959. Concise discussion pre- D. McCracken, Digital Comnputer Programming, J. W. Aey
pared by a staff of experts covering a wide number of
analog computer topics and applications, and Sons, New York, 1957. 253 pp. Programming text for

beginners dk aMing with a hypithe-tical machine, the TYDAC.
C. L. Johnson, Analog Computer Techniq~trs, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, 1956. An excellent discussion Matthew Mandl, Funidamental. of Digital Cornputerse,

of analog compuiter techniques for the beginner. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1958. 297 pp.
W. J. Karplus, Anal~og Sitnuiation--Solut ion of Field Prob- Richard K. Richa-ds, Arithmetic Oiiperations in DigitalI
lema, McGraw-Fill Book Company, New York, 195~R A Comnputers, Van Nostrand and Company, New Vork, 1955.
discussion deveted entirely to the use of analog computers 397 ?p. !ntermediate book dealing with general hardware
and the solution of fitek- problems, and progrikinming.

G. A. lXorr., and T.. M. Korn, Slectronic Ana..jg Computers, Marshall H. W~rubel, A Primer of Programming for Digital
Mciraw-Hill Book Company, New York, Second EMUtion Computers, 'N1cGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1959.
1956. A complete discussion of Ptnalcq computation covei ing 230 pp. Elementary book on programraing with particular
applications arnd setup procedures, with emphasis on the emphasis on the IBM 650 computer. Contains a glossary of
theory of computer components and organization, programming terms.

A. E. Rogers, and T. W. Connolly, Analog Computation in Samuel B. Willia~ms, Digital r;om pater Syatemc, McGraw-
Esep~nerring DRaign. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New Hill Book Company, New York, 1959, 220 pp. Broad technical
York, iA0. Emphasis is plauýc; on the analytical tech- introduction to digital computing systems especially v-rit-
niques required for problem prepariation innd on examples ten for readers with engineering background.
of analog computer applications in variou.. fields of engi- General luformatir'n Manual (Fortran), N4o. F28-8074-1,

neerig desarn.IBM Data Processing Division, White r~ains, New York,

W. IN . Soroka, Analog Met hods in Compuitation and Simu- December 1961, 10)3 pp. This manual discusses Fortran and
lat ion, McCiraw. Hill Book Company, New York, 1954. the facilities which it provides.
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DIGITAL COMPUTER REFERENCES WITH FLUID COMPO1NENT APPLEATION

Benjamin Mittman, Richard 3. WIac, Armour Research puter in the solution of engineering probl4md from the
Founidation of the Illinois Institute' of Technalogfy, Chicago, viewpoint of the practicing engineer.
Illinois, "The Digital Computer &a a Tiool for Design Enrl- R .Aas a ig ainlLbrtrOkRde
rea..rs," Electrical Manufaitturing, August 1960. A simpi- T.ennAdesse, ODgiak Ridge NAtinal Labsoratloryd Loap Ridge
fied approach to the deaign problem, using two bartic meth- Teneee"DgtlCmur aytdoflsdLopy-
ods: the analysis method and the synthesis method, tern. Using the Numb. x Series Apprcuich, AIREl Tranuac-

tions. Janu~ary 1902. An extensive paper with numerous
Geoff rey B. Griffiths, Babcock and Wilcox Ltd., London, examples, discussing analysis of closed loop systemn..
"How We Use Our E'.ectronic Computer for Engineering
Derign," Process Control aiA Automation, November 1958. G. M. Fuls, Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, Pittiburgh,
Method cf progrsimming, error prevention, and application Pennsylvania, "An, lysis of Check Valve Disc Motion Dur.
to design problems at this P..rticular installation are dis- ing as Flow Transie.nt," December 1962. (Available from
cussed in general terms, the oftie of Technical Services, Department of Commerce,

L. Sgfrd Lndeoth Jr, Pofesorof 'oca~kl E~i- Wa-l.ington 25, D. C.) A komprehensive rcport on the anal-
neering, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, "Dos~gning with sis n usin + hck le dhisc 200nderithe cnmputer (pof Lou
High Spced Electronic Computers," Michin. Design March tasinclu sigdeehd).00dgia omue (rga
7, 1967. A Aummary of considerations In using computers icue)
in engineering desig~n. Typical applications such as valve J. M. Sarlot, Fr. 70. Wilwon, Pouglas Aircraft Co., Santa
gear, design and Iluid dynamics analysit. are discussed. Monica, California, "Surge Pressuies in Liquid Transfer

B. Sternlicht, F. J. Maginniss, General Electric Co., Belie- Lines," Journal of Bawc ERigineering, September 1962. An
nectady, New York, 'Applicatic-i of Digital Computers to evaluation of surgs pressures in the propellant transfer
Bearing Design, Tri-nsotioas of the A.SM.E., October systemd Af, liquid-propelled missile using the IBMi 70t
1957. A detailed paper describing the application of digital 'digital computer. Abundant equations.
computers to a study of Journal and thrust bearings. "An Introduction to Engineering Analysis for Computers,"
H. D. Irwin, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc., Wil- No. F20-8077, IBM Technical Puk~ications Department, 112'
mington, Delaware, "Engineering Application of Digital East Post Road, White Plains, New York, 1961. A comaplete
Computers," Msecansicel Englweering, Janaary 1960. A dils- manual devoted to engineering analysis, programming and

cussion of the worth and effectiveness of the digital com- aprications. 1
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Table 8.3.6 Tyl
(ReO

I $£GENERAL CHARACTENISTICS FIlE $1

AVERAGE
Q01iPUTER MONTHLY SOULD STORAGE CAPACITY WORD INSTRUCTiON ADO TIME AV

RENTAL STArE AND TYPE SIZE ADORESS (x MICRO TO
(RANGE) (K = 1000 WORDS) SECOND .

IBM 7090 $63,000 " 32K Core 36h 1 4 .40
(55-69) 186K drum

UNIVAC 1107 $45,')00 * 16-65K -ore 36b 1 4p
(32-60) 128 film

PHILCO 2000 $40,000 * 8-32K core 48b 1 15P
MOD. 210,211 (24-66) 0.76p

CONTROL DATA 1604 $34,000 * 8-32K orp 4b I 4.8p
(19-35)

UNIVAC II $28,000 - 21r core 12a 1 20011
(25-30)

HONEYWELL 800 $22,000 * --32K core 12d 3 24A
(12-30)

BURROUGnS 220 $17,000 - 2-10K core 10d I 2C0L
(8-35)

IBM 1410 $13,500 " 10- COK core 1& 2 rS8,
(6-32)

1DM 650 $9,000 -- 1-4K drumn 10d 1 7 0 0 1,
(3.7-16) 60 core

CINTROL DATA 160A $4,000 * 8-22K core 12b 1 1 2 .8 14
(2.2-9.5)

PACKARD BELL PD440 $3.500 * 4-28K core 24b 0 1i,
2-4K biax

AUTONETICS KECCMP II £2,500 4K disc 40b 1 1.080
(2.5-c.5) 16 fast

RAWO WOOLRIDGE TRW 23) $2,200 * 8.-32K core 15b 0-1 12p
(1.8-6.5)

SCIENTIFIC DATA ;DS 910 $1,700 * 2-16K core 24b 1 16,
(1.5-8)

CONTROL DATA G15 $1,500 - 2K drum 291 1 540a
(1.5-4) 16 fast

PACKARD BELL FB20 $1,200 * 2.3-15K delay 22b .. I 24
(12-6) 16 fast

BURROUGHS El01 $875 - 220 drum 12d 1 som
(0.8-1.4)

HW 15K $355 * 4K drum 24b 1 700p
(0.85-6)
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COMPAMMO C'•AW

(Reft:efI~ ,116-I bid ,401-I)

INU OUTPUT

4.4o, 2.2m 1-170 MRWC • 250 100 - 150

40 4p 25-120 MRWC 600 400 800 110 ON
700

15, 10, 90 MRWC * 2000 1000 100 100 900
0 75, 1.60,
4.8,6 6.4w 30---SS MRWC 11100 350 100 110 150

1000

200, 40, 25 RWC ..- - - --

24(, 6, j64-124 MR.C * g00 iO00 250 110 150
900

200,i 10,s 25 o* 00 lw00 AGO 60 150
1500

4.5, 7.2--90 R74C 800 500 260 - 600

.00, 4.8m 15 RC 'VC " 155 60 100 - IbO
1000

12.8p 6.4, 15-83 R.C, WC or -- 1300 350 100 110 -
RW

It, c. 42-62 MRWC -- 40) 500 250 110 1000

1pi
1.08, 9m 1.8 - - 20 600 15 15-

950,
124 6, 15-41 - - 200 300 - 60 150

160 80 3.5-41 MRWC - 200 300 - 60 300

•4-29.5m 0.43 RC, WC 100 400 too 100 100
1.08m

24u 3.0'i'm 2 - - 40000 0 - 110 500
S0m 20m -- 20 - 13 60

700, 16.7m 200 20 200 20 -

&



SPECIFICATIONS SPErCAFAN V

TABLE OF CONTENTS

t I IN'.1RODIICTION 9.4.5 l'reparetime for Delivery

ip2 SPECIFICATION TYPESf 9.4.6 Not"
91.1 Performnam~e lSpeciocation 93 411EI(lFl('ATION L~ANGU AGE
1.2.2 Mamufacturim; Specification 9.5.1 General
3.2.4 Prct4-"-tari iSpeclaifi&on 9.5.2 Contractual Language

9.3 SPECIFICATION FORMAT 9.5.3 Meaisurt'menl Terminology
9.5.4 U~nenforceable l'hrascotloy

9.4 SPECIFICATION CONTENT t.C. hUeo of oir equal
9A.1 Scope
9.4.2 Applicable Documents 9.6 APPI'IIARLYE 2)(XtMa9NiS
3.4.3 Rq~eet
9.4.4 Quail'y Assurance 9.7 MODEL lPI'KA'IFl(ATIONS

TA13LES

9.4 Specillcatlon Content
9.4.3 Perfoemauee Parameters fir T3 pleat Flui.d Componenats
9.6 Applicable Documents

9. 1 INTRODUCTION 9.2.1 Performance Specification
The Importance of adequate component procure nent spec- A :)erfortnance sp xificatlon is a clear and accurate de-
ifications to the succest., of a bardwa-e development pro- scription of' 0,,, depiMn, onstruction, ant perfomrianct,
scram cannot :e overemphasized. Specifications which are requiremenf a of a prodiict, with provisions fur determining
too .tringicnt can be an detrimental as specifirations which compliance of' the end product to the &wa'ription. A per-
are too lax. Performance specifications, fer Instance, must formance Ppecification fit written~ an the basis for the pro-
not only clearly identify all the coimponent requirements, ctim-ment of an end product which will completely fulfill
but must also inriude su~cient quality assurav..'e provf viunri all specified requiremnemts.

bo hatcomliace an e vrifed.To accomplisl' thl', ob~jective, a performance specit'cation
Th(. purpose of this section of dhe handbook is to describe must provide complete and Ciorou-th answers to the foF-
speelficatioru types, present guidance for the adequate prep- lowing basic questons:
aration of fluid tomnpoiient, specifications, and identify What 6~ the product?
applicable documents commnonly ri-ferenced in fluid compo- Miat physical, chemical or mechanical constraints are

nent peciicatonsimposed on the product"
What must M-e product do?

9.2 SPEC11ar"CATIKON TIYPIES In what en-iron-cnts must it fu-in and within

Fluid component specifications can be categorized ac-..)rd- V4 at limits?
Ing to one of the following three basic types: performance, What tests and inspections will prove peedormance and
manufacturing. and proprietary. Each type is outlined compliance 4tith requireanenta?
below and discussed in dettil In subsequent paragriphs. How Is the product to be finished, marked. cleaned,

1) Performance Specification. Identifiea the constraining Whatdocume taio Iseeul.?d
parametors, details the required performance, and spec. What arcuenthe tife and re4Iabidtqicur.s n o

ticte the testr eddtovr oformance ofqtheementd- In compliance to be demonstrated?
i'ctto prforancerequremets.What are the mainaienance requirements?

design, inctudig matericalsn proentsfes. to omleracs tien A well-written specification will answer each of the above
deions, ancldicnfgmtrialon, inuffcienptoderailesforiany questions clearly. If any question is not answered, It As
qualifiend cosnfacguration prosuficienth detail c oan possible that something %as been overlooked, and troublequalfie maufacunt toprouce he rodct.may be experienced during' procurement or application of

3) P'roprietary Specification. Identifies the ext ct make, the produtA.
model, or pa-.t number amnd allows no latitudea for devi-
ation from thr specified item(s). Maniy component problems in aerospace fluid systems ran

be traced to performance specifications which either Lack

ISSUED: FEMRUARY I197 9*1-1
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OMW~ICATMO FOMAT SPECIFICATIONS
9PCIMIIATION CON4TENT

im iwp-t unt intornuetion. ur area haned on utireallst~rally 9.2.3 Propietary Speclficatlon
ittrinstent rt equi re~me'nt. Spievl'leaetionii whichi doe tiect adv- Teporeayseiiain4eitsterqie rurquiati'ly etver coempoenent re'quire',nitmt will u.4iaelly resurprlaytpcfctin.p~iiste eurd ruc

in eu~,'ioeets eeingtd eetther itededfuntkr, wth by mnake, model, and manufaeturer's part or catalog num-
in coo kpttin tit rfdavln opmeet theid in~reft pended fnthon, with lw. Thije typt of specification In the easiest means of
an rxfwnito "ure'evtelonepont od e'Ccie'nie pre'!uti ram then e delineasting the required item. eand assures .the spocific
44poed eto ion rroc vrapnn es.vettrsltn rr h component demired will be furnished, The proprietary ape-i-

%pewfirtionvrmok.ficeetlen should never Include #%v words or equal or similar
Alternatsely. uunevee'eeeeeeily setringjen~t or ceenserviku~e splect phi nseoleegy, because the burden of proof of equality In on
flratiouin w "reqjuire. eroie'.eively Ionic and e'xpe~nitive devel- the :euirchuper. 1; the words ior equal or similar phraseoologry
opMeeet proxiainms, reseulting in over-densigned units. are- requirod by Irovernmnental regulations, then a perform.

aence eeperificatieon shouid be used, with clearly defined tests
Uwa adide' design complexity requi -d to me~et unreason- mend Inspections lnciude~d to verify equality. Sub-Topic 9,.1k.
otitil mever* feam-nlonal requireonartit such as rce.nw timo, disecimv the too- rqutiI clau,4e. When performance and test
leakage. regulation bands, and unrealistic environtnental requirements tire includ-cd, the specification in no longer a
requiremenwits, orten results In exceasive consa. long delivery proprietary mpeciflentaen, but becomes a performance spec:.
times. and unrelialile syowtems. A good performanec, speciti- fientioll.
cation, therefore, must carefully consider all the require-
rni,~ts of the component for Itsinntended funection, but
should also avoid placing on the compoi.a'ne severe por- 9.3 SPECIFICATION FORMAT
forants. or environmental margins which could serously Th o atfaspiiainshudea imlaso-
ieomnpwamisec the end result.Thfomto spcfctosoudbULRphaspk

Pilble, and arranged In such a manner that Information of
Many problemst in aerospkcr nflid ityolk-ma can also ble 11 specillc type may be readily located and -eferenced.
traced to test programs which were either not rigorous APSCM4 975-1 and Defetjee Standardiviltion Manual M-200
i-nou.th to evaluate the performance adequatoely, or were so present the treneril format which in widely used both I-%
stringent that time and money were wasted bý, testing for governmental and Indastrial .Ppecifications. The ma',,r sec.
o~aectives that were Impocalble or utinevcnisary to achieve. tions of a specification, listed below in the commoluly ac-
Faiharv to specify and test for (") dynamic conditions cepted order, are:
involving component-systemn interactions, (2) environ-
mental transient*, such aL. thermal shock, and (3j vibraetory Scope
conditions are common component specification eihort-
co~nings which can result In erjo~as seltbacks to system Appliclible D~cuinerits
developme.it popama Requirements

9.2.2 Manufmcfuring Spsdifieftion Quality Assurance Pruviuions

A manufacturing specification 6 a documuent containing~ Preparation for Delivery
!'nough detailed information te produce the end product
described stithoeit requiring any additional deolagn work. - Notes
This ape'-ification evntains the necesary design, materi'el,
dlimena~lons. and manufactur~ng methods information neco.- The level of d.-tail under each heading in a function of the
sary to produce th.' product. complexity of the Jevice or sy'tem, and the type of speci-

fication, either propri 'tary, mmanufacturing, or performance.
'This type 4f -sper'Icaetion L- oiften used i.; obtain competi- Since the pronrictary otpecifleat.ja usually Yequires only

ti~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~a LM W. r~~tf.,~I-~~oe eiT. n f,~.~l iep~tzubt de~acribme an itwem, the standard format
prepared and admin!Atered, can rroduce a clampetl t ive pro- wili contnin sectlon'e which are not necessary, such as
cure'ment of a very complex r'odoo.t at a wnitimum cost "Scope" and~ "Applicable Documents." The use of section
and with ,ehort delivery schedule,. headings tit still suggested, however, in assuring that Quail-

Particular care zehould be taken to prevent inclusion of Ity assurance and preparation for delivery are adequate'y
performance specitileations and teeits in a manufacturing specifi.d.
specificzaticn. Stich a combination of performance- and Mail- The manufacturing and performance specifications utilize
emfactue ing %pirc i ReatiehnA may be unkonforceable, because if all sections of the standard format, and contain ". high level
for some reason the specified detsign and manufacturing of detail in each section.
data do not produce a component with the sp-cifled per-
tormaance, the, sleecificaticmn is obviously in cor'lMct within
Ritk own meoctions. and the contractor cannot be hteld re- 9.4 SPIECIFICATMO ONTENT

11ponible.The contents of each of the six standard specification sec-
tions are discussed in the following paragraphs. Table 9.4
lists th ý major topics whicV. shoueld be Included in each
stecticn.

9.2-2
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SPECIFICATIONS 6cCCPE
APPLICABLE 0DO~tMENTS

TAMe 9A Spsseiftesten COwten

seetie I - see". l&etm d - Qualtty Assurince Provisions
a) IrCef statement of coverage Wi) Tent methods and procedures to mipport requiren*04b
b) Brief description of Item. stated In Section R., including criteria for success-
a) Type or class of Item Development

Deuign verifililtion

9Seeat. 23-. Ayp~labU Deumnt Quaslflention
a) Wr~w apscifcatonsProdtetion

b) l3efewaoe spcitatl on Acceptance
b) Refmwned drawing b) Rampling requirements nnd procedures
4) Raereneed drawbings c) Examinations and Inspectionp

e) Reterenoed publications

sete I - 111401emosgs Sectis s a prparati'n for DWivery
a) P1erformcnoe a) Cleaning
b) Qualfie&iem b) Paintt ýp
C) sample or pacot Mkodel t) Pockaging
d) lifatlerials d) Preserving
a) Dasign detail e) Narking
f) Oleastruedel f) Identifleation
g) OperathmI environmental
h) Lubrication
I) Staindard Part
J) Imterehaaeeblty Section 6- Notes
k) WeiWh arid dim~ensional a) Safety
I) Fiala b) Intended use
a) Cesseetle and inter.face c) Drawing and data requirements
a) Loeking d) Tent reports
o) Clostaminatien e) Orderinog data
P) seftiablty f) Maintenance data requirements
4) ,auanb~t - 6) special tools
T) Wkaahph) Symbols
a) Radio Interlevenae i)Definitions
t) Storag Miscellaneous
2) CleMebilty (drainage trappe are, eto.) k) Failure analysis reports
v) Elimhunt desiga sy WOOet, es

9.4.1 9c~o S9~sn1everal rules~ which are commonly followed its an stu wi

The "Scope" section may be a very bilef statement mndi- the preparation of an Applicable Documents 'uectiu.n :krv-

cating te. co nI--o th- tie.feai. o a Lalrnpkq device 7j Lis only those documienUi, which are actually reft nci--
or It may requiri a long description of limiting Parameters in the sperification text.
for a moae co~mplex devic or system having At difficult
interfare definition. L) Iii the specification text indicate the specific portioio: of

the applicable document which are pertin~ent.

9.4.2 Ap~c*6s DOmuWMs MWctOuW P c) SIpecify the ditte of issue or date of applicability o' the
The ropr ue an ap.41atio ofrefrencd dcumntsreferenced document. For example, the words "I utivt

Tshoe pofter mose adifcl a splcatos of secficaniod documints issue" arte not enforceable and should not he u&t

is oe o h otdfutapcso specification writrusalprsefotiIsftin, cause at contractor can only bid on a definable s

Tnabe spcctlo . wresigtethrouguhly preasdnfrtmet aid often specifications of it specific date. The datte of bid is -ow

cability of the reserenced documnwts. As a result, apecifi. mont sed an earletise of theliarefere nce docunepr.ut nt

cation. may not ., All out the extent of anp~icabtlity of bedesire and thuir sspeofie toe utiferene desirable maý

refeences documents, and docunients are ..!ten listd turdesirof and o hut-dstedocumien t. tlz esrb
which are rever again referenced or used I" the spec leca- ueofaot-tddcmn.
ties. A tabulation of frequently-used applicable documents d) Review the referenced documents to assure thz t t uvY
fer Paid camp omet specific-ations is shown In Subsection 9.8. tire actually applicable.
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Q~STY ASSURANCE M .I,- PEIICAIONS

9.4.3 Requir~menit (Section 3) 9.4.4 Quality Agsranu 0mvisimn (hotlon 4)
The lI~e.Itihrm-eni~n " .ect ion shouuld ov the. hasis for the Ibisi section should inciud* 311 weat meothods, test poroce-
slooitifiatiota. with ill other svctiq,,Nt supp' iting thi key dures, and inspections necessatry to support the "Require-
section. It ý4hould cint~ain it 'ieniple'te d."acripti ) of the menta" section or the specification. (Testing pro~visions are
perfiorman.ee. teqt. diesigni, caastei.and otheri rhitrac- normally applicable only to a performiance specification.)
teri..tit-4 *et~pairma of the* pr~dtiat . The pawortoiai:nee require- Test re4(uirementa inhculd be stited In sufficient detail to
niv-It-4 of it 41erf'raaa1te 1)4-v~~ ioihtal , learly entablish communication between buyer and seller. Tebt
stated in this seat join', and tiat. reni~ainde'r of the spvcltt,!a- plans, which describe, in pnesal, what testing is to be
tion shou~l be titil:,red to :as.-Atirt that the. item is tested, accomplished, should be Included under Qualitj Assurance
1wek~ajteel iioIectetI. auad douen'li.tetd to) ass'ai't this per- Provisions. Te supplier produces detailed Last procedures
tosynance. Test r%-.Itdrv',nt-n: s.hould be st.ated very bri.'fiy, fron. the planas.
a.nd the dc...ied test ;aroceiliires4 to implement the tesnt 9.1.4.1 TYP'ES OF THSTS. Tl-ere are three basic reasons
rviluk.ecmcntA shoiala o-v ta'l'ade~l tatatter "Quality Assurance -for testing it device or system: to determine (1) what the

l'r~i9'i~n4.component or system will do, (2) the ability of a device or

Trb.. inclaasioti oft all cý ..lal iaerform-irre paritieters in the system to withstand the operating environment, und (3)
'-l',iaianai't~ccionis ~ intI~i~stimortncein he how long or homw reliably the component or system will

9c to is ia~'arl~dl tleitmotimpitort. ance id ihe per orm without fitilure. TI'e tests used to make these
the prepro tolI, tw , 1 -f ve'faean requireiments. Taible 9.4.3 dtrinten r ~e
list:- typical ilcaidf t anpauwnt lov rrornante picaramete Jrs, iudi- .0 Functional tests (performance)
cat x the' typi-s oaf votriponents- to which they normalliyo b) Environmentaia tenst
.apply. 0 c Reliability tests IL'e %and limit)

Tlhe 'leti,'1 ircrtinu-aatso'ction 'if it perfornmance specitic-ition d) Development tests
shoauld d,'titic eaach eaperatinoR paranmeter under wvhich the e) Design verification tests
devict. lu.ing spa'aitiee inust perform. This 4efinition should f) Prequalific.tion tests
jncluda' the operating environment as well as the inter- g) Quelificatien tests
.act ion tif the .'ompotient with the system in %Nhich it .s )Perdcin iotmdl io o et
ins4talled. P'erformance' requirements should 'include the
nulnalac 4 opeietating cycles required of the ci mponerittv i) Pr'oduction acceptance tests

It k~ impaortant th~at ina addition to !steady'-sttate factors the j) Produtiontegitraiong tests.

lit. for miuaice requiremenaarts should include dynamic or tran- k ytmitgaintss

siciat conIditionls. Oither factVIrS, such as thermal~rnter action The extent of testing is usually a compromise between (1)
anlm.itannaia to and from the sylten1, should be testing which is necessatry to assure reliability, and (2) the

vlv:,t'v etnd time, money, and fucilities available to perform. the test.~This tradeoff is especially diffcult to make in componientsJ
The idveal performance spe.-ification co~itains the actual whi~h are to be utilized in space vacuurm and zero grairty,
.required upper and lower perl'ermance lim~ts of a rom- because of the cost iissociated with environmentanl simula-
poineret. In if new field involving researeh and developmoant, tion.
however, the perforrmaicce margins maj tno be well defined. Fenortional Tests. Functional tests are performed to deter-
Under th~os circumstlances, a satety ffaclor may have to be mine the ý,perating parameters of a component or system;
applied to certain performance pararseters to aisure a they determine such characteristics as:
suec.,,!ssful piece ofd hardware. Safety fartors '7hould b- Flow rate-
sele'cte'd with great care to assure a reliable v-nd product as arsumdo
mninimum requirement, and still aitay within ti-e linsits Of Prsuedo
prsicticability and cost at the other extreme. Another Strength (proot or burst)
precaution which should be taken vwhen saý'ey factors tre Internal leakage
being~ aessigned is to assure that the safety factor is only Externjol leakage
taken once. In large programs irvol~ring mnany persons,g
groups and ageniciest, there have been instiince& where each Flow and pressure control
group lakes .v.n additional safety factor, -7o-lrounding the Response
original at ;i valid requiremniet. When this happens, cost and Pwrrqi~et
we'ight art almost always excess~ve and Occasionally thePoereur e't
limits of practicabitity arp excceeded. Repeatability

"I, , Contamination tolerance
Afte,- the perfOrmance requirements hax been specified, a
vross-check should be made with test requirements to Environmentri Tests. Environmental tests are specified t.
,&S~IAVee compatibility Of Lhe two vections. Because a per- simulate the most severi standby or operating conditions
ftirinance requirement, is..meaningful only if a means of aniticipated for th-ý component or system. Compatibility of
te'st cog the performance car. be accomplished, a test should a component with its operating environment is normally .
loa' pirovided for each petf~rnmance requirement and each determined by testing under separate environments, e.g.,
test re',,uirement should relate toa one or more aerformance vibr-.ion, low temperature, etc. The erfect of combined
req uirvne a;,' s.
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SPECIFICATIONS COMPONENT PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS

Tohbe 9.4.3. Peroortmvnce Paramteters for Typklcn Fluid Componeonts

Shutof F Control Pressure Relief $euvo EoI e Pis 1  Chft-kFValvo$ Valves Regulators Valves Valvo& Valve1, Velves VolvoKWORKING FLUID(Sj x x x

OperatingInlet Pressuire x x X X x X xx
Operating Outlet Piý%r
Diffesentlio Pressure at Noted claw x x X x xX

Reseat re$fure x x

Lockup Peu
O~cutl ifet eta Pressure ReuaInRneXXX
Outlet Pressure tU0.oRagxxx
Presture (load)Dro

FLOWN CONSIDERATION&
Rated Flow Pood and r~,-lood as appllcobl*) X X x x
Flow Range (throttlea'. ility; x X x
Flow CoeffIclent x x
Flow Characteristics (linear, parabolic, etc.) X x
Load Flow - Pressure Characteristics x
Situeation Flow x
Outlet Flow Symmetry (multiple outlet ports) _____ ____ x________

LEAKAGE CONSIDERATIONS-
ExternalLeakage X X X X x x xx
Intern;a L4aeakage x x x X x x x x

Oulescn~7~ow~eakae 1low versus spool
pusition, max at rnull) x

INPUT POWER OR FORCIF CONSIDERATIONS:
ActuAtlo.' Force or Torque X xX
Actuation Power X x X x x
Pull-in Voltage X x
Holding Volagw X 'C
Drop-Out VaItcge xm.ac

ColWtneoc/rIa.d ex i 'C ' x
Noted Current X x 'C '
Quiescent Current X
Null I bas Current x
Dithr Current I
All-Fire Curennt IX
No-Firs Current I '

H'IOUTPUT VERSUS INPUT CONSlDERATlOINS:

Linearity x
Hysteresis x X
Reowlutikjn 'Cx
"Gan (Flow and/or pressure) X 'C

'ull Pressure Gc-in
Hydraulic or Flow Null
Null Shift *oneure and %,ewmyeraor effects) 'C
Tmr.,Iorint (step) Response Time X 'C
Overshoot Allowable and/or Settling Time

From Step Input X
Frequency Response, Phcve Lag, Amplitude

Ratio a" 'and no-load) 'C 'C '
Feecbock Considerations - x_ - ___-___ '

LIFE CONSIDCRAT .11`4S.
Du~ty Cycl, 'C C 'C C x 'C 'C '
Operating Cycle fttotl time and/ct rwmhier

of tycles) x x 'C x X 'C 'C x- -
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QUALTY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS SPECIFICATIONS

envlronments operating simultnneously is an imlnptant design parameters darhig the development promess. Devel-
consideration, however, and shouid be -onsidered as part opmontt testa should be used to verify such factors as flow
of an environmental test program. An combined environ- arezi, pressure drops, hihing of subeomponents for power
mental testing is very exnensive, complete ec.nbined anvi- drain, and functionkl operation plus all other requirements
ronmental simulation is not practical. Testi must be necessary to produce a complete set of engineering draw-
carefully selected to provide the best simulation within the ings which will describe it compornent capable of meeting
confines of budget a;d schedule. Typical exposures included its srecifleation requirements. "he model used. for such
in environmental test specifications tre: tests Is usually it "breadboard,' "boiler plate," or "engi-

Temperature neerin• model" which has boen produced specifically for
Temprtuy these tests. The te.its should serve to provide data required

to n.ake fins! a new design. or to optimize an existing
gait spray design to comply with new requirements. Adjustments,
Sand and dust rework, repair, and retest are normal functions during a
Altitude (vacuum) development test. Specifications should require that all

ShWck activities, adjustments, and repairs be accurately recr-ded

Vibration during testing. Reasons foy repair a', well as details of all
repairs and adjustmeats should be documented for future

Acceleration correlation with the production unitý.
Acoustic noise
Chemical compatibility Design Verification Tests. These tsstswmrould be run on ini-

Radiation tial prototype hardware prior to .d'ceeding to production
drawings and actual fabrication of production hardware,

Fungus Test requirements, toward wWh the manufacturer shou'd
design, should bc spelled out specifically In th~e component

Reliabiity Tests. Reliability tests are performed to deter- specification. Design verifict.tion tests are plarined to prove
mine the probability that a component will fulfill its in- that a component ht. the capability to meet al' of its
tended function. Components which are cyclic in operation functional and the most critical of its enviroiimental
are usually tested for number of opcrating cycles until , requirements, Component design verification tests allow
failure, and components which operate continuously are system tests to be stLrted with maximum assurance that
usually tested to determine the mean time to failure. Cyclic components have proven the capability for p.erformiog their
tests can usually be repeated with :iuffleient frequency to s f
simulate the operating cyclic life in a reasonably short yt function pe nsl
test period. On the other hand, continious life tests may

be difficult to sin.,late, particularly on components designed Prequalification Tests. Prequalification tests (also called
to operate thousands of hours in normal service, design approval tests, preliminary flight rating tests, and

flight certification tests) are run on production hardware
Limit testing, or performance margin testing, determines prior to their use for flight testing 'o determine whether
the margin of sate operation over and above design condi- the article fabricated by productIonU tooling and tWchniques
tions. Limit tests are conducted by progressively increasing will perform as capably as when fabricated as a prototype.
the .everity of a test parameter, such as temperature, until These tests should include all functional and environmental
the component fails. The mArgin of safe operation over the requirements, and some life-cycle tests. The tests&must
design conditions is a measure of On1e component's func- prove at this point that the production hardware is capable
tional reliability, of meeting all of the required parameters for at least tne

length of time required by the flight test program. Special
Tests may also be categorized according to the time or "stress to failure" tests are sometimes includea as part of
phase of uc prograi during which the tests are performed. precqualiflcation testing. These tests, which can be destruc-

tive, are designed to prove margins of safety over mini-
Development Tests mum design requirements.

Design Verification Tests
Prequalification Tests Qualification Tests. Qualification tests are nornaaiy formal

requalification Tests demonstrations (in contrast to evaluations) -with produc-
Qualifica 'ion Tests tion hardware, and are the final test requirements to be
Preproduction Tests met by the component. A primary difference between foi -
Production Acceptance Tests mal qualification tests and other tests is that this test is
Production Monitoring Tests used to demonstrate rather than evaluate the product.
"System Integration, Tests They should c(,nsist of all the steps taken in prequalifica-e ttion tests, as well as the following:

All of these inlude functional tests, and may also include 1) The component tested should be randomly selected,
environmental zind reliability tests. representative product~oni-type hart.ware ano made

D)evelopment Tests. These tests are performed on initial entirely with the mandacturer's proeuction tooling

prototype hardware or snb-assemblies to check out the and processes.

9.4-5 Iss' 'Er0 FEBRUARY 1970
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SPECIFICATIONS PECIFICATION LANIUAE

2) The number of simviles tested should 3e adequate as considered .o have been successful. The production run
to prove that the components are statistically ca- of severa: hundred pumps experienced similar cracked
pable of meeting their reliability requirements. bearings in servicc, and were later rebuilt at an ewtremely

8) The tests should be repeated at various undefined high cost.

points during the production pha.se of the program 9.4.5 Preparation for Delivery (Section 6:
to assure that the last components made meet the
same standards as the first. This section should include all necessary information on the

packaging aiJ packing of the component to assure safe
Preproduction, Pilot Model, Pilot Lot Tests. When an ex- delihery to thK destination. and Rhould take into considers-
tensive produdtion run of products is anticipated, te'ts are tic., the duration and environment of the otorage to which
often performed to check the conformance of the prepro- the product will be subjected prior co utimate use.
duction or pilot units prior to c, mmencing a full scale Particular attention shouPH be given to the cleanin, Wortion
producti-n run. These tests are called prepioduction tests, of a specification for fluid components to assure that the
pilot model tests, or pilot lot tests. The individual tests may cleanliness requirn nents are realistic and tnat cleanliress
consist of anr or all of the tests in the cutegories of func- standards can be achieved at a reasonable cost.
tional, environmental, o: reliability testing. 9.4.6 Nore (Section 6)

Production Acceptance Tests. These are non-destructive This section is designed to include any information which
tests run on deliverable production-type hardware to as- does not readay "I into he other sections, and usually
sure that they are identIcal in design -'-id rr 4-oufacture to includes such inforacion as intended use, ordering data,
th-,e components which have previously completed the symbol, and definitions. The information [elated to
formal qualification and/or prequalification test programs. intended use is of particular importance to a manufacturer,
Although these ,zsts art of a quality-control natu,-e, thoy and inclusion of this inform-.tion may eliminate many
are ar. integral part of the step-by-step program to ensure inisunderstsnlings `,etween the procuring agency And the
a s•Ltisfactory end product. During early hardware produc- producer.
tion. acceptance tests may include limted environmental
testing. Testing of thin nature is commonly calle#4 Produc-
tion Enwironmental Testing (PET). These tests usually 9.5 SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE
start on a 100 percent basis, with the number of parts
tested reduced to a sampling basis as c ,nfidence in the 9.5.1 General
production is increased, until the PET testing is ultimately
dropped with subsequent acceptance testing limited to the The quccess of a device or system is highly dependent upon

normal perfunctory bench-type functional tests. the quality of the specification to which the iem or systbem
i ~is constru~cted. The wording of a .4ptcificatior must be

Production Monitoring Tests. These tests are conducted at clear, concise. and non-conflicting.
prescribe,' intervals to subject the product to more inten-
sl.•e or extensive conditions than are encountered in the
rormal production acceptance test. These tests can be 9.5.2 Contractual Language
eitl2Ar destructive or non-destructive and ar'e performed on Th2 word "shall" is used :or all contractually binding re-
[ a sanm ling basis. quiremants. The use of "will," "should," or "miy" indicates

System hittegratioa Tests. These tests are performed to recommended,'desirable, or preferable, but nn-mandatory
evaluate the compatibility of the components with system requirements. WIen '%shall" is used. the requirement iL

requirements, and serve to evaluate and cptimize checkout binding on either the contractor or the purchaser. The word
and operating procedures. Although a compmnent may have "will" is used to express a declaration of purpose or& the
been correctly designed to fulfill its own function, its com- part of the purchaser.
patibili'y with related equipment and its workability as
part of an int'grated systen- must be demonstr.,ted. 9.5.3 Measurement Terminolpgj

9.4.4.2 CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS. fach test Aection in a Pimensions, capacities. sizes, temperatures, accuracies, and
rerformance specification shoilo contain a clear statement toletances ithoule be specified in accordance with accept-
of criteria for successful completion of the test. Unless able goverr.mental or industrial practice. The use of
this is done, enforcepient of performance requirements can- percentage tole4rnces should be avoided when absolute
not be accomplished, values can be assigned. For instance, 95 tu 105 volts would

be preferable to 100 volts * 5 percent. The use of absolute
An example of the importanrce of succes.- criteria was .alues eliminates the need for unnecessary arithmrefic. If
demonstrated on a pump .rocirement b. ea on a test there is a strong desire to indicate a nominal value 100 * 5
specification requiring a ;00t hotr lifs test. However, Eii- volts would be used. The sp-ecfication of thickness or
teria for successful test completion were not specified. The dia.meter by a gage number alone should not be used. If a
pump operated 1000 hours successfully, but dis-tssembly gage number is indicated, the actual thickness or diameter
after test revealed cracked and broken bearings. Since ade- should also be indicated.Squate criteria f'or success had not b,-en specified, the test
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IPECVC TNOt LANGUAGE - 6ECIFICATIONS

9.5.4 Unenforceable Phrae~oloy many ceam the manufacturer baa :ittu. or so knowl-
edge of th, detail. system Into which a cumponent will

A op'mcification has little 'value if it contains expressions be assembled. For this reason, the component menku-
and pb-axes which cannot be eniforced contractually. A facturer may not be capable of determining suitability
review of specifications will often reveal phrases similar for a specific purpose.
to the following:

a) "In accordance with good 2-ommerclal practice... X) "The equipment shall -be suitaibly protected ... "
Thisphrse n maninles bea~s goo comerialSpecifications should be d.-finitive in requirements. The

pathice phaye ismeniglt be mtsa ,andeve Ioo commeria words anitably protected In a component specification
clpractice maynotb satisfactory, terhanodoeseno ifcmef,- might mean ptiotection by means of anything fiom a

lo pactic indstra satisactrdory th odre doresrnotrmancr plastic bag to a steel shipping contuainer. The protec-
stoanyads indsthrefal st ndard nfor ceaforlerf. ac tion requirements should be detailed in specific terms

rather than the vague phraseology used in this sixample.

b) "The intent of this specification is to.. h) "Orly lonsr lift components shall be used. .. "I
This phras,i appears frequerntly, and is usually inoffec- Vague performiknce r%.qulrements such as t~his example
tive because contracting personnel can only enforce the are mearingless'. The number of operatingr cycles or'
requirements of the contract, and may experience diffi- mean time to failure should be specified, and tests to
culty enforcing the "intent" of the specifications. A prove the life characteristics of the component should
specification should coittain the reqoi~rceent rather than be ine'bded.
the intent of tl'e purchaser.

c) "The relays shall be carable of c'oxing when a 28-volt 9.5.5 Use of "or equal"
sign' is applied..." There hae" been many legal cane involvLim the use Pf the
Whether the relay is capable of cloaing or no* is unin. phrase or equal in specifications; likewise, ther Is s often
portant. The important fact is whether or t~ot the relaj conaidwrabae doubt in the minds of sj.4cificatlon writers
closed. The specification shculd have read... "The relay regarding its proper use. Regulations goverrafag the u&ýo of or
conf - ta shall close when a 28-volt signal is applieý.." equal are contained In Armed Services Procurement Regual-
Vi ..,ord "capable" is used only where some necessary tiona, Sectlon 1-1206.2, "Brand Name or Equal ,Purchwv
cor.idon of p rformance has not been stated. For ex- D~escriptions." These regulations have been linetuded by
ample, "The pyrometer shall be czrpablf of indicating reference only In this subsection because they are In a
hmbient temperature with the range of 32 to 100 de- constant state )f flux. The current regulations require,
grees Fheei." under certain circumstances, that the contrrktor submit to

the contracting officer certain data and information for
evaluation.

d) "As a design objective the. .
This phrase implies that it. mo' oe impossible to meet

someobjctie orcrieri, an tht te cotrator These regulations assume that the contractor will give the
soumd abetileas try oripproach ta the r.uiscontr ~'acto pertinen data for comparison, and assume also that the
-of this type can~aot be adminitered or enforced. contrecting officer has equivalent data on the brand 'names
Wherever poesible, a specification should contain firm specified and is technically capable of evaluating the com-
quantit.'.tlve requirements which can be evaluaeted, parative data. The current regulations appear to makce the
rathlr thanI the ýinenfforceabie qualitntive words mijuatra- contr.uctiin offcer responsible for determination of equality.
tedl in tLils example. If &.uch vinentorceable phraseology
is used, the specification should 'iclude elsewhere If vendorsa misrepresent the capabilities of their products
definite, required levels of the same parameters die- in their standard published data and contis~cting offcers
cussed under "Design objective." do not have equivalent data on the specitled brand names,

the entorcument of an or equal clause is virtually impos-
sible.

e) "..consistent with good engineering pr-ctiee. . .
This phrase is o! dubious value and implies that there is To evaluate equality properly, a specification should con-
possibility of receiving bi~d engineering practice. Phrases tain the critical performance renuirements and tests to
of this typo should refer to a specific engireering code evaluate compliance with these requirements. The burden
or atandard rather tha'n generalities. of proof of equality should be the respo "31ity of the

contractor; he should be requireco to demonstrate compli-
ance by teAt.

f) .. suitable for the purnose initended. . ."
This example contains two unenforceable phrases. Suit- Any contractual ar~rangement which requires a par&-
able fop- is an unforceubie generality, and purpose in- tive evaluation on any basis other than tea+,; may result in
em d is a matter of judgem nt or interpretation. In the delivery of an inferior product.
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SPKCIFICATIOt$S APPL=llIE DOCUMENTS'

9.6 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 9.7 MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Table 9.6 lists applileab! documents commonly' cited in Model specifications have been prepared in some instan=es
fluid component apeciflections. for use se guldes in writing upecifleationa for Individual

Military specifications, standardc, etc., are catalogrued in
the Department of Defense "!ndex of Specifications and A particularly applicable military apeescieation covering
Standards." Part I, Alphabetical Listing, and Part II, Nu. general compotients for rocket propulsion systensmsia:
merical Listing. The "Index of Specifications and Stand.
ards" can be obtainied from: MIL-C-27410, Component, Rocket Propulsion FluidC~mm~dingOf~er -"System, General Specification f'or.

U3N Supply Depot (NSD 603) A useful military specification covering servo valves Is:

5801 Tabor Avenue MIL-V-27.62, Military Specification, Vaivea, Servo
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120 Control, Electro-Hydraulic, General SpOacfication for.

Military specifications (MIL) and military standards (MS) A variety of fluid component upecfilcationts written for
can be obtained by contractors or other qualified requestors various Department of Dtfense programs are published by
from: the Interen•ce Data Exenange Program (ID3P). Most

Receivirg Officer prime serospece contractor maintain an IDUCP file.
Naval Supply Depot
5801 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120

All other requestors can obtiin military specifications and
standards from:

Superintondent of Documents
U.S. Government Printirg Office
Washington, D.C. 20006

Copies of individual Air Foree.Navy Aeronautical specifl-
catias (AN) and standarda (AN, AND) may-be obtained
from:

Receiving Officer
Naval Supply Depot

5801 Tabor Avenut
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19120

Complete sets of Air Force-Navy Aeronautical specifica-
tions and standards may be obtainedA from:

National StandarJs Association, Inc.
1321 - 14th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

Society of Autatmotive Enagineers (SAE) - Aroaiwc S--,Ad-
a'ds (AS), Aerospace RecommendA Praitices (ARP), and
Aero-pce Information Reports (AIR) can be obtained
from:

Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.
Aeronautical Maierlal Specifications
485 Lexington Avenue
.1'ew York, N.Y. 10017

REFERENCES

1-295 65-39 447-6
05-36 6540 4,J2-2
65-47 6b.41 500.1
65-38
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CONAMINATION AVO CLEANING TYM~ OF CONTAU~1inoN
SOMME OF C0TM~1ON

102 INROUJCIOW 9nee gmenera terms such *as c~tsininanta, debris, foreign
matter, 41st, and "4gunk" do niot accurately descrIbe the chbar-

Ahe subject of flid systom, contsalmnation has become pro. acter , di tlam Of te matrials fou~nd In aflid sytem,
gresslv*l =ore Important with the increased evidentee that it is .ecIgkt7 to Saft and classify thime balk ewa.-at
flvid eom,4eft malfwx~tions arr int~iuately related wilth accordirg to their most relevant propert~r. Reference 89-1
fluid zont515taftim . 0%ntamiftatidn riot only uffects syst"~ classil"t fluid system contaminants in seven groups re]ated
pertormance. but is also a significant, factor in deterining to their chemical nature and conditions (for the purpos3!ý
component over! sul and sy. tem maintenance costs. This~ of facilitating~ their future removal) as follows:
problem reachesin ts peak of crtt~eslity in alrboriv 1riuslle 1) -

fluid tystem - propulsion, pressurization, and hydraulic,
eante.tls - vs space, weight, and ývfiabflty~ requirements 2) too, particulate material
have become amo exating, and maller and moae precise
&eVle are develloped to nv ts de as 3) Preseevatives and lubricants

It is the Intent of this seejn to presen to th fli cm 4? W*ld slag, oxides, aid scale
neat &nIgner an evr-an picture of the subject of contaml- 5) Rust and corrosion productr

F nation and cher-Ine. To this effect, the basic elements of
fluid qsy~4 m contamination and its control are presentedin~ 6) Waxes, tar, adhesives, and masking
the following sequence: (1) naitsre of coAtam~natfon, (2) b'euldusfeanpoelas
effects of cortainliants. (3) ekeinliness requirements, (4)
runtr.Ination cwerol Om-Aaswf in cov'mcmiewtsa systevs, Because rthe miý_st coinnon forms of contamination aff er ting
fluds and environment, and (5) contamfnation conside-r_ find sys'Aems are parti,:es, fibers, water, and reactive resi-
stmis in Ieuu otes, process specifications and co-ntrol' documents usually

group &Il contaminants into the three following categ.iries
(References 8S-1, 447-1, 457-3, and 457-4):-

1:3.2 %AT OF m u~m 1) Non-combnistible contaminants (gross matter, and par-
ticulate matter such as paiticles and fibers)

The most WccPtdble defin'Sat CC of cotamination as it applies 2) combustible contaminant,
to z a bonefia syt is b givnin Rerere&- 19. as

fo llows; ut 55tfl 3) Water

"Anyp amount Of sateviuj WFUCAk COuestitkteb S Noft-combustible contaminants consist of solid and in-o! uble
chemicalfly reactive kazevd or a me wxnieal ,- pAatter which can be carried by the Auid in the sysien1 and

~ to ~ IY4StOR 1 ~whicii may lead to mechanical malfunction of the equipt ient.
m~ a~ .,~-Gross mqatter is considered to be large pieces of mal !rial

F ~^r whole objects which are "iily detected by the nakcd eye,
Biwae contamination must be defined 4a relation to the re- such as meta chips, rocks, tools, scale, screws, corr.'sion
quluwnns of a specific syJe, Mms-Ineering specifications products, and com.se granular materials. Particulate m. tter
shoul~d enlarge upon the above definition by quantifying Consists of finely divided forM3 of the above listed F -os.;
and qualifying the contaminants that actually constitute non-combustible contaminants which usually require o] tikal
a hazard or impairment. -aids for their examination and detection. They are c'assi-

fled into particles and fibers according to their sl.&p and
dimensions. Combustibic contaminants are reactive, ir -orti-
patible substances such as paint, organic matter, soh -nts,

10.21 TYpes of Cwntmffl8U rags, lint, etc., which may produce fire or explosion haz irds.
Water, whether it is present ii' free form as entr:.ined

The forms and kiteds of contaminants found Ila fluid systems moisture or as vapcr, may be detrimenta N)c fluid sta;,ility
cover the complete range of material anC fluids used in and system performance and usually promotes corrosi T.-

the systems, as well as ambient contaminants found in the
Vew-lromenta in which the systems operate. For instance,
the followingw contaminants were found in owe vample of
hydraulc oil (Refcrence 6-33': 10>.2 Sources f Contaminatin

paint There are four primary ways in which contan.,liantt mayfl17 ash plaster be introduced to, or developed within a systemi: negl; -ence.
klass ruste system wear, fluid and environme. it. 'A nese sources ol con-

list sand taml'Aitiou can be divided -into two groups:
me C mecuy allies 1) Internal contamination (contaminants initially ii, the
mica sftee system or generated by the system)

1 0.1 -1
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SOUP=~ OF CO#4TAINWATMOI CONTAMIIIAl ,N AND CL.EANING

2) Exzternal esataminatiosi (airoorne contaminasii, and stuation becomes evident when it 4.- r-ecognized that aur-
foeWeg or contaminated fluids) kaeos whkh to the nakced eys and to the tou&c) ppear

smooth and &lt are in reality a mass of Jagged asperities
I1ALLi INTURNAL CONTAMINATION. Internal con- and sawtooth..d configurations (Figure 10.2.2.1). Url..rr slid-
twainants are ce.- most numerous and difficult to -ontrol, Ingr friction 1'rom vimilarly finished surfa.zes, the surfaces
sint, their origir. Includes the attrition an.1 breakdown mutually fracture and splinter each other into myriads of
P proceSe of all mpartm of the system after it has been de- micronic and oubinicronic particles. Mechanically generated
signed,. assembled, and tin ted. particle. are the most numerous, resulting from moving

mechanism* in bhe col~rse 01 nor nal wear, or the result of
Ceuatimiaamts a.al In1.1, thi Sbystem. iZqan before a fluid impioper design features whi%+*tend to precipitate wear,
systesm is operated for the first time, it may already be promote ditintegration, or produce traps for the accumulIA-
essitaminated by unclean componpnts, leftover dirt, or poor tioti of dirt. MoAitnvestigators concede that of all curn-
InstalationA p eeeau.rs. The iaost comm~on -,urces of such ponentt, pumps %.-e the largest source of contamination,
buldt-hI contamninanta are 'uanufatt~ring operat'ans, an- followed by other sliding mmihanisms, close fitting mecl~a-
sembly &Ad Installation, contaminated ttest stand., and con- nisms, and filter mellia migration (Table 10.2.2.1). Chemi-
11iU~sa4 Aultd cally generated cortaininarts are those related to the action

Cestaftinatts left over from manufacturing operatitns are of the fluids in tht system, or to the action of the system in
aamwa Ow. meet huardous because they usually hute hard the dugtradation of tho fluids. (Referunces 1-26, 1-26, 1 107,
&ad abrasive. In the case of lapping compound , .,4ey are 6-8451)
prose to cause sil~t'.g (accumulation in sI-triant areas) 10 2.2.2 EXTERNAL CONTAMINATION When the in
because of their miaunts Ase. Test systems and Lv~idsare~ ternal surfaces of v fluid system ar( exposed to the atmos-
.juite common but necessarily critical sources of containina- phere or to a new quantity of fluid, cortamination is intro-
ties, not only beeanee they tend %o be overlooked on the duced into the system. Airborne contamin-.r. .' vary In type
"aesumptiori that they are clear. but also because system and mrgnitude according to the location, degree of atmos-
checkout aid fluid filling are usually the last operations pheric centrol exerted, and proficiency of the opera..ing
performed beforc the activat ion of a system. It Is estim~ated personnel. The mci't common fluid that can be introduced
that some pressure-sensitive hydraulic valve circuits re- into a z~ystem, is water, which can cause detrimental changes
ceive nuch of their contamination du~ring testing opera- in thL. fluid and promote corrosion iand bacterial growth,
tio'iA. (References 1-25, 1-26 1 107, 6-162, and 281-2.)

Airborne tontamination sources are:
S1ystem-Generated Ceoat-un.eAauts. The 'iistant a 0. -ý!d sys- Exposed cylinder ý,ods
tem, io actuated, a constant source of cortarnh-ation Is Relief Valives
activated which will continue ior the life of the -jutem. Breather vents
This source ir the preneration of particles and substances Sampling operations
as a result of the wear and deterioration of tht fluids and Air meisture

.opo-ients through mechanical and chemical action. Thisrilgpot

Table 10.2.2.1 Sourcen of C&Aaismnstion In a
"Hyunuti System
(Re-terenc 6- M)

CONTAMINANT
OXir% PLASTICS AND OIL W.T.- AIMSORNE SILICA LAPPING 01615a

COMPONENT 6CA& KLASTOMIERS ADDITIVES P#W.ARl S DHIT SIAND COMPON9 RESIDUIES PEESM

Oil X X X X
Tank X X Xx X X
Relief valve X Xx I X X X
Accumulator (bladder X X X X X I

and pitton types)
Filter X X X XX X.
Piping, fittings, znd X X X XX X X

rubber tubing
Control valves X X X X X.
Actuators X X X X
Pump XXXX X X X

XX z-Med~ium
XXX -Stri, 'i

10.2 -2 ISSUE i MAY 1964
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CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING EFFECTS OF CONTAMINATION

b) Plugged orifices

c) Scored surf acese

d) Increased wear ad friction

e) Jammed mechanisms

f) F -evention of proper valve seating

g) Upsetting of system pressure balance

h) A Iteration of fluid flow direction

i) Interference with alignment. f
e0.3.1.1 STICKING OF SLIDING MECHANISMS. Close
fitting surfaces of the spool and slide variety are very
susceptible to contamination, and ate the major source of
failure In hydraulic ,ervovalves. The sticking action can

fuv 10.2.2.1. MAgnIfied Profile of st a Micar-twh Ftms W caused by dirt lock, stiction, and weldment.
Surfsa Fig"

(Frm "Resesrch and D*loaPet," A. Liebemerrn, January 19a, Dirt Lock occurs v hen stray particle% wedge or jam up a
COright 1962 by F. D. Thtoipson Publications, Inc., Chicago, mechanism.
Illinois)

Stiction is the most common source of failure in hydraulic
valves. It occurs when minute pa ticles carried by fluidsFluidborne contamination sources are: across a stationary clearance wodge themselves or build up

Cortaminated fluids between the mating surfaces. The process of ac'-"mulation
Improper fiaid and settling is aggravated by inectivity of hat an hour
Sampling operntion or more and is known as silting. This form of stickingFlushing fluids, residues action is usually accompanied by hydraulic lock and jam-
Water rting of misaligned moving parts by system pressure, and
Pressurization gases results in valvc hunting, upset control regulation, or hys-

teresis, and eventually comp!ete impedance of movement.S~~10.5 EFFEr.CTS OF CONTAMtWANTS1Weldment occurs when soft metal particles are wedged be-
tween close surfaces and are spread or burnished on the

Any amount of contamination will affect a fluid system.SAnyamont o eotemnatin wll afec a luidsysem, surfaces with the net effect of reducing the clearances.
How critical this effect may be depends on the nature of
the system, the design• tolerances of its components, and 10.3.1.2 PLUGGED ORIFICES. Orifices in both hydraulic
the nature and extent of the contaminaition. A true picture and pneumatic components used for such critical purposes
of the effect -f contaminants or a system can be obtained as bleed outlets, balancing pressure connections, or metering
only through statistical analysis; however, past experience orifices are small and require close tolerances which "nake
indicates that there are four main areas which are con- them very susceptible to plugging. Since they are usually
spicuously affected by particles and other contaminants, alone, they require individual filter protection.
These are: (1) interference with moving mechanisms, (2)
clogging of filters, (3) erosion of flow surfaces, and (4) 10.3.1.3 SCORED SURFACES. Particl with a hardness
bNaakdown of fluids. In addition, the presence of certain higher thari that of the moving parts, such as shafts, rods,and slides, cause scoring and provide leakage paths.contaminants may present a reaction hazard with some
high energy rocket oxidizers. 10.3.1.4 WEAR AND FRICTION. Particles increuse the
10.3.1 Effect on Moving Mechanisms rate of wear and abc'asion of seals and all movini surfaces.

Friction is increased through dirt lock or stiction. Scored
seals and seats allow leakage.

In a fluid system, the components most susceptible to con-I tamination are those with movitng parts, and of these, 10.3.1.5 JAMMING OF MECHANISMS. Very small mech-
hydraulic servovalves are iound to be the most sensitive anisms can be jammed by small particles, and if there is
(References 6-1, 6-22, 6-26, 6-28, 6-56, 6-162, and 6-15). no protection, larger mechanisms can be jammed by cor-
The effect of contaminants on other fluid system compo- respondingly larger particles.
nents is similar to their effect on those with mcving parts, 10.3.1.6 VALVE SEATING INTERFERENCE. Particlesbut to a lesser degree. on a valve seat can allow leakage.
The most common problems associated with contaminationS # o hyrauh vaves re:10.3.1.7 UNBALANCED SYSTEM PRESSURE. Pressure
of hydraulic valves are: balance in a system can be changed by dammed or resti icted

a) Sticking of sliJing surfaces flow.

ISSUED: MARCH 1%7 10.3 -1
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CLEPALNUNS PEQUIRMETs CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING

1G0&I. ALTERED FLJ)W DIRE M-ON The flow psthJ of a) Maximum particle *si& that can be tolerated, usually
fluids may be ct~nged or stopped altogether by 4wwmrmd one-half the minimum orifice or clearaince III the system
.Ines fii{A-ce, azd precipitate the usa of by-pass circuilts )Tp ffle.I lf ~e
or mildf outlets.b)TpoffleLinh stm

19481.9 MISALIGNMENT. Particles can interfere with P) Reliability
the ali~nment of spools. sli~e gates, a~nd other moving parts. d) Rea-t ivity of residues with fluids. Limits of reactive

residues are particularly important In oxygen and flu-
10.3.2 Cko~ns o jf Ftr prnn systems. Current req~irweats for oxyX~sn com-

ponents are met at a ii~aximuin of 4 meg of hydrocarbons
Althougl' thui purpose of filters to to trap contaminants, per square foot of component sirfa' (Refereme W1).
the performance and life of the filter can be affected by an e ttsia nlsso atpromne
excess of the wrong type or size oft contaminant. The most e ttsia nlsso atpromne
common effect In clogging, followed by silting (an tiver- f) Use of post-assemtoly cleaning. If the system io amne-
abundance of small particles which teduce filter life Lnd nabl* to poet-assmibly cleaning, individual componenat
restrict flow;). The clogging etfect also can be obtained by requirements may be relaxed, and overall systema limits
excess sipddo or w:ater emulsions. may be met by in-plcce cleaning or 1!ushinC operatk~ns

(Reference :' .- 53).
10.3.3 Flew Ereeslen

Hard particles i'~oving at higlt velocity through restricted 10.4.2 System Cleanliness Requirewmnts
orifices or impinging on surfaces c.-n erode metering edges,
'valve seats, nossle,, and sharp angie turns. This effect is Cleanlinesi requirements for fluid systems are usually based
dependent as the type of fluid, rate Of flow, Lnd the hard- on considerations involving the fluid as well as the com-
ness of the pL.-ticles. For instance, particle, in a lkflium ponents 'n the system. Such considerations are:
stream travel much faster than in a ny other fluid, not only
eroding surfacee but also penetrating tli'ougl. the walls a) System performance with krnown amounts and types of
of some components such as regulator diaphragms. contaminant"~ (T~able 10.4.2)

j b) Practical extent to which the system can be cleaned and
10.3.4 Detedwnrtlxi of Fluics maintained in operation

Contitminants ý:Pr cause ýreakdown or alteration of fluids c) Comparison of dirt sensitivity to simlar systenis
in the fluid systems by direct chemical reaction, particle d) Quality of filtration E~auipment available
surface catalysis, heat f rom f rie. ,ion, f ormation of sludge, e)Tp ffud(iudo a)
and e-mulsification -,it: wrater.e)Tpoflud(iidrga.

10.4 CLEANLINESS hEQUWI;,MENTS 10.4.3 Fluid Cleaniiness Requirements

Thesofan es ontiaminatio of U # adqa r lanlnes crand dtrinsth Fluid cleanliness refers to the condition of the fluid before
bgsi ofanycontmintio con) p~grm an deermnes it ir placed in mcirvice; afterwards.. it is only one of the

its success as well Es its cost. factors dce- """; i a systom's eleanlinons reatiirenitsits.

Although any or all contamirnants can be c- nsiderod a Cleanliness requirements for unused fluids are based on the
threat tc system performance, .o eliminate them totally is following factors:

imclt nd ttn ipoaibl. urtermresice ynaic a) Accumulation of contaminants between the point of
fluid systems begin generating contamninants, the instant manufacture and the pcint of use. Accumulations are
they are set in operation, thu realistic basis of a contamina-
tion control program is the acceptance of the premise that reflected in the scaled requirements presented in Tables

there is no absolute cleanliness; all that can be expected is 10.4.3a and 10.4.3b.
to be able to control the contaminants to levels acceptable b) Requirements of the system cormponents. In some in-
to the performance requirements of a s:'stem. st.ances manufacturers have been misled to design hard-

ware based on probable high ievels of fluid cleanliness

10.4.1 C~.mponents Cleaniniess Requirements (Reference 23-33).
c) Cost of cleaning the fluid. "Micronically clean" by-

The c'eanlir~ebs requirements of fluid componentt not only draulic fluid (to levels below 5 microns) costs $2.50
reflect on component's design characteristics, but also refloct per gallon, while standard oil per MIL-H-5606 costs
the chara.,teristics of t1he system in which they will ulti- $.9prglo Rfrne 33 n 35)
inately perform. Customarily, component requirements are $.9prglo Rfrne 33 n 35)

bas~ed on the following considerations: d) Type of fluid or -iystem in which the fluid will be used.

10O.4 -1 ISSUED: MAY 1964



CONTAMINAT! ON AND CLEANING CLEANUNISS RIM UIUIMEM TS

T*Ws 10A.2. Tfin H Equipmowd Z.arAks WReqivWeank.
(Retorence 454- i)

PARTICULATE C0oUPo0 M S SUNSYSMUS P"S FPi TAISM S0A 4TK
AIQUW SA D UlWTn UNITS (TRANSPORT, ___.._-

Total Filterable 2.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5000 mg/
Solids, mg/ft' stage I

20O0 mg/
Stage IT

Particles/ft Fittd G "q
(micron size) Fluch Purge

300-500 ?0 20 *

500-1000.A 2 4 * - 650-I00 )a:
85 per tank Noue
1500-5000 p:
10 per tank

Over 1000 Pa 0 0 0 No particles C rer 5000 p:

over 1500 3 • per tank

Fibers/ft'
(micron easm)

750-2000 p 20 40
X 2 5pa None
2000-6000 1 2 4
X 40
Over 6000W 0 0 0 0 No flber"
X 40 pA over 9000

Sktsartjei, km than Ism4 mieions am not eouated, but are seeovanm for on a weicht basis ac tow• filtestmile sewCxs.

Table 10.4.3c shows the variations in the cleanliness a) Maximun, i!'" contaminption limits should not exceed

requirements for propellants, hydraulic fluids, and air- the maximul.ý aClowable particle size in the most criti-
craft fu~is. cal component processed. Airborne hydrocarbons Phould

not exceed 8 ppm (Reference 2S-53).
e) Reacwi-ity of fluids. Oxygen systenms demand strict con-

trol on hydrocarbons as well ai in particles (Refvr- b) Currently there are two official document which ,pec-
ences 183-7 and 457-1). ify requiremerts for clean rooms processing missile

fl-rid system components. Reference 454-1 sets a maxi-
f) Silting characteristics of the fluid. Freedom from large mum limit of 200 PA.crons for particles and 700 microns

number%• of particles below 10 micr ns is essential for for fliers. Reference 454-2 allows various degrees of
.. Q.t-VA sar.vftalvo W th annea~l 0Ionu'tnee.. h..twei 1 to

V air cleanliness accorcing to operational requirements,
10 microns. It is estimated that the maximum quantity
of particles per millilit.)r in the 1 to 5 micron category grouping them into four classes (Table 10.4.b).

which can cause silting is between 250,000 ard 500,000. e) Typical specifications for a portable "white room" are
Now fluid contains between 160,000 and 700,000 par- given as 10,000 particles per cubic foot in the range
titles per milliliter in the 1 to 5 micro range (Refer- between 0.5 and 10 microns (Reference 451-1).

enee 6-3-4). d) Two criteria for establishing clean room requirements

are given in Reference 448-2 as follows: 1) the con-

IWO. 4 Environmsenial Cenhlness quiIw'M33 tamination level must be less than that of an ordinary
air or factory but not so low that it is difficult to

To prevent the deposit of airborne contaminants in cleaned achieve or maintain; and 2) particle size lower limit

parts, it is necessary to clean the air iii the clean room to and statistical contamination level must be relevant,

an acceptable level (Table 10.4.4a). Specific control require- reasonable, and compatible with a large majority of
ments are dictated by the cleanliness requirements of the components.
parts which will be processed in the cleaning facility. The
customary criterion for clenn room atmospheric control is 10.5 CONTAMINATION CONTROL MEASURES
"oc to allow particles in the air which exceed the maximum
size allowed in the parts beingf cleaned. More specific re- There are two basic ways of controlling contamination:
quirements, discussed at length ýn the references are: physical removal of the contaminants through cleaning
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ToMNN WAJ..VI CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING

(Rfve467-4)

MISn~63UUED 341 STOV 3 OPMTINUAIL Iasi33 UZYHS011

Cbenkal
N.O, Assy 99.G~ Minimum 99.5 Miniknum 99. Minimnum
Watt Equialeaint 0 1 Maximum 0.15 maximum 0.2 Maximu as .P4'1Ue
C1 as NOCI 0.06 Maximum a

Total Filteruble Solids** 0.001, Maximum 0.0014 Maximum 0.0017 Maximum Gravimeitric
or 15 mg/I or 20 mg/I or 25 mg/I

Appoasranee Free from undissolved water, sediment, and suspended matter

,:abulated values inl welght owaftlt. NOWe Zsee alsO 'r.O. 420,-?-1.5 Quality Con-
~Retained on 10 miergs plastic membrane Akter whonm sampled duwnstvesam at 40 mkcron systesm filter. trol of Propellant Nitrnign Tetroal~le

"There is me tolor reatrietlaf. In the present suppled fuel apetifacation. NlL-P-27402.

TAOS 1C..L31ki 0parbsoi...& Than 11 Fud bquimmenft
(RtevfefCO 437-4)

Chemical
Hydrasaiaa Assay 51.0 ± 0.8 M.0 ± 0.8 51.0 ± 0 9
UDKH Assay 47.0 Minimum 47.0 Minimum 46.l9 Min'iium
Total, NJ1. + MIL-P-2'1402

UDMH + Amines 98.2 Minimum 98.1 Min~mum 98a." Minimum an referee

Water and Dissolved 1.8 Maximum 1.9 Maximum 2.0 M. Imimt
Impuritines

Total Filterable Solids" 0,001 Maximum 0.002 Maximum 0.0025 Maximum Gravirdetric
or 10.0 mg/i or 20 mg/I or 25 -ug/h

Ap'!earance*** 4--- - Cear, colorless, homogeneous liquid

OTaoulated valus. in wr~le t perent.
-*Retainedt on 10 micron plaitic niemi~rano filter when sampled downstftew of 40 umierou system filter. Note: See Onso T.O. 42874-1.4 Quality Con-.
'*There is no color restrictl..r, in the preeent supplied fuel spetillcation. NIL-I 27402. trol of Propemlant Hydrasiae-UDUH

450/50) Mixture

operations, sknd designing it out ol the systew~ anti compo- tion applies particumlarly to filters (References 1-25, 1-26,
nents. This Sub-Sectio" w-11 outline the procedAwre used An(] 1-107).ý To prevent potential contamination and &ans' to
for cleaninag contaminants out of components, fluids, fluid reduce the load of final cleaning operations, a "clerzn- as-you-
systems, and the working environment. The design aspects go" system has been Oeveloped (Reference 136-4) in which
of contamination control will be disoussed in Sub-Section each part or subassembly is thoroughly cleaxued before being
10.6. assembled into a larger suba~ssmbly, until the entire com-

10.5.1 Cleaning Components pnn scmltd
Final cleaning inedudes all of the decontamln.dtlon opera-

The purpose of this Sub-Topic is to inform the design engi- tions performed on paints or components after each of the
neer of the processes, cost, facilities, and m~ethods used in manufacturing and finishivg processes have been completed.
cleaning fluid system compon~ents. Detailed cleaning pro- Since final cleaning bi the last operacion prior to installa-
cedures can be found in References 1-2170, 65-27, and V-2ft. tion, or sealing for future use, it is # very critical phase of

Ther ar tw man tpesof cmpoentclenin duirX fluid component manufacture, affecting not only production
Thereacarin tw shin types of d fompnent cleaning. Surop costs but the ultimate performance of the component and

mlanifactingolve shopar cleaning anerafional cleanng Shrip the reliability of the system. It has been r'atim-ated that it

manufacturing operations. Regar ding fluid components, this caomponient tomensur the pucasencie of paromes lov-er10

pha-Ae of component manufactu~ring become~s incrtasingly cmoet oesr h bec fprilsoe 0
important, for unless some parts and essemblies ere cleaned microns in size (Reference 19-221). The average coat for

as tey re inihed beoregoin ino frthr asemly, cleaning a typical v'alve is normally between $15 and $30
as tey ac fnishd, efor gong ito urthr asemby, (Reference V'-426).

so~me corntaminan~ts become hopelessly entrapped. This 4itua-
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CONTAMINATKON AND CLEANING CLEANLINESS REQUIRRtAENT

Ta41e110.I43C Aweropace Fdae Clewnllines bqul*mnfts

Hydraulic Filuds
SAEt ABTU, AIA Tentative Htydrasulic Cont~ainaatieft Standards Particle@ we 190 eel by CV,*-, i Systems (Ji'tattve)

&loft r 4600 9700 24,1o00 3J,oo S7,000 128,ooo *'ending
OI&AP ~ 670 1340 2680 5.360 10,700 21,400 4,0

?51140. lsI RIO 380 780 1,510 3,139 6,6-:-1
W01000~ 16 ra 56 110 225 430 1,00U

1 8 5 11 'A 41 92

Typically &Ad approximately: Clas3 3 & 4 -critical system, in general
Class 0 - rarelyittalned Clans 5 - poor missile syntei -
Class I - MIL-H-5606 Cluse 6 -. luia as received
Cl~as 2 - good miusfic system C", 7s 7- industriala.ervice

AHWAWT Fkals OACIIT PROPULSION a Skilv= F? U#06*

ACWM TWW WANOI UOIIMNCFRCMAMR FoSICE AIR FORCEwnv Tir~. SUI~i US FCflfFILUID US& U11ITS P11OCUSEMEN UNITS

Coensaerlal 0.2 mg/liter 0.1 'vgillter LO, 2.5 nit/liter 1.0 mg/liter
Average LN, 2.5 mg/liter 1.0 mg/liter

I&t. Air Trisnsp. 1.0 mg'J SG no,. "Uablfshed RP-1 1.5 mg/liter not applicable
A~uoc.(mzima)GO, 0.01 me/1l'r niot applicable

Military 4.0 mg/USG not estetse N .1m/~e ttctablished
Standards (mnalnm) He 0.01 mic/liter not esit-llshed

Aircraft fuel contazainstic levels are surprisingly low for *per &FOS8 614 (rayf,.d

a bulk fluid because of t~tir low viscosity and the effective- Because of the more ganerous taietarin.i. and pumping cltttr-
nessa, therefore, of setting methoJa employed in their ban &ncee* for mnissile propellants and service gases, relatively
duing. Typical "in-service levels (by no umeans ides!) of high contamaination levels are tolerated. The majo~r (partie-
contamination are shown In termse of gravimetric analyses. ulate) risk is 'n cloggir.g of plimp inlet screens. Fibers
Particle count analyses are seldom usid far fuels and other which wili initiate clogging and silting, therefore, are ape-

lo-ieet iquids. diaily controlled and hPld typically to 400pA nA&Xiaum siZO.

Table 10.4.4a. Cleselness Level of Aupiei Air Table 1O.4.4b. Air Force Clean Area Contamination Standards

(RfrneV-lU) (Reference 45 4-2)

PArICLES "ER CUNC FOOT MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
SIZE MANW A a D a PARICMLE COWTENT

5-25,% 20 1S0 B00 500 2000+ FACILITY ~ot -on 1W PER CUBIC FOOT
25-1O~ 2 4 15 io 04)+PARTILE
25-00p 2 4 10 0 50+SIZE (AW NUMEIR

Toa 200 1 0 6 30 510 250+ Air Force standard Operational Over 0.5 120,000
Toal 23 20 40 10 260+clean room At Reset Over 1.0 20,000

A - Superior clean room Over 0.5 20,000

"C-"Dust controlled" assembly area Oe . ,0
- ID Cunryair(sil dy)Air Force standard Operational Ov-z ).5 1,000

E - City air clean work station At Rest Over 0.5 100
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CUANIN AGENTS CONTAMINATIN AND CLEANING

The problemn of cleaning a particular componant ar*econ. ter~ale, emomminaints, and cleaning agents are presented in
triolld by factors affecting the selection of (1) cleaning TabI"' 10.5.1 lb.
umaterlals, (2) cleaning methods, am' (3) processing equip-
Mont. (leaning Agent knuLdtuala. Some cleaning agents will leave

filmot or residues on a surface which, In bafne fluid systems,
IC6.1.t1 SELECTION OF CLEANING AGENTS. The fac-. can be ha-ardous. Therefore, it in necessary to select clean-
tors affecting the "ietieton -3f cleaning materials are the ing agents which will yield surfaces compatible with thst
same as those affectlra the successful interaction of cleanl- 1.'. .1 of cleanliness specified. Unless the cleaning methods
Ing agents, contaminants. and materials in the component. are properly controlled, and unlsa provisions are tirde for

Nature of the Ceattemiuants. It Is Important to know the controlling the strong1~h of solutions, and for thorough neu-
nature of the --ontaminants to be removed by cleaning, -

because of the reactivity of some contamninant materialsF
with various cleanir it agents (Table 10.5.1.1a). If con- jNetatieas for Table 110.5.1.1b
taminant and cleaning alunt are properly matched, a fast I1. Acid Cleaning: Itcd to remove contaminiation not
and simple cleaning operaticn may result, with a minimum Isoluble in milder solutions.
amount of damage to the component surfaces. aIti-yroloi cd
Ceuditiers of the Contaminants. Contamination may be b) Nitric acid
present in thin films which comprise thick layers. It may be c) Chromic acid
loose, or it may be tightly ndhered, needing the action of & laniie yrclrcai
penetrating cleaning a,-ent. The ctuntaminants may be bound d niie ywclrcai
by grease or oil, Ok they may -onsist of minute particles .)Inhibited sulfuric acid
embedded in the component's facea. Each of these rendi- f) Inhibited phosphoric ucid
tions calls for specific cleavang actions a~id cleaning mech- 0) Mixed acid deoxidisers
at-isms 'which will gret the contaminants Into suspension so)Ae -p poeai
they can be finshed away (Refererce 1194~21). I arnreolsyts

Materials Cempotibitity., Wheaever possible, cleaning solu- 2.AlkAline Cleaning: used to remove inorganic andtions should be buffered, inhibited, or stabilized to prevent 2.organic matter susceptible to seuiution or emu~si-
the development of corrosion along with the cleaning action. iaon
The cleaning coperation should not be odetrimental to the iton
mate lals of the com~ponent during or after the cleaning I) Inhibited alkaline eleaeeru
process. Proper consideration of the Pa~tib~lity of m-i- j) Alkaline rust strippein.
terials will avoid detrimn (.tv ao (a) reduced k) Heavy duty alkaline cleaners
tolerances, hydrogen embrim.tement,. tJ stress corrosion in
metal surfaces; (b) swelling, polymerization, and disinte- 1) Carbon removal systems
geration in elaetomeric materials. Data for matching ma- mn) Detergents

3. Solvent Cleaning: used to remove 'soluble organic
materials.

Tabe1OS1.a Specific Actimof V2 .ý.i Agentli n) Halogenated hydrocarbon solvents
(Refereftes V-280 OWd 44-4.1

_____________________ - ______ 4. Rinsing and Fluiihl'g: musd to rinse %,olid and
AMNTC00117AMINIANT liquid r.oaidues.

Acid cleaner Scale, rust, oxides, organic and n) Halogenated hydrocarbon solvents
inorganic matter o) Water

Alkaline cleaner SRhop dirt, cutting oil, drawing 5 etaiigadPsiaig upenstr
lubrcans, rgaic ad iorgnictreatment to "1cid and alkaline cleaning to prevent

particles corrosions.
Detergent Residue-t I-ft ov"'ýr from alkaline b) Nitric acid

cleanng I c) C1'romic acid
Soap Drawing lubricants, rust prevetita' ve

compounds, buffing and lapping h) Alcoholic phosphoric acid
compounds p) Alkali

Emulsion C'arbonized oils, mixed soils, organic q) Nitrate or phosphatc
matter, coloring compounds r) Alkali and nit'It. or phosphate

Solvent Organic materials, oils, lubricants, 6. Mechanical Cleaning: used to remove contamina-
and grease I inby abrasive action (scrubbing, brushing, etc.).

Water D~ust. particles, anid residues I________________
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CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING CLEANING3 AGENTS

f Rot-,~* 8e)

.Coadted (snodlied. 6 -4 -o -
thein 6A,,,, *et. 0 ___ -

"Ceo.lon-resistant sisels 1-1 3i-i~k.nl 3-Ik~m te1cl labctgh 2I
3-24 -n 3i - 3-n

" " -. e -. a.* li-blcSb.. 4-nt

Nickel %An nickel alleys 141 3I.b'M 3.-i.k.m 1- 41I-.140 -Ib~
34 3-n - i-i &-ha !-'I
* 4-1.0 ".01 6 6 4-n

C~irand copper sliers 1-1 3-4A.0 S4-___ 1-__4_ ______-r 2-i II

BltrIwer wS-ilealys 1 3-4.k.. 114A.0~ I I-F.h.c 3-itb,.
(brzes pltng-4 3-n 3-1 11-11 3-n

* 4-060 4e.e I.-b*.c 5-.- 4-

M'6

(breses. plautig 2 - -1.0 N.A,* N.-. 3-4

3-a - -

24, n S-."

a-".0 4-n

-I 3.-n 3-s 3-ar
U 4-~e6-nh 4-n

Eseeelesem met sasuls. N.A. ?-4.wr 11-i. N.A. N.A.* -i.
rabber. sputbetle materiasl 4-6

surfsace e~stds 54I 3-rn 11-111 N.A. 2-rn

54n 2-j N.A. N.A.

KeI-F. Tefte.. .jlefn. etc. 3-n 3- -Pa

6

"sta.frted ar filled S -4mr 3-i,. N.A. N.A.3- a

ribreve materials N.A, N.A. N. 4. N.A N.A. N.A.

asbestos. etc.

Cze ben meals N.A. -n 3-a N.A. N.A. 3-n
4-n 4-0 4-ia

Ceramics and cermets 6 3-a 3.-n N.A. N.A. 3--n
4-42

tirad-tint. low melting) .j--1 3-n -b-h3-n
"-.0 4-n... 6 6 4-n
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WANEING FLUIDS CONTAMINATION AND CLEAN'NG
CLEANING SYSEMS

tralisation, pesuaivatioru and rinsing of surfaces, the follow- Filhteu. Fil~ter elements. present a special problem in clean-
ing effects will be prod~ctd by the doenning agent on the Ing because they ame purpomel)L designed to, trap mnaterial.
component (Reference 65-21): Customarily, filter elemient. ame cleaned boy bark-flushing,
At' A eleaners Slight etching. reisidual organic however, this procedure fis time consuming and farfto -roI

film organic matter and moisture satisfactory. An improvement of Wel nisithod consistk. of
Alkaineclener Sliht tchnorof lghtmetlsalternate rinsing or back -flushing with ultrasonic cleaning

Alkaine leanlkalinhe resinue res iguat meitalr, (Rmference F1.1). This reduces the contaminant populstior
alkslneresiueresiualmoisurein the element-% to lower levelm than thnos achieved by 'plair

Detergents Organic residue, moisture rinsing, vibrittion, or subrA ting the element to the iondi-

son; 0 Organic film, woapy film, inoisturv tions of static firing of a rocket enila.ft (Reference 6-2).

Emulsions Organic films and roLidues, l'rewsur Gages. Pressure sensing ins~rumonts witit Intri.-
moisture cato, and fine tubing, such us Bourdon t~sbss, canoue cleaned

Solvents Residual additiwe3 and stabiliarsr, by means of a 7.acuum injection of the cleaning fluids, fol-
Inorganic residues lowed by vacuumn drying (Reference 4W04 and 23-5).

Water Organiri flm moisture 0-ringls. 121'saiomeric @@eas may exhibit a pow~dering condi-
tion on the )urface known as "10-ring bloom " This built-in

ULTRASONIC CLýANING. Ultraamonle cleaning in accont contaminant inherited f rom manufacturing and comprund-
plished by inimesElng a fluid element (me-t commonly Ing operations can be removeiO by a series of washings with
filters) in a ,solvefit solution and applying somice energy to hdalckd ahbadIorplachl(eeec
the system through transducers mounted on or within the 450-).
tank. The sonic eýnergy will produce cavitation on the sur-
face of elements immersed In the, solution which will loot en 1035.2 Clealnin the Fluids
contaminants. The effectiveness of the cleaning process
depends on thorough flushing or rlnsing through the ele- To control the Introductior of coha~minants by any of the
ment between ultrasonic cycles. Flow while in the ultra- fluids coming In contact with the component's surface calls
sonic environment Is relatively ineffective due' to decreasedl for An lntefraiod control pnogramn covering all &sports of
cavitation. The successive application of ultrasonic clean- fluid usage including new fluids, test fluids, Aill-up fluids,
Ing trentments to vow or contaminated lilter elements will and working fluids.
produce a decreasing downstrvam particle count until a
mitamum level is reached. Beyond this point, subsequent The prineipal mesthods of cleaning missile fluids are filtra-
application of ultrasonics will not usually produce signifi- tion and separation. Recent developments, in missile fluid

cantredution'n artik contofiltarticlean repoarapailneqipety havalbe todne the drange.
cant educion n parick unt filration m &ad a e aratio ieqipety havalbe widne the rainger

10..Helettion of (Cleaning Methods. The factors affect- The choice of filtration equipment to clean up missile fluids
Wt~ the selection of cleaning methods - whether the comn- clonstitu ts a speciallfw-A proetes predicated up.- a thor-
ponent can be flushed. sprayed, soaked, or vapor dege-amed ouch understanding of the characteristics of the Ailters, the
- are those determined oy the design characto.lutics, eose fluid, and the fluid system. Filters are discussed In Sub-
of disa..nknbly. and nature of the component. Section 5.10 ofl this handbookg.

Design Characteristics. The size, shape, and confiruratiftof ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Cenn ah copnetca etduruma .&W0. Al
a ~ ~ ~ ~ o coioet s eer vte aeo andlIng and 10J.3 Clan MO 9_ysin

cleaning; in addition. some design features can make a
conmpone'nt susceptible to damage, or can Impede the clears- When fluid systems become contamsinated beyonJ the scope
ing procesies altogether. Components with shsrp edw*. or protection provided by Ailters it becomea necesarry to
fine threadn, and close tolerances can be easily damaged by actually clean the system line, or circuit. Such conditions
etchinlý or corroelon. Pores. crevices., cored holes, and re- may airise as a result of co~aplerte distintegrstion of coin-
ceases are examples of areas which resist simple cleaning ponsK~ts. heavily encrusted corrosion, Introduction of tarry
methods (Reference 615-27). materials, brealdown of fluids, introduction of incompati-

Is ble fluids, or dislinteration of sesal and sealants. Depending
Diwssawembly. For optimum cleaning ope-rations, complonnt on the degrvee and type of contamination, there are two
should be fully disassembled. Those compionents which can. ehd htcnb ue ocen ytm
not be taken &part must be cleaned by special pretosohacanbeuedurceaeasstm
or by systems cleaning methods. 1) Flushing 'vith a nsw working fluid

Residval Prorellanta. Residual toxic or corrosive fluids 2) Chemical cleaning
should be thoroughly neutrnlized and inerted before stand-a)Dssebyothssemndet08iigfal
ard cleaning operationi a c started. Dosw ntioa fu )Diasml of the syntemidnuals eanug of al
methods and materials used to remove residual storable dlimacmprnt
propellants (nitrolen tetroxide and hydrazine) are pro- b) In-place cleaning of the entire system
sinted in Reference 450-1.
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CONITAMINATION4 AND CLEANING CgL gESM THE IN VIISONMM I

103.5.1 FLUID FLUJSHING. In minor stage. of contami- Limitations:
notion, it is possible to recondition a system by draining It, Possible Incompatibility of seals and delicate surfaces with
replaeing the old filters, ad flushing It wit~i large volumes cleaning fluids..
of the wnrkting fluid *,sed in the systemn. From the puint of
view of corw patibility and systemis simulation, this in almost Danger of hazardous rtaidu's and films.

an Ideal remedy. Sin~ce hydraulic systems are flubhed with Po isibie entrapment uf cleaning flu~d 3 In dead ends -a.d low
hydraulic fluids, cryogenic aystems can be flushed with pons
liquid nitrogen, and pr. urisation uystems can be purged pt
with gaseouid nitrogen or h~lum. This Provrrdur ili accept- Deterioration of moving parts when actuated with the clean-
able for the raemval of lowsi particulate iratter, "ut it is ing fluid-t.
limited by the lack of sniubility of most contaminants In A good eXAniple Of the use of In-place chemical cleaning
the working fluids and, therefore, carnot he used to dissolve Is presented In Reference W5 1, which describes the de-
and ;-move adhered and entrappud ubstances. velopment of fluidq enl processes for decmntaminatinr the

116.11..2 CHNNICAL CLEANING. Chemical cleanlag c in- TITAN 11 rocket engines after their final acceptance test

slasa of processing either the entire system, or Its irldividual by static firing. An excerpt from the referenice is as follows:

compoanets, with chemical solutions similar to% those used 'The leaning process consists of two water cycles, throee
to clean the componenta before their original assembly. To cycles with neutralizing solution, three water cyeses, and &

per-formn such an operation, It Is noeesear. to either dis- final hot nitrogen purge. A singie cycle operation consists

assemble the syus? and clean each comnponeast individually, of filling the engino, holding the liquid under presnure while

or to Raow or recirculate the solutions through he entire the engine turbine pump assembly Is rotated at, 200 rpm,

system. The chalce of method depends on: and thorough draining of the cloaning 1.4~uid."

a) Type of fluid system 10.5.4 Clesning the Enviranniont

b, Mtoiaiscomatiblit wih ceanig slutonsA basic element of a contamination cortrol program is con-

e) Flow continuity through the system trol of the environment In which the components or the
equipment are being cleaned. It In very diffcull. to clean

jd) Ability to activate and c perate the system with the components and maintain their cleanliness when they are
cleaning solutUvns exposed to contaminationi ý.or time siurroundinag environ-

s) Ease of disassembly.
The need for environmental control arises from the fact j

j Disassembly and Reckoaning. Complefrm disassembly of a that normal wr nufaeturing atmosehere and conditions are
systemn sud cleaning of each individual component con Le Inadequate to ensure the attainmient of the cleailiness re-
a costly sod time consuming operatioeo. nowever, this is quired by precision components. City air Is heavily laden

the only wAy to recondition equipment having delicate ma. with vapors, games. and particulate matter; shop opera-
terials or il.,itn features, or systense lacking continuity in tiont only serve to increase this concentration level (Table
their flowpai~h. 10.5.4). Thus, If a component Is to be processed and decon-

tamninated to levels below those foui.d in the air about us,
la-Place Cleaning. To clean equipment which cannot easily it is necessary to bring It into & special facility where the
be diuimantled, and- most airborne syrtems cannot, an alter- sources of environmental contamination-people, processes,
native is in-place cleaning of the entire system. This pro- a.r.. .atrcnb otoidw~u
ceedure varies with the type of system and its materials, surfcife-,ad simit Suh seia facilities arWe kontiolvdwn as cl

but usually entails draining all the working fluid, removing selidlmt.Sc pca aiiisaekona la

any failed parts and spent filters, and Mling %he system ros

with solutions of chemicals or their vapors. The fluids are A clean room -nay be dollned &6. a facility or enclosure in
then recirculated or allowed to soak for a given periodl of which the air contents and conditions are controlled and
time at various flow rates and temperatures, followeil by maintained at a specific level by means of special constritc-
rinshig, purging, drying, testing, and finally 7eassembly tion and facilities, special operating processes, and specially
one sealing. This procedure his the following advantages trained personnel. The detrree to which air conditioning is
and limitations: controlled is usually dictated by the cleanliness requirements

Advanag":of the parts and components that are to he processed in At.
Advanages:They include four parameters: temperature, humidity. uir

Only way to clean z.stains which are bulky, fixcd, or not pressiure, end airborne contaminstion contents.
easily disassembled.

Elimnats cot o dissomy an ressemly.Variations in the requirements of these four parameters,
Elimnats cst f deassm~yandreasemly.particu~arly the conc~ntrotion and distribution of sirLorn.

Flushing follows the path of the working fluids. 'contaiL.1nants, have given origin to inan!- names for a clean
room, sucl- as wh~ite room (Refervnce 451-1), dust-controlled4 area, environmentally controlled ares, duft free area, super-
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TOW. WSA. 7-plaM %ds Lag" in fte m, u~e.k. P Particle e It ot.f the QV 04 be maintained withis
and h" AriOas .cut13 I"e f'TaWl 104b

(#ets~e e £ z;4) Air Bifters elIod r~ sne 11M po.eat of all poiethle
________ __- - -above 02 ushm'e

PA0teZUA PU5 7) Floweofairaehhnd be .4owuward frszww te uIa&
0.7 -1.4 1.56 VAN0 ?&ANW

1.4 U4" A.-40 *,upKic of the work Involved In the Control of al-ebow oem-
3.-6610 1,400 1* smioItk &0 air c"'U nin~g to clean resoa has boew

5.6-11l.2 40 ISO 66 greatly Sim~i~e resetl by doe use of the Whitk~s Pk in
1i. . 0 to is CIPle Of IWnlaaw alt low.M fSPhl'IO tnwatea eista Of intro-

deniniS air in ioM remi thrguegh an overhsid hank of Ofters
and moving th6 satire beft Uv air ecieu to doe epposite

clii resn, eeamig ~sid There It to exha-otri through a grated foor I Figre
elmrwa, csanng aclit, ad esonntestblil~fe~t 1.&4anq Utreaes4484, 456-, and 456-1. 6lY this

Although menW of thers anmes ane in! 11 A to be 5yomi, metho, the iftessmie Sitoend Air is eeatlnously wahimg
mesos with high iepsgse of cleanliness a"d othita On ob cway ell of the particles Inside the area, Insted at just
vivimay misnwoiso thesy are all ladicatzye of the basic role agttn bmadpa-ysb~ gt outside.
that cleanliness requlrmemats play to the design and opera-
this of a Clea roses. The WblIVeAd Principle of lalmiar air Sew m.Lso can be ueed
The cleanlit-aes requirements and environmental controls to dow air lielsoatt Ily In Individual wask stations, or across
of a dlean roomsenabc d satisfy the clesert nes levrels of the entire roomss in which opposite walls ae sand as the AJr
components prceessed them~ throughout operations of cleawn inlets and outlets. The dow. v'ard flew of air exhausting
Ing, testing. inspor~tion and sealing. The eriter;.. for elennil. through a grated &or toi the most effciet avremgoment
mes levels In clvan roomnsas summarised In Table 10.4.4b and lorovides the highest level of cotiamination control far
indicate the requirements att by the orily official document an entire area (Reteflmace 4484). However. oewn horleontal
available on this subjott. ftow, Which may be mse on neeleat "id eafter "to oostruct,

can produco levels of ciao'illesemclaimed to be 200 times
The design characteristics of clean rooms vary widely, In eleaner than a hospital operatig room (keforeace 448-1).
acecordances Witt. the chanscter of the spoeefic cloanhineus The two primary requ4ruinonts for clean rooms using
leesis maintained. However, based on the p z minethat closs this principle of air mnitaminaticA Control ar* (Refhwenie

aom must be designed to control the go ration of par-
tices within the area and the intr~uctbon of particles into 46)
the area, they must fulfill the following minimum design L) The space to be kept clean must have walls or sides
requirements (References 8)9-1, 451-1, 454-1, and 464-2): whbir help maintaan laminar flow.

1) The area must be entireld, enedoee' 81 The air Inlet and outlet mue stb s bhave a total area

2) The interiors must hold contaminant gerceration and equai to that of the cries soec~w a1 the cEnoir~e spces.
entrapment aroon to a minimum Tht, control of environmental conitamrinants does not end

3) Illumination ahould provide a minlinirn of 100 ft-c.~ndles with the InstMIatioer of a well-salgned sand equipped clean
at bench level room. To achieve ad masintain a cleanlianes level emmess-

4) Entry of personnoi and hardware must be e.,ade throuni n-'.to with the corn-aa beiuc p-mcessedd rsq-dron throew
air locks that maintain the cleanliness levels of the area additional indispensable factors: (1) r~riet and proper

operating procedurei, (2) cmntinuous maintenance controL.
b)Work surfaoes must itat genierate particles end (3) properly trained personnel.

6) Equipment in the area must not be a source of con- Clean room 1perating 1070csdures involve a multitude of
tamination details, dasc~ed in References 448-4, 464-1, 454-2. said

Theheat j th clan oomis he ir ondtioingand 4581. The most Important functions to be observed are:
ThAl objectt if~s and mcteean must be thane bfcndtinigen

wiltrat !on equipment. Typical requirnrcents of operation are 1) gloing ts ito a cleand romaeiAmutb 'adefr
as follows:goninoacenrm

I ) ir uppy soul bechaged n-- evry hre miute 2)All porsoenel must be properly cleaned and attired be-
1) Ar sppl shuldbe angd o~ evry hre miute 2)fore going into a ct an room.

2) Ar tmpeatur shuW w 7. 1 F 5'3) Access to the clean room must be strictly Controlled and
:3) Relative humidity should be 45 percent t 6% the number of personnel within it (incluling workers)

4) 1 ositive air presseure on a4jacer~t areas should be 0.10 maintained at an absolute minim-am.
inch of water minimum
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The malv.twamse sad canotrol requireiwents of clogn r,,,* ancci mate, Wt.lR, Ai ds, finishes, flo~w rutes, etc. The leg iret
ofait" of a strict bq-mitiki pvogrmm and around-tho- of pr-,tectlon -n~uired by these critical factorx dete) uiitias

cloc Poiod~ iwww"of tw fte bsk araeter ofalf tthe level of contam~ination control iaecessary to assure pt':a-n
emloc pt~leaug Wn..ratetki of the O,e asir preramet air- tionail capabilitv and perform~ance requirements. Thest,
%rcontesatsipeatkacsuw iunedtty, v S 0ir and levels o -ontA'm[-%tion in turn affect contarrination !vvols
4W etmI).. ote i ~ tre c g 4~ j SA n of workine' fuiJs, clean room specifications, filtrati n ui va-

484.ou. ui enients, r:.intenance schedules, And the over-a I cost

Personnal working ins a cleean remu must bw 1propirly trained, of cWIa nj;.
oqoipped. iso Isdeeti mated, since the p'ý&edtm e'rolriar 1.6 DngCfer
fftom a ck e ma ar onl~y " 6ans titi P4Veiinrts Vork- 1..I ~ Cie
lag I 16. *6 W thi e41*- psiwwaaw rus~t bie ftifus4 cawnuaIt The approeeh~s that thr component desigr-er eoArt Wt. k1 o
of the nature f contUmisatkas oe, itz control, 1ad thier facilitate Mie task. of conttonina1R¼n control fall in,( the
o~,sation withia the lekan area must adhere t'q aprrovfd followiry Ave "'te~rieas:.
proccdure&. "w xtest &4W Impa'irute of such procedures 1., redwe th.ý sources of contaminants in~ systenis an( comn

AT* Indiated by the rtat that. me e y crmln a Place Of ponents by selectinst materials, fniuti, and neio.aaiic il (It,
pape* gemerame ctoin& of partkidee 64 microns and larger signus whk-h will tv luce the% ri~tt o; wm'r, friction, ,t is
(Rofse5mC' UI-) .v nuid ee,,ompo-3ition.

MIOS "OTAMONATION COMIDERATMIO S . Inres the tolerance of ccmponent~q to conitamLi ntioi
94by ibcrsaing the dimens~onal clearances to the inaY amum

14"tto he taclosa 64p prsro~rsof fiid om. values ew~patible with functional -N-Quirements.

pononq., ccrtantnation control is perhaps the most important S. Protect romponerti at.d systenms fronm contamnaini ts by
design cvnsiderstlon. It Is ¶Jh romponi'sibility of the fguid uwans of ao*,quate filtration, bea'ed viodule",,ea luids,
CeipoSet disigner to dm'c~p ,wettaihI,%nt-consc!*us at. and clean enviro-vment duringt WSaeVIb'4 and instalhat on.
sigma which will fsctlittst tbe control of contamination. 1( 4. Proviaje ac'esnibsiity for the inspection of iysteri : iand
is within his provice9 to dstrmune the critical factors that components and for tike rema'vul of cý nta~aindnants by tllow-.
bring about the rood ýor suchm control: dime~nsionail tWier- lag moans of di&&a,&Pmbiy ior cle'iting, diskinap'e, post.
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COMPONENT NISON C0141AMINATION AND CLEANING

assembly cleaning, anA' nmantonane" operations. %)Minimise screw-type fasteners and other particle-

5. Establish adequate ls9votis of contamination control by generating connectors or devices.
relating thr cleAnliness requirements to the actual oseds I) Pusupsi, aictuators, and dynam c macharisms with wear-
and nature of the ayatiln and components at a Xiven stage able surfaces should be put throe.A'h a breakingr-in
of development; all airborne compicients cannot be treated period tt. run-in the iriction points wid abrading sur-
as it they wore hydraulic servovalves. faces. The intended io.-king fluid and a return filter

The following review of current engineering design prc ahould be used. After the operation, the pump or -om-
tices demonstrates how the designer can use these five ponent should be disassembled, inspecte4 for excesiive
approaches tov overcome ýhe problem of contsminatior n werrelaendeaeml.
compopents. syttems, fluids, and the working environment. 10.22MTRAS ELCIN 'aancorsn

10.62 Cn.VoW DWgnof components constitute large ioumies 3f contamination; to
10.62 C~ pmsnt DIp2reduce them, proper attention must be given to the process

qf materials selection and application. The following guide
All design considerations for contamination control should lines are the most outstanding and most often recomn-
be viewed In the light of the over-all fluid system ^7-d the mended:
eventual rele of the fluid component in an airborne vehicle.
Even though contamination control begins with the design a) Select materials to resist woar atcording to the follow-
or a component, the designer's efforts cannot stop there. ing steps (Reference 19-290) :
Because of his over-all knowledge of the system, the de- List the materials that fulfill the mechanical re-
signer must anticipate possible problems &ni provide design quirelnehas of tiw parts.
guide lines that will carry through subsequent operations Determine the experWe( service conditiirs of the
such &a nmaterials selection, manufacturing processes, test- part.
ing, cleaning, packaging, and installation. From the abova data, narrow the number by pick-

ing vnly those materialis that have shown low -vear
10.6.L1 DESIGN CONFIGURATION. The design features in similar applications.
of a component can provide two solutionn for keepingr con- Follow up by actual testing.
taminamitc under control: the reduction of &.cnerating zerv- b) It is generally advisable to use stainless steel in all
ices and the reduction of the susceptibility of the systemcmpntsftigadtunpriullyico-

and ompnent tothe ontminats.Coinidetall, ade-nents which will stand idle or will be stored and are
sign that is tolerant of some contamination is less prone to
generate contaminants because it has fewer points of iric- subject to internal moisture condensation (keference
tion and wear (Reference 453-1). Examples of these two 51-12).
approa~hes and other means of control at the desigit level c) Hoses and fiexible connections should be made of Teflon.
are listed below. Pressure hoses ,hould be made of Teflon reinforced

a ) Tt~e interior of all fluid components should be smooth with stainless steel braid. Rubber hose is difilult to
(to eliminate flaking), and continuous (to promote clean, and filler materials can be washed off (Refer-
fl-ushing action during flow). Pickets, dead ends, crev- ecs12,12,117 -2 16 11,adV18

i.'es, labyrinth areas, and cavities should be el-minated; d) Aluminum castings sh~d large quaritities of very fine
they collect dirt which is later relea4sed during peak particles in the 3 minron ranlre (Reference 8-48). Alu-
flaw ratei'. minum alloys need to be anodized to prevent them from

add!-ig particles and corrosion products to the Iuid
b) The component should be able to be dasast :mbled and stream (Reference 51-12).

ac:!ssile or ceanng.e) Avoid any f! aky or friable surface finishes. Cadmium,
Avoid threaded joints, zinc, and tVn plating flake or scrape easily. Use electreý-

less nickel, chromium or anodizing (Reference 6-32).
d) Use strong positioning and actuating forces to preclude H1ard chrome plating is susceptible to fatigue unless it

jammina,] of mechanisms bv particles, is sup)ý,rted on a firm base (Reference 6-32).

o~ Eliminate feather edges and oth_ýr delicate featureih f) Do not use ceramics, particularly those with unghazed
susceptible to cracking. Reduce the number of abrading surfaces (Refe'-ence V. 158).
surfaces and friction points. Rubbing surfaces should

be areull b'aned o revnt rcssi wer.g) Soft and stringy packings. are gradually deposited in
the fluid stream (Refcrence V-158).

fi Protect delicate design features b'z sealing them and h) Use filter conr'ruction mats-rilis tht~t are structurally
providing caps and boots to keep out airborne dirt. adequate, corrosion and temperatu.-e-resistant to the

gr) Provide the widest poss'ble tokerance's in orifices and fluids, and will not migrate to the downstream por-
celaranrc's. Design the c-omponents operate with a tions of the system (References 1-25, 1-26, 1-107, and
flutid contaminated with the largest pa-tieles tolerable. 450-2).
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CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING COMPONENT DEbIM

i) Careful consideration of material, hardness, and finish passage* are smoother and do not hold core molding
will reduce wear and particle generation. Specify that materials iReference 6-32).
surfaces which rub against each other are smooth and
vf different hardness. A surface hardness of 60 RC is 10.6.2.4 COMPONENT TEZSTING. The )ast and most often
considered optimum (References 6-1, 19-221, 114-4, overlooked step in the production of fluid components is
and 453-1). the performance checkout. This funct'on has been attributed

to being a frequent source of contamination in fluid com-
10.6.2.3 MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS. Improve- ponents, and to reduce this source, the following procedures
meits in manufacturing operations can reduce built-in con- are recommended:
tamination from this primary source. Anticipate manu- a) Maintain close control over contamination level in all
facturing or fabrication techniques that will increase the test equipment. All fittings, fluids, and assemblies used
contaniinatien levels. For example, shrink-fitting of mating to test components must be as clean as or cleaner than
parts instead of press-fitting or threading prevents shaving the component being tested and should be used only
off metal slivers which later contaminate the system (Ref- once for each test sqtup (References 6-32 and 19-220).
erences 65-27 and 6-1). Other common recommendations
aimed at curtailipg the generation of contaminants durirg b) Clean all test equipment connectors thoroughly before
manufacture of components and their parts are: making z.onnections (References 6-1 and 51-6).

a) Avoid metallic castings, since they generally carry in- c) Use dummy components to prevalidate the cleanliness
clusions and molding residues such as core sand. Use of the test circuits (Reference 6-32).
forged stock or raw stock. If castings are to be used,
the cast surfaces should be machined References 1-25, 10.6.2.5 CLEANING AND PACKAGING. Not ai! the
1-26, 1-107, and 6-32). sources of contamination encountered during manufactur-

ing can be eliminated completely, but they can be reduced
b) Clean tools and molds during forming and drawing substantially by precleaning components to a specified level,

operations in order to avoid emubedding hard metallic and by maintaining them in such a condition during assem-
particles (Reference 6-32). bly and installation by means of a cl:-an area where con-

taminants have been reduced to a correspondingly low levelc) Deburr each part before each formirz operation, and (Reference 51-6). Other specific recommerdations to the
degrease it using ultrasonic cleaning and vapor de-
greising (Reference 6-32). designer concerning component cleanliness are:

a) C!ean components and parts immediately after ma-
d) Weld, braze, and solder before the final machining, or chining before cutting oils set (Reference 6-1).

clear immediately afte. ward. If the weld areas are ex-
posed to the fluid, they should be machined to remove b) Clean all surfaces and channels of filters thoroughly,
oxides (Reference 6-32). using a combination of ultrasonic cleaning and flush-

ing (Reference 6-1).
e) To eliminate weld spatter in filters, use seam welding

of overlapping joints, avoid arc welding of open sec- c) Clean rarts with small cored passages, such as ca-t-
tions, and provide ample openings for final cleaning ings, carefully before assembly to remove ccntamir ants
(References 1-25, 1-26, and 1-107). from these blind passages (Reference 6-32).

f) All functional surfaces should be finished as smooth d) Take pains to clean at the component l•. el, even when

as possible so th:!y can olverate effciently without components are not contaminant-sensitive, to avoid con-

generating contaminants. In the design of hydraulic tributing later to the system conta, Ination which is
components, a surface finish of 8 to 16 microinches is harder to eradicate (Reference 6-32).
recommended by some investigations, while others con- e) After cleaning, parts and compon-.nts should be pack-

sider a range of 5 to 10 as the optimum finish generating aged in heat-sealed plastic bags, evoiding the use of
the least amount of contaminants. If the finish is finer, preservatives and coatings (References 6-32, 19-221,
the parts will not retain oil; if it is more coarse, it will and 136-4).
abrade contacting surfaces (Referencc., 6-32, 19-220,
114-4, and 450-2). f) Cleaned components should have all parts and cnnec-

tions capped. Male fittings should be capped with anod.
g) Heat treat before machining the surfaces of i:nter4al ized aluminum caps. Female fittings should be plugged

parts, otherwise the oxides formed during heating will with the fittings used in flight and capped with alu-
be difficult to remove (Reference 6-32). n.inum caps. Aioid the use of plastic and soft metals

for capping (Reference 6-32).
h) Do not plate springs or other parts subject to high

torsionas stress in order to avoid flaking the coating g) A practical and feaible levi-l of filter element cleanli-
(Referece 6-32). ness is that point when approxima.tely the same amount

of particles that could be removed by -ibration and
i) A void cored passages, particularly in casting; drilled flow are removed by process cleaning (Reference 51-0).
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FLUID COMPATU9UTY
SUPTEMSDERMN ONTAMINA~rION AND CLEANING

lS.&2.6 ASSXVBLY AND INSTAAWLA'CION. Introduction Servovalve failures -due to contamination are usually of
of forsign matter and airborne dust murlý be controlled unt~l two types-failures caused by 1pligging of orifices and noz-
QIe last moment whtn the eomponent is assemblett into a zles, and those caused by sticking of sliding mechanimms.
my..tem. Zr.ecommwndatlons aro: Both -if these conditions can be considerably corrected at

a)Final assembly, ceitning, *avd Inspection of comrpon111n1ts the design level by keeping the contaminants under control
and reducing the susceptibility of the servovalven to the

wisth be dove in acleanlns requirnent (Referncisue 6-2) ontaminants,. The effects of contaminants on servovalves,
withthel'.velsof leal~nss rquied Refeenc 6-2). along with covrtctmve action, are given in Table 10.6.2.7b.

b) Thread compounds and lubricants should be avoided.
Use of Teflon tape in reconvnended (Reference 51-12).
If lubricants onust be used, thay snould be compatible 10.6.3 Fluids Compatibility
with ttb' fluids (R~eference 28-0P).

The interna! environment of fluid components is mostly

10.6.2.7 HYDRAULIC SERVOVALVES. From the con- determined by the working fluids. Each fluid system -

tamination %taasdpoint, hydraulic servo systems are un- pneumatic, hydraulic, fuel, pressurizatior, or propellant -

doubtealy the most crtical airborne systems. Next to has its own ch~aracteristics and requirements of chemical
inertial gfuidance system components, hydraulic servo corn- and physical compatibility. If these requirements are not.
ponents demand tht, mnort extreme mccuracy, stability, and satisfied, the least' that can happen is a heavy generation
response, To meet these stringent operation requl vements, of contaminants. Corrosive propellants can geverate cor-
seryovalves usually hav. minute tolerances, openingb, and rosion prnducta; cryogenic fluids may crack seals; over-
act ating forces. The critical nature of these dimension. heated hydraulic fluids may break down and deposit gums
becomes apparent by looking at the critical clearances of a or varnish; particles entrained in high pressure gases will
typical servovalve (Table 10.9.2.7a). erode surfaces; and, of course, scdimer.t snd sludge will

plug filters, injector orifict.s, and small lines., Such problems
Taboe 10.6.27.. Average CrItkal Dlwfmo are heavily compounded in closed recirculating circuits such

avdrauikc Sevtf as bydraulic and lubricating systems where the fluid is
(Reference 6-28) continuously subjected to repeated trials and stresses, while

_______________________ _________________ the amount of particles due to system wear are continuously
AMA CLEARANCE (s) inemvising.

Spool diametral clearance 1-10
Flapper nozzle clearance 25-38
Metering orifice 75-381064SsesD ig
Nozzle clearance 254-1016
Pole piece clearance 254-1270 The component designer can do much at the system level

Drai bled oific 305.~oto keep up the contamination control effort origivating with
the design of fluid components. He can aid in the immuniize-

Table 10.6.2.7b. Characteristics of Systom Contamination on SorvCvehn
(Reference 6-42)

PARTICLrt PROffKTIES EFFIECT ON SENIOVALVE C00CTION

Size Orifices and nozzles are' pluggp d by particles their Adjust filters to particle size. Since system
samne size or larger. Valve spolsl stick because null leakage and dead band requirements
of trapped particles. Hysteresii increase8. establish diametral clearanice, coi rection

depends on valve design.

Shape Filters a-re effective on p~article's smallest Elniinate fibrouj contaminants which can
dimension only. Orifices, nozzles, and passage& pass ffilters and build up in the valve.
trap particles be-cause ol la,.gest dimension.

Material Nagimotized particles carý form clusters. Sticking, Properly design the valve to eliminate
change in leakage, and deadband characteristics cont aminants.
are caused by hard, abrasive particles. Flexible
materials work .ýhrougli filters, change shape,
and build up.

Suspeiasion Malfunction is caused by suspended particles being Analyte tubing configuration, fluid
carried into 'he valve. (Light particles will viscosity, and environmental conditions
suspend in fluid more than heavy particles; small such as vibration and temperature which
ones more than large ones of the sa me density) affect particlt susp~a.zmon.

10.6.3 -1
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CONTAMINATION AND CLEANING SYSTEMS DE"

tion of the Aystem against contamination by giving proper and cheaper to reduce the sources and avenues, of entry tha
consideration to the location of components, cire-lit config to clean and filter the unwanted particles and substances.
uration, assembly methods, selection of fittings and piping, A considerable reduction in contaminants can be obtained
and analysis of the over-all system contaminaton sources, by care in assembly and installation, by simple design, and
In essence, the criteria behind these considerations is a by paying attention to common everyday hoasekeeping and
,.orollary of the principles used in the design of contaminant- plumbingF practices as indicated by the following recom-
conscious components: to channel any possible design fea- mendations:
tures towards the control of contamination by reduction
and removal of the contaminants or protection and desensi- a) Use hrbricants compatible with •he fluids to be handled,
tisatien of the system. A review of current engineering and only when absolutely necessaryw Avoid pipe cos -
ewsign practices covering these concepts of contaminatior pounds;- use Teflon tape wrapped two threds bmk.c
control is presented below. from front end (References 1-25, 1-26, 1-107, 28-49,

51-12. 450-2, and V-lrA).

10.6.4.1 INCREASE TOLERANCE TO CONTAMINA. b) Do not use soft or stringy packing. requiring periodic
TION. Most contamination preblems originate from inade, replacement; they are gradually deposited in the fluid
quate, unnecessary, or over-strict cleanliness r•quirements. stream (Reference V-158).
Wherever possible, the system should be designed for a
maximum1 of dirt tolerance. The alternative to this is the c) Minimize pipe and tubing rbns. The shortest length
ir.stallation of finer or bigger filters, larger pumps, and the will have the smallest surface area and, correspond-

implementation of costly cleaning operations and quality ingly, the lowest potentiei source of contaminants. M r-
control procedures. The following recommendations are the inise the number nf tees, crosses, lends, and other
most commonly suggested to help develop fluid systems fittings that generate and trap particles. Use manifolds
with a reasonable contamination tolerance: wherever possible (References 19-221, 51-12, 453-1, and

V-1.5•).

a) Design systems to operate with a reasonable amount of d) Eliminate all possible close fittinr dynamic parts, con-
dirt, based on the tolerance of the most critizal com- nections, and components susceptible to obstruction
ponents. If particles of ,ver several hundred microns (References 136-4 and V-158).
can be tolerated and dissolved, matter is no problem,
and ordinary desigii and quality control procedures e) Use only clean, bagged, and sealed components to as-
will suffice to maintain system performance (Refer- semble the system. I.mspect the bags for the presence of
ences 19-221, 136-4, and 450-4). talc or other plastic extrusion lubricants (Reference

V-158).
b) Dirm tolerance of a system should not be predicted upon

the quality of fluids available, since the initial condi- f) Minimize vibratikn and shock, particularly around fil-
tion of the fluid is lost when flow begins, particularly ters (Reference V-158).
in a recirculating system (References 23-33 and 453-1). g) Do not al'ow flow across threaded connections to go

c) To determine the dirt tolerance of a system, the follow- agurmst male fittings to avoid scrubbing particles out of
ing guidf lines are giiren in References 19-221 and threaded crevices (Reference V-158).

136-4: h) Flush assembled systems whenever possible with low
Determine which components are most susceptible viscosity filtercd so'vents at high velocity (Reference
to malfurction because of contamination. V.158).

Calculate maximum flow rate. and pressure at ous- i) Place gaskets or seals to'permit nminimum contact with
ceptible points to determine what problems exist, the bulk of the working fluid (Reference 136-4).

Define how long the system must function bttweon j) Perform assembly and disasembly operations in e.,-
maintainance periods. If a system can be cleaned virunmnentally-controlled areas commensurate with the
frequently, larger quantities of contaninants can degree of cleanliness in the components being used.
be tolerated. Avoid expesing components to raints, coatings, and

Define the types of contaminants expected. De- airborne ducts (Reference 136-4).
ternmine the possible effect of soluble contaminantsand the tsir andamount of insoluble aminanters. k) Avoid tht ne•d for assembly and installation of fittings
and the size and amount of insoluble materials. on a vesiel after it has been fabricated and cleanedInsoluble materials are usually the most critical. (Reference 136-4).

d) Install sampling points at proper locations to allow
zdequate monitoring of system cleanliness (Reference 10.6.4.3 PROTCTING THE SYSTEM COMPONENTS.
136•4). After the components are assembled into a system, the only

way to control contamination is thrnugh adequate system
10.6.4.2 R.FDUCING CONTAMINATION SOURCES. The filtration. Proper filtration demsads 0,oat clise attention be

best defense against contaminants is prevention. It is easier pa.d to the loc ion oZ filters and their fllteriig character-
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isties. The Saaer the filtration. the higher the costs in terms at bigh &W MItSS foeam both top and 'Nottem areas
of eqmpipmnt, pressure drops, and "saistenaw-e require- and back to the resirysir througb a Amu liter.
inewte. Therefore, unnecessary protection may be wasteful.
The following paragraphs list the most coesmoti recoin- 10.6.4.4 EUMOVAL OF CONTA11!'JANTS. The basis for
mseadatvias for protecting the systemi from~ post-as~sombly optimum removal of contamintints lies in planning the fluid
eoS' Wa"ti circuit and Its components so that any contaminants in the

a) Vent ines" should havo breather caps with adiequate fluid streamn are continuously being pushed towaz'd the filter
filters, &nd :!?I ports sho~ald have strainers (References elem-ents. To this effsect fluid flow surfaces should be as flush
1-25, 1.2E, and 1-107). as possible and attention s"uld be given to the maintain-

ability o'ý ffMte elements at well as maintenance schied -
b) Mual filters are recommended to provide adeuquate fil ules. Other pertinent recommendation, concerning optimum

tration ditrinjg service and to provide ease of removal measures and aids In the removal of contaminants are:
Pir cleaning and mainternonce (Reference 126-4). a ) Avoid bekiows and spirals since they are hard to cl'ean

c ) Provide ter proper sjilerential preesiare during service and are dirt entrapment areas (Refereict, V-158).
and! consider pressure fluctuationt due Wa temipwratures b einotalpsil eded a rvd. le
(Reference 1IWO4.b)Dsgoualposbedaensadrvi3lA

drains for those remaining (Reference V-15SW
e) Consider the addition of a by-pass system foi each filter Mutacmltr etclys hywl ri ~w

to64) faiiaesrieadtsigoeain ~frne c nd across a line instead of at a dead and (References
136-4). Z32 and N-159).

e) Locate filters upstream of servovalwes and us* close to
thein an possible (Reference 9-1). d) Install componente. to provide a maximum occessihility

to facilitate maintanant-a and inspection. Wherever pos-
f) U& closed circuit designs such an plug-in nodules or sible the design and layout shouldd be aimed at a one-

integrated assemblies so dirt cannot enter hafter assemn- man service operation (Reference 51-12).

bly Refrenes -1,6-20, 2-33 an 46-e) In airborne tankage, provide free draining structures;
g) Since the fastest accumulation of c'%ntaminant3 in baffies and supports should have minimum entrapment

recirculated circrits ocr-urs during the initial run-in ai-eas (Reference 136-4).
period, when leftover dirt and wear product. accumu-
late, the first replacement of fklttr elements shwld be f) Vess~els and other reservoirs in recirculatzad eystenms
performed at an earlier time than planned in reutine shoul iave tangmintial return lines, to Iteep fluid agi-
maintenance (References 1-25, 1-26, ayud 1-107). tated, and sloping bottoms tapered towards the mnain

outlet (Reference 6-32).
hiý Use Alters at strategic locations in the system, and

provicle access for examinatibnt, cleaning, and main- g) Install drains at all low points in the system (.Refer-
terience (Reference 136-4). ence 136-4).

h) All systems should disassenuibie in sections of 20 feet
The following specific recommendations for filter locations or less so that available cleaning tanks may be use6
ini open and recircm~ating systems arr. adapted from Refer- (Refoers ace 136-4).
enlce V-158-

a) penarlflud crcuts:i) Design systanms so that fiulls can be reci-culated

Place fine filter at l~ist possible point in the systam.lee isrug archieve a filters nce 136- r4). ntrinto

Place a lairge iiiie depth htal~r upstreamn of the tine lvi civdieeec 3-)

filter.
Conduct fluid dir'-ctly to the destination without
rehandling. 10.6.5 EnviroiumntaI Factor
Keep design simple by using a minimum of piping,
fittings, and components. The,'omponent designer gom.an aly has little control over the

environment i's which the components wall be used. How-
bi Recirculating Systems: ever, it is possible to anticipate the approximate o~irating

Place outlet at lowest poss~ible pointa f cone-shaped conditions that will irs encosintev'ed-suclb as temperature,
reservoir, pressure, gravity, and quality %'f the ambient atmosphere-
Return &.* fluids throu'th an in-line fine filter, and dtAign with them in minui. Rust and corrosion may bc
If peakk flow rntex are too high, use e-;'ra rtser-ioir prevented by anticipating cc.5aditions of extended storage
and transfe' later through AL. filter io clean res- or inactivity. 'Arb only envir nme'itaI .eontrol thiat the de-
ervoi r. s~vner is able to specify as having time components assern-
'Recirculate eontaminated fluid in open r(L%ervv ira bled and installezi hi a cekamn room OZ A Clean area.
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10.6.6 Cua*W Methods REFERENCES

Summarizing, tere are four methods by which the fluid 1-25 19-220 450-1
component designer can control the degrees and effects of 1-26 19-2I 450-2
c ntamination at the system level. All four approaches can 1-107 28-33 450-4
be specified objectively anid are within tha eAclusive juris- 1-270 28-34 451-1
diction of the component designer. They are" 6-1 23-53 452-1

a) Specify the maximum size. amount, and type of con- 6-2 28-9 45B-1

taminants that can be tolerated by the most susceptible 6-25 51-12 414-2components. 62 11 5-
6-26 65-27 455-1

b) Specify the type and size of filter that will protect 3 6-28 81-4 456-1
gi.%n design feature of a critical component. 6-32 89.1 457-1

6-38 114-4 457-2
c) Specify" the finishes, clearances, materials, and fluids 6-42 136-4 457-3

that will generate the least amount of particles. 6-56 183-6 457-4

d) Specify te maiximum cleu.illiness that must be achieved 6-162 183-7 46-1

when contamirsnts are removed from the componerts 6-164 281-2 V-158

by means of specific cleanilg procedures. 6-195 448-1 V-270
6-2"5 448-2 V-279

Detailed references on how these methods may be devel,)pel 6-206 4484 V-280
have been presented in sub-sections of this section, particu- 6-207 449-1
,arly Sub-6ection 10.4 "Cleanliness RequiL-enients."
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RELIABILITY DEFNTON AND MAThEMATiCS

11. 1 INTRODUCTION by liddino the Individual in-service operating times, nun.-

R~eliability is an Index of design excellence and prdc ber of Cyc~les, and dividing bythe tWta number of time
opertionl inegrty. eliailiy todefied theprelt- he Prt I Pu Inrepair.eattWhereir.Whe nuambere

bopertatioal dnegvitye w elbl pe tym spdecfined afuh. roa of different parts of the smie design are used for gemerat-
bi!ty hata evie wllperorma pecfie fiction for a Ing data%, the mean time between failure is the averwis

given peried of time under given environmental conditions,. prtn iebfr alr falprsudrciiea
The current trend in design of missile and space vehicle tion. Reliability and mean time between failure values are
systems to toward higher performance, more complexity, related by the following equatiota:
and longer period* 4i unattended automatic operation,
thus placing an ever-Increasing importance on high relia-
bilicy. It Is the purpose of this section to define oliability R = e
terminology, pieaent ronm* basic reliability mathematical 'where R - reliability
relationships, and give the fluid comiponent designer some i entm ewmfiue(ennme
practical guidelines for reliable design. m-ma iebtenfiue(ennme

of cy.-les between fallure)

112RELIABILITY DEFINITIONS AND e c .ycles) 78(ubro

112MATHEMATICS t - cosandvit oprt- time8

If the mean time between the failure for a part has be-on
With the increasingly Imp~ortant role .yeiiability conside.2- determined to be one hour, and it is desired to detirmine
atlons are playing in aerospace design, it Is importnnt the reliability o.: this part based on this dakta for one
that the fluid component designer have some knowledge hour, the reliability R -2.718-"' - 0.368. This means that
of the basic terms and fundamental relationshli" used by the part eould be expected to operste comnpletely and sue-
the reliability engineer. In the follo)wing paragraphs rells- cesafully throughout the one hour only 37 times out of 100
bility 'Arms are defined and, where applicable, pertinent times attempted. To imnroase reliability. either the indi-
mathematical relation-ihips aae presented. vidual operating time, t, must be shoitened or the mean

11.2.1 Probab~ity time hetwetn failure must be Increased.
Pm~bability Is the percentage of time that an event It% pre- 1.23MaTm.tFiur
dicted to occur, relative to a large number of observations Mean time to failure (MTTF) is an aternate means of
of similar events. exprewhig M4TBF.

11.2.2 Rellabilfty Index 11.2.9 Failure Rate
The reliability index "p~resses the probability that a part The failure rate in a measuro %if the probable number of
'will operAte vwithout failure for a specified n,)rod of time. times that a given component will N~il during a given time
Measured on a 0 to 1 scale, tho reliability Index of an itemn period of operation. Failure rate, A, is often expreuwed an
may have any value from 0 (meaning that it is certain failurer per million hours.
not to operate) to 1 (meaning that the part in certain to
operate withont failure ýor the specified time period). A(Eq 11.2.9s)

11.2.3 Wear Out Failures in
Werout failures are failmoes which ocrur ns a result of where X~ = failure rate, failurex/hotir

notwal mechanical, chemical, or electrical dagradatlon. in = mean time between failure, hours

11.2.4 Rantlow Failure ftnSU& V, CAr84K^_S &.. A-rcto offrdlerae-ii

Random failures are fnilures that. occur bafore wear out R = e -At (Eq 1 1.2.9h)
and are not predictable or associated with rnnj pattern of
similar failures. Howtver, It should n~ot be assumed that where R = reliability
the cause of a readoin failure cannot be found. u = constant - 2.718

= failure rate, failures/ hour
11.2.5 Independent Failure t == operating time, hours
An independent failure Is a failure of a device which inInot caused by concurrent failure of another device. 11.2.10 Confidence LevelI onfidence level is the certuinty with which conclusions
11.2.6 Secondary Fai~ur can be drawn from a given group of data. For example,
Secondary failure is the failure of a devica resulting di- at a 95 percent confidence level the conclusions drawn will
rectly from the failure of another device, be in error 5 percent of the liine, or an averaged one in

11.27twenty. To demonstrate a given reliability (the conclusion)
1127Mean Time Betwieen Failure the higher the confidence level selbeted, the greater must

1.00 1 The me'an time betjwmen failure (UTBF) ;s the average be the numbeor of tests, as indicated by confidence level
operating time or number of cycles of a part, determined tablest
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11.2.11 Cujfdkiefe Ljmn accomplishing their functioevm. For a parallei Aystem of
Cianbdeies limits are the computed vipper and lower limits a components, the system reliability In
of the deisire Yalu* of a physical quantity (o~g., failure E1.L4rate) for a specified confidence level; that Is, the true 11)
value of.a physical quantity or a parameter which can be RP - 1RO 0 (- R.) . . (I -R.)
stated as falling between upper and lowser lindta with a
certair. level of confidence as dete.rmined by the sample where R, - reliability of parallel system
aime. The closer these limits are, the lower the confidence Rt. - reliability of nth component
level for a Aixed sample size. or nv mber of tests. Con-
versely, more tests are needed an the upecIfied confidenice Red~andancy in l1uid systems eav, be achieved either by re-
Ilimita are narrowed to mairn am & given confidence level. dundAnt components in a common housing or as separate
The upper con~dence limit is used to determine a reliabil- units. A redundant shutoff valve system is illustrited anche-
ity Index where the confidence limit in exprosaed as failure maticaily In Figure 11.2.14. This combination series and
rate in percent, or in number of failures per 100 test&. parallel arrangement, known as a q~ad va;ve, provides a
For example, if actual test data shows 5 failures In 100 4yttemn whereby any oi.e of the four va~ves can fail either
tests, the lower and upper -onfidence limits can statisti- open or e1.eed without causing a system failure. See Sub-
cally be show'n to be 3 and 9 percent failure rate, respec- Topic- 11.3.11 for further discussion of redundancy In fluid
tively. at a confidence level of 80 percent over the interval, component design.
This states that on the average, 80 percent of the time a
sample of 100 tests will have no failures equal to or2
greater than 9, and no failurer equal to or less than 8. To
express the ram* information in termp of reliability, only
ths upper confidence limit it used. Thm' states that there
will b-) no faitures equal to or treater than 9 por~ent, or
a riliability of at least 91 percent. When only a mingle
confidence limit (higher limit for reliability) or singular
limit is used, the confidence level is higher by one-half the 4

difference between the confidenee interval confidence levelN A_
and 100 percent. Therefore, in the example cited, the re- V
liability in 91 percent with an 80±+10-8 - 90 percent

2
confidence level. Figure 111.2.14, Quad Shutoff Valie Arrangement

11.2.12 Confidence Interval
Thme c nfidence, interval is the interval determined :)y the
upper and lower confidence limits. In the example cited 11.2.15 Frequency Distribi'tion
in iSub-Topic 11.2.11, the confidonce interval is 0.03 to 0.09. Frequency distributioni, aiso called nrobability density

function, describes th,- spread of characteristic values for
11.2.13 Series Configurations a given set of statistical data. Some of the more common
If items Are arraaged to perform their functions in a con- mathematically described frequency distributions include
figuration much 'hat failure of any one item reaulti in Gaussian (normal), exponential, Weibull, Gamnina, and Log-
failuie of the r'onfiguration. then the configuration is said norrmal.
to be a series configuration. The reliability of a series
configuration is equal to the product of the separate relia- 11.2.16 Normal or Gaussian Fre~uency Distribution
bilities of the components. A normal distribution shows a central tendency of values

(measurements) at which point (mean value) the )argest
(Eq 11.2.13) frequency of occurrences Is observed. The normal curve is

R,.= R, x< R,. x R, x . . . Rcharacteristically bell shaped (7~igur.) 11.2.16) having equal
areas irn either side of the center value. Many processes

where Rt. =reliability of series configurations havre been discovered by measurement to follow a normal
Rt. =reliability of nth component distribution. This is the distribution whic'i is u~sually as-

11.214 aralel onfiuraions(Reundacy)sumed by most statisticians when the true distribution of

A121 Parallel oorgrain (Redundantste isoeiiwhcy)util values is unknown. The curve has equal areas on either
A paall1 o reundnt ystm i on ii whch ultple side of the center or mean value ju. Characteristic values

devicem, structural elements, parts, or mechanisms are em- found other than at the center or mean value are said to be
ployed in combination for the purpose of increasing the scattered or diverse values. Such values are also called
reliability A a particular function or operation. In a deviations from the center value. It in from this word that
pairallel syiotem, when one item fails all or any one of th~e the phr ase "standard deviation," so frequently used in sta-
remaining iten:5 --re capable of continuous o-eration and tistical mathematice, is derived. The area under the curve
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general dhope of tke distribution curve (Figure 11A16)
by describing how the area under the curve in distwibued

I about the mean. A sloall valu* of standard deviation indl-
eates a tall sailnder curve, whereas a large value standard
deviation Indicates a sbort, spreadout curve. The sampi~I ~ standard dev'iation its exprese mothemlatically an follows:

'Iwhere 8 - Fitgndard deviation
X - Individual value In the sample

-- ~~~~~~~ -------- .- mean value of the sample

1Nm - umber of measurements (sample *slc)

345rIFAA). The mean 1k the value ;ýbout which the greatest ecencontra-
OF---- tion of data occurs. The mean of the sample In the arith-

metic average expressed as follows:
Fig4ure 11±16 HNoina Frequency Dletvbue I! x

is a function of the standard deviation, @, and to indicated in where I-mean value
Figure 11,1.16. The area under a aorokfl curve between ± 1 X- individual valne
standard deviations Ist 68 percent of the total area under N - number of measurmesits (samele size)
the curve. For ± 2 standard deviations it In 95.5 percent,
and for ± S standard deviations It 1s.99.7 percent. The equa- 11 .1~20 Raflp
tion fosr the ntormnal distribution curve is The range is the difference between the maximum and mini-

mu.'s measured valuses

standard devlat-on (S').
where y - frequency of cecuriec

J (E 11±16)&vle1122 xapeDl"IigRap en

the universe-or thA entirts lopulation of possible measure- A life cycle test program on a particular valve design ro-
menti.; -- and the limited sample measurements normally sulted in cycle to failsrre data on 26 parts an foziowis:
available. The larger the sample sisa, the more closely the
sample mean and standa~rd doviations (1 az-d 8) approzi- Cycle to Number of
mat.e the corresponding unilverce values (ps and v). The fol- Failure MX Pu-ta (M f-- x-1 (J.X)' f(X-T)'
lowilng definitions apply to~ an entire porwuladon of data:

82 (81. - 82'.5) 1 82 -- P, 9
a) ps - mean of population. Tb. sample mean 7 is used to 88 (82.6- 83.5) 2 168 -2 4 8

denote the beat estimate of P. 84 (88.6 - 84.5) 5 420 .-1 1 5

b). standare deviation of population. The sampb* 85 (04.6 - 85.5) !0 850 0 0 0
standard devlition, S, denotes in estimat;s of w'. 86 (85.6 - 86.5) 5 430 +11 1 5

87 (83.6 - 87.5) 2 174 +2 4 8
0c) r- variance of Ppujlation. 88 In the best asimate of 88 (87.4.81 .5) 1 88 +8 9 9

ON. _ _ _

N121 N(Total Zfx -X XT
1121 t~dr eva ý()Measure- 2210 44

The standard deviatkn of a sample provides a measure of ruenix)
the amount of dispersion or smatter about a typical (mean -26

or averago) value. The standard deviation :ndicates the ___ ____ ________j ISSUED: MAY 14t64 11. 2
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The musanmesa. variance. sand smandard deviat"na do. greatly minimssssO by careful Iesign and cleer and distin~ct
bermhied tr~im the data shown seWM san: markings. One geW. way to preteet a deeign against hu~man

~g., ~ ~error Is to designl for oa.-wai assembly "ad Installation.
Another way Is to dKircgit a purt, such as a seal. so that. it

-f Sat B8 (be t estimate ofP) ca be' Intle coretl in aw ha n way.

VarinceS' -f X11.3.4 Deuign for Maintenance
Varince S'- -A4~L~ -- a-.-. .76Components should be desinned for easy msintonancv when

naintenance requIrs.iienu.. are involved. There should be
Standard Deviation, 8 - 1.33 tyzh (bfst estimat, of.a) a minimum need fr~r maintenance trainu:g said JudgmEnta

by maintes nce peraicanel. Maintenance roeurve shouldThe sample distribution in shown graphic-Ally b), plotting be carefully and properly specified
a histogrem (Figure I LIM))

113.3. Desipn os Contaminaion Toleronc
Sinice A certain amou at of fluid coitaaminnation Is Inevitable,
a primary comrideratlon should be given to designing a
ca sp(Jnent thich will tolerate a reasonabWt amount of cou-

s taminsntion, ratber than trying to eliminate all contami-
nants thro'Iwh excessivel lltration.

1.&S DerJe for Minimizing Contamination
Oenera~io

The effect2 of surface finish~ia and seal %nd packing mabe,.
rialsoan tbo contamination le~el In a system chould he care-
fully considerv. 1. Imvr, oper surface finishes combined with
shreddablet packing In missile "ystem shutoff valves, hare
resulted In serious contamination problems froa %.smtkluri
migration.

11.317 Use Pr oven DesignsCYCLES TO2 PARU61 Items which Lavo been in quantity produtt~on are usually
more reliable toam' new items which have been especially

FUWO 112.2 Witepali eq a U- pl ONM~ developed for a component or system. Novel design ap-
presebuas hiuld generally be svoidedl in favor of proven
concept,3. This is particulhrly true in the design of modulea
such as springs, beerin~m, aet. It should be pointed out,

11.3 DESIGNlNSG FOR REUIA311IUTY however, that a proven iesign may not always adequately
Majo cosidratons n ahieingrelibilty ~ fuidmeet the raquireunents and in such cases new designs are

ponents are safoquateo ap'sdfications, good desig i, adequate pretyjsiid
inspe(!tiot of materials and components, and adequate te~st- 1.. einfrSft
;ng. .8ome of the ;mporta'st design etwsidearations infiusaic- 1.. e~nfrSft
Ing reliability are riven below. The components should'be designed so that f alure will

cause a minimum of impki~irnaent to systan opet %tion and
11.3.1 Select Reliability Goals Approp. ate will minimize personnel lvizards. F'ail-safe feittur. sshould

toa OWsystem be empioyed such that loss of power will not pr sen'. an
When reliab~ility m'q'jirements are. high, the dceignei, must unsafe conditi-n. Safety consideraticns often die ite the
put greater emaphaxis on these riquirements as he considers use of valve designs that will automatically cos, in the
other design lactoti, su'~h as weight , cost, ease of fabrica- event of actuator or power failure.
tion. and tosting cm~ta. 11.3.9 Deislgi for Environmental Extremes
11.3.2 Design for Sim~licity The designer should consider the worst possible chemicail
Tdle designer should wAtvmpt to minimize the number of and physical effects that could result from the environ-
pat ts, avoid nmoving parts. av~oid delicate mek hanisms, and mental #-xtreme3 to which the compeuaents must toe exposed.
avoid close cleasrance -ilidirng fits.

11.3-1C Design Modules with Liberal Stress
11.3.3 Design for Cornpunnt Assemoy and Load Morgins

andJ Installation The designer should apply adequate safety factors and
'ornnnon Qiiid component problemrs such as ove'-torquing utilize perfo,-mgnce derating to extend service life and in-

and reversal of both e'ectrkcal and fluid connections can be creauae reliability of component part., (modules) such as

11..ii .1 SSULDO: MAe 1964
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sp.rings, bolrn, hotasiama bestarle etc. VitAlsrni for tiagi. that should be asked about a fluid componont, (esign
Inst.&MO, shoum be designed te operate at 30 j0eresnt of Art:

the SCUOIdesIC5tI~ ~ ~11.4.1 De~UMP

11.3.11 DssIrmn vent 5wftL~e.Jmra Art bearin,7s protected f ront corrosion *ind giling .tut'l
&--me.Magn dirt, moir.ture., and ineffitient lubricantal Are bearing i p r-

System reliability can be lacreamsd by using components tected f rorw. brinetling due to vibration, shock, or woft o it ýc
which hae" liberrl performance margins. Thus. suzcemuhl rials? Are' beu&& ingN adequately protoeted against tie Rd
systemns perforusaice evta be attained! in spite of Laillure of verse efftects of vacufim expesurel
aeompoiiiit to ru'st deseigni requirumsets completely. Samt 11.4.2 Filters

eaplea lindlettIng how reliability can be Improved by Are integral filters uwe! to protct~ ;he sensitive e>'menfnsdesgnig cmpomat wih Ic ise orfrnmee a~tIt; of a component frret, -ontamir~ation L~allu.re? Do Oittei t havear,& suli~cient dirt-holding rapability?
s% Provimle actuator force margins wwh tha failure o

an actuator to develop Its design feort still gives ade- 11.4.3 Mechanical Llnkiges
quate force to actuate the valve. Are actuated aurfacits11 Lnd arms pretected from over oi ave1?

b) gins components large enough Po that parsial opening Hav, lubrication requirements~ for Ilinkages bena kep. to i,
of a valve or blockage of a flow passage still provides minimumn?
sufficient, flow. 11.4.4 Seuls

c) Desig regulators and relief valves to operate with A)* bolt torqu~e requirements specified on the as-oembly

narrower regulation or creck Lnd reseat bands the draiwingn? Are locking devices prov~ded? If lock w rei s
required by the system, so that failure to moot com used, its length .hould be kept to an absolute mini vum.
ponent design requireemets stll fulfills the system ob Can 0-ringe and seals be ins'alled easilv -'v'thout be~ng cut
ject!'ve. by sharp edges, resulting in seal damage and subsequent

leakage?
It is Important to note ihat this general approach to In-
creasing system rellabil'ity can easily result in udireliabillty 11.4.5 Flow Pa, sages
If not used with discretion. TightenIng of destgn require- Are there flow passages Rmall enough to become ci, erged
menta cannot be done arbitrarily, as thi' rve-ft may be a with colotan'inants?
component we complex that Its Inherent reliability in con- 11.4.6 Fastener
siderably lower than a simpler compowient which just meets Do all faitencd assemblies -von~ain adequate iockieig h. vive.ý
system performance requireiments. The use of liberal per- an/rpsesrctaibuefciv.oqig -ie
formance marglns should be enp~oyed only when apparent aend/o r psessl practic (ut, bults efetctv.) torqilg r c's r`0
system reliability gains are not offset by added compon at tomeats Arn latenacperso(nutblteec.lal e
design compjlexity, om.tnncpronl

11.3.12 Design fo eunac 11.4.7 Corrosion
Redudany, a deine in ub-opic11..14 is comon Are there water or !ijuid traps formed 11v br~ecket i, etc.?

Redhiundny fo nrasdeined cmp u-opict a1nd 4 syte mabcommon Is the component splash-proof, waiter-proof, ice-pro At, and

techniquampe for in reasindacnli component an ssemrwlabliy salt spray-;proof? Are there dissimilar metRI shims, fti ,

An good eus e of prmredundancnay in alsuid coboneth staican or miscellaneous hardware -. ii' .emmate contact? A -t lock
is te ue o prmar an seonday salsIn eth stticand was'iers of the type that break~ through protected 111nins?

dynamic applications so that leakage through the primary -1_.-o--~csrae bee poc419A
i*al las eioppod by the secondary or backup seal. The wX d " ' ~ ''

ary s*Al is -nnecems 7-y an long as t' he primary seal is fune- 1 1.4.8 Maieftinance
ti;-ning preperly, but In the evet.t of prininry seal failure, Are all lines, devices, etc. designed so they cannot 'we used
thme red-:ndant or secondary seal increases the probability as handles, steps, or seats? Will all routine mainlemanrc.'
of successful e'peratlon of the component and its associated pointri, drains, etc., be accessible after installation 'Have
systiL.m. Redundancy in design must be used with great care, Darts been designed so they cannot be assembled incor-
sin..ý it is possible to decrease reliability throu~gh improper rectly? Has the number of special tools been kel-t to at
ust v_ redundant design techniques. The thooretleal gain In minimum?
reliability azhleved by redundant design must be carefully
wmlghed against sue%~ factors a* 'ncreassd c-vst, increased 11.4.9 Vibration
wet. ht, aend added over-all complexity. Increased complex- A-e theme cantilevered parts, brackets, arms, or I nhages
ity alone could potentially offset the theoretical gain in re- which will vibrate? How close are resonant frequen c v., to
liability achieved by the use of redundant design. th', environmental imposed speet. uni? Can daml ir g be

added if vibrat'on problems are encountered?
11.4 RELIABILITY DESIGN REVIEW 11.4.10 Ml~id Fittings

- The reliability of the final product can he greati.- imt.roved Are the numbor of fittings in external lines kept to a mini-
by a systematic design review program. Some of the ques- murn to reduce the number of leakage p4)ints!
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11.4.11 Matula5# drawing fo• spmeirl attentJon during the manufacturing
In the selection of materials, have the following been In- and inspection process? Has the proper heat treatment been
vestlgat,4: weldability, machineability, forman.ility, Amuid spetiflod on the drawings for mteh m.iterial heat number?
cor•ipatibitity, heat-treat distortion, heat-treat contamina- Have parts and subassemblie been adequately identified?

tion, %oat, and availability? Have materials., heat treat- Has the cleaning method been spedfied? Hare allowable
* mtnta, aud stress ler-elA bee,, corsidered In termis of possible torques been specified on the drawing? Pave distorti mn and

1tress corroujion effects? Han thq effect of creep baen deter- buckling as a result (,f fabrication processes been consid-
* mined? Uass material fatigue bevn determined snd provided ered? Are all fillet radii ots large at, possible? Have steps

for? Have the effects of elevated and low temperature serv. been ta'ten to eliminate the possibility of burrs from ma-
ice upon tUe mater ial been detevmine(:? Have the' effects of chinin& which could break loose during operation and cut
ttherwa jrsdi-nts ieen considered? seals or cause clogbing of the system?

REFERENCES!11.4. 1.2 Manuftcturing[ 19.14i8

Are tolerances so excessively stringent that the shop will 28.51
not be able Lo f abricate within theme tolerances without ex- 147-6
ceasive cost? Are the capabilities of the manufacturing 808-2
equipment and facilities within the requirements? Have 890-I
critical dimensions and propet Lies been uesignated on tha 407-1

I

I
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MATERIALS FLUID PROPERTIES
STORABLE ROCKET PROPELLANTS

Table TABLES (Conttinued)

12.4.2k. Properties of Nike and Its A]*.oys, 12.4.2o. Properties of Titanium and Its Alloys

Cast (Specific Matrcrial Types: Nick.'l 210 (Specific Material Types: Unalloyed,
(NJickel), Inconel 610 (Inconel), Inconel 5A1-2.SZn, 5A]-5Sn-5Zr_ SAl IMo-lY.

705 (S Inconel), Monel 4 11 (Monei), and 7Al.4Mo. 6A1-6V-2Sn, 6Al-4V,

Monel S0S (S Monel) 2Fe-2Cr-2.1o, PMn; 13V-11Cr-3A1)

12.4.21. Properties of Nickel and Its Alloys. 12.4.2"p. Properties of Gold, Uiialloyed. Wrought

Wrought (Specific Material Types: 12.4i.2q. Properties of Platinvim. Unalloyed.
Nickel 200 (A Nickel) and 201 (Nickel), Wrought
Durankckel 301 -(Duranhckel), Monel 40 12.4.2r. P'roperties of Silver, Unalloyed, Wrought
(Monel). Monel K-500 (K Monel)

12.4.2m. Prr perties of Nickel Base Super Alloys, 12.6 PERMEABILITY

Cast, Wrought (Specific Material Types: 12.6a. Permcahilit- of Metals to Gases at 776F
Jncoael'X-750. 713. and 700; Inco '18; 12.6b. Pei rneabilitvy of Polymeric Materiala to
Haptelloy B. C. aird X; Udimet 500 and Gases at 771F
700; Waspaloy. Nicrotung; Reni 41; .c. Prabltofoymic atilso
Unitemp 175S. Z11252, IN-163) Watc. ermeablty (i7 PlmeiMteilst

12.4.2n. Properties of' Oxygen-Free Copper (99.95 12.7 FRICTION COEFFICIFNTS
Percent Copper). Wrought

12.7. Static and Kinetic Friction Coefficients

12.1 INTRODUCTION oxidation rate, creep strength, thermal expansion,
temperature limitation, sublimation rate, vacuum de-

The purpose of the Materials Section is to provide general composition rate, radiation res4istance, and corrosion
data on mietals, nonmetals, liq-iids, and gases typical to resistance.
rocket propulsion systems and components. Since extensive
treatment is given to these subjects in readily available Section 14.0, Stress Analysis - Mechanical properties
literature of extensive volume, most of the data presented data.
reflects general trends and is intended only for the purpose
of general design calculations. Rcferences are provided on 12.2 PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS
sources of detailed materials data, and it is recommended Properties of gases an(: liquids comm.-only used in aerosp-r-eUthat the reader make use of those data sourcei whenever applicat~ons are presented in tabular forrm Referei'ces on
possible in order to insure that he has the best possible more detaled data are listek! at the end of *ach sub-topic.
understanding of the accuracy for t,.e materials property Unleag otherwise noted, all data are given for a pressure of
variable in his .2ngineering calculation. This section is5 one atmosphiere at room temperature.
divided into subsections covering proper'ties of fluids, in-
eluding both liquids and gases; properties of polymers, in-
cluding plastic and elastomeric materials; properties of 12.2..1 Storable Rocket Propellants

= metals; the chemical -oirpatibility of materials with rocket The most general definitiorn of a storable propellant is a
propellants; and permeability data. ard friction coeffcients. propellant which mnay he stored in a rocket system un-
It is intended that additional "'ata will be included as it attended for extended periods and r..ady for instant use
becomes available, hence there are blank spaces iii tfe undcr the rocket system "torage conditions. Physical prop-
various tables which reflect, data that is currently being erty data are presen.ted on '.be following stozable rocket
sought. fuels and ox~dizers:

Following is an outline of other materials data which have ALarozine-50
becer. hicluded elsewhere in the handbook in support of kmmonia
s-pecific subjects: Ch'orine pentailuoride

Section 2.0, Heat Transfer - Thermal conduccivity, CHydraine rfuid

emissivity, and absorptivity data for use in heat trans-Hyrzn
fer calculations. Hydrogen peroxide (100% and 96%)

Section 3.0, Fluid Mechanics - Density, viscosity, Chlorine trifluoride
specific 1l1eat, bulk modulus, vapor pressure, and sonic Hydra~ine
velocity data -?or various flu~ds for fluid flow calcula- Hlydroigen pieroxide
tions. Mononicthylhydrazinc-

Section 6.0, Modules - Mechanical properties, corn- Nitric acid, red ferning
patibility, and friction coefficient data related to the Nitric acid, white funr~ing
design of various modules. Nitroren tetroxide

Section 13.0, Environments - Properties reiated to Pentaborane
environmental analysis such as ozone resistance, RPerho furd

Unsymmetrical diniethyllkydrazine

:SSUEDi FEBRUARY 1970 1.-
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IiP11OPERIES Or' AEROMtE-5O AEIL

1=31.1 EROZINE-30 (A-5O) MIL-P-27402 (USAF). moisture absorption from the air, AeroineWS should be
Aerozint, .0U is a ncmin~ina 60:50 mixture by weight of hydra. stored a~nd handled in closed dry eq~uipment unuder a blinket
zine and unsymn-'etr~cal dimethyflbydrazine (UDMH). It is of nitrogen. Aerozine-O is inaensitive to mechanlcj smock

a clear, colorless, hygroscopic (absorbs moisture readily) but is flammable lih both liquid and vapor states. At room
liqud with a characteristic ammonlacal odor. When ex- temperature the vapor over Aerouine-5O is grtater than
pfsed to the air, a distinct fishy odor is evident in addition WO percent UDMH. Aerozin.-50 in considered to be a Uazard-
to the ammonia odor, probably due to air onidation of ous propellant due to its toxicity and flammiability.
UDMH. To prevent degradation of perforr~Aice due to

T&bl 12.Z1~.1. PmPsctles of Aerozine-5O (A-50. 50150, UDUH/Iiydrazkw), (Cu2 ), NIHIIN2K

u'WOPVtTY VALUES hi".

Wlecula, Weight 41.805 81-11

values Pint. Or. 158 91-11

rresing Paint. Or 81.11

Criticat Temperature. or 633 81-11

C-iticat Prssaurý. pesi 17:. 81-11

z20F 60*1 77*F* 1001F 16-F 8-
Density. lb /It 3 *1 a. =.) 66 h TiT*4 T3-. 81-11*

th 1000 pasi S 7.0 . 55.7 53.9

'Va.oi Pressure. 20ý OF 60'F 77*1- 100'7 kZO*F 1601F 81 -4=00 T.7 = -4s rO 7. 0-0 T3 - 8 1-1*

He UI of V aporastion. 42S. 8(W N BP) bk-li
Btu flb

latm 1 1000 Psia

Vi:*Sty C*ti1Yl66 20*F 60*F /77'F% 100*F 16O*F 20-F 60SF 1001F 1.291 8 81-4

ikcos ty. lbn/sec ft 10.11I 6.J 35.3 4.7 304 - 4.502 .0 30 _____

Enthalpy. 5tu/kb. 342 ( 70 77F) 81.11

Surface Tension. lb fjft 1.99 X 10- (@ 77*F) 81-1l

Thetinal Conductivity K -- 0. .71 - 6.45 X 10- (F) _ 1.25 X 10-7 v~1 7 15 at 200'r 81-11

BtulftzjhrI(OF/tt) I
L;AkU LIN: Value at left 1 tz incorrect. A.E.

Electrical Conductivity. .67 X 10- 3 78'F* Se.~hurne of Trans-Sonicc* Inc., 1-rxington. Mama. 81-11
-mha/cm suggxts a ý,Alue of 5,c0l. to 10- Mhoicm _____

Bulk Modulus. psi 1 1 ~l
Z. 324 X 10" + '.9ZZ X 10' (F)1+ 1. 047 X 10- (M) + 4.310O!X1

Expansivity. *4! per OF 4
t) 1

Velocity of Sound. .. /or SZ76 (0 77*F)81!
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF AMMONIA

IL21.2 AMMONIA (NH,) JAN.A-182. Ammonia is color- explosive r: ixtures with air. Ammonia is insensitive to shock
less ir both gas and liquid states and has a stroz:g, irritating and is thermally stable up to 950*F.
characteristic odor. It is to:;ic and w.il form flammable alid

Table 12.2.1.2. Propertles of Amrnla., NHK

PROPECAY VALUES REF.

Molecular tsisht 17.036 81-11

BoiLf. Pfta, Or -28.03 V-11

Frees"a Point. or -107.9s 81-11

Critical Tompesratur, or Z71 331-1

Critical Pressure. petsi 1634.2 81-11

Dait.l f368"F 160'F 331-1

USbml3  
6F I 42. 5696 (liquid at NBPl* 831-1*

68"F 77"F* 160F 331-1Vapor Pressue. plia M -- • 81-11*

Huat of VaporLsaadoaa. 58d. 16 (at N3P) 81-11

Heat oLF aUion. Btul•lbm 142.75 (at MP of .107. 95" ) 81-11

S-Z.0.=F* -28.3"F 41"3 59"F 77F 486-1
Viscoit, i s 0.=.=30_581-11*-69 10" :9V. 9x105 10..83x 10's 9.881 -5 9.071x10

160*F .28"F tM803"Fe1 34-19
Specific Ha. Bftuibm T T 1.1'66 81-11*

-40-F •77'F
Etthalpy. 3t/Ibm F 7'. 81.11

.68.8F 60. 0"F 138. lb'F 0.00233 152-7•Surface Tiaio., Ib~l~t T7'0-=2"3 T".-U'5 T . 023(T Nn) 81-11A

The.rma Conuctivity K = 1. 9144 + 8.6230 x 10"8(R) - 2.4353 x 10" 0(R)z 0 912 (at NBP) 81-11

Electrical Co-activitl', 0. 13 x 10"6 (at -110.2"F) 486-1
mbolcm

bulk Mod•.ls. pot

68"F WITFciqmj ty, *L peo .- r1"o-3  3.""o0 492.1

Velocity of5oud, ft/src 61S pa 65'F 135"F 172*F 152.7
Vop4570 380 30ZO 81-11*

ISSUED- FEBRUARY 1970
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PPOPERTiES OF CHLORINE PENTAFLUORIDE MATERIALS

(J~
12.2.1.3a CHLORINE PENTAFLUORIDE (Com- coloriess in the gaseous state. Its odor has been described as
pctund A). Chlorine nentafluoride is a halogen fluoride both sweet and pungent, similar to chlorine, fluorine, or
bmiring many similarities to the more familiar chlorire mustard. Chlorine pentafluorsde is an extremely hazardous
trifluoride. It is insensitive to mechanical shock non- propellant because of itt toxicity and reactivity. It reacts
flammable in aic, and exhibits excellent thermal etabilit'- with the vast majority of organic and inorganic compounds
over its entire liquid range. Chlorine pentafluoride is white (intluding water) and under proper conditions, with nost
in the solid state. water-white in the liquid state, and common metals.

T"bls 12.2.1.3a. Properties of Chlorine Pmntafiuorlde, (CPF) CIF 5

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weioth 130. 443 35-19

Bodling Point. OF 7.3 35-19

Freesing Point, OF -153.4 + 7.2 35-1.9

Critical Tempera•.ure, OF 289.4 35-19

Critical Pressuri. pets 771 35-19

DensiIty. lb /t p = 221.8 - 48.42 x 10'ZR+ 87.96 x 10"5 R
2 

- 67.55x I1O
8

R
3  

35-19

Vapct Pressure. psia log P = 5.7701 - 7154.6/R 35-19

Heat of Vaporisation,. 76.04 at NBP 35-19
Btu/lbm

Heat of Fusion. Btu/fbm

Viscosity, Centipoise log (cp= -1. 62875 + 335. 636/K 5-19
Viscosity, lbm/sec ft 1o8 "albi/see.-ft) = -4.80138 + 604. 145/R

Specific Heat Btui/b O
F

Enthalpy. Btu/Ibm - 19.89 (at a0 F) 35-19

Surface Tension. lbf/ft V = 3.9708 x In.3 - 0.5506 x 'SR 35-19

Thermal Conductivity

Btu/ftZ/hrI(OF/ft) 35-19

Electric.1 Conductivity, 0.45 x 10"9 at 1.4
0

F 35-19
mho/cm

Bulk Modulus, psi 6 . 4 06 x1 0 -. + 4.006!xl0O.(F)+ I.4103xI0"(F),+9.0915x1OI.(F)W 35-19

Expansivity. 4*. per oF-

Velocity of S.nund. ft/sec c 5758 - 7.4Z6R + 6.011 x 10" 4
R

2  
35-19

1Za2.1-3A ISSUED: FEBRUARY '970



MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE

(j

12.2.1.3b CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE (CTF). Chlorine pale, greenish-yellow color in the liquid state, and nearly
trifltoride is a halogen fluoride similar in reaictivity to colorless in the gaseous state. Its odor has been described as
elemental fluorine. It is insensitive to mechonical shock, both sweet and pungent, si.nilar to chlrrine or murtard.
non-flammable in air, and exhibits excellent thermal Chlorine trifluoride is an extremely hazardous propellant
stability at ambient temperatures. The propellant is a very due to iUs toxicity and reactivity, its reactivity being

surpossed only by liquid fluorine.

Table 12.2.1.3b. Properties of Chlorine Trifluoride, (CTF), CIF 3

PROPE-RTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 92.45 35-19

Builing Point. OF 51.2 35-19

Freezing Point, OF -105.4 35-19

Critical Temperature. OF 355.3 35-17

Critic.aa Pressure. psia 961 35-19

Density, b/
3

P = 121.360- 1.226 x10"l(F) + 2.127 x10 (F) - 8.850x 1 F 35-19
1974. 45115 1 NB 1 3 5-1

Vapor Pressure. psia Logl0P. 5. 65350 - 1@5)

Heat of Vaporization. 128. 1 @ 53.2 OF 35-19
BtulIbm

Heat of Fusion. Btu/lbm 35.42 F.1 35-19

Log g (lb/sec-ft) = .5. 00291 + 7-7. 35-19
Viscosity, lbr/sec ft F-

Specific Heat, Btu/lb m k Cs 0.4673 - 1.204 x 10"
3

(R) 1 2.543 x 10"
6

(R)
2  

1. 581 x 10"9 R)3 3551 -1,,

:t:ia'pl'. Btu/laon -177.6@-I')5. 4F 35-19

Surface Tension. lbI/ft T = 2.03 x 10-3 - 6.099 X 10- 6 (F) 1.699 @ NBP 35-19

ThermalCondu ivity -100'F -50F GF 50*F (77"F*\ 34.19

Btuef. Co/nrI(OFift) 0 = 0. 140 7 0. 130 35-19*

Electrical Conductivity. 1.4 x 10"8 @ 32'F 35-19
mho/cm

Bulk M,_odulus. psi I -

3.5921 x 10 -6 + 1.8837 x 10"
8
(F) + 5. '058 x *0 "1(,F)2 + 1.3434 x 10-

3
(F) 35-19

Expansivity, perOF

Velocity of Sound, ft/sec C 6401,8 -6. b348 (R) 35-19
.~_ I

ISSUED- FE1tRUARY 1970
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PROPERTIES OF HYDIRAZINE MATERIALS

IULI.4 HYDRAZINE MIL-P.62534A (USAF). Hydkazine sidered a hazardous propellant due to its toxicity, reacjLvity,
Is a toric, flammal'e, caustic liquid and a strong reducing and flammability. Due to its hygroscopic nature and the fact
agent, It is a clear, water-white, hygroscopic liquid with an that it readily forms flammable mixtures in air, nitrogen

odor similar to ammonia, though less strong. Several of the blanketing of hydrazine containers is required. When ox-
physical ,roperties of hydrazine are similar to water, posed to air. hydrazine products white vapors.

Hydrazine is insensitive to riiechanicai shock. It is con-

Table 12.2.1A. Properties of Hydrazine, NAH.

PNIOpXRTY VALUES REF.

Molecuar Wetl 32. 04 81.11

Boiling P,'iat. Or 236.3 81.11

Freezing Point, OF 35.6 81-11

Critical Temperature. oF 716 81.11

Critical Pressure. psia Z131 81-il

Density. lbm.ft
3  0 = 76. 8353 + .021735(R) - 8.7254 x 10O

6
(R)z 62.93 @680F 35.22

Vapor Pressure. pei& Log 10P- 7.07299 4100.29 0.267 @ 77'F 35-22

81.11

Heat of Vaporisation. 540 (at 236"F) 602 (at 77"F)e 331.1e
Btu/lb

Heat of Fusion. Stu/lbm 170 (at 35.61F) 81-11

L.og le =-I 1280 + +016 916
Viscosity. Ceontipoije 35.2!
,Viscosity. lb Iec f Log 36.Z15 .96300 ______

Specific lioat. Bs/lbm OF Cp = e. 7220 + 1. 357 x 10'4(F) + 6.491 x 107 (F)2 0.737 i 77"F 35-21

Ln0halpy. Btu/1br OF 77"F 260. 6"F 620.6"F 287-4

TIT T5'Z M flT- ZK

€urface Tension. lbf/ft f).304551 0 77"F 0.004270 0 95"F 35-21

Thermatl Conductivit, K. 0.2793 + 1. 134 x 10"
4 (F) - 8.341 x 107(F)

2  3521

Btu/ftz/hr/(iF/ft)

Electrical Conductivity. 2.3 to 2. 8 x 10-6 (at 77*F) 81-11
Mho/' .t

i

Bulk Modulus, psi 1.297 x 10"6 + 3.530 x 10"9(F)+ 5.73 x 10' =(F) 35-21

Expansivity. AV pet OF

Velocity of Sound. ft/sec b840 (at 77"F) 81-11
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

12.2.1.5sa HYDROGEN PEROXIDE MIL-H-16005C. Hy- will decompose if it becomes contam:nated. Heat acceler-
drogen peroxide is a slightly acidic, clear, colorless, odorless ates decomposition, which may reach explosive viclence at
liquid. It is miscible with water in all proportions. Hydro- 3000 F. The dcornposition products are oxygen and water
gen peroxide is norflummable and insensitive to mechanical vapor. Hyarogen p-roxide is nontoxic.
shock under normal cond.tiors. It is stable when pure but

See 12.2.1.5b for 90% hydrogen peroxide.

Table 12.2.1.5a. Properties of 100 Percent Hydrogen Peroxide, H202

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 34.02 331-1

Boiling Point. Or 302 331-1

Freezing Point, OF 31 331-1

Critical Temperature. OF ass 331-1

Critical Pressure. psis 3145 331-1

Density. lbm/ft
3  68F 160° 331-1

90.2 84.7

Vapor Prussure. psia 68F iE,0F 331-1
0.1 0.61

Haat of Vaporization,
BtuOabm 653 (at 77°1) 331-1

Heat of Fusion, tut/Ib. 18 (at F.P.) 331-1

683F 1600FViscosity. Cemipoise 1.26 0.66 331-1
Viscosity. lbm/eoc ft 8.47 z 19-4 4.44 x 10-4

Srocific Hen.. Btvilbm oF 50°F 150°F 300031
0.629 0.659 0.705 34-19

Enthalpy. Btu/Ibm 148.8 486-1

32.4°F S1.8°F 64.8"F
Surfa'e Tension, lbf/ft S. 395 x 10-3 S. 311 x 10.3 5. 204 x 10 -3 486-1

The tnns. Conductivity S00F 150'F 3n0°F

Btu/ftl/hr/(°F/ft) 0.279 0.Z75 0.Z65 34-19

Electrical Conductivity, 7nmho/cm 4.0 x 10-7 (at 77°F) 486-1

Bulk Moulnu•. psi

Expansivity, * per Or

Velocity of Sound. ft/eec

ISSUED- FEBRUAAY 1970
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PROPERTIES OF 0% HYDROGEN PEROXIDE MATERIALS

12.1L1.5b 90% HYDROGEN ?EROXIDE. Thiea common higher boiling and lower freezing points than water.
slueoua solution of 90% H2 0 2 /10% H2 0 by weight is Because of their stroed oxidizing nature and the liberation
presented becaucc- It better represents propellant grade of oxygen and heat during their decomposition, propellant-
hydrogen peroxide than does the 100% H2 02 described in grade solutions can initiate the vigorous combustion of
Detailed Topic 12.2.1.5a. Aqueous hydrogen peroxide many common organic materials such as clothinC, wood,
rlutions are more dense, slightly more viscous, rn(3 havi. wastes, etc.

Table 12.2.1.5b. Propeties of 90 Picent Hydrogen Peroxide, H202 H120

PROPERTY VALUES weF.

Molecular Weitht 31.24 ! 5-18

Boiling Point. Or 286. a 35-18

Freesing Point. Or 11.3 35-18

Critical Temperature. OF a33 4, 35-18

Critical Pressare, pats 3556 35- 18

Density. tbm/ft
3  

P(lb/cu ft) * ct. L,+1.577xI0"W+I.1llx10W
2

-2.31xI0"T:F) 35-18
-4.110" 

6
T(F)

2
- 1.38x10

4 
WT(F) W 1 4. Ii202

Vapor Pressure. puia log P - 5.9536 - 2891. 6 510 504 35-18

Heat of Vaportization.
Btullbm 700.3 35-18

Heat -f Funion. Btu/lbr_, 148 35-IR

Y = mole fractirn
Viscoesty. micropolate (mlcropolse) 1.4 + 0.35 •T(C) - 100] - 14Y HZO 2 in vapor 35-.8

Specific Heat. Btu/lbr OF 0.62 35-18

Enthalpv. Btu/tbm 15. 34 a& 100°F 35-18

Surface Tension, lbf/ft 5.42 at 68°- 35-18

Tne rmIal Conductivity
Btut/ft 2 /1r/(°F/ft) 0. 34 35-18

Electrical Con,..tctivity. 11.5 at 770 F 35-18
Mho/cm

Bulk Motuius. pit

Expansivity. *. per OF

Velocity of So'und. ft/sec 5145 33-18
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF MONOMETHYL I)DRA Ni•E

12.2.1.6 MONOMB11I fYLIYIDRAZINE (;MH) NIL-P- hydrazine under conditions of mIld heating, however it s
2'7A4 (AF). Monomethylhydrazine is a clear, water-white, similar to hydrazine in sensitivity to catalytic oxidation.
hygroseopie, toxdd ]lquid. It has a sharp ammonlacal or The flammability characteristics of AIMH with air are cloc
fishy odor detectable in concentrations of I to , ppm. Liquid to those of hydrazine and UDMH: cons,2quentiy, it should
XMH is not sensitive to Impact and is more stable than be maintained under a nitrogen blanket at all times.

Table 12.2.1.6. Pmpwes of Manocwthy~hydrazine (MMH), CHNH NH 2

PROPERTY VALUES 11EF.

Molecular Weight 46. 072 35-20

Boiliag Point. OF 190.3 35-2o

Freezing Point OF -62.21 35-20

Critical Temperature. OF 593.7 35-20

Critical Pressure. paia 1195 35-20

Demai-y, lb ;ft
3  

54.60 (@ 70'F,' P 56.86 - 3.21 X 10"2 (F) 35-2G

Vapor Pressure. pia 0. 72 (0 70'F) Log P =. 5775 "-F 5 35-20

Heat of Vaporization. 376.9 at NBP 35-20
Btu/Ibm

Heat of Fusion, Btu/lb. 97. 30 at MP 3 5-20
.... 6297.3 1.7969 x 106"-- 900~ x 108....

Logs (Cp)- -8.1869+- - -+K,- b " - 68"F
Viscosity, Centipo~se 2 4 . 7963 x 106 1. 10399 x q0.0005 35-20
Viscosity, Ibm/seet o1 -1 266 1284 x 104 + 10 703

0.698 (@ 701F) -
4pecific Heat. Btu/Ibr OF C P = 0.6859 + 1.36 x 10"4(F) + 8.09 x 10"7(F) - 2.3 x 10-F9()3 31-20

-4-
Enthalpy. Btu/lbri 37C (@ 70"F) -29,

2.345 (401 70-F)
Surfs-e Tension. lbf/.It - - 2.607 y 10-3 3.76 x 10" 6

(F) -

Thermal Conductivity 0,1434 (= 70.F)

Btu/ft(/hr/(OF/ft) k 0. 1,6 - !.63 x 10
5

(F) - 3.39 x 10"7(F)
2  

5 -'u

Ele-ttrical Conductivity, 4. 1 x le"5 (0 73. .1F) 35-:0
mholcm+ 0

Bulk Modulus. psi i-5.0F 
1

k K ~ 2.57 x 10 0+~03' 93-(

3.07 x 10-7 (0 70"F- + 1.266 x 10" 1 1
(F)? 1 6. 1, x 10-';(1)3

Expansivity, * per OF 5.90 x 10"4

5125 (# 70-F)
Velocity of Sound, ft/sec c 629.5 - 7.113 (F5-20

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 197G
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PMRUPERTIES OF RED FUMING NITRIC ACID MATERIALS

12.2.1.7 NiTRII ACID, REI) FUMING (RFNA) MIL-P. depndiny, upon tht amnount of dissolved NO,, anu It ha% -n
7254 (82.1 te M5 I percent hy weight uINO,. 11 percent by acrid odor. Addition of 0.7 pe.'ent by weight hydrogen
weight NO. and 1.5 to 2.5 p.'ecent by wei'Tht iO), Reu fluoride (IIF) inhibits corrosion of container materials by
fuming nitric acid s. :t highly ,orrosiv.e, toxic, nonflrmr.1ble RFNA. With the HIF additive it is called inhibited red
liquid mixture of n:tric acid (IINO.) and diL,,olved nitrogen fumnig nitric acid (IRFNA).
dioxide (NO). Its color is light oriznge to orange-red,

Table 12.2.1.7. Properties of Red Fuming Nitric Acid (RFNA)

FROP'RT Y VALUES REF.

K%.olecular Weight 59. 7 34-19

Boiling Point, OF 148 34-19

Freezing Point, OF -56 34-19

Crit-cal T•nipe:ature, OF 'rZO 34-19

Critical Pressure, psia 1286 34-19

n50° 0° 50°F 140'F 148
0

FDensty, lb---ft 160 U1 7--- 95.7 91.z 34-19

00 F 50' F 100°0 F 148cI

Vapor Pressure psia 0 "-- -" 34-190.2Z 1.2 S.0 15.03-1

Heat of Vapor zation, 4734-19
!Btu/1bm

Heat of Fusion, Btu/Ib.

-50OF 0°F 50°F 100°F 148°F
Viscosity, Centipoise 1.'..' 4 T-* 4 17U 4 UT.= 4 34-19
Vi&cosity, lbm/sec ft 60.0x10-4 Z2.0x 10 10.48 10- 6.5Zx 10- 4.80 x 10-4

Specific Heat, Btu/lbrn or "50°" 0°F .O*F 100°i 148°F
0. 410 0.414 0.417 0.422 0.42S 34-19

Enthalpy, Btu/ibrn

Surface Tension 1b f/ft it

The rmal Conductivity -50°F 0°F S0°F 100°F 148°1rBtu/it !/hre'(F/ft) 0. 18Z 0.178 0.17.2 0.165 0.158 34-19

E:ectrical Conductlvity, 32°F 86'F 496-1
mho/cm 11.46 x 102 15. 16 x 10-

Bulk Modulus, psi

Expansivity. - per OF

Velocity of 3olind, ftusec 452% 34-19
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF WHITE FUMING NITRIC ACID

12.2.1-8 NVTRIC ACID. WHI-lrr FUMING (WFNA) ,IL- acid is a highly curroslIe, toxic, nonflammable, oxidizer
P'-7254 (97.5 percent by weight HNO1 , 0.5 percent by weirht with a color varyirng front straw to light green.
NO,, and 2.0 percent by w:,ight 11,0). White fuming nitric

Table 12.2.1.8. Properties of White Fuming Nitric Acid (WFNA)

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight

Boiling Point, ,'1, 191.0 (91, 0% HNO 3 ý 5.0% H 20) 486-1

Freezing Point, OF -43.7 (99 65% HNO 3 0. 35% H O) 486-1

Critical Temperature, `1'

Critical Prresu-e, psia

3 1.3
0

F 770F
Density, lbm/fl3 9e. 45 93.16 98.04 HNO 3  2. 0% HzO) 486-1

Vatior Pressure. psia 32°F 68
0
F 486-1

10.280= 0.924 HNO3 8

Heat of Vapor.zation.

Btu/lb
m

Heat of Fusion, Btu/lbm

Viscositý Centipoise 40 (.1 N 486-1

-4 5- (99. 51% HNO 3 )46-Viscosity. lbm/sec ft 7.405 x 10 S.S80 x 10"

Specific Heat. Btu/lbm OF 0OF 100
0
°1 (S00°14"

.. hapy Btu/0.423 0.423 0.4Z4 (95 - 97% HNO 3) 486-1

Enth alpy. Btu/lbm

Surface Tension. lbf/ft 0. 002809 287-4

Tnermal Conductivity -ZSiF 7SIF Z001F

Btu/ft /hr/(OF/ft) 0.146 0.16Z 0.183 (99.01% HNO 3 ) 486-1

Electrical Co iductivity. 1.51 x 10-2 (98% HNO3 ) 486-1
mho/cm

Bulk Modutlus, pai

Expansivity. * per or

Velocity of Sound. ft/eec 4067 (97, 52% HNO3 + 0, 28% NZO4 + 2. 11% H 0) 486-1

ISSUED: MARCH 1967 12.2.1-9
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES 3F NITROGEN TETROXIDE

12.2.1.9 NIFFIRO(EN Tl.TlIO'vll)E MIL.P.26539 flamrnwhie, it will miploort comhustion, Rfl(i uponl ir.'ltaet
(UJSAF). Nitrogen tetrtixide, also kiio~ii its dinitrogen wi? h high-energy fuels such ns hydrazine, will react hyper-
tetroxide and NTO, its actually an equilibrium mixture of golically. It has an irritating, unpleasant, ticid like odor.
nit oglie ti'~roxide iN. 04 ) 111d ritrogeii dioxide (NO.,); the "re"ntoe erxd a eniei'dfrapia
p.'it'entagi' of NO 2 increase's witht increasing ti'rnpt-vature. Gen irgnLtoiehaibe pcfdfrapis
[it the solid state, N. 04 is colorviis-. in the liquid state the Lions such .its NASA Apollo propulsion LL minirfiize
equilinriumn mixture is yellow to re(I-hrown, varying with stre%s-corroxion cracking of titaniu~m tanks (see NASA TN
temperature mid pressuire, in tlh,' gaseous state it is D-4289). Green N 2 0 4 usually contains 0.45 to 0.85
red-brown. Nil togen tetioxide is a highly reactive, toxic pe~rcent nitric oxide (NO) ond is identified by a ch..racteri t-
oxidizer which is thermally stable and insensitive to nll tic green color whlen frozen. A s~milar color in also obtained
types of mech~anical shock and impact. AI..hough non if N10 4 contaminated with water is frozen.

Table' 12.2.1.9. Properties of Nitrogen Tetroxldde, (NTO), N10.

PR1OPE RT Y VALUES RF

Molecular Weight 92.01le 173-1

Boilia8 Point, or' 70. 2 773-1

Freezing Pont cF J .6 7

Critical Temnperature, OF, 1116.8 773-1

Critical Pressure, psia 1468 773-1

3b/ft-- 95. 26 -0. 06577(F) .. 1. 10 x 10-
4
(F

2

Desty 2.29 X 1G6 (PSIA) + 4. 94 x 10 -(PSIA) (F) 90. 0 0 70* 35-21

V~ior resur. pia Log 10 P z8. 11012 - Rn-- R2

Heat of Vaporization, 178.' at 70'F 713-1
Btu/Ib~r

Heat of Fusion, Btu/blb tb8. 5 13- 1

72.003 743IA. 6
Viscosity, Centipoise "'(cP) ý 0.00 xR + 161.8
V'Iscosity, lb,,/sec ft -(lb/10 .ec 1.37 100------- + 161. 35-21

Specific Heat, lBtu/ibm. OP~ CP =0.340O+ 7.87 x 10-
4

(F) -6.09 xI10 6 (F) 2 + 3.03 x 108(F)3  
35-21

Ei&thalpy, Btu/1br.,

Surface Tension, lbf/ft 0. 00185 (a) 68* 773-.1

Thermal Conductivity K =8.405 x 10.2 -. 219 X 10-
5 (1') + 2. i1i 1X 10-6 (PSIA)

Btu/ftZ/hr/'(OF/ft) -4. 081 x 10. 9 (F)(PSIA) -6. 986 x 10.7(F) 35-2 1

El-ictrical Conductivity. 3. 1 X 10- 13 (0) 77'F 773-1

1ulk Modulus, psi -6 - 8 10 173-
3. 394 x 10 + 1. 260 x 10 (F) + 1. 486 x 10- (F)- 6. 329 x 10-'() 773-I

Expansivity, AV- per OF' 0.001 773-.1

Vloct of Sound, ft/ej C 3825 -8.065 (F) 3260 (a701F 35-2 1

l5,S'JEDi FEBRUARY 1970
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MATEPIALS PROPERTIES OF PENTAIORANE

12.2.1.10 PENTABORANE MIL-P-27403. Pentaborano, a dry, inert gas blanket. In itm pure state the propellant is a
boron hydride, is an extremely hw-ardous, high-energy clear, water-white liquid at normal atmospheric conditions.
rocket rropellant. It is considered hazurdous due to Its It has a characteristic pungent (dor which ias eeen des-
toxicity, high reactivity, and erratic pyrophoricity (spon- cribed is sikken~nCly sweet, similar to that of garlic, acety-
tuneoo-s flammability in air) and must he stored under a lene, or burnt rubber.

Table 12.2.1.10. Properties of Pentaborane, 1H,

PRDPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 63. 17 35-7

B•UlID Point, oF 140 35-7

Freeming Point, oF .53 35-7

Critical Temrj rature, Of 435 35-7

Critical Pressure, pela 557 35-7

Density, lbm/ft
3  

39.14 at 6e°F 35-7

SOOF - e0°F Z0°F /68* 76°F 331-1

Vapor P."sesure, paiA "0 "0 O 7 35-7*

Heat of Vaporiatlon. 219 35-7
Bttu/lbm

Heat of Fusion, Btu/bm 9- 35-7

i -SOOT O°FP 100 °F 140 °F
Viecoeity. Centipoite -540F 4 1000 F T=. 4 34-19
V ioeoty, Ib /sec ft S. 51X 10. 3.30 X 10" 1.81 x 10.' 1.48 x 104

" i ea T o0 F 100'F 140F 34-19
Specific Heat, Btu/Ibm o T"M . 3-19

Enthelpy, Dtu/lbm

Surface Tension. lbf/ft 1. 465 x 10.3 at 689F 35-7

The-mal Conductivity -SOOF 0O0 100
0

F 140°F 34-19

Btu/ftzlhr/(OF/ft)

Electrical Conductivity,
Mho/cm

Bulk Modulus psi

Expaneivity, *• per Or

Velocity of Sound. ft/eec

ISSUFO: FEBRUARY 1970
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PROPERTIES OF PERCHLORYL FLUORIDE MAT[•IA.S

I12..1.11 PFRC11iORYL Fi.xORIlI). Perchloryl fluoride shwmk-sennitive Itself, in combitiattion with poro.a organic
(CmCF) in a colorleqa gam tinder nor ,ml atmospheric con- or inorflflic materhitl It can produce a lotentinlly shock-
ditiors; 'he liquid Is water-white. The propellant is rela- sensitive mixture. It Is iv tot erntely toxl,', strong oxidizing
tively stable at tem,,eratures up to 8501F. Although not avent, and has a mild, sweetish odor detectable at a con-

centration of approximately 10) ppm in iir.

Table 12.2.1.11. Properties of Petzhloryl Fluoride, CIOF

PROPE RT Y VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 102. S 35-19

Boiling Point. OF -5. ,2 35-19

rreering Point. OF -Z34 35-19

Critical Temperature. OF 203.4 35-19

Critical Preeivre, psi& 776.9 35-19

Den.ity, lb./it3 89. Z at h8°F 2(-m./cc) 2 2.AZ 1.603 x 10'3 35-19

p32F 77°F 122*F 1160° F1" 3S-19Vapor Pressure. psis T"Z" (331-1)*

Heat of Vapfuriaation. 81. Ist -SZ .2F 35-19
Btd/lbm

Heat of Fusion. Btu/Ibm 16.09 35- 1"

299
Viasooity, Centipoise lvqjjý-(cp) 7- 1.755 35-19
Viscosity. lb./sec ft - -

14'F 50°F351
Srecific Heat, Btu/lbm OF 3 -1

Lnthalpjr. Btu/lbm

68°F 104
0

F
luef--ee Tene!ý%-. lbf/'t i.46 x 10" 1.65 x 0_3

The rm&l Conductivity -230°F .150°F -50°F t75 ' 331-1

Btu/ftZ/hr/(O°/ft/ U)V97 (35-19)4

Electrical .on.ducti..ity,
mho/cm

Bulk 4do&4u*. psi

Expanlsivtty. per

Velocity of Sound, ft/eec

iSSUED FEBUARY 197012-2.1-12 SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965



MATERIALS PROPERTIES Of IP-1

12.2.1.12 R11-1 MIL-R-2557611. RP-1 Itn .. hydrwairbon fuel dizing -onditioii olr at extremea of prexitire and tempera-

which cat, be doscribed ax it hl•gh-boiliti kerosene fraction. twire. The fuel Is flainuma:ble and ita vaipors firm exploslv#

The fuel is a clear liquid rangirng ira color from water-white nlix-'iree with air. It iNa chemically stahle u id Insensitive to

ti n very pale yellow. RP-l reac, ; only under strong oxi- mechanical shock,

Table 12.2.1.12. Properties of RP-1 (Rocket Propellant .)
(Rofetoncr - Mihtay Specificction MIL-F.255761)

PROPERTY V ALUES RLF.

klolecular Weight 17Z 34-I q

Boilins Point, Of 474' 14-19

Freasing Point, OF -50 t• MOb -19

Critical Temp.ratur'., 'F 7?F 14-19

'ritical Pressure, ptsia 34-19

3e0siF 100ILI /000.F
Density, lb/f 050.9 49. 3 44.4 34-19

Vipor P-essure, psi& 100°F z°°°r 300°°F 400°F 6000F30,0o'.• "o. O-- z. io to o- o

Heat of 'ap-r4 zti.)n, 12 04-19

Btu/lb in U4-19

Heat of Fusion, Btu/Ibm

""30F 0-6 F ' 003"F- 300o0o
Viscosity, Centipoil. TIT 04 •rTr 4-¶ ". - M 4 34-19
Vis,'ostty, lbn/iee ft 4 x 10 3 .O x i0- 8.73x 0"4 Z,62 x to04

Sl ecific Heat, Bt./Ibm ° "50°F 0°F i')0°F 300°F 000O°r
0 41"- 0.4S 0.41) o,60.7 •'-••-19

En thalpy. Httuilb__

Surface Tcnsin, lb f/t

Thernmaj Cond%.ctivity -5O°F 0°E 100°F 30001. 600• F

Btu•ftz /hr/(F/ft) 0,087 C.0ost 0-07i F. 0-3 -" 34-19

Electric&; Condutctvity, Bfcteel. t0"Iq and 10" '*27-4
mho/cm

Bupk M1dulus, pu ! 79, 000 34-10

Expansivity, .- p.r a

Velocity of Sound, tt/luc 2300 34-10

iýSAIEO: MARCH 1967
SUPFRSEOESý OCTOBER 1965 12.2.1-13



PIOPERTIUS OF UDMM MATERIALS

12.2.1.i3 UNt1 Y FN1ETRI('A!R IC IEFTIITH IIYIDRMNE , ind rOdittanep to ratalytic brekdown. Due to an extreme,)
t.t'WDIN ) MII.-W.•m.01.l. 1!i)Mil iA :I cletir, colorless, wide fir nimability range In air and the popsihilitv that ex.
hygroecopic hqtld c' ii a rut her mh.i r' unumoinucal or fie;,iy i4hive vopor/mir mi Atures m.y abe found above the liquid,
odoi 'har '0'-, i-tic amiol,: iti -, •%prm :.re dctc'-table In U)MII .uhou'd not be exposed to open air. Instotnd it shoutild
eoid'entr:ntimi,,4ift r, ppm or Iv.4. W)NIMii is moderately toxic he stored in a clop-d contaii,,r under a nitrogen blnnket. It
and Phock ln~,•-uit iv,.,. It exu,,' itm ext.ellv.tq thermaI h tnbllity nhm• *rhb bot h oxygen ond entlbon dioxid,.

Table 12.2.1.13. Properties of Unsymmt rical Dirnethyihydrazine (UDMH), (CH,) N,H,

P'D ILRTY VALUES R4 .,
U.M.e1clar Weight 60. )(Z 91-11

Boilirt Point. OF 144. 18 81-11

1'ressln8 ?oint. 1
'F -70.97 81-11

Critýcal lemperatire OF 4 81-11

Criti a) Prtesure, psi& 567 81-11

Desiy 46. /f0 At77F6Density. ltm/ft p . 66. 1991 - Z. 6881 x 10"(P.) 9.3735 A 10"') 3•-2i

Vapor Press05 pst. 3o i .3 O6 35-21lot P - . OZZi IS 7.64560

Heat of Vaporization, Z50. SS (at 77'F) 81-11
!Jtu/Ibm

Heat of Fusion, Btu/Ibm 72. 1 (at -7 OF) 81-11

"-650 F 3Z0 F 77°FY 1007F 1400F1 34-14
Viscosity, Centipoiue 17 4 TI M *-4 0 T -4 , 81-11*
Viscosity, lb I/oe ft 34. ' x 10" 5. Z6 x 10o 3.309 x 10"4 Z.78 x 0 Z.12 i 10-4

Specific Heot, BtQtlbm *F 0.000a0• ?° 3S-21m p . 0. 630 + 0.0003Z. (Ft)3-Z

Enthalpy. Btu/' m - 7

Suarfac4, Tension. lbfIft = 1.954 x i0"5 - 4.399 x 10 6 (F) 4.390 x 10-(Yr' 35-21

The rn%4 Conductivity 0,30905 at 57-21

Btla/ftZ/hr/(oF/ft) 1' - 0. 1014 - 1.368 x 10-4 (F) 3S-21

L.ectrLcAs, C0o12activity,
mho,'cm

DolkMoa,, pi 3. 99Ox10" 1. 669x10"(F)+5 S.1 I (F)7 + Z, 49x•1' (S-F) 1

Expansivity, * - per

4. 078 at 77?°F
Velocity of 3o64d. Wes t 8471.4 - 8.16Z(R) 35. 21

ISSUE0 FEISRUARV 1970
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1.. roincFluids 122.2I.lJ1 i!iq i? FtXORTNIP.FltiofrinI isthe most ),Iwor-

A, i'ry4 penic fluid itt bwneralli' uarepted Ro- a liquid whOR.i ful che, '-'aI o~idizing ispent knowil. It reartoo with priocti-
n,, al iolinK oin otbelw 23"F Phitial r Il al or ani nd Inoirgamnic %rhownice'p, . few vitevptionot

proert mal i arelfl poi etdnt h floig rorni -~ iner t'~ ir mp ome initat fluoriden. ItIA 11 few uncor-

pros p.rt tIn are~r priapoted for pthe tllwngcroei tnminjited fliioritj'ted organic compound%,. Fluorine exhibits
fit'da ~ .d i r'ket i pllri' yatma:excellunt thernfol A.,bility and reliattinte to catalytic break-

Liquid fluorine down. It Is at dt te liquid (50 pereent hiavier t~han water)
Liquid helium at atnmospheric pressure in the trimperiltuet, range .30f0'F
Liquid hydrogen to .16''F. I'loiritir is a highly toxic Igat with A' pungent
Lijui6 nitrogen hrlogen odor (simnilntr to chi( -ine blench). deteetable i
Liquid oxygoet. coflet'ttrittltit' of less than 1/110 ppm. liquid aluorine has
Oxygen difluoride ni cleav yellow e'olor, while flut oine irng at roomi terippraturp

r~iboaiie.io; a pale gri'eniih-yellow.

Table 12.2.2.1. properties of Liquid Fluorine (I.Fi), F,

PRCP5KRI1I VALUES R am r.

161o0e6C~ar Weight )8.0 34- IN

Boiling Point. OF - 306 6 14- I

Freezing Point, Or .JI63. 14- 3'ý

Critical Te~nperature. or .200.2 34- V%

Critical Pressure, pesi SOS 3 486-1

D~nsitv, lbm/it3 94.2 t BP
1  1

10l.OS 7.634 x 10' R b.d(x10' 4 (OR) 2 -43';1

0 04,56,at .3621 1.78S At -3341'. 14.7S at -106Y. 3S. 1 at-290F,
Vapor Pressure. Pei&a 3ý9 S e . sira 14.35

"LS,ogP psi* S.37 - 643.06/k-I. 5 10 /(331

Heat of Valo~rlsati~n' 74.05 34- 35
Btu/jbn

Heat of Fusion, 'Ituftb 5.77 34- 35

.J35 0319 .309.11

Viscoatty. lb /sec f, .000ola .00020 .00017 ___

Specific Heat, BtullbM OF .Io~ .)3ir 360'T 81-4

Enthalp-1. Btu/lbm I .SUO." -to &5 k SUt A' (Sat. Ltqi-d) 061

Surface Tension. lb/f -37* .300 -32 13F 8-
l/t 00.1l, 10- 97.0 .alii 83.6 I OV 71.3 x 10-

The ,inal Conductivity .3l0~1F .36001'1.Btu/ft2 /hr/(00/ft) 0 .:-T--

Electric&& Conductivity.
mho i ni

Bulk bfou"us. psi

Eapaiel-iity. *~ per 0 p

Velocity of Sound. ft/sec (Approximnately 27k, nijark, At 2730 K. I .. trn)

ISSUEDt F911RUARY 1970
SUP, ASEDES: OCTOMEP 1965 12.2.2-1



PROVMRTIES Of HELIUM MAI( Rlf It,

12-2.2..2 l.I(t( 11)I 111E;tIi %1 1 i-oiel 1-111u11i - t ;11 -01-1144 tl IIl Yh lit ll 411.4's. flt him'.' a latitlida polint Andileac

ligh t Cold oi
tI ý- It,e 4 1 * ll!N , 41 .- i li 'I V~~i it w~~i~ ot l Altt 111111 lt hlV i ug tittioii i 41 i ig. i o l.tiii 1.1

rItittlor e'A r Itn tI.- te11 Ilk 11e V i tuu Ioll I~tl.%%l 4. * 1 - litg tietlinti ;Ih'llf iau111toi) viii iu i K i.a t o stI
,ifa letitt 11t 1 01i' 1' 1't' i . It I*11' 1 t2 ,i ' I, -olftitw Il It till. wil 1.011lo 11'Il-l ot iik' th't fl eit isi po t it hu t in 4 ii; uto h telium

k-e iv l. tiuwiiu t he Al iwoulitabdut I. an 'iui-I ivi to t.'mp e'da , itsi fr om Ii Ati i gh'I t oiiml'tat t' 11(1tv ) l l 'lli90 t1' hIin r ia itiid,-

Iifji einlutn, Ihitslisat% I- 1 ieoinil.- \t I, it I pilt % 711cAIg tiiuhii n i v t n d %i i4sh tl e 'iel.4li

O~wnt thoseo iinty, ollicpio 1iihe' %%'t~i tielewt- ~ llo ibitvciu lle tran. cpl)It i vitl~ute ' I ( t eo oihel ' oll tit itilo~uidler (;l Iveiiild to

1wrakirt kvi wn i, tit liilTable ,2222 it'llt~e Int Liqu id He lim of.) anHeiS~r wltv ild

1.1111 ili s kl-Sii~t ll V(I Jg )It i te 'I I 4%SkI'l .F111i I i 4fIII I

IV*ilf it~r I~* I~s ire.. :i Il It. iý 'l. rl co xi. 111 1h o d ils alt

of hCli l ii i 'l n ciiits '.141t .11141 h i.,A t ll il i 714 f ti sa p o i a e y 2 i i s li v s o 474. so- 4, k r ii i d t

1,) er h mi w nt r, lslr oorho. it, o 1-0 o ti t sa l~ht r:I1- ohl'7Co i ultil

((fIlton tlil I'rehie., 111%n it ml je11't 'i'rik l~ 474.1

test 1 isi, RIi. N V isiu .1 A 7

Ii' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 'i*' ft~a at I% I0t .4.11. i' ~ e

"Y~ 00 2 % 1tLiu

C~.* I*i, & I P- 41.i.,) ____________ k 1 k4 _________

It,. I fti I -et 7 -

V~4d ap., Prssr, psaI1 4%0.

It.. eS odt~ ~ ,y

1.jias..,iy 44 SpS'4r

V I.6 lv'.01t )''n. fl/spwi. jr- -n.1 - 4 4 ~ to- 6 T9Fi - 476.1

Spi'ltfist ltulb. 1r -0o r ai '14kiil~
______________I r0 0t.. 54 117 (at________ Sat la____________1

1 40 i~z ..... SS U i MA C I9

1.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S 2.2SPFEE ~OE g



MATERIALS PftOPERTIES OF HYDROGEN

12.2.2.3 L.IQU'ID II Yt)l4()(;iN. I liiatid Iiydroga .I. in% T'he IhIIIllri-n to ii-caill. vqoI- to tiii I'Asil t, .I m am I til. aIt'ji
ptariant, wata'r.whitr, aaitl,,r~i~olv aaati' ft. ,i.lK li,' a'i ile'l III dlI.0-1iailtIV! oh tla'iIa i tt'tat irniw.a
1 14 (lie il.14tti oft wit ltti'i If 4111114". aiin -all'itlaiaIti-4 pm0 Thviv k. ott diffrenc fai' tiit he clinlicil ;aaprupi-0-m (if
imme'diaitely. diffusidoK Intol tit' vii fi-4ter th: '1 jii'%, ahth' 1. It I tf,"11, It Io li' 4. iý :1t 'Illa'l it llO 111"If

Jleopelhinlt , Ilyilegiti- k-'" riui-l. in 'i - itt lit: N-1.iv If)% i,.lai'lr f'it,' -:.I t.1oia tic Iliacl t I i t ile'4hTeiiiaie ill miirlevir it lnit.
levi'!. The flanmmability limiits'i tavil.eop. it tii .I,. i':all.' floeati K.1 . IiII', ,. lai'- 11 ilt"J.'i IL i'a-ii'i~lt -;krV .ti-hydrioivny,
1.0 to 75 wr v iloent. lidi aimuo'i tlb ovi' tit a' ait oitlly .I,h'a It '!', 1'at I oifia' lilt%:i m-ho 1aai .12:1 V) ioaigjiliitaii ti at con ..tlog oat
Ilioen lMim.flhi', ye'llow i'nat fill tait l pro-vc -aa'i ifa impo aa it iv, ý! ý#' 7'claia-i'al, a:11 hyalq- I-a'llt atill 0,211 ge- '.'n t hato-
in the air TI-le coat ilhi'mc ial' :iti "0. aarit, ~~alaga'.'' ~ ~ g a'N --mail''I% iavt I'v.i'vi -afr to lhit i'agaaatiiirillm

R hamvrdl dur hIl tell farmtgnti to of ailid haN-goot nodt y ~aIa !tac141ilit I.T t tada 'palmot pail ail Iaih i'tvaii tl4 iroom
air, the iiquid hydtowl'n auotid fixvptt-'o Cliinihanui( i'ntt'll~ ttaiaai-o ii aIIIII aithfai' %%I c1' i, I ami tiile aata'ittinhaIigz 76'
textrittiti Iv hovk-ma-4omailivv. Ilydriag'ti sysqmsan' muosdtm gail livict 4,10141 1 ,~t vdtmi-t, Itll'i ga'-':, pvfln paita *hyulraigru. 1'het
fluethed with an ineart 1riks suclh imi hat-iun or tallraagi'r tit ex mahl toia-111ITIiti iila*va'-Iaiiaa is kon vxohoiaali'-aaa jii'ii'i.ma, th- breat
cheode atir mind OXYgcc'n. N011111:iI1V hyVdraapWra' (101-A not ;)!V~t-tnt tz-I'vImi't:i' livi'lln rI'aoý1ta' thito1 Ii ha')u'nt o! apo~jlrixotit11n,1 To
sit evxgvoaitivia hazard when it .'v~aaaipri-:ima noda aimaixes will% ar a lvI' aal high h bo -ot Ii-a'i alai-tira a onaii\-4''iola, liquidd hydro-
in an inainflneed maicjac. v(.,, fair. tiaitet- smitu 4maginiA' t lI'4'' a'q.- .gin4.i I 11,. Ilivi n. g a

minailalalh of 106 jai'ra'tavt 11111 a'aonte'ta. 01ivi'l-slimunaistict-1-

alt,'! 9iroagh 01vuse' ofa aitr , sital~'tI.

Toble 12.2.2.3. Propitirtiple of Liquid Hydrogen (LH,) (PleraHydrogen). He

Mal.a.W.agiaa a-f, I

aeet..itat Point, "r -41 1 -, 410. I

Frr~aline Point ter .4 14 U~ 4111.-1

Cltiiial Pie....., psi. "r s.0 11 4-af

40 if) v- 41) IFe -4am i
iiisl.aa/1oia T" - T 'r1 TrW 14-alI

1000 psa. 4 q7 4.81 4 4'

Vapor Pressure. Paio .4 14,6'T .40.Zr .417 0)b
A,044 Itia 90qu 4116.1

Itleat of Yaporisation, .4)0 *e r .4mvi " F
Div/lb -1 11 9 - -5 -a

Halett Wi l'usioain. DiNdlb,, I S l.1 4 14. 6.' r. 1 044 potee) 4"t.- a

vicit:Cse.dailpois 0.00 0 '1T

Vicmulb1iI 1.4. - 0o- 1.07% si0't 9i. 1 10 - _I

Speecific "Pat. Di/lbuk Fi ALCE :111 (a Sat. i''.0ssr.a 11-4
a) 11. Isa14

EfiPrepy ai.I 9'. . fil i 14. T it 011 14. 1000O .
.1~aly ilt%/p. 1 . F .421 -41) .404 --.40 1-

(S10. F its. 12. 1 I - 171177 -11 s -TT1P 'TT-

SraeTninIlb t/ft .411F -414olf .417'r46F
Iulc Tenion 2.). ma , .44 %0 10"~'i 1o . a 

4
l . to1

I ie* Prim Condlecti'atly .44i1 -4F1 .401.' t

Klee, rical ConolmtCii~ay.

Dulk m.aslats. Pei 14. %00 (sat I.P. i4I

letemeeolit~y. *~f P.. CF

Vells'rity of £sound. ft/oat )540 Ia, D. P. t 14 Is

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 12.2.2-3
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PROPERTIES OF NITRCCEN MATERIALS

S121.2. .IQ LIUID NXII1GI EN. L.iqwdid nitroige-i is a iton- in a relhitivel. confined spate, tie reduction in oxygen con-
toxit, ttrleI,,rh ot-ieMhss fh, id, A:lthougih nototoxie, it does eentration can preent pioteatial asphyxiation to personnel

prsenrt a >1fvty hatzard: if -tipioua ,litaautities are rleaseai :n the area.

Table 12.2.2.4. Properties of Liquid Nitrogen (LNM), N.

P-lROPE-RFT Y VALU ES iE'-'.

MIde-cular Wetl.ht 8 1|-4

Polhni P ),nt. 0r - 81 -•

Freeairp Point, OF - 146 HI-4

Crritical Temperature, "'F -2 31 d01-4

Critical Prr..uute, psaia A81• 8|-4

0. 04° ]g

Densty, lb t 4.40 ( at I atMn.) 81-4

.334'F .3.F0" .ZB0F
Vapor Pre~Sre, p-ia 5. !6 14.7 1355-

1Irat of Vapurization,
Ht bm 85.8 81b-I

heat of Fumion, Btu/ib,.- (at I aim) 48b-1

-3Z0°F -340OF
Vq. 0oc ty, Centapotae F TIT- ".= 81-4
Vts.ostty, lb n/sec ft 1.Z8 x I"4 .Z 2 x 10"4

Spetfic "reat, Btu/lbh oF 03.5F 81-4m0.57 -

Pr.e., s. s,a 14.7 45 140 300
Entha. py. BtuI /b',, I'Z.rp. F I-.0 -100 -. 75 -250 49;-1

00.T ,F -307°FSurface lensatui, lb 'ft 4 x ,. q 4 x .4 476-i

Thermal Conductivity - 3,F -120°F -2b6Zl"
Btu/ftZ /hr,{°F/ft) 0. OQ4 7). 0 8-0 -0ST 81-,-4

Electrical Condtictivtty,
mho/cm

-321. 4`F 34 3' FnBulk ModuJtlus, psi ')1, 300 127 Z 0 7. ZO 15-1

SAV - k40'f" - 10u
0

F -445'FF xpanatvtty, - 0-pe F .01 T07.2-I

ft/- ec $'T°F -!q :'>-"ii981

Velocity of Sound, Wt/t3 "F 3t- 290- 34-IS

ISSUED: MARCH 1967

12.2.2-4 SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1•'65



MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN

12.2.2.6 LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) MIL-P-25508 (USAF). extremely shock-sensitive gel. High purity liquid oxygen

liquid oxygen is a nontoxic, nonflammable, and nonexplo- Is a light blue transparent liquid which has no character-

sive oxidizing agent havingr a reactivity much tower than istic odor. It does not burn, but will support combustion

ganeous oxygen. Mixing of liquid oxygen with a hydio- vigorously

carbon fuel will cause the latter to solidify, forming an

Tab;e 12.2.2.5. Properties of Liquid Oxygen (LOX, LO,), O0

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weignt 3Z, 00 486-1

Boiling Point. OF -?97.4 486-i

Freesing Point, OF -362.0 486-1

Critical Tempersture, OF -. 81.8 486-1

Critical Pressure, puia 730.6 486-1

Density, b 3 "36Z°F -Z970F
lb/ft 85.65 71. Z (liquid) 486-1

-361°
0
F .3250F -235'7F

Vapor Pressure, psi& -. 361' -3' 2•1"F'- 486-!

Heat of "laporiaation.
Btu/ilbm 9. 6Z 486-1

Heut of Fuuion, Btu/lbm A. 979 (at I atm and 361.19 79) 486-1

-3630 -.3300F .297t0
Viscosit), Centipjise "r. 8" 0.32 0.19 486-1
Viscosity, lb /•eSc ft 5. as X 10-4 2, is K 104 1.28 X 10.-

Specific Heat, BtuIlbm ° -350°F .3Z07F "300°F
0.11•0 0.09b 0.088 81-4

Press., ptsa 14.70 34.98 410.02
Enthalpy, Btu/ibm Temp.. gF .297.4 -261.7 -107.7 (lituid) 486-1

(See Fig. 12.Z.h) -F..9_ _ _ _ _ _ -
_7

S-334°F -3 1 8 °F -2981F 486-1
Surface Tension, lbfI. 1 X 10 -1 1.096' x 10" 0.907 x W863

Thermal Conductivity -360°7 -3Z0°F -3000°

atu/ft2 /hr/!Frlft) 0.110 " 0 0.08b 81-4

E •ictrical Conductivity,
mho/cm

*35Q0° .220°l) .30,)°7 .297°F

Bulk Modulus, psi 237,000 177,300 142, S (adiabatic), 2 34-15
34-10

Expansivity, *- per OF .3190° -428.°F10
0.00228 0.0067 106-10

Velocity of Sound, ft/sec I .351F "325°7r .Z97°F

3703 33S3 2900 (liquid) 486-1

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965 
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PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN OIFLUORIDE MATERIALS

12.2.2.6 OXYGEN DIFLUORII)E. Oxygen difluoride is a fluorine ind the halogens of fluorid-.. It is a relatively stable
colorless gas at room temperature and atmospheric pres- -t)mpound in that It does not detbnate by sparking and 4s
sure, and a yellow liquid at 229.5°F. It has a foul odor found to be insensitivc to shock. However, it does decompose
detected In &ir in concentrations• of less than 0.5 ppm. Oxy- thermally at approximately 4801F.
gen difluoride is ix powerfld ovidizing agent similar to

Table 12.2.2.9. Properties of Oxygen Difluorlde, OF,

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 54.0 476-7

Bollin Point, °T -229. 5 476-7

Ir-eesing Point, OF -370.8 476-7

Critical Temperature, OF -75. 5 476-7

Critical Pressure, psia 718.8 509.3

3300'F -050°F .230)* -000°F 476-7
Density. lb /ft0 . F -Z"O F

in TU-I 9.s509-3)

Vapor Pressure, psia Log P = 5.4258 - 995.0Z/R 88.67 (at B.P.)* 509-3
( 476-7)*

Heat of Vaporization,
Btu/Ibr 88.7 (at NBP) 476-7

Heat of Fusion, Btu/llb

Viscosity, Ceiitipoise -1-4508 0826 ci 509.3
Viscosity, lbm /see ft (Valid froi 11 to 760 rnmHg pressure) 1. LOxl0 lbm *cc ft *106-10

Specific Heat, Btu/lbrn oF 0.35 at - 150 F 509-3

Enthalpy, Btu/lbm 115.6 at -230 OF 509-3

Surface Tension. lbfift

Thermal Conductivity -320. 4F -Z97.4014

Btu/ftZjihrl(OF/ft) *1U -I46-

Electricai Conductivity,
mho/cm

Bulk Modulus. psi

Lgpansivity, *. per OF

Velocity of Sound. ft/sec

ISSUEO •REUUARY 1970

12.2.2-6 SUPERSEDESt OCTOBER 1961



MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF DIBORANE

12.2.2.7 DIBORANE. Diborane is a coorless gao at stan- Because dibcrane is so toxic, all waste should be incinerated
dard conditions. Its odor is described as similar to rotten under controlled conditions.
eggs and sickly sweet. The threshold of detection by odor is
between 1 and 10 ppm, however, due to extreme toxicity, Qurntiti(-& of diborane are usually stored in the liquid
these concentrations are higher than the standards set for phase. As a liquid, it is water -white awd is considered to be
safe working conditions. Diborane is marginally pyro- a mild cryogen since it is normally kept at temperatures
phoric - apparently moisture or contamination must be below 00 F. Stored diborane slowly decomposes to higher
present to caute spontaneous combustion with air -- and it molecular-weight boron hydrides and hydrogen. When used
produces a green flame. It also reacts with certair reducible as a liquid rocket propellant diborane is hypergolic and
compounds (some metal oxides, organic materials, etc.). yields high performance with several of the high energy
Special precautions must be observed in cleaning hardware oxidizers. Its drawbacks are toxicity, low density, low

for diborane service as diborane may react explosively with boiling point, formation of solid products of reaction, and
residual halogenated solvents such as carbon tetrachloride. high combustion temperatures. It is not a good coolant.
Slow leaks often leave a tell-tale sign of boron salts where Reference 505-1 is a comprehensive report on diborane
the emerging diborane reacts with humidity in the air. published by Callery Chemical Compan..

Table 12.2.2.7. Proplrties of Diborfne, B2H6

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 27.69 774-1

eoiulin Point, or .134.6 476.7

Freesing Point, or .264.8 476-7

Critical Temrperature, or 61. 1 476.7

Critical Prepeerre, peia So1 476.7

-.250°F -.150°F -S0°7 +Z
0
°F

Density, lbml/ft3 -n-i- -ri-i- .5i-r +20-F 476.7

Z!O*° isozr SFOO +407.
Vapor Pressure, psia 476-7

Heat of Ve-p)risu~ion, 22I. 9 476.7
lltu/lbm

He4at of Fusion, Stu/Ibm 65. 5 774.1

.Z0r•OF .15 0°F7 1000,
Viscosity. centipoite Liquid 2 .0 476.7
Viscority, lbnt/sec It 0. .. S/ 1.65 . 10-4 0. 153/1.03 2 10-4 0.10/0. 672 10-4

Li.qd 50oF .150°F 50°F +20°F
Specific Hes.t u/lbm OF Liquid Or "r.h1- 7.Y 7W 774-1

t Enthalpy, Btu/Ibm As liquid under own vapor .100OF -500F +20°]
pressure H . 0 at OR -nr 3 . 774.1

.100OF .i70or 4
Surface Tension, lb,/ft 1.36 a 1 1. is X 1476.7

I
Thermnl ConductivityS tut/ftZ/htr/(OF/ft) _______________ _______________

Electrical Conductivity,
mho/cm

-15
0
°F -.1000° .50°r

Bulk MAodlus. psi Liquid at 20 atm " .- 476-7

Expansivity. per Or

Velocity of leoVAd, ft/eec

ISSUED; FEBRUARY 197o 12.2 2-7



MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF WATER

12.2.3 Water and Hydraulic Fluids
The followinpg tables include water avid liquids commonly
used for the transmission of power.

Table 12.2.3a. Properties of Water

PIOPERT V VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 18.02 508-1

Boiling Point, OF 212 409-2

Freezing Point. OF 32 508-1

Critical Temperature. Or 705. 17 508 -1

Critical Pressure. psia 3706.2 409-2

32'F 600F 100"7 150°F 2120F

Density. l5mift 62.427 62.375 62.003 61.Zl6 59.842 508-1

320F 500F 75°F 1000F 150F 21i20F
Vapor Pressure. psia 0.0885 0.1781 0.4L98 0.9492 3.718 14.696 409.2

Heat of Vaporization. 3Z._ 500F 750F 100GF 150'F 21201
Btu/lbm 1075 5 i065.' 105K. 5 1037.2 !008.;. 970.3 409-2

l:eat of Fusion. Btu/lb, 143.3 (at 320.F and 1 atm.1 508-1

320F 60°F 75WF 1000F i50°F Z12FViscosity. Centipoiee 4 1.794 1.131 0.908 0.627 0.434 0.264 508-1
Viscosity. lbr/e-• i't(,O ) 12.06 7.61 6. 1 4.22 2.92 1.91

Specific Heat, Btuiflbr, 
O

F 32.OF 500 1 0 0 'F 150'F 21207
1.001 1.002 1.004 1.009 1.021 132-1

Lnt hlpy, Btullb 320F 6007 1000F 1500F 2120F
In 0.00 ZE.CS i7.97 117.89 180.07 409-Z

320F 607F 100°F 1500F Z'1 oFSurface Tension. lbflft 0.0052 0. 0050 0.0048 0.0045 0.0040 46;-1

The rmal Conductivity 320F 500F 130°F 15G0F 1750; ?12'F

Btu/ftZlhr/(07/ftl 33.030 33.910 36.210 38.24( 39.230 34.29J 508-1

El-ictrical Com.ductivity, 320F 770F iz22°
mholcm 3.02 . 10"8 13.97 10.

8  
43.43 x 10- 508-1

Bulk Modulus, psi 327F 50°Or 1007F 1500F 2127F (See Fig. 464.1
287,000 .t13,000 331,000 328,000 300.000 3.3.7)

Expaneivity. -&VV per" OF

V. itlsec 32°F 6 0 °F 1900F 150'F 2120F
Ve o__ t__ of__ o______t ____ I 4610 481j 4960 4990 '810

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 196 12.2.3-1



PROPERTIES OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS MATERIALS

Table 12.2.3b. Properties of MIL-N-4056 Hydraulic Fuid (hed Oil), Mineral Oil Ilae,H mocarbon

PROPERTY VALUE8 REF.

Kinematic Viscositv. ..65°F 1i0or 27501rCl,,tistokes •I z

ft _______. 111 x0 7.54 x 10 3. 95 x i0"s

-65°F 160°F 37507
Spcifk Gravity 0.90 0.83 0.00 4Z-1

Flash Point, OF 200 V -274

Pour Puint, F -70 V-274

0 .650F 16007 271 0Specific Heat. btulb, r 4z-1
0.41 0.506 0. ! •16

Thermal Conductivity, .65°0 160aF 213a7F
Btu/It2 Ihrft(F/ft) 0.083 0.077 0.074 42-1

Vapor Prersure, pal s60°F 275 F
0. 44b 4Z.1

14.7 paooo psi& le0_0Pi

Bulk Modulus. psi 1000F "ZI.0 x'510• 4.40 x 104 29.5 x 10 (See rig. 42-1
500°F 4.3 x 104  5.2 x104  10, 0 x 104 3. j. 7)

Tabie 12.2.3c. Properties of MILL.- 7306 Hydraulk Fluid, Synthetc Diat.

(Note: MIL-L-7808 is dual-purpose; used as both lubricant and hydraulic fluid.)

PROP•PTY VALUES RLF.

Kinematic Viscosity, -40°F Z30°F 3500F
Centistokes . _r _ 42-1
It 2 /mec 2.15 x 10- 2  3.23 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-5

Specific Gravity .40°F 23007 35007
0.96 0.86 0.81 42-I

Flaah Point. °F 400 42-1

Pour Point, F -75 oaz-I

Specific Heat. Btu/Ib0 OF -407F 230°F $50°F 42-1

0. 3z 0.50 0.57

Thermal Conductivity. - 4 00F 230°0 .F 5007r
Btu/ftZ/hr/(°F/ft) 0.09 0.082 0.077 42-1

33007 350°7
Vapor Pressure.p, 23 0F350 42-10.00387 0.00581

- 0
Bulk Modulus, psi 230 0 4Z-3

1.4 x 10i .8 x 40- 1x M?

12.2.3-2 iSSJEDz FEURUARY 1970
SUPIERSILUES MARCH 3967
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

Table 12.2.3d. Properties of MIL-H-84465 Hydraulic RIuld (MlmJite $3513), Synthetic Silicate
E!ter and Diester

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Finematic ViscomIty, .650° 300Or 450')FCintistokes 2go" -WT- 4Z.-1I
it /sec 2.69 x 10"? 4, !L. x |0-5 Z. 0 x 10 "5

-650F 30007 4500FSpecific 0ravity 0.83 0.77 4Z-1

Flash Point, ai 395 V-274

Pour Point. 07 Below -100 V-274

Specific Heat, Btu/lbm 0F "6-0- 300F 4%0°-....10.38 C.56 0.65

Thermal Conlictivfty. .- 4' 300oil 450or

Btu/ft /hr/I(°/ft) 0.0-) 0.066 0.055 42.1

300°0F 450°F
Vapor Pressure, psi 040070. 0087 0. 68 42-1

-- ! 4.7 pm 11 ,00 p.s. SO00 psia -

Bulk Modulus, psi 100°F 0.0 x104 U0.aa 10-4 27. 5 10 4Z-11500°Fr 4.6 x 104 5, 5 x 104 IO.Z x

ItI

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
SUPERSEDES, OCTOBER 1965 12.2.3-3



PROPERTIES OF AIR MATERIAL"

12.2.4 Gases
Ther top h,ý'PIviI property dm|tit for fluipid ci-nniony wtq.ed In

the Rn•,ro .t sute .s , pi •-.,v d in thiq %1tb-tolic' in thie forni
of tahils and , harti,.

Table 12.2.4a. PmperUe of Alr

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight ZO, 96 average 486-1

Critical Tempeowatuwe,oF -ZZ0.O 13Z-1

Critical Prespure, psia 546 32 1

Cp, . Ltu/,,b °F 0.241 13Z-1- -- -

C,, Btu/lbm OF 0. 1725 132-1
i- a -t

Ratio of Specific Heats, -100°F 60°F 2600 F 620°F 132-I
C /C Itmn 1. 4(1'7 4 - - 486-1

P v 1000 rei,, 1.3961 1.371)
Gas Constant,
ft-ob1/lb in OF 5__3.30 4-6-1

0 0
3 -100°F 60 260 FDensity, 0.1104 0.0765%8 0.0551 486-!

Viscosity, lbi/ft sec 280 F -100 F 2600 -4.66 x 10-4 l .93 x 10-- 1.531-x 10" 486-1

Ir , 0° G60F 62•0 aF
EnthaLny, Btu/lb --- "0 F 260 486-1
See Fig, iZ.Z.4, 5.9.

Mean Free Path, cm

The rrnal Condictivity, -280 0 F -100°F 260 0 F

Btu/ft2 /thr/(°F/ft) 0.00962 0.01982 0.03502 486-

Compressibility Factor -100 0 F 80 0 F 260°F
PV I atm T77 " 417'0 i7TM 287-4

S100 atm 0. 8t05 0, 9933 1.0299

Velocity of Sound, 32°F 212°F 1832
ft/sec I atm 2.1 atm 50 atra 10' atm Iatm I atm 248-1

_______________ 10 gor-- T r- -rr - TMr- TM

ISSUED. FPIRUAPY 1970
12.2.4-1 SUPERSEDES• MARCH 1967
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MATERIALS PIROPRTIIES OF HEUUM GAS

TaMe 12.2.4. Prmpedle of G6s He*nin (1H*), He

PROPERTY VALUES REIF.r

IMolecular Weight 4.003 486-1

Critical Temperature, OF -450.2 486-1

33. Z466-1
Criticas Pressure, psia 33.

.t00°F F zoo0
C , Btu/Ibm 'F I Mrm 1.74T zw • 15-

pt m 1000 peia 1.2 9 1. zS2 1. 1,-

ZOO°F 600F
Cv, Btu/to CF I atim •' r

_ _ _ _1000 psia 0.763 0.758

Ratio of 3pecific Heats, .-Zoo T.° 60 46
CpiCv I arm I. 66 ' T.-M 486-1
p J__00 pia& 1.65 1.655

Gas Constant, 386.3
ft-1bf/lbm OF6

Density, lb /ft 3  320 r 486-1
m 0.0111

-2800F -100°F 807F z60° 4
Viscoty, lb1. 5tx 105 1.7sx10 Z.06x 10. Z.30x xO. 486-1

.-100°F Zo0oF 6Z00F 1340°0 1
Ithalpy, Btu/lbm 1 atm 447 181 1340" Zk40 466-1

1500 12ima 463 b36 _,

Meanr FIee Path. cm Z7.45 x 10-6 Z4S-1

Therumal C'anductivwiy, -Z° -10°F 800F Z6 070F86-1

BtulftZ h i(oF/ft) 7 74.-4 866.5 10Z9. 5

Compressibility Factor -200°T 60F Z00F 15-1
7.m 0 I awn 1.000Z I.CO1 1.001

, .500p•ria. 1.103 1.051 1.044

Velocity of Sound, -4V0°F I0C°F 600 Fft/ see I atrn i116 TT Tu 152-7
I50( pals. 1341 3480 4739

,sUZO: MARCH 115*7 122.4-2
sUPgIRUEDw O &R 1MW &



PbOPNWhTIS OF MYWOOEN GAS MATERIALS

Table l2.2.d4. Propurties et Gaseous Hydrosen (OH) (NomasI.H',drogen), H

PROPEPTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 2.014 486-1

Critical Temperature, 01 -399.6 486-1

Critical Pressure, peta 188.11 486-1

.Z 0°F 6007
Cp. Btu/tb oF 1 atm 155-1

.Soo psia 3.25 3.47

.Z00°F 600F
Cv, Btu/Ib OF 1 atm Z. 02 Z. 44 155-1

m 1500 psia 2.02 2.46

.400°F 6007
Ratio of Specific Heats, 1 atm - 155-1

C0/Cv 1500 pisa 1.60 1.41

Gas Constant, 766.8 155-1
ft-lbf/lb 0' OF . I000F, 60 0 F 500OF

I atm 0.0079 0.0052 0. 003

Density, lb /ft 3  100 psia 0.051 0.035 0.019 34-15
m 1000 psia 0.50 0.34 0.20

V1b /ft sec C0 0 F 600F 500°F
Viscosity, b /te7' 10" 6  6.00 x 10 9.00 x 10 345

-1000F 60°F
Enthalpy, l3tu/tb matm Tr21rU- 8 l.5-1

1000 pais. 1211 1803

MIvan Free Path, cm 17.44 x 10"6 248-1

Thermal Conductivity, -100°Or 60°1

Btu/itZ/hr/(OF/ft) 
0.0741 0.10- 0155'1

Comprassibility Factor -10001. 600F
PV I atm a. q•" 7 155-1

WIf, 100 pia 0.995 1.0

Velocity of Sound, -360°F -Z60°F 60°F 1000°F
ft/ sec I atm 2009 2650 4 B0 7110 522-1

1000 psia 2650 28L0 44'O 7300
2400 plia 4050 3400 4730 74C0

12.2.4-3,suo mC N
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN GAI

Table 12.2.4d. Pa of .a . Nitmn (ON,), N,

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Weight 28.0, 486-1

Critical Temperature, OF -2.3 486-1

Critical Presstire, psia, 491 486-1

C OBtu/b 0 F 0.247 ISS-1
P m

Cv, Btu/lb mF 0.1761 I9S-F

Ratio of Specific Hcars, -100j 620°F 980- - 486-1
Cp/Cv 1.404 1.382 1.360

Gas Constant,
ft-lbt/b n OF b1ISS-

- 100°F 60°F 440°7
Density. lb /ft 31 F 0.042 486-1mo. 10-'•' 0.0710 0.042648-

Viscosity. lb m/ft sec -2380 ° .sF 440 F
1.41 x 10 1 9 K 10 2.39 x 10"5 486-1

Enthaipy B/Ib 00F 60F 90 F
m 89.0 269.6 364.5 486-1

Mean Free Path. cm 9.29 -0o-

-100F 800F S00°FThermae Conductivif:y. I -tmr T T 486-1

ktu/ft t/hr/({F/ft) 1000 psia 0.015 0.017 0.024

Compressibility Factor -200°F 400F
1jv 1 atn" 155-1KY 1000 Peia 0.51 0.990

Velocity of Sound, - I 00°F 600 F 440°F
ft/ sec I atm 935 TTB5 1490 152-7

100 atm 1040 t237 1588

12.2.4-4
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PM RM Cf OXM anMATERIALS

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Molecular Wei 5 't 32.00 34-15

Critical Temperature, 0 F "181.8 34-15

Critical Pressure, psia 730.4 34-15

.100 or 6o°F Soo0aF

Cp, Btu/lb OF I atm •0.2a 34-15
2000 psia 0.53 0.29 0.7.5

-100 F 60 0 F 500°F
r, Btu/lb M OF I Uam T.E UT' - 34-0S

_______/Ib___ 1540 psia 0.1617

Ratio of Specific Heat,, -100 0 F 60OF
CF/Cv 1.414 1. 40Z 34-15

Gas Constant,
ft-b t1Ibm OF 114. 3 34-.5

-.. 100oF 60'F OOF'

Sib /ft3 1 atm U= "0'7MUTI UT'4W7 34-15
Density, 100 psia 0.874 0.56 0. ý12

1000 psia 11.87 5.86 3.1

-Inc0 F 60°F 500°F
Viscooity, ibm/ft sec I atm 9. 'i•-10"-6 T7 105 M.r1IO- 5  34-15

1500 poia 1.45x 10" 5 1.50x 10 5 2.1 r 10-S

Enthalpy, Btu/lb -100,0 F 60F 240c F 493-1
mi -76 r-T4

Mean Free Path, cm 9.93 x 10-6 248-1

Therral Conductivity, -100°F 60°F 500°F

T 1 atm 7Tw 6T7M W2 34-15

Btu/ft /hr/(OF/ft) 1500 psia 0.02 0. fi8 0.0265

Compressibility Factor -100 0 F 80 0 F 440°F

PV I atm U-.-.- J0TTU 9  762z 287-4
NT 1O0 atm 0.6871 0.9541 1.0256

Velocity of Sound, - I 00°F 60°F 440°F
ft/sec I atm 880 1063 1385 t52-7

100 at-n 1095 14A,_-

12.'.4-5 trit.3 : MArNlC A967
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MATERIALS AIR
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MATERIALS PRIMIMIES OF KLAIMLI

12.3 PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS
In contrast to the ordesed and rilid crystaline arranngement which whiie solid In Its finis' ,d state, at some staie In Its
of atoms in metals, polymers are composed of long molecu. manufacture it soft enoueh to be formed th-ough applica.
lar chainm of monomers linked -utd to end. The monomer, tion of heat and'ier pressure." An rlo.nfmer In commonly
whic' In the hin.ic elem.ent in a polymier, Is the link In thi defined by its ple-rnmance& aether than by It conmpositioni
clain that determine% the chemical character. Polymers are an "a Tiflynric material whic)h at isam temperatur- tan
used extensively In flule components for nppllcatioimn smch be stretched to am least twice Its original length and upon
as seals, packings, bushlngs. hearing., and dihplagims. immediate relhase of stre) g will return q,'ickly to approxl-
Polymers of Interest to the ,tuid component designer can be mutely h•s original leroth." itubbers are commonly aof*er
broadly classified am tither elastomers or plastics (proper- than plastics, however, there Is a hardness overlap. A
ties of elastomeric materials aid plastics are tsdulated represe.itative habrdness spec'rum for elastomers and
respectively in two separate tables). The accepted definition plnatic-A is shown in Figure 12.3,
of a plaafWf is "a material hnving a high molecaliar Weighb,

DIAOMETER A
(SHORE A) FI.ASTOMERS PL/,TICS

°O I ______________ i ________

20 I-/

30 -- RUBBER BAND---

40 ~--I-

50 -INNER T*JUE- i "FIr -- _e

IFluom -Sh~cone | I I R Ntvrolbe

60 '1 1 4 2 t EP ubr lso
V I NttrlnI

Fei, _r I Noprene I_ _fOS Ci + Flexible70 -*-AUTO TIRE I'IEAD I ord - PolyvInbi
an . ... 1lvl

K*I-47 GR-5 Chl, wideFicnhomer

oDUROMETD.R 0 1 !
_SHORE U)) 

I______
905 A

50 ROCKWELL R _

10 '---60t ___70__ __ - - __ _ ___,,.,eeSso - - - _o-_" -
-60 TFE

-0 +t O lv ee

-700 t0 Ri~ Polypro*-)Y

Rigid - lane
I1 J Chl~tde J•

J IIG polystyrenes_]

(M)5- 100)

120 Acetal ,
130 I•JJPi'enolicsi

140 I 
(Ma0-M103)

Fi~are 12.3. Hardness Spectrum for Elastomers and Plastics
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12.2. 1I"toflwe exhibit% excellent resistance to bunlight, osone, and weath-

At one time, i.atural rubber waL the Onl fIttin' val orinw, In addition to moderato rt-sistance to petroleum oil*.
abl. ihle ody hee ae vriey f ynhett'rube Neoprene is freiuontly tined for seals and diaphragms be.

compoundsa available to meet a wide ui~nfe of requirements. t~s fi.go eitnet iev~it ffud n
Table 12.3-i 0ýrsen.'s representative properties of basic .~iaa

types of elastomers used in fluid component applicationsi. 12.3.1.5 HlLlCONF, RUBBER. The oiiioneso are a group
Within each basiecelastouner type there can be a great of elastumeric materials made from milicone, oxypeon, hydro.
variety of properties achlovable. depending upon compound- lion, and !arb~n. Although having Inferior physical piop.'
iog and curing techniques. Ingredients such as Oillers. plai4- ertielt such an tensile strength an-4 tear resistance whjn
ticivers, accelerators, and vulcanizing agent. along with eonipared with a number of other elastomers, slilkone
various curing techniques result in a wride range of possible rubber Is primarily usefil Ir applications Involving a wide
properties with at given base polymer. Carbon black In a range of temperatures and where compatibility' with reac-
common Inert additive which Increase, the *trrngth and tive fuluds Is required. Silicone. are expq .ially ureeiul for
hardness o! mo~st elastomera. Since it would be Impossible low temperature .'ervive because they do niot~ eiplo, plasti-
to include data o.n each compound available within a given cizers to maintain rubberiness, text% of plasticizer being a
elastomer type. the table lgive. reprementative data Indi- problem with organic rubbers. Special compounds are avail.
cating the range of usefulness of each material. Detailed able that reA~in usetu..y flexible dow~n to - 39F The
property data on specific compounds can bent be, obtained continuou, duty upper temporature limit is 500*F: however,
from Cie fabricator or molder. Good sources of data on certain compounds tolerate much higher temperatures for
elastomers are the "Handbook of Design Dotaon Elasto- brief per'ods.
merle Materials Used In Aerospace Systems, ABD-
TR41.234." and "MIL-HDBK-149A. Reference 547-3." 12.2.1.6 STYRENE BUTADIENE RUPtRER. Styrene bu-
12.3.1.1 NATIURAL RUBBER. The chief sour"e of natueas tadiene is a synthetic copolymner of .tv, c e anu butadioen
rubber is the Aei'ra brueiliruesis tree grown principally in mnmr.I eebe aua ~be nms epcs

thmoomrs Far Eeseble Iatra inue an most respects.imaeralbae
onthe Far omeas.rti ao n high ,) Naturual rubbtaeria basedno but is somewhat lower In cost and has poorer gum strength

on he onoer aopene(C~).Natralruber oesno and loes resilience than natural ri'bber.
age as well an many synthetics nor is it as chemirally Inert

.ssome, It is Inferior to many synthetics for heat aging 12.3.1.7 POLYACRYLATE (POLYACRYLIC) RUBB1HIR.
and resistance to sonlight, oxygen, ozone, solvents, or oils. Polyacrylate tubbar I.. characterized by good oil resiataree
Natural rubber, however, has good low temperature flexi. at temperatures up to 360 F. Applications for polyacrylat.
bility, low compression set, and tear and abrasion resist- include oil seals, 0-riings, and diaphragins. It is not recomn-
anci' superior to almost all synthetics. mended for dynamic seal. u..leas spring-loaded. its strength,

compression set, and water resistance atre Inferior; hov.
11.3.1.2 NITRILE RUBBER. Nitrite rubber, commonly re- ever, It haa an outstanding resistaiaci to hot oil, oxidaticn,
ferred to as Buns N, is a copolymer of b-itadiene and ozone, and sunlight.
acry'onitrile. A number of polymners are commercially avail-
able with varioub monomer ratios. Those containing a nigh 12.3.1.8 P3LYSULVLIIE RUBBER. Podyasulfide rubbers
proportion of scrylontrile have i:&f client resistance to pe- have limited applicatione dve to relatively poor physiral
troleum oils and solvents, ..eoo t~eiaste strength, and good pioperties, altbolugh they do havue xcellent resistance to
abrasion reuistan.e, but relatively poor low temperature most solvents. They are used extensively In sealing aircraft
flexioility and oson" or stodiliht restistance. De-creassing fuel tazr..s and pressurized cabins..
a'.ry'otaitri te content yields grevat improvement In low xem-
perrature capability, but at the expense of oil resistance. The 12.3.1.9 FLUOIIOSILICONE RUBBRER. Fluorosilicone rub-
most useful compounds are based on medium grades that bers -onibine rmost, oif the extended temperature range of
effect a g`*Cod hatlance of properties. Nit rile rubber ;% the silicones with greater resistance to oils snt' %romatic fuels.
best polymer f :,most hydralilic applicntionr w'iere petro- :laving low ph'fsicaa propertle.. ani. poor wear resistance,
leum-based fluids are the operating miediu~m. they usually are not recomnmended for dynamic applica~ionis.

12.3.1.3 190HUIYLENE 1804 RENE (BJUTYL) RUBBIER. 12.3.Z.10 KEL-F ELASTOMEkt. Kpi-F elastonier is a fluo-
hutyl rubber lit a high molecular weight copolymer of iso- rinated polymer having excellent resistance to f uming acias,
butylene with small amiounts of isoprenue. It. is not resistant strong bases, peroxides, solv-e,tls, ar-I oils. Its physical
to petroleum oil and solvents., but display3 excellent ivsist- properties incluoie good tensile trength, abrasion resiest-
annee to the phosphate ester type fire- :eslstant hydraulic once, and high tear rtrength. tt also has low compression
fluids. Blutyl has the lowest permeability rate of any rubber set. Applications include hose, tubing, diaphragms, gaskets
and for this reason is often ui-" ' for -waling gases and for and 0-rings.

vacum sels.12.3.1 It VITON RUBBER. Vitor. is a linear copilymer of

12.3.1.1 ('BLOROPRENE RUBBER. Chloroprene rubber, vinylidene fluoride and hexafluoro-propylent, czontaining
motre comir' nly known by the do Po'nt tradkŽ nanae Neoprene, about 65 percent fluorine. It has exectlent, -esistance to

many petroleun'. oils. .ynthetic lubricants. silicate esters,

ISSuLOi F~EBRUARY 1970
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES O.F PLASTICS

mind fuelip covering a temperature range of 40 Fr to highly resistant to chemicals and has near-zero moisture
4 300F. ihsorptb!n. I'olyz-thylenes tange from low denpilty to high

12.31.1 ~ EASTNER. Urtt~~in density chinsep, ewch class constituting a different fAmily
elasome. sow ecelentresstane t abasio, btte by of remin,4. Tate properties of thi. mnterial are dependentslatomrs howexcllet rsisanc toabrsio, btte by upon the detnsity: increasing density In( wtepi rIgidity,

a factor of ten than many of the conventdonal elastomers. temperature, resimitneec, and load-carrying ability. The
*They may ba produced in a hardness mitre from Shot@ Al10 higher derisitv inaterials gem-rally have somewi'at better
*(soft#?, than on eraser) to Shore D80 (harder than a bowl- chemical resistance. Polyethylene has a melting p.) nt of

inr ball). Urethane olar'omers have high, strength and a about 940-F. It remnonds to Irradiation through improve.
H'iher ýoad-bearinff capacity than cotiventioaal elastomerp ments of its mechanical '-voloorticA, Including !mproved
of corn'&rabloe hardness They can best be classified " ~ solvent resintance and impr"Oved high temperature charac-
elastoplastics. since they have the tiesirable properties of teristics.
Loth elestomera A04 p~ftsticr.

12.3.2.2 TEFLON. Teflon In it trademark of the du P'ont12.3.1.13 CRLOROSULPONATED POLYETHYLENE CorvrpAny. applied to a variety of polymers tof tetrafluoro-
(31YFALON). Hypalton has a useful temperature range of ethylene. 'The two most common Teflon matertials used inI-05P t0 +2FO$F. It has good acid resistance but Its fluid comp'onent aipplications are Teflon TPF (tetrafluoro-

e'i'nncai properties, eompressitati, and l'ermanelit met effiylene) and the newer Teflon FEPI' ýltorinated ethylene-
characteristics are loes than desirable for dynafrie and propylene ctipolymer) which unlike the TFE !renin can be
many static Laal:nx applicatfime, RUBBoceEtylen by eonventinnnalplastic Injection molding and

poyoeis a re'.ativeiy low cost copolymer of ethylene plastic and nmust be molded ',v R compacting and minter-
adpropylene rocplme a neclln obnto ins' process. Teflon is a tough wax-like solid, white to
ofqanprpltes inhuin hopo alyrerhsisan eceln combsina eitio gray in color. A major remi fwr Its widespread use as a

ance. and low compression set, together with good physical auerd maeiin both otutic tandin d chemic al ing pplictions and.
properties, good low temperature flexibility, and compati- as ase dinbohr~ mtatical. Oyine i characteripticaftefons tatd
bility with a wide range of fluids. The latter include acids, must ba dionsdmmaerial Oynte de arigneriforticny Telpcton iha

alcohol, and polar solvents. It Is not compatible with petio- utb osee ytedsinrfrayRpi~ini
leum-based fluids, the tendency of the material to flow tinder load. Care must '

be taken in the use of T~lIon to contain the material
&tdvoiutely so that dimensional changes do not ot'vue as a.2.3.2 Phatics result of flow under compressive loads. The "cold flow"
characteristics of Teflon can be irnurived by the addition

& plsti isone f mny j~hpolyeri sustanesincud- of Iniert filler materials such as tibet glass uind asbestos. One
ing both natural and syrothetic products but excluding rub- 1)f Teflon's unusual charnctertstics is its extremely low
berio. PlIsttic materials are used extensively In rocket system
fluid c..mponents an seal mrterials, for they generally coefficient of friction (see Table 12.7a). This prop-rty nmakes
possess supericr chemical resistance to elastomer'. Because it tilef il as a journal-bepring material.

of the relatively haiQ uny'ielding character (compared to Teflon is commercially available in a variety of granular
elastomers) uf most plastic materials, they require careful grades for molding and rain extrusion, a specia. grade !orworkat inship and often special techniques to ob~.ain gtood pastte extrusion of thir wail sections, and in water disper-sea.s. Plastics are broadly divided Into two major suo~divi- sions for c~oating *ornmulntions.
sions, thermosetting snd. thermoplastics. Thermoplastics
are rbsin., which may be sof tene(. .epeatedly without under- cGrantisar grades of TFE resin differ from~ each other in
going it chat.ge in chemk'al composition, while tihcrmo- particle sizc and shape. In general, the finest grrade pro-
setting resins undergo a chemical chtA'Ige tcrosslinking) duces the least porous parts with the highest physical Indt
with Lpplicatiot. of heat and pressure and cannot be, re el-etrical proptrties, but are maore diflictilt to process be-
softened. Therinoplastics &a- the plastic materials moat cause of lcow bulk density, high compression ratio, high
commonly used in velves fov septl and diaphragm applica- shrinkage, and poor flowability.
tionts. A gcood general reference on Plastics is the 'PIlitltcs ASTM Spec V157-62T designates three types of granular
Encycfr-pedia" published ann~ally by Hildreth Press, Inc. TFE p~owders (1, 11, and IV) which correspond to the fol-
An information cen'ter established ) y the Department of
Defen-,.' for corrnpiling and disseminating data of plastics oigcmeca rds
is Plastec, %.he Plastics Evaluation Center. at Picatinny a) AST~i I Ttfion I Halon G-10)
Arsenal, Dover, Now Jersey. Trable 12.3.2 presents repie- ) AT 1 Tfo HlnGS -nnGsentative properties of basic plastics used In fluid compo- 1) ATMI Teon5 Ho (-O 'lnG-
nent applications. 0) ASTM IV Teflon 7 Halon G1-80 Fluon G-4

12.3.2.1 POLYETHYLENF. Polyethylene is r strong, flex- TFE past-extrusioz, grades are granular poivdet a precipi-
ible, wax-like plastic with a hard surface, available as a tated from d~spersions and used with a lubricanit sim4 as
cleat-, transparent, translucent, or opaque niatic~iial. It is nnphtha for extrusion of thin wall tubings and wiec cowii im'

ISSUED: MARCHI :967 12.3.1-2
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MATERIALS TWOl 12.&.1. GenwmW ftqpwt
(RefttwnceS 19-7, 65-2a,f

(I)(NN) (Cl) SIR-., Rb.ko EokkO 01= Po.1tboywo

COMMON NAME Cool. .,A. "Io. - GR-) ko-N N.o.Po or 01-N _______________

TRADE ~4AME Hy- 22W01.1 "mbood.ho~~o0, No.o(o l~lo1, T~~lf hoolbooIoHploS

-() ok~cio glooho k 1o4oof)'
Ad1-WS _____________

ASTM-SAE DESIGNATdION Ty" ap. Typ. I I'Mo S, Cl. SIP *ypp ý, Ci.. SC Typo 1, Cle. TA Ty-. S, CI.. SA Typo S, Ci.. 54 To. S, Cl.. SC

RELATIVE COST - &.1HA S - 100 115 125 w4 125 low 230 500 170

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAI. POM~r.ES

D.-~o A.p (Share A) 30-100 40-75 20-lW 40-105 456 20-00 A10 ',ý OW 45-95

5d.dneClItoG .1 .. lot-.) 0.93 0.92 1.00 1.23 1.17-1.46 1.34 1.05 1.10

P.o.Ity, wo.
3 

6o.l.o. 0.=3 0.=a 0.026 0.0" 0.045 0.048 0.009 0.040

Toat. lh Sotoos, -.
Pt..9  

2500-3502 2-VO-21000 :30-9m0 3005p Und. 4m000 3 0m AIM) (M-..)

bloi.%Id J3110-40111 251I-250W V0114M 30D-,0)1 400-15300 20 (Wo.)

P.. p.. 750-w2 730--ft 4205.0 SIKO 800-00 - NO.4. 2 4451),0 5407W5 6

bRoirif 300.-400 650-M3 430-005 250-40 2OD-800 5100

T-.1so C-o.W,4,My, *I&/*t.~l)~ 0.0W 0.025 0.143 0.112 0.13 0.0fis

C-F.; wf T.-dbo. Emp..mml,31."~o
2 ~ 37. 10 32. 55.2 39. 0.2 34 .10r 43 . Ic 27.1075

flockbol Ikpfw~o Good G..d Poor Polo f.oI.1" Fog, F.1, P.1,

Cold E1oo1.. Rdo Gd C-4j Vr.
7 
good VoYgop9d Good &W Good

HotI. Aoolh V.,ygo Go VWry flood V.p go"d cod Good Good

Cop.. .Good Polo CMj F .1, to po Good~ too.-Iloo foo, E-16Mo Fairto good~

RES¶TANCE PSC.t~flhS

Tol. .1b a225P, pal 2500 low 71V 150 85D0 7w0 18000

Tor.ll o. 14060l'. p1Ws 125 3251 130 1SO 400 LWd. 25 200 300

EIwwoo .t 230`F, %(4 0 2M5 120 330 350 140 250 60

ilogomgo 48 40059, %()ED s 20 10 200 Undo. 25 140 20

Lo- to.0pot- hatt. a..J48. -40 -W -65 -45 -90 - -200 -40 -WO -111

Loo.opI.l~fo~.P -20 - -50 - -2C . 20-O .10 -- -60 - -120 -15 -10 -30 -30 - -00

0.91, Very0. O,.oo-15-1* od Fir V- Good Fair to Poor o.IHoot o G.IlW Fir oo

"Hw ask*, 213OF Goo Good Go.. Good Oo.cIolon Good Foi, Good

Mo. o. o.A-oo -W-lo 0oo. 1111 310 250 240 48D 2W5 242 325

Mi. mpoom. *F,1 op. -40 -90 -40 -0-171 -60-4-0

T~~i.ooV.. good Good Pol, ~ o Poor Poo 9-S..oIo Pol, to good

Abrooo gono.. E-1.oI* Good Coo.1o6 Good to ooool10.to Pooro So.I-o Good to .oo.Iloot

k"-. ,.I-o'*(i. V..y -oo P.1, P.1, Good I-o Poor 0.4d Fair to good

%-4slI* ogwog P.. VO,7 - Poor 0/0,7 goo 1.0011004 0/. Rood oo,41o04 E-oo.II0

vw,,- Aolt.. Pl EoooIooO Good E -11ho o.4lo Eo0Ihoo E-ooI6o Eoo1ll."

0. ,l, Good Vop good Good EoooII~t EooI.h0 VotY good Vop good Eooolloo

OWNo Felt to god Emcllo. Good rooolloo V.ty good Cood FairooIh~

C N ktoq. 16 GodGA GWGood PoorEoo1o

A11.11 Wol to good Vorp good ai 1.1 to-g ood PolF., to oo..Iloo Good Poo to Wr1 Go..'

AlId -_ _ _w _ _16 _ _ _ __* Fair Go Good Good --

Cool.. wb kfm7)Po Polor. Good Poor Poor ::Ion I-1 Good

Nh- h.q~doP. Good0 Good Poor P.. Good POoartoRa Poortofi

W48.o..-l1 ,.&ao~o E-6&obo~ E-".o E-11.o0 Good Good 
1
0.Ilare Good Good

LPoooohllty logop. Good Goltoodogp Good V. 7 go-d Good Eo.00-ot Good V~.Y -
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cIov-, PNlwlfoi, ftm *Ab P.%4.eodIm mamI (tmm flsow

________ GII-I _ ______ANY 1 14i OOmi tan *om Asuw. ISpaio A~mp ob kmo so

Slimmil LS-33(l) K44 I)) an. ofemm~
.4wi" -*11 *"5 ' 0~~~~~~.~~0V rrokm a4)ev~ pi"4~4 l="f _____ hm. ~ Uo

58 1 1 9 ,SC~IC _________ Ippe _"611044 (2)e A~s _______ TypsCdi ChaI iwimim
out ______ Him) TA-im~n pee Ka IWO

I1-4 0.,6 Clu S-1 4040 (4) rk tol kmp I4s TAM 1km bd.a till i~ aOW Tm.. a oISyeICu l 1
.1ht u de.m. kam ineqmN . ~ g~ u~a~

in1 .1111111 Jim-.4 am-10 T.9 0ad G.% on0td0~gt

0.1 .'1.4 .3 .3440.0.03 0 p"4 0.631 0.000 (5) - d *uI* elift Wm. kft. h edq 10.4 ab s OM

ho..kw~n.. oWshimhiiosa. *ON"O Wom.m ad A,.

- 3D.o") * SIN 1000 338.463 20)14W 230-403 dW@ Iode,. ~40 Ok Nsko

______ (Mat.)____ 23IM 3* i 01-1 (4) Pd... pufiomq *waa hsommimd Shim., Mkove
__________uks, oft), tiw(*eb z -I~~ ~ (7) fe lt dohdhM. 0. a, 'dm, gg0eI "1miplm.h

P- *A" popshmpm&*. NSs4.mod ®r otp
330 00-M 41)0-li --A

0.065 0.13 0.143

27.16' 27.16's 45. 10-1 V.i' xSW

________~~~GOM- ___ __- 3m .P od~AamC..

Good God very gsw G0111 *wiw GOwd Pait (a) Pholl"",Cep. Ltd.
Good czee.Ihot Vory Pa G6111 Co."lme Guld V-V podt 60 Gmipw Tin ad hbm. C..

Fair to goo Gowt-ftooslho GOod IS mtomlo God Fait Pd, Pdlt ft "- 40 Ite i amino.C

%.) HoWaIsh ad Chmome C..
01) 1.g1. *jpai do N

3W "ci-10 309M Me IINI 3m 1300 (1) Dow Combog Cali..

263 130-200 130-720 in0 '1 400 525 I) L~sle Caim ad Cabli

SN s~hoaw SM. 00..
20 50-1.P 50.I'O 60 40 0-IN0 130 aIn) b Lq..
.411 -it, 40 -90 .10 . -40 -63 -1S -ft -'0 4.) MblAMkdq..d ýj M% C..

-30 - -9--0 .V V.0- -~ IV .'30 1 !' .30- -3 .3-to (P)PMullavallpltahbi. Cmp.

Iwo Far Vayges Gon Pd%) The 000.1 Tto W mid M. C.,

F.t. top.oo Gowd~ E-o11.0o itmh oomp Cow ,.lh. 9,0- hI. CalliIttm. "her Sd Oitados Ca..
Gooo fooslloo E,..gh. F.Mllaw "'dP1.EoI.W Felton Imalvt .lmi) Tinme-uS. Otmimi C..

325 450 00 400 tic 200 300 330W eyCmeCo

-40 -50 -10 -d-0140 -20

Fo.1 to gooo poor to p- Poor to t a Fai GOd Poor p.o

G.dGood Poor Good I,..lI.., faielmlI. God Pd, to -W
PoltooO-t poor to 9-d poor _!o.to gwo Vy gfod Good Gad Por

E.olot(oplltot ooIleNf E-1ml.0 P.1, PoW Goodl" Ist"Ilte

E-6l.o (oo6.fIo Eooollot E-11I-1o Good Good 1.o01ho1 loeuliho

.colloot Eoo.Ilot fo.mIhot Poi, to ,o-t Good Fell

EIotGoo V.,y good (.oollot F.1 to good Gootm Fait
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MATERIALS

Pelyamride f lexible
COMMON NAME T 1 ,6/6 Hiph-deneity Unmolieid Polyttrefluer.- UIMPfied

_____________________ Polyethylene_________ Pelypropyleo. ethylene Polyvinyl Chles.IA

TRADE NAME Lyftelto) Alathon(c), Dylon(b) Mop~en(c) F luoosintff s Tygnh
(Alphsabet letters In parenthdses refer to r9VlAd)N-s~~ elnTE~)piz(h)

Manufacturers' Listing in rigltt-.hsnd cnlvmn) Helcr' TFE(n)

PIIYSiCAL AND MCCHANICAL PROPERTIES

Specific graity 1. 09-1. 14 0.941-0."u5 0.900-0.915 12. 1.34.22 1 .16-.35

Tensile strengt', psi 7000-12,000 3100-5500 411-00-JOMC j0.A500 1 ý100-350

Eiongation, % 25-200 15-IOD 200-700 0-0 200-450

Tensile modulws, 135 psi 2.6-4.0 0.6-1.5 1.6-2.0 0.38

Compresslve strengt, psi 7200.13,000 3ko0 6000-WW0 1700 900-1700

Flexural strength, psi W000-13,000 1000 60004000

Irlandcstrenlifl., ft-lb per in. ofnmatch 1.0 1.5-2.0 '10603.0 Varies with -aeuls

6odes Rcwl 111-41ll1 136-D70 (Shame) R~-110 050-D6 Sae A30-AIOD (Share)

Thermal ckMsuctivt'v,6tuA~r/sq. ft/(FAn) 1.7 t3.2-3.6 0.95 1.75 0.37-1.5i

CooP,. of llnenr exp. lIrV/F x 10-5 5.5 8.3-16.7 6-9 5.5 4-14

Volume resIstlv;'y, oiw-am (0.45-4) . 10 14 i0 15 1016 6.5 X TO 
16  

), i0Io1 1 
_ 10 

13

Clarity ITranslucent to Transparent to Trarslucent, Opaque Transperent to

opBqu Opaue 1t14arssinnt, oque

?R.OCESSIWLG PitopErlEs t-
Molding qualities Excellent Excellent F.,,ellsint 3ood

Injection moWllding !urprsue OF 4 -720 3110-600 390-58 32,)-395

Mold Shrinkage, In-per-in. 0.015 0.02-0.05 0.01-0.25 0.9310-0.050

Machining quelities Exe-llent Exscellent Excellent Excellenrt _______

RESiSTANCE PRPERTIES

Mechaonical abrosion anel weaw 6-4 2.57 18-28
Tabor CS 17 Wtheel mil, la.P/OODD cvc en

Tessy- -furo:

Flat, msabiliry Self- Very slow Slow .o self- None Slow to self-
es~tinguishing extinguishing ext inguishing

Low tesmperaturie brittle point, OF -76 to -20D -420

Resistance to heat, OF (continuous) 27(G-300 250 250-320 S5i0 150-175

Deflection tesisperature under load, OF 300-360 (66 psi) 140-180 (66psi) 210-240 (66 psi) 250 (66psi)

Chemnical: -

Effect of sunlight Discolors Unprotected material Unprotected miefterel None Slighrt
slightly crazes; requires craes, require

block; weetie bleck; ,,eot~se
reist. gvede csueii. reist. wade avail.

Effect of weak acids Resistant Very resistent Very resissant None None

Effect of strong acids Attacked Attacked sl-ny Attacked slowly None None to slight
by oxsidizing acids -by oai-iSIPg acid

Effect of w~eaks olka~ies None Very resistant None None None

Effect of strong O"A9l:es None Very resistant Very resstant None None

Effect of organic solvents Resistant to Resistant Resistant Nonse Reicsh elcaols
canimon (below 80

0
C) (below $DOC) ellgh. h ydrock amsu

solvents elhis solubles In
katesses end ,ters;
sretlls In oerenotic

THlE FO' LOWING NOTE5 REFER TO
POLYLSTER AND POI.YMICf COLUMNS,

0 Typo T

ISSUED: MARCH 1967
SUPERSEDES' OCTODER 1905



Taboe 12.3.2. Genereal Pmmtea of PI@Ws
(Refences 1-279. 1,138, 5JO-J)

F- -.ible Polychlorh -
.oodilld Polytoolefluarer 0'Fi Illd Fluorinated Ethylene ftiflworo- Polyvinylidese Poly Iny Peolyvlnyll 4 ie 62l4 Choltll'l,-

lyle"rO ethylene Polyvinyl Cimoride Propylene *$, 'ea FPsluoe Flugrlde PolyetteC ChlridePl Plfflild* Polyvnyl lorlde Fill -

4) Flvovaslsst(f(u) rýý(h) Teflen FIP'.l yol-fljp Kynetil Tedheti.a) MY1sv(.) Swern(Is) K j Is 4) Hypelcsi(e)
6ýTeflon YFs(e) uo~:on(l) v" nHelen TFP(n) _._

.915 2.13-2.22 1.16-1.35 2.14-2.17 2.1-2.2 1.76-1.71 1.38 I.3.-1.395 1.20-1.48 1.42 1.31-1.43 1.4

D201-4100 1500-35C0 2700-3100 4500-6000 7000 o000-16,000 23,000; 40,00 WOO-20,000 2o,000 10,50 5000-9010 6M

2D0-400 200-410 250-330 30-250 100-300 115-250 100; s0o 20-141, 70 * 6-4 2.0-40 130

0.50 0.5 1.5-3 1.2 3.2 5.5 0.5-0.8 4.3 3.5-6 1.5

1700 900-1700 2200 32,000-60,000 10,000 2000-2700 24,400 1000-13,000 9000

7400-9300 420D0-620 14,000 10,000-16,000 0

i. V:.oals w.1t5 omolnt No break 0.6-5.0 3., 0.3-1.0 0.9 0.4-20 0.4
.1 plast•clisr

0540-00 5Sh1..) ASO-AIO (Shore) R25 RI Ir-.R' S DI0 (Shore) MSO-M63 4U5-95 070-D.0 (Share) 1100

1.7.5 0.87-1.16 1.75 0.9 0.9 1.035 0.9 2.2 0.9-2.0 1.2

0.25 0.3-0.5 0.28 0.22 9.33 0.32 0.27 0.2-0.28
5.5 4-14 4.7-5.6 5-15 6.7 2.W 1.5 10.5 26-35 2.8-10.3 6.6

16 P6 Ii6s 1 141 s1 f.i 611> 10 101t 10 )2. 10 1.2x 10 . % 1014 3 x013 106 toIoI 10 106 to .q - 10

int, Opequs Transparent to, Trospomit fo Tr nsaorent to Troanrsent o Tro ent Transpat T Trnsarrnt to Opeque Tmnkpowent to Trestsluqatt tolit *909*0~ trortelucent stuns lucent trayslucent .pis opq

Good Excellent Excelent Exc icelln xelent Fir to go 3d o

320-385 625-760 440-600 '0-550 300-400 300-400 440-445

5 0.010-0.050 0.03-0.06 0.005-0.010 0.030 '.005-0.)25 0.001-0.004 0.004-0.011

Excellen E.collsnt Excellent Excellent Good Exelleont Excellent

0.01 17.6 90-120

I "f. None I Slo. to s*lf- Non, None Self- Slow to self- Slow to selIt Self- Sf- Self-
e ogg t ;ig *extinguishin6g extIngishl- extinguishing extinguishing extingulshing omtlnguishing

-420 -420 -400 -813 -100 +10 - -20

50I 150-175 400 350-390 300 220-250 300 1,0-20 (dry) 500 120-160 250300 (.a•t)

u6 Mis, 250 6O 'p.. 
2
5a

1 
(66 Iai) 300 (66 psi) 13D-165 300 (6 ol)

195 (264 psi)

tIed mterial None Slight None None Sltir, blhochln. Excellenit Ty'M Wa excellent; Good Doer iem Darens on Slight
05!ies onOng *.pa" other mocksrate after

None~~Ploe NMeNn.on eitn
s 0oo; I. exposure exposur

None N.,ne None None None Non None Na Name

l0,10y None N-.. slight None None Attacked by None Slight Nom None Attacked onlI
;,g acids fuming. sulfuric by eIdlzlngstl

No,yW None None None None• Rerilstan NoNone

N,, Non,- None None None None Slight -ja..0 oslight Attacked Nam Non

Norse l,''..;. lchol,, None Hologenoted Resish most None Nane Slight to ssoemte Rlelsstont Resist alcohols, Reslsth urnt0
C) alip k, locorbons, compounds cause solvents to *tst m oliph. hydrocarbon, solvents

oil,, .•be in ,sight ,$ ,.ilng I ol,+ soluble in
~., nd oresters; kseseits i , este

scello in ,d swells in aromatic
cIhydrocarbons



PROPERTIES OF PLASTICS

Uf I ll

1i410e " IsyV• Rg lNelyvlnyldene Rigd M r dANuIP Ah'cUh LISTING

-d Polyester ,CMh.l Polymilde i otryenyl Chloride Polynthis Acetel"" "I, (a) 1. durew do Nowak"
i1) ?edlco) Mylr(o) S.i(kK) re(a hlonej Delnim (a) I*) KW I Co.

oCboOo (m) peVE~peI Es)
F_______ _______Plymei rP-l h• __________ r) m (a) Clamore CapD.td) Ms;llipeI C i. nieel Co.

(e) Hercules Powder Co., Inc.
|,77 1.3 I.W-1.395 1.20-1." 1.42 1.3-1.45 1.4 1.425 (M) Polymer Ce". ef Pennylvanie

I MO-111,e0a 3,m00 40,.eo* 03-z0es 25,000**;10, 30 ,&V-mco 6 10,000 (a) POly)pent, Ine.
Q,) tnlled States Stenewer Ce.]

S 115-150 fIoo 5 20-140 70"*C6.4 2.0-40 130 15 Unied C"eww"M Co.

(1%defmoson) (I) Pos riei Chnleevls Cop.3.2 5.5 0.3&111 4.3 3.5-6 1.5 4.1 (1) Minnwesto Miniii eas MIS. Ce.
20W-2700 24,400 000-13,000 WO 5,20 (k) Owe Chem'eei Co.

01% deformation) (I) PSIn It Choemleals Cowl.

"4'0-6200 14,000 10.200-16,000 so00 14,100 (M) Cai-on. Pelymer Co.

-.- .0 0.9 0.4 20 0.4 1 4 (n) Allied C€mieelso Cap.

M30-e) I M 1-85-05 D70-040 (Slhef) RI00 RI20

1.03 0.9 2.2 M -. 0 1.2 1.6
0.3- 0.27 0.2-0.20 0.3(

2.1 1.3 10.5 20-33 2.1-10.3 6,6 4.5
14 3 x 10s13 10o 1012 - 1015 t0Io 1016 1.5- 1016 6 x 1014

to Tmwnwrnot Trnsapeent TierImpat to Opaque Trenspnt to Tramslcent tr Translucent to
aqm"ue pquea

Excellent Fair to good Good F-callent

300-"u 300-400 440-46 300-440"P

0.005-0.025 0.001-0.004 0.004-0.001

Goad Excellent Excellent Excellent

90120 '
Slow to sellf- Slow to self- Self- SelF Slf-

ishing eelnpshlng extinguishing extinguishing ftInsuishing extinguishing

-too +10 - -2.' *1
220-250 30 is-po(r) 0 120-i60 250 100-220 .

-)SO 130-163 300 (066l )

ble•chingi Exceller Type W exrilleat; Goad On. m Darken on Slight Chalks
exiiosure others mader-ites after pongdslightly

None i Nex eoue Nam Resistant to wo"e

by Non Sit None None Attacked only Attacked"suluric by oxIdizIng "siti
ftxesent Norw None Resissont to smex

None Sight Non to slight Attacked None None Attacked

owm Non None Slight to moderate Resistant Resish elcotho•ls, Rlult most Reslstant tn most
te mit olihr. hydrc:oa

4onm, sove.ts sol ent,
soli seluble In
iskeone and eaters:

swells in aromatic
hydrocarbons-
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MATERIALS PROPERTIES OiF PLASTICS

ASTM Grade III, Ciass 1 and 2, corresponds to these and substances. Above 175"F, polypropylene is soluble in arc-
is available in such conmercial products as Teflon 6 and matiz substance- such as toluene and xylene, and chlori-
6C and Fluon CD-I, CD-3W, and CD-3. Aqueous dispersions nated hydrocarbons such xs trichlcroethylene.
of TFE resins are available as Teflon 30, 30B, and 41BX
from duPont. 12.3.2.6 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE. 1 olyvinyl chloride

(PVC) materials can ,e fonnu!ated tc provide a diverse
The granular grades of TFE corresponding to ASTM I, combination of prop.•ties ard generally are tough, with
I1, and IV are all ess2ntially the same resin differing only high inherent strength and ubrasion resistance and excep-
in mechanical treatment affecting size and shape. inh tional chemical resistance. PVC materials can be broadly
kSTM Type III paste extrusion grades and the dispersions classified as either rigid or flexible. Rigid, or unplasticized,
from which they are made are of lower molecular weighi PVC hl a Shore hardnes- range from B75 to B85, simiar
than the granular resins and are of much finer fundamental PV h ardb exbe ratg e dB BVC s elsr

particle size. The lower molecular weight results in sub- to hard rubber. Flexible, or plasticized, PVC has elasto-
stantially differe-t physical properties and calls for differ- meric properties, typically in the Shore hardness range of
ent p essing .chysicalo. propeASO to A1IM. ?olyvinyl chloride m-aterials have found only
ent processing technology. limited application in aerospace valves due primarily to

Properties of TFE moldings are determined in part by the fact that the maore corrosion-resistant rigid PVC is
crystallitity level w~iich can be controlled by proper rate rathe- hard and unyie.ding. making it generally unsuitable
of cooling fron. gel Guring processing. This is easier to for sealing applications. The addition of plasticizers in order
control with molded than extrded TFE. For maximum to obtain rubber-like characteristics frequently seriously
properties, moided material should he specified, *lowever degrades the che-nical resistance.
ram extruded TFE is less expensive for small diameters
and i,. available in longer lengths for serew nachining. 12.3.2.7 POLYVINYLIDENE CHLORIDr3. Vinylidene

chloride is most often used when copolymerized with vinyl
12.$.2.3 KEL-F. Kei-F is a polymer of chlorotrifluorueethy- chloride. The polyvinyiidene chloride copolymer is best
lene (CT?) possessing chem'cal and physical characteristics known as a fil-n or fiber, although it can also be molded
quite similar in nature to those of Teflon. A Kel-F molecule and extruded. In the extruded form, it is used as a valve
differs from Teflon TFE in that one in four fluorine atoms seal material. It hels excellent resistance to all acids and
are replaced by a chlorine atom. The introduction of the mcst common alkales.
:hlorine atom into the molecule contributes to the trans-
parency, moldability, and rigidity characteristics of the
p.astic, while the fluorine atoms are responsible for its 12...8 POLYVINYLIDENF FLUORIDE. Polyvinylidene
chemical inertness, thermal stability, and zero moisture fluoride is P. material which is characterized by toughnes,
atbsorption. Kel-7 can be maolded by conventional thermo- which means the material has a good combination of tensile
plastic forming techniques. It is imp3ervious to corrosive strength, elongation, impact. arn abrasion resistance. Poly-
chemicals and highly resistant tr most organic solvents. vinylidene fluoride is resistant to most corrosive chemicals
Swelling may occur in the presence of highly halogenated and organic compounds including acids, alkalies, stroi,g
&nd aromatic compounds, but the reaction is reversable. oxidizers, and halogens.

12.3.2.4 POLYAMIDE (NYLON). Nylon is among the 12.3.2.9 POLYVINYL FLUORIDE. Polyvinyl fluoridc is
strongest of the thermoplastics. Nylons have good abrasion characterized by an excepticnal resistance to t:ltrav:'oiet
resistance, low friction characteristics, and relatively high light, solvents, chemicals, and ils, while at the same time
heat resistance. However, they do have a relatively high remaining tough, flexible, and dimensionally stable over a
moisture absorption and the properties are sensitive to broad temperature range. I,' is available as both a clear and
moisture conten t . Nylons are resistant to most solvents and pigmented film.
particularly resistant to petroleum Ails and greases. The
heat distortion point of nylon is exceeded among plastics
only by that of Teflon. Its chemical inertness ;s generally !2.3.2.i0 POLYE.uTER. The term polyester covers as ].ý-ge
inferior to polyethylene, Kel-F, Teflon, and vinyls. Nylon number of plastics, most of which are laminating and cast-
is used in fluid components as a valve seal material and ing resis: however, the polyester used most commonly in
for journal-bearing applications, fluid component applications is polyethylene terephthalate

film. The mcst widely known polyester film is Mylar, rmanu-
12.3.2.5 POLYPROPYLENE. Polypropylene, like polyethy- factured by the du Pont Company. This moterial is a clear,

lene, ". a polyolefin l.aving properties similar to high density tough film having good elongation and impact resistance.

polyethylenes. Polypropylene has excellert resistance to It has low moisture absorption, is dirien! ionally stable
creep ani environmental stress e.'ack'tg. It al.- has low under 2xtrm.nes o. tempe-atures and humidity, and has

water absorption and low permeability to water vapoi and excellent resistance to acids, greases, oils, and oigani-

solvents. Polypropylene has greater rigidity, strength, and solventz. The niaterial is useful for di:.phragm applications,
heat resistance than polyethylene. It is resistant to most retaining sufficient flexibilicv in thin soections to be used for
acids, ,alkalies, and saline solutions, evcn at elevated tern- diaphragm applications down to liquid hydrogen temper-
peratures, and is also resistant to organic solvents and polar atures (-423'F).

ISSUED': FEPRUARY 1970
SUPERSE•E MAqCH 1967 12.3,2-4



METALS ARIERENCIES MATERIALS
FERINIS METALS

12.3 2.11 CHLORINATED POLYETfiER. Chlorinated 4. L.EROSPACE STRUCTURAL METALS HAND-
Pvlyýther has &n outistandiiig combination of mechanical B0OX .-- VOL 1: FI.R.ROUS ALLOYS*
pro'itrties and chemical i sisltance. It has good loaa-bearing Syracude Univ. Research Inst., Syracuse, N. Y.,
charactvristkcs and excellent abrasion roesitaneo. Contr. AF 33(61e)-1184, Proj. No. 7831, Task N-%

12.8.2.12 IOLYlINIDRS. Polyimides an) characterized by 31,Mac19762p.

physical toughness and resistance to abrasion, radiation, 5. AEROSPACE STRUCTURAL METALS HAND.
and many themicair. They are characterized a. extremely BOOK - VOL 11: NON-FERROUS LI(OHT
heat-stable polyniera, with useful temperatures aci high as METAL ALLOYS*
1000*F, nnd are itvailable in either molded shapes or thin Slyracuse Urdyv., Research Inst., Syracuse, N.Y.,
filhis, all offerin,- uniqu,; high temperature properties. Poly- Contr. AF IkS(fl5b)-1l64, Proj. No. 7381, Task No.
imide film has excellent mechanical properties throughout 738103, March 1967, 464 pp.
ri wide rang*, from liquid helium temperatures (--423'F)
to asi high as 1000'F. It ri.nks among the toughest poly- 6. AEROSPACPF STRUCTURAL METALS HAND.
merie fIlms, having a high tensile strength, tigh impact BOOK - VOL IIA. NON-FERROUS HEAT
strength, and high resistance to tear initi~tion. RUSISTANT ALLOYS*

Syracuse Univ., Research Ins.., Syracuse, N.Y.,,
tS.3.2.13 ACETAL. Acetal it. i hard thtrmoplastic whibh Contr. AF 93(615)-1184. Proj. No. 7381, Teak No.
looks and feel& somethinrq like nylon. The material is highly 738103, March 1967, 380 pp.
crystalline, making it one of the strongest and stiffuts
plastics. Ac-tal is also chakracterized by high heat resist. 7. MATERIALS SELECTOR '58SUC
ance, excellen~t fatigue life, low frictionsl characteristics, Nateriral £?nWinffring. V, 70, No. 5, Mid-October
good creep resistance, and resistance to organic solvents. 1969, 516 pp. (annual).
Abrasion resistanct of acetals. although not as Cc d as that ~ .CRYOGENIC MATERIALS DATA HANDBOOK
of nylons, Is better than that of many thermoplastics. Acetal The !.1artin Co., Denver, Colo., Contr. AF~ 33(657).
io available In two basic types: a honiopolyrner (du Pont's 9161, Proj. No. 7391, Task No. 738100, ML-TDR-
Delrin) and a copolymer (Celanese's CeltonQ. Typical ap- 64-280, OTS PB 111 B0o (Rev.), Supplement 3,
pl-cations of acetal include gears, bearings, valve seats, AlD 63.1 388, March 1966, 745 pp.
and fittinlgs. 9. Defense Metals Information Center, Battelle

Mfemoriai Institute, Columbus, Ohic (branch office,
12.4 PROPERTIES OF METALS Los Angeles, California). Publicatiors include
Bccause extensive pub!ished material exist% on metal prop. Reports, Memoranda, Reviews of Recent Develop-
erties. this h&.ndbook includes only tableus giving represent- monts, and Technical Notes.
ative data indicating the range of 4sefulness of various 10. Military Standardization Handbooks, designated
classes of metal or alloy groups. Readily available sourcei as MIL-HDBK-XXX, prepared for Departr,4ent of
on detailed metals data include the following: Defense by Army Materals Research Ag~ency,

1. ?ETAL HADBOO-VOLI: ROPETESWatertown Arsenal, Watertown, Mass. 02172.
AND SELECTION OF METALS
8th 1~d. . Metals Park, Ohio.. American Society for 12.4.1 Fe~orms Metals
Metals, 19611, 130O pp. Typical roknges of property values for ferrous alloys are

2. METALS HANP)BOOK -- VOL 11: HE&T TREAT- preserted in the following tables. All property data are for
ING, CLEANING AND FINISHING roorn temperature unless otherwise specified.
8th ed., 11letab~ Park, Ohio, Americ~,n Society for
Metals, 1964, 708 pp.

3. METALLIC MATERIALS AND ELEMEN TS FOR *More recent editionb of Aerospace Strictural Metals Hand-
AEROSPACE VEHICLE STRUCTURES book are available from Mechanical Properties Data Center,
Research and Technolugy Division (MAAE), 13919 W. Bay Short Dr., Traverse City, Michigan 49684.
Wrigh-ý-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433,
MIl"-HDBK-5A, February 8, 1966 (see latest
change notice). (For sale by Supt. of Documents,
U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington D.C.,
20402.)
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MATERIALS STAINLESS STEELS
AGE HANDENABLE

Table 12.4.1r. P•eeWtiae of Am7 Hei sable lWel$le bee (Sgth Muatel 1yue: Stain
Kee W, 174 W1, 17-.? P14, PH15-nft. AM hUO% AM 256)

PROPERTY VAL•UES RiE.

Density, lb/inJ 0.276 - 0.262 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 2
In Tension, psi 28 - 29. 4 z 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/densty) 812 x 10 6'-59

Tensile Strength. psi 195 - 240 x 103 65-39

Yield 3trength, psi 173 - 225 x 10 6549

Creep Strength. psi 40 - 1000 (800017 652-39

Endurance Limit, psi

ImpL.ct Strength, 4519
Notched leaod, ft/lb - 1939

Hardness, RockweU

Elongation, percent 3 - 19 65-29

Thermal Conductivity,a 0ft/hl(Oof) . 87 - 10. 4 (Z 12.0°F 6S-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/Or 5.5 - 6 . 4 x 10 (68 -2127) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb OF 0.11 i86-7

Melting Point, OF Z0oo - 2550 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,mnicrohm-in 29 -39 65-29

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES, MARCI 1907 12.4.1-2



ALLOY STEELS MATERIALS

TAW 12.4.1b. It -,; Hem

PROPERTY VALUES -Rr.

Density. 1o/in 3  0. 282 65-29

h Modulus uf Elasticity 9 - 30 5-29

• in Tension, psi
I

Specific. Strength, in. 36-29
(yield strength/densityp 621 x 103

Tensile Stsength. psi 98 - 301 x 103  65-29

Yield Strength, psi 89 - 2S0 x l3 65-49

Creep Strength, psi 16 - 32 x 103 (1i0 0 F) 1 I0 x 103 (700oF) Z 36-7

Endurznce Limit, •s*

Imp&c. Strength.
Notched lod, lt/lb 9 - 108 65-29

hardnms, Prine.l 302 - 578 $5-29

Elongation. rercent 10 - 28 65-49

Thermal Conductivity, 1.7 - 38. S 0.

Btulft2 /hr/(°F/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion. in/in/°F 6.3 - 8.6 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/ilboF 0.)o - 0.12 65-249

Melting Point, oF 2600 - 2760 65-29

Electrical Resistiv •ty, 0°F 110°F
microhm-in 2 0 286-7

ISSUED FEBRUARY 1970
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MWTERIALS AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Table 1i.4.1., ProUses of Asq-tenitl Stainless Ites, Wrougitpe(llfl. Ietert.. Types:
201, Mt, 301 3W 80, , 304, iNOI, l0s, 30, 3l0S, 310, 31058316, 16L.,
s10ki'A'Ill, 4,M7

PROPEIY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/in 3  0.2z - 0.29 65-29

Mndulue of Elasticity 9
in Tensi.n, psi 28 - Z9 x 10 6549

Specific Strength, in, 3(yield 2trongth /done ity) 463 x 103 65-29

85 - 115 t 10 Annealed
".oa.1o Strength, psi 110 -lab185 x 103 Cold Warked 6549

30 - 55 x 103 AnnealedYield Strength, psi 75 - 140 x 103 Cold Worked 65-29

Creep Strength, psi Is - 15 x to3 (10000°) 65-29

330 - 40 a 1 AnnalbI iIlrndurarce L-imit, psit a04 103 Anmzealbd 6S2

o0 x 10-old Worked 65-29

Impact Strength,
Notched Isod, ft/lb so - 110 65-Z9

Hardness, Brinell 150 - 170 Annealed
240 Cold Worked 65-9

£longation, percernt 45 - 00 A•z.nealed 6 9
S - 60 Cold Worked 65 '*

Thermal Conductivity,
Btu/ft2 /hr/(OF/ft) a.3 - 9. 4 (Z1z°F) 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal . 7 966 x529
ExpaAsion, in/in/OF . - . x (32 - 2120"1 55-29

Specific Heat. Btu/lb or 0.12 (32 - 2l•.°F) r 29
0. IZ (3Z --- t* )sr

Melting Point, OF 2500 - 2650 6. 65-29

E~ictrical Resistivity,

microhm-in 27 31 65-29

ISSUED, FrE§'UARtV 1910 1..-
SUPERSEDESi OCrOSEft1gs 12.4.1-4



CARSON STEELS MATERIALS

Table 12.4.1d. Properties of Carbon Steels - Hardening Grades (Specific Material Types:
C1030, C1040, C1OO, C1O0O, C101110, ClO, C1137, C1141, $11l")

PROPERTY vALUES REF.

Density, lb/in3  0.282 65-49

Modulus of Elasticity
in Tension, psi 29 - 30 x 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in. -
(yield atrength/density) 502 x 10 3

Tensile Strength, psi 75 237 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 58 - 188 65-29

Caeep Strength, psi

Endurance Limit, psi

Impact Strength,
Not.zhedlzod, ft/lb 5 - z2 65-29

Hardness, Brinell 174 - 495 65-29

Elongatior, percent 6 - 33 65-29

TIhermal Conducti'.ity,

Btu/ft2/hr/(OF/ft) 27 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Excpansion. in/.n/°F 6.7 - 8.4 65-29

Specif-c Heat Btu/Ib 0 F 0.10 - 0.11 65-29

Meltng Point, 0 F 2700 - 2775 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-ir 56 - 75 65-Z9

12.4.1-5 ISSUEo FEBPUARY 1970
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MATERIALS FERRITIC STAINLFSS STEELS

Table 12.4.1.. Prperties of Ferritic Stainless Steels, Wrouot (Specifc Material Types: 405,
430, "3OF, 446)

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/.n3  0.27 - 0.28 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 2r x 106  65-29
in Teneion, ps2

Specific Strength, in. 286 3
(yield strength/density)

6!p - d5 Z' 103 AnnealedTensile Strength, psi 65 - 90 1 10 Aonealed 65-29

75 - 90 X 103 Cold Worked

Yid Strength, psi - 55 x 103 Annealed 65-29
45 - 80 x 103 Cold Worked

Creep Strength, psi 6000 - 8500 (10003F) 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi

Impact Strength,
Notched Izod, ft/lb Z - 25 Annealed 65-29

I HardLness, Brinell 137 - 185 Annealed 65-29H 185 Cold Worked

20 - 30 Annealed 52
Elongation, percent 20 - 30 A a65-W9* I15- Z5 Cold Worked

Thern-al Conductivity,
Btu/ft/2 hr0(F/ft) 10 - 15 (212°F) 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/°F 6 x I06 (32 - 212°F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb F 0. 11 - 0. 12 (32 - 212 0 F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF Z600 - 2800 65-29

Electrical Resistivity, 23 27 65-29
inicrohm-in

ISSUEOM FEBRUARY 1970 12.4.1-6
SUPERSEOCS: OCTOBER 1965



PIIGH TEMPERATURE STEELS MATERIALS

Tahile 12.4.1f. Propries of 11gh Tempsraiure Stools, Wrought (Specific Mu Types:Matesltlc Sainless, 422, 14Z0WM, 141SNW, 14,JSMV, Lo A~in•, Chrom.
alloy, 17.22 AS)

PROP•.:2T Y VALUES RElF.

Density, lb/irta3  0.281 - 0.285 65-29

Mod.us of Elauticity-
i.- Tentton. psi 29 - 3X.5 z 10' 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/density)

Oth re Chromallovr 17-22AS
Tensile Strength, psi 160 - 235 x 103 (H&T) 140 - 150 x 103 (H&T) 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 125 - 186 x 103 (H&T) I10 - 127 x 103 (H&T) 65-2q

Creep Strength, psi 12000 600°F 1350 0 F 286-7
Endranep imits , psi 50-70 x 10 17-35 x I0 130-150ox 10 3-26 x 10

Endurance Limit, psi

Impact Strength,
Notched Izod, ft/lb 10 - 20 IH&T) 30 (H&T) 65-29

Hardness, Rockwell

Elongation, perce. 8 - 17 65-29

Thermal Conductivity, 70°F 1200OF
Btu/ft2/hr/OF/ft) 15 - 18 (800°F) 18.8 16.5 65-29,Btu/t /h/(OFft)286-7

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/.F 3 - 6.s x io-6 7.8 - 7.9 x 10" 65-29
(70 - 1000-F)

Specific Heat, Btu/lb OF 0. 11 286-7

Meltinp, Point, OF 2600 - 2700 2700 - 2750 65-29

Electrical Resistivity, 700 0 F 8000F 9000F 286-7
microhm-in 24. 3 23. 9 23.7

ISSUED: FE.BRUARY 197012.4.1-7 SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



MATERIALS IRON BASE SUPERALLOYS

Table 12.4.1g. Propetes of Iron Bass SupSmAoyj ("NI), Wrought (Specific Material Types:
19--9D Unltemp 212, W545, Dlscaloy, D-979, A.-2, V-57, 1-254r In'l.oy
901)

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Density, lb/in 3  0.285 - 0.296 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 28.2 - 30.0 x 106 6S-29
in Tension. psi

Speific Strength, in. 4 0
(yield rtrengtui/density) 4 i 10 65-29

Tensile Strength, psi 14Z - IS0 w 103 %Dimaloy, A-286, 16-25-6),
114 x 103 (19-9 DL). 17Z - 204 x !0 3 (others) 65-29

Yield Strength, pai 100 - 146 w 103, 71 x 10 (19-9 DL) 65-29

Creep Strength, psi 19 - 30 x 103 A-286 and 16-0S-6 (12000F) 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi 38 - 60 x 103 (1200°F, 108 cycles) 65-29

Impact Strength, 15 (16-25-6), 64 (A-286)
Notched Isod, ft/lb 30-46 (19-9 DL, Unitemp 212, W545, Discaloy) 65-29

Hardness, Brinell 24 - 32 (Aged) 286-7

Elongation, percent 15 - %5, 41 (19-9 DL) 65-29

Thermal Conductivity, 12.2 -15 (212- 18000F) 65-29

Btu/ft2 /hr/( 0 F/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal 9 -
Expansion, in/in/°F 9.2- 10.7x 10" (80- 1400°F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btuilb 0OF 0.10 -0.11 65-29

0

Melting Point, F 2200 - 2700 65-29

ElectricalI Resistivity,

microhe-in 36 - 4 (120 - 2•12 0 F) 65-29

ISSUED FEBRUARY 1970 12.4.1-8
SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



IRON BASE SUPERALLOYS MATERWALS

Table 12.4.1h. Properties of Iron Base Superal"ys (Cr•N-Co), Cast, Wrought (Specific mat•.
rial Types: Multimet, N-155, Refractaloy 26, 5.590)

PROPERTY VALUES RIEF.

U)anty, lb/in3  0.296 - 0. 301 65-29

Modului, of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 28.a - 31.1 X 105

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/deneityj 307 x 10 3  65-29

Tensile •.trength, psi 118 - 154 z 103 65-29

Yield Strength. psi 58 - 91 X 103 65-29

Creep Strength, psi 15 - 37 z 103 (1350°F) 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi 33 - 37 z 103 (1500°F, 10a cycles) 65-29

Impact Strength. 12 - 13 65-29
Notched ILod. ft/lb 65 ýMultimet, N-155)

Hardness, Rockwell

Elongacion, percent - 40 65-29

Thermal Conductivity,

Btu/ft 2 /hr/(l°F/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal 6
Expansion. in/in/°F 8.0 - 9. 1 X 10 (70 - 1000°F) 65-29

Specific! Heat, Btu/Ib OF 0. 10 !70 - 12 0 F) 65-29

Melting Point, 0F 2350 - 2500 65-29

Electric I Resistivity,
microhrn-in

12.41-9 ISSUEo: OCTOBER 1965



MATERIALS MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Table 12.4.11. e of Martnsitlc Stainless Stel., Wroulht e Material Types:
414, 416, 420, 431, 440A, 440, 440C 50.15e02)

PROPERTY V ALl ES REF.

Density, lb/in3  0.28 65-29

Modulue of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 29X 10 6549

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/density) 962 Y 1 65-29

65 - 125 x 103 Annealed
Tensile Strength, psi~90 g 265 z 103 H&T 65-29

403, 410, 416, 420, 501, 502 - 25-65 x 103 Annealed
60-145 x 10- H6T 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 414, 431, 440A, B. C - 60-105 X 10 Annealed
95-275 xz 10 H&T

Creep Strength, psi 9.2 x 103 (1000°r) 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi 35 - 40 x 103 Annealed 65-29

440AA B1C Others
Impact Strength, Anealed SUT-Wnnealed 65-29
Notched Isod, ft/lIt 2-4 H&T 20-75 H&T

150 - 250 Annealed 65-29
Hardn ass Brinell 180 - 580 H&T

440A, B, C Others
Elongation, percent 14Tdnealed T •-5Annesled 60-29

Z-E H&T 8-30 H&T

Thermal Conductivity,

Btu/ft2 /hr/(OF/ft) 10 - 20 (212°F) 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal 5.5 - 6. 5 :0- 6 (32 - Z12 0 F) 65-29
Expansion, in/in/0 F

Specific Heot, Btu/lb 0 F 0.11 (32 -21201") 65-29

Melting Point, OF 2500 - 2800 65-29

Electrical Resistivity.
microhm-in 16 27 65-29

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965 12.4.3-10



ULTRA HIGH STENT1 HMlW MATERIALS

Table 12.41. of Unt.o Wsh•tr h n Sinel, Wmught (Specii •'M uT :
H-. MX-, 0D0M, 440, I, 20 1a) s W

UMinch 1,

- i - -l

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/in3  0.275 - 0.295 65-29

Moduluss of 'Clastictty6
in Tensoimf paZl24 - 30 3 106 65-29

Specific Strength, in,
(yield strength/density) 880 X 10 65-29I_ _ _ __3 III

Tensile Strength. psi 275 - 320 s 103 (HLT) 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 240 - 290 x 103 (H&T) 65-49

0 0

700 F 1000°F
Creep Strength, psi 200-270x 35-95 x 103  286-7

Endurance Limit, psi 110 - 140 x 103 (106 cycles) 65-29

Impact Strength, 15 - 23 (H&T) 65-29
Notqhed [zod, ft/lb

Hardness, Rockwell 60 Z86-7

Elongation, percent 6 - 12 (HkT) 65-29

Thermal Conductivity,0 1 6 - 1 7 286-7
Btu/ft 2 hr/(°F/ft)

Coefficietit of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/°F 5.6 - 7.4 10-6 65-9

Specific Heat, Btu/lb F 0. 11 286-7

Melting Point, OF 2500 - 2600 286-7

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-in

12.4.1-11 ISSUFD: MARCH 1967
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MATERIALS NONFERROUS METALS
ALUMINU

12.4.2 Nonfeprous Metals
Typical ranges of propertj values for nonferrous alloys are
presented in the following tables. Values given are for roomtemperature unless otherwise indicated.

Table 12.4.2s. Pro)atiesof Aluminum and Its AIloaj, Cast (Specific Materiel Types: l01W

PROPERTY VALUES Rzr.

Denoi y. lb/in3  0.10 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 10 - 10.6 3 10 65-4)

Specific .trength, in. 65-29
(yield strensth/denesty) 240 -

Tensile Strength, psi 21 - 35 X 103 as ct 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 14 - 24 x 103 as cast 6549

Creep St.ength. psi

Caet Wrought
Endurance Limit, psi 13, 500 24, 000 547-5

Impact Strength.
Notched lsod, ft/lb

Hardness, Brinell 55 - 75 as cast 65-29

Elongation, peruent 2.0 - 3. 14 as cast aS-29

Therna Conductivity.
Btu/ftz/hr/(Or/ft; TO - 82 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/°F 12 - 14 x 10.6 (68 - a2120) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb 0 F 0.22 -0.23 65-Z9

ijelting Point, °F 910 - 1195 65W29

Electrical Resistivity, . 5
microhm-in 1.1 - 2.5

,Ssu-g, FEGRUARn 1970 12.4.2-1
SUPERSEDEs, MARCH 1967



ALUMINUM MATERIALS
ALUMINiUM ALLOYS

Table 12.4.2b. Pmoperttes of Aluminum and Its Alklys, Cost (Specilic Material Types: 355,
C355, 356, A3546 327)

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density. ib/an 0. 10 65429

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 10 - 10.6 x 10 6549

Specific Strength, in. 3
(yield strength/density) 400 x 10 3  659

Tensile Strength, psi 40 - 50 x 103 Solution Trated and Aged 65-29

Yield Strength, psi V7 - 40 x 103 Solution Treated an-i Aged 65-29

mmmemmm400OF 6000F

Creep Strength, psi 9- 10 x 10 2 - 3..5 x 103. 286-6

Endura~ice Limit, psi 10 - 13 x 10 3 (5 x 10 6 cycles) Solution Treated 65-29

Impact Strength,
Notched Isod, ft/lb

Hardnest, Btrinell 80 - 100 Solution Treated %nd Aged 65-29

Elongation, percent Z - 10 Solution Treated and Aged 65-29

Thermal Conductivity,

Btu/ft'/hr/(OF/ft) o0 - 90 Solution Treated and Aged 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal 6
Expaniiion, in/in/('F IZ x 10- (68 2120F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb °F 0.22 - 0.23 65-29

Melting Point, 0 F 9 1195 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-in 1.6 - 1. 9 2S6-8

ISSUED FEBRUANY 1970
12.4.2-2 SUP4LRSEDES: MARCH 1967



MAT ERIALS ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM AUM

Table 12.4.2c. PIontse of Aluminum and Its Alloys, Wrought ($pecifi Matlal TYPes1
5352. 60W, M , 00W 5454, 6061)

PROPERTY VALUES REr.

Density, lb lin3  0. 095 - 0. 098 6529

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 10.0 - 10.3x 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in. 3
(yield strength/doneity) 510 x 10 65-2?

505Z, 5056, 5083, 5066, 5454 6061
Tensdle Strength, psi 28 - 45 x 103 Annealed 16 x 103 Annealad 65-29

36 - 60 x _03 Hard

ie e 13 - 103 A.mealed a x 103 AnnealedYield Strength, psi 26 50 x 103 Hard 6549

200 0 F 400 0 F 200%F 500 0 FCreep Strength, psi 20 x 10 3 x 103 40 x 103 6-18 x 103 286-8

16 - 20 x 103 Annealed 9 x 103 AnnealedEndurance Limit, psi 20 - ZZ Y. W3 Hard 65-29

"impact Strength,
Notched Iod, ft/lb

Hardnesm, Brinell 47 - 65 Annealed 30 Annealed 654970 - 100 Hard

Elongation. percent Z2 - 35 Annealed 65-297 - 15 Hard

Thermal Conductivity,Btlt/rlFf)68 ý 80 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/ 0 F 13.1 - 13.4 x 10- 6 (68 - zlzor) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb OF 0. zz - 0. z1 (zIZ°F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF 1055 - 1200 65-Z9

Electrical Resistivity, -rnicrohm -in 1.9 - . 3 1. 5 65-29

ISSUED: FEBRUARY o 12.4.2-397
SUPERSEDCES: MARCH 11)67



ALUMINUA MATERIALS
ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Table 12.4.2d. Pvopertles of Ahiminwm and fts Alloys. Wfought (Speeific Matelal Types:
2014, 2024, 2219,7075,7079,7178)

PROPERTY VALUES RK F.

Density, lb/in3  0.096 - 0.103 6549

Modulus of ,lasticity 6in Tepsin., Pei 10. 0 - 10. 6 x 106 65-49

Specific Strength. in. 2014, 2024, 2219 7076. 7079, 7178

(ypeld Strength/dnsfty) 600 x 103 780 x 103 65-%9

ee5-7 x 103 Annealed 33 x 103 A &nealed
Tensile Strength, psi 62-70 x 103 Heat Treatec' 78-81 x 10 Heat Treated 65-29

Yi10-14 x 103 Annealed 1 x 103 Annealed 65-29
Yelodtion, perct 42-60 x 103 Heat Treated 68-78 x 10-4 Heat Treated

Creep Strength. psi 13 .10 (400oF 6 x 10 (400°1r) 65-29

Cffcet ofTeil(8-22

SEnrcf imit, psi/Ib x 10.3 Agne~led 23 x 103 eat reated 65-29Elindrace mt, pi 89-20 x 105 Heat Treated

Impact St rength,
Notched laod, ht/lb

415-47 x 1033Annealed. 60 x 103 Annealed
e105-130 x Heat Treated 14 60 Heat Treated65-29

15 - 17 An1ealedElongation, percent 18 - 20 Heat Treated 11 - 14 Heat Treatedt 65-29

T he rmatl ConductivIty,
Btu /ft 2/hr/(or/ft) 100 - 111 70 6-29

Coefficient of Therm~al

Epenon, in/in/°F 12.4 - 13.1U x 10-E (68 -S2120F) 65-29

Specific 2at2 Bt4/Ib F 0.23 65-29

Melting Point, or 890 - 1205 6S-2-9

E le ctric al R e sistivity .,.5 - Z 5 2microhm-in1. -. 6-9

ISSUED FEBRUARY 1970

12.4.2-4 •P.EE:OTen]6



MATERIALS ALUMINUMALUMINUM ALLOYS

Tabe 12.4.h. PropetI of Aluminum and t Al"O, Wrought (Specific Moterial Types:
10610. 1100, 3W,3004)

PROPELTY VALUES REIF.

Density. lb/in 0.09P - 0.099 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
ýn Tension, psi 10 x 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/density) 370 x 10 3  65-29

Tensile Strength, psi 10 - 26 x 10 Annealed"TeilSteth si19 - 41 z 103 Hard - 65-29

- 10 0 3 Anmealed
Yield Strength, psi 18 - 36 x 103 Hard

Creep Strength. rei

Endurance Limit, psi 3 - 14 x 10 3 Healed 65-296.5 - 16 x l0tHard

Impact Strength.
Notched Izod, ft/!b

Haidness, Brinell 19 - 45 Annealed
35 - 77 Hard 65-29

Elongation. percenat 20 - 45 Annealed5 - 15 Hard 65-29

Ther~mal C ond,,ctivity,th.. rma1 C t t 93.8 - 135 65-29

Expansioln, in/in/o F 12.9 - 13.3x 10-6 (68 -21?°F) 65-Z9

Sp>cific Heat, Btu/Ib F 0.z2 (21z2F) 65-29

Melting Point, 0 F 1165 - IZI5 65-29

Electrical Resistivity, 1
microhm-in I. 1 - 1. 6 65-Z9

IssuFO: PEtiRUARY 1970 12.4.25
SUPEASEGES: OCTOBER 1965



IERYLUUM COPPER MATERIALS

Table 12.4.2f. Properties of Beryllium Copper, Wrought

PROPERTY VALUES RE !,.

Deiesity, lb/in 3  0. 296 - Q. Z98 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 1
in Tension. psi 19 x 10 65-29

Specific Stringth, i. Solution Annealed Aminealed and Heat Treated
(yield strength/density) 84 - 118 x 10 436 - 506 x 103 65-29

Tensile Sftrenstý, psi 60 - 80 x 103 165 - 185 x 103 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 25 - 35 x 10o3 130 - 150 x 103 65-29

Czeep Ftrength, psi

Endu!'.;kce Limit. psi 3C - 40 x 103 (108 cycles) 65-29

Impact Strength,
Notrhedl oe. ft/lb

Solution Annealed Annealed and Heat Treated

Hard~ness. RSockwell 50- 65B 36 - 41C 65-29

Elong•.tion, percent 35 - f.0 3 - 12 6E-29

T.ermnaI Conductivity. iO0 - 110 (Heat Treated) 65-29
Btu/ft z/hr/( F/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal 9 6
Expaonsi,n. i.,/in/°F 9.3 x 10 16b - 572°F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb°F 0. 10 (86 - ZI2°F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF 1600 - 1800 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microam-in 1.90 - Z.Z9 65-29

12.4.2-6 ISSUEO: OCTOBER 1965



MATERIALS COBALT BAKE SUPEWR A Y

TabW 12.42&. Piopssw of Cobeft Do" W.~per ANom s4et Wouafts (Specdfi MebwWe
Typse: HS-21, MI-Si, X-40, NIYCO, J16KO SM 302 WSZ51- W1 )

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, ib/in 3  0.30 - 0.33 6S-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 30 - 36 x 10 65-29

Shpecific Strength, in. 3
(yield strength.'density) 384 x 10 6$-29

Tensile Strength, psi 100 - 170 x 10• 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 75 - 115 x 103 69-19

1 500°F 2000OF
Creep Strength, psi 16 - 25 x 103 4 6.S x 103 28-9

Endurance Limit, psi 3S -SO x 103 (106 cycleI) 65-9

Impact Strength,
Notched Izod, ft/lb 6 - 30 65-29

Hardness, R.,ckwell C3X - C,0o 6S-Z9

Elongation. percent z - 15 65-29

Thmrmal Conductivity,
Btu/ft 2/hr/(OF/ft) 012 -16 (1000_F) 6S-29

Coefficient of Thermal 6
Expansion, in/in/°F 8 - 9 x 10- (70 - 1500F) 65-..9

Specific Heat, Btu/1bOF 0.09 x 0.12 65-29

Melting Point, F 2400 - Z550 65-29

Eleezrical PResistivity,
microhm-in 9 38 65-29

iSUED- MARCH 19,7
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965 12.4.2-7



COAl.T ASE SUER ALLOYS MATERIALS

ToW 12.4.20. Pr1Qtef Ceuf bee Ark W'mQt (4S"efc etmr Ty"'s

PROPERTY , VALUES REV.

Density, lbin 3  0.30 - 0.33 65--29

k~odulus of Elasticity 303 35 106
in Tension. psi 65-29

Specific Strongth, in. 3 6s-29
(yield strength/densi y) 365 x 10

Tensile Strength. psi 101 - 165 x 103 Solution TrLated and Aged 65-29

Yield Strength. psi 67 - 113 x 10 Solution Treated and Aged 65-29

i3500 F 1800 0 F
Creep 5%rength, psi 30 - 40 x 10 3  5 - 12 x 103 286-9

Endurance Limit, psi ý0 - 40 x 103 (108 cycles @ 1200°F) 65-29

impact. St rtngth,

Notched Izod, ft/lb

Hardness, Rockwell

El-nga!.on. percent 20 - 60 65-29

Thermal Cunductivity,
2 12.0 (1700 F) 65-29Btu/ft. lhr/l(°1/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal 1800 0 F) 65-29
Expansic~n, in/hn/°F 3. i-.4 x 10- (70 80F 52

Speý:ific Heat, Btu/lb°F 0.09 - 0.12 (70 - 1300°F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF 2300 . 2550 - 65-,9

Electrical Resistivity, 36 75 65-29
microhm-in

'SSUED: MARCH 196712.4.2-8 WUPERSE•oS: OCTOBER 1•95



MATERIALS MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

Table A2.4.21. Propertia¶ of Magneium Allo"s, Wrought ("1eci1C Material Types: AZ319-F,
AZ lA.F, AZSOA-TS, ZK60A-TB,(P)ZK60JO-T, ZK21A.F, ZlOA-t124,
AZ3lB-H24, HK31A-H24, HM21A.T8, HM31A-TS)

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Density, lb/in3  0.064 - 0.065 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6S6.5 x 106 65-29

in Tension, psi

Specific Strength, in.
lyield strength/dens ty) 625 x 10 65-29

tensile Strength, psi 35 - 50 x 10 3  65-29

Yield Stiength, psi 20 - 40 x 103 6549

Creep Strength, psi 1.0 - zo.0 x W.3 (300°F) 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi 16 - Z5 x 10 3 (108 cycles) 65-29

Impact Strength,
Notched Izod, ft/lb 1.0 - 5.0 65-29

Hardness, Brinell 45 - 80 65-29

Elongirtion, percent 6 - 19 65-29
, I

Thermal Conductivity,

Btu/ftZ/hr/(°F/ft) 30 - 80 65-9

Coefficient of Thormal 6
Exp.Ansion, in/in/OF 14 16 x 10- 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/b OF 0. Z45 65-29

Melting Point, OF 900 - 12U0 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-in 1. 5 5.90 65-29

ISSUED: FF-LRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965 12.4.2-9



MOLYB NUM MATERIALS
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

Table 12.4.2J. Propeites of Molybd-num a Its ABoys., WrouWt (0piclfl,: Material Types:
MoIybdennum. Mo.0.S T6, T"M)

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/in3  0.37 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tensior. psi 46 x 10 61 .29

Specific Strength. in.(yedmteghdeet) 284 x 10 65-29
(yield a ,t2 gth/doneity)

lenuile Strength. psi 95 - 125 x 103 65-29

Yield Strength, psi 82 - 105 x 103 65-29

1800 F 4400°F Mo. 0. 5 Ti, TZMCreep Strength, pai 10-30x 103 0.4x 103 18OO 0F 3 Z400- 3 554-1

Endui'ance Limit, psi

Impact Strength,
Notched Ihod, ft/lb

Hardness, VHN ZS0 - 325 Cold Worked 65-29

Elongation, percent 15 - 20 65-29

Thermal Conductivity, 67 -84 (2Z°F) 65-29
Btu/ftZ /hr /( F /ft)

Coefficient of Therrmal 3
Expanhian, .n/in/OF 3 x 10" 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb°F 0.61 - 0.65 65-29

Meltin3 Point. OF 4750 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microhrn-in 2.0 65-29

ISSUED FESPUAHY 1970
12.4.2 10 SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



MATERIALS NICKEL
NICKEL ALLOYS

Table 12.4.2k. PrOpertie of Nickel and Ift Alloys, Cast (peCfic Mat Types: Nickel 210
(kekel), Inconel 610 (If. @l), Incones 701 (11 hcone), Monet 411 'MonO4),
and Monel 105 (1 Monet)

PROPERTY VAL-UES REF.

Density, lb/in 3  0.292 - 0.312 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi 19 - 25 x 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strengthý!density) 381 x 10 3  65-29

Tensile Strength, ni 30 - 145 x 103 Annealed and Aged 65-291Tni S 190 x 103 Annealed and Age Hardened

12 - 65 x 103 Annealed 65-29Yield Strength, ps 90 -o 10 x 103 Annealed and Age Hardened

Creep Strength. psi

Endurance Limit, psi

Impact Strength.
Notched Isod, ft/lb 4 Monel 505 60 - 70 others (.5-29

Hardness. Brinell 83 - 380

1 - 4 Inconel 705 ard Monel 505
Elongation. percent I0 - 45 others 65-29

Thermal Conductivity.
9 -34 @20 * 65-29Btu/ftZ/hr/(OF/ft) 212°F

Coefficient of Thermal -6 0
Expansion, in/in/°F 8.9 - 9. 1 x 10 (70 - 1400 F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Dtu/lb°F 0..11 - 0.13 (60 - 750 0 F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF 4300 - 2600 65-29

Electrical Resisti'iity, 20.9 - 25.7 Monel 411 and Moaxel 505,
microhm-in 4. 6 - 8. 2 others 65-29

ISSUEO: FEBRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965 12-4.2-11
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'AATF riALS
NICKEL
NICKEL ALLOYS

Table 12.4.21. aofNkelnd ft A o", (SC Mawll Tye: NkcStA Mickel) and 201 (Ntck k*. kt 0 Dumc) Mo• 400

(Monel), Mones K.50 (K Mei)

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Density, lb/ind 09 Z9 - 0.231 65-29

Modulus of Elasticity

in Tension, ,mi 26 - 30 t' -

Specitic Stren,-th, in. 3
(yield strength/deaiuity) 218 x 10 6549

Tencile Strength, p 5 - 103 x 103 Anrealed
130 190 x 10 3 Annealed and A;.e Hardened 6529

12 - 30 x 10 3 Arnnealed Ni ZOO and 201
Yield Strength, psi 25 - 63 x 103 Annealed for others listed 65-29

9000 F ioG*O
Creep Strength, psi 30 - 70 x 103 23 35 x 103 286-9

Fndilrance Limit, psi 50 x 103 (108 cycles) Cile Drawn 65-29

I mpanct Jt r'ngth,
Notched izod. Wt/II -6 - 120 + 286-9

Uardnest., Rok'kwell 55 - 90B Atinealed 65-29

Elongation, percvnt 25 - 60 Annealed 65-29

r vir, a, ('onductiv; ty,
0 / 10 - 36 (80 - 2I2°F) 65-29P~u f ihr/( F/t't)

Coeffici nt of Thermal -6 8
Expansion, in/n!,F -. 2 - 7. 8 x 10 (80 "l12F) 65-29

Specifc 'leat, Btu/it)h F 0. -' 3 - 0. 130 (80 - Z212 F) I5-29

Melti•rg Point, 0 F 2370 - 2635 65-2q

E'.:tri-dl Resistivity, 3.3 3 ' Nickel 200 and .'01
inh'rol .,in 18.3 -22. ')thcrs 6549

ISSUED MAR-,H 1957
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MATERIALS NICKEL BASE SUPER ALLOYS

.able 12.4.2m. IPrergin s of Nlick* iase Super Alloys, Cat, Wrought (Swliftc Material
Types: Incoet X.750, 713, and 700; Into 715; Hmtalloy IP, C, and X) Wdimet

M and 700; WaeplOy; Nklrotung; I5ma 41; Unitemp 175V; M2M2; IN.100)

PROPERTY VALUES LE F.

Density, lb/in3  0.28 - 0.32 65-29

Modu)us of Elasticity 6
in Tension, psi Z6 - 33. 5 x 10 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/density) 513 x 10" 65-29

Tensile Strength, psi 162 - 205 x 10 Solution Treated and Aged 65-29

92 - 170 x 10 3 Solution Treated and Aged 65-29
Yield Strength, ?si 105 - IZO x t0 3 (Cast)

1200°F 1650 F
Creep Strength, psi 286-9

35 -70x to 8 -12 x t

Endurance Limit, psi 37 - 60 x 103 (107 cycles) - 1300°F 65-F9

Impact Strength, 2
Notched Izod. ft/lb 21 - 62

, Hardners, Brinell 187 - 241 Solution Treated 65-29

Elongation, percent 6 - 60 65-29

Thermal Conductivity, 10 - 14.6 65-29

B tu/ftZ/hr/(°F/ft)

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/°F 7.8-9.8 x It- 6  65-29

Specific Heat, B..u/1b 0° 0.10 65-29

Melting Point, oF 2300 - 2600 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-in '6.5 - 58.2 65-29

ISSUEDi FEBRUARY 1970 12.4.2-13
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COPI•R *MATERIALS

Tftl 12.4.2n. ft""e of Oxygen-Frs C (CHw Paresnt ca pps-), Wmilt

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/n" 0. 323 65-29

Modalus o' Elasticity Annealed Hard
in Tension, psi 31 x 1 x 65-29

Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength/density) 32 . 103  50 X 10 65-29

Tensile Strengh, psi 10 x 10 50x 10 65-29,
547-6

Yield Strength, psi 45 x 103  547-6

Creep Strength, psi

Endurance Limit, psi 30-35 x 103 (108 cycles) 35-40 .t 103 (108 cycles) 65-39

Impact Strength,
Notched laod, ft/lb

Hardness, Rockwell 50 - 65B 36 - 41C 65-29

Elongation, percent 35 - 50 3 -12 65-29

Thermal Contiuctivity,
i2. 2 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion. in/in/°"F 9. 8 x 10.6 (68 - 5720F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/lb oF O0 092 65-29

Melting Point, OF 1981 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,tnic rohm -i-n 0. 673 65-29

12.4.2-14 ISSUWD: MARCH 1967SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965



MATEPIALS TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

Table 12.4.2o. Promerties of Titanium and Its Alloy" ($pecific Material Types: Unalloywd,
5AI-2.SZn, G#I-SSn-SZr, LAI-IlMo.lV, 7AI-4Mo, GAi-6V.29n, SAI-4V,
2Fe 2Cr-2Mo, ShMn, 13V-IlCr-3AI)

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Dens'ty, lb/in3  0.158 - 0. 75 65-29

Mod 1 %3 of Elasticity 5
in 7,.nsian, psi 15 - Is i 10 6S-29

Specific Strength, in. 6
(yield strength/density) 1400 x 103  65-9

Tensile Strength. psi 60 - 170 x Annealed9
145 - 240 x k03 Heat Treated6

40 - 150 x 10 3 Annealed 65-29Yield Strength, psi 135 - 2Z0 x 103 Peat Treated

Creep Strengtl., psi 80,000 65-29

Endurance Limit, psi 60 - 90 x 103 (107 rcyclea) 65-29

Impact Strength, 15 - 25 (Z0 - 100 unalloyed) 65-29
Notched lod, ft/lb

Hardness, Rockwell 25 - 40 C 65-29

Elongation, percent I - 12 Annealed 65-29
8 - 25 Hcat Treated

Thermal Conductivity$ 9
Btu/ft z /hr/(OF/ft) 4.1 - 9.8 (Z°F) 65-29

Coefficient of Thermal -6 (
Expansion, in/in/°F 4.9 - 7. 1 x 10 (68 - 1650°F) 65-29

Specific Heat, Btu/Ilb OF 0. 118 - 0. 135 (212 0 F) 65-29

Melting Point, OF 2730 - 3040 65-29

leet rical Resistivity, 22 69 65-29
ni-crohm-in

ISSUEQ: FEBRUARv 1970 12.4.2-15
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MATERIALS

Table 12.4.2p. oPuo of Goid. Uolnakyod, WroUGht

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Denbity. Wb/in 1  O.698 65-Z9

Modulus of •ta0.icity 
6549

in Tension. psi 10 -9

Specific Strength, i Anrisled Cold Lolled
(yield -trength/denuity) 1. S x 103 63.0 x 1O3 6S-z9

Tensile )trength. psi Z i 103 3 54 z 103 65-z9

Yield Strength, psi 8 x 103 A4 x 103 6S-29

Creep Strength, psi

Endurance Limit. psi 46 x 10 3  533-1

Impact Strength,
NotchedIzod, It/lb

Hardness, Vickers 60 - 1-5 60 - Iz5 65-29

!2Wongatton, percent 48 2.5 65-29

Thermal Conductivity, 0
Btu/ftI/hr/(rF/ft) 17

Coefficient of Thermal . -6 65-29
F~xpansion. in/in/°F

Specific Heat, Bt/lb F 0.031 65-29

Meltir.g Point, 0 F !945 65-Z9

Electrical Resistivity,
microhm-in 0.861 (3Z°F)

iSSUED FEBmUARY 1970
12.4,2-16 SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER l"6S
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MATERIALS PLATINUM

Table IP.4.2q. Properties of Platinum, Unalloyed, Wroupht

PROPERTY VALUES RE F.

Density, Wb/in 3  0.775 6S-29

Modulus of Elasticity 6
in Tension. pe. 25 X 10 6s-29

Annealed Cold Rolled
Specific Strength, in.
(yield strength!density) 2. 58 x 10 34.8 x lJ 3  65-29

Tensile Strength, psi 18 - 21 x 10 3  28 - 30 x 10 3  65-29

YielJ Strength, psi 2 - 5. 5 X 103 27 z 10 3  65-29

Creep Strength, psi

Endurance Limit, psi

Impact Strength,
Notched feod. ft/lb

Hardnoss, Vickers 40 100 65-29

Elongazion, percent 3(0 -40 2.5 • 3.5 65-29

Thermal Conductivity,

Btu/itZ/hrl(OF/ft) 42 (Z12°F) 65-29

Coefficient of Tlkermal
Expansion, in/in/°F 4.9 C 10 n'..-?9

Spacific Heat, Btu/lb OF 0.031 65-29

0Meltir.g Point, F 3217 65-29

Electrical Resistivity,microhm-in 3. 87 (320r) 6,5-29

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 14,-, 12.4.2-17



CiLVER MATERIALS

Table 12.4.2r. Propeirtes of Sliver, Unalloyed, Wrought

PROPERTY VALUES REF.

Density, lb/:n 3  
0. 379 65-29

Modulus of Flasticity 1
in Tens.un, pat 11.0 x 10 b5-29

Specific Strength, in. Z1, 100 Annealed
(yWeld strength/density) 116,000 Cold Worked 65-29

Z2, 000 AnnealedTens~h. Strength, pi 54,000 Cold Worked 65-29

Yiel Strngth psi8, 0013 Annealed

Yield Strvngth, psi 44,000 Cold Worked 65-29

Creep Strength, psi

Endurar,ce Li,-nit, psi-

Irnoact Strength,
Notched lzod, ft/lb

Ulardness, Vickers 25 - 35 Annealed 65-Z9

Elongation, piercenit 48 Annealed
2ý 5 Cold Worked 65-Z9

0OrudkAvjty, 242 (20 - 212'F) 65-29
liti/ft2/hr/(°F/ftl

Coeff'iciv'rt of Thei'mal 665-29
Expansion, inin/ 10.9 x 10-65-2

Specific [leet, l•tu/l1) F 0.056 65-29

Melt.ng Point, oF 1761 65-29

E k- trical Resistivity,

microh n-in 0.616 65-29

ISSUED FEBRUARY 1970
12.4.2-18 SUPERSEDES: OCTOBER 1965



MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY OF AEROZNE-50

12.5 PROPELLANT CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY hoilingc point of the propellant, ,u'ntamdintion, and condi-

The ighy ractve atue o mot lqui roketproellnts tionm of severe firipaot be(yond those norimailly encountered In

Thkes hprhpylranttiheminatur ofmostiblityuid r aorke iopl&nsidr a typical propellant feved symteni. in addition to noting mate-

maties pnropelelant chemialteri;atlsht fo many jeori c fnuider. tial that are generally considered tit lw cumpatible for the
atio intheseletio ofmateial fo man ne spce pplications nioted, it few nuati na ý a ic indicated which

components. Propellatit chemical compatibility involve's ita ol edfntl viu ih o osvr tako
wide variety of mechanisms such ats material loss, swelling, rhapld breakdowlnioftey proidp ijliu lic Io e' ttcko
dissolving, and propellant breakdown, a,4 well as a hos4t of audbekono coeln~
variables such ats piroximity _." different muterials. surface- 12.5.1 Aerozine-50
to-volume ratios, stress levels, geomretry, surface finish, Aerozine-50, wh~ich iý. it iixtt4 . of' t'lMI and hydrazine,
contaminants, fluid velocity, and energy koarres (eg., im- does not present any sigiiificmlik 11rohlems in storage and
pact). Because laboratory compatibility tests seldom in- handling as there itre vanooikcs of metals and nontretals
chude all factors likely to affect propellant c'jmpatibility in compatible with the prope'lnnkrt.
any giver, application, material teompatihility data should
generally be regarded as only a guide, with the final mate- 12.5.1.1 COMPATIBIITIl'Y Vt ITH Nvt!,rAiS. Of the two
rials selection based onl prototype tests simulating actual constituents in Acrozine-Ki) hydrazine places more restric-
service conditions. tions on the aselection of me~tails; thus metals compatjbk.-

In many rocket ,'ystem development p.-ograms where pro- wihydanecnsfl euowthArze50Ar-

pellant compatibiiity Is an important consideration, mate- zine-50 is net corrosive to mutst nietals at ovditutr. temper-
rias cmpaibiitystuiesarever ofen oo imied nd atures, and snial amnounts of absorbed water do not seem

riaun tomplatibiintye sdevelopmrc veryogten too limist ed and to Increase the corrosini. Of the vininion structural alloys

ie.u Tetoaeing othen evlopmientpd ga to bocled moretiminary used in aerospace fluid component applications, only mag-

tcre esting iest often liiedv to eli-called "por elimiary nesium alloys are considered u~nsuitable for Aerozine-5O

bscreeningivtest uffwichierve tnorelitionaste pooor caddthe servire. One of the reasons for mixing U DM11 and hydrazine

butiin doantegive s su rcant informationast cowdigood they is that the addition of UDM I-I greatly reduces the tendency

may be used. Attempts to correlate compatibility test re- twrsctltcdcmoiino yrznwiepo

sults from a variety of sources is often difficult, If not Im- viding a fuel that has better pi)(formance characteristics

possible, due to a wide variety of miethods used irs conducting than UDMH alone. In spite of the fiet that Aerozine-6O Is
comptiblitytess ad Inreprtin reult Lac ofac- far more resistant to cutalytic breakdown than hydrazine

cetdcompatibility testsn itn reprtin results, Loisanck ifac alone, it is advisable to avoid materials that are known to

cneexpeinteroptblt tesoti standa' acreutsn folmr Instance, i be decomposition ,eutlyst:- for hydrazine, particulariy under
one xpeimeter epotin tht a ertin olymr i saia- elevated temperature conditions. Catalytic materials which

factory based on his technique of measuring physical prop- Ehould be avoided in the presence of Aerozine-5O at temper-
erty changes after propellant outgassing, while another atures above its boiling point - IO'-F) are iron oxides (rust)
experimenter may report the same material to be incom- and copper oxides It is impiortant to note that although
patible based on his property measurements before out- numerous references repeat the statement that Aerozine-5O
gassing. should not, be used with alloys containing molybdenum in

Another factor leading to discrepanciei in the compatibility quantities greater than 0.5 perecrnt, there is no published
test data to support this conclusiwi; in fact, laboratory testE

literature is the degree of conservativeness used in inter- and extensive field experience by at number of users of
preting test results. For Instance, some materials which are Aerozine-50 have definitely shown that riolybden itmn-bearing
listed in the literature as being ineompatible with a certain alloys such as 316 stainless steel, A.1-255, and A-2861 are
propellant due to an extremely conservative interpretation perfectly satisfactory for wusu with .Aerozine-50 uinder se-vice
of laboratory test results have been demanstrated to be temperatures encolintered no--maily.
satisfactory for numerous applications based on actual
service experience. An example of such conservatismi would 12.5.1.2 ('OMlATIPILITY %%rilh NoNmE~rALS. In con-
be the conclusion that all metals containing a certain alloy- trast to metals, UDMH is more severe on vionmetals than is
ing constituent are incompatible with a propellant based hydrazine, although both constituents are highly effective
on a test which shows that this alloying constituent, by solvents. Teflon and graphite ure two nonimetnie which are
itself in finely divided form,* accelerates decomposition of chemically resistant to Aerozine-50i. High density polyethy-
the propellant. lene and Kel-1" are satisfactory for Au'rozine,5( if not used

Tecompatibility tables included in this section list mate- in a highly stres-ied condition, s.ince bo0th materials are

Thel fo aiusli opnnteeet hc hw ubject to stress cracking in contac~t with the fuel. Nylon

bred fon vabritous fluid componiente edlementsewic showce materials, althotigh gradually degraded, stre useful for

abilitedons labgoraod ry batestyo ex erienceandlimited sevce- Aerozine*50 service for periods up to several months. A
abilty stg a oodijrbablit~of ein reistnt o cum- number of specific formulations of eth., lene propylene rub-

ical attack under temperature and pressure conditions oradbtlrbe r utbefrsai n yai

normllyassoiatd wth te popelantin ueston.The seal applications in Aeirozine-50. Mylar is rapidly attacked
data presented do not take Into accour,' Lnunual circum- by Aerozine-5O; however, limited test data indicates that
stances such as temperature well in excess of the normal the material may be satisfactory for component applies-

tions exposed to fuel vapors. Nitroso is not compatible.

ISSUED: FFBRUARY 1970 12.5.1-1
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COMPATISILIT W AIMMOIA MATERIALS
f.OMPATINLITY OF CHL.ORINE TRIFLUMORD

A~rozine-50, however, limited test dvua Indicates that the ever, ammonia becomes me.* carro-sive with increasing
material mary b.o Natlifactory for component applicati.ons water content. Moist ammonia corrodes copper, copper al-
exposed to fuel vapors. loys, tin, and rinc.

Vatve Rodfies 12522COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMUTALS. A vari-
Stainless steels 303, 3041, 3141 321, 347; A&luminum alloys ety of elautomers, plastics, and lubrieants rre compatihid
2211j, (1061, 3003, 6456, 7076, 2i024; titinium alloys F1120. with ammonia.
VCA. AIIo-AT.

Or rinp~ Vale Bod~ies 0,34 1;al~ .. 80 80 10
stainless steels 801, 8121, 347, 17-4PH, 17.'7PH; alloy steel Salinums astoyls 2024, 856, 6061, 075oy 5tos8052. 2,410
A-186: NI Span C; Ineonol.X. auiu ios22,36 01 05 02

Stem.Springs
Stainless steels 821, 347, 410, 408, AM 365, 17.4PH, 17-7PH* tils t's8284 abnsel11:Icn
alloy steel 8680; lfaynes Stellite 261. Stems
Bellows StainleAs steel 480.
Stainless steels 303, 821, 841; Inconel-X; Berylco 25. Hollows

steeln s stainless steels 802, 804; Inconel.
Sta'inlesstes 301, 301N, 408, 410, 440C. Bearings

Val~ng nits(sets nd pppe.)Stainless steel 480.
VValving Units (seate and poppet*)
Stailes stels 03,847 aluinu 110; Tflo; Ztel Stainless steels 804, 816; alloy steel 48401 Teflon; KeI-F.

101; 31 nylon; polypropylene.- Haynes Stellite 25, 6K, f21;
titanium carbide, tungsten carbide. seals
seals Teflon, Kel-F, polyethylene, ethylene propylene rubber,
Aluminum 1 100- Teflon; butyl rubber compounds 82.3.70 butyl rubber, Neoprene, nitrite sillorono.
(Parco.), 805-70 (Parco), £357 (Goshen), 5480-7 (Parkeir), Paeking
8B496-7 (Parker), 9257 (Precision); propylene; poly. Teflon, KeI.F, asbestos.
ethylene; Kel.F; ethylene propylene rubber compounds,
EPR132, E515-8 (Parker), 721-80 (Stillman), 724.90 Lunricants
(Stillman). Fluorolu'*e dry films, silicone greases, refrigeration-grade
Packing pitroledin 04l.
Teflon, Koi-r. Bolts, Nuts, and Screws

LubriantsStainless steels 804, 8i1, 847, 17.7PH.
Teflon coating~s and carbon graphite; UDMH Lube; LOX Thread Sealants and Antiseize Compounds
Safe, Micropeal 100-1. Fluorolube, silicone greases, Teflon tape.
Flaorinated lubricants unsatisfactory. C.bg

Bolts, Nuts, and Scrtwx Gold, nickel, chromne plate.
Stainless xteels 303, 821, 347, AM 365, AM 850, 17.4PH, Daham

Teflon, ethylene propylene rubber, polyethylene, Neoprene,
Thread Sealahts and Audtsolse Compounds stainless steels.
Unbintered Teflon; Redel UDMH Sealant, LOX Safe; Reddy 1.. ho'eNtfurd n rfurd
L~ube 100, 200; Drilube 822. 1.. ho~ePnelokev rfurl

CoatingsChlorine pentsfliorlde and tnifluonide are strong oxidising
Chrome plate, nickel, anodize. agentb which react vigorously witlh moat organic substances
Diaphragms at room tempetature and w1.th most metals at elevated
Teflon, butyl rubber, Berylco 25, ethylene propylene rub- temperatures. Lits fluorine, system claanlinees Is of
ber. Mylar iatisfactory for vapor exiosure but unsuitable extreme importanco In handling thoee oxidizers, since small
for liquid. am~ounts of contsmination~, Including water, grewe, and
12.5.2 Ammop~a other organic materials, can cause a local hot spot which

may raise the temperature of an adjacent metal to Its
Ammonia is a highly reactive reducing agent which Is alka. kindling temperature, causing It to burn. Chlorine penta.
line in nature. Due to the possibih~y of forming expluxive fluoride and trifluonide systems thtrefote must be cmaredlly
compound,%, ammonia should not be brought in contact with~ doscaled, degreased, pqelsvated, and dried. See reference
the following chemicals: mercury, chlorine, iodine, bromine, 35-19 for compatibility datit.
calcium, silver oxide, or hypochlorite.

12.5.2.1 CoMt-ATIBILITY WITH METALS. Very few CAUTION, Careful consideration should be given to the
metals are completely incompatib~e with ammonia; how- selection of materials; when components awe designed for

12.5.2-1
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MATERIALS COMPAV1IINflY OF ClOLOMIE TRLUIOU
COMPATIBILITY OF DISORANI

tie with fluorinated oxidisers. Mattrials selection should be Ret'aown
based ion prewiaus satisfactory material compatibility tests StainI*mn s.'ei-I :i0-IFL, 321, 3.17: M,,nel, K-Monel.
under static, dynamlA and environmental conditions which erng
are applicable to the specific design contemplated. Stileto tera0,nIgsdiict 01;hr aoie

.e +r.I
12.5.3.1 COMIPATIBIL~ITY WITHI MErAL8. T'ie corrosion VaivlntR VInlm (twals anti poppein;
resistance of all metals used with chlorine pentafluoride and Slainle*.m StitcIM 3:t, 3447, 110, 4-13i, 422; Monel; copper;
t-ifuorid. depends u~pon the formation of a passive metallic ailuminum 1100; titanium carbide.

Ituoride film which protects the metal from further attack. Se]

nickel. aluminum, magnesium, curban steel, and stainless 50-l50 tin-Inditai alloy and tin, Teflon (non-flow), Kel-F
steel to form passive metal fluoride films makes them (iaon. flow).
zssistant to attack by chlorine trifluoride. However, In the
presence of contaminants such as grease, oil, paint, cor other l'arklng
organic materials, chlorine trifluoride will Ignite most ('ipper, puire tin, Te~flon.
metals Including those listed above. Among the metals suit- Lubricants
able for chlorine trifluoride service, Moneal and n~cha,41 are Yolybdenum dimulflde.
preferred because of their resistance to hydrogen fluoridis
and hydrazine chloride, which are formed by the reaction Boltn. Nu's, and Screws
of chlorine trifluoride with water Hastelloy C and nickel Stainless mteels 304, 32!t. 3147, AM 35iO; alloy steel A-296;
200 are the only metals presently known to have pro-ton Monel, K-Monet: Incond!-X.
reeistaafl to chlorine pentafluoride contaminated with Thread Sealants and Anilaeize Compounds
moisture. Titanium, columbium, tantalum, and moly- Unsintered Teflon and Permatex Nos. 2 and 3 ap~plied to
bdenum are metals which are rapidly attacked by chlorine all but the firit two threads of the male fittinsr.
trifluoride. Soft aluminum and copper are both compatible, cotinam
and are used extensively as gabket and seal materials for H~ard nivicei plate, chrome plate, anodized (aluminum).
chlorine trifluoride service.

12.5.3.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMIE'IALS. ChlorIne Diaphragms
Stainless steels 304ELC, 321, 347; Mojiel, K-Monet; beryl.

trifluioride attacks most polymeric materials, maw., of which l~um copper.
Ignite on contzct with the oxidizer. For Baa exposure and
nonflow liquid exposure tQ chlorine trifluoride, Teflon and 12.5.3A Diborane
Kel-F are satisfactory statio seal materials. As with inetals,

l~owver smll aouns o conam~atin suh a graa~ Very little data on the compatibility of diborane with maute-
or absorbed water can cause a violent reaetion between rials have bcen published. Because of the close chemical
Toflor and chlorine trifluoride, rest, Iting in complete vapor- relationship between diborane rand centaborane, It has been
Isation of the plastic. TIE Teflon Is superior to FEP Teflon suggested thrt, when other information is lacking, materials

forCTFappicaion. Popoed pplcatonsof onm~aiica be selected for diborane service that are known to be
withchlrin petafuorde houd b exerientllyand recommended for uiie with pentaborane. These two pro-

wthorcuhlorinveatpatauodRfrdensoudce ex5- imntlyan pellants are similar In reactivity; both are hydrolyzed by
thorughy Ivesigaed :efeenc 359),water, are pyrophoric, -ine are very toxie..

12.5.8.3 LUBRICANTS. The use of the standard petroleum- .53ACM TILTYW HME L.Agera
base lubr~cants is prohibited. Fluorinated hydrocarbont 253. OPTBLTYWT EAS eea

may react violentl) with chlorine trifluoride. Pure molyWda- comment has been made that diborane seems to be safe
num disulfide (MoS,) with no binder has been found to be with all the common metals; metal oxides, on the other
a satisfactory lubricant in some applications; however, haaepoal o nr oI 0 eiss~ila tes
because this material is commonly used with Incompatible low ca.lion steels, nickel, Monel, and brass have been used
binders, MoS, lubricants should be us.,d with caution, No for tankit, pipini, valves, fittings, etc., In chemical process
completely satisfactory lubricant ir known, plants handling diborane. No specific reterence has been

found to the use of titanium or aluminum alloys. Lead has

Valve Bodies also been reported as unaffected by diborane.
Stainless steels 304, 3o4ELC, 321, 347, AM 350; Monet, 12.5.3A.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NON-METALS.
K-Monet; aluminum alloys 356T6, M517r 6061, 5052, 3001, TfoKlF aaapcigo sctsgaht/opr
2024, 7075, Tens 50; magnesium alloy AZ3iB.TeoKlFSanapcigf sst/rphecpe,
Titanium unsatisfactory. anoA A lubricant mixture of Vaseline/paraffin/graphite, have

bean used successfully an contact with gas -ous diborane at
springs ambient temperatures. Natural rubbers and most synthetic
Stainless steels 302, 3O4ELC, 321, 347, AM 350; alloy steel clastomnera are probably not compatible, but one source
A-286; Inconel, Jnc(,nel-X, Inconel-W; K-Monet. indicates that Saran and 50-50 polyethylene-
S."Oms polyinobutylene are unaffected. No data were found on the
Stainless steels 321, 347, 410, 403, 422, AM 350; alloy %teel compatibility of ceramics with diborane. Glyptol

A-286; K-Monet; R-)n6 41. appareaitly can be used.
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COMPATIWUMr OF FLUOINE MATERIALS

Valve Bodiesi tective mnetallic l'uoride filnm Is a meam.re of the relative
Stainleps steels :104, 318,. .121, 347, eIIoy steel 4130, brass, value of the bise metal foe* service with ýuorine. The effec.
Moniel, K.Monei. tlveness of the film In based on the solubility of the meal
Springs fluoritles In liquid fluorine. It In beliov@4' that as the pro-
Stainleus steels 302, 304, 321, ý'47, '7-7 PHt. K.Monnl. tective film builds up and the rate of corioaion-slows down,
stems an eqiuilibrium between the "eaction rate and solubility of
Alloy steel 1 7-7 PH-, K-Monel. the film Is reached, resulting In a relatively rteady corro.
Bellows sion rate. Service ditta Indicates that fluorides of nickel,
Stainless streem 304, 321, 347, Monel, K-Monel, Nickel copper, ch'-omium, and Iron are relatively insoluble In liquid

fluorine. Monel and nickel, In particular, form a tlense. and
Bearings extremely tough coating which is Invisible by contrast to
Alloy steel 4130, brass the green and powdery coating of iron fluoride. Staitiloss
Valving Units (seats and popoots) steels txhlbif satisfactory performance In liquid fluorine,
Stainless steels 304, 316, 321, 3 17, 17.7 PH, lR.Pvonel, Generally, the presence of silicon in steel makes It more
Polytetirnfuortiethylene (Tenlon, etc.), Kel-F. susreptible to fluoritie attack. F-9veral of the lightv'eigh.,
Seals metals much as alloys of aluminum, titanium~, and maigne.
Polytetrafluoroethyloen (Teflon, etc.), KPI-F. slum are known to product~ protective films ht liquid fl-iorine.
Packint Of these, titanium probably exhibits the lowest corrosiou
Potlytetra fl uo rethylene (Teflon, etc.), Kel-F, lead, rate; however, tests hat,. shown that titanium is impact
asbeetos, graphite coppor. sensitive In fluorine. Soft copper and aluminum are recoin-
Lubricants mended as gasket materials for fluorine s~ervice. Importaht
Mixture of vaaelfn*, paraffin, and graphite. factors to consider In selectinr metalt for use In liquid fluor.

and~In Scesr ystems are flow rates, systemn water contamination, and
"bltsa, Nuts, an cesmechan!cal properties of materiAls at the low temperatures
Stainless steels 304, 321, 347, 17.7 PH, alloy steel 4130, exptrienced with licuid fluorine. High flow raVes tend to
Monet, K-Monel. remove fluoride coatings, increasing corrosive action. This
'hresd Sealant and Antiueize Conipounds Is particularly true ivith metals that are loes resistant to
Mixture cf vapeline, paraffin, and graphite. fluoluc, such as low alloy steels which ioevlop coatin~gs
Coatings that are either very brittle or are porous and powdery. In
Nickel. addition to increasing corrosion rate.-, flaking of coatings

Diaphragins may result In contamination of the propellant, creating the
Stailes stels 04,321 3.7, ply etr lluroehyln,% usual hazards of particulate contamrniPtion In systems hay-

STaioness .steels; 304 321n 37,poitable).ohyon ing contamination -sensitive valves, etc. of all tht% metals
(Tefon, tc.)(Mya. i unsitabe).showing resistar.ce to fluorine attaek, Monet Is generally

12.5.4 Fluorine preferred, for in addition to being compatible with fluorine
it is resistant to hydrofluoric acid, a common contnininant

Fltw-.ine is the most powerful oxidising agent available for In fluorine systemns formed by the reaction of tft'orine and
rocet, propulsion. Iti extreme -eactivity is demonstrated water.
1,y the fact that it will combine uinder suit~able conditiot's
with all materials except the inert gases. Cleanliness In a 12.5.4.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. Very
key to the .suci .'sful handling of fluorine, since it reacts few nonmetals are resijtant to fluorine attack. Of ýhe

violently with water and orgranic substances such as grease, polynevrs normally used for seal and gLsket applications,
0i, or polymers. Local hot spots caused by reaction of con- only Teflon and Kel-F have been found suitable for contact
taniriants with fluo~rine can lead to vinlent failiur- of any with fluorine. Even these materials, however, are attackad
encasing material. The tendency for system failures result. by liquid fluorine under dynamic flow conditions.
ing from loel hot spots can be minimrized throligh the use
of construction materials having high thermal conductivity 12.5.4.3 COMPATIBILITY WITH LUBRICANTS. Fluo.
wh*-cl. resist ignition by rapidly disi~ipating heat. Soe Refer- rine reacts with organic, aqueous, or siliceous materials
ences 36-38 and 183-10. normally considered Inert. Silicones and standard

petroleum-based lubricants, therefcc. e are not compatible
CAUTION: Careful corisideration should be given to the with fluorine. Pure inol~,bdenum disulfid,, (M~oS.) %Iith no
selection of mat 1riasla when componenis are'designed for binder Is satisfectory for some lubricant applications in
use with fluooalnated oxidizers. Materials wler c n sb iu~d be fluorine. There are, however, no reliable lubricants for
based on pr.avlous satisfactory material compatibility test& fluorine service.
under static, dyniamic and environmental corditions wh-ch
are applicable to the specific design contemplated. Valve Bodies

Stainless steels 304, 3O4ELC, 316. 321, 347; Monet, K-Monel;
12.5.1.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. Although "ýronze, aluminum alloys 356T6, M517, 369T6, 2024, 7075,
fluorine reacts with practically all metals, the formation 8061, 5052, 3i001, Tens 50; magnesium altoys HK31, A3A.1
of at pa~sive fluoride f.lmn on many metals makes them useful Springs
for fluorine service. The density and adherence of the pro. Stainlesir steels 301, 304ELC, 321, 347; Inconel, Inconei-X, 3

Inconel.W; K-Monel.
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MATERIALS COMPATIBILfl Y OF 14YDRAZINE

Statio prolonged exposure to air cannot be avoided prior to contact
Vtainleac steelsa 821. 841, 408, 400, 429; K-Mon.i: Renil 41, with hydrazine. Ferrous and copper alloys should only be
P1115-7 Ho. used where air o:.idatlon can be avoided. Gold is another

steellow@LC material whk , I-ends to ptit as -, hydrazine clecomposition
Sta~lee 821 34; MoelK.Moel; catalyst. Numerous re~vrences state that molybdenum.

Inconel.X. beailng alloys, in particular kitoys coaitalningf more than
0.5 percenit molybdenuni, should be avaided for hydrayzini'

Bearinits service becau,ýe of catalytic decompositimi; however, the
Stainless sti)els 301, 301N; aluminum 01061; hard anodized lasin for 0l.1s c.)ncl-isiof in terms of supporting line and
copper. test ditta is not dotumnentud. On the other hand, inlt rous
Valving Unite (state and popliets) agencies have used roolybdenum-bearlng alloys such &6 310
Stainless steels 891, 847, 403, 4110, 422; Monti; copper, Antainlus utimel (.; percent Mo) in a varlety of applications
aluminum 1100; brass. for hydrasif~s service including valves, pumps, piping, etc.
Seals without incident. Brass and bronze are not compatible.
Derylllum-copper, aluminum 1100, brass, copper, lead, 50i-50 Erosion of 17-4 PH adjacent to nickel has been observed.
ten-Indium alloy -And tin.
Packing 12.5.5.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. A nuni-
Copper, pure tin. ber of polymers including both elestoiners and plastic-% have
Lubricants been found to be suitable for hydramine service. N'tnmetals
(See9 text) can alsc. cokuse oatalytlc dof.omposltion of hydrazine to

varying doe".es howover, for mom, toed system componenot
Bblts, Nuts, and Scew applications of polymers the wetted are& is small (in static
Stainless steelp 304, 321, 347; Monti, K-Monel; Incone&.X. meal applications for instance) and/or exposuire time Is short

so that. propellant decomposiltion becomes a relatively
Thread Sealants and Anthismu Compounds minor compatibility consideration. Additives and/or con-
Unsintered Teflon tape and Nkrmatex Nos. 2 and 3 applIed taminants found In nonmetals which could Influence hydra-
to all but the first twi threads of the male V. ting; for sine decomposition rate Include metal oxides sand carbon.
use with fluurlr-i gas on:y. Applications where propellant decomposition could be sig-

nl~ficant in se!ecting and determining the purity of non-
Coatings metals in.;ude positive expulsion diaphragms and bildders
Hard nickel plate, chrome plate, anodize (aluminum), which have large wetted areas and often Involve Wxended

Diaphragminl propellant exposure times. The presence of trace quantities
Stainless steels 304F)!LC, 321, 1.47; Monel, K-Mottel; Beryl- of iron as an Impurity In Teflon, or the carbon black com-
hium copper. monly used in eiastomnern could limit, the usefulness of these

polymers for hydruzine diaphragms or bladders particularly

12.55 " aimat temperatures In cxceea of normal ambient,
Hydrastine tends to be unstable in the pý-eslince of certain Plsisgnrlyutaefohdaiesrvcicud

mateial whch ct s dcomosiioncati~ss, artculrly Teflon, nylon (Zytel 101), Kynar, Kel-F and hIII density
at elev'ottd tomperatares. Therefore, in selecting materials pokyethylene. SIPr homers which have been used successfully
for hydrasine service, not only must the effect of hydrazine in hydrazine Include butyl rubbers, neoprene, silicons rub-
on the material be considered, but equally important Is the brad tylepoyen rbe.In plitos
effect of the materaia on the rate of hydrazine decompoal- extremely sensitive to vulunie &well (e.g. poppeL elsi
tion. Anhydrous hydraisne is a powerful reducing agent, saita'I solenoid valves) ch*rtain ethylene propylene rubber
particularly with acids, oxidixerb, and various organic sub. compounds (EPR and EPT) have shown superior dimen-

stanes.sionall stability In hydrailne. It should be noted that mninor
variations In compounding, curing and purity can pro-12.5.5.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. HN-draine Is foundly Influenc~e swell and compression set characteristics,

compatible with a number af common s'luctural alloys in. hlnce, not only must one carefully select the right rubber
cluding titanium, alurilnuni Plloys, stainless steels, and compound but rigorous quality standards fc-r a given com-
nickel alloys. Metals not recommen~ed for hydratine serv- pcwand nws! be maintained leat propellant compatibility be
ice due to chemical attack include magnesium and zinc. The degraded. Non-metallic nuterials unsatisfactory for
major problem with selectingr ma erlals for handling hydra. hydrasine service Include Mylar, N itroso rubber, and fluorin-
sine IA the tendency for hydrazine to decompose in the ated rubbers, I.e., fluoroalicone rubber, Kel-F elastomers
pros-into -3f certain metal oxides such as iron oxide, coballt and Viton.
ojctd', copper oxidle, manganese oxide, and lead o::ide. The
affectiveness of hydrazine decomposition catalysts increases VleBde
with Increatting temiperature conditions. Becoua.e of the prob- Vtailves Bodieel 4 0L 1,3 347; aluminum aly
lem with metal oxides, particular care should be taken In 6001, 3003, 4043, 2024, 356TO, Tens 56; titanium 6A1-4V.
sisectlng m-ý,zlr for hydrAsine servize, particularly where U3120V'CA.
these* metals can be subjected to air oxidation, I.e., whereI
ISSUVD: PENRUARY 1070 12.5.63.2



MATERIALS COMPAIIBILITY Of HYDROGEN PEROXDE
COMPATIBILIY OF LIQUID IHYDROGEtNl

Springs 12.5.6.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. Many

Stainless stepls 301, 321, 347, A1 350, AM 355, 17-7P11; nonmetallic meter-ilE ý-ause rapid 52?comnpos'tion of hydro-

alloy steel A-28e6; Incone!, Inconel-X. gen peroxide and are rapidly attack&Id by, or form explosive

Stems pero;.de and are rapidly attacked by, or form explosive

Stainless steels 321, 347, 403, 410, v.M 350, AM 355, mixtinres with, the propellant. Fluorinated polymers includ-

17-7PH: alloy steel 8630. ing Teflon, Kel-F, and Viton ar~e compatible.

Bellows Valve Follies
Stainless steels 305, U;1, 347; Inconel, I nconel-X. Stainless steels rC4, 394ELC, 316, 3'11, 347; alunisinum alloys

Bearings 10630, 120, 5052, 5652, 6061, B-356; titanium.

Stainless steels 301, 3&4N, 403, 410, 440C. Springs

Valving Units (seats and poppets) Stainless steels 302, 304, 17-7PH.

Stainless steels 3034 321, 347, 44GC, AM 350: Teflon; Stems
aluminum 1100; Etellit~e 21; nylon; Kynar. Stainless steel 17-7PH.
Seals Bellows
Teflon; aluminum ilco; butyl rubber conpoUnds, 805-70 -Stainless steels 44 321, 347.
(Parco), 613-75 (Stillman), 823-70 (Parco), B-480-7
(Parker), 60-63. (Belt), 9257 (Precis~oi); propyiene, poly- Bearings
ethylene; Hypallon; Cis-4 aolybutadiene; ethylene prupy- 6061 Al.
lene rubber compounds EPI. 132, EPT 10, E615-8 (Parker;,
721-80 (Stillman), 724-90 (Stillman), 3015 (Uniroyal), Valving Upits (seats and poppets)
Silicone rubber. Stainless steels 321, 347.

Packing Seals
Teon Ke-F.Vitori A, Teflun, Kel-F, polyethylene, si!5conc rubber.

Ldbricants Packing
Teflon coatings and carbin graphite; DC-11, Krytox 240 TfoKlF
fluorine grease. TfoKlF

Lubricants
Bolts, Nuts, and ScrewsFlooes(_) Stainless steels 303, 321, 347, 17-7PH;, Inconel-X. Furlbs

Thread Sealants and Antiseize Compounds Befts, Nuts, and Screws

Unsintered Teflon; Redel UDMH Sealant, LOX Spf (x StainlesF steels 364, 321, 347, 17-711H.
terior use only). Thi-.zd Sealants and Antisei7- Compounds

Coatings Te~flon tape.
Chrome plate, anodize (aluminum and. magnesium), nickel Coatin_,3

Dplae Ni-'kel plating.
Diaphragms

Stainless steels 304, 321, 347; Teflon; butyl rubber; SER Diaphragmps
ethylene propylene rubber E515-8 (Pzrker), SR 721-86 Stainlezs steels 304, 321, 347; Teflon.
(Stillman), SR 722-7,0 (Stillman), SR 724-90 (Stilhinnn).

12.5.6 Hydrogen Peroxide 12.5.7 Liquid Hydrogen

The compatibility of hydrogen peroxide, H,O., with mete- Liquid bydiogen is chemically inert to most structural ma-

rialp is primarily determined by the degree of decomposi- terials, thierefore, 17hbemical cclnrlatibil:ýy is not a problem

tion; H,O, decomposes to some degree with all materials, in the select-on c: materials for hydi ogen service. The c omr-

'Compatibilitý is a function of rot only the material selected, patibility -'onsideration in selecting materials for hyd.-ogen

but also of -leanliness and surface preparation of bte mate- service is the low temperatur2 environment. Embrittlement

rial. HAO breaks Jown into oxygen and water, and in a closed of some materials at low te~ntperatures requires selection
systm te eointon f oyge resltsin ressm bildp. ,f material-, on the basis cf structural properties such as

sys em he voi tio of oxy en esu ts n p ess ra uil up yield strength, tensile strength, ductility, im pact, and notch

12.5.6.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. Aluminum sainsitivity. The materials, selerted for hydrogen service

and some of iti; alloys, tantalum, and zirconium, are the must also be metallurgically stable so that phase changes
only mefais considered compatible ;or long term contact in the crystalline stiuetare! will not occur with timre or

wiih hydrogen peroxide. Stainless steels and nickel, how- tcenperrturc cycling. It is known, for instance, that body-

ever, mire satisfactory for mnany component app!;cations center'ed cubic materiLls such as low alloy steels utidergo a

where lorg Term continuous exposure is not a requirement. transiti.v' from ductilc to brittle behavior at low tempera-
The most widely used alu~rninumn alloy is 1060 aluminum. turts: therefore, such metals are generally not suitable for

The prc.sence of covper in alumninum alloys greatly reduces structuiral applications at cryogenic temperatures. The

) their comruatib!lity. fice-centered cubic meta's suc:ý as the austenitic stainless
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COMPATIBILITY OF LIQUID HYDROGEN MATEPIALS

steels nu'rntiIy do not show a trat,'ition front ductile to litiuid oxygon under condition. of oul~ciett Impact. in spite
brittle behavior at low temperature. For thisi reason, these of the, LOX-titanium reac-tion, titanium L~ai been used sue-
types of materials ar, desirable for use lit cryogenic colksfuily In applications whcel the materi~l would not be
applications. For h"lh pressures of extended duration, smabJecteqi to Impacst conditions. Such an application In on the
onibtittlement due tv hydrogi n diffusion into metals such Timaan I nilatille. whitme titanium sphor.?a containing helium
o% low alloy ste~ls and titaniuvlmhutiold be --onsidered. Due pressuriant are' located litmide the liqutid oxyuen tanks.
to low temperature brittleness, very few nounmetals are
satisfactory at liquid hydrosgen temperatures. However, 12.5.8.2 COMPATAIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. Many
Kel-F, Tenlon, and Mylar art, suitab.e for certain appliesa organic materials detonate, sometimes violently, when
tic'ns. Some easatontiric material. seeds ft silicone rubber subjected to impact In the presence of liquid oxygen. Many
can be- used for static seals at low temperatures who.# the common plastics, elastoinera, and lubricanta react under
seal is given a high Initial ctimpression loading. conditions of Impact wilh such violence that the reaction

Valve INWIVScý%nztitutila a hazard. A generally acceplid impact test
Valv 114dfr5criteria for compatibility of nonmetals with liquid oxygen

Staitiless steels Al1. :102, 304, 310, .116 321, 347; K-Monel; is no detonations out of 20 trials at an impact level of 701
Huestulloy 8; alumli urn alloys got1.WT, 0061T6,. 5451111-24,

SOL22,5154, 5080; titanium; alloy stea-l N-155. foot-poundls. Since the mayotpud ee it, to a large
extent, quite abriteirty, materials with threshold levels

.Stainless steels 301, 321. 347; alloy stpel A-2841; K-Monet; certain applications, sppecifically where conditions of Impact
Inconel, Inconel-X. are highly tinlikely. tertain nonmet~aig react violently In Ute

141cm. presence Of gaseous ottygen, and thus should be judiciously

Stainless ste,rla :121 3147, alloy steol A-280t; Haynes No. 25; avoided for LOX servicet. Nylon Is one of theiio materials.
K-Monel; Inconel-IL Nonmetals generally found useful for liquid oxygen service
Rellows are Tenlon, Kel-F. and Myiae. Some elastomere, including

Staless tees 32, :47; -Moel; ,,cnel-. slicor.ll rubber, have been usec' successfull~y in liquid
,Rtan'.ss tees 321,37; -Moel-,litone.X.oxygen static seal applications. Vito:n has less impact

Bearings sensitivity than Lny other elartamer.
Stainless Avtels. 440C, 62100. 4 10. Valve Bodies

Valving U~nits (steels and poppeo ) Stai.lesp steels 804, 310, SiC, 321, 347; K-Monet;. Hastalloy
Stainlesit steels 3121. 347: Teflon; Kel-F: copper; aluminum B; aluminum ulloys 2014T61, 6E106l'6, 54111--24. 5U54, 506~2.
1100; Monel; stetlite 21; nylon. 5086, 356IT6, 6061; alloy steel N-156I.

Seals Sp~rings
Stainle~st steels 321, 347; Teflon; KeI-F;. silicone ruober Stainless steels S5tI, 347; alloy steel A-286; K-Monel;
(static seals). Aluminum 1100. Inonet, lnconel-X.

lacking stems
Teflon, Kel-F.. Stainil.ls steels 321, 147; alloy steel A-286; Haynes No. 25;

Inconet-X.
Lubricants
Teflorn coatings aend molybdenum disulffde. kBellowl.
Hialcognated oils may be used for installation only. Stainless steels 304, 321, 347; K-Monet; Inconel-X
itiolts. Nuts, and Screwlthaig
Stainless meteelti 304,31 34;alo steel A-286; Inconet-X. ern:sel40C520. K-;au nu 100

ThreX liaannadf..wlrCmpud Valving Units (seats and poppela)
Ml ar. Tafeo. Stainless steels 2. 3 7 el n e ; a u i u 1 0
tbiaphrnlfffi Monel.

mylar Tirlon.Seals

12.56 LquidOxyen (OX)Stainless steels 321. 347: Teflon; Kel-F; aluminum 1100.
12.58 LiuidOxygoi (OX)Packing

* Liquid oxygen 6. a stro~ng cryogenic oxidizer. Materials Teflon, Kel-F.
selection with oxygen musit he based on low temperature
characteristics as well m4 on c-hemical compatibility con- Lubricants

*siderations. Teflon coatings and molybdenum disultide.
Halogenated o~lh miay be used for installation only.

12.5j.8. COMPATIBILIT'y WITH METALS. Most metals DotNs.edSrw
are not chemically affected by liquid oxygent; therefore, as Sanesael 2,3~ lo te -5;lcntX
in the case of liquH hydrogen, loi- temperature conuidera- Sanessel 2,31 lo to -9;IcnlX

is titanium, which can res-ilt In explosive reactions with LOX Safe.

12.5.7-2 ISE ENAY17
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MATEIALSCOMPATIBILITY Of MONOMETHYLHYDRAZiNE
COMPATIBILITY OF FUMING NITRIIC ACID

C.asting" Coastings
Chromium, nickel, anodize' (aluminum). ('baus.' plate,

D~iaphragms Diaphralgm.
Stailnless .itoeil :i2,3:17; Tiflon, : itisyll hm roll'ptr. my mm, lahile-t mtidsm 31W4:1211,347. Tellott.

12.5.9 Monomethylhydrauine (MMH) I~ate, Allovm
12.5.9.1 (OMI'ATI141ilI1TI WIlTH MEITALS~. MMIl hits I'inawr 111 (K1.", Au. IN,' NO
decomnpositiuon clatat'itismi aito thbose~ of hydramville.
Iron rust, for QXanmpler is LnkV~n to, result lit spontunn'i'ma 1250FmigNt cAd
Ignit~ion of MMIl. 1 )ut( ito the mnflninrity lin m'utalytic tind 1,.0Fmn 1vcAi

decomposition activity between MMII mid hydramline, those ruii nitric aceid im u~ Ilihiy corroxive oxidizing sgent. It
metals satisfactory for hytiuxit'miea arau- generalily .onmlndercd will vigorously attack mnany nwtals and will react with
satisfactory for INIMII. njn orgittiic niaterlaitN spontaatetounly, caushing fire.

12.5.9.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS,. In ge- 1..0. OPT1111.1YWIHMTL. ubro
eral, MMH attamks organic motterials more readily than does 12.5.10.1 llny (O IandII stines steelLs Ar co mptbler oft
hydritzine. There Is very little actual test date, however, on fummingu nitric arid AthinleIn oteel matria cmatibl, wther
Its compatibility with nonmetalic materiaul.n, Tenlon, poly. faii irclcdmtog nbt aeildn, hr
ethylene, EPR bumtty and Cis 1-4 polybutadiene are non- areI sp~ecific alloys which are incompatible. To reduce cor.
metal, considered to be serviceamble with MMH. rosion rates, hydrofluoric acid (HF) I% added to nitric acid

ant an inhibitor.
12.5.9.3 C'OMP'ATIBILITY WITH LUBRICANTS. Blecause
of MMH'a solvent properties, nao completely suitable lub- i:.Cl~ OMIATIAIILITY WITHi NONMETALS. Poly.
ricant has yet been found, but expe'rience with hydruzine ethylette and Kel-F cimustoirers are nonmetals suitablu for
and UO)MI suggests that Dow Corning 11 Compound (sill., nitric aceid service.
cone), Fluorolube GR.470, aaid Kel-F grease may be usned.
Teflon coatings can also be used for' some lubricant appli. Valve Bodien
c~ations. Dupont's Krytox 240 fluorinated grease In com- Stainlenis steels 361. 302, 304, 3O4ELC. 316, 321, 3147;

pa~ilc.aluminum alloyps 10(10, 2024, 0061; titanium 75A.

Valve Bodies Stainlesstes30,31,37
Stainless steels 304, 304L, 321 347, 17-7PH; aluminum tilssels3,32,37
alloys 3003, 5052. 6061, Ten. 50, S'6T6. Stem"

SpringsStainless steels 410, 430.
Stainless steels 301, 321, 347, 17.7P1"1. Bellows

stems IStainless steeliq 301,3211t, 347.
Stainless steels 321, 347, 403,.410, AM 350, AM 355, 17-0P11, flearing.

17-7P11.Stainless steels 301, 301N, 410, 430.

Bellowc Valving Units (Rsat. and poppet.)
Sta~nlkas steel& 303, 321, 347; Inconel, Inconel-X. Stainless steels 410, 430; Ilaynep Stellite Non. 1, 6, 25.
B earings Sealps
Stn'inlesu steels 301, 30IN, 408, 410, 440. Buns N, Teflon, Kel-l", Kel-F elastomer, Hypalon, nylon,
Valving Units (seat. and poppet.)Pakn
Stainless steels 303, 321. 347; Teflon; polypropylene; nylon,. aknTeflon, Kel.F.
seals LbiatTenlon, polypropylene, nylon, polyethylene, siliconeP, Lubrcat
butyl, polybutadonie. EP, Fluorolube, DC-il.

Packing Bolts. Nuts., and Screws
Teflon, Ket-F. Stainless steels 304, 3O4ELC.

Lubricant. Thread Sealants and Antineize Compounds
Teflon coatings, Dow Corning 11. Compound (silicone), Teflon tape.
Fluorclubt GR.4170, Kel-F grease. Krytox 240 fluorinated, ('oatingst
grease. Chromium, gold.
Bolts, Nuts. and Screws - Daphragms)Stainless steels 803, 3.1, 347, 17-4P11, 17.7PH; Incovel-X. Stainless steel. 394, 321, 347; Teflon.
Thread Sealants and Antiveise Compound. Mylar unsuitable.
Unsintered Teflon tape.

MSUM FEBRUARY 1970 12.5.10-1
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COMPATIIUTY OF NffTROEN TETROXIDE MATERIALS
also greatly improves its resista.,ce to permeation by NA&.

12.5.11 Niftroen Tott'oxlde Teflon FEP shows tonvildterably lower pernteabl~ty rates

Nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) lis a strong oxinizet, an,' a potent to NO, than the Teflon mY. High denrity polyelhylene
solvent. It is the most widely used storubie propellant oxi. and Kynar, a virylideaq, iluoride material, are also upieful
diser aind ns a ri-4ult there is a quantity iof pitblished nitro- for N.0, service. KeI-F can be used with N.,O, providing the

gen etrxid maerhis cmpaibiity nfomaton.The aon'lication accounts for the fm'7t that It suffers a consider-

Inmst complete A1,,Ile source o, NO,. conipatlbillity data is able loss In tensile strength due to. absorption of N104,. The
5riven in Reference 81.4. only elastomers which appear to be useful toe' dynamic

aiplications In N0,. are eertain butyl rubbers and certain
12.5.11.1 COMPATIBILIITY WITH METALS. Dry nitro- compounds of ethylene propylene ru~bber. Wide vowri4tlons
gen tetroxidt is compatible with many metals mid alloys exibt from compound to compound within theme materials
it-led its fliud com~pone'nts; however, water contnn.inn!; j classifications, requiring great care In the zelection of a
of nitrogen tetregide vai~ses the formation of ntý.ric w id particular compound. No e'astomers are satisfactory for
whic!h N corrosive to many mietals, The difficulty (of being long term servicc In N*O,, ai even the best elastomersIl assured that i:.moisture is introduced into a nitrogen deterforate undev continuous exposure. Viton and fluoro-
tetroxide system normally dictatesu that mater ials~ be se- illicone elastomers -An be used fcr NAO sotrvicis In such
let-ted not only for compatibility with anhyarots NýO., but applications as static seals. In the free state., fluorosillcouc.fr aso with dilute nitric aid. As atuminum alloys and sno- swell as much at 390 percent in corntas.t with N204;
dized aluminum coatings arc attacked by nitric acid, great however, they retain their physical properties. Nitroeo
care most be exerckud in maintaining abpolute system dry. rubber has been used scttisfactorily In some applications
ne"~ if these mnwerials are to he used with N..O.. In general, despite .jevere permanent bet problems.
alu,nivum alloys are suitable materials for %ise wit~h dry 12.5.11.3 COMPATIBI'JITY WITH LUBRICANTS. Lubri-
nitrogen ttoioThdereoaloigcnttnsin cants which have been used to varying degmes of success
aluminum alloys significantly adfects the corrosion resist- in N..O, include siltcone gre~ses, Kel-P grease, molybdenum
ance of thes~e materials in the presence of NA).. Zinc-beacing diaulfide, _.eroseal, and flake graphite. Diupont'u K'-rtox

a07. aluminum corrodes much faster than copper.L2aring 240 fluorinated grease is compatible.
2024 wlhi-h, in turn, has a higher corrosion rate than tither
606~2 or 31003 alloy-'. 300:3, being the purest aluminum of Valve Bodies

.his group, exhibits the lowest corrosion rate. The differ. Stainless steels 302, 304, 816, 321, 347.
ence in corrosion rates, bowcver, does not seem to be air,- Aluminum alloys (anhydrous only attached by dilute ni-

tric acid formed by combining RiTO with water) 6061,
nificant u~nless tie water content in the N.0, exceeds 0. 3 a3fiTf, Tens 50, 3003, 2024.
perce.nt. Nickel and nickel alloys constitute another group Titanium alloys (should be used with caution if high im-
of mitteriinls wvhich, although compatible with anhydrouo pact loads could occur).
nitroireni teti oxide. should tx± uised with caution because of Spig

nuta'kby itrc aid.Othr aloy whch howresstace Stainless steels 301, 304, 321, 347, AM 350, AM -355, 17-
to ahyd~os N~ bt whch ae geeraly aoide duetc 17-7PH; alloy steels 8630, A-286; Inconel, Jnconel-X;

inicompatibility with acids4 are magnesium alloys and cop_ Ni Span C.
pe, allh.ys. Titanium alloys are compip.tible with N.-O, with
Certain limitations. Titanium alloys are susceptible to strers stems
co-rosion iii NA)., a particalar probleni in applications in- Stainless steels 3'1, 347, 403, 410; alloy st"els A-286, 8680;
vb)lving relatively long exposure thoturs rather than min- Reni 41.

-l at. high stress levels, e.g., storag-e vessels. There is Bellows
onte indication that the_ st-ess corrcsior. is related to Con- Stainless steels 303, 321, 347; Inconel-X.

tandriatiou~s found in NO.. The addition of an inhibito~r to the Bearings
N 0, may he a possible solution to the stress corrosion Stilssels3130N40,3,40C
problem. Titanium it; suscept~ble to localized reaction with Stilssels01 t,41,3,40C
N.0, under conditions of extreme impact, however, the re- Valving Units (seats and poppeft)

act ion do"s not prclpagate. as it the case with titanium and Stainless ste"ls 303, 347, 403, 410; Teflon; Hatynes Stellite
25: aluminum 1100; vinyldene fluoride; polyvinyl fluoride.

oxcygen under impact condilions. In spite of these limita- Nylon un..uitable.
tions there are numerous suitable applications for titanium
in N,04 and othier fluid components. At tempers- Seals
tures above 275'F 6Al4V is more sutirfactory thin the 300 Teflon; Kel-F 300, aluminum 1100, irradiated polyethyl.-ne,
so-ries stainies-- steels which tend to ýcause a gelatinous, vnldn loie oyiy loie
viscous deposit to forin. Packing

i2.3,11.2 ( 0MI"Ar!BIL.ITY WITH NONMETALS. No Teflon, Kel.F 300.
peulyn'Prit' material are completely satisfactory for ex- Lbiaa
tentled N-0 service. Plastics showing reasonable compati- Teflon coatings, flake graphite., molybdenum dis'ilfide,
iility with NA.). are Te~flon TFE anid F1111. Teflon absorbs Kel.P 90, Microseal 100-1, silicone greases, Krytox 240
N ()., mnd such p.',rmeability must be ectisidered in the use fluorinated grease.
,,f flims ,.unterial in% any Kiven application. One solution, in Bolts, Nuts, and Screws
almlivat~icotns such as gaskets, is the use of a glass filler in Stilssels3,32,4,AM 50AM3,17P,
Tct-lt' whichi not only reducee, its cold flow tendency but 17-7PH; alley steel A,-086; Incone)-X.-

12.5.11-1MU RRAV:7
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MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY OF OXYGENI• DIFLUORIDE
COMPATIBILITY OF PENTABORANE

Thread Realants and Antiseise ('omprund., based on previous satisfacl.,ry material compatibility tests
Unsintered Teflon; Redel N.O) Thread Sealant, LOX Safe; under staic, dynamic And environmental conditions which
Reddy Lube 100, 200; Drilube 822. are aiop~cable to the specific design contemplated.
('oatingf,Chromen fef12.5.12.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. The amount
C ,old (admifum, of compatibility data is limited but there appears to be no

major problem except with those metals which are impact
l)iaphralgms lsensitive (lead, tantalum, titanium alloys, magnesium alloy-,

0Stinles:% steels 304, 321, 347; alloy steel 17-71il1. etc.). Metals recommended for OF 2 service exhibit con-
Mylar sa~lsfactory f'r vapor exposaire but unsuitable foi- siderable resistance to corrosion if a stable fluoride film is
liquid, maintained. Aluminum alloys seem to be pitted slightly,

Brase Alloys stainless steeis are mostly resistant, nickel and cooper and
Permabraze 1'70 (82'; Au, 18'; Ni). their alloys are slightly pitted or stained respectively. Some

of these materials are, however, susceptible to increased
"i2.5.12 Oxygen Difluoride corrosion and pitting if the OF 2 is contaminated with water(tyve 316 stainlers steel is worst iii Lhir regard, followed by

Oxygen di~luroide apparently reacts to some degree with all Type 1100 and 2024 aluminum alloys, and also measurably
meterlals of construction. Meta!s burn in OF 2 with a hot, afeected are type 347 stainless steel, columbium, brass
intenise flame if they are Ignited by being raised to their 70-30, and the Cufenloys). The presence of fluorocarbonc
kindling temperatures. OF2 reacts spontaneously with seems to increase corrosioxt rates.
many inorgaxic and organic subetancec (but ignition is not
.'ellable so latent hazards can exist In an OF 2 system,. A jet of OF 2 may erode or pit meta.s; type 1100 aluminum

Reactions of explosive suddenness ,iccor when some mate- is not very resistant to this contition, but Monel 400A,

rials, including certain metals, ice, and even fluorocarbon Type 316 and 347 stainless steel, nickel 200, Type 2014

piestics, are subjected to impact in the presence of OF 2. aluminum alloy, columbium, type 6061 aluminum alloy,
and Cufenloy 40 show good to fair resistance. Aluminum

This reactivity means that systems for OF 2 service must be alloys 2014, 2219, and 6061 are subject to intergranular
thoroughly cleaned, dried, then do-activated, for a spot of corrosion adjacent to welds but no metals have been found
matter which is spontaneouily ignited may heat thL to be prone to stresa-corrosion cracking in OF 2 . The
substrate (of normally compatible material) to its kindling 300-series stainlkss steels, copper, aluminum alloys, Monel,
temperature and thus start a nearly uncontrollable fire. and nickei have beet, used for OF 2 service at temperatures
,-leening and drying removes unwanted substances and up to +400'F. In addition to the metals mentioned above,

contamination such as dirt, grease, scale, moisture, solid the following have exhibited resistance to impact and
particles, etc. Cleaning involves degreasing, descalirg and corro.ion: Types AM350, AM355, and 410 stainless steels,
ftushinv,. The claning and drying prncess normally should Type PH15-7M0 sieel, Inconel X, and Rene 41. (Embrittle-
be followed by the so-called passivation process which ment at low temperatures will rule out Type 410 sainless
further de-activates the surface by causing a controlled steel for some applications.)
reaction to occur which fluorinates the surface without the
generation of excessive temperatures. Passivation is usually 12.5.12.2 COMPATIBILITY W!TH NON-METALS, No
accomplished by crutiouslv introducing dilate fluirine polymers are known to be generally suitable for OF,

because OF;, apparently is not as reliable a reactant as service. Teflon, KeIF-81, fluorosilicones, and vinyl silicone
" fluppyelstomners have been used under' limited conditions bat all

uorine, of these are known or suspected to be impact sensitive.
Passivating of an OF 2 system also ;esults in the develop- Limited tests have shown s-ntered alumine (Al2 03) and
ment of fluoride films which are capable of protecting the Pyrex glass to be insensitive to impact. At about +390°F
surfaces from proBressive corrosion. These films start to the glass would be attacked by OF,; no data are available
form immediately upon contact with fluorine-bearing reac- concerning the high temperature suitability of alumina.
tants (F 2 , OF 2 , CIF 3 , etc.), however the rate of formation
and the uniformity of the films are variable because the Valve BodiesproessIsaffcte b loalconditions (concentration of Stainless steels 304, 304ECL, 316, 321, 347; Monel,
process is affected by local cK-Monel; aluminum alloys 356T6, M517, 359T6, 6061,
reactant, presence of moisture and other contaminants, 5052, 3001, Tens 50; Cufenloy 10, Cufenloy 40, brass
temperatures, etc.). Once formed, these films may be 70-30.
transparent or appear as tarnish-like stains or deposits. Springs
Some fluoridew turn white If contacted by moisture, otners SprIngs
flake or dust ut-der certain circumnstances. Uniformlty and Stainless steels 304ELC, 316, 321,347; Inconel, Inconel-X,
tenacity are desired in the films as this minimizes the depth
of corrosion and the chances of malfunctions due to the Stems
pr~wnce of fluoride Irawticles in the syste-m. Stainless steels 321, 316, 347, 403, 410, 422; K-Monel;

Rene 4i.

CAUTION: Careful consideration should be given to the Bellows
selection of matar-als when components ure designed for Stainless steels 304ELC. 316, 321, 347, Monel, K-Monel;
use with fluorinated oxidizers. Materials selection should be Inconel-X

:ssuzW,: PIRARY 1370 12.5.12-1
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COMPATI1UILTY OF PERCHLORYL FLUORIDE MATERIALS
COM9PATISILOY OF RP.1

hump Bellows
'Stainles steels 301, 301N. aluminum 6061; hard anodized Stainless steels 304, 891, 347; Moned, K-Monul; Incon*l.
copper. Bearings
VavIi Units (mats and poprels) Alloy steel 4130.
Stainless steels 'IC, 1141, 347, 403, 410, 422; Monel, Valviag Unite (seats and poppets)
copper'. Liuminum 1 100; alumina. Teflon, KeI.F, copper.
SealsSel
B~eryllium-copper, copper, aluminum, brass, W050 tin- Teflons elF
indium alloy and tin-, lead, Xel-? 81, Teflon (avoid Impact), TfoKlF
vinyl silicon#, Impact sensitive. Packing
Packing Teflon, Kel-..
Copper, pure tin (corrodes rapidly), Teflon, KeI-F (impact Lubilcants
sensitive). (See comment abcve.)
Lubricants Dolts, Nuts, and Screws
Molybdenum disulfide. Stainless steels 304, 321, 347, i7-7PH;. alloy steel 4130;
Dolts, Nuts, and Screws Monel.
Stainless steel. 304, 321, 347; Inconel-X; Monel; K-Monel. lbread Sealants and Antissize, Compounds
Thread Sealants and Antiasise Compounds Teflon tape.
Unsinterod Teflon and Permatex Nos. 2 and 3 applied to All coatings
but the first tMo threads of the male fitting. (No specific coating has been reported acceptable.)
Coatings Diaphragmis
Hard nickel Poest, chrome plate, anodize jaluminum). Stainless steels 304, 321, 347! Teflon.
Diaphrgsp
Stainless steels. 304ELC, 356f, 321, 347; Monel, K-Monel; 12.5.14 Perchimiyl Fluordet
beryllium copper.
Mylar is unsatisfactory. Perchioryl fluoride Is much loes reactive than either fluorine

or ehlorine trifluorii~e, Its chemicill behavior bejing much
12.5.13 Pentaborane more like that of xygen.(

Pentaborane reacts vigorously with many oxygen-containing 12.5.14.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. The corro-
materials such as water, air, and metal oxides, and It reacts sian resistance of metals with perchioryl fluoride depends
with many reducible organic cvmpounds. For this reason, largely on the moisture content of the prope'llant. Under
considerable care should be exercised in the selection of moist conditions, 300 series stainless steels and high nickel
materials to be used with pentaborane in ordei to avoid the alloys are recommended; however, dry perchloryl fluoride
use ol any organic compounds containing a reni'dible func- can be safely handled with aluminum alloys, nickel alloya,
tional group, magnesium, copper, b-mass, bronze, carbon steel, lead, zinc,

and stainless steels, Although not attacked by perchlZoryl
12.5.13.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. No metals fluoride under quiescent conditions, titaniumn Is not recoin-
are known to be incompatible with pentaborane at crdinary mended for perchloryl fluoride service due to reaction under
room temperatures &nd atmospheric pressure, alt~houlla be- Impact conditions.
causf. of its strong reducing potential, pentaborane will
reduce sorne metal oxides. ILS.14.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. Most

organic polymers should be avoided, due to ittack by per-
12.5.13.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. Nearly chloryl fluoride. Exceptions are the fluorin~ated Plastics,
all of the common rubbers swell when exposed to penta- Teflon, and Kel-r which can be used under certain service
borane. Nonmetals considered compatible with pex.taborane conditions, although these materials have a tendency to fafl
include Teflon, polyethylene, polypropylene, Viton A, Kel-~F, when subjected to heat, shock, or flow conditions.
and fluorosilicone rubbers. Nonmetals found to be incom-
patible with pentaborane include nylon, Mylar, polyure. 12.5.14.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH LUBRICANTS. Per-
thane, Neopr~.ne, styrene, rubber, Bunas-N, butyl rubber, chloryl fluoride should never be brought into contact with
und silicone. ý,etroleum greases, oils, pipe compounds, etc., or with con-

ven'aonal valve greases, oils, and pipe compounds. The only
Valve Bodies lubricants found to be suitable are the fluorocarbons, for
Stainless steels 304, 316, 321, 347; alloy steel 4130. example, Fluorolube.
Spr'.np avsBde
Stainless steels 302, 304, 321, 347, 17-7PH; K-Monel. Vtailve Deist"s34 1,34 1,81 atl ,Hs

Allo Zestel1-P;KMn telloy C; lionel; Durimet 20.
Alo te 77H -oe.Springs(

Stainless steels 304, 321.
12.5.14-1 *5SUaD FESINUARY 1970
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MATERIALS COMPATIBILrrY OF UDMH

Stems Valving Units (seats and poppets)
Stinless steel 821. Stainless steels 804, .i21, 847; nylon- Haynes 25; Kai-F.

Teflon.
BellowsStainless steels 304, 321; Monet. el

Teflon, Kel-F, Viton A, Buna N, Neoprene, polyethylene.

Bearings Packing
(None) Teflon, F21-F.

Valving Units (meats and poppets) LStainless steel. 804, 821; Kel-F; Teflon. liubriccnt.
Fluorolubes, silicone greoae, dry film lubes.

S~als I

Viton B, Teflon, Kel-F. Bolts, Nuts, and Screws
Stainless steels 304, 321, 347, 17-7PH; Monel.

Teflon, Kel-F. Thread Sealants and Antiseise Compounds

Unsintered Teflon tape.Lubricants 4

Fluorolubes. Coatinks

Belts, Nuts, and Screws Cadmium, chromium, nickel. V
Stainless steels 804C 821; Monel. Diaphragms

Thread Sealants said. Antiseise Compounds Stainless steels 304, 321, 347; Teflon! Mylar.
Teflon tape.

Coatings 12.5.16 UnsymmetrniI Dimethylhydranine (UDMH)
(None) Unsy•nmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH), unlike hy-

Dilaphragma drazsne, is thermally stab'e Lt temperatures well above its

Stainless steels $114, 321; Teflon. boiling pol it. Substances which cause v~olent decomposition
of hydrazine in the presence of air have little or no effect

(- 12.5.15 RP-1 
on UDMH.

12.5.16.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH MIfTALS. UDMH is
RP-1, like most hydrocarbon fuels, does not present sny comp,-tible with most common metals, including mild steel,
major compatibility problems. 300 series stainless steels, nickel, aluminum alloys, mag-

nesium alloys, and titanium alloys. Copper and brass are
12.5.15.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH METALS. RP-1 is corn- not recommended for use with UDMH due to chemical attackc
patible with most metals used in liquid rockeh, systems. ty the propellant.
Exceptions are copper ahoys such as brass, bronze, and
beryllium copper which should not be used in continual caor- 12.5.16.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH N%3NMETALS. UDMH
tact with hydrocarbon fuels due to a tendency to gum is a powerful solvent, causing swelling of many nonmetallic
formation. materials. Nonmdtals found to be satisfactory for UDMH

service include Teflon, polyethylene, nylon, Kel-F, Neoprene,
12.5.15.2 COMPATIBILITY WITH NONMETALS. A va- and butyl rubber.
riety of nonmetals are satisfactory for RP-1 service. Kel-F,
Toffoe, Viton A, Neoprene, Buna-N, 1,ylar, and nylon are Valve Bodies
among the acceptable materials. Nonmetals which should Stainless steels 303, 304, 316, 321, 347; aluminum alloys
be ao!oided in RP-1 service are butyl rubbers and silicones. 6061, 3003, 366T6, 2024; brass; titania.m A-556, 6A1 4V,

B-120VCA; magnesium AZ-:)2-F, AZ-31B-0.
Valve Bodies Spring&
Stainless steels 804, 304L. 316. 321, 847; alloy steels 4130,
4340; titanium; Monel; &Ilumirum al!oys 2024, 7075, 356T6, Stainless eteel3 301, 321, 347, 17-4PH, 17-7PH'; alloy steel
6061, 5052. A-286; Inconel; Monel.

Springs Stems

Stainless steels 804, 321, 347, 17-7PH" Incone!.: carbon Stainless steels 321,347, 403, 410, AM 350, AM 355, 17-4PH,
steel; alloy steel A-286. 17-7PH; alloy steel 86030.

Stems Bellows
Stainless steels .121, 347; alloy steels 4130, A-286. Stainless steels 303, 321, 347; Inconel-X.

Belh.wa Bearingts
Stainless steels 804. 321, 847; Monel. Stainless steels 301, 301N, 403, 410, 440C; alloy steel 4130.

Beftrings Valving Units (seats ad poppets)
Alloy s/eel 4130. Stainless steels 303, 347, i10, AM 350, 17-4PH; Teflon;

,SSUMo' FESNUARV 1,70 12.5.15-2
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Pi WIMIdLITY MATERIALS

aluminum 1100; 1olvpropyles'e; copper; polyethylene; 1g it. m' u f Net Is to gm a n0r
nylon; KeIoF. 11n f 4 ti1

"oeflon; alunminum 1100; butyl rubber compounds 823-70 Sys
(Paro), 1480-7 (Parker), eth lene propylene ribber - pefmmbfllty Nbte
X515-8 WPinker), 613,5 (Stillman), 9257 (Precision); poly. OGo metl e/une/m./sw/sm 1/2
propylene; polyethylene; Cis-i-pelybutadiene; Kel-F.

Packliu H2 Al~mvwnu 7.5 . 10"
Tefion, KelF. Copper 2.6 . 10-14

Lubrtiants HNtolloy 1 2.7 x I"13

Teflon coatings, carbon graphite, Apieson L, Reddy Lube Inflorw 4.0 x 10-13

200, Krytox 240 fluorinated grease. Iron 2.6 a 10-8

Bolts, Nuts, and Srewe 4.i!t1" 3

Stainless steels 308, 821, 347, AM 35% AM 855, 17-4PH, Mjnul 5.9P N

17-7PH; Inonel-X. NIh1el0 6.9 i0"11

Tkread Sealants and Antleelza Compounds Niobhu O.? 10
Unsintered Teflon; Redel UDMH Sqelant, LOX Safe (ex. I.?2 gg4
terior use only). Pltinm 21, I 10-14

Coatings 
SCme

Chrome plate. C4ld " ).$a 10-
Low 66140 4.2 x 14-10

Diaphraxms 3031SS 4.6 10"13
Stainless steels 304, 821, 347; Teflon TPE and FZP. 3P4 SS 1.3 10-13
Mylar unsuitable. 316, 321 SS 2.3 • 1012

347 SS 9.2, 10-13

12.6 PERMEABILITY 410SS 5.7 x iC-15

Permeability data for various materials to gases and to N2  Iron 4.3 x 10-19
Molybdenum 4.4 x 10-33water are presented in the tables on the following pages. 8 Ir m X. 10-16

All the data given are for a temperature of ?77F (permea-
tion rate n,. mally varies exponentially with temperature 02 Slver 1.5 X 10"17

variation). Permeation rate is directly proportional to pros.
sure di~lerent~al in the case of polymers, and varies as the
square root of pressure differential in the case of metals.

ISSUr•i F93EUARY 1910
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FUMEAON IMF OF POLYUMER MATERIALS

TOMi 1Z41. PurmuaNftp Of PONme"e MONsIam 10s G*MQ ?T*F
(Reft snce 479: ad *W.R)

______ ______ PermeabilityNot"s 16- $cC/ac/crn
2
/miAstr

FoIlinw He NO Air
N 2  0.. 2 ____2

h~tyl 4.9 5.6 0.22 0.90 3. P I 0.2

30.5 17.5 4.8 13 24.I

Nealmens 10.3 3.4 0.89 3.0 1I.5 1.0

~ylar A 0.445 0.74 0.0031 0.019 0.90 -

Nylon 6 - 0.0064 0.023 .3-

Teflon is302.4 7.6 -

K*I-F 0.74 0.0025 0.028 0.11 -

I __ _ - - -- j 115

TOMi Ites. Pumnmbl of PORMN NWs M imu s Wtav at 7O

polymer 10- boc/bclm 2lmM1MMt

Natural rur 2600

Myoar A Ws.

Polyvinyl chloride 110

Nylon 6-6 W53516 (himidity depenident)

KeI-F 0.22

~ofte: A ..alsou.t and ecwhe~ w souree of permeability data Is Reference 152-12, "Permoabwiiity Data for
Awar~os e Appiestoma". Dhmols btalls of T~eehuolo Research Institute, Chicago, C'O.ntract ro. NA87-388,
AIThl Pnmiot CI0, Numb 199& .Ippemdl A.IRS of thi' handbook contains permeability conversion factors
troths % refuawe.
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MATERIALS IF= c

12.7 FMCTIOW CO MOEP MII

The design of comp,,ento whieh have peart in stldtng con. '. .
toet frequentty rmeuires come estioate of the oeffiieent of .
frlbtion at the sliding interface. Table IL7 contists of al
sumnuflU of published data eonsidered to bo of potential _ _

rvalus to the fluid component designer. .

Meot comprehensive stUdies of frktion voefiients have 0.7
evaluated the ofsets of some or Wk. of the folowins factors: IL

Umtpetatnre .
Suwse finishes 0.4I

Ae~ual centeet ase
Sliding vel0.2
Oxide and other films
I-Stiriant properties I'll "ONM NONMETAL,
Kew tra ~ OR NONMTA ON META

lDiverepawneiee between valesin. ' Tabla 13.7 for the sam*
material combinl•Uons obtained from dierent 3ourees may
be due to srch teetons or to differences in experimental
technique. 0.00

To supplement the available experimental u..'&a oC Table
13.7, 1Figure 13.?, based on hbinowies's surface energy A :" I FA
theory, Mes been iicluded to assibt in eatimatitg frictton IN HIGH VACUUM 04M MINERAL 0OL

(__) coPient values for materiel eombluatiosu not !iltod in 1 •IQ0 U00ID ;OMAL

T"ble IMt.. The extent of the sbadin in Figure 11.7 shows IN No 2

tbv probable nage q vaue, thOw being about & 90 percent I= A Who" CIL VT" iWcI•
prtbebllitj of gett'ng a point within the shaded niegon. wAU. , PA•TTYO ,

toN-W=IFANO
UQUIDETL M 000 SYNTIOETIC Wm•CANT

F"u 1W.. Mamiqs Prpose Fddis Cheat
A P uf l u h 4 M a n , I n--"

*1
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Table it-?. Stutic and l(Waeti h 6-0 Cw~uel ats (MIWnM0

- ~ ~ - - STATIC KWICIMIC M~C

ih%& V-1 fokme-FIded" *""mean
14-; ------------ - - ------ ---- -------- - O3 MS) ). H*,M) LC-I W% CrSC2I +1% tCr

LW ' - * -I .......... -------- ..... . 2.. 0.j14'2 ........... LW-I .WCi + 7%0% C

Lb~ LC5 'pk,044 euaw o.s Itk.I ........ -----------.. 24.2 1-4.2 0.0 40.1.") 14-S 90% CraO + 2MAA12%

---------------------------------------------------------------- 02 2742 as60,b MA

I~iS------------------------------------------ -----.2.3----------------------9lth

(in) Turbine oil (mcIilum mineral)
(A) etd 182- *AMatka Mitchwaiueal Enginoee's Haiti- (n) Olive oil

biosh," 6th edition, edited by T. () Palmitie acid
Dicmei*tr, McGraw-HUIl, New York, (q) Ricinoleic Reid

2~8.(r) Dry soap
(B) Hoft 42.1 Bowden, T. P. and Tabor, P., $#The .. () Lard

F-ienkaa and Lubricants of Solids,' Mt Water
Oxford, LondA., 1958. (u) Rape oil

(C) 'Ret 8W4 Blumon B. Z., and Anderson, W. J., (v) 3A-lu- oil

"'Advanced Bearing Technology," (w) Octyl alcohol

1 9C . Wy I percen. laurie acid In paraffin oil
(.0) Re(fiel-I- Braithwaite, E. R., "%.lid Lubricants (s) Cholesterol

'and Surfaces," Macmillan, New York, (Wa Water vaporI
13S4. (bb) Extreme pressure mineral oil

(E) Ref 494-1 1P.AbInovices, B., "Friction anad Wear of (fc) Graphited mineral oil
Materials,"~ Wiley, New York, 1065. (dd) Triehiorethylene

(F) q~et V,350 "Carbon Graphites for Hzh Tempera- (e) Alcohol
tuite iBearings and Seals," Technical (ff) Glycerine
Bu",'tin 863, Pu~re Carbon (Co., Inc., (gg"* SAEl 100:1
St. Mary's, Pa. (hh) MoS, resin-bonded film, estimated thickness

tG) Ref 400-2 "Kent's Mwhanical Engineer-s Hand- 0.005 In.

Carmichael, Wfley, New York, 1958. 0.0005 i
(H)He V.19 "Liisde Flame-Plathic' Mating Mate- 0ii) Lead monoxide
()RfV39 rials,"' Linde !)AV'siiof, Union Carbide (kk) Tin cjating

Corporaticrn Brorhture Y-1641B. (11) Gold coatingr(mm) Lead coating
U.3!ICNTS(nn) Silver coatingLUBICATS(c0) Gallium coating

(a) 01eic acid ~p) Liquid nitrogen
(b) ALuaxatic spindle oil (light mineral) (qq) FeS film, approximately 1000A (4 x 10O In.)
0e Castor oil thick
(d) Lard oil (rr) FcCCI
(e) Atlantic spindle oil plus 2 percent oleic acid (5s) Cer-imic-bonded MoS2 Min, 0.000 to 0.0003 in.
(1') M*,dium mjineral oil thick
Wg Medium inireral oil phius % percent olei2 acid (tt) Metal-matrix-bonded MoS, filmi, 0.0002 ýo 0.0003
(h) Stearic acid in. thick
(i) Grease (zinc oxide base) (uu) Silicone-resin-bDonded rMoB2 film, 0.0002 to 0.0003
0I) Graphite in. thiciL
(k) Tuirbine oil plus I percent graphite (vv) Phenolic-epoxy-bonded MoS, Mrw, 0.0002 to
(1) Turb~ne oil plus A pt~rcent stearic acid 0.0003 in. thick OE
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LUDRICANTS (Continued) (27) Johnson, Robert L., Godgr.-y, Douglao, and Visson,
(ww) Siler pateEdmond E., "Friction of Solid Films on Steel at High

(xx) Rolled filmt Sliding Velocities," R'ACA TN 11178, 1948
(yy) Metal-free phthalocyanine (28) Peterson, M. P.. and Johnson, R. L., "PbO and
(mu) Mos (sae also listings hh, as, tt, uu, and vv) other Metal Oxides as Solid Lubrie.ants for Toni-
(maa) Lead oxide (litharge) peratures to 1000' F," Lubrieation Eng.. vol. 13,
(bbb) Flake graphite no. 4, Apr. 1967, pp. 203-207
(CcC) Boron nitride :(29) Buckle,,, D. H., Swikert, M., and Johnson, R. L.,
(ddd) Stearates, metallic soaps "Frktion, Wear, and Evaporation Rates of Vari-
(ine) Octadecyl (steryl) alcohol ous Materials in Vacuum to 10-1 mmn Hg," ABLE
(fff) Liquid hydrogen Trans., vol. 5, no. 1, Apr. 1962, pp 8-23
(Mgg) Sodium (80) Wisander, D. W., Maley, C. E., and Johnson, R. L.,
(hhh) Oxide film "Wear and Friction of Filled Poly-etrafluoroeth-
(iii) Sulphide film ylene Compositions In Liquid Nltvogen," ABLE
(iji) Oil bath, viscosity 150 saybolt ur.ivqqrsai sec. Trans., vol. 2, no. 1, Apr. 1959, pp. 59-66
(hIck) Water and abrasive dust (31) Wilson. Proc. Roy Soc., A212, 450, 1952

(32) Peterseii, Apex 569 (G.E.C.) 31, August 1980
(838) Cosgrove, Sibley, and Allen, Annuat Meetfng of

SOURCESAm. Soc. Lilbricat!on Engs., Buffalo, 1959
(34) Barwell. F. T., and Milne, A. A., "The Liubrlca-

(1) Campbell, Trans. ASME, 1989 tCon ox Rough Strel Surfaces by a Series of Metal-
(2) Clarke, Lincoln, and Stmrrett, Proc. ANi, 1935 lic Soaps, N,). 1," Brit. J. Apri. Phys., Suppi. 1,
(8) Beare and Bowden, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 1985 pp. 44-48, 1951
t4) Dokos, Trans. ASME, 1946 (35) Barwel1, F. T., and Milne~, A. A., VIIth Int. Coag.
(5) Boyd and Robertson, Trans. ASKtE, 1945 App. Mechanics, London, 1948
(6) Sadis, Zeit. f. angew., Math. und Meeh., 1924 (36) Wisander, D. W., and Johnson, R. L., "Wear and
(7) Honda and Yamada, Jour. I of Mt., 1925 Friction In Liquid Nitrogen with Austernltic Stain-
(8) Tomlinson, Phil. Mar.. 1929 less Steel Having Various Surface Coatings," Ad-
(9) Morin, Acad. Roy. des Sciences, 1888 vances in Cryogenic Eng., K. D. Timmerhaus, el2.,

(10) Claypoole, Trans. ASME, 1948 Plenum Press, Inc., 1960, vol. 4, pp. 71-83
(11) T.'bor, Jour. Applied Physics, 1945 (87) Wisande,', )). W., and Johnson, R. L., "Wear and
(12) Eyssen, General !Diususion on Lubrication, Friction of Impregnated Carbon Seal Materials

ASME, 1937 in Li: uid Nitrogen and Hydrogen," Advances in
(13) Brazier and KJolland-Bowyer, General Dis~cussion Cryogenic Eng., K. D. Timmerhaus, ed., Plenum

on Lubrication, 4,SME, 193? Press, Inc., 1960, vol. 6, pp. 210-218
(14) Burwell, Jour. SAE, 194e. (38) Wisander, D. W., -nd Johnson, R. L., "Wear and
(16) Stanton, "Friction," Longmans Friction in Liquid .iitrogen and Hydrogen of the
(16) Ernst and Merchan t , Conference on Friction and Materials Combinat~ons Carbon-Stainless Steel

Surface Finidh, M.I.T., 1940 and Carbon-Carbon," paper presented at Air
(17) Gongwer, Conference on Friction and Surfac- Force-Navy-Industry Prop. Systems Lubricants

F~nish, M.I.T., 1940 Conf., San Antonio, Texas, 'Nov. 15-17, 1980
(18) Hardy and Bircuuiahaw, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1926 (b9) Kissel, J. W., Glaceer, W. A.. and Allen, C. M.,
'19) Hardy and Hardy, Phil. MaR., 1919 "Frictional Fehaviar of Sodiuni-Liubricated Mate-

2C) .1owden and Younig, Proc. Roy. So. 91rials in a Controlled High-Temperature Environ-
(21) Harday and Doubleday, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1928 ment," paper 61-LUBS-16, ASME, 1961
(22) Bowden and Tabor, "The Friction and Lubrication (40) Shooter and Tabor, Proc. Phys. Soc. B65, 661, 1952

of Solids," Oxford (41) Stupp, J. Amer. Soc. Liub. Engs., 160, April 1958
(23) Shooter, Research, 4, 1951 (42) Kirgsbury, ASLE Lubrication Conf., Torornto, Oc-

(24, Harris, Jay C., "Films and Surface Cleanliness," tober 1957
Metal Finishing, vol. 44, nos. 8-9, Aug-Sept, 1946, (43) Morin, Nouvelleis experience sun le frcttement;

p.328-333; Ks-3%8 faites a MIetz;, 1831 Ann. mines, 3d ser., vol. 4;
(2) Nelson, H. R., "The Primary Oxide Film on Iron," faites a Metz, 1832, Ann. mines, 3d ser., vol. 6;

Jevr. Chem. Patys., vol. 5, no 4, Apr. 1937, pp. faites a Metz, 1833 Ann. mines 3d ser., vol. 10; or
252-259 Paris, Bachelier 1832, 18,14, 1835. Also, Nouvelles

(26) Pomey, J., "Friction and Wear,' NACA TM 1318, experiences sun l'adherence des pierres et des
U152. (Trans. of Le I rottement et l'usure, Rapport bniques, le fnottemenit des axes de rotation. la var,-
Technioue 36, Office Nat,. d'.-.tudes et de Recherches at-on du tensioi des vourroies ou cordes sans fin,
Aereuautlques. Travaux du Groupement F~rancals Parist, Carillan Gocury, 1838. Summary of the re-
pour le Developpement des Rt.~henckhes Aeronav suits of Coulomb, Renn~e, zund Morin may be found
tiques (G.R.A.), 1048)
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d. Veretns s. Fordrung de Goewerbefltses, in Roy. a". (London), Vo. li, 1801
Proumeen, vol. 16, 1837 (46) Chase, "Practice and Tbhory in Clutuh Dedign,"

(44) Kingsburj, "Experiments on the Friction of Trans. 5A3, 1911, Part It
Screws," Trans. ASME, vol. 17, 1896 (47) Wenrleh, University of P1tbb1kro
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1U. PROPRKTIEn OF FLUID& 97drwdae
S4-V 117-1 131-400*

Storabei IPropellants 84.20 131-35 86-80*
84-14 486-1 773.10* 81-110* 354 3874
64-19 491-1 35-18'* ".AS 46-.
81.4 493-1 35-20** 81-4 1045-
831-1 287-4 35-210*0 "er Pemidec1y4um 3418*8- 5 155-1 493-1* 509-30* 44.174 45-3* 8-.8*0

Ut-15 478.1 522-1' 35-19** I.q"Id Jlyduopn106-10 486-1 698.1"* 36-200 349 150 44-$20
Water 35-21t: "-1& 187-4 IO,-30

13-1 5068-1 4 76-7: 114 4W4
400-2 0(4-1 Liqi Oxygen

Hyraulie FId. nesu-9 131-35 104-30
42-1 V-274 U-. 2874

Gases 45
34-15 248-1 152-70 C22-10 '- eem th ylbhdragio
132-1 486-1 556.1* 531. 44-15 267.4 104-8'155-1 493-1 551-1. 698-1** 181-.3 452-3 181-40"0

Fuming Nitrk Acd
1U PRCPERTIES OF POLYMERS 2841 0 4-8"

lastermoe Ntr Tetrersd
19-227 65-28 4-47"17 44-80) 86.0*O
66-19 65-20 34 ?10 287-4 44-32*
56-1 479.1 44-15 -453-2 104-30

Plastics 81-4 5W091 778-1*0
1-279 65-31 104-4" 131-.5 36-29* 131-40**19-236 W;-10 Onyln D10horide

65-30 310-1 4-9 131-35 131-40*0
44-15 104-3* 44C-4**

Puntaweme
124 PROPERTIES OF METALS 357. 287-4 104-3'

44415 453-2 13i-40**
'03-29 286-4 2 56-S• 847.4* 647-7*181"2 86.30*
286-3 8- 6? 647-5 55s4-10 Pce, Fluoride

1367* 1 4-15 452-2 131-400*
136-7* 286-6 547-3* 547-6 1 .3 11-25 496-1

125t PROPELLANT CHEMICAL -2 104-3
COMPATIBILITY Uuymwetrieal Dlrethylbydrauxe

34-9 131-25 043
Aerhlesisf 0-85A n-4�34-20 10.3834-20 287-4 131.400*81-4 34-20 104-30 44-15 4U.-2

34-9 131-25 131-40**
Ammonia

44-15 452-2
287-4 104-.3 12.6 PERMEABILITY

Chlorine TrIfluor~ie and Poutafluorids 476-1
34-:) 131-25 104.3* 607-1"* 476-2
35-6 287-4 35-19** 507-2"* 15q-12**
44-15 452-2 131-404* 86-3**

Diborane
505-1**
131-40**

Fluorine
3S-9 131-25 36-38*0
44-15 287-4 .83-10"*
44-16 104-3* 9
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Metals Dectibility with Cheaning Temperature Distance rm the Sun, as • Function of

I&S . 2.l b . S tiff e n in g o f E l as t one r s a t L o w T e m p e ra tu re et
134.7. 'T'ht Solar System

13..L2c. Forne-Temperature Diagram
1.7.1. Dissociation of Iron intm Solution

I&G.2.2a. Tensile Strength of Varions Alloy Systems as
a Function of Increasing Temperature 13.7.9. Oxidation-Reduction Procesj

13.5.2.2b. Oxidation Rate of Refractory Metals 13.7.3.3a. A Composition Cell

13.5.2LZe. Typical Creep Curvee 13.7.3.3b. A Composition Cell Formed by Scratching Tin-Coated Steel

13.5J.2d. Stress-Tire Curves at High Temperatures
13.7.3.3c. Concentration Cells J)ue to Dirt, Cracking, or

13.5.2.3a. Temperature Compensated Pressure Regulators Scale

Sl6E.2.4. A Solid Sur-fact Showin g the Oxide Laser and 18.7.9. Resiwtonce of Aluminum• Alloys ,'o Stress lbor.

Adsorbed Liquid Contaminants rosion Crackihr

13.G.3.6. jsointenrity Contours for Electrous and Protons 13.7.15.3. Use of an Impre-wed Voltage for Cathodic Pro-
tection of an Underground Pipe
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ENVIRONMENTS PRESSURE TERNMOWSYI

13.1 INTROXUCTON 13.2.2 Termhm~ Related to Pmeasir,
The purpose of the Xnvirownents Section Is to (1) describe AbY." o um poomr
the kinds of enviroanments ancot;,tered In the rocket *sys Ther,! to no general agreemenit as to a quantative defilni~on
temn, the atmosphere, and in space; and, (2) dimiuss the of the term higuh prvivstrer. Bleyond the fact U*4nt high pres-
Implications of en~vironmental extremers on fluid --omponent sure is In excess of one atmosphes e, engineers working
design. The tockwt sy-%emn environment Is described with with hydraulic systems. pneumatic systems, or propellant
respect to pressure (Sub-Section 13.2), temperature %Aub. feed systems have stignificantly differing concepts as te the
Section 11.5), and acceleration, shock, and vibration (Sub-. magnituds inmplied by the term high pressure. For pur-
Section 18.3). The atmospheric environment 14 dlrncuised In lsea of this handbook, the following definitions are~ used:
Sub-ection 13.4. Tb, space environment (Sub-Section Loprsueon tmhrtto5,1si
18.6) in characterized by vacuum, particle and electro- Loprsueonatspe4to09si
magnetic radiation, meteoroids, P-id zero gravity, an well Medium pressure: 500) to 30Gd) psia
ua the environments of the planeis of the solar system. High pressure:. 3000 to 10,000 p~sia

Although not strictly an environment, corromlon whc Ultra high prehasurp: aLwpe 10,000 psi..
results from atmospheric or rocket system environmenta P,-eppire r.'quirerreu for fluid components are usually
is discussed In Sub-Section 13.7. More detailed rocket
propellant c~omarptibility data Is given In Sub-Seckion 12.5. si.ecified In terms of operating pressure, proot pressure,

an4 burst pressure. These terms; are defined as follows:
Anvironmental testing Is treated speeifically in Sub-
Section 15.7. Operwating on'esure: the m..ximumn pressure to ~which a

compon~ent will be sabJected during normal, anticiiated
service.

Proof preca2Wwe: a pressure above the operating pressure
which provides an operationil Flifety margin. Thia safety
margin accounts for factors sucl: ils unusual dyncipie con-

18.2 PRESSURE ditlons, for Instance pressure surges which can, provide

13.2. INTRODUCTION transient pressure conditions in excess of a norm~~l oper-sting pressure. A component mui3t be designed to with-
13.2.2 TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO PRESSURES stand sustained exposure to its proof pressure witn no

ABOVE ONE ATMOSPHLRE degradation In its operational performance. For airborne
I3LL: DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH systems the proof pressure is often specit'ied as 1.5 to 2

PRESSURE times the operating pressure. (See Sub-Topic 14.7.1.)

13,.3.2 Dimensional Changs Burst pressure. a non-operational pressure level in excess
18.28. Acteatiem Forces of the proof pressure, established to provide an additional
18.2..4 Structural Integrity margir. of safety to the 'eomponent in the event of

unac'kedvled pressures in excess on the uperational level.
13.2PRESUREThe component must be capable ot withstanding the
13.2PRESUREburst pressure without structural failure to assure that

there Is no hazard to personnel or equipment. The con.-13.2. 1 IhdUe tIO pot.ent Is not normally required to meet op.%rational per-
The subject of presZ.Ure Can be divided Into two major forraance after expou.4ue to itsa bural. preawuro. Burst
categorlie: (1) pressures above one atmosphere and, (2) requirements have been met if the component has not
pressures below one amosphsies. Pressures above one at. ruptur-d, even though leakigv is excessive end other
moamphere are encountered primarily as system presirures operational performance parameters are out of specifica-
(Internal environment) while pressures encosintered below tion by virtue of some permanent damage to the
one atmosphere include aerospace environmental pressurep component. Usual standards for groond equipment
as well an vaucuum system pressures. The range of pres- specify burst pressure at four times the operational level
sures through whichs aerospace 3,,id components may be for non-shock conditions. Onl airborne equipment, burst
expeted to operate In the near future varies from a low pressvres are commonly defined as two times the opees-
pressure approximately 10 " torr (mm Hg), which is the tional prersure. (See Sub-Tepic 14.7.1.)
&pproximnate prassure of interplanetary space, to a high
internal system pressure of arproximniely 10,000 psi.
Tab!. 13.2.1 presents the range of pressures encountered, Airborne equipment design is commonly based on nroof
Im~posed either by the system or by thaa natural arr.-blent pressure. Minimum dimensions are determined using proof
environment. Since the 4esaign considerations fur pressui es pressure loading and an allowable design stre~ss to some
holow one atmosphesa are treated under "Space Vacuum" fraction of the yield strenipth. Values of .50 to 90 percent

) n Sub-Topic LC2 these paragraphs are limited to design of the yield stress are commonly employed for making

considerations for pressure above one atmosphere. de3ign calculations, with the specific value beinj. dependent
ISSUD- FLDRARY 97013.2 -1
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W~A O~hI~RATO~hENVIRONMENTS

tuNs K±1.Preewia KnInVenm At hr VuGlsm 8101I-m eW Csmpsneft

Extreme Vacuum Space environmental nressure; affects Rpacecraft operativg in the space and lunar
10-"' - 10 " mm Hg environment.
UWtva-High Vacuu.m Includes the upper region of thim 1-noaphere and the exosphtere; affeetii missiles,
10' - 10 " mm HC spa.~e boosters, And spacecraft.

HrEigh Vft.uum Includes the ionesphere; afrects missiles, space boosters, irnd spae.,craft.
10-a - 10- "mm Heg

Medium Vacuum Includes the upper region of the stratosphere; afTects mlmslehs.
1 -10 ,mm Ile
Ro-igh Vacuum Includes t.L4o trmposphere and lc-Ner stratosphere; affectis missilusa and ..ircTraft.
14.7 psi - Imir Heg

1 Atmosphere E~arth ambient atmospheric pressure; afflects Pi components and systems.
14.7 - 100 psi flydraulic and pneumatic contro: syistems, inclt'dirot attitude control for space

vehich a. Regulated 1uiopellant pressurant on some missileik. Low pressure rotary
pumpv.q

100 - 560) psi Hydraulic and pneumatic t'on~rol systems. Regulatod pressurants for liquid bipro-
pellant rocket engines for space vehicles.

5oo - I(" Pai Liquid rocket propulsion system for -tttltude contiol of lunar space vehicle. High
pressure vane ard pea.e punrps.

1000 - 2000 pisi Current and future fuel pressures for aircraft systems. Mobile equipment.

2W00 - 3090 psi Stored pressurants for spa,,e ve~hicles and missile propiflsio" mystemns. Higth pres-
Pure piston pumps.

3000 - 5000 psi Stored pressurents for missile and spacecraft propulsion systems.

5MO0 - 6000 psi P~roposed high pressure hydraulic pistun pumps. Maximum capability of available
axial piston pumprI

CO00 - 1,oo ,0 Pai High pressure radial piston pump and actuators.

10,000 - 30,000 psi Liquid springs and spring shocka used on suspension anid landing gear systema.
High energty shock abiorbers and accumulators.

30,004) - 50,000 prI Fluid c-)mpressibility devices ior research and development.

onn fabrication ri',dmaterial char.Asderistics, surface Sub-Seetio .3 G.3 and 6.4, "Seals," These parairaphs treat
finishes, and accuracies with which actual stresses can be the subject of design and selection of static and dynamaic

predicted. Stressen must also be checked at the burst pres- seils.
sure to deterr it :'at teie ultimate %.trength of the mate- 13.2.&.2 D~IMENSIONAL CHANGE.S. Dirnensional changes

occurring under pressure loading must be carefully con-
* den ed in the design of components which must operate at

13.2.3 Design -4rnsiderations for High Pressure elevated pressures. Strains resulting from presa. ire loading
In the following Detailed Topics, problem areas associeted can adversely nifect component operation, particularly
with the design of irt .1 components for high pressure are where there are mnvpirn parts with very c1cue tolerances.

discused.13.2.3.3 ACTUJATION FORCES. High pressure foresa ur.

13.2.3.1 LEAK AGL eakage, one of the mist common unbalanced valving elements such as balls, butterflies, gates,
problems with fluid components~, is usually magnified aii and poppetu result In the need for hign aciuation forces,
the- j:essure level is increa.,ted. Exceptions are certain particularly where fasý' actuation times are required. Spool
pressure loaded, or pressure ernergized, seats which develop valves ar~d balanced poppet designs aire commonly used for
higher sealin- forces as pressure levels Increase. The 'tub- high pressure valves to avoid tine problems experienced In
.iect of leukage is covered in the f-illowing sections wý the unbalanced designs. Balanced poppets are discussed briefly
handbook: in Detailed Topic 5.2.5.2.

Sub-Topic 3.11.5, "Tcrtuous Passages." Thnese par-agraphs 13.2.3.4 STIIUCTURAL INTrEGRITY. Tht, housinZ of a
cover 'he basic theory of leakage flow and presents data fluid compornent is essentially a pre~sur? vtosel which mi.1t
on the permeation of irases th 'oi -h various materials. be designed for structural integrity under premsure loading. k

13.2 -2 15UPRCOI: MAYC Its,



A& the housing of fluid oompoimeuts often involves complex Rwermeaf 401.1 pres.w'ts formulae fer detemining digs..
shapes, the doesig ner ds eW4mb h-e tess ea'ays and the tinulty streusses In a variety of p'ressure vese "esgwt.
noe of adequate safety faotors with laboratory testing. The tiocs.
struea analysis of fluid efipoflents is ubI5II based on mak It ýUw thickngu Is small compared to the r"dus of
It,# slmppl~ing, assumptions as to shape, and analyzing the curvature (loss Woan one-tenth the radius) and ther are
component In terms of simpleo figuras of revolution such an odsotnile uha hr ed nmrdoa us
cylinders and spheres. bending of the vessel walls can be negleted, I..., tite mom-
Ths walls of a pressure veossil in a form of a surfaf of brans stresse across the* wall thickness can be considered
revolution are stressed simultaneously ft) three mutually ase Liformly distributed. A vossel satisfying these "1pl.
perpendicular axes (a triauial state of stress) ohe the fying assumsptions is defined as a thin wall vessel. Formislae

vesel s sbjetedto nifrtoIntrna orextrna przorrp. for stress and radial displacement (ballooning) for thigh

Theew three stresse, illustrated in Figure 18..38.4 are de- adthnwlocyircladspecl oou o v
finedu folem-are givan in Table 18.2.&4.

ueridional Stress (WO.: Atress In a closed ended pressure Acmay efound in Sub-Setion 14.7.-ndadstu
vessl along a line repre nsetn the intersection of the ves- efun nSbSeto 47

sel wall and a plans containing the axis of the vessel. TV%
cylinders, meridional stmeto iSsynonymous with Imeagh~dinl
and .l.I stress.

Cl'eumferential or Hoop Stress (e.): stress acting Utang.-
tially to the vsosel wall In a plate normal to the axils of the

Radial Stress (r,) :tress meting sicross the wall result~n 13.3 ACCELERATIONS SHOCK, AND VIBRATION

from the pressure against the ve3se wall. 13.8LI IN'FIMODUCTION
188.2 DYNAMIC FORCE ENVIRO~NMENT

18.8.8. Dynamaic Fercess During Missile
Ascent

18.3.22 Dysamlc Foresa DuringSpoecs nogt
18.3.2.8 Dynamic Perus During Re-Entry

18.33 ACCELERATION
- 18.3. SHOCK

I 41 Roaren 8e Evronm ent

t83 he k.Riu heEects of .1c vibroatleu

1331Intrsductloe
Pigwe W13.LA. Strueseu In. pa 1essag Vow Dynamlc forces reualting from acceleration, shock, and

vibration can present a challenge to the fluid component
designer. This Sub-Section deiscribee the dynamic environ-
ment to which aerospace fluid cumnponsuta sr% subjected.Both meridional and circumferential stress* are called end design tuchniques for minimizing the effects of these

dlsprsg owm~wbaee sreses. he ispaceent cased environments. Shock and vibration environment will af~ect
by munbrano stresse result In bonsdlu stresses which art component design more than aectisration environment be
significant in thick wall vessels Additional stresss Which caves of the resonance phenomeron associated with vibra-
ane important, particularly In closed ended, stiffened, or tion. The actuel dynamic loads on aerompace components
non-uniftrm prussure vessels, are discontinuftp stremss. cannot be predicted in ma~ny instances, bmcause the she*kU These stresum are caused by bending shear due to abrupt and vibration naditions have complex wave forms whizh
changes in wall thickness or nwsrlidonal slope and are super- cannot be described by mathematical analysis. Because of
imposed upon membrane stresses. the"e complex way" forms and msonsnno phenotanna, the

ISSUED, FI31PUARY 1970 13.3.1 -1SUPRICsgoES. MAV It"4
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(
Table 13.3.34. Peimulee fw Uremia u.,d O.fwmdgu..e Wi Presaure Weigh

(Refefvflce �I**)

INWbW�LLE ifeimi

- Unifonn mt .n&J (o�
external) preeaure, p, " t
the/tn'

t
R

Radial ?Isplaeem.nt - T (� - ye.,.) where r Poie.ess tatlo
3xternal cellapainrg � � ±4

where e conpresaiv yield point of material. Thu formula is

for nonelastie failure and 1 old. only when > pr.pe,,doma)

Cyli.driual limit.

I
Uniform internal (or
external) pressure, p. C"

Radial displacement - -�( I a)

Spherical

development of fluid eompouents depends more on testing disturbances Increase sharply. Or cc past sonic speed, nero-
than on design analya�is. The sources of acceleration, vi. 4yr arnie excitation diminishes until stag. separation, when
bration. and shock inputp include engine ignition shocks, the vehicle is subjected to shoek fcrees r�.aulting fr.m �.

combus'Aon instability. "ocket engine acoustic pressures, ploding bolts tad/or second stage engine ig�itioa.
aerodynamic tore.., fuel sloshing, engine burnout, and stage
and satrlbte separation forces. Typical flight acceptance speciflc�.tiona tor wiv�ral vehicle

types arv given in Tables 133 ila and 1S.3.2.lb. Thee,
specifi�aUona are for iliustr.atk�n only and the vnIue are

13.3.2 �)ynamlc Force Environment not the values maasured an flight.

13.3.2.1 IYNAMIC FORCES �UR1NG MISSILE AS. 13.3.2.2 DYNAMIC FORCES DURING SPACE FLIGHT.
VENT. The inititil luunch phase of a space vehicle is char- Vibration and shoc!� may be mnre serious during sr'�ce flight
neterized by engine ignition end a�i intense acoostical fleic than during �he launch phase. This � ould be p&rticularly
front the rocket engine exhaust which is rcflected fg�om the 'rue in a mission which requires maneuvering for rendce-
ground to the launch vehicle. As the lai�nch vnicle rises, vous or for transfer between or�ita and/or soft landing by
iti� ncoust:cal excitation diminishee until the vehicle ap- throttliig. sources of dynamic forces include maneuverinr
i)Ioawhe� the speed of sound, at which time aerodynamic and landing en.rines (start, shutdown, random, and discrete

13.3.2 -1 55USD PES�UANY �9/*
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ENV!ONMENTS THIOK-WALLO P SUM V

Uniform !nternakin 0 m MlmR 0.

M"dh iormeure, p, •, -04.-p 'b - ) l o. p

11•/19 at iln.vr surface
(kwatudinal preoure
Mor o or "te nall r ') Max 6, - p a t inner murtaee

beMax,. -- ,A

at inner surface

S,'mj where. .- shbar aitre

nlf -' w e x te n a l 0 . - l b '
.adki prmumrp, ,. - O ,.- p -ju- Max,-
lbt/on' at inner surface

b, Max w, -- p et outer surface

Max r. - % Max r. at Inner surface

p. Ve -' Ma' e - Max e. r

in All divbt-on at inner suttees

Of , P a(b' -p ) Max Of - p at innnnr uurfrf

Un(form InernO a'(jb' .at.p b + Sal

preessue, p, lb-/ia' q " ""n - p • - Max e. -- ax Ct -- p 2(b' _, a')

at inner vurfafe

, -- p a) Max Of - p at Inner surface

Max . -- p 7 ( at inner surface

51USD:4 rAY I541.S2

'( • P z S(b'- ) -a-F ' + U b- ~' -n)( -,

S•;Llorm ex~enad be &14- 2rl) 3b

prossure, p, lb-/in' M.. o- -p r b , ax e.-,/ o--p(b -Ma w

at lunaer surface

#, p -•Max, of p at outor surface

~r 3-b`'~i v - ' (I - ) Ab a "i +" ", 2b' - p,) - ,p
EL '0 '



bYNA~W fORCES m4 VIONMEWS

T*O 13.J.1s. ... w i Sswtiasmi Two Oweem

LAUNCH VIHMIGLI ACILINRATION* VIBRA?10No

AtdeslAgena 1.6 tOine maximum combined Mdse %: 5.250 cpa, ±1.38
thrust and lateral acceleration 560-400 pea, &3.7g

400-S00 ael, 0?.41

Mode b: 6-2I0 cpa a1.81
380-400 lpu, .
400.2000 elm, * . g

Mode C: 30.1190 cps, 0.023 Steps
150-300 ape, increasini by 3 db/octav,
300-2000 cps, 0.045 1gecpa

Mods D: Resonance point between 00 and 75 ops,
or Go 01; It no major torsional raw
nance, .6 redise

Thrust Augmented Delta 1.8 times maximum third Mod* A: IC-80 cps, At.Sg
(TAD) stage thrust 1-"00 ape, 0g.51

500.9000 ape, t21.01
Made B: 10-18 claps, *.Og

18-500 ape, *t.31

500.2000 cps, *4.01

Mode C: 0.-2000 ape

11.8 gnsm

Mode D: Not re4uired

scout 1.8 times maximum fourth Mode A: 10.83 cps, *12 intsee constant velocity
strp thrust 6,-100 am * l0. |

100-2000 alm, *7,5g

Mode B: 8-180 cps, * 1.51
180-400 cps, *3.01
400.3000 cps, *7.51

Mode C: 20-20 ,t 0 0 ael
0.07 , /cps
11.8 g-ne4

Mode D: Nct re4 u~rod

I's vary with spacecraft weight

,M Mode A: Sinusoidal - Thrust Axis (2 bctaves/minute)
Mode B: Sinusoidal -- Two Lateral Axes Mu•ually Peipendicular (2 octaveslminute)
Mode C: l'tando;n -- "hrust and Lateral Axes (4 minutes, tacit axis)
Mode b*: Torsional - 'Thr'st (2 pulses) _

I1
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ENVIRONMENTS DYNAMC F@iC

(Resm f-I e Q4 1W n

UESIGN CONDITION !NTINSITY OR RATE CYCLE OR TIME RiMARKlS

1. LaunchtAacent Vibration
a) For iternal spacecraft 0.0 11 /oepe to 0.25 #gleps 20-300 epe C)verall level 19.6 RMU

comnponen ts inereaqlni by 3 dbloctave
0.25 i3tlpe 300.1200 cpa
n, 25 gVepe to 0.09 gt21ps 1200-CO0 cp,
with rcil off at 6 dbioctave

b) For att•rnal spaea:raft 0.01 gIlop. tn 0.4 p2/cps 20-800 cps Overall level 19.5 RMS apihiee
increaaing at 3 dbo.otive to such components as sun snn.

sora, solit panela, etc.

0.4 glIope 800-1500 cpa
0.4 12/cps to 0.3 g2/ops I00-A00 cps
with roll off at 8 dbloctave

L. Aceeletation 4.g pealP 420 secoade Applies to *cent phase; launch
phase negligible

8. Oook 2500F peak 50.10,000 cps For componentu near satellite/
booster intcrface

480l peak 80-10,000 ape For componets connected to
Interface by truss assembly

frequencies of thrust variation), touchdown, and retdeas-
vouss It .houid be noted. however, ttat even though a Entry
fluid component used on the space vehicle may not be by
operating at the time of the earth launch, it will still be decay
subjected to launch forces and must be deeine-1 to with- .roWn
stand the bdvmevs effects of acceleretion end vibration Direct entry Direct entry satel.
loads. Table 13.8.2.2 presents tylcal Apollo Lunar atescape at orbital lite
Module dynamic environment data. Planet velocity velocity orbit

* --5 ,20' 9(0 ie'='L'20° 90•
13.3.2.3 DYNAUIC FORCES DURING R&E.NTRY. Ae. -

celerationr well in excess of values duririg launch can be Venus 28.6 112 826 14.3 56 163 8.9
experien-ed by spacecraft durl!tg entry or re-entry tr the j!arth 28.3 111 324 14.3 55.5 162 u.5
planet's atmnosphere. Mars 1.6 6.3 18.3 0.8 3.2 9.2 9.2

Expwted vallies for deceleratlon experienced during entry where 1 in the re-entry angle wi~h the horizontal, and decel-
or re-er' ry to the planets are as follows (Reference 831.1): erations are given in earth g's.

( )
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T*l. 12.L2.2. Soaeeeeft DYnemla DUIPs AswlvoutNG1ent fe, SOU, aIAPulf LUuW MsWkM

D118102N CONDI TION INTENSITY OR RATE CYCLE CA TIMS REMARKSI

a) LaunclilAscent 0.010 g2icps to 0.06 g2 IL~pg 15-100 -'Ps 30 minutes for each of three mutually
linear inererse pekpentlicular axes

0.06 g2lcps 100-1000 cpe

0.06 g2 /cpii to 0.015 g2 /cps 1000-2000 cps
linear decreasc

b) Space Flight 0.012 g2slcps ,'o 0.04 gn/cps 15-100 cps 10 minutes for each of three nnrtually
linear Increas perj~ndlc~alar axes

0.04 g2/cpg 10020(o cps

V.04 g2,,cps tc. 0.015 q2 /cps 200-2000 cps
L~near decrease

c) Lumi.' Descent 0.0015 g2 lcps to 0.01 g2 /cpa 10 t50 cps 10 minnutes for eaci of throe mutually
linepr increase perpendicular axes
0.04 CS/cps 60-200 cps

0.04 g2 /cps to 0.0015 g2 /ecpa
lintAr decrease

2. Sinizoidid Vibration

on random -ii ration. Trhe sinusoidalL.og 10-18 cps vibration ahall b-ý swept log rthmice.'y

1.0- 18g 18 -78 cps from 5 to 2000 clpa In 6 minutes for each

of throe mutual'dy rerpendicuiar axes.
"b8g pe~s) 78-2G0O cps

~)Space Flight LOW to 4.7g 5-5 o E'usoidal vibration ahall b:e r'aperlmposed
linear *ncrease on rantiom vibration. '-43ctiwdak iribration

4.7w ~shall be awopt logatrithmicitily from 5 to
4.7p 50-20 cps 2000) cps in 2 -ninutes for each of three

2.5V 200-100 031 cp Tuttually perpendicular axes..

2.og lC30-20v.0 cp.

c) Lu'iar D)escent 2.0 to 16.0g 10-50 cps Sinutoidal vibration sh_*i be auperimposed
linear incre~se on random ribration. The ianua'oidal

vibration *"iall be swept logaitithmically
fror.. 5 to Z000 cps in 6 minutes for each
of three mutujAy perpendicular axs .

3. Prelaunch Vibration 0.5 inch D.A. 5-7.2 cpa Vibration to he applied along thr-.
ins'tually perpendicular ax:)s at 112 octave

*U.g 7.2-27.5 cpa per minute.
0.036 inch D.A. 27.5-52 cps

6.Og 52-500 cps

4. Acceleration log * 2g 5 minutes in Each of three vTautually pierpendicular
each direction axes

~.Shock *i5g peak 10 ms$ Modified shock-pu!%ae to sawtooth, I 5V
peak, 10 to 12 m rvise aim'? and 0 to 2 me
delay time; 3 shocks in eac4 of three
muatually perpendicular directions.
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ENVIRONMENTS ACCELKRATICIN

13.3.3 Accelerationj

The bLA.c "tffect of acceleration is. at force equal to the
product of the acceleration and the mass or the acceler-
ated part. tcceleraation forces are encounterei in all
vehicles which start from mest and achieve a given
velocity. Accelerat~on forces are also mrherent in shock
ar~J vibration. Acceleration testing is tre~ted in Sub-topic
15.7.3.

Acce..vration is commnonly given in terrestrial g units where
one g equals 32.1740 ft,,.c' To obtain the forces of a body
in a different growitativial fiele or under acceleration, the POORP
woight under a one g weceleration or f~rrestrial weight is
multiplied by the number of g units. For exam~ple, a valve.1
which weight 10 vountds while at rest on earth weighs 100
pounds under an acceleratior or gravitational field of 10 g'm
(821.74 ft/se,').

Under acceitration loadr, spring-koaded peppets may be _
eration force must be less than thie spring force to prevent
a poppet from openting (assuming there is no pressure force
A simple' design technique to avoid unseating a valve poppet
under acceleration is to orient the valve closure such that
the direction of acceleration in norma! to the poppet. Assum- GOOD 0w0o

Ing that the increased elot-Ing force does not adversely effect
the oplaing of components such an relief valves and rega-
lators, the component can bc oriented 3Uch that acceleration Fig 13.33Sa. Poppet Orientationis to AVO&' Vallve OpenliAp
forcta tend to close the poppet. Component orientation to ~ ~ e eainFe
avoid valve opening in an acceleration field is illustrated
in Figure 13.3.3a. An increase in the spring stiffness or a
decrease in the weight o; the spring plus poppet. are also
recommevided design techni,4ues to avoid mo'-ement of the

valve poppet Lnder acceleration 'oads.

spring-loaded masses is to add a mass compensator, also X//1
knowi ws a counterbalsince. A schimistic illustrating the
application of a mass comnpensator is shown in Figure c
13.8.8b. A n application of this type of compensator in a
pressure regulator controller is shown in rigure 5.4.5. The
controller is extremely sensitive to small deviations InMA OPNTO
downstream regulated pressure and magnifies the error
bE '.wean arctual and desired values of regulated pressure by
means of a pilot valve. It is important that any movement /
of the controller wass b~v prevented when subjected to accel-
eration.

Since the accelerati on lo~Ads will act through the center of
gravity of the component, overhung moments should be CG FSSE
avoided by locating the erntroid of the attathir~g fasteners THROUGH PIVOT

as close as poPstlbic to the component's center of gravity.

13.3.4 Shiock Figure 13.3.3b. A Countertilznced Spring-Loade4l Poppet
Shock, sometimes referred to as impulse or Impact ioading,MesCmeato
may be defined %a a suddenly applied load of short duration,

*?SStJED: FEBRUAkY 1g70 13.3.3 -1
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VKJRAT@N ... EMVIOWMNTS

The magnitude of a shock load is usuall) high but the time 18.1.4.2 DESIGN TECHNIQUES FM MINIMIZING TUB
duration .f l~oadig is relativ-ely small. The characteristic EIFFECTS OF CHOCK ENVIRONMEXT. NiAht deSig
of a shock load *Whih makes It different from a static ba&A techniques are:
to the time requiredl fot the fort,@ to rise from caer to a 1) Locate the Auid component so that the sensitive oelemets
maximum, compared to the natural period of vibration of 60o not coir~cids with the direction of greatoet shock (See
the structure. In general, the following statements will rigure 13.3.3a).
apply:
1) If the time of load application Is low, tian or s-half the 2) Mount the component so that the housing or brackuts
naturall puriod of tb-s structure, it is definitely an Impact abeorL the shock load.
3oad. 8) For sprinit-Ioaided d~vies (eog., valve closure.) use
2) If the time of load applization is greater than 3 times lightweight parts oi incr2%se spring load t*i overcome ex-
the natural period of the structure, It is definitely a static pseted shock loads.
load. 4) Provide counterbalancing for sensitive spring-loaded

The response of the structure under shock conditions ha masses such as the controller of a pressure regulator (Fig-
characteristics similar to those of syptems under vibration. ure1;d a)
The initial deformation of the stri-flure is large. ind then 5)edeecsivclraeineangadbshg.d
Is damped to a harmonic oscillation which finally gse. to 5 tde xesv laac nbaig n uhns

sero. The intensity of the response of a structure to a us 6) Add rubber biimpers to cushi-a motlAaf plungers.
loading will depend on how close the structural or natural 7) PraviAs damping to dissipate the Impulse energy.
frequency in to the forcing frequency. It should be noted
that for anything other than a single element structure 8) Provide shock Isolation by itaounting senstive elements
diera may be a number of natural frequencies correspond- on .".wa absorbeas. fhock testing is #reated -n SGzb-topie
Ing to virlous elevaents in the compone-t.1572

A load factor of 2 applied to the equl ialent static load '.3.6 VNbsO",I caused by the Impulce in normally considered goo4 desi,,n
prox-tice. Thisis a saft load fw-to?;, ha~vter, In many cases Vibration Is a periodic or random displacement of a body
it may be too high. A further discusiion on ishock loading from its equilibuium S~osition. Ali bodies posmemng mass
and load factors is given in Sub-Section 7.3. and elotkiety are subject to vibration doug or trminerse

Wt.n~jy axis or the body. This Sub-Topic treat* periodic
£xeipJ.:vibration only, while random vibration le discused in

A valve ihich weighs 5 pounds under an acceleration Sub-Section 7.3. Sub-Topic 15.7.1 treaft vibratlou testutg

oFin one dsg n issujetd deto Eho:. ipc odn .b Vibration -nay be f-'ee or forced. Free vibratiot in an elastic
Findthedesini oad ue o chcksystem refers to a system free nf imprema4 forces but under

Eqivletstti oa =5-L- X lbs = 950 Ibe the action of forces inhn-ent in the system itself. A freely
Equvaen satc oa X50 vibrating system will vibrate at one or more of its natural

Desin lad =2 X250 bs 500losfrequencies. Foreed vibration i efers to a vib-ating system
Desin lod =2 X 50 Iis 500lusunder the expitation of an external force, i.e., m forcing

Tue load factor of 2 may ha,,. beon applied to the static function. The frequency of the exciting force is Independlent
rtress or t'o the C loading instead of the static load, of the natural friquency of tha aysem&. When the frequency

of the exciting force coincides with one of the natural fre-13.3.4.1 SOURCES OF SHOCK ENVIRONMENT. -Sources quencies, resonance will occur. Representative vibrationof shock environment include. onvirorments are given in Table 18.U..

a) Rocket engine ignition shock 18.3.5.*: RESONANCE. When the frequency of the driving
b) Rocket engine combustic ii instability force Is near the natural frequency of the structure, reso-
c) Stage separation forces naiwe will occur. When no damping is availablr In the

d Stl'tosepratin fsystem and when the driving frequency is -qual to the
) assorce3natural frequency, the amplitude of vibration tends toward

e) Reco very loads such as caused by parachute or water infinity. Avoiding resosnance in L. structure or in equipment
impact is a primaary objective o," the designer; but, because of the

f) Launching of rockets or projectiles from satellites complexity of equipment, ft in nott usually feasible to deter-
mine the resonant condition analytically. System and com-

g) Impact loads due to meteoroid bombardment ponent testing must be done.

h) Lnarlaning mpat iads13.3.5.2 PERIODIC VIBICATIONS. The simplest formi of
i) Pressure surges In fluid systems due to rapid opening periodic motion ir, simple harmonic motion represented by

or closing of a valve the sine and cosine functions. Consider the spring-mass sys-

j ) Nuclear explosions near Inauch sites. tem capable of free vibration, shown in Figure 10.3.5.2a.
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Jet aircraft Acoustical vibration due to jet wake and combuition turbulence. Frer'uency raiage up to 300 cps
and inaximum amplitude approximately 0.001 inch.

Piston ongine Engine vibration rsnge up to 60 epts anti maxinium amplitud.t to 0.01 Inch. Propeller vibrations
aL~craft range up to 10C cps with manimum amplitu des to 0.01 inch. Amplitudes of vibration vary with

locat'on ii' aircraft.
Ships Engine vibration in diesel or reciprocating steam type range u'p to 15 cps with maximum ampli-

tudes to 0.02 inch. Most vibrations ure amplified. An Aimpl'ficution factor of 3 Is upriully accept
CA-I.

Trucks Sumpension resonance of I cps with maximum amplitude of 5 inches,. Structural resonance above
80 cpa and maximum Pinplitude of 0.005 inch.

Passenger Suspensior resonance of I cps ar.d maximum amplitude of 6 inches. Irregular transit vibrations
auitomobiles, due to roadl roughness above 20 cps and maximum amplitude ot 0.GJ2 inch.
Railroad trains Broad and erratic frequency range. Isolation resouant frequency of 20 cpan has been successful

in railroad applications.
lwokt noise Usaally mnst s~rero vibration inv~ironinent in missiles. Resu!ts in random high amplitude vib.'a-
generated in tions during launch in atmosphere. Characterized by a broad Ppectral distribution coinciding
eirhaust stream with resonance frequencies of vehicle structu :'e, skin, and equipment.
Space vehicle, Approximately 10 C's rms, 60D0 to 1600 cps. Acoustical nloise in field of paylocad 150 decibels for
earth launch 60 second duration.

Space vehicvija Vibration range to 1000 eps, and up to 50 W's for b minute duraticn.( low sait., orbit
Space vehicles Vibration range above 16,00 cps and up to 50 g's for 10 minute duration.
lunar orbit
Lunar launch Vibration levels up to 15 if's with frequency spectrum grea&ter than 1000 cps.

Lunar landing. Vibration levels up to 50 g's &aid frequency range fromi a few v, several thousanld c~ycles per second.

It the mass, mn. is displaced wit~h a distance of x = A and
released, ttme system will vib.-ate with simple harmonic mo-..IL /LL. I...tion which may be represented by the followinp equations:

WHERE OISPLACEME MT CF MASS Dslcmn

m=MASS OF 8110Y
x A cos ~~ (Fq 13L&L52@)

k SPRING CONSTANT Velocity

(Eq 134.2bz)

'p f~~~~/ EQUILIEW =+AKcn ;
POSM~ON Aczeleration

(Eq 13..3.5.2c)

where -ApC(iS ,nt + Ao),* coe (wt + -0) X -'

PFgw 13.52..L Uu~e 1111" of IFcedum Sp in Mens;
-1 the natural angu~ar frequency,

radians/sec

SUPERSEDES: MAY 19G4 
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k - spring constatnt, lbt/ft Velocity at displacement X, ft/see

a - mass, lb. set'ftk
V ±F

These equaitions can be represented by vectors rotating
with vekocity (tht) as shown In' FigureS 1...2h. Exampit:

2 A vul'vc weighs 1 lb. and IsI vibrated sinueoidally a' a
*A~C0'sfrequency of 1000 cp' at an amplitude of 0.0005 inch./ Find the maximum force S~erted by the valve.

A+, 4, (1k'0O)' 1640 ft/sec"
AWN ma74~ JJ \&F = 2-2 (1640) 511lb.

A.,2 8.
1 18.3.5.5 REDUCIN~G THE EFFICTS OF VIBRATION.

ACC4,.,t The followingk sixteen design techn~iques will reduce the
effects of vibration:

Figue s 13352. 1hicef VehftV and Aceeraiov n In 1) Reduce excessive clearancesa in bearings.

2) In rotating members, reduce or elimiriate vibration

The vector with magnitudt-, Awe., reV.resents the velocity forces by halancing or counterbalancing.
and IF MU ahead -f the displacement. The acceleration 3) Provide isolation by mount~ig sensitive equipment on
vector, Am,', Is 180' ahead of the displacement. These isohttors.
angles are called phase angles. 4) [f resonance occurs, it is often possible to thangv the

From the equations of motion, the following Information ratural frequency of the structure b) modifying the mLJ8
may be obt ained: or stiffness of the vibrating member.

±A maximum displacement of mass, mn 5) If the vibration spectrum contains u laa ge number of
:h A. =maxmumvelc~t ofmas, mdifferent frequencies and It is impracticail to modify the
± A.. mximm vloe'y o mas, i'snatural frequency of "he member, considler dissipsklne t).e

t Av,,'ý maxirnu-n acceleratien of mass, -.n energy with the use of dampers or diamping materials
(vibration mounts).

The plus and min-is signs Indicate the motion In either
direction from tl-e equiibrium positlion. 6) Vibration may be reducsd by attaching an aixiliary

mans to the systens by a spring. The auxiliary mass vibratos
Additlon:.i iwo~ortiant relad'-onships in vibration lncl'ide: and reduces the vibration of the system.

Period of oscillation, seconds 7) Avoid sh~arp bend., fillets, and cross-sectional area
changes in notch-sensitive materials such as magnesium.

(Eq 13.3.5.2d) ments.
0)) Break up large areas, panels, etc., to minimize drum.Frequency of oscillation, cyckes per second (cps) mn r"i ann.

1 (& [3..I2* 10) To avoid poppet and electrical contact chatter, use
pr = -. r (n 3.... r-inple spring forces (preload) or provide damping in

spring-mass system. Appropriately mount sensitive ole-
Acceleration at time t, see ments of a eomponent to avoid directional vibration.

(Eq 13.3.5.2t) 11) Pins should be secured to prrivent their motion along
Z - ±7 4ir4Tf' A cos 2w ft ktngitudinal Lxis.

Maxium aceleatio, ft'sec12) Space tubing clamps at~ irregular Intervals to preventMaxium aceleatio, ftsec'creation of large nodes which could vibrate at low frej-
Z .....~ . =t 47r''f "A (Eq 13.3.5.21) quencies.
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FNVIRCNMENTS PROPERTIES OF ATMOSPHERE

13) Minimize excessive v .ld joint stress concentra.tions 13.4 THE ATMOSPHERE
such as reducing the numb'" of intermittent weld lengths. 13.4.1 PHYSICAL PROPEF`IES OF THE
It is recommended that weln be at least 11/ inches long, ATMOSPHERE
spaced with at least 4 inches i.twemn welds. Welds should

be ftll-dfvpth to eliminate crevit •s. Subsi.quent heat treat- 13.4.2 MOISTURE
ment of welds to relieve residual .tresses tenas to ýncrease 13.4.2.1 Effe ts of Moisture on F•uid
fatigue strength. Components

13.4.2.2 Design Techniques for Avoiding the
14) Spot welds tend to be weak becal,'e of high stress con- Adverse E.Tects of Moisture
centrations ili the junctions between -he metals and are,
thereforeJlnt recommended for strLct -ral members sup- 13.4.3 OZONE

porting heavy equipment which may be :-,abjected to shock 13.4.4 SAND AND DUST
and vibration. 13.4.4.1 Effects of Sand and Dust on Fluid

15) Riveted members are more desirable ,ha, welded mem- Lomponents
hers because they provide interface friction a ,i, therefore, Sand and Dust
damping betwecen members. CoHl-driver r~vets should not
be loaded in tension because of residual stress cor,-entration 13.4.5 FUNGUS
at the formed head. 13.4.5.1 Eh'ects of Fungi on Fluid

Components
16) As bolts tend to loosen under vibration and s. wk, a 13.4.5.2 Design Methods for Preventing
means of locking must be provided. Slippage of the joint Damage from Fungi
due to excessive clearance in bolt hole shou!d be avoide ` by
close tolerance bolts or dowel pins. Bolts made from r-a- 13.4.6 SOLAR RADIATION
terials with low yield strengths, sucb as 18-8 stainless stet!, 13.4.6.1 Effects of Solar Radiation on Plastics

tend to stretch and loosen under shock loads ever. thougi. 13.4.6.2 Effects of Solar Radiation on Natural

they have a high ultimate strength. The fatigue strength and Synthetic Rubber

of bolts may be increased by cold working such as rolling
of thread, rolling of fillets near head, and shot peening the
shark. Typical locking devices include threading lock wire
through T Dies in he nuts or bolts fastened to tie structure, 13.4.1 Physical Properties of the Atmosphere
".rition nuts witn a polymeric insert or distorted holes, fric- V'ie atmosphere is a gaseous envelope that surrounds the
tion bolts wit)' a polymneric insert in the threaded portion, ea. %l', extending from sea level to an altitode of several
and lock washers. Lock washers are never used as locking hun 'red miles. The altitude for near space has been some-
devices when shock and vibrution are present- Bolted struc- what. trbitrarily set at 50 miles.
tures provide friction damping between mcimbers and may
be more desirable than a welded structure if damping is The eam h's atmosphere is divided into five levels based on
required. ternperat ire var'ation. These levels are troposphere, strato-

sphere, m, sosphere, thermosphere or ionisphere, and exo-
sphern. Thv troposphere extends from sea level to 54,000
feet al. the e,!nator. decreasing Lo 28,000 feet at thl poles.
and is compos d of approximately 79 percent, nitrogen and
21 percent oxyg: n. A compl_2te breakdown of all constituents
is presc'nted in .,Lble 13.4.1a. With increasin, altitude from
sea level, the temp-rature diminishes from 00 F to -70-F.

REFERENCES Above -.he troposph,'-e is the strato.sphcre, which extends to
approximately 65,.00 feet and exists at a r-latively constant

19-191 131-31* 360-1 temperature of - 70-F. The mes.sp.hri" extends from nearly
35-1 131-32* 388-1 65,000 feet to 300,000 1 ,et. and its temperature increases
3G-37" 247-1 388-2 from -- ,0•F to H 28-F, hen decreasing to -- 134-F. The

mesosphere is characterizil by an ozone layer which ab-
131-6 331-1 388-3 sorbs the ultraviolet radiat.rn from the sun. Above the

n'esosphere is the thermosph -, -, ,(also called the ionosphere,
*Refererces added February 1970. which extends from approximat, ly 300,000 "eet to 1,000.000

feet. The temperature in this laytr increases from -- 134-F
to nearly 2200-F. The compositi,,n is primarily ionized
atoms of ihe lighter gases. The !ast 'evei Ls the exosphere,
which extends into the space environm,,nt. At 2,320,000 feet

the temperature of the widely separat, d gas molecul~s is
approximately 2250-F. The Lempernturt in space is dis-
cussed under Sub-Topic 13.6.5. Gas comr-. sition and coy,-
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infUSE OZONE ENVIRONMENTS~
VNO AND DUST k

centi ttionswa, a presented as a function of Altitud"! under 2) St-al lubricated surfaces and moving parts.
"Spac" Environments" in Table 03.6.2. Th~e eftects of alti 3 '.danhl. rpsirs rra as hr aa
tud- on pressure, tem~perature, and devks:ý.y are ptlesented al)' Usedrain hltesdi.krs rramn hr ae
to Table 13.4.1b. na cuuae

4) Use ron-porous and non-absorbing material. fot gas-
hetp, Ins,i'ation, etc.

Tab at7 . nlwsphor Air unm MW Oft, LWW) Impregnate all capillary surfaces and edges with wax,
(R M efperene 349-1 Us.66IVSoisture-re&!stant varnl5h, or rerin.

( f6) Encap~ulate or hermetically seal electrical windings.

S") Provide electric heating blankett for components sue-

Nit~gen N.)ceptible to failures due to icing.
oxygen to') P0.9476; 8) Desi~gn vent valves and relief valves ro that in the

Argon(Ar)0.93closed position atmospheric air la prevented frin... comning
Carbon dioxide (CO.,) 0.0314 in contact with seals -id other moving parts.
Noon (No) 0.001818 9) Providt. sufficient actuator forces. to browak ice accumu-
Helium (lie) 0.000594 latirg on external seals..
Krypton ('Xi) O.r,00114
Xenon (Xe) 0.000007134 u .
Hydrogen (%)' 0.0000513430o
Meqthane (CU.) 0.0002 The oxone laye- occurs In the mesosiphere. Ozone N~ formeod
Nit-ous oxide (N,0) 0.00W05 by the dissocistion of molecular oxygen (0ý?. caused by the
OoNe1 (03) Summer: 0 tc 0J.0000W7 photochemi~al process of ultraviolet radiation, and the unit-

Winter: 0 to 0.000002 lag of the single atom of oxygen, 0, with one molecule of
Sulfur dioxide (SO,) 0 to 0.0001 O.., forming a molecule of ozone, 0. Ozone is also formed in
Nitrogen dioxcide (NO.) 0 to 0.000002 the atmaosphere from an electric discharge such as may
Ammonia (NR.) 0 to trace occur dilring electrical storms or- near electrical equipment.
Carbon monmoxide (CO) 0 to trace
Iodine (Is) 0 to 0.000001 The concentration of ozone ranges from 0.05 to 1 part per

million by volvime ot sea level, and increases with increas-.
13.4.2 Moistur ing altitude to 10 ppm st 65,000 feet. This concentration

remains constant to an altitude of approximately 90,000
Themc'tur coten, o U~i smo~ere~i ommniy feet. As the altitude increa.ses to 160,000 feet, the ozone
exprsse bytheLe~sre umiity deinedas he ati of concentration gradually decreases to a value nbout the same

the actital vapor pressure of the water vaper contained in as at mea level. In addition to naturally occurring owone,
the .1?to te stmartedvapr prssue ofwatr ~ozone n~ay also acenr in urban areas as a result of the ac-

th,- same ternperature. Air with a const -'vater vapor tivities of man. During period. of moderate to severe con-
.;ontent will experience a decrease in - e humidity ditlons, cnone conceiatrations ir the range of 25 to 50 jipm
with a rise in temperature. Another i... -saure of atmo- are measuied in certain tities Includinng Los Angeles and
spheric moisture content is the dew point. The dew point San Francisco.
temperature, which is a function 4i the rbsolute quantity Osone cea.ses cracking of natural ruober, butadiene-styrere
of moisture in the air, Is the temperature to which the air (B) uaheearlntie(IRadsm t
must be lowered for water vapor to condense. Atmo- elastomers under stress. Ozone cracking resistance of an
spheric moisture sanges from low relativa humidity to easoeprtidpndtonepsetmeaue, n-
precipitation, which can take the form of rain, snow, or telalstomrpains hinidepe, nden on exosucentepration., Plmers

h~il 8u-Toic 5.7 decries umidty estng.classified- according to ozone resistance are prezented In

13.4.2.' EFFECTS OF MOISTURE ON FL.UID COMPO. Tbe143
NENTS. Moisture may cause corrosion, espectali1y in a salt
atmosphere; short circuits between electrical conductorse 1..4Sn adDs
and icing of comniponents such as actuators and valve clo-
sures, Icing of vent valves and relie'. valvet; is a particularly Saind is a siliceous particle ranging in size from 400 to
critical oroblem ini cryogenic systems. ,000 microns in diameter. Dust consist. of multiple comn-

"pIte particles, usually less than 15 or 20 microns in
13.4.2.2 DESIGr TECHNIQUES FOR .%VOIDING THE d~iamý.ter. Dust particles may be electrically conductive
ADVERSE EFFECTS OF MOISTURE. Nine design tech- and are usually solubie in wateen. (So* Sub-Topic 15.7.4.)
riques for avoiding adverse eftects of moisture are:

Sand and dust damage Is moaý severe in desert regions.
1 ) ProviJe proper surface coatings for materials to prevent Desert dust becomes airborne with slight winds and may
cor rosion. remain suspended for hours a.a dust clouds, sometimes

13.4.2 -1 ISSUE~i FIEBRUARY 1970
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TOsM 1S.4.1 P1 Pu1ds k A m owtms

ALTMUU IIwmP MYU_ _ _ _ _ _

-i - -- -

Or.j AMSr OF Pt (00) "1. In. No( Ok.. 6,'0 am)u (01".~
0 (me 119l) 59.0 29.9rl3 1,000 ".6474 X 10-' 1.0000
1 iba.484 38.8557 0.64.q89 X 10' 7.4262 X l6-5 9.7107 X 10-'
2 518A 27.811 9.29815 X 10" 7.2098 X 10' 9.427t X 10'
a 48.808 38.8171 8.96356 X 10-1  6.9984 X 10-o o.a8 X Iw0"
4 44.788 36.8436 8.68014 X 10-' 6.7917 X 10-' .8811 X l0
g 41.178 .4.8970 8.83085 X 10' 6.0798 X 10' 0.6170 x lo-"
a 87.609 38.9798 8.01480 X 10l- 6.8925 X 1(-' 8.8590 X 10'
7 31.045 38.090 7.7169 X t10-' 6 199 X 10o 8.1070 X 10-'
3 30.482 3•2.376 7.4W88 X 10' 6.0114 X 10-' 7.8601 X 10-'
9 6.918 11.8913 7.1490 X 10' 5.8& 8 X 10 1 7.6106 X 10'1

10 3.855 0.56808 6.87388 X 10- 5.6488 X 10- 7.8359 X 10"-
1t 5j46 16.981 5.64587 X 10-1 4.8187 X 10-' 6.29-1 X 10-a
20 --19355 18.7612 4.59913 X 10-' 4.0778 X 10- 5.8813 X lo-'
26 -80.047 11.1180 8.71577 X 10-' 8.4906 X 10-' 4.4859 X 10'
80 -47r.81 8.90299 2.97544 X 10-' 3.SC.7 X 10- 2.7473 X 10-'
8i -65-06 7.060M 2.8•962 X 10' 2.8751 X 10-' 8.1058 X 10'
40 -69.700 5.55•44 1.85769 X 10' 1.0895 X 10-' 2.4706 X 10'
46 -69.700 4.87581 1.46227 X 10-' A.4878 X 10-' 1.9449 X 10-'

50 -64.100 8.44oW 1.15116 X 10-' 1.1709 X 10- I1,C111 X 10-'
0C -- 49.001 138537 7.186d4 )> 10-' 7.3569 X 10-4 9.4919 X 10-'
70 -07A.48 1.83531 4.42896 X 10- 4.4787 X 10' 5.85(5 X 10'
80 -61.977 8.27395 X 1o- 2.76491 X 10-' 2.7576 X 10" 8.6060 X 10o-
,0 -. 586 5.20011 X 10-' 1.78793 X 13- 1.7100 X 10-' 2.2860 X 10"90) -- l.6S $.29046 X 10- 1.09971 X 10' 1.0867 X 10' 1.8960 X 10-'

15c 19.408 4.01815 X 10-' 1.84291 X 10' 1.1119 X 10- 1.4589 X 10-'
Soo -2L71 5.84575 X 10- 1.95371 X 10'- 1.6957 X 10- 2.2174 X 10-
25 -107.84 6.0065 X 10 2.0674 X 10- 2.268 X 10-' 2.959 X 10-'
Soo -16.77 8.7968 X 10-' 1.2489 X 10-' 1.488 X 10' i.946 X 10"
8bO -2458 8.854t X 10- 1.1210 X 10"- 1.012 X 10-' 1.824 X 10'
400 3838.94 6.8017 X 10" 3.1071 X 10-' 1.164 X 10"- 1.522 X 10'
450 721.10 2.4945 X 10' 8.8036 X 10' 2.600 X 10-" 8.899 X 10-'
500 1308.81 1,3S799 X 10' 4.6117 X 10-' 1.020 X 10"" 1.388 X 10-'
600 1847.i8 5.9175 X 10' 1.9777 X 10' 8.850 X 10-" 4.881 X 10"
700 165.70 2.lh X 10' 9.7661 X '0"'° 1.467 X 10-" 1.918 X 10-"
Soo 1944.88 1.559 X 10-' 5.1996 X 10-" 7.18e X 10" 9.080 X 10-"
900 2053.39 8.78"5 X 10- 2.92-90 X 10-" 3.724 X 10-" 4.870 X 10-"

1000 S*4.65 5.1268 X 10-0 1.7141 X 10' 2.046 X 10-n 2.675 X 10'
1500 3 a11.16 5.5384 X 10-m 1.8460 X 10-" 1.761 X 10-" 2.303 X 10-"

2002 3280.84 9.1699 X 10-" 3.0647 X 10" 2.596 X 10" 3.395 X 10-"
2900 2151.96 8.4819 X 10-" 1.1687 X 10-" 9.491 X 10"' 1.141 X 10-"1

reaching an altitude of 8000 feet. During wind storms, dust Erosion of paints, coatintos, glass, plastics, atd sarface
Articles penetrate almost any enclosure. finishes.

18.4.4.1 lFFUC"M OF SAND AN:) DUST ON Dust may he hygroscopic; its prebence on mctallic surfaces
FLUID COUYPONUIITS . may aggravate corrosion.

Zuereased friction between sliding surfaces, causing abra- Short circuiting of electrival elements.
sion, exmeive wear, and binding of pIrts. 18.4.4.2 DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR MINIMIZING

Degradation of plastle and elastonwrs used for dynamic SAND AND DUST
808116 Seal all bearin3s.
Clogging of ortfices such as vent ports. Use dust shields, such as rubber boots, for exposed moving
Coutamlnation of lubricants. sts.
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Tdbp34JL -13e1. bseupG ýfIbu shg ulbmW&.U DEIGN USMIIODS TO PREVENT DAMAGE

AeWyleft Avoid the use of moletureabeoorblrs materials,
11"6164
V3PTSU Avoid mat tilse which con be nutrients Per fungi sucb as
Floor' 4081 natural rubber, p~lyoulfdes, and som~e pleaticiasre.
LMu

Poly FILkM . SAfdA
81110011 Soliar vadiation (sunlight) probably accounts for more
Vitift A widespread destruction r t pokymerrlc materials than all the

other climatic. chemical, or physicul agents. material do-
080" Moeelasau %'Witou aaftleeat% Stadatlon Is caused by a photochemi.. ' reactions the rats
if Proevely Cempeuvlis of which to influenced by the presence of moisture and

bSuomhkatoid butyl ozygen. Apiproximeately 100,000 calories per gram-mole are
3-.,ty~required for the photochemical activation ot most materials.

Urethane (Glenthante 8) Radiation Is propogated In small units called photess, each
thea Rooe~a (WR anlesmt)"photon containing one quantum of energy. The actual vaiue

itea Reglssaus (wih alisaat of the energy in a quantum Is given by Planck's equetion

Dun~aN N X -hy (to lSA,)
Carboxylie DianaN
B.utadione-styrese (0111) where r ~ - frequency of the rndiatlon
Vinyl pyridine
N~atural rubber A - Wave length of the radiationI
Synthetic via 1-4 pokylsoprenec veoi, flgh
cOs 1-4 polybutadiensec vlctyo ih

Conventional polybiatadiene h-(Planck's Constant) 6.564U X 10 " ceg-sec

Noespaus modified adducts of polybutadlene
Polysu~lfde Each absorbed ohokon or quantumn nf radiation energyUrethane (Adiprnef BC) causes one light-absorbing molecule of the absorbing ma.

____ ____ ___ ____ _-terial to be activated. Since there aft 6.024 X 100 (Avo-
eAmUsoast ks submiaese whooh lnht~tsa euehakg 4W t %be MU of gadross number) molecules contained in a gram-mole, It re-

~tr aialutagma when the ulmtemeeo 112 2YANWed to t~osle s trah. quires 3.025) X 101 photons to activate a graip-mole. This
at rm of011TA~d"11"ratft.unit of radiation is called an einstein.

Since the energy of the quantum Is inversely proportionsl
to the wave-length of the radiation, the sort wave length

13.4. Funus ultraviolet possesses mauch t..are energy per quantum then
13.45 Fugusdoes the visible or infrared. The energy In various types

Fungus Is an organism which is encountered prinzarily In of radiation and their wave lengths wre given In TAbl
tropical climsats and which foeds on organic matter 13.4.6. Because of the absorption properties of th kipper

(nutrients) such as wood, paper, cotton, cellulose, paints, atmosphere (ononc In prticular), little e lrgy froms wae"
pleastic rubber, etc. Even a coating of dust or dirt will leah shorter than 3000 AngstosA eeshes the

growth is of~ten accompanied by a high moisture content. Pntaeteamshr eeteesacut o ie
spread destruction of many materials. Solar radtlstk orFungus testing Is treated in Sub-toplc 15.7.7. snhn etn stetdi u-o~ 578

IM13.4S EFFCTS OF FUNGI ON FLUID
COMPONENTS

13.4.6.1 EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION ON FlA5..
Properties of polymer* change due to pl&aticizer loss. TICS, The effects of radiation on plastics is infltencsd to a

Suises oth.great extent b~y the presence or absence of other amts~ such
Surfces tch.As moisture and oxygen. In many causes, outdoor weatberinjg
Bonde Joits dlamiate.Is lergely diue to photochemical oxidation such as is found

in the degradation of polyvinyl chloride. Severe degrada-
Electrical apparatus maty short ciacuit, caused by conduc- tion riay occur in some plastics previously subjected to In-
tive molst elements of fungi. tensive drying. Because of the interrelated action of beat.

13.4.5 -1 W90PESRUARY 1970
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're 1&B,. bMW bft U TfP f bd a I 3.15 Tits AU
"Nw"t~~ee 4 as13-8 ll 3N1?IROJ,33YAL TEMPBRATURN

-~ RANGE
M=MhSNSV 8 r " laf.2 THERMAL 3MAVlOR Of MATiUIALN

13,11.I felhetie of Materiail for Lw
X.rvyu 1 IX 10 1,9 X 10-- 2.84 U P Temperature Serike

t l 1o00 1 X 100 1.9 X 10- 1 14,110 Metals
Urta, velio 2100 Ij x 100e Sm X 1010 14200 harmerm

IULAI 891100" of Mateflab for RioUltraviuet 8 1 X iOw 6.11 X 10' N4*40 Temperature Servee
V0,lee 5,50 IU X 10i f X 10 1l,00 7 Me re

VldtSe eetllm uex:ate,'als 00 Nigh

(WO-noMeKat~n Felkt
V11111e m0 I X ion 8IT X 10- 4 now Neo Meuta
(eWer.A) Pus•, Bed 111Uatnr~en

Vidhie(fd) a.0W 48× 10" ULa X 10t 40,000 Hligh Tmpermtme Nne. Metals

viible (rod) W V8.X 10" SA X 10-" 51150 .IUA I Doora Cumldvfttm for Operatler"ovr 8 Wide Tot 1perattife Ranag

Near dt are• 10,0W X 10" 1N X 10-0 3410 Dimeoualeal Stabillty

latnrd 100M0W 3 X 10" $A X 10"o 3,845 Coeerlet Termal 3t..pa""e (Cn"Wi)
FaR Imsraed 1,00MW 8 X 10t oo N X 1t 34 ItenaS r adotlate

R.s......dua Stem
Mlerostrueture changes

mehre x~v soeme the shroylulet dogrsatiemoo dStream Dke to aftermulyReCplk,..eae eete straln o taru
lad to iemuomu nd eOW mgj While•S tAM Plau Thermal Cpemeatiem Tfih.
ea ei of pokmel esilulsue ewbor diamolor. Kkqu

184,U3 3•N oSM6A.AR RAIt lION ON -NAT-
t3AL AND hIMUV C IUM As with p tlu•, th l.5.l The Envrnmmml Tempurw IR
Weeem of rudliet m toaloud Oad qAthe"-ubbers will
be hdoneeed by the promee of beut, mdste and onygm. The terreetial temperature environment consists of tern-
Natural rubber, Duma N, ud Sum 8 do not pemesm good pestures oc-rtng beth in the natural environment and
sulight resltaftee. Pv eeo, Pelys iia. 3vt aMd sal- temperature conditions induced by the systemi. The induced
6o04 synte n m .4.rfor When empere, to sugtm thermal enviroment generally accounts for the meet severe
aging of natuara rubber. temperature extramee. System applications repreenting

th rone of t= perstuea under wVikh Sf•M cqmupoanta
must 6e designed to operate are listed In Table 13.5.1.

W-1 l&Lt '2 ThmWM bdvlw of Matrel
414-1 Materials rew so differenty between the envlrommental
849-1 etoemese, from nearly absolute smeo to above 3000F, that

this subjeA is didcuseed under iow and high temperature
categories. Beoeuse of the importance of ductllity, britle-

sess, and toubhnasw in considering terperature e~ects on
materi•s, these propertiese a lefined as follows:

Ducc(tiit: A property which Indicates the ability of a ma-
terlal to undergo plastic deformation withcut fracturing.
There is no single method of testlng which can be eon.
aldered a measure of ductility, although percentage of elet.
Cation, reduction in croes-sectlonal area at the breaking
point, and the notehebl/unnotched tensile strength ri ane

S) eemmonly aged as meouree of a material's ductillty.,Tem.
perature in a major infAoencing factor on the ductility ai a

1.5..1 -1
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Too IALS. "Wi OMuiNNA Ten"mprs sue rtim. tors deteminior Ohe dgre of smagkaese in a vim ma&
11Mamic 1110111111 * trW. Aii 1*' Al maeia Vlt* the11 same stwuwth 0 a britl

_______________________________ maboUatt.l All1) aber rb tamor energy brinre frasture semau

lo wII~ agMM AM T Inl a AtAtic tUsile test, absorbeO oeril Is MOlte to the
- ~~aloe under a wtealseletair, "M.es Inset twol aft a diret

-40 systnk sllg liquid helium for ashley' mesun~ ot the .energ a material % il alsoibt peIk t.j free-
law ORtIW~olo I" temintatiltec. tuft. The Charpy or Reed oteot are standard Impral tnte

-456 fie -M Crpiegml Prepollaa systems for rocket
propulelem MAd paund p6\IPeIlnt loading ILLLI 11111111MON OIP MATSIUAIA FMR LOW
lytteme;isel debf kquld hydrogen. my- T3NP3RAIUEUB BMYWBC

ge111, nd 111u14016W MetaLe The strength 4i meet nketals bs highe at, low tern
ell gI k OrM eU if emuyment orMPPM items reptiems, the eucetility of a meta d.sreaeq With d"Msreele

1 ~and eempeeeuta operating in lunar and temperature. Us tough""s, measure byr Impeetl strength,
Martina euivlreements. Insa function of both &;trenth and dtutlL*4 tougwheeI..li

-65 to +160 Range *I earth ambient atmospheric and eruess for sow'i materials uaa deureesee for vthers as t*a.
geological enviroameata from aretic cold Petature decrease*, deplading on Whether strength a
to desert b" dutMllty predomisats. Duetility end toughness art the meW

+14fam spae Qpload""hiles alerat b- itmi u*i' criteria In the vulestlee of materimils Aot low
draull. systems, &WIttt lid maket ho a where ductility to note a atisfactory eriturion for aIectlflg
pressurization Mystems. materials for low temopes.'tre serylsee cull qW.nfs having

409 to 700 Nuclear power generation equipment. good surface finishes and havin~g no local atros3 risevs, act
High temperuture hydraulic flight control eompletely as elastic members and 4o not need to he ductile.

optmLUnfortunately, there Is no sinlew aseepted Iendwheh VAbWI
700 to 1000 Prolmosd pneumatic .ind hydraulic Oft. satisfactorily predict whether or not a material will behave

space equipment ol~eratlng in Venus at- dice that have been weplopred in the islectica of low teas.
moepher,. perature materials Include the eliftation of a tensile

1000 to 11M) Turbiv'e exhaust t*mperatU ts Hot gas specimen, the beam Inpuct suargy test, toughness measured
control systems. by the nolch impact test, and the notch tensile test. Elon.

1200 to 3000 So~lid and liquid propellant gas generator cation data based on unnotehed unlazial tenil Uese cem
SytSAbe 'nIsledlg, sinus the defele of multiagilal stressaes caed

by local stress risers (notmies) and the effects of vatring
3000 to 7000 Th~rust chambebr hot sks tap off for sec. strain rates are ne cmnaldered.

ondary injection thrust vector control
systems. Notch tensile tests are conducted at low stranu rate, while

- --the Charpy V-notch Impact test combives hilga strain ratA
with sharp notches. The notched-to-unnotahed ensileo

material. For a number of materials there Is a transition strength ratio Is gaining favor as sat index of embrittle-
temnperature known an the "ductility transition tempera- etwii useflsa criteria for selecting inetals to
ture" above which materials are ductile, and below brittle. Iowte mperantutore-laervtce.I valusiof thbe teatsiles data
When a material bRecomes brittle, the ultimate tensile ItsImoantorlethvlusftetst4M m
strength and the yield strength have th- same value. Duc- centration factor, KT, which range from S to I& Higher
tility NM a factor in ineapturing toughness of a material and values of K will favor ductile mater~ts. A comparison of
an Important far'.or In a material's capability for redistri- m'tdsomesrgduily hwnnFgro1.8.a
bution of stresses. In a ductile material, If the stress in Low temperature fatigue data showing the offsets of notch
somne localized region exceeds the yield strength, the ma- sniiiyadsrm~ocnrto atr w xrml

tens deorm inthehigly tresed r~s ths rducng imited. Gs.ierally, the endurance limit of metals Increases
the localised stress and redistributing the stresses in the as the temperature decreases; however, some materials ex-pvrt. Because It is very difficult to avoid localized stress hibiting extromelv, brittle behavior at low temperatures
con~centrations in highly stres~med components,. dtictility con- eprec emcini ndrnelmtI oce pd

experaieoce ar extremelyn imporrnctlmiaIntcet.pd
sideatins re xtrmel imortnt.mens. For optimum faticue life it in good desk~a. practic

Rriltnrmess: the opposite of ductility; a nonductile material to avoid sharp notches, rough s'mrfame, and sharp reduc
ir a brittle material. tions in sections.

Toughg-rits: a measure of the energy a material can absorb In gentral, face centered cubic metals, FCC, have less tea
betoie breaking. Ductility and strength ame the major fee. dency toward embrittlemnent at low temperatures than other _

13.5.2 -2 ISSWiD. MAY 1944



ENV1RCII4MNTS LOW TEMPIRATURE MATERIALS
load appllcetIou) ts called the brittle temperature ori brittle
point. The Mrttle point ber~so no deannite relation to theMAMtrnM. 11- P41p (T4100 tiffriu our"e duo primsirily to the difference In tinme scale
betwree: stiffness and impact tests.

1'.0in Figure 13,5i.2.1b. T4\blo 13.5.2.1 lists the glass transition
temperatures for several common pciynwers.

IfL SI _GT

I~ I AW
IINAION -

M-44 400 *- -00 .00 0 so

FlueComnpeletin of Veri-us Methods of Teswge /lta'Dutt v Oeu a ftm./

(Material In Y.. 7. PH 11"44: 94r (rm.OsO) from Peference 91-1.)

structures, such an body centered cubic metals. Copiper,
nickel, aluminum and its alloy., cobalt base alloys, and the' Plurs 134.M.~b Stlffening of Ilestommr at Low
austenitic stainless steels are' examples Of 'FCC metals Tompersture( which remain ductile at cr~,orenie temperatures. The pre- (from Reference MI.)j
eipitation hardening stainless steel@, carbr)n ste~e., magrne- Some Jastomers contain large Ftmounts of special pl&3'-
alum alloys, berylliub., and some titaniuam alloyb are not oisers, to impmve flexibility at low temperatures and to de.
reowinmenoed for low tempe~rature struotureu based an due- press the brittle roint of the material. Under prolonged
tIl~ty criteria. rthile most common metals su~lable for low exposure W~ Ior temperaturet4 Ibelow -40 F) these plas-temperature applicationt are of FCC ttructure, some tita- ticizers. which or? soluble In the elar.tom.Žrs at room tem-
nium alloys having hexagonal close-packed, HCP, structure pderature, may be ejec'.ed out of solut~nn, the4 "by lowering,remain moderately duc%.tl at low teniperattres. Whomre n- flexibility above the brittle point and ra'.singr the brittle'
pact loads are low, a number of inherently brittle materiaji point sev'eral degrecs.
such as ferritle stainless steels, 440C, have been used suc-
ceasfulay In cryogenic valve seat a' Poppet applications. The low temrperature. limits of a polymer #;ýe dep~ndent on

Mymes. lasom~o ar clracc ied b lage lefrm- the particular applihation for which it Is to be used. For
Polyter. Kastmer ar cl~racc ied y lrgedefrm- example, elastomers c-an he used in st-ti. St.") app~lkations

ability, nion-line'ar stress-strain curves, high hysteresis, and at temperatures well b--low the stiffeninng temperatures
large variations of stiifness with temperat.ire and rate of

loading.Table 134.5.1. Polymu' Glass% Tr..nsftkmn Temperaturee
load ng ,(R~efe nce 46 -2 0)

The stiffness of an elastomer will gradually Increase as the - - 71RAtemperature dec'ea.osp, until a temperature knov n as the GLASSL * 5 ThPRANI M.T# -
first order ftianaition tompert'r'lre or froesinx point, itt Polyisotbutywlene
which point stiffness inremases sharply with further de- -0
crease In temperature. Stiffness continues to increase Natural rubber (Hevea) _9
rapidly until a secord transitionk point~ H reitched where oluehn-1
furthor decrease in temperature causes little increata In loyrtae'
stiffness. Thit. point Is known as the secowl order traucritioii Polystyrene 0,12
poitit or stlass transition temperature, T,, as thte material P~yehlehcyae(lxpas 2becomes hard Pind rigid like glsass. All Lpolymeric materiasis Plmtyneb~ya.Pvi~aa 2
pass through the glass transition before reaching -150' F. Polyvinyl chk a-ide4.6

At some temperatures, dependent on ktus techniques,.a tiet uaieatrerber2
specimen be-omee brittle or will abetter on sudden bending Silicone rubber 112
or irapact. The temperature. at which this condition oe'eurs Vlttmurehln Tfo)47(dependent on specific testing conditions sech Ps rate of Pitt~lo.~thln Tfo)-*7

IISSUgo FPURUARY 1970
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"MIG TEMPERATURE MATERIALS ENVIRONMENTS

where elastic response Is not rpquired. Investigation of the Strepigth : Moo~t structural metals retain their useful
use of elastomers &as static seals for cryogenac service by strength at temperatures tip to 400'F. A reduction in
the National Bureau of Standardi; has shown that if the strength Jovel of some of the lightdr metals must be torn.
seal in Initially compressed above 5i0 to 70 percent, the seal.. pensated for by increased thickness o! the part. From 4001F
ing force will not go to zero at the brittle point but will to If000 F cast irons, low alloy ste-als, magnesium thorium
level off at some constant value. Figure 13.5.2.1c shows alloys, aluminum alloys, ferritie stainlemsi 'steels, and some
force-temperature curves for an elr~stomer afti, various titanium alloyas are used at reduced stress levels. The mar-
degrees of initial com'pression measured in percent squeere. tensitic tool steels, steel alloys containing high amounts of

vanadium, tungsten, and molyi'denum, and austenitic stain-
______less steels offer good structural proporties at these temper-

12 atures. Figure 13.5.2.2& shows the tens~le strength-, of
various alloy systems as a function of temperature.

Iw -71% 2900 --- I
240 --

i t A 200

I ~~~~160 -.- 1~~

S120

AtFe-NI I'

TIM NAUR . F0 - --40lO 1.) 1400 2000 4

1962,y "AppIed cryogenic Cnagineering." R. W. Vdnce and W. M4. Duke, Figure 13.5.2.2s. Tensiles Strergit ul Various Alloy Systems
16,John WIley and Sons, flew York.) ~r~gg si oigTmeasr

Veryfewpolmer ar usableat ryoeni teper(From "Metal Progress," L. P. Johnie end R1. G. Ffr.ir., December )958
Veryfewpolmer ar usabl atcrygenc tmpeatures Copyright 1958 by the American Society for Metals, Met,,Is Park, OffiO.)

in applications where flexing of the mater~al is required.
Exceptions are fluorocarh~n plastics such as Teflon and
Kel-F. which can be u.;ed in cryogenic applications for lip From. 1000'F to 1200 F the nickel base alloys as-e best for
seals and dinphrajrns which require only a limited amount structural partsl. Cold-woiked preclpitation-stre- gthened
of flexing. Also it is possible t'. maintain flexibility at cryo- nickel base ailDys such as Incone, "X" and Reni 41 have
genic tempewratures if a polymer can he used in suifficiently high strengths in the 600c'F to 12001F range.
thin .,ections. Nlyiar, for example, has been usod success-
itully a; it (iaphrawm nmateriasl in liquid hydrogen valves Over the range from 1200-F to,2100'F the super-alloys are
when'. a lhimit tlcg:-ek of flexibilityv tts achieved tit tempera- considered primary engineering materials. Thes-3 include

tires s 1
'W s 11)1 F. B sp s of the low temperature 1.1e no.,-heat-ts'euted chromium nickcel -iron-steels, whith ex- *

limiItaitiotis. of polytei's. i, is vommon design practice to hibit good st rength and good oxidation resistance to 16001F.
isolate flexing elemients, such as diaphragms and dynamic Heal-treated chromium-nickel-ir-on may be uised to 1O0O*F
seals isvid in actantors, foni the low itemper titiue eniviron- for contintirim. seivice. rro 1900"F to 210011? the crut
mnittt by technique., dvscribwed in "Hleat Transfer," u~nder cobalt alloys have excellent oxidat irn resistance and high
lhtailed Topic- 2,'.. and 2.2.2.1. strength, and have bec-) uwd for turbine blades, nozzles and

valves. The nickel Nise alloys have been used to 21001F for
13.5.2.2 SE~LE('TloN (?F MAMMERALS FOR HIGH TEM- furnace parts, exhaust stacks, aind combustion chumbets.
l'ER.A'I'I lI FRV ICE. Whereas ductility is muusuiy' the

limititiI. criterio,'r in select ing katerials; for low ftemperature Refractory metals are promising materials for structural
servuee, strongth is usually thte limiting factor in selecting applications above 2000'F. Refractory mttals may be de-
materials for hiigh ti-niperature scr%,'ie. Another impcrtant 4ined as those metals which have melting points exceeding
limiting factor for hijgh oifpi-raiturv materials; is the re- '3270 F. The refractory metals include titanium, zirconium,
artion oif the. maiterial to the entvironnment, i.e., o-icnation, niobium, tantalum, chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, va-

noAdium, rhodium, and iridium.
.l' ll. Iigh temp erautun relimiitaitions of wv'al.a1 are based
I11 uAijteration.s of sth-.it h, at fun' t.'nr. of temperatuc~e Refractory metals exhibiil, good r;Adiation resistanco at elo-

crr e',, at function oif time and tomntlrature, oxidation, vated temperatures, are weldable, and show hiprh wear
Mil ,o,,l pfuut. resistance. However, refractory mretals are characterized

1.3-524 .4ISSUED: MAI` 1964



ENVIRONMENTS HIOM TEAVMPrATU MAUhM.S

by poor high temperature oxidation resistance (Figure _________________

13.5.A.2b). At present It is nocessairy to; rely for oxa'dation KWUNIu
protection on coatings which are in tOemnelves still in the
development stage. Suicide base coatings have been con-
III %red as coatings for melybdenum, niobium, and tantalum. cAt
Aluminides and ebromium-titanium-silicon compositions
show prom ise a-% coatings for nic~ium alloys.
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06$Uti of eesosioao and stres he" been responsible for ~omeluelv data on those materials and their application# at
many ash temperature structural failures. Localised sear higk temperatures are limited.

'lyattack produces notches which act "s stress risers.
Carb on tel oxidime readily in air at 10000F. Wbon th CPraphite Is a high temsperature, nonstructural materal
temperature in relised to 1800*1-1400*F, corroeion Is fa. which baa boen used for such application* as thrust vector
vorti at the grain boundaries. When a surf 'ic tensile streas cci Arol systenm components and solid proptClan, rocket nos.-
is present, a localized corrosion attack occurs, known as ale inserts. Its strength incrwasesi with temperat.'re to Wp.
stroms corrosion, or corrosion fatigue if thi stresw Is cyclic. proximately 50000 . For shapea of constant thickness and
Additional Information on oxidation corrosion is given in relatively high purity, graphite has excellent thermal hock
Sub-Section 18.7. resistance. Above 25000? graphite haa the higheat strength-

weight ratio of all the high temperature material.
Netting~ Pois@ts: The absolute temperature limit for sany
solid material so a structurgil member is determined by its ILL2J3 DNSIGN CON5IDERATft)NS FOR OPhRIATIO)N
malting point. The melting points of several typos of xetals OVER A WIDE T3MF3RATUIRR 3ANG3. In addition to
and ceramics are Whwwn in Table 13.6.2.2e. The relatirushlp the effects of high and low temperatures on materials, the
betwee useful strength sand molting point for several desl~ner must consider the offsects of temperatare changes.
metalt is shown In Table 13.5.21d.

Nsa-metals. Non-metals cover an extremely wide ratoof Dlmessisnsl Stablity
materials, varying from plastics and lastomers useful only Coo.fficnt of Thermal Naposmieon or (Contraetiow). When
up to a few hundred degrees Fahrenheit to ceramics sand the temperature of a material is altered, exponsiois or too-
graphite useful to several thousand degrees Fahrenheit. traction results in a volume change.

Pl~etiew and Eieaetemers: In addition to strength, Impe. Where materials having .ifferent thermal .expansion co-
tant properties to consider In the selection of plastics and ffleents are in contact, thenmial stressees and subsequent
elastomers tor elevated temperature application - 'e elonga. dimensional changes csa occur. When a component must bt
tion, compression jet, hardness, and chemical degradation. capabl of operation cmer a wide temperature range, care

must be taken to aaauve tkmt differential expansio~(on-
Sustained high temperatures csannot be tolerated by poly- traction) will not result in drietrl.en l dimensional
mers. Many rvbbers oxidise and either soften or embrittle changes particularly whene moving par6. and close tiler-
at temperatures above 3001F. Fluorinated polymers have asues are Involved. Where elsatomers or plastics are USed
the highest service temperature (approximately 60006F) of for nsels, and increase or decrease in temperature will
the plastic and elastomeric materials used in valve seal sand affect the sealing forces in a closure because of a cornes-
diaphragm applications. Table 13.5~.2.2e presents the maxi- pending Increase or decresee in the iscal volume with rele-
mum ser*4ce temperatures for a number of commonly used tion to tic groove. Thib is -&used by the fac~t that all poly-
plastic and elastomer materials. melric mateials have a much higher thermal expnwion

The efomaton o ane!3toinr udera costat I-" coefficient then metals. In some elastoaneric materials at
Thres dnefrmalwtio of e an bsolutie undper atu consta ffet tartain rates of rjollng, the rate (f return of the material
varin inaeselyn w-ith theie absoluteahfta temperature. hsefc at the lower temperature is Jonm than tLe tato of shrink-

icran e cause a0-igtoe elstie around ashafta thempterialtur age due to cooling. Consequently, the sealing foive may be
Icreanges orw asethtempelastieA properti be pri of temeral t lessened to the point 'vhere leakage occurs. Thermal ex

chlangoer with temperatre .toasaigan da erlevated proesspofra- pnsion or contraction of a part can tesu't in increased
tures some materials will take a permanent compression loosening of the nut, leakage in a valve closure, andelsoe isrfre oa gnada lvtdtmea rcino hsrrle fposrse ot ausn
set, causing leakage in a seal or loss of ela~stic properti~is. shift in calibration of linkage-controlled equipment. The

Cree reultng rom cisionof olymr bna~eiter coefficient of thermal expansion of several materials are
radiation or oxidation is also considered an irroversib'e Tiven nm abl G iet Therm2.al. rdet nn-nfr e

asoidh es, v carbies nitie,a-ea. Riiiefsctorids maerials such Ing or cooling of a component) can result from large differ-
as oxnides, icarbides. nitrids.siiides, borides, bdeiy Sdeo, ences in mass d'strlbution. Large masses of material take
gouindstengt sandonidesio ernndesistancupto 200'F.Oxidesho longer to change temperature due to their larger heat ca-

goodstrngt an oxiatin rsisanc up o ~0OF Oxdes pacity. If a component must operste under non-equilibrium
are the most widoly used ceramics at present and are known temperature conditions, the designer should carefully con-
for their low thermal shock and mechanical impact resist- sider nan-uniform dimensional changes res'ilti'ng from thor-

=ance. They are considered in the temiperature range from mal gradients. Such effects can be minimized by designing
20' F to 2500' F. The carbides have exceptionalli' WglY components with uniformu wall thicknesses and &avoldi-g

melting points, fAlling in the range of 4500'F to 70000 F. large masses of material. Where operation takes place only
However, with the exception of SiC, they show poor oxide- after temperature is stabilized, the only concern is that
tion resistance at temperatures exceeding 18004''. At tem- thermal gradients do not result in stresses which exteed
peratures near 3000 F, SIC oxides rapidly. Reliable and allowable yield stresses. Even in a part having uniform

13.5.2 .6 855USED: MAY 1964
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Up to 8".F _3 440 56 6"0 we 3W

Nomo-Fem. Metals
Coppet ............... wrought (anmeled) 3-8 1.-54 0.4-2.6 - - -

Nonleaded brases* ..... wrought (anhealed) 0.9-19 2-11 0.3-23 - - 25
Bronses ............... wrought (annealed) 14-28 5-10 2-5 - - -

Cupro-nickel .......... wrought (water
quenched, aged) 25-40 15-80 8-80 - -

Aluminum 2024-T ................... sheet 2! 9.5 2.5 1.5 - s0
Aluminum 7075-T .................. sheet 12 4 2.5 1.5 - 16
Titanium (commercial) .... sheet (annealed) - 38 - 32 10 37
TI-AI-4V ................ shoot (annealed) - - - - -

Ti-7A1-4Mo ...... bar or forging (annealed) - -

Above MOWF 1ow 11 12O 1500 1N 100

Carbon and Low Alloy Steels -I
Low carbon steel ............ wrought, oast 1.8 - 0.1 - - 3.
Carbon-molybdenumsteeld.. .wroughc cast 5-7 3 1 - - 10-12
Chromium-molybdenum

steels (0.5& %) ........... wrought, cast 6-12 2-4 1-2.5 - - 10-20
Chromium steels

4.86 .................... wrought, cast 6-7 2.5-3.5 1-2 - - 8-11
-10% .................... wrought, cast 5-9 2.5-4 1-2 - - 8-12

Stainless Steels
Martensitic chromium steels

(403, 410, 416, 420) ........... wrought 8 3.5 I.A - - 9.2
Feriftic chrominum steels

(405, 430, 440) .............. wrought 4.2-7 2.8-4.5 1.0-1.6 - - 6-8.5 I
Nickel-chromium steels

304, 316, 321, 347 ............... wrought 12-17 7.5-11.5 4.6-7 1-2 - 17-25
309 ........................... wrought - - 4 0.5 - 15.9
310,314 ....................... wrought 17 13 8 2 - 17

Heat Resistant Cast •igh A.•oys
Iron-chromium alloys

(HA, HC, HD) ..................... cast - - - -

Iron-esromium-nickel alloys
(HE, HF, HH, HI, HK, HL) ......... eact - - - -

Niceel-chr mium alloys
(HN, HT, HU, HW, HX) ............ cast - - - -

Baperalloys
Inconel X ............................... - . - -.

19.0 DL ................................ - - - -

Hastelloy X .............................
N-155 .......... ....................... -

S-816 ................................... .....

I*Ut 1 MAY196
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30 4W0 we us 5* 40 so OW 5

•t (aneai) i3. 1.5i 0.4-i.6 - --- - -

tr(annald) 14-2p 5-10 2-- -- - -n

It (water
Inched, aged) 25-40 15-30 8-30 -. . . 32 13 - -

.sheet 2 9.5 2.5 1.5 -s 30 13 8 2
...... sheet 12 4 2.5 1.5 - 16 6 a -2

(annealed) - 38 - 32 10 37 40 37 82 18
ut (auealed) ... -......- 

-

S(an ealed) ........ 
U 18

IOw 11i 1f 150 IO W• 1W IG i HO IlOs

wrought, cast 1.8 - 0.1 - - 3.3-5 - U.5 - -

.Wrought, cast 5-7 3 1 - - 10-1? 4 t - -

wrovotr, cast 6-12 2-4 1-2.5 -- - 10-30 -8 2-4.5 - -

wrought, cast 6-7 L5-3.5 1-2 - - 8-41 "-S,5 "-35 - -

wrought, east 6-9 2.U-4 1-2 - - 8-13 4-4 L". - j
.... ,froucht a 3.5 1.3 - - 9.2 4.2 2 -

..... wrought 4.2-7 2.3-4.5 1.0-1.6 - - 6-8.5 3-5 1,-.3 & --

.... wmjught 12-17 7.5-11.5 4.5-7 1-2 - 17-05 12-18.2 7-12.? 1.-.8 --

..... wrought - - 4 0.5 - 15.9 11.6 8 1.0

.... wrought 17 13 8 2 - 17 13-14 9 1-25 --

........ cast ......... 1 0.7-1.9

........ cast . . . . . . . 3.5-7 2-4.8

....... c ast . . . . . . . 6- a-5

04 12. 9.0

20 7.1 2.4
............ ....

30.1L

-. . . . . . . 18.400 10.3
.. ... . .....

4 16I

- -- -- 42 11.5 Ue
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ENVIRONMENTS

Table ISLIjk UbeA O"Iapr UmhwUq of NI0 T&Vemrsm~ ANh

MJcow 136, .P. Acmwooat by f4nhow Pubc"Ishncr. vs*

ALTALLOT ALLOT III ALLOT
AL,,Y I__

WAmpaloy ...... 180 Inconel 713M . 70 Mo-0.5 Ti ...... 65 1753 ........... 115 Nierot
M-252 .......... 120 Ren6 41 ........ 65 Columblum' ..... 5 Waspa ly ....... 110 1peor.•
Incoloy )JIt .... 110 U-500 .......... 62 Molybdenum' ... 80 Inconel 700 100 1753 .
W-545 .......... 95 1753 ........... 0 Jnconel 713. .... 24 U-212 ......... 100 Ron# 4
Ineorl X ....... 92 Waspoloy ....... 58 GMR-235 . ..... 16 M-252 ........ 96 Udi..
Refraetaloy 26 .. 92 1neel 0 .. 55 1753 ........... 16 )979 ........... 94 Incon,
8-816 .......... 83 GMR-245"' ..... 52 V-361 .. ......... 13 W-545 ......... 00 Wasps
A-2 .......... 0 M-252 .......... 45 X-400 .......... 13 roMR-235' . GXM-I
Into 70r. b ........ 75 Inconel X ....... 38 HS.210 ......... 12.5 Incoloy 901 ...... C5 M-252
Hastelloy D ..... 71.5 Refractaloy 26 .. 36 M-252 .......... 12 Ref'ractaloy US .. 10 D-979
Divtkiy. ....... 70 X40' .......... 33 HB-25 ........... 11.5 HS.25 .......... 70 8486
AIS-216 ......... 70 8416 .......... 38 Inconel 700' ..... 9 8-816 .......... 65 X-401
Refractaloy 70 .. 7 11-85 .......... 30 N-155 .......... 8.8 A-286 ........... G3 8-816-
.Ies~elloy C ..... 69 Hastulloy Be .... 29 Hastelloy X" .... 8 Refractaloy 70 .. 56 Refras
Niveo .......... 66 V-360- ......... 29 HIK' . .......... 1 6.5 S-Si." ......... 5 HS-25
N-155 .......... 6 3 &590 .......... 28 lH" ........... 6 Discaloy ........ 55 V.-3,
S-590 ........... 61 6 SH-l2" ......... 27 HTO............ 5.8 Hastelloy C ..... 55 HS-21'
X-408 .......... 61 Hastelloy B ..... 26 Inco 702",' ...... 4.2 Inconel 702 ..... 55 S.590
Hastelloy X ..... 58 Hasatlloy C ..... 26 Niwo .......... 54 Intolo)
16-25-6 ......... 55 N.155 .......... 26 HS-210 ......... bl N-156
N-155" ......... 52 Hastelloy Ca .... 25 Hastelloy B' .... 5t N.156"
19.9DL ......... 50 N-155 .......... 25 Hastclloy B ..... 50 Refrac
HHa ........... 46 16-25-6 ......... 24 N-155 .......... 50 Hastel
HTL, ý........... 41 inwo 7024', ...... 23 .9-5f0 .......... 50 Hasteý
HF ............ 87 A-26 .......... 22 Hastelloy CO .... 40.5 Hastel
RK . ........... 35 Hastelloy X ..... 22 N-155* ......... 4. Hattel

&asteloy X' .... 34 Hastelloy X1 .... 20 Hastelloy X .... 44 Intone
!9.9DL ........ 20 X-401 .......... 44 Hastel
HT" ............ 16.5 16-25-$ ......... 44 Diac&•
HH, HI ........ 16 19-9DL ......... 44 A.2$U
HIF, ........... 13 HH, ........... 35 16-25-4

Hsatelloy X' .... 32 19-91)]
"Cut thimated ,Sheet HT ........... 3? HT'
4Anr, or wrystaniud ýStrm elievod Hastelloy X' .... 32 RHI'

HF . ........... 30 HK"
HK" ............ 25 HF"

ISSUEO: 1JAY 1964
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PArn ALO ALLOTYS4 ALLOY T O LO e
* 180 Inconel 713 .. 70 Mo-O.• TV ...... 66 1753 ........... 115 Ntcrotunle ..... 65 Mu-0.S TI-

120 Rev4 41 ....... 65 Columbium' ..... 68 Waspelf) ....... 110 Ipconel 71SCI ... 55 0.07 Zr" ..... 70
110 U-500 .......... 62 Molyb4inum' ... 3 0  In c o ne l 70 0 ..... 10 0  17 ,1 ........... 47  M o -C.5 T VC ...... 2

95 1753 ........... 60 1Yconei 7131 ..... 24 U-212 .......... 100 RenA 41 ........ 46 Mo-O.5 Ti-
92 Wapaloy ....... 58 GMR.235'* ..... 16 M.-52 .......... 98 Udimet .00 45 0.07 Zr' ...... 40
92 1neonel 700N ..... 55 17`',, ........... 16 D079 ........... 94 Inconei 700 ..... 43 Columblum' .... 36
W. GMR.235'" ..... 52 V.-3011 ......... 13 W-545 ......... 90 Waspaloy ...... 40 Mo-0. TI ...... 28
30 M-252 .......... 48 X.40. .......... 13 tJMR-23.6 8. uMR-23 ...... 38 Molybdenum' ... 22
75 1Ineohel X ....... 38 HS-21a ......... 12.6 Incoloy 901 ..... 35 M-252 .......... 37 Nicrotung' ..... 22
71.5 Refractaloy 28 .. 36 M-252 .......... 12 Refractaloy 26 .. 80 D-970 .......... 86 Incone| 713C, ... 16
70 X-,sw .......... 83 HS-25 .......... 11.5 R8.25 .......... 70 8-816 .......... 29 Udin.et 700 ...... 16
70 S-816 .......... 33 Inconel 700 ..... 9 8.16 .......... 65 X-4G' .......... 29 GMP-2S5. ...... 13
TO HS-25 .......... 30 N.155 .......... 8.8 A-28d .......... 68 8-816 .......... 28 Udimet ZOO ..... 12
69 Hasteo'.oy B° .... 29 Haitelloy X6 .... 8 Refractaloy 70 .. 56 Refractory 26 ... 27 Mosybdonumr ... ,1.5

66 V-361.1 .......... 29 HK ............ 6.5 8-8160 ......... 66 HR-25 ......... P4 X-40& .......... 11.8
62 S-590 .......... 2P HH° ............ 6 Discaloy ........ b5 V-36 .......... 24 8.816" .......... 11
62 HS-218 ......... 27 HT ............. 5. 1 Hatelloy C ..... 55 HS.214 ......... 22 HS.21' . ......... 9.4
61 Mlastelloj B ..... 26 Inco 702' ........ 4.2 Ineonel 70?. ..... 55 8-590 .......... 22 V-36 ........... 9
5U Hastelloy C ..... 26 Nlvco .......... 54 Incoloy 901 ..... 20 Wampaloy ...... 8
55 N-I, .......... 26 HS.21 ......... 62 N-155 ........... 20 HS-25 ......... 7.5
52 Hatelloy Co .,. 25 Hastelloy B5 .... 51 N-155i ......... 19 Inconel 700 ..... 6.6
50 N .- I5 . ........ 25 Hastelloy B......30 Refractaloy 70 . 19 N-155 .......... 5
46 1CA-2fl .......... 24 N-155 .......... 50 Hastelloy Co ... 18.5 HT. HK'........ 4.5
41 Inco 702A ......... 23 8-.90 .......... 60 Hautelloy Bo .. 18 HHO ........... 4.0
31 A-296 .......... 22 Hastelloy C' ... 49.5 Hastelloy C.... iS Inconel 702 ..... 1.1
35 Hastelloy X ..... 22 N-15.') . ........ 49 Hastelloy B ... 17
34 flastelloy X* ,... 20 Hastefloy X .... 44 Incone! 702 .... 16

. ........ 2U %.406 .......... 44 Hastelloy X ... 15.6
HT"............ 16.5 16-25-6 ......... 44 Discaloy ....... 15
HH, HK' ....... 16 19-9DL ........ 44 A-266 .......... 14
HlF' ............ 13 H H . ........... 35 16-25-6 ......... 13.5

Hastelloy X' .... 32 19-9DL ........ 13
Wom . "'HT ............ 32 HT ............ 12

"Ann.a..,d top r'yuta).'Ised SItres r..i.v.vd Hastelloy V .... 32 HH. ........... 11.5
HF"........... 80 HK ............ 10.5
HK" ............ 25 HFP ........... 9
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fwlnted wiT 11~E'~si~f n om MetqWiis klecter isue. MAfteorils in Design Enaneinvl 3,n.3
rniJ~cob. 193, . 4. Cc'PYrght 1363 by, Reinhold Pubi~shing Cotp.. New. YorkJ

MATUEW. His"" LOW ATIWAL 140O 40 LOW I MAVUKIAL WUN* LO

Tungsten ....... 6176 Host revistant alloys Gold ......... 1945 -

Thoria .............. 6M0 (cast) ............ 2750 2350 Aluminum bronzes
Tantalum ........... 5425 High temporat' .-e (cast)............. 1987 1330
Mageiuia ........ .... 5070 - stoels ............. 2750, 2660 Commercial bronze .. 1910 1670
Osmium ............. 4890 - _ inlets steeln (cast) .2750 2550 Leaded braise.@....... 1900 1610
Molybdenum alloys .. 4750 4730 Wrought irons........2750 -- Tin bronzes (cast),
Calcia aisd sirtonis . 4710 - Cobalt .............. 2723 - leaded ............. 168 1570
Columbium alloys ... 4620 4100 Cr-Ni-Fe superalloys. 2664 2225 Beryllium copper ...... 1800 1600
Beryllia ............. 4606 - AubAnultie stainless Tin bronres (past),
Ruthenium .......... 4530 - steels............. 2650 2500 high~ leaded ......... :50 1700
Iridium ............. 4450 - Ni%!kol and its alloys .. 2035 2300 Tin and alumninumi
.Mnlybdenum diailic~de. 8775 8595 Low expansion nickel brasses ............ 1750 1590
Rhodium ............ 3371 - alloys ............. 2600 2600 Silver............... 1761 -

Silicon nitride ........ 3452 - Nickel-bas~e superalloys 2600 2316, Aluminum silicate
Hafnium ............ .3400 - Cobalt-bas' superalloys 2570 1600 glass............. 1678 -

Alumina cermets ...... 3362 - Age hardeiiable Dorosilicate glass ... lbOO 1800
Zirconium and its stainless steelo .... 250 2500 Soda-lime glass ....... 1330 1983

allys ............. 3355 3300 Cr-Ni-Co-Fe 2Aluminum and its
Platinum ............ 3224 - superalloys .... 2470 2350 alktya............. 1215 985
Thorium ............ 81680 - Beryllium - .... 2341 - Magnesium alloys 1200 IS 30U
Vanadium ........... 3110 - Cupro-nickels .. ....... 2260 2020 Aluminum and its
Fused silica glass .... 3050 - Austenitic nodul I- alloys (cast) ....... 1195 910

Titanium.........a............................... ..... 21 - La iiaegass. 10 17
__alloys ............. 83040 2730 Chromium copper .. 2147 - Tin-lead-antimony

Doamn nitride ........ >3000 - Uranium ....... 1..... 2071 - alloys .............. 792~ 358
Palladium ........... 2829 - Heat resistant nodular Zinc and Its alloys ... 792 727
Martensitie stainless Irons ........... 2151) 2050 Soft lead ............. 623 617

steels............. 2800 2500 Nic'kel silvers......... 2030 1870 Hard lead I.loyzs.. 610 490
96% silica glass ....... 2800 - Silicon bronzes........i090 17R0 Pewter .............. 565 475
Fj~rritic stainless steels 2790 2800 Coppers ............. 1981 1949 Lead-base babbikk 540 460
Carbon steels ......... 2775 2700 Phoaphor bronzes, 1970 1550 White metal .......... 475 -

Low alloy stmels .... 2760 2600 Gliding, V511,.........1950 1920 Hard tin ............. 443 -

OValue nirwpont hI~tu and low sides 41t. a anie. tf eytilien vaima.

wall thickcness, rapid temperature changes (thermal shock) MicrosIrticitirs C~nhtytse: Metallurgical changes have been,
may cause distortion. Warpage may occur when the sur. the cause of many mechanical failures. Constant tempera-
faces of a hot part cool un~evenly. Such distortion may occur ture changes, such as precipitation in an age-hardening
In a valve body which cools faster on the outside surface alloy or transformation of an unstable phase, may cause
than on the inside Thermal gradients can be minimized by large dimensional changes, resulting In seizure of moving
using materials having relatively high therm,%l conductivi. parts and failure of the component. A common example of
ties. metallurgical chan.qe is In the quench-nardenable steels,

ResinalSireac: Wen esiual tresesarereleve, a where any retained austenite transforms to martensite.
R~rtandchalSrgesit: Whmen rsidusal strsse are releved, aen artensitic transformation produces large dimensional

pharte canin charge its dimnson as much as 1evr0 ten-"nce
thousandths of an Inch over a few months duration. The chnecaigstltorwasmh s10X0'nhs
change may be an inc.-ease or a decrease in warping, de- per inch f-"r each volume percent of austenite, If an -%p-
pending on the machining and cold working process. Di- preclable amount of unsttable austenite is retained in a heat-
mensional changes of soma materi&lz due to cyclic cooling treated part, further cooling to suhzero temperatures will
and heating are given In Table 13.5.2.3b. Holding parts at induce dimeniional change. long after the part is in service.
temperature for long poleod. of time, and temperature Higfh carbon and high alloy sttels may retain austenite,
cycling to subzero tomperaturew are methods; used to mile- whereas low carbon and low alloy st~eel do not. An alloyIviate residual stresses in p rts. steel shouid be stabilized by quenching several ti~moe from
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Poanlypbdtopyle. orihs-fle ..... 800

Light alloys Rubber phemlolki .......... 900 212
me1300 680 p?~ lastius lamInatei p. .......... MIS 34

Al 133f 5W0 00 Polyueter (eaat),rig~id....... .. us 25 3
11 8100 1100 46 Polpyviylidetse Whorlde film...... 310

Ltaperalloys Melamsimes, fabric-filled ..........-
?a I art.) 2W0 1550 56 Uoelamitw, shovk ro ee........ 320
Ire (Aust.) 1300 1600 68Nitril lber ub...... e..... W5
N1 108 1900 is Nylon 6 and I.... d...... .. 820 WO
C. 171 1300 74 Pjlyethylone film .......... M5 Soo

aa.lratowy alloys Polysulfide rubber ......... 280 -

Cb 4470 210 54 Neopree rubbb........... 140-
No 47100 1680 59 Urethane rubber .......... 240 -
W 6170 3560 45 Polyvinyl chloride .......... 220 140

ow"wmds 0.0 at ar100horsMothylstyrenes ........... 313 310
WeOtu bsllo"MA on swhieh alloy is "Gft Vinyliden. chloride ......... 211 170

Welemlnes,P u ........... £10 -
Silken..e (molded) ......... >700 >M'l

TAke 13.5.835. MUWMdf~f 811*6 T iiWS Of 1`11131" TFE film ............. 595 M0
ow n eewpnom Silicof.* rubber ........... 580 -

jvol.~ wit nomgsO N WS m.J.Oc0oe 1963, p. "4, opy.1 Plastics laminates, low pressure .... 50 250
Hiltht 1NyPlh Pulsll o/pw York) TFE fluorocarbons ................. 500

bATWL ONPolyester film..... ............... 4900
Diallyl phthalate .................. 450 800

Dutadione-acrylonitrlle foams ........ 310 -Fluorinated acrylic rubber .......... 450 -

Rubber hydrochloride film ........... 20b - Phenolics, shock and ht roem.......... 450 280
Acrylics......................... 200 140 Vlton rubber..................... 450 -

Polystyrenes, glasa-filled............ 200 190 Cellulosic films ................... 400 140
PVC-nitrile rubber blend film ........ 200 - Epoxies (at, ht roe.............. 400 -

Urethane foamsi, flexible............. 200 - FEP fluorocarbons ................ 400-
Modified polystyrenes ............... 190 120 Melamines, glass-filled .............. 400 S00
Acetal ........................... 186 Nylon, glass-filled .................. 400 800
Po1) sty rene foamed-in-plact, rigid ... 185 - Phenolics (moldixt), shock and heat. 400 850
Natural rubber .................... ISO - Plastics lamninat"-s, lec............... 400 16O
Neoprene. foams ................... 1Igo - Ureth-ine foamed-in-place, rigid ... 400-

Polytyrnes.GP .............. 180 140CFEfl~m ......................... 89 800So
PolyvinyrlA Ghord film........d.......180 140 Melamines, cellulose or mf~neral- Illed - 35 305
Polyvinyl bhiordcilm, nobbri...id .. 180 15 CFE fluorocarbons ................. 8380 -

Styenebutdiee rbbr.........18 -Nylon 6 film.......................8t30-
Epoxies I capt) (;I-'................. 175 - Alkydis. high str ................... 8350-
Pretoamed polystyrene, rigid .......... 175 165 Phemn'lics (molded), GP............350 800
Polyvinyl forma&l................... 165 130 _________________________

Butadie'ne-styrene foams ............. 160 - V~ulu represnt high and low &W*~ of a ranno of tlrvieal valim.
Natural rubber foam ........ ....... Igo -

Cellulose nitrate ........... ........ 140 120 high to subzero temperatures to insure all the austanite to
Epoxies (cast). r~esilient .............. 122 - stabilized. Valve meats p-~d poppets fabricated from austen-
P1olyvinyl butyral .................. 115 - itic or semi-austenitic stainless steels with room meating
Pretoa~med cell%4los.e acetate, rigid . . - 31;0) 200 surfaces lipped at room temperature have resulted in leas.
AlkyI4s, GP;....................... 345 295 age problems at cryogenic temperatkires duo tc martenattic
Alkyds, ceke.......................... 30 - transformation &Ad iqubeequent dimenisional change.. A
Allyks ývn.t) ........................ 300) solution 0~ such a situation is temparatur3 cycling prior to(_

final lapping to insure no fu-ther dimensional changes.
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[?4VrnoM(,4Ts C0UFIOSZT of 130MM wusm

ftaI ILL.. . ueffleliMt d TIuumi 940miW
,o tit /'

"NATINIMI P"O LOWaWI N" NM LI

lon mbbr ................. 670 Aluminum bronses (mast ) 9.6 9
Nltrile rubber ...................... 890 -- Cobalt-base superalloys' ............. 9.4
•- 'rene rubber ................. 340 -- erylllum copper' . ................. 9 .8 -

4 rubMr ....................... 3830 - Cup-nlckwls and nickel silvers 9.8 9
Pl Mp~opylef ..................... I"0 - Nickul and its afloys' ................ 9.2 68
Peldetyleane, mediu, and high density 107 83 Cr-NI-Co-Fe superalo)€s ............ 9.1 8
Pobiytylen, low density ........... !10 69 Alloy steels' ........... 3............ 8. 6  U
Viaylidea. chloride 8............... 87.8 - Carbon freescuttirg sterl' ........... 8.4 3.1
Ny s mandw u ................. 1... 40 Ailoy steels (cast)4 ....... 8........ .8 1

Plemaews (4"t) .................... 66 3 Age hardenable stainless steels' ...... .2 6.5
Ny)e m6 6a.610 5.. 6 Gold' .7. -
TFJu ftorooar" .................. 55 - High temperature steels' ............ 7.9 8
.evy•iyumaW epoloee (east) .......... 60 s0 Titanium carbide cermet' ............ 7,5 4.8
CVUIllueearbe..... 888 - Wrought irons. 7.4 -
Plleseier (melded)., ................ 2j 4.5 Titanium and ite alloys ............. 7.1 4.9
lPhesnill (molded) .5 8.3 Cobalt' I.8 -
am and its allos' ................. 19.3 10.8 Martensitic stalnless steels". ......... 6.5 5.5
Nylo, afus-lled .................. 17 12.6 Nitriding steels' . ............... .5
Lad and its alloys' ................. 16.8 14.4 Perrltic stainless steels' ............. 6 52
Mgmedualn oye' ................. 16 14 Gray irons (cast)" . ................ 3 -
1pexles (rooMed) ................. 14 - Low expansiob nickel all]ys ........ 5.5 1.5
Aluiaum &aM te allo' ............ 13.1 11.7 Columblum and Its alloys ............ 41 3.8
Tl anditas wia " ................. 13 - Titanium carbide' .................. 4.1 -
Tin and aluminum br"ss& .......... 11.8 10.3 T'ingsten carbide cermet ............ 3.9 2 1
Plan and leadd brases' ........... 11.0 10 Alumina coraml,'..................8.7 8.1

..lver' ......................... 10.9 - Zirconium and its alloys'............. 8.6 3.1
Cr-NI.Ps superalloys' ............... 10.5 9.2 Molybdenum and !to alloys ........... 8.1 17
Stainless steels (cast)' .............. 10.4 6.4 Boroslleate glmss". ............... 2.5 1.8

Tin baosas~ (cuek*)* ................. 10.3 10 Aluminum silicate gieas' ............ 3.2 -
Austetle stainless stels. .......... 10.9 f Tungteln ......................... 3.2 -
Phosphor silicon bronoss............ 10.2 9.6 Inv.r (free cutting) ................ 0.3 -.
Cpw..•......................... - Silica glases ..................... 0.5 0.8
NikelM.baM s uperlloys' ............. 9.8 7. Silica, vitreous" .................... 0.28 -

avs 0" 16 MIS Of 0 rVP Of WIV6114061 Wuhia Vue for a to ur ramm etvn room temperature %nd 210-1704 *.
V-=zW==. re or a ""as of trmisbem betwe"~ -a sad 'Vdim. fat a W.h'.peiUr* MtVs 6itw010. MoOM t@Rmp~truR. Und 1000.IS V.S(Am D4 ), -Value fora tmeranuwe range betwen room temperatuiw and si00.5r , F.

NVINk at tm omi.mature mamy.

Stresses Due te Ratenulay Lestrahies Parts. When a part L original length, in.
is heated unlformly, with the edges rigidly supported or
clamped, free expansion of the part is prevented and If the member is clamped so it cannot expand (or contract),
st.-esses are Ind'aced. The linear expansion due to tempera- the effect is the same as though a compressive force Is
ture ch4n" in applied of sufficient magnitude to produce a compression

(or tension) of AL inches. The s5tesh is given by

([E 13.5L2Je)
AL =a (AT) L (Eq 13.5LLj)

wher AL -total incre- is (or dwereer) In iangth, ita. E uE (4T)

a .- coeticient of lluear expansion, in. per in. per OF
AT On change in tempet-sure, OF where E is the modulup of elasticit.
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T"~ 28.52.8k axwoomw cowss of MAP"el T~efml Cmpee'staft Vilhiales, Due to dime..' mel and
A01110gI*sGo"*" M F Pto _10111 Phyulcal propertw Ctimang In mewsriels as a ftome**u at

_________ Clalif for~~k Imumw ttre .teem~emston are
M-St71M Oli reuire fWsawevmv~itf Which mude operate

MAYU.5 UMUIWIOWAL over aV~ WWde twortsI" rum Cryteges WWlI*salm 1.11
1031 sed, aneale -45 ~to-' .,.. ohim require tiampereture compoms~aVm lor "WA-

4140 siteel, aftnealed +5 constant fore. leadi eng foria tinss staery Pswf~ms'aee.
441013 Re +10 In e'eth spritaglodd e~mposenta, spring medlshi ehia~ge

caused by temperature varlatlose sno be eimpemsatud forU1900, Re 44 +15 by oeehanies~ly varying Ow sprivg dectselm, tkaraby eep.
lOS staialeu steel, qu~ek-nch neakdl 40ng One spring losi constant. Tlae lead chanae In a spring
M0 stainless sueet, atrausrelieved -15 Is a function of both modulus chuaag and Elmeombiftal

11"var, sterloo hmpdet hr~ 6xa a Thscombined due of
modlusOWexpneon N lvimtIs al i asthermwelaatlc

Inver.w "Mk drawic.4 g0oekient, of e~eetleent of stiffmas. $ime of the talhn "e
WNI4T6 ailuiniamm+1 used fibr temperature commpensation fuelude:

7076-TO11 aluminum -t a) Design for milifOguratioin myvmmtry.
Ti 75A titabium +210 b) Make roiponents from a swigle material, or meversl ma-

teniars having th. same a'mpanalon loui'et.
Thermial stresse mar occur in cylindrical shells when there 0) Use bimetallic elemenits.
is a telhparature gradient lit the *adlal direction, If 0he d) Use gut expansion or contraction elements.
edgy. are massmrd clamped and At large distances front the
end, the stress In Selsetic of compensation techniques is depandent upon

fumetoai" requirements, weight and space llmiatatioaa, and
(Eq 1LUSJe) iavlrourasnatWlconpatiblbty. In the design of aerospaee

E AT fluihl compoaenb. Judi~us, material wslectton or use ofF
T Ibimetallic d~ev" at* the techniques suest commoaly used.

Motthods omployjing the vapor pressute liquids, or expansion
where P is Poisson's ratio. of liquids or gase confiaed tn beilhaws, are more bulky and

tend to be unsliitable for use In equipment subjected to
The temperature difference, A.~T is Aikely to be greater for environmental etatrembs.
ti'ek wallst than for thin ones arn4, therefore, greater
stressm can be expected for thick-irailed eylindens. Near Where the annperature range varies bstwesi* -506 and
the end of the shell the thermal stress is mazimum and acts 2000 F, It is~ often Possible to fabricate the springs tres
at the outer surface of the pipe In the circumferential di. constant modulus alloys of which N1 SpeaP.C to typical. ThisI
rsetion, given by alloy exhibits a very small change In elastic modulus within

this temperature range and, therefore, can be used directly
(CIO 185.2.d) in springs, elimluiating tSb, need for compensation. Diamen-

QE T I + V7-7- .- , aional changes as a function of temperature, however, must
- kstill be considered with can.-taut modulus alloy.- s ace they7

TO _71) Vr havea relatively high coeficilent of thermal cxpaosoioa. Por
Atemperature chanavs exceadfng the useful range a' the con-

For w 013, this stress is approuimiately 25~ percent greater stant modu~lus alloys, temperature compensation vaust be
than the stress In Equation (13.5i.2.3c). From this it is used. The constant modulus alloya pro usually un, esirablo
evident thai in t. brittle material, if ai crack occurs due to if temperature compensaticn in requir.-d beceaus of the non-
temperature differokoee. IT. it will start at the edge and linear charactei of their temperature m~odulus curves.
procese in an aximi direction.

Under a temperature incrmase. two material& having dif. 1 ihsrn t plctosweeteefc.o
ferent coeIM.Ients of thermal expansion, rigidly fastened therma; expansion and elastic modulus thange. are of aie
or welded together throughout their length, will tend to same orrier of magnitude, Judicious melection of materials
* tpand different amounts; however, raust expand equally. can bo an effective mesairi of tem~perature compensation.
Th-. material having the higher coefficlcnt will be subjected The eatimatid temperature range and thfa material In each
to comprioraiv# streases, while thei other materi-il will be ii element of the spring load circuit must be established. The
teftsion; thereby the composite part will assume a curva- not change in spring length Is then determined. Invar Is
t.ure. Thiis principle ii used in 4-e manufacture of bimetallic a useful mat,4inal for many apjplicationa In temperature-
thermostats. compensating circuit. due to Its exttemely low caffIcica

13. 3.2 -12 ISV4ED MAY 116



EW41MMOMENTS THUMAL GOoMPWMUP

of "pension. Used In eomblnastoa with stdnl.s steel or
sluninum alloys baving relatively high cosiuients of Ox, LOWS u
pan*.n, significant deleetions are obttinabie.

Bimetallie dt•Lces are ueful for compensation in applica.
tions Involving lower spring rates, whore ihs eqyfvalent
dimenasional effect of elastic modulus change is relbtively T2H-TUM
large compard to the eftets of thermal expansion. 8:-
mota!tic elements can he In a variety ot shapes includnt_ (TYiCAL)
fiat dim, fiAt strips, dished %ashers, U shapes, V shapes,
and spirals. Ths particular shape chosen depends upon tht
nature of the force and/or displacement desired.

Geznerally, it is simpler to utilive the deftection of the bi- "ti
metallic element rather than ttle for.e. These elements are
capable df providing a temperature compensation over wide
range of temperature, Temperature compensation elements
in pressure switches, relief valves, and regulators have
been suecesafuly employed over a range of -800*F to
+500'F. Elemonts are also available which will provide
satisfactory compensation over the range of --1001P to Meu I1I ., TSmf5rato COmlpensted Pmesure
+1000"F. Design of most bimetal devices Is similar to PMlUlMtaM
spring design, where the spring ehanes configuration with
temperature when it Is i. its free tondition. Bcause of the
complox elastic properties of such design and development, A simple temperature cormpensated pressure regulator Is
testing is required to fully establlsa, the eharacto•istics of Illustrated in Figure 13.6.2.3a. la the design Mlustciaed,
a sew design. Catalog data is evailable givitig h charae- compensation fo., chances In spring moduiLs is achieved by
terltles of commercially available compensating clementa. stacking dished bVmetallic washers. The deflection achieved
The trar.cetet response of temperature compensators must by the bimetallic elements compensates for the change in

be considered in some applications. Devices subjected to spring force ad a result of modilus and 4imensional

sudden and extreme temperature changes will operate off changes in th, sprlng.
their calibration range until thermal equilibrium is estab-
lHheb, even though compensation is provided. If this be- REFERENCES
hbvaor is un.cceptable, means must be provided to give
rapid or equal conduction of heat to the active elements, 1•2-22 48.10 151-4
Such techniques include keeping masse0 small, using ma. 20.17 56-1 172-2
terials having high thermal conductivities, and keeping
heot transfer paths from the temperature changing mediun' 44-5 65-29 913.1
to the thermally active elements as short as possible. 46-20 91-1 456-8

'4
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SPAC VACUJUM ENVIRONMENTS
SUNLIMATION OF METALS

13.6 SPACE ENVIROVNMENTS Table 1&.6.2. ans Pressures and Cmneaewttrtin in Spece
Waeds from 1V*Chen*iI "'T~ne~n 0mes Nymp 1f. 91. ' efg4,gghtl JWbT #'N m.8dc I ns11tliu of ChemclISAA. THE SPACE EzNVIRCNMRNT Vo.5910.4. o-lt

13.6.2 THE SPACE VACUUM_______ ___________

IS.6.2.1 Eublimation of Metal. In Vacuum
13.6.1.2 Plastics and Elestomers in the Spot#ATIUS PO U 'iTf I gw.

Vacuum AT1ot (MM l"g) (OF) TMR
13.6.2.3 Luhricanta In the Space Vacuum u IANJC
13.6.2.1 Coltl Wrldins~ Sea level 760 -101 --40to+105 2.5 X 10', 78% No,

114d.3 RAD)IATION IN SPACE 21% 0.,
i1 .. 6.3.1 Radiation Types 10/ Ar
13.6. .2 Radiation Energy 100,000 9-10' --40 4 X 10"l N,,0U,Ar
13-A...3 Radiation Flux fe
VIA.&.3I Radlatioue Dose fe
13.6.3.5 Radiation Measurements 125 miles 10.4 10, 10"4 No, 0,
13.6.1.6 Space Radiation Zones 0,, 0+
13.6.3.7 ltadiatloki Effects on Materials 6% minles 104 10, 10W 0, He,
13.6.3.K Radiation Shielding He-

13.6.1 METEOROIDS 0- HR
13641 Probability of Meteoroid Hits 4000 miles 10-": 10, 103 H-, H,

13.6.4.2 Meteoroid DemageHe
13.6.4ý 3 Protectlor. Aga~nat MeteoroidHe

Damage 14000 miles < 10-13 10' to 10' 10' to 10' 85% H+
13.6.5 TEMPERATURE IF' SPACE 15%

1!.G.5.1 'Cho space MediaH+I 13.6.5.2 T: ermal Sources
14.6.*3 Thernel Sinks
136. Temperature Control 13.6.2.1 SUBLIMATION OF METALS IN VACUUM. The

11.6.6 ZERO) GRAVITY effects of vacuum on the sublimation rate of inetals can be
13.6.? I'LANETARZ ENVIRONMENTS calculated from the Lang'muir Equation, assumuing that

1369TIME IN SPACE bhihcux. none of the molecules leaving the suface returit to it.

136. TeSpceEvi~kmn' G=17.14 15 I.6.2.)

garavity the eviecroanmentirdain eeoodadzr where 0 weight loss rate per unit area of exposed
tmrepresen~t widely varying temperature and pressuresufcmcmse-

vxtrteroes and a variety cf atmospheres and grpvitational P, vapor pressur:? of inetal at temperfsture T,
,II(A-tIions. I his Aection describes the environments of Apace mm Hg

itnd the rlaneos, atnd the effects of the space environmients
phase

13-6.2 The Space Vacuumr T -absolute temperature, 'K

Ttvacuum of iopace consists of a low-density gas mix-
ture, consisting primarily of hydrogen and helium. T~ie From~ Equation (13.6.2.1) it is seen that weight loss rate
estimated gas press%%re in interplanetary spac:a is approxl- increases directly with increasing vapor pressure. Table
mote~y 10", raim Hgl; in interstellar space, ptesaures 13.6.2.1 presents a list of severa, metals and their corre-
lower thain 10 2 ram Hg -nay b- encountered. The pres- spondirng sublimation rates for different temperatures. rad.
sure specirv of space is given in Table 13.6.2, including milim, wl.ich is often used for plating paý-'ts, is seen from
gas tempera, .e composition, and conieentratdon. The these data to be a poor material for use in high vacuum.
best vacuum obtainablS in a laboratory ranges from 10.10
mnr Ho to 10- 1' mm, 9g; however, 10- 0 mm Hg is con Metals that sublimate from a warm !iurface will have a

sideed racice fo th bet comerialvacum ystms. tendency to plate cut on cooler burfaces, possibly causirg
sideed racicc brthebea comercal acum sstes. electrical shurt-circuithig, change of surface emlsslvitles,

'Vhý folifwini.' :uohlerni (if fluid ct'iponent design are asso- or change in optical properties of mirrors anti lenses. Subli-
uttvl %0*ith c.povat;!n under high vartium conditions: subli- mation of the base material can be retardo-d by the use of
it -,n andep'rtn fnteis.ol edrg rco, surface coatings with low-vapor piessures, for example

kn i inorganic coatings suet. as oxides.

13.6.2 -1 ISSUED: FESRUARY 1970
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ENVIRONMENTS S IAA OF METALS
""[MAVIOW OF NON-METALS

TW13ALI. l~lawne. of bO I*e NOk Varmm
35-m •11)

ILEMINT I-t CM/Vlo 10-1 OWNVl

Cadmium 100 170 260 siO

Zinc 160 261) amO 7"M

Mag~nesium 230 340 470 124)0

silver 890 1090 14800 1760

Aluminum 1020 1260 1400 1aB0

Beryllium 1146• 1300 1640 2W8

Copper 1101400 1660 1980

Gold 1220 1480 1750 1940

Chromium ;WT0 1600 1840 3416

Iron 14ot 1650 1920 2Wd

Nickel Woq 1720 2000 "Nb

Titanium I05M*4 1960 2M8 14

Molybdenum 2ft,0 29W, 3450 4?20

Tantalum $250 3700) 4200 640

Tungsten 3400 W90 4500 60
•T omvw s ib t mr * to smem a to e./e.. , dt G by&%sy U4, =./t,.

Ill.6•q PLASTICS ATqD ELASTOMIRMS IN TON• SPACE premsures that thi; thermal *,.erry required to cause ovio-
VACUUM. Because te Langmuir Equation Is noý appli- oration exceeds that required to brvok the ehainiml bonds
cable to the organic materials of enginoerlag Interes, of tie polymei. Many polymers of en&.meering •.mpotaneo
experimental data of weight less of organic materiv.1s are do not aabiime or evaporate in high vacuum environtments.
necessary. The weight Iosn exhibited by organic polymers and the thermal stability of these polymers abould bi at
in vacuum Is usually the result of the evaporation of rela- least as good id high vacuum as in the earth atmeopht. ,
tively lower molecular weight fractions, unroacted addi-
riveL, contaminants, adsorbed and absorbed Iroos, moisture, Weight loss of Peveral hith purity polymers are driven in •
etc. The loss of these additives and contaminates, however. Table 18.A.2.2. The weight lose data o re griven an No* percent
can change Important properties of the polymers. For ex- poi year at 5ame ;N:•%perature. Norinally a I percent or
mnpls, the lose of a plasticizer by evaporation In a vacuum W pc~ren% weight loss is not considerec! detrimental to mato-,

environment will produce a more rigid or brittl!e part with a riats for engineering akpplications, however, 10 percent •
corresponding decrease in elongation and increase In tensile weight loss con result In considerable change in the wnsi- I
and flexure strength. Electrical components, such as capac' 1- nearing properties 31 a'-janic materials. Table 13.6.2.2 r

torn, may change In value If the Insulating materials used snudb :dwih-atoinemhottedt reo
In their construction lose moisture or other contaminates snueton.ble quald ith caution, Myinc, muchof the daa Neore.ne

which ore trapped during their manufacture. qetobeq~iyTfr ype io ,adNorn
are materials which -ihow promise for k•ptie vacuum. expo-

Th.e r,,to of weight lonse at a given pressure and temperature us Rerne31-)
varies as a funct•on of Jime. The Initial weight loss is usu- In general, the following eight points shovild be noted :
ally high and to du]e to the lose of adsorbed and absorbed
gaum, water, and other contaminants. During this stag•e, 1) High molecular weight polvmers apparentl•f do not evap-
the total weigint loss may be as great an 3 percent for some orate or sublime in vacuum.
polymers. This relatively high Initial weight loss will drop
fe a very low value when the loss of weight ir due primarily 2) The thermal stability of these polymers should be at
to degradation of the baosic polymer. least as goo in vacuum as in air.

In ,eneral, Folymers of relatively high molei-Onr weight, 3) The weight loss exhibited by engineering plastics in
such as Teflon, do not evaporate ar vaporize In vacuum, 'but vacuumn is the result of the evaporation of relatively lower

,when supplied with suffiient thermal e;,ergy th, y decom- m,.eculnr weight fractions, unreacted additives, contami-
_poen or depolymerize. The"e polymers have such low vapor nante, etc.
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SICIO" OF POLYMERS ENVIRONMENTS
BEHAVIOR Of LUBRICANTS

ToWe 13.&2.2. Doe eIp WRsn Pof pnuWu In Hbh VaMaWW
(4Repinted with permission from "Chemical Enflnftft Profee," Syn,. Sk•ie, L. 0. J&eH, vol. 59. ro.
40, Copnia80t 196., The Anrwican Institute Of Chenical-Efnlhneers, Ne-w "ork)

POLYMER WASU POYMR IK
__ _F C F C

Acrylonitrile 240 120 A Melainine 880 190 E
Alkyd 200-300 90.150 C-E Metbyl a -rylate 1008.00 40-150 A-C
Banyl 540 280 B Methyl mathacrylate 2204-90 100-200 A
Butadlene 490 250 B Methyl phenyl silicone
Nutadiene-Acrylonitrile resin > 719 > 880 B

(NBR rubbe.:) 300-450 150-230 B-D Methyl tyrene 850-420 180-220 A
Butadi-ne-Styrene Neo.-rene (chloroprene) 200 90 C

(3BR rubber) 460 240 B Nylon 80-410 30-210 A
Carbuiete 350 180 D Phenolic 270-510 130-270 B-D
Cellulos 350 180 A Propylene 370-470 190-240 A
Cellulose, oxidied 100 40 B Rubber, natural 8•0 190 B
Cellulose acetati 370 190 A Silicone elastomer 400 200 D
Cellulose acetate Styrene 270-420 130-220 A

butyrate 340 170 C Styreae, crosalinked 440-490 230-250 A
Cellulose nitrate 100 40 C Styrene-Butaeiene 270 130 C
CPE 490 250 A Sulflde 100 40 C
CgE-Vinylidene TFE 710 380 A

Pluoride 500 260 A Trivinyl benzene 560 200 A
Epoxy 100-460 40-240 B-C Urethane 1504500 70-150 C
Ester 100-460 40-240 B-C Vinyl acetate 320 160 A
Ethylene, high density 560 290 A Vinyl alcohol 310 150 B
Ethylene, low density 460-540 240-280 A Vinyl butyral 180 so C
Ethylene Tetephthalate Vinyl chloride 190 90 A

IMylar. Dacron) 400 200 A Vinyl fluoride 460 240 B
houbutylene 400 200 B Vinylidene fluoride 510 270 A
Isobutylene-Isoprene Vinylidene fluoride.

(Butyl rubber) 250 120 D Hezefluorrpropene 490 250 A
Isoprene 380 190 1 Vinyl toluene 400 200 B
Linseed oil 200 90 C Xylene 540 280 B

Based on data in the literature as tabulated by Jaffe and Rittenhoume desirable properties should bb preconditioned iAt vacuum
bAU temportture values are approximate
lt- d.ceending order of -uakaty from A to E at elevated temperature to reduce, as much as possible, the

potential loss of the material to space.

4) Weight loss rate and amount of weight loss are greatest 13.6.2.3 LUBRICANTS IN SPACE VACUUM. Corven-
early in the test period when the materials at or near the 13..2. lubricants ar g Pal E not sor ven-
3urface evaporate. These loss factors decrease subsequently tional lubricants are generally not suitable for use in theto rae dterine trinipllyby iffsio raes hrogh space vacuum because of the~r high vapor pressure which

to a rate determined srincip.lly by diffusion rates through -esults in loss of fluid by evaporation. Eien if the rate of
the polymer to the stirface.

evaporation of a fluid lubricant is acceptable, the vapors
5) Rigid plastizs are, in general, preferred over flexIble, may condonse on cooler surfaces Puch as lenses, relay con-
elastorneric wAterials. te -ts, -r ether sensitive components etrsential to the opera-

tion of tie equipment within the spacecraft. Other problems
6) Materkals with minimum nunber and quantity of oddi- associaced witl. using a lubricant in a vacuum are (1) the
tives and modifiers are preferred. absence of )xygen - essential to forming a metallic soap,

7) Complete cure of the plastics must be obtained by ex- and (2) poor thermal conductivity due to the absence oftendCd time and/or elevatled temperature post-curing b convectiv gases, resulting in high thermal gradients dueenre time eaimndt of unre.ected, low molecular trec- to friction. Also, the lack of abaorber.t In space wi!] prevent
teensre the eliminatin the use of such bearing naterials as graphite, w:dch de-tioins in the product.

pend on absorbed water vapor for its lubricating properties.
9) Those materials exhibiting high loss rates but consid- The nroblem of vacuum lubrication is treated in Detailed
ered necessary for" use on space vehicles because of special Topic 6.8.2.6.
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ENVIRONMENTS COLID WELDP4G
TYPES Of RAMOTION

15..24 COLD WELDXNG. Cold welding, often referred to to-metal contact occurs and a metallic junction is formed.

as pressure bonding, nay be defned or the Joining of fwoj Continued remove! 3f oxide layers eventually results in
solid metallic elements without the o"e of heat to produce appreciable welding, and 3eiture of the parts may occur.
a liould or melt phase at tbe interface. II,. the earth's atrnos-

phee, eta pats ossss nai~rl srfae oideco~lng Under vacuum conditions, adsorbed moisture cannot exist
and their surfaces are normally contaminated. The; detailed onasrnc doxdlyesaybreodbyuli-

tion. Other remor-Ai mechanisms includ.- the removal of
mechnism invlve in old eldng o metlli eleveut swface films by micrometeorold erortion and aputtaring (see

Is at present not well understocd; howmover, it is generally SuToi13.).Aprstdaonheeem aIec-
accepted that the surface contamination and oxide layers SmsToi 13re 4) limte orent unknowheen.o-l Ieca

play an important parrs In preventing bonding of mate tale im r iie rukon

* in static or dynamic contact. Although there is little useful design data on cold welding,
Solid metal surfaces cre normally neither perfectly clean limited expjerimental results indicate that:

nor 1 erfectly smooth. Under normal atmosphefl ccondi- a) The degrpe of cold welding may be a function of solubil-
*tions, oxygen molecules are adsorbed and rea~ct wihthe ity between mating materials as Indicated by phase dia-

metal atoms to form oxides. On top of t~iis oxide layer a grams. The results of one invastigation of variou, clean
con~onsed adsorbed moisture layer is formed. The mfoisture meta's couplel under s' Ptic pressure in a v~cuum showed I
layer varies in thickness with the relative humidity of the Joining of the following soluble couple..: iron/aluminum,
atmosphere. These surface ltyera are often reterted to ati copper/silver, nickel /-.?opper, and nickel /mol:',bdenuwa.
surface contaminants, Illustrated in Figure 13.6.2.4. No Joining occurred between the following insoluble

"louples: copper /molybdenum, siliver/molybdenum,
sil ver/iron, and silver/nicicel (Reference 286.2).

ADSOUEU LIQUID 01 VAPOR

b) Hard materials which haev good wear rer-istance also
show resistancr to cold welding. L~imited data on 52100
steel, a common ball and rtuller bearing material, indi-

OXIDE;'catea that this material i5 relatively resistant to cold
welding in a vacuum. (Reference 131-22.)

c) Although some materials are less susceptible to cold
-AL weldiakg thnn otners, it is advisable, whenever possible,

-------- to provide lubrication when sliding surfaces ar? exposed
to vacuum conditions.

13.6.3 Radiation ir. Space
Radiation may be defined as the cmission and propagation

of energy through either space or a matcrial medium. The
space radiation environment is composed of cosmic rays,

Figure 13.6.2.4. A Solid Surface Slowilng the Oxide Layer anld particleh, and solar flare particles. -
Aesowbed Liquid Contaminarits

18.6.3.1 RADIA-AION TYPES. Radiation types may be gen-
The conventional process of welding two mnetals requiree orally classified as either dc1ctromagn~tic (zero rest mass)
heat in sufficient quantity to remove the surface oxide lay- or particulate (finite rest mabL4. Eiectromni ietic radia-
ers and reduce the nictal at the interface to a liquid phase. tion includes ultraviolet light, X-rays, and gamma rays

It should be no-ted that the liquid phase does not promotA (photons). Particulate radimtion vonsists of electrons, pro-
the joining of two metals but only allows complete contact tons, neutrons, alpha p. rticlcs, and a small number of

of te srfaes.It s oly he rmovl o th sufac oidss higher atomic num~ber particles. These particles are definedI
that allows the metals to be joined,.sflos

If the oxide films removed from the metal surfaces are Alpha Particle (a): a positively-charge] particle identical

not quickly replaced, the metals will cut"' weld when in to all properties of the nucleus of a helium atom. consisting

static or dynamic contact. Blecause surfaces are not per- of two p-otons and two rieutrona.
fectly smooth, the real area of contact between parts is Beta Particle (p): a negativel.- or positi-elyr charged elec-
limited to the contsAf of surface asperities. Under the high to mte rmanceswt ne~ryrneo
bearing pres~ures that can occLr at these points, brittle approximately I Mev.
oxide layers are fractured because they cannot confo~ ha

to the changing surface contours. If the metal surfaces Elect romagne tic Radiation: radiation havinag wave lengths
remain free of coataminac~ts (oxides, moistu-.'e, etc.) metal- from approximitely 10` to 10 "cm.
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MOGATlOW &MERCY, ENVIRON4MENTS
F1UXM AND DOSACE

Phoeon ., th Keneric term for high energy electromagnetic of jparticeiew per unit dime passing through an ame on the
radiation. Photons of nuclear origin are talled gamme vays, surface of a sphere enclosed by a solid angle. The urnits are
anti photonsi of atomic origin are callood X-rays. Photons partlein/cmn' see stersatian where a siaradIlia is defined as
have wavelike properties, b,)t occuir as d5iscrete energy the solid e4ngle weiech encloseea a surface on a sphere equ~al
pulses. The energy of a photon is inverrely proportional to in area to the radius of the spher,3 squared.
its wave length,

Iste'gratrd Fbit.r: the total !)artIrles/em' in any given time
&emuslrnamlani: thee secondary radiation induced by rerlod.
charged particlet which ait accelerated by anothitr 0n,-reipl ~r h uhro arilso oriucharged particle such as a nucleus. T!he Iremastrahlung Oniivi~a 'er h ubro atce fapriu
photons are X-ray% having energies near that of high lar type that would transverse a te1., sphere of one cent!-
energy electrons. brit which are more penetrating than the meter squatie orosn-sectional aroa In one secontd (particlei'
electrons themselves. Also callcd Pte.-fro.? radiation. cm,~ NeO.

('oaraic Rapti: high en~ergy particles or electromagnetic ia- f'nidirretio~nl Flotx: the flux arriving at a teat sphere per
diation originating in interstellar space. unit solid angle from any particular direction having anits

.if particles.1cm siec steradlan. If the in,ýAent radiation is
Electron (s): an olementary particle of rest mast% m isotropic, the unidirecitional Au4u equals As omnidirectional
9.107 X 10 " gr~ams. and a charge of 4.802 X 10 '-stat- flux divided by 4w (there are 4w uteradiana in a sphere).
coulomb, its charge may be positive or negiAtive. A negative Aflux ot particles incident cn a plain surfzce to one-fourth
electron is callea a negatron. but the term electr~n is often the ominidirectional fux, or is equal to the unidirre'tional
used. A positive electr-.n is oalled a positron. Negative elec- flux divided by 1Mw. The results of laboratory radiation dam-
trans occurring in space are designated by' e . age oJxperinients are usually qjuoted Ir. unsitg of particles/

Gamnia Ratio (-f). electromagnetic radiation having wave em' required to produce some effect hn %given sample. To
lengths from approximately 10 ' to 1I) " cm. Gamma rays obtain the om~nidireetional flux corresponding to a labors-
are highly penetrat'ng. rnd are emitted by a -urleos in its tory flux, the lahoratary flux nhould 'Se multiplied by fo-ir.
transition from a higher t0 a lower energy state.

Protm ('): poitiely -hagedpartcleoinass umbr 1.6..S.4 RlADIATION De)SR. Radiation dosage can be ex-
Prot.,~(p) a ositvel .hrge paticl o~mas nuber pressed either in terms of the exposure lose, which In a

I and a charge equal in magnitude to the electi 4.~ 1AI~ the measure of the radiation field to which a material is exposed,
nucleus of i. hydrogen atom. or in tek M3n Of the absorbed dose, wl~lch is a measure of the

X-Rqy. 2!ectromagnetic radiation. having, %%ave lengths of energy absorbed by the radiated materiel.
approxiniantey 10 ' cm. X-rays are highly penetrating and Asre oeuis
are usually formed hy bomba-7ding a metallic target in Auorddoenis

a high v,%cuum with a particle. X-rays are often called Erg/grant: the e'nergy expressed in ergs abaorbed by
Roentgen rays. a gram of the irradiated materirkl.

13.6.3.2 RADIATION ENERGY. Radiation energy terms Rad: an absorbed dose definev as 100 ergs of radiation
are 4eflned as follows: energy of any type absorbed per g~ram of any irradiated
et, telectron volt): unit of eiiergy ne-..,mary to accclerate material.
ani electron Rcrovs a potential difference of one volt Exposure Dose Units:
(equicralent to 1.6 x I 0.12 ergs).
ko,' v;housand electron vol ts. i,'00sutg(eN (r): An exposure dobe defined as the quar~tity

oif X'. and icautina-racizatioti whieh will pioduce one electra.-
M.,.million ele:'tron volt. %tatic unit of electrical charga in 1 cc of dry air at standard

Rlev: billion ei.. tron -.zoltee. eonditions of temperature and pressure. This amcunt of
energy gives an absorbed dose of 87.7 ergs of energy per

Hard apid Soft: designati, ns for approxima' k-. ei4er- gram of air.
giest. Hard X-rays have energies, greater ti -veral key rsg-t a-regtgrmC4 nidrc esr
and have great penectration, while suft X bý,' i4ower eg~~e abx raga() nidrc esr
envrgies and are less penetrating, of a gamma radiation field based on an absorbed dose using

carbon as a standard. One roentg-n, r, of gamma rays is

13.6.3.3 RAI)IATION FLUX. Raadiztlon ifl, ;' are equivalert to approximately 87.7 ergs /gram carbon.

cielired a-4 follows: Dope Rate: the rate of energy delivered or abs'~rbed,

Fhox~: F',ux defin:es the nuinbes, of particle.;, photons, or eg. /otrya ada,

0.4er*g passingv thro-igh it Viven area in a specified time.
usually griven in particles /m'.m ec. photoni em" se.', or Nlev/ 13A...5 etADIAfJION MEASUREMENTS. Flux measure-
col s.'v FluLx may also be specifieed in ternms of the number nient and dose measurement are outlined as follows:

ISSUZ:D: y~aRUARY %970O
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ENWRONMENTS RADIATIONMEURET
RADIATKIO W OES

Flux MO"aauemeut. Udldation flux meausurements are made the 20 kew to 1 Nov range. The outer belt extends about
with particle sensors which deperd on tht conversion of S00 to 37,000 mikes, where the region of high Intensity 116*
radiation ionizatioir to an electrical signal. Various typeis at '.0.000 t, 15i000 miles and up. This. belt, called the soft
of p-Article detwetors and their applications are: belt, consists primarily of electrons. from 20 hew to 5 Nev

and some prutoi,. over 60 M'v. The Isointensity contours

Detector Dinah. Chief Usfs8 for electrons and protons based on data froi- Explorer 12
______________________________- are shown in Figure 13.6.3.6.

Goiger Ionization e-, Y, p1 gross counting
counter

Ionization Ionization -y, a gEmsa counting Xto

chamber

Proportional lonizaticn v, p* gross counting
chamber10

Bare Electron s- gross countingloto10 0

multiplier multipi ca- 
3 04 0 otion 
3X1 4N

Scintillation Light 0ef yp energy analysis
counter produetio., PROTON FLUXCOTORCONTOURS ELECTRON FLUX CNOR

Solid-state Ionization p^, aenergy analysis' MV0Ky
counter

Carekov Light p* igh-onergy detection...
counter production DISTANCE FR)M CENTIR OF EARTH (EARTH RADII)

Done Measurement. R~Adiation dosimeter, measure the total Fiur 2.43.41. geginteftity Coftours for Electrons and
exposure to ionizing radiation. Four types of dobimeters 111111111"

and their dose ranges are: (Based on date from ExPlorer 12. To son1¶# e~en this .ditrbu 'o v

Photographic films 10-1-404'r Copy~right 1963 by Conover Mast Publlcat.ons. Inc., New York.)

Plastics 10'-IW r
Glasses 10 -10' r Radiation dosages in the be~ta, Includilng the energy pene-
Chemical dosimeters 50 - -10' r tration to a given depth or range, are presented in Table

13.IJ. SPACE RADIATION ZONES. The spacto ra diation
environment In' characterized by the earth radia~tion zone The Auroral Zone. The auroral zone is located between ap-

(Van Allen Belts), the aurniml sons, and the interplane- proximately 60 and 65 degrees geomagnetic latitude. The'i
tary sons. Types of radiation found fin space Include aurora] displays am. produced by low energy (learn than
electrons, protons, cosmic rays, and electromagnetic radia- 200 key) electrons entering, the atmosphere. Protons. may
tion, consisting of ultra-violet rays, X-rays, and gaima %loo be prevent. The auroral particles are ea~sily stopped
rays. and, eoasequontly, do not present a seriou.- rad~ation prob-

lerl.
Geomagnetic Csewdinotes. Normally, It is convenient to plot
the radiation Intensity !n the earth's radiation zons In geo- Te7trlntr oe aito nitrlntr pc
magnetic ratber than geographic coordinates. The origin h nepaea)Zn.Rdito nitrlntr pc
of these coordinate systems coincide, but the geomagretic cnkao nnrei oni lxadpleefrdto
axis is tiltei. by 11.5 degree with respect to the axis of assoclah I with s~olar flares. The distribution and 'requency
rotation of the earth. of ý.Ihe solar flares fol7,iw the well known eleven yl .Vk sun

;poL cyckt. The largeit flares, consisting of rWalivistic

The Earth Radiation Zope. The earth radiation zone is char- -ba proto n, are Lis23ytremely hae; orlv nba' ocurasebe
acterised by magnetically-trapped electrons and protons. beednte at2yrs h n fr' ocrs
This sonet, often refzi red to a3 the Van Allen Belts, is a."en as eight tliafes pev day, _ar a~ditWiý, to these sources
made up of two ,meentrie belts. the inn~er belt anii the 0" inter"?lanetary radiation, therm also exk.sts a continuous
outer belt. The Inner belt extends approximate' y 4000 ejecticrn of low enevgy particles, prima"rily protons and
miles, with inte. isity reaching a maximum at 1800 to 2000 electr(..ns from tha sun, Itnown as th( ý,olar win~d. The
-niles above the geomagnetic equator. The Inner belt is distributionl of the &A'ar wir particles is believedi to obey
sometimes referred to as the hard belt, and contains high the inverse soquvre ?:w with the suit &Aing as a point
energy protons of energies to 700 Mev, with e~ectrons in source.
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MSRTIW MugK ENVIRONM ENTS

TomS 1&68* ftw Damv in 3pm

OAUAT VAROUS PDrITATU1ON fhPYMO

;amer radlatiks bel ___ _____________

protoft.- 10'(T) 7 X< 10 10 (t?)-10' 10,10) 1011 10'

lEctrona. <2)< 191-1 X 1(' 10 I-10 10,10) 10"0 0
Brentsotruhlung <2 X 1w-I X 1W8 10 a.10l, 10'(?) 10' 101-10W

Total 10,(0) 10'. 10,40lb

Due principally tu* g 7Ppp

Outer radiation belt

Zlectronit lb X 104-5 X 10r 10-1' 0-10"8 iO"-iO"5 10

Brembstrahlung 2 X 10'-5 X 10P 10 '-10' 101-10r 101-10, 10-10(

Due prfnteipally to* 6 6

folar fare high energy particles

Protons 2 X W0-100 108-10 10'-i08 1054.0 18-0

Electrolls -5 X 10W 10-1 W0-1000) W0-1060) l

Htlenisstrahlung -5 X 10' W0-10' 10'-10'( ) W0-1010?) 101-10'(0)

Total l'-10-(?) 101-1000?) W10,-0

Due principally Wr e(?) e(?) p?

Sedar fare low energy particles

Protwis 5 X 10'-2 X 10 10 ( ?-10'(?) 0 0 0

Electrons 2 x 10-'-10, 10-6 0 0 0
Bremsstrahlung 2 X 10-1-101 lO'4( )-b'r 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0

Steady solar emission

Protons 10*-10' 10'-10'6(?) 0 0 0

Electrons 108 10'1 0 0 0

Bremsatrahlung 1PI 10-1 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0

Cosmic rays

Protons 9O'-101, > 10-1 W10,-O W-10, 1011-108

*e L'Ieletron :p *ý,mtonL; ~-f brerr!.,trahlung photo.n

"T. ~ .. ...vvr ,- .nrtration depth in ern .ijvide by the r'at.,rial dtensit3 in pim ern.
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EN4VIRON~MENTS EFFECTS ON MATERML

Cosmic rays of galowtie ario~n consist a4 proton4 (-.93 Organic mtaterials, as a class, are the ieat stable in, a
percent) and &tlpha .articles (-7 percent) alonx with radiation field. Radiation damage to organic materials Is
smaller amounts of heavier elements. The energy of the dependent upon ths total energy absorbed atd smomedmes
protons is In the range of .400 Mev to 20 Rev. Although upon the radiation intensity; damage is umially not do-
energies are quite high, the froc space flux of particles fit pendant upon the type of radiation. Radiation damage to
2.5 particles/cm asee. 8hiac. this flux is small. radiation polymers may occur because of the removal of a bonded
damage due to cosmic rays usually needs to be considered electron leading to bond rupture, free radical., discolora-
only In very long apace flights. tion, et,. Polymers may be degraded by a loss in mechan-

Raditio doag"in te iterlantaryzon, icluing ica.' strength, an increase in vapor pressure and viscosity,
Raitie ola daosm hn tosme ?nepanetare presnte, InTaludn and a reduction in 'rneecular weight. Most Islaptemerlc

the ola flres od osmc ay, ae pesened n Tble materialn are not satisfactory for use beyond % gamma
1a.6.3.6. The values gtiven rep'emeex't the approximate range dsg f1' rsg C.Ntrlrbe stems
or depth of penetration in materials. including the iffect rdainrssato h lsoes trn-uain
of shielding materials, rubber is thu most resistant synthetic elastomer. Silicorneus

and fluoriie-based polymez s are below average In radia-
~3.6.2.7 KA1111TION EFF3CTS ON MATERIALS. An tion r~sistance. Tabia 18.6.3.7b presents the radiation re-
important factor in determining the effect of radiation on sistance data of some plastics and elastomers. It is imi-
materials is the range or penetratingt power. Particles a.e portent to note that the data shown In Table 13.6.8.7b J~s
leer penetrating than plotons, and particles which are directly applicable to radiation exposure in the presence
highly charged and/or relativtly large are less penetrating of air. Limited radiation testing of some polywoire, includ-
than electrically neutral and/or relatively small particl'-a. Ing Teflon, In a vacuum environmenit indicates that radia.
Gamma rays or X-rays at. highly penetrating, while alpha tion dainagre in roduced considerably. This is explained by
particlos which are relatively massive and highly charged the fact t2 at the presence of an oxidizer In the environ-
penetrate only a small distance before stopping. The com- ment Ca.'seA oxidation of ionized polymers which results in
pa rative penetrating power uf various types of radiation greatogr alteration of the molecular structuve than in a
at different energy levels-in terms of penetration depth chemically .nort (vacuum) environment.
through a gas (air), liquid (water), and a solid (.slumi-
num)-is listed in Table 13.6.3.7a. For charged particles, LubricantL, in gencraa&, are affected by rakdiation exposures
the penetration range listed in Table 13.6.S.7i is the thick- tt 0O' -. The efects no~ted are a decrease in initial viscos-
ness required to reduce the intensity essentially to zero. ity, followed by an increase in foaming, Increasing acidity,
For gamma rays, the thickness is that required to reduce and decreasing ex!dstion stability. Petroleum lubricants
the intensity to half the incident value. are the most stable, and little enange Is noted at 10' r

radiation exposure. Fbizorinated materials are not recoin-
Table 13.G.3.ý&. compaorative penetrating Power of mended for use in a -adiation environment becmaue the

Clured artilesresulting acid which is liberated is highly corros3ive. Con-
(Reference 13-9 verational metkl soap greases hardes, And solidify under

________ _____ _______________________ co cinued radiation exposure. Aroniatfc hydrocarb.,ras
RADIAT"O 9NamIT PEINEIOATING RAtilGE CINCHES~) change very little for radiation exposures to 10' r.

TYE (MOw) Alit WATER ALUMINUM
- - - Ceramic materials, in general, are not seriously affe-ted

Alpha 1 0.2 0.0002 0.0001 by rtd~ation. Glass trancparency may be reduced or be-.
10 0.01 0.004 come opaque. Explosives such as diozodinitrophenol and

0.4 0.14nitioglycerir. ere dair aged when !xpostd to as radiation
Proto 1 09 v.01 000u5dose of 10' and 10' r, respectively.j

The tolerable radiation dose for any riven material may
10 004 0014depend strongly or. Its applic~tiun. For vxample, a ma%-

100 2.1 0.75 rial which loses tensile strength may still be useful as Ca

300 24.0 7.9 insulation material, while it.s ust as a seal material may

Electrons 1 104 0.14 0.06 b de~- fetd

3 0.68 U.21 13.6.3.8 RADIATION SHIELDING. Three important fac-
Gamma ray 1 4.5k 1.70 tors to consider in determining radiation shielding require-

- 5j9.1*37*ments arc:
Tbcnheecssl o euc .Ineuy - ~ s 1) The nature and properties of space radiation

Metds are considerably more resistant to radiation dam- 2 iso uain adsaefih ah
age than most Dther classes of *solids, showing little damage 3) The tolerable dosage for a particular component or
due to radiation except when exposed to the radiation in material, dependent upon the function of the compo-
tho heart of nuclear reactors (fast neutron exposure). nent or material.
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DAMM 1ENT MMMI

T~b 13AWL ftm Thbtmmu ft %.ew Uaftt.
(hei~n 11101a*

N~atural rubber I X IV' erg/gram (C) 2.5 X I0V erge/ram (C) Damiage veters to owrall yraevre
Nateral ns~or 2.4 x17 1.5X 100 Damage voters to twneihdtuemg
Pebu*Iebhm rubbor 0 x I0, 1 x 10"

pe..s~iiee(SU1) 2 x 10' I X 10 Damage refors to overall properties
iyume wiwo4~ (111311) a x) low Damage veters to tensile vstrogb

Niteile rubber (143K) -7 x 10, Compression meo degrades
Nitrile rubLe, (Iub3) -1.6 X 10- Tensile strength increases by 25

percent
Neoprene rubber S.6 X 1I' Hardness begins to oha~go
r~ypakea (abblrowaltonatod

Peblbiet mme) 4.5 x 10' Tensile strength begins to increase
Aeryile rubber 9 x W
anklseome wbbegi
Vito. A 9 x 10' Hardness Inert ame 15 portent,

elongation decreases W percent
RAI-V 650 10'
PAMyu18d rubber 2.8 X IlOW Great damage at 4.5) X O0"

erg/gram (C)
Buatyl rubber 10'

Plasike
Am~uL reeins U..) X0 10'IG
Collu'.0slcs 2) x AW
Zpoxies 9.6 x 10'"

Polyethylene 2> 10 to 9x 10'
Teflon 2)< Ity 3.5 X 1W~
Phenolics 10'.
Nylon sheet 9 x lO* 5' x 10' 25 percent decrease In elongation

att4 impact strength
Silicones 1011 Glass reinforced silteone lu.ninates

reach threshold at approximately
10" erg/gramn(C)

Polyvinyl chloride 4PV r) 2 X 10 to.,, Liberates hydrogen chloride

02fthrsalud Jma,~irt, iv. the amount of ratliation ,'Xi~oure re".isei t~o rhanKe at lea~t on* rhy,.lcal pwrperty of thq material.

"I& percent dom~Ag, i. the nmount ii( ra~flotI.n expoaure mmt'mirq to thanse a physical property of the material by 24 psereent.

At present it is possible to obtain only approximate as seals, etc., and s6'111 maintain an optimum strength-to-
shield requirementz, because tof the lack of data for radil. weight ratio. Radiation dosages throu~gh different shield-
ation interactians Atith materialtA. and lack of knowledge ing thicknesses in gm/cm produced In th~j various radiation
ot radiation dosage in sapse. as a function of time. zones in space are shown in Table 13.6.3.6.

Radiation shielding should be desjigned to optimize weigcht, 13.6.4 Metorolds
and maintain an acceptable dose rate to the shielded ele-
meat; it in left to the designer to dc.termine how much The space environment includes a class of material particles
rhdiation the shielded elemen~t may receive. A gereat of stony ani ik-on-nickel compositions. The density of thene
amount of the material in a space vehicle is used for struc- materarkis ranges from W. 5 jim/cm for dust ball instooroids
tural purposes. The %tructure then provides a f ree shield, to 2-10 gms/em" for stony and metallic (Iran-nickel) par-
since it must be used reitardle a of the radiation environ- tidles. These particles nave been classed as meteoroids.
ment. Structural housing should tx- designed to provide its micrometeoroids, meteorites, dust, cosmic particlft, eke.,
much sthielding as possible for the w taker elements such acording to size. However, for purposes of this discussion

13.6.4 -1 ISSJED: MAY 1964



ENVIRONMENTS METIOWOD DAMAGE

ilia term inflortE'D4id will bi used )describe the stony and 13,6.4.2 MWETE.OROID) DAMAGE. Meteoroid damiage ranges
irrini~e tpe of materials in xpace. from surface erosion which can change otclpn~te

It Is believed that meteoroids are of two origins otAniit ucueo saerf tutrlmtras
asteroids and comets. Mete'oroids ol asteroidal orijivt.con Even though puncture~ does not occur. Ja~nags can result
stitute approximately 10 percent of the tctal influx of fiom spalling ifragnl.*ntation of the friner surface) caus.
the particles that enter the earth's atmosphere, Most Ing sti c'toial damage and the getrurativn of h&rmful con-
meteoroidal material In the solar system is beieved to be tamniiants In the system; or deformation of tht- inner sur-
associated with comets. Approximately 90 percent of the face which cov~d ,r'strict flow In fluid lines o: Impair the

tota filx Ito he arths amr'ph~r isthbght o b or operation of clone fitting moving parts such as bearings,
comttar orgin A cmetis ompsed f alowdenity sleeves, and spools. Also, localised heating caused by mets-

mass consisting of loose particles. As dissipation of the oroidal impact could result in reaction between a strong
comet eccurs and small particles are released, they take oxcidizer such as fluorine and the heated surface. Figure
up the orbit of the original comnet, with the excep'i~on of l:1.i.42 impact.ratea onnter deurface f d amage eused bym ye
the perturbation forces of other Flanets which tend to oodipc.Dt ntedge fdmg nsdb
widen their path. metceoroid impac is generally vague due to uncertainties

In meteoro~d composition, mass density, shape, and veloci-

It is generally agreed that the velocity of meteoroids falls ties. Althougsh a numbee of relationships have b"en devel-
In the range of 11.72 kin lsec (7-45 mi/aec), with large con- oped relating punctu-'e depth to m~eteoroid and target
centrations In the 20 km/sec (12 mi/sec) and 40. km/sec material properties such as dens'ty, hardness, and heat of

(25 i/ic) rages.fusion, as well ats geometric factors, experimental verifica.
(25 i/se) rages.tion of these relationships is extremely iimited. A primis

Important parameters 01 the mneteor oid environment that limitation iN the inability to achieve representative mete-
must be considered in design are probability of meteoroid oroid velocity. One reiatibnship for hypervelocity impact
hits, meteoroid damawe, and protectl,)n against meteoroid at normal ii~cidence which shows good agreement with the
damage. limited available experimental data I% given by Biork (Ref-

erence 2-2).
13.6.4.1 PROBABILITY OF METE011'D HITS. The piob-
ability of a particle in space striking a component Is aVv
function of the meteoric flux and & - exposed area of the
component. The number of meteoroid Impacts per square
foot per day on a structural surface fb'an e -rhrbItInX
space vehicle is plet~ed in Figure 13.6.4.1. It can be seen
from this flgure that it is probable that one meteoroid of DFRI RI RCS

mrss ranging from 10 "' to 10 'grams will impact a body DFRE RISCA~

one square foot in area per day, (A) v(SI

Ic0 MICROPHONE DATA

0 WI-CR DATA SM

0
0(C

Particles In Relatively Thick Tsrps
IMPACTS 4~

FT 2  
- DA't 10 - UPS, ESTMMA)

d CXmV'd (Eq 13.6.4.2)

1011 LOWER ESTIMATE\ where d -depth and radius of u he.. i~pherical e-ater,
cm

m particle inass, gm

10,2 1A-V im,)act velocity, km/sec
1012 constan~t for a given combination of particle

10,12 I0O 04
MINIMUM mASS, GRAMS and torget matet iass

C 1.04 for aluminum hittipg
Figure 13.6.4.1. Meteoroldal Impacts on Structural Surfaces aluminum

(From Reference 4/76-1.) C 0 .60O6 for iron hitting iron

f 1.3 for le'ad hitting lead

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
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NETEOR01" PUNOTEC~T14f ENVIRONMENTS

id i i~ -~ -DETH C

MAS MASSRAMS

Figure *35.4.2b. Peerto I~iipreo~~Prilsa arosiipc .rlBsdo
Vjrk 1.a0nfr ~r~nm nAuiu

~~q ------ raumnn atn laiiuii lte n net.I h cterdfamnsaes sra u htte
Fur'I tIi. tine.detvthenrytnmitdaeahpntf

46ati eue npootont h ubro rtmns

I~tA~i.:$ P~toTC~h;N A(.AIN~TM~:rF:(J~o~l3V a 7e0tv thickness 43d cMr.son rltivewehtf
~t .n~aeaam~'r.el ontpeet eiu 1var aeil e 0euvln meteoid rt/ee to 2 s givn

isvi r ' ra figur otte irobialtil it tr~io of Allt. it petrvilow.t Patces. herlati Vegt o arious bmpper ftonfiguts a-odo
l~fraic t 7~tdaa' tha ~rIicI. sxloIrk' Eutioan for gluinum aon Almnetsumyt rcuepntr &r lutae n

*rý eMfl iot. aa i tst alucly ton hittingaa al]umi n his pl otthdyi lenes. Ifthel in eference fragments:1aretiosran d ou that the
osac cosalta title lioneoaoai. the'. envli tonsite at~l eac poitgo

1.11.41.t4.3 ne Ik T Crwtoila.N ae AGAINST m IFa OKOI DA.anli oIt- 13.6.5t i reducedau in Sw p aci ote nm e tfam ns

A~vt reiiaivqil thik,?s andleo carspnln relativee~a weight ofa a

%t el14;F In I veera' l, ~ino evrid, if, nL4. lir :t *I I vraioa.t is hv. 11je It onins ls? for vi atei ysalen ra ted ros prote ectio ha givnc litno
iI IIliti k.a wit) Ivinel 1 p.i bet w..- aurt a, na ffl Iie Wa l r 5 hickie s Tabl em 13i 6 rat . Tahe useiroaI lti of mutple i plautes foi-teI fumom

in i bis Spt 41 itb vrv ýte veftt .iti on b y thve sla ithi tshielding~ ofdce thelieeaa t I at in ts a lathii t oni f pat int e s anos-
j_40 i i. b n iott a like ly.to '14. Le lvotit-elar ge p a ria teic les compare. I wiatothe i t sigepatel hv in loe d sity mo the s i thckpn-

H .1'r )A-.e stitles thati loamp it'all" '11101. 1 th-e all W th, tills lion' l alixt.vss lr ' is pre ludeslr p ti ctu e are ilsta te in Fig.1t41t

0 ' I K i.,4 ,ixt-t loorae' l y it, lit- t cn id te-L u haizat wothy lite. n team fkinRetifterencs 12 -3 a asd i 131-he reatonhi
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ENVIRONMENTS THERMAL SOUP4CE

Tab*e 13.6.4.3. Ma~tlqu Thlsknefe mft Cmvepn dingW 13A.A.2 THERMAL i4OURtCEt. Tlw, prit.aitry external
Weitht t. P1 colse qul~nlent M8609 Old proestio' s¶ource of thermal energy for a spacecraft traveling within

(Rfteferecs 476-4) the molar system III direct radiation from the noin. Heat on-
ergry derived from the total electromaglictic spectrum of

AlTmInumIA DIMITlY Nm GT the su sa heat flux of 442 Bw~u'f hr at s distance of I
Alumnum0.08 1.0 100 u* (strnomcalunit). The heat flux intonilty varies In-

Haei 005 1.00 1.00 verseIlr as the square of the distance from the sun.

a0.0li6a 0.72 0.48 The steady-stste u-mpierature of a body in space can be
Filament wound plastic 0.077 1,61 1.24 determined by equalin~g the radiftnt energy emnitteeo from
Fused silica 01079 1.05 0.86 the body at thermal equilibrium to the total energy absorbed
GAI-4V titanium (QSO6 0.72 1.1 by the body.
I7.7PH steel 0.276 0.49 1.38

between motion of a gasi and Its temper~kure. This roea- ArtenT 1,4 Arwa,-,, 4[ - v- A,.aBH, + ApiT
tionship In given by the i,4lowing: Energy Energy Laer gy Energy

1 mitted abuorbod' absorbed absorbed
-~mV4 - k-IT (Eq 13.6.5.1) ;rom directly by body by body

22body from sun from from
where m -mass of the gas molecule, lb.. planets, plainets,

V -velocity of the gas molecule, ft/sec reflected emitted
It =loltamannat molecular gas constant,

T - absolute temperature, OR

where AT -total surface area of body, ft'
Although the velocity of &. molecu~e In space is not knoWn oýsisvt fbd
with any degree of accuracy, gas temporatures of several v- SemissivitY n of ody tnt
thousand de~rrees have been predicted based on kinetic tern. tfnBlia osat
perature. The fact that theme high temperature gas mole. 0.1713 X( 10-' Btuihr ft' OR'
cube% are 30 widely scattered, however, meant that they have T,, = steady-state tempe-ature of the body, OR
a negligible offtct on the temperature of a space vehicle due A,..,,,= projected area of the body toward the sun,
to the small amount of heat en,.g-y involved. The tempera-N
ture of a space vehicle, therefore, i& detvrmined not by ý.hc am solar absorptiv~ty oY body
temperature of the uurrounding atmosphere, but rather as Hs intensity of solar radiation, Btu/ft'-hr
a result of radiation from other soureet, such as the sun -442R ditn-frmsnI
and radiation, to tUte heat sink -f space. (F, itvr rmsni

astrcnomical units)

CONFIGURATICN RELATIVE WFIGHi A,, projected area of body toward planet, ft'
&R absorptivity of body of ifflect )d energy

from planet (funetion of spectral
___________ *3.00di'tribution from planet; 'or the e.irth,

value nearly tiie saivie as solar
absorptivity)

- /2B -Albpdo 3f planet
Q=Heat from other sources, including

heat generatid by spacecraft, Btu/hr
- - /3 0.27

0/3 a, absorptivity of body of emitted energy
from ulanet

0.16T effective black body temperature of
FILE pl-.net., 'ýR

NONEYW'AF 1 I J 19 Bocautie the energyr contriLution from the ;))ant-fs is rela-
tively amall, a ei-is approximation of body teaiperature,

Figure i3.6.4.3. Relative Weights for Various Bumper Con- ngcigha e~ae yLesaerfi rvnb
f *t rations ilecetisery to Provide Meteoroid 11 au ts a anit of distAnce eqUaLI to the. mear, di~tanc-, of the earth ftov.
Protectkun the MUS,

ISSUEDz FEWW4ARV 1970
SUPERSEDES: MAY 1964 1.~
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ALIEPOES ENVIRONMENTS
ZERO GRAVITY

(Eq 13.6.5.2b) The on'.y other importont source of heat is that Kenorsted

A1 ,,RA',t As,,At5H.. by the etini,)rment housedi w,thin the space vebicle.

A, /a,, 13.6.5.3 THEFRMAL SINKS. The heat sinks for a vehicle
or T in space hi eude the space sphere and components within

L\ / -~the' v-1-icle. The space sphere may be. considered to be a
lPluation (, l13.ti).2h) is plotted iii Figure ll.6j.h2 with H4~ black body at a temperature of appro,ýiniately 41 "elvin.

converted to dtacfrmhesun (H 442) ;I dis- This tcmpernturc is a result of starlight, otherwise the
R` tc-mpi'rature of the sipace sphere would be considered -lbso-

tance front the sun, au), for various values of the ratio luite zero.
S(See' Detailed Topic 2.2.4.3 for a table of a./tf' ratios).

The planets' diktances from the sun are aliso indicated in 13.6.5.4 TEMPERATURE CONTROL. Temnperaiture con-
this figure, although the effect of radiation fromt the planets trol in space is obtainsed prime rily through radiation heat
is not included in the curves, transfer by the use. of reflecting mfaterials or reflection de-

vices such as rotating louvers. Minimizing absorbed radiant
-~ T V FF TF M,1 I0 energy can be achieved by the ~ase of super insulation ma-

*IA, ,jTA -SkVAoCt AREA OF BOD tennias and coatings having low a/,F ratios, Th~i use of super
Q0a. !OLA* AIISOfP;IVIr * O iniulation materials to reduce heat transfer Is discussed

% - ,04ISIVIY CI IOD inDetailed Topic 2.3.2.1. A table of aeratios for avariety
- ,S; PM455VT1 AE FCIN SUN o materials is given in Detailed Topic a..33

+ 13.6.6 Zero Gravity
The absence of gravity is impo~sible to dupiikbte except for

4W short p~eriods of time. At present, testing in a zero gravity
20 field is very difficult and expensive; therefo.re, very little
6.0 information its available oni this environmental parameter.

IL A K SDY (). 0It, is ge.terally believed that no significant effects on mate-
1W16 rials will be encountered due to the zero gravity conditions

i- H'~ i-A ~in space. Designs dependent on weights and !iqu id-liquid or
t liquid-vapor separating to some predictable orientation will

40j be uselesc in the zero gravity field. The beh'avior of con-
p~uro tained li..uid in this field may depend on the wettability of

20 1Nthe container walls. Liquids which do not wet the containerMW41culYti. @Ny ~
I . 15 UP1a AUR R wall tend to contract to a spherical shape, leave the walls,

and become suspended in spoize. Liquids which do wet the
0 1 0.2 1 0 60.41 2 A6 1 t 0 40 wall will tend to spread out over the wall, lea/vinira gas

DiSIANCE FROM SON, A.LU. pocket in the center. Trani~er or flow of fluids such as pro-
F~gue 1.6..2.Equl~biumBodyTemeraureVenus is- pellants and lubricants must be made without depending on

Figre136.52.Eqilirim WyTemertue Vrss ia gravity. Venting a gas from a liquid vapor phase requires
tance from the Sun, as a Function ý!`techniques to prevent loss of the liquid. Fluid heat transfer

must depend on mechanisms other than convection, such as
Another source of heat for bodies in close proximity to a film builiiig, tionqluctioii,, and diftfuior.
planet is their reflected and emitted 'Pnergy. The emi-sion
and reflectivity of ht-at energy from a planet depends on its Other forces will act on a space vehicle whereby the prob-

temperature and emissive properties, and on its albedo (r,3- lems associated with zero gravity are alleviated to some dle-
flectiv.. propes ties). The albedo represents the percentage gr~ee. Forcea that may produce an artificial gravity force
(of incident encniry t-vflected by a planet. The average albedo, such as orbit transfer or correction forces, spinning or
B3, for several -iolar systtem bodies is given in the following tumbling of the spacecraft, and solar radiation pressures,

table: mtay alleviate the problems of zero gravity to some degree.

Table 13.6.5.2. Albedoes of Solar System Bodies 13.6.7 Planetary Environment
(From "Handbook of Astronautical Engin~ering,' H. H. Koelle, ed.,
Copyriaht 1961 by PMcGraw-HPI. Book Company, New York) The bodies within the solar system shown in Figure 13.6.7

present a wide range of environmental conditions. Although

Earth 0.36 Venus 0.7"10 Uranus 0.66 detailed information on the environments of the planets in
Moon 0.07 Jupiter 0.51 extremely limited at present, so-ne of the basic character-
M ars 0.15 Saturn 0.50 istics of the planets and the earth's moon are given in Table

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ 13.6.7.

13.66 -1SUPERSEDES: MAY 1964
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ENVIRONMENTS SOLAR SYSITEM CHARACTERISTICS

Table 13.6.7. Characteristics of the Solar System

(Adapted from referqnce 131-30, corrected to reflect prelim itary Mariner 6 and 7 data)

SEMI-MAJOR PERIOD MEAN MAES NAUMR SUATORIAL
AXIS EARTH-YEARS DIAMETER ARTNATURAL GRAVITYY (EARTH- (EARTH -1) SATELLITES (Earth-)
(AU)*ath1

Sun 109.2 :1 x 10o 28

Mercury 0.387 0.241 0.379 0.055 0 0.380

Venus 0.723 0.616 0.956 0.815 0 0.893

Earth 1.000 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 1.00

Mars 1.524 1.88 0.535 0.108 2 0.377

Jupiter 5.203 11.9 11.1.1 317.9 12 2.5.4

Saturn 9.539 29.5 9.47 95.1 10 1.06

Uranus 1925 84.0 3.69 14.5 5 1.07

Neptune 30.04 164.8 3.50 17,0 2 1.4

Pluto 39.64 247.7 1.1? 0.81? 0 0.7?

Earth's Moon -- 0.075 0.272 0.012 0 0.165

SURFACE
SURFACE SURFACE EMP ATMOSPHEC RIC

BODY ESCAPE VELOCITY (OF) PRESSURE ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
(Earth-1) (in atmospheres)

Sun 55,0 -11,500

Mereury 0.371 750 <1 traces of heavy gases

Venus 0.915 800 16? 93%7; CO, ; possibly N, trace of
water vapor

Earth 1.00 60 78%N 2 ,20% 0,

Mars 0.449 90 to -190 0.01 90 - 100% CO- renaindet unknown,
but upper limit for N2 is possibly

JupiLe: 5.38 -220 >1

Saturn 3.26 -270 ?

Uranus 1.97 -340 ? NHI, CH4, H,, He

Neptune 2.24 -360 ?

Pluto 0.85? -370 ? heavy gases?

Enrth's Moon 0.212 -243 to 260 10"17 traces of very heavy gases

"*1 AU - 92,959,670 miles

ISSUEDo FEBRUARY 1970 13.6.7 -2SUPERSEDES: NOVEMBER 1968
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SPACE MISSION DURATIONS FNVIRONMENTS

Table 13.6.8. Spacm Mission Durations
(ReVSPence 1074)

SPACIE MISSION NOMINAL DURATION

Earth orbit 90 miniutes
300 n mi orbit

%Lunar landing, one way 2% days

00* 4 o,0 S Lunar reconsiaissance mission, 5 days
no landing, no lunar orbit

L~unar latnding, earth-return 1 to 2 weeks

Close solar probe, 4% months
)ne waý instrumented

J" Mars landing, one way 9 months

Mars reconnaissitnce mission, i2 mionths
______________no landing, no martian orbit

7 Venus reconnaissance, 1I% years
planetary orbit and return to eartO

Mercury re':unanissance, *%years

planetary orbit and return to earth

M-irs reconnaissaitce, 2 % years
Figuis 13.6.7. The Solar System planetary orbit and return to earth

Jupiter reconnaissance 3 % years
planetary orbit and return to earth

Saturn reconnaissance, 4 % years
planetary orbit and return to earth

13.6.8 Time in Space
As the durations of space missions increase, space environ- Recent succesaful manned and unmianned near-earth space-
niental effects btcome increesingly mo.-e important to fluid flight (earth orbit, lunar landing, etc.) and unmanned
component desig,~ers since most of the adverse effectA of plimp t itrv recornnissence has prompted the tentative
the space environment are a function of time. The proba- planning of longer duration missions. Examples are manned
bility of meteoroid penetration and the degree of meteor- earth-.orbitin~g space stations for 10 year durations and
oidal erosion of material surfaces will increase with ex- unmanned Grand Tour reconnaisance missions to fly by the
posure to time. Radiation dosage is cumulative with time. outer planets. Grand Tour missio~as to Jupiter, Satukn,
The effects of the high vacuum on the sublimation and evap- Uranus, and Neptune or Pluto have been proposed for the
oration of materials are also time dependent. The length of late 1970s and would ree~luire missio3n durations of 6 to 12
time required to accomplish~ several representative space years.

missiens is presented ira Table 13.6.8.

REFERENCES
2-2 9.0-11 131-21

34-4 93-*14 131-30

34-6 107-616-

35-11 131-2 174-5

47-?3 131-3 286-2

65-3 131-6 422-1

65ý131-19 423-1

77-9 476-1

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 19;0
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ENVIR0OIMENTS OXIDATION AND REDUCTION

110.7 COPROSION Chisiical solutioni Involves the diksociation of a material,

13.71 CHMICA PROEFSresulting in molecules o- ions going into solution with the
13.71 CHMICA ['RCF2Senvironment. Fig'irn. 13.7Ai illustristes the dissociation of

13.7.2 OXID)ATION AND REI)UCTI'ON iron iiato solution an ionus and ex, -%p electrons are produced
13.7.3 GALVANIC CORROSION in the metal. In general. the facturs which influence chem-

13.7.3.1 EI'ctrode Potential ical molutio'i are:
13.7.3.2 Elcectrolytes
113.7.3.8 Galvanic Cells #0) The min, of the molecuie or on. Small molecules -knd ions

13.7.4 POLARIZATION ususklly dissolve more readily.
I1b.7.5 BLECTR9IJ)E CONTROL h) Structural similarity of s~lvent and solute. Organic nm-
13.7.6 CORROSION FATIGUE terial, are most soluble in organk solvents, and metals
13.7.7 INTEGRANNULAR CORROSION are moist soluble in other liquid metals.
13.7.8 FRETTING CORROSION C) More than one solute. Tue presence of two solute. nkay
13.7.9' STRESS CORROSIION CRACKING produce greater solubility than the presonce of only one.
13.7.10 CORROSION BY PROPELLANTS d) Temperature. The rat- of solution increase;- with tem-
18.7.11 CORROSION BY LUBRICANTS perature.
18.7.12 CORROSION BY ATMOSPHERE
13.7.13 CORROSIION BY SEA WATER
13.7.14 CORROSION BY MICRO ORGANISMS
13.7.15 CORROSION PREVENTFIN

13.7.15.1 Protective Coating.
13.7.15.2 Inhibitors-
13.7.15.3 Cathodic Protection
18.1.15.4 Design Techniques

13.7.16 CORROSION MEASUREMENTS
13.7.17 CORROSION TESTING F.

p.

13.7.:. Chemical Process
Corrosion Is the deterioration and lobs of material due to

menet. Corrosion usually involves both a c)-emical solution -F hmclrato ewe h aailadisevr~--________________

and an oxidatioai-reduction process._______________

The natural chemical reaction between most metals and
their environment may h.- represented by: Figure 13.7. 1. Disawoc&iit of lwon Into SolutlOfi

Metal + Environment -10Metal Compound + Energy
(Fe, Al, etc.) + (H.S, 0., HRC, NOj, etc.) -11

(Sulfldc, Oxide, etc.) 4- (Heat)

Therat ofcoroson s ov-rne b a umbr f fctos, 13.7.2 Oxiaation and Reduction
Th~ rae o corosonis ov ~rnd b anumer f fctos, Oxidation involves the loss of eri~ch-uns from an atom,some of the most common being: whereas reduction involves the kain of electrons. It should

a) formation of surface films be noted that the presetice of oxygen is not necessary for

c) hydrogen ioiii activity (pH) sidered as being a reaction involving an anode and a cath-
ode. The anode supplier, electrons (oxidation) and the

d) pese~ce f oher onscathode receives electrons (rcduction).
e) temperature

f)polarization Oxidation may occur at any temprerature and becomes in-
elecricl rsisanceof lo~troytemotuls are exposed to an oxidizer such as oxygen ot fluorine,

h) saticor ccli strss cnditonsan oxide (fluoride) layer or scale will form at the su~rface
I) rate of flow of environment over material and the reaction process is iretarded. For :)xidation to con-
J) presence of. dissimilar metals tinue, the metal mu-3t migrate across the oxide layer to the
k) surface configuration. surface, or the oxidiuvr must, diffuse through to the base

metal aurface as ill'istrated In Figure 13.7.2. The relation-
Reaction times may vary from extremely slow to very fast ship between the growth of this oxide layer to time and
and may not occur at (4ll unlwas Initiated with a certain temperature is importent as a basis for determining the
"act'vatlon" energy. resistance of the metal to DAid'~tion.

13.7.1 -1
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GALVANIC CORROSION EIVIROMFNTS

If the iron shown ifi Figure 13.7.2 is In a water -olution. which in taken to be zero. Table 13.7.3.1a limts the e!actro-
riset is formed %ccording to 'he reec-tion mechanical series of metals. The tretals higher in the series

4Fe 30ý4 6.-O , 4e (01) Ferrs hdrovde)are termed amodic to the metals below them, and the more

stid e 4il 30, ton arIH 0 -~ 4e: ( 1 ) ( e rs h d oi nob1.' m etals are called cathodic to the m etals above them .

Table 13.7.3.1m. EIlctrochemleal ei&les
Oxidation Fe _6 Fe'' I 2e M~ode reaction

Redluction It10 I 1/2 0, 1 2e --# 2011 Cathode reaction ANODIC (LEAST HNOWE) END

The ease with which electrons are removed and, therefore, Lithium
thes corrosion rate will depend on the envixonment. Elec- Sodis~um
trods art readily r 'moved fr'om ir 'n when oxygen and aIur
water are present, ar~d readily ren, ived franr, aluminum Barneium
when chlorine is present. Magneium

-- ---- -TOH~ Aluminium
ATMOIDI Manganese

SCAtR 02 Zinc
Chromium

0 ~Iron (e-Fe -o )o
0~O Cadmium

I~oN~ 02Nickel

Tin
0 Lead

Iror (Fe _. Fe+*,)
Hydrogen
Copper

I I Silver
ANODI CATI400 Palladium

Fe-1 2.* 2.'/2O....e 0. Mercury
Platinum

Plgjr* 13.7.2. Oxidation-Metlluctio.n Premcs Gold

CATHODIC (MOST WOSDLIE) ND

13.7.3 Galvanic CorrO31on The relative position in the series between metals should
not be used to pre'1 ict whether one metal will dliplace an-

Galvanic corrosion occurs when two diss.milar metals are other In solution, since the actual values prevailing 'n a
coupled in presen%'s of sn electrolyte. Galvanic corrosion specific solution may cause a change in the relative position.
also occurs wheit electrodes of the same metal contact with Each environment must be considered separately. Table
difterent electrolytes or the sanie electrolyte but at differ- 18.7.3.1b gfives the relat~ve position of metals in sýa wAter,
ent strengths. The extent of galvanic corrorion will depend called the golvanic series..
on the type of ijetAl and the el.~ctrical reslstan'. of ýho
electrolyte. 13.7.3.2 ELECTROLYTES. Electrolytes are Ionic solutions

of aeids, alknlies, or sakis which conduct electrical currents,
13.7.3.1 ELECTRODE POTENTIAL. When metals go iiito with electrical cdyductivity resulting from the free louis
solution as ions, excess electrons which are tiberatel "vmain available In the elettrolyte. Water ioniises slightly, forming
in the metal and the metal acquires a negative charge. Equi- hydrogen ion:.. H%. and hydroxl Ions, OH . Acidic solutions
librium io reached when the metal ions and electrons re- have a greater hydrogtn io 'n concentration and alkaline
combine at the same a-ate at which they form. The potential solutions have an increasca hydroxyl ion, 3H1, concentra-
drop resulting from the production of ions In the solution tion. Salts are the reaction products of acids and alkalies.
and electrons in the inetal is known as the electrede Pxter.- They are highly ionized and rive essentially neutral solu-
tial. tions. All are cc-'ductivt due to the free motion of the ions

The tendency of a matal to corrode In a solution is related In solution.

to the electeode potential between thi metal surface and its 1J.7.S.3 GALVANIC CELLS. A galvanic cell consists of
inns in solution. Because the potential is influenced by temn- two electrodes, one which supplies elect-ons (anode) and
perature, concentration, velocity, etc., standardization is the c "or which receives electý-ons (cathode). If an electri-
employed in measuring the electrode potential. The value of cal contact fri made between the two electrodes, the greater
the electrode potential of a metal an,; a nolution 1.3 usually potential at the anode will force electrons amad metallic Ions
measured with reference to a standard hydrogen electrode to flow to the cathode. Corrosion alwaye occurs at th. anode
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ENVIRONMENTS GALVANIC SERIES

DISSIMILAR METALSI

Table 13.7.2.1b. Olvenic gS-ri@s In 9ea Water, electrolyte (Plivire 13,7.3.3ap. E'xamples of composition
(Rfn~5 V201)cells inv ited# (1) platings,)r coatings on a base meats" where

C01110011 END(AND1111the plating Is not continuous, (2) threaded fasteners slid
C~kUOED£NO(AN~a)their associated parts, (3) *older and the parvnit material,

Magnesium (4) sthaft and bearingfs supports, and 15~) connection be-
Magne3fium allOY. tween dissimilar pipe or tubing. Dissimilar metals are

defined for aircraft arid aircraft parts in Table 13.7.3.3 per
Zinc military standard MS 33586.
G -'.-anized steel
tUalvi~nized iron

A14

Aluminum (6012, 3004, 3634. 3003. 1100. 6053 ,N.CI SOUO
in this order)

Cadmium 
RS

Aluminum (2117, 2017, 2024 in this order)/
14iJd steel FeC/FRE 0 2 TAPJN UP AND N.04
Wrought Iron met TOWE manM

Cast Iron

Stainless steel, type 410 (active) (ANODE) tII CATMOOR)

60-60 lead tin solder

Stainless steel, type 30,% (active)
Stainless steel, type 316 (active)

Lead
Tin

Muntz metl Figure 13.7.3.3s. A Composition Ceon
Manganese bronze
Naval b-ass

Nickvi (active) Table 13.7.3.3. Grouping of 3Imilar and Dissimilar
Inconel (active)MeeiadTirAls

Yellow brass uu opa anpi aorv
Aluminum bronw MsI go f1111111 Q
Red brass Magnesium Cadmium, Iron, lead, ('opper,

Coperand Its alleys zinc, sh'lum- tin and their chromium,
Silicon bronze num, and allcys (ercept nickel, silver,

their alloys stainless gold, plati-
Nickel (passivc)P0 Aluminum steel@) num, titanium,
inconel (pasislve) Alloys cobalt, rho-

6062, 50563, diun. and
Mionel 6356, 6061 their alloys;
Stainiess steel, type 304 (passive) 60413 stainless steels
Stainless steal, type 316 (passive) and graphite

_________ _____________________________*metals in th* saem crou~p are considered similar to onep another. and
PIIOMIMC END (CA sag4) metals In difftce-,t groups are considetied ieflasmilsr to one another.

'Active: meta suric.ce witbout a protective film.
$1Pessietv: metal with a protective film (such ge an osiiies film). A compositfon cell may be created on a sheet of cadmium-

pl'ated or galvanized steel where the plating has been

because It is at a hieier elect-ical potential than tlte scrait bed exposing the steel base metal. The cndmiuni or
cathde.Gavnic ell n~ beclasifid a (1)comosi~on zinc (galvanized) coatingtacts as the &no&., and any corro-
cell, () cnce~ra~i~ celsand'3)strss ell. Tese sf on that occurs is on the coated surface, with the steel

thret. tynes ,if cells require an anode, a cathode, and an protected, (Table 13.7.3.1b). A .tin coating on steel, howi-
eloetropctential (electrolyte) betweent them. ever, wi'l provide protectin only as long as the coating is

continuous. If the tin coating is broken, exposing the steel,
Composition, Celts. A composition cell may be established (Figure 13.7.3.3b), the steel w~ll become the anode', tin the
between any two dissimilar mestalls In the p-esence of an c th ode, and the steel is subject to corrosion (Table'
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POLARMZT~O ENVIRONMEN~TS

1.1.7.3.1b). In oider -that the bumi alloy im- ;retected, the the Inaccessible atrean. Dirt, or other surface contarninations
cladding for alu~iinitm alloys is alwalys selected wo that th* site remponmibie for localiaed pitting, because the !ontamni-
coating providet a higher elIectrical potential than the core, nation restricts the -cess of oxygen. Figure 13.7.3.8c illum.-

traten the effett of corroslon due to concentraition cells.

CONCNIIITIN AT

ANNO01

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CA CAYH3OM ops~inCllFind ySrtcigTn
CotdStS lgr ~...c.CnenrtonCls u o it tCrAcin

EwCATHODE

IesetASIe li.heth scroyeinohmgn-
oIs theles ocnrtJaeso h azbcm h temCla hnamti ssrae uha ocl

fither 13.7..30k TA Compoiton typls Fofm con Scnrationg celThinm-yihntegai onaisofamtlmti

Ina etl-onCelvrainonmtllucnetateondi at cr~rve envir.c. onmenbt, hogan bo un oDary , ats asthe

olution immediCelys adjaenth ectrolythe me nta suracenue aoeadte ri h ahd.Beaso h rae

outhe loess thnemtal-io conentationf the garatbecome then this ty16. ofhran smtuaur ill havessdsc as higert colroiv
aiden causr ing cureta to flsowc ino otherods mthlt-touo workinr ra sthean m coargrosione meal cu.Acomneapef
wil bhe pints swlutio otie cntia maaaod in volt. Meand-ion tescrondet odwokn ta h odo he
concetrtion o-etll arecth commonlyrassociats with. dincer- 13s..4 Por irarizat tepit noednfara hti
encesion vell oroit twetopinson aiul metalli plrace Pnhde n olafriaonmedy bhe odefinked arei the pracinofe condther
wherlued mretals mayt as iremvied contibnuoutl saloe pont temsfie., ite oposs the catorrsodetnia.ypr'u
wthil epois accumulaontings at another.o fels rore aomr byhi tonetration chunangsriesutn ofromea passaix

art ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ o currento through an oxectgeni cell.. Paeahge neghtteaolarwizthin ca gon. lte
flxygen~~~~~~~~~~~~ ocnrtoorlrr iiri auetomtl h otenialofte anirnodeint the grainboundire ction and the

In amea-o cellswt variations inmtlin concentrations on disandoy oteantia of gai the cathode i h . Bdicadireton, thegrebte

gencasig iferences in electrical potonil enti al.ai Mosist metlheuing thpe oteranstialofthre wilhae ad Ahoighrcporaroive-
suhaes inwcontacmtowith ainenratprovide grediteo r favorabl rae tho an be coause byane m~etaccml.to erteaoeo
forc foxyr iconcentrltoisonlcells nina ionsr going, into souto, earig hefrte s

wioltio of meta oruto eventia formingd prtctv oxide. films-ion

lnn~cesinvloct ar tweas tw such os crcs crvies, li intrfaces b- Pooarizodutiiyon thy e aefnod. Casthepodicplrztion is cuther
whoen meart ionsmybreod contaci(ucusoasesl and oatner) delayf ine. ith aborptose of the orroioing poenlecrn due troth
anwhole arcmuasin coare byotdirt mayme be at aoeooyeniaeaeseed ratiwhichathe tos aresligfo dicarsged o

Oxygn cncentration thanmor accessibleares Thi isaecusude to mea- tepthentinadftequanoe rathe of uply ofi dietonand thIe

thaeplii (relatrlys schanno obtainsoxygiens, itrfaeadl in p catonde. tiAityp ofnptheranodenCwhichic.irreversible is t~he
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LNVIRONMENTS INTERGRANNUU.Il RCORROSION
FRETTING CORROSION

forma11444l if ant adhe-i t Isiver4 of',4' okll f~i t 44' ,id' oifl I hIt an4odl 414.34. )ilg . iv'y II4t3I't '141i11-1 v' t0 I he' IN I touti31. %% 1t111414113d fit

i'A (l hen CUITV,'144 (u f¶('M i A RO S lisi IM fi 1 1144 43 " of p44 ~ ittiii llu . fillII' 'I-IIII:I 11,iioii ti heIK4, lilt-III; 4431 o..*.. w4ivtol'4, I3 l 4t u',

41,4 til S t( Ili I VIIf, I4t34 i 1 14 . 0to l i t it344 I (I . huI~ a A 114 -14 33310

13.7.5 Electrode Control
If Ii a ý%iti 4.i311 34 f Ili%% V ,i'"stivjtylilt,~ ca;lhoh is 4 11,0:1 ,4I *4¾ 13,7.7 laltergirminular Corrosioni
4(431 1. OVA lil4loIl it, 4344, th (114' -li (343'. '('331 114,, x i c cIi 14 11 44 i 'll 1).N In4! ý I I it , 4 II I.44 II i. a1 I n il 444) cI (ocli ?.r4'41 v'443 44M4 'n

the' v'4ittl (14'. Undor4' thiii. mo13iti4431. tlk. 3431'1331ilit of torlos'14i3 Il li i the 1.1111 I444'Itl riv43u3'114'" 41 .3 ii'.I .113314 3x. It 344444, ('IlO

of. ~ l"Il lo s o thu skrid- i im l 1w ldvit (1, C v i'loilif-v fo litr. o" a 1:11 1.. i~k hli'41144t. V,' I 4444141il

it ea I i .III4331 I-II VIIP 14 3i1' 't %, - oIf I I101 -( xitI%.i 4'''34 I 4,I4,31-ýI %.It ( I I4'443 s - I4 I I4I4)If' s Ii ti '. I III fII I I' I34 3 4 I' I 3 1 -S.

Ingk 344444. If l ilt, 4'441 i c 4 114 411444 k4 lo uc d 413 ( he41 4 I q 44t31 t I V4(3i 4 -l

o'141qi3 f tlt,' l4440(14 244 I43'44441ti444134113 red(1 4it-'(. or3 if tLei If 44it iI 1111,0i III XXN IK 43I'. S4 `''iij 35 144'33ted 4 01"') to 14 .131)1 1"

aren'3 ilf the' 444 . 4I'34111hV4'4Is 4'44',4,
4 1 134 1till, total vo 4114443 (of tili 44:Iv aI fi4 4 3 1" '~lo 4lo c -i44''i41 .II i343.ý 1ca4' 141-4,1vall uv .I .I 1 'lity41

xidl'ie is v4 4'lopordi'3 (4na 4ll ( ('4 3111'44i. su h i 44'll s co - II .''l4l'ljMld 'is f il 444 Tlic3 Iý .314 14 6 s44434I4 q44l ' i, till c14 l4ir4'01 11113,11

1M Utit 4'Itylo dl p'o litrie w411 id ti' 4' I'l41(1444434 doe 44' . theVI 444 i' mi 'ie 3'(f1 choIl it'3 n P4,'.s t11 o 'l-i 11 1 ow o

1till'und 3411 i)0i433iE4'4 44141113 413 tl 344od'(i44('4 aret r h4' seVd,'4 front1 'oal.f 1431i41 41144(34xtl '4''1"43 . 444tl

th :& maler ca't' '4 hod ic 44( 311 41.
I 31i3'~:41l33II4 44'4'45444 4444, V1 44' 34414 ('411''11 i33 xtlitle(ssM HI'a'i'

If 144141 1334' ano1de' Ktd Oil4' cat4ho4de Im44i444izeIi.( 441 fois o31144Sf i4y tilt' f(4lmin4~'tg' t44hili(t334'M

itim,( resisj4tivi'ty. the' % .34''('4t HowlA w,.31ill' lie 4)1314 it'd by', both ItIQ eihlgt v ilca b n iv lp a im

izvs'. thelurren44''t floin4lg lan14d tb4'4'by thei V431t414'4111) \wI!]

IV(.' ('(3431, ledIIiq by t1h)14' s H'M lic of3 I'~ It( "Ic ,h' .o 3 t e 11331 mu ' al- C Si' I t'ivt o '1(f stee wi th hig ulro fl n t1Mb-4 4 113U31 n1('
lit- pa4th. di Se5v -io-i' o(14f stvi 4'4'I 3'4441t s131 4 ltrong 1'uridl formers?'u.

Difftusion co0n1troliAl pro~bably oif gr'eater~ impi~ortance than Tfhe laýst technique involv4' Of1 a7I IS11'!ddition~ oIf titan1ium,11 ('(3141-

an1y o)ther4 fac(tor' Iil determIlinling corroion'3(1 rate4s. If a mettal bium andl 111(11443111 33.. '1 Ii'1 31a133n 4\%l Cifi t11'31 i3tiltv(i Ru

is totally 131finiersod ilIn a olutiomn and t he 4area' 441 the mietal tite~itnifl carbIlide'. cohimit4limj31 ('414'lldl. o4' tantalum.41 ('34id

234 isuffICfltly li&4'me. the r'ate' of corrosion441f is4 424)fti-l'IId by at hig.,h temperatures&1 an4' Id wvill not deph'lte %liel c'hromflium1

the~ rate at which the oxidant diff uses through the iiquild-aai' frwn the stvvl'. This t'chnkiqiue is olften use'd forl s4ta41inless
inter3fac"'. The totu] corr'osion. loss4 will n~ot be in1cr'eased. steelit i11 W(1d4d stuct 4vure.

('ven if the' KizI of the specimen Is incrieased. When connect-

inlg another' metali tol the' V11citnen so, that a galvanic ('l'I 13.7.8 Fret~ing CorruLion
Ili made. the r'ate' of oxidant diffusiot through the liquid air'
interfacc is noat inecreaule(. 'rherefo4eil, the cow'roption of the Piettin$g '(13(I11 coroio is4corrosiont alt tht' in1tefce'&U( betw(een two

sl~iecimo'n wiil not incr'?eas4e o4ver4 that occurriing' on the un-~ con3tac1tinlg 13'il(tircm, acclera'(''4ted ily re'ilative' vibr1ation he.

('ouphl-d sivQcimen. tw4'en them ilif sufilcien~t atnliliitu3d4' to prod4(u'e 1'4,lativl
motion. The sl1ippinig movv(iV4114'ls alt the inter4face'4 '.f the

13.7.6 Corrosion~ Fatigue highly loaded met; I su'fa~es destrmoy the con~rtinulity of tile
pr'ot~ectivec films and cr('0'30i313 nitty atdvtkncei at a ra4pid rate.

Strema cicling and the simultaneous effect of corrosion on Fa 144i1 atal. fiv or?'1i04 '11.1 .i ,APAI I,-

metals is known as fo.'rusion faitigusa. The contributing '.g- t34tii( Ifmtlg kukepn.
factors to corrosion fatigtue are corrosion pitting and ('334ft s'g~h' afts. chimpeh and '1111n4'('tige-& sli Vo4dM.li'
crack propagatifric.. The combined action of corrnsion and MInintet1'd nv prass tits,(' the1( Iwoduts (d f ralett ild corr~logsio
cyclic stresser may produce pittiuiql and crack f-'rmation. I nt4fle' ~''~ is h )'d3'M(ff'tIl '4''4it
Conseque~ntly, propagation . f thc' crii Ak duo toj cycling may acctumulate i11 tihe c'13orroded re4.gion to sich(' eten(''t that

occurs. The mechanism is ident~cal wut4 that of a failure it14 1is Nficul. to disassemble14 thl' contacting parts14. Splines'4,

from fatigue in which the atresm concentratio~n effects ar ball and roller' hel'iva gs. anti4 gears'4 have been known to fail
the results of corrosion. (See. Sub-Section 14 5.) because of it loss of matvluriis by~ frettinpg corrmosionf. Fret-

ting ('31'3's'of haso been obserive'd betweenl such matrilals as
i he r'ate of corrosion410 4f metal 4,urfd('1' is utiuailly cf ntm'olled papr(l antd steeli, wood and steel. glasus and steel, and be'tween
by the proj4('rties of tl~e s4urface flilmk. Under' Iyciil? I'tesifing, manuty combntation; (of mexul:l, and 43iloys.
surface films may rup~ture( x~1ios1!3g the base in-tals to fter.
ther corrosive actionl. Se'condar'y co4rrosion ilr(44ctri imay be Preve'4ntion (If fre4tting tnal hte ac(comlplishe'd by prlevention

* ~~~f 'ri led which clog the pits and zI'tard diffusion of the oxi- of slij~ir)g'. The latter' ma~y li', done' by itlc3't'3int:3 the load
dant. forming a concmt3.''lttioil cell, at the inter'face su~fficiently to pre'1ven3t r'elative' mfotionls, o'

by increasing the friction 3K'twee(n the int1erface by rough.
* Sur~ace coatings: may be effective in limp&iting coiroupion ing the surfaces. ill''orrsive1 attack by freottinig is more pro-

fatigue. but if they are to be used te prevent vorromion nouns-cd in soft itt'evs than in har'd steels. Ther'efore, it is
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STRESS CONNOWN [I, LtV1 ONMt NTS

,'tt ti~tti -e *.t fi,' ti , f ek' ' e,. if . I' , -i :ce t -e ttip f l It i I..'tlltj ii ,, eetiji 'l s 'i'h I- ~tr!ht I ar tid at~m %

aIttlite 4, 1i-11~titul ,iiii-'t t le- "11 11 fill- 1114111i W per fort it, tatie'. k~ i oitipittiliie, with nniwt aluiminuim Kltlypiv ý1t

ttI itt I ,a it 14, 1-4i' i'' 11?'t m lt'' G vI- 'ti~t~ t fi.tl I esit il- III thi'V i~~let f t1nt ill Whith1 it is Itisid JIM It ut'ctke'i tiiiveeh.0-t
is-vhl otit I e11I. mun IIt, I.itti.~ hewe'tt' l Yti valtpeIt" coiii'irl li N IV, 1eiskatie teitatine' with-

13.7.9 Stress Corrosion Cracking liilomhl- 'itt dtintasu rlt' e'Mtee'e colroKII tlirtecd.mfriw

r i~'ef, ii~ e'~*ie ~t ss s~d. o'i'..i-e i, ssik tiid nst hitto-ie' -astw dt'e'atiil ex tosed msti tie ta. et ~lltt'ttt5

leul In bitlefulto. of It ultiti ii'citut it I Iv4 I.-I ri mat -- tat flit-' v-titfitint'nk which nvistt bie KUhJt'e'td to watti'
,iol c-tat king hits (ItIil' live-ti 41h se'41ed lit,~ th-v 1141111. 1A+F''t'i Atlisitimr sititi' ilwo'eiiit't e'xpoi't'r. A itheiugh a certain trip

ýIl 'flie I tt 'it, t tusI's 44- ' We JI ) st ii1i, S 11 fico t tý-I Is letrissi tlits:; be 'lietlistt it'll IA t 1t , til, ieripe-Iis t , it itasy not )It,

.1 ti-isis nisa 'it-cstit ft ltit et'tc-timiil' itlhil~ii iii~idsiti rr'oo itutluiat ~ii, l 't tit(, 'e'sidtisai fitirned uifte', the, I.-opellitnt

e-itmistf ess-,es. iolties ý'i %% iulth 111v

11 upphid 1, fill," Detalt leisditig '4ii. It aSt tIti~pciiutttti stfi-lgq 0te inlw!ithittit fssetcsi- ;ofluvtnrlnM the suitabhility (if nat:'-
tittii.A, ItI'VS41u'e' ti , ffeVtft'niaS. stoldI he't tititi VejlkVti4tioI' ;I tiaiA uilei'. A It'ceie'llnt , uril. v pi-i tatill~cuint ater tt'i~pet'i-

t--randput.trte. meI'rit-v titmet, disttiniihiiti muittIls, surface' oiiclest, avidi

I?'~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~1101111 eeiuceM'fi 5 . ieetiie tiio ti-ti to ssnli

ii 3 rim 'ehich as rijii-ts. belts andtt jll'ss fit4; jlhlmstM' hatge'; Table' I 3.7.10 4ht -shil e t''ttomiot reitstiittt- of sonivt t'titttioil

wvithint utiscil ; ad tiap'qutin teetitm' if metttal *-ut-i ions4 front ttlettkis 55th
1 Oaitie tot -,wket git'cijeliantil underi i-oo;i tempe'r

hig IIVII4'k lt Nat tre ceonditlions, A moro. dvtitiled tahlsitt ion (if prioui(1atiitl

Mtt''' r ~t'teioni c'rackittm ;s astIays :l t'ivt stnge-s to the
di reetol ofS'tctrest t45$ tit'em ti I osiein u'rsttki may cr-us, wrfii 13.7.11 Corrosion by Lubv'icants

granul at-. Ii ansluminum alloys~t. the' StetS ru-I's 4i~ ,'si'ujri %iviks ti mav lit vorodvd ht, imtpuritit's ci- lubrit-jan t add itivets
tir- usiai~y intergianuitrost. eI' ixmvif .1:-1 itii lutits t ilt, tt which develoi toil ouxidat ion pritdut.,tt. The oil oixidation
sistssnet tII Strtess c-tsre~imio (-sitkinw i-f oulied Fiat ant hd I' tt'trtdtucts may at tac-k cadmium base anid copper-lead bear-
inMtiit' some iittt it iitiu alys, kiiuitinitit ti~iiiayti 20h24-T6.2 oii Ing netals. Copr(n fropp~er t y nity takdb

* T~ I nd ~t)Zi T~imii' a li. 'e i't'tiiiened her gr-sst'r oxitljzod iii citl I any acetive suiphur- c'ompounds which may
stre-ngth ntod Itt'iStcni't' 4 %to ut is ceitrosiin u'rat'kln$i., JV It w ptresent. Litubsit'ants, seldom attack steel and ir'on but
sire'd Sodiumti chioridei and1 troipicai t'tvvi onnieetsi t itt' knouwn when cot-oiouscn dot's o'ccuri. it i6 usually the resuit of the'
to caisu.t i-istekins: in s.litmnintum iiiS. triess cuorrositill fItse tf addit ive'u. t~ot'icatitti. howevt-i. doi protect met ilsl
erisi-king is most ct 'tumuinly encouneritited in utqutous stelu- aigaitst c-eui oione c-bumed biy ain envir'onment c'ontaining
jtils ; hiowt've'r, it may occurui in liquid 'ietmils, mol ,vts saits. Ilimtkitu .e.,

arid organics. Cratcking failuresct- alt' not limitetd tis mettals;
for- inlAtittitt. Isome t'xisnle's otf noieenttallits e'xtlerit'tttingi 13.7.12 Corrosion by Atmosptwre
s-rTe-king fit i uic', include poelvvinyi chloeridet 1ila-ticst in Mom me1tialtsi vio hbe txidiz Ad by atmnospheric oxyge'n. The
Wate'r alnd VIaS in stir. Hed fuiniing niitrti ic aid, chleirinate'd c'tgt cl isiid't'ntlemtIsuhasol.ltnem
hyrcitairliiuns, ftnd tlitroiret' tc'trcxide IN Wi havt' been'i and suilver, Tho water content and the amount anid ty'pe of

knewnI cai~' t tsst'irrtsonu-rckngin iitiitii .iie~s sedllittntq cot tttainc'd in the atmosphere have' as direct in.

The initroiductioun c~f it bleaching proce'ss to stemove the tiuesft'-A cun thle de'irtt' of t'it'urrtion. A moisture film miustt
irnlpvrity NO by prodtucerst of' nitrogen tetroxide (N20 4 ) Ifeh fortnt'd tin the metal surtacete foo corrosion to start. Pol-
ftw the' purpoase' of providing~ a purer puoduct ~'M to aren- Itluttnte dissoive' in 'he moisieture- tirn and raisee tilt- ele'ctricail
ous pitretes coirrosioin problems with 6A1 -V titanium iciiditetivity cit the 'electrolyte' aillowing higher corrosion
N 1 0 4. Whether trer oxygen, chloride ;onii (NOCI ill curt,'i nts.
lit icther impurity iii N,0 4 ), or seome other specie provides
the corrosivt' envi. ronment for titanium hate not been !'eilitititttt catn he, seclidtsof s gases. Tht solids include diId,
dete'rminvirl; htoweve'r, the' addition of NO to N 04 halt Sioott tuitioge'ti oxide's. and salts such As sodium chloridte,

be fon opeetrtescurrot'osn. amnitinitn'. sulfate, atnd amnmonit'c ohloride'. All tho solid
been fund ~t prevnt s~e~it iollutatits may~ bie hyg-roscopic. i.e., 'o~lecting and holding

Table' 13.7.9 lists ensvironmentrts in which stress c'orrosison t'(litst ut-re, whiceh tallow prolonged corrosive action. I lie gasl.
crascking has been observed. e'cios potiititants in."u1dit sulfur dioxide, hydrogun -tulfide,

13.7 10 orroion y P~pellnts rboun diotxidc' hydroge'n chloride, ammonia,. and oione. Tlhe
13.7.0 Corosionby Poellans tlmost datoiawisig g-imesous elemenrt is sulfur' dio;:ide'.

Rocket Iuroise'I ist.it s- resenttta it Iiide ranige of cctrro-5ivt' en-

vir ntlnme:-t C(tricsion c'an testult froim cointact of the prii' [)Ity tonal arid inpolluted 'ittt~ioetehvett are lessa ewo-rcosive
ie'llisnt -. ith the' ecimponient ceintiltinir :, it, atid froini the' than industriali and marine atmompd~tres. Marine atmess
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LNVIRONMENTS COiRRostON RESISTANICE
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Figure 13.7.9. Reehtance of Aiumib..m Ailoyt, to Stress Corrosion Cracking
(tareon "Meldl Proiress, D. 0 SpFOW/s aind N. H OL'ji lArf , M.1 UI X. Cpp )h ~I Ih., t') O Amo,' ws'( soIty (IfI'VS i P!I.,MII kW

phereos vofltairi malt , Ssuch I,. asni'non iinitim slfiAt sald wfs-
monium chloride. %hich art, vo,roliivt' bi-catits of th Vvd 13.7.13 Corrosion by Sea Water
produced fly hydiolysiti. induat cimtr mr-stsM often contain I%]- .vl aeist
kalien. huit while mosit nietals arte i'esistiiwit to thvjs cor-Av lStis Wtijh I'sa loct uslyt ic voliiw-lols, tsavoliing lotaill

ac'tion. zineand alumndriLMarIIIV )I-i ~ Z 1i2:7;:;1:;;: tI 7o j' 11 il livi hairing :k hig)) ~oiit Is otsi~ventraioii
attack by alkali, uv~en in relatively we'ak %own elt rattions \\ "hith pri's Ins tithe developmea nt t of al k itliniiiy tit tait hadic

swopa and K~ravits! 'Oil Aluiniiuinl551i5it511 coitt it ofC t'11sm idt jiolis, whichi Owni It'&dN tts the rlsitik-
ucts -fricient), protect thls. metal and the rates of coi i'I ,081010k lss~vats ca jg
action greatly daecreast-II with intf'lcr'.Ii tameV o (51' S~il(.

j *k~~able 18.7 12 ashows the' relative coiiositvity of opsen hteart~hr iron exDosed to atmosd'tres at diffs-~rsrst locations t rotind

the world.

Table 13.7.10. Corrostoun Resistaric* of Several Metals and Alloys ,

to Rocket Propellants at Room Temperature

NIN. KEROSCNE UOMI4 N,0, N10 4  S~) ED FUMING

Almium(Day) (WET) NITRIC A.CIfl

Alagne~suim U S IT S IT S 17

Mild Steel ITS S S IT S IT

Nickel S S S 7S U

Copper U SI S U

ISSUED: MARCH IAE?
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PROrECTIVE COATINGS ENVIRONMENTS

Table 13.7.12. Rteltive Corrosivity of Atmospheres st Di, leront Locations
(As det.;mi',.d u~ing o~.n hearth iror ~~~. 2 X 4 X 1/1 Inch) t

(Ret,ob' WI pomw i. ~s ol tfom "S ytt os iu Op 0Cotm rosn, f ~indamrentof,' i fi,,'stinas and Stwi)sbury. fds.
Co yr ghf 1 95,' t~vOiyeL II 5 t~ of T'.,ii's 'iI' Vr s, 001iii illf. , e'ilCsseeO)

IOCATIONS ryPE Of ATMOSPHERE LOSS, GRAMAS RELATIVE CORRoSIVITY_____(IN ONF OýAll)
Kharwi~nt, SudaIn 1'ry i'.111(1 0. 16

Alio.Nortih Swvi'lev Un pullutod 0'416

Singapiore, Malkaiya T~ropical matrine 1 .36 it
D~aytona liki ai t , Florida Ru ral1621

Stitt-, (College-, Ieninsylval hil Rural 3*) 25

Swith lit-ilt. 'eunisvlIva it l Senli-Hural 4.27 21)

) ~tlrtotvi, ( Carial Zone Tropical niarlat' . 31
i, ilkifieu Side) I

Ku re Reach, Nort h Carolina Marine 5. 78 38
i 0:) reett f ron ot'I'lfl

Sandy Hoo0k, New .Jersey Marine, Aenii-industrial 7.34 5 0

Kearny, Nuw .Jt'rse I 'dustrl tial arinef 7.75 52
Pea~rt ~t.l',isvlvanja industrial 8.234 51)61

lFroling.han, lrit ish Isle's I ndustr'ial 14.81 100

Diaytona Betac'h. Floridat Marine 20.43 138

Ku re B eac h. North Carol ina Mar ine 7 0. 49 475
I (9 let" froml is'' 'an)

Cn'alloc act ion il sa N*0 attt' is redtucetd by Vit. pri-cipjitflttd lish :"g a microbiological film c 4l;ablo of maintaining con-
doposiltý and' by tb. growth of marine orgainisms. Vak-iumi, cent ration gradients uf the dissolved salts and gases of the
lwoneitluni. 'mid si ronthimn which ar ip Iresent in sea water eflectroly'te in contact with the metal. Coatings of paint, as-
te'iaul tit pre'cipit ate ats calrb~oates onl cathodic surfaces, and phult, concrete, anti also cathodic protection have been sue-
naarinv growths tond to be distributed over anodic and cessfully used in combating corrosion resulting fromi these
t~atlhodic surface's. o~rganisms.

13.7.14 Corrosion by Micro Organisms 13.7.15 Corrosion Prevention
Mic lro organi. ns may cont-ihute to corrie *on by directly it thods for preventing corrosion include protective coat-

iaftacein th rntv o _1' 1vanii rteaction, i hanging the stir- ings, use of inhibitors, cathodic protection, and p-oper ie-
face' film of it metal by thr'i;' niettoolism. or creating a cor- sig~rn techniques.
rosisSe envi ronmient or anp elck'trolyt ic concentration cell on
the sun:rface of ita etal. Micro orgallisn's malst nave avail-

ablelt ei'b'taiI iflieganit' aind orgýani c hvirlical elements suich 13.7.15.1 PROTECTIVE COATINGS. Protective coatings
a4 ox)3 gti.. car-bon. nitrowten, hydrogen. o- sulfur which tre include metal, chemical conversion, organic, and ceramic
nove'ssary to their nietabluiie proctess"'. A number of orglný coatings. The coating may act as a mechanical insulator
i.itis. however, are able to di'vtliop in environments devoid fromn the action of the environment, oi' it may include an
of coupled1 o'rantni nutr'ients. .Airobit micro organi~sms inhibitor or passivator increasing the protective e,-'ect of
ta01dily grow in ;in environment c-iotaining oxygen, whereas the coatfin. Metallic coatings may be classified as eith-r
the anaerobic miero organisms dt velop in 'itvii'ollmentst in anodic or cathodic depending cn their electrode poftential

which the dlissolvied oxylgev keinccnt rationk approaches ze-o. relative' to that of the metal being protected.

:A tdnavrbic illicro ortrganisnis are, of the sulfate-reducing type Cathodic c'oatings can only protect the base metals when
In that hydrogen stilfaite ridtsult~s n byprodutct of bacteria they arc free from cracks, scratches find pores; otherwise
i.t~tiction. Suilfides may be formt'd in vontitct with nietals,. the bast, mnetals, being atnodic, will experience rapid corr(.-

jO~t hyrogn ma beobtinedfuoi cthodc srfat'ssion of the exposed atreas (Figure 13.7.3.3b) . Zinc and (-ad-
t it lair varieties4 of oi'ginisais such its fungi. algame. protoz.oa. niium at"' freq~uently used as coatings onl steel% and are less
&1:ktoiims. and bryozoax mia' ;ontribute. to '-orrusion by estab- noble than, or anodic, to the steel. These type.3 of coatings

13.7.14 -1 IS3UED- FEBRUARY 197o
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ENVIRONMENTS INHIBITORS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

m.ay be considered to be sacrificial coatings, since the coat- With increasing anodic polarization, the overall corrosion
ings will corrode rtLner than ti, steel. Most other coatings of a metal diminishes. If the corrosion is controlled by the
arc more noble than steel and do not prcvid& sacrificial cathodic reactions, the corrosion current and therefore, the
protection. To protect the base metal, these coatings must amount of corrosion, is not affected by decreasing the anodic
provide a continuous non-porous area. The more noble coat- areas by polarization. In this case the same amount of cor-
ings include those metals cathodic to steel such as nick'1, rosion must be distributed over a smaller anodic area re-
chrome, th.! precious metals, tin, and lead. sulting :n an intensified localized attack or pitting. Anodic

inhibitors must .e employed in a sufficient amount to assure
Organic coatings can provide high corrosion resistance, complete inhibition and avoid pitting. If anodic inhibitors
However, thny cannot be used when the service conditions are added in insufficient quantities, they will often diminish
involve high temperaturcs, abrasive wear, or periodic re- the arEa affected more rapidly than they diminish the total
su.-facing. Other organic coatings include paints, ceramics cork asion and thus actually increase the intensity of attack.
and glass, porcelain enamels, and rust preventatives. Zinc, It is for this reason that anodic inhibitors have been ca•led
manganese, and iron phosphate coatings are commonly u.ied dangerous inhibitors. Use of anodic inhibitors should be
to retard corrcsion and serve as a good base for organic avoided in places containing corners or crevices where re-
coatings. placement is difficult, at points where dirt, sludige, or con-

Conversion coatings are widely ,ised for aluminum and tamination are likely to collect, or where fittings, valves,

magnesium. They are achieved by chemically converting and connectors are used.

th' metal surface into a metal compound (oxide, phosphate, Soluble hydroxides, chromates, phosphates, silicates, ann
or chromate). The coating is then integral with the surface carbonates used to decrease the corrosion rate of metals
and will not chip or peel. The appearance and durability and alloys ilk an aqueous media are examples of anodie in-
of the coating depends upon the alloy and surface prepara- hibitors.
tion. Conversion coatings can be classed either as anodic,
which are aluminum oxide films formed by an electrcchem- Cathodic inhibitors do not prevent corrosion as well as
ical pr4,cess; or non-electrolytic chemical conversion types, anodic Inhibitors, for they interferL with the reduction of
which are oxide, phosphate, or chromate films formed by hydrogen ions and the reduction of oxygen to hydroxyl ions.
chemical action only. The anodic coatings require dipping The cathodic reaction caus,'s cathodic polarization. The
in an electrolytic bath, while the chemical types can be cathodic areas are not attacked during corrosion and, con-
achieved by either immersion, spraying, or brushing. sequently, cathodic inhibitors do not lead to intensified or

localized attack. If corrosion is controlled by cathodic re-
The electrolyte for anodic coatings is usually witl*in sul- aedon, a decrease in the cathodic area due to partial polar-
phurie acid (the most common) or chromic acid. Chromic ization will result in an overall decrease in corrosion. If,
acid coatings are usually less than 0.5 mils thick, while on the other hapd, the corrosion is controlled by anodic
sulphuric acid coatings of over 10 mils are possible to reactions, the decrease of the cathodic aree will increase
%chieve. Hard, thick anodic coatings achievable with sul- the cathode current density, but will have no effect on the
furic electrolyte are specified when the highest resistance overall corrosion. Cathodic inhibitors are safer than arodic
to abrasion, erosion, and corrosion is needed. These coatings inhibitors, being less likely to intensify attack if added in
are produced commercially by the Martin Hard Coating, insufficient amounts.
Alumilite Hard Coating, 3anrord, or Hardas processes.

Common zhemical z.onversion coatihtgs aie oxide, phosphate, Passivators are special kinds of inhibitors which reduce theComnd cheomat conversio. They h~ are heaperiandeaie, phosaphe electrochemical potential of a metal in a more stable direc-
and chromate coatirgs. They are cheaper and easier to ap.

ply than anodic coatings, but Pre considerably softer and tion. Passivity has been attributed to the formation of a

thinner, ranging from 0.01 to 4 millionths of an inch. 'hin protective surface film. Anodic inhibitors are more
likely to act as passivators, whereas cathodic inhibitors

Aluminum conversion coatings are relatively stable in the seldom do.
atmosphere and in weak acidic solutions in the pH range 13.7.15.3 CATHODIC PROTECTION. Cathodic protection
from 4.5 to 7.0. In strong acidic and alkaline solutions, con-
version coatings or. aluminum are aftacked. These coatings sthreduciod or preven corron byathes of
give a good base for paint coatings, the anodic coating sacrificial anodes or impressed current. Examples of sacri-
aing increased adhesicn and life, ficial anodes include aluminum o- magnesium used on under-Siground pipelines, zinc plates on ship hulls, and magnesium

bars in hot water tanks. Normally, sacrificial anodes are
13.7.15.2 INHIBiTORS. An inhibitor is any substance which designed so that they car, be easily replaced. Platings such
decreases the corrosion rate of a metal wher added in the as zinc or cadmium coatings on steel are common examples
proper amounts to the eiivironment of the metal. Additives of the use of sacriiciai anodes that corrode in preference
which tend to increase polarization at the anode or cathode to the base metal
areas are known, respectively, as anodic or !athodic inhibi-
tors. Corrosion inhibitors retarding the enodic reactior By impressing a voltage upon a metal which otherwise
cause anodic polarization, would be the anode, electrons are suppliAd so that the metal

ISSUED: MAY 1964 13.7.15 -2



MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENTS
TESTING

becomes tht cathode and corrosion is prevented. Figure loss in dimension, change fit electrical resistance, and change
13.7.L-'.3 illustrates the application of an Impressed voltage, in phymical properties. No one method tias been found ac-

ceptable for determining the amnount and Influemnce of cor-
SOILrosion on specimens. The more comin)n terms in ume for
SO~lmeasuring corrosion rates are:

mdd: milligrams !one per square decimeter of exposed areaII per day
ipy: inches per year

mpy: mils per year
1pm: inenes per month,

'0 13.7.17 Corrosion Testing

Corrosion tests are useful in studying the mechanism of
corrosion and in determining the environments tA which a
metal can be exposed. The salt spray test is a performance
test for metals with or vrithout protective eoatings rknd
ser ves as a measure of quality. For most aerospace comn-

Mlere 13.7.15.3. Use of an Impressed Vokage fo atoi ponents, the salt spray test Is mandatory, and is made in
Prtcion ot an UnegoudPp accordance wih MIL-E-5272 specification. Other tests in-

clue tal mmesio tets her th mealIs immersed In
a solution; alternate immersion tests where the test speci-

13.715. DEIGN ECHIQUS. Fur esin tehniues men is cyc~lcally immersed In the corroding tolution; high
that1. DESIG TEbNQUS Fsdt rvn o leitourrdesign t rehiqe temperature t-stt; galvanic coupled tests; high humidity

thatmaybe sed o pevet orallviae coroson re:and condensation tests; soil corrosion tests; atmospheric
1) Avoid Galvanic Couples. Insulate dissimilar metals to e~poaure tests, and sea water corrosion tests.
discouple metals electrically or to increase the electrolytic
resistance. Use more noble metals, or metals close in the An accelerated corrosion test, one that could be used to se-
galvanic series (Table 13.7.3.3). Use only one metal in the lect the most suitable, material in a corrosive environment,
design, has been sought after by many Investigators. Attempts to

develop such a test have faileO. primarily because certain
2) Avoid Small Aptodic Areas Compared to Cathode. Utilize corrosive conditions have been 'ntensifted In order to cause
alloys which are cathodic to the main structure, esp...cially severe corrosion in a short period of time, tiueby changing
fasteners such as rivets and screw3. Avoid uem! of r~nodic- the nature of environment. There in also a difference in the
cathodic couples w~hich do not polarize. behavior of metals in various environments, which an ac-
3) Av'.id Concentrationi Cells. Eliminate crevices by usc cf celerated test would find difficuilt to interpret in terms of
welds. Use fluorocarbon 1gaskets between surfacc's in con- the actual service of materials.
tact.

4) Avoid Corroeit'e Environments. Provide drip skirt or RFRNE
design part so that solutions are not collected because of *References ad~ed March 1967
geometry (capillarity, etc.).4-26-1431

13.7.16 Corrosion Measurements 44-13 245-8 414-1

Major mithods for measuring tie amount and intensity of 4- -0
corrosion inclu-te visual observation, loss or gain in weight, 48-7 412-1 36-29*

44.28* 44430* 44-32*

93-17'" 446-3*
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STRESS ANALYSIS
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Shear2.34a Seaftomen Elstic Momendatind taie (e Uubalanced Outside

14.7.2.8e. Uuifonaly Distributed load Over a Portion of 14.7.2.7f. Comprsn of Symmetrical Versus Unsymn-
a Dem n a Elsti von~sionme~triaeinforcing Rings

14.72,27c. Spherical Shell with a Reinforced Opening
14.7.2.3f. Single Moment Acting an a Deum on an Elas-

tic Foundation 14.7. 2.7h. Ulaeuontinuity Moments and Force

14.7.2.8g. Semi-infinite Deem on an Elastic Foundation 14.7.2.71. influence Ckafficknan~ for a Small Opening (00

14-7.2.3b. Discontinuity at Cylinder to PFemlsphaeslca
Head Junction with Internal Presisure p 14. 7. 2.7j. Longitudinal Bending Moment Mg fow a

14.7.2.31. Stress Conea*.'ation Factors In Cylinders SmercRn
Connected to ZIliptlcad lHedad 14.7.2.7k. Longitudinal and Hoop Forces In a Symmetri-

14.7.2.31. Stress Distribution NMor Elliptical Head to ~Rn
Cylinder Joint 14.7.2.71. Resultant Stre-Pe Due to Moment, Horizontal

14.7.2.5. Influence Coefficients for Short Cylindrical Forme V, and Mcmbane Forms for a Symn-
metrical Ring

14..3.a. lliticl Had14.7.2.7ma. Streuw. at the Ring-Membrane Junction for a
14.72.6a MipicalHeadSymmetrical Ring

14.7.2.6b. Membrane Forces for a Typical Elli1ptical Head 14.7.2.7n. Stresses at the Ring-Membrane Junction for an
(b/a - 0.6) Unsymmetrical Ring

14.7.2.6c. Membrane Forcm in Elliptica Heads Versus 14. 7. 2.7o. Comparison of the Maxknum Stresses at the
b/a Ring-Membrane Junctioin

14.7.2.6d. biembane Deformation of Elliptical SbheD 14,7.2.7p. Striesse at thet Ring Membran~e Junction Vet-
Subjected to Internal Pressure msu sccentricisy

14. 7.2.6e. Membrane Deformation of Elliptical Sheilk 14.7. 2. 7q. Off-Apex Opaning in a Head of #4btitmrySubiec~ed to lntierns; Pressure Shape

14. 7.2.6f. Tensile and Compressive Force In Cessinlan 14. 7. 2.8. Strom Concentration In a MernbTans, kein-
Heads forced with a Rigid Insert
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14.9.1.2b. Nomograph for Mazimlitw Detf oction Due to 14.10.8'4% Earge Elastic Dhflections of S~mpiy Supported
Any Number of Loads Circular Plate

14.9~.1.2c. Loading Diagram f~rt Section 14.9.1.2 14.10.3d. Large Elastic Dofiections of Circular Plate
slample with Edge Rsstrai~wd In Vertical Plane

with Fixed Edge

14.0.1.8b. (1aar for Impg Untie1 Lk~flection Values orf a
Cantilever Beem 14.1la. SuportAn which Pivots and Stiff Members are

Loaed xillyInCompression
14.9.1.4a. (Simply supported) short Beam

14.11b. Susapen~sion In wh-,h Flexure Pivota are
14.9.1.4b. Ommiru~n of Strem Calculation Methods for :'oaded Axially In Tension and the Stiff

Short Beam Sending Members In Compression

14.9.3s. Deam Deflection Dos to Shear, Cuatleve 14.11c. Flexure Pivot with one Tension Member and
rith LVoncentratod End Load On* Compres.on Member

14..3 D eem Deflection DL. to Shear; Cantilever 14.1).d. Flexure Pivot Arrangement for Tranamnitting
'20with U~lform Lead Forr. Through a Dell Crank4

14.9.3c. Deum Deflection Due to Ohee SL.ply Sup-. 14.110). Type of Plex.Are Pivot Construction That May
ported Deem with Concentrated Center Load B. Dictated by Space Pequiremetits or Those

14.9.34. Beem Deflection Dt# to Sheer; Simply Sup- Imoe yaMvbeWl
ported Deem with Uniform Load 14.11f. Chart for ObtalAing Valuae of End Moment

Mo. Case 1 When P'vot and Stiff Member are
14.0.3s. Design Chart tar Iteetangular Deems with Both In Axial Tensdon and a Laterial Restrain-

Transverse Shot~ Ing Force Is Provided

14.10.1.1s. Stress Constants for Rse'.ngdar Plates 14.11g. Chart for Obtainir~g Value of Lnd Mom~ent
14.10.1.1b. DeflecoIon Connants for Rectangular Plates Both In Axia Comp'w~on &Ad a Latetial

14.10.1.1c. stress Constants for Retnua latP Risrinn Fri sPnvde
Uniform Load (ainb) 14.11h. Chart for Obtaining Value of Maximum
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14.10.1.1d. Stress Cons.,nta for Rectangular Flatee-Partial bet are B-th In AxiM Compresson and a

Uniform Load (&-1.4b) Laterla Restrxiudng force is Provided

24.10.1.11 Stress Constants for RectanguLnr ~A~tee-Partia 14.111. Rektions for Qac.9 2 and 4 for Mo equal to
Uniform Load (a-2b) MI, or qhat Provideo Equal Momenta at Each

End of the Flexure Pivot
14.10.1.2a. Deflection Constants fc. Circular Plates Cases

I to 7 14.11j. Design Conditions for Cane 2 to Produce a

I14.10.1.2b. Deflection Constants for Circula Plates COwes Zr n oeti h io
S to 13 14.11k. Chart for Obtainine Value of End Moment,

14.10.1.2c. Stress Conxtants for Circular Plates Case 1 to Cae
6 14.111. Chart for Obtaining the Maximum Moment,

14.10.1.2d. Stress Conatants for Circu~ar Plates C.)s 7 to Cean 4, When at the Defiected End of Flexure
1s Pivo+

14.10.10a. large Deflection of Circular Plate with Efts 14.1lm. Design Relations, Cases 7 and 8, That Provide
Clamped Neutral Stability or Zero Latorial Force

14.10.3b. Ildgel/Onkcr Stresuss in Ciclarw Plate with~ 14.11n. Chart for Obtaining Center of Rotation, Cases
Udge Clamped 7 ind 5, for Various Design Conditions
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14.1,1. Alternate Notation for Normal and Shear 14.8.1.1. Wa Thicknes Correction Coefficients for
Stes and *tnrin Mb we

14..1.A Fctors Influencing Type of Fn.lure for .4.9.1.1. S1heer, Moment, end Deflection Formula for
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strained bodies
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14.3.10b. Thermal Stress. In V~aros Plates
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APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSISSY IL AN UIT
BAWI DESIGN CRITERIA

14.1 INTRODUCTION sucsh doeummant as IL-HDBK-BA (Reference 5471.21) ane
used throu~mou this section. A number of dlffereri

1,L1.1 SYMBOLS AN4D UNM symbols, eseiy for Janoting atm.a, we pra~ntiy found
ineanlnelpu' Uve. Bovaseof these designiations wre

14.1 INTRODUCTION shown in Table 0.1. 1

7%%a section of the. handbook contains fundesmental equa-
tklae, data, criteria. and procedures applicable, to the
structural deega of fluid opnente. ht is presumed that TAMe K41.1. Aalmn-l es. f tea~nfr Nermal
the read"r baa a wring owledf strength mf astdrilus ORA_______ &W____answa
and of mechwanical engasesrins deeig thasfore, emh_________ _____

bas ;Aeon place upon ""seating Sudterain________ _____

Wornoemtion nouafly obtalned from a varet -f A A* * B A
Tb. application of AtrI and deflectin analysis technl~e * 00 C , A O
to aewierec fluid components h treated from twopit
of view: 'S 03 XX ~X SXX *1

a) What does thedl a~lndejIn order to property deeig fy y 0y 'Y str y
dr sdelet a Comcponent whileb will strueturally meet z 8funetional reqtalrerwint? (a as 110 a n 3 a

b) How cam the designer determine when a comnebneve
analysis by a stran analyst shoild be pefre? I ~ ~ X7  , ~

To oomjvlemnt the minteulal containstd in this section, ýu r~ K, l "t l z
Appendix A.4, Section Properties and Moments of Inertia, is .a ya Oyu ya ova Ona Wyz
will be added to the handbook.

14.1.1 Symbols and UnhatZ Tx Rts 3, -etz ,43

Th symbol&sand units wed in this section ane deffined on *Most commonly used in aemioeace work and used in thb aection
the foldout sheet at the end of this section. Mhe bode of the handbook
symbols common to than Ieopc Industry and used in Madt commonily unzd In sensed enon~ineeIn

14.2 APPLICATION TO COMPONENT DESIGN 14L2.1 8Bod Dmlg Criteria
142.11 LASC DESIN CRnlERIA 14.2.1.1 LOAD DICTRIWINATION. The anslysUa of

14.2.1 Loead Determination stresses and deflections if any structure can be no more
14.2.1.2 Fallure 01riteue scurats than the estimnate of the condition ot loenin.
14.2.1.3 Factor of Safety and Margin of Devluation of efl the load considerations Hated below can

116:694 help to prrclmde facures:
142.&2 PRELOMINARY DESIN fteum Loads. Are both yield strengthi at proof pressure
14.L38 DERTAIL DIMON sand ultimata stengthM at bunat pressure evaluated? Are peak

p~sreema from surges and transient. such as uvier hammegr
14.L4 DESIGN ANALYSIS consdere~d?

14.154.1 OwprahenJve Stesm Analysis Vibratio LOaD& Are vibration lotds under thc worst
14.2..3 lUU'Y ~t~ik A~aadB cipaed conditions added to any static and dynamic

toads which may occur almvltaneosasly? Do vibration lcoada
K42 APPLICATION TO C.3MPOWENT DESIGN p4 ta fatigue problem (especially tar otherwis ztesdy-

lad alicatioana)?
A distdngulshing characrterlstic of the sucsfl* component Awoebrile Loads. Is the influence of acceleration upon"Peiger hs his sppreclation of precisly ho detie an mtn adaeawl suo h opnn lmnanalyst@ should be perfortued of stress- and deftsectons Ina maighdwr wel-uothcmonteeat
COnaponent This VSWUkecto endeaVOr to Complement thi elf considered?

amuecltio by presenting aome bask criteri a rlatin to I'he~me ExpeNsion Loads. b th3 entire thermal trasiasent
d~~loton of streasm snjyd to the design of arpce of th syste~m supurlqmpoe over other system loads? (In

aluid components. many rocket ongine applications the mnoat saever thermal

rWSUIO: NOVsM9[i~ 1903 14.1 -1
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RUPTURE 4NO ELASTIC PLýAINO STES NLYS

FAILURE CRITERIA AP'AINO TESAAYI

ewusdkL-, for fluid components occur during poAt'lre heat .1.21PaeInleesT o aue
saok.) h th.,msl expmnsion (contraction) of mating corn. T~1.
ponenta trewtd?

Itaema SkS5I Are thermal stresse rosukb~ltg from steetp Conducive to Conduciv to
lecumWl gradiens 4als eautheInluDuceiof eFaentri load --d
thral adtle L to eis te nluaence ofIl pnuu,, loadFal'
application or t~o nAsalignmetat of component elements High showt strf IIgh tenal.o streeLe
been considered? Low onasllo it wa Low shear stresses

13#1111lnedctonfPrl~aiminar hras U analbysistats ofhtopau o eprtr
zDaifUn~ lnedctisa relimin ary du.r apalsiis tyrt Hohf

load ar"Wlifcation ramulting from the deformad (loaded) Skew rate of loading Hgh& rate of "uding
condiltion been conuoldered ih iaaa'nrain
laterma Los&e Are internal forccs from springs, bolts, (noalmee, holest, etc.)
pressarleed bellows, and diaphragms evaluated? Repeated loueds (fatigu)*
Reidual Slavmce. Ar* all r uldual stresses considered, such
am thoaw from shrink at press fits, came hardening, gxonding, Ntlthovi fts fosmatoine of Waips. caset is actually 4w ie wit of
lapping, shot peening, surface rolling. and autotoettape Plastir ectia, .tefina Ldwes will pueardly be of a buttle naftmu

Comnblisd LoaadL Are all simulteneously occurring boa& w SbetnK
conside.vd am ombined rither then Individual lbada?

TrWJAaet LAWA lbve all transient loadl condittions been0
evalumated to eonsuret that streessor deflection at maximum- f 0 0
ioad coanditlcos Is known? (Note that In aome appiecations3 sK ~3Io
with Imp. temperature clsaienls, It may be neuessary to f f 0
dstersnote margins of safety at high temdperature, how fly't t; fly3 I=2
strangth eanditoni, even though bao& sae not of maximum ,] 1
value at the high tempertsure.) Cýz C,3, 0 0 3
14.2 1.2 FAILURE CRITERIA. A satisfactory flula em-
pmteif deuI~n should evaluete the four potmatla feiluzo wher
*udos: f - inera itroe (usrufly eaprse Iin Psi)

a) P~upture failu~re (exttieding ultimate strength) and were the subscripts x, y, a Identity normal stress

b) Slaitic failure (exceeding yield oftength) components; amy, wes:, my, aye, sm. say kdentity &hear stress
components; end 1. 2.,3, idem-t.y principul .teses

c) Istailit, filue (bcklng)A failure criterion can be simply a matdmaatical relation
d) Stilftnee (rigidity /flexibility) failure (functional rather aming tho'se stress copfebwhich states that failure

thLn structure! failure). moy be vapected when a certain combinatlaon of the stres
comnponents attaina P critical value. Suc" a simpe maths-

The -calculation of prvsurst vasel burst pressure using unetic-i formula based on the stress state stout. is called a
material ultinkste tensile strength is an example of the use phenomenological theoy. for unlezial tension or cor-
of the rupture failure criterion, whereas the calculation of presslon, or for pure sheer the failre criteriont Is simply
proof pressure using V&14k strength is r-n exareplet of the use the limiting Value of the crepdngmaterial strengt
of the Arti failure criterion. Ibis dixtinction applies to (ultimate for ruptures snd yield"for L; Wlaa~fiei*). For
the usual ductile material-' of construction; brittle materials Ormn 'tsd it.s~ses, however, the toost common jhanomno.n
show eusentially no differentiation betwaen the yield and loglcal theories used today are (Refervence 152.?;
rupture points on a strewsasrain curve. Table 14.2.1.2 fists I

factrs nflencng he ypecf ailre;In enealbrit, a, AlxImwum Tnl.mi Jbeas Thvoý7 (also cellod Rankinetfactrs n~lencig te tpe f filue; n gnera, b~tTheory). Ap~llcaton: brittle materials. Principal iWassmatetiali always exhibit br4te. flue(i.sera mathematics formn:diag.anur tension), whereas ductile materisiie can fel. by
britUi- fracture under certain condluons. Stiffness fallians f a F' 1 412
rospetr to the d aonnatio led wt h eut t a h where (q1 L .a
component falls to perform its required fusiction even
though no rupture or pltistc deformstitun occurs. The most ft principal ittess in the f, direction, psi
common examples of mich stiffness failurp are elastic
deflections under loads which result in seal leakage, F,. failure stress or &nlow"l sumes in simple tension,
excesiive power requirements, or poor response either ultimate tensile stengt. Irtul or y~sl
characteristics, tensi" strength, Ft,, pd.

Ru tun t. Itimate) end Elastic (Yield) Maiume ui-
terla.'The stress, f, at a point is completely defined by drice W Maximum 2humaile Strain Theory (also called 81.
components of strcew or by three principal stresses se Veonant's Threory). Applicatton: Writle materia-4. Prin-

folk Wi:cipal stroes Mathematical form:
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APPLICA rION OF STRESS ANALYSIS gARAME CME T34OMIM

1 02 +9"4 Ft 46q4 ".31111 ft Ow Mohrt aiI7. thm i4s hdstte by d *hWest@
to alle Mohr's dollis taproum*" kilam for dwinew

$A no* h) ~clvhada Shete T1116ry. Applimeon: biftw Nowds
f2- pr~iftd At"in us mte f2 direetion bluial steess. ultimale stost. Madeatlmatlcd llona.

f~ ; inpal" Shja~s 'athe (3 dbetse. 1~ 2 1f tu S 4.IU

0) Maximaum Sheg Sbus. ThbOGI (fima Gdd Ccalomb A compeamtion of the @boa satra-Mis comfhled by tb' first
T~vl a, 1tar Cttwioomý Applillstio: ductlile Mats- Si Wor dwors is gie 1w (Roereaeee " I -1) for

#~I44Lmhwm~jpmJ!.sti mdw f&U tamed typkcu own of ?J, - 0.5 Fiv NW~ 44 - 0.30. For &W
f-. fl aI r Slq "14.2.I& cvsoda to t"e various 6 eesim wer obtain"~:

d) Maximum ss train Saw&v 7br.Amiitl" a) Mawowni tenow i- sasi theory: f,, -t

ffi"Maiihl noqkit "U&l~ Flad-0 sties mInesasaca b) Mm~atems. Waule streai theory:- 11 y 0n.60 Pty
41q114 WLIAO C) Maxknon mw w6ewress theor: fl) OR 0.77 P t,I

2 12 d) M axllosto e trmlLssmer theory: fly .. 0.62 F1

[e,+ ; 29fIf, (23 1 Q] F j Die~tma thametee111401: fg 0.577 Ft y

f)vt ae 186 ala W eud "e c e ,4ol fl t

(Eq theortloe Rawu&i deedy (do theA mkst 1111

dowia eollod AaV dosll ind ekiat &at witAh
1a12 provided Un of theo phyle fe ukatsol

Umithbe usoIe oflor ocieds cohuntll stressue (&aas

f Note: Th Fdkitorea o mwhe theaony br itthhlow matsoial. ,0 ON/W bs,

e as~ti (f-v nu be ffkiedt or afrtion;thi Mumo with
pes ultelaKe pm tovidle oft of a0 phyiomal rosh-

Owtkame odistpu onerg Isamed. ahm, wwonle)6

f) Inoernt Thery. 7%em7cApt~ls on: brxi We material. (i. fl

torii ultmate mtensipestrngth form 7)Mteatclf

I -Fsin aAE~ ~4It T*E"ýlle

I- - f3 I+ ON SN 0' THE BY

team~~A~ to~ psrnshfo ona aereo ý,s foo) W0

to ultimatoa ompamab~k. stjqs pathal tameim sp.tH FmI ~y N~
CuOMSIN
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INVIASILUTY FAILURE CRtITrR;A APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS
PFAIMARY INSTABILIV(

most con~servative, is tho most fundamental 4f th'r strength be etawivIir~wd from differsat physical chara~teulstlcs uhein
theories (Reference 598-1). The following example demon- this t- i~ of failure can be expected. For materials whics
stwatiss the use of the various Maium~ theories. hawe a 7rey small spread between the pro;.orfional limit and
Xxllllb A closed cylinder 2.0- nches in diameter with a tho :-Aeld stess, the plastic instability fuilum' occurs In such

a narrow range thst it In not verg Impu.tant, but In
WIIiknees of 0.020 Inch is subjected to an internal materials %hicti have a considerable spread between, thfese

pressure of 500 psi. Neglecting Poisson's ratio, what are the two pr%:Xt.. ties, the plastic fnistabillty Maium may be as
steess levels using the maximum tensike, stress, maximumn impoetant~ ws the elastic Instab~ility faliure.
shear stress and distortion Pnerqy theories?

In studying any -tra&ctural member it is Important to avo'id
(hoop) fh = rl= P confusing the different typos of failure, particultrly where

I inhat-Mbiity Is expected to be important. in general, most
members itould be flrst Investigated from the stardpoint of

(lniuia)Pr exceeding allowable strews (failure of material). They
(lniQdnl f2  6a hould then be chbýcked separately for their resistance to

primary insltability ftilure. Plembers which are Euspectad of
(radial) C. = fJ= 0 being weak, in ieslstine locad instsbilit-" should also hb*

checked for this third possible ty~e of failure. WhIchever.
D-cauae the ptincipal sOresses arm both tensile (first quad. type of failure glve3 the lowest strength should be used as
rant of Figure 14.2.1 2a), the maxlmu-i twkisie stress and the criterion ,i design.

maxiwn hea stesstherie gie te sme esuts.Primarys Instability Failure. A o-olumn may fail through

F = =500 x 1.0( primary instability by bending lateraily or by twistingooo ',0 P about sotne axis parallel to Its owui axis. The latter tveot 0.0 2 0 rimay filun. i paticlarl comonto columns having
The distortion energy theory solution is expre. wd by unsymmetrical open sections, "Me twA.tlng failure of a

closed.-vction columen In precluded by Its in;%erently high
112torsional rigidity. Most fluid component members are -f a

F re +1f/2 ckused-sectlon ýorm and thert~ore are more susceptible to
+ -2 I 1~ !ateral bending Instability than to twisting colum~n failure.

'1~/2 Tlie Euler formula for long columns which fall by iateral
tr 2 2tr)2 er P-rbendinr, i3 given by2t )+(' (t 201~r FC = OrE(Eq 114A21.211

- ~ r V-3i~0x1(

2t - 2 x 0.020 ~2,I0pi(Py

In this particular example the disto.'tion energy theory or
-esults in a stress level of caly 86 percent of that obtained
wi$h the maximum tensile stress and maximum shear stress ,'2 E
theories. F !%
Instability Fail,.:-, Criteria. (Note: This treatment of oItAs-
bility failure criteria has been largely adapted from MIL-
HDBK-5A, Reference U47-12.) Practically all structural where
mrembers, particularly those made fiom thin materie, arz
subject to failuet tihrough instability. In general, instability Fr - allowable comprerssive stress, psi
can be clawsed as e~ther pririary or local. For example, the
failure of A tube under compression Pay occur either c -fixity coefficient, clmeasi aless
through lateral deflect *:n of the tube as a column (primary
intejaility) or by '-olipepe of the tube wall at a stress lower E - modalus of A.asticity, s
than that required to produce a geneial column failure. It is L - column length, in.
obviously necessary to consider both types (primnary and
local) of inatability failure, unless it is apparent that the p - radius of gyration, in. (p sV_17A)
critical 1-ad fMr one type is definitely less than that for the
other type. L' -L/-Vc, in.

Instability failures may occur ir' either tl~e elastic range In this equation the term L'/,) is 'hie eff'ective ulruderr~ess
(below the proportional limit', or in the plastic range (above r tio. Figure 14.2.1.2b shows Euler crrves of allowable
the proportional limit). To distinguish between theL.e- two comprsei..ve stressi versus effective slenderniss ratio. If the
typcs of ac'ion, it is not uancomnmon to refer to t'iem a,% applied compreuive stress, f,, exceeds the allowabio comn-
elastic instability lailures and plastic instabi'*!y /ailures. It is pressivoe stress, F,, determined from Figure 14.2.1.2b. the
important to notg that instability failuies are not usually cmlumn may be expected to fail by eilastic instability. In
aamo& ited with the ultimate stresses of the material. This Equation (14.2.1.9I), the value to be used for tne restraint
point also kras a bearing or. the e'hoice of material 'or a coeffizient, c, Jepeiids on the dogre- of end fly.atlon. The
given iype o1 i onstruction, as the strength-weight ratio will true si~,,ificance of the restraint coefficient is best under.
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APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS INSTABILITY FAILURE CRITERIA
LOCAL INSTABILITY

so STRES MODULUS OFI ~ Ij STEEL. I - 29 x106 PSI SSS ELASTICITY, 9

jj - ITANIJM. E-5 106 I PSI1TNGN
- 1 1I r1 aMOULSE
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-- -. 1--MAGNESIUM E -6&5x o66PSILIT

" 'WOOD! : - 1. 5 X 10 PS
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2 1 F (ABOVE PROPOPTIONAI LIMIT)

VL7
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MODULUS, EI
0 I

0 20 40 60 so 100 120 140
EFFECTIVE SLENDERNESS RATI0 (1/P SRI

Plpwe 14A,1.Z Eule Column Cuives Peae12lsRaleipbtenMdl.u l~lly

fitfefepsy 7206-1, 'thvwgt of esII muTantkwiv

stood by considering the end n.atralnt as mo~difying the L'/p - slenderness ratio, dimenhtonlmw
effective column length, ws indicated In Equation
(14.2.1.2') For a ~-ended column having zero end Thba equation has come to hae" much practical impcrrtance
restraint, c -1.0 mn I - L A fixity c~efficitnt of 2 in recent "ears in determining the ,hort-column curve; note
corresponds to a reduction of the effective length to i,*¶ that an effective modulus equal to the tangent modulus cAn
or 0.707 times the total leugth. Typiical values of c are: usually be used to compute falling stremess. 7%2 value of the

a) Pn sdkýfm ut gide: a- Itangent mcidu~us at any given compressive strews, F,~ can be
a) Pn ethifre butguied: -1determined A'rom stress-strain curves for the material, as

b) Both ends fiued: c -4 shown ;n Figure 14.2.1.2c. The tangent modulus may be
thought of as A~ measure of the instantaneous resistance

~)One end fixed, othbr frm but guided: c - 2 against an increas in strain (Reference 720-1).

d) One end fixed, other free: c - 0.25 The upper limit of the allowable column stress for primary
failure is called the column-yield stress and is designated

it the leagth of a column Is reduced below a certain critical Fc, It can be determined by extending the d~ort-column
value, failure in loteral benuing will occur at lo'sds below curve to a point corresponding to zero length, Ignoring any
t~hose predicted by the Wuer formuls Tbis it due in peat tendency of the curve to rise rapidly or pickup for very
p~art to a reduction in tL*e effective vak~e of E. caused short lengths. The short-column curve used JIn determining
prulnarily by changes In the slope of the stress-strain IF,, should be obtained from tests on speciment having
diagram when the strews is -ibove the proportic~aal l1mit and, geometrical propoy-tons such that local f 'lure is precluded
secondarily, by unavoidable seccentkcities. In thin region, except for very low values of L 1p. When the cohlmninyield
tin. test results w~ow move scatter than in the Mawer range, stress is reached, the walls of the column w-iU tend to
and empirical fonnulas for predicting the allowable column buckle unless restrained by oxtremne shortneem or by tJi.
stess are often adopted. When a definite eccentricity eis-ta., application of lateral restraining fo-ces. In some cames,
the critica column loads are reduced due to the combined howevet, if the specimen has not been allowed to buckleo.
effects of axial load and berding. Special formulae for sich the stess above this value may b*t increased1 considerably.
cume can be found in sour&sa sucih as References 1-343, Dicause of thi. danger of buckling -wenm the column-yield
461-2, 533-1, 598-1, 720-1, and 734-1. Short-column strews im opproacl-'?d, the latter should be considered as the
failure can also be erpremsd by the modiffed Euler fcrrnuta limithig stress for all columns, The column-yle'd stress is
In which the elastic modulus In replaced by an effective determined n'mMnly by the nature of the compressive
modulus E ", lis In the following oquation. stress-strain' diagram of the material. When the material hs~a

a deinite yield point in compression, thii value may be
S2 E'I assumed for the coolumn-yield stress However, few agro-
F (q 14.11.21) apace musterilas have a a&aarply defined yield point. In such

L cmses, it is usually possible to determine the column-yield
stres aj a functioa of either the teanale or coirpremive yield
stress, Coluinn yield streame for various ma~erials are giver.

where in Refemnene 547-1 A.

PCa kllowa~a compreaive stress, psi Local Instability railuee. The upper limit of the allowable
column stress for local failure is called the crushing w,

a? effect~va modulus of slust-city, Psi crippling strewM and in cAsignated F,,. The crushing stresse

ISSUED: NOVEMOER 19681.21-



M. TA3lI1Y FAILUE CRITERIA APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS

PISTON
of rwand tubus swkýct to plastic failure pnentWby can be P
exprowA~ bV a modifWe c'r of the equation tot Mhe
buckling of a thiln-wallad cylinder In comnprusion, as given
below:

F,= !K 0E-' M4 14A.3110a
whet. D/t

F *alowabl*e nshin~j ot crippi~nw, t.IS.rL

L
K *a constant (a" text)

RuMqdulu.; of elasticiti, ;Wl
3' effective modulus of elasticity, psi

1) diameter of tube, in.

t -thickness of tvibe, in.

The effective moduluse.2, csai be determired horon the beask
codt-mn curve for prikMar failure by the method given
above for abelt coumns. As the value of the effectiveX
modulus eonresponda toa given value of stress,It usually isAP
convenient to: assume & value of Fcc; compute the
corresponding value of 3 1 and substitute th.je values into
Equation (14.2.1.2k) and solve for D~t. This latter výAue ix
the D/t at which crushing will o.-cur at the assumed 'tress.
Values of the constant, K. usually must be determined
empirically, but Shanley (Reference 720-1) lists the theo- P
retlcalevalue of Kas1. 2 while showing toot data yielding. a
rang of 0.4 to 0.63. As rnoted above, Equation (14.211.2k)
applies to plastic failure, i.e., for stresses above tr
fall locally at stresses below the proportdonal limit,. the
initial .iccentrieltiss are likely to be relatively larger and the F
Addidonal Colum~n Date. The references at the end of this
section include numerous tahies of elastic ata~L1itY for ~
v..zloua columnu sections as; well No a variety of other data y
useful to the designer. Reference 59b-1 lncludes a compre-
heniuive discussion of plastic column instability, and p
Reforence 735-1 presnts an excellent basic treatment of
the techniques foak detsrw.inlng column dimensions.

BuchIMo of' Thin-Welled Vessels by Intomai Pree- Fr 4,4.7-1.3d. DwItIl of TNw~dSMd CYIkIw UdeW I -ow I
sure. Reference 59"-1 treats situations when tubes sub- plenf fn ftem Aedan

(Ataped WOt peom*Wfo from Rftveftne SIIO Ijected to internal pressu.* tan fail by buckling. One case is -E~on 0sg: JH. rPsuPdei*Or IWel4ihydraulic tu~bing loaded by a piston as shown la Fig-
ure 14.3.1.2d. The forme P due to the Internal pressure is

P = irr2 Th 1E &.11 7a ule, buck~ling load is 2E
whert Fl

P - siol force reulting from pressure, 1kC L
r -internal radiui of cylinder, in. whene

p-' internal pressure, psi Pý- critical exio (compressive) force, tIf

As the pressure is incrgaied a critical value of P at which B modulus Of elasticity, Psi
buckrling occurs is reached. veoAuse of tho piston arrange'
ment, the tube walk do not suppwt axial loads in theI-moetnieraW
example of Figure 14.2.1.2d. However, the bending lD iIt fneiai,
moment Is carried by the tWho walls, wi~d since buckling Is L -length, in.
due to the lateral displacement which result forom the
bending moment, the critical load for the tube is the same Therefore tho critical Internal pressure, from Equation
as for r. column which carries the axia load. (14.2.1.2l) is

14.21 6ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968



APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS OLRI4NG AND TORSIONAL INSTASILITY
STIFFNES3 FAILURE CRITERIAf

W 2 Etr Combined Loading Instaebility Failure. In practice mads
PCEq instability and buckling andl~ of combined loedin is

Lbased upou the marsiun of eeaety w decriewd in De't"14
Topic 14.2.1.3.

P Crtclitr]prsre i Sdffneus(R~IJdity/Flexibility) Failure Criteria. There are
numeour falur crtera oherthan the ultimate, yicld, anJl

tcylinder wall thickness, in. buckling criteria discussed above (tot example, Mlarn,
&nd~~ fntablityFu~,. Filurs o roud tbes hen Reference 661-1, also treats theaories of reeilie~rce, fracture
Bersino fmabiity um.Falure of oun tua wen .trengtd, ductility and toughness) The primary additional

subjected to bond~ng are usually of the plastic-instability criteri* of inaporiance to the fluid tomponent designfir,
type. In such cases, the criterion of strength Is the modulus however, are the stiffness (rlgidity/flexibility) Musaflr ad-
of rupture Be derived ftom test results through the use of terlS. These criteria, unlike the stress criteria discussed

Eqcaion 14.2.1.0).above, are based upon the extent to which elements of the
component structure will resist deftection (rigidty) or

Fb = y - Mdeflect (flexibility) under applied load without buckling or
(Elq 14.2.1.2w1 exceeding the yield strength of the material. Deecaue nob I Zstrucuraldamage necowaiesly occurs In theme modes o

failure, these failure criteria apply oxy If component
when functional performance is impaired. F-valvation of stiffneass

criteria in essential to good component deaign and is a major
Fb -modulus of rupture In bending, psi emisideration In tho selection of material and configuration.

Unlike the stress criteria, stiffness criteria usually require
N-applied beadin moment, in-lbf avaluation of deflection of the struetural member in

Mritlation to other comp. :tent paste. For this reason no
y - distanice from neutral axsk to given (outstmrxet) phenomenological theories are usually employed in apply-

fiber, in. Ing stiffness failure rMrteria W~ actual design, although
Refeicuce 6611-1 presenlas tiffnaess theories ba--sod on the

I - moment of inertis, in4  distortion energy theory or bulk modutus for evaluating the
relative stiffness of materials under combined streuea. In

Z a section modulus - 1/y. In5 (Note: a distlnctian is hs application bulk modulus, K, is given by the equation
often made between plestic secJon modulus, Z, E
and thla stiection ndahmkl8e, I Z is used for both K= (Eq 14.2.1.2q)

mofti Inthi tex an In 91,DMIK5.)3 (1 - 2,u)
rmndIng instability failure will coccu when where

fb ZF b K - bulk modulvis, ps

where - modulus of elmstiity, psi

fbinternal or calculated primary bending stres, pA- osn.rtdininls

Itshould be noted that the modulus of rupture as he practica: application of stiffness criteria to comuponent
calculated by the imthod of Comzcne (References 9-7 or desep requires the use of appropriate deflect.Eon/

73-)is not applicable to this type of failure and will yield deformation equations (Sub-Topics 14.3.3 through 14.3.6)
umncmarvative results if Used.nlz tebhvo f opnn tetrlrebr

Torsional Instability Fasilure. Similarly, round tubes In com~mon stiffnes considerations are:
torion sill .all by plastic inaftabilty when the showr stress,
is, exceeds the modulut of rupture in torsinn, Fat, when the a) Flange Aistortion (see Figure 5.12.4.4)
latter is derived romm test rmsult@ using the equation b)Componnt distortionwhc reivseapeld&

Fs - IN 14.L1Eq resulting In seal leakage (Sub-Sections 6.3 and 6.4)
at c) Shaft deflections resualting in binding, leakage, bearing

P or seod damnar, or poor response (Sub-Section 14.12)

Fhr d) Distortion of component housnp which cause binding
Fst=mouu of rupture in torsion, psi shafts, sleeves, etc.

T - torque, in-lbf e) Component distortions whiih preclude proper mating of
valving elements and va.#e seats (especcially in poppet

y - distan'. from neutral axis to given (outermost) valves) (Sub-Section 6.2)
fiber, im f) Progressive distortions, wherein thee elastic deflection of

J - Lp polar moment of inattia, in4  one element results in load& which distort mating
3 elements thereby pennittinir further distortion of the

-P Jjy - polar waetion modulus, In3  first element

ISSUED: NOVEMBER IM6 14.2.1 -7



FACW.OP F Uw APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSS

g) Conotuo tension @!ement deegn (the bolts of a bolted F.&, n prpit il ruliaemtra rpri.
AMP -connector must continue to exert a minimum Fr, nrlup =fbuchkli:Y"gd Orlmahtyctriaevodo
-opeulwes load on the meeting element when the de2umiL aloal teem hn h agio eey
connector lesumibjected to various pmoiure mind bending apple to combined loead by using stra. autism.

~)AN of the elastic defletion. of an actuator linkage mudt DucIU Materias -- Static LosdIkg - Yield Criteris

t edded to fitting and beasring clearances when evaluat- ranuw:

Gam bado atiffbms ground rule. to cosie in all flui FS or Ft(S 1942 '.3A1

a) Are mating part deflection. or 'notons known or where
specif tdT (If not It may be mtuch safr to asume logical
values of deflection rather than to assume perfect F.S. - factor of safety, dimensionleess
rigidity of matinig nerdwar.) F- Wtenaile yield Atrms, pzl

b) hermal, vlbLitlon, and prmne-u.caused deflections ofI
eomplex structures may be extremely difficult to f t- culealated tensile streas, psi
Maly" even with opltcmdcomputer techniques,
especiall during transients moeb as vocket engine start Ft U allowable tensile mires psi
uap ed ahut~down. Accondiagly it may be advisable tot
oeats Ovuid comnponens u@Lah as valvee and regulators ComPrejooCW:

away from moch sftutetore, or mount the componentsFF
with fkzvr. or othe devce wbieh will minimize theFe
loamh Imparted to the component. F~.S. - or Fe -n - ua4iaiJi

c) Uf dfficufty 16 encountered in obtainintg nulmite, coa CeFS

ponent stiffnens or r~ogidty with a selaoWed"&h4erength whene
material, evaluate the feasiblity of using lower - -engt
(puutiap Alter) material of heavier well thickness (wit Fey compressive yield te.,pal
a hIgl v *of 9 uitable for carrying theload with leu
'.fleCtion fe cialculated compnesive stiese, ps;

14.2.1.3 FACTOR OF -SAFERTY AND MARGIN OF F- allowable compressive StrM,6 psi
3AFMT. The term factor of safety (F.B.) Is used.yoy
raously with salety factor and design factor to indicate, the b -
ratio of estimated strength to computed stress or the ratio F F
of estimated load-carrying capacity to m*-lmum computed FS - or F. 7-- 41q 14..1.a
operational load. A owwal of onfe) F.8) suedtS.s FS
describe the additionial strength of the structure over that
required and is defined by where

M.S =F.S. - I 5  il te n~ser a

The factor of safety in applied to either stresem or loads in t-yiltvainpnsepi

the desig phase when dimenminos ane determined and f - oedclaldCed shearing shneeb, psi
materials are malected. After the design is crzipleted,
stresees are antalyzed in more detail and the ma-3in of safety F - allowable shearing stumes, psi
is calculated. In many aerospace activities the margin of 1

safety Is formally determined by a group of stress analyst& Deering:
who review the design -with more sophisticated technique.s
than thoaw taed by the despwigeIn selecting materials and Fbry F, bryestablishing critI.al dimensions. In this discussion, the F.S. = -. o `7 -(E 42 .
application of factors of saicty and maurgins of safety as ~ r F.S.
well a some considerations regarding criteria for establish-
Ing valuts of factor of safety are treated. where

Application of lFactor of Safety to Sties It is coinmon in Fbry - bearing yield streak ge
mschine design to apply a factor of sab-ty to stresse, f W calcialatsd bearing strera, pal
whereas in aircrsi- design a factor of safety is often applied fr
to loads. It is reeommended that the fluiW component F !owable bearing strums, psi
designer give careful considwretion to the latter technique, br
which is discussd below. Appllcati-on of a factor of safet-y
to strews alone will Influence only rupture or yield faflitrik, -____

ignoring buckling and stiffness f*ailure mnode.. Te following *Cauflon: Then compreulon oxprosl.oes apply onily if instability is
equations relate allowable strew, F, to factor of safety, uci a factot.

14.2. .8,SsUED: NOVEMIER 1968



APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS KARIWN OF SAVET
ITRES HAT=O

Dmw* Metmvsab - Awek LoadER - W~timute (RAptave) Pima&L CoUseque*Uy It tewa-m t* g1IVe good fGesulte W%4e1
criterle Gy one9 loading .ontion yeaddmnlatite. It amas' walki

tes data to be plotted In nondimonxioras f noU, which*~ a
TUnihn: 111mes S quation (14±1.Ssa) Wtcept smastityle A-dmmA
uidmitins tsnAes strum, Fj, for F,,. , i

Cwup 1-eD: Slmen Lo Xquation (14.2.1.3b) except mubsti- ratica rather %ban strea ratios. T loe rat ilo i. simply the4
tale ddinaa, "eprame* me F, U for , " -MAIOof the Applied load to the aMowable aA seqa

abe.: &lme as Equation J,14 2.1.c) ojeopt Aubstitute t h -repnigx ai.:

Ultimate stress In Pun sew fiW,U fo p~ Considering only two loading conditions, such a bnd
1U Ya nu 3ompression, Re can be plotted sidRb. When

Sameg meie as quation (14.2.1.3d) except substitute th~ conditions SaK th@ ton ieprese-t an inteo
ultiatebeslflistres, bru'fat~baction surface, which can be ted as a faminly of Curves.

&ilttk !faterimin - Stmtic Loading - Cfltimete Cr'iteria. ED. shown in Figure 14.2.1.3. 7%spn lgnlilchnce of
sndall tWe ame app -1o-Ac is used as that applied t Eqain(421g)ndFigure 1A. sta h

___isaioln sig* M* ~r adto of a seound loading a-indition will lower t!'e
owitlaeacpt hattheradeetie clcuate cte-a fare percentage of the allowailk stress which wy be ut~hae4 inedlelaesaK tat he p cr~ltedI m, t an th giftal loading condition. If the exponeAt appoc

mullipbed by he mtatde stress concentration factor, Xt Iniiy the curve of Figure 1 I.a.. wil approach the
(Nburuictmo 14.6).U leR I - 1.0 and RL 1.0, Indlecating tbat the two losaling

U'etieu Where alternating stauss smake faoue" ?dlur a mheve'no 5.6 on each other.
possbillt. me at twhe kto of asfaty %eoe -------- ewhst ______

wmrecomplex becamse the tadgpe ftuengO reduction
fastatX I applied only to the alterarIg" streeL The .

& W= yfactor, Of, In discussed In SubMSecIo~n 14.5. 0.8

ctlMeeib- Cowbined 8ft*t Loading - IvneftbJt 0. a 102
DuteMio - 0.6 14

Is aued y uckin or Z, s peld"N exo'20.5 It 211-

the hmedon of the @1owa&e dtrems at &ketth which Is 0.2 I2. N2 -

uained at whisk am be developed undeor special candi- 0 1_I
tions. Fat dsiml sia"We th aboa ratio cam be expremed ~ O0 .. 2 - - - - . 09100 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 0'.7 0. 09 10

A I

R aftema fteftruammu 5.7-12,

* ~ When only two ates ratios are Involved and wearn the two
f aprled stress pai different apoone s-rus rmdain In condtm t proportion, the

IPalowabl stres, plmargn of safety of the member may be determined fromn
Figur 14.&.1.3 by the following method: I

Mme amero of safety as usualy expmeuead is given by th a) Locate the point on the chart representing the appllod
equation: values of Rt and R7 comnputed iont the applied stre~aea

M.. 1.lf (ilustrated as piont I n Figure 14.2.1.3).
MS= -1.0 ± b) Draw astrih line through tin pont and %he origin~

Fat comsbined leadia, the lenmid couditima for failure (shown as a dignldotted line inFgure 42..)

can be expressed by equations of the following type: c) Extend this liam to Intesevct the propet stress-ratio, curve

1.0 aq4L.u VW"EoPindin to the coindlion under consideration) at

d) Read the allowable values It,1, and R2s -A the abscissa
In this eaction, Rr 5 R2a, and R3e MAY denRote for and ordinate. respectively, of polint 2.
Instance th allowabe 0rs ratios for compression, bend- )I*fraoftittonrsreghwilyisband

I&and' Amer, and the eaxconenos x, y, man z demtnte a e)the Iratio of utiheaphon tor snthe ratio, i' is lu obtie
,-sIa relationship of the quantities. Ibis equation way Nostertoo teapidt h alwbevleo
j -t- --- et-d as Indloatiag that failure wil acemuw only when either steI ratio, as follows:
;;==uof the stress ratiolaequal toaorgreatem than 1.0(if R H
x -y-a* 1). An advantageOf this methodhIsthat ths faval I N ~ 4.t

ylel orranect rw.lts wLan only one loading condition isR R

ISUID! x.ovawunm ION 14.2.1 -9



MA6v~ OF SAFETY APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS
TUBE EXAMPLES

t) The true tolln of safety. then, aw be oosnphted htom
the following equation: Te 14.L * o l Exprlia t Vaeg 8whl"Tablelhi4.21. 1.3.. IMwm ou Ushly eumabt Yull e. Slb

M.S.re RilesNo Ifismectis" pe"Wause
U -

Note that, when the fallowlw, aftwee--rtio expreasom nan l-nistotien Foamula Mugmn of gamy
used, the margin of safety can be computed a Indicated: R -

For R io + R 2 8 - 1 R R2  R + 11 +42 R

!M.S.=•-I1
(Ri +" 2 ) R1 .+R 2 *R 3  l.. R____+ - 1

Rs + R2 + R280"1.02

M.S. 1' _ :=' I&a * 2 e ~ 3  2 -

Othr M.& formulae ear be determined for the ato R , +R2 + a, 1.0 - ._Rt ..- 1
compllnted stram atlo eipniselona. is 2& 3@R

Tb Waal formuak ft the mowgin Of sit)t I (R2+2d

tft In o equatiom wbere say at aD of z,

b~msalg~lsaffloiI aR+,R 2  R23 5 1.0 -2j 2 3 *
M.S. 2- I

R + [(R'' + f4R)

whore
R'- the sum of all filr-povurmtios fe - ail eomprmue e shmo p-

R" the c-ti of aDl secvaJ-power rtios. IP - allowable WoaMPUImTv seNs, •d

TJbee 14.&.A.3a fiveG all cornbiuationl. I so a shll the azid eaompueuve Oves;% f, earneed the

The practial appliction of lEquation (14.A1.83g) s hbown in a••wable, le, fte a simple edluma
the following elamplis: Ramsple 2: Semi Tabes In D k lw i To•rm. For

Exampk 1: Round Tube in g a nd Compn. I rvan tubes, Equaton (14.21.86) am be used In the
the ease of combined beading and tnmpression, It Is fflowingtform r fth v .

neesmary to conwkdr the effects of secondary bending, that
Is, bending prdv* r! by the axial load etin& In conjneton fi Y +I
with the latoral deflection of the colum. In gswal, -~= 1.0
Equation (1 A.2.13) can be used in the following tam for F 1.0)
sate values:

f* fc 2
-T-b+Fe R=+I. R 1.0

or M.S. -1S + R, 1.0 2is) R)

rRll +RC 1b - bending straw psi

wL~e 
1 b "bending modulus of rupture, psl

f maximum bIndng stress, including effects of
secondary bending, pei I

Fb - bending modulus of rupture, wi lst - tonlsmd modulua of ruptue pal

14.2.1 -10 M3UeM: NovEMBER Im



APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS FACTOR OF SAFETY
PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2==mpt 8: Round Nub.. in Dending, ComIPaslon enA loodlnq In then multiplied by the ultimate factor of safety
Touhn The ben-ling tressess should Include the offectp of (ultimate factor) or yield factor of safety, w appropriate.
secondary bending due to compresson. The following
empirical equation vdill serve as a working baesis:tma

2 u=( 1"LL) (I".S.' Iilq 14.2.1.3k)
- - - Fwhsere

b i PU- ultimate load, ibf

NI.' - - - F.~t =ultlkat factor of safety, dimenisionless (Note
11' +J( I) 2 i(R encS.a 19.25 and 662.1)rataplcains ~t

where Pi t -7Yield: ne1-25ad6-)

maximum bending ctress, Including effects of P = (P ) (I'S.) INQ 14.2 .1.3)
bsecondary bending, psi I L

*b modulus 'of rupture In bending, psi (ftrom Eq whereI
14.2.1.2o) Fv ayield load, lbf

fs- internal (or calculated) show. stress, poil
V.8. y, - yield factor of safety, dimensionless (Note:

= modulus of upture in torsion, ps. (from Eq PA 1.02n7 os a ircdf 662.1)tcW Raer
14.2.1 .2p) ne1925ad62)

f -Internal (or calculated) compressive strews, psi Table 14.2.1.3c lists some typical proof and burst pressures
currently specified !or fluid componenta. It may Ce note i

F- allowabla .compressive stress, pi(frivin Eq from Table 14.2.1.3b that in many cases there Is no
C 14121)apparent correlation between material yield and ultimate

strength and between proof and burnt pressures specified
Rc compressive stress ratio, dimeansionlaess for prtessure vesselc. Some materials such as titanium~ have a

yield strength very near their ultimate strength and w.1ll
Rftbending atrews ratio, dimensi.nlf's therefore usually be designed to burst pressure (ultimate

strength) requirements. Other materials, such as aluminum
R shot stress rato, dimensionless alloys, hae" a yield strss far below their ultimate stress and

will consequently usau.lly be designed for yield strength. It
In no cue may the axial corn iv steo. fowxe, te I sentile that all pressu~rized component element margins
allowable compressive stress, Ft. be evaluated both for yield stress at proof pressure and

ultimate stress at burst pressure.

Application of Factor of Safety k- Load. If the factor of
safety, F.S., is used with the maximum applied load, P, the
margin of safety may be determined for the buckling and
stiffness failure criteria as wel Pot for the stres failure 14.2.2 Preiminv~fgy DnUign
criteria. In aircraft structure&* desip and In the design of Preliminary structural desigi of aerospace fluid com-
many s"rolspace fluid cwunponents. the raiculatod maximum ponents. which may be interpreted to encompass many or
load Is referred to an the !'MR 1040 (PLL). few steps, wIl most frequently Include the followirg:

PL FL PO hwq 14.2.1.3) a) Sketch or drawing of the eystemt, showing thre com-
wher LL DLmi ponent in relation ý.o other system elements

whereb) Assembly drawing of the component
PL lad lf c) Skotch or drawing of major component eleiments ~

FLL 'limit factor, dimensionless d) Estimate of loads, both internal and external (Detailed
Topic 14.2.1.1)

~DL -dsglod(aiueextcelodlfe) Estimate of moat probable failure criteria. i~e. wili strews
considerations (such Ps hoop stress in highvprissureValues for ffitaif floctor, 7 LLD Usually Tidy froM 1.0 for aplications) predomnitat* or will otl'r failure. criteria

well-defined loade to about 1. 5 for estimated loads such as coto h eig?(e eald oi 4212
saradynemic loads and duct mLalignznent loads. Typicalcnrltedsg?(eeDtie oi 4212
limit and ultimate factors are tabulated In Table 14.2.1.3b f) Preliminary selection of materials, i.e., will the part be
for a mann~ed spacecraft rztket propulsion systein. The of aluminum, stainless steel, titanium, or some very high
limit factor Is applied to each acurce of :a 2ding, such as strength alloy? Will it be cast, bar, sheet, or forged? Will
pressure, acceleration, and vibration. In addition, the nature It be usesd in a hetat-treated or annipled conditionst
of loads (or stresses) is specified, such as combined, axial, Compatibi~ity should be considered at this time also. It
or pleasure. The limit load obtained for each source of is not Imperative that the specific alloy and treatment

ISSiJ!ED% FEBRUARY 1970 14.2.1 -11
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FACTOR OF SAFETY APPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS
DIETAIL DISIG

Tabl 14.11.2h. 'Tluied telIs" Parses Spee~leedesm Oar a
Manned 11psellalos RMdut Pr~pulden Systemu

Structutal Fr,.t0fs of Safety for AppilA Slid Self-Oerne~tol L.0ads and Environmtents*

LoAW Source Load Tylpme Limit Factor$$* Ultimate Fa~lores~

Load (c) 1.5

Amce.vrations (e) 1.0 1.5

a..ok ()1.0 1.5

Vibration (g2 lape) (c) (0.0)2 (.

Vibration Q and D.A.) (C) l.3*0 1.5

PMMr-sss volee Wp loacise e0is

Pressure Wa~als Wc 1.0 1.5

Atonatic (db) Wc 1.0 1.0

Temperature ()1.0 1.0 (T) 1.5 ML)

*These factors wre to be applied to mini~on level stractural loads (applied and saif-Senerated loads) conuervativeiy selected to represent the
maximunt sever ty expected. If truaspuwi ot other vrnvironments provida, more sevene loads, thoul loads should be used In siou of missloft
bilds.

**There shall Lo no strujciural damage which will proven. aucoartul completion of the mission, upon application of mission level loads multi-
plied by the limit factor and no structural frillure when multiplied by the ultimate factor.

$For prelaunch vibration, llmlP factor w 1.0

0 0 For propellan. valves, fluid na -. sand hy kasulic vaive actuators, the proo~f pressure is 2.0 times maximum operatin., pressure, and burst
pressure is 3.0 times maximum operatint, p.,isaure.

(c) acombined loadinas (applied and self-zertvrated) shall toe cousIdered

(p) - pressure only

U~) = applies to temperature

(L) -applkias to thermal stress/loads

be specified at this tints, but even prelimlinary sizing of fanctional design Is usually carried out at the Sam* time ws
component elements requires knowledge of basic the irltial phases of prelminar7 structural doelgn. Durln
material characteristics. 1M@ generalized data preserited thes first pitages of prelimilkary do.ign, critical functonl=
in Slection 12.0 of this handbook *11l often be adequate parameters such "e fluid flow rate, pralnure drop, response
for preliminary material selection, time, said stroke a-e firmly established. It 6i at this *stage

that System interaction is primarily considered (wa*tr
g) Calculation or u#etimate of basic dimonrslona, such as wall hammer, vibndton transmissibility, *to.) with design rad'ne-

thickness and shaft diameter, by simple stre~a equations ments added as necessary Mn ti.. detail djsgn phase.
such as those contained In Sub-Section 14.3. (Note: / .
Func'tional requirements, sucl. as flow rate, ftx primary
dimensions, such as line diameter.)

h) Evaluation of the component's -capability to -neat 14.2.3 Detail Desin
specification constraints such at weight and envelope Dti einuulysat fe prvlo h rlmnr

whil aaistyingfuntioal rquiemets.design and results in a complete set of wor'ting diawings
i) Consideration of manufacturing operations which could ari manufacturing procedures or procurement specifica-

degrade design properties of the preliminary de"ig. tions for every part of the compone'-t. In most Instances,
Such z..anufacturlng considerations include method of all of thes design stresw analysis wrill be performed by the
assembly, need fcr disassembly or reassembly, effects of designer. (In larger organizations, all detail designs are
welding, and provisionto for lnami~eton. reviewed by stress uitalytst prior to roles," of the working

drawings to the fabricating or procuring organization.) Ie
T'hese steps do not include the obvious necewity for information contained in this sectinn of the handbook
attention to component functional requirements which rhould provide 0- designer or strew analyst with the basic
provide critical inputs for the atiructurtil design. in practice, equation and crite'!la for performing most stress and

14.2.2 -2 ISSUMO NCVEMBSA 1968
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PROW AND BURST PRESURESAPPLICATION OF STRESS ANALYSIS COMPREHENSIVE SlUES ANALYSIS1

T~e 149.10.. tyW~s flawhU of Awsarr Neet uW sum Puume

Application Plooto Bunt*

Apollo lunar module saceecraft propulsion system LO0 5.0
Classified unmanned spacecraft propellant tanks 1.5 9.0
Classtfied unmanned qpawnrft lines and flttnp" LO0 4.0
Classified unroavmed epececraft v.W.,k regulators, OL. 2.0) 4.0
Cleassfled unmanned spermceft valveo, regulatoaw, etir. 1.5 &.0
&rveyor waasmft propallant

Tanks*** (not prsemurled fully In presence of 1.15 1.25

Lines, Valves, ithim, eac. -4.0
Agen. ps storag tanks*** 1.3 1.6
Watrn Sly-I go storages taths*0 1.5 2.5

Disaveonrr spacecraft gas stampg ýwuks**$ 1.6 2.2
oltan lM onstorwg turkseee 1.6 L.0
Aircaft pneumatic systems (Mb-IL-PS18C)

Lines, fittinge and hose L.0 40
Air rerowwir LO0 4.0
Actuating cylinders and components 1.5 2.5

JPL SpseclacatIon 80965 for Waeewaft Flight 1.5
equipment pressure systems

*Prewves in n~ultiples of maximum eapK ctsd openatinq Peeuure

$09alher Teat usage Safety Manual requirement

*$Titanium hanks

000013wt preenre equals crusating presarut times WOOet facto, mafetY. SafeY facton specifted as 2.1 for pressuza vesl and 2.0 for
valves, regulaturs, littings, tubing, etc.

deflection calculatons. An Important element of con-' 14.2.4 Design Analyl
ponent doetai design is recognition that a small minority of

Q~nuIne comprehensive straws analy@s such es that 14I.1..1 COMPREHENSIVE STRESS ANALYSIS. The
dlc~ In Sub-Topic 14.2.4. Good practice demands that most obvious form of design analyais, comprehensive stress

all phase of the doetad design be pvopedy documented with analysis, evaluates the capability eaf a particular design to
neat, lmgI We, well-ortaniaed engineering statements arid meet struotaral requirements; often It is directed toward
calculations. No superfluoua phrasing Ix required or dedred. estalihn o.. veiying the margin of safety, PreliminaY.7
A common error is cryptic, Incomplete calculatictns with (ýesgn an d etail design comprise analysis of the stresum
inadequate explanations of assumaptions, reeec.mrand didet'etins in cornponený members for the purpose of
soumess of vualuiesad. It should always be posgible to establishing dimension.s and specifying material properties
review daetai desig calculations w! thout having to ask xucl. for these members; deasign nalysils verifles whether the,;
Quettiona so: design will work. Froom another viewpoint, the designer has

the opportunity and reisponsibility to adjust dimensions and
a) Where did that equalion come &rm? materials to maintain strueam and deflections within allow-
b) Where did that value of yield strength come from? able llmi-&, whereas the stre~a analyst uses these established

dimensions and properties to verify load carrying capacity.
a) What is the basis for that factor of saibty? Most frmq;: intly, design analynis is performed by someone

other than the designer; usually a stress analyst. Compre-
During detail design, it Is particularly impoprtant that the hensive stress analysis cannot be performed on a ptulimi-
Influence of stres coneentrations or stress raisers such ns nary design, since It is necessary that the effoct of detnils
f~liets and radii be considered. such as stree. maints (fillets, holes, radii), alloy and

MSUMO PJOVEMSDER IMe 14.2.3 -214.2.4 -12



GWMPflIR PNUVE MATERIALS ANALYSIS APPIJCATION OF STRE~SS ANALYSIS

prosewing spaiflcadwmiý and menufactuf Ing Imochniques be because a pent did not .~Asvo a pautleular heat Ineetmo or
ocooldeved. Mthouih In .nany ceess the ano',Iys may be otht oe befone golng Into aerwige. A mp's e

ssgeudetaltowad uigtechniques and data mob~ mal.,ials "ayu iml mt hta llu'do
a thoom dAs-i~bed In this handbok, In other ecrs mome thW Itmi 660 ed ilu TWe 14.3.4.2 have buon property

euspebsev analysl.is Is equirea which ontailk such accounted for,
ebss*iques as.

a) IiSo ladatod (often mmwputerald4d) analywa of strnise
=dsfle-*Ions In shells, bellows, com~plex ftezxres,

pipIRN sytnse Tabe 14.14.2 Clus Lite for Co ruueksulv Mieowis Iwiueloaes
b) Itspewimental evaluation of w~ains (tro.; which atrose lPreenle Afise~n Sueiur Perfermnene Wuyl

levels ma: be inferred) In comnponents whoma cocr guta-
tion coneplexity or load compi-'xity preclude sacurate 1. Are p opert* values (VF etIc.o) used in
geaeulstlon of streames Techniques Include brittle or design colculatioa W6% u Q2 by *the Ved.

phoeeaslecoating, photoelsatlc mod 4a, and sit, viu" (led inanufastuulng pmeiodure? (Particularly, Is the
strain owe Ntesing. material used in the heaft'beated or annealed cmidl*

The ustfict~on~orperormig acomrehes~v ateestion?) Itany property values have bee extrapoThe ustfictio forperormng comrolena" a-so ate frm tose of similar aflw^oraare the ump-analysis of an wrospace fluid eninponent, Is usually based t~ id
upon one ci more *a the following cojasdi'raona:

a) Umplanedfallm l to"or orvk 2.If any grouswis I specified for the material (such so
a) Uezpaind falurs Ii te~orsericeheat treating and nitriding) dloes 100 pereent

b) Low level of confidence in the icauracy of simple strews lIspectlof imurm that the finished product has
analysis for a coinples application received the benefit of the proece?

a) Cr1tiAW appIcations without aimilar pi-cedent (ouch so 3. Ane propity values used In design calcualations
many of the largr Saturn feed systemi components) mlnfw'asm values, such sa thoaw In MIL.HDSK.St If

arerage or typical values hae" been used, has
di) Design optimlaatlon. \flerin critical wel ~t require- suitable allowance been made?

MIMnta Or very low fatA'or. Of safety necemitate Poeral
design Itsfations 4. If fatigue loading is possible, Is the enduawnce limit

or fatgie limit used In design property estmated
e) Re4duction 0 Instrumentation aind 6&trn analysis require. tor tensile date It fatigue data tre not available?

meubti for component ittructural testing 5. Have the pouulbililti' of stress corrosion cracking,
14.2.4.2 COMPREHENSIVE VATEDJALS ANALY. hydrogen embnlttlernent, and corrosion fatigue bow.
818, Another aspect of desig analysis which is ftequentiy thoro~allly evaluated?
overlooked Is that of romprehenslvh materials analyala
Again, the designer nusially r~u,*., spvae assstnc, 6. Have oU cotapatibility considerations been evaku.
but In thia instance it Is the materials specialist rather than ated, including fluid medium mating materies.,
the strew analyst whose aid must be sought. This Is ecilly environmental meida (peaiy salt spray 1a~n
dmoe In th. large aerospace corporations and government propellant sp1ill) cleanirl mei, and test mediat
agencies, but the componant manufacturer frequently muat Do comp~atibility evaILUstons take Uernperature dur-
rely upon the customer and/er snaterial source for the Ing exposure Into amcount?
necusaxy lnformatlan. Many apparvntiy sound designs have 7. fau tieo affect of strews concentrations been co-
failed In aerospace applications aso a result of 'inpredicted sidered, Popecially on related to mat*-lalnoc
material property changes in service. Similarly. breakdowns sniiiy
ia qualltyeswurarce procedures have resulted in failures 6

14.2.4 -2 ISUED: POVEMBER 1956



FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS UIMPL UNfT STnUESM

1423 FUNDAMENTAL STREhhDEIFLECTION N3ecd.
EQUATIONS =M 'M

148.&1 AWLElINNST? IR3811 b 4111
14.&23 COMM&ND 111REWN
148.8 AXIAL DEFE8CWFIONS h Internal (or calculated) local primary bending
14.&.4 BENDINO LIFL3'1?I¶ONS Stom psi

14.3.5 TIOR8IU1MA! D3FLIICTONJ M -bending moment, In lbf
14, 86 BIAXIAL SLAMIC DBFORMATION y a distanice from neutral axis to given fiber, In.
1It&? BAMIC COLUMN FORMULA k * moreuit of Inertletabou~t the neutral suls, In4

14.8. POLAR MOMENT O1P INERTIA FOR
CIUtCULAR 83MTONb Z * sectiont modulus, I/y, In~

14.L9 BEARING OR CONTACT (HERfTZ) WTRUSE
AND DR7LPCM12)NS

14.&1O AW11fMAL Avraediec ie Me

14.3 FUNDAMENTAL STRESM/EFLECTiON A
E(JRJATIONSwhe

The equationse proenbed below afe thaee moat frequently fs Internal (or acalulabeG) average Shearing strong. psi
ueed in etructural deqlg and strai anabel.. Many are
presented elsewheire In 4w actvton with meire coovirhen* V showfomce, kbt
give descriptions of their usne, but are Amo shown hanfre 2 hc l neer
ready roefenree.A sofacnscinwihsinhw.n

7%e aein conuventions generally accepted in diii um are
that quantities associated with benelle action (load, Stroms, a tdnortmvrdwaf
strain, etc.) ane considered an positive. anid q~uantitles rt~nWSd~fm
amuciated with comppreulve action ar comeldel v a& -- a- VQ
tive. When .comuproeave action le of primary intaesl, fS = lb1141.&
however, It *is vxxistimes vonvenlent top consider the -(q1...

associated quantitiee to b* positive. where

'4.3. "o Simple Unit ftr iiegg f *hiernal (or calculated) averaep bheiuing strong, psi

Tionsion: 'V - sheaw force, lbf

A Wq64.&a Q- static moment of a crow Section - ydA, ins

whomft AI'- moment of Inertia, In4

ft internal (or calculaiud) average bpjl i= s b - width of mrass section, in.

P - appl'ed load (total, not unit), lb SheweSrom In round tube- dume to twri~m:

A - Pe&a of cramection, ivil f _ TY=~ _~ T4&

Comphadon:

(Eq -A we a internal (or calculated) tverage shearing Strom, psi

where T - applied torsional moment, In ,-Ibf
fCnlimtrnal (or cak'Jasted' avere2e compressive streask b~ mnat~al ogvn ieI.(oe

I the Symbol C In commonly used litt structural
P - applied load (toWa, not unit), Ibi analysis.)

* A - area of crawss ec*.on, in2  I, - J a polar moment of inertia, In4

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1944 14.3 -1
14.3.1 -1



COMBINED STRESSESFUD EN LEQAIS
DEFLICTIONS UD.ANA EQ TI S

81011W *sa due to tmulm !n thin-weals .kucmre Vt where
___d Ilfm

J- Idusclon maiu ineral normal strest, psi

2A Eq -43g f~internal (or calculated) normal stses, pal

vilivs isnax maximum internal Phoaring stress, pal
ts internal (or calculated) average sheabing strew, psi

T aPPlied torsional moment, In-tb, 143. Axial 001flctlins

A -an&a enekosed by median line of tho mection, In2l Unit (avgaP) ilfarmadion or ctraln:
t - wall thickness, ini. 6 X10(~ 4J

Biaxia ratio: Lhr

fA =BfH; Bf We where~hI-~ erlnl,

*her* 8 - deflection, In.

fA trXP1BSIja psi L k length, In.
R biaxial ratio, dirnensionless 9laU04131rail rtiUo (this equation applies when 19 is to be

f`4-h'cp stn"ss psi 'ound from tests in which f and.e are measured):

fT traaav roe (prain direction) atress, pd E laq 14 3ab

fL aloakfgtudinal (grain direction) ,.treis. psid h-

E - moculus of eAlttic-ity, average ratio Of stress to

14.32 Cobind Stenn3train below prvportionja limit, po
14.3.2f -obne filera (or calculated) stress, psi

Oumprosslod and bending: e - pei-!ent elongation, dimensionleks

fn + fb0E14&
where DO'. -ýUIon CiaICUJAt~lo with A known va44. of E:

f n- internal (or calculated) nor~nal stress, psi LL (E-q 14.3.3.e)

f internal (or calcu~lated) conaprrslv* strem, psi where A

fbainternal (or calculatedl) primary bending stress, psi 8 deflection, in.j

P - applied load (total, not unit), 10)
Compresson, bending, and toiieon: L m length (total over %'wIch strain In summed to obtain

2f deflection), in.

aMax 6 4ii(q 14&2ba) A w area of loaded cramossetion, in 2

whereE m modulus of elasticity in te -sion, psi

"fa W maximum internal shaaring stres, psi

is- internal (ur calculated) sharn stet w 14.3.4 Bending Deflections

( n, iteral or alclatd) orml sres, pl Baem deflection equ.ations are given in blub-Section 14.9.

intenal(orcalulatd) orml ~chaings of dlop. per unit length of beom:

fma f2I unax (Eq 14.3.201 di M Eq 14-3.41

14.3.1 -2 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 190
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS DIFLECTIMI13
COLUMN3

where f I,'nternal4tessin the ydirection,[fei

di c hange of slope Par unit length of bea-n, radian. Poisson's ratio, cimonalonlsss
dxper unit length EC = f -lf KE&1.G.)

At - applied bending moment, ln.-lbf who x

3 - L~odulus of elmiticity, pmaE-loulso lstct, a
I-moment of inertia Ak *t the neutral axis, in4  ey W unit strain in the y direction, in/in.

fYinternal Wtres in the y direction, pai

14.3.5 To-sicnal Deflectors f x intenal attas in the xdirection, poi

Da~~~Ic~ Pqao. ~inwlons& ratio, dirnenslonlass
dT

whore EE 43. ~t,.d

ahng o m lez deflection or twist per unit-j )d logofmemb~er, radians per unit Iengt wherm'
T -applied - rsional moment, in~lbf E -modulus of Asasticity, psi

G - modulus of riiiy p B - biaxial raatio, dlraensioniees

J - torsion constant - 1P for circular me.tion, W4 u - Poisson's ratio, dimensionless

Fvt torque T/GJ constwt ame length L:

TLq 14.3.7 Basic Column Fcwmula
i~rJEualerformuk for long Columns:

where c 2 E i 2E
0 - to#%l angular deflection, radians F - Eq 1".71)

T - applied torsional moment, in-lbf C L) (L)

o - snodialus of rigidity, 14i where

J - tcorson constanit -IPfor circular section, in4  F - allowable compressive stress, psi

c fixity coefficient, dim ~nsionless (see Detailed
Topic 14.2.1.2)

14.3.6 Blaxial Elastic Deformaltionl E - modulus of elasticity, psi

Poisam's ratio in unlaxial loading: L - length, in.
-unit lateral deformation p - radius of gyration, in.

unit ax&ial deformation Wq 1%W:. V-

where

p-Poieson's ratio, dimenslcnleus

Y 14.3.8 Polar Moment of Inertia for Circular
where Sections

Z - modulus of elasticity, psi SldAts

:; :: : :z n z W unt=ani h ietoi/n

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 19634..4-



CONTACT STRESSES FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

f -bh 14411. Perimuajo tei te smW enftril. *- to *einra an or IuIs no Rim,* @s b
v~e d mvtft pwvMwo, (sron Refrwmc? 49 -eeWoW 06' so W E momook

At AL Row*, McGraw-Pi aoe G uiy. Au.. imt

Notation: (-unit comprussive atrm; f. -. unit shear Awatr.; fe - unit t.immide atrm;. a rdius of circular ftuwme amP for
1, 2, and 3; b - width of rectangular contact arec for camea 4, 5, sad 6;.c major msmisaii sod d -mi,'r samiaxik o~f afhit"c

contact arP* for ca#me 7 arud P; y - comubined defornuktinn of b~oth bodices at each contact, alonk amala of load; ,u - Picism's ratio; 3-
odulus of t.asticity. Subscrip~ts 1 ani I refer to bod~ee I and 2, respeii.vely. All dlmens5ions in inches, all forme in Pinunds
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS CONTAT
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~ ~~ESFUNDAMENTAL FQUATtONS

Ta I43V. Pawm for Swir Bad ftela des Be Powmve an wr whr
- wt mob on" I @it110 "kegs

D Awafmter, in..

-I -h k sb

- - 3 2

Nh-P where outide diameoter, in.

Nb~D in" D *Ide amoterin.

- Thin-waftd Woe:

when
r - ampl re, usd~l, ini.

4 - wanl thbaekass, In.
_________ _____________________d - wnwap dlmseat, In.

as U~prn~b14.39 Bsorsq- or Cmwuot (Ir) wmims Old

A!& iF v *I% bol ex aa dumibing @twaom and ds~ a
&u~4hM two bodiw In emssat ar swimmedined In

T"b~ 1483.9.

14.3.10 Thermai Stm
__________ _____________________ 'fiemalu shvians Inlrodned !nto an eztsumuIy oomtrsned

memnber by a chawg in twmperature may be celalmaedW
fromn the basi equation:

fT= ~a =K'ATaE Eq154 M&1

Where

fT- thartn Susk Pe

AT-' temnperature change, *F

a - coefficWIent Of thermal expanuion, in/in1VF

3 -modullusof elastcity, pd
K - consta~t dependent upon configunton aOd con-

straint (Table 14.8.10.), dlmsenionles
Ile - IlK, dbmenalonlass

Ibennal streusse in various flat plate may be ckaculted
using the equations in Table 14.3.l1bb

14.3.8 -4 OWSSED: NOVEMBER 1901
14.3.10J -1



FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS THE1MA4 L 5n$11

Telf 143 bL ThermaSli 91t n fneo o Istin oftIS Twe 14Iftb ?helve 806=9 In Varle Planm

"fA • Afd WmIN frm e •, A , !bfeiwume 7. 241. W.Wegup*,, ~. -A A, Fsw,, Wy. ISM

"~~~~~~)"Dw -.w " 8TMN)._..olto *ft. hI~dw ML 21 - CIh.ULAR PLAIIt, CLA.*IO AT 1D4X

_ F QT) a_

End cod•itiom K ..ATJIM1.0I ____________ -0

T hCIRCULAR fA.a., SIMPLY SUPPMETE

1 0-_
6- 46 (at) I?

A uImM fat plate r mtmind at the edges, *A- 3 . A

rctd t o a temperature dng. throughout. P ,

0. __T i..A ATV. CLAMPED AT EDGE

A nfr la lt esrie t teegsuhicx

2 *~ 2

c'-- •d .•*j ' 2 )

'Ii
ENIJLEI•' _I F ATTR ATM CIRCLAR PLATE Wl UN.OLA" CIACULAR AMA OFA

A• soli'T"k T o CE TER P •T l MAT H•N , L ) 2,4 TU 4

oAfoied6O ofati mny roeo Iinod to the same [2 AT T 0 ATC T **tJ,, LJ.T 1).farm dlu re , t sr jected to a to, -mte."T T
change 1hr..1ghout.02-2

,mlfwrm ___________________________

fy- omresinCIRCULAR PLATE WIT1H UNIFONA ILLIPTI b M PA

AT

T2 0-(DATI

uniform T T T T, T1  CINCLILAR PLATE WITH UNIFORM RADIAL TEMPEIPAUR

IT t~rl~on col 1
A uniform b6r of rectaonular crom-tection ro-T 1  F)*-i .T>* 'r-I4]
driet4fld at the ends with one face Rub cted to a C rNI + (r-TI
uniform tew*,wroture, the other faics- sujected to a Ih

1 
- SE- (Tr - T) It IT I ~k~

uniform temperature plus a temperature change. a .~ - T
1

) I d
T uniform, f~ T nIaln /EMCTANGULAR PLATE WITH Ut 'VObR

//TI 0 V2LONGITUDINAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE

T am Wn . MC14NGULAE PLATE WITH UNIFO~IAuniform *A' 'I cam"reTlTEMPERATURE CHANGE LOAGIIUDINALLY
0 ND THRCJG44 THICKNESS

A unifcrm flat plot* of any shope restrained at the
edans wlt% one face subojeCted to a unliform temper- 0 i. A ,L T 2-'o+16
ature, the other face ý-ejcted to a uniform temper- AiT.0 2 (32¶ + P
ature plus a temFenature change. T t I

INUED: NOVEMBER IO 14.3.10 -2
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14.4.1 UmmZ OEM~. *ee h fri mfte that me
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FATiGUE NATURE
CRACK INITIATION

145FTGEIt b Uuwally Possble to identif a tatigue f(Mur from
145 PATd~mns c move.. three distint phsasi on the frasueb

14.51 NATURE OF FATIGUE FAILURE t Figured 1 4.a lsb ora umpl ofae*AC stlieelr
14,5.1.1 Chak IbMMtIM n n emin a ea Wx t ' sample bof i In-A Figurt 14..
14,51141. GJwk hamodIitou Ian enbiete o saole howen bning ft . 14..

14,51.8 i~u ~t. stuy of fracture tougbnes Wainsgh (Ref.....e 1314-)4
14.L2 fATIGUE DATA COARMEATION The initial flaw was purposuly introdured by we bumrning ct

14.b.s FAcToRe iNFLumeCN FATIuz by ultseonle machining a sdot 0.l00O-lnei long by 0.010-
14..,3. *..inm N& 'oe In-% deep by 0.010-inch wide. Repeated simpl (not
MLLS,. Owat ftw int reversad) bending during a fatigue tac produeed a stress

14,5.33 l~mseatue e~oe comprised of sero-uoiteauon at the flaw location.
14,5,34 Maw~ Ampdtaf A -Ies level. of 125 hal was repeatedly indu*ed until the
MILL11, PFequency of Altemlne t eqskw fatluue c=ac appeared well started (propegatlon), then a

145,11.36 M~ee level of 100 kit we. maintained until the creek attained tate
1d5.7 Aaire length. Final rapture was adI. in simple

14,5,3, In" Itendon, t from the aperneofthe fatmure
14.1.L9 :bees vf o"Wd "beach terk.F nale fail ure
14,5310 itees e wak occurred at te well below the &verag, ultimate tensile
14.LL11 Wade RMeadWMg. ftie Histoy, aMW strme fca the materla!.

CasubveDaoW145.L1.1 CRACK INITATON. Orack Initiation is almost
1454 PUNMMDI FATIGUE LI19 AND rnvulably die resut of some strow cervenhtrefo,, wech as a

ROMANCEMM 4t6k of Inclusion In a highly trened region. Such a stress
14.L4.1 1.3515tho Fetlgue-knt orneneautmlon may be my. diffcult to Iffentif In a highly

14,A U (ffinde ftm poldise 'ted d nthe labaeatavy for the purpose
14.4.2 ý& _s LM wFades ~mbof 01"111 fia= lif characteriatim of a material, but

14.L,4.21 tdr lbasit Ork FTOIgueu b often obviousm a part which has failed in
~4, how, Prgus or sv suelse (The Initial broand In the Maoretuu

?~'opu~= obcie 'haw. Figure 14.5.1 wre ao small as to be
14.L5 8XISINDIG TO PRE VENT FATIGUE FAILURE alos Ivisdbl in the pbtpp.) Fatigue oreeks arvn

14M5,.1 Lood 11Neyaut. umoy irnitiated at a free rs s
14,5,51 6kmCoesik

(-) ~ MLLS, 9~we I FInM and THtuaitm t
14,5,54 khtwla
14,5,5, Resonant requeacy

14.5 FATIGUE
Fetign. tifte bi bfainr IWout about by repeaetd rversenia,
rmove or flustuaton of the applied load. Low-cycek-itu has been arblittily dellined bywirous invesdpte.
to appl to 1611ures oesurrifg In les. th 1000 to 100,000
load syses with 10,000 sy"h repreetig the most
common limit. Therma l 4w Ibgse is euintlely Ioweyde

htevs od"from 4dbatntbewusepanio and
4"ItMetloM. Colroeon I isu ah i smalteasous action of
ouuinesi and alternating skine (Sub-'Topc 13.7.6). 1 ULTRASONICALLY-INM~CED INITIAL FLAW,

(SLOT)
14W5. Newus of Faftlp F35tg 2 FATIGUECRACK WHICH PROPAGATED WITH

STRESS AT 125 M I
Fatigue has bowenk nue mosat mon Soumc of fallure of 3 FIRST BEACH MARK( ?C'CUIRRED WHEN THE FATIGUE

spwbuArwu (Raeference 4564). It bas been estimated STRESS LEVEL WAS NEDUCED FROM 125 KSI 10
"90o pmftt of Al noture ~Wi~ In serices aftesorved 100 r.SI

by fatigue and 90 persent of all Is~ue AliMuwsae musmed 4 FATIGUE CRACK WHICH PROPAGATED WITH STRESS
by Improper dsele (Referense 598-i) Although much AT 100 KSI
vemimo to be learnd about the Paenis mechanism of 5 FATIGUE R:ACK FRONT (SECOND BEACH ?MAR)
batgu failure, the following three phases ane commonly 6 NARtROW, DAR SORDEP IS HEAT-STAINED SLOW
considered to be essntial elemnents: GROWTH

7 BRIry4T BORDER IS ALSO SLOW GROWTH
a) Omeb Isienetat S RAPID FRACTURE REGION

b) Crash proeptith. PlpweM1,.M. PsMgueCisek InF crsetAre as of MSAC 31

0) Wind unstable (brittle) rupture.sw I (Wam*131-N

MUUIo: WOVamE MIRee 14.5 -1
14.5.1 -1



CRbK PrWAGATION FATIGUE
FINAL StIPTUR

14.&1.2 CRACK PROPAGATION. CbsA& t H~honfh Lfl W 4"W"M W."

osmis of a eemj~en sewies of mooepc-M.
@cook dnestwel eAsnols WVducd by oesld load fiactua-
*le W"ie results in crack growth unti the intact or
urAhdm Wsus can no P ~4l~stain the load sod so IT tCXJ7j- E

repS.. ~ ~ I or tal1udny growth onsist of
MIA~ul rahpiripgeton a41"g ptrimr slip pwlans, -

followed by Stag U growth kt right mnleea to the principal
"wu ima Te sk k ameltdon ks goe d by the magnitude L.LL-_J.LýLK
of 61e bodle skew;, he lomw the magnItude of thlis streml, ShwII. tMW¶W I Aghos _____

the MW he exuent of the Airt ata of growth. For this -

ftemm 11U Itg t gmwt Is favored In mleson testing befesus
00e Insle ec Oftt a& rioht owges to the Stap I crack is _ _-___T~hg MWi tinowfl4UfiSU~f __

lw 611 tamesI we, high enoughs, Stage I may not 6
be observd at _11, as In sharply notched sameand M Lt fLlY t17
fv*Wth oafure entirely in ti~e Zaec= mode- W ' n
IMMI~meaf 719.1).- ___- - ___

¶5655 9 I growth te creck advances a finite lucre-- --

NO e8 011 1 cycle, even for PrpAkatlon rates #a__ __ __ -

low "s 104 Inches per cycle (RefernceS63-3). A striation __ h~i~bidg_ _

on tb. tuastt"r surface with aea load cycle provides a - ___ ___ ___

recor.f the =uag of the fatigue wea front. If the
swuatlm arefore at high strab amplitudes, as lr.oW' ~_
low4Wyce tatigue, the striatlona. will be visible to %he naked q
eve at the ub~sk "thumb..aall" oe "beweda morks" haiki r _____ i

smooth, vhel~ey appearance (Reference 450-8). With low 2ý
isital ampltudle, high-cycle fatigue, the fatigu wasn will

^Mpm esomth to the naked eye, balt microscopic ezamina
tion will reveal similar stziatione. Flgure 14.6.1.2 show& k
how the appearance of fatigue failures may vary as a
function of load application. The basic p -onm of crack

loisnot limited to crystalline solids but has also

= = in noncrystalline poymric materials. In ___ ______ ______

hoighcce fatigar most of the life'time of unnotahed I____ ____ __

growth, with atags U crack growth occurring in but a on" Z i 1 -- ,~ l~-Afr
portion of the total lifetime (Ret aince 719-1). Recent 4ZIiýNII'4 T ~ L
work hoo significantly Increased the understanding of thU_____W
precise. mechanism of fatigue crak prollagation (Rofer-
oens 363-4 anJ 719-1 )L Fipmr 14.6.11A. Apleamns of Pe p~ef Pallures f.ubuta

Various Leehsas
14.5.1.3 FINAL RUPTURE. Final rupture of the remain- 44dwPlwd afdý Pesrav~en "au Noft am@s W1V WFrsew.
lng uncracked are resembles the fracture of a brittle oftswag##W *bsvriub A. & Tmsetm &W A A M",ftg,
materalk evn though the actual material Is conadere to vsauendS #MY)
bhea planies Inaclined 46u seall tocr thy teshoe arTupthreo
beo ductne. Frnctured usull occurs bo thesilearle Thustureo
exrtent of Stage 11 crack growth is also governed by the fGIUE Q,. - (S./ S.X
toughness of tes material because this determilwes the S
criticil-alned crack that can exist before cawsing final %1 /
Instability at a given peak stress -G"r, * D0MAN: '- t )

Although locallsed plastic flow is known to be an essential %.
element of fatigue failure, it Is significant to note that in SI~

most lmatunces failure occurs without prior indications of 1-('S)
plastic deformation. True fatigue failurm Invariably takes 16 SOC)ERMRGi
place below a strew level which would result in rupture :9 . (SM/
uander static load condhions. Much of fatigue analysis is
based upon the idea that there exists a stress level 'rsu
(endurance limit or fatigue limit) below which the material MEAN STPESS, Sm
can withstand an infinite number of load cycles without (LINEAR SCALE)'
failing. However, It in known that some materials (such as NOTE:

aluminum) do not exhibit a fatigue limit. ALTERNATING UNIAXIAL STRESS WITH TENSILE MEAN SES

DATA POINTS ARE FOR STEEL AND ALUMINUM.

14.5.2 Fatigue Data Com ilation ~15b eun ebSas eebl le

Te four curves of constant fatigue life in Figure 14.5.2a fAdwted with ps'm~sibi free davow ??# 71, 'ToIeardbirm*
re.pte nt different approaches proposed to establish a Cm tidwdm of Stmwu, S"Wh~ and Strmgi7 A. C~ .AwhmII

14.5.1 -2
14.5.2 -1 IWJUEO: NOVIEWIPI IMs



FATIGUE FATWSU DATA COKIUA1M
WI DMAN O4 DIMM

Iuh bell. 11~km~ ubm(6)s w ms hws criterion m90to wades dyinoia We" "da 0

% rýWo sm I do elowit *mperim T. IEsvwsarot esmets."
Sueds 14. A 6m~. " p_ be s -nnss t'03 ssaye trb. m'm l~ esdis WPM v~ion 46 -s'. r

ohm11 mo ROL. beessimmy In matadebl not thOIS o1 Fig.,. 145Dm and b, and ma1. endadmI
puusinga Wedgu Ibat m tar tutipme at slevted in= skim .oo-vdIatm be" bsg added tor os~mlsmesim.
k~eumtWe In a sesuuaves ssvkvmsmt It may be seam IU eime we lnom'msdfiAt. between loodnma lim numd

14AS 5Dm doe t 00411111010m lbs 01111PI to Oeubs PIMAboa
foum"m, moWW7sd th botkm Of the apdaavWionsuemobw numf

'Reus.. 1*144 11 Goodman li.. 11 obasinta fmse one @of the o~ingai tomb- tei
esmmi umJ in ase Umow u and is smmombAded tiOSofb.olongtd
when a gueam"i 11 evir mm be wed to' AMel dua a) Axial loading
Or titeben The sEm somansi li" 11"sd by I"~
bm sohm pausI ft o'spudem slops OWd OW Woe b) Plate banding
ohews %An umfst. afall0 below the Ooodsmas kims. 7% )The-erslod
Wis. SeeMsMORAI Cubea piabul Is theI iwmd tor, i~ib

~ps~e saly. n has~y be& i=be d) Toselbe.
a howue adtmtlu to the GlOsum Use if

see a1th lows bim~te~eeals to 411bmmsus - -

wUwidsehpam*v athIE by but i- 0!330 IN. DIAM:, IN.

PA S AT SOT T LN

As psuMbbMud" MOf hoe yidig COWu~e~l N00 400
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FWItRON INTAL FACTORS FATIGUE

STRESS AMPLITDE

14.53 Foolm rsI Nwnolng e0tlp3 Hl T

Tefi n1.Ustionabive U be tee rum applilctions and fationI eF
Ilh dceamad above appy to eaeflleotl sd an-

peheyjE~d ppdWetm. Is too dedge of (1161d cow C# Otit MICAidW.

leu wp o esmider the BMWsny emvkmamentl, appll. .1
calcs onfigupmba. sand *eatiorsl facto, whichb mea

Influenc the actual. fi1upe life. of aComponent in rk.I

14.S.1I VACUUM ENVLCONNM3N. Mao%&h different
noebwrces have shown contradletory resulta, it Is aly
#Veed that fatigu, lift In a vacuum emvlrcummetIsl p
than In air, and thet the Influence Is upon creek pr.pg
Uim rather than Initiation. Although there Is aoma disaree-'
rouet u to whethe Qhh difference in fatigue lift bs due to
oxide for-atlom at abe crack tUp In alt or vown meat of 7
cracked 911111116" Vps th oop0 uo cycle In vacuium,
the imkportant =eig ioiie sto ".tt fatigue daa CYCLES TO FAt WE
obtaine in may ho e considered conservative for vacuum
applletioa (Refereneus 47-36, 3964, and 719-14). 10
145.3. CORIONIVU ENVIRONMEN. Mw fatiUe* life
(W metls whieh ema readily formo oxide coetingi; is Izicremsd0ON CMI

whon oselmoan awe tested to a vacaum or an inert W mWOcCl4N
h I -Reference 11964) 'Me combined iaction of

rc f Ised to failures Which obaradl- 77L
terwuotealy omcurtiu mor quickly than would be aWNIII IIIi
antl**atdfromn a consideration of~ the two effects acting \ _L Il

seolattW m )b"~3 (Oub Toplc 13.7.6) Is quit. AiIIN j l
= T*ýabw-o on Pukin (Sub-Tople 13.7.9) Of

anid clown modt markedly In those mestal. havin~g low do
coercion redestanua. Corrosion fatigue failures n Often
be Identified, the6 presence of many cralsh =h ofea4 tl "~

a srtte app)Saance to the fracture (RefteenceI
hfl). l~ssntilaly It Plsy be sirnumd that If a comonemmntI T1 11

Will be aubj.,tsd to fatgusoaign an ensvironmtent U.L
correela tote6 aera ofw oo Vtonlon the fatigue life of 1
the comptonent may be los than tht Indicated by data CYCLES TO FAILUM
from fatigue testk conducted on the mnaterWint air or

14.5~.1. TEMPERATURE. Ins general, variations In fatigue-A11 1 111 1 1111
limit with temperature follow the variations in tensille 1111 H
strength of the samne material, thereby tending to liaresrve a 810TOSE
fixed ratio of fatigue strength. io tensile strengm. Figure 7 `'SE
14.5.3.3a Illustrateis how the shape of the 8-N curve for a t
typical stee Vadwle with tempeffature. Most Materials having i11
a d~fn~t. fad"gu limit at norm%) tamperature lse" thisv;1
character~tic at high temperatures, f igurs 14.5.3.3b Bl~ue-
trats the Influence of cryogenic temperatures on the A6_

fatigue life of four muaterials of Interest In liquid rocket
engine system..

14.5.3.4 STRESS AMPLITUDE 6

Mtsminating Shim. The most imporkL4 factor In determin,
lng fatigue lifetime is the magnitude of the exterrnil Itlop
or strain aimplitude. In ,he absence of mean sftress, the CYCLES TO FAILURE

alternating stny (B.) and cycle life (N) below Pip.L3.3AMU S-N Curves forSAN 4130Sted atVawlo
approulmetely 100 cycles may be expressed as T -opehJ.a

* f~et'~',ce V46-18
N =~ constant 411s 14AL34s1

where a-8 to 15
Sa - alternating stress, -W Thus a 2 percent reuto nalternating Itra can lead to

as muich as a 30ercvient reuto nftigue (Refevence
N -cycle life, cycles 719-1).

14.5.3 .1 IUGD NOVIM11EC i1
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Mwu Skm~ A enbweae orn-quas akbot saw mmo& im ohsdm tha mob dimt W&As Aalmebswb

T3 Al2. N -TITANIUM At LOY bmma"n ow yded abjut wie as" WNWs mw C11111e11011
--- AIMI WC STAINLISS STEEL forW3 no kvowv psintIs ow k daa bhe ~i

charsertwo = ami qukl (Rseteýem5 i1) A mom
6 - INr.CNlL 7t0 a4 Mum- s U dum-ees-fatigelkyb, h sav mmo we.-

1.2, sAlm laimues fad" lfe. Sacs dbln*oa~
(orase e -)bee Iso the are for

-mmam, enlo wo~~ 6w" Innt a VaON 008u16s fw
tM "*Lomof nan dw feresse 7 16-1.

UJNNOTCH4ED F"r b", y~e at"f Is efremo 'do to sI att
-- ~~~~ ower ha ~s ampti c. TAle "ib" frmma tinfat tuat

NOTCHt6qML i a n us~ltve umer than ktia or fatigu
da Age w tkb meum the CafMwVemm relatio Is used

0,1c (Eq4 14.S.AhI
X:~ (9) AMIIINT AIR, 71PP

1.4 0'106

0.6 If lumafts~et daft we avamhZ o atalsh the valu
% % ~of n for a given mateia, It k customa to ans n. 0.5

.. NOTCMEO ~bued an as mambig by WhoatS.o a LmP incest *a
.0-+N4 CHID 6411041 date. Iauwmomleo twillif UK 4

V; .2 Int *f)j l nXt) cOf i/.tkus In the kbuemas of f aldgue

Q~LL~LLUJ1.,.LUA. ..lLA1 data ai prim eig oma for low-cycle fatigme
0h) LIQUID~ NITROGEN, -320,

N ()

14.5.8.5 FREQUENCY OF ALTERNATING1. TRP8& Gyclhc feqwma.y Jim vmf i~k 11. fg
fatigue lilit In the aminI ap of testwn ftrejueci o

000 6pL- 2Wr stee ther AW le a slgbt lm..-eme in tfatlg limt

1006 t 1 00 kp~bT whe 1~ a domes.. Theft
IfNOTHE also" evidene of a 2-to-I redtctiou in eask proeAatlou

VMS wuh an icqem Inoft1 to to0 fair
.' UNNOTCHED alluinsum, but a much saflrn nmskpouuto

N ~~~~rate in vacuum Indictes that crosonvd fatgue kt pwrbah
0.21- mon nomlble than the doange in frequeny (Refeemam

FATIGUE LIM, CYCLE 14.5.3AM.% f' Most fati&* do&are S Vipind from
,(c)LIQU;D NELPM, -482P totatlng-bem s wApe mBn of 0.S4nch dameter. NthouaA

uoset tes data indliste little miss effect up to about 2'4n&
diameter, thee Is evidence that katige LWmit deoamism wvth

Pipe 14.5.3M6h Csipwlss of Ps mftA *W 4..Os iV lacmm in " (Figwre 14.5.8.6). FPmoeed explanatons for
slew Pf our maslirt at yhree Tat a sine effect Incude:

.11UEO: NOVVEkwR IMe 14.5.3 -2
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I.4340 STEEL (Fu, - 149,000 PSI)

40 0.30 IN. OIA"ETED :*~ 7,fI
3. 7073-T6 AWMIW&M ALLOY
1, 2REVIEMD PENDING (00 CYCLES)

go. 3. CANTILIJER BENDING
I - LONGITUDINAL

301.50 IN. DIAMETtI T -TRANSVERSE
W1

40 2 9 *SECTIO

20

CROUND DIAMO %10 SQARE RUND L GUA 4

forSTRENGTH4

FATIUE LFE (), CCLESFigure 145.37. Effest of Sectlsn 4h en Fatigue Stvrengt
FATIGUE LIF (N), CYCLE AI with parnmiwou -rwn i efemifte590-1,

"R~Issse~wk DMoI4111' AL M. 6Faup. AskV. ?M41

Figure 14.&&G.. Effest of O1n on ** Fatigue Strengt of 8tel '
(Adapted nv~t parmluinio frrcn Rdefernc SW 1, AL*SOh
"EtgIaering DOiMi A. M. Fauval, lWMW. 1864) 120 160 200 240 20" 320 360 400 440 460 520

a) A statistical si*effect relate to the probability of 0.9 1 N-POLft I ISE

"rinding a critial flow n die Most h'Chly strsesd gI'l'o" COMERCALOLSEG

(Includig the fact that a Iamp specimen has more 0.6 OICALYPLSE

volume subjected to a high-stress Irnil than doec a anall

one) 07S
b) A chanp in metellurgical structure and properties as a U0%.

function of absolutalso 0.6e
0 ti 0f the srs

c) A notch-siz effect related to the 0.5Jas
gradient at the root of a notch as a rdn of notch
radius (Reference 719.1).0.

Whatever the reason, there is evidence to suggest that a size R
factor o rm 06 to 0.5hould be applidt toth e fatigue 0.1* -

d'iameter, and a factor of 0.9 shculd be kpplled to elements0.
botiveen 0 to 4 inche3 In diamet -CROE

14.5.3.7 SHAPE. Reversd bending 0e0t show a lower 01 TAP WATER

fatigue limit for rectangular and diamond croet mc%lor~A 0.ROEE -Nf AE
than for circular crass sectioins (Figuro 14.5.3.7) The 0 -1 1 1
reduction in fatigue limit for rectangular cram sections is 60 W0 100 i20 140 160 180 200 220 240 260
approlinstAly 03.9 for steelsj iAd s.anewhat lower fo, TENSILE STRENGTH Fl. ,S

aluminum. Thu& difference is dw. In pant to thw otdfia

rcangular or diamond cross onetr kn. FPIIS M4.52.3 Reducio ofo Fetigu PrsweghDet uf

14538SURFACE FINISH. In gen* Wi, as highly polishe-. (Adated with permiuuion from Referenc 716- 1,

surface gives Ci~e highesý Litigue life, vithough there is "EflviflWI Con.'d~retion of Strms Strain and Strongth'

evfdnene suggesting that the ur'iforn~ity of finish An wmora R. C. Juvinall, MctGraw-HIl, 1867)
importaat than the finiski itself. A sixgls scratch on a highly cycles is generally considered neg~ligible, therefore no
polished surfmoc would probably lead to a fatigue life cowrection is made lor surface finiah (Reference 716.1).
smomwhat lower than for a surfece containing an even Decarburizing reduces the, fatigu? limit of a surface. Case
distribution of scratchaic -Typical trend data mee show" in hardening and nitriding improve fatigue life. Heat treat-ng
Figure 14.6.3.3 for st6el. Surface finish influence ir wry usually decreases fatigue strength (Reference 19-27C).

lOceely related Lo other conditlj3ns, such as resilual stressesu Usually no fatigue surface correction fector is applied to
resultinj from code -orkfug on the finishinj procesa, nonferrous metals such as aluminum and magnesium. The
Polished, Iround. and machined surfaces give significantly harder materials with uulformly fine-grain structure are
higher endurarze strengths when the sui.aie markings most susceptible to fatigue weakening by surface roughness
proceuced in flirisling are paralelM to tne loading. The effect Anodizing aluminum causes a reduction in~ fatigue
of surface finish on s%6*l parts subjecte6 to les thimn 1000 propert~es.

14.5.3 3ISSUED: MOVEMBFR 1968



FATIGUE S71RESS CONCENAT~iIONS
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE

INCONIL 713 C L C COPPER INON

14.5.b.9 MAT33hIAJ8 High ductilty (pirticularly notch ' YCC..- -
duetIyt) OW good impac smtregt ase important fo YCI CCI

fl~ef ateappillmtlos, but bave little affect on < CYCLIC

tfatipe limits. Couamiasly, hardnes and tensile strengthaen MONOTONIC- , -1Imott nealiin fatigues limits, but may not be MOtF%-TIONIC

14.L38.10 S&hR2S CONCENTIRAIONS. Fatigue cracks
almot always start at srmconoenrastionc, and the notch Figure IL'53. 1lb. Cyclic and Monotonic Lixed-Deftection C~irves
semitivity of a material Is a primary Indicator of the for P!ave Metals
matmila's ability to reis fatigue failue. 7%e difference
botwee notched and unnotchesd fatigue specimens is
appareut In Fig~rm 14.6.2c. Th. sharpness of the stress

consaratouor radius of the notc spew can be of
signlflhanme, especially whens corrosion factors are prwwint- Structures which have been hardened, such as cold-worked
In gpsie t l the presence of any kind of stress raiser lowers parts, mnay be softened when subjected to cyclic loads.
the fatigu life of any component member. Stroms concen- Figure 14.5.3.11c indicetea that as strain cycling iL con-
tratlilm osu are boeated in Sub.Seetion, 14.8. tinued the annealed material hardens and the cold-worbed

material softens under the influence of large alteruiating
14.5.&.11 &TRAIN HARDENING, 8TRE58 HISTORY, strains. A benieflciA residual strews system in a cold-worked
AND CUMULATIVE DAMAGE. Strain hardening is indi- surface may iie rendered Ineffective by cyclic loading into
cated In Figure 14.5.8.11% by the variation In shape of the the plAstic range (Reference 719-1).

stres.~l %yaosress loop during the firs loading cycles
before at~al66sg a esturatkm level of haredening. The curve Strwaiug a member n times to some valuie of stress f(above

dran dasOthe saturation stes fav each plastic stoi the endurance limit but below the S-N curve usually
amltde dsmme a cycli streas-plastic. strain curm. m1is reduces the remaining fatigue life of the member (Figure

eycli load-dflect" crvm may be higher (for strain- 14.5.3.11d). In actual practice most aerospace fluid com-
hardening materiL) or loaer (for strain-softening mae pnnents are subjected wo a wide variety of loads in random

nab) duao that obtained In monootonlc loading. 7bree sequence. One method used as a guide to the cumulative
_hktkmU in this charsateristi an shown in Figure effects of random loading is based on Miner's rule, which

14.13.11b. Ths shmns-ranger.fe chasracteristics of alumi- states that failure will occur when the sum of ',he ratio of
sum kiesentially indpedent of pdio working history. the number of cycles at the ith stress level, ni, to the

constant amplitude hlfetlime at that level, N,, summed over
STAIS" all I rtross levels is equal to unity, or

MONOTONIC f-. CURVE 1I t ,IE 1...1

j COLD-WORKED

I H4ARDNESS

LOOPS AP'PROXIMATE

FATIGUE LirE (N), CYCLES
F"gr 145.3 111s. meewimie onw Cyil Stuw*Straln Behavior of Figure 14.b.3.1 1c. Influence of Z, -q on the Hardness of

SAE 4340 One, Annealed and Gw~d Wcoa kedi Copper Specimens
(AdVkist. whhf permisin from Refwerece 719- 1, "Fracture of (Adapted with pwrmission Porn Reference 719- 1, 'Frwacire of
Stimwcursi Watierh*" A S. Tateimjn spid A J. McEWVul, Jr., Structural Materials',' A. S. Tetelman and A. J. MvEi'.'ly dr.,

lOWia and Sons, 1967) W4ley, and Sons. 1967)

I95USED: NOVEMBER 1966 14.5.,. -4



PAIWMUE UVE PRENCTION FATIGUE
£WWRAIOCE LIMMT

kaba belo Is O ora vns in e.adume k* uaIV1111 the1
SOME DAMAGE 15enll b1 ~in Tbbp moem, has. me.udw

540 iteegble with BA9 240 slod but holffAeth with
795-70 and 2"55-11 UA~MN eft" and mmn othe

aatebslak. Sm..o 04 best *Ae enemkm U%*A*Muslb
FA\ILURE rnany millkins of acCOTWrauy- tollied $10441 =jh,

* s~~~~~~apjlkwAtlo has been enfmdto lhstyepi'
meats (R~efersom 716-1)ILtlI blul s'eial

ýNNO DAMAGE fluid ",teanI ithews on~dt
- ~r-lt hI.etaengt s~p. iMa-n t a=lsl to show

N, NUMUtR ( CYCLES whether hloh eamd a" limit. abmimaied 6voli aglin

ft&m auirelin &,dr asmse 2104 Ine~n Cumeleis 14 .r

It is gensal ly considered that overstessing aboire this 14.5A Pivdkst~n Faftip Ut. sad Endurana
*drcelimnit far Periods shovise than uUceeay to Lnproduce failure at that (bs the staded eam of F41111re

14.6.3.11d) redk-ee the endi. rance limit in a subsequent No standard for obtlainin workinig fateiguesse relastions
test. Shmilairly, understresslng below the endurance Unimt kms been unhuifevly acempted. Patio*. lie predistionmay lactiew it (TW~fmnc, 132.1). The raesits of manY reup xetkao odngwt almre"Nuacof the
fatigu test., egmeclay At elevted temparattue,^ indicate matarlal, an d the mi esapgd lw*dependent
that the fteqsaently-aceepted omsmptlon that. damage is upoin which of the floigtypos of data we available:

prvotionpl to cycle ratio (6q 14.5.3.11) err on the a) constant lifetime falu-esag diagramsunsafe side under certain conditions .Rderence 144-14)
When stese 1mbl are viogressively Increased or pro- bI) Endurance limit at fatdg.e limit
passively diecreaemd, teaL have shown En/N to vary from
0. 18 to 23 (Reference 116-1). 'r'-;ar 14.5.3. 11* Ilustratse C) Stati teinils srNgth only.
the manner in which the sequence of load apoliation cn 14.5.4.1 CONSTANT uvWruBM VATIGULSTRENGTH
affect f~figue life. DIAGRAM& Them diagram provide the moet compre-
For materilas with & definite endurance limit, thene In bensive data on fatigue characteristics and should be used
evidence that ur-dertressing for many cycles just below the 'when uvaili~e. NML-HDBK-5A (Reference 547.12) cur-
endurance limit wO vre idt L. a ap clmmn actually stronMe rently kncudes constant lifetime dipagram of both uan-
in fatigue thin when new. 7%is phenomenon is usually notched and notched specimens of the followring materials:
attributed to strain strengthening P* Li1~hy localized vulner-
able regions oy to strain aging. Renwarkbe incresc In *0 a) t 10 elbdataat 0,Flo12, ad100,0 F aswnad 0s at

LOADING roolm tem~perature.A SEQUENCE
(MItMSEUNE b) 2014-T4, 2014-T5, and 707 5-T6 aluminum alloys

(wrought)
.01-0 w -AI4 a n ~a

d) -252 alloy at 15000,

., me) Udimet 500 alloy bar at 1200 and 16500F.
These curve may also be applied to similar alloys; for

I ciMoples, the AMS 4340 disapam may also be used with
z A181 MB 2330,4130, Lmd 8330 alloys.

u ~14.5.4.2 ENDURANCE LI14F OR FAITGUE UlrT. ForI I materials which demonstrate a fatVue limt 4w enduranceI I limit, Be, this value Is usually tabulated with summaries of
-~~ r~i~. j materiaw ropete such ns thoa e in Sub-Secton 12.4 of this~ LA ~b - handbook Tis fatigue limit IS that value of totally reversed

TIME- 0.51 34 a~i bolo,'r which the rasteri can thtecreticallywithtadm
LIFE an infinite number of stre cycle&.

LIFE FOR PANDOM SEQUENCE ý Jstreiingý Unless otherwise vrecilfed, mast tsbu-
p*" 4.&III llwt o Le" g~ww onFaft Lf tw latons fatigue (endurance) limit or S-N curve such apPipe. 1075-TOe Alumlmaai umpire 14.5.2 are based on tfull reversed (usually rogating)

fAd~e ted with pwlsa from Reftew~w Y19. 11 bending. In the absence of specific data, the fatigue limit

14.5.3 -5 .SSUIED: PIOVEMBER vWO
14.5.4 -1



I FATGUE MIA1UE FAILURE PREVENTION

for various loading condltions may be a.,rozimato by S, a alternating stesampitmde, pci
multiplying ronw rrt gbenAing ft*limlý* b
the folkwming factors: Good Litlgua proportiouas vWUmrk that bk, A~ Of d K1 be
a) Reversed axial loauds; 0.9 no bending; 0.6 to 0.85 adjste suc tha fo 20 elmet ofiocorIndeterminate bending (note, th io~ vaua adutdhuhthtould lmo~ f h omrnbe used when a probability ofeccentric loading exists). so

b)Reversed torstional lo~ads: 0.58 ductile m~tulu; 0.8 cast -S K osvt I. 4Ls
iron. nfl f

Whom loams are not totally revarsed, am, in peiietressed Fatigue str,-gth, On, is determined as described in Sx'b-
mmbers such ma threAod connectors or bouncd joint.. the Topia&i 14.6.2 and 14-.54. NquatIons (14.5.5a) awli

fatigue limit may be expected to be higboar tiA~n that (14.6.5b) aro also uacd -vhwea mean stp&en ale not maw.
tabulated for fully roversee :coding. Recommen5Ided 14.6.5.1 LOAD EVALUA'flN. it is imýýerntave in ituid
practkce, however, is to usa the tabulated Wigtle 11init with cwpna e~n~a ~n e~-to .cutfrpesr
no cormetion for the lems ser se5W ia WoY~lding. fluictuations. In rocket propulsion syctans it in not untxual

Simshmeand "Porionto observ high frequency prwm., fluctustions (500 to
Size, Shape ~1000 cpa) of a peak-to-prak anaplitud,. neary equa:, tn t&M

a) Multiply fatigue limit values obtained on 0.3-inch Iyatet.. pressuire. Under some Jircumutaee this loading
dsainetar rotating-beam specimens by the appropriate Mal oacur at All times during ansine oprantion. Fafigt*
factor listed bolow: analayu. must account for mwarnmtm erviý* lif, of jWt

copnent. F~r example, if a rocket engine must beB auersevml of .stalnlng twvelve full-duratloat firinp at 600
Diaetr Bndng xil Tll~ibl ecnds and operate withs 1000 IN pr4ssJr. fluctuation,

D50.4i in. 1.0 1.0 2.0 th accumulated eyeles will be: 72AO

4.0 n.<D0.6 0.7 0. - 076 06 - .75 This is *zclueslv,i of drainf cycles resulting ftom proof
4.0in.<D .6-.7 0.-0.6 06-075 pnesure testing, flOw testing, rud ohrcomucenent-leve)

b) Ue frceflo digras t anlyz stew istibuion tests. to uddition it is commron prictice &,ring rocket
b) Ue frce-lowdiaramsto nalye sres disdbulonengine development to reuse csrt~an compouenwa on:r ~veral

c) Members thould be sized and positioned to carry enginer during develOpment, thenpby subjecting the corn-
distributed loads rather than to have innividual members ponent to far more loed cycles than engine service life
car concentratedt loads. would Indicte. Accordlrgly, safe &!miign practice is tW straes

all componento below the fatigue limit, wher, a fntlgue14,6.4.3 PREDICTION FROM STATIC TENSILE limit exists for the material. This can necessitate extieernely,
PROPERTIES, When data on fatigue ..haracteristCs, are not conaeevative design with boee6 Tmonfo~rrous alloys whichavailable, it is common practice to estimate fatigue life by evidence no tiu* ~~i limit %nd for whiji only fatiroe
means of some form of the Goodman or Snderberg strength at N - 10 cycles is Provided. See Tpmgr 1.4.5.5.1
diagram, as described in Sub-Topic 14.5.2. for U1eans of rdJusting streim distribuilons tvs' avoin fatigue

failure.

14.5.5.2 STRESS CONCENTRAT!ONS (See S'nb-Sectlon
14.5.5 Deuiping to Prevent Fatigue Faiure 14.6)
'The preceding discussion of fatigue refers to many of the a) Minimize adl stress co ace it ietions

~. I techniques whith m'ay be employed to minimize thse
probability of fatigue failure. The following summary of b) Use maxlmurui radii and aillotsj ~~~desig considerations can be used to assist in the evaluation c muetneta ln frdiadpaesrae
of fatigue-sensitive designs. 0 ilgure 14.5.5.2n.) aiian lae ufae

The simplest way to decrease fatigue stress is to increase the )Woesrmcnetai-r antb lmntd iisize of critical sections, but this approach has obvious d hr tescnetain antb lmntd iidiavntgs For the tipesituation inwhich almean mine effeet by relieving Adjcent areaa (Figures
uimele In er 14-.5.52b, c, and d)

e) Locate nfceffarY stress concentrations in are" of low

S Sn (q1AW nominal stress

wher =a f) ofat weldj s away from cross-sectional discontinuities.
whorecatio andby providing adequate accessibility for

s -! trgengathro sft, psi meso peressIin the welding operation)

h )Evlutestrewss cntain associated with shrink or

Yp-faiu strength reduction factor, dimensionless i) When undercutting fillots, avoid increasing nominal

iSsUED: NOVEMBER 1965 14-5.5 -2
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STUSIr 
D11 STIO CIN

FTS I CS x NO. IW
Nook MJAXI A

SORICINAL REDUCID STRESS

SbLSCT SUWWWW WATINAL

Fe

STRESS
4 KAU) RELIEVING

GROOVES
-~ FIxNO.3

CANQ MAUN T0 INCEAS
STIONGlIN AMA OF
MAX IMA STmUS

PFp.. 145.L.1. Te e m~A*AftUmc SW. Dwbu.U b
RomWd Sr Und. §wibq or Torusuion__

Vipmr 14.LL2&i Groovies R.*... 11wow Cu ii -n*sfilm Amind
SHARP HOW1

INTERSECTION VAdsredtWi th pesmiudn from R@ftwwne 7106-1, 'Unv'nwrfng
Coeueuidomd of ftess. Strain and SverieO." A. r- JuviwNs.I lK IL LFigure 14.5.5.2. illustrates saveral wayii of roducln± stmae

concentrations in a stepped shaft. Fibure 14-6.5.2f love
GOOD SAD bolt and nut designed to meist fatigue by mninimlaing strew
GOOD BADconeenizationa.

PFwn 145.5.2.. TU1551 WGOWe" id SlUMp41W I FwIef The fatieve s&*agth-msdawt5on j~t.,r, Kf, is obtained irmm
the following equation.j iI =esToi 146(t-3) . Si 4-

*Kf - fatigue strengi~h-reductiocs factor, dirnevelonleise

REMOVAL OF UNDESIRED M.ATERAL ADDED GROOVES Ion(u-oi 463

00 
q - notch sensitivity, dimensionless (fr,3m Figure

0- 14.5.5.2g)

___-In estimating q t ay be noe htwrought cmpr
nickel, magnesium, and su..niuwn alloys have roughly thne

000 00. same notch sensitivities an wrought steels, of the sm

DR)LLEO HOLES than cast metas,. but wrought metals tested in the

'yan ~~.5tromnasedbqnVs &1oa hav apprtm ouimatlytchesami. ntch
Fque 1.52b.MesaNof Reduea P Js PlateofeonI estviya u eako h aeuliaesrnt

(Adepted with permission froM PefswenCe 716-li)

14.5.5 -2ISUDNOEBR18



FATIGUE FATIGUE DEV N HNO S

14.L5,3 SURFACEI FINISH AND TRICATMICNF

a F)or~ steel, obtain surfaie facotor, Kg, for WatgM Unit
- ~from Figure 14.5.3.8, bearing In mind that these ewwas

iepreseet the bottom oft data usotie bands. Thms ewres.
are usect only for cycl, life geatiow then 1000 cia.; for
cycle life lees than 1000 cycles, Ke a 1. Figure 6.3.3.1a
(from Section 6.0 of thIs handbook) may be of walue an
mnodifying K, from Fgure 14.5.3.8 if a loweeuscoetived

vale f aIsdoeired, based upon the maximum depth
(6) of surface irregularities.

Is) lEVE 5TO11 ENTRATION; I)'MI LAW! RADIUS IF FOSSI5Ltj 'c) b) For aluminum, magnesium, and most nonfartosm mate-
ADID SOIIOVI WIVS PURMTNU SENFFIT (4, UNWEKUT SHOULDER NIL S
IF MOD WIATIONS W)AND (c) CANNOT1 K USED Lrials, a surface factor of unity in normally used

pi45A we Owsiose In a 8 m (Refoete..oe 731-1), although there an Indications that
the application of some surftce factor less than walty

Wuh ~may be approprite. For hard nonferrous materilak oif
(£4ko Wj'o 00"waft frUnXWoeI uniformly finegran strgcture, it may be deuub"e to

regard surface roughness as a spe'-lal camw of geometric
PILOT SIUWACLS AS REQUIRED -UNDERCUT NUT stress concentrations (Refoemnce 716-1).

!MM C) Application of Figure 14.f-.3.8 surface finish dataR -rý bould be undertaken with the realization that most
aVopc fluid components, emeisly in LmalI los.1. are

0.2finished to 2 much smoother surface than that
assciaed iththe correpondin~g commercial age,.

tion. Commercial poihshing, for extumpie, enccvepew
NOTE: THEADS TO KN OLLM OLAJATER d TO BE SLIGHTLY LES roughness heights frorn 0.5 to 32 microinchw..

THNk' THREAD ROOT DLAMITU14 ALL FILLET MADII TO K )Vn-rnigo uihn fftp-r~s cctos
LARGE. )Frigidnorplbnofftp-rta oadi,

especially thawse usceptible to tool inark., way Impr*,e
P1"m 14.5.5*. Reftelift Of S9e CeuumiindeS IN a fatigue life.

Lt~S nf 711)e) Shot peening or other techttiques which form residual
compressive stresses In the stressed surface should be

Kf ,
1

K-I 4  considered for specific applications. (The shot peening
------ ------ ofthe interior of LtAW=u taniks fci N204 sewvke isan

- - - example, although the primary purpose wvu to prevent
001,- streso corrosion crack~ne rather than fatigue.)

0.4f) Case hardening can be used in somae instances to increase
0.71~ i local 6trength without increesiris size or weight, aso

180 ('40~ STEELshown in Figure 1.51 Shafts in bendikig or torsion,
0. 90 (16 LOhIGKS examples of much an applicaition, In such cases, tho aetre

6.4 (2120 Urn) gaint must be plotted and superimposed on the
fW 20W)atigue limit gradient to ascertain minimum margin of i

60 (120 ohn,) LOADING ftINAiIV), * afty
14.5.5.4 MATERIALS

0 1 UML?(ASQ4- a) For low-cycle fatigue applications (belcw 10,000 cycles0 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.05IR 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 for thii. purpose), select materials with high notch
NOTCH RADILIS r, 14~. ductility and good impact strengtt..

Fplgw 14U.52& Match Semwvkv Fotw q b) For high-cycle fatigue applications, select materials with
(Adipod w~pith omsin fmmn ROMM0101 7 M1. -- nkr, high fatigue (enduronce) Iiwt~ts.. Roughly, above 100,00('

cetiUdwwaofSos S&W, an S , R. C cycles, it may be assumed that fatigue strength inereefsr
.hjlnipw, MGt~awHIII. 1567). (CUwes awhm to Peoi in direct proportion to ultimate strength or hardnees

j~Wd W peamispik ftm fth -sgc r-osY3 1s, Sma (Reference 1-314). Fatigue arength incre vas with
cbaniauduv Dos.J Fawgeu' R. E. Pomon, ~I"My uktimate strength or hardness only to about 200,000 psi

40"301410 1860) ultimate strength. In. general, for higher strength mate-

a) First determime AC1 from the geometry 0i! the Patrials there im little increase in fatigue atiteegth.
c) Avoid matprials with sharp ductile-brittle transition

II) Dotermne~r q on the basis of the materialtepruesepcafyf cogicsvc.

c) Calculate K1 from 3Zauatlon (14.5.5.2) d) For low-cy,-Ae fatigue applicauions, reduce the range of
d) Divide the enduranct limit (or fatigue limit) of the cyclic elastic stxain by iaelecting materials with high

ma~tria byXf.modulus of elasticity, P, and reduce cyclic plasic ctrai
materal b K1 .by selecting materials with high cyciic yield strength,

-- ISSUED: IdOVEMLENt 190 14.1.5 -3
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'DUCTILE MATERIALS STRESS C"ONCENTRATION FACTORS
BRITTLE MATERIALS

14.6 STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS Where no q iAta are avaiaAs, It IS suwssed the theoretlal

14.61 DUCTILE MAT3CRIALS IN owg unrtio fastor, Kt, be used alone. If the notch
senstIvIty factor Is not uw~vd, the %o~ *Wi be on the safe

14.62 IRI1TILZ MATRIAULS aid (Referenoe 737-1)

*14.3&S STRES CONCINTRATION FACTOR CHARTS 14.6.1 Ductle Mawflals
14.&38.2 Clovilats wr ithnmConca Ductile materials exhibit stress-strain curves as sitown in

14.&S.8. Stepped CylIndera FIgure 14.6.1. Ordinarily, a duclle mvember with a steady
14.&.8.4 amt wltL Shallow Fillet Grooves strews (unlaxial) does not lues strength due to the presence
14.6.8.5 Circular Shafts with TraUnsvr Hotes of a notch. If, howfever, the nalis loaded with a tead

14636 SopdBars and Shafts with stre and snujected to @hock ,or sbel to bi
Circular Filt rlwtipnueo ttepert has sharp dbsoantinultssa,

14.6.3.7 Micular Slufts vith Gr~oom the material may behave In the manner of britrte materias.
14.6.8.8 Wcr with Notceas If there Is doubt, the Atrms concentration factor should be
14.6.8.9 Circular Shaft with Keyway applied. Whete a pert Is loaded with a steady strew with an
14.&3.2.0 Diametrally.Loaded Ringe alternating stre-- superimposed, the strew aoncentastlon
14.6.8.11 U-Shaped Member factor Is usually applied to the alternating coanonent only
14.6.8.2 Fiat Bat with Protrusion (see Sub-Bection 14.5).
14.&38.13 Flanoe in Dending

14.6.2 B3rittle Mterals
FACTORSBrittle materials exhibit stre-setraim cu~rves such as that

14.6 SRESS ONCENTATIONshown in Figure 14.6.2 In the design of mnewbew of

The elementary stesformulas of Sub-ection 14.3 are brittle materials the stre- conceatration factor shouMd
hee on members bavfog a constant section or asection with always be used. Where steady stromer and alternating

~ad~al cwAnge In contour. The pnesence of shoulders, strMInin are Superimposed. 0he stress concentration fsator is
moehula, keyways, threads, etc., swult In Increased applied to both.

Foocaised strews or strews oonoentriloms, a measure of which
is the strews cousstmwthmu factor, K, defined for OatiUS 483Ste ocntainFct'Ca
strew (tenision or bending) av1.. tm oaitd: wc ~t

f In using the following charts the miaim.am ncrual or obear

K=:K Il 14.Aa stress, fm.x or fs," is found by multiplying the r- urinal
t f stress, f, as found by the ekmmentery formulas in Sub-

Section 14.3, by the strews concentration factor, K, as
where follows

K -strews concentration factor, dimensionless f Es= Kf 4 Wq1.~AL3

- thoeia stress concen~rstiou factor, f =K 6 (q1.~a

-maximum or effective stress, pal

f - calculated stress based upon load and are oriy,
psiSTRESS,F

at for shear strews (tension)

dicsolefa2! (q1.b STRAIN,

where Figure 14.6.1. ~4Str rin Biherier ef Ouatis MWldd

K- theoretical shear ittress concentration factor,

f -max Wr imumn or effective shear stress, psi

II- calculated shear stress based upon loal and am~ STRESS,f

From Sub-Beckon 14.5, the fatigue strength-reduction
concentration factor, K,, and the notch sensitivity factor, SRI,

q, in the formula: Fgr 462 ta~en0Wwo fSfaMIV~

=1I+ K - 1)q (kq14) ~ gv 14.6.2 tesSuc)ealro 3tsMud

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1966 14.6 -1
14.6.3 -1



RLAT PLATE STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS

AdhiSomal tastes for Issue nuube of alutatinsm a be 146.311 U411APID NUIRLR Flee 14.6.8.11 gire.
fooed In PekUm's dodo~. b3 on e mboue, Rebs. sGimo msgNmbetm .hsfm hra AmAat aped memba.
731-1. Dft" wud m madeel ------- e- to em -----
6661101111 mab Ieitateseee rb si~s Imesi as 1465L12 FIAT SAX Wnfl PR~'UMURON. v~pm

*m ed 8=141.8..12 vism @Wm eaesmkats~ bees. 1r a flas bar

14.6.3. FLAT FLAT3S Wrru HOLKS. FWgure 14.6.3.1. * pbuh
throug h giv e sm meimstomtla btmors tr lie' plabse 14.6.315 FLANGE9 DI SENDING FYgu 14.6.3.13 #

W" 116110 dmsk otmeMnAkam bellm for a nkagti, Infia lon

146.&3 CLIVUS OR TRUNNION CONNECTRL In
lead bs kamasmltd twon ose member to

piof rum-o ameesnseto thusgh sishh
bel ad % FWg. 40.* In this timtesd amer
aubur do tbeale b mbimeW to a hig bawrin Astru.
wh11 umikf In a su 01truim eseekta ffset. 111me1 "11101.
hbow on phomosute %Lab awe shows In Frgur 14.6.8.fb
for dose-ftlm plam, arm A Is huesd on a esmidatnionto of 3.

mt "dm U..a-

fit(w --a)h
whme re

V OW40VL $VMS$

fat net in""me stres, VA.

fwp le fr. ~ 0 0.10 0. 2%) 0.20 0.40 0.50 0.. 0.10 0.00 4.100

w, a, and hs - dimenalon, in Figure 14.6.3.7a. PTOd~

Whemesascure 3 s hed m hneaingare Rpam 14&&14.1111". f"d.lm s SOON

14.&.8. STEPPED CYLINDESRS. Figur 14.6.3.3 gives
skram asmasatrattim hatou for a stopped ayllmler wihb
shoulder weeb.
14.6.3.4 BARS WITH SHALLOW FILLET T.
GROOVES Flgu 14.6.3.4* thrwugis e give strom conaen-
tratlos fact~w for flat and round bar with shallow tWeb or ____

grooves. 2.8 l
14A3..5 CIRCULAR SHAFTS WITH TRANSVERSE H~
HOLE& Figures 14.6.3.5&. b, and c give stres centre-
tion facto.. for shafts with transverse holes. 2.6

14.6.3.16 STEPED BARS AND SHAM.9 WITH CIRCU.
LAR FILLETS Figures 14.6.3.6a through g give stim
cooowntration factors for stapped flat bans %W circularm
Ahaftil with filulets.

14.6.3.7 CIRCULAR SHAMT WITH GROOVE&. Figures X 2

14.6.3.7a through d give stress concentration factem~for .
circular shato with circular grooves.

14.6.3.8 BARS WITH NOTCHES. Figures 14.6.3.8a 2.0
through f give stress concentrastion factor. for flat bars with
notches.
14.6.3.9 CIRCULAR SHAFT WITH KEYWAY. irigure 1.tLI 1.L
shaft3. with s a t~ o oldnc entratiNon fators fradcirus a I0 th 2 AI 3 4

14.6.3. wives a ogtudina conentratiow fatohe fradcirus a in th PAI OA 5

keyway.
14.6.3.10 [DIAMETRALLY.LOADED RINGS. Figure Pip.., 14A.SJ1b. musCams.Sen~pFsteYrSinAbd ofl
14.6.3.10 gives stress concentration factors for both in- ls "Hf
ternally and externally-loaded rng,% with loading in two (Adspo with owPici~Kon~~fia R~IwwmSW 51, 'VngI.,s*,
places only. Oar/p. -,A H. F&490,I hWF~w 1NiI)

14.6.3 -2 ISSUED: NIOVEMBER 1968



STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS FLAT PLATES

A

IMXAT I

p S 4.0

AA

(INNORSOQE) -i NOMINAL STRESS ~

(I.)MAXK vINRDRA A

STOW CONC3NTFAIQ PACTOP (K). 2
SUE FIO&JU0 14.6.3. le)

04 WOANCI FROM HOLE CINTIRLIEK .35-

F lpm 14.63 U. Ivu In a WI h Hills
(Adbood with omwdulu, from %bw-meS W mloeoih*M.I*R

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7

RATIO v/c

Fi§ars 14.S.3.19. tworn Cmrmentrmtaln, Faste for Temaslng
cofaPliots wilanleautol Halo

(Adoptd wt t jwnulsson fmwn Rofam.,., USf-I, ftfnglaseg
Onuion,' J. FOLVW, lill*y, 19164)

3.0 .

3.0NOMINAL STE SS -I

(F~OR VARIOUS CHARTS ON

%%~~% NOMINAL h/. * 1-* MULTIPLE HOLES. SEE WtlllN(A 616-1) ..- P.2Ats

2.0 POONI 5 ATIO - 0. 33

1.51. 9

I0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 RAVO 6/d
$ATIO0 %/t

PIpmr loM&U3L. Straw Crnwent-tsn Famohn for Su0 n Piprer 14.6.3.1t. Strum Conaentration Fator fo iw Baxl
ofPU w~l mi~ Ef"l~Ptol "oWe Simulns of a Pleas Conta~n~ng a RowI (Adiqoad ,v4th peornkiuon fro~n %(Wow~ 509- 1, "E,*'w*,gf of Hole.

Duwsst" J. k. Fmall Aiv 1=84, lAdao ead swith irm/iaion from, Roefnme 59W- . 'En~7inaarnng
Oign," J H. Famoei, WWle. 1964)
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FMAT PLAYKI STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
CLEM

-40 A.-

I'SI

3.4

3.2

a 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o. 1 0.6 0.7 0.1

Ppss14.S.3. g3ss, CominwvSom for aUM0 dGOT
,A= in Wth pankusde from fteoplo owl, "Igksewsv

DOWd1 J.. it Pise. VINv. it" I

Ppion 14A.3.i. amstn Cmnssmotvlm Postis fr a "am
wids Spasm- of Dkmemdmmpaw

IAdinssd uoffh pow.,men from RvtowweoS 1, W',V~wevh0

faIi Iw Im

A, NOMIAWAL 11IUSA2.0

6, Z N W A SI MS

0 01 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 C.6 0.7 0.8 0.t i.0

PATIO W.

Pipm114.42b.Stems Cmwwwmitv.fl4on in Cowls Pin or
Pap.o 14.4.&.20. Clovi Pin or Tvwnmn!a- Cmww@esim ~ 4S32.T"WAlio

iAdmotod with pofmnknsia horn Referwo =W- 1. "Enekwor89 fAdwd vWdh psuw,, from Mefn omnoww US-. 1, En#1n..iurlo
Din~w'. i. H. FAWPW. Wavy. YAU) Ommp,- J. H. FagW Wky. /owl
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STESCONCENTRATION FACTORS SEPDCYLINDERS

NOMINALNA %ls -

1.0

1/41
2.0 1.0

I.0 to01

I ' -0 1
20.3.4 5.6 7.8 1.0 2 3 4 5 6 7691- 100

PATio A. iiOO SCALE

a Flat Ser w~l a Shallow File Gmouts
P 21 P Ad&Wpd with pemidslkwi from Reftmnnc SW-li

l..C -r--rr

1.45

1.40

PATIO KV .7I/iriI1Ii
1 30

Figure 14.&23.& Sb..m Ckmentmnatlio Pint, for a StopNpeALdTO55
Cylinde wilk Shoulider Flues .4, OINLSRS

I~t~wd u4Ut jennwalen fuwn Refav vce 5W 1, "Etglnaedng z .0w /4 -

D@Wgip A. H. Paupol, IWA~v 1941.0 1.10

.~1.005

1.10!

0.. 3 4..1610 2 3 4 5 6 78910 100
.9 RATIO /d (LOG SCALE)

of a Soi Roundz B with aShlo
NOMF L ths - l Adapmc mot phmIaaoon from? Roemwvo5Kl

6 1.31 1. 41 -- - T I I 1 I 1 IT

.11.25 - 1A25

1.05

~1I .1 1.20

1.00 I1.10

1.021.00

0,. 1~67 1.0, 5661

RATIO rd (LOG SCALE)

F ioure 14.S.&.4&. Stma Camuowttvaton Facter for 7,911ialnlng Figure 14.6.3.04. Strmi CofIcentretian Factor for 111amiing @t
of a Flat Bar With Shallow Fillet Gro a Solid Round Uar with a Shallow Fillet

(Adatedwithpem#Jo ftw Reootnce,690 1)Groove
(Adutztnd th '.rin~n htm ef.wnc 5Kli Admpred with permissinn from Reference 59841)

mSumD N4OVEMBER 196a 14.6.3, .5



FLAT ISmA STRE3S CONCENTRATION FACTORS
RMIND WsAR

2." --

,I0.2 J -'-.6 - 2.6 .0 ,INA4 ST71S 0100 1*-----_I 72.6- P

4 IP

1'1n 14.1011..1. w.. ConmZmitor fo2 Tenul st

•+41A1•1 Vd pwmion from RegWenu. 5k.1i

3.050 I
1~ 02

S2.6 "NOMINAL STRESS

. -i- ....0

v• NO.2 AL - -- '

++ --2, ..... ST.ESS -+

0 I8

0 with 0.•0 from 0 0.3 0.-..

Onio :' J H. 1#449 .4 0i ,16 ) A I /

SFp.ara .4.S,3.%o. nt C tation Factoror Bandin
ao a Solid Round Dar a a Swt alTn-Od/

vverse Hol.

l, ida~r.tc wich pe~naiui) tram RefnWcM 5- fn*x- "EngiRrinn =&.

De~ip.7; J. H. Feupel, Wiley, 194 A¢oe with permuiain Pv~m Aefersrnc, 59?J
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STRESS CONCENTRATiON FACTORS FILLETS

3.0 I I 3.:-

2.8 'e

2.86

~ 2.4 NOMINAL STRESS ±NOMINAL STRESS V
2. 2.4 II -

22.2

I2 z
~2.0

I1.

1.45

1.32

1.01.10

08~~OIN¶ STES 20 022,8 ~ - 0

RAI- ~ ATO-

igiur, &&G. tramConenraio Fwo fr ensonngFilavll SAIII, WO 09omM M~if 'W111mdbIi

1.3

04 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2

ISSU2.4 1.2M F 106 46. .7



FILLETS STRESS CONCENTRA71ION FACTORSf

2.2

NOOMINAL SSTMES (SW.2 D

NOTU K COMIUrFD FOM DISTORTION 1 2.OIA0161(~i~)-i~

3

1 03

1.0

9 9611 0.68 0.12 0. 116 0. 120 0.,124 0.29 11O I I I I I I I I
IAI ,d0 0.04 0.01 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.29

RA) 10 r/d

34W Ariud sw w Shoukde- Filbet a3j SW an lae w Barh a*CkwAuw 1mleft
(A&~ vidif pemlhWov2 from Refe~mft. SVI9 1) (Adwrad mtft penV#)@ from Repfernc 591161

T 0.5

0.0.5

2f ---. 7
0.0

0.0

R~ -4 1. 0

Fgr .6.3S.SrmCnetainFcrfraFa wwt 0.5,6 Fet
(Adw re wit pemisson rom ~ernc ? 1.0

14.6.3-8 7".
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STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS FILLZTSCIRCULAR GROOVIE3

'':D

011.3.
U2

1.3

1.2

4

0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0.6

PATIO o/d

Pip., 14L$.6g. M m ConftnftraI;o Pammo for bnirug of. a olid Pound 3w whd,
Elliptical Fillet

(Ad'spod mot ptmiation from RieftemmnSae 5811

2.6 2.8

2.4 2.6 - -
D. 2.4 Mf

2.4 -
NOMINAL STRESS -4p324

d2 NOMINAI STRESSd

0-2. D/d -

2 D0

~2.0 1.z.

I 1.65 -1..0

1.08.1

1.47 1.411

1.20

0 0.04 0.09 C.12 n. 16 0.20 0.24 0.26 0 0.04 01.8 0.I2 0.16 0.20 0ý24 0.28

PATIO '/d RATIO r/d
FIglure 14.6.37*. Stmm Conoenrtratlon Factor for Totmulonial Flours 14.O.3.Pb. strei Conce tra*lion Facrtor ;or rcdh - at

of & Solid Round Bar with a Circular Groove Solid Round Bat with a Circular Groove
(Adapkvd with pemvdiwon from Reference 58- 1) lAdowned with permission froml Reference &%8-li
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cCNK'LA GftOME$ STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS

25-

2.4 I-T3 I
2 T NOPMIUAL ITUIO 1544At1 II

2..0I.

1.6 TMICKNESS -

u 2.4 2

2 0.51.3
U 1.2

1.2 2.

0 0.04 0.0 0.12 016 0.20 0.24 0.21.
PATIO /d

Fg..14 3.&7@. atewm Cosentnftoa Foamsfor Te, suit lofa
sold PouvA Sat with a Ckadreu Gmreys 1.4

(Adopted w. ,h parmission frm:I Refemwoc 5k0-V. "Endnkeiiig
Dauis" H. Fask;*E. "~ey. 1964)

1.2 -NMNLSRS

0 0A Oh 03 0.4 0.5

MINIMUJM LkoRJs 1.01
N0 0.04 0. 11 0. 1: 0.16 0.20 O.2V 0.211

R-ATIO "4'
Figure 14.6.3.8t. Stress Cafoin.ust-cn Paime for' Tensionin

NOMINAL STRESS-, NOMINAL STUS$ S VaNoce ~a l.7 2 T AJswmawo perminion from Aefwmnea 58 9i. affrieng

.0

5 PNDCING

f) 021 0.4 0.6 08 1.0

RATIO ''4

F iquee 14.6.3.7d. Strew Concentration Factw or fr momien ing
and B.addir of a Solid Rourud Ba- with
Hypeyboll Notch Groove

lAdaptred with permisson tremv Referminc 598- 1, "Engine snnq
Derigun 7. A. FAIPSCl Wileyj, 18641
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STRESS CONCENTRPTION FACTORS NOTCHES

50 i0

:> \NOMINAL STRESS ___
2.4 NOINL TRS

H// EWI NOTCH
3.0

~2.0

~~2 I,)

1., 0.5 110 1.5 2.0 2.5 30 3.5 4.0

NOTE SE FIGRE 4.6..8tFigure 14.S.3.Ud. Effect Of Multiple Nofthw, In a FEst P-aft
FOP NOTCH Wi;H NON-PARALLEL SIDES (AdW od WOh pmrmniaon from Re forence o'f98- 1, -, "ilneing

I II I I I I I I IDahmg" J1. H. FPupp., IMlI*V, 1"64)

0 0.04 0.01 0.12 0.16 0.20 0,24 0.20
RATIO r/lS

Figure 14..SJW strei& Coneentratlon Facto for Benmilg ot a3.1
Noltche Flat SEa

(Admood with p..m~WWn f~vm Referene 59P 1)..MIA
4.2 2th

3..5
00

f~~6 FX7103.
3.8.... - -0

3.4 H I
.. 120 rNOTCH RADIUS

O 
It DU

3. - 6113 .5

NOMINAL STRESS _7TICNS

2. - TIMCKI-ESS !0

2.2-- 0 0 0.25 J.50 0.75 1.00

R'ATI 10hr

Figure 14.6.3.ge. Stree. Concec~t~uien Facto fo TmWI.IOMq
n - of aNoftclrFla aw

(Adap ted with permAsson from Reference s -. 'niernt;;1.4170Daige:*~ J. I- Fr*,pl Wiley, 19641

STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR FOR STRAIGHT SIDE
NOTCH WITH CIRCULAR ROT.OM (DOTIED ASOVE)

FROM I IGURE 14.6.3

Figure 14.6.3.b. Effeet oe Notsh Angle on Site. Concontretkz
FaorW

(Adepited otith poemission from Refernce 59, 1)
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VhEAS TM"iO STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOPS

01 1 I I

U IIA(3,
A~~ 4 .0

ft 4 i's 0.5 a

o 6F1 o iq~
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pionI %mk,,. sw aemto nt tnoo I

show~~~K 1.. 0. 0. (1.3 04 )$
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D1111811 CRITERIA PRESSURL STRESS

14.7 PRESSURE VESSELS AND PRESSURsE ad weight. in order to assure astetieaetor$ operation old
STRESSES *structural Integ~y ever the required pressure nmvg, nows

pi.7. DEIG CRIhRI Oldcmoetanpofrsumand
Itt1 ESIN RITRI buetpressure tested (OLeeion 15.0). Proof pressure ar

normally set at. U. to 2 times the working presuare, while
14.7.2 MEMBRANE STRESS ANALYSIS bunst presures wre set at 2 to 4 tnme the working p'~w'u

14.7.2.1 Membrane Streame (wee Table 14.2.1.3c). Components should not oxhfbit any
14.7.2.2 Diaplacesients signs of pernianent deformation or functional impairment
14.7.2.3 Discontinuity Stresees following a proof pressure test and nay yield but not
14.7.2.4 Influence Coefficlionta fcw. Long rupture during the burnt press~ure test. The propertles of the

Cylindera component mmtavrid voill determine whether the proof or
14.7.2.5 Influence Coefficients for Short burst condition will govern the design. It is advisable to

Cylinders erniputo the component wall thicknesees on both is,
14~ T.2.6 Pressume Vessl Heads or Fnd yield-st-proof and no fail-at ~urat criteria and to use tOe

Uoaures 1tre cosr 'I"e of the two Values in the design.
14.72.7 Copeninats LnSeals onhebin4D.e.'ieions due to applied loaces may cause seal unloading
14.7.2.9 Soncetriatdl oeo Membranes and subeequent leakage andlor component distortion with

14.7.2.9 Bherlel Memrane accompanying binding of moving pWArs Deflection
14.7.3 PRESSURE STRESSES IN hEA';Y.WALLED rather thtn stre; may govern the actual component design

('OMIPONENT', and should be computed for any _-omjionent alwoitnl could
14.7.3.1 Cylinders affeet function or mounting. Stiffness criteria are discussed
14.7.3.2 Spheres In Detailed Topic 14.2.1.3.

14,7.4 JIUCKLUNG OF THIN-Vi ALLEI) COMPONENTS Buckling so a result of fluid pressure Is often the most14.74.4,A Critical External Pressurilp important d*sin criterion for thin-walled components. The14.7.4,2 Buckling of Cylindtrs necessity for evuluatiAg a component's resistancv to buck-
14.7.4.3 Buckling from Internal Peesaure ling Is obvious for those vessels i~euigned for operation with

interna! pressure, lower thtan external pressure, but Is too
often overlooked for the following two equally imi orbaut
situatione.

1 ) A component which~ is normally internally preseurlzed In
subject to buckling it it is evacuated dur~ng some14.7 PRESSURE VESSELS AND PRESSURE intermediate procesm (i.e. the evacuation of certain

STR ESSES spacecraft jiropell ml tanks preliminary to filing with

The determination of pre~ure strewss ini a valve, line, or poeln)
,ther fluid component is an .nte -ml part of the compo.3,ent 2) Buckling of thin-wslled components may r~waldt fronm
c'eiigr. Presaure str.!sses, in combination with thermal, internal prosaurs. Thir phenomenon is frequently the
structural, and mounting %tresses, usuilly determine the primary failure criterion for thi~a-walled veselsb which
material thicknesses required by a structure. Normally, only itre of a "flattened" configuration, such u non-circulai
a simplified analysis is p-rformed by the component section torxusev and torisipherlcal or elliptical euco
designer. This analyaL would include the calculation of C103UtIrM
hoop stresses in cylinders and spheres, and beriding stresses Excer as noted, the 'ollowing ssut.-iptions apply to thein flat plates used in clfsures. Stress concentration factors equations preeenlted hin this sub-section (Reference 152-7):
based on published data and experience would then be
applied to account for the discontinuity streises at changft I) A brittle material is parfectly ela~ie up to its ultimate
in sectionts. Thiis iipproach is adequate for most aerospace strength. Whelk it fractures, according to the maximumn
fluid components. However, when we~ght becomes a critical prineipa.' (tensile) stress theory, it does so without
factor and the aihtve procedure does not yield a satisfactory appreciable yielding.
design, a more sophisticated analysis is required. This may
be performed by a stress analyst or by the designer hinuslf. 12) A ductiit. inatetial is perfectly elastic up to the yield
It is the purpose of this section to present an analytic point; thereafter it, yields at constant masimum shear
techniqui' which may be used fo- a more accurate analysis stress (Tieaca theory.); no strain hardening cvocurs.
than the itadimentary one. noted above. Tables and curvet.
of critical parametern; are presented to ease the calculations 3)Teglitbemprtr.slwe~uhs h 4 cepi
as much as possible. Tlhe excellent summary of basic ielgoe
pressure vessel equations presented by Roark (Refer- 4) Temperature and stress have no effect on elastic mo'duli
once .461 -2 1is reprtmiuced with permission as Table 14.7 wo and the ;,ield point; the coefficient of thermal expan-
prt-vide a contolida~ed ready referepcee sion is neo1igible.

14.. Deig Crteia5) The Bauschinger effe,-t does not occur (reduction in
14.7. Desin Crieriayield ;oin. due to pt.,vious plustic flow in the reverse

De.sig~n c'riteria normally established for i component direction).
itw'iclud nuiximum va~taes of size, weight, and leakage av well 6

I. mitiunavales fr jwerandrespnsetim. I6)h The strains are small compared with th~e dimensions of
.,we~tio %v. art- only coance'rned with the critc ia affecting t~ esl
Ibrv(-.v mt aitced stres..s in the component - primavily size 7) Important stres& raisers are absent.

14.7 1 ISSU*ED NOVEMBER 1918
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PPESSURE STRESS BASIC EQUATIONS

Ira . 4.? Poeub fo feiiiiit &W.. asid a DdaI0 In Pr iimo, Vemim.
(A~pfd wiflif oewIndo from Refte'eoc MAi- "lle~waa,1

fa Sol---mosd SOW,%. " '2 .. .?'w*,, WCOPOWWMI DA0

Notation for thin v~ssellikes unit pressure 'lb). per sq. in.); fj - ,neridional membrane strese, posi~ve when ternailo (lb. peri sq. in.);
fA w. hoop membrane stresw, positive when tensile (lb. per sq. in.); lit, - rneridional tbinding Ptreint, pwoitive when tensile on convex

surface (lb. per eq. in.); thil -w hoop bending mtress, positive wher tensile at convey surface (lb. per sq. in.); ft - hoop streas due to dis-
ecsitirnuity, positive when 'esmiell (lb. "~r sq. in.); 4a - @hear stress (lb. per sq. in.); V'., V,. - transverse shear normal i , wall, t.eitiv'e
r-hen acting as shown (lb. per linear in.); Ml., M, we bending moment, uniform along cireumrl.erenre, prisitive when a& Lng &4~ shown

(nl.per linear In.);: s- distance measured along meridian from edge of vessel or from discontinuity (i.,.); R, - mean radius of -0uva-
ture of wall s-ing meridian (in.); ft. - mean radius of curt-ature of wall normal to meridian (in.); Rt - mean radius of ciacinmferencee

(iW.,; * as wait thickness (it..),15 - modultis of elasticity (lb. per sq. in.); P. - Poisson's ratio; D) X we ý-.i) 7--V ): radial
displacement positive wlmn outward (in.); 0 - 'hange in slope of wall at edgi' of vessel or at discontinuity, pooitivi. when outward (radi-
ans); y- verthcal deflection, positive when downward (in.). Hubecripte I and 2 refer to partd into which vessel may be imagined a

iivided, ,..g., cylindrical salel and hemispherical bead. General relations: /I4 - 1M at au fae;

Thin %upsis-~mombhue sts m # (m"ldsesil) smi f-I (lwrtl

1. Unifommlinternl forso.
lwomsssP.Ilb~. pre

a ~a-
Plsdisll dipelsisoust Vh-s+.A" Internal birsint Paowuw P. 2ai. Km... -H ultilma. tenile

wbrs-so wuwalosidoisto matmia (Ro. 1,This fomlaI for oesel..t failure, and h~ nywe rprk

. otm~lpw.s~bem i' 'A

104-

supportscams 'In I u

4.& e ks)Pss.)b J bu et- At5 -PPS Wits0

Rotlss

Yt nq 1 (-_ s M" hu , l s too. wheonsii'~

Wea.i (ie 11.% 160M . 1

Cseai unson_____le --s
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BASIC EQUATIONS PRCSSURE cwTRESSj
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PRESSURE STRESS BASIC EA:UAT3ON5
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BASIC EQUATIONS PRESSURE STRESS

Tabl 14.7. Forvvlulee for Stream and Defilctmion in Pre-ure Vessels tContlnued)
(AdeWt'vd m th1 nermisson from, Reference 461-2, "Formulea for Stress and

Sten R. J. Roark, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1965)

F.4.,,. of kilvoo Fuodl

Ill I-di'll'aem. 1, 1 l otl d i,
wII', tier W1j. uf low, ,

Pint9~ prq~ arma .1 4.
1
A 2t

20. L.Od V' 0oneettated oIo
smnall ,ircula, area of Malt deflection v- A
radiusegat uioli. Vewls-
ral lupltw. edge neither a Alsodo OCIfO treas ft aA-i9,t pole
hell MiW Axed

Ms. l'vdimo Cle fibfhh- C' t pole

[it"e .. A, and C a". nuinerical ene)0.-,eots that depiend on sli2( ~' it).d have values. talonlawe b~elow.

0 I 01 02 0 4 006 00A 0 9 2 9.4
A 11 424 0 4-100410 0 400 6JA 02 0 0154- 0530 0 306 -0 -00

XI 0 212 0 '390 0206 0 201 01900 09177 0166 1, 152 0 140
1 - 94 1913 0023 00093 05836 0 421 0 332 903M

V~. Point loud at liole. edge Max deflrrtion I A 01Axed but 009 held16)

moF .n~neo Md.- 8 2ý

I1ev .A and 8 awe osmeeneal roefkienut that depend on. - 2 A>39~i and howe vuloow s tabulated belowe:

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 0 0 90

1 000N 0035 01114 0ý400 0 329 0210 09148 0 111 0005 0 060

22. Load sa rot Case 2 1; #g* Formula for pso d M, oeme asfoe Came 90 but 4 aod 8 halre valum ao tabuilated below:
Axed andheld in 0 9 . 4 5 0 7 a 9 t0

pA 1 00US 00917 0.51b 0.20320 0 9M096 0,122 0005 0,075 0,061
a 19 00975 0.690 090I1 -0,090 -0t141) -09917 -01090 -0 030 -0 034 -1)-.26

Spheenosjshall

23. Uniforment tellena(orON- %A,- W isaI

oop9Oet ~~V. 4(2Ps-.0sin' 5[O~+(Ž~l~ al

R. - -. 4 4 fib' all +s (Is~a~oa -
1

/2)]

.11 IVX0

Sulureipt 0 diowto that the teeth in questo. halt Value ooeoPDndint t0: - is)

34. )rad idal Af, H b. *Aolf

HV +R am -9 a ]

U5. Uniomrdat l oemeadlt ear Vi

Msb.emu~oN.~VbJ 4 5- - 0- Is -A ItV~eweamoewQ ' '6

fib-so t-("t" XW At
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PRESSURE S)TRLLSS BASIC EQUATIONS

labla 14.7. Formulae for Str--. and Deflection in Pressure Veseals I Continuedl
(Adaptedf with pe'rmission from Reference 461-2, "Formulal; for Stress and

Strain, R. .1. Roark, A'G raw-Hill Book Company, Inc-, 19651

W. Cmernhof leadn a'"It ;

as.,,ws 0"tem p~ 
1 4 Ir

se ePl1b. poer q. in
Max/~-e 24- at 0

-h (eait.., 0lenegboet)

Toro 27. tit Was unders awi1 i~ v'i-Th7,
P fup joint) stnit.L

-Mxrwd WIS.daGinnfj- )

Max eke. ret. ieLhP(IWgelk.st 0)

aS. Cuiwmt.4 tube sadnist

Mai vassi. Wis. I (1h- Sets '? 1,F~

19 fle, a - member ol soemieimile emorrnltions (Sa. ker, *bows)

29. ham asCasise 25 l w tias- 0
leadwe amly by saleron .. 3

lmema i e. 1ib. Mi. merti.liidg.sawistpbss "1190 rN

Mu. else.. -w. iriin. th - "o~p 41tr--A

30. Uniform internal (or zc _p'1e'De j"),14 RtID.
tornes) ranmuof v1 ab N.0-~ ~(j-~l +A joi, e~

t At)( + no -mp A f2)i-R6 _0
V.. Ma . (2X + , 0

Stcm. in cylinder is found by o~mosinoteetrmdetop (CWass 1). Vs.(Cm. 14). Nad Me (Cm I b)

C)ytk-dher with ta bead. e ~lo.- y.pgag ~.cmndetp Ct .(u.I).at .~m ?

h~ulepwlrn(head 31. Uniform iaternal (~ r

(Al, +r~ M.Se1. I )e. .Ok e e

where.. c at nT )" l'2'+W to h OrtilSet
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TsaaeutW~ 0.oop ste) +a bug: A ,(V 0 + Ap .
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BASICEQUAIONSPRESSURE STRESS

Table 14.7. rovrmulae for str.e nd0. :aentlo itn F'q reu V.ese~ Confltlnd)
(Adop rod with pormisaiont from llevrenice 461.2, ";ormuln for Sirs"a and

Strain," R. I. Roark, McGrew'till Book ComponY, IM,. 19651

Notation for tim I vessels: 4,- nivridmional wall stress, posit iv wheti ikefiri as shown (l1b. per sq. in.); /A hoov wmll witress, positive

whena 6 witg an pho~a' (Ill. prji q. inl.);f - radlial wall witresm, piositoie when aw'ting as shown Olb. per sq. in.), - liiner IActium of vessel

(in.); h - outer raili-,iw of vessel (iii.): r- radius frool iaxim to point wh~ere stress is to be roundl (in.); Aa - change in iu.ner ralit~s dtue to

pres~ure, poitive when representing an Uo'creare (in..); 1hb - chatipe iii ouater radtius dlue to pressure, powlitive, when representing an increase
(On O.tther notation saine as that itsedi for th~n vesserls.

ThW11 "0111h-14Sfl utr"q. (Ioogsitodifts, th (CwOMtsrsst.I) so'4 (r 060.0)

Pu. s sad i tmw oomw of kedial' 4 Formuah.

bat. 11610"' 4+.

ho oroieal W 1(p+19 1

"081)_ _ 4 pM ____ -a)M 41pbwsi
__80__f) K at5 4-siswebr~fms : viejus is at sm swuri"

34. Usuivi mis wA
.s0 ,lb p ui 1 q - m

was +to) IV

CylM" th 4PF

36 Vuor mtm ats cubw sw-si w o-im IAimol

36 URin imstomisid&50+~' a
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PRESSURE STRESS MEMBRANE STRIESSES

When fluid conlpone-nts are used over a wide range of
tsmperatures, as is the cAise with unite used lor cryogenic
fhiid or those attached directly to rocket engine , the ~ ~u
material properties must he considered over the entire
temperature ranue. Ma~iy materials exhibit phase changes "
with resulting changes in pripertie~s. This was illustrated in .
the case of carbon steels by the brittle failure of certain Z
Liberty ships of welded construction and by similar failures/
in fluid components in cryogenic service. -

Compatibility of the fluid with the compone~nt material
must also be considered, as corrosion will weaken tlhe/
structure and may cause prematture failures. Thle compati- - , .

bility of the component ma'Lerial with the mount material,
insulation, and oxternal atmosphere, if any, must also be
considered. N

14.7.2 Membrane Stress Analysis
The fcvltowing oquations ire based principally on a thin-wsii
or mentbrane analysis. This results in calculated stress levels
which are approximately 10 percent lower thar Indicated
oy thick-wall theory at a wall thickness equal to 20 percent AX~IS Or ROTATION
of the inner radius. Equations and eurves for thick-walled
eases are presented for certaia specific configurations in
Sub-Topic 14.7.3. Tti treatment o'f membrane strews
analysis hsas been largely excerpted from Reference 152-7. Firure 14.7.2.1s. Membrane Free-Body Diagrwym

14.7.2.1 MEMBRANE STRESSES. For shells of Levolu-
tion, a free-bodl, diagram (Figure 14.7.2.1m) may be drawn
of any section to facilit~ate identifying the miembrane
stresses. Many fluid components may be treated as shelas
ha Ang the form of a surface of revolution. A surface of Thes relationship between membrane stresses and aciual
revolution is ý..btained by rotating a plane curve about an stresses is given by:
axis lying in the plane of thus curve. This curve in called the
meridian, and it&, plane is a meridian plane. If the shell of Nit N2
revolution is a vertically-oriented body with the axis of f, 7-= ~ 1,..b
rotation vcrtlcal, then the meridian planez, are vertical t~T E 47Zb
planes ecitntaining botia the axis of rotation and 1he wo
meridian. The membrane stretssc are a function of the whr
pressute load and the radii of curvature. S3ince the surn of t - membrane thickness, in.
the forces must balance for equil~brium, one arrives at the
general form: fh- hoop stress; psi

Ne Nh fe - longitudinal stress, psi
-P rh(q1472 With any shell of revolution, ths intersection of the iurfacer 1  r2  with planes perpendicular to the or cris of rotation are parallel

where circles and are called parallels The radius of any parallel is
p -applied pressure load, psidntd"ran sdfndb

Nh - membrime hoop stress resultant, lbfl/in* Fin(q1&.lc
where

N2~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -ebael~gtdnlstesrslat b.fn the angle in the meridian plane between the axis of
r,- radius of curvature In the vertical (medidian) rotation and the Iormnal plane (Figure 14.7.2.1a).

planes In membrane strews analysis the axes X, ", and Z for any
r2 -radius of curvature In normal planes, i.e., planes given point on a shell at revolution are defined such that

perpendicular to both the meridian plana and the the X and Y axes lie in toe plane tangent to the shell andshellthe Z axis is normal tj the shiell. It may be seen from
Figure 14.7.2.la that the Z axis is the intersection of the
mewridian plane and the normal plane. Hoop str-a resultants
correspond to the X direction and longitudinal stewA

*Note: membrane stress resultanits are exprtmsed in Ibf per lineal inizh resultants correspond to the Y direction. The X., Y, and Z
and are sometimes called membrave forces ay*s associated with a point on the shell are not to be

ISSUED- NOVEMBER INeS 14.73 -1472-



DISPLACEMENTS PRESSURE STREbS
DISCONTIN4UITY STPESSES

confused with the X. Y. and Z axes asso 'lated with a Table 14J.721. ri and tZ for Shells of Revolution
complete shell of revolution wherein the Z aisis. the axis (R eA*152,7)
of rotation and the X and Y axes Hie in planes@ perpendicular
to thr axis of rotation.

A ismrnbrane under internal preseure. p. us reprosentetl by YIDNTW

the fr-me-body diagram shows' In Figure 14.7.2.1a may be
analyzed for 1F -O0 for equilibrit mn which gives:

21rNQr, sini2  wi~rt 2 si l) q 14.7.111d)

or

N -Pr 2  2o(h+o too ) 2te4o co.o)
N -I Eq 14J7.2.te I1 ." r2. 0I ae1 2 00oK2 o(h-2o Cos #4-

May be solved for Nh as. follows: (0,0, c)

r And Equ tio (1 .72 .1e) alot g yieligt he Equaionai fo47.21a 
-(,60Nb Ii2  -~. Eq 114.7.2.1111

Nete that if 2r, I Sr2 in Equation (14.7. 2.1f), the hoop aon6 *

struuses wilte comprftalvu. No.tilce also that for acylIbder r a2,1M2 4,2CO6
2

r~~2 IabadN rf h/, iligtefrii om2
for cylindrical hoop stress:

PARP.OLA HYFrR5OLýA

ri (0, 0.h1)t=&r~~. (Eq K47.2.10~2~0

Equations lor determining rl and r2 for various shells of (00, 0,
revolution are shown In Table 14.7.2.1. For shells of
revolution with negative curvature. r1 Is y cdby *Ijl and y
the samne analysis follows (see Figure 14.. 20co04..ha

the1 hopdslrmns~ ebaeFr(~. ~4~~I ,
14.7.2.2 DISPLACEMENTS. Many occasions arias where a

th opdslc-ensO orba*are required. Fo C0629,2 h2.

the usual biaxial stress state encountered in pressure vessels line~ I~

H~ooke's low is:

(b (f - PigQ) laq 14.7.X2.2

And the hoop Wtain eb is definod by:

JEq 14.7.X2.2

In terms of Nh and Nq

Stress and displacement equations for some surfaces of
rovolution are shown in Tsble 14.7.2.2.

14A.7.2.3 DISCONTINUITY STRESSES. Because of the
differing stiffnessee betwoen a membrane and a nead or
between a membrane and a part, discontinuity stresses Fiears 14.7.2.1b. Dabel of Reouldon With ri 11epuws in
develop and must be considered in desilin. Figures 14.7.2.3a Vis Sheilso Aiv
a nd 1 4.7.2.3b illustrate some typical discontinuity (e~jne127
problems. Prom continuity, 6he radisi displacemnent of the

14.7.2 -2 ISSUED: NGVEMSER INS5



PRE~rVRE STRESS DISCONTINUITY STRESSES

TOWS 14.7.&.2. (h. f I unif 6 'qo Cormn~ SWIls Of ROeachat 01

IC y l in d er av~ h %,Id , t C nSHILLLICIn~

CYLINDE -HOOP P
%TRESS ONLY 0F! JnPrI esur~e Ih 1 S,1

CYLINDER-4:)oPn AN!")f 6LONGITUDINAL STRESS

SPH~ ~(I Fiure14..23b.Dluontnuly Ire.. oreCylodm w~~2

2.2

where fb -Md/l. However, because of the laterai reetric-
tians of a plate,

3

12(1 2

therefore,

6NI
fb p2 2)

The longitudin~l stropq contain's the membrane strews plus
the diecontinuity etrew foupd by using the elastic founds-

1/3 tlon be.wm formuuer.
A beam or. an elastic foundation iay be thought of as a

5"boam held in equilib-ium under :zad by ar' iai1fnte
asphere 1q. numbnr o~f '"rlnp, cach with the spring constant k.

T3 \EtJ Figure 14.7.2.3c show, this analogy roughly.

Cyttnd~rThe solution to the differential eqjuation for various loadsng
5/p r'\ conditions usually en.,ointered in pressure vesse dec~lgn as

'Cyl~nde s follows.

p p

p±.1Pripue, 14~.7.2.3s. ODaithind, Sm.. oeSs~ un13 T ~k
Cylh~dirlel Peiesmare Vsml wWh a Hemi--___________

F gure '4.7.2.3c. Seamw on an 91-h r oaindstlon
cylinder must match that of tha head. These e'scontlnuities (Refrs. 152-7)
produco bending az.d compressive stresem In the membrane
which must be added] to the mes nbrane styesses as com-
puted by Equaation (I 4.7.2.la). Thesse stresses are Invpluded
In tho hoop stress by the addition of the cornpr&Wave (or
tensile) stress, le, acting on the radius, and the bending Case 1. Infinitely long beam, single concentreittd k*Ad
stress, fbs, acting around the circumaference. Therefore, the deflfction:
total circumferential (hioop) stresses become:

1 1.7L3f PP~ -Ao I Eq 14.7.2.3b)
fh fh fc b (E1.. )2k

ISGUID: NOVEMBER 19es 14.7.2 -3



DISCON IMUt"Y STRESMES PRESSURE SiRESS

where ym I

y - 4eflection In. 2k

P) -ma =nMs 0 (Eq 14.7. 2.30

I E q 1 4 .7 2 .3 4t) V - 3

It 'hoim, r(esulU are summarized in Figure 14.7.2.3d and the

ri cooflcienti for x are liut~d In Tablo 14.7.2.3.

At i0 coeafIc~en from Tahle 14.7.2.3 Coa 2. Infinitely long beam , alformly distributtod load
(Figvv* 14.7.2.3e), wher,' the deflection w

and the .1 pe is2 
2 O -Dn

6 B lEq h.7.2.3d slope Is

k2
the~ moment Is 0 (Apo

M -� �C Cq 14.7.2.2.1 the moment is (Eq 14.7.2,3h|

the shear Is 2( +

D'-'"•lO, (Iq 14,.7.23fl
qand the shear is

and at x 0 the maximum velum beW.Ome V = a ((",. (",b

ToM*e 14.7.2.3. Funetions Ax, Bx,. C WW Cox
#Refr),,ce 152-7)

-0 " 0 : t 1 0 436I. -0.0121 -0.o,01, -0.0245
0 .07 0.0 3 0PI 0,)1 3.7 "1L.-00341 -0011 -(O.O.S79 -0.0210
02 WWII.51 0.1627 0.,63411 O1)24 3.8 -0.0314 u-,'1r37 -0.0040 ,-0.0177
O.3 O.9267 O 2 ,10 4M1 070 77 !3,9 - 0.0711 I-O.C14 -0.004A -0.0147

0.o4 1.8754 0 .At 0 , 11% )1 '16174 -14 --,1|r!? -0.0140 0 -0.,01

O'1, 4L'I 04M• 01411 - 1,• 13"27 J 1 -- 0211111 -0-0199t O .W 9 -000.111 0 702 0), 349 .1.14 1 1 .0534111 4.1 -00211 0.6136 0.00140 -C0005.
( 11 O.0037 - 0,00tI

t O114 0 v w22 41 -.40176 -0.011)2 O.71) -0.0a| 4
ti54 1 '211 -111191 01131 1.4 -015 -0.0 1 7 0.01079 -0.0038

0 1 ::7 v 1 j 7" t -M _1:o 7 l2 f27 4.A -0.0,132 -(0001011k .000 -0.00=3
1.0 0-1418 01 3 l, -011011 1) I 91,16 4A -0.0111 -0.0100 O.03 -0.O011

1. 1 0 4l ' P2 ot , - :), 114 0 .1 1 .1 4 .7 -.0 .0 0 9 2 -O0 00 9 1 3 1. 0 L 0 .0 001
I., olL31'1 02ri1 .I - t to• V. 3 ) jlJ -0,.000$ 0.0090 0.0010 0
.3I 0 1;1'1 0 - 1 0 I'•-7 001714 1,0 3) 0.004421. 99 0.0L?

1.4 O1214 01.241V - it I011 0,0414 419 0 0,007w 0,001 0.00-M 0
221 01W4 2 -0.2• 4.)I - 0.19 51, -0.2(04 1-A .0 0, 010)(A 0.001,
/. 1 2 11 )274114 -)7 'd'i ,, 5.1 -0 0, .0,, 0.0060 0.O007

17~t 0. . 0 •172 it '•4 . -0 (02 1091 .1.3 -O,023 :r,0042 0.04169 0,002

I4 - 0 1234 , 1.16111 ,177I - I0 I.4 -0.41|7 0,(107 0.40| . 0.0:24

Il (I 0 Ith "1 . II 1741 AN-0 0.0000 -. 0029 000344 0-0011
0 U74 -. 16,4) 1W0 11- -1 t 11' 113,lo,1 i0 0.0010 0.0024" 3, •11 - [I 77 -:,11, 1 ? -0.11023 0.00"1 0.001 O.a11, 1244 I| 191)791. 149 - II 5.11 N .4 0 -V11 0.113 0.001,• 41.01 "

(1 t )'•| , Mk•l -I ) (o ,1,0 -)ito • 001 It. O,(N}Is -0.0023 0.0052 0,O |•
2-.i 1 to io,44 0 (INoIW to OFlts -00 1 7I 0~'l t (.0010 -00(•)1111 0.0" O•LIG

2 i1 U4 t 4 W I N ) I4 - 1(it" Is o,.0013 -0.4014 0.0041 0.0021-. 0 1 -01 11 1 02 - t , (WI 0.0015 --O OAK) 10 O.4 0.0026
2.4 111 4 11,11 111 1 -to14,9 (Al 0I.00147 O-,11X 0.0031 0.0024

-1111,1,, 1142 114 -I .*A51 1, .401 -.0 .0004 Wf 0.')9 00022
4b lI54 to1.41 -(As 11.14 - 011,1 .2 (,00:9 WOW,.,4' 0 O222. 3.0M0

117 0 • 7310 -to W17 '(10 -00 ,41" 1. 0.41019 0 0.4.O1I!, O.l0i
S-11011,4 -14101 -1 0.777 - .,U171 I. 0.0019 + .0000 MO,+AI 0.0i0

t4.7 .13.1 --4111 t. - II O01 . 0.0011, v 0.00
to'1.1 it 114 (A 11,4 -1 11 ( .1 1,4 1 4'1,111 I (0. 11, 0.049 001

-it 10S. AM 142 141 ON 7.1 0.(X):!. 0 111411, =.0 0.:00*11
32 -10)3 -11 - I t 44 0 111 01191 00l. AKI (1.1 0.011.4 0.0040

3,4 -0a.04-A ,,11' -1131 F- 1114 0.410014 0.01911 0.0042 0.91134 01,6 111)65-11.1 0-Il263 7.0' 000' 0.0006O 0001 00006
35 -0.03M9 -. 0.44), -. 0.0177 I1.21 4; 0,1 100 0:000
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PRESSURE STRESS DISCONTINUITY STRESSES

'4

oI!X - d
tA :rlc rrlfll 11'T-l-I1:770

7 Fipa.' 14.7.2.3e. Ilnlfoimly Ciftilbutsd LOad Ov a Poertion @f
a Beam on an Cookie Foundation

.___.. (R.fewnev, •V5•I)

P 0

k)3-_T O -" 7) I

d) SLOP' 0-

4 - j -- ---
_ .... 1 ////_/ ///'//

(e) MOMENT 0M PA Pirp. 14.7.2-.. Single Mw Mo t Astl" on a Seem on an EIh
Fouaedktion

3* 
(Rofenmw" 152-7)

(fSV Cae 4. Bemi-inflnite beam (Figure 1?.7.2.3g) where the
deflection is

2
Fipuir. 14.7.2.Sd. Loadnk' Deflaction. Skina Momnot and Showr 2M~ N11

in a emew ona amtn e P1 oundation V -

Design: Nucw and Oikf Applicationem J. F. Haeyv,
Van Nectiwd, 193J the slope is

Cm 3. Infinitely long bean., ,ingle moment or couple 2Bl32 N• 03o

(Figure 14.7.2.3f), where the deflecton is 0 =- - A + ) o)x (E4 14.I.X.1)
k • k

M.0 2 the moment is

the Aore Is
the shear is

0 V -P(C - 2M B,

the moment is (Eq 1.7.2.3I and at x - 0 the maximum va:5e3 become:

Mo 2P(M 2NIM0
M = -- DYmax-

x k k
aid the shew Is k (Eq 14.7.Xk1

MoQ 2Pj3 4N)0
V := "- Ar - + 2-''

214.7.2 -5
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LONG AND SHORT CYLINDERS PR1,55A)RE STRES$17
END CLOSWtES

P

+ X 0

rig.n. 14. P.2.3g. semi-ninlew meem eon ani Elile Fewidoeien-
(Rewferne 1`62-7)

Fb pure t 4.7.2.3h, Dhen2fty aI cylindeor to NemwishesiseI
Heood hinstefi Wie Intoi Presmie p

Now with the above equation, and uuporpoeltloot, discon- (Rfrec 152-li
tinuity probilems may be cmtaiderod. Also. the emulhiat~n
of theme equations leads to the following remilts for local
lose on a rylindricsJ shell.

a) The load in dicatributod as hoop etreeses from deflection From Table 14 7 2.3* D ~- I t x 0, and using thi vahwo
and by longitudina bondirg. o~f k from Equsii~tl'i (4A.7.30), a solution for V,, is:

b) The. load may be *ooludered negligible beyond the - E 1..Le
dlijttnceu a 3.45 Vr 0-0 441j.3

As a-~ example of thc application of the l1vtotMou develop-
ment, coisider the problem of a cylindr Ica vessel with a Cotiaaquently the total hoop and londitudins' stress for the
hemispherical head shown In Figure 14.7.2.3h. cylinder at any x becomes:
From Table 14.7.2.2. stresse ari defeections are as, r E - - 3glpf(llow.: I~ .1U P" t2 2
for a cylinder Tr ff -1- 114IEq 14 .7 .Lap#

prIf the ratio of the statiessees alth dieowntimulty venue the
I've TrEq 11JA0 roede without discontinuity ia considered as a Wies

2t( concentration fasctor, equations may be developed and

5 11 junction between a cylinder and an e*lpW.ial head and Is6C (2 -mm-ui-edn Fin7gures 14.7.2.31 and 14.7.2.3j.

1 4.7.2.4 INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR LONGfor a hemnispl-ere CYLINDERS. "outio.s to various basic problems of the
T r type just colnsidereod havot been tabulatert as, influeeJ ~coofficienti¶ and ane shown in Table V..7.2.4.

21 ~1-1.2.5 !NM!UENCE COEFWWJTR PtR SHORT
pr F C;YUNDMR If the cylinder is short. a loai at one end

Tr(Eq 114.T.2.S wil produce an influence at the other end which cssaot be
21 (Ignored. This offectivuiy entails adding a crometion !actor

2 to the solution of the differential equation for the InfinitelyI lIixg cylinder. As it turns out, !f the length of acylinder, 9.
0 )A)is lem than 2*/gS, this effort must be considered. Fit."'Et utt 14.7.2.5 omnuraies thqee corrections.

The difference in displacementri is 6 -c 6, - pr2
1'29t. If 14.7.2.6 PRESSURE VESEL HEADS OR END CLOD-

the thickness of the 'ylinder and hemisphere ar*eqCual SURES. So far the vaiowt head halupa have been Igorted;
(t, - t,) then the defleciions caused by the inhear load V0 howaver, this paragraph will outline waite properties of
are equal and therefore continuity is satisfied if the edge interest of the more common head shapes. Important: we
moment K,~ - 0 and V,, - 6/2. Substitutlnri these IJues for also Detailed Topic 14.7.2.10, Membrane Buckling.
K~, and v into Equation (I14.7.2.3g), the tollowlniz resuits:

Mlptcal Hestik Figure 14.7.2.6a deemibes an elliptical
2V~ bend in terms of the dremses and detk~tlons. One dbpAd

- 0I) Eq M4.7.13. vantage of an elliptical head is that onw t' it depth, b. Is
2 k ~oslel.*d i~ie edge displacement, 6, is fixed ond If

14.7.2 -6 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968



ORESSURE SIRESS END CLOSURES

I , 3

V -C,;N ~ l t0 4 1 L( S Pt S

0.? HOFIRS

I0i 1

I ,* I. 3 - -- ' I I -

1 5I) i. ..

' , '., o V ; • , Io I

___ý 1 -0 4 6 to 12

- CU 40 Y.N0 0-- 
I)IS T A 7 1 F RO M J O I S• I ( A

DEPTH b

RADILI . a

Figure 14.7.2.31. frm Dkftruitkn i Near EIptical ee to
Fm• 1141.7.2.31. Samiss Conme tion Fa s in Cyiklmm CylInde Joint

- to IN. f (Refeonmv IE2-.7)

Table 14.7.Z4. Influmme Ceeffialent for Long Cylinders
(Aeflrence IS?',v

be < 0.707 th, edge will move enwerd under proessi
Causing @a inarm, In the diZcuntinuity stremes. Fig- I .!"m~m .4./.L.6b and14.7.2.6e sh•ow the /,atribution of .

fotce for atypWWeoelUptcW head, while Figures4726 K MAUI
and 14 7.2.6e show defarmations experienced by elliptic
shi under ontema iesmmure loaIs.

ainsham Hees An avantage of the Cmsenian heed is that

required, which gI1m the deesgner a pgeter flexibility than--- • j
with conventnal sohpe. Fgm 14.7.L6f describes • eon .. .

peopertes of Cominian heads. The hemisphere and ePOipe
a n s p e ci a -- u o f 0 am in i a n cu r v e &; (

m.leO Hd- t Sbol bv• L 7hi type of head - <..

is designed to prodmA. the mmine showilng stress at each
pont. But this is not a good situa~son If the heed material ,

dmctl'ow lt antd,a is witht the elliptical heod, the edge A I . "
wil move inward under pressure. Figare 14.7.2.6g sum-

nmar~nr the mlauw head shape dlacumiod.iPW Hm A IIkin of @bok innt. iate under Pressure __ [

I grem in Subd•,eotom 14.10. Cum•. of stes concewtra- , ... " . .
t,,m fasctm for varomu lat hed oonfigurations are shown
in Figure 14.7.168h, =W Ledk ii .

O.We Umi Table 14.7 Indudre stress and straiw in ...

cones under arternd or eatarnm Pressure.

MU•o: MOvMiU 1am 14.7.2 -7



END CLOSURES PRESSURE STRESS
SHELL OPENINGS

1.20

0,0• . . .00 . . . . .A T

±0 NJ, MERIDIAN FORCE

4 0.80

9RM 1.0( 2.12(l) zIeM• 5,
, .) A, *. 5 4

-E _0.,0 .40
. 3

2  2 .

- TtI IOO F ORCEA P PE

II
S30 0. . 0.6 0 .9 t

8.•, 4.. ...

x 7
3 -- 0.20ESONFIE 'AE

fteftfvnce 152-7)

Yn 5-

0 4

p-0.40-2

6-~~~ 0. (0.4 0 4727OEIG NS~L. 6OR~o f0.8 th0 1.2e

•! ' • •. o a mmb~~e wthan wielrlforced opening uah ownin
Figure 14,7.2.7a. Ly eqruilibrFum, Na Ia found to be:

22 2 ,

27rrNR sin =r rp - wrrip
Fqgure 14.7.2.6.•. EIlrittlcaI H~.d(Refer2 ( rce 152-7)

or

Figure 18ISSU4Ef: NOVEMBER 1968



PRESSURE STRESS SELOEiG

3.0 2.0

6.0

5HO 2.0
1.6

S.5SHOWN 2.0 _

4.00

3,0 1 _____ - ____ _______

-1.4

0.8 1.0 -1.50L L

RAILDITNE.42 .4 . ( .1.0

1.2 
NOTE:

yI. y E

-2r0 2  0. 4 0h.n r. . - r 2 sn1.5h dg f t e ho e q
N)Va = RADIA DISTANCEe 0in (10..7 2 0n.(4.27b 0educ to 8h 1.0cwi

a NdOThnwihE quto (1.72..) theIA DIStTmANiCfoE

N2 beomsOTqE47;..
N 2OMA DEFECIO OF72.b theL hoRFAp N/Pa

h2(r 1 ~CEEN OF2 Sr~hJ SHELLhoNex DIRECTIO

Isli~ O Et~bI 190 147. WI.P'



SHELL OERINGSPRESSURE STRESS

35 4 T/t

2.0O'

.5TENSION FORCE AT APEX 30 d-- 1 .3

1.0, 25 -

0.5. - - 2 - - -12
g 0 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 2ET/A'S- 25

-0.515 -- 3.

t, ,AXi~WJm riOOP COMPRESSION 1

55

-1.5.I 7

-2.0 0 20 4 d

Figma~ 14.72.6f. Tevull aOW Com"pu~W*m Farse In Caulnian
Heaft

(Refemwnc M527) itim'. 14.7 .L,. DbemontknuahY Sue. at 6111111 Of Flet HeeW
(AdWp td ,s~h p~muison from R~fehr~ 610-1. "Hkndbw* oIf

Formu~ms for Stron and Sltadn', W. GifJW, Fredatick Unor

i.0 ~~~IIIZENO DOME 10 .

ELM WtOO - 39)
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PRESSURE STRESS SHELL OPENINGS

40Tt1800

I - d 2 -

20 1. 12W -- /

20 .12000

f MAX

1 3 80-0-

-3

'/ '0 3.5600

20 40 60 80 100 20

d/t 7

8

Figume 4%.2.6e., Dimontlnitylrt$m at Edge of Flat Hed 20 40 60 80 100
(AdWpid witA pmuinion frm P Reference 618M1, "HoinmoA of c/t

Fomulf for Stm. &aWd Strmin" W GriffW, Froutwd k UnWr
MiVb. Cb.. IM6)

FWAdr 14.7.2.0k. Oisdntktlty Stren a Efts of Flat Heed
(Adeped with Permission from Refer, ice 598- , "Handbook of

Fck-mnuis for Svvs end Strain',' W. Grtfel, Frederick Unwe
Pub. '1o., 1966)

By the previous analysis, the effect of a hole In a membrane
is &bown to be a stress concentration. Figure 14.7.2.7b
thuws how a hole affects- the st-ress in a iin.mbrane. ~r
To compensate for tl is ncreae of stres near a hole,

einfomment must be added around the hole. Ah a general -
rule of thumb the reinforcement is plhced within the limitsot nor--nellble oncentration. TMs Is Chown

graphically In Figure 14.7.2.7c. For an ideal mount of
reinforcemont the displacement of the reinforcing ring must
be ma•ched to that of the membrane. T'he displacement
fores are showt in Figre 14.7.2.7d. r
7he displacements are to follows: rNhr2

Fro r =r sin 0 \Ar
6ring AR E-'-'N

It It Jq 1411.74•d

5 -phrer -- FIou 14.7.2.7a. Um infodW P Opsning in a Membrane. with
(Reference 15.1-7,1

IUSUO: NOVMIEft Im 14.7.2 -11



SHEL OPININGS PRESSURE STRESS

Or
LONGITUDINAL rc e(II7 ARt~E 4...I

4~~U -21 fasis usually the caw~, Z FE, then
r~t Cos~

".(/2 AR = t- q 14.7.2.70l
4f1-I

ia) (b) Many times, howemer the ares given by Equa-
tion k14.7.2.7j) Is too small to be practical, ILe., not ei ough

Figure 14.7.2.7b. Variation In Strews In lbsPoRegin of a Pea~ Is provided for stnih, elc. In crae such ws this, HSU~
Circlar ole n le Winer.reinforcing rings an used. Figures 14.7.2.7o and 14.7.2.7f

1b)ula go! m 3u*t tog Warlnis show the effect ol relnforcmel.t location on discontinuity
Pb Sphee s.Sn ohors trews in the nmembane. What, rilid rins awe used as hole

(Adaped with peovn/askn fromt Refs, once MS-1, 'Pretauw. reinforcing, the dispiacements must be equal to preserve
Vagina Derig: Nucloar and tE iwnkW Applcsdona- continuity. Figuire 14.7.2L71 graphic~ally desetirbes a typloA

J. F. MnwV. VanNatron~id. ~IM Lion where, for continuity, th#. points 0 " avi 0'n are ought
togethebyapin moments and forces to the ring and
shell. Teadtion cf the moments and forme to pmrceve

2 2 ~~~~~coatinulty must, to pzm -rillibrlum, b uhta hi
-------- 2, magnitudan mre presan teirdie cin oppsictea.thFig-

Fure, 14.7.2.7b shows these iorc-as Irk a ring to marintyane
A g ajuncthor.

L f hNOZZLE NINFORCIN'3 RING)
23r, WALL THICKNESS

L ' 25l thi c TH ICK N ESS F eýJTSID E F

SOUNDARIf

,111ND3.E

Itiparo 14.7.2.7c. RquobIm moce awnecqndfa CeinrculrOedig Ronoeole,() k* ,IMUb

the Winnica and -p-rcl~ol insde for Unbntineduity,

(Adoptdst ermiio NQI' fsvce68 )(ditdwt oriinfo N~m ýt

(N -COSq1.... ~ IH 47~7.Cnpuee 9SunlldV-a

COSms'kdRliron ig

R~R ~ (Refrence13.07

14..2 12 S~g~Et: NVEMI~ 96



PRESSURE STRESS SHELL OPIENINGS

Since theae influence coefficients are unit value. they must
be maultiplied by the load& to give the true r'otation or
dlisplacement. The total values of rotation and displacement
become:

L I Membrane:

-~ ~ total displacement:
--- OEfORME DMM M

POSITION IUM =UM PP Um M - UmV Ilq 14.7.2.7h)

POSITIONto tal rotation :

Filper 14.7.2.79. Ipherkl VeijiU with.a ReinfoieWd C'j.lnk ON : aM M M + Om V V - 0 M pP I Eq 114.711.70)

Ring:

total dixplacemeilt:

VU V U =AjV +IP- uRMM 1Eq1047.2.711

Mh1T~nr~rr~I~total rotation:

19 , 0 P+8 V aB M Mr 14.7.2.7k)

P Compat.Ibiity then requires that:

Fipavre 14.7,2 7h. Dheentrifaty MNnenb__ oft = 11

iunce 2-i) ~~and (q1...)

ft M
By substituting Equations (14.7.2.7h) through (14.7.2.7k)
Into Equation (14.7,2.71) gives the following equations for

To facilitate the analy~is of a ring-metabrane systemn of thae M and V.
type pteerously described. influence coefficints (displace-
manix and rptations due to unit values of Mand V) are
WAeined to followi: (Eq 14.7 2.7mn)

Membrane: M-P [(u. -- upPMV; + (MPjg + ORP)(uV + UMY)]

19 ' um mErotatiort and displacement due to a unit M GuN+9ftMXORV u -v(Ul - URMXOMV - RV))

moment

M V. um rotation and displacement due to a unit 1Eq 14.7.2.7n)force

O.* amt. Erotation hand displacement due to a unit U P [emp" um~ +0 R) - (Our+ 8,%r)(UM- R)
~~essure( M *RMXUPLV + UMV)-(u - RXV-

Ring:

Oft~ U M rotation and displacement due to a unit
diplcmet URdrttos o eiperclhas

moment Hemispherical He36s. Reference 152-7 lists the following
R V 9 V rotatica and displacement due to a unit

force Displacements:
GR P ~R P Erotation and displacement due to a unit W

where the sisnseof A~ u, M, and V are established as follows: M

a) M and Vare positive If they act in the direction shown

in rigure 14.7.1.7h UM - Eq 114.7.2.7al

c) u Is positive Itthe membrane dlplacement is Increased a 2 ( ) -)sin0

d) 7%e membrane dCspincemrent is positive, outward. UMP 2Et I'

ISSUE[): ONOVEMBIP 1668 14.7.2 -13



SHELL OPENINGS PRESSURE STRESS

Rotation &' '.182 RO Elq 14.7.2.7r)

XV W With theme results, Equation (14.7.2.7c) becomes, for the
Xd longitudinal stress (if the -einforciný ring has an ama& peat.,

0 MM t(o tq 14.7,2.7p) than ideal, the. longitudinal utregees at pohiai o are larger

E' ',han the hoop suvwes)-
0 MP =0 whr+q1....

whtire W,~, X ai d ame functions afq, Figure 14.7.2311 O
snows theem rlation&. weethe plus algn befome the last term is forthoue

surface of th6 membrane and the negative sign for the inner
- - -surface. Table 14.7.2.7 summarizes the Influence coeffl*

moi clents for various relartforcement types..
In piacing the reinforcement, theme Is the ch"'mc.% of placing

~o -4 f.~)e'.the rlakg either completely "nsicde, ennmplietely ouatsidue, u.r
symme'ti'ceia with mwpeci to the membrane. 7liguns
14.7.2.7j through 14.7.2.7p show th% effect of this ring

02 U -IONAsIKIN gometry On stresst..

110 -of A POINTl ON TH SEL The trteatmiant of openings at p-ints other than the apex of
D011TIONI* 10- 4140 OF NOTATION OF a head is extremely complicated, and when a problem of

.t~his type aritiee ti wise to consult directly wihastress

U ~U~r.2t~ aonda -pical off-apex reinforced opening.

tIAV' t. _14.7.2.8 CONCENTRATED1 LOADS ON MEMBRANES.
o ~ ~ Many times a membrane will be .tubjecter' to loads which

are concentrated in a small ares. Here the membrane forcesIt0.r. are extremely high and, it bending streame were neglected,
~o 4--4---~would approach Infinity. Usually It is safe to mum~ that

_ the effecia of a concentrated load are negiguibl.m in a region
defined by the radius r, where r -1.9 Rt (Reference 152-7).
Figure 14.7.2.E shows tho stress concentration encountorec

I ~when a membrane is reinforced with a rigid insert, w~dils
1 Table 14.7 coatains acmo common types of conceentrated

loads and their asiociated stressm and deflectlona. Thoee
* ~streoses and deflection& must he added to those due to

other types of loading.

Figure 14.7.2.71. Influense Ceeffislents for a SmMl Opening 1 4.7.2.9 SPHERI1CAL MEMBRANES. For the spherical
100 < 0, 100s) membrane shown In Figure 14.7.2.9, th. following equa-(Rwri.,wno 1*-)tosgv hedfetoy nd edge moment,-. MO,

A2

F'or heads other than hemispherical, Equationa (14.7.2.7o) y 4A- w Eq1.72.m
and (14.7.17?p) become: it

-j FIRI S~in M =1 B(wEqi 14.7.2,9b.)

MP M where A and B are roafflclents that depend upon

11(2-P) 1 E14..q an o~231,21/4

OMP A 0 and are tabulated In Table 14 -7.Us.9. OtLier .quatioias for
stress addeflection in spherical shells are included In

and the rclat-onship for becomes: Table 14.7.

14.7.2 -14 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1966



PRESSURE STRESS SHELL OPENINGS

TWO. 14.7.X7. Formuka for ODAtb..d Old Notfatame

RMHO GIOMITRY, LOADING AND D~PFLCTIONS J OTATiOws LIMITATIO'NS
CASE NUNS _________ ______ ______ FOR FORMULAE

v V It EA, (A bP) 2 0

M 0 1-- 1I*-Ia .56'1rW

1. Symn40tcaI Ring

URV -' A N 71:I

M T 6w Mr 
2

2. Unq w mtrIcalI RIng m PTR I

-1. Pwýo~ Ln"r . [1 12 ( 1.:) '] a

4. I-- N wE RM E

Vý1 2r2 v,. V2

M lsý_.ýA U 5

VI-Il- U1 .~X *RVs [() -I

RN lb 12 2t,

r Iw

IV- 00 2

. AFet r n Wt h ____ OT h, I R1.5 (6)A

2VA L (2)tr 2 tln.0.2
-.2- aof~c~t NOd a,

U V 2F a , $11 n g x

-~~~ ~ 2______________ 2___ 2 3___________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mr_ __ _ __ _ ___ _ _to_ _ __1_ __0.

Inb:wvMmu im 1472



SHELL OPENINGS PRESSURE STRESS

wf 11 MRI. I 7Fifoa

O -M , I a•

""( .. . .. . (O fH --7,-f2

ISO

• .•t00 I flu8 IN.i

"F 2 (ON THE OUTSIE3I

p 0.3

a male psi

Ui ti~!L~ll mi/in..im•i ii•,

t- INCHES

NNW* 14.7.8.71. RainfW SWm OW tO Meimew1 16 1 1 IN- Plonm V. wid Mwmns
Form wa --IWO ti
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THICR CYLINDER$ PkESSURE STRESS

*dT2 T

PORCIS ACTING

Dome t 
ON ANIN

14. IHNPCDCINO AING

PFpie 14.7.2.0. Operieej Oi 6 -- wihk LeW P r.feis
I I -w a Ckeulv Aim wihk Amidlu 140 Iliume

1.0 ______ ft'd and odd
__.0_ ---- T effeme, lU-i

III4~% FOC.T 14.7.3 Pressure Stresses ir, HorY-Walled
,. DWS0IA POC, T2 Ccmponents

- ---j--j-- - -- The marlyala of Pressure streamInng be vywalled compot-
nents (thoe" having wail thicknsess,@ jm~ts than IC percet
of the inner radius) becomes 62004 - y ..iwplicaled. since

10tVPOW, Tboth bending and shear stiemes become sip4ticant in mast
IQUP ~SE, T Emom. Rather than supplying deviation for these. a wis of

I tables and curses have been collected, pmesentlesAgentes/
- deflection cdata or equations to determine them for mest

Mes of Interest. These hae" been separated Into three besic
ahapst of Interet: cylindr. spb~tw. and fiat plates.

Ppwe 14.7.2L~q. OW" msOpmnlm in a "s of AuAvy Owe 14.7.3.1 CYUNDERS. The strmes and deflection. dwu to
(,,L - JS67)internal pressure in heavy-watled cylinders are presented ;i

Table 14.7 while FIgure 14.7.3. 1&presents aconqmparlonof
streams calculated 3n a thick and Whn-wall cylinder beasi. A
chart relating shar stress to pressure and diameter is
presvI led in Fiettire 14.7.3.1b whitse Pigues@ 14.7.3.1c. d,

_______________and 9 shu L'hu relationship of hoop strewn, stroin, and yield
Spressure of a cylinder to its .tiameter ratio.

Principal streams and anaximum shear stresses for a rang. of1771cylinder dianeter ratios, at both Inner and outer diameter
sare presented In Vigurce 14.7.3.lIf, g. h and i. For cy;Indere

it ivth an eccentric bore a shown In Figure 14.7.3.1j. the
maximum afteas, is the boop stress at A with the restriction
that a < ri/2 and Is found from Reference SiPS-1:

llq 14..11

J. 0.4j0,4 0. 0 0A 4. .4 16 01,10 Z~j 14 14 to30140 $4 Ftoes of elliptic and oval crows sections ame occasionally
S used In fluid component fabrication and, therefore, curves

relating their pr'essure streasse to tubs geometry are
Figure 147T.13.LSri mCeiseh-dn a M.~w meInteed pmnertad in Figures 14.7.3.1k and 14.73.Xl, respectively.

w jmRClii 1$264' 14.7.3.2 SPHERES. Stroes and deflectios. equatlons for
I~cf.,e~c. ~heavy-walled spheres for Internal sand external preenre

loading are shown iIn Table 14.7.

14.7.2 .18 ISSUEo: tOVEM~I 19
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PRESSURE STRESS TH3CW CYLINDERS

Tddo M4 72.111 Spbuw4.d Mewbv..e Mommont and Ddlec~e Ca~iooenf

12 J 3 4 5 8 8 3 10

AO 0V$5 0,817j 0.615 0.320 0.220 0.161 0.123 0.095 0,075 0,061

.)9 75 0.6904 0.191 10,080 -0.1460 -0.117 *0-00.059 -0.034 -0.026

IMCaHL Cy! INWAL

so-- - -soO I ýSQUTO

TO II, .NA .1011

IN 
-A 

-

- - - , * i - -- 

IaI A

Flpi 147.11.. Plow of Moms Thk m T~h~ £oaelqwo N
Ow Oaftsr~ahml Cv Wift We" Thic-
Ina LAWg Clt Is Aeqog~I for Vahm.
of vi La Than ft- Ium Diun for
Vine at c rum" jam to

(AdWOed v1 wv. ~ g hmom O fan. R- amin 1NUZ lWao~tire,

-ew I - lb ___#Ww 19%. ol 13. 1od I. h, vmW

HOOF STRAIN 1~-1 --

(IN/IN ý -. - -

f 2 00 .4 - LI- - I
10. A- 4:01.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

Ok ~DIAMErE R RATIO0
0.2t 0.4f 0.6t 0.h £

LOCATION IN WALL Filetv 14.7.3.ld. He"p Iltrain in Cyllndaor in tEelmi Raiq w
ill~m 14.7±1.. O~fti~m of He"p 81ruI In Cy~nt in ~ ~ a Function of Dkamata Ratin and V..qs

lb" Rw M.Ajkm. lNet: Hloop strain at um -
l~~ is mkfafrom, M~-o M1 Eo k (qr1 0.0. It (O.765A + o.-2S5

000 J. M- Fasped HOWv. '#"1 04~drvu mth pewminion from ReV'ovnwa SN- 0. 'Engqitrtg
Design," J. H. Fauipwi, Wiv 1864
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THICK CYL!NDERS PRESSURE STRESS

YIELD PRESSUff 0.4 - - -

OF CYLINDER I d- .__ _

0.2 1_ _ _

1j. 2. . .0 5. . .0 0.0 i9.5"IO.I
DIAMETER RATIO

Figure 14.7.3.1U. Yleti Pvemre of CylInder as Function of_______
Diamete Rnfts and Yield Stracogth of 1 .4 - __

(Adaptec hwth permsion u wefrn~ Reference 59O.1, 'Ent'hvrnwil -

Desig," A. H. Faupe#. &Wyv 1964) .- 4.0

.7 2nu r 2 1.2 -

SP , 

--

.5 
9L -_______ 

- )I

0 0
9L 2 4 6 8 10

U' \iI.. 1.0

B.*3 Figure - ~ pN 10.7.3,1g. Prim"pu Struss end Museinmum Showr Strums

r *l(do sennluissin ft n Reference 376.8. "Stref s
B. *_____ _____Analysis of Pressurized C.in*fs, R. E. LitWe &-?d

.2- C Dipi, Oklal'oma Scatt, Udlvrhty, 1NWj,

Figuar. 14.7.111f. Principa Strue and Mau rmum Showr tuva
at the Externa Sarfac*-lnowmsl P.resur
Only. Op~wn-rd cr Cloud-End Lyl4WOuu

(Adapted with pesmsaaon 'rom Reference 376-8, "Stres
Analyssis of Pressurtied frylindersr' R. Eý- Little w-d

r- Sages, Oklahoma State Universsry, 1965)
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PRFSM.UE IUCKLINP PRESSLURE STRESS

TeMe 14.7.4.1. Equatlees fe, Caleosnlug CrIsel SueklIn$Preess..itV~eels mus •IbI Ceafila~e~ess
kW~ %?MEi ON '1- A,".~ SICTION -- ..- AAX SIMS$ ON hlAXWA- A.I IS C?1aN (Re 8ft~ic 10 7.26 0)

.5 ". . 's 675 6.23 S.25 2Ret ce Z47-20)
I I•o !00. 3 7 •5 , Sn 5 3

S4.25 P
4 5

5 0 3.73 ter 7

39.5
10 2

3pt

10 2.73CI.P .

2's*

14.7.s 47Bucklin Mo i,. Tin-misd Components Pmw l..j

ence 18 J.-1.). . •, 1N4

14.7. Bnruddckling ers ThinhWired Cpresented beo., , •

A1.•I CompnCL3 EXTERnAL PylnerE Tb

Unpr.# 1urzesed. equateion-sforwablc uklaing shres cor• ,tm~-ceol
cirnalajresyindre subj hchma e xected to aia omrsi ndisIien .

hakln in nshlstit cof vtions te on1fogralsticm (Refer.

(for 1 ine.1. MiOF wulnl DE Refernsce 147-20) P
Cludes a larg seW ectyo in f ckiengt d* 1iore reui ed (HUANG)

ad800e cyAind e. whiche Waepreen thdIbelowO

rx!,I Compeea , Unhdiusofcylineder, Cin> der

dependent upond.heTcurvtsignpallowabre buckling d strs foir a14T .aIprsents the buckigt, cefiiet

circlarrcylinder subjectedytonaer compression is givensb•

-1' I> -- Eq 14.7.4.2.)) 2yidmms ecekdfo ue-oumbcln

147. aloaB uckling ofTi-alled, psi po

14..4. CITIAL XTRNA PRSSRES Tale(ASI.WdAND M.LWOV)

1?.. 1 presentsct corrations term calcorulasticgth bckltig

(for inetLutd bu CYLINgDsE Referenc 147-20)4where

inclu -bucalnge siucti co euckient, t fiesoresa L -- le --gh i --

aFo rI syiply supre cir wite the c

r -! ompeanrdeus omfcylider Cyin. tdz>2mn o lmedeg yidr ihZ>8

deprendetupone th~e curvgnur parjne*r bucdelinedstras Figur a47 4 2 rsnstebckigszscefcet
circularr uprssrie cylinder injctdt axial1 compression as aienb

wylider 
mustabl beuceckdifog 

ser-clwnbuclin

r?-Aiict ov ti teermau -o I42.. and elb-Topi b4.kl7).

(4. or -5 kmti buckling NOEME Reerne948)whr

14.7.4 bukigsrs-cofiindmniolsegh n



P'RESSURE STRESS PRESSURE BUCKLING

0.4where C is obtained fromn Figuve 14.7.4.2a, and bC, isV ~obtained from Figure 14.7.4.2b. The pressrised ey~r, Jar is
0.40 capable of resisting a total comnpresuive load. Per, whlch

0.7 - may be obtained from the equation

0.! per- : 2wr Fc,t + irr2 p 49q 14.7.4.3d

0.2 It should be noted that the pressurized dkmign curve in
Figure 14. .4.2h is valid only for long cyllulers. Very long

Z.OYLI POt3MYS9OTEDE cylinders must be checked for buckling sa Euler columns.

Sbear of Torsion, Unstiffened Cylinders

U,,5weasurizrd. The design-allowable shear buckling stress
- 40- of thir-walled circulr' cylinders subjected to torsion is

1' -3 - (Eq 1,1.7.4.2.0

where
Figur 14.7.4.2a. Susk*ik4fre Ceffiluot. C~e few UmI~hWo Fscr - allowable sheer buckling strew, psi

untgwurinds Ciremlor cythi~v SWbjetoii
Axiel Comprow4201 I? - pks~ticity cmrrection term - 1 for elastic buckling

C, shear buck.ing-stress coefficient, dimensionless
(from Figure 14.7.4.2c for simply supported and
fixed-edge cylinders with a curvature parameter

Prrsourized. The buckling stress of long -ylindera under Z >I10U)
internal pressure and axial compresson may be determined Prsurzd The shear buckling stress of long thin-wralled
by uring Figure 14.7.4.2b In conjunction with Figure cylinders subjected to intsrnal pre-sure and torsion may b'-t
14.7.4.2a. Figure 14.7.4.2b presents a curve that slro~u the determined by using Figure 14.7.4.2d in conjunction with
calculation of the Increase In buckling strewss a funfc~.ofl Figure 14.7.4.2c. Figure 14.7.4.2d presents curves that
of pressure and geometry only). allow the calculation of the increas in buckling strew as a
7%e design allowable buckling strews is function of pressure and geometry only. The design-

F allowable shear buckling stress is given by

(C+ A r (Eq +47.e Ac(q t7.k

77 r7
10 0.62

4 0. 60 ____

2

- 0.54 VALID FOR SDGE

0.1 It- Z- - ,-0 O IPY UPRE DE

0.1 0 0.5 Z6 
2 40 6FO 

CLA PE EDGES 60~

LIP,~
Plw 4....*n~-h Ajmyenv usdneeu ~ ue 4742. uk~n-ts'OFTicet ~,frUeufss

Ceflin efC0.50ut lwdUpu~rae iclrelndr u~sdi

(Rftwc 4720) 0."efr2nDe 3007-00)
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PRESSURE S'JCKUNG PRESSURE STRESS

WN IX

AC 0.2 VAI - - Z FOR3~ht SIP 4 1 0007 -I

00 IXT111NAL AXIAL. LOAD SAl .IV.4S *NPtOAMDlOS

0.01 0.1 t tS

2 4 8 2 4 6 4 61 2r/6

Pipwes1. Inmsim In ?aeglese~ Uulleyop*sm Firmse 14.7..3. GbAslnqme ft CSS~kblm Cb. m Un@tifess
COWsif ofan CYilsiur,~ Ue U tIpmmwass CWI VIff aveyh hraU sbtedtu
1@110 pressif 11"uIklea

(Aef.wne t47-29) (MeObWGnCC 147-MOJ

where C, Is _ataIneld frc.m Figure 14.7,4.2 and AC, is ProwutrAxd. 1%o buckling stues of long rylinders subjected
obtaied from Firure 14.7.4.2d. to internal pressure and bonding nwy be determined by

using Figure 14.78.4.2f In conjunction with Firare
Two curves are presented in Figure 14.7.4.2d for Calculat- 14.7.4.2s. Figure 14.7.4.2f proeants curves that allow the
Ing th% Increment in critical strews caused by prewurlsatlon. eulculatlc-i oftr Incremse In critical strew as a function of
One curve, labeled "n o.erternal axial load," should be used pressure and geometry only. 7he designalofcwable, buckling
for calculating the critical strew of a cy~lnder subjected to strew is
torsion and internal pressure only. 11,.a second curve,F
labeled "external axial load balances lor tudinal prcssure FCEt
load," ushould be uued to calculate tht -Aiceal strew of a ( Cbr 11mvL..1
cylimler subjected to torsion and internal pressure plus an ~+Ab q1741
external axial compression load equal to the internal
presaure load ir r 2 p, acting on the heads of the cylinder. It 10
should be noted that the pressurized design c'rives of Fir'-re 1
14.7.4.2d are valid only for long cylindera. 1 NO TINNAL
Bending, IUnstiened Cylinder 21 y IIiiIZ -. A

Unpress,u4-izd. T`he design-allbwable bucklong stress for aI1 iII
thin-welled circular cylinder subjected to bending is given 1.0
by

F A cý 4  
-~

c 4Eq 14.7-4.2g) ~ --
1 b 7 'bTAIWl ADBLN

where P

Fcrw-maximum allowable strews due to the bending 4 -
moment (e.g., th.e outer fiber Atress), psi

Cb - bucklint' strew coefficient, dimensionless (from
Figure 14.7.4.2e for simply supportad cylinaders 0.0?L -L __ -1 2
having a curvaLure parameter Z >20 a.nd for 0.01 0.10 IA, to l
clamped edge cylindent with Z > 80)P12

i?- plasticity ccrrection term - 1 for elastic buckling. V1I

It the stresse are elastic. the allowable moment is Fipw. 14.7.4.Z~. Insiums W& W6sie BuA&kqp6Vwg~ Cesifbslb

%I 7r F t (Eq 14.7.4.2h) 1Rf~wc 47,=0
Cr Ci
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PRESSURE STRESS PRESSURE SUCKLING

Where Cb is obtained froom Flgme~ 14.7.4k2 and IdCb IS -
obtained finm Figure 14.7.44If. p

Two euuwes for calculating the hwrement in critical stress•
caused by pnestirlsatlon are presented In Figure 14.7.4.2f. F 2- -

Thie curve labeled "no external axial load" should be used K 'P (V
to calculate the critical strive of a cyl1inder subjected wo
bending and internal pressure only. This curve labeled6 .)p2I~
"external za~la load balances longitudinal pressure load"A !
should be used to calculate the ci1tical stress of a cylinder K0
subjected to bending and internal pressure plus an external P 2

axial compreission load equal to the internal pressure load,

i 2p, acting on the heads of the cylinder. If the cuive for - 7 b-
no axial load is used and tbe stresss are elastic, the -LATERAL WSS LY

design-allowiable moment Is 4 LAEP~fAL AN-D AXIAL PIC WKi

NI =w r [FF 11 (Eq 14.7,4.X) II
It should be noted that the prwsurized design curves In 6I 6 z92 6.~
Figure 14.7.4.2f are valid only for long cylinders.

External Presuwie, Unstifened Cylinders If a cylindrical Pipam 14.7s.4. @uoklkq Csfflb1e - f leeCmres~r Cytlsdi
ujh@!I with simply supported edge Is subjected to uniform sumI44 ft axw rmw re.I
Wzernal pressure, p. the design-allowable buckling stress in (WeIW 14?ft

the circumferential direction is

K t) (Eq 14.7.4.2k)
Tj _02 The factor, f, was introduced to reduce the theory w a

design value. NASA 818007, Buckling of Thin-Wallied
whirm Circular Cylinder., recom-nends 'y - 0.9. For lnelnt~c

Fcr a allowable buckling stress, psi buckling, Reference 147-20 suggests

K- b ickling coefficient, dimensionless (from figure 71= !(I +- -) (Eq 14.7.4.2n)
14.7.4.2g) E 4 4 Esf

9 - modulus of elasticity. psi The desi;;n-aliowable pressure maiy be obtained from the
t - wall thi -knews, in. formula

L - length~, In. Fert (q1...c
,u - Poissons ratio, dimensionless Per =-T (Er47..

- plasticity corre~ction term, dimensionin (se Th., pressure, p,,, it the design-allowable pressure for
below) --omplete backling of the shell (e.g., when buckles have

formed 01l the way sround the cylinder). For some values
The baickling coeffIcient, K1,, and a definition of the of the parcameters (large n/t andi/or large initial imperfec.
geometrisi parameters are given in Figure 14.7.4.2g. For tions), single buckles drill occur at pressures leos than pcr.
esastic buckling, t- I' 1is used For moderate length but complete buckling will occur at higher pressures.
cyl~nders (100 < Z < 11 R2/t 2 ) In the inelastic range, Thcrefore, ton some applications these results should be
Reference 1470-20 suggests used with caution.

1/2 Th~e plasticity correction factors recommnneded in this
, E, 9 section were obtained primarily for the case cf lateral
E E) ( 4 ',) cas. of lateral and axial pressure (Refcrenace 147-20).

W.4010 Con.bined Loading, Uns~Iffened Cylinders. The criterion

Es a secant modulus, psi is frequently expressed in terms of a stress-ratio equation,
Rx+ R+ R''- 1 (Detailed Topic 14.2.1.2). The subscripts

Et tangent m'odulu-t, psi denote 2the strews due ..o a pmirtk~ulsr kind V~ loading
> iint) he cesi (compression, sihear, etc.), and the erponients (usually

For long cylinders, (e r2 Ir/)g.,dsin empirical) expressa the general re~ati-nship of the quantities
allowable buckling strews Is for failure of the member. Thie streis-ratio, R, is most easily

Fý YiF 2 ur.derstood if it is derfined first for a particualar loading
-T I Eq 4.74 i,,) condition. In combined compression and tormlon loading
2~ GI) 421474Zl (Rc" + R' 1), the itress-ratio, Rc, is definaed as the ratio of
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PRESSURE SUCKLING PRESSURE STRESS

compresieatrass at which buckling occurs undc r the -

=cined loading to the compressive strewS at which ,. L. UT74n"! 9 !Z. 4,q
bucklein occurs under compression alone. In general, the % fsA eM 114 4Flw1"F stres-ratlo Is the ratio of the allowable value of the strew letbk lIer We

caused by a particular koind a&' load In a combined loading IP......
condition to the allowable stress for the same kind of load
when It Is acting alone. A curve drawn froms such a
stress-raiso equation Ia termed a strews-ratio Interamtlon --

curv. In simple loadings, the term statves-rutio Is used to
denote the ratio of applied to allowabP', stress.

torson ad aial oadng I gien I Figre 4.7. lb F,,Ia
Combined To~won and Axial Loading. A semi-empirical
Interaction cume for circular cylindert under combined
found from Equation (14.7.4.2) and F,,, from Equation
(14.'s4.2f) In Figuft 14.7.4.2h the curves for n/t ratio@ of
600, 8 O, and 1000 were determined by test. Curves for r/t CA - -- -

of 1500 and 2000 were drawn by e~xtrapolation.I

Ber~diuvg and Tborson. Test results Indicate that a conserve---
tive estimate of the interaction for cylinders under cum - 0.1 0.4 0. 1 .0

blied bending and torsion may be obtained from
Figure 14.7.4.21; Fcf is found from Equation (14.7.4.2g)
ond fc o Fqain(4742) igure 14,7.4.21. Buckling Stnus Irterhaitton Cumv for Unstlifta

'icrTorsion

Axial CompV00sioii and Banding. Teat data indicatp that the (Refemees, 147-20)
linear interaction for the con of cylinders under combined
axial compression and be'ndlnS, shoxm In Figure 14.7 4.2j, _________________

rliay be used. The buckling strass due to bending alone may "to :!n" or",.,, a,. t *h-ci. h,.kIF4 r. n 4j-m

be found from Equation (14.7.3.2g), and the buckling '' I 'el bckrg oe '''c am m

strews under axial compression alone may be focind in Equa- PItro Am to hol 01 which 6hkt4I.@g 8cWI u.,w 3WIMi

lion (14.7.4.2a). 1.0

iAxial Compir-w.ion and External Presisure. Limited test
data foir ca,. iders subjected to axial compression and o0 ---- --- __

external lateral ard axial pressure indicatc that the llhaear
:nteraction curve presented in Figure 14.7.4.2k may be
used fordsg. sfon rm Equation (14.7.4.2o)ad)c0..
uPe fordei. ifonfrm Equation (14.7.4.2o)an.- - -

~~ ~0.4 -

Circuaru CyVi.Isiss Undw Combned Axial Ceon-
- mido w Bnsening

I I (Re fermnce 14Y-20)

TENS,01 _________ 14.7.4.3 BUCKLING FROM INTERNAL PRES-
-06 -04 -.02 0 0.2 0. 0.6 0. . SURE. Thin-wall components, particularly those of non-

c~ci' ar crow- section, often fail by buczling Induced hy
internal pressure. Y-i particular, components which have

Figure 14.7.4.2h. nuw.~inq Strew Intreation Carve for Unsimoqed been "flattened" to meet packao~ng req emonts are
Circlar rlli~ uw Combinmed Teson @Isn subject to this mode of failure. Figure 14.7 4.3 presents the
Axial Leading results of buckling rreaisure ý.stt performed in a variety of

Mirefeinwx% 147-20i scale model torcaspherical head configurations.
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PRESSURE STRESS PRESSURE EUCKUNO.

. ......... ___-- . ..

• • I CONFIGURATION 140'.r rT

o,•. .. ........... - -- A 7.60P', 1.82" 35" JUN'reR
3 9.40P 1 .82" 2701 12.40 1.82" 18. 9

0D 8.52" .66 135s6.1 04 -776-01 -0 ---

%9

Pilpm 14.7.41,. ISlkl ll ImltkCm fe 40 t'

lmular CytWI~s Une fCombMd Ex~m k e'

1%, __._ s-- _ _ - F .1t-7 r 1.8

(hftaw t4it-af

______ 
Ap•30+ ;I' .8" 2•r 1.82' ?JU'E

"C" J1.Sg T 1.82'

no. ;tmte-of-the-art in analyal c buckling due to Internal 20 _ - - - --

prenurs is proontly beinig rapidly advanc~l. The fluid
component deslgner Is cnuton.d tu evaluate all critical '001 C (1O ).

thin-wall oomponeift fc. this pomible mode of failure. If T

high strangth materials are employed, note ftom 1iu T
14.7.4.3 that critical bucking preedureIs a funetion of ,r - -4

and t rathst than r. 10
to 3__5,-

Io6f 6 17 i

1 - - -

.17,n - 2 .35

.03,r. 3.0- _ ,

3 A JUPITER

A 
PROTOTY

2 --

iiiI

c .015,ra 2.4

.9- BASE DIAMETER

S-----i FOR ALL
. CONFIGURATIONS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15

1,03 _t
rT

Figare 14.7.4.3. W*klkq Pvreo Vowm Tl;kmsm few Vaiu*
T ro~bavk eda ConfCiurgatcM

(Admpod wigh pwrmieIon fro" Reference 56-5, 'Experim"nlwt
AMfchenks - Augwt 1964, pp. 217-222, J. AdIchi and

, * U. Ontkek)
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lENDS AND L1.111 S PIPING

14.8 PIPIN3. TUBING,.AND DUCTING.
14.8.1 SENDS /dND ELBOWS
14.8.2 BINDING LOADS N NImI

14.6.3 TORSION LOADS Itrln

14.8&4 COMBINED LOADS d L z
14.8 PIPING, TUBING, AND DUUTING P~r 4&&Vraini e sI w
The basic olematits of ait eawn and deflections in rmwesurlsed PVsswM ,SS ~Des04: Nue~ssr and
cylindrical members are treated In Sub-Secton 14.7, and C'h'm "/e' AAkefs .F Nwwv.
bellow. Joints an discussed in Sub-SectIons 5.13 and 6.6. Van1 NmttWd, WM3

Fmsadother connsecto elements awe discussed in 130 -

Bub-tctc~iB. 712This suab-esetion tresat the basic analysis
of line aystemos, including elbows, branch'r, combined

ldigand falexbility consiaderations, but doss not evsalu-

at oepiping deal P1F nit systemw for moat facilities Pgc:N -
emne under various gd&Tstate, mni insuranca company Av0*HNO, CINIooCPUN,-odea which tet minimum itandards and offer general ITESS IN 100 P N

duld nce Inf rm~ on f r s ch oisp ma be oL ~ ed onOUTSI[MO F orBND
codes themselves hantiba~,& -suc as Moe.ss (Retfernces,
132-1), basic piping Wtab (such as Reference $69-1). the *K 't 4jlASME C-ide (or Pressure Piping, USA Standards (publishedby the United States of America Standards Institute), and PATIO
the caUtalo and bulletins puhllshed by majo* fabricators o'
piping components and asytelau. Pir 1Als Verb i In "eal tes *I* Sanio Re&I

Vonl NV.,Akf~wand alen*.il Ap~kjpone."14.8.1 Bpdsand Elbows A F.Now" Ven Nostrand. 19#3j

A band or Cbow of c~pnstant radius Is eawntially a secticn
o f a torus "r behaveii under pressure according to the

rexpressions tor stresa and def'.ection presented in Sub-Topic
14.7.2. In a torus of rniform thicitness both of the
principal 4ittrsss are tensile, with the hoop ioressa greater
and reachl.Q a maximum at the crotch wheoe !ailvre would
be expected to occur Vt3t (Reference 6118-1). Jlgure ,.0.311 IN.14.8.1a shows the variation in hoop streas around a eos t 0.0511 ON.
neation through an elbow. Figure 14.8.1b shows the "t 87 e PSI
variation iri this stress (at tCe crotch point of maximum
inwensity) wltl. the radius of bend centerline, from -which it
Is seen that this str'ss becomes large far sioall bend radii.
Corwrcntional pipe or tvibe bendE are ma'de by pushing ar
pulling the pipe or tubing around a torm of the required
radius. T'he operation is usually performed (old w*Aente
size Is snall and~or the bend radius gsneorqus; when .he size
is large and/or the bond rad'us sharp, hot forming is done. ~ims, 144.1e. Tbs Wfth 1WO' SanThe natazral redistribution of metal which occurs during IA4Aed 102 pemi fro Refrn M 1, w,.,,,.bending, thinnitig at the outside and thickening at &,e v...,i Desopt: Micbsr and Chem"c. AA91ket0"na,inside, '. a compensating factor of the same ordee as the J. F. Nw-wy., Van MNstmnd, 1963)
acting stress, hence, twe requiremant that conventional pipe
bends he made of thicker material to adjust for th~inning
during her'ding Is seldom warranted for the ratios of R/r strain hardening from the fabrication Process. The stabiliz-customarily used. In tar.d, this and other associated factors, ing effect of the double cirvature In the torus regkonsuch as strain hardening, L.jually result in pruswurtt failures accounted for a 20 percent Increase in burstirg pressure.in the straight portion of pipes or tubes. Ibis is illustrated Fo.r this particultir torus subjected to external prewunr, thein the ptessure tests of the tube bend of F igires 14.8.lIt, d, collapse pressure was 93 percent higher (Figure 14.8.1g)
and e, showing the rupture in the straight cylindrical than that for a cylinder of the same size and thicknessportion under lntern~Al pressure. When failure was forced to (Reference 628-1).
occur in the torus portion (Fig:Are 14.8.1 f), the rupture took
place on the conterline of the bend where the stress is the When hoop stress resulting from Internal preaure is thesame as th&at in a straight tyllndur and, hiciden~afly, where only mteor consideration, W)i w-oll thkikness of a ben4 or
th" maateria; tensile strength had been increased the least by elbow is given by

14.d -1 19SUED NOVEMBIER 1968
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P'IPING UNU AND EIDOW

Pus14.8.Ii. TWO &s F ake I -laun Petamst of 17.11011Pd. ateoW MM

IAM~ud NWOl s~le &OM efssliee "Prstues (~W A d ..vh peml~ fr-M oeMt-. 'fftF
4jjjskWj ,*t idaeAe 4ýW.i7 .F uny u Design: Mwkw and Ohem4u/ AWAM6000*-evid.MW PISIPW J-F &Y J. F. Haney, van, Mactrue ins)

wher t VrEq 14.&g)

"4 t w~ill thicknes., In.

-7v " 1' 7 0q, 4 p Internal Pressure, Psi
r -tube radius, In.

C -corection factor from Table 14.8.1
F - allowable street, Pal

This is the simple formula for hoop strea In a thinwsfleodcylin-der, modified by the correction tac. x C (ReforencePliers 141.M. Tubs Ps~eat EsslauendlPrusies, f 6.1100Pd. 73-111). C In the product of the lengthn factor, C1, and thea - 6 CON"M *n do Cy11 s* low 8-gf6an load factor Cp. Table 14.8.1 gives values of C1, C , and C(Aatee ih PwoInomMfr9RoftceU~ M . Pasm W for several values of ýAe radius ratio, R/r. Figure 14.8.1hDesin: AMSC/ W awwts ,-HWn,- J.F wvro-Ades the valuec of C for any point about the- circun-
Mri of a section tlwsth the elbow tor spec'fic radius

.atlos betwe~n 2 and B. Figure 14.8.11 pr.7v~ide the
mashnmur value of C (st R;) r-nd the minimum valR';e (at
Ro) for any rauo ratio betw~an 2 and S. At and near
radius R, the correction factor Is C - 1.0 and the wallI
"hikness is the same as for a straight pipe, while for Ro th'n
thickness Is reduced, and for R1 It Is Increased.

Table 14.&1 1. Wall Thisknises Carneation Costfivsltst lee El'w
lAdlipted with perm inion from Pefeaenc 73-1I1I7, -Dwon
MAfws.'ZNOmmber 19M, v0i. 21, no. 2J, H. W. Hamm)

I At R1 At R,
R IC, C,3 C-CVCP Ct C5, C-CQCP

.2 2.0 0.83 1.66 0.66 1.18 0.78

3 1.5 0.88 1.32 0.75 1.12 0.84
Pipaers 14 Sf. Nluplaweasetweeus stimen ale4. i~esta o 4 1.53 I6.89 1.18 0.80 1.11 0.99

21,000 pd609 11 .3 .9 09(Adapted vdth pe~rm~n rmonf 01wrfemneem7.1 ^Pmwew 1 VSmu9i.4 31.9 09Ds.Ign: Mmiew an I Chnemiu F III Aaisew7. F. Nenwy ..... .-- ~ _ _

Vs., Mnottd. 1M31

SSLEO: NOVEMMR 19S 4..1



RLIOW I%* complete manysis of any bend or elbow nwal take inio,
cmauconLidamtIoA not cury the prass.r load dimueed abc w.

but als mny bonding off torsional kvada. Refvrusee 44-4
pesaw to an eceallent design procedure for a family of
threaded connectorsaifonuistting of unions, elbows, tees, and
crasm. The design perocodume &re programmod for digitalL ~comuputer rolution and am. raepmrseetative of the state-of-
ho~r in cuputer-aided desalg of aeroepace fluid comn-
r latsu. 'lre following analysis of combinedI sabess In a

tanged elbow haa been adapted from Reference 44-2'1. The
elementatry strim. at a point in the member onr certain
plauwe pessing tough% the point can be determvine~d. None

C of these stresses, In general, will be the maximr.um streas at
the point. It is Importatit therefurv, that the relatioftji
between the stresses at a oin.o diff~ren, planes pssiang
through the point be found

2.3For any combinationi of strewý at &. poikst. in a stressed
body, tree mutually perpendicrr ar planes passlikg through

1.4 they point can be formed on which only normal stresses
ezist; the normal wtsesses 4i them pkane on which no

1. 1 4ihearing atro occurs are the principal stirsirm. T'he
maximuam and mninimum normal stiusses at a point are
prIncipal strOWL. Thesse stresses are used to determine the

I .0 - 0/ - -- - -V atigu*e-tress noisdition. They ane also Iarport~.nt in the
6 determination of moximum shear stress at a point in the

I TIhe first step Is to compute the elenwrntary stresse
0. & [± -leslopod by the fluid pressure and the I wlivg moment.

0 43 1% ISO&ibeequnt atrtw calcul&.3ons Include acuermination of
sbresconcentvation factors, principal normal atreama, mnd

ANGLE S %o miaimarm sdra stremme.

.... . T~ltifesitarreft~r-voThe% strewa relationships being connaldered inr this analysis arc
f~4~ w*PvW i,, ýrv Rof am ,6t , Veo indleated In Figure 14.8.1j. Viewa A, B, and C teprisn t a

l~w. 23 Aftweas UK rot. 21, wL ,. H. W. Hamm),, point of stres. on a plan* perpendicular to the ails posing
C through the point. !Memntiairy streroas developed by fluid
C ~preaure vd bending ame lndicu~tsd in each view.

ft, h VIEW A

v~vI(. S

fI I. I

Fbpa's 14-4.11. Msfbvmm Ello %VsN Thskesms Csrestie ir 48 I5dl5l3mo5 eeoe a on e
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PIPING3 P CEDURES

sofme_1111sowtsay 11"m. Dw to Vuinre.i As mndi. 4M
ca F illure 14, .51j, then awe dti.. ulessescary stonsses

cemoted by the pmreavr. The omprqsslv das. e pm 1% I the rt(I), +)0
inside soifass equals the flowi on"se In magnitude.0
Generally, this t-Lrms can be nigace oveept in high- what*
pressure systems.
A tensile hoop skes Is dw mota whc ma e ( I 3islonai shear stress, pal
computed by the Loakai equation for thick-walled 'yllndtro t - wall thcknes, In.

PQ)2 +D)
0E 148.k Soeet StrosrConcmntraelon F'actors. In a flanged fitting

fu 3such so this particular elbow, one of the most aev' Rtress
1) - D2 conditiona in terms of fatigue exists at the Mist blending

~~ the flanges to the body. Such sections ame best handled by
whomapplying itress-conceontration factor's Those' factor. are

selocted on the bask of the ratito ot tho filleot radius to the
tH tnsiles hoop diem, psi outsid, diatmeter of the body, rf/D0 .

1P mInternal pmessure. psi For the puprpose of Inils amlyalvsa It was decided that If
r /D,, was less then 0.02 the aitress-concentratlon factor,

DoA outs"d diameter, in. !Cb, for bending strm should be 1.9 and the stress
concenrationfct;r Kt for torsional stress should be 2.Jl. If

0,- baide diameter. in, rf/Dc was greater than 0.02, appropriate stress
I conoentratkn foetoro may be approximated from Figures

Vit; third elementary Atreas due to pnwssue is the longitudi- 14.6.S.6d and v.
"ii stress. it k; als a tensil mome ane acts at 9o degrep to
thu hoop stls To "umpute this sdress: 01ýeeFitplSO&I. iue1..j iwA h

PD 2 bndingste And the longitudia pjessure stmeu are
= 4.1 additive. On ihe basis of the. methods described by
2 2p-WqM U Timoshenko hti ll.erenca 538-4, thise principal stresses are

D.' D.'calculaied.

whome (fg + K bfjl (Eq ?4.8.1f)

;P longitu~inat tonsile stram due to Iwessuma, psi fI Ifh 2
Compute 2leanentary Streissesi Due to Bondiaw
MoMent Two esteam ae no eaoted by the bending momeant: Kbr 2

ItbeWn din ties, fb, and a torsionl"11 shea stress f~ Wl'..1 iI'h - ____ 21 Kb1/2
calculating the bendig and torsional stresses, Iisit a iiecery + (K rfi
to take into consddevation the nonconoemklicity of the
Inside and outside diameters of the fluid passage. Deomase
th. lne add reInfomcment to the p eWalls in
withtndn the stresses; cemted by lu'd presure P
consideration of nor vownctrlclty was not required for ths
ealcula tion of the hoop and tAs longitudinal stmoses. f+ (f Kc~ 1Eq 14.8.10
A bending stres, fba developed by the action of th f -. QP~ - If
bending moment, M. binces bi iafullyretownsmomentaso 2
shown, the bending stress at the strimma point alternatesLJ
from a tensile stes to a rompocsslw streat.
7%e magnitude of the st aemi: [(-(f9 + Kbf1/2

Mb Eqf 114A.dl 1

where

fb- beding stroor. psi f~ 3 ( Eq 14U.1h)

M - ben~ding monenst, in4b
Z - secton modults, jul In view B the bending stress and the lokigitudinal pressurestress arm not additive, since fb is a coMmprWmVe strew. In

A torsional abear stress, f, , resuts from application of the this cm the principel streame, following Timnoehenko's
4bending moment as indicated in Figure 14.8. 1j, wiew C: method Pre:

ISutwo NOVEMBIE 1ess 14.8.1 -4



BENDING P!PING
YORSION

rh + (f9P Kt fb (q¶..1 14.e.2 Bending Loads
f; -= Stress Lovele and Wall Thickness, The elementary stre

L j formula for the. elastic bendlz4l of a round tWb. In
(Reftirence 1-3iL V

+ _Kfb +(tst fl = I(Eq 1..a

+ ((b -43?) wa applied bending strews, psi

2 ~M - '-eending moment, in-lb

- (f lfb) +P. - outside radius, In.
% f - -K f, 11 a moment of inertia, in 4

"'t'J I1= I - (D0  2t)4 (Eq 14.S.20r

3 rV (Eq 14.3.1k)64 0

Compute Shear Strew*e. O3hoor etreess ore Lsac lated 'wioa D, W 2ROS hil.

each met o! stress conditions friin which the prncipal t-witikes n
stresse ware detswmii~eo. The,. shot- streses wre Pompute 4 ir1ticnw n
by .oitana of the maximum ohesi strems ;heory 1 Z r,., minimum peaet~cable wall thickness will depend on the

14.~ 11.).One Ait of sheer strowms Is 'isicuicted fmcn .A methoil used In mapufactlarlng the~ tube, such as extruding
f rst set of principal strusss tf , f 2 , and )~thus- send rinachin~ng, 4ra'sing, forging .And machining. For tubes

f f in V~.ndlng, it! as tstrn found that four ranges of D/t erlat,
f = -e21:1 corresponding to a dlifferent mode of faliure(Eq i4.9.19) 1bofermnce 1-318):

f fa) Gn`10 /(S 10. Failure in plutitt ?ending and io local

f1 = 2Eq 148.&1 w' )15Df Failure in plastic bending with loed

* - f -,stability .exhibitinr a sincle transirerse fold.
= J 3 f2 E .&n c OD/t:20.zur y£w uua xiitg

f3 on orq moreIn c)ar d2amod-uhp bckle. Failure bloa rtiiyBhibiin
.3oeo oeiwr S.ndsae uke.Fiuei

in the plastic ra~age at lower values, and is apparently
locally plastic ar 'he hig)-er valuea.

A second set of shear atiesses ir, calcul'wk-d from the second d ~t20.Fiueb lri ntblt nteiomo
se o nn~,1stese f1  2 an ,,tu:inward dlarn-nd-shaped buckles.

- Reference 1-318 landirmtes thiAt whoa bending loads only are

f (E4 considered -* minimum~ welgkit is usually obtained with a
value of D/1 betwe..rn 90 and 100.

s2 2 (Eq 14.8.1p)

14.8.3 Torsion l~oads
3 2 (Eq 1liqI14 Pure tor*3cn loads on a etnight tube or duct resuit in

13 2twisting, with each section rotating aboet the longitudinal
axis. Within the elastic range planc sectione remain plane

Reference -.4-24 presents deta~iled step-by-step procedures and radii remain straight. A shear stress, f%, exists at any
for using the strames calculated above in fatigue analysis point 'n the plane of the section; the magnitude of this
and des~ign iterations. Essentially the basic techniques shear is proportional to the distance from the center of thoe
outlined in Sub-Section 14.5 utilizing a modified Goodn.an section , and its diree~ion is perpendicula. to the radius
diagrain and selected &dlowabie values of mam.rial fatigue &,awn through the point. Accompanying this shear strews Is
properties are uaeJl to eitabliah the m- gin of safety an equal longitudinal shear stress on a radial plane and
aldociated with them. calculated principal stresses equal tensile and compresive stresses at 415 degrees. The

14.8.1 -5 ISSUE1- NOVEMBER 1968
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PIPING COMBINED LOAD$

twisting deformation Is measured in terms of the angle of-_ ________

twist (radians) repesenting the angu~sr change of a radius It
In the section under consideration. as shawn In Figure AL. I
14.8.3. This angle at twist may La expressed loy the generel "II
equation jV3

0 1 Eq 14.853s) T ,

whom

6 - angle of twist, radians F !sure 14.8.3. Strvight Bar of Uniform C'icula FA"2tio, Under
T - tw n o~et bPute Torsion

twbting io (Adapted w wffi permission from Referenc 461-2. "Farmules
Poo, Stresiwu d Strain" R J. Raw.,A& tC-r~wH01 8ook

*- length of the member, in. mfrnpany. Inc."'65

J - Torsion conitant (polar moment of inertia, Ip, in
the ease of rmind tubes), In4

G - odul ' 1 rigdit lb~in2 For the hollow pipe oir tube
2Tr0

For a hollow pipe or tube of inner rdilus, ri, and ouLer 4 4 1Eq 14.L3e)
radius, X., r( ro -r

lr~4 yr II Eq 14J.3W 14.8.4 Combined I oads
0~ r,) G In actual practice a line seldom sams only a single pure form

The shea &Arees at any point q a distance r from the center of ioadlng such as pressure only, banding only, or torsion
of te at-tin my beexpesse byonly. Actual stresses and strains arF' the result of a
of te sctio aiy beexpesse bycombination of any or all loads. Where bending exits in a

=Tr 14L) closed-end cylinder under pressure (having a longitudinal
I - Eq 1.c) component of strews due to pressure), the cc~mbinedI ~longitudinal tensile stresses may well exceed the hoop stress

The howjtj becoes maimu rt he urfci:due to pressure rind thereby govern the selection of the
The hea fless ecoicsa maimu ctthe urfci:tube diameter, wall thicl~ness, and/or mnaterial,

Tr0  If stress is the primary concern, the comi. ned stresses may
f =1a I (Eq 14.S.3d) be obtained by simp.ly odding bendiig, tension, and

51,ASX J(longitudinal pressure) stresase, as in the discussion of
whome elbows (Sub-Topic 14.8. 1). If instability is a consideration,

as in the case of thin wal' sectiors, the strews iatiu approacl
-c radius to outer surface diacuased in Detailed Topic 14.2.1.2 should be used.

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 11:08 14.8.3 -2
14.8.4 -1



SEmNDIN BEAMS

14.9 BEAMS perticular advantage of the Hetwnyi-Niedepfuhr rwethod is
W~t t.0 equations for staticialy indeftnarannte beam, ale "

14.9. SEAMS UNDER IBtIDINO LOADS ONLY eally set up as for statica'ly deterimnate beam%; saba, It It
14.9.1.1 Tabulated Deam Deflection )ata applitable to both coninuous and dlecontinuous lodad. An
A4.9.1.% Nomopaph for Mtauimum Defieetion a~smtrct of this method Is in Refaemn.-e 7Z-12'1.

Due *,o Anj Number ot Loadr
14.9.1.3 IAfv Sastic Defletlo of 0Ranits 14.9.1 Downs Under Bening Locads Only
1.4.11.1.4 DWco nof M'ot Seams

14.92 BAAI UNER OMBNEDWADNG 4.9.1.,1 TABUJLATED BEAM DEFLF(CTIION DATA. The
14.92 SMIS NDE COMINE [OA1NGbulk 3f availablv data on beam deflections undwr bending

14.9.3 BEAM DEFLECTION DUE TO SHEA*-t loads only pertains Lo small deflection. within the *L*Vt_:
range. Tabii, 14.9.1.1 gives formulae for reaction and

14.9.4 CURVED BEAMS ~etcal thear loads, bending momnents, deflections, and end

u1eLb RurTInm FORMUAE~ FOR RIGID FRAMES slop"5 oC beanu supported and Ioade4 I iarrloti ways. The
foI~oming assuptiona apply to thaen forsmuza.:

1) The beam 13 of homogenous 'witerlal with th, =mie
mooulus of elasticity in tenrion and compression.

14.9BEAM ?)The team is straight or nearly so; if slightly rarved, the
14.9 BEAMScurvature isat least 10 times the depth.

lthe following introductory dI&.1uwion &~ loaded beam 3) The crams section 1n uniform.
problems is adapted largely from Reference 73-127. When 4) The beam has at least one longlttu4inal plane of
solving problemns of loaded beans support* I in any manner, symm'etry.
the bending moment is assumed to he: Ii9 All loads and -eactions are perpendicular to tht axis of

the beam and lie in the same plane, which is a
longitudinal plane oi symmetr~,.

±Nlz ~ 749~ 6) 7% ý beam is long in proportion to depth.
7) The maximum stress does not exceed the proportional

limit.
where 14.9.1.2 NOMOGRAPH FOR MAXIMUM DEFLECTION

M - bending moment, in-lb DUE TO ANY NUMBER OF LOADS. A simplified
approach is avallabe for determinitig the maximum deflec-

E - modulus of,.Aaatiity, Psi tion of any of the five came described in Figure 14.9.1.2a
1- mmnof; si4by means of the notrsograph reproduced in Figure 14.9.1.2b

I mmen of~netaa anfrom Oriffel's Handbook of Formulais for Simeu and Strain

x - coordinate of a p-Apt measured from one end of thne Reference 618-1). The nomograph is &ien in term~ of the
beam, ink. lorad io which defines the point of appi~cation of the

y - dcflecti-n, in. The nomnograph al so allows fast, accurate solution of
The usual method for finding the elastic line (center line of multiload beams of any material and cross section. For
Wke beamn) it to intagrate twice to itamn the equation-of beami of a circular cross section, the "i ment of :nertla will
the deflection curve, y - f(x). 'k.sih U known as the be found directly on the nomograph as a function of
double-integration method. There are other methods, some diameter, d.
of wh~eh are: Example: Find tk? maximum end deflection of the steel

1) Graphical b-amn shown in Figure 14.9.1.2c. E - 30 x 106 pal and
2) Area-moment I - 800 in 4 .
3) Conjugated beam Solution: To rind Y~ A Y y4, first calculate values of the
4) Castigliano's theorem ratio Q/L for each load, 'hen determine each value of y
5) V'irtu~al work from the nomograph. Determination of the value Y2 is
6) Finite differencegieindtlanflos
7) Laplace transformgveindtl sflo:
8) Maclauean series I1) Locate the inteuv'ction of' 0 1L - ID 2 and the curve for
9) FoArier series ctse 1.

10) Macaulay's method 2) Project horikont~ally to the right to reference line 1. (For
11) Hetenyi-Niedenfuhr method eril load start at point T.)
12) Theorem of three moments 3) Alig~n this intersection wich E - 30 x 106, intersecting
13) Wxope deflection reference line 2.

0.' these techiiiques, the simplest is Macaulay's meho 4) Alaig this intersection with W -5000, intersecting
(Referepce 618-1). It is espe,:ially suited for disc-ont'nuous reference line 3 extended.
loading such as timultaneous action of concentrated- loads, 5) Aligr this intersection with L -120, intersecting refer-
moments, and uniform loads acting only on part of a beamn. ence line 4.
However, despite ii,4 simplicity, Macaulay's method has one 6) AM'gn this intersection with I - 800, intersecting
important fimnitation - it does not spry tc statically Y2 - 0.083 in'eh.
indeterminate beams. The 1Ietenyi-Niedenfuhr rreth.od is Deflections yl, Y3 , and Y4 a-e ',ound in a similar manner.
clear, easy, and faster than other known methods. The The total deflection is shown in Table 14.9.1.2.

14.9 -1 1sSUED: NOVEMBER 1968
14.9.1 -1



BUAMS BASC EQUJATONS

T,619 11441.11. Show, MGRMe. OWd DelS~tio FOrmula. VF bulem
(A~~tad withw Pm uuln from Aefevefme 6 18- 1,

Notatiem: W -lead (lb.); w. - unit hasd (lb. per linear in.).- Mis positive when clockwise; V is pouitive when upward; V is positive
whs. upwsrdý Coustra~onlng momenta, applied couplem, koade, and rdmetions are positive when acting ama shown. All forravi arc, it,
pmands, all momenta in inch-pounds; oil deffecttmns andt dimensions in inches. * is in radians madi tan 0 -
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BASIC EQJATIONS BEAMS
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BEAMS RSAIC EQUATIONS
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MWC EQUATIONS BEAMS
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BEAMS SASIC EQUATIONS
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BASI EQUAY4ON BEAMSL
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BEAMS BASIC EQUATiON
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BLMSKLATI oRLET" BEAMS

_ _ _ _w _ wI CASM I ToleM 14,.S It De wips Ir. M'1WLeW 1lai IRmpoe
CLAMPID-PNI (A, red whk pemsm 4,# ftwi R0emwue ON,'.

• **e, .1oa PevmFesk bs hon arid lira/n,"

1 0-- L. urIki, Ir. LAW A Owv"W, e low;

LoaW (b) Ritlo t1L Deflection (an.)

w CAsM 2 3,000 0 Y, a 0.07?
0 04INO-HIP 010 1000.O 0.0.063

15000 0.2 Y3 a 0.066

-" "w 'NI .000 4

/CAM 3 Total deflection Y 0 .2251 In.
ttH4OO-HINGEO

14.9.1.8 LARGE ELASTIC DEFLECTION OF
RBAMS The solutlon for large deflection of cautlhver
beasn, such as a 4.antiluvur sprng (FIgure 14.9.1.3a)
cannot be obtained thw in elementary beam theooi bwcaime

CASE 4 the bads amumptiona no longer hold true. Sp1Ilflesily, the
CLAMPEqM-HINGED dienotntaly mthery em te tosquae of the first dorivativ,

In the demonnator of the amtur fonLula (Nq 14.9.1.3)
aend Is therfore Invalid for beams of Lalg deflections.

h CASE R S d (Eq 149.1.3)

______________ M CLAMPED-CLAMPVD y

where
Flee 14 Lo.1ki. Laeed p wi mso oems Ttlsin SI

le 14.d1. 1 R - radius of curvatur.-e , in.
lAdut pndh•wmdn•frmw efiwaemm•l5-1 E. e.

of Fomww for Stmi and 3&* , V O-Wri.,
Prmbs* ~ (MW, •A •tjnkl n yeue. PjSW Also, no provision is made in the fat mule for the shortening

of the moment arm as the loaded end of the eantilwor
deflecta

w w Figre 14.9,.1.b k reproduced from Rteferene 598-1 and
a2 d3 Ws aX in solutE fO,r the deflection by both the dementa"

3,000 5,000 10,000 6,000 formula &Ad t*e exact formula.Th.b following example illustrates th, .fron which may beo

introduced when elementary boan equations ae usad to
dtermine bending stxmee for flexible bmw capable of
lmrge elastic deformations.

43'- 4. Example: Given an end-loaded flat cantilever spsing (Vig
ure 14.9.1.3a) with bh 0.40 inch, h . 0.030 inch, L. -

_1_Inchea., 6-2 inchv, a30z 106 pal, i-O.3, end
I& " 10' - l I - 9 x 10-7 In4 . Find L -A and P by both tle elementary

and exact methods 2nd compute correponding bending
streaee

Fiprs 1M 1.1 k. L odln DOqvrm fow Sestlon 14 ,1.12 ExaSlse

(Adopod wth Pe'4ssin frwo Refai 6155-1. Wa o of Solution:
Formula for Streso and, Strain W Gritff•. F *.,,ntary method.

Cae 1, Table 14.9.1.1

14.9.1 -9 ISsueo: NOVE1e4ER 1W,



BEAMS
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DUFLECTION

=I 0 -4

10510001 300 0.2

IO0,000 -- j.-- . --10 0.1
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30 3w00 20S0.O

s0o 2oO 2 o -30 0.01
60 1000 Q) -005-s-o I so• -~o

-0 Soo 100
9 so 0.002

200 S -. 60 so

IO 10 10 0 1=00- 0.001

lox 104 10 Ia -+*-=6 4:1 10a I 1-.

-2000 2 4 0.00002W 2x0O 0.50 31000 0.01

0.2.2 0.00001

- 000 0.1 . _0

3O16 100- .OD

pioac los 1 0.000002

2 4 W0- 0.000001

20,00 °o'--_...o..30e00 0.0051_

40,000 0.0

0.002

60,000 0.001-

9 10,000

Figure 14.9.1.2b. Nt lrngaph for Maimum Cetwect,+n Dus to AnyNumber of Ltds

(Adapted wo th pormission 'rum Reference 618-7 , "Hanwbook of
Forrlwas for Stress and St.a;n:" W Griffel, Frederick

Ungar Publishing Company, 196ti)
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BEAMS SHORT EAMS

Exact method:

6/L - 2/3 - 0.647

, ,From Figure 14.9.1.3b PL (1 4 ab w.-----4.8 at 51L'u 0.67

A - 3 - (0.64) (3) - 1.08 in.

M * P (L - A) - (14.86) (1.92) - 25.95 in-lb
Pi= 14.%. L, ge Elisu Defled e o a CoMaim Ilissmm
(A deprd ,thpem Valen. from RefAerw 0104V, ''s"Englf (25.95) (0.030)

(2) (9 x 10"7)

i0 -- Error in using elementary equations Is

L-A 432,000 - 300,000300,000 (10=4%

which is unacceptable for even rudimentary strew
Sa calculations.

It may t* Eeen from Figure 14.9,1.3b that the exact
method coincidee fWily well with elementary theory up to

,6 /L - 0.1, but divergw rapidly abuve 6/L - 0.5.

14.9.1.4 DEFLECTION OF SHORT BEAMS. Another
instance whoem the elementary formulae for bending stress

" can yield har errors is the short beam wher the span is
S4 relatively short in comparison to the depth of the beam

When a simply supportee, beam is aubjected to a uniformly

2 ___distributed load oi nmagnitude w (Figure 14.9.1.4a), it can
000- L, shown by the theory of elasticity that\3 = (1,2 2) 2

- 21 151' 1Eq 14.3.1.4al
00 02 W 0 .(1 -A/ whee 151 w

0.2 0.4 0.6 '.s 1.0
WI/L OR (L -A) /L where

f - internal strew in the x direction, psi
Filpn 14..1.3b. Curt for Largs El•-At Deftestion Vsems of

Cantue~e boo w - unit load, lbf/t.,it length
(Adw whe m Varrition from Reference Uf- 1, "Entnpring

-esfpn," J. N. Fmaief, MWly Copeny, 1964) 1 - moment of inertia, in 4

L - one-half length of beam, in.

I ,, position from center of beam along length, ir..

PLax3num deflection -6 y - distance from nev'ral axis to extreme fiber, equal
3El to ane half be depth, in. (for beam of rec-

tangular cram sec,..n)
Maximum bending moment - PL The first term gi-,es the strew provided by the elemwntary

Mh theory and the second term, which is independent of x,
Bending stress - f gives the correction. It-ix assumed In tht deriv-2tion that the

enmal loading at the ends of ýhe neam is the amne as the
1(gultude of the norma.l streoses a, the ends. At the cetiter,

p (3) (30 x 106) (9 X 1O-7) (2) 6 lb z - o and the moment is nmximunL

(3)3w1

M =(6) (3) - 18 in-lb 2max = (Eq 14.9.1.4b1

(18) (0.030)
ft,- a=(2(9." 300,000oo psi where

(2) (9x 0") M - bending moment, in-lb.

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 19e 14 S,! -11



COMS!WED LOADING BEAMS

1. X W1 (LOADI 2.0

(Ampr --l -wWO -rmNWf-7-10

Dn~ekvm, i Awn~ INX1ftW 17

andd 1.4p,~le rrn ~ 716

~ ~+ 3=j 1.3---

The ratio of the stre by the exact metho to that given by
the edement"r theory isn.

Exact fnas +__4__.0 - - 7'

2 It* 114~1.44 0 0.4 0.3 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2Elaementary f,... 15 (L)2

Fipw 4911A&Csuwrimas of 80..s Caluuisan NO II e d for
A plot of L/c vensus the stress ratio is given In Fi.. Plu ... 3d.Ss1A 962 -,, 3 38 Detare 14.9.1.4b. It can be seen from Equsktion (14.9.1.4d) (A.*pgsad w~s pwmbsin frow sn. 731- -16,Du
that the difference between the exact bovidling strssand mWiw APv- Novwnbw 180 vo/. 13. A Seawakni
that calculated from etmniental thems exceded one percen.
when the ratio of beam length to beam depth is Wlow 5.2.

Two methods of analysis may be used in determining the
total fiber stres In such membars. One niethod, Webc is
approximate in nature, ~munws that the elastic curve of the

14V.2 Been% Under Combined Loedfing deflectW in e in s imian formto~ the cumv for a
The following discussion of beanm under combined axial similar member under the action of transverse loads. The
and transverse .iads includes a shr~plif ed approx t moment Oue to the deflection is ostimeted -on this
method and has been reproduced with permission Wrm meuapton and combined with the moment due to
Reference 6iL8-1 to supplemesAt the c.Wassc tabulation of tra=yrs I eds Tto other method, which is an exact one,
formulake reproduced ir '!able 14,9.2s from Reafer- makes use of the differential equation of the elmstic curve
ence 463-2. Reference 618-1 Also includes a deaie tyei and applies to relatively long and simider membens.
ment of the accurate method of an&lyiing boans wid n*Th criterion for using either of the two methods is the
combined loading, including tabulations of coisUatts and mitical Euler .oad. The approximate method may be used:
nomographs. for mAiatilever beams if P >0. 1 15 91/5.2 -, for beens with end

suxpport if P>0.5 KI/L2 ; and for beanm with flxcd ends if
Analysis of the deio'mation ol beams u~nder six-mitaneous P >2 ZIIL2 . The precise method (Table JA.9.2) should b.
axial and transverse loading can becora extrem~ely comw used for cantilevers If P>0.8 DI/L 2 ; for beans with end
plcK. Axial tension tends to straighten the b~am, thus supports If P>3 IL211,; and for beams with fixed eods if
counteracting the bending moments produced by the P >4 KIlL2 .
transverse !cad. On the other hand, axial comrnealon may
greatly increase the bending moment, slope, and deflection As stated above, the approximate methed of solution is
of the beam. Any of these effeate may also be produced based on the assumption that the elastic cumi for the
when the transvers load is replaced by an extvrnally member with the axial load removed is similair in form to
applied couaple. the curve when the axial load is in place. It is also awcr ied

that the deflection and moment under combincd loadlag
A beam under combined loading cannot be analyzed by are proportional to the deflection and mo ment for a similar
simply superimposing the effects of axial and lateral losad member subjected only to transvers loading. Thesrefore thf-
or externally applied momentst. The nwthc4 of solution formula that applies here Is appropriate only A'or beams in
must take into account the simultaneous effect of thesm which the maximum bending moment and maximum
loads. deflection occu~r at the san* section.
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SHEAR DEFLECTION BEAMS

Two types of beý_m are conadered; cantilever be&m= and

M4 the mwaximumn moment in beom when Pi me simply-suPported beasm, each with a concentrated load or
moeInII. with a uniformly distributed load (Table 14.9.1.1, came 1,

'~'~'g~-uf3, 11, and 13). This, types Of cross smections are treated:
K a, constant depending for its value upon the rectangular, round, and thin-walleis round. Maximum do-

loading and and condition.t for the beam in tlection for each type of loading is given in Table 14.9.3.
question The first te-m In the equation Is the deflection due to/

bending, and the de~ection due to shear In expressed by the
P - axial load, Ibf remaining quantity For example, for a cantilever beam

L w length of the beam, in. with concentrated end load, the bending deflection is
PL' /3 91 and the shear deflection in

E a moodulus of elastkcity, psi

1 moment ot Inertia of the section about the central PR K Eayia nornuil to theplane of bending, in4  3F1 G Rn~ (Eq 149.3m)a
When P is tension, use a plus sign in the denominator of
Equation (144.9.2b), and when P is compression, use a

minus sign.

Values o: the constant K are jlven in Table ' 4.9.2b.

Approxisnae equations for calculating the maximum bend- Tahle 114.C' Coate Sheew Defeeien Equations
ing moment, slope, and deflection itf beams subjected to (Aueptd Y#tft permissian fronm
imlmultaneoua axia and transverse loads for several cases are ROWM -315.~ Alhnoe Design N ,i
given in Table 14 9.2c as reprod-iced from Refer- -______V __9W __ _C_1____no._o,_H._._Now

ence 73-245. 7%e error in thes, equt-tic- m is less than 1
percent when Q does not exceed the value given as Cie Beam Type Load Type Deflection, 6
01-limit. Q - PL 2 /EL 3

Talole 14.3.lb. Vskma of constant "K" in 2quatlon 14.&2Zb ated3T,
(Adopted with permission from Refer..ve 6 18-1,
"Handbjook of Formulas for Stress And Strain,." W r2W. Gidi Vl, Fredevrick Uoger Pub. Company. 1SIW# Cantilev,'r Uniform 8-El 11 + KG RJ

Cantilever, end load K - 1/3 simply Concentrated K3

Cantilever, uniform load K - 1/4 48pote at cetrjj 0+K~

End supports, center load K - 1/12 simply Un~corm 5 Wq3  + K t~
End supports, ur~iform load K - 5/148 supported 3"S84E EIL G K 2

Equal and opposite end coiples K - 1,2
Note: K in a form fatctoz depending upon shape of cross sec-

Fixed ends, center load X 1/24 tion and type of loading
K - 1/32 (for end

m :.ments)

Fixed ends, u~,%,ftcn load K - 1/16 (for cew'
ter momientii) Four series of curvrn, one for each type of loadi4~, ane

presented in Figures 14.9. 11-, b, c akid d from which one can
easily determine deflection due only to shear. The ratio
14GO, taken as 2.6, is an average value suitable for moat
metals. The influenca of 3/0 may be evaluated, frol?
Figure 14.9.3o wherein the defleetion factor is cornputed

14.9.3 Beam Deflection Due To Shea for rectangular cross-setion beanu (K - 3/10) for vari~tus
valu&ec of EIG.

The deflection of beams due to bending alone as disa-ussed tnpeGinacnilvrbmofetngarru
in Sub-Topic 14.9.1 ignores the d.-flection due to' ahear sectnio:Gvn wit c/ 05antilever bea cof rentrangloar atrth

!wcase t i neligblein ostinsancs. a mny pplca- end, find the propo-tionatte iumount of total deflection
tions wherein beam theory is used to calculate deflections which im due to shear.
of fluid component elements ',such as flange or a valve seat
support) the beam is short relative to its deptli. In such Solution: For a rectangular section (K -3/10) the shear
beano the ahear stress may be high with corresponaingly deflection factor from Figure 14.9.3a is
high sheer dpflection; to neglect shear deflection in these
instances may Icad to appreciable error Reference 1-315 '~ 1~
includes the following informrwtion which wiil asist tho- KI- (- E) 0i95. (Eq 14.9.3b)
designer in determining deflection due to shear. CG 'Q1

i4.9.2 -5 ISSUED NOVEMBER 1968
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BEAMS CmeInEU WOADING
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SHEAR DEFLECTION BEAMS

- - -- 2.6

-. 4 --
"JNO, TKIN-WALLr.M

SOUND, ,,IN-WLID

K 
2.4: --

1..-- L-

- ~ ~2.C~-

3 _-_ -•

• , J • 1.4

-• - o-ECTANo 1.2LK I- L
0 to -- / CTANGULAR

, /,o 
.K-

0.4 - -ROND

SK -L 0.( --

0.2 - - - - 24-

o0 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.B 0.9 1.0 OF ROUND

DWPH'-LINGTH RATIO, 0.4

Fiaure 14.9.3.. Seem Wefieston OW to hear;, Cantiev.r with O0 0 .2 3 4.

Coneentrated End Load 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.$ 0.9 1.0

(Adopted with permission from Reftrnnce 1.315, "Machine
Desgn:' 9 Februry 196., vol. 28, no. 3. H. H. D•Abe) DEPTH-LENGTH RATIO, d

FIG. NOýA. ,3A
PAGE NO.

From Table 14.9.3 the total deflection of the beam in REDUCE TO.:U%

6 v (I +- 0.195) 1Eq 14.9.3s) Figure 14.9.3b. Biom LetWOm Due to Shw; Cont with

(Ad•pmd wi•th pemtinlon from Reference 1-315, "Mw.hMe

Thus, ewglecting the shear deflection would result in an Deosipn 9 Febru.y 1956, vol. 26, no. 3, H H. MAebie)

error of approximately 20 percent.
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BEAMS SHEAR DEFLECTION

IS .0--

K. 3 -- r . --, IftO~r.', TH6.0.. . 61l 1.[ -N -W...

. K
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N-4.0 r1TMI 13L
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3.0 -'-:zz
4.0
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6D EPTH-LENGTH RATIO,

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.1 0.9 1.0 Figure 14.9.3d. Beem Deft: ctln Due to Shoar; Smlplr Supported
gewith Uniform Lond

r').PTH-LENGTH •RATO, .d.(Adapted with permirsion from Reference 1-315, "'Machinoeion/:' .9 February 1956, vul. 28, no. 3, H. H. Mabi.)

Figure 14.9.3o. Beem Defetion Due to Sheer Smnply Supported
Seem with Ckneentld Center Load

(Adpted with pomue•o.-.o from Rel,,ce 1%315, •Wachin.
Dweln 9 F&6nMwIv f15 vol. 26- no. 3. H. H. Alabit)
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CUImVF, BEAMS BEAMS
RIGID FRAMES

14.9.4 C.nrd Bams

I 0 Curaod beems Pm not often encountered in fluid com-
'S cu UM S At t/C on nd theretowe tht Pubiect W not oovered in deta

0.0 I.iith netIcn. ror s8pe* requkrenvWn, 4te4renCe 461-2I.0I .. c oe ove thrlty-five coses of loading in plane of ourvaturt for
.6circular rinp and arche. Refesenoe 1977 co"vs 21

similar case and, in addition, covwe, 7 cam of twnw.emly
.4 luaded circular rimp and partial rings. Perhaps the most

e.mp.ehenslvo treatment of curved beane my be found In
2-2 Die's recent text Degn of Cunwed Members for

0.6 Machines. (Refsemnee 744-1), devoted exclurively to this

2.0 subject.

14.9.5 Rentla Formula for Rigid Frams
u 0.40 •-B. suporpovsiton, the beam formulae in Table 14.P.1.) can

be made to apply to combinationm of beah , such w rigid
frsnw% The formulate in Table 14.9.5 have been derived In

that way (Reference 461.2)ý

0.20

(K 10

0[0

00 0.2 04 06 0.8 1.0 .

~VL

Iyrum 14.9.3.. Oemgp Cb-ar•t for Rscnplar Se wl..h.

Tramvens Shw
IAdapted woih permodson Own Refermve 598. . "'£gi.
n~enng Dar•n:' J. H. Fawn.'. Wiley Cofmny, 19C4)
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BEAMS RIGID FRAMES
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RECTANGULAR PLATES FLAT PLATIES

14.10 FLAT PLATES (Wl

14.10.1 GRAPHICAL DATA FOR STRESSES AND f 2 br eci-e" I lo' 13 (Eq 14.10.1 lot

DEFLECTIOAS IN FLAT PLATES
14.10.1.1 lStrena od Deflection Forniukae forC )Flat Rectangular Plate--1
,14.10.1,2 Strom anA Deflec;t.on lormulmsl for C--for vase 14 (Eq 14.10.1.1b)

Fiat Circuiar Plate%

P 4.10,2 SLOPE FOR CIRCULAR PLATES K r
14.10'.3 LARGE DEFLEMTONS OF CIRCULAR PLATES I. oress o13(q1Q1.c

WITHOUT HOLES (REFERENCE 618-1)focaeIto134q

where

f -maximum unit stress at surface oi plate, pai

14.10 FLAT PLATES C - stresw loading-support factor for ;ectangular
plates, dimerisicnlesa (see Figures 14.10.1.1a

Th~e analysis of atreuse,., deflections, and slopes in flat plates and b,
6s eeatively compleir. The 1,-aphical presewatation of stress
and deflection p!aktr mcluticos and a zimpse tabular tech-
nique for deto-rasining Aope of circular ph-tes have been Table 14.10.1.1. Stress and Detlection at Rectangular Plato
:idupted with perin-12sor. from~ Gr'ITel's Handbook of (Adapaed with permiaoion from (?efermnce 618- 1,
Formulae for Siresjj atid Stisqn (Reierence 618-1) topo "Handbook of Formulas for Siresswvnd Srain,"
vide an exp~editious means ol' solving a variety of flat, plate W. Grit tel, Frederick Linger Puni. Companyv, 1966)
problemi. Thee*- presentati~anis are based on meveral asaump-
tioiax wnic)'. are describec. b-low. The designer requirine ______________

mor- comjpyrhensive eqwritionz, inctuding the effect of LOoWAO AND 0M CONDITIOS - L~!~
Poision's ratio, is referred to Reference 46.-2. Where f-CA WuaMMi Cl m K ne.
num~erous czalculations must be perl'ornied, the deaigner I AUSS~ PkuS WO C 14. 1  1. a K 4. 1J..1 b
ritigtit well be interested n the comprehensive series of 'Sm A 11.loI $01111,0.401
nomnog.aphs by H.A. Magnus which were published over a .____________--

period of months in tVesign N'ews during 1957 and included LOM IBMii~i PO 11401 I
in the 19.oi8 Vesign :*cta Manual by the same publisher, r2 11111INPACIL 21 K

Rogets Vubli.thing Cxompa.iy, Inglewood, Colorado. Refer- IL4101 4---l &N111,V"VCI
ance f(18-1 also containa & detniled discussion of the effect 111164118 VA90__ 3 33

of PoiAin's ratio (in ertresses in flat plates, as well as stressw• -~ ' - ~ C K
and deflection data on annular plate&s of linearly varying %i mV0" ~SAI
4hickneus. 4 4' ~ ~~ "i'n' -
14.10.1 Graphical Data for Stresses and Deflec- 5 111600111V81111MG S 5~ 151

tiorns in Rlat Plates* "Ma 11M-x.tf 114111 110

circess patesanir2 ypso loadingii atndegea aondi - inAMAO.
Stres sad &l~'cioncoeffici~nts for ret.nua n A i

ciruasrmplteos undzr 27 t typese #- ladatadade:o

in Detailed Tor'as. 14.10 1.1 and 141 07L2. The 7following [__ - .

1) Inhe platc is flat, ol uniform thickness, not m~ore than - 7ý I w
one-ouarter C the smailest ',ra'bvc,-se dimem -)i am "wa NK

2) Mxmmdeflection is no more than one-half the plate MA OV" WM - -AO

3) Forc :oat;, art, tortnal to the p'ane of the plate 10 G'mum 11147M IMAC11 IQ
4) The piat.. nvt stmressed lbeyond tLhe elastic lidiit at any - 77 .. - -point. 1 02" AMIIi

In all cases, Poinz.or's ratio was taken as 0.3, a value .asei r -

for stec'. A conside'rable change of this value will only 12 W141 ~.911w 12 bI
slightly chczný the stress and d&fection. As 'the thickness bMlNiAmWnIt

of plate is srn~ll the additional deflection due to shew. is 4W VWw ill "M.a. V1111111 I
negaiiib'.'. A, =40" 411, -RAT iwu A4 A 13 I3 L

It lo.J)i STRESS AND i)EFLEC-TION FORMULAE ___4

FGk FLAT RECTANGULAR PLATES. Table 14.10.1.1 IrI L=- PUoe avsillAOA

plate'ý. ut ,Jiing the~ following equations: mil IGURES 14 10.1.1a,ci..

14.10 -1 ;SSUED: NOVEMBRE 196d



F-IAT PLATES RECTANGULAR PLATES

Example: Find the maximum derpction an, maximum
C14 ' a Figurts 14.10.1.1.-, d, and e stress in' a rectangular plate simply supported along its four

edges and with a unifoimly distributed load w - 6 psi overw a unit applied load, psi the entire surface of the plate~. The dimtnsions of the plate
L - length, in. (see Table 14.10.1.1) are- a - 50 inches. b - 36 inches, t a 1/2 inch. M~ud'jlus

of elasticity, E - 30 x 106 psi.
t - plate thickness, :a Solution: The loading and edge conditions correspond to

-lb =plate dimensions, in. (see Table 14.10.1.1, those of Table 14. 10. 1. 1, case 7. Therefore for a/b - 1.39
case 14) we find from the curves of Figures 14.10.1.1% and b that

C 7 n.43 and K,7 = 0.079. Also, frorn Table 14.10.1.1,
y - vertical deflection, int. L -b. Subetituting these numL~rs into Equations.
K - deflection boading-support factor for rec- (14.10.1.1a) and (14.10.1.1c) the maximium str..js and

tangular plate*, dimensionless (see Fig- deflection are:
ures 14.10.1.1a znd b)0.0x x32

E -modulus of elasticity, psi 1 4.980( psi

01.079 x 6 x :W

C112. RtECANG12LAR PLA'TE

10
C 12

Flgure 14.1G.1.1a. Itress Cornsanrts for ReenAatplm Plate 0.
(Adapted with permission from Reference 618o-'. 'Handbook A

o. Jlormulas for S.-ress and Strain" W Griff*#'. '.4
Frederikt Ungcr Publis) ing Ccm~any, 19M'6

16RCAGIANPLATE K 0 1. 2-\

K. I
0K2 1K

0.04 K10 0 .
K 2 K

K0. 0.---6 8 .

004 0.4 4 0 I

a,2
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CIRCULAR PLATE FLAT PLATES

2.0 __________
RECTANGULAR PLATE 2.0 I RCAJ A LT

ol..

1.8 I~.6 -n

1.6 02 bb.0 Ja-b c16 .2 b/0

_i I. \
UPI 1. 1.Y -

LU 1100.
1.4 - -1.2

1.2 1. 0.62 . 2 0.4-
-. 1.0

4: 4

Z 0.6
U

0.4 o1 /b

Figure14.10.1.1o. Stroms Constants for Rectangula Pistes-Panial
I~daptvo ~ Uniform Load Io2b1 )o

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 Forf AhsPforStross and Stri,'n W Grifel,,,re,4rick
/ b Ungar Publishing Comwanv, 1866)

Uniform where:-.4b

ýAepvdthP~r*isinfrom Reference 618- 1, "Handbook of f m naximum unit stresa at auirface of ,)late, psi
Form~asfor trmand Strain" W Gniftel. Frederiek

Linger Publishing Covay 1966) stresa loadingasupport factor for circular plates,
dimensionless (see Figures 14.10.1.2a, b, c, and d)

14.10.1,2 STRESS AND DEFLECTION FORMULAE W -total applied load, lbfFOR FLAT CIRCULAR PLATES. Table 14.10.1.2 coi.-
taina stress and deflection formulae fcr flat circular plates, t - plate thickness, in.utilizing the following equations:

y- vertical deflection, in.
f - Ikq 14.10.1,2ol - deflection loading-support factor for circular platep,

t dimiensionless (see Figures 14.10.1.2A, b, -c, and d)

R - outside radiumi of plate, in.
YI Eq 14.10.1.2b) E - modulus of elasticity, psi

14.10.1 -3 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968



FLAT PLATES CIRCULAR PLTESE

TAWl 14.10.1.2. It~, ausM DOMOstIM of ClAVAer Plate
(Adopted w~th p~eomialon from Reference618-1. 0.9 -

""Handbook of Forravlas for Strew and Strein, -
W. G&0041l. FrodpncA Unpr "ub6 Con~wny. 19W)6

J-CAuNum 7 0.8 SOLI[I -WITH CONCENTRIC
m~ BANN. 0 2 140I .6 HOLE OR C IRCU LAR

0

A ~0. CIRCULAR PL.ATE
LU

Temi7n7 LL 0.

V ------2 09

~~ 82 ~2 %. 0.10l. 
061.0..

0 qd0

- z 0.3
10 0 m'S W"' W 2 2 241 1 2b AL 1.0..

12 <u t~
2~

ON MW me

and wMIth0 AM WiOrMl d& iue loa ww p(R ove th2 02

YOuHIO morduu M re Rwm 10 IRah. T ) =01 A 0.2 1h

Examleto: Tid he moading ~ .odefetiona .oeaond toathose

and with2  94 pýiounlyds. Sinted R/ load un 3pifovrm the 7
enirestributed ove etire plrae. ofe thmensplns) the curtes an 1~epe 2it 3emsso 4ro R5eec 1-. Hnb
Yoigurs modu0lusa and; c ý 0isho'ata (6. - 0.21 andcomlsfrSrhedSri"WGrtfi rdrc

(S4.10.1.2: anT1.012) he mad Aeýndtoxim corspntothossen
o f a I 1410..2,cag 1,wh~e P- 0, X- X6, 14.10.2 .s Sloeftfo o% for Circular Platesag@

deflection are: 141.9lpefrCrulrPae
f 0.40 x929,v0ps The slope 1,)r circular plates can be eaaily determined by

(,.20 using the load support factors given in Tables 14.10.2a, b, c
(0.2)and d in conjunction with the following equations:

0.21 x942 x 102 0.82in (Eq 14.10.2s)

X x I 0.0P in. 203-

ISSIED. NO'/EMBER 1968 14.10.1 -4
14.10.2 .1



OKRULMAX PLUATES FLAT PLATES

C.4 - - -2.5 CRUA LT
CIRCULAR PLATE WITH CON-CENTRIC HOLE 7

3 OR CIRCULAR FLANGE
r Rr It

ie 0.3 -2.0 --

WITH CONCENTRIC HOLE ~1
OR CIRCULAR FLANG;ENo

~ 0.1 OUSD1RDU.05

IN~4D RADIU

f~m~ft wthpemisonfrm e eenc '1-1"Hndoo o RTIZ

RomuATI foOUmai Tral *~ ~-rkr ISIDE RADIUSAa
rn~ INSIDEin RADsyIUIS

15 -- Figure 14.10.1.2b. Deflctio Constans for Cimlarr Iýatn Camr 87
too 13

C;we wt emsso rmRCULAre PLATE (A,~ "Hanboo ofvnsso fATOm Reernc 618-1.D PA'HaUS
Formulas For Slas fo tesand StraioinW"rf0 Frdk r INSIDE FRADrIUS

LU ~ Un Unbgarn Pu.nv ',l96,1oay 166

OICUA PLT to ^.3~CLAFL

Sslopes for pltres manud Srain: horizntl, Frederick

(Table 14.10.2brd )

sloplae tfhplane masure i.hoiotarain

0~ ~ By suep- to loadin-upr factor (s ay 141o2 ande tobve)
LA 1. 2 3_ n wid voariety of loadng not4i spabeifica 0.ycansderd)Eu

RAIO WU~D RAIU total appl, ied loqadc (1 O2) ovbfr lpso

wit a - utio rmiadiustofbuted loin(.icmpt h

Figure 14.10.1.2c. Strom~~~ fat- indlu t oe taleaebasedcty onapoiansrti f03

(Ad~~~pte'l~ Itt -emio plrtm Reference, 61in.Hboko
Form~~~~j~~js~ fo Stres momnd Stin"WG-lfl.Fedrc

RATIO. 2 WSSEI NOVEMBE 19ad68tir 1.02b ovsfo lpso

r IN IDERADUS pate wih en moneng. n caes hema plte s lade



FLAT PLATES CIRCULAR PLATE SLOPIE

Trbl*M14.0.U LOed lkq*MpotPsoto for Circular Plate$ 11Case.M I to 6)
(Adaptec' wtiM oermosuion from Reference 6 IS-I, 'Wandbook of

Formulac tor ý-.mj weand Strain,." W Gr/f tel, Fredrjck Lingr Pub,
CompaNOy 136)

C (for' equat ion14. ?O. 2a)

_____ @ 1:25 1.5 2 3 4ooto of Molie_____OWd C660.. mee:ker2
I. 'Outere, 3UvW W~ww(a b 0,736 0.679 0.640 1441 0.401 0. 379 At outer she

lead ov. attre .I 171 .1? 047 .35 090tkmrdg

.Aw L wo'sw. ,0.919 0.116 0 .61.7 1 .235 0.35 041 At inner edge

4Uiform w 1.646 *.470 1.237 1.006 h.895 1832 At outer edge

Parslfler ervis W, (a bL) 0.11114 OY74 0.606 0565 0.492 06441 At outer edge

1 o ver entirei Lz-ttm

Oct" sufae 1.017 1.910 0.862 V.91 0.726 0.642 At inner edge

end euper"e

Unfr 0W0.1113 0.035 0.u60 0096 1.096 10.0 At inner edge

I. Outoredge, iad

Inft lo 0M0S 0115 0.269 0."4 U.10 &1522 At inner edge

eWer inergore

7. Inner ad" fixed ww o2

Unlmi "lowd
uniorm10 .1 .4 L09g.M 023 &22 A outer edge.___ _______

ovC~eredgaum reb 2

eLwff low.Ui ~ i I 01"9 & 10.1 0.2397 0.203 0297 130 At outer dge

loom lowd everiI I
entire 0,tual

Table 14.10.2b. Load Support Factors for Circular PlatesCMoms9 and 10)
(Adopted with permistion from Retenencit 6 18-7., "Handbook of

Formulas tf, St r-ws and Strain," W. Griffe,, Fredeprick Lingerf Pub.
Company, 1966)

IA~o 1 8 C (forequation 14.10. 2a) Note

Unifonr' loed
Sentire .1 For cases 1-10: only the total load "W"

-ufr 1 shovid be used (5., eOampte 1)
10. Epsuppoerted N -wwr

Uifoqm tied
ovier concensc 0.636
coacti 1 . or" of

ISSUED. NOVEM9ER 19CB 14.10.2 -3



CIRCULAR PLATE SLOPE FLAT PtATES

TA.e 14tO.h. Lod Suppou Fas•, fo C B•akw Pte'e ECMaelito 14I
fAda,.tod 90th Pe"malon from Reofirnco 618- F. "NHevtook of

0o'tt1W4 for Stress and Strin. - W. Groffei, Fretaewkck Ungr Pit4
Compay, 1966)

C,,,q.at..n, , 10. , 1",
1ii WaIr = ' -P - "---- -

U." V. me-e~ - . .... i '316' I -00hir 1,0 31 8I3 3.12! 2.72 At inner ..Ig.

Aem2 3 .14 S. 6? 6.94 7.32 3. 17 At outer edge

14 I fo ,IotoW1. O**o

Elme~ 42e0 1 1 0 70 10.75 7.3 1 23 . 93 G.5 0. .56 5 06 , 00.70t tut.7 0.ge
revi'e~t 3 lp

449 22 11.27 A52 4.0 At inner edge

TAW 14. 10.2d. Load Support Factord for Circiaar Platis Mas 15 to 17)
(Ach~voed with Permission f.-om Reference 6 18- 1, "Hand'ook of
"Forowlea for St-ug end Srra•a, " W. Grife, Frederick Ungar Pub.

Com"pany. 1866)

C f Jor .. u 5tion 14. 10.2e

me..,ouw Loco-

old 0.le 30 1.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 I0.60 0.70

IS. Med ,

Ct~elAt

"Cet~ntra __S

1uppott@O.

couple 0.71 1,2 2 1 .6 0 2. 0 .0 5 5 .0 . 12.00 16.30 24.00 41.40 2-00 1620 Icen

Coupenta 0.8?' 1.2) 1.68 2.31 1.10 4.00 'I 8.20 12.40 Mel 28.50 44.00 77. 1.0 156.00 314.00 cente

(runonso,,

value generally used for steel and alrninm For ý ther (0114';) (904) (10)
values, however, there will be little change in slope. The -(0___)____(___ 0.05 ridimts
.asauiptions listed in Detailed Topic 1,,.13.4.1 apply her' (l( p X 106) (0.I2)3

also.

Example i: A circular, aluminum plate 20 inches in diame- Ex~ample 2: A circular, jolid steel pl&te 20 inches in

ter and 0.12-inch thick hw.a a concentric hole 4 inches in diameter and 0.20-inch thick has no iupports. A uniform

diameter. The plrht, is fixed and supported along the o4ter edge moment of 12.45 in-lb per inch is applied. Fiad the

edge and loaded with a uniformly dist-;buted Ilad of 3 psi slope of ihe plat,.

over the entire surface. Determiae the slope. Sultion: The plate parimeters are a - 10 inches, t - 0.20

inch. E - 30 x 101 psi ard M - 12.45 in-lb per inch. This
Solution: The plate parameters are a 10 irches, b p plate corresponds to case 15 iv, Table 14.10.2d for which
2 inches, t - 0.12 inch, E = 10 x 106 psi w - 3 psi and the load support factor is 8. Using Equation (14.10.2b):
u/b ý 10/2 ý 5. From Table 14..'0.2a, cas,. 4, C 0.089.
The total load on the p.late i6 W- w-a(a 2  b2 ) = (10.(12.45)(101
90•1 pounds. Incorporating these valuer into F .. ation 0 - (r)(1 2.4)(10A s
(1 1. 10.2a): (30 )(0.20).'
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FLAT PL.ATES CIRCULAR PLATES
LARGE DEFLECTIONS

14.10.3 Large Deflections of Clocular Plates With- 7.C - - BENDING SrRESS-
out Holes (Referencel 618-1) j(AT EDGE.)

W i~i the deflection becomes larger tht~i about half the 6.0 - -- - - -

t1iicknesa, the stresses of the middle surface cannot :3e I

ignored. These stresses enable the plate to carry part of tho"
load as a diaphragm in direct tens *on. Under such condi-
tions, the plats is stiffer than indicated by ordinary theory. 5.0 -

Stresses for a given )oat. ame less, anzl atreaseb for a given
deflveictln ane generally greater than the ordinavy theory
indicates.

Consider a circular plate whoie edge is clamped so tfrst L .
rotatE and radial displacemont are prevented at the edge. BNIGSRS
The plate is uniformly loadced to the extent that the
maximum deflection is large relative to the thickness of the 3.0 ,- 0_.(AT CENTER)-
plate. T`he radial membrane stress at tI~e edge in due to the
tensile force. whi.~h mast be applivd radially to prevent
edge displacement. The defiection is not sk linear function
of the load. 2.0

7%c deflection of the circular plate can be d mtermined from MEMBRANE STRESS
Figure 14.10.3a. The stresses at the edge and center of the 0 A ,NR
plate can be obtained from Figure 14.110.3b. It wnIl be I.01 MEMBRANE0 STRE
noted that the dimensionless ordinates and abscissas In00 (A
Figures 14.10.3a and b make it possible to use the curves
for plate% of many dimonsions, provided that other roatdi- 0V DE

tioa ae te sme.0 0.? 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

DEFLECTION y/h
1.2 100 w-Figure 114.1O.Wb Eege/Center 3trussasi in Clacular Plate with

00 ~Edge Clamnped
0.8 (Ad~oted with peimiarion from Reference 618- 1, "Handbook of

10 Formulas for Stress anid Strain,' W Griffel, Frederick
0 Uingar Pubib~ing Company, 1966)

U.

00, Bending stresses:

LOAD wr4 / Eh$ Edge: 2r- = 5.85; s1'= 17,550 psi
E~t'

Figure 114.10.3s. Large Deflectiors of Circular Plate with Edge 2
Clamnped f

(Adsptred with permission from Reference 6 IS- 1, "Handbook of Center: 9f7r ,71 s
Formulas for Stra,5 and Strain," W.o Grifte', Frede, ick- 2.7f 771psI

Lingr PblimingCu. ~ueup 768)Membrane stresses:

It can be seen from Figure 14.10.3a that variations in &~g.: fr 2  0.56; f =1,680 psi
Poisson's ratio have very little effect on the behi~vior of
plates. E
Example: Given a plate of thicknei,4 t - 0.02 inch, radus fir,
r - 2 inches, and load w -3 psi. Let E -30 x 106 psi and Center: 1-7 ,1
let $A - 0.3. Determine the deflection of the plate and find2-=17;t3,0ps
the bend'.ng and membrane stroasaes at the edge and at the L
center of the plate. Faupel (Rleference 598-1) presents deflection load curves

similar to Figure 14.10.3a for simply-support.ad anid
Solution: Fromt Figure 14.10).3a f-)r wr4/Et 4 - 10 and verticaily-restrained circular plates ý.s well as fixe'd-edge
11 0.3 we obtain y/t -1.055; y - (1.055) circular plates. These are reproduced hert, by perrnigiuon, as
(0.02) - 0.0211 ioch. The stresses are determined from Figures 14.11.3c, d, and e. Nute the similarity between
Figure 14,10.3b as follows: Figures 14.10.3a and e.

ISSUED: NOVEMBE~R 1968 14.10.3 -1



CORMUULA PLATI[S FLAT PLATESLANK DEFLECTIONS

*28

6 20

"-- 4•,.'• . "$1-0.30. w
qt.wt: 0. '0 Zz12

04
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 05 o

RATIO ,/t 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
RATIO y/t

Figure 14.10.43m. Large Eklas Dfhe•lm of S impky 5.ppomemd
Clrmular Ptaa

lAdepd wvth potv from Refe•rrnco 5 1, "En-neeran# Figses 14.10.3e. Larle Eliai Deflectione of Clrolw Plete with
omn:" A. H. Fawuel. bMtev Comamv. INEI1 Fixed Edge

(AOied with perminion from Refpic SF& j, "'spring Dulgo
50 *D I- crd Appicetion:' N. P. COironis, McGrww-KI/il Book Comnan.v,
40) - , __ JInc.. 19K,)

l 30.3

20 
A 0. 30

0

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
RATIO y/t

Figure 14.10.3d. Large Elastic Deflections of Circulav Plea with
Edg* Restr.Anod in Vertical Plane

,Adippted with permission from Reference 598- I, "Enginee ring
Dev.•g:' J. H. Faupel, Wiley Compiny, 1S64)
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FLEXURES UNIIDIRECTIONAL
NEUTRtAL STABILITY

14,11 FLEXURES

Reference 650-1 contalr.s art ex- lient treatment of flexure
plates by A. G. Thorpe 11 oi Westinghouse Sloetaic -(X1
Corporation. Much of tha* following discussion of tforce -- PIVOT I TANN
deflection relationships ib adapted train thia reference. ________IN

Design data on a variety of uimpi - and cotnpl*.ý flexures V ____ FOKIf
mayb fouind in Reference 1 411. "an 20LC5 ~7A
An arrangement that permits a atructuNv to move freely in 2AM 2P
one direction is shown arhemnaticaily in Figure 14.11.. In---- -

this design, the pivots are loaded in compression. 7he upper
member in free to move in the horizontal direction through L .. . NMIMER
a limited distance dependent upon strass conditions in the FrfTO
pivots. To holAd the stricture in the deflected position, a I *4 J
tranisverse force 2Q is required. 7The magnitude and direc-
tion of the force 2Q depends upon the load SP arid the PUIVOT .
stiffness of the flexure pivots under column loading.

L OAD Figure 14.111b. Su~mpeeicnm which Flexure Pivots we Loadsif
2P Azisilv in Tenksion a&W un Stiff Members in

D~ftCII)N-LATERAL Comprowsln
IfLEIONRST RAINING (Addpted with permpission from Rleference 560- 1, 'Tring

24 FORCEDesign and Applicetior,< N. P. Chiroryia. AkGraw4-filI
20 gook Company, Inc., 46N/)

I' - - .- "FLEXURPIVO
PIVOT PIVOThF--- -

MEMBER

77r177777/ ///X/ LCAD

2P

figure 14 1 s. Support In which Pivots and Stiff Mernbers awe-
Loaded Axially in Compeso F~LEXURE

JAdsaoed with, permission fVWv, RIP/10 cr 65&~ 1, "Spring DEFLECTION PNOT -

Design aid Applica~tion,' Ns. P. Comis,'n McGrow-Hfi/i
Book Company, Inc., .961)I

When +he pivots are telatively flexible, the restrainitig force Figure 14.1 Ic. Flextore Pivot with OC Teso lember and One
2Q iii in the diraction indicated in Figure 14.11la. When the Compmesicon Member
pivots are relatively stiff, this force is opposite to the (Adapted with per mi.ion fronm Reference 6So- I, "Spring
direction shown. With proper design of the pivots, this Design an~dAopJkerion,' N. P. (.ironis, McGradw-HnI
late~al force may be rudsad tc. vanish, thus creating a Book Company. Inc., 7961)
condition of notutral stability or zero restoring foir..e This
condition, however, can be acblived only tinder a constant ,-ay be used. With flexLre pivots of negligible spring fiarce
vertical force which msky not always be present in practice. and for small deflections, the restorng~ tendency of the*

tipper member will balance the overturning tendency of theI
A aunpension in which flexuro pivots act in taension rather lower member and the structure will move in a plane.
than compression is shown in F'igure 14.11b. This &uspen-
sion alac may be designed to have zero restoring force or The configurations shovfn ini Figures 14.11a and b are
iieutral stability under a constant vertical force. Since the adapted to the support of large heavy structares andI
pivots are in tension, they do not buckle as pivots loaded in mi-chinery. By providing "universal" flerure pivots, the
eompression may under loads exceeding the design condi- structu're can be made fri-e to move in any direction in a
tion. (For buckling or instability criteria, see Detoil-ed plane. Other universal arrangements mnay be employed

Topic14.2..2.)where necessiary to limit rotation to acting about a point.Topic14.2..2.)Where the loading is light, a rod or wire may be substtuted
The goneral configuration of the arrangement shivwn in for the plates ta provide the universal feature.
!Pigure 14.1lb sometimes lends itself to space requirements The mnianr.er in which flexure pivots can be used in thethat tannot be satisfied by the configuration of design of balances and coztrol linkages to transmit a forceFigure 14.11a. thro~aglk a bell crank are shown in Figuie 14.lld. The pivot
Where the variation in vertical loading is large and it is fastened to the foundation consists of two sets of plates:
desirable to approach as nearly as possible the condition of one for transmitting the vertical component of fo.ce and
neutral stability, the arrangement shown in Figure 14 lic the other for transmitting the horizontal component.

ISSUrn. NOVEMB3ER 068 14.11 -1



CIUM~ SPRING PIVOT Ft.EXURES,

* -- ~Where axial forces are imposed on the flexure pivot, the
maxiniun. %are"s in tite flexure pivot ao

It 1 ý I IALtk kI t P 11 A I I
14 kIPA ~I A I 1001 '' ns liq 14. 111

wher'

f Inmaximnum tensile or comlpressive strt-as in
flexure, pei
a xial force, lb~

A -croti-s-ectional area of flexurv, in,2

ma maximum bending moment, in-lb

Z section modulus of flexure, in

1allqure 14. 1 d. Fiassure Pivot Auranmllment for Transmitting F' ofte In rlesir.. studies, it is important that the stress be checked
Through a Bell Cranit at the point of rntirmntuim moment. Since a flexure pivot

(Aderpeil wtri' pe'inassior frost Reforence 6WO 1. "Spring acting in compression can buckle as a col xvin if the loads
Devon .idApplication,* N. P. (Thranis. 4frG~eaw-H,'Il are high trnough, tht designer should be careful to allow an

flook Coman. Inc., 1,961) ample margin of itafety. (See D~tailed Topic 14.2.1.2 for
buckling instability criteria.)

Wher* %maiial spring forces may be 1etrimentall to proper
performance, as in verj aensitive balance systems, a weight If ttne flexure pivt't is to oc subjected to variable bending, it
may be attached to the top of the bell crank to act as un is important that the fatigue strenigth of the inaterial be
inverted pendulum that coutiterbalances the spring taken into ,iccount. The techniques discussed in Sub-
restoring forces of the flexunre pivota. Section 14.5, such as the modified Goodman diagram.

should be used to account for the effect rnf the steady stress
Another 1"3' common arrangement is shown in upon the fatigue limit. Consieeration should albo be givvni
Figure 14.1 le. This type of flexure pivot construction may to the effect of stress concentration at tne ends of the
be dictated by apacp requirements or by requirements flexure pivot with the provision that ample fillets are to be
imposed by a movable wall (as in a duct). The center of employed.
rotation of this pivot lies nutside of the upper boundary Wk

the' structure. Such cross speng pivots have been used to Fillets at the eaids of flexure pivots alter sionewhat the
advantage in insitrument applications, and wind tunnel effective length, V. For fillet radii approximately equal toI
balances. the thickneas otf the flexure pivot, a guod rule-of-thumb is

to consider the effective length to he the distance between
F'or bmall deflections, the analys.is of the floiture pivot is the fillet centers plus the fillet radius at onmc end. For
saaie ari that for simple beam columns as covered by s~raplicity, it is getterally pref..'rnble to 'ise identical flexure
textbooks in advanced strength of materials, Refer- pivots at each end of the stiff member, thus makini; L equl jence 333-2. The assumptions made are' linear. rind 'bhe stiff halC the le'ngth or the stiff member.
mewrber connected to the flexure pivot has infinite bending
stiffness, thus all bending is i-equired to take place in the Fomua adeuton ar iven iki Table 14. 11 for the
flexcre pivot. solution of 'he moat cc'mmoniy used cases. To simplify

numerical work and to aid in visualizing the effects of the
different variables, the cunves shown in Figures 14.11f
through 14,11n have been constructed to cover a range
qufficient, for mo-t poroblemis The design formulae given can

I - ýt'.Rbe used to obtain iner-'ased accuracy' or for problems
OF 4,1ATR)Nbeyond the range of the curves.

Note that an the formulae in which the coefficient k
Ipp'-Am k varies L's the squart rcoot of P; therefore, these
foirnulae aire not linear with respect to the axial force P./Th-s nonline,.r relation is typical for &:I beam columni
prublems and compficaics the analysis when the axial load
is variable, in which event care must be exercised to make
sure- that the tiost severe cor'dation is determined.

The most comamon form of flexure pivot is a plate of
cross secton. When the plate ividtii in greater

than tn~ee times the plate length, the flexural rigidity
relation EI(I --p 2 ) should be used instead of E. For
intermediate width-to-length r-atiot., if additional accuracy

Figure 14.11.s Typ..e otFlo& ure Pivot Construction That May Bot of cakctt'.tion is necessary, reference can be maue to
Dictated by Space Requirements ov Ths literature, such as "T~he Antichistic Curvature of Rertangu-
Imposed By a Movable Wall lar Beams and Plates", 0. G. A,~ hwell, .!Iarnal of the Royal

(4djw#p,,Y Lv'th oeiypisinSSCf POwn Reference 65a 1, "S0ingl Aeronautical Society, November 1950, pp. 708-715.
Devqr' w,~id App/,.xtr,,a' N. fi Choroms,. McGr~w-H,11

Hu,,,M Comnpanv. Inc., 1961)
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FLEXURES

CASE CASE. 2

y0

P

H- *"a- -1

(kct cot Il-i+ Krcdtkl4 +

___ Mt R CI

y aC ohk-I+4sinh kx + {, I-Ll2 Sinkx -C2 cosk x 4. -C1 + C2

yCASE 5 CASE6I

X -4

: tot' ?A toA~

M.3Y-PI +(tanh-)~~j Mm3 y.POty Mo UoP1' ~ (n __L M.y

k - -7 1 O s -r-, 2 .tnIfk

07X- If/
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CASE 2 CASE 3

I Q - - - -

R -I

d I I-C2 M0( + ) R- Lf it

a-- in) - Co Kx+f2 E

CAS 61 CASE

I-K _2(

0 (L\f 0. O(NI-
t~tu- Elo 6 = NtfrlsoIt) RA 2an _ M= -y 4Qi M~h~ilkk

M1 -P~ O M Po~rgos iL+1 dby)*h x-n YM CProshkx-i

00



BASIC EQUATIONS

Table 14.11. Flexure Pivot Equations
(Adopted with Permission from Reference 650-I1, "Spring Design and

ADPllcation." N. P. Gnironts fed.). McGrow-Hill i8oox Company, Inc., 196 11

CASE 4

C,1 - moment constants
E modulus of elasticity, psi
I - principal moment of inertia of

ka y_ k S,~inh k bk+- flexure pivot cross section with re-
Vi 'AL pect to axis of bending, in.'

Mek h 4P/u, 4n
C4=~.. R=L- C~ ength of flexure pivot, in.

Pa kf)(j-j)+ f (kt cot!'t 1 4 k siflh k1 - -C &ODSh k L length of stiff member, in.
Ml - bending moment, in. lb

o-a `C k?- P - axial force, tension or compression,
L-1f I)(j~~ PA Coll, c oth ) lb

Q -lateral force, lb
i-C4 C4R dsac oaigcneofrttny-At I '4cosh kx- sin!' kx + X-C4 ~dsac oaigcne frttoL-1~U fiu lexure pivot, in.

x - distance along longitudinal axis, in,
y - distance along transverse axis, in.

YCASE 8 0 n9eo rotation of stifT membei,
radians

=deflection at end of stiff member,

M= Poisson's ratio
0 tensile or compressive stress in

1' pivot, psi
P 4L...4 - cross sectional area of flexure

pivot, in.'
7 section modulus of flexure pivot,

in-

coshk k sin/k

Rt ~ 0 a0 (Neutral stability)

Propor'on dictoteO by: Lkt ton kf

C6 a ý! I . La
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FLEXURES DESIGN CURVES

71 1.01.0

0. 0.0.0.5.,. 152 3 4 6 8 1

2iue1.llf 0, 6to~tilgauo~ oet 0  0.3
2 ~ i 13hnPvtadSif ebreBt

oo Co an. -n. -97 -- _0._00.1 ii1i0i2
1.0. 0. 0.4 . 0.1 0.

0.2 2 hnPvo n tifMmeraeBt

0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 .811.0 2 3 4 5 6 7 10(A ne wihpriio fomRfene601

Figare 14.1Ifh. Chart for Obtaining Value Of Manmu MomentM. 0.4h n fteflxr io onn teaifmme a
Cain 2I When Pivot and Stiff Member are Bothin eutdoteendtlcos mnuthdrfctoy aI
MinAh Comression and a Lateral RestrainingthedoftefeuepotivddbtelnghLo e
Force is Provided 0tf m e.3

(Ad ted with perminsion from Reference 660- 1. "Sring C 1 l~.FeuePvtadSifMrie ohI
Design and Application:* N. P. Cllironis. AtcGraw-NI/

Book Company, Inc., 7967)AxaTeso wihLtalR triigFie. hscni-
Th dveopen f hedeig frule t~ cae . ,34, F~ur 4.lcbu wthalaerl esranngfoce.We
3rto ssmlrt htofteuprpvtsoni

2 a 1 8I dIaca belo 1r fo igefeuepio ny einn ivt fti ye heailfre ,ti
but I\L ma0e.pidt8h ofgrtos hw n d'lcin ,adteleghQadL r ecal h

Siue 14.lla 0.ad6b eemnn h egh L e rs'',dcniin.I i eesrteeoe odsg
the poin ofzr0oeti tesifmme. Note tht1 teex_ io o tywti_ sf tealii. h

0.4EO C.EME I93 I41 F.4e41%Cato banigVlvfEdM netM,



DESIGN CURVES FLEX1. I (S

0.6 F
0.5 L . I

0.4

0.3 d.o o r r5 r r o

0 .2 
0- 0 5 0 

-

. .

CS--CASE 4% Figure 14.111. Demogn cnditioisfor cow 2to produaeea Zwrond

-I- CASE 2 oment in the Pivot

Di ardAlkpation' N.P. Chlrenis. Ascarewmill

0.06 -

0.05 -1

0.04 4~ 1-- 
-

0.4-r--

0.0 2 i
r. - 0.+

0..

0.01 L IL-.6 -- 1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0. -C--W X - -

kI
0.2 1- A-

Fi~u,. 14.1h. Relations lotCaaes 2and4 forM equal toM 1,
or That Prrtido Equal Motment. at Each End of - -- 1-

14dapted we h permisson from Reference 650- 1, pig0r--~th lxr tI
''sg n Apia~n N. P. Chironis. AfcGrawHsit 0.1 0.? 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 10

Bo)ok Company, Inc., 196f) hi

Case2 7ng~ Flxur Piot nd SiffMemer oth~,' Pipre 14.1 1k. Chant for Obtaining Value of End Momient. Coo 4
Axial Compression with Lateral Restininng Force. This ADeinantd wiApenmsstio-N.P fro m Retr, Atc 65a1. H,#
configuration is similar to that shown in Figure 14.11Pa. Degooan App/icati , In.c., C1961)e A~Ja-/
Wlen1 designing pivots of this type, the axial force, P, die Bo ~.'w n. 91
deflection, A,. ard the lengths, Q and L, are generally, the
prescribed conditions. In this case, the point of maxitmum The curves of Figure 14.111 show the rolation between aRIL
aroinent lies at the diiitance x from the origin. The curves in and kQ that will provide equal mnomenta at each end of the
Figure 14.1 Ig for C 2 givet values of MO/PA for this case as 11exure. pivot. Thi crit.-rion for deet:hn shouid inable the
a function of tha variables k, V, and L. deskigrner to approach a design of minimum weight since the

level of bending itress will be neatly conata~tt throughout
The value of the coefficient C2max (Mm,, /P.1) is given in the length ot the flexure pivot.
Figure 14.1 lh as a function of It, V~, and L. to facilitate 'Me curve of Figure 14.11j indicates the relatiosi between
obtaining the value of the maximum bending moment 3i/L and kQ when theg end moment for thi&, caut becurnes
M , Note that for values of kk exceeding approximately zero. At values of ltk abcove the curve, the end moment
2.2, the maximum bending moment rises rapidly with reverses, becoming negative; thuts, the flexure pivot will
increasing kV and approachtes infinity at vklues of kk slightly have a point of revetse curvature. It is good practice to
over ir. Since k is proportional to the squaare root of P, a avoid values of kQ that will cause the one. moment to be
small increase in the axial load will cause large additional negative since the assembly acquires considerably more
bendi ig miomenta at values of k(: exceedin,! 2.2 and may flexibility and has leas retistance to Incidental transvierse
lead to failure, forces.
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FLEXURES DEIGN CURVES

T 7L77'717 7F~
4 1.2-

0.

07 0.1!--

0j/ 1 0 4- -

0..6 
008 .

0.5 t'

0.4 0.2

Figure 14.1llm. Design Relations. Cases I and U. That Provide
Nautral Stability or Zero Lateral Formo

Figue 1.11. Cart or b*An@ ax roun Mo~nt Ca 4,(Adapted with permission frmRefoerene 6501. 1r, Vng

Vmatthe Def~etled lnd of Fioxure Pivot Dsg nd01",& " Hl
(Adapted with peimniteon ft,.,n Reference 15ý- 1. V~ring 196k 1). ll

Oenion 9"d .41pplkcation:' N. A. Chiron., Mc~raw-HW1
*a)k CbW1y, in. 19* The furves in Figure 14.11i give Zhe reiaLioIn between Q~L

Case3: ~wee ~kzue Pvot ~thZer Aid Frcoand and kQ that will provide equal moments at each end of the
Ca -:8rl eur io ihZroAWFr# n flex~ure pivot.

with Lateral Restrains k n. This configuration is
similar to that shown IFiue1.bbut the axial force
in the flexure pivot is zero. Cane 5 and 6: Flexure Pivot Without .Stiff Member. This

configuration ih .4ntilar to that shown in Figure 14.11l..
Can 4: Singl Flexure Pivot in Tension, Stiff Membor in
Compreaulon, witb Lateral Itestrairilng F rce. Ilis config-
uration is similar t& that shown in Figure 14.11b. Fromi the Case 7- Single Flexure Pivot in Temki~n, %iff Metaber in
curves shown in Fif.'ure 14. 11 k for the coefficient C4 , the Colnprseeion, with No Lateral Restritining Force. 7%i1
value of the end moment for this cme can be obtained, configration is similar fn that shown in IVigure 14.l1b as
Note that below the dashed lIhe, values Of C4 also dumiqned ýor neutrdl stability. The curve in Filgure 14.1lm
determine maximum bending moment in the flexure~pivot; fo~r this case gives the relatlot-i between k, R, and L that
but for values above t:Js line, the maximum moment occurs provide neutral stability. Note that M,,/Pl equals unity is
aect btiig aiu the otexur shulnbdmdet Figure 14. 111 to obtainedfo cnvn the neesaycndtonfrzeolteaufre Rfrnc
lone* in obthernend. thue 14.1xisu comntute foI cnnn the flxr sole mary codtion Fogre zer11o oatealn fore. Referenc
pivot for regions above the dashed line of Figure 14.111. moment.
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COMPRESSION LOADING FLEXURES

___ - -- r '1 Ito curve in Figure 14.1 in gives the varietton In center's of
I I ' - rotation for various values of kk for this cam. Note Lhat as k

-. i Increte, the cv iter of rotation moves awsy from the point

- --.. . Ca 8: Sn&s ieMlexur Pivot and SUIT Member BoLh inS0 Compro slon, with No Lstern l Restraining Force. This
0 4 configuration it simnias: to 'hat shown In Pl*pre 14.11a as

I designed for neutral stability. The curve In Figure 14 1tIm
... 7 for this coe gives the relations between k, R, and L that

provike neutral stability. Note that M0JP4 equals unity is
I the necessary condititn for zero latsral force. Reference

0.2 should be made to Pirgre 14.11h to obtain the maz'mutm
-. .. . moment for this case.

.... 71. T ve in Figure 14.1 In givws the variation in centers of
I I- rotation for various val et, of kq or Win case. Note that as k

-I inereases, the center of co~tion m'oves toward Ae point of
fixity.

0, 06 .. . ._.•
0.04 - •~

O, 0 - -.-

0 01,-
0 0.2 0.4 0.0 .. 0 1.,

Figure 14.1 In. Chart for Obtaining Cnt~r of Reualinm, Cams 7
ind 8. For Varkmis Design Canditiens

(Adwotd wath p.omimeon (mm Refewnce 661ý , "•dring
Desin aned ApP'icsion:" N. P. Oakron~M McGrow-Hill

Book Cnnwony, Inc., 1961)
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STRFSS ANALYSIS

*YMW111111 WAIm TV elT SYWOG110 OtJANTITY - -Wls" IVOS

"A Area of croas mal-oei In) r,.,, tAlUn,,ite bearing street Ps K
"A Rato of strasw amplitude to mewar dimestonkes 7J' Ileamnn yield stream Pal K

Sim 5(1111618), fAtug" PC Milowabi#ecompes suave acm -o K
* Amtplitude In. f1, Intvvnid (o ceiirilatstd) contpressiwn pol 11C
a Plate dimension In. 01,11"s

8 14enderneve ratio factor dimensionless r., _1owsL# "ru.6ing or crippling asize" Pd K
0 Jtiuviail ratio dimensionless (upptor is-nit uof culiumn stress for K4
b Width~ of cr. section in. local faliluro) KO
b Plate dimension in. F ~CAIumn ye-1,1 stroes (uapper limit of -s K,
v acumfoerumov in. cel.s"n strest fc'r primea failure)

C Configuration or onamping parameter dimixenaonless PC Proportinral linuti In comprorsion -K 4 ,
C Correction setor dinenalsoalsues r.,, Allowable Vtickling streaw Psi
C Steom loading supp art factor for flat dii .mralson001 PC, toitiatna u-Ompretaive stra psi L

patest r. (eurqi~essave yield streas at whtich Ps I or!
C" Mclecilng st restoeffkclent dimensionless perm~anent sbii am quals 0,002 (from i
C, Moment constant dImenairmlese wests ut standard apecimense)
V, Surface factor, fadjugue iimanakanlem Cis [Naoebgm etm Ptm
C, Showr Nckling-strem coefficient dimortakanoss ILL Lmimt factor dimensionless
c I laity coofC.-iont for C.Iumna Abisonmna'loes r, Allowable normal stoew jasi M,
c Dlslan..e from neutral axis to eatawmf Iin. f5  intasmal (or Laklcuisted) normal stlrier Psi M.S.

fiber 4 hatsurnal (or calculated) ahteaing astievs psi
D Diameter In. ft Internal (or cdAlclaW) tensile stasts Pe-t
d Dapth nr "heit Ine. to uierts (or osontact stres)i psI ft
d Mathematical operator desnotin& dliriosicnul'dess F, 9ndtrance limiCiA tonmmi Pei

diffesntial Pa AMlowabir shear buackling stae POO P
3 Modulus of elasticity in tenalo, pa roes Propaxtional linit in sheat Psi
a Aiwarag ratio of straw ton strinl for Pei ife Modulus of rupture in torsion piPC

StfU ~iw pl~~fi~l~lii!iitFo, IUtimats stress in pures shear (thsa value Pe
e *ongation paIcahlt rerset th a*oag sharngt.

a Unit deformation or strain loll.. ov *a cri owtio~n)
a leentrcicty in. p*v Ylsl alvas in pure alsar Psi

a rhe minimum disatnce from a hole in. P, Aloal Qmletr s
centeor line to the *dge of uisuet f. erbma stroft Ps-
R Zclemd luofdaiitye Fl,~ Proportional limit in !ena.lon -Wf

Be U~u f loLfy ncmrsso s l U~tmals tensile atausa (from tent of Psi CA
St Aecrap rato of stress to swaina below p4 standad speciamen) R

prwjperumont limilt r~y ronedu. yield swear at whi~ch pemnn s R
K Sacanst modulue pa strain equals 0.002 (from kt~sa ofR
La Tanvent. moelus. pal asadr specimens)

IF Ntloaasib sire. Psi F.5. Factor of safety rinlni ;nsionl it
If) A function of () -a Modulsus ofrigdlty Psi Ir

t Internal (or calewated) stroso PSI 6 Mod~uls of elsitk ity in shear -i
f Coefficient of friction dimuenelonlem h Hloeglt or dopths, esspecially the distance in.8

Ftb Allowabl beding 1-5 - ePsi hetwssen centrolds of chords ofa
F ji3 Mudaiush of rupture Wu beidling Pali beesa and trawesa

It, b internal (or cakulaised) primury Pod I Moment of inertia ins 011

I Mope (d&t to bending) a' neutral plwur radians
t; Inernd (or caloulabod) preukem Psi os! bases,(I radian -57.3')

bending siresam Fda suoment of inertia Ina ni

Pit Interna or 11mtI enikildJ Tointvýn efmatant (-1p fox round tubes) Ina
citltme oraoulAted) bearing obes psi j tiffis a (at tr - I/P 1n2

Igo



STRESS SYMBOLS AND UNITS

IV~GI LU~? UNIT SYMUOL QUANTITY UNIT SUSImS~rp"

K A constant, generally .mpirlcai 8,S Creep-limited statW suiia., fatigue Vill A, Axilal
K Blk modulus IVI So Fatigue limit (or endurance limit) Psi a Allowable

K Sort cylinder influenwo coefficient dimiensionless St Fatigue safety factor a Sn/KfS* dimeneliontise b Banding
K Deflection loac'ing wupp.,rt factor foi dimenesonisem Sm Mean stress mnplitude, fatigue psl br lBarins

rectangular plsies Sn Fatigue strength ( A So for n Psi c Compression
K Stress concerntrition factor ("oe Kj) diviirnt, jrless St Stiffness lbr-in2 or Critical

K, Fatigue strength rvduction ( fectqbv (hii mi to nifs ST Short transverse grain direction - Euler's formula
KP, Du'~llng cooffcient. (1,11191ib.XM ls Ultimate stress, umwiiifted loading, psl 0 Endurance
K, Theoretical alo-4. c'-' 1: .Iinai J irr~enloes fatigue f Fillet

factor (msi sy Yield stress, unspecified loading, fatigue ps Hi Hoop
Kt1, Thetoretical o.. r a, ess ý-o', Itration iuimE '300" T Applied toirsioncl moment or torque In-lWri Ine

factor T Trwanverse grain dirtetlcn -L Lateral or Limit

L Length in. If Membrane stress lb/iln Iorl Locngil-rdiiisl
Io Leghin. t. Thickness In. m Mwan stLes

M Applied moment or uoupla, udal n-lW, T, Allowable torsional momen, mn-b, n Normal
bending moment *IJ Factor of utilastion dimensionless 0 Outer

mn M "o Ibm - lbt V Shearing force, tot- ' -o S) It, TO Pov
sect/in. v Shear force per unit area P2! p Proportional limit

M, Afllw-tbl bending morrment, in-Pbf W Weight, or total distributed load lbf ada
M.S. Margin of safety dimensior-leas w Unit welg'I, unit load lbt a Shear

N Fati:. ie life or cycles to fnilure, fatigue dimensionless w Dimension (usually width) in. T Thermal
n Cy'yles applied in fatigue testiong dimensionlesi. x Vs~ue of an individual measurement -t Tension, Theor-tical

' The shap- p..rametvr for the staatdid dimensionles, ft Average value of individual u Ultimate
Icompression strewi-strain curve fli. wuremontfit y Yield

P Applied load (totsl, riot ur.it, Io'l LI y Deflection (di-e to bending) of elastic In. a Heels
S Pmeuure Pei curve of a beam

P, Allowable load (columns) lbr y Distan~.e from neutral axis to givton In. N-it Concerning Stres Units
rol, Design load (maximum expecteu load) 1Wr fiber
P,1 , Limit load 1br Z Section modulus, 1/y in3  Street is designated either
P, Uti~mate ioad 1Wr Z Cur"ature parameter dimensionless as psi or kal, r1iere

Py Yield load lbr Z Polar s-iction modulus - Ip /) (for 1n3

Q Static mc'ment of a cro-s section iii-Ilbf round tubes) psi - lbj/in2

Q Lateral force (flexureto) i1W a Coefficient of thermal expansion, mean fln/inl*F

q Notc.h sensitivity (fatlguv) dimensionleas' Deflection in. kls - psl z 1000
q A pohist d&menvionler,. A Deflection (flexures) in.
R Radius ..f cur iature in. 1. Change in any value same as
R Outside rind: &s of flat plate in. initial value
R Distanee locating center of rutztioy in. 0 AA~gulae deflection radians

flexcure Pivot 0 NoLch angle deirees
R Stress ratio tSmin/Sm.,i) fatigutc dimnerai-fonless p Radius of gyration in.
r Ra-iius in. A Poission's ratio dimensionless,
8 Shear for(.e (alSo V) 1Wf 0 Density lb:/ln3

S Nominal strers, fatigue Psi W Frequency radians/wec
S S basis for mechanical-property values - w'n Natural frequency radians/sec

S Alternating stress amplitude, fatigue -Ai ' Ini general, denotes 5n "effective" or -

%mý. Ma,~irium stress; highest algebraic psi ".precise" value
v AltC of stress in the stress cycle 0 Slotie or angle of rotation radians

(tensile +; compressive -), fatigue 11 Stress loading-support factor for dimensionless

S,,ujtn Mianimum ntress; lowest algebraic value psi ciicular plates
of stress in the stress cycle (tenaile +; 03 Deflection loadiaig-support factor for dimensionleass
rompressive -), faiigue circular plates

Sy Range of stress (S,,,, Smnin)' fatigue PAr
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TEST PURPOSE
COMPONENT TESTING DVT, QUALIFICATION TESTS

15.1 INTRODUCTION 15.2.1 Deveaopmoitt'lests

The succe A of any propnm that involves hardware is Developmen~t tests are conducted on initial preprottype
dependent on the accuracy of the testing accomplished on components to check out basic design iarameters during
the system and components. The importance of testing in a the devwlopment process. Develonment tests are tised to
fluid component development program is reflected in the 'erify such factors as flow area, pressure drop, electrical
large percentage of program time and funding normally power dramin, and functional operntion. Development tests
allocated to testing. This section of the handbook discusses shoulol verify all requirements necessary to produce a corn-
factors influencing the costs and schedules aswociated with plete bet of erogineerng drawings describing .i rompponent
teosing, describes the basic functional and environmental capable of meeting its spe:ification requirements. The
tests, and discusses the unique tea. reqtiirements of ce'tain model used fo. such tests is usually called a breadboard,
fluid components. boiler plate, or engineering mnidel and is prodticed -pecif-

ically for those tests.

15.2 TEST PURPOSE The tests should provide data to finalize a new design or to

modify an existing design to comply with new require-
Five basic reasons for testing a device or system are to: menta. Adjustment, rework, repair, and retest are normal

functions of a development test. Specifications should
1) Provide empirical design dot& require that all activities, as well as details of all repairs at,d

2) Determine functional capabilities adjustments, be documented for future correlation with the
production unit.

3) Evaluate the ability to operate :n the service environ

ment

4) Detertrine desiFn limits 15.2.2 Design Verification Tests

5) Determine if production units are of the srme quality as Design verification tests (DVT) should be -onducted on
qualification units. prototype hardware before proceeding to production draw-

ingn and actual tabrication of production hardware. Test
requirements, toward which the manufacturer n..ust design,

The tests tsed to make these determinations are called: should be itemized in the component specification. Design
a) Development tess verificatiot, tests are planned to prove that a component

can meet all of its functional requirements and the most
b) Design verification tests critical of its environmental requirements. Component

design verification tests allow system tests to be started
c) Prequeliflcation tests with maximum assurance that components can pe,-fo-m
d) Qualification tests, airworthiness tests their system function prior to performing time-consuming

life or reiiability tests. Some organizations combine devel-
e) Pmproduction, pilot model, pilot lot tents opment tests with design verification tests.

f) System integration tests

g) Production acceptence tests 15.2,3 Prequalificateon Tests
h) Production monitoring tests, quali t y verification tests Prequalification tests (also called design approval tests, pre-

liminary flight rating tests or PFRT, flight certification
I) Reliability tests tests, and type approval tests) are conducted on prodiction

hardware prior to flight testing to determine whether the
article fabricated Ly production tooling and techniques willIle extent of testing is usualy a compromise .between test- perform as capably wvhen fabri•cated as -a prototype. These

ing necessary to assure reiiability and the time, money, and
facilities available to conduct that testing. This tradeoff is tests should include most functional and environmental
especially difficult to make in components to be utilized in requimements and some life-cycle teWts. The teWts should

ese Valydcuum tand zero m raeity becuse of the ucot assoi prove that the production hardware can meet all the
aee vacuum de ibrequired parameters for the length of time required by the

lated with environmental simulation. flight test program. Special stress to failure tests ate somc-

timeg included as part of prequalification testing. These
Similarly, production quantities and applications signif- tests, which can be destructive, are designed to establish
ic.ntly influence the relative effort devoted to vai-ioub test- margins of safety over minimum design requirements. In
Ing categories. For example, a pressure regulator for a some organizations prequalification tes's are combined with
single-mission deep-space probe, sch as a Mariner space- d.uesign verification tests.
craft, may have to be as reliable as a compareble regulator
mass-produced for aircraft application. Nuraeroui samples
of the aircraft r-gulator will be subjected to virtually all of 15.2.4 Qualification Tests
the tests listed above, with the result that the units actually
used in service will be subjected only to relatively simple Qualification tests (a!so called flight. acceptance tests) are
production acceptance tests. However, the spacecraft ru- normally formal demonstrations (in contrast to evaluations)S - lator progpam may call for only one, two, or three develop- with production hardware and are the final test require-
ment models, but the actual flight item will be subjected to ments to be met by the component. It is important that

Svery comprehensive acceptance terts, qualification test requirements oe realistic and not simply
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PROOUCTION, RELIABILUTY TESTS
TEST COSTS COMPONENT TESTING

be included because it was done 6efure. A primary differ- functory bench-type f',nctlonal tests. Although some
once between formal qualification tests and other tests is minimal testing is usually maintained on a 100 percent
that the test qualifications are used to demonstrate rather basis, production acceptance testing on a sampling bosis is
than e.aluate the product. They should consist of all the sometimes performed. The test sample may be selacted at
steps taken in prequelification tests, as well as the random from the production run on the basis of one per
following: given number of vnits produced. Acceptance tests in this
1) The component tested should be randomly selected, category usually consist of nondestructive tests of a rels-

rep)esetative o p roducti-typ s holdb e mandomlselentiely tively abbreviated nature to check critical performance
rep-esehtative production-type hardwutre made entirpoy parameters or structural integrity. Such samplingwith the rranufacturer's production tooling and pro- acceptance tests are frequently considered to be of limited
ceu•.M value.

2) The number of samples tested should be adequate to
prove that the components are statistically capable of 15.2.8 Production Monitoring Tests
nieeting their reliability requirements. (UsLally 3 to 6 is
a minin-um number.) Production monitov'ing tests bre conducted at prescribed

intervals to subje.!t the product to more. Intensive or
3) 'ls teats should be rwpeated at various undefined points extensive con'tions chan are encountered In the normal

clurng the production phase of the program to assure production acceptance test. Tinewe tests may be either
that the last components produced meet the same destructive or nondestructive and are performed or, a
standards as the first, sampling basis.

15.2,5 Preproduction, Pilot Model, or PIot Lot 15.2.9 Reliability Tests
Tests

Reliability tests are performed to determire the probability
When an extensive production run of pro•ducts in anti- that A component will fulfill its intended function. Com-
cipated, test% are often conducted prior to commencing a ponents which are cyclic in operation are usually tested for
full-scale proluction run to check the conformarce of the a number of operating cycles untii failure, and components
preproduction or pilot units to specific test requirements. whici, operate continuously are usually tested to datermine
These tests are called preprroduction tests, pilot model tests, the mean time to failuro (MTfIF) or mean time between
or pilot lot testa The individual tests may consist of ary or failures (MTBV). (See Sub-Topics 11.2.7 ,nd 11,2.8.)
all of the tests in the categories of functional, environ- Cyclic tests can usually be repeated with sufficient fre-
mental, or reliabilit. testing. Preproduction tests are con- quency to simul.t.e the operating cyclic life in a reasonably
sidered mindatory for products made in lots when the end sho-t test period On the other hand, continuous life tests
of one lot and the beginning of another Are separated by may be difficust to simulate, particularly on components
significant ti-ne periods or when a source of supply is designed to operate thousands of hours in normal service.
changed. Any defects that might occur in the pioduct arethereby detected and c-:rrected. Limit testing, or performance margin testing, deternmines

the margin of 3afe operation over the specified design con-

ditions. Limit tests are conducted by progressively
15.2.6 System Integration Tests increasing the severity of a test parameter, such as tempera-
Sjstem integration tests are conducted to cvaluate the com- ture, until the componek.t fails. 'the margin of safe opera-

patibility of the components with system taquiremerts and tion over the design conditions is a measure of the corn-
seive to evaluate and optimize checkout and operating pro- ponent's functional reliability.
cedures. Although a Lomponent may have been correctly
designed to fulfill its own function, its compatieility with
related equipment and its performance as part -if an inte- 15.3 TEST COSTS AND SCHFDULFS
grated system must be demonstrated. Compatibility
includes proper iatetfaciog with mating flanges and 15.3.1 General
connectors.

Component testing has a significant !nfluence on the ov-erall

15.2.7 Production Acceptance Tests cost and schedule of any development effor'. The prepara.
tion of the te';t schedules and cost estimates as well as a

Production acceptance tests are nondestructive tests per- discussion of factors influencing test cost are treated in this
formed on ueliverable production hardware to assure that it sub-topic.
is equiralent in design and manufacture to those com-
ponents which have previously completed the formal qual- 15.3.2 Review of Tesn Specification and Require-
ification and/or prequalification test programs. Although ments
these tests are of a quality control nature, they are an
integral part of the step by step program to ensure a satis- When the request for proposal (RFP) defines the test
factory end product. During early hardware production, requirements in detail, the task of ptspsring a test pNan,
acceptance tests may include limited environmental testing. rost estimati:, and schedule is facilitated. If the spe.fl-
Testing of *his nature is commonly called production cation is general in nature, it wil! be necessa.y to propose a
environmental tcsting (PET). These tests usually start on a logical tect program, incl-iding those testa which are
100 percent basis; then, a confidence in the quality is be'.avcd to be :equired based on experience. In reviewing
achieved, the number of parts tested is reduced to a the specification, it is helpfal to have a preprinted form,
sampling The PET testing is ultimately dropped, with sub- sometimes celled a complhau-e tohulation. Each paragrap,
sequcnt acceptance testing limited to the normal per- and subparagrap': I- listed on the *orm and checked off In
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COMPONLr,'r TESTING TEST COSTS
INSTRUMENTATION

the appropriate column. Any noncompliance is explained, burden on the purchislng and liaison permonnel who will be
There should be no reluctance on the part of the revlewer directly affected by the increased expediting effort
to question the logic C' any given test procedure. Ir the test required. Conversely, a Iona drawn-out schedule can result
procedure, as received, has any aspects that appear to be in tying up exp:?nsiv• test equipment and instrumentation.
impractical or excessively expensive compared to the infor- This I; especi'illy t,'ue in development testing, where the
mation that will be derived, this fact shoild be pointed out cost of taking down and setting up tests must be compared
to the requestor. If this cannot be done, thc, suggested with that. of leaving specimens set up while analyzing data.
change shouid be included in the pronosal uider thy sectionor? deviations, Figure 1,5.3.2 shows an excerpt from a In-lioune versus Commercial Laboratory. A make or buy
sample specification review fowm. decision is often in order in conducting a test program.

That is, it may 1-e niore ecotnomical to have the testing done

by a cimmercial labor'mtory týtan to do it in-house. This is
PAILAGRAPH TITLE CONFORM C b true if testing in-house invowves capital expenditures for

I NUMBP.R -Ys OE T, OMMENT 4 equipment that has little subsequent application, or if lack
.1.~A IlOf ipeksonnel and/or equipment causes a schedule slippage.

"- If the program Is conducted in-house, consideration should
be given to the possibility of tenting or leasing equipment

J ' that is needed. In some areas, complete instrumentation
rental services are available which provide single pieces of

Figure 15.3.2, TypiMl Spfesification Reve Foon. equipment, such as an accelerometer, er the total equip-
ment and personnel needed for a test swries. When off-si',.
expenditures of this type are made, the total cost of the job

15.3.3 Preparation of Cost Estimates is known in advance, which simplifies cost control,

A tesa cost estimate lists the major headings ef the test, e.g., In addition to co omercial testing lahoratorics, extensive
shock vibration, leakage. Estimates of the Indivioual test environmental and functional test facilities -)f many of the
costs are then made and include 'iuch items as Px tu .es, large aerospace firms are frequently available to component
materials (for example, liquid nitrogen or other test media), manufacturers when conditions perimit.
and any special equipment that might be needed for the
La6k. In making the estimate, the hours for the various labor Unnteessar Tests. Very oft,n tests are '9ecified which wiil
categories are recorded, as are the hours for the equipment prodice little or no information ivith respect to the pro-
required. Estimates are made for material costs and other duct's ability to meet its functional requirements. Many
off-site charge., and the rmn hours, equipment hours, and such teIts Peem to be specificd out of habit; that is, such
dollar expenditures are totaled at the bottom of the sheet. tests were required on components in the past and the prac-
The appropriate burden factors are then applied; this yields tice is carried over to present equipment. Examples of such
the total coal. of the test program. tests ore: sand and dust, humidity, and tungus tests on

hermetically sealed units; qnd acceleration tests on compo-
15.3.4 Preparation of Tist Schedule nents which can obviously :-uffer no ill effects from the

environment or for which the effects are easily calculated.
After the individeai tsets have been defineJ, a echedule is Usualhy, an examioation of the design will indicate whether
made for the overall test program. Bar charts at i normally quch tests are needed or not. If the examination indicates
used, as they are particulsrly vemil su-ted for presenting this that the test may not hK- worthwhile, a suggested deletion in
type of informriation. Characteristically, test schedules are the deviation,. sect ion of the proposal should be made.
made with a very high degree of optimism; teats are gen-
erally viewed in an ideal situation, and rarely is sufficient Changes to Test Prograns. It is freluently nece.wary to
time allocated for the contingencies and problems that are make changes to t test program aftpr it hIs been started.
sure to arise. Due .xinsideration should be given to the pos- Often there are minor changes and involve relatively little
zibility of te.' failure, equipment problems, conflict with cost. However, in normal practice the test engineer in
other programs, personnel availability, and otwer factors charge af conducting the program is not authorized to incur
that may cause schedules and costs tci vary. Lny additional charges without approval of his company's

contracting department. Should the requi-ement for a
chang occur at night or on a weekend when guch approval

15.3.5 Factors Influencing Tetit Cost is difficult or impossible to obtain, very large expenses can

General Factors. The cost of any test proirm is obviously be incurred due to the stoppage of the program while await-
affected by the complexity of the test, the number of ing approval. It may, therefore, be advisable on some peo-
pieces to be tested, and 'he equipment and facilities grams to authorize a test o-ngineer to expend a limited
required. There use less obvious factors which may affect amount of money to circumvent the shutdown of a test
the cost, and consideraticn of these factors it advance of program under extenuating policy.
the testing will increase the accursiy of the estimate and
may serve to reduce the overall program expenditure. 15.3.6 Instrumentation and Data Requiremnents

The data required in any test should be very carefully con-
Schedule. An unrealistic schedule for completion can signi- sidered, since either too little or too much data can
ficantly increase the cost of Ihe test program by requiring seriously affect the test program. If insufficient data are
premium pay for personnel, for vendors of test fixtures, taken, the entire test may be worthl m_. If superfluous daia
"and for commercild test laboratories performing some or all are taken the cost will be excessive both-, because of the
of the teat program. Hidden overhead costs amociated with effort required to obtain tthe data in the first place and the
the activity ;,re also generated in toe form of additional !dditional effort required to reduce the data. The param-
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DATA REQUIREMENTS COMPONENT TESTING

e'ters to be' considered in, deterini~nine the ;natrumentationalo
andl data requirements of any given teast pf;Lcpdure are dis- 0-3001 M
cussed below. Htal... X1OW 4OiD N VI VO

As a first step, deLerminv' what in to be measured (force, Alt INi ttMl01U P ON,~
temperiaturel, pressure, etel. While thir may seem. to bc In 00w xf AClUO11vO "T Mu A104 '"I'M

tI ) I f ul qfrom a tes! procildiure. necemwitating a rerun of the test bdU VLI
when the mistting factor is eventually discovered. Any CON110 %HU'~t xH01
parameter that could ponsibly affect the outcu-me of the \A.fWAtlK

test should be considered. Pot example, if meteortlogleal now.

time of the (lay could have a bearing on the test results, V40A

their recording should be specified. O O

The accuracy of the specified recordings will aff'-ct the test S5.LI

costs. In the early phases or the development test, it may he
satisfactory to use conlmerciall pressure gauges to obtain
readinils which would be comipletely unsuitable for use in a y~a a owsi
subseutenk qualification test. The accuracy required should luiM..tik TrSnnaa
always be specafned (full scaie or test poinat, as well as the
percent) and steps must be taken to ensurv that, the, laboratories. Of particular importance are the fittings maso-
accuracy specified is actually being obtainfad. Very cisted with the A P mieaivrement as a very slight leakage at
frnquently, the accuracies specified are completely hicom- these fittings can cause scrious errors in the test data.
patible with the instiumentation ..'uipment specified in the 16&S3.. 1 RECOROMNG OF DATA. The meothod'of recora-
same test procedure. NBS T'echnical Note 262 (Rttference lag data will vary with the requirements and the nature of
82-21) contains 66 charts which describe the accuracy the test. In some cases it is acceptable to record the data by
obtaianble by conventional mneasures. An accuracy analysis hand or. a reproducible data sheet. Wlacn such a recording is
of the fivial test computation should also be required (i.e. appropri~ate a basic requirement Is accurate nnd legible
root. mean square sum). writing. It should not be trouiscribsd on a typewriter, as the

transcrption merely adds to the cost and injets thae poe.After the test parameters to be~ measured have been deter- sibilty of transcription errors. This method of recording is
mined, a schematic of the setup should be made. This permissible when steady-state conditlonir can bte maintained
scl~ent,,ic may vary from a hand sketch t~o an elaborate long etnough to permit recording the levels -3f all pailam-
drawii.g, depending upoti the complexity of the test pro- etlers, *a in a valve presarne drop test at constant flow rate.
gram. A acl-ematic serves twu basic purposes: it helps tht. When It is neellisary to read and record several instrumentsa
test planner design the setup and provides the test lab with simultaneously, an ordinary camera can be very useful.
the~ necessary infarmation for making the proper setup, Pictures are taken as required during the test and the read-
A typical schematic for a pressure drop test is shown ian irga of the various instruments may be recorded on pre-
Figure 15.3.6. The fchematic shoi..d show sufficient detail jrinted data sheets as time permits. The photographs may
to permit construction of the setup and to provide direc- be included in the permanent record of the data. A calendar
tion concerning the instrumentation quantities and qualities and a clock should be included In the picturesi to show the
required. If the instrumentation list or notes become too ieadai.Itsalodvsbeoinueatstum r
extensive to include coaveniew.tly on a drawing, the list mnay and run number in the picture.
be supplied as an appendix. Typical notes that mit~ht be
supplied with Figure 15.3.6 are as follows: Polaroid cameras are frequently used to take picture*. of
I1) Pri-sauro kap diam- ter is 0.040 Deburr inside o~f hole, traces apperi~ng on oscilloscope screens. An example would

be a picture of r solenoid valve electrical trazt. Tis pro-
2) Gage nu mbers 1 and 2 to have 1 /1.; full-scale accuracy. ef-durs is accurate, ecoomnilcal, and very usefu! when the

3) Icaton o uptrea rotrol vave otioal.The photograph serves ar. a permanent record and may be
3) Lcaton o uptrem eotro vave otioal.reproduced and used in the test report. Movie Pamneras are

used eutensively for recording data, and the procedure In
41) Bypass- and shutoff valve to be located as close as some aems is far simpler and more economical than one

possibile to flow section. which requires numeroits individual Instrumentation ;)oints.
It is u-ually necessary to incorporate a narra~tive account in

5) Flow section (furnished) is 0,065 wall, 3.37 ID, 3.50 the test report of what was obseived during the film
OD cr~rbon steel. It is adapted to test specimen by sequence. A coy of the film is usually supplied with ~he
ring-clamp flange connectors, Opposit-- ends fitted with test report, buat it may be inconvenient or unnecessary for
ASA 1.50 lb slip-on flange, all recipieiits of the report to review the arctual sequence of

events. Closed circuit video cameras used in conjunction
6) Upon completion of~ setup, prior to test, ksak check all with video tape are iinding increasing use in recording test

fittings. data. The instant playback feature of th.e video tape can be

The latter statement regarding k-ak check of the fittings is etrelusfldindvlom tpoga.
of extreme -mportance. yet it is often ave-looked in test Thp multichannel strip chart recorder or oascillograplt hasl

been in use for many years in recording data, and numerous
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COMPONENT TESTING DATA REDUCTION
TEST PLANS AND PROCEDURES

models and typeb are available. The particular unit It must be remembured, howwver, that should anomalies
nFecifled for any givei: test will depend on such factors as develop during subseqolent test or operation, 0l test re•-ords
the number of channels required per test, the width of the and data will probably be closely examined to ascertain
channel (which affects the read.oility), the fiequency cause%.
response, the ease ot setup and calibrrtion, and the process
required to develop the trace. Most modern oscillograph
traces are developed immediately by light intenniflactinn.
This type of recording in particularly well-suited to test 15.4 TEST PLANS AND PROCEDURES
prcgrains which have numerous parameters that must be
recorded simultaneously, especially if a study of inte-action
between the various parameters is necessary. An example of 15.4.1 Test Plans
such an application is the testing of high-response solenoid A dictinction in made between test plans and test proce-
or torque-motor propellant shutoff vaeves, wherein simul- dures. The test plan contains general statements regarding a
taneous recording of current, voltage, and pressures must be specific program, defining what is to be tested and to what
performed. extent. It is normally submitted with a proposal and has the

Close liason should be maintained with the test laboratory same headings aw tLe test procedure discussed below. A
when determining the amount of data required. For typical paragraph from a test plan might read: "A lerkqe
example, if seven channels of information are speclfIqd and test shall be performed to assure compliance with the detail
only six channel recorders mre available, the cost of setting specification," The related paragraph in the test procedure
up a second ree'order to obtain the data for the seventh would specify precisely how the testing is to be done.
channel may be excessive. A reexamination of the require- 15.4.2 Test Procedure
ments may indicate that either the seventh chan.iel be
elimint.ted or the data be acquired by some other method. The test procedure is a completely self-contained docraent
There are special forms of strip chart recorders design W which contains all Information necessaryo for the succssful
sample data points on a multiplexing basis. A ty• I parfornance of a specified test program. The vanc-a
example of multiple ing requ!rement is a progranm involving sections are listed below:
numerous temperature measurementts over long periods of 1.0 Purpose
timne. The recorder may be set up to sample and record 2.0 Refe-,enkes
temperature readingp on F 1-second interval. Since each 3.0 Test Schedule (not always required)
datum reading is a point on the chart, a very large number 4.0 Tent Conditior.s and Test Equipment
of points oveG a long period of time may be recorded on a 5.0 Peq•irements and Procedures
relatively short length of paper. 6.0 Test Witnesses

Magnetic tape may be used to record an extremely large 7.0 Test [reports
volume of data in a very convenient and compact form. The following paragraphs present a brief description of each
Data then may he played back a few channels at a time on section and a sample writeup.
nvailable recording channels. Also, the time base wnay be
glowed down to obtain a higher effective frequency 15.4.2.1 PURPOSE. The purpose section prosekits the
response on the recorder, reason for conducting the test program and notes the nnme

and part number of the equipment being tested along with
15,3.6.2 DATA PEDUCTION. The cost of data reduction the number of parts to be tested.
should be very carefully considered when the basic Instru- 1.0 Purpose. The purpose of this procedure is tomentation plan is being made. The reduction required in present the detailed testing methods to be used during a
some of the techniques described above can be extremely qualification te&t program on three fuel hose assenablies,
tedious and costly and subject to error. When the data Rubber Hose Inc., Part Number 6159268, as specified in
reduction procedure is considered, it nay be found that an References 2.1 through 2.3, in accordance with Refer-
enti-.ely diffarint recording process is indicaied. For ence 2.4.
example, when many data poInts are recorded on numerous
channels of a btrin recorder and many of the values must be iS. 4 .2.2 REFERENCUS. 1".,ach applicable military specifi-
digitized on a data sheet, the overall cost might be less if cation, customer specificaLion, and drawing is listed here
tit data were recorded on magnetic tape. The tape can then along with the document name, numbe-, title, and latest
be processed by a computer that can provaje a priatout in a revision letter and date.
readily usable form. This plan II ould be cousidercd even 2.0 References.
when in-house computer facilities are not available, as there
are numerous commercisi facilities available capable of per- 2.1 TRW Test Plan Number 12345, dated 10 July '96L.
forming this work. The overall coat may be significantly less
than it woula be ftor a manual reduction. When photographs 2.2 Military Standard MIL-STD-810A, dated 23 June
are used to take pictures of nnwerous inhtruments, it may 1964 title: Environmental Test Methods for Aerospace
be tedious and expen,;ve to record the reading of vach of and Ground Equipment.
those instruments; and it may not bi necessary ,... record
every reading. For example, it may be only neceasary to 2.3 TRW Detailed Specification Number 6158A48,
know that a pressure indicated on a gauge did not exceed or dated 14 Augunt 1967, title: Hose Assembly, Fuel.
fall below certain limits. These limits could be insecibed 2.4 TRW Drawing Number 6159268, Revision 2, dated
upon the face of the gauge, as long as the ir.dication is 20 July 1967, title: Hose, Assembly, Fuel.
within th6 specified requirements; no recording woulu be
made and this fact could simply be noted on the data shieet. 2.X TRW Purchase Order Number X64592A68.
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TEST M'OCEDURE3 COMPONENT TESTING

15.4.2 3 TEST SChEDULE. The teat schedule presents 4.3.2 Vibration
the sequence of testing of ail unit& in a clear, logical Test Vibration
manner. system ti to 2000 Cps,

3.0 est chtdite.3500 lb;
3.0Tes Sced'te.Accelerome~ters 0 to 30 j

Reference Oacillogrsph 6 channel
Item Para recording
No. Tealt Title No. Amplifier

1.0 PERFORMANCE TESTS 5.1 Plum equipment liated in 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.3, above.
(all units) 433 Sl pa1.1 Examlnntion of Product G.. Test* Chme Spr7ay9 f

1.2 P'roof Pressure b.1.2Tathmer 5x7 9f
j*~qIA'5*I 51.3Plub equipment listed In 4.3.1.1 through 4.3.1.3, above.

2.0 VIBRATION (utilt 1) 5.2 3. ShcTet Sokmhie10lsptan
2.1 Plu% 'A3 above 5.1.1 to 5.1.3 ca. hc et Soc ahn 0 bpacity n
3.0 SALT SPRAY ( unit 2) 5.3 Accelerometters C to 100) 9
3.1 Plus 1.3 above 5. 1. 1 to 5.1.3 Oscillograph 20 cps reeponie

a channel
4.0 SHOCK (unit 3) 6.4
4.1 Plus 1.3 above 5.1.1 to 531.3 4.3.5 Burst Teat Pressure gauge 0 to 5000 palg

5.0 BURST (all units) 5.5 Head pumnp 0 to 10,000 Pais

'i 15.4.2.5 REQUIFEMEN'TS AND PROCEDURES. The13.4.2.4 TEST COND]ITIONS ANG TEST XQ format of this important skection ahould permit each toot
MEAiTaTine throughoutenthe thes proramn condteostmdi to b writeup to atart on a separate page to facilitate changes,
beauedained thrugomple he testprogrnamo lithgob test),di t additions, and deleitions. [Mach toot, Is further broken down

be uedanda cmplee istrm natin litin (b tet). into requirements and procedures sections. Immediately
4.0 Test Conditions and Test Equipment. fo~lowing each teat writeup, the figures and tubles, If

applicable, are presented, and a sample 4-4 sheet is
4.1 Ambient Conditions. Unless otlierwise noted, '.he Included, The applieabile pararaph oC the customer's
ambient cinditiona throuughout the ttat program shall be specification should beanoted.Th1s format facilitates "eview
an atmospheric pressure of 29.92 *0.5 inches of mercury by the cust~imer and it easily correected, if necessary.
absolute. a temperature of 75 :k15 0 F, and a relative
humidity of I ýss than 90 perceeat. The above procedure lend& itself readi , to the preparation

of a test report at the concluaioni of the test program. The
4.2 Teal Media. Where cpecified in this procedure, the test proceduve and teat report outline. ame compared below
test media "Ial conform to the followini: to illustrate thit point.

Oaseoua, nitrogen per MIL.P-27401C3
Potable watier Test Report Toot Procedure
Hydrazine poer MIL-P-26536

4. TstEuitrtn hefolwig qupen, r 1.0 Purpone 1.0 Putpoae
4.3vlet T hala!) uqi n.-Ted followin th equiprorme Ntore 2.0 Reftrences 2.0 References

equvaent sal beu~d uxig hetes pogam.(Nte 3.0 summary 3.0 Tost Schedule
the procedure to be used for Instrument calibration hal 4.0 Test Conditions and 4.0 Test Conditions and
b,- described or an appropriate quality control document Toot Equipment Teat Equipment
a.Aould be specified.) In addiLion it is freqixently desl. 6.0 Requirements, 5.0 Requirements and
able to specify instrumentation aecuracy as welt as Procedure. and Procedures
range. Results

Test Equipment Range As seen above, only the title. of 3.0 and 5.0 change
be~ween the procedure and report formats. This allows full

4. ̂ .lI Performance use of the procedure in~ prepsarng the final report and
TestL reduce. the time required to transmit the report to the

customer.
4.3..1 EamintionIt is advisable to writs each test report section as the work

o f ' ?roduct Vernier calipers 0 to 8 In~ches is completed rather than attempting to write the entire
Scale 8~ to 10 ps-unds report a&~ the conclusion of the test program. This lproce-

4.5..2 Poofdure ensures a faster delivery of th~e final report, and flaws
4.~.2Pro~fmay bc detected In the data In time to permit a rerun if

Pressure Teat Pressure gauge 0 to 10,000 p41g necessary.
Head pump 0 to 1500 Psig

A sample teat procedure wvritoup as presented below. All
4.3.1.3 Leakage Test Pressure gauges 0 to 500 psig other teats would be described in a simiJlar manner.
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EXAMINATION OF PRODUCT
COMPONENT TESTING PROOF AND BURST

5.0 Roquaiwrnents and Procedures. specification. Such testing can range from a 2-m;nute
5.1 Performance Tests. pressure switch check to determine if it actuate and
5.1.1 Examination of Product. deactuatea within the prescribed limits at room tompera-

lure, to a 4 to 8-hour flow test on a regulator using actual
5. 1. 1. 1 (Reference 2.2, Paragraph t).2) Require- mervice fluids, controlled temperature conditions, & pro-
ments. 'he specimo, is a pressure regulator which shall grammed now rate, and varying ambient pressures.
be packaged in a sealed container and shall conform to
drawing 'MAX. The weight of the unit shall not exceed 4 The functiodial test iq normally conducted after each
pouncis. environmental test to determine that the component

continues to meet the rcquirrments. A complet. functional
5.1.1.2 Prucedure. 'he specimen shall be visually exam- test after each environmental test is not always necessary
ined to determine cnformance to the general require- and may be undesirable, as some fi'nctional tests are
mentt for workmanship, markings, and identification, degrading if the test levels are sufficiently higl,, Judgment
The critical dimensions noted in Reference 2.3 shall be on the part of the design or test engineer is required to
recorded. The weight of the unit shall be recorded. detcrmine hDw mariy tests are ,equired to establish satistac-
5.1.2 Functional Test tory operation of the unit. When the number of cycles

accrued in functional testing becomes a ilginflcant portion
6.1.2.1 Requirements. In this paragraph the rvquire- of the total duiign life cycle, It is conventiownl to reduce
ments for a complete functional test, should be de- the number of cycles in the life test by a like amount. .
scribed. Such testa usually include leakage measure- discussion of techniques used in conducting the normally-
mants, response, and current it muy be desirable to aOro encountered mechanical functional tests follows.
dascribc a limited fanctional test ta be used following
certain environmental tests where a complete functional 15.5.2 Examination of Product
test would not be warranted.

Conventionally, the first test to be conducted is an
5.1.2.2 Procndure. This section contains a detailed de- examlnatiot, of the test artkcle. The extent of the examine-
sciption of the tests to be conducted. It must be tion will vary with different products, ranging from a
complete enough. to permit the technicians to set up the cursory visual evaluation of condition and varific'tion of
testa with proper instrumentation and other equipment, Identification to a complete disassembly and dimensional
conduct the tests, and obtain the necessary data. and functional cheAk. Any disassembly should be don,
Illustrations clearly showing the test setup should be either by the manufacturer or with a manuf..turer's
provided and, where possble, the drawings shculd representative present. If the article has btyn subjected to a
pecify the particular test equipment to be used. normal receiving inspection procedure, the data obtained

Generous use should be made of notes, both on the may constitute the examination of product. However, the
drawings and in the text of the speciSic procedure. If a test engineer may elect to verify somn. of the findings prior
standard test is to be conducted, it is helpful to to the start of tests
reproduce the section in its entirety from the appro-
priate document and include the copy In the procedure. 15.5.3 Proof and Burst Pressure Tests
Tis eliminates errors and saves considerable writingtime. Proof and burst pressure tests (both overpressure tests) are

discussed together because of the similarity of the

IL4.2,6 TEST WITNESSES. This paragraph identifies, by procedures. Proof and burst pressures ,.re also discussed in
title only, the witnesses to be notified prior to the But-Topic 13.2.2. The proof pteasure test, which is
beginn~ng of a test and specifies the amount of time perfoumed to establish the stmctural integrity of the part
available before each tst. It should also clearly state that and ensure that it will be completely functional after it is
the tests will proceed as scheduled whether or not the subjected to abnormal pressurw, is usua!ly the first fune-
witnese appear, &nce costs could mount greatly if the tion-J test conducted on a unit. Proof pressure factors
program were delayed for lack of a witness. This paragraph normally vary from one and a half to two times the
should also specify how failures will be reported and define working pressure, deipending on the usage and individual
tho course of ation to be taken in the event of a failure. specification. Burst tests, conducted to establish the margin
Th`M action could be a predetermined agreement to con- of safety, fall into two classes:
tinue or repe-t the test, or to stop the test enUirly pending
further instructions. A written notine of failure or deviation 1) nMe test r-egimen i tested to some arbitrary level
from the specification should be supplied in every cooe. normally ranging from two to iour ,imes the working•

pressure. The unit is not expected to operate after this

test has been conducted, but it should tiot break and
15.4.2.1 TEST REPORTS. This paragraph describes the should not leak when the pressure is reduced tc the
raport to be supplied at the conclusion of the test, working pressure level.
iicluding *he date it will Ne supplied, its general format, the
m'mber of copies, and whether or not a reproducible copy 2) The pressure is raised until a structu':al failure occurs,
will be supplied, and the point of rupture obtained in this test may be

used to determine the margin of safety that exzis.
15.5 MECHANICAL FUNCTIONAL TESTS 15.5.3.1 SAFETY ?RECAUMIONS. Very close attention

should be given to proper safeguardl while the test is being
conducted, especially if the test fluid is a s, Bovne

S15.5.1 Q lerld methods oi providing safegiards are discussed below.

An the title implies, the functional test is designed to Protective Wire Mesh Cae. For tests Invrlving relatively
determine whether the component performs according to low volume and/or presures, the use of a wire mesh
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FROMI AND BURST COMPONENT TESTING

*nclcwur* may ble economical an i oiv.'nient. Such it ralf cffet cmnmpDirable to a bumb of similar site, whereas a
may range, in size from a amall bertch-mounted box to a rupture in a properly conducted hydrostatic tft~t may result

large ~v-alk-in box. Mounting the latter on casters may in a split or crick, s4tsr whic~i' th pressure falls to sem
provide added convenience. almost instantly. However, any entrapped aS", espe'iially at

Proloctive ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ xtem Ol hil. eenci.. isa osrato a.fwi ttin cause a lethal explosion, the violence
specmenis ejured ~. enlosue o shttrprof gass vessel. Although hydrostatic tests are much sar-'r than

may be used. Use if a.lffots permits viewing from smveral pnektrnnuttc testa, they ihould tw conducted Ine jr closed

a ngles and helps to reduce- , lwing hazards. chamener to atop flying fragments. T"his chamber may be

Sad Saga and Other 'Ieavy Barriers Band begs m~y I~i something as simple assa plywood box oir cover.
used to providet very It-onomicaa! prntextion for onelshot) 15.5.3.3 TM~8 PROCEDURtE. The setup for an overpres-
tests111, ase the material in lsne,~pen Iye and the stm ture easily sure teit (proof or burst) requires a suitable facility, teat
erected by unakilled ambor. They are not s. itable for medium, source of pressure, etnd Instrumentation. Prior to
long-term use, since the structure is unsightly and the bags lnstilation in a test setup, It may bt desirable to record
tend to) rot rather quickly, oespecially in strong sunlight.. An various dimensions of the teat specimen not. previously
efficient barrier consisting of 2 x I 2*lnch tonegue and groove obtained. Three dimensions may be compared to those
lumber may be erected very economically. and may be taken after the test to de#Rrma.ne any permanent set which
dkisasenbibkd, moved, and reused (se Figure n5531.Te may heave oeuired. In conducting b.orrst t4'. s on pressure
amount of protection afforded by the barrier may be varied vissels, It Is often helpful to pai-l a numbered grid on the
by adjusting the width of the entlosu'e. Railroad ties may vessel to assist In reassembling the fragments after the burst.
also be used to advantage in some cases. In somec cars.s measurement of strain and permanent set of

a pressure vessel is mandatory. One rwlih exxmrple is the
requirement hy the Interstate Commerce Commission that
such data tie recorded during the hydrostatic pro f pressure

,Its0CORLD MRot)testing of conpressed gas cylinders. The method used
during these tests is illustrated in Figure 15.5.3.3.. To

__ conduct the teat, the valve is removed from the cylinder
()I ARTHand the cylinder Is filled with water. A flange containing a

0,2 tAtX 12 INCH TONGUE su'tsble nipple is then threaded into the neck of the
AND GROOVE cylinder, and the cylinder is lowered into a larger tank

which is also filled with water. `1%M? flanege is secured by r
clamp, and pressure is applied to the. cylinder. As the

J-1-t -)ensure In the cylinder rises, the cylinder expands slightly,
displascing water from the outer cylinder into an external
manometer. T`he manometer Is calibrated to indicate .hte
maximum %train perinissible and is ai@ marked to indicate
the maximum permissible permanent set. Any indication of
excess strain or excess set Is cause for rejection.

l-igure 15.5.3. 1. Blast Protection Dsvier

Ckosed Circuit Television. Closed circuit television may be A

used to good advantage in monitoring hazardous teats such c , !ACAAINtF COPUU CINdtCO

as proof und burst, and the equipment Is relatively 'fi YAL"tI PUM

inexpensive. In some cases television would permit use of a 3,C 1,0it OTPRIUHMLOIN

less expensive test facility, i.e. less secure, as ultimate '111041 TIl IMMn 'OUIPOSU

Drotection for personnel would not be required. 1 -ý0JyLI

15.5.3.2 TEST~ MEDIUM. The test mediumn used to conduct bAHPN VALI)R0W

the proo-f presiuire teat may affect the- repjlts of the 4C

external leakagt- test, and this point should be considered in APA'SgI~

tedt ls ne h plcto flqi rsue hn~lUJCIselecting the presaurant. A pressure vessel fe.g., tank or K i-w~ tN LIMAD AN

the pressure is removed, the liquid tends to renmain in the ....,. "
P1'toC LINlln "IMF

leak test is conducted Immediately after a proef pressure Figure 111,1.3.3a. Hy drostatic Tast of Pressure Verna
test, an erroneous indication of zero leakage may reslilt. if (AatWwt /mno rm"etoso yrttt oigo
such a posibility (xists for a given compokient, gas should dstwihemsiofom'too Hdo&ricerngf
be tused as the presaurant or the apedimen should he Compressed Gua CylIinders", Con~oonoild Gas Associstioto, Irc., New
caiefully dried, preferably at el-vated temperature and in York, New York)
vacuu~m, prior to the leakage test. The test fluid should
always be compatible with the teist specimen. Unless some. informa~tion regarding possible residual set is

obtained in a proof test, there is no guarantee that the unit
Hydrostatic tests are usually prelerred for preassure vessels will meet the proof pressure requirements upon a second
because of the significantlly less severe react'on to rupture. application of pressure. This fact should be carefully
Because of energy stored lin compressed gas, failure of the considered before a second application of proof pressure is
unit :harged with gas will produce an explosion and blast made to the unit.
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COMPONENT TESTING LEAKAGE

At Iasic nverprintAure meat setup and data she.io are shown suitable cryogen. I'Sia Lt-N~niquo is. of vahi* wvhen the
In C o15,1.3.3.b. Note that. the Vent valve 1s shown On necessary test pressule exeo&.& that which is available with
the top of the unit. It is very Important that no trapped air the Mcronlen teait fluid. but usually requires gmass a
remain In the test specimen duting a hydrostatic toot; even a pressurizing fluid. Gas pressurant must also not condense at
amali volum~e of sir at extreme pressures can draotically cryogenic teniperatuust, %o gaseous helium it generally used.
change th. Characterstics Of the e~piosion should a failure Because tht, strength at many mAterial s I significantly
occur. Tint specimens of odd eonflpuratione should hbe improved it low tenperaturv, it is nw~ravary to .ithes tesat
turned and rotAted to allow trapped al- to rise to fre hi~gh Tit the j'roper tieniperatute or (it make allowance for the
point and be bled off, or the unit moky be evacuated with ii dvtcremaed strength if the tet Is conducted at ambleit
vacuum purmp and then allowed to fill with thr, teAt temperatures. If the specimen Is an insulated tank the
m~dium. Imamersion methxd may not be- used, rnd filling and testing

with cryogenic tWt fluid is requIred.
PROCWD. NO._ §Y -PACtf_.OP _ 15.5.3.4 POST-TrST EXAMINATION. At *.he conclusion

COWANY POA 5'KSO is 1ZT IT of~ a proof pre..wre tftt, the unit should be examined for
DATE evidence of distortion, permanent set, or other modes of

.= Z .. ]failure. Ajaimilar examinaitiota is made at the concluhion of
MU! NMI ct~dt~i HUS!.& burst test In the event that the unit ruptures during the

burst teat., the fnagmenta should be collected to determine
- ~the nature of the failuns, with particidalr emphasia on

examInation of welded aremas.

mug yw_ TES iltl.15.5.4 Leicap
WOF BRST akage rates vary from molecular flow a# one extreme to a

GAGE 02rate of several cubic fftt per minute at the other. Molecular
DINTI VALV v TRASDUiCER flow rates are encountered with static mseas shutoff valves,

MI, ALVE and diffusion phetiomnena. The larger flow rates are encoun-
Pill ~ tered in specdal valves foi grouad support equipment where

relatIvely lsrge leak rates fire inherent in design (such as the
bb~ed leakage encountered in a servo operated valve). A

____________________________ high leakage rate that is tolerable may be used because It
STRAI "Ofpermits more economical construction. The method usjd to

It CONTINUITY LOOQp detect or measure leakage will depend on the teat rywdium
_________________________________ and on the rate of leakage. Some of the specific methods

SELONDE DATA for detecting or measuring leakage are discuassed below.
Most of the leak mesasaemrent techniques described in

- Detailed Topic 15.5.4.2 may also be useed for leak
OGA41NSION'S UPORL WPIT C'4ANOI CHANOf defection.

15.5.4.1 L'%AK DETEL'TON. An excellent compendium
- of commercially available leak detectors is contained In a

report titled "Chararteristic. find Sources of Commercially
sassu coum 5$5MSSR NOTED ____ Available Leak Detectors" by A. J. Blalous of the General

TIS Mectric Company (Reference 46-42). This report pub-
TurisrsY By liehed in June 1967, lists 22 clifferetat types of leak

A"NOVD syldetectors, provides data sheets describing the operation and
perforniance characteristics of each, and lists such data as
the manufacturer's name and address, availability of the
various units, price, and delivery. A discussion of those

Figuars %5S.12 Typical Date IShet - FreerY or lIIPS Test methods that are applicable to the leakage rate levels being
considered Is presented below.

Presisure data may be obtained by visual observation of the ItnflmetlOL A form of a test which requime no special
gaug orby eansof trnsduer nd strp cart equipment involves a total immersion of the teat specimen.

aecorder. Strain may be recorded by use of bonded strain The specimen should be immersed to a depth just sufficient
giUges or by the hydroaLitic displacemernt technique to cover the entire surface. In some cases, immersion to a
described above. If the Intent of the burst test is to take the fus thier depth would affect the rtading due to the static
unit to dastructioai, the precise point of failure may eaily head of fluid over the leak area. Water is a convenient anid
be reorded by use of a continuity circuit on the test inexpensive toat fluid to~ use with this procedure but has
specimen. The point of failure Is indicated on the chart ~ dscvnse hc a iteteueo nte
when the circuit is broken. If the pressure is be~ng recorded, fluid. For example, water may rust or corrode the test
the trace will Indicate the point of failure by pressure specimen or cause electrical problems and, in some case, is

decay.difficult to remove at the conclusion of the test. Alcohol or
decay. lreon ia some-times used in lieu of water to eliminate thesoi

In some case it is practical to provide a cryogenic problems; these fluids have the added advantage of forming
environment for the specime.. under test as shown In Figure smnller bubbles and are therefore more sensitive. They can
15.5.3.3b by Immerging the unit in a 'ank of LN2 or other also be used at a lower temperature than witter. Externuil
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leaigage testing of cryogenic ap~paratus may b4ý accomplished One of the most valuable characteriatics of the halogen
by total inmmrson in liquid nitrogen. One of the difficul. method is it(. extreme sensitivity, which is on the order of
ties normally encountered with this procedure is tn&i the one part per U'ilion of halogn lit air. Ths eorred~ponds to a
nitrogen usually bvils rather violently for a considerable leakaijo rate of 1 x 109aecs.
period of time before stabifizistion is reached. Furthermore,
if there h any continuous input of heat., ~as from .. i The equipirent- for conducting this tist is simple, portable,
electrical system or warm fluids floy-ing through the Unat. and relatively inexpensive (ptices ranget from $100 to
the boiling will continue and make the dotectior. of the leak $10'30). General Electric and DEvcrz Crngineering are twe
impossible. This problem may he avo'ded by fitting the mAnufacturers.
container with a plastic lid which has sufficient streng~th to egrastdvngeothhaedndehoe lk
maintain a slight po;tive pressure of several psi over tht- dhegeteois thadntgeo the heetroerated anoder unlige lemak

LN2.Thecunainentwil chngetheboiing peinroith spectrometer which requires a high vacuum r~nd the
liquid. causing the 4.)oiling to stop, which will thenpemt asctdexniv cumrocngqiiirt.Ahhdetection of the,#ak. ascae xesv aumpouigeupet ag

level of skill is not required for operat~on of the Anit and
A method whig is used to test electronic components personnel may be trained to ws it in a short period or time.
(resistors) will be briefly discusned to illustrate a method The unit may be very advantageously used in detecting
which is potentially applicable to aerospace fluid corena- -small leaks in hydraulic components. The hydraulic 6il ased
nents. In this test, the resistors 2re heated by, immersing in such compoiaenta tetrds to clog very small leaks which
them in a heated bath of liquid. The heat fromn the bath may thus enacwe detection for a long :ýerlodl of time.
causes the air or ga" trapped inside the ccmpone.4t to However, halogeri-cositaining gases are solub'e in this oil
expand, and a differential pressure of approximately 3.5 Psi and will diffuse through the leak path and be iderl.wified by
can be achieved with water at 203OF (95 0C) and £.2 psi -the detector.
with silicon oil at 338 0F (1700C). In an alternate methi'd, The chief disadvantage of this system is that the detecter
the components are submerged in a liquid and a vzncu -m %. will reponrd to any gas which contains a halogen corn-
applicd to the bath which can be made to create it pound. Examples of compounds which could coafaminstc
dif'ferent~ial pressure .)'Alaost one atmosphere. In this the area a'-e solder fluxes, cleaning compounds, und &erosol
procedure, care must 1;!ken not to reduce the prew.,are to container propellants. Provisions must be made to ensure
such a low valwe' that the liquid would boil and make tha* such backgrounds are eliminated from the test area.
detection of leaks impossible. T7he halogens used in testing are ol a very high molecular

Bubne 1*st.A bbbktestis ondued y a weight, and tl.retore the diffusion rate is very slow. If a
V~be, ost A ubb,? estis ondcte byapplying a large system is to be tested, provisionsa shot be made to

',piciidl liquid to the area to be tested; if a teak is peesent, ensure that sufficient time has been allowed for migration
small bubbles form in the liquid. Ordinary soap solution of the tracer gas to all parts of the system; otherwise, the
in., he used; howv'ver, the adi,,-ntage of -.ome cornmercial system :-nist be evacuated prio, tco injection of tne tracer
products is their compatibility wi h normally encou~ntered gas. Also, tecause of the low diffusion rate, the tracer gas
rittid system media such as o,.ygen. In addition, mG-tt may be trapped in cavitiss and give a frise reading during a
proprictar- licuids leavv no rvideSUA an-1 arc likeMy t- be~'subsequent test, even though. the latter test is conducted
liore consistent In operatic n than is soap solution. Solu- many hours after tbh initial test. Finally, as the element of
tions are available that operate to -6513F v;h a leak the unit operittes at both a high temperature and a high
detection sensitivity of 10 i sees. voltage, care nnust be e) reised ~o enst e that the element is

,Sonic Leak Detector. Sonic leak detectors Are very useful never inaerted into an explosive utmo. ,here. Proper protec-
for disclosing leaks iai nressurizcd (-lot evac'iated) Laiid tion for personnel should be provided through proper
systems. T1hese units employ a hiighly directional probe grounding.
wbich is aimed at the pipe or tubing beinig inspected. If a ChmclIdatr (De.N eou ceialo,
leak .oxists, the noise or the leakage is amplified by the unit, Chems wical fditcat (Dykae).r Nuerous bycheminicaltion
*nd the signal is tran~smitted to a head seý or an external preound thic daetec leokme oyi r d ce by cdo indicalyatind
speaker. Pc rtable unitt at - avatlabie which peraii-t rapid aceonst ofethei Aarket. Some dycts are uoedip teun allywic and
inspection of pelines. Thlese unit-, do no* pp-rmit quantita- costofetewaroriloubeorpudwhcae
tiVo measurements of Irakage. (See Detailed Topic used with the normal syfl'-an operating nuid. lit, tile event

F~. 175.3.)of a ierk, a stain will ap; ar externally at the locrtion. The
sernsitivity of these dyes can be extended by the use of an

Halogen Leak Detector. The halogen leak detector is used ultraviolet or a fluorescent light. Other chem'cals are
extensively in the production testing1~ of commercial equip- availab!e for spraying or applying to the external surfacer of
ment such as household refrigerators. However, it is a specimen, and if a crack or hole exists the chemical -All
includv here because the characteris,ics oif the method are penetrate the defect, which is then readi~y detected by the
useful in testing c'?rtain avr~space components or equip- use of anfuorescent ar ultraviolet light. Care must be takcen
ment, e.g~., any component tested with )Vreon. to assure that thr- fluid being used is cum~patible vith the

The detector uses a red hot platinum or ceramic filzment owm iu oftentbintsed
which emits positive ions, The , :esence of smalt traces of Chemical Indicators (Reagrait). Clievical -eage~i*ý-type de-
halop.er vapors markedly incrcases the emission of positive tectors are available for detcctitiq ieaks o7 ýecifil gasea. In
ions. The increaose in emissior~ caus's a change in a i-cter sorne units a co~lor chanae is effected irn a sensuor, and this
reading or actiattes relays which, in tturr,, may be connected charge in color may be detecied by a p)~otoelectric cell
to vatious i udio amplifiers '-d other signalling equiptue'.t. whi&.~ is used to actuate anioth,ý!r tOevic#& Fach as ai. alarm Ejr
Freon is a liquid containing bola chlorine and fluorine ventiLving systern. Anotl'r apparatus involves the use of

a"s)jr~d may be readily used as a tra'er vtas. reagertt tubes which are available fc- many different
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specific gases. A sample is drawn through the tube, and the Weight Change. We!-,,-t of the fluid may be used as a
change in color is compared to a calibratoed chart to measure (- f leakage, ',, the fluid is a gas, the weight change
approximate the concentration. 'he sienslt!vity of this of the vessel Is do airmined. If the qluid ;a a liquid, the
device ranges from 40 bo 250,000 ppm. chamage in the weight et the vessel may be dica~rmined or the

effluent may be collec~ed over a period of time and the
Odorizing Agent. An odorizing agent whnh helps detect flow rate calculated.
leaks may be added to a gas system. A familiar appilication Liquid Level Change. Change in liquid level ovcr a p,ýriod
of th,; method in found in gas used for d~an.estic set-vice, of time may be uded to determine leek rate if thfe liquid
which is odorized to warn householders of leaks. holding vessel can be calibrated. In a vertical cylindricas!

15.5.4.2 LEAK MEASUREMENT. Most of the following tank, a plastic tube may he connected to the top and
leak measuremaent teci.niques may also be used for leak bottom; changes in liquid level may be obeierved in the

deteciontube. When using this procedure it may be necessary to
detecion.considor the change of pressure on the component along

Floys Meters Many suitable flow meters, as described in with the chinge of liqwid level. If the tank is pressurized
Sub-Section 5.17, may be used for leakage measurement. from an exterrnal souize, the change in head may be
The tapered glass tube and float types are f'equenitty insignificant as ccmpared with the total pressure.
convenient tr give an instantaneous reading; a sufficient
range of size is available to handle most of fth, normally- Volume Displacement. Voltimetric dispiacement of a fluid
encountered leakage situations. This ty'pe of meter is mtore' is a common method of leakage measurfement. Orie comn-
convenient than an orifice meter for measuring leakage winerrial device, described In Reference 46-42, incorporates a
rates since it is more compact and simpler to set up. precision adjustable piston. The deviee is connected to the

test apecimen, and afier a known period of time, the piston
Pteerse Chang. The system or "omponent iraay be either is adjusted to ivstore the original systemn pressure. The,
pressuiized or svacuated and the gas leakage calculated by: displacement of the piston is read tn a dial as a volume In

cubic inchscs. The volumetric change is then convorer l
0=leakage rate. The claimed adjustmetat ranges ftomn 100t

0.88 cubic inch with and accuracy of 0.1 pala. A less
sophisticated method of measuring leakage by volumaetricwhere displascerner '.involves the use of L conventionai buret and a

Q - olumtri leaagesuitable tubing connection. Two methods of using these
burets are described.

AP- pressure change during t4at method of displacing wateir from an inverted buret is

'r duration of th ts satisfactory usiig a 100 muiiiliter buret. However, for
smaller leakage, tLbes ranging from 1 tq 10 milliliters ame

Any consistent system of units may be used. used to reduce the test, timne. With Lhe smal~er tubing, a
problem is encountered with lprge gas bubbles which tend

The accrary of the procedure is high in the pressurized to stick at the biise of thes tube. This difficulty may be
mode; however, in the mvacuated i, ode, possible outgasslng overcome by using a leveling beret procedure in which the
of the specimen durinr. lie test may reduc- the accuracy, gas is introduced ott the top of 0te tube aud level is

Two difficulties are encountered with the pressure change mitie ymnal dutn h egto h
procdur. Th frt i accratly dterinig th voume reservoir as shown in Figure 15.5.4.2r. This method yields

pofedthe. sytem orote inacomratel aeemndn the seondme an accuracy of approxir.'ately *5 with readings as low as 1
determining what tempera~ture ch~engft, if any, have taken ch
place during the test. In some cases a small co-mponent may Water displaceiantn is a common method of mytasuring guss
be filled with a known volume or weight of liquid. O~n a leakage. A plastic tube is connected to a convenient pwrt on
large -system, knowa.. leakage may be added. From this the component; the other end of the plastic tAtbe is inverted
csiibrdted leati and the changes in tbe systent pressure that in an inverted buret which is Miled with water. External
result, the intern-l volu %e of the system may be calculated. iea!eage of a va~v or comporieni. may 13e measurred in this

Temperttur- errors, may be ininimizsed in several wiays. lo~ a manner by enveloping the component in a plastic bag to
smal ystmthe test may be conducted in a tempertio re- which the plastic tube is secured by tape. The eth~er end of

aotrlle sysem, Astisytmo ntonyb ntu the pirzi~io tube is inserted in the buret. Th!; method may
cone ma. lso th~systm o uni .nn' b iretvu used ii' hazardous qreas, The amount of u, iter displaced

moted at various points to provide tempewture data,. On a may be measured w~hen it is convenient or safe.I lszzge systom, a re'erexwe volume may be installed at one or
more points within tesystem; pressure cbhiftges in the A similar proceddre msay be us.,d to check the leakage of a
reference volume ni~y be determined and the tomperpture flanged joint. The flarged joint is sealed with masking talw
of the test specimen may b3 calculated. through which the plastic tube is maer~ed and the measure-

tment conductpd as before, if a quantitative reading is not
I%.: pressure change techniq~ue has been u"ee io "itt required, the flange may bee taped and the leakage observed
extremely iarge systems such as a 190foot diameter sphere truhas~alhl ntetp owk ekdtco
of 34( million cubic feet vulume containing a Puc'ear aiol-intion haze been applied.
reactor. The procedure has bean prepared as a upecificitior.
by the Standards (Camrnittee of t~e American Nuclear Capillary rube Flow Measurement. One of the common
Society for Leakage Rate Tecting of Co--tainment Strt('c testing r,~ethoft uses a hori;,maital capilary tube ap il~us-
to ures of Nuclear Reactors (Reference 46-4 1). trated in Figure 15.6.4.2b. A 1.5 mifi'itnte'- glass capillary
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IJAK SOK WLN

PL.ASTIC
WHILE TRAP

100 MIL

FLEXISL&1 TLUSNNWG.

10 hi.

CONNECT TO
GAS SOURCE

Figure 15.5.4.2s. Leektage Test Method. Using Leveling Surst

FLEX WSE TVIIINGIML
FROM LFAK SOEA~ 0L-59E'.

TAIl END OPEN

HORIZONTAL
CAPILLARY TLRE

FIILBLDWSWITH4
Fi I5.5.4.2bL Leakt Test Method. Unlng Leveling BuretSO OLTO

ayltused to meftsure leakage rates from 10-2 to I ae (Courtue of Bubble 0 Water Company, rernple City, CaIlfamisi

capillary is filled wita water aid shaken to generate o'ie or
more liquid plugs within the tube. The tube is held in a Mane Spectro~meter. The mean ipectrometar (mee Detailed

calirale maks aong hi abe.I~e nsio ofthe ube In leak testing, the masspectrometer in seasadtco
shold e lea tomiimie rros; rrrs ay e edied for a tracer gas, ualyhim.When a lekoiccurs, an

further bky coeting the inside of the tube with ano orgcno increase In current in the spectrometer tube results. The
silicone compound. This compoundi p.events the water current is read out by a meter calibrated in tornis of mass
fromt wetting the glass. flow. The mine s;Irerometor is one of the most commonly

used leak testing devices and has a sensitivity of one part of
'n using any of the above procedures, it is mandiatory that helium per ton million parts o! gas.
eidher temperature changes be kept to a minimum or the
tenperatures vecorded so that the nicesiary correct~ans Gas molecules from a sample drawn from the unit are
may be effected. ionized by a bombarding beam of electrons. Resultant

positive ions are acceleroted byi the hiflvenc i of high
Bubbleomneter. Another form of bubble test involves the voltage into a magnetic field. The dirgetioa of the magnetic
use of a Bubbleorneter, manufactured by the Bubble 0 field is perpendicular to the plane of the imain path of the
Meter Company of Temple Ci~y, Ca!ifornia. This inexpen- ions. Under the Influence of this magnetic field, ions of
sive device conspsos of a glass tube having three diameters diffe-ent muses travel on arcs of different radii; ions of a
along its length, whi'eh in effect give~s three sensitivity, preselected vmas may be directed and collected on ax.
ranges. See Fi'ure 15.5.4.2c. The rubber bulb at the electrode. From the electrode the ions leak to ground
bottom is filled with soap so!ution, and when the bulb is through a high , gue resistor. The current generated by this
sq *ueezed, one or more films will form in the tube. The rate panssae of ions is amrplified and read out on ua meter
ot movemeai of th~ese films provideii an accurate indication cairtdnsuabent.
of the leak rrte. A nomograph is peovided with the device cairtdisiabeui.
to facilitate convers'on to volunietric flow units. Helium is used as a tree? gas for four pzincipal reasons:
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(1) Helium's low molecular weight permnits It to diffuse N~u r
through a leak with poester ease than any other jur
except hydrogen

9) Helium occurs in the atmoephere to "~ extent of onay EVCAE
one part In 200,000, minimizing background effectsTETOPNU UXAA ^

3) Ther Is little possibility that an ibn from another gas
wopld give an indication that would be mistaken for
helium because of the peat difference between the PLEXWSLE CONNECTION
weight of heliun, and that of any normally-encountered
gas

4) Helium's low molecular weiebt mcpke possible a simple HLU EKDTCO
construction for the moma spectrometer.U TL

7here are numerous procedures for leak detection with he
nmas spectrometer, but bvisically the procedu~re Is ci. .%er to 0
sense outward leakage ftcm a pressurited system or inward
leakage to a system that has been evacuated. A pressurisedLAKESNGNEVCAECOPNN
tank which contains a source of helium and Is probed on
the outside Is an example of the tormer procedure; a direct
connection te, an svacuated vessel which Insaprayed on the
outside with hollumz !s an example of the latter procedure. 0
Televisivi picture tubes are normally tested by connecting SAMLIN
a detector to the evacuated tube alter which helium is J:
sprayea over the outside of the tube. Any indic'-tion on the COMPONEN4T PRESSUIiZED LEAK DETECTOR
detector is evidenc, of a leak. See Figure 15.5.4.2d. WITH lJU 1 LI
Relatively little s.d14 and tvaining are involved in the use of I_____
the mass spectrometer on roufton production tests. Thic 0 ____

presumes Ch~at skilled personnel are available for main-
.19riance and .:beckout. On more complex teat setups, a P505! TESTING A PRESSURIZED COMPNONENT
skilled operator Is required to cope with mach variables as
,.han"e In temperature, sasisitivity, and the origin~iN
calibration.

ftadlobsmtope ho aduree. A procedure known as radltlo has
been deveLoped for the mass production testing ct small HLU RB
electrical cmouionents such Pascaled "ransistovs and relays.
Since the initial expenditure for the equipment in high and
it is more rwaited to high production volumes, the method is vcI.DLEKDTCO
not likely to flarl a great deal of application in the TEST COMPONENT
manufacture or testing of aerospace fluid components. -I IU
However, it it mentioned and sectibed because the TSPOT STATION

technique could be applicable ini special situations. f7______

The procedure consists of putting th* ccnmpon,%nta to be
tested inside a tank which is then scaled and evacuated to L
about 2 torr. Krypton 85, which i~sa been diluind with air, TESTING Of AN EVACUATED COMIPONEWT

is then pumped into the tan'k under premsure. The radioa-
active gas aiffunes ir.to any eaoks in the euzuponents, and
after a prejeribed soaking period from a tew minutes 'to
several n'mndred hours, the krypton Is pumped out of the
tank and stored fcr reuse. Ta.e jank is then Dlusbed with air, HELIUM FILLEDI
and the components are removed and scanned for radiation. TEST COMPONENT

Under the proper operating cooditiuns, the sonm'tivity of
the technique may 'am as high as 10*13 sea,., and this high LEAK\~ IXEC
sensitivity constitutes one of the chief advantages of the EVACUATED "I'LL i LEAAEECO
method. A miore complete discussion of the technique is
contained in Reference M-8O.

TEST PORT STATION

15.5.4.3 LEAKAGE MEASUREMENT COR~tELA- TESTING OF A HELIUM FILLED COW'ONENI
TION. Most letkage testing Is conducted ucing an inert gas,
usually helium or nitrogen, to perform the Mctusi leakage
measureme~st.. It Is often desirable to know what the Figure 15.5 2d Men 1pectroietes Oss Leak osastor
leakage characteristic of the component will be with (Courtesye of Consolidated Electra Dynamics Corporation, Pwasdene.
another fluid, sithe ,a gas or a liquid, under various Wsiftwniej
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o-Peratin "itondll. Afturt. prediction of opera tia fluid "ait of I aid emS/yr at 1 atim Mwt~ential pruUpie. Other
leakage based upon leak test data Is extremely d iflt for pons making up that p rtion of th easure we-re obhwed
the folowing "atsom: hwthe cnelatoam ofhe 1 atd enslyr with equivailent

a) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fo Thew atmtyo h la .uuly nnw.~' the other presure "Wing ehs fluid eomirewulon
a) I gemetr ofW Wit I muill ugeqtm b. Ibweer, the knoWledge of futur propeudon sysetm

is) Ie actual leakage late is a function of thie flow. #egime reuriret dictailed that the muximums acceptabile equl-va.
or flow reglimes. which are In turn a function o! fuid lent leaktage.a originally cctcewas too gpeat at the
propertsa, leak pathi jeomietwy, and presimare. higher PreMiw.. Hence, ts irm usibttry decb~n Tfmade to

sd3ista "e of the cumv u~war at 1 a 10,7 btd - ls..
c) 'rhe geometry of the leak path may be changed with GuIlto.pi Leakag Cc~rvslatlon Two basic methoits ant

jimisure. Vr~snt['aael for Vpre~Itlng liquid leakage bised upon
d) With liquids, sutrface twenson effee, may cause completei Vioses leek test dats. 30th methods ana valid only In the

plugging '2f the leak path resulting in trueze r. leakage. inmifss, flow? regime. whic many authors LiAve shown t9 be
the predominaft flow megimet for leaks rnging from 1,1to

e) Numerowis other phanomnsoi such un wall wetting. 104 atm celsac (liuemee 46-41). Both of theft teclk
surface absorption, '-hemisorption, fluid evaporation, niques bfv been studied by the General Electric Company
polarization, and "~u permeation, rmay all combine to under NASA contracts and are pretsited hene in ve-y
Influence actual resultit. abbreviated ferm. Further detaine may be obtained from

Zero Leakage. The first serious attempt at providing a Retoet 12-10, 46@41, and 46-l5.
evriterioum fee saef- Ntuid leakage and for correlating gaseous Figuire 16.5.4.3b shows a simplified version of the haminair
leakage flow test data was proviJed In Reference 12-10. conversionma g rap n Rernc 12-10 9'ith Ai saumt.
Reference 12.10 de~lw &Oro 119i" u leakage of that yqjue of prvblem to litstate It seMa MWh Oguidlie with a 161ope Of
liquid hok or flow rate at which the surfese ter.,ilan of the 2:1 located onr the right-head siola reawreeent the gas fl5-rw
liquid has just overconime the pireener, acting on the liquid equastion; whoie the g6ide8ines h~ 1: 1 dlope located
and no flaw oe-vim amxming a gienpessuare and leak. path or the lefthazid side represent the liquid flow equatin.
dlamwtair. Ze go leaheg.a as ud= oe not exslt n fair asorrelating one fluid to the olier require drawing lines
laboratory z~ .*arenmenA hve" thus far been able to parai to toe guidelines. 71m discontinuity found betwelmc
determiane becauns *2 the limitatlions of Ilabm"or lint..- thme ge flow and liquid flow Vuidelines Is only the result of
mmen 11t.Terefoetam uarbitrary turve nas cosmetri cted as the 0 igial drawIng stylo. However, a trainoition between
chown In Figure 15. 5.4.Sc. for ?a*eas a specification go andliquid flow Is illuatrie'ld In the nomoorsh. The
standard. gradual bend represen.1 exhaustlor to atmoqWatic condi

_____ _____ ______ tions. A sharp or sudden changeb from liquid to oa, or vice
ao.Sf Iversa, represer~ta exthaustion to vacu,'m.

I ~Working the sample probltm shown In Figuire 15A54.Sb will
I ~Ilimutrate the application of the ~rp to Predict the

______ ___________ _____ Iequivalent liquid propelliont leak rae from measured
V gw~ous tmso helium leakage at a seal. Assume the following

corditions:
- ______1) o~ous helium ialeakag past a seal at 8 x 104 A~d

1 2) Helium test pivessure of 1 ainoephesre (atm) or 14.7 pela
with vacuum on the downstirea sid of the loak, the AP

________ _______ ________across the leak beinit; 14.7 pain.I _____ _____3) LUquid system flow premsure of 10 atm or 147 PSI* with.r
vacuum externally, or 147 pale A? across the leak.

nz'Po LtAKAAU 4) Liquld visc-osity of 8 z 101 centipolses (ep','
30 ____ ____ ____ To salve the problem of predicting the equivalent liquid

leak rate for the known geseous leak~gs at tha seal, theJ following plots are made on the graph:

1) 8 x 10-6 std cmallase helium ioakags is lacated on the
~coo ooco right-hand ordinate (pa, flow).

ojo .0 o to O looo 2) A horizontal line is drawn inkersartng the he~ium
"Si IUWE. psi v.hsLdty value along the abmissm (gon '. Acosty).

p~pre 1"c4s, Zrro On Leakage Arbitrary Deinidon 3) A line parallel with tate 2:1 slope is extended from the
ý fetice 240)helium viscosity value until 1 atin pwasaure is intersected"Re alongthe A jeasre obsciessa.

Figure 15.5.4.3a is a straight, aloped eu~,o with a discon- ) ispressure poinat) bs a osontetUs ithtelqudsse
tinuity at the leakage value of I x 10"" std cm3l/sec at pesr 1 tn yahrzna ie
which point the line ;is translated but maintains Its orighiul 5) A line iL dmwa parailel with the 1:1 slope graph lines
slope. The lower portion of the curve is based on the basic fronm the previously found liquid pressure value until the
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COMPONENT TESTING OAS/LIQ.DD LIEAA CORRIELATIO

.00 LIQUID A gasliquid leakage nomograph fkrom Referenc.ý 46-45 Is
VISC~gTY CPpresonted In Figure 15.5.4.3c. Ibis nomograph also applies

-~~ --only to Ismiraor flow leiakag bi-t Is of practks! value
beaewse the leakage of a gas from atmospheric pressure to

- vacuum is often dominated by the laminar flow mode in
LO GAS typical hardware leaks. P~though certain definite units are

SVISCrSITYp assigned to the ýwea, the nomograph is really much more,
-s ' -'flexible. For example, the viscosities could be read in poiese

units -other than centipolse units ane the pressure axis
could be read In atmospheres It the Cas leak4o axis Is read
In atmi cm3 /see Table 15.5.4.3 Shows comparative leak
rates. It is emphasized that this procedure will be afturate

*only in lamninar flow leaks. Shc .4d the mussured leakap be
molecular rather than laminar, the error introduced In the
calculation will predict a greater liquid leakage than will

SN actuailly be fount:. The procedure may theref~ore be used
with confidence, sinc~e any error will add a margin of safety4. into the results.

Table 15.54.3. Comperntivfe Leek Rotan

.13 std atm, cc/1O years 0.95
-aN N , z~ li- 8 

std atm cc/an 1.00
14 ,, 1 std atm, cc/year 3.17

1 Atd atir In3 /year 52.00

I micron ft3 /hour 11,34.00

1 std &tmn cc /hour '27,800.00

Is micron ft/minute *12,200.00

1 micron litar/sec 131,600.00

140111CAUE1 std AtM 1.3 /hour 455,000.00

go 0"AS1 mlcror' ft3/sec Si,730,090O.00)
ISIY1 std, atmi cv/aec 1OCG,000,000.00

1tor- liter/sec 131,600,000.30J

1 std atm in 3 /afc 163,900,000.00

LOG PRESSURE~ OlFrEnEHT'AL, ATMOSP1,01FRS *1 x 10'8 std atm, cc/sec selected as unity for comparison

Fiorse 1&&.4.3b. S~mplified Fluid Flow Conmeoson Graph urzs
(Alefermncee 1d-1el and 46-41; anp..iaally cop yrighted 1956 by the NOTE: Appendix A, Table A. 2. 1 containy, b. isic leak rate
Gvnoral Electric Com~pwny Schenectody. Nofw York) conversion factors.

The following restrictions apply to the use of the above

Intersection is made with the vrlue for the liquid method:
"Ascosity along the liquid viscosity abs,,isa 1) The leakage is the result of a finite hole or holes and ri~ot

6) A horirontal line is drawn from the intersection of liquid the result of permeation.
flow with liquid viscosity to find the predicted liquid 2) The gas flow is lamainar, Le. the flow through the leak Is
leakage along the log liquid flow ordinate: 3 x 10-1 in the riange, of 1 to 1('r 6 atmn cc/sec or is made up of a
cm3 ffday. number of leaks in that flow range.

Figure 1 5.5.4.3b provides a graphical agoltation for correli- 3) The calculations should at best be considered ama~rate to
tion at any pressure. Any Ltemperature may be considered only a factor of two. Error in Soth the meana'ement:L
merely by selecting that corresponding value of viscosity and the deviations from the flow equ,%tions preclude
(Reference 12-10). more accurate solution.
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COMPONENT TESTING GIAS/QUID LFAK
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CQMPOt4ENT TESTING FLOW AN4D PRESS1URE DROP

Ifmidflqid lmImarw flow equations ane cc mblned tOw Kmuiremonts for prWsmmr tap location and geometry, me
atoof Vas to i~quid leakage through the samne leek at the lamp errors may remit If the tape ane not rropedv loated

-
and deign~~~ed. 7*is matter has beer, the sbeto a~a
and test for naimy years, and the recommend~tions act forth

Q1 - fal IL"SA. .Ahid bi followed pmnehely. The usual standard o.mA ed
Is On AUXI publieseIon u.vtltlod "FIiMu Metion

"7 nal Theory and App!catlont" (Re.ference 68-1). This oi
specifies In v*,ta the design and location of the taps.We

710Is rvenilent, method of determining whin& liquid using water wm a teat medium, caue should be taken to
1"Iap will si~st if the gam leakage Is measurod at tMe same increase th. downstream powure enough to suppress

presure.cavitation. Also, generally 3 tests are mar'. - one at
nomtnal flow and at 10 percent above and 10 percent

Dhpatimento wege recently performed (Reference 46-41) to below nomilnal flow. If the flow facton (computatied) do
check time validity of the abovs correlation. Uquld leaka#* not show a squarp povier relationship, then cavitation I.m
Was meesaued for leaks with previously meesured jam leak altered the results. There are some exceptions to this rule
riaes It_ was Obund thet leake having a Ina conductance In such as convoluted flow sections.
the 10,5 ata. eelsec ra'ih. had a If uld leakage approxi-
mately one-half that predlcteJ by Ius ion (1.5 .4.11). ia reem'r drop across a given component is critical, It Is

Loos i th 1041 tm olsn rngeWaled iqud a a ate usullynocessary to conduct a tar test prior to conducting
approalmatatey one-tenth the rat4L predicted by theory. the main flow met. This teat I6 conducted by Installing a
Liquid lockage in leaks in the 1(l, atm cc/moe atm range, dummy spluol piece of precisely the same length and port
wer* approzimately one-twentieth of that predlct-d by the else as the component to be teoted. A test at the specified
above equution, flow rate is condlcted and the pressure drop across the

Dose an he bove Itwoul apear hatthee mehodaof @pool piece (tsare Yalue) Is naoted. lb.e test specimen Is then
Bond ton til abvItwou ld appearathat a therse. mthed rofualrw t.,. vau grs prom drop teat is conduc tad. The

corrlaton illprodce onsrvaive wwo Le th tctsl an alu issubtracted from the poea value obtained In the
liquid leakage will elwr~ys be smaller than that predictqd by latter test to give the net pressure drop across the specimen.

them.If a tae tort is not conducted, the Indicated preesurf drop
It Is believed that the liquid flow is lower than calculated will be higher than ihe actual because of the pressure drop
for two remorse: across the additlossal length of tubing required to accom-

modate the pressure tape. In mnany low-velocity systems the
1) No correction was made for any molecular flow comn pressure drop across the spool piece is negligible.

ponet o themeaure pa eakge.An alternate method of measuring pressure drop eliminates

2) PhysI~ai adsorption complettly immob&L4aed a layer of the need for c4.nductlng the tavo tost and is very useful in
liquid adjacent to the lIwk wall and therefoore reduced many test situations. Thke method is completely desecribed
*ae apparent leak diameter. In SAE ARP 848 for the specific case of measuring

pre~sure drop through aircraft fuel system componenia. The

15.5.5 Flow and Pirewn Drop method Involves the use of double peornoeter tubes is
shown in Figure 15.5.5.Sa. Wypical tubes are conatructed In

1..1IMTODUCMION. Ithe primary reason for run- accordance with the drawing showrn in Figure 16.5.5.3b
nin a flow A P teat Is to determine that the con.ponert or (courtesy of Accessory Products Co.). As can be seena from

=etem will pass the specified rate ef flow within the the drawing and the sketch, the distances between the
alowbl pressure drop limits. Howevor, there are other drilled holea in the piesometer ring and between the

laeona for running a flow test. Erosion of the component plesofleter rings and the test specimen are ecual. It then
housing or of a velve seat mey be important for extended follows
d~urations of flow; this Is particulauly true in comp(.nents A - AP2  API

flowing such~ as hydrogon or helium at sonic velocities.3
The =X7.~oclty of hmelum isapproximatoly 3300 ft/sec AP', = (IAP3
at 70O7 (the velo4Ity of an M1 rifle bullet Is 2700 ftase,0. if -

the In contains Any vmrtculsae contamination, consid-r-
able emaloa a resultinaeltvy cAtm.D in =(P AI
loads on ornteof the component, iLe., the eist- of a A
butterfly vaire, may be of interest euring a flow tet. =2P
Flutter probems may be oncountjr,.i oir *e torque on the
disc many Ie in excee.. of that being provided by thi9 valve 15.5.6 Crack and Resist
opwrator, which will affeit the performance of the valve.
Dynainic forame caused by tlhe flow of the fluid may Crack wad rew'at pressure toests are usidu with vent and -ellefI dislodle a sea rrhich woild not be affect.ei by static valves (Sub-Section 5.5), as well ad on-off pressure regula-
praicure. Only by nlow testlug may watet hammar effects of tore (Sub-Section 5.4). Cracking pressure !a som~etimes
rapid valve openg or cosing be mesasured. defined as the pressre at which flow of any magnitudt in

15.11.5.2 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED. Equipment require- excess of the .dlo'sable leakage Is observed an pressure is
meas vL7 ithtKAsiz ad naueo tl.. compolnent. A increaseed ..nd is sometimes expressed as a percentage of full

mrestsuie veryith th sufiieant cnature of rguaeh rated flow. Reseat is usually defined as the pressure at

flow, and adequate instrumentation ane generally required. whcte liaio lakgrtesntexcd s
pressure bs decreased. Because the reseat pressure may vary,

15.15.5.8 SETL? AND PROCEDURE. It i% extrem-ely im- depending upon the magnitude Qf flow above crack leakage,
s~dportant In conducting pressure drop teats :o obeerv% the the specific...ion and procedure~ should bo specific whether

hSUKU. FPEDRUARY 1970
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RESPON~tCOMPONENT TESTING

AN $13 C NUT ITYP I A 01A iIIIu 1TYP relief valves which employ bellovlle springs have a high
AN e' c ~~mvi ~MOME EQUALL.V ifACl0I opening and clodi" rate and must be tasted with high

ANttC'lv rPOS 11ER PLACESSO- eones transducers. What, acceptance tsstln¶ rhock volve
PORT I AN1006-4 IYP) beequent to a proof and leak test, it ia raiporlaint to

igno-a the first cracking pressure and to use the second
/ actuation.

0.06 (TVP)
Hydraiill rel'of valves aw s~.picifled for pressaire at ratmtd
fl gow and reseat. Cracklng pressure is unimportant since

0.3 Ty) o rearat is lower than cracking and reestating must be
- IC uto~. UN o. D* UR .0' accomplished at a pressure whc is higher than maximilmn

_____________ X TU 0.s to,----- pump compensator presswar.

Tul0t.A"8Otts TU Wo DA 111LEs 15.1-.7 Regmpo.w
1 4 0,040 I' Aa-4 0 ore 6

1,2 0,0&01&-3, o: 010 '
3111 ~ s 0,o 6, 2 s element to react to a signal. For example, responce of.a

1 4 0O'c 6 2-,2 0.0"6 s olenola valve it deflned as the time required for the valve
1 0. 311 6 3 0.0" 6 to change from omme mode to another upon command (nee

NOTE - WRll AND) HOLIS F#JST K CLEAN AND FRI OF11.111S Detailed Topic 6.9.3.7). In a pressure regulator it It #he
time required for the regulator to achieve steady-state
premssr after a step change has beeln made, e.g., startup of

fluute IIL3&L.a Pvsae Dro p TWAt UStP a system (see Detailed Topic 6.4.3.4). Response time for
(ftsrinftE wth povwluiam "rm Aomovacs Recomnwremdd Prctice explosive valvei is characteristically short and difficult to
S", Society of Automotive Un'linsers. Now VorA. Now York) ineasrne acmurately, ao discussed In Detailed Topic 5.7.8 2,

In measiuring the response of r solenoid valve, use of
______________transducers and recording equipment Is generally required

becautie of the very short intervals of time inv&l ,d (a range
OrFERNTIALCALISRATED of 2 to 50 rno w normally encounternd). If the valve has

PRSUE Go,1 FUEL paisition switchaa, a trace which Indicates apIend voltage
NC IFLOWETIOand anothar which indicate. posizion of e poppet or

DOUI~tvaavng element Is all that Is needed. The response should
PIEZMETI WKSnot 6t measured by use of the position switchee alone am

TA~k FL(, CONROLthis will neglect the time required for the solenoid coil to
VALV guiserat. the necessary magnetic flux which may he a

M SPEIMENsirnificant prtlon of the total. If the valve does rot have
L L I. position swlteiiis, a trale, may be made of the applied

voltage and downstream pr*.osare. When conducting this
test, It ts convenient to use a recorder which has a quick

DIFFEENTIL E~change speed mechanism which permits a momentary high~
TANKDILIN IFFRENTAL RESURE velocity of the paper. Thia valocity neea be maintained for

I. 1 DA~iER O INE 02i GAGE NO. 2 orly a second or so and fu.Jltatie reading of the values.
L- 10 DIAMETERS OF INLET SII YUBE The~ response time, may also be determined by monitoring
0 (%DATAI11 Of OUTLET SIZE TlJ:: the current o., a triggoring oscillosicope. Time Is from initial

IEiO A~ O rise of current trace ro the dip in current trace (so~enold
AP2-S'A1 K~ FRESSI.Ift DKOP READ ON CAGE NO. 2 movement). An example of this technique Is descrilbed In

&* COMDONINT STATIC PRESSURE DROP.- 2AP~ I P2 Reference 5e85 wherein solenoid valve response charact"t
istid!' were evaluated for experiments subsequently In-

Fip-re I55.5.3 Doute Pissemoer Tube DeESl formed on the Environmental Reeearch Sat.fihe .5km)

(Reprilntd with permiulion Irom Aeroosce Recommended Prewcric series satellites.
80, Society of AutomotivoE ngnes, New York, New York)

Actuation tUmtii, both openin~g and ckealng, were measumred
on the solenoid current trace. The trace was photographed

or not full rated flow is required between crack pressure as it appeared oa min oscilloscope screen. Figure 15-1.7a Is a
and rtestpresure ~t8.schematic of the iest appiaratus. The teet valvea were cycled
and etlet pessue tets.5 to 10 cpe with the pulse timer. The oscilloncope was

Determining the reseat points may be accomplished by synchronized with the timer to provide a steady image for
slowly raising or lowering the pressure and measuring the photograsphing. Figure 1 5.5.'Tb simulates such a typical
flow rate. if it Is inconvenient to measure the 4gow rate, an cuvYent trace from which opening and 0-oilng times were
alternate method way be used In which a mercury mesasured. The portion deslgnawed as Atj represent& the
manometer is connected to the upstream port of the valve, time from cloning of the mole-told circuit to the start of
The manometer will he steady and will reid the static poppet movement. As the poppet moves, counter sint
upstrea.'n pressure prior to crack. As the valve begins to produces a negative skope in the current trace, representIng
craek, the alight flow will cause a perceptible drop in the A t2. Buildup of solenoic4 field strength to overcome poppet
st&tic priewsre. If the systen' pressure is too high to permit sprind and frictional forces, plus the time for total trav&al oF
usc of a manometer. a piresoaire transducer may be used. A the poppet, is defined as the opening time of the valve (A ti
suppressed scale should be employed -vith the readout + At2). 11e closinti time in that required for c~ollapse of the
covering oiily the range of valve operation. Snap ac%.lon solenoid field and return of the. poppet to tis closed

1SrCkjFWt: )-SRUARY' 1910
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COMPONENT TESTING PRESSURE REGULATION

position (A ta). Present practice entai'a photographing the
oacilloecope trace of solenoid field current for valve open-
in~g reepoties only. as shownt In Figur* 16.5.7c. Accuvato
.epreaentatior of valve closing time requires photographing

the trace of solenoid field vottage rather than -!urrent, as
shown in Figure 16.5.7.d.

OSC ILLOSCOPE

TEST MLTEID

FiPnIpa ~15.sth. i~lenoWt Volvo Rterpon.. Tat 11hanatle for N'lire 15.R.Tc. Photograph of Oscilloscope Current Trace of
Obtaining OeIllwo~ope Cuo ret~t Trace Solenoid Valve Opening

W00O1AIING SIGNAL TO VALVE DRIl ~t

Figure 15.5Th. Solenoid Valve Response as Phwn by Oasilioesope
Current Trrve

(R~Wfc~ )F~igre 16:6 7d. Photousaph of Oscilloscope Volt&ap Trace of
Solenoid VaIle Closng

-1:e proctedure for mustsuring the responsL of a regulator is
clmlar, with the exception that no applied vc:ltage is the set point are always given, In conducting pressure
usually, rquirod. An exception to this in found when a tegulation tests, it is extremely important. to simulate both
regula~oi h~s a eoletnoid-operateo pilot section which is the upstreav'l fnd downstream plumbing very accurately.
intogial with the mair unit. In this event, the response. is Adequate llow must be provided upstreaum of the regulator,
generally taken from the inatant the voltage is applietd until or the regulator Nvill tetid to oscillate. The downstream
the reguiator -.eachea steAdy btate. ullage murt be neithier too large nor too smiall, er erroneous

revtlta will be obtained. If the tullage is too inic.l, the start
16.5.8 Pressre Regulation transient may indicate a shi.rp tp)iw son ii-- pleasure

recording which will indicate aii out-o tspecifiecation condi-
Pressure, ragulatlen may be defined us It proema of reducing tion. This will happen when the response of' the rej~..Litor is
sorne upstewral., usually vwiable, high prossure to a fixed too slow to close the main valve in the unit before an
dowltutroun preacuave of lower value. The lower valuv is overpresaurized condition results. Conversely, if the ullage
calleol the set point of the regulator. Tn" tolerance b~ad is too large in the test setup, ',he repzilaticmn control .,ffected
which spwelfles the values permissible both above and below by the unit rosy appear to be better 'han it actually is. For

ISSUED: NOVEMBER IN6S 15.5.7 -2
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F~ORCE AND TORQUE C')MPOENT TESTING

=axsmpi, the start transient may apiear to be vory smooth ftom oonci to tons. As the output of the CCUl is a vd-tag,
adwithin specifkatkin, btit when the regulator is irnstalie4I it may be displayed in several ý#v rs. One special applica-

in the actudl sysiein an overpressurzed condition may tion of the W~ad cell isI. h a sprlne tister In wt-ih 0%efletion
remilt for an unacceptably long pen J1 of time. of the rprlng anPA this Wad ase measured slinultaneourAy.

It*e lom-defl.,etion voages are fed to an X-Y plotter

Reccetling of data during a pressure regulation teat is Ideally whc rnsotaaes.telcuvfrtepr.
a't~e an a n~nitichannel atuip recordes, since tho seveal The same tester may be a:ýd to determilne tb's effective ares

outputs are all available on the same tinio ba.A and C~A of a csps'ale or diaphragm by introducing a known presmvws
interaction between them can be readily anmiysed. 'the into the cavity Asnd measuring the meslting oCem. Thc
parameters normally rneao. -*i include upstream pressure, pressur can be rean with a high depree of precision with
iompelature, flow rAte. and regulated prossir.. at is either a precision gauge or the output indicated on a
commnon practice to uspy a suppremued scale fo)r the regulated dý,adweight tester. Load cells are calibrated by use of
pressur troce to isrprove the readout. For onample, if a deadweighta, and a calibration is usuailly lio Tormed 'lefore
regulat-,r is regtating botween 725 and 750 psi, the and after a test. A simple setup permtAs calibration of such
thanivek indlicating the Ygu!ated presm," would be call- a cell by remote control us often as desired and ir, a very
brated to sl.~.w the 25 rei which is r- Interest instead oZ the short tirre. The setup consists of a mutabl, deadweight
03iti rangn of zero to 1i60 P!;. attached to the cell by r. cord abd pully ar'rangemaent. T'he

weight r-ats )n either an electric or pneumatic actuator. To
15.59 i~rOc apply the load to the cell, the a,,t,.ttor is driven downward

until it separates fromn the weight, and .7.s output of the
It is often nitcessary to measure the for-.e applied to a cell for this load Is recorded. The actuator Is then raised,
componeat or, convenascy, the fort-c exerted by a r4m- lifting x weight and thus removing tha load. Such a setup
portent such as an actuatine cylinder ot pressurized m~a- ins 64L~ uis" to m.wasre thrust in a flrlr~g test of a smadl
phragm. Various methods of making thea rseazuremrserts oc~ktt engine bebig run in a vacuum chamber.
are discussed.

An "haJIl) applie load may be memsared wit! a spring M55.1 0 Torque
scale. and oislk.tr tonsile or comnpressive loud- may be Torque toa toritional mement about a --enter prokluced by
7-,.eaaurJ. Uaberatory (juality scalas aro availabli whiclh will equal and opposite tar~gentlal forces and may be measured
mesasre loa*. ranging from a few irsina to iC pounds or with devices a- simple as a torquit wrench. In critical
more. Care must be taken o.o rmiure that tir'ý axis o* the applicatins it &nould be born? hi. mind ti-at a torque
zcae is in line with the lo.,- being measured. 1-%o accuecy wrench nt 'only uromacea a couple or pure tor;An on the
r 'those scales ranges frarn 1 to 2 pertent of full -cale. part being wnaaured but also imposet; a tranoveaw force.

Prot.-.ng rings ar used to measure a 'al loads of a Telativel3y eomp-vent. This comp..nent ix vwia~ly inxigrtificniiot with
high miagnitude. Thefe -irx, are ust-illy toroidai Ptee respect to the torque and is Ignored.
memliers with attachment fixtwes ovc' hooks at opprosi".i The accuracy of a torque meauurmmu-- is dependent to a
points. "Me wne.usred loAd is interred from the devection very lamje degree oin several difficult-to coL rol factars A
whici. is displayed C'.ý a dial indicatcr. When tised within the film of lubricant on a part which should be tested dry can
elatic range, these tings have an accuracy of 0. 1 percent of -nake a difference in the reading of approximrtely 25
fuill ,.calo, Calibration of the rings is ac%;ompIish !e with percent. The tit and condition of the m.ating surfaces can
deadweights. also exert a very large infloence on the val'.as obtained.

Deadweights are sometimes convenient for measuring force; Care must be taken to ensure ýhts' 'he allowable limits of
the range ..f thiA method is limited only by the ability to the witteirial are not exceedea. -e limits c.ould be
determine the value of the weig1.ts being asad. Th.vs- values excceded, for example, by applying; at torque specirled for a
may range from a few milligrams to many tons. For the dr'r nut and boit assmeubly to an assembly that was
sm.-iter ,alue-s, the weights us 1 for labotatcay balances or lbrctd
for* deadweight testing ate convenient, teadily availpable The purpose of a tVrvue mleasurement on a 1:3ted assembly
st-a'dards. For large loads, lead castings, steel or cast irott is to P-er~nit calCUiation of the load in the member. A more
blocks, and concrete block& may be prepared for a accamate means of determining this load is to measre theparticular application. Their weight it determined by a strain in a bolt, as the variables mentioned above are
suitable method and the data is 'permanently affixed to the eliminated. Special hollow bolts are nvadable which penrnt
mass by tag, stamping, stencil, etc. Weight of a large load the use of a depth micrmemter to measure the strain. Some
msty be determined on a certified truck scale, such as those iiolts incorporate a pdug in the hollow cantLr, and the strain
orieratpd by state highway departments. Water and sand is measured by noting, the change in height of thre plug
provide con-enient deadweight material since they are both above the bolt head.
inexpensive and easy to handle. If sand is used over irlont,;
period of time, care must be taken to maintaiin the moisture Torque may also be niressured with good accuracy by use of
cooitent at r, constan. value, since t'Aue weight will be a lever and weights if the distanca from the axis of rotation
drastically altered by either the addition or evaporation of to the centroid of the weights is known- If the line oi
water. Simple lever xiystersw may 'be used adsantageously action between the lever and the weights varies fronw 90
with c~eadwe.-gha to increase or decrease the effort of tl'e aegreez, t4%e actual restiltant of the doenward force. twist be
toad. Use of geometric shapes having easily defined cen- catlulated.
troids will facilitate the comiputations if a Icier system is A spring Yiay be subblituted for the rieighUa if less accuracy
u.ed. is tolerable. Loss of accuracy ir cauised by the difficulty of
The load cell provides a very convenieiAt end accuratýe app!ying a steady load and taking at reading when inotiol L6,
rricans of rnvasuring !oads, and cells are availsble ia a range impending.
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COMPONENT TESTING LIFE CYCLE
D;ELECTRIC STRENGTH

15.5.11 Life Cytie approximated within reasonable linits, especially it the unit
is 'o cperate at altitude, becasise the heat transfer charseter,

The purpose of the life 'ycle ter' is to oxasure thnt the unit istits will 1e mc' e ievere it Altitude than at sea level. Iwhere
ern *be operated a itifficient number of t~iifl4 to fulfill it time spmn per cycle is a factor, testing at a higher
ierv ce furicion. Two ty,)es of t -,ts may be #pvcified. In t_,mperature will rornetimez give equivalent results in a
one, ar~ arbitrary number of cycleib is selected, and in the shorter elapsed time. The rate of cycling does not necee-
other the uitit is simply cycled to failure. T1he latter te4ývt is saurily have to be the same as the rate the unit will
conducted mo--e often in reliability stuuies to Sieterrnine the experienc ir n Giervice, but if a cha.Age is miade. to shorten the
margin tth~t exis~s in a pzr iculat component. The life cycle test time, the possible effects Ahou.ld be consitlered. One
test ik generally conducted &~t the end of a program, atid no such eff-ct is overhearing in an actuator, switch, otc motor.
(ithe,. testing should be expected of this unit with the The 'uperating range at the u -iis should b,, considered, and
possible exee'tion w'i the burst test. Sometim.cs it, is irn som(i. cases, if .1, is trot properly simulated, the results willI
aivisabie to ru~n this test in twi halves with vibration b roeu.Freape fapesr wthwr ob
between the first and seacrnd hal-qe,%. cycled between 600 and 700 psi (its normal working rango),

dihe ki.cordee. actuation points may be different than if it is
51IYEQUIPMENT REQUIRED. Most life c-!ý,l testi cycled between 0 and 700 psi because of the hysteresis

sue. acenmalished with the u.se .of autonrr tic ;yclir4 flokmally prewrnt in most prmsure switcch a. The application
ec'uipment, This e'uar'nment is relatively uneApensive and -3 oý fmcwre to a compon~ent, for example to the hand wheel of
Uorm."kly fonund in most testing laboratoriee. It may consist a manual valsre, bhould he properly simulated tv avoid
cf eith~r electronic or electromechanierl dcvicet3 which can misleading cesti~v. Eticii a force would normally he a
be brranged to actuat~e one or iziore contro! valves, torq~ue, but if a moment a711 were used that impose I radial
sodenoids, or other circuitiu in elmost ani' combination of loadr on the n'se shaft, abnormal wear would occur on the
on-off duty cyehi.,.. A solenoid-operated counter is usually shaft, bearin's, and packing.
included whicl. atatomnatically records the number of cycles
iccuinulat-'d. The above eyamples are presented o suggeist a line o!

If fnctona 3e.forna: cec' auni iito e moitoed n a thought when life cycling is being consiciered and are by no

vycling test ie.g.-, if temperatures and p sýakurrs arre to be masali.uie
.recorded), the data ar~t normailly taken on a strip chart or The number of cycles to be used in zonducting a life cycle
multichannel recoro.erinr which the paper is operated at the test should be based on the actual service required from the
lowest possible speed. T strip chart is a convinew~~l, part. A part that will be cycled four or five times in its
pcrimnaent record of the Ariouis o~ierating parameter-i and service life probabiy should not be tested to a million
also indicates the number ox cycles, Should a faiiure ucciar cycles. On the other hand, the number of act'ial operations
during the test, such a recording not only piripointa the are-i in the service application should not be taken as a criterion.
of the failuie, but often &.-es an ic.aorof the cause, Quite often a part 'will experience more cycles in
e.g., & r'owly risir'i Zer .ýrrture or pressure prior to the acceptance -uid checkout ýeat'ng than it will on an actual
failure. mission, anid these cycles should also be included in the

13.511. TET PRCEDRE.It s no posibe ~determination of the number of life cycles to be used in the

a a3aacific test -'rocedure for a~ life cycle test as th require-
ments will vary irom ce.,aaonuxtn to component. The functional test should iie performed periodically during

the course of a life cycle test to determine that the urpit is
*One 01 the most important con4iderations in coxiducting a still operating properly.
* ~life cyd.e test is the simulador, of the actual operating

condi'..ons of the. unit. Poor simulation can caitse a unit toi
fail the life cycle tpest, when it would ha,% e passed under
r-alistic test conditions and vice versa. Therefore, ii 1.iEETIALFNIIO ET
designing the life cycle tWit r~rocedure and setups, due 1. LCRCLFN7O ET
convd'intion zhould be given to the u~~it's actual operating
conditions. It may be necessary, for instance, k-~ simulate 15.6.1 Dielectric Strength
the nctual plombing line sizes both upstream and down- Teproeo h ilcrcsrnt et(locle
striarM of the par' to ensure that transient, such as wntpr 7eproeo h ilcrcsrnt et(locie
hammer are neither too severe nor tooi mild. If a test fluid dielectric withstanding voltage test) is to prove that a

ethr tan heflud t beuad i sevic i iwolvd, he component can withstand a momentary overpotential
possible effects of a substitution shall be examined. For rsligfo wthnsreo te hnmnn
instance, if a valve or katuat,,, ia designed to operate on dry 15.6.1.1 DEVINITION. A dielectric is a niedium in which
nitrogen or dry air and is cycled with shop air, the results the energy required to establish at'. electric field (voltage
may be dramatically different as the shop ai' teads to he stress) is recoverable in whole or in part as electric eŽnergy
moist and oily and will serve ta lubricate the par', whe_ -as (Reference 659-1). For example, when a voltage is estab-
the service fluid will cArry no lubrication. Wakcr is a lished across a d~electric, such as the insulating medium
convenient and inexpensive test Iluid, but may have more. between two plates of a capacitor, a displacement or
or less lubricity then the service fluid and bv more or less charging current results. This charging current is recovered
carrnive to the unit than the service fluid. The ambient when the charge is removed from the capacitor plates. The
temperature in which the test is conducted should reason- dielectric properties of a medium relate to its itbility to
ably approximate the test conditions. The wear resulting sustain a static electric field in distinction to its insulation
from a unit operating at 160 degrees is likely to be differekt; leakage properties which relate to its ability tw conduct
fiom the wear that will occur on a unit cycled at la~oratory steady 'nirrent. The dielectric strength of a material is

- ambient temperatuie'i, The ambhit-nt prewure should be useally given ms a violtage gradient, i.e.. volts per mil, volts
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F EUVcRK'AL TESTS COMPONENT TESTING

pel Milllimseter, ar kilovolta per centimeter (Keference 16.6.2.2 FACTf)RS AFFECTING INSULAtm ION RESLS-
659-1). ft lot very important te note that dielectric strength TANCE MEASU2REMENTS. There are many i'Azfort tl'at
for :dgtv~n material is determined uinder cirefully con- gdfect insulation res~stance measurements including temper-
trolte conditions; in actur! use the materials rliAy not ature, humidity, altitude (ambient pressure), revidual
4uplicate these theoretical vr~Jues, Wei is because the char~ge, charginj current, time constant of tlhe Instrument,
dl~eetrlc Itrength 13 affected by sharp comners, small radii, the measured circizlt and the teat voltage employed, and thee
contamination, moisture f film, humidity, occlusions, or deviation of the test voltage. Some compc'ientis will exhibit
other factors that tend to induce electric flashover or a high initial leakagn current which In reality Is a charging
phyicasl~ breakdown of the material. current which decreases with tivne. Therefore, sometimes it

16..1. IPECATTINS N ESTNG.Thelimtatonsof is ne.eenary to wait until steady-state condition3 are

the lnstiumnwitatfen should be considered when any given acivdbfrmkngteewenn,
readiing is being evaluated. F~or example, if a voltmeter 13.6.2.3 EQUH MENTi REQUIRED. Conventional equip-
having a specified accuracy of *5 percent of full scale in nment, such as a megohm s-riter, milli~a.-nmeter, and * voitage
being used to mewasure 1000 volts full scale, thet obverved nourze ranging froma 100 to 10 C' volts, is requlre,'.. The test
reading may have tn error of 5C volts. If, for inst~ince, a apparaitub Is normally found in wast test laborstoitc.
failure Ls *nc~untered at 960 volts, use of a more accurate 1... RCDR.ML8adr 0C ehd32
voltmeter may be justified. 1... RCDR.MLSadr 0C ehd32

gives general instructions for conducting this teat.
A cireful examination of the part shouid be made for
particles, films, or other types of econtamination which 15.6.3 DC Resistance
would tend to produce premature flashover or breakdown.

The resistance of et-nponenta is measurpd with a bridge
H-umidity of the amtltot sir can be a factor in breakdown circuit; the general instructions are given in lWIL-Stand~ardand should ticot exceed the conditiona of the test specifica- 202C, Method 303. Resistance~ of contacts is tested In ation. U humid.4y is not sptzifled, a recommended value Is sllghtly differient manner, as described in MIL-Standard
50 percent. Previous history and -oak in a huraid environ- 202C, Method 307.
ment will profoundly affect. test results obtisinad with many
solid dielectrics. 15.6.4 Capacitance
15.4..3 SPECIFICA'iION REQUIREMENTS. If dielec-
tri test criteria are being established, re-alistic values shtould Cavacitance measurements are required nn capacitor?., and
be selected fo-- the test. Conventionally, 500 to 1000 volts occasionaily it is necessary to measure the tapacitance of
are normally specified for aerospace components. 'However, other bits of equipment such as lead wires and --ables. This
the lowest limit that can be used and still provide an measurement is commonly made with a capacitance bridge
adequate ronurgin of safety should be F ecitled, as excessive whicl- consists essentic'ly of a nur,.ber of precision capwci-
teat values will result in over-design or raise the rejection toy .h'ch may be selected by a switching arrarge-ment.
rate and therefore increase the co-t. When applicable, The test specimen is connected ý.o the proper terniin-ils of
altitude should be specified. the bridge and the capacitance is measured by balancing the
Sinca the dielectric teat ends to delprade the equipment, racy of this device will range from 1 to 0.0001 percent, and
repeated applications of th~i mnaximum specified test voltage the time required to conduct the test will vary -lepending
may result. in compontrnt failure. Dielectric test is not upon thie accuracy being sought. A measunýment in the
repeated afte: acceptance testing u. ess voltage is reduced order of 1 percent could be typically made In a few
to 75 percent of the specified maximum. minuteii, whereiis a measurement requiring the utmost

15.6.1.4 EQUIPMENT REQ1 1IRF.D. The equipment re- accuracy may take a half Lour or mo~re.
quired for conducting a dielectric test is tielf-contained and Capacitance may also be measured with an impedance
inciudes a power supply, voltage control, and suitable meter which ust'ally has an accuracy of 2 W~ 10 percent.
voltmeter and miiliammete~r. These meters are less expensive than the capacitance bridge

and are easier and quicKer to use. The accurr~cy required by
15.6.1.5 TEST PROCEDURL. A generalized test pro- the specification will determine which type of equipment
cedure for conducting this teat is described in MIL-Standard to use.
202C, Method 301. Both the bridge; and the impedance meters incerporate a

1 5.6.2 Insulation Resistance frequency generator.

The purpose of this test is to measure the resistance offered 15.6.5 Inductance
by the insulating members )bf the component part to an Inutceimasrdb,2idcacerdgwhhimpressed direct voltage. This test is not to be cosdrd differs from a capacitance bridge in that it incorporates
the equivalent of a dielectric strength test and .a in fact nitnewhc mabeould ihvriscpc-
difterem. in nature and Intent. I-itnewihmyb ouldwt aiu aai

tances. The iaductwice is measured at a fixed frequenzy,15.6.2,1 EFFECTS OF INSULATION FAIL- and the device .:saentially compares the unknown induc-
URF., Excessive current leakage will lead to deterioration tance to a reference resistance and capacitance. The time
of the insulation by heating and may eventually form a required for making t?'is mneasurement is in minute&.
carbonized track or path leading to total breakdown.
Excessive leakage can also disturb the operation of circuits 15.6.6 Magnetic Flux
biy forming feedback loops. Low insulation resistance is
often an indicaition of u low residual operaring life. There are several procedures available for measuring mac-
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COMPONENT TESTING EMI, CHATTER MONITOR

netic Ilux and magnetic flux density. Flu. drmalty may be 15.6.7.2 EQU;P'ENT IREQUIRED. The test equipment
measured by ,ase of a flux density meter employig the Halh needed fVqs into two broad categories--emission measuring
ef.ect. The area to be measured is searched with a small equipment used to measure interference gencrated by the

robe, and a direct readout on 0ce nmeter is obtained. test sample, and susceptibility test equipment used to
subject the tet sample to interference. Emision-measuring

A more .precise, less conve*'ient method rmploys a rotatirg equipmer, ircludes CMI meters, monitoring devices, vur-
coil. When the coil is i, erted in.o the magnetic field it 'e..t probes, feed-thrcugh capacitors, and &ntennat. Suscep-
rotates and generates a v-.,tage which is proportional to the tibility test equipment incirries signal generators, power
flux, Thr voltage is applied tn a muter which again provides aniptit.ers, -pike generators, isolation transformer, and
a direc. readout of flux density. antennas (Refer'ince 647-4).

Totai flux -nay be read by a flMx gate mignetometer which 15.6.7.3 TEST PROCEDURE. Test methods are described
employs it search cc" which is move6 through a magnitic in conbgdereb, deter! in MIL-RTD-462. As stated in the
field. The r:adout is cn a meter wh;ch is an integrating standa-d, it would be impractical to attempt to define a
device and read3 th,. total flux in a cir,:uit. The meter proceiure that suits every conceivable cww. Therefore, an
incorporates a stop mechanism which prevents the dial emission tehat procedure wuli be described here In vreyfrom returning to zero. At the completion of a particular geneal terms to present an overall picture of the effort
r, iding, the date are recorded and ths 7iter is ten rer.t to involved.
zero.

After the testing and display equipment has been set Lp,
15.6.7 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) the first teat to be conducted would he a recording of the

background noise to determine its level for the test. It may
XM! tests are performed to measure and determine the be necessary to change the Ilcation of the test to conduct
olectromagnetic interference characteristics (emission -.nd tIL. test at a different timwe such as at night or on the
saeceptibility) of electronic, electrical, and electromechani- weekend when the interfering equipment would not be
cal equipment. EMI testing is primarily used with electronic operating. It is also necessary to have some knowledge of
equipment or with equipment which generates significant the nature of the background interfer-,ace, as in some cases
radio frequency interference, such as automobile or truck the background noise can either add to the apparent
engines. Such testing is described in d3tail in MJL-STD-41,I, emission of the component under test, which would make
MIL-STD-462, and MIL-rSTD-463. Several specialized EMI it appear to be worse than it is, or it can svbtract from the
tests are performed on certain aerospace fluid components, apparent emission, which -vould make it look better than it
horever, such as the following: is. This analysis is normally performed with equipment

a) Measurement of the magnetic field generated by sole- known as a correlation detector.
noid or torque-motor actuated valves on spacecraft. If the testing to be accomplished is olY an infrequent nature
Some spacecraft, such As Pioneer and OGO series, or if the item is relatively complex and the permissibe
require that the magnetic fields generated b) such levels of emission are low, it would probably be better to
components be almost totally neutralized, have the work done in a comroercial laboratory where the

necessary equipment and technical help are available. If the
V• Determination of the susceptibility of electroexplosive test results should indicate that the emission interference

devices (EED) such as squib valves to actuation by levels are out of specification limits, it ii highly advisable to
spurious radio frequency (RF) sigrmls. The Range Safety seek expert help in designing any changes into the
Manuals of the Air Force Eastern Test Range and suppression circuitry as this task cannot be accomplished
WesteruA 'est faUge (AFETRM 127-1 and AFWTRM se sicon autry a th ro basiss
127-1) specify determining the RF suceptibility of such economically on a trial and error bass.
4rviL., This susceptibility is defined as the mngnitude
of ahe smallest electric fie!d (expressed us an RF field 15.6.8 Chatter Monitor
/ntenstiy or RF field 4trength) capable of producing the Chatter is a momentary opening and cloting of contacts,

no-five current or nt-fira epower in an wED. (This no-fire such as are found in pressure switches, relays, and indicat-
arrest is the currea•t sensitivity at which no more than ing switches. Chatter may be measured or observed by useone RED pe- thoisand wilI fire with a confidence of 95 of a galvanometer and a strip chart recorder. This method

percnt. ,nay be used where chatter ex;sts for a considerable period
c) Fluid components which ut2lize any electronic circuilL.y of time or whera only a rough indication of chatter is

should be tested to determine tee susceptibility of that desired. For en accurate measurement, An oscilloscope is
circuitry ao actuation or malfunction ws a result of the normally empioyed, often in conjunction with a Folaroid
anticipated electromagnetic environment in the limne- camera which provides a pern'uane< ý record of the contact
diate vicinity. actuaticn. Chatter monitor wats t.re often required in

conjunction with vibration te.I.
15.6.7.1 TESTING. The teoting of a component for EMI
can range from a fairly simple procedure requiring ordinary
equipment commonly found in most test laboratories to a
very complex test program involving special equipment, 15.7 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
special screen rooms, and highly akilied specialists to
conduct the test. The compaexity is a function of both the 15.7.1 Vibration Test
complexity of the unit to be tested and the requirements of
the specification. The new military standards (461, 462, Of all the tests performed on systems and components,
and 463), which supersede MIL-STD-828, require more probably none is more important than that of vibration.
sonhisticated tests such as magnetic field measurement This is evidenced by the fact that more failures occur in

- (Reference 647-4). vibration testing than in any other environmenial test. For
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"ts ieasson and the fact that the subject Is technically Use most important relationship in the pieceding is the one
ecoplea, the somewhat detailed discujalon of the subject between ecoeleratiosi and displacement. Dropping the Iu
compulslng Detailed Topic 15.7.1.1 ham been excerpted (acciferatlor' may be either positive or naie
from V bemtlios Fuisdemns"nalby Lng Slectronlcs, (Refer- absolute value of acceleration Is propcttinnal to the
eu~e 6574). In addition, Bub-SectIon 7.3 Includes such product of displacement and the square of frequ.ency.
applicable information as equations for calculating natural
frequencies and stiftnewa Zactors for some common systams. A=D(,f2IiBub-Topic 13,3.5 trials vYAlouui vibration *nvlrouinents andA D(2f 2 Eq1.1.s
suggsets design techniques for reducine the epffects of where
vibration.
15.7.1.1 VISMATION FUNDAMSNTALS AND it- acclereior.,iWood
I6P3MIPICATE0ON D - dispicegment, inches

Wlsutage Vibration. Sinusoidal motion is the motion of a f- frqecy p
wbaker table conctrained toi move only up and down in
response to a driving voltage which Yakis alnusoldally with In terms of g (W A/Ic where ge 386 iln/ecllthe peak
time. The table displacement from Ito rest 'isltlon i6 2t aceerto is
In FIljure 15.7.1.1s a.eeato s

d -0D Slew 20 - ANCJLAR FUQUtNCY OF MOTION, 1WSEt'C 3M 4-0 102 De m .i

wherm

A3 - peak acceleration, Wnoew

If Dda is now defined to be double amplitude (da) or
- peak-to-peak displwacemnt, the pV ak acceleAration In g is:

015PLACEMENT As 0.051 Dd f (Eq 1S.?..14 i

This relationship should be well understood. Ifsa constatnt
O.01 inch do is required, then, as frequency Is incremsd, the
acceleration rises mwith tho square of frequency a.wd Is equal

Timet-.~ to 0.00051 A2 A frsquzmiyaM 100 ape gives at, acceleration
+V of 5.1 l. Doubling the frequency to 100 cps produesi four

times the acceleration, or 20.4 &. Doubling the frequency-I-again to 400 cps produces four times 20.4 gort 81.6 g. It Is
I evident from Equation (15.7.1.1c) that at low frequencies,

4 displacement governs the maximumn acceleration obtain-
-v I able. while at high frequencies, acceleration governs the

f i amaxium displacement obtainable. The crossoist fre-
quency is thut frequency for which the maximum allowable

V *W CAW acceleration and displacement are simultanmeouly present.
VELOCITY Tho relationship between displacement, acepleration, and

frequency is plotted in Figure 15.7.1.1b.

Rasimanice. Riosonance (as pertaining to vibratiov testing) is
2 __ a rharaicteristic pommesd by all objects in valrying degrees.

+A -T- Sww imIA migt on a spring (pulled down and relvised) will
I oscillate at a resonant frequency or natural frequencyde1~n~ bytennadteIpn osat h

W2 duration of these osculations is determined by the damping
in the ocillativg systim. The more damping. the sooner the
mass will come to rest. Without damping the Imass and
spring would oscillate forever. One of the main purposes oi

virton testing is to detect resonances In the tist
specimen, for it Is at the resonant f~requencies that mdbt
damage can ocicur. The equation used to determine natural

ACCELEPATION (resonant) frequency follows:

Figure ¶57.1.1.. Sinusoidel Displacement, Velocity, and21 M
Acesslerstion where

(Reprinted1 with pormistion #oram VibraSfon Fundsimentak" Ling
Elect,'onws, a Division of L TV Ling Altec, Inc.) fn - natural frequency, cps
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K a iPring constantlbi/m. I%& above alosredived from the differential *qua-
tiona that descibe otX the mechanical and electrical

UN- nmaes ib,, wi~perlenced with electrical circuits but not mcaia

energy of the system. A high Q system has low damping.
g - local askeeldaton of pravty, 386 in/seell While there are many definitions for Q, the esalest oi a to

staic eflctoninc (ue o frceofgraityon understand is that defining Q as the ratio of total
- satc eflcton Inh du tofoceof mityon st-wred-energy t. energy lost per angular cycle. This

U) definition literally applies to high Q case, but If stormd

In deafln with ce~etromecbaneiW devices excited by energy Is interpreted to be the average stored energy during
electzo-ic seieauimet, it Is important tha~t mah~cl the period of o'ne full cycle, the definition can still apiply to
electrical anaioon be undeustood. 7%e input Imnpedmnce of low Q. Thus, the Q of the system~ by this lefinition is.
a shaker is imapuetat when driven electrically. A clear
"Andsestascing t.f this impedance s th'i , ,oelated reso (Eq 1s.~1.:fl
ninWc phenomena requires the' .Alogiws be used. In
vibrati work, the Inverse or shunt electrical Analogs mo ~
commonly used as shown in Table 15.7-.1~a., L
Tabl .S.1.la. Inwewe el hunt ElstrsalAndep fwrVibration QI

I Week T R
(Adoed nWtf jaevnisson from "Vibration Fu#,dAivnetsh Lint --

Eisecftwee a Davisio. of LTrV UneAltec, Inc.),,

M401HANICAL JINVERSE EUhCTRICAL_ R

MANsI-- ia C

DapngRConductance G In a nAchanical eweIf we have a main, a spying, and a
Dampng Rdamper in oscillation asshown:

Compliance C Inductance L

Force F Current I (Eq157.1.131

Velocity IVVoltag, E

just as the nmas and compliant spring oscillate in the WC
mechanical sense (damping by friction), in the electricai
sense, an inductance, capacitance, and resistance connected
togothoir in a circuit will have a resonant frequency. Thc
damping is determlnel by the resistance trecoprocal of
conductance) of the circait.

The energy utalops between inechurics and electricity are -4/
as shown in Table 15.7.1.1b. 7/ //P//t
Table1S7.1.lb. Energy Analepa between MushMnls Lnd wizeret

Electicity
(Adrpted weth ornmissioon from "Vibn'rion FundwI~entals", Ling C - total spring compliance
fmgtronks, Division of L. TV king Altec. Inctta.dmpn

I;VERW ttldapn
MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL w- angular f'equency

QUJANTITY RELATION RELATION

2 In the mechanical case 3? fcrtL-d vibrationt, the sit-Aation is
Stord enrgy X (E')more complieated. The damping factor is Important when

mas 2M2  C interest lies in the amplitude of vibration& at or neat

Strdeeg, - (C2 1 (L2) esonance. Consider the driven system shown, where a
Stored~ enr2 (F (I motor of weight IN is suspended on springs having an

spring eccentric mar we its shaft. As the motor turns w~ radians
Dampng lss R 2  G per becond. centrifugal force produces an excitation to the
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4system. Mlthough constrain&A In the latera direction,, e ar
move In ha vertical direckhon. Damping Is provided by
friction betw,.jn the rdfleis ard the constraining aides. If 900
the spring constant Is k, then wt. can compute the3
amplitude of forced vibration as a function of the system
damping and the exciting frequency. The maximum die- .____
placement is given by the Impression:2

Ds 2

Piqure IL7.1.1e. Dampsg 11nt Chwagwssmee
~Ad~ed wth pnns~u~onfwn Vibretioi" Fund.ment.ft', Ling

Elecrronks, * Dpivlaovy of L. TV Ling Altec, l,.c. I

e nvironment the equipment will encounter, random, rathei
tan peirodic, forces must be generated in vibration wtes

equirminnt. The sinusoidal came already discussed have
dealt largely with peek or peak-to-peak amplitudes. In
rantomn work, it Is more convenient and meaningful to d46i

DmD 1E A with root-mean-equare (mis) values of such quantities as
in___ rEq &5..Sl dplacement and acceleration. The rVS Value Of an electri-r_2+tn,2  cal or mechanical quantity is related to energy. 'The rum

4~.2 valu* of a sinusoidal alternating current of peak value I Iswhore 2  the equivalent direct currunt which will produce the sm

amount f neatun a ipiting element as tht alternatingDa static displacement due to the eccen~tric mass, cun.Tepwrdsiadby estaue()iha
inch"s current (I) flowing through it is given by p - i2 r. The

lnmtantaneous power dissipated vsales as the square of thj
M- current (or voltage). It can be seen that the average of iti

(Wi)/2 wave is 12/2.

d amping factor givei. by 1 2(W
jI Sin wt

If one plots a family of curves of thil maximum displace-
menet as frej~uency is varied, they appcar as shown in Figur-
15.7.1.1c. As the damping f-etor (r ) is increased in 12,-
relation to umas of the system, the amplitude of theP/
resonance buildup is decreased markedly, altiough the -- t
amplitude at frequencies well sway from resonance is not.
greatly affected.4 t-.1
The sharpness of a resonance ciurve in either an clectrical cc Average value of P2
mechmnical system is related to the Q in tha system, which
In turn depends on the arno-int of energy dissipation or
damping prerlnt. It is characteristic of a high Q system thal. The square root of thj average is the rum or effective veale
for a given amplitude of oscillation, less energy is required of th* current 1. 1/2 - 0.707 L 'n the cas of a comple~x
to excrite that osillation than for a low Q system. This Is an wave contallining many frequenzies ana amplitudes, to find
important point In vibration work becaurs this means that the rnia value it is necessary to square the amplitude of the
relatively little excitation is required at a high Q resonance wave at every poir t in time, find the average value of the
point to produce very high streesos in the specilmen. squared wave ovey a given period of tinme. and extract the

square-rmot of this average value. In practice, "hi in done by
a true rum meter. An or-dinary peak or average- readingRandfigu Vibration. Random vibration is important be- meter is not good enough to find the true rms value of acause hin most aerospace applivnations the excitation forces rado wave or one containing many frequencies.

are not at discrete points in a fiequency spectrum but
rather oxlit over a wide, continuous band of multiple It is not possible to specify the frequency of a random wave
frequencies. In order to more closely simulate the actual system, becatrw all frequenci-!s -re present simultaneously,
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RANDOM VIBRATION COMPONENT TESTI1NG

or allest all frquencie& withils h.omwi mpteiflea bandwidth Fo~r a flat or white noise spact~m, g(f) - go.
an, prosent. In order to convenlen*Jy cope with calculations
and exr~dlnWna work involvng random quentitlet, the- 1 7 I
conieept known sa eicsrleretion demiaty is 'ised In the sane - gghi gB nsS,..I
ws'i *hat a total summation of aeces~oration density over a

ft"ýneyspetru yildsthe mean-square value' of th wer
aeeeoleralln. rhounitsafr acceleration density ared~ #zýr8.b anwdh p
cps, aaultgous toi12 or exrper cycle in the ceam of e,octrical bnwdh p

antitles. 7%e acceleration density Ifieal efndt:g we haceerato g n desiy 0.1 ps

112 Itwe hae go iven 0.1 2 per cps and Bgiven so 1.000
g Limit - Eq l~.1.110 cps, the xwig value of acceleration is (0.1 x 1000)1/2
B-0 B 10 g. A nombograph of this relation is given in Figure

who.1mld
There wte many possible P9D curves, other thixn the flat

a - rmi value of the random acceleration, ýRJSeC 2  spectrum, which might be used. It Is moell to point out that
B - bandwidth or range of freqiuencies under con- even thoug9 the "uq~ency spectrum of a random signal Is

sidevtion cpsnot flast, a sign al no leow random.u A truly random
acceloration follows what ia known as w Gaussian, or

If the bandividth (B) Is made to. approach so-ro cps. the normial, distlibudlon of Instantaneous accelernlons. Txhe
aceeltrat~on Vensty givien by Equat~on (15.7. 1.1.) Is that of Giasian distribution means that the probability of occur-

, sige opont frqec.Apo fteeclrton zone* of instantareous acceleration Is such that the acceler-
densit' of eh copnn r e~ ie uv fg 2  atlon will be lees than the rnis level 88 percei~t of the time,
per cpa vetso eunyoe~~feunyaetu of legw than twice the rms, level 95 perceent of time, and low
interest. TIMJ, is known to thtw power ~tpecr dealty (PSD) than three timas the rmi level 99.7 percent of the time. In
curv. It is apparent that a complete description of a practical equipment, there are limits to the peak : color*-
random vibration last me.luires a specification of the PSD to ticna. (and dimplacemenlmi) cbtainable. The accapted stan-
be uaed. When the PBD I flat (that is. all 'requency e~rd for random vibration systems in' a capacity to produce
clomponents ate present at an equal energy level), the peak acceleratlco equal to three times the rat-d runs
random motion Hi referred to as white noise. acceleiand~ons. Thus In practice, 99.7 percent of a true

Gaussian distribution Is realized. To determine the ramndorr
In certain situatiuns, the total rns, vibration level has an rns g rating of a particular shaker, amplifier system, refer to

absoutesignficnee.Forexaplethemechnicl ~the plotted curve of system limits. These curves ameabsolutesi structu Fra mexmblter unergonin al poeilti determined by a comblnat~on of amplifier Input limit, platedissipated ;nr tutrlmme negigocfaig dissipation, output transformer, and shaker heat limit for
alastic deformation in' directly proportional to the "men- various mass load conditions.
square (nt-&2) value of the oscillating strain, regardless of
the wave~orrn of the oscillation. The total runs vibretion Occasionally, other types of PSI) curves are specified. In all
level represented by a particular FBD may be determined by cuses, the important thiny to remember is that the
making a total summnation of all the increments of mean-equate acceleration In a given bandvoidth is equal to
acceleration density over the entire bandwidth. This is the the area under the PSD curve covedrlg that bandwidth. The
mean-square acceleration, and the square root of this area is root-moan-square (rmu) acceleration is the square root of
the root-mean-squq~e acceleration, where go ij the accel- that arps. Sometimes a POP) curve is given in the form:

eraiondesit ingzper rpa

= r l (E b7..I g2  f

A more formal definition of rms acceleration. in the randomn
situation is-:1 l- f p

grins [Jr ) rdf]" JEq 15.7.1.1k) ý-B --Un

For this cas, the runs acceleration is given by:
Area= 2~5 L

PSI Cuve rms = T f 4Eq 1L7.1.1m)

For the special case where, 11 and f2 are very close together
g(fI) anid approximately equal to frequency foil, it reduces to a

02 small value of Af
g jm-r eps ____g______________1&7.1.1n)____

ft f2  grins 1 LO(q1...
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MAIWM V1IIRATIO9I COMPONENT TESTING

An*"ee type oa PD crve sometimes usedlis derived from 0.0583 12 per cps. The energy (g• ) In both c"oa Is
psweMity UWY (tItn the. Gaussian erotr eurv). It S Identcal but .he dlatrtbulou, In theNomquency spectrum
tmd bees. the Olausnst, erotr cum Is a dose appeoxima- has been alte~rd cc mhown:
inm to e4 amplitude versus htmucncy remme of many
aboMW sd mechanieal filtea. 7%m are ereounted In
0stie, selMally over the frequency range where re- 0.1 Al +All•- A A + A2
@p w Ias W f0esmat.A

POD curve from a Oaussian error curve 1a: 0.0583 A 3 " A3

0 2000 cps I ---'

A~x
In tho cow where the grma reqrtid to be the same for a
flat PSD spectrum and theGaussian spectrnni, using the
maximum PSD of the Gaumlan spectr'm, the bandwidth B
Ia at the frequency where the POD is 45.6 percent of the
Oausalan nArximum. 1i6 the flmur@ below, the ayea under tha
OeunliI spectum (beyond the frequency fl) Is just equalAp~othee MID oura" Is olven by: to the crom-hatched erna In the rc'etangular spectrum below

the freque.-m fl. Thir relationship is useful In estimating
rms levels from (Gauftan type PSD curves; It l easily

go proved by equating EquetIons (15.7.1.11) and (15.7.1.1p)t g, e.( kf/f 1)2 with B = fl and solving for go/gi.

gyf)

0 f 0A55gf Gaussia-

Where t - 2.71, the base of natural or Naperlan Iogarithms, 2

and the consitnt (k) Is found from tho value of g(f) - g1 at per cps
same frequency ft: 2.-B,

k = [i. ( )] 1/2 7. 0 0 f, f
The rms value of acceleration for thia case is:

g - 4 it IrO Me. M7.1.10) Thr.om e Cam-ewe _-.'norp the vvian-anuawe. smlt~eIatlnn ig nnt
1m iS ( 2 especially aignificant. In a dynammic Wilati failuvo, the

mean-square amplitude of vibration may be a uaeful
measure for comparing similai random vibreaons; an
absolute criterion for failure may require other statIstical

'his is the result for infinite bauidwidth. As long as i /g1 IQ information. Failures forced at resonant frequencies with
fWAiy larp (correponding to a bandwidth sufficient that gl sine wave teasting tell relatively little about the ability of the
is fairly small compared to go), girj= will not differ specinen to withstand an actual missile enviror.ment where
appreciably frorn that given in Equation (15.7.1.1p). the vibration excitation is very mich like noise.

For example: To obtain a meaningful value of the spectrWl density
(relatively stationary with time), it is necessary to averagego " 0. 1 g2 per cps the mean-square output over a time which is compared with

2000 cps the reciprocal of 'he bandwidth. The required averaging
time depends on tie desired confidence limitp. It can be

g, 0.01 S2 per cps shown that the mrasured value of the spectral density
0 pr(aver&ged over a frequency band Af for a time T) will be

Equation (lb.7.1.lp) gives: grms, 10.8 within *1 db of the long time value for only about half the
time if "l1f - 5. If it is desired that the measured value be

Using the values in tha example foe the Gaussian aection, an within these limits for at least 95 percent of the time, it is
equivalent PSD for a flat spectrum to 2000 cps (fl) ia necessary that TAf >50.

15.7.1 -8 ISSUED: NOVEMBER 1968



COMPONENT TESTING VISAAT1OI4 LIEVLS

Rndom DIVIilsasmnL To tietenrmir tooting "soipiment go sei-iJi and 0.5 on tire 1341a scale, the ins,&rseedon on th( fl
linritetioa, It Is neceinary to undt.-stand how to figure scale, is 14.1 cps, If the shaker were ,ý&pabln of 1.0 da
displacement.. displacmeniat, the froieneny could be decreased to S.02

cps. As &nother mxample, for a lov -traquency cutoff of 5
RARecIlt~g that 4isplaeornent and armleierition eve reIpted by cpo one. a shaker limited to ot 1.0 dsý diaplseener~t,

A .r 0ft Dfz (Eq 15.7. 1.lb), then D - 9.117 AS!Itz. If A6~ acceleration density cannot exceed 0,088 gX/cps.
ains vmu units, so is D. In a eaial bendwjt; Jh (A f and power

spectral density go given in g isv cp*), +he me-an-square Whe-e a Mimultaneous combiti-tion of random and sine '
dispilaement (Dmn) in Ute bxIndwidh (itf fis, wave vibration existta, tke total displacement Is found by

adding the maxignum sine wave total displacemenet to the
rardomn double amplitude displacement detcnn~iopd In

D2  A AfEquation (15. 7. 1.lt).
U' *(~)g0  ~ '~f'Sp~cifications. The following specifications are wtvdtiy used

in military' vibration testing:

To otai th men-suar diaisczuat oer he end 1) MIL-E-5272, "grivironmental Testing, Aeronautical, and
frequeev,~s ethendian-sqfroe dipl n toe the ban Associated Equiptnent, General Specifications for"
up the Individual areas represonted b~y the above equation; 2) bil...TD.167% 'MechanicrJ Vibrations of !Sbipbosrd

2 g. f 3) Ii.met"889 "Electroniic Equipment, Guided Missles,

D2, 95.5 -j Iq 1L7.1.1r) General Specifications for"
f 4) MILrE-4970, "Envtronmenta) Tosting. Grouad Support

I Rquipment, General Specifications for"
To obtain the maximum double amplitudtw, or peak-to-peak 5)AS iul86
displicement (Dda), It in necessary to multip'y the rinsg )AS Mna 0
vidue by 3 for peak displacement an~d again by 2 !or 3) MII~r8TD-810, "Environmental Test Methods".
peak-tc peak displacement.. If a perfectly flat PSD ewive iiK
conaider~d extendling from fj to f2 and assuming f2 >> (1, 15.1.1.2 V1IBRATION LEVELS. The rpproprlate level of
then: vibration to be ursed for testing a particular part is often

unknown. Other uncertaintier are the tylve of vibration to
go / be used: sine, randomn, acoustic, or a combinaiior. of, all

I'da 34 Eq ILL7. 1.ls three; and IjiC axes through whikh the specimen is to be
f3 teted. If the specified ievels are too low (a rare occui

rente), the pa' may fail on the vehicle. If the Icicle are too
mor~reaistc stuaionhoweer s nt. o asum a high, aa unnecessary Wrnalty in dollarwi and weight is

A orsraitcstainhwvrinotoaamea imposed.
rectangular PSD curve, but to assuime one which attenuates
at some, finite rate below the freqceoncy of fl. This is Vibration levels are determined mn several weyý, ear.h having
becauie no real filter can produce the Ideal rectangular advantages and digadvantaees. A description of the pro-
spectrum. Assuming the POD curve to attenuate 24 cedures for determining these. levels foilcws.
db/octpve (acceleration density In gZ/cpa and feiling to
(1/1by' or 1/266 of Its fi value at one-half the frequency, Er. awenmtnta Pridlction. In the case of a component
ri). then: being supplied for a vehichk not yet built, the vibration

2. ' 112 levels to. be expected must bc predicted baseA on the
d.= 4~. I Eq ia.1.i1i general. design of the structure and informiation availabi,

~f3 fom similar vehicles. A large degree of uncertainty as to
wherethe validity of tha levels must necessarily be present whenwherethis procedure is used.

Dda - double amplitude, inches Data Acquisition. In this procedure, trial date is acquired
go -acceleration density, g2 ms/cpa from an existirij vehicle. If the vehwle is an airplane, the

data acquisition is relatively inexpensive arnd can be quite
- cuoff requncycpa eliable, as the instrumentatiou can be calried and moni-f, -cutof frqueny, cs ,red on-board. In the case of the space vehicle, the

Xqutin 157.11t i uedby LinIn preference to probrlem is more comple because the amutof data that
Eqaio 15711s ecueit is oecnevtv nI cnb acquired is iimited by factors such as the weight that
mor coslyrereena hetrue siuto hr hr a ecLiud an h eaieyshortlanhdr-i.
lowheueny utff s otobtainable. A nomogtaph of Wxr~apoladion of Data. If the- vehicle to be built is similar

ofErsauibation (1...t sid luic in Fgr(Ln toaprevious vehicle, 7'ibratioua levels may be inferred flrom
ofesavbainsieikwhich mjsobuedtslv daaaknon th rvcsytested vehicle. This data will

thi euaio.)An n xapl, wum hkrlnAa o t ob more accurate than data calculated for a new
0.5inc dodkpaceont TDuse an acceleration density ot vehicle but is still wLjt~ct to Revere limitations in accuracy.

0.4 g2/cps htihelws reunyo the spectrumi,
iJ.e. what cutoff frequency must be used, for a 24-db'per- Zoning. Information fromn any of the above procedures
octave filter? LWing a atraight-edgs between 0.4 0,1 the may be used to arbitrari;ý designate zon'a within a vehicle.

ISSUED; NOVEMBER1 1058 15.7.1 -9
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COMPONENT TESTINC1 VIBRATION TESY EQUIFtAENT

In thi procedure, e,.eny piece of equipment in a g, ýen zcme or ofher materials may be used to good advantage where it
is considered to bp subject to' he same level of vibration. is rot required to meet stringent MIL Spec requirements.

With a '10 cps input the device produccs a clean, pure half
It is appareait that the rangse of ursceytanty associated with cycle. Machinest are available that will produce accelerations
3pecified levels in any given vibration test specification may from 1 g to about 100 g and tne le.,el is normna~y controlled
be quite large. The specification writer should consider the by a simple rheostat on the machine. if more precise g
~ancert~alntes in. the vayious ~mehada of setting test levels levels are devired, *, Variac: controlling the power line
and should make everyv er~ort to ensure that they are voltage may be used. TZhese machines are ideally suited for
realiistac, The design and t"-st engineer should he aware that performing preliminary testa kUefore submitting a specimen
the values se' -*a ariy specificadior, may be in errer when to the much more e-zpensive electrodynamic vibrationi
applied to a partk-ular component or system. With this programs.
awareness, a v~quiremert that is unrealistic may be dete 2-
ted, ve~wes~ted, jand modified. F~ectrodynamrni Vibrators. The most common vibrator in

u~s in the aerospace industry is the electrodynamnic vibrator
15.7.1.3 TYPES OF VlIBRATION TESTS which consists of a coil moving in direct proportion to an

Developuent Tests. Deve:.epment te~s are conducted on input voltage. These vibratoys have a !orce output ranging
components to obtain basic data regaxding the d"sign. from 2 to 36,000 pounds. They may be programnwmi to
These tests are often more informal than qualification or produce a sinusoidal waveform, random vibration, or to
acceptanci taits as the usual inst-umentation and inspe- duplicate any pattern from a magnetic tape.
tioai constiaints do not apply. Iii many cases, the compo- Electrohydraulic Shakes The eloctrohydraulic~ shaker (or
nent can be mounted to a simple fixhire, and its action bydrashaker) con~ists of a hydrrafically-d'ven piston or
observed under arbitrazily selected Ilevels of vibration. A actuator controlled by a servovalve which receives a signal
strobe light which may be m~ade to Baesh ina sy'nchronization from a recorded tape. This type of shaker is useful where
with the vibrator insa useful tool for observing the action of very high force-pound outputs are required and where the
tha component. If -vbration equipment is available in- frequency does not exceed approximately 500 cps. The
house, many tests may he run In & matter of minuates and force output of these 3hakers is about 100,000 pounds.
inirolve only the test engineer and perhaps the vibration
machine operator, as contrasted with the formal test which Acoustic Vibrators - NoL&- Generators. T4,ere are three
may involve considerable time because of the requirements types of facilities in general use for conducting acoustical
for fixture design, fixture checkout, instrurment-i*ion, wit- tests. These are progressive wave tubes, standing wave
nesses, and so forth. tubes, and reverberant wave chambers, 1Progressivc waves,

standing waves, and diffused ftjids will exist as a function
Design Verification Test (DVT). A design verification test is of fr'quency range of these facilities.
conducted on the compG-ient to verify the desigjn of the I)Por sv aeTb.Afo rgesv aeicompleted unit (see Sub-Topic 15.2.2). In this test the unit me)iumfre 'e Wav Toube.r Aefrect propgrtessv wavehinha
is subjected to the complete vibration requirements as vedoiumt re of bound.nardect proprsiv agaes wthbe the
noted in the specification. This test may be more severe vlct fsud naporsiewv ue h
than in the qualification test of the specification. In some acoustic source is coupled to a suitable test section by an
instances, after a component has succ~ftfuVi., completed a acoustic horn. Reflections are avoided by a termination
rigorous DVT, the qualification test requirernents may be placed at the end of the teat section.
greatly redmced based on the information obtained during
the DVT. One reason fcr the seve~re I)VT is that a failure 2) Standing Wave Th~e. A standing wave tube is a device
ocrurring in DVT may be convected with fewer reporting containing a periodic wave having a fixed distribution in

and ontactul in~liatins han f~luretha occrs n aspace wh~ch is the result of interference of progressive
qualification test, waves of the same frequency and kind. The standing

wave tube is terminated by a hard or aemiriard reflecting
Acceptace Te"tia. Vibration *&sest are cften specified as surface which causes waves chpractetized by the exiii.
part of the acceptance test ior a component. The vibration tence o! pressure nodas or partial nodes and anti-nozlme
levels are usually set much lower than the le% ls aloa d in fixed in space.
q laii ctinn totting. The purpose of the test is to divscover
any discrepsaicy that may have occurred in manufacwure, 3) Reverberant Wave Chamber. A reverberant wave
such aw a cold solder joint or a bad weld. Hign quality chamber is an enclosure containing a diffused soiLqd
electric relays are often subjected to low level vibration fl"d in which the time average of the mean-square s.,undItesting as a routime manufac~ring procedure. ptessu;re is everywhere the same, rnid the flow of energy

j57j4 in all direekions is amsimed to be equal.
... TPES -EQUII~NTWhile acoustic testing L~ becoming increasingly important, itMechanical Vibrators. Motor-driven mechanical vibrators silms ergre sasei~rdfe~lmtdt ag

use' a scotch yoke, simple crank, or siminlar mcochanisn to prime contractors, governmental agencies, and privat-r
impart reciprocating motion to a table or to a specimen. laboratories. MIL-STD 515 1 and MIL-STD) 515-5 give
The acer.-lerittion level and frequency inputs can be varied
by changing displacement or the rotational speed of the gerainratoonhsts.
motor or both. With proper controls, they may be There &re numerous accessories which may be rruquired it,
programnmed to vary the inputs. These vibrators are addition to the bas'C shaker and control equipment. Some
relatively imeapensive and are used in testing small compo- of these accessories are as follows:
neait. for which the requirements of frequency and acceler-
ation are not too exacting. 1) An itistraiientption quality tape recorlet and plallAck

system are uaet'. to record output from the accelcrom,
' Simple Shakers. Electromagnetic shakers normally u'sed in eteiv and to play this recordiag back to the shakev at a

industry for such tasks as vibrating paper st,%ck, IBM cards, ixter date or to program vibr-tiun levels to the machine

iýSUED: NOVEMBER IM6 15.7.1 Aýl
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1l my el" bw %see 0 play output reecord beck to an 110.1.6 lýOCAtION Or cEROrES Location
anseoumpb for vWWinintelpsetatloii. of the accelerometer controlling the vibrator input is very

2) A in ~ y e ~ betw th shh OtSeatent Sone specifcations sAMe the location for th"2) n itam *ym my b rauird btwen te sake rmwsr but atbim do not. There canbea gnido asatvocam and the cobtr ol m hmeel4 set 8.1re a due: cfftwf e in Zh Input to the specimen depending on the
I - -I I " t it m r~ asem , p ro tec tio n fro m th e h ig h u e Wt ri

oil It is mpstan4 htA oerato benx t h mounted on the vibrator head ited tiInput ndicated by
CQW*W .who&ptvtmdg frquecy xcurion cc the 4auslefrostor may not Approximats the actual Input to

wooveftv ithen AnWfoWvsaln fbreuenc exuchrsiond the tost specmen if the attachoments are not properly
- W e ee'wtaste. forII vftmaltn mobesraio ametorehelay designed. If th. attachments fit loosely, for exanpl, a

impaMtietenn o nemten onswe.ml decouplng will occur, and in this case, only a fractlot. of
imporant.the energy being supplied by the shauer head will be

8) A sdip table Is m~ -astry for horiaintal vIbration testing Ummtta to the part. If such a difference does exist, it
of Iamp items A, dip table consists ef a specially- may be revidily measured by mounting an aze~derometsr an
Ifonniulated heavy block on which tho. fixture slides. Am the shaker head and another sracveromneter on the pAt
oil film Is maintalved between the Mlock and the fixture Itaself In a similar manner, the samplification factor of the
to IerseeO frcin fixture at any point may be determined by mounting

4)8 6 and-proofing of the control roo ofe hep aonother acceleromseter at aay desired 'acatkon.
misnimie operator fatigue and reduce *nvmr 157.1.6 FUNCtIONAL. ThI7 AND COMBINED EX.

6) Closed circult television may be necessary for viewing tests on equipawnt while vibrating, aurý the fui~cftonal tests
sIm setups which the operator may be unable to see or often include combined environments. F'wr example, vibra-
which may be hasardoua if vievad at too close a range. lion may be combined with low or high pm ware and low or

6) A strobcncoplc light system for viewing the test item -will high temperature. If fluid flow is involved, flex isea are
be very un&~L The flashing rate of the strobe can be required for input and output o! the fluid. If the fhild
controlled In thme same aninner us the lnpt Ito the media or any other aspect of the test !s hazardous, It is
shaker. necessary to conduct the test at a aite with adequate

pyotection for equipment and personnel. Bumh tasts jre
7) An oscilloscope for viewing motion waveorma. (A umsuly more oconomically conducted by commercial labo-

Polaroid camaera for recording these waveforms is often ratoules which normally have such faefitltes. An environ-
required.) mint such as high or low temperaiture is provided by

8) Amulichanelrecodin mcllog~phfor akig ~ surroundingA the specimen with a special environmental
8) Amulichnne reordig oillgrah fr maingper chmbe. To bottom of the chamber consists of a Releble

manent records of multiple signals, such as thawe diephragm through which the wotion of the shaker may be
required dmnrlng the conduct of a functional test, will be tranmiltted.
mandatory on many programs.

9) An assortment of accelerometevs will be found to be 15.7.2 Shod~ Te~tt
necessary. These devices come in various ranges and are 117.2.1 ]PURPOSE. Mechanical shock tests *er conducted
used for monitoring the levels at various polnu.b on a to determine that ti, spechmen will perform satisfactorily
tixtaro rad for controlling the shtker power supply. kn service uneler the expected shock loads.
Pimpllifiizs and readout meters for these additional
atnicelorometers will be required. 1LL7.2.2 EQLIPMENT REQUIRED. The device ~ugd for

Fixtre esig. I al butthesimlestcamit s bet t evdu~ting shock tests will depend on the requirements of
haetF ixture Desgn signall but t a splestam withi beste tO the particular specification. The equipment includes

havethefixure esinedby aperc~nwithentnsae machines. having platforms upon which the specimen may
expiviince in the field. While the bcsic princijales of desig~n uin mounted. After mounting, the test specimen is allowed
apply to fixtures as te any other device, theiv l4 ctums~der- to free fall to a sand bed or to lead cones which may be
able adt Involved in executing a design reistivoily free of sahped to pro-ride ii.. Ppnwn" vise time for the shock wave.
unwanted meonanc s aid amplifwatio-i. It is important other &eVices Impart shock by means of a hydraulic at
that the center of graviky of the tfrt i~pvcftet i ba p-ecisuiy pneumatic ramn An electromagnetic vibrator may be pro.-

d 'rmined and installed directly over the, axis of th greammed bu apply shock to a rpeclxnon. Often the smein
vibrator ta prevent ,'nm'tnwd v.oupes. Generally tests an fixture that has Ieen designeid for tha vibration tests may
conducted separately in, the X, Y, and Z axes. Ease Of beusd for shok tets.
mounting and asse of chwanmg of axes are important from
a cost standpoint beeause tiwe charges for this equipment WAS.. ]PROCEDURE. ~3pecific methods for conducting
gew-rily continue an long as the specimen is on the table, the various shock tests are described in MIL43TD-516.

Additional Infonnation regtvding both equipment and
ft~e San.Ifthefixumis ompexit is good practice instrumnentation may be found in the following U)SA

to mount It without the test specimen or with a simulated SadrsIsiuebleis
test specimen on the vibtutor, and subolect it to a scan 1) $11~-1961, "Specification for the Design, Construction.
through the frequency to be used during the tost. Should and Operation of Variable Duration, Medium-Impact
any resonancea be oWjsrvcd during the wcan, the fixture Shock-Testing Machine for Lightweight Equipment"
should be modified piker to the test. If such modification is
not feasible, analysk of the specimen test data should 2) 82.2-1959, "Methods for the ~Alibration of Shock and
consiowt fixture resonance. Vibration lick-Ups"
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COMPONENT TESTMNG ALCELERATMO

3)852.3-1964, "Specifications for a High-impact Shock Special equtipment may be required ft-v some test For
Machine for Electronic Devices" ex-mple, r laigs tost satu, which offers too munch widrd

B2.41~6 (R 966, "Mtho forSpeifyig te (~~ rsistance to permit attaining the sqeahed spid on a glean
4)'vtoristics of AuxilirAry Equipment for 3hock and Vibra- reuc te poulwer reuieement tol~ an strepamlnledvfein.t

VnMeasurement". ~tvl
Raiid changese in acceleration by varying the table speed azi-

15.7.3 A~ceIervtion Test ýnt possible on a centrifuge because of the inertia of 0t~.
system. How'ever, a very repid change may be effected by

16a.7.3.1I PURPOSE. Acceleration tees- are conducted to changing the~ position of the specimen an tb v table.
detewIlne the affect& of acceleration on the performance of Diagrams of twc methods are shown in Figure 15.7.3.4. In
the component. The test may be accomplished on a one setup, the test specimen its mnounted on a pivoted ami
centrifuge which imparts a constant accelerý.tion to the test which can be rotated through an arc by an actuator
specime.n, cor it may be accomplished on a sled which (pneumatic, hydrkulic, sprliig, and latch ar-angsinent.).
Imparts a linear acceleration including start and stop Initially, the test specimen may be po~sitioned near the
transients, Most acceleratiod testing I% performed on centri- center of the table, and when the table is brought up to
fuges since the acceleration may be maintained Indefinitely speed thea arm can b* quickly moved to reposition the
and thes facilities aft readily available. Linear acceleration specimen at the outer rim in a higher acceletattion field. If
facilities are very few in number, and test time on those the tiauas of the arm and the spmcimen is significant with
that do exist is not gunerally available; therefore, this respect to tl at of the table, it inay be neaestry to consider
discussion is limited to centrifugal testing. the effect of the momnentary reduction in speed as time

15.7.3.2 JUSITIFICATION4 FOR TEST. Acceleration tests moment of inertia of the rotatinS nmas is changed. A
have been specflied ' or many test programs in the past vrain4tepoeueivle h s facrig
without due consideration to the value of the results mounted on rmils tund at suitable prucy or actuator syst~em

lw for moving the carriage from the center of the tVtble to Wneobtained. Acceleration leveLii specified ame usually lw outwr-xd position (see Vi.gure 1.5.7.3.4). This metup is more
because they are related to vehicle accelaration. Experience aplcbethav unswih ghbedfclto
ti sown*rr. ti ls kl that actaalr bcusofcnitthant faicl nte control or, a plvotte.. a'n. In either setup, an analysis should
rtivnI aely m tid alsonmtenythof an unit theato faili infl th be made to determine if the rate of acceleration change will

relaivey mld nvionmnt o anLC4111irlti te thensi. prcat~ce a Coriolis effect that would eauae additional loadsthe same manner in the vibration test. In addition, te having a magrnitude and direction in eicesa of the allowableteffect of the acceleration on many components, such as limits..
regulators or solenoid valves, mnay be calculated from the
known mess of the movable parts. Thus, there is little-SEIN
Justification for specifying the test for conventional compo- PIOTý ARM
nents such as most valves, regulators, pressure switches, and
disconnects. T here are exceptions; an example 4s level A
control valves which are acceleration sensitive. It should not 4 NRPG
requ!-e more than a cursory examnar~tion of the design and
function of thet unit to determine whether an acceleration
test I- Juittifled. In the came of components whe.e the
orientation of the fluid might be difficult to assess or the
effect of the orientation might be difficult to determine,
the test is Justified and should be conducted.

15.7.833 ACCELERATION TESING FObk INSP'EC-
TION. In special casee acceleration may be used m zn
inspection tooL. In one case, circular mu"nets for use In a ACTUATOR
solenoid valve were found to be subject to cracking, and the
Incipie~nt fl&- -_a difficult or impossible to defect. A
fixture was built which consisted essentially of a small SO
high-asped motor to which the magnets were attached. TheRAL
magnets Were then 100 percent inspected by spinning tnem *
to a pireselected speed. The cracked magnets disintegrated
uader the acceleration loads.

15.7.&.4 EQUIMMENT. The equipment consists of a flat ýCNRFG
disc or a boom mounted or, a motor or ergine-driven shaft
that can be, otated at varying speeds, The radius of the disc,
may vary from a few feet to 40 foo.t or more, and a wide OAK
rangc Of rotatloid s1peeds is usu ily provided. Hydraulic PL.ATFORM
drIves provide the most versatile and vibration-free drive
Units..

Auxiliary equipment includec power arnd instrumentation AC7UATOR SEIE
fro a5tetloddi nary souivel jto that spermit and bctof gas
ele & Ptr ip nArY swivel* toit that permit flnw bctof gas Figure 15.7.3.4. DfViCos for Creating Rapid Changes ofreceiver, and TV camerits for viewing the test specimen. Acceleration
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COMUNED ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENTS
SAND AND DUST COMPCNENT TESTING

16.7.3.9 COMMINDSPIVIRONMEN'tS ThesaceleratIon N - rotating speed of table rpm
.eav~imoeunt may be combined with serem'l other evviron-
mear In a dudge test, e.g., temperature, altitude, and From "hi expression, the sOeenlaratiofl nan be expressed in
vi~bmate An ekLaorate test of this kind wee acn~ducted terms of rpmn and1 table radius,
involving an Atdes missie gas pressure regulator, which wee I 2 N2 r
sImultanesously subjeced to acceleration, vibration, and aE nT N rae
programmed change of pressure (altitude) while regulating a 0
pteeninaera a tamk in which the uflege wee also changing at a

proramedrate. The helium pa Iterapieratuie wee varied If the radius for a p-rtiular test is fixed, the constants may
frmcryogenle levels to 400OOF durlag the 6-minute run. be poupsd, a- 15R' Womographs end slido rules are

The vibration was accomplLthed by mounting a modified available from equipment manufacturers to facilitate cal-
ND C-25 sha~ker on he centrifuge. culatioris ard ere insefu when numerous toeste of different

A flexible diaphragm in a spetially-constiucted environ- speclimens are to be conducted.
mental chamber provfded vibration irput to the test 15.7.3.7 PRBCAUT1ONS WN TESMiG. Acceleration is
specimen. Flow of helium gas on and off the table wak don* dL-ectly proportional to the radius, and a specific accl-
through special rotating swivels. The example is given to eratioui may be obtained at only thoss points in a
illustrate poeolbl* techuiqueo, but it should riot be Inferred cylindrkcal plane of specific radius on the specimen. Thus,
that such a complex test Is nweaesarily dgslrable. The test there will be a radial gradient in acceleration arses the
setup Is costly, and when a railure does occur It may be specimen, and if the dimensions of the tast article are large
difficult to determine which environment caused the in relation to the radius of the table, thi. results may be
failure. %hux co~rntlcating tI'- task of correc~lng the design. unacceptable. The solution Is to use a larger radlius or to
Howeve-r, there have been , cumented instances where a position the specimen reech that the affected partion (e.g., a
component succeeitufy pained vibration and acceleration valve poppet) will experience the desired a.vceleration,
tests individually and failed when the environments were
combined. Such coqmonent failure may b*. suspected where 1WAS3. TIMST ThCHNQUES. By the use of electrical sl3p
*he s~de loads produced by acceleration can change the rings and rotary swivels, functional tests mxay be
wear or actuation characteristics of the unit during vibrwa accomplished on a rotating table in much the same manner
tion. Switches and relays are particularly susceptible to as they are on the bench,
malfunction under tht combined environment, as mnall We o ae r oasi h aeo ekg
changes in the friction forces can produce hlarg changes In When low rates arct loay inte case convleakaenl
the.. operating char,.cteristlcs. A design analysis whould menducmedt wtheu twielst may beludin re convabenprentlye
indicate the degre* of potential failure. Sub-Topic 13.3.3 conurcted winthoutet swielsub onldng ah sutable. pressulyopraed
failure desig t cchraions admnmz tepoaiyo oenoid valve may be used to adnit preesure to the setup,fodue d. ato acelraton.and leakage can be collected in a piastic beig or it may be

toeasurad by the water displacement method using burets
15.7.3.6 TEST PROCEDURE. When the required 4ece. monted near the center of the t.able.
erution of the specimen is known, the combination of o
radius and speed required may be determined to define the Ifsi nowaedn#hcntfusvrlpeatos
pasdv defne by sorn on equtio tbeAnuaaclrtin must be observed. Sqaib firing circuits and instrumentation

is deined y theequatonclrcItv, uacdld be widely separated to preent~ possible
_ l~nterforence. If an cscilograph is to be operated off the

a -- (Eq 11046a.) table, It is ad~Isbie to put the amplifier on the table and
r' amplify the signal before It " mto the slip rings. If the

whereamplifier Is mounted off the table, it will also armplify the
whereslip ring noise, which may make the data unintelligible.

£-acceleration, ft/gOC2  15.7.4 Swnd and Dust TOsO
v = tngental vlocit'. ~Sand and dust tesm am. specified for equipmntn 11"kely to be

r radius, ft operated in sandy and dusty environments. Military
I~e ore reuire toresrai thespeime isvehicies, including aircraft, are examples of such
The orcerequred o rstran th speimenia quipment, and components that are 7ented or exposed to

the atmosphere and intended for use on such equipment
F ina= M~ should be subjcocted to the sand and dust tests In a

g r qualification test program. If the unit is hermetically sealed,
/22 it should not be subjected t'a such a test because the only

- (W ____ effect will be to abrade the surface finish. Aerospace
g kgo(Eq 1L7.3.Sbi equipment normally should --at be subjected to this testing

~7UUI because of the well-defined procedures employed for
where packaging, handling, and installation, unless chiaracteristics

F = orce lbfof the componkent; are such that entry of external
F forc, lbfcontamination ir highly probable, e.g., rielk2- valves without

dust bnrrer. or ifilters. The contamination seiisitivity is
m maslt, Min ejts~blahsd by this test. Effe.-tive barriers may be devired

for many such valves during the design and may be in the
g=local acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/see2) form of plastic blow-out plugs or elastic bands that blow
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COMPONENT TESTiNG HUMIDITY, SALT W'AY, FUNGUS,

off when the valve is activated. For molosles an,- c''er that a component that is appaernatly hermetically sa~ led
equlpmert kept in controlled or s..,m-iontrolliod max not, in fact, present an &adq*uat* barrier to moiatar'-
environments nt launch sites, It Is not likely that the test an the adverse effects noted above should be anticipated.
would provide any useful results. Tomperaturt or ambient pressure cycling during exposure

to lhumidit v produces breathing which rewlts in entry cti
Requirement@ far :he equipment and for o-onducting the moisture through openinpl not otherwirs objectionable.
tests ar* described in Method 610 of r.JL &STD-810. TIhe
sand and dust test is relati~velv Inexpensive. A commercial 1L7.5.4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED. huImidity chamben
laboratory will chsege approximately $125 for a normal ani genoiraily available in sizes ranging from 2 to 64 cubic
specimen. The tibie required to conduct the test, which i. seat and costing frwim $3000 to $8000 depending upon the
usually nontoperating, is approximately 12 hours (exclusive programming equipment included. These ebembers may be
of setup time). The cost of conducting this or any of the set up to program a test specimen throu~gh * procedure as
following vnvoironmenWa teats may be greatly affected by specified in MIL-STD-8 10, Method 507. As operation of
the size of thG unit. If the unit fits a standard the specimen is usually not required during tt, to &est, little
environmental chamber or test facility, the tests will be or no technical attention is required during the 10 day test
relatively inexpensive. Obviously, however, if a Special period. A commercial laboratory will perform such a test.
facility has to be built to accomrnodftte the unit, the costs for approxim&.tely $100, including a roport.
will rise accordigly.

15.7.6 Salt Spray Teat
15.7. Humi~ty Tst Th salt spray test Is used for all components exposed to a

15.7.Ll INTROW)UCTIO-1. Humidity tests d&termine salt atmcsphere such as is normaly found near oaevmL- The
potenthal failures of L component because of moisture and tests identify potentirl coiroulon problems resulting from
absomption, adsurptaon, at penetration. In jnosh cause it is a the use of dissimilar metals or of ncincorrosion-reelstant
necessary environmental test, as indicatedby the fact Mht materials. The test should be specified if a poroblem from
the failure ratA is relatively high. Hermetically-sealed unis corrosion coodd arise; hvwever, If the material of a
of corroslon-vasistant materWa (e.g., an all-welded absolute herrnetically-eealeA unit is known to be corrosion resistant,
pressure regulator which has no accetas whatever to the the test prubably could be deleted without risk. Entry of
ambient atmosphere, or an absoluto pressure switch of salt atmosphere throughi small openings v sy not cvcur
similar vusotruction) do not require htumidity taste. during the accelqrated test because a caoke of salt seale the

opening. Normal'sall atmosphere would not ot~atruct the
15.7.5.2 iiFWr8T OF HU?#IDITY ON THE COP0 openings and could therefore be detrimental to internal
NENT. Results of component expusure to humidity are: pSria.

1) A vevy thin film of water forms on the object,. 16.7,6.1 EQUIP:..ENT REQUIRED. Commercially
available chambers are built to withstra'd corrosiva sal%,

2) Vapor penetrates into the object by various mechanisms, spray, A. i-cuble foot chamtjr will cost between $500 and
as pesen, thre *$1000 depending upon the control eq~uipment supplied.

3) If ehictromagneatic ent'g ispevn hee4.a % volume of testing would determine whether or not
absorption of energy in the surrounding vapor witich will such a purchase should be made. The tes' is relatively
have the effect of loading an inductive element. inexpensive in cominercial laboratorieft, ranging from $50

4) Rust or corrcaion may result. to $75.

The foruaetlon of watei filat 2nd the penetration of tht- unit The test is conductod in accordance with Methcio 50A of
are of greater algrificance than the electromagnetic effect. ?XIL-STD-010. 11h. elapsed time tfor die testing is 48 houms
When the film forms on the surface of the unit, it rapidl Az the cotclusion of the test, the pair is rinsed in tap water,
becomes ionized and conducting, thus provuling a then Inspect id anti testete 48 hours after the rinse.
condur-ing patL and capacitance effect bacause of the high
dielectric constant, The priictical effect is *o cause a change 1&57.7 Fungus Test
in Insulation resistance, rurface Yesistance, inductance, and
capacitance. The surfa... arcing rr..wt~ance is lo'vemd The furgdas cost determines if the ~naterials of ýhe com-

Penetration of liquid or vapor int. an organic material ponent will support a fungal growth. The test shoulS bt
causes dimertsional changes, lowering flexural strength and, performed on equipment to be used in the -ropics or inI
Yn some cases, improving impact st-rangth, which may damnp areas. Ir. ic rarely lus~lfi..i on noymal aerospace
degad perforrmneie. It also ad~rsaely affects the ele'tiical components which usually consist of non-nutrient
charocteriaticta of the material. mtras

A film of pure water on a surfac.. is ilgniflcantly comrcave 15.7.7.1 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED. The fungus test is
only when conitaminated with impurities such as salt or usually conducted in a c~nmwercial la'oratory using the
acids. As th-, hevels of such con~aiA~nh.nts vary with services of a tiActeriologist td p.'epave the four groups of
!ocation, the effects td humidity on thv. surfaces will als iuatcg required. The duration of the test as 28 days, which

1kry. may cause a schedule problem if a limited numlxor of test
-amples is available for a given test program. The teat is

15.1.5.3 MECHANISMS OF bWNTRY. Water can enter the performed per Method 508 of MIL-8TD-8 10. The cost for
comporent by diffusion through a material which forms a this test is approximately $125.
pbrt of the equipment and by entry through a hole in the
sealing of the equipment. Moistuv%. can permeate most 15.7.8 Sunshine Testorganic materials, zinc* the% molecu~ar spacing it larger thetn
the diaete of the water molecule. It is important to note Sunshine touats are spcified for nonmetallic material, suchL
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NW, EXPU M, LTITDIFCOMPONENT TwSING

as rabber end pIme ,Ahlch will detersorte after loot beaus It re"uMbw Spocl. equipment and trained ppreonnahl,
iineto uMWlne. ib'siy comrmon ietics, for eample and Its comoduct within ciylmits Is oti~rhbtdh

huoms aes, ten to bvftme stiff and brittlafer a ctyofenpruibte
meupre to mmmghlao, aM this effccz wil often be
m n -1 - ed with lam or chenee of color. Ru~bber pn~)dt1is 1&7.11 TwmpwaturoAltltuds IThemiem) Vacuum)ai. teod to bs~oes.lewd aoe brittle, and this effect IsTa

peedy a ,c e11ate in khe preamcio of .ii wlita a hig ctslemsTs
waset. There is pbak~y rno *i~qcadon for running mueas 7he combifted environment of temperature %no altitude Im
a teso on a mewa ecespoust. inposed on emnponents which may be adversely affected
A chamber h~vorpor,.dng arm lampis capable of suipplying by the coeabnsaLon but which may not be affected by thet

m"IlyInwaeenthN above 7800 angstrom units end stiirlorstte Imposed Individually. 'The teat is particua~luy
addl'itoNe lunps capoble of s~applying enewrg in #14plicable to equipment d rident upon eonvectlon
woeoU1ts below 3800 angtrom units is speldb cooling which Is ineffectv at altitude because of the lower
MILSTD-810, Method 505. The dufatkin of the U~st is 41C denskly of the air. Th6 test is also applicable to any

hor.equipsnent that ~.~ttend to outpu& or sublimate and have
deleterious ef f#K.o upon other equ pitent in a apace vohic~e,if dupllcaP~on %f vesults is not a requirement. knfonnatio-t such ws fogging of o"tical syst;U.rmm

on the effects of sur-shineo may be obtained by or-pohing the
spec40imn ta the sun in an man where the sunshine in fairly 15.7.11.1 "AST FtOCFDURF. Twa general proceedures
condtant (e.g., desert regions o( .risooa, NWvtds, an are described In M1L-dTD-810 for conducting

calforlsýtemperature 'altitude kesW. Method W4' is Intended
prmarI'ly for electroni, eqnlpment. 'Tis pi-oedurw requires1&7.9 RkAn TWs approxismately 35 hour. In the test chamtoer, e'xclzs~ve of
functional cycles required %setowen th* various votting ofA rain test b cowducted to determine If water ponetration tem~ietatrt and altitude. Sftaut# close monitoing Iswill mo'sut frim t. simuklaed heavy rainftall. Tis test karrl require a~d because numerous functions& trt-A at-*

coo~ducted on p~eaeet day equipment, and It Is 0obtu conducted, it is advisable tc conduct te, teat Inhraseuv"ta a rain test woonld, ;:ros dimmepanclee not diwonrcd ptvvICsd that a bramilse chamber is available.
I. t~'e humidity test. Examination of the detailed design
&Amcud indseatit whether thn teat Is roqu~red. Meti~od T517 I& a teitative .ndthod entitled "Spaece

Slanulaiion," and is to be applicable to spme componentht 17
Metkod 506 of MIL64TD-S10 describes tl~, *quipuent geneamL It specLsem very ýow v.-tiqet prwmaure (1O*7 tort;
nAide 'sa4 Ihw procedure for' conducting th~a rviSn test. The 'and solar heatinc. noe lengtl' at the test is a funet.oia ,f the
duration of the tat !& 2 hours, and the normal laboratory mission tin.-. The conditions of Jhe Lot crc difficult Wo
chirp is approximak y $135. If rigorous docume~ntation of meet if there will be tvny significant o'atgwAdng frmi the
the test is not required, the amev reaults may be obtained components under I.s.t.
in-house by directing an ample spray of water frum an
ordinary shower head or hosetype nozzle on ulie Mast 15.7.11.2 EQITIJMENT REQUIRED. 7%v equip~n'et

specimen.reqtiired for Method 504 is & conventional al~titde chumberiD~clI~u1.with a capaltity of progrminlng altitude from 0 to
15..10ExpxkmTW.100,900 &et, Equipmunt for unairt&Wing teuaperatures15.110 IX~u~niU ~between -620 and +18E0 C is salo iequired. As the test

An explosion teat Ip conducted to determine thai operation procedure requirc- rer~ording the temperature and L.ae
of the unit will not wawr.. an explosion due to an ece~tiial qltitud* at numnerous points, a b~rip-type recording instru-
ame or sparks ignitirie fumes or vapor that might be present. meat should be included as dart of taoe eqwupmetL..
A procedure for performiAng the test is given in Method 511 PWchod T517 requires much moure elaborate eq; :pment toof M1Lr4TD 410. prowlie the low vacuum solar radiation sufs black-coated
15.7.10.1 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED. Equipment required cryogenic sitivuds capsble of maintaining liquid nitrogen
fom the exp!Qsion test comhmits of a sutitabko chamber or temperatures. No estimattes of the outeide cost of such a
tarnL, a vacuum pump, provislors for raising ihe test c'-sn be made because of the wide variations in the
temperbture uf the kink, and paovil,'ons for hihjecting & duvation of the test according to Method T51 7.
specified expiceilve atmosphere Into the Ahamber. The
chamber is usually fitted with # hatch held In place by 15.7.12 Low Piessure Tast
aftmospheric pressure siace the proesure In the zhamber Is
Icas than atmospheric dur!ng the tes1. If an erplosior. dos 'The effects of low pnressure can be loss of pressusization
occur, the hatch bk~w3 off before significant pressure cant fluid, %uptuve or distou-tion of pressurized containers ca4sed
build up inside the chamber. Sever*: tests at different 'ry a chanf Vin differential pressure, darn&, e caused by
conditions of temperature, pressure, end fuel-air mixture reduced heat transfer capability, *Ad damage resulting from
may be req ired. electrical arcing.

15710.12 TEST PROCEDURE. The test specimen is 15.7,12.1 TEST PROCEDURE. Method 500 of
installed in thne chamber, and the. test conditions are PMIL-TD-810 descrllns two low pressure procedures. One
established (proxor temperature, vacuum, and fuel-air Is for pround 4quipmwent subjected to operation at a high
mixture). 7The specimen Is then operated. If no explosion altitude or ship*jd by air, and the other is for equipment
occurs the unit is deemed non-harardous I~n an explosive designed to be use4d on Aerospace vehirles. Ground equip.

abnsph.".ment is aubjeel.ed b3 an sbi~olute pressure of 3.44 inches of
mezeury. equivtlunt to 50,000 feet above sea level, and is

This test should be conducted by a comrmercial laborretory malntakaid at ths. pressure for 1 hour. The pressure is then
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TEMPERATURE

COMPONENT TESTING SNIPPING SHOCK

increased to an equivalent of 10,000 feet wibve. sea level, &t test is conducted at design-operating temperature to deter-
which pressure t.e test item is operated. In thL- test the mine what effLta, if any, hav- been caused by the low
temperature is uncontrolled. In the second procedure, the teinpevat..e.
peesmar I. reduced to the lowest value for which the
equipment Is designed- and the temp~erature is maint~ained 1 5J7.15 Temperature Shock Test
at -65 0 F. These conditions are mainta~ined for I hkour, after
which~ the equipment is oper~ted. Then with the eqpiipnent The purpose of ti.e temperature shock teat is to dotewmine
stil operating, the pressure is increased to the prevailing the effccl.. of sudde change. in temperature on ground or
rcom orrbient level. aerospace equipment. Ithe chief effects to be expected are

cracking oi rupturing of materials due to sudden expanition
15.7.12.2 EQUJ'A4ENT REQUIRE1). For etmail cornpo- or contraction (thernial stresae are discussed in Section
nenta, a standard bell jo.- arranL~ement is satisfactory,. For 14.0, Stress Analysis).
larger components, or wherp a low tempeeature is also 1.71..EUP NTRQIE.wocaerae
required, a conventiona. altitude chamber is used.1575.EQIMN RQUEDTwchmesa

"ae~ired, each capable of maintaining a specified tempera-
A comme,-clal laborsitury will conduct a tect to ture. In additia', miatrial handling equipment such sa a
MIL-STD-810, Method 500. for ak.out $1 25. forklift or tcrane may be req-tired for heavy equipmenit.

Th.713 II~t emprattre Tst 5.7.1C. TEST PROCEDURES. T'est items are placed In a
test chaniber and maintained at 1850 F for 4 hours, then

The 91trpomwe of this tact ik tu determine if the component transferred (withi~a a minimal time such a-t 5 minutes) to a
will be damayed by exposure to high temperatures. -40OF ch-riber. The equipment is mauntalned at this
Examples of possible damage are permanent met of packing temp.erat.-e for 4 hourn and is then returned to the high
snd iasketa. distortion of seals and valve Psats. a change. in temperat Are chamber within 5 mlnutfis. Three such cye]%,.
size or o-tual chemical composition, or overheating of are conducted. At the end of the third cyclea functional
ok-ctrlcnl coils causing ir aulatloii damagn. test is conducted at roon. an-hient conditions.

The oeat temperature ?as been established at 160 0 F. This 1571 ShpighokTs
value was arri-ed at by considering 12bOF to be the 1576 hpigSokTs
maxim .In amblent tenmperature normally encountered. To Shipping shock tests a--%- designed to ensure that the
this was added 3b0 F to sccoiint fc- solar radiation and product will arrive at its destination in an undamaged
increases in temperat..ire becease of operation. These condition, Imposing the rer'uireinent causes the manu-
criteria were bpsed on aircraft requirements and are not factuver to design the shippin -contahie*r in such a manner
necessarily applicable to space vehicles, that the component is not likely to fail the shipping shock

test. If the type of shipping container and packagino are
15.7.13.1 EQUIPMENT REQUIRFD. sony chamber suit known in advance, it is sometimes possible to delete the
able to house the equipmemani ~d provide the proper reqjuirements for a shipping shock test because tne results
temperature may be uujd for this test. miay be Waely predictAd. For example, if a small component

16.7.13.2 TEST PR~OCEDURE, The camponent ia placed (such as a valve weighing 7 paurnd) isi properly packaged in a
in a chambei in which the tempcr,-ture is raised to 160OF 1 gallona metal container and aturroun'ied by resilient

and aina'nd f. ' peiodof nt lss han48 our. A lpai king m'aterial, the valve is certain to be undamaged in
the end of this period, the -Lemperature of the unit is a:raoal hpigsokt~t
adjusted to the maximnurn operating temperature. When the
temperature has been staoillzed, the equipment is operated. If time permits, realistic data may lie acquired on the

abili'y of a component -ýyitem anu package to survivc
15.7.14 Low Temperattue Test shipp.ing shock by simply rmiting a test sample via commnon

carriet to one or more deatinations snd return. The
The purpose of the low tempeniture teat is to determine if condition o~f the package and componc-iat will provide r
the component will be damaged us a result of stor~age and- typical picture of what may be expected during the actual
operation at low temperoture. Difhcultic.. to be expected -shilpmentL If dsIm!-e, the sp-caimen may- be instrumented
are differential contractions o" metal parts n'r loss of with a reccruing 'laiice thAt will preserve a history of the
Yesiliency in packing, gsaskets, and seat materiul. The lowest shock -encounte -.w during the shipment.
tesf temperature specified ir- MJI-STD.-502 for this test Is JPL Technical Report No. 32-876, dated 15 March 1966,
-8017 This low temperature is specified for storag3 and entitled "The Dynwmic Environment of Spacec'raft Surface
transport only for equipmne.,t to be operated in the Uni.ted Transportation" (Reference 12-22), describes, a test pro-
States. In tern'pcrature-controlled areez, the specified gram involving the shipment of ftsaiger spacecraft from
temperature is +35oF. California to Cape Ker~nedy. The vehicle was instrumented

15.7.14.1 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED. Any st..ndard. to record shock an,' vibrati'.n data. The article provides
chamber capable of maintaining the m~nimum temperature useful information on iratr imentation techniques for this
required may be used for t~iis work, type of test. If a standard test is. to be conducted, e.g., to

MILSTD-516 l-zrocedure I, the cost will be approximately
15.7.44.2 PROCIEDiIRES. Thie e uipment is installed in a1 $175.
chamber and maintained at 8f for 48 hour., At the
conclusi'.n of th" exposure, the item may be reraovedk'nd 1.5.7.17 Combined Environments Test
in~spected for damage. tli.m reinstalled in the chamber and
stabilized at its design operating temperature. A functions! The ultimate judge of the adequacy oi aiiy component or
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COMONEI) EMPIOhMENTS
9=141O1D. SQUID. NEWE VALVES COMPONEN7 TESTING

asteim Is the vehicle In which the components and systenms I&S SPECIFIC COMPONENT TESTS
ato be w~.d. "hat Is. only In an actual flight are all of the

enwhroumentsn and operating conditions present in prwisely Some components have Inherent charuetinistlos that require
tdo correct levesk mand roportions. A. goal in testing is to special mention with respect to the test techniques to be
tpVproaimute theme co tonit se pmecisely as possible in the Used.
took megom.. Hoiwever, it 5a a moneta and physical
lmspciesib~ify to compiletely duplicate all of the condition.; 15.8.1 Soleno~d Vailves
tIh.refoce, aeceessgy compromises should be made to
cc'iudsv thase coonditions that ame belivrved to be mostk rTA' usual test% cunducted on solenoid valves, sadch as
likely to pmrode adverse results on the systemn or compo- leakage, power, and responbe, ane described ##6@ew' her under
.rent. the appropriate headings. Howevet, two precautions should

be mntioed i tesingsolenoid valves. In condufiting
CWousiaions of Interaction between ',arious parasnoters cycling tests, It ia important to use a cycling rate consistent
awe given below. Mhe discussion is not ila-anchasive becawev with the design duty cyceo of the valve if the duty cycle 6a
the nmazhe of combinations possible is almost f nfinite. Th4; ratted so being other than con,.inuoUs. For a valve designed
intent is nxim to stimualae thought that will mrest in for intermittent opeast~on, the cycli.-ig rate should be such
specifying the necessary combinationa in the test that overheating of the ccoll will not become a problem.
procedure. Ebimilarly, testing peorformcxi in a temiperature-iltitude con-

Consderng he pramterof resareincudin boh Ywry dition should take Into account the fect that heat trtinsfer
honidering ver paamtewo pressure, thncoll uin ngbera. no may in a vacuum is diffierant ftron eiat trasnfer in air, and if the
hig made n.er loow rsure,~ the fooolowir buerst teso ai vmWY derign has niot provided for adequate hoat trarsfer by other

be mde n cndutingtheprof o bunt tst n avesel, means such as ..onduction, overheating and burnout Is -
both the fluid used in service end its temperature should be promibility and should be anticipated. If the dssign or a
considered in the test. If the fluid Is corrosive in nature, It vaeicudmtefong eim spro'teht
may attack the material of the veood In the stressed trnfr ecaimthsaemdu shldbuedn
condition (at proof or burnt ovols, where.. there may be the teat to a-ioid the possibility of overheating and burnout.
no atta.ck in the unstressed condition. This fact, therefore, Heat transfer is treated In Section 2.0 of this hnandbook,
should influence the conduct of either a compatibilaty test and solenoids are discussed In Detailed Topic 6.9.8. 7.
or a -straw level test sucb as proof or burst pressure.
Similarly, tomperature must be considered. A low tempoer- Vas
ture may btw either beneficial or detrimental to the 15. ExloieVls
properties of a psetcular material. Moented temperatures Because of the nature of explosive valves (Sub-Section E.6
usually dograde the pmpoprtlas of a material. Therefore, if a of this handbook) very little testing osn be accomplished
component Is to be used at either extreme of temperature, prior to tise beyond the conventional circuit continui*~
then extremea should be employed during any test tests conducted on the squib itself. For a nownally-closed
involving pressure. At very low pressures, electrical dis- valve, a conventional leakage meas~urement may be made in
charge may occur and heat transfer by means of conduction the usual manner. For a ncormally-open valve, verification of
may disappear entirely, Both of these phenomena could the proesure drop could be made if deemed necessary.
affect the resuite of a teat conducted on a soleuoid coiLl however, it is not likely that the premasure drcp would vary

significantly from valve to valve of this type. Therefore,
It is common practice to combine Obration te~s with once determined, It should not be necessary to repeat this
various environmental conditions such as tempetrature and test on a routine basis. After a normally-open valve is tired,
altitude, and It is usually required that the part be a leakage test may be conaducted; conversely, after a

runcionng urig thse est. Te ruon or he equre- normaliy-closed valve is fired, a pressure drop test may be
funertioing that n a tcomponents ay rceason pao s ah seveire- conducted, if required. As some ordnance valvec generate
vibratioan best In a nonfunctioning mnode and fail the consideal patce li prto ,4aprtii cIn
vibiation test at significantly lower levels of input while taken on the downstream portion of the valve may be
operating. An example might be a solenoid vatie or warranted. An examination of the locking mechanism used

reuac n which the poppet is held fl.rmly against thre seat to hold the vi !'e open or closed after actuation may be
in U~ocloedpostio. Wenthe valve is open the poppet advisable depending on the design of the particular valve.

Thn tqte clxposed position. isWhen eauae o h
may be sup;:orted in a less rigid manner with the result that Theo squ-fir eplsv acdn-ietuators ucualdyevated on thmpesfo
the vibration may damage the stat due to a tranizverce eahbat of alo-teadn-ie.et oditd nsmlsIo
motion which causes a scuffing action,.ahbtc rlt

The purpose of the test, and the time and money available 15.8.3 Relief Valme
for the test, -. 11 dictate the extent to which the environ-
ments are combined. In development testing, for instance, The operutioiral testing of relief valvos inay be done in
combined environments are not generally used because oi accordance with Sub-Topics 15.5.5 and 15.5.6. Sub-Section
die difficulty in determining which environment caused a 5.5 4m9scribes the characteristics o! relief valves, and the
particular failure. O'n the other hand, in qualification pecularities in testing unique to these valves are discussed
testing it is desirable to combine as many environainerrti as below.
possible within the limits of time and money. Beyond a
point, however, the complexity of the test becomes so great The upstream plumbing and, in particular, the ullage should
that dimrinishing returns are received for the efforts closely simulate the conditions the vale will experience in

%,pen led. Cost analysis and good judgment must be sot vire. if the flow rate is relatively high, the time available
employed in devising the test procedure involving combine'i for an actual run wist be short due to limitations of tankage.
k' iv ironmenta. Close coordination of all test functions is nectesaky to
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COMPONENT TESTING PRESSURE SWITCHES

obtain as mlich data as possible in that timne availabir Care ;s likely to loave this pe'culiarity,, the tent specification
must be given In thr test setup to allow for a-, possible should state that arty data takin In the first cycle of
nmechanaical reaction in the plumbing or fixtures tv a result operation may be different, to differentiate it from
of valve diacharge, forces. With hilhh flow valves this reaction sutcsoquent data. Thj switchii~g pressures 'or certain deslgign
can ha large, and if ths valve is not properly secured, of units may shift If, for example, the prescore ir not
damnafte to the equip:-ent or injury to perstonnel can result, continuously Increasing but has a aiigh,& decrease before

if11 lve under teat discharges into a duct or pipe, it may finally reaching the actuastion point.
i ible to affix a tee to the end of the pipe to

naeutralize any reaction. Similarly, the nToise and air blast Another peculiarity of some presaure swatchts Is a phenom-
fromt such a valve can reach dan~gerous proportiona, and enon known a" dead-breaking. This term describe. a
proper protection for peavonzel shou~d be p' avieed, If the cot.dition in which the contacts of :z nwitch move to an
valve is to be tested In an *,w.ironmental chamrber or any Intermediate position which is iseither on nojr off. When
other form o( enclosure, orovision m ist be made for proper observing the actnuation of the switch, 4,apeidaily at extreme
venting of ii'. gas vftntd during votive operation. The ports temperature, the indicating lights i.hould be carefully
that are often provided in environmental chambers may Whe observed to ensure ýhat the time delay is within specified
inadequate to relieve a sudden overpresaurization; a very requirements..
small rise in internal preaavrm in such a chamber may
produce destructive force. because of the large arens When life cycling a pressure switch, the unit should be
involved, It may be desirable to employ a blowout wall cycled within the normal operating range, rather than from
construrtion for testing any valve that could operate during zero to the operating range hind then back to zero. The
the course of r test. Thebe precautions are especially reason for thii is that the actuation presaures of some
important in the case of a burst disc, which is a special form switches will be different when they are cycled to zero and
of relief valve, because of the audder~neea with which this then back to the operating point, and tWi does not usually
valve o, crates. It operates with no warning and does not simulate the application condition.
reseat as the pressure drop* but continues to flow until the An a~utomatic life cycling test setup is shown in Figure
tank or source is either empty or shut off. 16.8.4. Ilia system consists of a regulator, solenoid valve,

two manual bleed valves, a gauge, and the test specimen.
15.8.4 Pressure Switchec 'Me regulator is used to control the maximum pressure to a

Pirmre withes dewibe In ub-ecton 516)are safe limit, and the two manual valves may be simultarm-
Presureswiche (tearbedizuSubSecion5.1)the ousaly 3djusted to control pressure rate of change to achieve

unique in many ways with respect. to tooling, and unlessth any desired cycling rate. The solenoid-operated countour
problems peculiar to switches are understood, completely automastically recorda each cycle of operation. If desired,I

erroeou resltswil be btanedthe 7tessure gauge may be replaced wi.h a pressure
In testing It pressure Awitch for actuirtion point, the rate of transducer with the oitput fed to a strip chlart recorder,
prassre application should be specified. In many designs, Chatter, especially under vibration condit~ions, is particu-
the orifice which Ldmita the pressu.'e to the sensing element larly important with pressure switches. Chatter moýnitor
is extremely small, and if gas pa-essure 6v applied too rapidly, tests are discussed in Sub-Topic 15.6.8.
the seasing capsule or element will not have time to rill.
T herefor3, when an actu-tion indication is eventually
cobserved, the indicated reading will be too high. In switches
which have large amounts of friction, a sim~ilar error may be
encountered from mu rapid application of prec~ttre. Failure of
a pressure switch to function conectly at the specified rate
of pressure rise whan the switch actu~tea at the design GAGE OR
pacasure when pressure is raised slowly may indicate that SCEI TAVERANSDUCER
the Droblem is either a small orifice or high friction. SCLENC'ID VALVE

If the switch is an absolute prmsure swilt4h, the test gatage
ftil. reading shtruld be offiet to account or tha local TN
ambient barometric pressure. Failure to take this irto
account will result in an error of appeoaimstely lb psi at ýESR NVN
sea level. NEL AV

Moot av~itches make some audible sound upon actuation,
and this sound.is stometimes taken as an indication that the
switch has operated. The switch may have opoirated, butCONE SSR WIH
thea. may be a circuit defect which would not be detected RLY(PINL
hy sound; therefore, lights or a meter should always be used REAOTIN)
to ensure that no circuit problewt. exisats.

l~smy swit:11 doeigris have an inherent problem known in
the switch industry as first cycle s tick. This refers to theELCRALSUE
fact Ohat the first operation of the switch, especially -itter itEECICLSUC
has under6g 'ne an extreme temperature change, will be
different from subsequent o- erations. Whs is caused by the
moveable elements within the switch repouitoning them-
"Ieves after an extxeme trmperature chanage or after beiag
brought from a pressure dhat was initially zero. If a switch Figuro 15.8 4. Preakire Switch Cyrling Setup
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FILTER ACCEPTAN4CE TEST COMPONENT TESTING

16.8.5 FlIters Initial! Cleanflrdeus.'Che initial cleaniliness of a filtar lit
Filtes (S tlondetermined by repetitive cycles of first subjoctnin the nilter

FU~ (Bb-fecton5. 10) ar very commonly used in fluid to an ultrasonic vibration ftild and than flowing a predator-
systaiewn but require test procedures unik ths employed mined volume ot fulud (usually 100 ur 500 ral) through thot
f"e other components. Some of the tests may be readily filter until the total spedified sasnpie amount (usually 500
conducted in any conventional labormtory by personnel or 2,500 m:) has passed through the ilter. The effluent is
possessing ordinary skills In the testing field. Other test~s not passeed through a downstream membrane-type filter and
only demand special equipment. clean roomn facilities, anid examined under a microbeope. specific details for conduct-
tight fluid cleanliness levels. but also reqluire 9%pirlei ced Ing this toof are contained in ARPD 599 Particle counting
mnd skiled technicians to obtain suitable results. I.n general, techniques arnd methods are described in ARP 598. It
a normal acceptance Mest for a filter could be completely should he noted here that any filter cleanliness evaluation

peformed by most organizations with clean room tacllities. test method which does nct employ ultrasonic energy (such
=o &vr. such toots as the initial cleanliness t.!st or sa the fiow-through or vibruflusla methods) do not provide

evitensive quleatifira lion tests will require special equipmnent sufficietitly high energy levels to release buialt-in contami-
and technique* as wolI as experienced and skilled teh- nants. As a consequence thear testa are practically meaning-
nicians to execute them properly, less except where frous contamination is present. A full
In addition to the conventional tests run on any presvs.re definition of the test parameters should include tht
vessel, such asleakage, proof pressure, etc., there are three followirs:
unique tests which may be conducted on Ailters or filter a) Mm~ther the teat is to be ccnducted from the outside to

elemnts 1% e tstsam:the insidc of the fil~ts- element, in the reverse direction,
1) Initial Cleanliress. Althiough this test is also cunducted or in b-oth directions. This is a~ fujnction of the ilow

on most other aerospace components as. a routine direction and system application of the filter.
matter, the conduct of the initial cleanliness test onl a b) The total volume of the sampling fluid on which the
filter requires special equipment and technIques and is count is to be baised and the incremental volumes
thlarefore regarded as being unique with respect to withdrawn.
filters.

2) fltrtio Raing Ths tst dtor~ne th poe sze Whether the procedure of ARY 599 or some modified

distribution (maximum and average) of the filter mto hudb sd
medium and Is therefore an indication c" the size of d) The aillowablei number of particles in each of at least 3
particles that will pans through the filter under %carefully samples (see MIL-STD-1246A for classes).

contolle coditinsThis test should always be cenducted as the finsi accep-
3) Contaminant Capacit~y. This test is a measure of the tanner test since it is ak cleanliness verificathin test. For this

useful service life of mnfilter. It provides an indication of riwsann. th-! filter must be dry at the start of the test and the
the amount and efiectiveness of the filter medium first tfuitd pining tiiruugh it must be part of the total
furnis~hed by the manufacturer and determinesi whether sample as specified in ARP 599.
the filter envelope is properly sized for the intended
missiot? duty cycle by demonstrating that the initial Initial Bubble Point Test 'Absolute Rating). This teat is
clean pressure drop at room flow d->es not increase to an fully defined in ARP 901. It measures the air pressure at
iun3cceptable -.alue as a tesult of a~dding a specified which the first bubble emits from the wetted filter mnedium,
amorint of ;, standardized contaminant .aps ream of the which in an indication of the diameter of the largest sphere
filtvr. that can be inscribed in the pore. structure. The test can be

conducted in any number mL' fluirls if the fluid is capable of
The individual teats are i'ustrated in Figure 15,8.5 and are wetting the filter medium Pend if the surface tension,
discussed in gkister detain under the headings below. temperature, and depth of immersion are raea iured and
15.8.5,1J ACCEPTANCE TESTINC, The various types of correlated to a standarc bubble point const-ant 1% ze Figure
tests that should be conducted on each filter furnished 15.8.5).
under contraý.,t Arv listed beow. All of these tests should be Boiling Pressure Test (Average Pore Size). Th. boiling
comducted under environmentakly controlled conditions pressure test is similar to and an extension of ti e in~tial
since any ccntwnination introduced into the downstream bubble point test described above for dletermi -ing the
side of the filler element would eventually end up in the maximum pore size of a filter. Air is injected under a
system fluid and any contamination introduced into the specimen submerged in a liquid of known surface tension,
upstream side! would reduce its useful service life. usually alcohol. Air pressure is aaacreased slowly until air

Examination of Product. Each filter should be erainined bubbles boil at the surface. A graph of t%;r flow rate versus
for dimensional compliance with the drawing requiremients pressure will show that pressure increases with increases in
in order to aixure ea~se (if assembly into the component or flow rate up to a saturation region where no appreciable
fluid systemi. In cames where weig~ht i8 criticat, each unit increase in prmmure is required for an increase in flow rate.

shoud b wegl~e iniviuaiIn ad te mesurd vlue At the saturation pressurn-, air is pausing through a
recordbed Teihed donstramideoN ach fither emensre vande represkrntative rnimber of pores (Reference 6-211). The
heousin. The ou nstbe amsined ofde 30c fito 40e n pawe average pore diamcter is obtained from an equation simrilar
htrouscoicg sh ngnibe eamione tomadertai0 toa 4o looser to the one used for thie initial bubble point test described in
burrs, wires, or other nartpc'es are present. In addition the A?91(e iue1.. n eeec 71)
amount of surface area should be 6.erified since the Clean Pressure Drfop. This test is Important phiticularly in
contamin~ant capacity cannot be verified without conduct- the cise of liquid rocket propellant feed sylitemait where
ing a destrtictive- type t.?st excessive pressure differentials caused by tht filter can have
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COMPONENT TESTING FILTERS

(I) TESTS TO DETEIRINE "AlSOLUIL" FILTRATION RATING

GRAPH OF OF SULTS

TANK WITH AGITATOR 

IF0

WATER MANOMETER

GLASS BEAD BUBBLE POI IT PORE DIAMETER, MICRONS

(2) TESTS FOR "ABSOLUTE" FILTRATION RATING

TC-ST SPECIMEN Q RAPH OF RESULTS

I 

I

MIRM.iRY INIIJSION BOILING PRESSURE PORI DIAMETER, MICRONS

(3) rESIS TO DETERMINE CONTAMINANT CAPACITY

METHODGRAPH OF RESULTS
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Figure 1.S.b. Stanmded Test Methode for the Uetermination of Filter Perfermance
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FILTER QUALIMPCi ION TE-TS COW)CNENT TESTING

a serioux impact on fuelioaidizer mixture ratio, specific TaM. 1&4.(.2. Rweommms~dA Gonhaminanu far Flittr Tom~
impulise, etc. In such critical cases it is sugges-ted that each - --

Miler c:.-.ivered under contract ij, tested for pressure urop at ASSWLUTE STANDARD
maxiiiuz.i ra~ted 'low, The toest methods are fully d-escribed MICRON CONTAMONANT AMOUNT
in ARP 24h. nIATING OF TYPE AND ADDED

Conta2minanit Caprieity. There is no ronde'tructive test SPECIMISN GRADE IGRAMS)
methc'i tvailable to) %etify tltý contaminant capacity or Rworrmended Contamninarita for Absolut. licran Rating Tests
useful service life of a filter. This Lilaracteristic can only be -
d, ' errained by verifying that the surface area provideJ in 6 to 16 F-9 glaf beads 0.05
the filter is equal to that of the filter used for qualification 17 t o 24 F- 12 glass beads 0.05
t~sting. Control should be exercised on the basis of a 25%,o 48 F- 13 glass beads 0.05
configuration manag,--ent plan. 49 to 64 F-15 giass beida (1.05

65 to 96 F-19 glass beadsq 0.10
15.9.,.2 QUALIFICATION TESTING. Qualification test- 97 'to 128 P-17 glass beads 0.10
ing includes all of the tests described under acceptance 129 to 160 V- 16 glass bee&a 0.10
test-ing and also req,4ires the teats described below. Frnviron- 16) to 260 F-IC- glass beads 0.14)
mental tesits such as shock, v;%ra-.ion, acceleration, and
others described ir; Snti-Setion 15.7 are not discussed here kiocommended Contaminants for Efficiency Tests
aii they are hot. btisicaliy different from such test-, that - -
would be run on any other compmnent. 6 'o 1. F-9 glass beads

1', 18 F-1 2or Fram 10/20
Filtrt lion Per fos'.nance glass beads
a) A.olIute "Wlration Rating. This Lharacteristic is usually 1.9 to 40 F 13 glass beads

Ab41 to 60 F-15 glass beads T~he an-ount of
exprvssed in tzrims of the absolute mic-on rating which is 61 to 90 F-19 glass beads contaminant added
defined as the largest hayd vrpherical particle that can 91 to 120 F'-17 g~lass beads salil be 167 mg/GPM
passs thiough the filtez under blow-down conditions. This 11t 5 -6gasbas o ae lwuls
test determiaies the maximum pore opening in a filter 151A to 25) F-16 glass beads ofrthriedfo sp leifsd
medium (sec. Figure 15.8.5). The tests are based oni the 151_to_200_F-_18_____be&&_ otherwisespecified

filtration. of uan artifichil conti..minant Linder specified
tesl ccnditionis. Spherical glass beads are used to provide
positie~e identificatuon And obtain consistent rcs'tlts. The b fiinyb rril iells edTs) hstseffluý'ot fluid cotitain~ng the artiticil contaminants m)Efethcd byai Pemptiloy Seglass beads b est) Thaeies tes
which have passed through tie test filter is collected, meth.odl agasiniemploysglasshbad maiut inanserpesro
Th~is iluid is fiý,.ered thro-igh a membrane filter, and th bnarrowly mclassfie bane waritle asaimum ang perh
pvrt~vie-3 retained on the mnembrNane surface are scanned ban ofeci 5emva b micrors The paici son)iz s atwieche as
micro-copically antl examined. The largest particle is 50 pserento rera (by mic~roscopuic on rt)isg effethe fiste
measured, and this defines the absolute rating of the ersidcer itcorbesod th o aVice filtatn pratsing of the filter
filter in mtrancns. This microscopic measurement is sineditm Thisrestponsrocedumea por siizeelaofathe fnilter
two-diniensional, but sinice the particles are essentially medurium. Then testpoedur is quit sef lbrthe qandtityen
spherical onl" oný d(inaensi(n is considered. The t~st cozeuring. Wfhen ulased, itamust seifythoued qantityl and
procedurv mtust define 'he glass bead mixture to be sihe rangeio thpe gasbaband s lwrt ntrdedr a lwell as
employed, th.; ituaality of glass beads to be added, and thendidt yeinolonatsner.owdw
the- 1ow rate durng1 the blow-down test (see Table codtns
I ').K.5,2 (tit s-ecommerdled glass hc-ad mixtures).The test c) Efficiency by 1P-urticle Size (Mercury Instrusion Test). In
results are vi:pressod in microns and can he correlated to this test mercury is forced into the pores of a small test
the initiat bunbie point te~st cdescribed under Ai-ceptance specimnen within an evacuated cham ber. As the mercury
Trest'dig (Detailed Topic 15.8.5. 1). pressure In the chamber increases, mercury ent -rs first

Average Eiliraf -i Rulteiig the largest pores of the filter medium, than pores of
decreasing diameter until all pores are completely filled.

the filter's ahility to r'-nove particles in sizes smaller which is derived from the balance of pressure and

than the absolui oc eting, a number of tests are emnployed surface tension forces for mervury on steel. The maxi-I
which detereiine it_. efficiency in percent by the, weight mum (peak value) of tho pore size distribution function
o," removinK - predetermined amount oIf glass, beads occurs at the average pore size. This test can only be
introduced atder blow-down conditions similar to those perftrmed on flat specimens. Once it has been con-
di-scriled for the absolute rating tests (see Fig- ducted for each type and grade of filter medium
,ire I .8I. 5). 'nt, test proce~dure must again d( fine the eriployed, it need not be repeated is long as dimensional

sz~k, beatd mixti-e, the amount to be added, the type of controls ate main1tsin.-oc within specified limits over the
fluit, the ilow mu.1 during the blow-down test, ai d the dimeýnsions which control the pore size of a filter
efwwi;'et-v puevrit ,equired for othe bpectieid glass bead medium (such as niesh count and wire diameter in the
mixture (se.. Tablc 1 5.8 5.2 fe eecumniende.1 glai-s boat: case of wire cloth).
n~ixtuin :), 'The resul,. -annioi be' corrtlated directly to
t he .etefilltrat ion rating since dW1 11e .SU remenU; are Contamninanut Capacity. Contaminant capacity tests trnea-
mad.i ~r~ivamwtrn':lly rather than micro%-opically ar.d are sure the amount of iertifihjal contaminant which can be

X),xp l - ew n prictit )f renie-val for a .pucifiell glass bead added upstreai. af a filter under rated flow conditions
rev w ii'., I~n It i n1crCins. before the initial (clean) differen'tial pressure reaches a
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specified maximum value. '!ths max'mum value con bL a establish &he size of threse-dimsensional parttelea whose
function of system design considerations such sa maximum !ongest (rather thanu smaller) dimensions wuul6 be reported
permissible fnow or presoure decay, or the opening pressure in normal n'ontamination contro: sampling methods. As a
of sau Ppstream relief valve. Generally, howevvr, ii, can be reult a ratio of largest spherical to !iujost three-
asumed that due to Mhe asymptoic shape of t!-e pressure dimensional particle pa"su can be der'sltped for each filter,
drop buildup curve (see Figuare 1585,the usetiii lite of a kilter medium, and test conditio~n; in hsdlffion, the effects
filter is expended when tiie differential pressure reachez a. of pressuredifferentla4 buildup, actual flow rate, and pumping
value rive timn; that of the clean differential pressure. This conditions on contzritinanw L'an~misson ca-s be analysed.
test is conducted by aderlng artificial contaminant upstream
if the filter under specified test cowsritions. Prftsure drop
across the filter is mneasured at a constant flow rat* &and Recleanability Another firequently-conducted test coasat.
incrE~ments of containinant are added periodically until the of fitst loading the test fil~ter with the tast coe~nUnadnt up
specified differential pressure has been reached. The test is to the maximum allowable preesure differential, then
scnupitive to several test variables such as size distribution of cleaning the filt~eT element, and final~ly relooding it for a
the contaminant, virocity or specific flow rate through the tosil of 10 differont cycies,
filter mnediunm, type of fluid, frequency and weight of This test is of interest in hydrauhl oal applications aad
contAminant added, and presence of a clean-up fiter. requires that the unit meet the oigr~ud initial preassur drop
Standardized Arizona road dust which simulates natural aterclaigndecaae fsmouata ac t-
airborne dirt is normally used for this test. There are two nant capacity 90 to 100 percent of that of the m4mal rvn
babic, methoed.; of conductikig contaminant caracity tests during each cycle. Before specifying this tftvt, Poweseor tkw
which are shown as method A and method P in i~g influence of the type of contaxWnnant encounterad un~ss
ure 15.8.5. The basic difference i3 the use of a syrtem actual operating conditions, which mrait psobeby wil nut
cleanup filter in method B. 2ll available teat data show that be as easily removed as AC road dwst, rwet be comwderect
the indicated contmninant capacity of a filter tested with a
cleanup filter in 'he teat setup is greater than that of an Moist importantly, however, while it is powible to restoro
identical filter tested without a cleanup filter in the systetn. the, initial cie.)n pressure dlfforeptial &.d eoat~anivaat
This is because the smaller contaminant wh~etm is origlmall~r capacity with repetitive ultraonic and i-'emimcal q~wiliV
pawsed by the test filter is subsequently rem~oved by the cy,ýlss, it has been proven that to iebovn, the lintiaý
cleanup filter and is not re~ntrodm.ced into the test specirnn cdat ilinesa level to anything approsehing the aelgins comet
on the second or subseque.:t passes. As a result, it is almost impoieible. While this may bie of lRtth cvim-
contaminant capacity test conducted with a cleanup filter querce in a recirculating system, it could not Ire toirated
(method B) would simulate conditions in an open-end in critical applications such se a rocket propelleut, ftod
system (su,:h as propellant feed wistem) while method A system.
would simulate a recirculating system withosit a down-

atrem -yste clanupfiler.Collapse Pressuare. Another extension of the contaminant
Contaminant Transmission,. A logical extension of the cap.zcity test is the filtey element collapse pressure test
contami.iant capacity 4test, which is not frequently con- which is conducted by rddinw aufficient additional contamvi-
ducted, is the contaminant transmnission test. This test _Aný at the end of thi contamkinant capacity test to raise
requires the installation of a siampling paeobe just down- the differential presure to the value specified. At the.
stream of the filter and the takino of effluent samples of conclusion of thib temt the ý'ter element is examnmred ior
approximateiy 100 to GOO ml concurrently with the addi- .4vizience of dtkmage or rupture and frequently recleaned
tion of each increment of AC dust. The test results that and sebjected to another initial buoble point test for
can be obtained in tnms manner provide a ready compui~on comparison with the original values to ve' ify tructural
witn the spherical glare bead test and make it possible to integrity of the filter metiu=.
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16.1INTODUCIONsystemn. Tlhis olrnpllfying characteristic, as well us a widelim~~~ ~ ~ ~ INR DCIO ag f a.',ailable fsbrication materials including hillh-
Thds section of the handbook summarizes the techinology of' teraperature allova arid curamich, mbakes fluidic systems
fluidics for the fluid component dosigner and introdveca capable of operating ;n extreme temperature., radiation,
the basic language of this new technology to fazzifitate .jwe vilirntion, and shock onvironmentot. An obvious advantage is
cif the reference iwreture on fluidics, Beaki nvi'dic oevio'es thai, ther are no moving partx to eeizv or wear out.
vacia as fluid rAmpliflevIi, interface devicer, and 'uortas are.
dlscu&.eAi in terms of opetrating principles, coi.figuratiorns, Aer'y.)pace applicatioom of fluidics have been limited mostly
aerformance characetristim, and applications. Equally by the necessity for continuous fluid flow (unless movinig-
important Is the ptesentation of realistic potential advan- part valves are iemrployed) and the lack of data concerning
tageti and Ilimitations of fluldios as related to Leroapacr fluidic. systems desiigned to operate with exotic fluide such
applications. In order to assist the d.6siner In explo'thig the as liquid rocket ps'opelLwit~s.
advantages, Information Mi presented on -he analysis, dett-fn,
and fabrication of fluldic components mad o-. the dvt ini- 16.1.3 Thie Basis for Fluidics
tion, performance, and meanu of mpecifying basic fluidic
elements and systems for given applicatioma. Terminology The Operation of lu idic clement. is based oin various fluid
and symbology are defined in Sub-&ctlons 16.2 aad 16.3, fliw phenomiend iquch a.i wall attachment (Coanda Effect),
respectivotly, jet de~flection, turbulent mixing, momentum exchange,

vortex generation, turbulent diffusion, boundary layer
16.1.1 The Role of Fluidics separation, and transition from laminar to turbulent flow.

Many o;~ these plienomens ire f'amiliar; wall attachment, for
A lu~ilc systern is ovie in which a.jn:.ing, control, signal example, is observzd when water Apilir over the edge,
procesuing, or an. 1cati on functions are performed frattaches and runs down the side of a tipped glass. The
through the UMe Of fi~d L./ilmlic phewwriena, i o., no deflection of the exhaust ;et of a rocket engine by the
morti'g mechartf -al ports (Rafer'ince 23-72). The role of perpendicular injection of' a secondairy fluid involves ft more
fluidles in th'3 evoluticri of fluid systemsa ir analogous to tile complex combination of jet deflection, momentumn ex-
role if electronics in the evolution of electrical systerrs. A change, and boundary layer separation (see Sub-Sectiot. 4.6
fluid systemn with one fluidic device is called a fluidic (if this handbook, Secondary Injection Thrukt Vector
systemn past as an electrical system %vith one electronic Contmol Systems). The In~ ptimp is another common device
device (vacuum tube or traiisistor) is called an electronic which is .11, -%anple of che appli'ation of fluidic k-rinciples.
system.

0o~nventional control of tophistiented hydrauli't and pneu- Most of the fluid dynamic phenomena now being applied in
fluid' devices have been known for many yearr. Severalniatic fluid powe,ý circuits and of flow control systems signiricans. events inay be cited1 in the -)rogression of

(such as rocket -Nopellant feed mystems) has been based discoveries anid descriptions of' fluid idynp.niic pheroniena
primarilly on the use of electrical and electronic rignials for which preceded the 4iitial recognition of fluidics as a
ae.eisng, data transmission, and amplification. Although discrete technology. In 1004 Preudtl, while inveit~igating
fluid powor control devlees and systems have been used for flow separation in a wide-angle diffesor, discovered that
many years in a wide range of applications, heretcfore they flow separation could be vuied by applying suction at the
conid not be employed effectively at low power levels boundatry layer of the diffuser (Reference 198-1). By
pa~sts theyefre, -eadl aevailabes elect moinag andectronical fondsthalln :rt. o phei. sutio waschjl n side of the 4ueh
beautse theyeoe reqdly. devaicabes eeth oigmcaical an lcr ondsthllin whet-o. sutons was achplied of the sidefuofrthe
devbeim and circuits were preferred iro low power level diffuser, the discharge fluid would adhore to that side
control functions such as sensing, signal transmission, ('Figure 1.6.1.3a). When suction was applied at the control
switching, and amplification. The role of fluidics is not ports on both hides of ýhe di~ffuser, the di-char~le flowv
Hlimited to these low power level cok'trol functions, bui expanded and filled the entire diffuser. Prandtl could have
eincompaissels the entire range of fluid power ai.d propellant m.ade the first fluidic Lovic el#ement by installing ar1 o\tput

.4 feed rystents. duct on each hside o^ V'ie Jiffuzier.

With the growing availability of a wide variety of fluidic The valvillar conduit (Figure 16.1.3b), invented by Tesla in
control elements, power elements, and interface trans- 1.916, has been acclaimed as the first pure fluid device with
ducers. a new gene-ation of fluid controi systems is being no moving parts. This device is actua~ly a fluidic diode
dev 'oped which offers improved reliability potential which oifers ;Okv retsistance to flow in onc directioni and a
throuith the elimiration of moving mec.hanical parts. large resistance in the opposite direction (Reference 580-5).

'16.1.2 Advantages and Limi.ations of Fluidics During the 193~0's, Coanda observed that when a free jet
was introduced near an adjacent curved or flat plate, the jet

Pluidics oifcri6 unique enpabilities which ure leading to a would adhere to the plate and follow the plate even though
new geneitation of valves and coatrol& for aerospace the new flow path diverged as much as,45 degreo-s froin the
systemsa. Prectically any fluid can be used, and some fluidic origina! fnow direction. Thlis phenomenon is expL~ned by
elements will operate equally well on either gases or liquids the fact that the einergkng 1et stream entrains molecutles of
(altholigh not with both liquids and gases present at the fluid in adjacent space due to the large velocity gradient at
samne time). While flildics promises potentWa weight wr'ings the edge of the jet (Figure 16.1.3c). Neaf the adjacent
in. many cases, the primary advantage may occur when plate, the enitrained fluid is not. ea'uily replaced, wht!-;eas on
fluids are used for pertor~ning all functions, ant' comp,,- the opposite side of tile jet the entrained Ofluid is easily
nents such as sendors, logic devices, and amplifiers can be eplaced by ambient fluid. This cinditmon results in the
convenienitty coupled together directly. Such a fluidic formation of a low-pressure bt~bble or vortex and the
system eliminates the need for interface do-vices, i~e., the development of a transverse Pressure gradient actoss the jet,
transducers between the electrical ai.d fluid portionm, of a which bends the jet toward :ind eventually against the
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adjacent plate. The ('oitda Effect im of majoi importance 1.. h.Avn fFudcTcnlg
to fluidic technology.1614T AvnofFudceholg

The primury impetus to fluidics as a technology wusI provided by R. E. Blowies, W. M. Horton, and R. W. War-en
of the Army's Harcy Distmond Laboratories, Waibhington,

:7 D.C. Together they explored fluid systems as a means of

systems. These three scientists developed a number of
(Aý dev'ices in 1959, which were unveile'I in 1960. Horton

invented the stream interaction prol ~rtional amplifier,
1%..lIONBowles and Warren developed the flip-flop and digital

ýWTIONswitch, ane the three subsequently disclosed and patenteda
number of fundamental devices and applic&htions in the

-f ie -M.

-- -- 16.2 FLUIDIC STANDARDS AND TERMI-
- ~' '" \"-"NO LOGY

B) 16.2.1 Fluidic Standards
Fluidic terminology, nomenclature, graphical symbology,

- and definitions used in this handbook are based primarily
on MIL-STD-1 306 'Reference 447-10) and SAE ARP 993,

- - Fluidic Techno'ogy (Reference 23-72), Liacludiaag material
- ~.---for the proposed revision, ARP 993A.

- -The first set of synabo!s for fluidic circuitry (Referencee
= -241-15 and 46-48) was presented by General Electric

ýC) -Company personnel at the October 1962 Fluid Amplifina-
tion Symposium held at the Harry Diamond Laboratories,

Figure 16.1.3a. Prandtl Diffuser Washingtoin, D.C. Since then, the National Fiuid Power
Association (NFPA) and the Fluidics Paniel of the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Commidttee A-6 (Aerospace
Fluid Power and 0ontrol Technologies) have done a great

-- _______________deal of work in defining fluidic standards. Both organiza-

havferecs som favoring~tndmso SAE in the with f iltay

-'----~--~-~ ~ieroseace, and vehicular applications (i.e., SAE ARP 993)RTO" RESISTANCE and others favoring NFPA in the case of industrial and
commerciAl applications (Reference 46", 3). This handbook
endeavors to follow MIL-STD-1306 (Reference 447-10),
which is based primarily on SAE ARP 993.

Figure 16.1.3b. Tedal's Valvular Conduit Section 3.0, Fluid Mechanics, of this handbook provides r.
source of fundAmental theory and equations of flow. The
important propertiep and parameters of fluid mechanics
pertaining to fluidics (in particular, fluid pressure, fluid

EIWTKAINNMLNT [Lo.T.', flow, and fluid resistance) are given general treatment in
References 1-298, 1-299, 1-300, and 1-301, and a more
detailedt treatment in References 532-1 and 770-1.

Terms common to fluidics are defined below in Sub-Topic
16.2.2. Symbols used in fluidics are- discussed in Sub-

I. Section 16.3 and aee defined in foldouts at the end of this
,UPPLN JE T section. In ecnch of these areas MIL-STD-1 306 has been used

as the primary standar~d, with supplementary terxias and
_21 symbols selected as required to complement Section 3.0 of

~ ~(~\<~this handbook.

16.2.2 Terminology

Active Adjective to describe art amplifying or
switching device whose operation
depends upon a aeparate supply

Figure 16.1.3c. Thn Coenda Effeact source of power in additi 3n to the
signal power.
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P,:tAator A component device or systemn which Edjetone amplifiei See I, ,ailed Topic 16.4.6.4.
provides a mechanical actuation inThgnelclsofdvcsnthi
response to some input signal. Element The general class tof devics in their

, ~ simplest form, us(,d to mnak e tip

Amplifier An active device or component which fluidic components and circuits, for
provides a variati-n in output :ignal examvle, resistors, capacitors, flip-
having a potential power level varia- flops, and jet deflection amplifiers.
tion whicn is usually greater than that
of the impressed input control signal Fmn-in The number of control signals (push-
variation. The variation in output pull or single ended) accepted by a
signal bears a specified fimctional lo)gic gate, whi h can effect the
relationship to the input, control sig- df.,ired chang* in slate of the logic
nal variation. te.

Analog Adjective to describe a general class Fan-out The number of cornponenfts which
of components or circuits in which all can be driven by a single component;
sigiriis may vary continuously (as all components are to be operated at
opposed to signals which may only the same supply pressure. Also, corn-
vary in discrete in rements), ponents are to be of similar size and

Aspect ratio, Ratio of nm!:.le depth to nozzle have similar switch points. Fan-out
value relates to steady- itate operationnozszle (a) width. unless the corresponding frequency is

Banxwidth The operating frequency range of a given.
cAevice as defined by the minimum Flip-flop A bistable flueric component (reset-
(usually zero or steady state) andmaximum operatin•g frequencies An set) eiich changes state with the

inictin fmaximum operating fr e- proper reset-set input of sufficientindicution of maximum operating fre amplitude and width. it exhibits
quency is the frequency at which the ",memory" (remains in a part ieultr
output signal lags the control signal state) orce it has switched, withoTu
by 45 degrees for a specified load and requiring a continual input signal.

Bias Magn�tude of iaput signal to null or Flow amplifier An amplifier designed primarily for

provide zero output signal for differ- amplifying flow signals.
ential amplifiers; signal magnitude Flow diverter A digital flueric amplifier with ro
required to establish operating point memory designed primarily for high
for Aingle-ended amplifiers. pressure recovery. It operates on the

Boundary la5er An amplifier which utilizes the tet interaction principle. See Figure
amplifier separation-point control of a power 16.4.2b.

stream from a curved or plane surface Flow recov,-ry, The maximum output mas.,flow rate
to modulate the output, output divided by the supply mass-flow rate.

Capacitor A passive fluid element which peo- Generally given as a percentage.
ducas a pressure within itself which Rlueric An adjective sometimes applied to
lags the inflow rate by 90 degrees those fluidic components and systems
phase. whsich perfor~n sensing, logic, amplifi

cation, and control functions, butCircuit An array of interconnected compo- which use no moving mechanical ele-

nents and elements which pertorms a whncs wsoe r tov perform tel
desired function; tor example, an desired function.

integrator, eounter, or op4rational
amplifier. Fluerics The area within the field of fluidics in

which fluid components and systems
Oosed amplifier A fltiidic amplifier which has no perform sensing, logic, amplification.

communication with an independent apd control functions without the use
reference, i.e., the interaction region of moving mechanical parts.
is not vented.

Coanda Effect The wall attachment phenomenon. Fluidic An adjective denoting a device orSee Detailed-Topic 16.4.1.2 and Sub- system in which some sensing, con-S aopic 16.4.2. trol, signal processing, and/or amplifi-
Topic 1.4.2. cation functions are performed

Digital Ttie general clam of devices or circuits through the use of fluid dynamic
whose output is a discontinuous func- phenomena (no movinr, mechanical
tion of its input, parts).

Direct impact See Detailed Topic 16.4.6.5. Fluidic component A fluidic device, distinga'shed from
modulator an element by virtue of the fact that

it is composed of more than one
Double-leg elbow See Dettiled Topic 16.4.6.2. element.
amplifier
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Fl~uidics 'I'li,. ge'oi'ra. lield of flid i de-vice's and MvAX IM~Ijtv kii FIJI I If
systems1~ anid the Iamociated pvripheral
equipment used( to pe'rform iii-n.-vng, 1 R~AW IN AV[ RAA1, GAIN I INI
logic, umplifical iorn, and control I0U M11 JIMI/E NE I AdA
fu nctions1.

Fovused je! SeeI Peta iled Toupic 16. 4.5.5 AV GAIN

amplifier IIT~I t 1 AVGIN

Frequency response Usually giveni in the form of fre-
qui-ncy response curves of the vturizu INPUT
tiofl of o)utput/input amplitude ratio 51?AIGHT I IN[
ani hs as a eutiction ofrqec.APPR. ~IMATION FUR6

phas of requncy.AVLRAGL GAIN INCRIWNtN(A GAIN LINE
Gain, flow (analog) Avei~age gain; the slope oif a straight

line drawn througl aii input fl)w NOPERATII~h. POINT
versus output flow curve'. so that.
Jeviationi3 from the measuied curve
up to the maximum outpait level areFr S.aP~uean
minimized. Deviations should be Rfeec .4-0
based on net area. If other than(Rfrne147 O

maximum output level is used for the Gain, pressure Ratio of muasured output preimure
average gaiki definition, the range (digital) change to inpitt pressure change
should be noted. Measured curve is to (from quiescent) required for switch-
be for either low output prtssure Ing to occur. All control ports except
recovery (resulting from irst~rumenta- the one under consideration should
tion) or a value which provides mAxi- be maintained at the quiescent pres-
mui flow gain, sure level. Output flow shou'ld be zero

or a value which results in m.1ximumn
Gains, flow (digital) Ratio of output nlewu changxt to input pressure gain If gain value is for other

flow change (trom quiescent) than steady-state conditions, tht test
required for switching to occur. frequency should be st, ted.

Gain, flow (incie- The slope of the outpiit flow versus
mental, analog) the input flow curve at the operiating Hydraulic diameter The ratio of the cross-sectional area

point of interest. of a flow paii-age to one-fourth the

Ga~n, power Average power gain; ratio of the'wte eiee ftepsae
(anaog) change in output power to the change Hysteresis, analog Total width of hysteresis loop ex-

in input power; the average value over amplifier rreesed as a percent of peak-to-peak
operating range up to m,-aximum out- saturation input signal. Measurements
put level unless the range is 3tated. must be at frequencies below those
Clai, oer Rtioof he cang inoutpt pwerwhere dynamic effects become signifi-

(ain powerl Rtio o the change in output power(fo cant (see Figure 16.2,2b). Measure-
(digtal to he hang ininpu poer (romments to be made at the widest point
quiescont) for switching to occur. on the curve.

Gain, power (incre- The slope at the operating point of an
mental, analeg) input/output power curve.

Glain, pressure Average gain; the slope of a straight 3ATURATION OIIT')UT

(analog) line drawn throughi a measuved input
pressure versus output. pressure curve MEASURED CURVE
so that deviations f'rom the measured
curve up to the mauimrum output
level are minimized. Deviations OE.TPUT

should be based on net area. If other
than the maximum output level w IPLI
used for the average gain definition,INU
the range used should 1e notec.. Cage
pressure values should Le used. The ~'HYSTERESIS (
measured curve is to bt for either d J--/d
zero output flow or a value which -x 00

provides maiximum pressu're gain (see
Figure 16.2.2a).

Gain, pressure Incremental gain; the slope of the
(incremcnW~a, measure"4 input prewiure versus out-
analeg) put preiisrare curve at the operating

point of interest (see Figure 16.2.2a). F1gure 16.2.2b. Analog Amplifier Hysteredsi
;Re ference 447- 10
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lHyster.'si-s, diit 4al Milo, oi 'illt it ysl ,rt-st, 1 *.p as -'i , MItrj-) Pjamplifier urt'd i•l' dt tpl IhI' t j t i .'t ;it iUd
IA'l I, lIlVI

supply : l' .t ptt, f t I ,,•jm h, I h1)w

h yst-tlrelisL i• h.ý h1.1if, t~; h-)i • widthl 11It

d 1l i vi d''d , hý 11'l)!f/" llt. tl ' p lN floi w "

"- - Pt I I

- I l & IY - X 1 00

W,

Figure 16.2.2d. Output Linerity
(Ref rence 447. i0)

Fioure 1C.2 /c Digital A:t 1,~lfiaut HyslOtLu.0 \l-mory The capal)il'ty or a logic gate to rettain
(Helt'e fe', t( .14/ M, 4the state oft ilpt otput ,dign;! corrv-

Im~pa(cLt modulio(t r 8'tt Slt. I j.,ihj t~uij I .t I ; f). sponding to the most recently applied
tco)t ril signal after the cotttrol signal

Impedance. input. The ratio of |res..mr,;rl 'Iitie (o flow it removi-d.
chatlt.' nIt';,sur td tt all itiptit p) wt.
Yr. crical value ny• lpi'ttl till Passivt, The g'enelral class of devices which

tpte:rt nszt poinit, simet input pr•,ui.,, opetrate on tCe signal powcr alone.
flow lt'Ur malndy not be linvuur. For
active elments, tlhe power source --'r amplifier An amplifier design,- primarily to

shoulo be cotmected for iiwasure,- provide rmaximuin power gain.

mn11 t S. .'rsaure amplifier An amplifier designed primarily to
Impedanc-,, output The ratio of p,'essure ch.tage to flow amplify pressure signals.

cha-'ge, measured at an output port. Presmare recovery, The difference between the mvximum
Numerical value may depend on output output pressure and the local vent
operaiting point, since output pressure divided by the difference
pressuti-flow curve may not, he linear, between the supply pressure and the

Induction amplifier See Detlailed Tooic 16.4.6.3. pressure in the inlertction region. For
closed amplifiers, the control port

Inducto- A passive fluet-i element which, pre-wure should be used as the ref-
becaus.- of fluit, inertance, has a Lrence pressure.
pressure drop across it which leads
the through flow by 90 degre., phaw,. Relaxation See Detailed Topic 16.4.7.2.

oscillator

Jet-deflection See Sub-Topic 16..l.3.

amplifi-r (also Resistor A passivte fluidic element wh;",h,

beam-deflection because of viscous losses, produces3 a
amplifier, stream pressure drop as a continuous func-

interaction pro- tion of the flow through it.
portional ampli- Response timie The time interval between Lhe appli-
tier, jet-on-jet cption of ai input t

proportional rtin o utput signalt hed the

amplifier) resulting output signal. The time
measurement for the response to the

Linearity deviation, Deviation of the measured curve from input step signal i6 1) be made when
output the straight-li-ie average gain approx;- the output signal reaches a level

rnation: the ratio of the deviation to which is 63 percent of the final

the peak-to-peak output range (range output value. (See Figure 16.2.2e.)

should be sttated if othei than maxi- Reynolds number A dimensionless parameter of fluid
mum output level) expressed as a flow which often indicates the ratio
percentage (see Figure 16.2.2d). of inertial-to-viw'ous force

Logic elements The general category of digital com- iad
(&Igo logic gates) ponents which provide logic func-

tions; for example, AND, OR, NOR, p V
and NAND. They can gate or inhibit
signal transmission with the applica- where dh, - hydraulic diameter, Fi
tion, removal, or other combinations mean velowity of the fluid, and v - ki-
ol iaput signals. :,ematic viscosity.

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.2-4
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FLUIDIC SYMHOLS FLUIDICS

Transverse impect S~ee Detailed TIopic I 6.4,45.:.

1 'Mi W ULAY~~-- modulator

01411Truth table A table diepicting the function of a
lctgic element; oil possible combine-

63 -A F IN.AI tIIITti tiolls of input *agnals are tabulaited
L along with the coi-responding state of

the output signa' B.ii Detailed Topic
INI Ii 16.8.4.2).

Rt SPUNA T IMC
TIurbulence See Detailed T1opic 16.4.5. 1.

II - .Amiplifier

Vont~ed amplifier A. fuidic amplifier which utilizes
vdents to establish a r. erence pressure

Figure 16.2.2s. Rosponse Timie and Timie Dolay i h neato ein
(Rt Prenc*447-10) Vortex amplifier Anfludic amplifieý %hich utilizes the

SI An abbrevia'tioti indicating the Inter- pressure drop &crows a controlled
national system of unitig. vort&.x for the modulating principe

(seSub-Topic 16.4.4).
Saturation The maximium output value regardless Waltacmn Se u-oi1642

of in ut magnitude (see Figure Wamllitthent SeSbToir642
16.2.2!).amlfe

ýATURATIIN OULTPUT -- 16.3 FLUIDIC SYMBOLS AND UNITS

U T~TMEASt'RED CUV 16.3.1 Units, Dimensions, and Symbols
_________ The system of unita used in fluid mechanics work in this

INPUThandibook is the un~t force-mama system,4 which provides a
NPUT comnpromis between the absolt te and gravitational sys-

tems. This system Is described in Sub-Topic 3.2.!. of this
handbook. 'MIIASTD-1306 (1Aference 447-10) provide,%--I both the International system (81) and English (standard)
uniti, with the recommend~at ion that all current and future
work should be documented and reported in 51 uaits. Tat ie

Figure 16.2.2f, Saturation 16.3.1 list# the symbols used In this section of the
tReforence 447- 10) handbook, bothi the 81 and English uniLa, and dimensions

for these symbols. Table 16.3.1 is located on a foldout
Sensor, fluidic A fluidic device which sesisep a basic sheet at the end of this section. Conversion tables for the

quantity such as rate, position, accel- primary q.~ntities are given in Appendix A.
eration. pressure, or temperature, in
terms of a fluid quantity such as 16.3.2 Graphical Symbols
pressure or flow rate.

Signal-to-noise Ratio of maximum (saturation value) Graphical synihols enable the circuit designer to depict
ratio (8NR) output signal amplitude to maximum clearly and concisely in drawiniks Lard schematics tne
(sna~og amplifier) rno'*i amplitude (at output). Signal function to be performed or tlie-olvniatiiig principle of the

and noise data should be RMIS values, device employed to perform the function. An .ntegr~ted set
__ ~of symbology which satisfies these two basic needs hats been

SinaIt-_noi-- Ratio -4! .h rnpi;tiM. of th sins eytroitod frori RAP ARP QW11A (Reforene..2-7)
ratio (digital signal to the peak-to-peak miximumn Functions of flukdic devices are defined by symbols

amplfieto noie esugnal Mahimu noie signal is enclosed within square envelopes. Ciperating principles of
atoibe manduned when the gratrt slu fluidic devices are defined by symbols enclosed within
active and is uedtive Tealcreaterg vale round envelopes. The difference in envelopes is specifically
ofteto sueNiR.lultn h intended to emphui,.e the difference in purpose of the

Transducer A device which converts signals from symbols as shown below:
one mediumn to an equivalent signal in
a second medium.

Time delay The time from the initiston of in
input signal until the' firct discernible
change in the output, caused by this
input signal (see Figure 16.2.2e),.

'lraniiport delay Time requi.-ed for a fluid particle to
travel from the input control port Fuaictional Operating Principlereint teotutrcierrgo.Symbol Symbol

16.2-5 ISSUED: FEBRUARY lt'70
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BASIC DEVICE PHENOMENA
FLUIDIC DEVICES JET INTERACTION

By definition, the symLols ire intended to show the The various ,'uid inmeractior, mechanisms presently used in

following: fluidic devices can be divided into three basic cat ego, ;es:

a) The functional symbol depicts a function which may be a) Jet interaction - where a supply Jet is essentially

performed by a singlc fluidic element or by an intercon- unconstrained by surfaces (other then top and bottom

nected circuit containing multiple elements, plates) in the interaction region and the control flow

b) 'ihe operating principle symbol depicts the fluid- directly modulates the supply flow.

dynamic phenomenon in the interaction region which is b) Surface interaction - where the presence of an adjacent

employed to perform the function. surface is essential to the control action.

In the cases where no operating principle is shown, it is c) Vortex flow - where the existence of a vortex field in

implied that, at present, no single operating principle or the interaction region is essential to the device function.
interaction region is adequate to perform the functiou. In
these casei a combination of operating principles or 1C.4.1.1 JET INTERACTION. ,n jet interact Jn devices.

interaetion regions is required to represent the function, control action is achieved through the direct effect of

For convenience, graphical symotis have been listed "I control flow on the bource jet. Included in this category are

Table 16.3.2 and incorporated as foldouts at the end of thib beam deflection, impact modulation, and controled turbu-

section. lence effects.
Beam deflection is illustrat2d in Figure 16.4.1.la, where the
vector direction of flow from the supply jet is varied by

16.4 FLUIDIC DEVICES fnow from oae or more control jets which are oriented at
approximately 90 degrees to the source jet. For the smell

Various fluidir devices which perform a variety of circuit modulation angles normally used in practical fluidic
functions are evailable. A clear understanding of their devices, the angular deflection or moduiation angle is
operation, performance characteristics, and limitations is essen'ially a linear function of the control momentum such
essential to the successful applicalion of these devices and that, for a given properly designed receiver, the beam

Ato the analysis, design, and test of circuits. This sub-section deflection effect can be utilized to develop a linear
/ de.cribes the various fluid interaction phenomena that form proportional amplifier.
/ the basis of fluidic technology and shows how these

phenomena are utilized in practical fluidic devices.
(Adapted from Reference 37-25.)

.', L TOWLE

16.4.1 Basic Device Phenomena

All active fluidic devices have at least four basic funct;anal
parts: a supply port, an output port, one or more control
ports, and an inter'sction region (Figure 16.4.1). These parts ,\ Cr'T JFT
have been respectively compared to the cathode, p!ate,
control grid, ani interelectrode region in a vacuum tube. In
the fluidic device, the supply jet (fluid stream) is intro-
duced into the interaction region and directed toward the 1
output port o: receiver. The degree of pressure and flow F
recovery in the receiver is influenced by the details of the
device configuration. When a control flow is introduced I - 'r: '' JFT
into the interaction region At modifies the direction and
distribution of the supp!y flow, so that a change in output
results at the receiver. Since the change in output energy is
usully achieved with a much smaller incremental change in
control energy, useful amplification results.

Figure 16.4.1.1a. BV.!n Deflicion

]WERACION Rr ON Impact modulation (Figure 16.4."..1b) is achieved by the
use of two a:-ially opposed supply jets which provide a
planar impact region. The shape and location of the impact
region car. be varied by modifying one of the supply jets.
This is accomplished by introducing a control flow into cr

SUf "wY transversely across one of the supply jets, which will either
increase or decrease i he mome,:tum of the jet such that the
impact region is axially displaced. Consequently, when an
appropriate receiver is located near t.Lie imoact region,
traniArerse radial flow from the impact region into the
receiver can be modulated by the control flow.

The controlled t-irbulence effect is illustrated in Figure
16.4.1.1, where a supply flow is ejected from a nozzle into

CONtrOt a disturbance-free medium. Under the proper conditions,

Fiur 16A.1. Basic Fluidic O•evk the jet flow will remain laminar for a considerable distance
F gredownstream "rom the nozzle and then abruptly become

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.4-1



SURFACE INTERACTION FLUIDIC DEVICES

turbulent. When zontrol flow is introditicad near the exit of from the supply jet ceaiterline (Figure 16.4.1.2a). The
the supp~ly jet, it disturbs the supply jet, causing the point emerging jet entrains ambient fluid because of high shear at
of turbulent brmakdown tro move axially upstream tuward the edge of the jet. This entrained fluid is not easily
the supply jet nozzle. Since the energy recoverable from the replaced by ambient flu" 11 on the angled wall side of t,'e jet,
source jet it much greater in the laminar region than in the so that a tranb verse static pressure gradient is forr~ed acrors
iurbulent region, a recei-er located between the uncon- the jet which bends the jet and forces it to ;Jtach to the
trolled turbulence point and the controlled turbulen'ce angled wall. A low pressure vortex region (or bubble) ir
point will sense it significant change in energy level when formed between the jet and the point of attachmfent.
control flow is introduced or shut off. Within the bubble, fluid is entrainepd ne~r the supply nc-zzle

end replenished by separated flow near the point of
attachment. The attached jet may be detached from the
surface' by injecting control flow into the low prosszre

SUIL JET I U L JET 2separation bubble. The stability of wall attachment plus the
ability to detach and shift tne jet make this an extremely
useful effect in digital fluidic devices.

ENTRA;NMENT FLOW

SUPPLY JET

F~w 6lbSE PA RAT ION o a

Figure 16A.1.2a. The Coanda Effect
(feferenc'.- 131-40)

TURBULENCE
REGION The separation effect is based on the tendency of a supply

SUPPLY-JET *.-flow to follow an adjacent gradually curved surface as long
as the pressure gradient is larger than the momentum vector

I (Figure 16.4.1.2b). When the raeius of curvature of the11s1rf-ceuis sharply reduced, omentum will predominate at

surface. Control flow injected upstream of the separation
point will influence the paint of separation by reducing the

V pressure gradient across the jet and thus change the angle at
which the flow leaves the curved surface. Several fluidic
devices use this effect to modulate the source flow in one
or more receivers downstream of the controlled separation
region.

I.ONT'OL )ET
SOURCE JET

Figure 16.4.1.1c. Contrcled Turbulence

16.4.1.2 SURFACE INTERACTION. The function of
some devaees depends upon the influence of an adjacent
surface on the supply flow. The most important effects sre:

a) The attachment of a stream to a surfae, and

b) The separation of fk~w from a curved surface. EPRATION REGION

Although in each case the control function is provided by a
control flow, the surface support.s, and is essential to,
device operzition. F;ui.e 16A.12b. Separation Effort

The Coanda Effect is the primary fluid dynamic phe- 16.4.1.3 V3)RTEX FLOW. In vortex controlled devices,
nomenon influencing the performance of a wall attachment supply flow in introduced radially at the circurmference of a
device. T-) understand the mechanism of attachment, shallow cylindrical chamiber (Figure 16.4.1.3). With no
consider n supply jet emnerging into the srea bounded on confrol present, the supply flow enters the vortex chamb er
one side by a wall perpendicular to the jet and on the other and proceeds radfitlly inward with minimal'resisftance and
side by an angled wall oriented approximately 30 degrees flowni out through the centraly located outlet orifice. The
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FLON"11C DEVICES VORTE.A FLOW
WALL AT7ACHMEN1

CONTROL FL("'
SUJPPLY I.OW SUPPLY FLOW iu!"3g ti',uth table. In the OR-NOR grte the interaction region

is -ao mly biased so that the supply flu-., will stably
attacl, only 1,r the adjacent wall leading to output 2. Wlhen

q , ~contro' i ýi supplied to either or both c' the control
ports, Ithi P4c.k,-.r stream i6. shifted to output ' by stream

VORTEX NýOITLET -Cm rdT intera'.f.ion. X'Aý ' n'ie control1s are removed, the power
CHk, ABER ORl.ICE QJPiCE st'cain returns to o,- put 2.

(rNO CONTkOL FLOW Nc) WITHJ CONHROL ILOW T!,v AND gate and hialf adder (ex lusive 01~.1 elements also
sbnwn in Figure 16.4.2d are passive elemoats, i.e., devices
that operate, 3n tie signal power alone. - the AND gate,

Figure 16.4.1.3. Vortex o: low Effects control 1 Il appear at output 3 ii conptrol 2 is not present,
(C'nurtsy oif Bepdix Resea*c. ) Laborotori~s, South field, Michigaa) and control 2 will appear at output 1 if contro' 1 is not

suxpply pcort is generally much larger than the outlet ori~ice, preeent. These staitke output slates are achieved by wall
so that the -ýutlet flow rate ii, determined bý the area of the atchetitersptveopu lt.We.cixos1
exit orifine and system pressures. When 2-oritro' 4.iow is, and 2 appoar together (1- sun~iag equal control pressures),
injected t~arentially into the chamber, tl: soc. rce and they combine by strean, -itzraction to prodocee a sig.3' at
control flows com.'bine, and the resultant, fluv; develops a output 2. The half ad&;, function differs b orn the j
degree .f swirl depende~r.t on the relative inagnitude.; of the gaL~e in that both control., appear at output 2, control 1 r
sourcoe i.:d control flow momenla. This developr-'ro'. of wall attachment, and control 2 by defiection in the.
forced vortexc field within the chamber varies thc pressure opponite cusp. The two controls combins to give a signal at.
gra&, ont acrosr the chamber such that the mnagnitud1 e .. , well output 1 as above.
ns the pattern of '.1-c source 'ýlow is altered. Since tha vortex The elimnination of lead sensitivity has keeen a majo-C
field provides a vstriable resistance, it can substantially prob~em in the dertgn of wall attachimel t 4ec.uices, since -it itL
reduce or throttle flow- and t'ius provides a unique et- ntrioI impraflicai to deai~gu initerconnectirv., imr Ždeancz.i for eath
function in fluidic devicel (Reference-37.19). scparate case. Corsequenudy, most wall attachnment eie-

ments are vented or bled off to a suitabi'ý siril- soi Lhat ove'-
16.4.2 Wil Attarl-ment Amplifiers an a 'pprecidble operating range each element i4 autonati-

cally MSý <-.'d to its applied load. Th:s a;.!t oach, althoughThe Coanda Effect is the primary fluid dynamic phe- lneffici-nL' jr. terms of irput fluid *-ýower ccxnsiideratiorns, is
nomenon influencing the performance of wall attachment ouiice adequete in many circuit ý.pplica; itet where total
dev.ices. These devices provide a fairly high speei of fluid power is not critical. The --onfigurations shcvii in
response, average efficiency, and relatively high fanout. Figure l 6 .4 .21e are representativec of the man,, methods
Versatility and relatively good performance in a number of utilized to decrease road sensitivity in a wall attachment
applications are strong re!commendations for their con- device.
tinued widespread use. Several fluidic counterparts of the
basic electronic logic riements have been developed, includ- The size of a wall attachment device with a given aspect

ii9a flip-flop, nionostable switch, OR-NOR clentert, half ratio is establish' d by che width of the power nozzle, i.e., a
adder, arid a pulse converter. 10-mil element refurs to one which has a p-n-er nozzle

width of 0.01.1 inch. A.6.ll of the internal amplifier dimen-The configuration of the basic two-aimensional wall attac' - sions are then d'ofined as ratios of the power no~szle width.ment device is shown ;,3 Figure 16.4.2-a. This device utilizes These devices wre normnally designed with aspect ratioGtwo walls set back from the nozzle. cnintzol ports, and (height to width ratio of i-he power noitale) from 1:1
channels to define two downctrearn outpdt .,. Because of the to 4: 1.
Cvanda Effect, the eevica irs bistablz, i.e., a turbulelit free
ýet ezac--ging from the supply port can be :nade to stably In conslidering -wall actacbment amplifier pe; formance,
attach to either wall. Operating characteristics of the Pinut variation of the size (in the range from 10 to 25 mils) or
can be varied by many patameteis including pressure, flow, variation of the aspect ratio (in the range of 1:1 to 4:1)
and the physical relationships in the interaction region. The does not appreciably affect performance. The following
effect of varying some of the physical parameters, loading, performance figures are based on air data; however, pre-sent
And the power jet pkessure is illurtrLted in Figure 16.4.2b. data indicate- that; performance with water or ofther low

viscosity liqitid should be similar except that time eisponseThe switching meehanism in a bistable wall attachment may be considerably :ower.
device is fillustated in Figure 16.4.2c. Presuming the jet is
initially'Pttached to the lower wall, fluid is injected through Response time of a digital elemen~t is defined as the time
the lawer t~ojtrol port into the vortex bubbie. Whien the delay between the spplication -of an input signal aud the
rate of injected fluid ertceeds the rate at which fluid is rEsulting change of output signal when the device is
removed by entrainment, the pressure on the lower edg? of subjectvd tcb a step input large enough to switch theý flow.
the Jet will increase. As this pressure becomes greater than The loae must 6c quecified if the element is load sensitive.
the pressure on the upper edge of the jet, the pressure Changes in) design and operating conditionis -.yill affect the
differential is reveraed and the jet will detach, cross over to switching speea of vlemen'a, but typical response times for
and attach to the upper wall, and remain attached even small wall attachment elements range from 0.1 to 2
after the lower control flow is removed. Milliseconds. Faster switching sp(eels have been achieved

with high supply presa'res (50 psig) and with georrLetriesThe flip-flo#p (bistable wall attacbnrxrt 'device) oad a few which produce instabilities; howeveir, this is achieved at theexamples of the many logic elcments which -Arilize a expense of power con'tumption and reliability.
combination of wall attachment -,nd stream interaction
principles are shown tnFigure 1165.4.2e The digital states Of
each device can be followed by referrin5 to the accompany-
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WALL ATTACHMENT FLUIDIC DEVICES

CONTROL PO/RT
/OUTPUT

/1/

I~~NTERACT ION
S; PPRY PORT 01014O

CNR T" (A) (B)

Figure 16A.2n. BaiktWil Atschmnent Devices
(R'ferenco i31-.3)

(C) (D)

Figure 16.42c. Switching Mechanism in Bistable Well
Attach~ment Device
(Reference 13140)

MOVING SPLITTER DOWN STREAM

INCREASING LOAD 1. MEMORl INCREASES

1. REDUCES CONTROL FLOW NECESSAR'y 2. COUNTER FLOW INCREASES
FOR SWITCHING OUT OF LOAD ~'3. OUTPUT ENERGY DECREASES

2. INCREASES CONTROL FLOW NECES~ARY / 4. PRESSURE r.ECOVERY DECREASES
TO SWITCH INTO LOAD)

3. INCREASES TENDENCY TO OSCILLATE /5. DECREASES TENDENCY TO OSCILLATE
/ ~INCREASING RECEIVER APERTUR.E

INCREASING INTERACTION REGION WIDTH 1 . COUNTER FLOW INCREASES

I . INCREASES CONTROL FLOW NECESSARY\ 2. PRESSURE RECOVERY DECREASES
FOR SWITCHING UP TO A SET BACK 0F 2W\NC RESN% OUD. AL NL
7H-EN DECREASES CONTROL FLOW SN ONAYWL NL

2. INCREASES THE POWER JET PRESSURE 1<' If. DECREASES FLOW FOR SWITCHING (SMALL
AT WFICH THE JET ATTACHES TO F~~OR SMALL ANGLES,

BOT BONDAY WLLS"'2. STREAM ATTACHMENT POINT MOVES DOWNSTREAM

INCREASING DFPTH (ASPECT RATIO) rxINCREASING CONTROL NOZZLE AREA

I. INCREASES FLOW 0001. DECREASES CONTROL P'RESSURE NECESSARY
2.~T FORAI TMAL ASPOC RATI SWITCH14FFEC

72. FOR SMOL OBTAIN TATE FLO FOR SWITCFFEING
OF THE IbOUNDARY WALLS INCREASES 2. INCREASES EýFECT OF OPEN CONTROLS

3. OTHER C-iARACTERISTICS UN. FFECTED 3. INCREASES TENDENCY TO OSCILLATE

INCREASING POWER JET PRESSURE
I. LONTROL PRESSURE DECREASES

2. CONTROL FLOW NECESSARY TO SWITCH
DECREASES AS A PERCENT OF POWER
JET FLOW

3. STREAM ATTACHMENT POINT MOVES DOWNSTREAM
Figure 16A.4.. Effecuts oofIcemna Dirronslons of Wll Attechmenf Device
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FLUIDIC DEVICES WALL ATTACHMENT
BEAM DEFLECTIOCN

I FLIP FLOP

I ~CI C2 0 2

1 0 1'EUTEI) CUITPIJT'

() 0 0 '1111',T 01 IELDS ITT "If UIJPF It

-2 0 CIl' NTLEI., tAh WI I H 'TFATC

""7. 0r 0 R j roAE 0N TNS

2. OR-NOR GATE c c
CI C2 ! 02.VENT'I UR FLEEI`'U

C, 00 0 0

02 0 1 1'',, 04 2.•~~" TH[ CUSP' IN THE SPLIrTER GE JERAILS

"IAV///// 'j~ 'A LATCHING VORTEX fN THE ASV

CT ClCONSEQUENIL ý, TIIE FRESSIR, FLOW.

0.AN CATE 'PASSIVE. (rID POWER RECOVER', OP iHE DEPICT

C 1 02.• ' / 03 ART CON'SILIERAI.eE ITJCIEA,,E[. IN

0 1r1102 I/C ADDITION, THE ACTIVE AND FASSIVE
1 Q OUTPUTS PORT, ARE EFFECTIVELY DECOUL.En.

00
CI_ 03 0 I

C2 VEN11. LACE OTXVN

A. HALF ADDER (PASSIVE) WHIT VENT CONFIGJRATION ALLOWS
CI C20'0 IMPEDANCE MATCHING OVER AWIDE

0 1 RANGE Or LOAD CONDITIONS. FROM

O 0 0 ZERO LOAD UP TO AND INCLUDING

CI1 0 0 1 REVERSE FLOrW INTO TNlE AMPLIFIER.

07ý0 COP/'RESSTON PULSES FROPAGATEL.

I~. 1~ 1 RACK :NTO THE AMPLIFEIER INTERACTION

C2"7/7/027/7// REOI' IN ARE ALSO ATTENUATED.

Figure 16A.2d. Wall Attachment.Logic Elnments Figure 16A.42. Methods of Reducing Load Sensitivity
(Reference,13 1-40) (Reference 131-40)

Response times of 0.5 tv, 1 millisecond are sbtite of the art 'Typical pressure and flow gains range -from 1 *to 15,
for 10-mil eiements. With miore efficient element geome- depending ion fan-out.,Control pressures of 2 to 15 percent
tries, 'the respon~se time of a 10-.mil element. should of tsupply pressure are normally required to switch a device.
eventually dezrerze to about ý0.2 imillisecond. However, it However, switching pressure can increase aliout 50 percent
must be kept in mhind that response time is strongly with increase in fan-out from 1 to 4. Present state of the art
'influenced .by the transport delay, which is the -interval for a 10-mrif element is a switching pressure 5 to 1.0 percent
between the 1gsuance of a particlc of fluid from the -control of supply for a fan-out of 1. The performance of bistable
port nozzle and the arrival of -the particle at the -output ýof wall -attachment devices is summarized in Table 16.4.2.
an element. Typical performance curves of three commercially available

devic.s whJil attachment elements are shown in Figures 16.4.2f,
Power recovery in nonvented wall attachment deip s 16.4.2g,:and 16.4.-2h.
presently a m aximum of :about 50 percent at a pr essure
rocovery -of -60 percent. M~aximum pressure recovery .is
;about .85 'percent at low flow recovery,:and maximum flow
recovery is about ý90 percent at low pressure recoveries.
Typically, for state of the art 'vente6-wdll attachment 16.4.3 Beam Deflection Amplifier
devices, preisure recovery is about 50 percent at near-zero
-output flow and ilow recovery is -about 85 percent at fthe many possible types of proportional fluidic ainpli-
r 'ar-zero output pressure. fiera, 'the beam deflection amplifier is the most widely used.

'There ýare several practical .-easons for this, but the 'most
Fan-in rcapability iof wall attachment devices 'is limnited .by important are: 'better technical design information available
the conliguration, Le' '; there is :a practical dimit to the la the~ current :literature and the advantages provided by a
number of control input ports which -can be present in the -two-diine-isional planar configuration. Thip'planar configura-
interaction region. A fan-in of four is considered state of 'tion makes It -easier 'to hold the tight tolerances required,
the art,,and potentially this shiould increase -to about eight - provides 'the simplest method of cascading amplifiers f1or

high gain, and facilitates the development of practical
Fan-out is defined as the num'ber ýof digitdl~eleneritg Zi' Integrated circuits. The beamn deflection amplifier Ifulfidlls
can ,be controlied from the output olt -s ingle identical many critical system functions and is particularlysuifted 'to
'element operating at a com~uon power inozzle pressure. proportional -control -functions such aq sensors, stabilization
Fan-out of -up -to 16 ý(Rdference 632-1) ýhas' ban 'reported; systems, speed control, temperature control, pressure con-
b~o'rrvx, pxesenit pmctical fan-o!t capability is 2 -to .6. .'trol,,and analog computation.

'ISSUED: iFESRUARiY 1970 1 6A-5
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FLUIDIC DEVICES OR/NOR
WALL ATTACHMENT

SWITCHINl DOMAN OUTPUT PRESSURE - FLOW CHARACTERISTIC%

60

01 0,''C

0.5

P02vs _ W 02 -°

04
Ol •OUPU FOUTPU 01M

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 . 0.k 0S6

PC2, M•G P'Pi

21C1

OUTLPNT FIMONSION

INPUT PRESSURE - FLOW CHAMIACTERISTICS OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

UTHER CONTROL PORT PC 0

5 
0 0.755SQ.

DIAL

o 0

10 -270 1*--

0 .530

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1,0

INPUT ýIOZZUES--0.020 IN. SQUAREILEMENT MATERIALS
LAMINATIONS--STAINLESS STEEL

I LI/SEC - I X 10-6 LI/SlCt COVER AND BASE--ALUMINUM (ANODIZED)
FITTINGS--ST.,INLESS STEEL

1000 D LB/SEC - 0.80 SCFM ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT TUBE FI
T

TINGS FOR
MANIFOLD MOUNTING.

I'l .4m 1A." ORINOn Pwfamow
(Courtmov or Germl Electric Company, Schwwentad, New Ytvki
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TWO INPUT MONOSTABLE FLUIDIC DEVICES
WALL ATTACHMENT

.28 MAx. .33 MAX.
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS "______.____._

FUNCTION. TWO-INPUT MONOSTASLE FLIP-FLOP

OPERATING MEDIUM- GASEOUS F7 UIDS

OPERATIItNC, PRINCIPLE: WALL ATTACHMENT
TEMPERATURE RANGE. -140'F IC 4270"F. .093 DIA

MAXIMUM NOMINAl MINIMIM 4 HOLE
!NPLUT 

/PRESSURE 15 PSIG .5 PSIG 1.0 PSIG

POWER ©
CONSUMPTIoN 1. 1 WAITS - 1.l
PA.S SURE 1 80
RECOVERY
(BLOCKED) 42'

FLOW RECOVERY
jINBLO)CKED) 125% @
FREQtUENCY
RESPONSE 800 CPS

k, SPONSE TIME 0.0004 SCC T

SWITCHING
PRESSURE 0.35 PSI MAX

' 50. , ..

SUPPLY PRESSURE
AND

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

OUT-UT AND LOADLINE CHARACTERISTICS

0.60S , FAN OUT TO3,.40 /0.50

004 0

5 P 3 4, 5

SUP°LY PRE SSUREPSI0

Figur, 16.4.2h, Two Input Monos. Digital Amplifier PTfornTrOI

(C~urtesy of Aviation Electric Limited, Montreal, Canada)
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FLUIDIC DEVICES BEAM DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER

Table 16.4.2. Performance of EliBkte Wall Attoasnmatt Deviese
(R~ibmne 13 1-40)

Parameter T -PRoranc*

OUTPUT OUT PtIT
SPUITTER

Rower nozzle 1als (mil) 5 - 40

Aspect ratio 0.8 -4

Supply pressure (Pslg) 0.1 -40
BS'tching pressure* 5-15
(% of supply)

1-4 ~SIDE CHAMBERFan-in 1 4(NORMALLY VENTED) I
Fan-out - 6
Nonvented devices:

Pressure recovery 60I
at Q0 0()
NIow recovery 70
lit P -+ 01(%)
Power rocovery 1(%) 40

Vetddevices: INTERACTION RE21ON

Preesuro recovery 25 4

aFlow recovery 40- 70 CONTROL CONTROL
at Po +

Power meovery 1(%) 20- 20
Pressure pin 1-15
Flow pin 5-20
Response tlErio 0.1 -2
(millllseconds) SUPPLY

"'For fan-out of 1, i.e., with the control poit of an identical device
asea 1o4. Pipaiw 14A.2. Samn Defteston Devise Cenfigunalnio

A In the beam deflection device (Figure 16.4.3a), the jupply As the supply ict proceeds through the Interaction region,
Jet emerces and fowe awroe the Interaction region and is the shape of its velocity profile becomes &pprozlma'ely
divided at iho splnw. When there Is no control flow or Gaussian, and the jontrol Jet flows do not appreciably alter
when the controlpressur and flows are equal, the supply Its shape. As the supply jet mome further downaliesm, the
jet Is not deflected (i.e., remains axially cantered) and equal pro4ile broadens and decreases in centerlne velocity. At
flows issue from each output port. Control flow Is directed m.Lme distance downstream, the resulting J it stream Is
Into the Interaction region from nozzlee on eath side of the divided and collected! in the output apertures, 1ther Is an
r-,pply jet and approximately perpendicular to Its center- cptlmum size and position for the output apertures. They
line, If one control force is made greater than the othev, the must be far enough downstreawn to take full advantalib of
supply !ot is deflected away from the centerline In the the supply jet deflection, and far enough upstream to
direction of the weaker force and a greater portion of the reower an appreciabl, portion of the supply jet pressure.
jet enters the output rozelver on that ides. If the amplilfae Is Typically, In a nomvented Ianpliflar without a center ddm,
prop irly designed, the change in output power Is greater the output apertume are located about 10 power v=al
than the chang In Input control Spower. widths downstream and are about 1.5 nozzle width. wide.

The deflecting force of the control streams may be either a For proportional 7opration, beam defleci~on dev'ce ane
proosure force or a mnmentum force; both fores are spciicly doels;pe to prevent wall attachmzn~t. This Is
pnesent to soam degree hi all beam deflection amplifeies. In done by omitting adjacent walls in the vicinity of the
gener, niornewtum force predominate when the controls supply nozzle, as shown In Figure 16.4.3b. The shape And
wre set beck aereral supply nozzle widWh from the supply di~nendIons of the cutout areas also have consd ar-ble
jet, and the pressure forcas predominate vvhpi the control Influence on the nerformance of the amp~.ifler. Any fluid
nosse* is close to the edge of the supply stream. not collct~ed in the outputs can he reflected from the wafts

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.4-9



VENTED BEAM D~EFLECTION AMPLIFIER FLUIDIC DEVICES

OUTPUT 0Ul'1 *T

I /Z

// / DUMP

// E /, W ýM / /

0 //r

7O / j i 7 /

xIIbcE ffc, whic /odrsi nustbeoeain

oscillation, and reduced gain. In vented amplifiers, the SPL

cutouts on both aides are vented to atmosphere. or, in some
came', to a constant-peasure reservoir. This tends to Figure 16.4.3c. Center Dumnp Proponlonsi Ainplifier
equalize the static pressure across the supply jet down-
stream of the interaction region, and, since the venting
region is always at a relatively constant pressure, it also
provides overflow ports for the excess fluid in the supply The operating performance of an amplifier iE generally
stream and for back flow due to output port loading. In the described b? gain, bandwidth, efficiency, and sigjnal-to-
clots-d beam deflection amplificr, although there are no noire tatio. Pressure gain is usually the p-trameter of ~-neral
vent ports, the aide chamber' are still coinnected together to, interesit, but it should be understood that maximun'.
equalize the press ire across the power Jet. Without vents, pressure gain is achieved at the expense of flow gain, power
all of the flow must leave through the output ports, raising gain, linearity, aet. Coneequently, a useful amplifier must
the p.-taure in th~e aide chambers. in the interaction region, be a compromise among all these parameters. The present
e~c., so that with ,. blocked load the dev"c no longer theoretical maximum pressure gain of a Lseam deflection
functions. amplifier is about 20, pesuming all the control energy is

converted intic momentum flux and the p )wer jet is at
The vented beam deflection amplifier overcomes many of near-zero, position. When the control pressure forces are
the shortcomings of the closed amplififtr in that I' provides: inclu4ed, the pressure gain should increase substantially,
higher pressure gain. Lho W185 1W o.pirate with blocked however a maxviitum has not been established. Flow gain it.
loads, and stability n.'~rmds load co~aditions. Many of beam deflection amplifiers depends on a number of things,
thes. amnplifleri. also utilize a vent (center dump) between including the downstream distance and width of the output
the two output pomt (Figure 1&.4.3c). Sincv a cares..d/rme apertures, output loading, aand control bLtas level. Normally,
segment of the higher vokcity portion of the supply jet it flow gain ranges from ahout 2 to 10, depending on bi.As
vented out the center dump, the pressure Sain and presura level and loading.
iecoviery of the center dump ampl ifier are somewhat I# vk
than the atandard vented design. 1loweer, the center du.r!% Signal-ti-nolse ratio is perhaps the most important criterion
provides several adiantagei, iucludinel. iiicressed stability in bevam deflection amplifiers. In most designs, pressure gain
with blocked loads and repeatable, aerc -balance conditions is usuolly sacrificed in favor of reduced pressure noise. A
(differential output pressure efuaus to zero) over a *idr siqnal-io-noiae ratio of greater than 100 should be sought in
range of power Jet preseure, which is a necossity in high-gaits high-power single-stage amplifiers anu as high as; possible in
staged units. elements suitable for staging (200 to 400 has been

achieved). In staged high gain amplifiers, noise is influenced
The size of beam deflection amplifiers is detvirmined by the by power jet pressures, interconnnections, output loading,
width of the power nozzle and the aspect ratio. All oi the vent configurations, and many other criteria. C~onsequently,
teIa. amplifier dimensions are then deonned as ratios of it is necessary to use Integrated circuits when interconnect-

theR powe~r nozzle width, as in wall attachment devices. ing beam deflection amplifiers to achieve high gain, because
Narlnaly these devices are made with an aspoect ratio of 1 interconnection by conventional means (tubing) is not
to 2 for best performniice. practical.
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FLUIDIC DEVICES BEAM DEFLECTION
PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER

OK)TPUl CHARACIFRI-TICS INPUT CHIAIIACTERISTICS
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ELFMENT MATERIALS
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D(Co:rtay of Genwl Elrctric Cmywp•vy, &henect,. New York9
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BEAM DEFLECTION RECTIFIER FLUIDIC DEVICE

OUTrNUI CHARACTEIISTICS 
INPIT CHAdACTERISTIC!
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FLUIIDIC DEVICES BEPM DEFLECTION
PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER
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BEAM DEFLEC~TION AMPLIFIER PERFOWIANCE FLUIDIC D)EVICES
VOR4TEX DIODES

7he present glate of the art performance of beom defection veOcity4 Will 0`190 SO great. In Practical VUrtex devices
amplifiers is suarnmarised in Table 16.4.3. Typic.' perform. operating on real viacous fluids, the inasikoun mapllfloatio.

an icre of throe commerrcimly available amplifiers are is limited bn. nonlimasriltes within the flow field. One of the
thown In Figures 16.4,3d through 16.4.3f. more iawprtant flow distortions is coaused by the diegada.

tion of the tangential veocity in the boundary laya at the
end walls uf the vortex chamber. Savirao and Keshock

TAW 4.43. orfom~ f gsm 0has pf"oora (Rtetnce241-14) desribe tha nonlincorlties In the vortex
Tabl 16..2. IIWIWI f~4U O~Sh55iA Ptlefllflow field on the baoo. of detailed volocif y profile Lgtamaure-

Antoliersmenta. At high tangontial velocities, the How is carried(MRefeewnce 137-40) through the vortes chamber mainly along the cover plats.
and a tecirc~atlon flow takes plus~ in the ceoiter of th..

I Perforr~Angke diambor. rThe 3ow leaves the chsmbc r through th. exit
Parameter Range poi t 4.r minkl.

Power nozzle ala. (mil) - 40

Aspect ratio 1 -3 v r, 2 " V t I

Supply pressure (psig) 0.1 -100 OR

Preessure pain: V#2  V 11

No load 2-15

With eq -ivalent losa 1 -10

With signal-to-noiss 1 -8
ratio >I100

Flow gak 10 Pigw. ISA.4 Two-Mmkmwqulnsl Vortex Cherd
Power gain 50- 100 (Courresv of Bendejr Aesserh Leborecavie~ South field, Mxic.pn)

Pressure rocovory 35The line mink Is a line into which fluid is flowing; in a
rt Q0-0 (%) practkcal manse it Is a 11rilto-sizte mink (output port) Indtead oft
Plow reovr 40 a line. The fact th~at r...i ti~w cann.ot disppear at the uiuk

at O 0and rmust be diabiarged In the axial diretk~n causes mansyatP0-a. (%)three-dimenisional problo~n which have been studied by
Power recomury ()20-3'0 Donaldson and others (Reference 771-3). This three-

dimensional aspect -0 t62 flow field results In mutchUnesrity of beert 2-5 analytical difficulty. -.anon flow nonlinearitles mre extremelystraight, line (%) difficult '' describe matbemnatically, articles on vorteK

Linear range of supply *2! analyois are usually based upon many simplifying aesump-
prssr I%) tiona. Sub-Topics 16.4.4.1 and 10.4.4.2 hav, boen rdapted

from a paper by E. A. Mayer (Reference 760-1).
Msx~murn range of I 3 16.4.4.1 VORTEX DIODE. One of the simplest flowmipply Pressure (%) Iconitrol devices is the bell check valve, which closes off the
operating frequency- 0- 2 flow stmrea when flow is in one direction and wrovft out of
gas (kc) jtaw 410w path where flow Is l~a tbe opposite direction. In a

_______________ __________ device that has no moving parts, It Is easy to keep thme flow
resist~ance low in onec direction, but quite difficult to
provide high resistance in the opposite direction without
continued venting of fluid. The vortex diode (Figure

16.4.4 Vortex DWI 16.4.4.1) has a circular chamber with a tangential Inlet and
an axia sink for flow in the high resikaince direction. Flow

The common amplification mechanismn which Is reeponasile through the tangential inlet prodwme a high pressure lows
f'v the operation of vortex d vime is thme conservation of because of the swirling flow In the vortex :hamber. In the,
angular momentum. This amplifization takes place In a opposite direction. flow enters through the mixial sink and
shallow two-dimensional vortex chamber, an shown in posses through the vortex chamber without s,4irl, so tljst
Figure 16.4.4. As diacumaed in Detailed Topic 16.4.1.3, the pro~it" lose is much lower. The moat common
swirl Is imported to a radial sopply flow by a tangential performune index fur a fluidic diode is tti -~ratio of flow in
control jet which is introdiuced at the periphery of the the easy direction to the flow in the high resistance
vortex chamber. The amount of swirl and the method used direction measured at a given upstrwan pressure. Thvese
to generate It depend on the pekticular vortex device used, devices are presently limited to a flow ratio of leow than 10.
As the flujw proceeds toward the center of the vortex~ The ~nrwt common glow ratio Is In the range o~f 3 to S. Hilm
charnoer, the tangential velocity of a fluid molacule (Figuare reported a flow ratio of 6.6 which was achieved by- careful
16.4.4) must Increase, mince angula&- mnomentumn must be shaping of the twigential Inlet port to the vortex chamber
conserved. The velocity increase is Inrersely proportional 0- (Reference 771.3). In spite of the low flow ratios, thw
the radial location. If the ratio of the outer to inrier radius vortex diot.. has been fkund useful IA many applications
is very large, the corresponding increase in the tangential where a flow ratio of 3 has been sufficlekki.

16.4-14 ISSUED: FEARUARY 197P



FLUIDIC DEVICES NONVENI*ED VORTEX AMPLIFIEW

dual-control configuration used Loy General Electric ([Figure
16.4.4.3). Performsance of the dev ices almost as Sood as
the button configuration, yet It can be to&ds In is

MI II T two-dimensio~nal configuration. The two controls and two
supplies can be connected externally or manifoldnd t~o-

r o - - - D 11ther In a cover plate.

'000elCONlTROL

Fiures 16AA.1. Voetsx Diodle - ~4ig Museal Fiew Direction

14.4.4.2 NONVENTED VORTEX AMPLIFIER. Thm.PL
vortex amplitier in its simplest form is known at a SPL

rionmeited vortex amplifier. As shown in rigure 18.4.4. U,

a third opening has been added for a tuapply dtream. h.~ this
form, the vortex amplifler can be seally conetructed In a

todmensloua'l cowdlguration, akid although perfrmance
Is not optlnnised, it Is adequate for many applIcatoV&OTLTCOTO
A basic problem with the single supply and single control
tsat (F.-ure 16.4.4.2me) Is the asymmetay of .kne device. By
introducing the supply flow wround the Acircumerenee of FigoolIGAAJA. DusI Nenven$*d Vert AmnlflerCanipr0* en~
the vortex chamber In a "button" ocafi~unatho, as shown

nFigure 10.4.4.2b. eoprJ floe can be introduced at The dual-ait neavented vortez amplifie (Figure
awaerd points to etmare szlsyonaeric anixing of the supply 16.4.4.*-1) was introduced by the Bendix Co-poration. DuQ
"sd contr-J flows. It Is important to note 0-at the control exits t~ovkd. an increase in perfurmanos of about 70
parts ,must be within the .apply flow annnilua to provw" percent over a single exit vorte" amspliflir, I.e.. the
the control momentuam frorr belng dissipated by a free roaximum flow capacity -'f the amplif~ieIs increased 70
expansion into the vortex cuhamber before m~xIng occurs. percent with identical conro flows. The primary reason Is
This device In rather complex and. conesqueinty, rather that witb the establishment of avortex In ths spin chamber,
6ltfic-ilt to make except in a three-dimensional the core region has a static presuem. whicha Is asealy mom
coafguration. lrrospet've of the number of output ports. For orhtmum

perfornance, the output parts air normally of srl

CMATOL CONTROL ~NTtO
CONTROL ORIFICE INLET SUPPLY INLET

A ý1vo Oa ~ UTLET (TYPICAL)

OUTLEThhEIE

A0
VORTEX

Firms IUAA2a, Noeiniui Vortex AnsWsr Conlme CHAMRER
Icewcay of mared Rmch LahorWiem. southflsd, ukip'nI

A a 1 VIEW A-A

ANNJULU

SUPKPtY

ANNULUS

CONTbO~L
INLET CO0L NE

A

Figre I"AA.21L Nsrws Vere Aw*Mw -
Owteaoe CeNilguation Figure 1EA.42d. Du&4 Exkt Nonvented Vortex Anp~leor

(Co'urtacy of Genevu Elertri Comwvn Schenetadv, N. Y.) (Courtesy of Genera Esectric CompanV. 5cherwWVady N.~ Y.)
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VORTEX AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE FLUIDIC DEVICES

Two types at performomae CiW was am We use to damribe flows at a nsnea~at iupply prussam. At mneutbwa ow"t
the lptA/Clavut ebwaclisstewt~ of the monvaetad ate Dew, *,. de wmurol pmmw.ur, p'. if rgawaly equa to or

ampifir:the Gornistse surply F 5msu OWv adw Was dim t the, supply presuenwa F. Od mormefly he, 01011
co~eas Pon ressurea curve, Me euve im Figuare flow. *$. ks mer at edim fl:;ow.

16.4.4.11 shaw the how-turedowu abw aeturh%.heof the **(When F '
somyantedI vortex amolifier Car seealvles; 3f 1 1 ýf~

pime.. The characteristic curves Call bet a e. two H r wdw Ak z(hnieCenvope csmes: the nmeimem flow cam (whe aw, C)o
thAW omutrol fhow and the mklA.mm flov? curve 00mend- P6  omitant
WIe to maca supply flow. At mere feAputla flow, the 'mtlet
ftvois smaim enu and (baows tIV Grin" saflw ms
deimaimed by the oullet or~'le afth V W=lta. h"m.,.
kiess within the amplifier. a, eo~llile for thas coadltlon. ______________________

It Control lismou. ke MWlc the oappy j;eur is at
som oeatamt value.7 6, 8theb sastivi uloaw causes flow
whklu the chamber to swire. As the control poemsar. Is
lma'esind, the tosoutial eortad Bow imparts pasim swist NEGATIVE RESISTANC[
to the flow thoothe ampflfwe A"~ the lnameiW, .00 -co

in lom thev *0 WWW Cow "lad rmdiacee
MWtiOUah the -ad.Minimiam flw cues at the
P084ofweowY . at that poit, .4 of the flow/

rmmuw Wý t0 00"f~ wartt amgsplefl he spplid W
rm,%0control port. Because, thee. devices emsbot 7C2

ookaplewer etimimate CMUtlt flow, the use, of mouveatedP
vortex assmamlee Is limited to agap~lcatio"t not requiring

SUPPLY PRESSURE, P,

' p A sm~ometed "W&Wi 01mapllftu cam be apilmasd ter smzi.
mumI turndowni by tUUd f rc*6dMdy mal control pcirt

0 rms ad chme~~s howe diamew ratio of Imes
U.them 3; however. a Iht i "oatrai deINe will remit.

%2 Mcmvin Useu 0dem We, monkytrnticm wift mianimu
DO&"ie n the W&~ own reg0on. To acaomp"h~ "M:I
1) Omamber to outle bole diamete rato is usually

2) OR"e h0141 to 60111140 Peat men should be about 3.
3) (bsmhr length is washy pesto them moaalf the exit

In additonto the hbwmCw~stlp on of tae momvesitud
CONTROL PRESSJ)R[ (pc) WortW &IMPlifie the tuno&wn ratio is affecte ulpW&

ceatdy by the siae of the control port as shown in OiguewFi Oe 0.442. Cessupm duo Premom Chwagestbuj @l 16.4.4.% toe one amplifier coafiguautln. T"e laioeed
-- lesed Verses AmpWier decr treow ato o aead onrl oVWaurftm of Onddx ROMAWAI Laboralooi . eurtf*iu.d. Afkhgpnj rmtO fro the reduct1191o0 Ina fhlid -- ' - (h #,e Cutral

%9 OCA~t ~ftV PreOUVO h~rbMrbkg ow0 Ii. PMWt when largur control pr ra ;
FlmI AMw als bouWde by the ngm um and %see the ontol prtnre umask be higher than th e MpyMLalmeam flow curves. Th econtent control prsesur, curves rmr.annetdvrsaiilfe an&owg~tfor &.mns moawented vastex ampllfler show negative here- hilH li~in on he. load maiem a separate h~d i& rmental ruehetencef; in those CM-4 a sallN WftVme in the control source in availabik. An ortffawfcrterion oftensupply pressre reduees the outlet flow throuoa the oveloke wso sialo" y a& ampler ppedomeac he theamplifiedr. Negative redete.x Is undesirable in flow, control costrol tr aupypss ~j a ehnntrdwapplication. but he useful in vortex aedlato. cirmvt,,r A ubnw .0).T ratio aiero abt1.5 2rimlerand'mae wdey md prforamcecriterion for daP=Wqn on how theamifeheotied eu.fnon~atodvotexamlifer heth tundwnratio. Itah Is the Importance of the control tI=upl prasns redrto.d&fined as the ratio of he ~eikzw~m and minimum outWe nonvented amplifier pertormneol IwdeyPublished asa
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FLUIDIC DEVICES VORTEX AMPLIFIER PERFORMANUCE

I - number of control nowiles are also req'aire" to ensure
UF~rrrminimum presure drop end uniform mixing In waie vortex

A~H 1KW'I A " 1 A nonventod vortex apiercan oeaewith aytype a

fli.I-a boon used with gaes, water, hy4roulic fluids,

I operation In obtained with low viscosity fluids such as air
and water, modulation range in reduced with the higherI viscoaity fluids. Units have been built In itimsa ranging fi oni

3 0.072-inch to 9-inch chamber diameter.
- - .1 On~e type of mnt'vented vortex am~plifier, the vortex

0. o: V f,0FI throttle, utilises u #as to control fluida much as 'water or
liquid propellanti,. Ttirndown ratlorn of up to 50 eon bep

(jNIRM It LIAMI Ift IfkYItI 1AIT It expet~ed with the vortex throttle. T1his device sho~d find
wide appilication in liquid throttinig applhcations where the
m~iting of emall percentages of gaem with the controlled
liquid is either beneficial or at least, not deeinwntal. For

F~m OAAW fow Ta Wn aa F w~wof M Cmed instance, low molocula~r weight pass haew been wmsd to
Plpw IWA i. ~e Tueden -a Funel. . SdeiseC~nr~ wtaiallise combustion In wsevaal small deep-throttling bipro-
Pon Wa"seln oktegns

(Courtesy ci' Iendlt R~esearc Lab'.~rw~iw, Souffifivid, PMichipan) p oktegns
function of the normaizned output flow (output flow/ Table 16.4.4.2. Noehylwfl Vort.. Valve Perfevmamso
maximum supply flow) and thMj nornialised control pressure lCourtm.V of Bendim AMrcwch Leborafterla, South fivid,
(ocutrol pressuare/suipply pressure). The normalized per-
formanoLcum~ar of a comnmetrcaiy available amplifier Mcin
Illustrates this point (Figure 16.4.4.3k). ThM performance
cumv is venera~lly drawn for a ionstant supply preesures. Turndown Ratio
However nanvente vortax amplifir performance is quite
insensitive to fluid density, so that when the output part is Single Double
conk throughout the operating range, one normidirqd curve Fluid rP* /P# Exit Exit
wil accaratcly defline performance over a wide range of
,-pply FSUV Air 1.06l 2.b) 4*

Air 1.2 5.5 8
Air 1.5 8 11

CAir 2 9 12*

Water 1.05 U U
__ -Water 1.2 7 U

Water 1.5 10 U

Water 2 12 U1
I ___ - -__ IHydraulic Oil 1.05 2.35 3.02

Hydraulic Oil 1.2 4.7 8.08
(MIL-H-5606)

-Hydraulic ORl 1.5 7.45 9.5b
(MIL-H-5606)

-, . - , Is " Hydraulic Oil I2.0 100 130
CONfTWOL PRESSU~ft N111'PLY PUfSURE, PC P S (MIL-H-5606) Ij

Firm 11A 421I. NowmvuMe Vwrka An.1iffir Norn2Isad U - Information presently unavailable.
Psleaw-aso 0kacwsneiac *- Predicted from experimental data.

#Coirunw of Geowrel Eiscrrk r~sw~my. ScAhnocrasv Now York)

Ft t sonvessted vortex amsplifier performance is aim- 16.4A.4. VENTED VORTEX AMPLIFIER. The non-
mariseid in Table 16.4.4.& Asoplifier chamber diameters ame vented vortex amplIfler ha. a limited range of flow

assmed to be about 1 Inch. Wall effect. become a factor mudulatlon. TO ovecom this limitation, a vented vorbez
bdusw a ehambor diamater of 1 Inch aned performance wil amplifier utdineas a receiver tube which is located andl
be low thani estmated in the, taale. The outlet orifice Is diplce xially away from the vortea chamber outlet
also presumed to be sonic, altboulh perfmriance will iorifc a; abown In Figure 16.4.4..da. With no con~trol flow
improve somwhat with a subsonic orifice. A sufficient to the vortex ampliier, the flow exiting !roni the vortex

tMSED: FEBRUARY 1970 1A1



VORTEX AMPLIFIER DESIGN FLUiDIC DEVICES

chamber Is in the form of a weDl-defitied axial Jet. This flow recovery can be extremely high (95 psi-cent) under blocked
is recovared in the receiver tube, and the recovery eharac- load conditions with no turndown, the flow *wcosty is
teriatic in similar to that achieved in the receiver of a jet zero. Large vented vortex amplifiers (outpu~t flow of 0.1;
pipe valve. As control flow Is applied, a vortex is ojenerated lb/sec) have been operated under ce,-taln conditions with
and the flow out of the exit orifice forms into a hollow flow recovery of .bout 95 percent and pressure recovery of
conical shape such that some of the flow is diverind to the about 30 percent.
exhaust. When a sufficiently strong vortex is generated, all
of the exiting flow fans out to miss the receiver tube. This
then produces a diverting action with full modulation of VENT
the receiver flow down to zero. CONiIAOL INLETS

(TYPICAL

SUPPLY FLOW MAXIMAUM- RECEIVER TUBE OUTPUT

M A X I M U MS U IP P L y
-01%,

VORTEX CHIAMBER

MAX MUIM CONTROL ILO'Y

SuPPLY FLOW MINIMUM-

Figure 16.4.4.3b. Vortex Presmur Amplifier Configuration
OUTPUIT FLOW ZERC) (Reference 131-40)

A. SUPPLY KIESSURE (P,), pS10

I gure 116.4A.3a. Vented Vowtex Amplidier Operal ion 40--
(Courtesy of Benc'#x Resý-orch Lahor~jtories, ~South field, Michigan) 40

The varnted vortui amplifier is often used as a presure F

ampli-.ter (Figure .16.4.4.3b). For rhiE application, Ihe 1- 30 ---- -- -

diameters of the voiiex rhamiLer nutset ho2e ,arid the 1,3nfn
receiver tube a.re about the smie, and the receiver is usur.1Uy
tocated e~pproximaitely one tube radius axially downstream
of the chamber outlet. Tht gain and efficieney of the *9 20 - -

receiver output can be controlled by w-hanging the tu.be
diameter and the axial distance biutween the racelvrnr and CI
vortex chamber outlet. Reducing the diameter or increasing 0
the axial distance will decrease the poJwer eftkicency but Ic0- -.0A
improv., the power pin. I10
Other important aspects of a properly designed ventedI
vwrex .ampliifer are as f.ollowb: 0 10 20 0 40 50 60

1 ) Incremental gain is virtually independent c, ioad over a OTLPRSUEcM
wide range, so that this type of amplifier has a very low CNRLPESR )PI
increments; output impedance and can be cascaded
effectively with virtusaily nr- gain losRs.

2) Increased vent p-ewpia~ Joes not degrade perfornance. Figure 16.4.4.3c. Typical Presure Gain Characteristic Vene
Vortex Amnplifivr

"3Lod output piessure is virtu Ally independent of vent 1'Courtesy of Bendix Revsearch Laburatories. &-"rh field, Mrkhigsn)
pressure~ ovir a considerable ran~ge. Typical FrisAmre gain characteristics for the vented vortex

The peyfe'nsance of vented vortex amplifiers is hard to amplifier at several supply pressures and under blocked load
d~efine and is best described by the incremertal pressure conditions are shown in Figure 16,4.4.3c. It should be
pain and the power efficinmcy at thct load. The incremental noted that the control pressure mi-st exceee the supply
pressure gain is the change in load pi .sssnre for an pressre level before the characteristie. tukndown pressure
incremental change in contre' C.temure in the lin~ar range of recovery cuirves are achlevc-d, i.e., no incremental gain is
the amplifier. Pnwer is defined as the product of preerure exhibited until the control pressure exceeds suppil pre&-
and flow. Wead power efficiency is the percentftge ratio of sure. The gkin shown by the characteristic cuives, i.e., the
delivered load power to output power, or the product of change ;n load pressure for an incremental chaRnge In
pre~ssure tecovery and flow recovery. Although pressure control pressure, is about 10. "essure gairA of several

16.4-19ISSUFD: FEt1r'JARY 1970
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FLUIDIC DEVICES LOGICAL NOR AMPLIFIERS
TURBULENCE AMPLIFIER

thousand have been reported for the vented vortex ampli- The operating principle of the turbulence amplifier is the
Hte. However, them,- high pgins ure not usefid sinie they trano'tion of flow from the laminar to turbulent condition.
occur only at a single point and urader blocked load In a practical turbulence amplifier, a numbed of conditions
condition& Power efflcienry ior an amplifier which pro- determine the transition point, such as the relative length
vides useful pressure gain is generally about 50 percent for and smoothness of the supply tube, supply flow turbulence
gapes and 65 percert for liquids. at the entrance to the tube, rnd the absolute size of the

supply tube. Perhaps the two most effective means of
Error detection circuitry is readily implemented with changing turbulence amplifier performance characteristics
vented vortex amplifiers since there is sufficient room are variation of the supply pressure and adjustment of the
around the outer periphery of the vortex chamber to distance between the power nozzle and the receiver. Figure
accommodate a large number of control ports which can be 16.4.5.1b illustrates that a submerged Iaminar jet has three
arranged to either aid or oppose each other. For instance, distinct ranges: an initial laminar segment, a transition
the Bendix Research Laboraturies have demonstrated the range from lamina, to turbulent, and a final turbulent
use of up to 16 separate summing control ports on a 1-inch segment. A pitot tube, such as the receiver of a turbulence
amplifier. This is compared to a typical bean. deflection amplifier, will show high pressure recovery ii positioned in
amplifier where it is very difficult to sum more than two the first segment and low pressure recovery if positioned in
pairs of control parts without significant los in gain and the turbulent zone. As the supply pressure is incremad, the
pressure recovery, velocity of the jet increases and turbulence o.curs closer to

the supply nozzle. For higl supply pressures, the initial
laminar-flow zone is almost complet,:y eliminated, whPe at
lower presures it may extend as far as one hundred supply16.4.5 Logical NOR Amiplif iers tube diameters downstream.

The NOR function is the most basic and universal logic
concept. In simple terms, the NOR gate provides an output
signal when no control signals are prment. Using the NOR
element, all other logic furctions such as AND, OR, NAND, LAMINAR TRANSITION TURBULENT
NOT, and flip-flop can be obtained by the interconnezllon
of two or more elements (see Table 16.8.4.5b). This type of
fluidic device has found wide acceptance in the design of
relatively low power digital circuits. See Sub Topic 16.8.4
for more comprehensive treatment of digital circuit design
and explanation of logic functions such as NOR, AND, etc.

PRESSURE
16.4.5.1 TURBULENCE AMPLIFIER. The turbulence RECOVERY
amplifier kReference 1-304) consists of a supply tube and
an output tube precisely aligned ,n a vented cavity, and one
or more control input tubes purpendicular to the power
tube axis. The power jet is introdu ed into the vented
cavity as a laminar stream 3c that in the absence of control
flow much oi the original jet power can be recovered at the
output. When one or more of the control flows are
introduced perpendicular to the power stream, as shown in
Figure 16.4.5.1a, the jet btcomes turbulent before roachingthe receiver and the ou.put pressure drops sharpiy. DISTANCE FROM SUOPLY NOZZLE

CONTROL Figurs 16.4.5.lb. Submerged Ltminar Jet Opmaating Ranges

r L iIn a turbulence amplifier, the receiver is normally ,c, atect in
SUPPLY' OUTPIJT the lamninar zone, near the transition zone. Placing thereceiver closer to the transition zone reduces the initial flat

segment of the turbulence amplifier characteristics (quad-riart 3, Figure 16.4,5.1c); however, small increases in supply

pressure may shift the transition zone und cause false
output changes. Typically, e 0.03-inch diameter supply
tube is lotiated 30 diameters from the output tube.
The high gain characteristic exhibited by the turbulence
amplifier in the trarsition region is very useful for digital
applications. The device is not used as a proportioral
amplifier becaus, in the transistion region, the output
signal-to-noise ratio is very low and the output pressure is
very sensitive to senail changes in the supply presbure.

Figure 16.4.5.1a. Tuueules Amplifier Confioumtkon -nd However, with no control inpuc, the output is a relatively
Prinipe Opertion. high pressure signal (although just a few inches of water),

(Relerence 131-40) and with a sufficiently high control signal the output
pressure is negligible,

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.4-19



FLOW INTERACTION NON FLUIDIC DEVICES

3) The@ output rressure recovery and absolute pressure level
are low.

4 -) Tl:e aii~gnal -to-noise ratio Is low.

Application of the three-dimensional turbulence amplifier
In aerospace systems does not appear practical, becmuse o.L
the inability to inteigrate circuits as well as some of the
dhsad-ant-age cited. An adaptation of th13 device, ca~led the

pna urbolerce amplifier (Reference 73-263), appears
practical since it can be adsemrblted In modula circuits. The
performance of the device Is similar to that. of the reguler
turbuience amplifier, except that it has an improved output

It, ý 'f. NT IL F('Wpressure recovery of about 60 percent at 0.25 psig supply
and should be leas sensitive to oound and vibration.

16.4.5.2 FLOW INTERAMTON NOR AhMPLIIER. The
flow interaction NOR amplifier is a relatively new concept
which operates somewhat like the turbulence amplifier. 111e
gencral configuration of the amplifier is shown in Figure
16.4.5.2t. LamiAnar flow is developed lts the long supply

Inozzle, and the issuing supply jet reitains lamninar through,
1 1-4 the Interaction cavity and reaches the output receiver. The

jet flows ajA~cm'nt to a flat plate (top wail) through thet interaction cavity, and the presence of the wail reductes the
P' 0-(NTRO.L ~vPRLýl IF) effects of ambient noise. With control flow present, the jet

'12 IN 'is deflectetd to the aide and also away from the top plate to
reduce th.- output precsure. A portion of the deflecte
supply jet recirculates in the interaction cavity and acts as a
positive feedback, i.e., the resultent swirling flow In the
interaction cavity diarupta the jet to further decrease the

Figure 16A.5.1c. Typical 1 udma -es Ai, P Amfla Oupu output from the unit.

(Courtesy of Howie Corporation, Noi ris town, PennsvlvaniaJ NEA O

Typical static~ characteristics of a turbulence amplifier are, SPL CAVITY OUTPUT
shown in Figure 16.4.6I.1c. The plots shown in the graph SPL
completely descrlbe the static characteristics of this deuce. T
supply flow over a range of supply pres'sures. Output SD IW:7LI
pressure versus supply flow and a family of curves f~orSIEVW
eoutput pressure versus output flow are plotted in the upper CON'sROL VENT
left quadrant (2). Output pressure versus contrcl flow is
plotted in the upper right quadrant (3) and control tressure SUPPLY OuT. QiPUT
versus control flow in the lower right quadrant (4). 7%e
plott ank of the curves on one axis enables fan-out to be- -

detetmin.ed for any operating pressure. First, note the
minimum control pressure and flow required for turnoff.
Then, using the minimium control pivessure, check the flow t.AMINAC
available at that pressure on thae rroper P,, versus Q., curve. POER jFT
Maximum fan-out is determined by dividing the Q0, 11NT
aivailable by the Q, requiredl. The method is illustrated on
the graph by a dotted line. CNRLVN
The turbulence amplifier has a typical fan-in of 4 to 6 and a
tan-out of about 6 to 10. Supply pressure range is 0.1 to I L.PP OUTPUT
psig, and typical power consumption is about 60 milllwattz
at 0.5 puig. Thie reaponse time or switching time iu in the
range of I1 to 2 milliseconds. Turn-on time is generally - C
about twice as lorig as the turn-off time because of the."
relatively lorg interval required to reestablish lamninar flow DMELCN D '
after the transition to turbuilent conditions. The amplifier PoWERl JET lPVE
also has the advantage of excellent control-output isolation. VENT

Some of the prominent disadvantages of this device are.

1) It is sensitive to sound m~d vibration in the 5000 cps F&A1..~.Fo-nwui O mifet
rang'ý. (Courra of 4H.2s.x Flswmhntsbrssef ORis Ampthield, ich

2) A ctosely regulated supply pressure is required. (ors fOndxPwac ao~oisuhfed ilsn
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FLUIDIC DEV;CES LAMINAR NOR
IMPACT MODULATOR

T1hisl mewIce hbAs a fan-in and fan-out capability of four.
Supply pressure range is 1 to 1.6 puig and power consump- DlEFLECTED POWER
tion Is about 23 milliwatt. at 1.5 pa1g. Typical control- FLOW

outp~'t pressure characteristics at 1.5 peig iupply pressure
are shown in Figure 10.4.5.2b. The responwe or switching VlENT I I VENT
time viries from 1.5 io 3 milliseconds for fan-outs of 1 to .
4. Commercially available units are fabricated in 22
ar. fiifier modulo. UPPLY -OUTP

PORT T
Althoug~h this device is adaptable to integrated circuits, it 'iiVENT
suffers from the same disadvantages of the turbulence HOLES
amplifier (i.e., a well-!egulated supply is required, a low
pressure level, and low signa-to-nioise ratio).

0.4
I COI,4TRCL

SUPPLY PRESSURE PORTS

.5 PSI G Figure 16.4.5.3. Two-Dimnsionslon Lamsinar NOPR Unit
(Reference r31-42)

0.3 -One unfortunate aspect of the basic geometry is 1he
mismatching of the two controls. The second contral,
located close to the output port, cauzes a decrease cof

a. about 20 percent in the Mnaximum fan-cu* of #he device,
Extremely low fluid velocity is also inherent in the laminar
jet. Response '.ini* measurements &re not presently avail-

Cie able, but about 10 milliseconds is expiected, which is
"' 0.2 ________ ________reitd rely slow compared with other logical NOR units.

0. However, the switchIng time is inore than adequate for
I ~most applications and in most cases should be outwciihed

a. I by the compactness and low power consumption of the
unit.

R The laminar NOR amplifier agtilizes a 20 % 20 mil power
n oszie tAn. cansumnns irhout 2 imilliwatts of fluid power at a

o supply pressure of 0.1 psig. Perfrruance curves are not

0.1 prtsently sisiahwhe, but trie output pressure recovery is
about 60 percent of the m~pply. Pimient units have a fan-t'a
and fan-out capability of 2.

T'heme excelltrnt low power elementr ara adaptable to
min-iturized intemzted circuits and should find widespread
appiea..tion in aeru.sp~ce systemns, particulhxly in start-run-
shutdown seuen'icm ia~d irther digitp.l 'ircumta. Reliability

0 ___________ etimatos miould be high becaut? of tWe relatively large
0 o.~ .0oi (20 x20 mil' power i.oz&l,'.

CONTR L PRESUREPSI 6.4.5.4 IMPACT MODULATGP IVOR AMPLIFIER. Thi3
Figure 16. 4.5.2b. Typical lnput-O~tpul Ctarsateristies for device utilizes the )et intere.ctian-inrwect modulation effeet

Flo-lnterettf3n NOR~ Amp~ltor discussed in D~etailed Topic 16.-4.1 - . n the imnwict niodula-
(Roference 131742) tQr INOR i~milifier (Figure 16.4.5.4%4 two submerged Jots

16.4.5.3 TWOD]IMENS4IONAL LAMINAK NOR AMPLI- onwrge frovi opposed supply' nozzles. 4ang the rame ax'i 3a
FIER. The operation of this device depends on t~ie that they im~pact anmi iZorm a radial jet. The locktion nf the
deflection of a lamirnar aupply let rather than the laminar nadial Jet is deteznired by the momentum of each of the
turbulent transition which is characteristic of the tu:bu- two impinging jet&. A concentric orifice i% placed between
lence amplifier. In the laminar NO I aniplifiet (Figure the two suppir icuales ostch that tWe radial let is enclosed in
16.4.5.3), the laminar supply jet moves directly across the an oujtput ohii-iber -mhich is separated from a vented
intera~tki' regior. to the output port. The adjac.-nt side vaamber. When a trarsweive control jet is applied to the
wall aud the top and bottom wails are a strong stabiizing supply jet in tkte ventet; chamber, it redu.'e~s tila axial
influence on the supply jet. With control flow present, the niomentum of the jet so that the radial jet mvsit h
supply Pow is detlected into the vent port. 71-e vent holes vented cham~ber and the output wpresure is drast'casiy
In the stirsight wall immnediately upstream of the output reduced.
rjort are required to decrease the static pressure buildup
ilong the wan when the output port is blockxed. This results
in impiroved blocked output pe'!formante as well as in u
signifiewat increase in the biocked output piftwite recovery.
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IMPACT MODULATOR FLUIDIC DEVICES
FOCUSED JET

%, v SINT-10 o

_t ____< __

C I AT OTHIN , SUPl PI SS~

TIANO 0.toIO M LM('M TiTOTISLO I Mo

C~~TNTSCL _____

Fi"r 10M 5... 1mpest Mad"be NOR ----

becAuse of to hihIpt and output impedances- an~d high ion o 30, 40 30 0 0) "

predn of output prenaret and flow, and there is complete
r' 'so betwaen individual cisngrol Inputs. Output chant=e
6o not affect input pressure and flow because of the Flpwr 12.4..4s. Imne-s Medmabte NO'R fItelo- Time
voacam""M orifice searsating the output sa'd vented (Refera-Rwe 131-42)

chs~nibem I spite of the excellent performance chazacteristlas

TheImpctmodulator NOR amplifier hias a fan-In of 4 and exhibited by this device, the Mvatlvely complex three-
7=an- t of1i. Supply pwmasre range in 0.25 to 6 pug and dimensional configuaration Will limit it$ application in

"war conlmptlon Is 012 watt at 1 pelg. Typical control- asroapoce ayicnw. injection molding Is the only logical
output prmecharaceWlstics at I WEul supply pressure ame oamnufacturing technique at pmeent which limits the fabri
ebown InFiur 1.6.4.5.4b. The resp-nae or switching tite cation of elements for hlohte *erture operatioi. Cu~rrent
averages about 300 microseconds at . pdg supply, which is osie is aboiut 314 Incha In~ dlametwe by 1-1/4 Inches loug, and
good when compaured with other flenidle logic elementb of the design Is not adaptable to integrated circuit bkocks.
similar power drain. However, switching CIne varies jaiulaturizatiotm or fabrication In a two-dimensional configu-
drastically as a functlan of fan-out, an-A turn-off time Is raton dom not appear practical or functionally feasible.
severa times longer than the turn-on time (Fig- ~ FCSDx MLFE.Oea~no h

0 1.3 .. c -7 - cusedyjet amp~lifier !"i b - edas the tendency of Ln

0.PPL ORESS.R F,01I Inwardldirce annular jet to adhere to tne upper surface
N SUPLY'HSLAEI..)PSIGof a flow separator by wail attachment and to form a

focused jet Whic Is collected at the output tube (Figure
0~4 .-- ___~.--16.4.6.54ý When an annular control signal is applied, it

FAN OUT 0 prev.nto attachment of the pew W.t and the flow is
directed mway from the output trz C that the 'utput, is
"getly reduced.

3.. - ~ -~---$---.--- - The operati pressure range or this dyice is 3to 14 pai
)cFAN OUT 6 MIV~w ~ n uvraum volume flow is requird because of theIar apcrai.switching speded range fromn03t 0.6

2 - - -- switching of the jet Is not completely mamp action, but the

~FANOU~ldevice 14 not suited for proportional oparation.

0FNOTI The% high flow requirouents with no significant perform-
0.1ancegal will limit the application of this device. In

additio-n, the axlsymmetirc configuration (Pigure
CUTOFF 16.4.5.5b) is cosasideratly more expensive to manufacture

than a two-dimensional logical NOR Piement.

-o 0,1__.[_ _ _ _ _

0 0.05 (1110 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.z0

INPUT PRESSURE, PSIG

Figure 16.4.5.4b. lnMeWt MOdulato Typical InPut-Ou~
Cher""turstle
(IRefwercer 131-42)
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FLUIDIC DEVICES - PECIAL DEVICES
BOUNDARY LAYER AMPLIFIER 1

PUT PORT 1.4.6 Sp".ial Devices
16 4.6.1 BOUNDARY LAYER AMPIAFIER. This two-

SUPPL JETdimensional usvlce uves the pr!. i!IpIe of forced separation
of a stream flowing u tar a curved sut tee,. With no contros
flow (Figure 16.4,6.1a), the supply flow adheres to the
adjacent curved surface urAtil well downstreaim of the
control duct ao that the flow is directed ýo th. vent. When

\ ~\ ~ control flow is in~jected into the boundiwy layer of the
curved surfs-e. the point of separation moves upstream and

~ the supply flow le directed Into th, output duct.

Pipae 1A 55a. eewi h AmpE lr Cntigarit9e
r~~d t pe's~e

f ~ ~ OUTPUT PORT VENTinfrn eeene1.'17 .in

mdOesuelm ~'eIA6l.@n~y- y'Apil prtc
fA 9 CM o"iAinfn nR 4e we 1v-3nc 1731-401 IN6

CHVi in Figurewisin t846.b hebasfowi euieI ofrc h

0 2 TmL)UP'URT coPoOlwRsrmTd.ASWn" sncsar nti

aUPPd loctio of46.a t Bounterol syther Amsigificat effeton

SU41PLY POtT e rhratyerimtdel of ah amplndar. ae mlfiri hw
Flpwe ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~i Fig5fb ousdJtApiie ~ ICa Scin Tebundry 1 y4.6 amblifier issfo usd preqmaril whooren athe

August p8 96 .L ehr, orgt1Gb h owreurjet (abunouk 6n resurn, o ypica offur poitins ahre
2to CObNishi L CoAmIEy cotrol3 flow ains 20etovd 30, "and " powe inecssr in to .Ts

CONTOL PRTSdevice to eliminted bytputs lo stpresisurfecs gain comp bertyo
an consrcation, of~ theotivoly slows rccone timnfcate. fcto
thSeD FEBRUARYstic of7 1h amplfier



OOIJSLE-LEG ELBK'J FLUIDIC DEVICES
INDUCTION

VENT ThM double-leg elbow a.-npliflei- prov5das -iary high flow
BIAS amplification at low primeuures and low opeting ft.

quencs. Maxzimumn pins undus, sttic vanditions wre flow
join 300, prressure gain 3, and power pin 500. Typical flow

gnis 200 with a corresponding po~or pin of 40.
Pefornmance of the device drops drastically as the operating

frequency to increased, I.e., down 3 db at 10 cpa and down
10 db at A0 aop.. (VOTS - Performance of fluid amplifierIs
usually measured In terns of the amplitude ratio (output

SUPPY (ATPUTpreu'ure/hiput pressure) similar to that presented for
evaluating servo system performance doeculbed in Sub-
Topic 7.2.3 of this handbook. It is common practice,
especially In the fields of electronics, automatic wntrol,
and acoustict, to express the logarithms of an amplitude
ratio In un~its known as decibeas (db). One decibel Is equal

Input amplitude ratio. Reference 770-1 presents a ptrticu-
larly cleaw and comprehenkive dcscription of such

VENT temin,3logy.)

16.4.6.3 INDUCTION AMPLIFIER. This device is sesmen-
tlaly aback-to-back arrangament of two airfoils as shown

CONTROLin F'igure 16.4.6.3. When the power Jet is on, the flow will
ISLANDadhere (by mymnetry or a bias preasure) to one of the

Figure 16,4.6.11b. bewnduy Laye AnMwlfe Confirmatsion airfoil shaped boundaries downstream of ths power nozzle.
(Refwerence 31-40) With flow originally coming out of the left output duct, a

controll signal mnust be applied to the'rlght control duct to
16.4.6.2 DOUBLE-LEG ELBOW AMPLIFIER. This device switch the flow. The stream fromt the right control dizet
is essentilaly a more complex version of the boundary layer adheres to t~he outside wall of the right output duct. Sincee
implifler except that It has two .)u&.put ducts (Figure the control flow is tangential to thi power flow In the
16.4.6.2). With no control flow, the momentumn flux in the intevaction region, the transverse prensure gradien~t is
active leg Is low near the outlet of the passive leg. hence the reversed, which causes the power jo~t to switch and flow
combined flow !a directed Into the left output duct. When a through the right output duct.
control fow is arplied, the point at which the flowý in thd
actie leg separates from the channel wall moves upstream Except for the switching principle, the characteristies of
so that the momentum distribution across the flow changes this device are similar to those of the blatabli. wall
and the combhihied flow is directed toward the right output attachmient amplifier. No performance Inf~rmstion Is

I . The ac-.on is proportional, since the pivaportion of apecifically available on this device, altiough It performs
th-t power stream which flown into either of the output somewhat like rbounadary layer amplifier~. Typical pressure
portis depends upon the rwomenturn distribution of the gains aya 2 tW 3, flow gains 20 to 30, and power pins 60
combined actve and P" 1,e flows. to 80.

PASSIVE INPUT CHANE qm r LEF CONTRO

SUPPLY FL L ET
LEFT OU .1

POWER NOZZLE

CHANNEL RGTOTU
CON; 'RGTOTU

ýP' ITTER VANE FIGHT CONTROL

1/ Figure 16.4 01.3. Induction Amnplifier Configrmation
I/I 'Rtefrernce 737.40)

VENT ~16.4,6.4 EDGETONE -AMP! JFIER. Tito edgetone ampli-
RIGHTfier is a hiph-speed planar flip-flop which uses a fluid

LEFT OJTPUTdynamic phenomenon called the edgetone effect. To
/OUTPUT '/rCHANNEL understand this effef.L, consider a fluid Jet impinging on a

'/ENT ' CHANNEL (<.LOAD welge. Under the proper conditions, the Jet will con.
tinmuously oscillate back and forth across the wedge tip,
alternately shedding vortices on each alde. In the edgetone
amolifier, sks shown in Figure 16 .16.4, the power jet stably
oscutlates between the wedge-sha,. d splitter and the cusp at

Figure 16.4.6.2. Double LoC Eltiw Amplifier ConfigL-ration the entrance to the output duct in use until a signal in
(Reference 131-40) applied to the contrcl duct to switch the flow.
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FLUIDIC DEVICES EDGETONE
IMPACT MODULATOR

A rekatively eaila signl is required to awitch the output In the direct Impact modulator, Figure 16A.O.0.b, when a
becau'w the power Jet Is aecillatlng. 7110 primary functional concentric control signal Is applied, the momentum of the
difference in the edgetone amplifier from a typical wad left supply jet Is lnere~sd and the Impact region moves to
attachment bistable element Is the ('1 mlfliseoond or kem the right. 7%i4 reiwlia In increased output flow #nd pressure
switching time for a typical device. Blnc7 It Is not in and sintce thoe output prmeure increasees with 'ncraaaa
To idesproad use, little Informatioun about this devk e Is control pmesmure, the dev!ce has positive gain.
presently available.

LEFT CONTROL CU SP o ~'Iu~tpu.t

POWER JET SPUITTER LIFT 3N

RIGHT OUTPUT

RIGHT CONTROL VN

ragure 16A.6A. Egestons AmfI1IIEIM Conriguration Figuer 1OA.6.Ub. Direst Impart M3dsalatur
(Reference 131-4G) Typle-al perfor-nance of the transverse Impact modulator Is

16.4.6.5 IMPACr MODULATR. The impact nmodulator maximum flow gain of 6 to 30 and no-load pressure gain of
is a proportional aeopliflor concept that uses two axially 20 to 40. A cbaractaristlc curve is aliown In Figure
opposed power jots to pruvide a planar impact region. Its &6.4.6.5c. Optimizeod four-ellement cascades have given
operation detyends on varying the axial momentum of one pressure gains of about 12,000, which reduces the average
of the supply jets to vary the position of the planar impact pressure gain per stag to about 10.6. We~ is necessry to
region. Thare sae two versions of this device: the trunserse ensure output linearity and proper interstage impedance
anld the direct hinppct mrodulator. matching.

In the tmawseree Impact modulator, Figure 16.4.6.5a, when
a perpendicular control signal is applied, the niomentuim of
the left mipply jet Is decreased and the impAct ragior moves OUTPUT OR

to the left. This results In decsrewd output flow Ianot CONTKOL OR - CHAMBER, Po

pressure. and since the output pressure decreases withINU
Increase In control pressure, the device his neatlv- gan. --

EMITTER- -CCLLfCTC'R UEIPICf, F,

ONVICE. P

VENT O'JM~I

- 6

ýLEFT sUPILY - -RIGHT SUPPLY -

f 4

11 2 13 4 5 6 7 8a ~ 1 2 3 1I 4 15

IMPACT REGION .---- - 0

CONTROL .3 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20
EMITTER - JET PREvURE P,'* "

Figure 16.4.6.5s. Tmnvrea~vu tnimpet M&.uIatar Figure 16.4.6.5c. Transvtes. Impmc Modulator Perfomrmac
(Reference 131-42) (Courtesy of Johnson Service Company. At ilwaukov, Wisconsin)
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WALL ATTACHMENT OSCILLATOR FLUIDIC DEVICES
RELAXATION OSCILLATOR

Thle direct hapec modulatot Is a significant IMptOvm30t tight contit" prmawn reaches the 661 got switching pies
over tI.* trans=ss Impact mnodulator. Pressure gains itp to sute. The ptoos repeW Itesif on eown side so that the
100 hae" boen reported for this device, and Cie Input seom oscllates at a frequency which depeade ona the sum
Imp~edane is 'arlable and can be adjusted to approach of the transit tire of the gAuldie signa through the

Infiity Unoadd frq-Ak~e reponet 6rprteadly quite feedback path and the power jet switching time.
hih O ( t400 cps); however,' thias not been related to
: ar car element sie and repnwill decresue mark- Another type of wall attachment cmc1¶lator Is the coupled

zvl~ nteelement is Io& Signal-to-noise ratio control oscillator which utilizes a feedback loo Won"-4 the
information is not generally available for either device but two control Ttor (?lgure 16.4.7.1b). Asuigthat the
reages from 60 to 330. power *e Is aotto attceb to the right wall. a rarefaction

wae uei ruddenly Ic eae ntrainwent at the "IgtThe ditfic-lct of obtaining reproducible characteristics oto ot rvl around the am" aend is
foondeieto another is one of the major obstactee to control aot. thelf otolpr.Terf6ce ae

the development of Imp-ct modulators. Thisi Is primarily cmreflec ond athenftava beck" trort the righ coatro pa
Just to the three-dimensional concentri%: nozzle configura- causing the jet to switch to the left wall &Ad the process Is
tions which are expensive to manufacture, except by reetd
trijection moldir.l. Some effort is being expended in
de~vloping a two-dimensional version of the direct impact
modulator although If successful, lower pressure gains are
expected. iml act modulataor are attractive for proportional
control applicaton, however additional development Is
n~ecessary before the true value of tbain devices can be

16.4.7 cliclfleors
Fluidic owclllatoks depend on feedback for operition just
like any other type. These devicest have been utilizod In
timer circuits, temperature snsorm (see Sub-Topic 16.6.2),
pressure references, and analog-to-digital converters.

16.4.7.1 WALL ATTACHMENT OSCILLATORS. An os-
cillator oen be constructed utilizing the wall attachment
principle aid output feedback loops as shown In Figure
16.4.7.1s. Whepathma suppil flow in turned on initially, the
supply jet will attasch to elthiev the left or right wall and
flo** out the respective output tube ws In * normal wall
attachment device. Presuming the ps-wer jet is Initially
attached to the right wall, part of the power rtrcam is
returned to the right control via the external feedback loop
io that the power jet is switaslaed to the left wall when the

5, Fi~~pie IOAli1b. CoupWe Cogtrol Ossllser

16.4.7.2 RELAXATION OSCILLATOR. This oscillator
was developed by the Harry Diamond Laboratories for use
in pneumatic timers and logic ircults that must operate
under severe environmental conditions (Reference U41-8).
By installing a lumped R-C-R (resistunce-capacitance-.
r~esistance) network in the feedback loop of the bad,. wall
attachment oscillator (Figure 16.4.7.1a), this device cari be
made relatively Insensitive to temperature and pressure.
The relaxation oscillator (Figure 18.4.7.2) has demon-
strated les than *2 percent frequency change over a
pressure range from 6 to S0 psig. A frequency variation of
lees than I percent was also obtained over a temperature
range from 77 to 175OF at constant pressure. Careful

Figmna 16.4.7.1sa. Extem. Feodedbac Ossulor de-'... is necessary if pressure and temperature lnsensittvity
arc required together.
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FLUIDIC DEVICES PRESSURE AND TURSULENCE OICILLATORS
TUNING POAlK OSCILLATOR

=eturm path, It Implailse on the NOiW p-wm Wa (m (b) 0%
Vl~w 14..4,emdzig VA 1.. 111 M Will 61011111f di-

mes.e In the pIresngr Ia the Output 411be1. OsmsequWedV*
M%1t~4flI ow alouug the return pathI dwis or stop, the powt

abream Mailne Iamium~ty, and Cho cycle repeats

-T ,AAC11A1 C1RETURN PATH

01 OUTPUT TUBE

SUPPLY TUBE TUNPH

16.4.7.8 PRESURE CONTROLLED FISCILLATOR. noe ~F
pssr4"" sontronle oscUto (100) is apeclsi, forn of te sUPf~ Y TUBE
externai-foedbock oscifattr shown in Fjgure* 16.4.7.1a,
with an output frequeincy that varie es an aPPrlOzhnatWy
linear function of the supl pnessure. This Is aAM= Iishod

by iiryng te RL-C~latnc.lndu tae.)ipmW 19.4.7A TaMoknoow AnONhFfe Ouuibte11rbynpfet W"111 th ee oo ogf.Cmeer (Adrted ýWth #'ww'kulen foMM Aefvrnm 1-413, 'Vah'nel* s
Ph. a ilft. A P00 can s either wall attachment (Figure NrnbE' t0. Pentn 0. L.letfitw Capvfgft
16.4.7.1s) or stebm inn ratioqA to achieve the Wanbyt*PfthAbIAgClpli
nmeearj for oscillation. 16.V.5 TUNING FORK. FLUIDIC OSCILLArOR. A
One tyta. of dtream In' -ractUon 10 operASt With & gain Of njrAchon oscillator hos been developed recently (Referenop
30 apslhob of water pressure as hob rn in Figure 141.4.7.3. 6-212) which consists oZ a temperture pompeatd tuning
This particuar oscillator only has a useful renge of about foad, a load-seaultive fluidic fI-pflop, conro trandMiss~On
160 cam but am Importint advantage is that it can operate at lines, and a feedback tranmission line. This11 d-wv*e has a
%may lw pressures wIth excellent resolutdon (800 a/psio). frejuseny accuracy of A0.002 percent at romteprture

A F I used fur analog-to-digitW converson in fluidic and *0.05 peacent *!et a tempereture rampof--85 to
frequency-wnodulatsd syatems and as a prewar. referene. +2007 when opeanted at A06 cpe. Althought hybrid in

nature, this tuning fork Oscillator offers the possibilit4y Of
such an ezttvrey accurate frequency reference that it

160 1should aot be overiooked.

140 4-Operation of the oscIltor is ilustretad in Figura 16.4. 7.5.
The supply strem saysges trcn am aperture In OVe tine
(cont vok) of a tuning fork and is alternatey switched to -the

00'taw dowuaa channls Is the tonbrol tine Oscallates Mhe
FGUENYK __ two dorrutatrea channels are used as the Control inputs to
IIQECY,10 a load-nseni~tive flip-flopwbuhihoscilates acco-rdl y. TheCPS fluid pulse train em=*MnJ from one Output chankeM~l Is fed

Ic~~ ~ and impinged o1n teother tineof the tuning fork
which maintains oscillation of the fork at Its natural

______frequency. 7U other flip-flop output channel is used.s the
output signal. Since the devlce uses the air X lase only to
appl suflent energy to the tuning fork to sustain

-~ - - -cuiliatlon, the oscillator in considerably less seniftiv to
INPULT PIESSURE, IN. H0variations in the speed of sound due to temperature Changes

2f which compromise the accuracy of a typical fluildic KWnIC
cacilator.

Ptpwa M6AUL2 Pi a arlefW4 The* tuning fork is bitl.Q device (ILe, it loses a Mninimum of
energy due W~ dampWn and mounting effects) and It can be

If64.7.4 TURBULENCE AMUFMR OSCILLATOR. An driven with reatively low power Inputs. Temperature
oscilltor which usm a turbulence "mlifier and Jepende on comnpensation of the tuning fork can be accomplIshed by
ezterna circuitry for Its rtOOW01ia s Shown in Figure special nfloys, heat treatment, or bimetal construction The
16.4.7.4. A portF~n of the flw whicil enters the outPut trend is tows&d small high freuency forks, since. higher
tube is &"srted into the return path, so shown' In (a) of breuencies result in saluler amplitudes arnd better accuracy
Figure 16.4.7.4. When this flow rear.-hes the end of the and alsoo mnnimiz. the offects of acceleration and vibration.
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MOVING PARTf LOGIC FLUIDIC DEVICES

~~111116 SiOMAL ~It Ow wre no IFpat 4sia 66of~ a*-
11I 0 thI.R 616t d~dy "as m acil ast a dosed vahmm,

MAcfqV pssum laalt rp (I@r 16.4.6.1*e, hem legou
IM181 isOR. Lt..8'f Wmehe A nor 9am Ca n Fisremahed.
theem wil be imeytpimt.

OhsAK ODINN11V b Viva. A ufaI h m i a unstion us
UCEOSACK ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d LOOISNIN he de e av~e asswbebs aboer(Flr the Aa~ Doth

the shuttle vav a tede alve am be msead to mfma
2 L tahlt Or Sip1-flOP fumeto us deown In PB*i&.1d.

OUTPUT

Ar~

Firm16.S.1Ws. U-uo. Vave Let* OHI pansies

DSIV:EN (INE ONTrOL TINE

PONEUMATI SJPPIY

FWM 43A Pkft T" p* a 0-CONTROL~

1&4.8 MovItj Part Device XHUS
Flindic device mvz 1101rftG y1 associated wiham" aon d EXHTUST
logic function. operating with low power svj minee Olpals
whereas ordinary moving-pwt valves are thouaght of in ters
Of cOntrollng higher Power level flow& Man kindo of SUPPLY
,ovi inechanical part devicas awe deaed ns elegagIob for

couM we us spools, poppeb. coappers, mogasles dia-
phranws. bejis, force-balmAre lever, beflovm. pooting job.
tape and helictal sprinsi. Although they are Industrialy
oriented, somue of these devices mr briefy considered here Pipr ISAl.1b. 2A ValVe Logok NO I Fundoe
because they hdn! acce~illsa somne functions even at lo,

power Tbey my fl~d applicatloviaeropc
08yft"m where It! snpl nq ~ oeo s nondcal to
operate fluidic vloments because of irmiied space, weight,

Mary moving part devicew ams als bein ausd in fluidic INPUTS
systemse to boost a low pleasure signal (a frattn ofa& pAl)
to a useful worklnd pressue.s i.e., cuffllt to opezsae & A -- m
valve actuator. Thesm can be either gos to gus, gus to 0SPRING. LEAKS
hydraulic fluid. or even gas to liquid proliellant interfaco.B WHEN TILTED
16.4.8.1 MOVING PART LOGIC 0 0'

Shuttle Vailve. jel simplent nmechanical control valve is the
shuttle (Figure 16.4.8.1a). It trnarnaita the higher of two
Inputs (A or 8) and blocks the other. Except whore the two -P OUTDUT
Inputs balance exactly, the logic mode I- OR, Lo.e., eith'er
one Input or the other produces an output.

Bell Valve. A cont"- promare of the sanm magnitude ms SUPPLY
the supply will Ihu;. I the supply because the upper banl
hae the larger aaws (Figure 16.4.8.1b). Weh device pertorn.
the logic NOT function, i.e., there is an cutput only when Pillm 1.41.1c*4J TW",. Spbqu Le&S pion PIrgslk
there is not an Input. (Courrtir of Tmcfnv, Led., Dunfo", Cwnb,,ide. IEpmndi
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FLUIDIC DEVICES MOVING PART LOGIC

Disc WlAP94AOM SUPPLY VACUUM

INPUT I INPUT 2

OUPU IOUT PUT 2 CONTROL VACUUM lTU

Pows UAAMf. Dim Vie. PAW%*tq PmeSws

Uquld 3Bedt 7%k &siles Is I msi as .ww~~ee linrsdo o ATMOJSPHERE
a Nlyoeuu U od in m wmrm teed (Figni.
16.4.3.1eJ. When a onako (limpt) egdhaW b e to the
We. of b. .SIti with dh. bead, me bead will oqmee.
d~mu~ ew ock Into 41w Oppealle shde Thu.s "M affif Fipew IGAS~f. Vamiui Le* gbm* Loge MNW Pwusi~m
act so a noflip-fp w"t noa eekuot mmi. The (Cuiwsay of oReahw eofrek Cnvmny. ago". Indiaeuj

mdbfle*i of bl deylu.i -sa omoing put Is aibitzme, *Ld
I. Jwstlhd an Oe bobe thAt It Involve a fized quamtity og
Whij demalty liqud a the activ dheesnt

Vauun.AdidDbl= mhem when *aCoe ikw part bs at
ateqae ewe"pm aut) the dbpbaen DIAPoRAed

seaiut the output poet (%Pip. 34.4.&14) mme oei~t pw
is he drew. down 6a a low vacuum dtha * oftt

Wuebol W ad k Is pplledý~h 4qhga U~wW aifwayEXHUS
banm th output godmdt h output bald. up to
atmmobaw peow Smmm e en output (warn.) oemn
when te ootdmb gul WWis off. "M devise padema a lONIC
NOR 1% 1, I'm

Dimphem;x N OT m 71d&e IONIC alocelement fctmdons by
T toduAeiag tu Oatt only whem dee bs no Imput at A

AN M~. noutput bs uodmoed hy Vi
alftat 0*flAIputo A nd II an premiied.b~ bkput A OUTPUT SLIPLY INPUT A
mom *e. diapxqa damns whIch also pewsm the aoute
down to adC off the exhmct end connet the output to Flomi GAAe. NOT l.dAdS fi

lap.4 3(lpmz. 1G8.lb). of fte Ar Corpor.tion, Rrwe. Ohio)

Cl.,eiPUT 5 T DiSfi.Y CIRCUITS

PXIAUST DIAPHRAGM

~EHAUS)
ACTUATOR

GLCEIN KD INPUT A
OUTPUT OR INPUT

INPUTINPUTSUPPLY

Pffu l6AS.I" Ijqat G"i PU. 1pf Flome IA3.lh. AND Me"al
x~owun of Comm caporwes mbwvp AwlgfAnok) (courtmw of tfte Oo C~ors~tion. slyon, Obiol
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INTERFAsE FLU40DgC INTER7ACF

'rV. POWU ER SI T R A L in the spool und ch .,m ier pres ures, caL taing th o) spool to be
POWERrgr Vale.Thi eRice hstredaprg.bt displaced from Its nw'utral or null position. As the spoolDiepiW~ Vav. N* evie ha thpe iaprag bu no moves, the feedback spmring Is leflected in a direction whichsliding r~arts (F~gure 16.4.8.2a). 7%o fluidic cantra ignal 31powe the torque ;amduced by the fluid input signal. s'bts

actuate, the uippe- (sensng) diaphragm and seals off the action rfstores the flipper to 1t4 neutral position betwi. )n
cb'gn0_* above the middle ;.1aphragrn. 7he pressure then the nozzles mn', causes the en~d chamber pressures to agqidi
builcs up and forces both the middle and lower (power) be approximately In balance. At thie' point spool me-veiment
diapliragni, downward, opening the valve. It operates on sir ceusees and the spoO holds this position until the input
.ignai preesureso- low aw .-5 ino-hes of water and controls signal changes. Closed loop positional cont ol of the spool
suprfies up to 100 pa1g. is ibaereb)ý achieved where the spool displacement is directly

proportional to the input dlffevwntial pr'sure signal.
FLUIDIC SIGNAL

TOIIQ'JE ARM

I. ftrF"URE CAVV'LES

-,LINE PRESSURE SUSPENSIONNOZETO ACTUATOR -AND

ISCLATFEE SACKL
ELEMENT rESACKN

Figure.116.4.812a. Oisphrpns Valv (wE~G
(Cou"Resy of Northeast Flatidics IncorruraWd PWRS1 AGE

Bethany, Connectict

DlaphurgmPiloted Spoo'. r'isa type of valvo- can be con-C.I YI

trolled by pressum s low as I to 4 inches of water (Figure
16.4.8.2b). It can operate both as an air-to-air or an
air-controlled hydraulic valve as aupp: pressures up to 100
p.1g.

rw I srV'Z RESURE FILTER

11gve16.4SJ112s. FluleiS Inpvt Servewlte SehsmCs;
TO CY11"ME)(IAUSV(Courrav ol Hydraulic Resworh or~ ; Manufacturing

Conpany, Burbank, Zai~fomis)

16.5 FLUID INTERtFACES
Thtt ideal. fliuc.-, ap licatlor 6i one where a single fluid

lop-medium can be used for all constrol fuuiorns and whore the
need Wo travsAtte lný-'mastion froms one medium to another

PRESSURE SUPv'LY id ali-ianated. Hove% -, the b~ak of present fluidic applica-
tiona are of the hybrid variety in which Interface element&
are required. Interfare elements en omnpas a broad rango of

- transducers (electrical, inechanical, etc.) requliad in applic..4-
tiors where system inputs and outputs "~ r ,nfluld. JtMtle

I"w? *15A*2ft: DlaplsWi Pilow Spool original work has beer done to do-elop ne-v davlces in this
Fluiic npu Sevovhe.Thi serowsve as eveope by area, and movi, interface elemwnts arv adaptations of
Fhaiie npu Sevovave.Thi sevov~ve as eveope by conmmercilaly-armialablo hardware for hydraulic and pneu-

11) -lraullc Res..,axch Company to operate on a differential matic conts~ol.
input pressure in the range of *1 to *5 psi. 7%e ilnut stags
sn comprised of two sal~l pressure car'sules which convert 16.5.1 Electical-o-Fluidic Transducars
the fLuidic input signal ~nto -a forme w, -h actis upcn the
1lapper of the hydraulic amplirter. Figure 16.4.8.2c Wlus- There is a wide variety of electrlcal-to-flulid (3.7) trans-
trates the operating principler, of the valve In s-hemnatic d-,icL- in general use. In an EHP transducer an riectrical signal
firm. The input arm, flapper, and feedback spring are an producaes a mechanical movemnspt of an element into the
integr ad unit. Ibis unit is su#nended by transverse webs active area of a fluidic device. For example, an 3-F
so that it rotatft threugh a very smnall angle about a pivot transducer for on/off or digital operation can be a sosenoid
a&-is normal to the feiew shown, An O-r-ng is employei at valve and for proportional control a torque mnotc-ir driven
the pivot point of the flapper to provide fluid isobation flapper valve. Several variatims of this type of transduer in
between return system oil in the nozzle area and atmnos- conjunction with fluidic elemer~ta area shown in Figure
phere at the input capaules. An input signal presisure 16.5.1a through 16.5.ic. The torque motor driven E-F
unbalunce therofare produces a Ianteral force on the input transducer has a bandwidth of about 300 cps and the I
arn which moves the flapper closer to one nozzle and bandwidth for the piezoelectric ceramic disc H-F transducer
f. frther away from tl- v other. An unbalance :a thus created is between 1000 and 2000 elm.
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FLUIDIC INTERFACES FLUIDIC TRANSDUCERS

SOLENOID pnL-umat~c signal in the range from steady state to ibout
2000 cps.

-A f ! Current investigators are experimenting with E-F trans-
duacers in which an electrical aignal is converted directly
into a r.uid signal (References 95-29, 'A31-40 and 131-42).
Heat has also been used to con~trol Lhe separation point in a

____ _____boundary layer amnplifier and to switch the flow in a
_____ - -i~iffiiser. Some of these concepts are illustratece in

L J - -OUr fUT Figure 16.5.1e. Considerably more electric power than
equivalent pneumatic power is required to operate these
devices.

Flirvm. 16.5.1s. Weolnld Valvo 6-F Tranoeducer
ELECTROMAGNETIC DRIVER UPL

__________DIAPHRAGM

7~~~/FLA APZR E-

L$O )IC__

F.~ium 16.5.1b. Torque Moitor Driven F-F Transducor Figure 16.5.1d. E-F Transd icer-Dlaphragrn Oscithitor Tv pe

SUPUMLY 41,TP

DISKI

Figure 16.6.1c. Piezoelectric Bimorph Disc E-F Transducer

Acoustic po .;er (in the audic range) from an ETF transducer
has been r.sed to switch digital fluidic devices. The effect of
the acoustic po-er is due to several factors. Sound increasec
the turbulence of a supply jet, causing its velocity profile to
change. This change, c -upled wihthe second order effectsCOTLEETRD
of acoustic streaming and radiation pressure, causes the jet ,7

of a wall -ttachment amplifier to switch to the opprnite K> /
output if the acoustic wave is applied directly into the
separation bubble. A turbuil-,ace amplifier can also he SUPPLY LIUI IEI

switched to the NOR condition by means of soi-nd waves./

Several practical E.-F transducers have been made which //
utilize the secondary effects of acoustic power, i.e., SHAPED"*
acoustic streaming and radiation pressure (References ELECTRIC ELECTRODE
73-264, 73-273 and 131-42). T11he device sho.wn in FIELD
Figure 16.5.ld utilizes an electrically induced magnetic
field to position or oscillate a diaphragm which varies the
differential prea~ure across a proportional amplifier. A
piezoelectric ceramic disc can also be used in place of the
electromagnetic driver and diaphragni. Each of these Figuro 16.5.1e. E. F Transdu.-e- Experimental Phenomena
devices is capable of producing a relatively low pressure (Reference 131-42)
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CONTROL
EMITTERELCRD

.1 $SUPPLY

/ LIQUID JET

EE

/ U U

CONTRONOLEEChOS1652rudi-oEecrctTrndcr
ACIR TEMOTU ean lii-oeeticl(-)tasuer t osbe u

th otLieyusdaesipeprsueswthsUpesr

"SUPLY- ItasueanihtwrprbsBeasofteadtna

mogunted pi6.oe1ect). preur transducers Eprmnand thenoewer

E(Reference 13 1-42) as enisaldi h oto n uptc~nho

STRAM anyfluidic-dvcsto indcticat Fe) thprensduenrs absnc pofsbe flow
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FLUIDIC INTER FACES FLUIDIC TRANSDUCERS

One type of differential, cooled flannsItasue 853Mcala-oFudcTindcr
TIgure 16.5.2s) consists of two heater filaments or hot.

nurn which awe installed in the output ducts of a Mechanloal-to-fluidic (M-F) tr naducers are normally wesd
proportional amplifier and connected in a bridge circri t. to detect linear and angular displacement. One of the
Ie bridge output voltage is then proportional to the simplest M-F transducers is a pressure dilvller, wherc the
differential cooling of the two sensors. Another type of exit is a variable orifice cotmurollad by the operat~on of a
differential F-E tranducar utilizes a armall asmiconvAuctor or flapper. The flapper is either a tr~ansking member or a
wine strasin elemert mounted oetween the output leos of a rotating cam attached to the mechanical device Another
proportloisal amplifier (Figuire 16.5.2b). A transducer of commercially available M-F transducer is the intemauptasde

Wei type, with a clnese-coupled strain element, willl provide a jet. This Is euwentially a turbulence amrpiiflh-v in which the
sensitive and accurate output signal directly proportional to turbulenceinuucing e'lement is an object wh~ich intzrades
the, amplifier differential output pressure. Dotn of these into the jet stream. The jet can be interrupted at any point
devices are capable of bandwidths of better'than 20,000 in the ler gth of the stream. The interruptable jet can sense
cps, depending on how closely they can be coupled tu the a mechanical intruuior into the laminar stream with a
fluidk element. repeatability of better than 0.0001 inch. In spite of such

aenisitivity, the force exerted on the intruding element by
-CONTROLtheq interruptable jet is negligible. Fok digital circuitry, the

CO~ TROLconcept of the traffitional player-piano roll would pesmiriINPUT the' use of complex Programmed inputs to digital circuitry.
One version of thir concept uses standard punched carck as
the input signal or programming device.

A" Many fluidic systems requ"-e a differential pressure signal at
I the interface between the transducer and the system input.

'11e M-F transducers illustrated n Figure 16 5.3 are con-
ceived to perform this funs-tion. In devices (a), (b), and (c)
the output nozzle& (PI unid P3) are each supplied from a
covstant pressure source through a chojked orifice.. As the
displacing member moves clo,,er to one nozzle and farther

SENSO (2)away from the other, the resulting changes in back pressure
are ref~ected in the differential pressure bignal P1 m~inus P2 .
The tranuducer in (d) functions in a siwilar manner, except

OUT that the change in orifice area is accomuplished within the
EQUTd~vice itself.

(a) ANGULAR DISPLACEMAENT WITH CAM

Fluve 116.5. Fluid to E clseale Tra.ducsr With Hat s
Rom Sommers

CONTROL
INPUT-

b) ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT WITH WOBBLE PLATE

STRAIN ELEMENT ____________

(c) LINEAR DISPLACEMENT WITH UP-DOv#N RAMP

pI SUPPLY P

EIN

(d) LINEAR DISPLACEMENT WITH VARIABLE ORIPFCESI

Filum 16.5.2b. Fhlud to Fehstricesl Tions:11ts With ftr.in Fkure 1165.3. Mechanicalt-WFIukidc Trsimdueer LConsepe
ElsenwmeSome Wi*th Difserential 0utwut Pr eset
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16.5.4 Flidic-to-Mechanical Transducers
Output pressure of many fluildi devices are relatively low;
hMwever, these iressures can be amplified fl~1dically or can

aa u seddrcloo valve ~ a vaowerycircuit. The A d ypic.are

appication would be the control of a valve with aP
difrential output ofi a fluldic dev~ce may also be used to

gemirally adatt~ations o exitin prvr ehnical de-4 VN
vieca, some of whiich are dircussed in Detailed
Topic le.4.8.2.

16&6 FLUIDIC SENSORS SIAS CONTIPOL

Funuwmental to all contr~ol is the sensing of system L7L
variables. The output of a 3ertsov is a function of a systemn
variabl* such as temiperature, position, angalar rate, or
acceleration. Whether a device Is called a sensor or an BYPASS:
interface element is often a matter 'n7 ý,inion. For
example, many of the mechanical-to-fluidlc tianaducers
dimssseed In Bub-Tcoucl16.5.3 co'tald be called snsraw A
because they "sense" h;'the L ja cal position of an object akid kLprovide an output which is a function of the sensed
pcasition. Available informatic~n on fluidic sensors is rather
scarce because many cf the devirres are either claisaifed or
proprietary. T`he fluidic devices discussed in this sect~on are Fi~, 16.1.s.. High iwImnese. Pramoe Sens.r
representative of the sensors which have been reported in (Reference IZ1-f2J
current literature and those which are novel in terns of
fluidic principles. OUISUY

16.6.1 High-Impedance Prquure Sensor
Many fluidic circuits require the detection of variotisBLi
pressure lcvels. Thlese pressure signals are trans~nitted into
the circuik. for proce-Aing arnd are eventually utilized
externally. In some situations the fluid producing the VEN VENT
control I. pu t data may be tox ic, corrosive, dirty, or hoý, so ,VN

that it may not be desirable to have the fluid enter the

fluidic circuits. Th4is is especially true where continued
exposure to internal contamination could render a systemQi i)
inopoirative or where human expoanre to a toxic exhautit gas I4coulid be harmful. One killih-impedance fluidic pressure AFSISTONansor provides a means byý which pressure levels can bedetected without flowing the s~nsed media into the sensor - .- ST. R4S1ICTED
(Reference 68- 100). (N SINLOW

A two-dimensional configuration, of the high-impedance.I
pressure sensor is shown in Figure 16.6. Ia. It is essentially a

Nstable wall-attachmient amplifier with a bypass channel NSIAL

-om the supply to one control port. This control port is
designated as the control input and the opposite controlI
i,.. is then designated as the bias input. In operation, the
%supply fluid is bypassed to the control input channel where
it impinges on the far wall causing the stream to split SUPPLY
(Figure 16.6. 1b). A relati elV* small portion of the stream is
entrained by the power Jot in the interaction region, and Figure 16.6.1b. HlWiImlieftnee Sensor With No Control Signal
the r~maining portion is dischargeci through the control (Re ference 131.42)
channel. The bias input is adjuste.4 to cause the power jet to
initiallý, attach to the opposite or right; wail. When the The pressure sensor can te modified for use at high
control input is restrict2d by either a physical blockaajc or a altitudes or in outer space as shown in Figure 16.6.1le. This
control signal of the proper magnitude, the power jet will is accomplished by interconnecting the vents and the bias
switch to the lef4t output port (Figure 16.6. Ic), A variable- input and discharging the flow tnrou~h a common orifice.
bias resistor is used to adjust the sensitivity of the sensor The sensor will then function independently of atmosphaeric
and. consequently, the control pressure level at which the back pressure when the vent prewuru is high enough to
supply stream Ewitches (Figure 16.6.1d). choke the vent orifice.
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-\ - ,.- SOCiCAGI-- " •CONIAOL
.IONAL

5UPLY

Figure 16.6.1e. Pressure Saensr for High Altitude ApplloatixrsFigure 16.6.1€. High-lrn Sensor With Control Signd (Reterence 131.42;
(Reference 131-42)

16.6.2 Temperature Sensors
T1,ere is currently an inte.ise inter-st in the develcopmnent of
fluidic sensing devices for measuring gas temperature (Refer-
ences 19-248, 47-38, and 674-4). Although many of those
vary in configuration and design, their basic operation
depends on the fact that acoustic velocity is a function of

1.o gas temperature. Sizes range from a probe-size (miniature)
&-nsr which can be fitted isaide turbine stator blades to
larger unitU which are used to measure temperature insidr,
the fuel cells of a nucl'ar reactor. Theoretically, the sensors

0. ___will operate in virtually any environment as long as the
SuoLY minimum flow velocity necessary for operati,•n is main-

ter egEie dPSIG teined. The temperature range for r. given device is
detei.nined hy the liquification tenperature of the working

0.6 - gas at low temperatures and the melting point of the sensor
. --,material ,t Jevated temperatures.

Frequency of a fluidic oedillator (Sub-Topic 16.4.7 and
0.4 - Figure 16.6.2a) depends on the length of the external

feedback path and the length of time required for a'
acoustic pulse to travel the length of this path-. This time
depends on the acoustic pulre velocity of the speed of

0.2 64 sound in the supply fluid, which in turn varies with the
0. •• fluid temperature. If thc switchirg time for the active

fluidic element in the oscillatcr is auvmed to be zero, the
oscillator frequency is:

0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 t1 .
f = • (Eq 16.6.21)

' AS PESSLIEE PSIG 2
where

f - frequency, cps

6, = acoustic velocity of the gas, m/sFigure 16.4.1d. Preure Sensor Centrol or Switching Prsur
(Reference 131-42) - length of conduit, m

ISSUED: FFBRUAaY 1970 16.6-2
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VORTEX RATE SEN4SORS FLUIDIC SENSORS

81n7~~ speed of swand in a compress hi. fluid is equal 'Aa sensor has a response time of low thar I second. which
to~kT Is Influenced by the time required to purge the sensor of

operating fluid and by the time required for the heat

f - i f ' = KI VtT miq ias.2b, transfer to asach steady state conditions. Signal-to-noise
2)Q ratio varies from 5 to 20 depending on the Inlet pressure.

where 16.6.3 Vortex Rots Sensor
kt - specific hoat ratio. dimensionless Vortex rate sensors exemplify the h!gh amplification

R - gas 'eonstant, N-mIKg-OK available fit a vortex flow field (Ref~rence 47-21). A typical
T a tst~ tep~roture Oksienor is shown in Figure 1l.6.a. Supply fluid flows
T - ta~ tepsraure 0 Kthrough the inertial cjupling element, through tie* vortex

andK1 i a arltrrj onaantdepndig o th osilltor chamber, and out the % ent. Th@ coupling element It usually
aond KIgusatin arditrae workan epning flid nlus the oscillator porous material, but uniformly spaced vanes hat a also been
frequency is a function of thlo square root of the absolute
temperature. which is the basik of the fluidic temperature VEN.T
"seaso.P2

IePICKOFF TUBES

0 INERTIAL COUPLING ELEMENI VORTEX CHAMBER

rr)AKPATH LENGTH, UPL

A--ACOUSTIC P'ULSE VELOCITY, uc NE TB r

Fparo 1S.6.30. V01tex RONe Sensc?
PRESSURE_.(Courtey of 8e#06x Research LaborsAorrsv. South field. Michigan)

----- UIi When the singular rate is zero, the supply fluiW plsse
-~ TIMEthrough the coupling ring and flows rachlaly toward the

FL TIMEvent. With the application of an angular rate, &. tangential
velocity is imparted to the supply fluid by the coupling
element which is am~plified in the vortexr chamber due. to

Figuts 16-6. CR,! 11eralwut~e sensor the consirvation of angular momen10tum- hisb incremsd

Oscillator temperature senlsorp ame built by Honeywell in (amplified) velocity Is detectee with an aetrodyvnamc

sizes ranging from 1/4 x 3/8 r 0.09-inch thick to 2 x 2 x pickoff located in the "ean. The pickoff, usually In the

1/2-inch thick, which oper .9. from about 17 kilocycles form of a very -.maWl prol, 1.Measures lhe induced vorticitY

down to 2 kilocycles, respectively A calibration curve for a in terms o663 th neo takta h ighllocirtys flhw
typcal2 x2-ichsenor s sow Figure 16.6.2b. Inlet makes with the probA.Fgr 6..bilstae h

fyclu 2rsue x us ben sefnisir is.oA art and sustain sensor function of one of the sinFlm~er pi~ck-off configurations. 711c
oflationtare nrmally 3e our 4pi,601 . meseoracry presu differential generated across the probes is directly

is *0.2 Percent which is achieved after the sensor exit prptinltth pieagurrt.
nozzle is choked.

6000000,DECREASED OUTPUT

r 5000"'" INCREASED OUTPUT

"1 3000SWIRLING
n OUTLET FLOW

00ý F = F 45(REQUE N
-YFREUENCPITOT STATIC

PICKFF TUBES

I 00f),"

SENSOR INLET TEMPERATURE. 01, VORTEX CHAMBER

Figuire 16.6,2b. Ternpereturs Sensor Cfibrstion Zurv Fipir, 1S.S.3b. Asrodionsrilc R~aw Sensor Fikoff

(Courtes,' of Honeywdil, lncorponvtedý Minn"eapois, Minnesora) (Courtesy ot Hendix Research Laboratnrias Soueh fiefd. Afichigatsi
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Tue performance of vortex rate menijors is asually discussed A Fluidic Component Rating Anialysis Chart (mi~n Refer-
in terms of aenAitvivty, threshold, size, and response. once 131-42 iot prisented in Tble ii.7 J t Is intended assa

a) Snsituiy i defnodas he utpt prssue gnerted general reference for the systems vrngineer In defining the
a) Snsiiviy isdef'ie asthe utpt pessue gnerted state or' the art of fluidic devicer, katerfaces, and~ sensors

per degree per set. ad and is primarily a fu..ction of th relative to propellant compatibility, ftiancdtiaI parameiters,
diameter of the sensor and pickoff design, and specific environments. Reliabilitjr ratlnp sadgined to

b) Threshold refers to the minimnum rate that can be the various combinations of fluidic components, propel-
observed above the accuetic noise produced as the hsow ':ants, and parameters In the chart have the following
enters and pames over the pickoff. deflnitians:

c) Reisponse is primarily Q function of transport time (the RATING DEFINIdTION
time it takes a particle of fluid to pas from the coupler
to the pickoff) and is determined by tha diameter and 1 Poor-& serious problem exists for which
flow rate through a given device, there is no satLitfctory solution.

d) Saturation refers to the tauximumn rate that cam be 2 Fair-a problem oxists, but 6j remedy may
measured witkin the linear range of the device. be available.

The performance characteristics for a typioal device are 3 Satisfactory--ic., within the state of the
suwriari~ted in Table 16.6.3. art.

(3 Information upor which to make a Judg.
monk. is unavailable.

Ta~e 16.6.3. Veram as P eow e Chartw%"I~ The purtse of this section ar to cotnsider the problems
___________ - and limitationa of fluidic system anpilcations, to define

Dimenter: 4.0 Inches important application criteria, and to present some typical

Supply Pressure: 20.0 pail .aystom applikations.

Flow rate: 153 cc/aft 16.7.1 Problems and Urmntstons
Gas: air 16.7.1.1 OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS. Fluid filtration,

Sensitivity: 0.02 psi/des/smc power source performance, and element interchangeability
are the areas in which operational problems art most

Response time: 20.0 milliseconds frequonttly encountered. Crenventional 10 to 40 micron
Noise amplitude: 0.002 pl(nominal) filters have been found adequate for moat

___________________________________ applications; however, in atmospherically vented circuits,
came must be taken to avoid the aasi ration of contaminants
fro-i the environment. The as* of liquid propellants in floid
circuits nee 3ssltatee other considerations, such w~ propelliknt

One of the many varied applications anticipated for the compatibility, rheopectic or thixotropic behavior (see
vortex rae sensor is the utilisatior, of the device in the Sub-Topic 33.34 and Reference 131-4 1), and contamination
fluidic missile control system. Most applications are in the of the environment. Many available power sources do not
experimontal pan*e and range from missile attitude control deliver a cor~stant-pressure supply, and component selec-
to light aircraft controls. dions a!nd the circuit design must compensate for this. Only

conventional mechanical pressure regulators are available at

the present time, but good fluidic pressure regulators are
expected in the future. Monopropellant gat generation16. SYSTEM APPLICATION system.r and closed eycle power supplies hold the answers

The most appealing advantages offered by fluidics to frftr eoweapiain
a- rospace systems ane: no moving parts, environmental
in. insitivity, simplicity, and ruggedness - all of which Unless absolutely necessary, miniature devices with small
ma. -a for hie- reliability expectations. Other considerations nozzle dimensions must be avoided to ensure low sensit~vty

ar otential weight and volume savings anid, to a lesser to variations in aperatink conditions, fabrication, and
degre'e, reduced system fabrication cost. These advantages contamination. Many new fluidic alernent designs are less
are qualifieC. by whether the comparison s, tith convon- srmaitive to geometry variations, and manufactaring tech-
Uional fluid power controls or with electronics. Perhaps. the niques are alau being Improved constantly. Liatrumentation
most limprtant pointq are: is presently inadequate; canaequentiy, it is difficult t4>

verify system performance and, more Important, to pin-
jAyproducts, and fluid (suchlnt can stored das, a c ombsion point malfunctioms Concentration or. satisfying the need

prodcts an liuidproeilnt)ca' beuse asa pwer for special-purpose Instrumentation should help; howe,7er,
source for a fluidic system. This is a distinct advantage If in the long run, the most promising solution is self-
It* can eliminats the need for electric power when contained mlnlaturi~ed instrumentation.
eloctric power is not readily iivailable.

2) In systems whare parameters such as pressure, 'low,
temperature, and angular rate are sensed and used as
control asignuls, fluidics does not require the conversion
of these signals into mechanical motions as would be
required in conventional controls.

16.6-4
16.7-1
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LIMITATIONS OF FLUIDICS FLU IDIC SfSTEM APPLICATION
APPLICATION CRITiRIA

16.7.1.2 ANALYTICAL TECHMNQUES. Earlier develop- Power supply regulation and reliability wre necessary
mint and a lar" percentage of thtt current developmnent of rerequlultes to proper system purfotmajee. Fluid supply
filuidic elements end systems hae" been done on sa a~ns should be large enougha to avoid ezweialve lorse. Uf the
emphllca basis, although current maEromecopic mathtematical flow are of supply lines and ocansebmo In too smaul.
mnodels have provided useful results. 'ibi reflectsb the undesirable pressuro drope can occur oo that wip*l
difficulty of malthematicelly, analyzing devties setady-etate greirses at sndiuidual element power ndaaloo wPIt be I=
operation and the eyen more formidable problems en- than specified. 12he most seriovs consequence of emall flow
countered In representing dynamic phenomena. Major arem Is tho Moestly increased losn in eanh bend and fitting
offorta are underway In Industry, government agenclca and due to eddies and turbulencse which lead to grater losses
universities (nctably MIT) to formulate and to commit tc in ittraight sections. Pressure loome xec treated In Sub-
prtctice the tooli and techniqu.ee requl:-ed to facilitate the Section 3.9 of this htndl-mok.
analytical deelign of fluidic compotienta and sytes In the design oif analog systens:
16.7.1.8 FLUIDIC DEVICE PROBLEMS. T'he fonnula- I) obcaeitnmthngopnnthrcalts
dlon of an analytical model Is complicated by the fact that 1) Probionithexs Inhrn m oatching omptone snt l chrdervsices
fluid flow phenomena ane very sensitive to seeral intarer-bccseoteInretoa nlivyofalgdvce
latied variablos. For example. wall attachment amplifier an bcauwit operting paitonto.olot hstra
Lwrformance Is nfluencod by many factore which include te ihoeaigpit

Renlsnumber, the ratio of control jet velocity to power 2) Noise Is a major pwoblem, particularly In high gain
jet veolooty, several espects of element eornetry aise, cltcults where staging is required and the noise Is
surface routiinma, upstream pe-turbatione, and downstream gnrtdI h is rscn oae
loading. The complete detormination of a suitabie nmxodl gnrtdI h ie recsdua
will requla. a better understanding of turbulent jets and 3) Moat Ftystems are nearly proportional, I.e., the fluidic
Interaction flows. Only ve..y crude umodles resulting from eiamentw operate at a frequency and output level
the use of simplifying asumptions anc available in most contlnuoudil related to the input signal, vo that there
casess. Marked Improvements In fluidic techinology should are no disponstinuities and only very alight amounts of
result wien It becomes pomolble to readily solve the partial higher harmonics In the output signal.
uifferential equations for turbulent fluid flow. Jet an#; soid
su~facs interactions, the solution of pressure and velocity 4) Carror techniques ficludlng both A' I and FM can bc
transients. and the stabliity of a hee jet in the presence of applied tc. miniv.1e problems of noise, drift, and bias in
acoustic disturbances are examples of critical problem'. critical applications.
which need to be solved in order to optimize device deslig. Regarding digitai -sytem design:
16.7.1.4 SYSTEM DESIGN. With all fluidic elements, it is 1) Tiny advances were achiAivsd by meant of cut-and-try
ne'nessry to cope with similar considerations Inorder to developmen~tal work, leading to empirical results.
achieve successful Interconnection Into circuits and qw Theoretical work rim not yielded maray results that are
tems. T'hese considerations Include: the effects of non- drcl sflI e~n
linsasrities and dynamics In active anJ passive circuit drcl sflI ein
elements and In connecting passageways; loading due to 2) Digital clanments are normally les sensitive to n~oise and
temporary end permanent instrumentation; noise genera- load cond'tiom~ than consoponding analog elements.
tion. propagation, and amplification; temperature and
pressure sensitivity; and impedance muatching at critical 3) Inte .- f"e matching of element characteristics is not so
places. Whoin thee. considerations are Ignored. instabilities critical fo an.'iv systems.
may occur, signals may prematurely saturate, energy may 4) Vented digital aniptiflara are the most widely used in
be wasted, and excessive stages of amplification (with the digital circuits. However, a vented circuit may not be
accompanying complications of noise amnplification) may the beat choice where maximum power transfr is
be needed. Accordingly, small "bhangs. in element and line desired (such as in moat aerospace applications). See
geometries, mean operating prv-wures, or nean flow rates in Sub-Tople 16.4.5 aelatia4 to problems with turbulence
; f~in and passagas can cause significant changes in amplifiers, as an extreme case.

prform. ane.

Obtaining optimum systmm performance requires a com-
promise between gain, stability, and resp-naes time. Each
fluidic clement must be z:arefully mattched to Its. load to
obtain maximum signal power transfer and to provide 16.7.2 Sysam Applikation CrImisl
sufficient signal power to drive savcceesive stages. Besides 10.7.2.1 PERVORMANCE WITH VARIOUS FLUIDS
providing mazimum power transfer, the matching of line
and port impedance minimizes the reflectio~n o; waves at Gases The gases comnmonly available In aerospace systems
the junctions of lines and ports and reduces the likelihood include mim air, preesuants, propellant boiloff, and comn-
of premature saturation. In general, fluidic device atatir bustion piodiicts. Any of these gases may be used as a
pressure flow curves are very useful in achieving proper moarking fluH for fuiuldi devices. Particulate contamnination.
matching. Approx~mately linear operation is usually such as metallic particles, can cause erosion in fliudic
achievad for small swings *bout a cbosen operating point. elements, particularly wh'-;n in hydrogen and halium,
The dynamic response characteristics are such that for a because of the high sonic velocities. Ice crystals formed
small device, stadlc performance can be assumed up to from impurities such as water vapor and carbor dioxide In
about 400 cps. the gases can clog orifices and filters. Normal care to ensure

that systems are clean and dry combined. with the use of
adequate filters (itsually 1k0 to 20 racnon nominal rating)
should obviate most problems.
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FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICAT'ON TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
RESPONSE TIME

Gases inuci as hydrogen, h~elium, and high tem~perature 16.7.2.1 OPERATING TEMPERATURS. Fluidic devices
combustion product. ame notwiously diftieclt to seal and can be ivade to operits, with some fluids at anV given
will often look through exceedingly rmall openitilp, such as temperatrim, limitedi only by the nratuvials available of
ame found in connoctors and stat(e seals. Once a leak starts. construction. Elements hae" been operau i with liquid
the erosive offtocts of these gCesu can be quite significant.. hydrogen, and a vortex valve has ieen operated with
Bollolt grses from oxidizers such as N2Oq sad LF2 , as well 5500111 working fluid ýR@.Isence 37-11). Digital elements
se most. corrbu3tUon pr,>ducit gases, ame highly c*,.rrcoeive and ian be operated over broad tonkperatut. rang"; however,

adequats proviaions must be made to ensure compatibility xna~og dovices are quitv sensitive to temrperature variation.
with construction MartsQriAll. Manoprrpollant hydrauire gas 'Phis sensitivity is caused by such things us viscosity
reneratOr ZystMem Supply & relatively eloan gas whrich should variatons. sonic velocity ehanMes and on i1ev and nozzle
find wide applifcatior as a workilng flteld for fluidic systems. size tiariatiorm because of thermral expanaion or contraction.

Liquds.Watr, ydruli ois, a,$ irtall an liuid Differential circuits can be used to compensate for smallL~quds.Watr, yd~uli oi. atl rtullyanyliqid emperature chanMe, and temp'rature sensitive g~a changpriope~lant (including cryopenics) may be used as the lng networks are required for corrpensat~lon over breed
working fluPI In a fliudic systsm., In most casw more temperature ranges.
serious problerns are encoun~ead with liquids than with
gases. primarily because of difficulties with materials 16t.7.2.3 OPERAIING PRESSURE. 11-c primary prob-
compatibility and the lacPt of desigr data and elemenis for erms aitlieipatel with high pressure levels war structural
liquid operation. As wlih geass, cleanliness of litkuid flow strength and seal. The minimum pressure reqairenient tt
media must S2 maintained to avoid problems. (if particular the curreot state of the art of coiriputatlonal elements
significance Is the ease of cryogenic fluids thit may become operatingl with gases Is about 0.5 to 10 palg. Where
contlaminated with eases whose freezing point. are ligher required. digital ka4c can operate su ,ccessfidly at 0.1, poll or
than the storage temperature of the cryogenic fluid. 'em. Power elemeirts operating on liquid haw, been tested at

pressures up to several tt.ouaand psig. Back pressure7%e develcpment of naeu Iud'~ systemns lisa programed regulation or a cosrqant pressure sump may be neressniý to
much mor %ildy than liquid systemns. Althourgh fliudic mialntaln sc#reptable Reynolds numbers if elements are
elementa can besucobsefully operated with any of theO required to operate o-rer a wide rang. of ambient or vent
liquid propellants, pronnt coanpvneit configurationt were ionwditions. For eleurints operating on gases, overall pres-
designed for gas operation,, and cons~dration must be rven sueiao olmexed13:.
to redesigning element. for liquid operation. L~quid seleu-isi sldmeced131
ments art slower to respond than slmllauly-siz~d pireuntatlc 16.7.2.4 RESPOINSE TIME. The response time of fluidic
elements, and hoerr density working fluids toquire higher elements rc~ers to the time delay between the application
Input power for sVstP~n% epezatioti. Also, dissolved gums of ant input stop signal tand the ti"e at which the resulting
toad to corns out Of WINolutioIn the low piesure vegions output signal reaches a ievel which is 633 percent of the final
formed at abrupt changes in crow section or drimtion, value. Response Uure ot a specific fluidic element is
Small -lementa pose other p~ob~em whicli can be Y, tat" to primartiy nfluenced by the transport time of a fluid
the flow mregimerquire for proper operatio. Some molecule through the device. With gease, this trmanst time is
elements require either laminar or tuarbulent flow cundl- normally figured to be equivalie'.t to a velocity of 1 inch pir
tions to perforn. -tý-3ir function while others rey on a millisecond.
lamkinar to tutbuevl. t.visltiosr A specific elerwini tested
with oir and then with hydraulic fluid showed that tupply State-of-the-art response time of small fluidic Jiemertat
promesue of 0.2 antl 360 paig. reapectively, were required to operat~d on gasse is presently about 1 millis. ad. An
attain the same Reyaulds namber for the tw cm.important contsideration Is that the respense time of most

fluidic elementc leer 'sues as fluid density incrervas. This in
Gefle Propellants. Both metafllixed and nonmetaillwte geos iiius~ated In Figure 16.7.2.4, where it can be seeni that
are gcharacterized by thixot~rop~ic propertics, ILe., the vis- lfrquid-operattd elements tend to be an order of magnitude
cosity decrevises w.ith inrbasing shear rate and stres slower than jas-operated elementp (References 23-70 and
decreome with time at conctant shear. As *a gel flows 761-2). The figure also ahows that elerrent. winl operate
through lines and componetnt., the slier becomes gmater, faster as theay awe ntede smaller.
the viscosity becomes less, and the gel behaves more `31[ea.
low viscosity liquild. -

Geiled propellants, especially metallized gels with metal
particle slm raiging from 5 to 50 microns, wo obvW raly
not applicable to miniaturized fluidic systems. Ir. addition,
the properties of pled propellant. can pesent s~veral 41SPONSF I wE,
problems in larger tludi devices. Pressure drops through SECON4LS-

lines and ellements are higher than those of comparable V ~
liquids and are unpredictable because the viscosity varies. OW
F ow through nozzles can cause evaporation of the liquidI
phaze of the gel, which leaves a solid mabtrim as residue-
that can hinder or restrict the flow 7%re abriwivae action of 1-
metal pai-icles can cause erosion of nozzles and passages.
The compatibility of palled propellants with the materials
of construction is generally comparable to the base liquid

propelant.Figure 16.7.2.4. Component Response Tonms *itt Viicus Plukds
(Adepted with permirvion from Reference 23-70, "Hr'drauic

Fluiecr-, S.AE. Paper Ne. 670736. C. K. Tort,
September 19671
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APPLICATION CRITERIA FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION

16.7.2.6 POWER REQUIREMFN'IS. Fluidic elements careful inspection of seals during component assembly are
require a contimpously flowini, supply o' working fluid for perhaps the 'st, methods of maintaining the integrity of
normal operation so that, in logic control circuitry, the the seals. As in conventional fluid systems, leakage can
individual compoent supplies can add up to a sizeable mesult in aevere loot of fluit media, fire and explosions, and,
power drain. For power funs'ions in appl'cations with low irt ome cases, toxicity ,azards to personnel.
duty cycles and long missions, flu;dic elements consume a
little more -<wer than conventional control components. 16.7.2.8 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO. Noise L defined as
Power consumptions should be considered carefully even if the peak-to-peak prvasvre fluctuations en the rignals of a
a plentiful supply af working fluid, such as gas turbine or fluidic device so that in high-gain circui's the signel-to-noise
rocket engine bleed gas, is availnbl . If a stored gas supply is ratio becomes a comparative measure of elemenrt perfor-
.'quired for the fluidic system, the power drains of flutidic mance. Of primary concern are element geometiy, fabrics-
logic and analog elements should be in the low milliwatt tion method, and operating conditlona.
range. There are seve-al fluidic elements potentially capable of

Powei con'tmption in state-of-the-art fluidic computa- operating with relatively high signal-to-noise ratios (>200).
tional dtvi - s ranges from 0.02 to several watts of fluid Sorme element geometries are much noisier than others;
pewer as showii in Figure 16.7.2.5. One exanple of the however, these device, are generally of the digital variety.
ne', low-power logic indicated in Figure 16.7.2.5 ., th%.- The turbulence ampliflir is particularly susceptible to
two-dimansional laminar NOR amplifier (Detailed Topic external vibration and shock, and the edgetone amplifier16.4.5.3) which was developed at the Harry Diamond generates considerable internal noise since the device is
Laboratoriech purposely designed unstable to enhance switching speed.

The most logical approaches to reduce power consumption 16.7.2.9 STERILIZATION. Complete sterilization of all
The mosituoicaion approahes supcomponents on a spzcecraft may be necemary for planetary
are miniaturization and reduced supply pressure. Extreme missions or flyby missions to the planets. One method of
miniaturization (below 10 ml widths) compromiseut far- sterilization involves a soak lt temperatures up to 3000F
ment reliability and complicates elementoad lwrcsupy ffor 60 hours, which is repeated for six cycles. A mixture of
cation. This justifies the present trend toward lower supply 12 Percont ethylene oxide and 88 percent Freon is also
pressures& used in a spray for surface sterilization. In a fluidic system,

the materials of construction, the methods of fabrication
and assembly, and the subsequent haniling -equired mu.4

,ow, all be considered.

SIWATTMOST 16.7.2.10 CONTAMINATION. Fluidic elements can he
0o.o 0 , FLUIDIC designed to be contamination insensitive by utilizing large

0 1 MKISnozzle widths (0.025 inch). For aerospace application this
* I is inconsistent with the normal requirements for low power

S 00VUE systems. Therefore, 0.005 to 0.010-inch nozzle widths are
SCT |jOl i FI considered more practical for gas systems with normal

. . .filtration and contamination contro! (luring assembly.
N . Estimates as to the smallest practical power nozzle width

SOWE LOGIC for liquid-operated systems range from 0.007 to 0.025 inch.The decision on width must be tempered b3y the required
operational life and the fluid properties as well as by the

10 fluid contamination level.
0.01 . 10

SUPPI' PI•s'UIR PSIG

16.7.2.11 SPACE MAINTENANCE. The maintenance of
manned and unmanned spacecraft is a requirement that will

Figure 16.7.;. ,5. Powe Consumption of F~JidiC D involve new designs, techniques, and procedures. In-flightmaintenance will be necessary during space travel or in
orbiting space stations, and major repairs may be required

16.7.2.6 OPERATING LIFE. The uctual rec,,ired oper- on vehicles which have landed on the moon or other
sting life of a fluidic element can vary from a few cycles to celest;al bodies.
several hundred thousand cycles depending on miss;on
requirements Since there are no moving par s that can wear Fluidic elements will not be interchangeable because
out, the operating life of an element is not usually a integrated circuitry should be employed in spacecraft
problem. The :inost significant effects on operating life are applicatitis. Maintenance or replacement then must be
material- compatibility, seals, erosive action of the working considered on a subsystem basis. The probtem then
fluid, and the environment, becomes one of the usual difficulties which would be

imposed on an Wr~ronaut who must connect and disconnect
16.7.27 LEAKAGE. For a basic two-dimensional fluidic conventional fittings or even specially-designed quick-
element sealed with a cover plate, consider thu leakage disconnect fittings.
paths across the seal layer. In a cold ga-i or liquid system
some leakage can be tolerated ucross the seal without 16.7.2.12 SPACE ENVIRONMENTS. The space environ-
adversely affecting component performance. However, in a ment is c(.aracterized by radiation, vacuum, zero gravity,
h i!t ga- system even minute leaks can cause severe erosiou and meteoroids as discussed in detail in Section 13.0 ef this
in the seal layer which will s-soh develop into a leak and handbook. Fluidic systems contai,.wng no nMoving t trts or
uitimate component malfunction. Nonvented leakage of electrical or magnetic elements are particularly insensitive
this type is generally hard to detect unless it is external to to the effects of radiation and zero gravity. A vacuum
the component vent ports. Manufacturing techniques and environment is primarily significant insofL& as it influences
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venting characterist'cs. and increases leakage potential by The reaults of ti-e hot gas tests conducted at Alhigany
inc~reasing the difference between aystemn and ambient Balistics Isab-watory, Cumberland, Maryland, in Octo-
pressures. The meteoroid hazard is nusentially the same for ber 1967 (Reference 37-11), showed that the vortex arvpli-
a fluidic system as for any other fluid system of comparable fier controlled SITVC system produced side forces of up *.*
size. Fluidic system~s for in-space applications are inherently 4 percent of the main engine thrust. The SITVC nystent
unaffsected by the high acceleraalon and vibration levels materials anti structure were able to control and handle thoi
associated with rocket launch transien~ts, and may also be flow of aluminized 550O'IF gas for over 50 seconds with
designed to function during launch transients, little component degrad.ition. The need for fiS~t response

and high reliab,11ty in extreme envi.onn-knts suggests the
16.7.3 Typical Appl ications application of vortex amplifiers (Figure 16.7.3.1b). The

overall frequency response. of the SITYC system showed a
16.7.3.1 VORTEX AITAPLIFIER CONTROLLED SITVC. phase lag of 28 degrees at a-bout 30 cps,
A successful demonstration of a vortex amplifier controlled
secondary injection thrust vector control (SITVC) system
has been made on a solid propellant rocket motor (Refer- -HOUSING

ences 37-5, 37-11, 768-iJ). The vortex amplifiers utilized in CONTROL MAJE-IFOLU
this program have the capability of modulating a 750 psia,

1Ibi'sec flow of 16 percent aluminized, 5500OF solid VORTEX CHAMBER I~
propellant gas, with a demonstrated operating time of 50
seconds. The rocket motor controlled during the test was a /SFL
NASA-furnished model EM-72, which is a 22-inch end SPL

burner containing 400 pounds of propellant. The motor is -

capable of producing rpproximati-ly 6800 pounds of thrust
with a mass flow rate of 30 lb/sec for 13 seconds. For
comparison, conventional SITVC systemxs are discussed in BUTTON
Sub-Secticn 4.5 of '.his handbook. OTE

The SITVC (Figure 16.7.3.1a) system consisted of a pilot
stage w~hich provided push-pull control of two SITVC hot
gas vortex amplifiers. The pilot stage contained a to~que
motor powered flapper-noz~zle valve which, in turn, con-
trolled two additional vortex amplifie-3. A 26000 F solid
propellant gas generator (ISPGG) supplied gas to the pilot F~ 67?l.50 0  vre av
stake. The two SITVC vortex amplifiers were supplied with (Cuts Figueni 16e72.rbh LabOratories. Sout ildvo chg
gas from an auxilary 5500ODF SPGG. The 81TVC vortex (oreyo edxRse- aoaois otfed ihgn
amrplifiers were installed on the horizontally positioned A posaibie method of implementing a vortex amplifier
EM-7 2 rocket, such that one amplifier injected in the controlled SITVC systemn or a buried nozzle solid propel-
engine t~rust nozzle vertical plane and the other in the lant rocket engine is shown in Figure 16.7.3.1c. The power
horizontal plane. stage vortex amplifiers will modulate bleed gss directly

20W' F from the rocket motor combustion chamber and inject it
SPGG into the nozzle for thrus' vector control. A similar type

systemn is possible on a liquid rocket engine using an

tO R I 11C Eauxiliary solid or liquid propellant gas genera tor.

-- TO ;OUE A~ ORIFICE PILOT S!AGE I
MOTOR SYSTEM

AMPLIFIERt , VALVE

VJIITEX11~
AMPLI. IERt

'1 --- 'EM-72 ROCKET I
AMLIIE MOTOR

Figure 16.7.3.1o. Schematic of Vortex Valvo Controlled Figure 16.7.3.1c. Conceptual Vortex Va~ve SiTVC Systv%¶1 -
SITVC System Buried NIozzle lassallation

(Courtitsy of Bendix Research Laboratories, South field, Michigan) (Courtesy of Bendix Research Laboratories, South field, Michigan)
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AIRCRAFT STALL SENSOR FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION
MARINE DIVERTER VALVE

IC?.3.2 FLUIDIC STALL SENSQR. An application of
the high-lmpledance fluidic pressure sensor (se Sub-Topic
1&6.1) is its use asa stall sensor on aerodynamic surfaces -

webh se .Arpiane wings and helicopter rotors (Refaetince
241-10). Stall on a wing is the condition where the att.chied
flow encounters &Ai adverie presure gradient and detaches 'a1/4
or separate& PONT CONTROL I j"lSTARBOARDCONTROL. It I .

A emall pirobe similar to a pitot tube is positionoed just '1i
above the bo'atndary layer on a winp and pointed about
15 dagreeso aft of perpendicular to the flow. As shown in
Figure 16.7.3.",. the attal.hed flow aspirates air irom the I
sensor whirh ;revnha foreign matter fronA entering theIsystem. When stall occurs, the flow over the sensor becomes
bibkly turbulent and then reverses, so that flow is no longerWAESJft
asjIhated fiam~ the sensor but ie resisted. Some of the flow
%rm the bypass (Figure 16.6.1c) then kenters the ~ohntrol
and the bistabie fluid ump~lflier iL switched. This operates a ir1673s.MinDverVae iiolmed plastic piston which becomes visible in the cockpit of Fue1.... mh lei av rnil
the plane. A row of thcee indicatom is connected to a row In the neutral position, air is entrained from both the port
of atall sensor systems on the wing. As stall beconme and etarboard controls, and the oupply it equally divided
progressively worse, more red patons become visible to between the two outputs. Wh~en the starboard cantrol port
form a lengthening red line which indicates to the pilot Ciat is blocked, the supply of entrained air on that side is cut
his lift or margin of safety is dftreasing. off. Continued air entrainment by the water jet produces an

area of reduced pressure near the mouth of the closed
control port The resultant pressure difference across the jet
cauam it to move to the blocked side, as shown. Once the
sea-water jet has locked on the one wall, both control ports
may be closed and the jet. will contirue to flow through the

NO starboard dica-eleg. The jet can be switched to the port
STALL side by opening the starboard control and closing the port

control.
FREE STREAM

The initial prototype bow thruster was successfully tested Ion a 35-tolm barge. Several large two-stage diverter units
(Figure 16.7.3.3o) have been built for experimental use by

- -- ~- the U.S. Navy. Servo operated con?.rol ports allow funl
diversion of the thruster jet to either side of a ship. Lateral
force and steerage for the ship are possible even when the

SUPPLY ship is stationary.
MAXIMUM SIGNAL FLOW jJSCN TG

FI<EE STRFAM FTALL STAG

CONTR,ýL

SECOND STAGýE
POWER FLOW

FiSUPPLY3. w tasFudi o Trse
REDUCED SIGNAl COCKPI (Courtesy of Bowa'es Engineering Coirporation,

COCK PiTSilver So'i rvg. Mfaryland)

There is no limiK on the size of fluidic bow thrusters which
can be designed. Thrust levels are detenrmined by the size of
the Pump supplying the unit. Because of their geometry

Figure 16.7.32. Fhuiec Stanl Seaucy Indicating (A) No I~Ain and relativoAy small size, fluidic thrusters can be located in
fPhston UP); flit' Stall (Piston Down) the extremity of the bow or stern. Also, since the unit can

u.-ually be located deep within the vesse!"s bull, with its16.7.3.3 FLUIDIC BOW THRUSTER. A new concept in pump taking bottom inaction, the thrust remains operable atbow thruster design for ships utiuismes a marine diverter valve viry shallow draft and is unaffected by surfac-, :.e orwhich operates on the principle sitown in Figure 16.7.3.3a. floating debris. -
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FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION FLIJDIC POWER AMPLIFIER

16.7.3.4 FLUIDIC POWER AMPLIFIER. This prototype The pilot stage includes a jet-on-jet proportional amplifier,
fluidic system was developed to operate a displacerment an ejector, two confined-jet amplifiers, 2nd two summing
actuator on a nuc!ear rocket contro. drum drive unit vortex amplifiers. The jet-on-jet proportiinal amplifier
(Reference 37-10). The system utilizes a low power provides the differential control flow to the powcr stage
pnrumatic input signal, its output characteristics are similar supply vortex amplifiers. The exhaust flow from the
to those of a four-way open-centered servovilve, and it jet-on-jet proportional amplifier is recovered in the supply
incorporates frequency-variant load pressure feeJback. flow to the power stage which incr-aaes the flow recovery
Having no moving parts, it should be particu'Aarly advan- of the system.
tageous for operation in cryogenic, high temperature, said
radiation environments. Two summing vortex amplifiers are used to introduce the

servovalve input signals The control input to these unitsThe fluidic system for operating a displa-ement actuator is has a pressure bias so that an input signal consists of
shown schematically in Figure 16.7.3.4a. Three •,',idic lowering control pressure to one unit and raising it to the
components are used: the vortex amplifier, the jet p opoz' other. To achieve dynamic load pressure feedback, each
tional amplifiei, and the confined-jet amplifier. The power summing vortex amplifier also includes two opposing
stage basically consists of two vortex pressure amplifier-., control ports which are connected to tke servovalve output
controlled in a puih-pull operating mode. An increase in p,'ts through a frequency-sensitive pneumatic filter. The
contnr! pressure Pc, diverts the flow leaving the output summing vortex amplifiers control the vent flow (4nd thus
orifice of one vortex pressure amplifier and reduces the the output pressure) cf the corfined-jet amplifiers which
recovered load flow aid pressure. A rimultaneous reduction supply the control ports of the jet-on-jet proportional
of 4c converges the flow leaving the opposite vortex amplifier. This system is capable of accepting a low-level
amplifier and increases the load flow and pressure recovery, differential control signal and optimally controlling a
Ihe result is a differential pressure (P2 - PF) across the displacement actuator. Performance of the prototype sys-
load and a load flow depending on the load force tem is summarized in Table 16.7.3.4, and the output
requiremnmt. cha, acteristics are shown in Figure 16.7.3.4b. Predicted

performance of an optimized design based on state-of-the-
art components is shown in Figure 16.7.3.4c.

PNEUMATIC SIGNALKCONTROL INPUT
PCA SUPPLY I CI Table 16.7.3.4. Fluldic Powei, Amplifier PerformanceSS L 

Usiny Nitrogen

SUMMING (Courtey of Bendix Research Laboratories,
" - VORTEX Southfield, Michan)

VAi ".LV Fowe. Stage
L---J •-Vortex Pressure

JET-ON-JET CONFINED ItRm Amplifier
PROPORTIONAL - - JET 1• 

M 
1) Supply pressure 148 Nlcm2 (215 psia)

!EJECTOR32) Exhaust pressure 34.5 N/cm 2 (50 psia)01r3) Flow recovery 50%. -- _ . . • . • _ P I L O T 7 ; A G E

C' CC2 I POWER STAGE 4) Rated input signal 10 N/cm 2 (14.5 psi)

5) Input signal pressure bias r3.7 N/cm 2 (76.7 psia)

6) ToiW input power 10.5 watts

VORTEX - 7) Rated no-load flow 3.0 gm/sec (0.0067 pria)PRESSURE

AMPLIFIER 8) Pressure roecovery 67 N/cm 2 (98 psi)

9) Linearity deviation 19%
Figure 16.7.3.4m. Flukld Power Ampliflar Schematic

(Courtesy of Bendix Research Laboratories, Southfield, Michigan) Gain variation 2 times

When the power ,tage is used t, drive a load, such as a 10) Stability 9 N/cm 2 (13.1 psi)
two-way piston actuator or gear motor, it is necessary for 11) Transient response 0.110 sec
one pressure amplifier to exhcust the flow from the low 0.190 sec
pressure side of the actuator when the actuator is moving.
The backflow is ekhausted back ihrough the flow receiver 12) Frequency rerponse 200 @ 5 cps
and then out through the urea between the vortex chamber Phase shift 90' @ 45 cps
outlet and the receiver entrance. The resistance to backflow
is reduced 'when the control pressure is incieased because Amplitude ratio ±1.7 db
the vortex chamber outlet flow is reduced and is diverted to 13) Threshold
exhaust. 1%

14) Hysteresis 3%
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MISSILE ATTITUDE CONTROL FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION

16.7.3.5 TIM ROLL CONTROL 8YSTF. 714@ first suc-
cessfil use of a fluidilc controi system in a missile, flight wis

1.8 -i- -in September 1964 on tha Test Instrumentation Mml~eI CT1M) which is a modified version of the Little John

0. Rocket (References 332-29 and 564-15). Stored cold
0.7 -~ - -nitrogen gas was uwwd aw the power source, and supersonic

biftable reaction ampl.flers were used as the control
moment pr~ducers. The stabilization fins on the at, euid of

0.6 - -- -- the missile wer3 puvposel3 canted to provide a disiturbanice
torque of 5 ft-lb and a roll .te of about 100 deg/aec.
During the flight test, thi controm syslem operated correctly

u-0.5 -- 4 ---- -- since the reaction jets were on in a directior t.o oppose the
>. Impressed roll rate. This point was proven by a measured
je increase in the missile roll rate after the control system

0.4- - supply nitrogen was exhausted.I A schematic of the T7M control system is shown In Figure
u. 0.3 -I - -_ -16.7.3. ba. 7t.e power section of time system was contronc-d

by a high flow dome-type regulator which was activated at

0.2__ bistablie, and supersonic fluidic devices was used with lucbyasenivle.Aomratnofpovtnal
0,2 -tvortex rate sensor to form C~ iie-l control function. As aeon

I in Figure 16.7.3.5b, the system utilizes a bistable rate

I damper with an integrator to minin~lze the roll attitude
C,. _______ Idrift. Integration is accomplished with a resiator-capncitor0 m ~ r combination (first order lag circuit) with a long time
0 constant. 'The system operates in a limit cycle or bang-bang

mode at a frequency and amplitnde dependent upon the
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 system's threshold and the tuae delays of the various

..LQA, DIFfFERENTIAL, PRESSLIBE componi-nts. Mriing the limit cycle, the bistable moment
SUPPLY DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE producer output anJ vehicle acceleration ams square waves

with a frequency of approximstely 3 cps Vehicle rete is
determined by the integration of this wave.

Figuvre 116.7-'14b. Fluldi Servovalve - Output Cheiracteristua 340PSGGULATOR

(Courtey of Bienaix Reseerch Laboratoriett South fieild, Michigan)

2" Psi ACCUAALK: 3 p~so i . 5AIG

c'8 325lc PSIG zCw

1c . 5, x A U IC 11 "F411

0 ~. IOPOIIONAL -. SITASE -

F6ur RATE 35. TIM FlCCoto Sse

'71,. ~ cu Ieeom N. an lgh f ur li

0iIO~ INP TSIGNA
4~~ 50PRTOA 11 INUI -IGNA

AMLFIR 25' INPT-SGNA

Figure 116.7.326s. TIM Control SystemA Poc Digr
DIFERNTAL 2(Adap ted with permission from Reference 332-2~9, h

I OD PESUDevelopmeDw~pont and Flight of a Pure Fluid MsieCnto

-1% -80 -60ys4em"0,Missile GCCnPaperst No. " 66-A0010C
Figure~177 1673.c A acte AT-osac PPttia 8 o 6-100. J. Clayton ad4 .Psnis

(Cou'Wsv~2 40 60di Reeac La10tr0s Saut fWl Mihian Ausigust A96ia 95
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16.7.3.6 THRUST REVERSING SEQUENCE CON- A schemnatic of the fluidic control circuit. is shown in Figure
TROL. This fluidic system was developed to perform the 16.7.3.6b. T1he input ard oi-tput signals are defined below
sequencing funt-iona in an aircraft turbojet unrglne thrust and are also indicated in Figure 16-7.3.6a.
roversing system (Reference 756-9). The thrust reesn The input signals are:
system is shown schematically in Figure 16.7.3.6a. It is
essent)-Aly a two-position system (one for direct thrust and A - reversing thrutt command
one for reversing) with interhkick and d~tectors, with the
following recittirements: B - direct thrust command

a) When the revuersing thrust command occurs it unlocks C - direct thrust sensor
the obstacles, plawes the obstaclea in reversing position if D -- reversing thrust sensor
unlockinig has taken place, and locks the obstacles in the
reversing position. E - unlocking detector

b) When a direct thrust command occurs it unlocks the 1eott sgasr:
obstacles, places the obstacles in direct ponition if Thouptsgasre
unlocking has ta~ien place, and locks the obstacles in R - reversing
direct pcsition. J- dre

c) All the above 1-a.ctiona may be realized with a simpleunokg
pulse command. D nokn

d) Any breakdown will prohibit further function. V - locking

The system actuator is operated on turbine bleed air at
absolute presunres ranging from 30 to 30C peas depending

UNLOCKING on the running condition of the turbine. It was also found
DETECTOR practical to operate the fluidic circuit in this supply

pressure range by maintaining the supply to vent pressure
ratio PsIPv relatively constant. This was accomplished

O~fTALE E (Figure 16.7.3.6c) by installing the flu~dic circuit in ara
DIREC REVESINGenclosed chamber and venting the chamber to the atmats-
T MS CYLNOLRphere through~ a fixed orifice

R SUPPISUPPLI
PRESU0 TO LO PSI

INPU PLUDIC ur DI

ATMOSTI*I INPUTS

Fiue 67..a.Shaai o tws Rvrsn Ase Figure 16.7.&G&c Fluidic Conte~praoin Corcuitiovns
(Ad pted PREth R peLmIsDIo frmRfrnea69 FudcTrs I~dapted with perrmission fromn Reference 7.56-9, "Fluidic Thrust

Re0e300n CotrlSystm 3ONrd rnfil lid oneec Reversing Coantrol system", 3rd Cran field Fluidics Con ference,
PaerJ~ P hapgnnCIdR.C.UhnITP~vlM8 Paper -11. J. P. Champagnon and A. A. Thiney, May 1969)
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VTOL AIRCRAFT CONTROLS FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION

This application is unique in that the fluidic circuit Is OIPT A NGIN ENGINIE

Int*Mrted In one monolithic block usilng the Coming

supply to the cIrcuit. are located on one face of the block

which Ls poliui~ed prior to mounting on the thrust reverser PSTO

power input (Figure 16.7.3.64). 7he block is held In placeFOWR
wit'. three screws, and the vent chamber is simply a formed TfUXEGN
metal cap installed over the circuit block. Ilis system was SNO
developed In France and is typical of the trend lIn Europe T!
toward utilizing fluidlct bolwause, of the price adviantage as-O

vtl nthe obviovin Intrinsic advatrtages. PC
CHAMSER WITH CALIBRATED 

P1OF RT
STICKF

Figure 16.7.3.7a. Pitch Axis Control Systemn

SU&I'LlyPASSRE UIT(AdaPted with Permission frcm Reference 332-37, 'A FluidicJ POW ERA ApprOach to Control of VTOL. Aircraft"~, AIAA/JACC
FAj~tA PdSSU -wT idanre end ...ontro/ Crnnference, J. L. Hsuge.-,.
FCOMP1S IH I 4----- ugust 7966)

POWER OUTPIITS TO CONTROL CYLINDERS_'

Figure 16.7.3. "ousting of Fhaldi Ctrajit on Pews, Unit
(Adpte wvh p,,mssin fomReference 756.9. "Fluidic Thrust

Reve#rsIng Control *swn,em- 3rd Cran fole Fluidics Conference.
POWe J1, J. P. Champgiton and A A. Thinev, May 1968)

STI, K

1&.7.3.7 VTOL AIRCRAFT CONTROL&. An experit .O)LSATUR.

mental attitude control system is under development for
the hover control of turboiet-powered VAXO (vertical W ______

take-off and landing) aircraft which makes cxtensive use of -NOIM .1 ......

fluidic devices (Reference 332-31). Two systems are being
developed, a thrust modulation system for pitch axis
control and a bleed air p6wered reaction jet system for roll L A
control. Sensing, ampliflication, and actuatikn within these
syatemrs are all accomplished fluidically. Rate sensing is
accomplished with a vortex rate sensor, and altitude Figure 16.7.3.7b. Roll Axis Gontrol System
information is provided by a gimballesa attitude sensor. (Adare with pernmissoan from Reference 332-37, "A Fluidic
Thrust modulation is accomplished with a fluidic engine Approach to Control of VTOL Aircraft", AIAA/JACC
control system and large bistablenfuidic amplifter, are used Guidon~es atid Control ronference. Ji. L. Haugen,
to power the reaction jets. The combined syttemn has beer- August 1966)
breadboarded for test. on an -peci3!-purp-,rc xin&! degree of separation of op.eration of these s -ces of' control on the
freedom simulator with two, i-95 turbojet engines and simuhator. The pressure difforential signals from these
equivalent roll attitude control reaction jets. sensors are amplified and summed using prroportional fluid

Block diagrams of the pitch and roll control sysmems for the amplifiers.

baseline configuration are shown in Figures 16.7.3.7a and !n the patc.h axis, the resultant pressure differentials are
16.7.3.7b. Thie only change from these block diagrams for transmitted in -aialog form through 3/16-inch diameter
simulator operation is the reduction in number of engines tu~binag to the individual angineo. At the engines, the
being controlled to two. Correst onxding fluidic riechaniza- attitude control signals are surrmed with the collective
0)n schematics are shown in Figures 16./X3.7c and throttle commands and fcedback signals frnm the fluidic
16.7.3.7d. Systems are being implemented using f~uidic engine control. 'th summed differertial pressure is applied
devices with no mechanical linkages or electronics and a across a flapper nozzle by means of bellows to control the
minimum of moving parts. Power fox operation is obtained fuel-meterirg va. Ye and to vary engine thrust.

fromcomresor aucarg bled ir f te smultor In the roll axis, torque output. is achieved with reaction jets
engiespowered by air bleed from the engine comp,,essors. These

Rate signals for both axes are obtained from indihudual reaction jets are, for the htmidlc system, biatable fluid
vortex rate sensors. Attitude information is obtained from a amplifiers with supersonic power nozzles. In order to
two-axis pneumatically-driven attitude sensor. A separate achieve proportional contrO~, these jets are pulze width
attitude sensor is used in each axis, however, due to the modulaed. Therefore, tne analog error signak e.~rive a pTnir
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FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION VTOL At RC RAFT CONT ROLS

"I'l
FULFr,

m~l A'It~W rur' 4 A A A

it NiOS *,*N I

LI

F I r A I

I1ýA I IN

FU I M 4PIlS1.0
MICHN~ I NK

Fiue1.7.--ichAi lidShmi
(AIpe wihprisinfoReeec 3-1"A'lucApoctoCnrlfVTLicat,

AIAJC GudneadCnrlCneecJ .IuoAgs 96

Fiue1...c ichoAnsev Fluid chem Withacro inlprsnoejt
RAdpTe deithte pumsinfo ee~e323, pparoac to d Cotrol othe VT Arreainftae;owwr

WR MCI C yielding a torque couple. The length of time the Jet is
DIAS IA deflected upwaid is a functi in of error signal magnitude.

7 _1 F or very small e-&wr signsits, Ute jei poinis upward for the
II ~7P~fl minimum modulator pulse. width. For large error signals,

LS WIDTHMODULATOR PLAL StWIDTH MCIDULATOR I the modulator goas hardover and the jet is directed upward
WOYNMODUATO continuously until the error signal is reduced.

This bistabhle mothod of roll Lontrol has a number oZ-
advatr age, over the more conventional systems using

~ .area-modulsated reaction jtAs:
RIACTION POWVER DRIVER tFUNFR DRIVER REACTION

JET STAGES SIAGES JT a) Reacticni co*ntrol is achieved without any moving parts
Figure 16.7.3.7d. "aIl Axis cluid SchwisTtic b) T:ke continuous flow through both ducts minimizes duct

(Adapted W6r~ permission from Reference 332-371, "A Fluidic dy'namics, rs'~ulting in lighter ducts
Approim& to Control of VTOL Aircraft", AIAA/JACC

Guidance and Control Conlermnce, J. L. Haugen, c) The bistable jets oiye high response; thc-y can be
August 1966) switched in excess of 100 cps if deb.red

of pulse width modulators operating at a nomninC fre- d) Since both halves of the bleed air duct are flowing full
quency of 40 cpa. Signals are then triatriiutted to the wing at all times, the duct need have only one-half the area of
tip reaction jetr as pulse trains using 3/16-inch diameter one for a conservative system (control &.rust always
tubing. The signal level is raised at the wing tip by a series pointed downstream)
of bistable supersonic power amnp~ifiers to the level neces-
sary for reaction jet triggering. e) Redundancy is easy to implement.
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ROCKET ENGINF. SI.OUENCER FLUICIC SYSTEM APPLICATIUN

The chief disadvarittip of this system is the fact that Lhnzst opened and that the engin spark exciters ane activated. If
Is not always con-arveid, i.@,., the level control system Ws neither of thins have occurred wvhen timer TI expires, the
flowing constantly even when there ii no attitude error to engine Is shut down by an internal custoff circuit. Assuming
be curreted. Hov-evor, a maximum of one-half of the cutquff does not occur. the engine thrust chamber has sparks
thru a. can be deflected ap*Wa at a'ay time. Also. In a excited, low-pressure fuel, and no oxid!Aer. When timer Ti
typical VI'OL aircraft going through transition betwfen expires, the start, valve is opened, the main oxidixer valve is
vertical and horizontal flight, the average thrust command opened slightly, and two more timers (T2 and T3) are
will only be approximately 10 percent of the peak coka- stat ted. The turbopumpa are accelerated by high-pressure
mand. Therefore, a maximum of 5 percent, of the Integrated gas that has been released by the start valve. Ignition occitra
roll impulail will be lost, in the thru.7t ch-umbor as the oxidizer enters. When timer T2

expires, the oxidizer control and timers T4 and T5 are
activated. The oxidizer control causes the main oxidizer

16.7.3.8 ROCKET ENGINE SEQUENCE CONTROL A valve to go to full open and thrust begins to build up. Just
sequence ecttrol for a large, pump-fed, regenerativoly after this, timer TS expires and the start valve closes,
cooled, Mro~enic liquid rc eket engine was breadboarded shutting down the Initial source of turbine power. A new
and successfully tested with helium (Reference 564-19). source is Po1, a vailable and in obtained by the bleeding of
Te sequence control system is required to start and shut combustion products from the thrust chamber.
udown the rocket engine upon command, to monitor the
progress of the start, and to actisiate engine shutoff When the thrust buildup reaches a predetermined value, a
automatically In tlie event of malf'unction. In addition, a malnstage OK signal ts received by the control to indicate
prastart logic circuit ensurec htat the engine is in the proper 1hs~t a satisfaetory start has beer Achieved. If this signal has
state prior to acceptance of the start signal. not been received wh#,n timer T4 expires, the catcff circuit

is activated and the engine automatically shuts down. If It
The titme-based wiquence requirements for the contzal hre has been received at this time, the fuel bypass valve is
shown in Figure 16.7.3.8a. Prior to start, the eonditions of closed. When timer T5 expires, the ignition system is turned
the components to I* control-ed are: the electrical ignition off and the start sequence is complete.
spark exciter system is off; both main propellant vaives are
closed, the start valve, a valve which controls the applica- Upon rereipt of the cutoff signal, the fuel and oxidiser
tion of high presairre gas to the turbines during st~rt, i& controls are deactivated, causing both engine propellant
closed; the engine pneumatic regulator is off; and the fuel valves to be closed, and timer TM is activated. Whan tirw*e
bypass valvv, a valve which bypinses fuel around the thrust TO expires, the regulator is shut down, and the engine
chamber cooling tube bundle during th~e statA, is open. All cutoff sequence in complete. This method of sequencing
valves are pntumatically actuated by four-way valves whi':h provides the valves with sufficient pneumatic power to
are sequenced by the engine controller. close during cutoff.

LOG.ý READY JN The fluidic sequence control system is shown schematically
RFGL1 ATO5R MRL6 -in Figure 16.7.3.8b. It was implqmented with 37 OR gates

CONTPC~~ ~ansd 6 bistable elerrent. which are used In the timer circuitil.
FUL~t CONTR-Ot 7N I Te timers area adjustable in the following il:ngee: 0.2 to 1.0

IGNITION CONTROL second, 0.5 to 0.2 second, and 2 tco 8 seconds. with a
typical timing accuracy of klO percent. Systent supply

_r START VALVE CONTROL. ON pressuri is 20 puig, with a supply flow of 5.8 sefmn.

~~~RT3 Athough the sy'stem I-as proved feasible, power drains are
ý_R 12ýexcessively high; however, this can be substaratis.lly, reduced

rC ON TROL ON by the utilization of low power Wogi elements. A reduction
in the number of logic elements is also possible by utilizing
elements with higher fun-in and ian-out and through the use

Sof logic element. other than the OR, in particular a pas-ive
I j''N Mi t TIT14 IjAND.

LOIt IVALVý Oft~~ N '16.7.3.9 FLIGHT SUIT CONTROL SYSTEMI. A proto-
I 1"'iA Aý Z, Lyeatmtclmeakecnrlsse o iu

WIPPIY k N: .N VAIK ~ MAINSTAGE CUIlOFF ELTOFF up utnac eertre otolstm t rtii-
PRESSUAI S,TART LE(CITE0 UK RESET cooled fllpht suiLts was developed by Honeywell for the

ON FI-pre 147.3.8.. Logic Sequence Chsirt Navy's Aerospace Crew E!quipment 4Laboratory (Reference
(Adapted with perm~ssion from Refcvmnc 564-179, "Jourrol of 6-23 1). Thc system incorporates direct senszing and contro.'

Spacecraft and Rockets", April 1968, vl. 5, No. 4, of ekin temprrature which is accomplished in each of four
S. E. PMilleman, AlAA) zonec by the flow modulation and mixing of cold and warm

fluid supplies in reaponse to a sensor signal. The main
Activation of the logic-supply pressure initiates the logic- components of the control system sre mounted on a
ready circuit. T'he engine dtart signal is appl~ed to thle w~b-like unidergarm.4rnt which the pilct wears uinder his
controller after the logic-ready signal is received from the outer flight suit. The flight *Lit co'ntrol systern 2'unctlioned
controller. This initiates the engine pneumatic regulator extremnely well during tests with a human subject. both at
control, the engine fuel control, the enugine ignition control, retad tvriu vlsoacvtyThsenpes
and time'r Ti. The regulator control puts the engine particularly interesting b 'cause, the fluidk-c system uses
pressure regulptor on line, providing the means o" actuating li4uid media throughout.
the engine valves. 7`he fue~l control causes the main fuel
valve to open. Prior to expirat'on of timer 01, a chvctr is The complee systein consists of fouri skin temperature
accomplished to ensure that the main fuel valve has been sensors, four fluid control modulec, a bias control (for
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FLUIDIC SYSTEM APPLICATION

VMMAT

OKt

LOGI

CUN G ON

CUTIAP*L I I Gl ON ON. O

tItCOiNTROL . ONN

Firm 167.3b. Uaniticof Flukdic ContvI Look.
(Adw~ted wiVth pwrmiuion teremn Refarwco 56449,. "Jmrnml o' '$wcreft and Rocks ts". April 1968,

vol. 5. no. 4. S. E. Al illeonn AIAAJ

set-point adjustment), and the necessary interconnedL-ing in each surw, the toluene fill of th. sensor bulb expands
tubing (Figure 16.7 .3.9a). Controk zonus with Akin tampers- aganst the valve diaphragmn when the skin tecaperaturo rises
Lure sensors ar locatedi on the upper lope and upper arms. (Figure z 8.7S3.9b). The diaphregm moves Vie ball closer to
The tornu is integrated into the armr zones with each half of the valve seat, which drape the pressure at the signal
tha torso controlled by the adjacent arm zone. A separate arnpllffier's right controli pert, so that the cold floxid flow in
control module is provided for each zone. An external the right output leg ;s increased. This actilon - eold fluid
refrigeration unit supplies cold, constant-temperature flulid flowing Into the signal amplifier's right leg (Figure
to the b~ias corntrA. sensors, and control modules. A heuting 16. ' 3.9c) - incrembs pressure at the reupacti~ve left control
uiiit, also externally located, raises coolant temperature ports of the cold and warm diverters, thus increasing cold
(and hence, *iin temperature) when the pilot's physical power jet ilkw into the suit cool&.-it leng while sirmiltane-
activity Wi too low to supply natural body heat. One main omisly decressirig the warm power jet flow into the suit
bias valve changes cooiant temperature tn all four zones coolant line. This co~ls the skin in the control zone are&.
simultaneously. Individual bias valvps enable etch bias
pkessure to be balanced nWulnst thes sensor for ti-at zone.
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FLUIDIC TEMPERATURE CONT ROL FLUIDIC ANALYSIS AND LiESIGN

1 C+4 10tSIGNAL

Zt~iIN.OLD 
AMPLiFftR

CODS IP Ig- 1 WARN SUPPLY

DIAS FLOW .-- I FROM SENSOR

COLD FLUID II
DIVENTER IWARM~ FLUID

I ~~4-DIVERTF.P

104 MIItCOLD SUIT1 WARM
RETURN COOLANT RtETURN

CONTK11Figure 16.7.3.9c. Control Module Circuit

Figure 16.7.3 9e. Flight Suit Tienyvs. we Centn,4 i~te~
IMAPdav~ite wh permission from Reference 6-231, "Hlydraulics

amid P40eumatics Novernbrr 1986, vol. 21, no.C If,
E. G. Zoerbi

COLD SUPPLY 16.8 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

i~kTFIN11'16.8.1 It Uvoduction
ADY,;STAA[NI ýESRBL

Ibis sub-section provides a guide to the analysis and design
DIAPHAGM SKINof fluidic controi systems. Reference inforamation is pro-

vided to facilitate the design of beam deflertion, wall

L attachment. and vortex amplifien., and the use ell passive

AM"Urt~t ircuit elements. i.e., resistors, capacitors, inductors, and
lines. Aai introdurtion to reontrol circuit design is also

Tku (.,Nr~.IL i'ORTS OF WARM presented. Digital circuait design, Inciuding binary arithme-
III NO (0,1)FLýID DVERTAý,tic, logic symbols, and digital logic operators are covered in

some detail. The important fluidkc operational amplifier

Figure 16.7.3.9b. e'rWor-6lgual AmXiflwts Circuit circuits are also covered, including the implementation of a

lAda~pfed with permission fr~om Reference 6-231. "Hidrouiics number of dynamic sh~iping networks. Finally, computer-

aitd !',ewimetics " November 1968. vol. 2 1. no. 11, aded design techniques based on prvqrmmued solutions on

E G. Zoerb; analog, digital, and hybrilI computers are covered.
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FLLII DIG ANALYSIS AND DESIGN BASIC FLUIDIC DEVICES
0R11 ICE RESISTANCE

16.8.2 Bassic Circuit Ekwnwnts and Comaponents c) Length oT the 'ntvr.i f ion region

Circuit elements and components &"r the least common f) Location and %ha .ý. o the split t'"
denutninators In the fluidic field which are interconnected
to formi circuits. The designer considering the development ~ 2~1I., ftl
or &. nludic system must, realize that, mout active fluadic h) Output ae-
de, ices have been brought to fruition by cut-and-try
methods. Many of the basic geometries have bee" tested i) Reclative ,arenat, i locatiaaii iii i i .pt ýanal vents,.I
over a broad rLnge of uilses and operating preCsures. Refererwoll; w, -_U'L ar., ,ue-llent ~ourc.4v ofCAompreliensive analysis lam. led to useful empirical formulao- ifrain.'~tdii let l ayn h bv
and design criteria which define the interdependence of the pitrametersn r,13 di.,e a r 74.1..4911 756-8,o ariiteabv

supply and control jetb upo~ii each other and their mutual 75n 7 756-7.dependenc. on the interaction region geometry, sasec
ratio, output configuration, and loading. Only compu ters 16,8.2.2 11FAN\ DEhFL.T tOTION AMPLIFIER. Most of the
can copt- with the mathemasticsAmlnove'd with Lhe purely design parnmevtirs intfcateil or tfii wa'.a ilu hmenL ampli-
analytical design of fluidic components, and some prvigresa fier apply to th~e beama dehwl,o hri,: apldle.'. The primaryI
has been made in this area. difference is that the Ridt- va llm remuved in the beam

deflp'!tion amplifier b, W.u woll ittachment. However,
Passive circuit elewaet s, such as restrictors, lines, capaci- the size and shape of the into.'raction region is important.
tors, and inductlirs, are generally needed when assembling T'his device is usuAlly rcquired to imv. we pressure gain bitt
fluidic elements in digital or analog oircuits. Since these must also provide some flow .~r powei gain if it is. to
elements haý'e been used in hydraulic and pneumatic provide a usable otutput. Of particular importance in :
circuitry for a long time, their performance is well component -esign is tice relation of the pressure and flow
documented. Passivt- elements produce no gain and conse- gis10jtdfeto nldwsra itneo
quently require no separate power supply. Mass flow is recivster t adefrectivnanr e w dth. Refrene dstac of92 a8)5

consdere anaogou to urret, a 4 pissur an&S-101to, 184-11, 532-1, 748-1, 748-2, and 757-2 provide
voltage. A fluid impedance produt. a pressure drop as a design informatiot; for beana defltctioei ..mplifiers.
function of the flow 1hrough it. Algebraic representation of
the impedance may be composed otC either real or pure 16.8.2.3 V,/')RTEX AMPLIFIERS. Somle of the important
imaginary parts or both. Section 3.0 of this handbook design parameters for vortex amplifiers are discussed ir.
summarizes basi%: fluid mechanics and provides ('at& on the Sub-Topic 1, 4.4. References 37-10, 37-22, :17-26, 68-92.
performance of pa~ssive elements mud'- as the pressure drop 68-97, 95-3-, 757-4, and 757-Ka provide additional iesign
theough orifices,. information relative ',j vortex amplifiers. Specific attention

shoild be given to the work Jone by D. N. Wormicy
Simple orifices are generally used to pivivide a fluid (Reference 95-31) which preben's a simnplified desiqn
resistance. When orifices are used with low pressure gas c~o procedure for nonvented vortex amplifiers opera' ing in the
incompressible fluids, their pressure-flow characteristics incompressible flow regime, and by E. A. Mayer (Referen,.:e
follow the square law relationship and hence are nonfinesr. 6-2 hc rsnsa xeietlcreta
Tube resastors fabticated fom metal or glass capillaries and 6-2 hc rsnsa 2paietlcreta

poros pugscanproideessntillylinar laarctrisics accurately describes the nonlinear flow characteristics ofporus lug ca prvie esenioly lner careterstis, the nonvented vortex amplifier over a wide range of
but may also hni significant inductance. The primary operating conditions.
problem with p~erent latninar fluid rehistors is a narrow
linear range whicha naust bie carefully selected. The followi.ng sections, Detailed Topics 16.8.2.4 through

16.8.2.9, are adapted from a paper by J. N. Shiran (Refer-
In a capacitor the pressure drop lags the flow hy a phase ence 760-1).
angle of 90) degrees. Ideally. only compr.-ssible fluids show
capacitiv- effects, randi in low pr-essure designs capacitive 16.8.2.4 ORIFICE RESISTANCE. An orifice is. often used
effects on most .:.aids -,%e neglected. In circuits employing for a resistor becau~c 4. is so evaily constructed. Thie
coanpresbibe fluids, the analog of the electrical capacitor is resistance value of art centice used with gases generally is
simply a 'io-.ainm. ý?hunt capacitance is the only No~e that calculated from incomnirpmaihle relations Since adequate
sra. be. ,aiainee, without moving pairts. The Serie-s w-apaci- accuracy is. obtained over typical operating rangtw. The
tAnce (i.e., coviling capacitor) requires P diaphragiat; the weight flow rate through the orifice is obtained from
sairc vff"1 catn be accomplished fluidically by the use of
differenutiatinag circuits employing operational amplifiers. C aI P k M 16.8.2.4s)

In an inductor, the pressure drop leads the flow by a phase The coefficient of discharge, Cd may typically vary fruni
angle of 90 degreas. An acceptable fluid inductor can be 0.8 to 1.0, but wiiN be assumed here as unity for simpiifica-
m'~ide from longy tubes; however. in most cases fluid Lion. The velocity, u, is obtained from the incompressible
inductance can be neglected with respect to resist-nrce. relation

18.3-0.1 WALL ATTACHMENT AMPLIFIER. Design Ay.
parameters of importance iti the wall a~ttchment amplifier I2tv - I
are as follows: "-t (JEq 16.8.2.4b)

a) Aspect ratio

b) Relative sizes of the supply and control no-.;dt, where AP is the pressure drop across the orifice. Comnbining
the previous two equations and using the perfect gas law,

c) Setback of the control nozzles p =P/(R,,T), tha' weight flow expression becomes

d) Setback, angle, and length of the attachh~e'at wall
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(~~gl'AP "~~a~e if the pressure drop is not large compared to the
I% - Eq 16.11.2.4.1 absolute Pressure level. Laminar flow requires that the

H F7W Re)y nolds number (based on passage hydraulic diameter) be
some Arhat less than 2000. Assuming that t fully developed

This expr~ession will provide adequate accuracy (3 percent laminar flow exists over thenfow lergth, M~, the expression
ma im-n error) for comprcaail-e fluids if AP is6 limited t4- far weight flow rate (from Poisucille's law) is

atwut t.. te-h'df the value !or P annd if the value used for P is
the ,ibei'lute pacesmire downStterna of tho orit~ce (the A 1)2
54)lutial , f course becomes -xuct as AP -1 0). The presaure- W - ! A-P, (Eq 16.8.2.rm)
rlow ctirve~ for the orifice is taus parabolic us illusfrated in 3 21AQ
Figarc 16.8.2.4. The incremental resistance hii the slope of and
the curve at the opetating point of interest (e.g., point B in
Figure 16.8.2.4) .ind becomes - a(A')_ 32pQ 6G..b

H (Eq 16.8.2.5c)

In Equation (16.8.2.5c) A is the flow area and D is the
hydraulic diameter, that is

4A =E Me2.d
h k% E 6..d

where kw is the wetted perimeter. 'he value used for P in
Equation (16.8.2.5c) should be the average pressure (abso-
luteŽ) in the resistor and AP should be somewhat lesa than P.

0 . The actual characteristic for laminar flow is nonlinear since
B ____the average gas density also increases as AP increases. This

nonlinearity is not nearly as severe as ini the case for orifier
'YPI CAL OPERATING flow as shown qualitatively in Figure 16.8.2.5. Equatior.

RANGE (16.8.2.5c) provides good results for circular cross sectionsRANGE or r-ectangular cross sections that are nearly square. If the
cross section approaches a slit, the slit flow relation ,'see

F.gure 1E.tt.2.4. OfitiL@ Pressre Flow Characteristvics R 2pQ T E 5...
(A d.,pred wi1ttypI nsir for e~e 760L I Applying R7-- gp ~ S825

FIluidics to Control SytrvDoia nd A.)Xog-,t)
W, E, BeVier, Union Colleyp,' Scht-te. todý IV Y., results in a more accurate resi.stance expression. T~us, the

1968) numerical constant 32 (Equation (16.8.2.5c)) will take on
For h~ given ga7- ana temperature the resistance would be intermediate values and will approach the value 12 (Equa-
4pea'yr if it were only a tunction of the flow area~, A, hut the ticn (16.8.2.5e)) as the cross sectional shape of the laminat
term'i. AP~ ~nn P res-ult. in nonliniearities- Eqruation ftow path is changed from circular or square to a thin slit.
(16.?1.2, d) is an express~ion for the incremeital resstance. Althougii a laminar resigtor is far ri-)re lineer than an

a.-,the small signal resistance suitable f(,r a specific orifice, it is also considerably more temperature sensitive
opy~ra-isg range about po-nt B as shown in Figure 16.8.2.4. Using air as an example fluid, the viscosity of air can be
It also is of interest to identify a steady- itate or operating- ex~pressed by the empirical relation
point resistance to cahLs:date bias flows and pres~sure .- From 1111107 bS!.j!
the ab~ovt w4e'ght-flow relation thvz reristance value is u 3. I )iir1.1Ibsci~

\~ ~~~I j 1 1/2 (Eq 16.8.2.5f)

Substitution of this relation and the value oi R. for air
'rlus R,,, the slkpe of the line fin m the origin to thie (640 in/('R'ý into Equiation (16.8.2.5c) results in

)p'ra'k ,ai.ii B3, is tene-haaf "he incremenial resistaicc o
orifice rIUw. 7.n, O .~T 7 1

168.. t AMINAR RESISTANCE. Rec-istanc2 for fluid m \)21 ( IEq 16.8.2.5g)
circuits also can t.' prov~ided with lamninar flow in long,
,itull-ianewr paissages. Calculation of resistance using
inromres~sibtile nw rielationz; provide adequate accuracy fur
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'The resistance of a lamninar orifice therefore is proportional nearly idcal laminarnfow, Equation (16.8. 2.5Sc) can be used
to absolute temperature to the 1.71 power while orifice to predict the resistanc~e valua of a nlo,, channei with
resistance is a function of temperature to the 0.5 power. adequate accuracy. The reader is-eautioned that the validity
The temperature sensitivity of both types of resistors are of Equation (16.8.2.61 is predicated on lamiAnar flow; if the
not negligil-e for circuits which miust operate over wide pressure drop is sufficiently large (i.e.. Reyn. Ids num-
temperature ranges. The effects of this temperature sensi- her '> 2000) turbulent flow w11 occur ana laminar flow
tivitv, however, can be minimized by using differential relations are no longer applicable.
circuitry and by uaing operational amplifier tevfiniques
which result in overall gain proportional to the ratio oi 16.8.2.7 FLUIDIC RESISTOR CONSIDERATION1 S, Most
resistance valtos rather than in absolute values. In addition, resistors used in fluidic circuitry are laminar (near-linear)
the tetnperature.-sensitivity effects generally are offset by type elements. The flow passa~ges generally are rn-ide from
temperature effects of other components; for example, the photoetched metal lamina t es, glass, or a photosensitivee
input irnpedence o! a pr:oportional ampli~ier also increases plastic. The mnost commonly used units of fluidic resistances
with temperatuu!. are ,ec/in 2 and the value qu.oted for a particular device

16,8.2.6 LINEAR RESISTANCE. From Figure 16.8.2.5, generally hi based on aiv at 14.7 psia and 68 0 F. As an
one uicly oncude tht aliner rsisanc shuldti~ example calculation, using Equation (16.8.2.4d). the re-

obtainable from flow, which is not quite pure laminar flow. asi0 stncesvaure dof a001incs imtroiieoeaigwt
An approximate analysis (Referenice 68-92) of compressible a10pipesr rpi
flow and test results ccnfirni that. linear resistance is 1&&87 s
possible over a relatively large range of pressure draps. The
analysis concludes that the length-to-area ratio which
provides lineat resistance is: ~'(21{1'I'' 2  

_____

S0.00341' A\ P(.8)(0
- - Eq 16.8.2.6)

P R jj 1/2
2(640 jul0 11) (.5211 R) (1I.0 lb/int

(386 iii/sec) (141.7 lb/ut2)J

or

R = (1.39) ( 1 0S ) ~ .4) '

Thie operating-point resistance, as shewn by Equationi
(16.8.2.4e) is one-half this value, i.e., 70,000. 'M,- abuve

-t INEAR calculatior was based on a flow coefficient ('d - 1. Depend-
AP -ing on the upstream conditions, the entrance geometry, and

AMANAR ^." length-to-diameter of the orifice, the value of Cj can'
vary considerably and may result in a me&asured resistance
20') tW 30 percent higher than that calculated.

- As a comparison, the resittnce of a lamiinar resistor with
"'W-DINCEFLOW0.01.5 x 0.015-inch cross sectional Jimension and a length

Z)R~vCE ~OWof 3.3 inches is found from Equation (i6.8.2.5g) to be

R _(6.4(I0)-7 Q1'"71

Figure 16.8.2.5. Comparison of Orifice, Laminar and Linear Flow
,Adaptred with per-mission from Reference 760- 1, "Apr,.'Ying (0.4) (I- hI-sec/in" R) (3.3 in.) (5.*18'I

Fluidics to Control Systems: Digital and Ana/o6b'?. (22)(1()-4 (, 22 ) (I -4 i1,2 ) (1.l/it)
W. E. JeVier, Union College, S-neriectady, N. V.,(25) i'(25)1. bn

1968)

Experimental results show that, ',o ohtain linear resistance, or
the length sho;uld be approximately 10 percent longer than5
inecic~ated by Equation (16.8i.2.5c). For air at 528t"R and It1 (1.40) (1 V ) o' I 40,(H00 S~vc/jIn
the downstream pressure, P, at atmospheric presz.ure, the
2/D whikh resulted in linear resistance was approximately 16,8.2.8 CAPACITORS. In fluidic circuzs which use gas
31)0. Constant easistance (within 1.5 percent) wras attainable as the one.-ating medium, the gas compressibility results in
with pressure drops as high as 7.5 psi. Si-,'!e the flow is very energy storage i.nalogous to that of d eapacitor in electronic
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circuitry. Hence, the fluidic capacitor is simply a volume Since c I k
for as storage and can be used in conjunction vrith reslatura
Lo form first order lap with single time constant&. Since k W
liquidts are essntilaly incompressibbe, much larger volumes P= - q13.31
are required to produce eignificant capacitance, and an V 8
accumulator or oiher moving parts device Is gunerally used
to provide the requirtd energy aterage in a unaller apeec. It o
is important to note that there ia a capacitanze associated
with every element of volume in a flu idic circuit. Theii
discussion belov. is concerned only with capacitance- P = -I Eq 16I.3.8 f1
associated gases since .hey are by far the mast common S
fluidic operating media.

The capacitor in fluidics provides the function of a week '
shunt-to-grouncl capacitance; the series r coupling capaci-
tor has no analog In fluidic circuitry. A simplified analysis C I= - q IC V.3.2.6gl
for teterminine the expression for calcul ting capacitance RTassumse adiabatic flow in a fixed volume (swe Figure
16.8.2.8) so that the eneegy equation is The above devivation is hwsed on gravimetric rather than

(cT)= '~'assumnes no heat transfer, i.e., an adiabatic process which is(e, 5)jjj Vi~ I )j, (Er1 16S.3.2.8. approached for rapid pressure changes within the capaci-
It-littance volume. It the pressure changes occur very slowly, an

where isothermal pr( cess is approached and the expression for
c T, W the specific entlwalpy o! the supply cpacitanc

Ps V
c T, a the specific internal energy of the volume or C (E =8..h

Scapicita~nce. R RT~ E 6..h

is more valid. Practical experiencc with air 'room tempera-
ture) in fluidic circuits haa shown that a 'value of 1.2 in
place of k is the best compromise. For air at room

V Ctemperature 
Vi

P C airn
T. C (1.2) (640. in/0 R) (5' " W1)

T.T

C Thus a typical 1.0 in~l capacitor would have a capacitance
Figue 1.9..8. luiic jpactane Mdelvalue of 2.48 x 10-6 in2. When combined w:th the typica.
Figue 1.8.28. luidc (pacianc l~idellamninar resistor, Equation (16.8.2.7b) would remi~t in a

(Adopted with pertnission from Reference 760, 1, "Applyir.; time constant value of
Fluidics tv Control Systems: Digitali and Analog",

WE. Be V,4r. Union College, S&henectddy, N. K. R
From the perfect, gXs law

Z(1.4) (105 sec/in2 ) (2.48) (06in)

P1 1  (Eq 06.J)=.35 sec

By substituting Equation (16.8.2.8b) in Equation It is intereiiing to note that if the nonlinear orifice-type
(16.8.2.8.) and with V, and c, constant resistor is used with the capacitor, the time constant varies

as the pressure in the capacitor approaches fin~il value. In
W Vvi d 6.8.,8c) fact, the res~stance of the orifice approaches zero (henceC F. Ic (P) lEq 1..8c - 0) as the pressure drop across it becomes zero, as shown

by the slope of the curve at the origin in Figure 16.8.2.4.

Rearranging and using LaPlace notationi 16.8.2.9 INDUCTORS, The [Laid in fluidic psassageways
has inertial properties or inertrince which can result in

CI significant dynamic ýhavacteriatics. The inertial effects,
SP. (kq 16.9.2.8d) which are present for both com.pressible and incompressible

5p 9 S fledt result in cactrsisimlrto inductance in
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sectkounal area A as shown in Figure 16.8.2.9. From
Newton'n; second law

Force, mass x acceleration

(P~ I- P 2 )A =pAQ d5 (Eq 16.8.2.9.)

and since

pAii -- ( Eq lB.8.2.9b)
g

Al

P

2 R L
Figure 16.8.2.9. Fluidic Inductanea Model

'Adapted with pormission from Reference 760- 1, "Ap.pifig
Fluidics to Contrrol Systems: Digital and Analog",
W F. 8. Vier, Union CoI/eC3. Schenactady, N. Y. c

then l968) _ _

(P1 -p 2 )A=- E 16.8.2.90)

I or

AP R (d% v Eq 16.8.agd)
F A~g Wdt

J!Using IaPlace notation gives Figure 10.8.2.10. Lumnpai-Paramneter Model of Line

Ls~ii (q 168.29.I It is noted that the expression derived above for inductance
AP LA Iq1829) it based on gravimetric rather than volumetric analysis.

where 16.8.2.10 LINES. The linas which interconnect fluidic
elements usually have more dynamic effect on the circuit

L -2(Eq 16.8.2.91) than the response of the individual element~j (Reference
gA 74-53). The finc has both capacitive and inductive reactance

as illustrated in the simple lumped-parameter model shown
Thus th,- inductance, L, of a line is directly proportional to in Figure 16.8.2.10. For a long line a diistributed param-
its length and inversely proportion- al to the cross sectional f-- An-'as winicif is ue-y-md the tkupe off this sijicussion,
flow area. In practice, fluidic inductance without corre- must be used (see References 45-1 --.nd 770-1). A line is
sponding resistance is impossible to obtain. Laminar or defined ais short if its length is small (e.g., 10 percent)
linear res,*stors have inductive properties which must be compared to the wavelength of th,! maximum frequency of
considered in high rcsponme ciicuitry. In fact it is often itrs.A 0 p h aeeghi 3 nhs(rp~s
convenient (for filtering, etc.) to generate a time const,.nt Lion velocity 13,000 in/see) aind thus the characteristics of a
with the resistive inductor. As a typical example, the 13-inch line can be approximated with a lumped parameter
resistor in Equation (16.8. 2.7b) would have an inductance model as shown in Figure 16.8.2.10a. '11e inductance and
value of capacitriace can be calculated from Equations (16.8.2.9f)

and (16.8.2.8i), respectively.
L =-- = 38 SC/f'A simplified technique for the interconniection of digitalgA1 (386 in/see') (0.015 ii!.)2  fluidic amiplifiers which should be considered if it. becomes

and he n~econsantof he esisor oul benecessary to reduce signal attenuation in the .nterconnect-
and he ri~econtan of he esitor oul being lines between fluidic circuit elements is'discussed in

Reference 36-7 4.
Lz 38 sec fi = 0.27 mst.c 16,8.3 Control Circuit Design

R (140) (1~sec/in2) It. is a well-recognized faLt that iitr'nc Iigfuidic
devices into circuits and systems is a problem in the field (of
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INPUT FLUIDIC COMPONENT I
fluidics. it is very impoirto-nt to examine these ufficultiee _______

carefully. Many of them have been faced to a ccrtair degree % INPUT
by those working in the fields of mechanics, electronics, % ChRC RSTC
and hydraulics. Nonlinearity in oae such difficulty. It isI
appaire-sit that transistors, mechitrical linkage., and servo- -I U
valve, are' nonlinear. A seco~nd difficulty concerns con-
tinuity. Both eleeta mc and hydraulic circuits must satisfy
certain limited continuity prinziples. Kirchoff's law is aU
statement of continauity for electric circuits. A third TRANSF:ER j I
cdiffirulty result* from 1he large number of reievant ICHARACTERS IC Sg
variabie.. Electri. circuit and hydraulic system performancv
are affected by the variation of nume~--oua parameters
including tenmperature, aging, and bulk imd~Alus. Even O TU
ct-tisideriiig these difficulties, many electronic and hydrau- I _-
lic systems have bten produced and are opersting OUPU
satisfactorily.AArE TCS,
Trherefore, it. is apparent that a person working in fluidic~s
has something to learn from the fields of mechanics,I
electronics, and hydraulics. He should adapt his thinking to
take -idvantage of the inanalogous systern do*;-n amLethods w m

thorughundrratmndng f flidi sytem pe~ta isFigure 116A.3.1. Signal Flow Characteristics of any Fluidic
di'Micult and will remain so for man,- years, Approximate Component
mothods based on those used in other fields yield goode (Adap,ed with .)ermission from Refe,-ence 771-2, "Fluidics
results in the great majarity of cases and pronrde trerneii- Quarter/y', January ~9C8, C. A. Ov/sterfing,
dous insight into the operation of the systemn. As a result, Copyriqh r 1968 N' Flo,id Amplifier
these techniques will accelerate the advance of fluidics A\O.I'S
technology by making it possible for a circuit design
engineer to use fluidic devices now, without an elaborate The term static is used ýo define thnse car ms in which timre
education is fluid mechanics (Reference 765. 1) is a negligible variuble ri the analysis of pe~formance, such

as in biasing and in the responde to a slowly-changing signal.
Trhe- iaterial sit Detailvd 'ropies 1 6.8.3.1 through 16.8.3. 10 The term large signal is used to euplain tbose cases in which
was add.pted trvin a paper by C.A. Belsivrlinqe (Reference the signal distortion due to the naonlinear chtracteristict, of
771-2). the device is important in the analysia of performance, such

16.8.3,1 THE SYSTEMS APPROACH. In the design cf as in the response to signals aiubject to large excarsions.
any ystm ofintrconectd cmponnts itis ncesary Exactly wi~ts cot-atitutes a negligible error in the analysis

to take into account th-! effect of one componeont upon the ms edcddb h oto ytm nier
other -- that is, of crowscoupling. This statement is true For dynamic and small signel analyses, these characteristics
whether the components are electronic, mechanical, are instead described in terms of equivaleL.. electric circuits,
hydraulic, acoustic, or fluidic. primarily because well-developed linear circuit theory is

The most practical systematic procedure used in control directly applicable to the calculation of performance. The
sysem e.ýgnis 'he so-called black-box method. This term dynamic is used to define those cases in which he

teynicitm require htec opnetbnsltefo effects of energy storage cannot be neglected in the analysis

ail other componen~ts in the system and then be subjected of peedormance, such as in the response to transient or
to a few simple tests und-tr typical operating conditions. high-freq~iency sinuscidal signals. The term small sig~nal is
These processes are normally p~erformned by the manufac- used for those cases in which the signal excursion is small
turer before he sioips a comiponent to a user. For example, enough to permit the assumption of linear characteristics

theva~*'~' "~'".auaturr ------ a n o da~atera- around the opprstingV point, %,ithout introd-ucin-'
tic curves and dynamnic parameters fur each tube he uneonbecrrsithaalisfprraceschs
markets, and the ser,,ovalvz' manufacturer supplies output in the response to increm'ental sinusoidal signals used Iir.
pressure--flow characteriaaiics. By using the same proven frequency response analysis. Exactly what can be con-

appra( , al th mahemaca~ toos nv' sed n aec- sidered negligible or '-easonable errors in the analvsis must
tronics and 'iydraiilics can be applied to fluidic cir. pit aanb eie yteeoto ytm nier
analysis kind aesigil. 16.8.3.2 STATIC CHARACTERISTICS. .Ty.)ical fluidic

For most practical case.i, it is possible to describe the totalpnn hrcersis~nb lusrtd~atemscommon analog fluidic amplifier, the ventcd jet-interaction
behavior of any fluidic device using the three characteristics amplifier, which is s~hown in Figure 16.8.3.2s. Note that
illustrated in Figure 16.,43.1.. Input. characteristics define there are two control ports and two output ports which are
the particular load that an input signal sees when it is ocae nsdfeeta oe
applied at the input ports. rransfer character istics deter-
r,'ine precisely what happens to P'he output when va. rr'ut. Graphically, the input characteristics of a single input port
s~gnal is applied. Output characteristics explain the matnenc are plots of the centrol flow vein. us the pressur.. applied at
in which the outpitt signal is affected when an external load each control port shown in Fig-ire 16,.3.2b. In most
is et,,mctet-d at the output ports. For static and large signal vented amplifierýi the inpu* %iurfkcteristicr. are practically'
analyiis, these three characteristics arc, most conveniently independent of outpu., loading, but this may not be the
k, rine-d graphically, since graphs consider devive nonlineari- case for other types such as the c6osed configuratioi Note
I i,-s witliout a neced for complex. mathematics. that there are two separate curves. The locus of bias points
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is the curvts generated when both control preesures are
='=Z equal. Their equality must be 'onsidered when designing

fot no-signal matching (cr biasing). The differential control
curves, on the other hand, are generated when one control
port pressure is increasedi and1 the other decreased the name
amrount, keeping the average of the two always at a fiied

NIGH(LIEFIbias level. This condition must be considered when
CNRLCONTRO)L analyzing the effect of a differential signal. Note that a

differential coý rol curveiean be generated at any particular
level of bias pressure.

The transfel characteristics shown in Figure 16.8.3.2c
define the gain of the amplifier arod are preotented
graphically as a family of curves of output pressure versus
control preasure, with load as the parameter. Note that it is

V~r, VENTnormal for the pressure -,Ain to decrease as the load
impedqtnce in reduced (opened from blocked conditions)
and thant, h.ovenvi *Rt-ivrtoion a reversal of slope can occur.

a.UNLOADED NLOCKFD OUTPUT)

RIGHT -LF

CONTROL DIFFEkNTIAL
b,. UNLCADED iBLOCKED OUTPUT)

Figure 16.8.3.2m. Description of a Typicol Vented Jet-
Interaction Amplifier

(Adopted wvith Permission from Pefeivn-e 77.C Fludidh
Quarteiy'; January 1968, C. A. Se/sterling, IE~TA

Copyright 1968 by Fluid Amplifier I.EiTA

Associates) OTPUT PFE;SURE,

(Pod
1 
)-1

NORMAL OPERAING .1"'LO0A D EC

LIMI/ 1 DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL4. ~ ___ ~ od PRESSURi, Pcd)

(PC I P..2 ) o

CONTOL CRVESFigure ?6.8.3.2c. Typical Transfer Curves
- I C CNStAT (Adoptred with p 9rmission from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics/ C O AT (Puarter/y", Janue-y 1968. _ A. Se/sterling.

Cop yrig 1968 by Fluid Amplifier
Associates)

The oubput characteristics shown in Figure 16.8.3.2d are
CONROLPRS~LREplots of th,. outpixt'tlow vers!*s output pressure as the load

is varied from near-ze-r, impedance (relatively large flow) to
Figure 16.8.3.2b. Typical Static Inrut Characteristics n~ar-infinite impedance (blocked'output port). Because the

(.Adapted with permission .ýrom Reference 7111-2. "Fluid.-cs output characteristics are also a function of the control
Quarteriy", Jainuary 1968, C. A. Be/sterlong, signal, a complete graphical liese~ription of the~ output

Copyright 1968 by Fluid Amplifier character istic;r requires a famiiy of curves of output fl4.'w
Associaaes) versus output pressure with control prc-ssa 'e (or control

2:ZUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.8-8



TYPICAL CH %RACTERISTICS FLUIDIC ANALYSISAND DESIGN

flow) as the parameter. Note that the transfer charseact.i SUPPLY
ties and the output characteristics are only slightly dif-
ferent; both of them report the output behavior, under
load, In response to 'sn input signal. T'herefore, only one of
theme two sete of curves is requ.red to define performance.
I%@ output charactarlutics are preferred because they are
more conveniont for analyzing the problems of cascading
components.

OUTPUT PtI,hTANCE A', - 1PCONSTANT

/ PMISSIJRI
/ AMPLrICAT3,N FACTOR

CI., Iý CONSTANr

OPE RA t k I MIT

Oul 4UTS

Figure 16.8.3.2a. Typical ftell-Attachment Amopkifier

RIGHT OUTPkIT PREVAIRE, ýP (Adapted with permission from Reference 771-2, ~"F'uidics
Figue 1.S..2d Typcal~3ts~tO~itut rtelsics uorterly., January 1968, C. A. Be/sterling,

(Adapted with permission from Refierer.e -771-2, "Fluidics Coprigt 1 j69by lui mlfe

Qua, vrl'Janar 1968,b, C.ui A.pife the output characterastks oo the digital amplifier can be
CAsrsoc96. y ida Apls)e given by twc, curves: one relationshir for the condition in

As~ocatesJwhich the power stream is deflected into Lhe output leg
Digital flitidic component characteristics are illustrated for being measurod a. d the other describing the oehavior if the
the most .zommon type, the vented wall-attachment ampli- power stream is deflected away from the output leg
fier, shown in Figure 16.8.3.2o'. measured. Note again that the switching and output

Figue 1.8..2fgrahicllydem-instrates that the input charai~teristica of the digital amplifier in determining the
Figue 1.8..2f rapic~llyoutput response under load to an input signal are only

contol nw vrsusC~epressure applied at each control

por. n tibcase, awihthe proportional vented amplifier,

ouitput loading. ThL' moat striking (eature of the input
characteristic is tAs abrupt discontinvity. This occurs at the
point of switchng: the pressure h~as increased sufficiently Oc
to detach the power stream from the Atdjacent wall and
allows the stream to rest tach to the opposite wall. The
impedance for th,!t ccnrtrol port is thereby increased. Note
thht the curve exhibits consideraLle hysteresis due to the
latching eff'-ct of wall attachmcgt. In other words, the
curve of incieasanC4 control pressure to the point of
switching is different from the curve of decreasing control
pressure tc the point of reattaching. Each curve in
dependent on the pressure applied on the opposite controi
port.

The switching characteristic is shown in I 'gure 16.8.1.21g. I
Utilizing effective vents that prevent the feedback of i
output pressure: it to the interaction region, the switching_____________________________
characteristics can be. illustrated ar a family of curves with ___ _____

load as a parameter. Note that it is normal for the output 0 PC
pressure to decrease as load impedance is reduced jopened
from blocked conditions).

Figure 16.8.3.2f. Input Characteristics of Typical Wall-
The output characteiistics shown in Figure IG.8.3.2h are Attachment Amplifier
ploti of the output rlow versus the output preia~ure as the (Adapted with permission from Roference M7-Z "Fiuidics
loadt s varied fr-om neair-zero impedance to new~-infiraite Ouartcrly'* January- 1968, C'. A. Clasterling,

impedance. Since the output ei .racteristi :s are a function Copyriq!7r 1968 by Fijid Amplifier
of the control signal, a complF graph!,. description of Associates)

16.8-9 ISSUED: FEBRUAR~Y 1970
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slightly difforen.. Therefre in this ca.e, only oie of thene
twa sets of curves is r-equired to defin* performance. The
output characteristics are preferred because they are more
convenieiint for analyzing the problems of caucading
compo'nents.

UN~t *I'I(

Ilt

Figure 16.8.3.2g. SwitchItig Chdracteuistic of Typical Wall- Figure 16.8.3.21. Typical Power Novize Characteristic of
Attachment Amplifier Fluidic Amplifier

(Adapted with permission from Reference ,71-2, "Fluidics (Adapted with permission frex., Reference 771-2, "Fluidics
Quirterly', January 7968, C. A. Beisterling. Ouartesly', Jan iry 1968, C. A. Be/sterling.

Copyright 19V8 by Fluic. Amplifier Copyright 1968 by Fluid Amplifiei-

input signal as the parameter, a~nd the power nozzle
characteristic. For passive di~ital logic and Plements such a"
resistors, capacitors, and inductors, only the input and

-- SWTCHL) RGHToutput characteristics ar2 required. When iaterfaces are
aerequired for teansducers and sensors, -. id only the input

characteristics (not normalized) are requited for actuators.I 16.8.3.3 'EQUIVALENT ELECFRIC CIRCU2ITS. The
analg je-ineracionfiuidic amplifier is represented w~ an

equivalent electric circuit in Figure 16.8.3.3a. The iniput
charaderistics are described in terms of simple impedances

between the two control ports or between a control port

MTCHM LEFand return. rhe transfer charActeristics are represented bya
.0___ pressure generator and netwo.rk whose output is a fur ction

T 01.Iý MSUREof the net preuaire appearing at the control nozzle. The
output characteristics are .;hown as simple series and shun,impedances directly coupled to the load impedance. TheseFigure 16-8.3.2h. OutPut Characterirtlcs of TpclWl.elements of thie electrical equivalent circuits cat, all be

Attachment Amplifier TpclWl-calculated from the graphical rhairactcristics, circbii r'imen-

Flsoiat Apliie The digital fluidic amplilier also' can be represented as anAequivalent electriL circuit (Figuire 16.8.3.3b). The inputThechaaceriticcuvesofactive fluidic devices are, of characterist,*cs are describ~ed in terms of' nonlinearcourse, a function of supply pressure. TbIerefzire, to be impedances' between. a control port and return which areromiplte it is necessary to have a set of input antd output controlled by output conditions. The switching cha~act,!ris-charac-ePristics for every allowable supply pressure, This can tics are illustrated by a pressure generator with infir~ite gainbe done by providing ir~put and output curves for a number and an output-controlled reference diode at the inpiut toof supply pressures and interpolatinC when necessary, but it the pressuie generator. The output characteristics areis inore convenient to provide a single set of input and represented as sir pie linear series and shunt imrc1.~ncesoutput iha-teitcnomlzdv~ith respect to supply directly colipled to the load impedance. Thew; eiernments of'providre anotd cuparacter.Istn this ease, it is necessary to the electrical equivalent circuits can again be calc~ulatedprvd nohzcaaceitccurve (essentially th oe rmtegraphical -.haracterlskiris, circuit dimeaurions. a1nd-- izxl carateratc sowninFigure 1 5.8.3.2i) defining conditicons at the bias operatiag print.
suppl presure.In summary, the small-signal and dynamic characte-ristics ofin ummry th rtti opratngcharacteristics of an active a fluidic device cane be represented by an equivalent electticfludicdevce nde nomaloperating conditions can be circuit. TI.is circuit would contain various linear anddecribd y olythre etsofcurves. They co.Lsist of nonlinear impedznces, and a generator.

inpt carateistcs no~na-,-d)including bias and dif-
ferential curves, output characteristics (norinalized) with, an

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 19701680
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control preanure when the output flow is constant. That ia

_I- 2 Mal 1634.1 IM

In effect, this Is the matuximum orusaur. gL~n an amplifier
I can deliver if there are no loading effeeta (zero amplifier

output resistance). With reference to the output characteris-
tic curves for a typical amplifier shown In Figure 16.8.3.4a,
one can esee that the amplification factor is a function ofI this horizontal distance betwwen the output resistan~e
curves. Sinice the curves are neither linear nor evenly

Figure 16.8.3.3m. Genarallagm Smell-Signail Equivalent Cirmtoit spaced, it is evident that the pressure amplification factor is
of a Vented Jet-Interaction Amplifier quite variable. 'rherefore in determining the uppjrupriatim

(Adepted with permission from Reference /7t- "~Fliwdics numerical value, for Kr,, calculations must be made in the
Quatterli,. Januiry 1968, C. A. Beisteifing, vicinity of the point at which the amplifier operates in a

Copyright ? 96 by Ficiid Amplifier -irculit.

I '~1 thAN(' t....

- I AMK41FCATION FACtIO

-~~~~ý 14. %.'d CON ST ANT

Figure 163 83.3b. Equivalent Electric Circuit of Wall- NRA
Attachnlent Amplifier OR',4

lAdap ted with pwri )si~sof frorn Referen" .e 771-2, "Fluidics
Qudrtorly ', Jainuary 1968, C. Aý. He/s rerfiry, LOro ~

2opriight 1968 by Fluid Amplifier
Associates) Flguuis'ICL83.4a. CVetinition of Paramoteur fiorn Output

16.8.3.4 PERFORMANCE PARAýMETERS AND CIRCUIT "h~arcteristics
ELEMENTS. Per'formance praram-Aers can be util'aed for (4 depted with permasion fromn Reference 771-2, "Fluidics
two basic purposes: to describe. the behoviur of a device Oues-rerly", Januaiy 1968, C. A. Salsrer/ing,
under vsatic or dynamic conditions (such as priuaure gain) Copyright 1968 by Fluid Amplitior
and to provide the data necesaury to calculate behaviorAsoat)
from basic information (Ptuch as input resistance). The Pressure gain, G ,is the ratio of the change in output
performance paratmpter r.iost pertinent to fluiu'~c control pressure to the c~ange in control pressure wiien the fluidic
systermsare defined is, the following p,,ragraphs. amplifier is operstithg in a particular cfrcuit with a pnrticular

load. For a~ differential analtog amplifier
Output resistance, %,is the ratio of a change in output
pressu,, to a change in output flowrlate for a fixed control AP'
signal, that is G E &S3c

(Eq1684a) The transfer curve for a typical differential amplifier is
shown in Figure 16.8.34b. by the above de~iiuition, the

I' -tnsian. pressure gain ia the glk-pe of the transfer curve. Since the
I .. d curve is not linear, the point eat which tho amplifier operates

With roiference to the static output cheracteiristii.' Of a i a circuit must be specified in calculathizg n~ numerical
typical amplifiar shown in Figure 16.8.3.4a, the sout 5,ut vlefrpes an
resistanlce is simply a slope of one of the family of r-irves. For .~ digjital amplifier. the definition of pressure gain
Thus the output characteristic curves define the output changes. In this case pressure lain refers to the-ratio of the
resistance under all static conlitions, buit because the change in output pressure to the change in control pressure
characteristic c irves are not lint ar, the actual output iequired for switching t~o occur. That is
resistance is quite voriable. There'fore in determining the
appropriate -AumericaI value, the iesistance must be caicu- 'All (Sw)
lated at the point at which thv amplifier is operated when C(q1...d
conf-fC~Ltd in a circuit. P' AP cd(Sw) [a1.34d

The pres.sure amplification factor for amrphifiers. KV, is the
ratio of the change in outpt't pressure to the change in

1613-1 1ISSUED~: FEBRUARY 1970
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*11 141 I'VlI,7

Figure- 1683.b Deiiino-sast rmTase

Copyrigh 1996yFli.Snlii3 igr 1..34. Definitions of Paraieters from Trnpufe
QAssctiates) lasceit

Acodn oti eiiin taol ercgie ht(Adapteed with permission from Reference 777-2, "Fluedics

the geMi of a digital device car be infinite it it last negligible Quarterly'; Ja,,uarV 7968, C. A. ftelstd~ing,
hysteresis. Copyright 1968 bp, Fluid Ampfifier

A~.o.ciare~sj
Input resistance, Re, is the ratio of the chaznge in control toa ecralwi n,-tradcnb-rse ssuhn
pressure to the change in control flow when the bias ton etrcl'ekan'toadcnb rsedasuhi
pressure is held constant. That, is an equivalent circuit at- sic. The equivalent indtuctince of

e fluidic device can he uetermined f~om the equetions in
~\j) Detailed Topic 16.8.2.9. Since the Lrea of the pasaages of

A .P E 68..m uidic circuits is seldoia i niform and the t~ni4n#y is not the
C " sme in every section, each must be calcilated as a separate

element und then added togetlierto-wrive at a total circu~it
IP+ 1)) conistanit inductance, The pressure used to calculate mass density

Cr must, of cnouese, correspond wit~h the point at which the

With reference to the typical differential amplifier static deieorailna mut

inpr't characteristics (F~gure 16.8.3.4c), the input resistance 16.8.3.Z' LARGE-SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND MA'7CH-
is simply a function of the siorre of the differentiat curve. ING. Like most. ilectronic -nd hydraulic components, the
Since the curves are nonlinear, the numerical value of the characteristic.- of fluidic compo-ienta are nonlinear. When
input resistance must be calculated at the point at which operated at extremes or driven by a large signa;, the
the amplifier operptes when connected in a circuit. performance parameters are not rconstrnt and, conse-

quently, the output will be 't distorted iep:oductiori of the
Because of the compressibility of the operating fluid, there input signal. In the cases wherc the effects of theise
is an equivalent capacitor. C. formed by every element of 'cone-eities are zignif'cant an thý. effect if t~ime is '.ess
volume under pressure in the fluidic ;ircuit. As a result, the important, the graphical method of performance analy~sis is
change of pressure at every point is delayed until there it most convenient because, as mentioned previously, t1e
sufficient flow to satisfy the :ýonditions of compressibility systern designer can accouitt for the nonlineuritieý witnout
at the ne?,w pressure !evel. The cffect is analogous to an th~- vise of complex mathemnatics.
electrical A.unt capacitor and casn be treated us such ir,
equivalent circuit analysib. The equivalent capacitance of a The importance of the effects of nonlinearities may VIk
flisidic device can be determined from the equations in eatermined f:t m a preliminary anasyyuis of'the magniticdv ol
Detailed 'I pic 16.8.2.8. Since pasagaes are Reldoim unifirm the aiZ.q ýl excursion and from the de.- v to which the
and the pressure is not the same in every section, each niu~t output characteristics deviate front linearity over this
be calculated as a separate element and ther. added together excursion. An estimrate of the contribution to erroir of
to arrive at a total circuit capacitance. The pressure !ised in time-dependent circu't parameters at the exp.Žcted signal
the calculation of the equivalent capacitance must, of frequencies m~ust Also be added.
course, correspond to the point at which the device Cnie h anri hc h e-neato mlfe
operates in a circuit. In digital wokll-attachment devices, the Cosd'thmanriwicthjeitrctoaplfr
major portion of the effective capacitance is due to behaves in a circuit. Fijguie 16.8.3.5a compare-i the fluid*,c

"cagn"teattachment bubble. amplifier with both the trAnsisfor 2nd the tpool valv'-. Note
"ch~sging thethat the amplifier is equivalent. to a differential connection

Becaune of the iztertance of the operating fluid, there is an of transistors or to a spool valve. In uvikew ezr it is
equivaient inductor, L, formed by every element of mass in normally necessary to ana~yze the behavicit of each ieg and
the tluid circuit. As a result, the change in flow at every take the difference in output signal.;. Foi- an analysis oi'
point is delayed until sufficient forces can build up and coupling fluidic devices, cotisidor a differential fluiklic
accelerate the flow to the new level. The effect is analogous arnplikier i-ith a rassive load havin~g the chai~acter'slics_

ISSUED: r-EBRUARY 197G 16.8- '12
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F I 9V

Cnpr''tRAUId

I-it IN AWIl I" It L JW' 4-k" LIt 14 I ;k ~i ý klV1 16 T PREI. S lUR
F*"ti 16.111.3.5a. FW.:tanic Fl -irif;-ydrt ulie (lrcue

fAtin ted teeitb X~~rrmssion ltcvn Rofel.,te 711.2, "Ftutdhcs '
Qua' tre/V ', .ienarya~ fI`Wd C A Best~edoirg.

Cieeit1968 by Flgid 4molifior

shown in Figure t6.lt.3.5 The output characteriptics of
th, amplifier would appear as shown in (a) of Figure
16.h.3.5b. In determining what will happ~en when 'he RIGHT
amplifier as connected to the passive load, the characterla- FLO
tics of each side must be considt.red. RAUE
Trhe circuit td.algx.er must realize, first, theit the output i
ch~aracteristics demonstrate the way ii which the amplifier
will behave with any load. In fast, the curvees are plotted
from the )eII'formancv of the amplifier for a number of
loadds, from open outiet port (zero imnpedance) to blocked
o~utlet (infinite Impedanca). Second, he must then consider ItIGHý PRESSURL

tha the load chAracteriatic is * single line. In other words,

he must be dware that if the load Is connected to the
amnplifier, their presaure. and flow& are the same. The BIAS
amplifier output pre.isure is identical to the passive load Pc 1NIT
pressure and the amplifier output flow is identical to the-N ,GA
passvo load 3utiv. Therefore, the combined behavior of tim
amaplifier with paossive load can be. found simply by plotting
their character-stics tin uthe 4ame gianih as shown in (r,) oi
Figure I6.S.3.:,b. 'The paxsivt- loadi characteristics arteIO
superimposed cthe amplifier output characiziristics as a tOV
1load line. Since pressure's arnd fnow% must 1re identical in
bot~h components, the points of inte~rsec'tion of the e~urvee

can be the only operating paintsi.

fluidic amplifiers (Figure, 16.,M.3J.~c). For the driving ampli- N
fier, ki, would be ca~ential to have a set of oa~tput RIGHT PtSWUR1
characto-tialica, nA shown in Is)1 o! Figure 16.8.3.5c, and for
the-. dtiiivtoq simplip;..i, ii wt of inpat h arcteristicS, as ihow1r Frýurv 46.9.3.5b cco.pWreg # nDffmertlmI Fluidic Amnihier
rin (b) t If Figure 168.~.3.5c. to a Passive Load

W~hen~ the' output of the dirive'r is cotinected to the inpot ofAatdwt em~'nfomRf~re712 Fudc
the driven amplifier, the output prem.ure and flow of the Qua y,-ightV !968 hy V C. A.mp/ttlifier
first must equal the input prr~jre and flow of the ieconid. CAYgh o8 W i 'a Amliie
That is, the only stiable o~rating conditions are thowe in Asoo.s
which the output pressure andnfow of th- driver amplifier curves for the two components. The only stable operating
cetencidi' wo-1l. tn' inpat presseure' ind flow of the d'uv.1n points are thase III- which t~h.. chazi;cteristics intersect.
amplifie'r. Trhere po~ , e eagily found by supcrimpo-i i; I HETASER(AN
the input cl.ruictertntic-, oef the. driven amplifier as a load i6.8.3 .6 CALCULATION ',FTETANFR(~N

lkVon the output charuncterit,CA~c of th', driver as shown in CUJRVE. Once the opera~ing conditions Niave been defined
(c) oif Figure lI.$3S' Dig~tal devices JL)require that the by the stiperposiia-a~ of charact,%JItic curves, the static
Operatinle poipitt. occue lhert ti' input characiteistirs of teanster cilrve c.an be calculated. Referring again t~o the
thI rvnapiirodteotpt.aanrsiso h exam~ple shown in (c) of Figurke 16.8.3.5c, it is first
the river mlfe n h upt-aatrsiso h neceaishry tc determrine the bias (ot ouieseoemt) point. T[his isdrvrcoincido (Figure l6.S.3l.Sdl. given by the irii-rwtion of' the ;.ero ,:qntrol curve of the
In %teimmary, the' it)U litte concept can be ge~iirnlimed in driver amplhti,-r and the passive load charactcristics or the
the- Ifti~owez m~i.ner: WVhetieve~r two- iluidic co-spcnrent- biaki curve of the driven amnplifier. At this point tlure will
alre' vmineueite' together, the, coupled tohavior can be be pr-ssuie and flow when there is no signal into the driver
de'ternittwdu hV siop.rimpuaeing the approprist P characteristic ampli.'ier

16.8 13ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1i470
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OI'TPUT CHARACTERISTICS

INPUT CHARACTcRISTICS

RIGHTRESUR

I'LOWRATE 0 O rgt76 y li mlfe
coc its

RIGHT PRESSURE

FLOWRATEILOCUS

FL %RAEA (ci teRs T

"--"0FF RINTTUI

RIGHT PRESSURE

Figur 030J.C Couln Tw dI, VeenIa 
Vlli Amplfie

(Adpter"~(y w'r pe01info eeei-e772 Fudc
Quieel 'Jnur 16, .A.Biselig C N RMPi SLR

Copyigh 7968,N byAO Fluid 4ntpfi
Assocites)

When he dfferntia ampifie recivesan iput igna, qn

loadred with thcseCoulnd di Offerential a lii mplifier areins

(derenia -outv o szr.We c 1 h ih Aaedith permnission from Refereuce 771-2. "Fluidics2 2
oupti . 2  h eti P 3  n h ifrnei uarterly'; Januaty 71968, C A. 8elsterling,~o =+2 W eC -- 1 t eright o t u sP 3  h eti o iin 1968 by Fluid AmhW eC NRn OLf REr SR W ,

Whe nd thie differenciamlfer rcis e ao 2 ntinpt signalt, fine 1 2os

O~utput PabrtA 1970ur inr6ss.hlete-ter14rm



MATCHING CASCADED COMPONENTS F1 kfiDIC ANAI YSIS AND DESIGN
DIFFE RE NTIA'

.ON~ CC)N T RkL CU RVE
168Ja trlc MATCHING OF C'ASCAD)ED FLUIDIC /LOCUS OFCONIPONEN I'S. Having introduced the load lint, method

for determining the performance of' cascaded fluidic corn- OPERATINGBISPNT
porivrits, it is necessary to note that the ideal case waft LIMITSI
atsurned in the illuqtration given', that ia, no matching 9k- REFERREt[)
probl~emns arose. In this section, the more probable occur- LL BAS POIN T
rence of nutcehing problems is considered. t)0. 002 -________

'Me obetie in prpel cascading riuidic componients

a) Pi..vidinp proper gains Ps0205 AR
b) Miatching operating bias poinit. ------

c) Matching operating ranges. 0 0.02 0.04 0.06
Proper ga~ns are usually the mnost important. However, the RIGHT INPUT PRESSURE, PSI
designer miay want primarily flow gain, leaving pressure gai~n Figure 16.8.3.7b. Static input Characteristics of Small Vented
and power gain as secondary considerations. On the other Jet-interaction Amplifier
hand, he may want to optimize pressure gain. Operating (Adapted with permission from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics
hias (quiescent) points are established by the desired Quarterly", January 1968, C. A. Be/sterling.
pressures and flows in the component with no signal Copyright 1968 by Fluid Amplifier
applied. Operating ranges are those ranges of pressures and Associatis)
flows over which the component. can be operated with good the linear range of amplification is about *5 percent of
results, supply prcssure.

X% an example of the matching problem which must be Followi-~g the procedures fc~r determining the vjerating
considered, suppose an existing vortex rate sensor with characteristics of the in~erconnected rate sensor and ampli-

*output characteristics -is shown in Figure 16.8.3.7a is used fier, the input characteristics of the amplifier are super-
to measure rates-of-turn from 10 degrees per second imposed as a load line on the output characteristics of the
caunterclockwise to 10 degrees per second clockwise, rate sensor as irnown in Figure 16.8.3.7c. Note that
Amplification of the rate sensor output using a-ailable preferred operating bias points and operuting ranges do not
ol'i the-shelf amplifiers is desirable. match. It is apparent that taking incremnents of rate-of-turn

to plot the trar-fer curve yields relatively small increments
________________________of input pressure. This result occurs because the inputI characteristic of the amplifier is rclatively steep compared

Q .0 to the rate sensor outp.ut characteristics. In other words,JF4 P 0.22 PSI AIR) the impedance match is poor.

0

J, , 000

RIC,HT O-UTPU-IT PRESSURE, PSI

Figure 16.8.3.7a. Static Uutput Characteristics of Vortex Rate
Serors 0P0.02 UR .04 0.0

(Ad.Pored with permissiot. fromr Weerence 771-2, "Fluidic, RsUE S

QmrterlI, , Juinujry 1968. C. A. Sels tei-ling. iuel...c uepstono ttcCaatrsiso
Copyright 1968 by Fluid AmplifierFiue1...c uePitnofqai Crceiscsf

AssociateCs) Vortex Rate Sensor and Vented Jet-

Vented jet-interaction amplifiers are avaiktble in alimitea (Adapted,;ihpriso rmRfrne772 Fudc
number of standard sizes. Because vortexc rate sensors are CopyrightY 7968 by Fl68,id AmpBlstifier'11herently low-prossure and high output impedance devices, Aoyrgt s96oycidateliie
an amplifier of high input impedance is needed to matchAsoit)
the high output impedaknce of the rate sensor. This If it is necessary to optimize pressure sensitivity of tuerequirement implies that an amplifier with small control amplifier rate sensor circuit, an amplifier input characteris-nozzles, and therefore an amplifier of small overall size, tic with relatively low slope (high resistance) as illitstratedshould be used. Figuie 16.8.3.7b shows the input character- in Figure 16.8.3.7d is required. Then if increments ofistics of at typical smali jet-interaction amplif~er with a rate-of-turn are taken to determine the resulting hicrements0.0 W( x 0.025 inch power nozzle. Note that the preferred of amplifier it-Put Pressure, a vastly increased pressurebias operating point is 10 percent of supply pressure, and sensitivity is found.
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P- 4, jIURe IMPEDANCE MATCHING
A O ( R1 ; I I .f PI II

0.004 N00I

,.G AMIl I Pt INiT)
RE I ýTAC)

%.-.. BIAS POINT

,, (RVO1IX RATE
- " ,X"NSOR OUTPUT

0 . 0 4 0_ _ C 6
0.02 '. 00, C6 0. 00 0.04 0.06

RIGHT PRESSURE, PSI RIC ET PRESSURI, PSi

Figure 16.8.3.7d. Impxdance Matching for HigF' Static Prmsure Figure 16.8.3.7f. Matching Operatlng Points by Reducing
GaOns Amplifier S;upply Pressure

VAdpted with permission from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics (Adapted with permission from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics
Quarterlyt" January 1968, C. A. Belsterling, Ouarterly'; January 1968, C. A. 8e/sterling,

Copyright 7.968 by Fluid Amplifier Copyriqht 1968 by Fluid Amplifier
Associates) Associates)

Since the preferred bias point for the amplifier does not
coincide with the zero rate-of-turn of tbt rate sensor RI

(Figure 16.8.3.7c), one of at least three mechods can be T( AMPIFtER
used to correct the mismatch: The output bias level of the SI!NSOR
rate sensoi cou~d be increased by raising supply press-ie as
in Figure 16.8.3.7e; the amplifier supply pressure could be
reduced, maintaining the input bias at 10 percent of the
supply as in Figure 16.8.3.7f; the effective loas- line of the
rate sensor could be shifted by the addition of resistors in
serics or in parallel with the amplifier input as in Figure
16.8.3.7g. (The third method is obviously not suitable for " (
correcting the type of mismatch illustrated in the example
oroblem.) SERIES L-1UN

SHUNT

S -'BIAS POINT .

~.00

0.002 - CHARACTERISTIC

0.02 0.04

RIGHT PRESSURE, PSI
RIGHT PRE!SURE, PSI

Figure 16.S.3.7e. Matching Operating Poinft by Raising Rate Figure 16.8.3.7g. Matching Operating Points by Adding Restrictors
Sensor Ou'.put Bias in Each Side of the Circuit

(Adapted with permiscion from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics (Adapted with permission from Reference 771-2, "Fluioics
Quarterlyv', January 1968, C. A. Belsterling, Quarterly", January !968, C. A. Belsterling,

Ccpyrighi 1968 by Fluid Amplifier Copyright 1968 oy Fluid Amplifier

Associates) Associates)
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With refcren, e ito Figure' 16$.8..7c, it is apparent that there
i,. also i mismatch of teptlnnun operating ranges. Thi- ratteINU IVN
sensor in capable of over-driving thei amiplifier Into its
nor'linear range. Again. the're are at least three corrective
techniques to be investigtated: add series or shunt resistance2
in the differential circuit, change the oul-out bias of th( rate
sensor, or change the amrplifier baipply pressure. Figure SICI~'

16.8.1.7h shows that reiistances arross the different~i-I linepPONT
will affect th,.' slope ayid length of the diff-?rential load line
but not the operating point It is evident that two of these
steps are also~ us'ýd to match the operating bias ;oints,
therefore, the effect of one upon the other rmust, be
considered. Although static inatching of fluidic components ESU
requires a series of compromises based on a tthorough
under~tanding of component behaviar, it is possible til iue1...1 acigOenigRagso alAtcmn
match Lii" components in a logical and straightforward way. Fiue1...1 aiitcing0mrtn Rr o al-tacmn

('Adoptred with perm ssion frqrn Rif'ference 7?I 2, "Fluidics
Quarte,'y", January 1.968$ C A. Belsterlh,,q.

WITH LINE-TO-LINE 'fILINT Co..pyright 1968 by "wil,~ Ainplhfiar
Associates)

16.8.3.8 DYNAMIC AND SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS.
'~N. RIGIAL DFLRETIAL Graphic metho'Is of performance analysis are general but

ORIGNALDIFFRENIAL valid in all situations if complete static arid dynamir dataLINE are available. However, for small analog signals, the grap'hs
ire inacc-irate. In the case of analog chrcuits, P more exact
and convenient method of calculating performance is
accomplished by linearizing parameters around the oper-

4 s~ting hima point and employing them In an equivalent
electrical circuit. This approach has been widely used in all

0 forms of engineering analysis, including electror~ics, acous-
W2 ~ tics, pnieumautics, hydraulics, and mechanics.

0 also of valu' despite the fact that linearizing lumped
paraA~eters for such large signals is a gross oversimplifica-
tiOa. Specifically, its value lies in estimating tran~sient
response and in gaining coniuiderable insight into the

2 dynamics of the circuit.
The process of developing an equ~valent electrical circuit
for a fluidic component iiiai be a difficult analytical task.

RIGHT PRESSURE, PSI Fortunately, useful analog mathematical models have been
Figure 16.8.3.7h. Matchinu Operating Rlaagas by Adding Restrfetor devoliuped ti'roigh coniprchiensi,.e dxperimnwtal tests. To

Between Differential Lines date, this is the only known approach which has produced
(Adapted with permission from Reference 771-2, "Fluidics useful results.

Quiarterly", January 7968, C. A. Bets terling,
Copyright 1968,5y Fluid AmplifierTh eqiaetcritfrapooinlvnedjt

Associates)Th eqiaetcrutfrapootoavnedj-
interaction amplifier is shown in Figure 16.8.3.8a. At high

The same matching procedure also caj,, be used for digital frequencies where resistive elem-ents no longer satisfactorily
components. As long as the switching poitiou of the input describe amplifier behavior, several time delays including
characteristic falls within the boundaries of thL. two output ý.hoae due to trmanit time, wave propftgatioa, and the
characteristic curves of the driving componentL th.3 devices presence of reactive Orcuit elements ouch a& vojlume
are roughly matched; the driving amplifier is :apable of caparitance must be considered. The element in series with
switching the driven amplifier. However, foi maximuma the Input circuit, 2L., is due to inertance in the line to the
efficiency or exact matching of the range capability of the control no7'-le. The shunt elements, 2Rc and Cc/2, are theI
driving amplifier witai that of the driven amplifier, it In effective nozzle resistance and volume capacitance of the
necessary to match the input and output clharacteri.,tic con-trol I-ne. Tito equivalent generator, 2K1,, contains a
curves as shown in Figure 16.8,3.7i. delay factor, e ld , which includes wave propagation and

traisit timnes in the total path from the contaol port to the
In moat digital circuits, one objective is to provide output load te-,minels. T1he output circuit contains a series inductor
signuW fali-OLt from a given stalie fcr the purpose of driving (21,0), a resistor (2K-J, and a shiunt volume capacitor
multiple stages in parallel.. Therefore in matching digital (C0 /2). If the lines to the load are short, the load volume
devices, one can often connect a aumber of similar units in .eapacitance and the load resistance (2RQ) parallel both. The
parallel across the output of thc driving component until transfer function for this amplifier contains an atteniation
the total range capability of the driving comn)oner.t is due to the output circuit resistor network, a gain factor
achieved. Range matching; however, is somewhat separate equal to twice the amplificsition factor, a time delay, and
from bias or operating point m-tzhing because it may have sieveral quadiatic factors resulting from the t.ombination of
to be accomplished useing paddini, restrictors. time constants in the inplit and output. networks.
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AttItI tI 0AI) FREQUENCY RESPONSEL

Ct I I

Figure 16.8.3.9. Ctiscaditig Equivalent Circuit, -f Vortex RaetI Sensor and Jet hitoraction Amp, ler(Adapted with paiisi,~oti (root leferenc~e 771-2, "Fluodics
Ouarterlý ", Jamnuary 1968, C. A. delsterling,

Figure 16.8.3.8s. EqiaetElectrical Circuit for Vented Jet Cop yright 1968 by F- uisil Amplifir
I ttclnAmplifiert Valid to 400 'rps soiev

(Adeted~oM prmision romReference 777-2, "Fluidic.: 6831 EIAINO iETASE UCQuartvrly'; Januiary 1.968, C. A. Belsrerling, lION. The derivation or thr tran~sfe'r functioni for theCopyright 7968 by Fluid Amplifier cascaded fluidic comnponents inol- the straightforwardAssociates) analycis of the equivalent electrical circuits by well known
The quialen cicui fora dgitl vetedwalat'ichmnt athemratical models, ESpecifivadIv, it involves lool. analysisThe quialet crcut fr adigtal entd wll.it , Rhmet o each set of ecoupled circuits tising th, LaPlace trats formamplifier it shown isr Figure L6.8.3.8b. The ele~ment in notation iand combination fit the results into a singleseries with the input circuit it thp effective inductance, 2L,, tafrfutin. The tr~and'ofr functio'n descrioes thiit &rnal!due to- mnertance In this line- The shunt elementa, 2R, a~nd signal stittic and dynami( behavioi of the cascaded rateC /2, are the effective control ýiozzle resisL~nce and the sensor and amplifier. To cnltulaate the behavior in numer'calei&ective volume capacitance. These elements are at least form, it ib firsat necessary to evabiate each of the equivaleIntdouble--,aiued, depending on tf :? state cof the )utpiit circuit. !ircuit parameters contained ain the t.-ansfer functioni.Therefore, tht~re is a feedback loop, contalni.ig somedynamics due to conditions in the interaction regioCIA, which 16.8.3.11 CALCULATING F~REQUENCY RESPONSE.changes the effective input impedance values when the The procedure for ealculatitig the frequency response 3,fpower stream switches from, one wall to the other. cascaded fluuiic component.~ Is to:

I,2k, 18. Generate the coupled eqijivatent vircuit

A" 1 A['b) Derive the transfer functi.-

Ac b c) Calculate the performance pai- metf"N
0__%ý dd) Substitute them into the traiv t linction.

INPUTThe result would be a numeriell , iwalent of the tran~sfer
function containing the LaPlace LiI. aforrm variable, s, frc3m

0 which the frequency response c;': be calculated ;Figure 16.8.3.5b. Equivalent Electrical Circuit of W1611-Attachment substituiting
Amplifier S E 1.33.1(Adopted vwth permission from Reference 7717-2, "Fluidics .. (q1...1Quarterly', January 7968, C. A. Selsterling, A typical frequency responwe plot of an .2 hipmiier with loadCop yright 1968 by Fluid Amplifiser is shown in Figure 16.f3.11.

,h4civln Associates, 2
cotrolqvled t reeencer diodes. It fontainsael ayci faectore
switch triggered at a level detarmined by feedback- - -AMPLITUDE
e-stS, which includes wave propagation and tran.et times in -0the total path from the control port to the output ports. S HASE L AThe output circuit is similar to that of the proportional (3amplifier and contmins beries inductance, shunt capacitance, - __ - 2ju
and seriea resistance. If the load, are cicauly coupled, the16load impedances are. darectly in parallel with the am~plifier____.___40
capacitance. The dynamiic res~ponse contains a nonlinear 4-4
second-order term fue to the input circuit, a time delay dueto transit time, and a linear second-order term due to the 1 2 10 20 50 100ouitput circuit. 

FKZJýI if Nk,.Y. CP'SF~gurv 163~1.Froquency nuwonse 0? Comtbined Rate Sensor16.8.3.9 CASCADING EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS. If ad Vented Jet-lntetraction Amplifierfluidic components are cascaded (one be'omes the loud on food 06vmthe other), their equivialent electrical circuits are cascaded (Adapted with permission from Referetice 7'1-z. "Fluidicsin a similar way. Figure 14.8.3.C illustrates the connection Quarterly", January 1968,.C. A. Beiste-ling,of a vented jet-interaction amplifier to the outpu.t of a Copyright 1,968 by Fluid Amplifiervortex rate sensor for the purpose of amplifying the siginal. sotr)The casacdini! of the equivalent circuits sim~ply involvesAsc t)connecting the output terminals of the rate sensor cirecuit to
the input terminals of the amplifier circuit.
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BINARY NOTATION

16.8.4 Dkiltal Circuit Design Thur the binary number

The block bov. apron-h and statisc rrnal -hing tooliviques 10101 -16 #- 4 + I - 21
d-scribe-I ini Sub-Topic 16.8.3 apply to the ititerconrnection
of any fluidic element. Hlowe.er, lulost (toital fluid.o devices Simi)-wrly. flulfboru to the rilght 44 s derimal ro' it can be
are designed with high Input and ooiiput iinpedar es, 4o round rropi nq'gvt~ve powers of 2:
[list eontrol inputs are isolated from each other and .- 21-1/
ftonctjun independently or the outputst. Fluidic circuit01-2-1/
design incorporating this type of element can be a very 0+01 - 2-2 - 1/4
straightforward task. The. principles outlined below haey
evolved for uae with poieumatic, hydraulic, electrical, 0.001 - 2-3 - 1/8t
electrooie. mechanical, and optical conlrols and should Therefore any decimal n~umber coin be exprer.ed in binary
apply e'jually well to fluidic digital nimu*t :rte~ign. form, and vice versa. Note that in binary all numbers can
Binary arithmetic is the operating aratlm' tic for all modern hate only the two chosen mark.-. Numbers appear like this:
computing and logic deviceic with binary-to-decimal conver- 11101, 111011, 1101111, 1111111.

uonuse (ny werethetuberii esied n fmilar 16.8.4.2 ADDITION WITH BINARY NUMBERS. Binary
decimal form. The reasons for the universal use of binary Isteaistetonubrinwchoprfm
technique* are the simplicity of the ay~ter ror all arithmne- i te asetetfnubrinwchopror
tic manipulations, such us addition and'multiplication. and arithmetic-, this is the reason why the binary system Is used
the ease with which the desired function can be Ira.ple- in computers anJ logical networks. In decimal addition, we
mented with any two-state device, such ra a simple ow;tch of are forced tc, remember that 9 plus 6 are 17; that 5 plus 6

any ypeare I i; and so on. In binary, we need remember only the
any ypefollowing two simple rules;

Slymbolic logic notation in the language use.d to express a) Rule 1: 0 plus 1 in 1
binfx) arithmetic functions and logical decision-making
functions. The equatno- used to express the problem (and b) Rule 2: 1 plus 1 Is 0 and carry a 1 to the .iext column
it. sokluion) are In the form of symbolic logic. Thus logic is left.
the language of Prinex, arithmetic. To understand binary
systems (and their iniple'ni&nrtation withi logic deviceB). it is With these two rules we can perform addition. Thus, If we
necessary to know binar3 aritlhnaktic and symbolic logic. an to i..dd 2 and 3 (binary 10 end 11)

16.8.4.1 BINARY ARITHMETIC. Binary arithmetilc utes 10 -
only two digit.. For convenience the digit. chosen are 0 and 1
1 No uther digit. are used in binary arithmetic, and all
numbers are expressed with these two symbols, as shown1

below:0 carry I left
Decimal Number Binoaryumnbe.- 1 the carry

0 0000
101 W 5

1 0001Let us add two bit. (binary digits), wh~ch we shall call
2 0010 and B. As each bit can bea 0 or a1,thereaxua four possible

combinations of A and B, as shownt In the Input column of
3 0011 the following truth table:
4 0100_______

5 0101 Input Output S exist. when TC exiost when

6 0110
0 0 0 0 -

7 011101 0
0 00 10 1 0 A a

9 10010 0 1A
10 001 1 , 0 A1

1 - 1 = 20 are exprecied in the language of logic in the last two

10- 2in21 colum-8..
100 - 4- 22 16.8.4.3 SYMBOLIJC LOGIC NOTATION. In the Isaiguage

of logic, each bit in called A, B, etc., if it in a I!it in cailled
1000 - 8-23 X. 31, etc., if it H~ a zero, with the bar representing the word

10000 - 16 - 44 not. That is,

100000 - 32 -a2
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A not A AD -A A (14)

n1fot a A +AB +AC +AUL-'k4 (15)

From the truth table above, If Lie inputs #.e A 0 and H A + - A (1s)
1, then a sumn exists. This (not A ind B) is writL'on k17

s -XeB
Sintilarily, if A - 1, and B -0, a sum exists. This (A and not Most of (lie. iabov.' rules are obvious. A AND A must be A;
DI) is wr,'tt~n if A rmust, exiLt in the L-xprressioII A + AB, thit vi A alone is tAll

that itb reede 1. kExpreng.ons (16) sadd (17) follow from the
- A ~ single most poweiiul manipulative t~echniqu.e, one that.

We can now "ay t at an adder 66 a device that develop3m an permlits any logiic exp.-ession using AND rotation@ to be
ou tpu t signal when: converted ýnto anw:her expression using~ 0R relations - the

S - (A and it B) or (B and net A) The two baaic logic operations are AND and OR. Expres-
-1or B I sions Involving AND logio' can be changed into OR logic,.

16.64.4THE NDOR ONCET. n J54, he ook and vice verips, by usme of DsMorgan's theorem, also known
16.84.4Til AND O~CONEPT.in 854 theboo asthe Involution law, inversion postulate, or dualisation

Laws of "hought by George Boole wiu published. Boole l~aw. DoMorgian's theorem states triaL a logic expresaion can
proposed the theory that the logical relationship between b,- isnvei &ed simply by (1) inverting each terin of the
objects can be e~xpressed in terms of die concepts AND and expression, (2) changing each AND element into aa OR
OR, that Is, given objects A and B, then the only relations element, and '3) changing each OR element Into an AND
involving A and B can be exaresased as (1) A AND' B. element. Fer exaimple, to invert the exprecsion A + b:
meaning that both must exist at one time, or (2) A OR B,
meaning that one cans exist without the other. T7he A + 8 Inverted A
expression A AND B is usually written A B or AD; A OR ToivrAD
9 Is written A +- B, with the + sagn meaning OR: Note that ToivrAB
It doe, not meuir aldition. -A+ P

'The simplirity of binary techniqueu haos "; sd the arithme- To invert the expression (AXTX) + (AB)
tic based on Boole's postulates to oecome P, powerful tool
for designing ci~r.uits Involving switching and interlocking (K-;B + (AH) - A + B) (AB) - (A - I) (A + di) - ADB+ BA
relationa. Today, Boolean algebra (symbolic logi arithme-I
tie) is usedJ In the design of most digital circuitry. The Note in the above that each termn In parentheses is
extent of the field can be Inferred from the fact that More considcred an entity. To invert C -AH, we get
than 6') manufacturers now offer eolectronic modules (called- -

gates), that perform the simple AND and OR functions, C M '
described as followa: To invert C - A + B

Consider two binury variables (A, 8). As there are two U.. AS
conditions for each variable and two possible relations
(AND, CR), there are only eight possible relationshlipis If we reinvert the last expresajon

A+8 (A ORB) 01 C- C -AB A + B

AB (ANDD t2)Note here that AD - A + 13.
Even the moait euvi~pic~atad digital comnputer in. existence 16

AN (.A AND no0t 8) (3) based on only the simple logical functions of addition and
BA (B AN~D not A) (4) comparison. All multiplication is but a series of additions;

-9 (ot AN no B)(5)all decisions are made by comparing sumre number (the
Ai(o NDntB 5 result, with sorie predetermined number. Thus addition

an crmparicion are the two b-sic functions of all digitalA b (Not A ORl not B) (6) circuits, and the two simple symbolic expressions for the
A + 1 (A OR not B) (7) half-adder and comparator appear time and time again in all

digital and logical circuits..
B+X (B OR not A) (8) Haf-ddr 8A1+ BA

Logic expressions can be factored, multiplied togjether, etc.,
by followitgl a few obvious (logical) rules, ais follows: Comparator: 8 a AD + AB

A (9)AND and OR are the two basic logical relations. All other
AA -A()expressions are but viariations of the AND and OR relations
A .B - 3.A (10, and can be expresa-d in AND, OR terms by the DeMorgan

technique, including the common NOR logic.
A A (1)16.8.4.5 DIGITAL LOGIC OPERATORS. The basic build-
A(E +- C) - AD +- AC (12) ing block used in the design of logic-type circuitry is the

A +- DC -(A 5- ) (A +- C) (13) operator 6r gate. A g te fib defined as a device having several
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inputs. and dlesigned so, that there is an output when aad 16.8. 4.6 D)ESIGN PKOCEBP. Fluidic circuit dt-sign can
only when ai Pertain d,'finItA' :el -f input conditions arv ~,rotwcd at any level. dvpendhig on the complexity or the
met, Digit.1 logic utilises the three by-lie operators used in circuit Involved, Compolex circuito can be converkiod intuo
Boolean algebra. AND. OR, and NO. , In addition, therle Bootlean functions and simpeiffication toechilq ucs 'Asd to
are three story, coperators which ure useful conmbinastions of minimize the artiount of circuitry Involved, Minimization
the bcalc operators: NOR. NAND), and exclusive OR. The can be aoccorrplished by computer techniques or, in the
last operistor In the flip-floto which In actually a memory simpler cases, by the V1-t~ch-dlsagramn or Harvard-chart
function. methudA (Reference 772-1). The elementary form of the
Control systemsa make decicions based ou informa~tion, but Booleani functions or op..ratort may then be convertec W nt
automatic myst-ams are generally lacking in value judgement. Ptandard digital logic' operatort and a circuit drawn using
This nieana we moist define our operator. procisel: so there standard logic or fruidic devi" isymbols (T'able 16.8.4 6b)
can never be a doubt about their exact meaning. The Digital circuit theory In well established ane~can easaily be
accepted toogif definitions ar, very similar to the commnon applied to fluidic cirru~t design. However, where power
languiage definitions and are not difficult to remember. dradn is not particalarly significant thv design of simple
Ins Ayitom deW~n, the easiest way to think oxi operators im. Jill digital %ýircuits can be ac.consplishled directly isith flu idic
black boxes. A black box takes informatic.n in and gives a devscc symbols. NOR logic can also be used to desig~n
decision out. The exact nipans used to k~onvert. information uirniple circuita for many applications which can have
into a decision is not important but it Is necessa., - know economtic advantages in that all of the connecive~v logic coin
what decision the black box nsmakis. Th is is accomplished by be .Accomplished with a saingle lone elerrent (see Table
asaning the "lasck box after the operator that describe, its 16.8.4.5ib).
decision, so that several black boxes are available, which are
named AND, OiR, NOT, NOkt, N AND, exclusive OR, and 16.8.5 rFludic Operational Amplif w- .

flip-lop.Theo basic hvilding locks used iks flu idlc operational
The Information Input& must be in Yes or No form. For amplifiers are staged pronortlonall amplifiers or high-gain
example, the part is in position or it is not, In position lis blocks (References 2349, 750-1). The high-gaiss block can

@.'a, not in position is No. Then the black box operators provide linear forward gains as high as 10,000. In jenoral
may be defined in terms of the Inputs and output as shown push-pull or differential techniques are used in analog
in Table 1.6.8.4l.5a. fluidic N'arcuitry for increased linearity and power utlllsa-

tio'i. This also allows sirnple sign inversion by crossing over
TaWe 16.8.4.6s. osik 8ea Definitions connections. When this gain block I* connetvd Into

______________ _______feedback networks co.nsisting of flu idlc linear resistors and
Black I3ox Name Information Decision capacitors, a number of ver) desirable performance cha~r-

(Oeaos I 11pt) (upt acteristics can be obtained. Steady-state or dc charao-ter-
(Opeato.) Inpus) Outut)istics available with these operational amnplifier techniques

AND All y" Yes are:

One or more no No a) Fixed gain where the load and supply prensur- vary

OR One or more yes yes b) Ac~curate signal summation
All no No c) Signal limiting

NOT No Yes d) Isolation %mplifier
Yes No_ e) Adjustable gsin amplifier.

NOR All no I to$ The dynamic or au characterisa.ics which can be obtained
O ~ne ot more yes No as e:

NAND on ormore Yes4 a) Flat frequency respo..rce
Allyet No

________ ~ lle~ _______ b) Lag-lead
Exclusive OR One yes, one no ysc) Lead-lag

Both yes No d) Simple lag
Bot -o - N- e) Notch network.

Flp-lo I Lat npt yes Yee 7e following material (Detailed Topics 16.8.5.1 through
Last input no T No 16.8.5.7) was adapted frorc a papr by M. C. Doherty

(Reference 52-77).
Several set. of standard symbols have been adopta' to 16.8 5.1 REVIEW OF OPERAT1ONAL AMPLIFIER
facilitate the ready Identification of the digital logic TECHNIQUES. Before proceeding in detail into eaca of
operators. T1he symbols defined in MIL-STD-806 (Refer- these functiona it is worthwhile to review operational
ence 447.9) are shown in the digital logic c.roas reference amplifier techniques which have been developed in the
chart (Table 16.B1.4.51b) along with abbreviated function electronics field. A simple first order analysis shows the
descriptions, advantage of employing these techniques. The usual analo-

gies are used to analyze equivalent fluidic circuits. A basic
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ý-LIJIDIC ANAL YSIS) ANV DE[SIGN FLAT RESPONSE
OWFRATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

operational ampl~iflier eirt~ 'iL is showt. in Ilwarta is 1.5. 1, it1
consoale of sr. input rraL.itor, i, a feedback rettiator, Ff, a . 'i (411
l'ith gain at wifir with n~ gami of K. and its inh..rwnq'input j IJ BS1...d
reali~tance, R Curirvnt ur nlow ie deeatnstoed as W said ~ i
pressure as P. Apply'ing KirehhuffL IrW for the nlo% intoi Teagliac f~utu 1.481)I httutase

thegnfcaoo mumming Itinctionittrtrknoio
thesuimin Juctinfunct'un Ini determined vrtimarily by the passive Inpul and

4 feedback rs'~1utors win ter Lb. op gaiii OH is large. N'arlia-
Lions in the gain of the actie~e amplifier due to lok.ding

Rowriting in tcrmaa of rvaestance and presure. iivos conditioni or supply pressurte changes are practically elind-
'P '" -~I.! (S 16.3.5 from df)dth transfer function. Item holractenatics can

PI 11 P" C 9 e 4 iindd sothat signal satnirnatio~n kaceiompiahod wt
I _ f H to1.1.1.8 the addition or pmrallel input raa~stors and froquenicy

H1  H Hshaping 'unc~ions accomplished b.ý including capacitors in

ran be ealiminated usinig the-amplifier gain relationship van tus piarts of the circuit.

Pq KI* u(s6 Of course, as with any cloned loop, &Lability must be
conside red. The open iocp tr-inatfor funiction, 011, must b.-
attenuated below unity gain before 180 degrept; of phase
shift .am icmumulated. The cahracteriabLies of the gain block
aupproxim.ia, a pure iUmp delity without attortuatic'. in the
frequency ranjge of ititervbt. (bus thor. 1000opep). For

V*2 statbility purposes the gain block t.ransfer function should
be refined to include this aa tem-

-~ where ri the transport lag, ilas an aajpprokimatt4 Value Of
W,* 5.15 x 10-4 seconds and.s is the LalPýace operator. Cleariv,

some aittenuation must be added to the loop for stability,.
Small pneumatic cap~acitors added to the arnplil"e., output
piovide thia attenuation. The open loop kra~nnfor function
t.hua becomes

Figites Book1.SaS Opmeetna Ampiftier Circuit q6..1)

Fluedic Coorletioan. Amahfiers". ISA Piar*r W II KM. C. r~hoert, October 1968i (f1'It IT1

Equations (16.8.5. Is) and (16.8.5. 1b) can be combined and R t
reduced to the form

.Fq IL~lo) wheie -rj i4. the RC titne constant of the stanizing volumes.
Teclosed loop trankem function is not limited in

frequoi.cy response directlyr by the break frequency of the
Rf / stabilizing volumes. Th* lag in this e.xpression appears as

+ _ ___ -I+- Rr (Sq 16.11.11.11t)I

Pj Ki -~ _~ ( I~ I
+P Kl. )+G I + I

Fquation~K (1n .l) KTus the :losed-loop lag time constant is the atabilhiling lag,
Equtin (6. 6.c)can be rewritten in the familiar ,Aiere th yo loo trnfrfucin hes freque&n.cy

control syslemi term.i with the aubstitution of normal system design, the small phas lag contributed by
G = KtIe@ operational ampifnmvý is neglected and the simple

K ~transfer function of Equation (16.8.5.1d) is employed.
for the 1*orward gain of the loop, and 16.86..2 FLAT RESPONSE AMPLIFIER. This Is the

j aimnzaest and most common application of fluidic opera-
it tior.al amplifiers. The principal rejluiremerta are that the

*+ H. R transfrr function be an accurate and coniatant amrplification

R1  K~vitrlatians. load ronditlons, and input null level (bias. level).
for the feedback gait ,'attenuation). 7thereform Figur- 16.8.5.2a shows plotter traces of pressure-gain

characteristine of a model FS-12 amplifier with su~pply
presure and loaJ ,iarlationa. Typical frequency reponse is

16.8-2b IS~SUED: FEBPUAMY 1970



FLUIDIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OPERATIONAL AMPLIFILR EXAMPLIES

shown in rigure' MF.H.b.?Jb. Thec dain is frrquency inde- duce'r runwta_,. or at, pre'titrit, ,all it,i the I. ýI valve shalt
powi .nt or flut out to approxiiiiitslv 200 cpa and a filetopei noiasie m..nst.

-1-

t1,U' t A,

FilAiiAt 16.8.5.2c. PS -12 Stam.ininq Amplifier in J73 Turbojet
/ '' Iit. .iErtivr Cosntrol

141 it i ( 'A(Cosjrtesy of Generral Elyctriw r>,innann. Sche,.eajidy, Now York)

~JJ lisThe transfer function (or file %ultnhing amrilfier call be'
l veloped in a manner simnilar to the' single-input amplifier

13igue 16.38b.2 Martel US-12 Opemrational Amplifier o qain(88~ d

(Courresy of Geneoral Flectret' Conapany, So; .necrady, New York) 1P L11"0, +( Ill AVI, / ,
It I I.I t I ( i

a ... CLOSAD LOOPOGAIN I or
LOOP GAIN - 20 -
NI`rUT AMPLITUDI - 0.A P5I1

4 SUPPLY PWSRI5 U 10 POb _ a I,,, al i ' A ll, )
-LOAD -0.016 WIA .f1 .. 4...fq 116.1111.2)

0 ...f............ ~IN?6 , Typical1 preneure-gain plots for Lhi. type of amplifier aro
- - - e' shown In' Figure 16.8.6.2d. Each input channel In shown to

C ~~ hay, P' gain of 416. Summing accuracy in demonstrated by
- ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 -- - - i thi Niot ci a single input signal summed widi itself and

- -subtracted from itself. The gains for H101111' two Caz1ef are' 90)111.. - - -and zero which agree with the predicted gain from
______Equation (16.8.5.2). Another application of the fixed-gain

1 - 1PHAAS operationaal ampjlifier trn jet-engine or gsa-turbine fuel
--- 40 control is as a variable signal limiter. Figure, 168.85.2:1

-16 - ---- indicates how the' output of the amplifier has very flat
S.J............... 6- ao atuarations reulting in m L~mited output pressure when the

I ~input signal is very large. The satitration level is a functionI
IFIOtHINCY, MADIAM.SYSICONI) nf alippl pmrosairp at. A ennstrant load- This 1hAr&Vtrifiti0 118A

been utilizaet by inserting the operietional amplifier in the
Figur 116.3.5.. Operational Amnplifier Fvsqvten Raspes fuel control loop and supplying it with pressure propor-

(Courrssv of Gemeral Electric Clompanly. Sk&hencrt&* Aew York) tional to compressor discharge pressure (CDP). In this
71ustyp opratinalampifie W sil in anyfludic manner the amplifier calls for fuel nlow proportional to
Thw ypeopeatinal mplfie iiusadin anyfludic spemid error during steady-state conditions and limits fuel

control circuits wlhere sensing, computation, snd logic am flow as a function of CDP during transient. accelerations
accomplished a'. very low power levels and thea amplified whea large speed errors exist, which protects the turbine
to a higher power level actuator. I orge power amplification against over temperature and the compressor from stall.
can causein Ict..uraciee so that often a cosed loop is This function is very cumplex to mechanize using conven-
requirtati. The FO-12 can provide a block of thee amplifica- tional hydromecl-anical cc-mponents.
tion and the summing junction for this type of loop.
A feassibility demonstrator of a fuludic main fuel control for '"he characteristic high input impedance of tie~ FS-1 2
a J79 turbojet engine represents a typical application of this operational amplifier has been freqttently us~ed to uncouple
function (Reference 08'98). A %uel valve position loop, or isolate a pneumatic sensor from a flu'dir circuit either to
shhownn re16..5kproideefulcflw popotioalrinvmiees fuel noefecw opthroeportoroecaae fminimizei usd toproidean nipifieffoeofc5sndotnhatben dsiged fr tisrurpsecwicshasan fnpu
to a low-presuz3 fluidic input signal. The flxed-gain high dc level on the sensor output. Ali opelrational amplifier

sum the feeciback poehion signal of the rotary fuel metering impedance 100 times greater than that of a typical
valve with the input signail. The position feedback tirtrs- 0.020 x 0.020-inch power nozzle fluidic amplifier.

ISSUED: FEEMUAMY 1970 16.P-26



INTEGRATION FLUIDIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
LEAD AND LAG

6AIN *~GAIN feedback. A c~apacitor to lag a poeitive-feedback path and
AO P a ORA :,P1  an equal but unlagged negative-feerlback pat~h result in a

4-4 4 lag-lead e~ircult having the following transfer function
CGAIN' 45 GAIN 4~

4:~~~~ 4:A 4  ~ _T, S)

I ~2 -r L(1r )J (Eq 16.8.5.3a)

.1I 1 .1 .1where K is the integratinlg rate or the gain at I radian/sec,

-2 2lead-time constant. The lag-time constant can be up to
oPi'j PRESSURE 10 PSI 60 seconds 3o that the approximation

_J t ý oD .10K SEC IN 2  

fr72>-4-4+ 72 8 T72 S frT8
the transfer function becomes

- -+ T1  ~ q I6.15S.3b)
Figure 16.8.5.2d. Pressure Gain Characteristics. FS-12 AP1  s
(Cures o GnealElectric Company, Schenectady, New York; This is proportionel-plus-integral control action. It is ui-ed

(Coutes ofGeneal ummng Apliierin closed-loop controi systemis subjected to utuatsined
A recent additional feature of Vi~e operational amrpl~fiers has disturbanzces of lostd variations tc; elimrnir'ate steady state
been the use of a variable feedback resistor. Pressure gain error or droop. The lead term of Equation (16.8;5.3a)
performance plots of this type device are shown in Figure could be eliminated with the addition of a simrple lag in
16.8.5.2e. All the features of the fixed-gain amplifier ere series, but this Is rarely required because pure integral
maintained and the gain is adjustable with an external knob control tends to produce instability.
over a 10 to 1 range. Thbis amplifier also has Ciae capability
o' summing three Input i&ienals. In almost all controls work 1.854 AGL D.Atpclapiti frafudc
it is desirable to have some ex 'eral gain adjustment to lag-lead circuit is in an iaochronous governor for a ship-
compensate for design inaccuriAcies. The adjustable-gain board steam turbine. The block diagram of this control is
operational amplifier provides this function for fluidic shown in Figure 16.8.5.4a. A fluidic speed error signal is
control systems. treated to produce a proportional-plus-int(agral action pres-

sure signal. This signal is amplified i&nd drives the main
- - - ~ steamn valve. The actual control hop governed a simulated

- turbine-generator in accordance with the military spc,:ifica-.4 - - - - tion for shipboard governors, MIL-C-.2410. Frequency
response data for the lag-lead circuit are shown in Figure
16.8.5.4b.

- - .---- --- ----- - 16.8.5.5 LEAD-LAG. Many high-performance analog con-
- - - -. - -j- --- - trol circuits r--quire derivative action to compensate fuir

r I Vponents. To prodluce a lead-lag circuit or propoi-tion&!-plus-
AP "P( tP A pA IN A &PA - - derivative action, a capacitor is inserted in the feedback

C A - - - - -. path of Figure 16.8.5.1. A typical application is a fluidicj - . position control loop for a racket eigine actuatnr as chown/ in Figure 16.3.5.5a. The lead-lag circuit accepts the position
A 4 - ~0 KNOB SEHG - error signal from a fiapper-no~zzle valve and drives a

1000 psi hot gas acmuator. The dynamic response character-
GAIN RANGE 5 TO 50 istics of the lead-lag are shown in Fig-ure 16.8.5 5b. This

SUPPY PESSRE 0 PIG' device produces 65 degrees of phase lead to compensate for
L~ - -- OAD -20K( SEC / IN' the compliance of the actuator.

16.8.5.6 SIMPLL LAG. Oc Piiikkally only modErate lag isFiue16.8.5.2e. Prussure-Gain Characteristics, alW an rqik nfudcsses fapsieRC(eitne
Amplifier IM~dd FV-62) capaicitance) lag is employed it introduces attenuation or

(Courtesy of General Electric Company. Schensctady. New York.ý requires large volumes. When this iV undesirable ýhe
operational amplifier circuit of Figure 16.8.5.1 can be

16.8.5.3 INTEGRATION. Integratian is the most difficult modified by the addition of a capaeitor in front of the
frequency dependent function to mechanize in fluidics input resistor to provide this function. Thib circuit would
because of the absence of the series capacitor. Whether the provide up to a one second lag with a gain of five using
coni.ections to a fixed-volume capacittu; are in series or small volumes on a compact hardware module. The circuit
paralkel, the resulting transnfer function is that of a shunit has been utilized to compensate for 12p in engines or
capacitor to ground. This precludes the use of the analo- actuators, or in &eries with the lig-ie~Ad circuit to cancel out
gous electronic circuit to obtain integration, an operational the lead term. Accurate summing can also be performed by
amplifier with a series capacitor as the feedback. this device.
Proportior.al plus-integral action, which approximates inte- Two lei circuits are being uted in a fluidic carrier approach
gration, has been mechanized n fluidics by using positive power-cornpeniiator control system under development for

16.8-27 ISSUED: FEBRUA.9 1970



FLUIDIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN INTEGRATION
LEAD AND LAG

LOAD
LB-FT

FR - 22
STEAMSPEEO VALVE STEAM TURBINE

COMPARAIr'rR I ACTUATOR VALVE L GOVERNOR
- IK2+, 4 IN. K K RPM

P 1+ T-- I ( L 3(AI I +T3S 1 + 4  S TURBINE

REFERENCEI- -

SPEED
DETECTOR

CPS A j

WHERE
KI= 0.125 PSI CPS = 0.02 SEC

K2 =200 PSI/PSI T2 = 0.5
K4 =0.1 IN/ PSI t 2 A = 25
K5 = 7250 LB-FT / IN T3 = 0.02"
K6 = 0.046 RPM/ SEC-'B-FT T4  = 0.011

K7 = 0.333 CPS/ RPM

Fieure 16.8.5.4a. FR-22 LkstLeed in Shipboard Steam Turbine
am'ernor

(Courtesy of Gerneral Elwctric Company, &ýhenectady, New York)

IAAIIe 40

TT 20 0
2 o 1I so

0.01 0.1 1 10 1000

FREQUENCY, (RADIANS/SECOND)

Figure 16.8.5.4b. Frequency Reponee of FR-22 LatLeed
Network

(Cowirtfty of General Electric Company, Schcnectady, New York)
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INTEGRATION FLUIDIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
LEAD ANn LAG

FI) - 12 LEAD- SERVOVALVE
LAG CIRCUIT AND ACTUATORr -i

LOAD' ' I I

C14 f-2S I+ '- 1 I S"---- A - X (INCHES)

KL 130 TB 2/ IN Wv 10 PD SC

M 2. 12 LB-SEC 2/ IN T- i ]/10 SEC

K v 100 LBS "PSI T-2 l ,'300 SEC
K 5.4 PSI IN

Figure 16.8.e.5a. FD-12 Load-Leg Circuit in Roeket Engine
Actuator Loop

(Courtesy of General Electric Ccmpany, Schenectady, New York)

40- - so

PHASE--71 41
- - G IN

0 0-

-Ic0 -20

10 100 10O0
FIEOUF.NCY - RAD! V•C

Figure 16.8.5.5b. Frequercy Reeponse of FD-12 Leed Lag
Network

(Courtesy o' General ESectric Company. Schenctawfy, New York)
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FLII NLSSADDESIGN ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

a naval aircraft. The p-imary input is the aircraft angle of specifying, monitoring, and verifying fluidic component
attack, which Is sensed and modified by the following operation in both linear and/or rnon.*near system applica,
transfer function tions. In a~ddition, these techniques should be useful In the

specification of the type of testing required for proper
L~P, _ .23+ 9 component checkout, which will help to ensure successful

API 1 +0.75S xvystem design.
16.8.6.1 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES. In order to per-

The fluidic circuit has been mec~hanized as shown by the farmi a useful analysis of fluidic systems, it w'li be neccssary
block diagram of Figure 16.8.5.6. Two lag circuits and one to model the operation of the components and associlated
Iel-lead circuit provide this precise dynamic trinsfer func- connecting pasaagcwu'ys involved from a dynamic as well am
tion in thive simple blocks, a static viewpoint. T).are are several ways that the dynamic

Ft -22 LC, -'tADand static analysis of flu idicý systems can be approached.
Two possible ways are:

ANTTAK7- r OF. _LA 1) 'V~vid dynamic analy~sis of the detailed complex flow
SENSOR F 30sphenomena involved
P 2) Fluid circuit analysis analogous to the approach used for

F T ' ill 2electronic, circuit design.
I ~The fluid dynamiic analysis approach has yielded very little

45 pr-actical information ior fluidic systi9m designers to date
due to the nonhinearities inmrolved in the governing
partia-differential fluid flow equations o"Navier-Stokes).

FL 12 LAG (1) This Is true both at the component and systemn lev"Is. Thus,
Figure 1.8.5.0.6 FL-12 Lag irerults In Naval Airraial Carrier the first approach is not recommended as it does not appear

Landling Conitrol to be applicable to overall flu'dic system design at the
(Covrtesv of General Electric Company. Scheriscrady. New York) present time.

16.8.5.7 NOTCH. The lag-lead and lead lag funct Ions have A logical area for fuludic system modeling lies in the second
been combined! in a single amplifier by providing both approach, i.e., the application of flulsi circuit theory ae
lagged negative and lagged positive feedback around a gain outiuned in Reference 532-1 and further discussed in
block (Figure 16.8.5.7). The capacitors In the negative and Reference 745-1 In connection with a dynamic analysis
positive feedback paths are of different volumes. The ratio design philosophy for fluidic systems. Each of these
of their size determines the location and magnitude of the referencot point out the 'ofrical adaptation of equivalent
notch. It can be used as a filter or to provlda p~oportional- electrical circuit theory utilizing a mix of lumped and
plus-integral-plus-derivative control action, distributed parameters to perform fluidic system modeling.

______________Circuit theory Is applicable to the interconnecting lines
between circuit elements and is covered in dWtsi in
Reference 68l-92. It should also be applicable to fluidic

40 components themselves in a manner similar to that used in
Reference 765-1 in defining small signal dynaniui-s of

__480_ various proportioital amplifiers by meLns of derived equiva-
lent cireuits which is an adaptation nf electronic design

N'ýý j7_'_1techniques.

- '- In areas where application of circuit theory becomnes'4 utractable, it will be necessary to use the black box
10 technique (see Sub-Topic 16.8.3), b~sed on extensive-1 fluidic component testing (both static and dynamic), to

0~-__ 40 estublish the required analytical transfer functions for the

___ fluidic device in question. Binary logic design (see Sub-
.0 111 as Boolean algebra, which havre been developed and used in

FMULENCY - mAD. SIC the design of digital computers. These techniqued will be
F~w.166..7 Frequency RsVone of a Match Netwook helpful in optimizing the selection and combination of

(Courtesy of Genoerl Electric Com~pany, Schenectady, New Vorki blatAble fluidic components otuch as flip-flops, OR-NOR,
and AND-NAND. gates into such dilital devices as adders,

16.8. Forml Anaysiscouinters, timers, mu~tivibrators, and shift registers, to be16.86 FomalAnalsisused for either sensing, logic, or control functions.
This section briefly outlirais some analytical techniques and

tos that could be used to help synthesize and design 16,1.6.2 ANALYTICAL TOOLS. 'ME analytical tools

fudcsystems from a component level and to reduce the needed to perform fluidic circuit analysis fall into two
time, cost, and uncertainty Involved with present repetitive categories:

ct-and-try methods. Analysis should be based on corn- 1) Analytical Techniques - Large-signal nonlinear prob-
pnent perforniance data (characteristic curves) which aelems using graphical techniques and snuill-signal prob-
ether made available by the component manufacturer or lins using lineariking approximations
dived from suitable laboratory testing ~which is coordi-

t lytical techniqueb will support the system designer In programmed solutions generated on analog, digital, or

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 16.8-30



FABRICATING FLUIDIC DEVIrES FLUIDIC FABRICATION

hybrid computers, used to solve either small or large- relaly or to implement logic operations. Modeling Involving
signal linear or nonlinear problema. component cascading wo, ld be simplified through ate use

of the stored model featuie. Impedanc matching and/or
In ieneral, the application of purely analytical techniques stage iolation in the com of cascaded analdo and digit-i
to the dssign of fluidic systems will be limited to relatively components would also be facilitated through ibe use of
simple circuits. Techniques for perfoming analyme for SCEPTRE.
both small signals based on equivalkn, linear circuits and
large signals based on graphical analysis are covered ii On-line computer- can be used to help optimize the design
Reference 765-1 and Sub-Topic 16.8.3, Control Circuit and checkout of both synchronous and nonsynchron3us
Design. The techniques outlined in detail In Reference digital logic circuitry which involve fluldic switching hard-
765-1 are similar to the standard procedures ued for both ware. This analyticd approach would be ,speclally useful to
single and miltiple stage electronic circuit design. T'he only ensure the a-,eptable operation ok switching networks
new facet that has been added is the generation of operatiag at relatively high Weods.
equivalent circuits which include the time delays m-ciated Timing problems can aris in this case due to inherentwith signal propagation. Tmn rbescn • i hscs u oihrnfluidic syster.1 time delays and the effect of signal noise

The application of computer analysis is recommended for modification of the signal pulse width which could cause a
tide desqin of relatively large, complex, fluidic systems tw. loss of signal. Examples of the problems Involved and
achieve a more rapid turn-around time than presently proposed solutionu are given in Reference 66-92. Additional
possible. This approach should also minimize the costs information on oomputer-alded design may be found In
associated with the system design, development, and test Section 8.0 of this handbook.
cycle. 16.9 FABRICATION AND MATERIALS
There are two digital programs, ECAP and SCEPTRE,
which are presently being used to aid electronic circuit 16.9.1 Basic Elinenws
desgners In the design and development of complex
lectronle circuits. Use of thes programs helps minimize Fluidic devices can be made by a wide variety of nanufac-

the costs associated with the breadboarding and testing of turing processes and in almost any type of rigid materi-L
actual hardware prior to finalizing a design. Since both of Techniques for the fabrioation of Lhose devices are weD
these programs are circuit analysis oriented, they can also known and not difficult. The maoL important consideration
be gainfully used forz computer analysis of complex fluidic la that the perfomanee and chracteristics of a fluidic
systems utilizing fluidic component perlormance data to dvice aee closely related to itu geometric shape, so that in
characterize and model the equivalent networks. fabricating fluidic devices intricate shapes must be hold to

ECAP (Reference 94-7) is basically oriented to handle small p

signal ar linear circuits. q'o use the program, an equivalent The size of duldic desices vpries widely becausu of the
linear circuit is first established in which any represenation many different types and also because of the different uaw
of such components as di.des and transistors can be used, for the same device. For euamuple, fluldS, elements used as
provided it can be modeled with conventional linear passive logic gates in aerospace applicationa are miniaturized to
circuit elements, voltage and current sources, and current minimize power corsumption. A simillr device used as a
sensing switches. The matrix approach is fundamental switch to divert flow in a pipeline is :nuch larger. Bwecause
(solution is .aot dependent on a transfer function approach) of this wide diversity in the size rec.ulred, quantities
and infoiination on basic network branches (circuit topol- involved, tolmrane-s required, and materials used, thre is
ogy) are key entries to the computer. The input t- the no singulaly best fabrication technique far fnuidic devices.
program is user-uriented, i.e., no translational language is Manufacturing procemes in common use include the
needed. ECAP can perform DC, AC, and transient analysis cangatur ingproceoetciingommon modin g of
and has options for sensitivity, standard deviation, and casting, thermoforming, photoetching, and molding of
worst-case &nalysis. The latter options am useful in estab- mastics; chemnie r milling, photoetching, electrical decbarel
lishing component tolerance criteria which are compatible machining, elestroformiang, die csting, and powder metal-
with overall system performance specificationq. Reference lurgy of metas; and photoetching, ultraonic machining,
765-1 provides equivLlent circuits for •'luidic components and electron beam machining of aearndca. This listing 6a
which can be used in ECAP to perform AC analysis only rW.-reseastive of the wide range of choices avrilable.
(provide system frequency response) with suitable modifi- The environmental tolerance required of a fluidic element is
cations to include fluida zumponent and circuit connection the primary consideration in the choice of materipl. Fluidic
time deiays. devies must have sufficient strength to withstand both

The SCEPTRE program (see Reference 94-6) was written to stmuc•ural and hydraulic forces without undue dist-3rton.
allow the designer to periorm both DC and transient Surface hardness of the material must also be considered
antlysis of large nonlinear electronic networks. The input particularly if the wo,-king fluid carries abrasive particW..
format of fthis program again basicaly decribe the Wear in stream-interactioa devices is critical in the nozzles

formt o tis pogrm aainbascaly ds~rbesthe and on the splitter. Other factors, such as operating
topology of the circuit and the discrete circuit elements. andperathe dp atibdity with suh as oeaing

However, unlike ECAP, these circuit elements may be temperature and compatibility with the working fluid. also
nenlineat and/or linear. The input format for nonlinearities enter into the selection.

can be either tables or equations. In addition, active models Injection molding 3f thermoplastic material appears to
can be built ,p from passive elements and stored in a offer the cheapest method of fabricating !arge quantities of
library and recalled for use as needed. Thus, SCEPTRE fluidic elements. However, these elements am limited to
should facilitate fluidic circuit modeling and analysis for operation at near room temperature conditions and with
large signal cases provided that the fluidic time delays are noncorrosive media. In industrial applications, injection
accounted for. A typical area of Rpplicatio. would be molded devices Phould provide long-term reliable operation,
mouostable or bistable switching devices uAed either as particularly in digital systems.
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FLUIDIC FABRICATION FABRICATING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

There are several fabrication methods which art suitable for possible to manufactiare interconnected fluldic elements by
twdmesoaleemnsfo ersae pliainsdh Indexing a die and stamping In the right location. However,

Important methods are discussed below. mnuch work still needs to be done in the asalind of ffiuldie
16.91.1COMRESICN OLDNG.Ibi Is erhps hot elements, particularly thos¶ for use with high temperature

most1. Cmomical IC prOdct In G m tho s for perhfapsturt working fluid.. To date, diffusion bonding and furnace
most~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~b ecnmclhodclnmthdfrdlf~atrt brazing have been used with moderate success In the msi.lng

parts from thermosetting materials. Tolerances can bhed of photoetched metal eiements, but more efficient sealing
as close as nired for most fluidic elements. Fillers are methods ase required If thp 'aherent reliability of ziuldic
used to ada itiffness, control shrn"a, and reduce the elements is to be ap!)roached.
coefficient of thermal expansion. max imum operating
temperatare Is about 4000 F for the best filled thermo- One way of overcoming the saellng problem is a ceramic
setting plastic elements, and filled epoxy elemants are molding process where a polystrene mold Is made from a
limited to about 3000 F. metal master. C*aramic Is then molded airound the pely-

styrene and fired at al.out 20000 F. 711e polystyrene Is16.9.1.2 PHOTOETCHING CERAMICS. Thils procem wa vaporized, leevil g a one-piece* coramiZ device, Although the
orighaaliy developed by the Corning Olas Works to Prepare process I- complex, It eliminates the Matzc problem of
substrates for electronic circuits Rnd has been adapted to asoling a two-dimensional element with a cover plate.
the manufacture of fliudic elements. A high contrast
negative Is placed upon st thin* sheet. of Fotoformgls
whiich~ Is a silicate eiass containing a photoe-naitizing 62InertdCcut
ingredient such as tecesium radical, Ce+ 3. In the p55SflCS The Interconnection of fluidic elenments with fittings and
of ultraviolet light, the exposed glass absorbs the ultraviolet tubing Is neither practical n'or reliable enough for a rospace
radiation, .resting a contact print in dipth. The iss circuits. One trend In mit~spece systems isi to group circuit
then heated to About 120OPF to that colloidl Martileh of elements on a *unc~ikml basis in retangular orcircular
crystallized lithium metasilicate appear as awhite Ofal two-dim~ensional planar arrays or moldules (Figure 186.9.2a).
Image, which Is formed in the expmotd areas of the glass. This allowb the Incorporation of the maximum number of
When the gOas sheet Is Immersed in a hydrofluoric acid Interconnections within the module. Power supplies, v-'nt
bath, the exposed~ ateas diwolve 20 to 30 times fasgter than zonne, 'tior and interconnections between modules ca
the clear unexposed areas of the glaes. then be accomplished by Interspersing manifol't between

the module. (Figure 16.9.2b). The number of circuit
Further processing converts the Fotoform gaeto 5 modules that can be stacked is limited because the supply

the~reg-d prtill crytalose material eglie Foto- and exhaust ports as well at the circuit interconnections
T inished ;t~o'oam elements offer #&ea must all be ported through the stacked circuit blocks. and a

important advatgswihaenrwl soitdwt point of diminishing returns is eventually reached.I
ceramic material, ILe., high dimensional stability, low
moisture absorption, good shock resistance, and operating .Awother meibod is 11o bring all the connections out to the
temperatures approaching 10000 . WeI process can pro- edge of the module. Modules can then be Aacked on edge
duce intricate two-dimensional elements down to a nozzle in between manifolds which provide the fluid power
wieth of 0.005 inch. An important consideration In circult supplies and circuit interconnectiont. Ac shown in the
fabrication Is that both the Potoform and Fotoceram plats Lyslcal concept of a rocket m~gine fluidic controllerI
can be thermally laminated to form a monolithic htructure. lFlgr 1 .9.2c), thi makes for a convenient arrangement
10.9.1.8 PHOTOETCHMiG METALS. Th%% process has In that sensors, interfaces, and compensating volumes can
recently become very important In t~e manufacture of be licated close to the &culcut module..
fluidic element. for aerospace applications. eseantialfl the For analler fluidic circuits it may be more convenient to
process removes insti by the chetrJcal otching of Xea~- fabricate the mnanifold and interoonnectione in a single
tislly expceed suria.ew. T`he procem Is presently limited to Weltc (Figure 16.9.2d). Then thenfuldic elemeata, sensors,
metlJ sheets no thict~er than about 0.020..imch, because th and interface are externally attached to the manifold
dimensional tolerances that can be achkved lncreso~ with block. This method Is mrre convenh-nt for prototype
increasing metal thickness. A 0.005-Inch wid* channel ca applications and allows the modification or replacement of
be etched througb a 0.001-inch thick stlsal~so steel with a circuit alements when required.
tolerance of 0.00025-Inch or about *5 pecn. This earn
O.C05inch wide channel would have a tlrneof *20 per-
mwt if etched In a 0.005-inch thickness of the sami 16.10 TCST EQUIPMENT

In the fabrication of two-dimensional fluidic elements, 161. Introduction
several laminations of etched sheets are required to provide
the required aspect ratio. Photoetcblng can be used with A Wock diagram concept of a fluidic control Lyst~m for
the following metals (presented in the order or Increasing vftvace application which contains several sensing, cortr
difficulty): copper, nlicel, carbon sdeal, stainless sted putation, and control actuation functionis is shown in
aluminw-n, titanium, and molybdenum. O~ssreting tamsrm- Figure 15 10.1. It indicates thpt onme system irnstrumenta-
ture depnds primarily an the metal used and the method tion will he self-co-Apinmd, ILe.. designed as an integral pert
seete= or sealing the laminated shoets. of the control sytv rnd 'used both for operational

instrumentation and ground test. System Inputs are also
16.9.1.4 OTHER METHODS. Many new methods are provided for diagnostic Liastrumentation and for fluid or
being considered for the fabrication of fluidic elements. eleaiL~al perturbation of the system during ground test.
Techniques mobh as electron and lase beam machining may Sensors and techniques selected for checkout of a fluid
evetually make it nomsible to pac 1000 fluidic element. In cantiol ayftem should provide pertinent test daki% Mrthout
one cubic Inch. 0Omning tecniue may soon narke It disturbing ncermal system operation. The sensors shrou~d be

OWED. F110RUANY 1360 16.9-2



PLANAR ARRAYS FLUIDIC FABRICATION

tt

Figure 16.9.2s. S:1hou~ms at Circatsuh ,Msd~ -l PAswpAy
(Re fevnme 131-42)
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FLUIDIC TEST EQUIPMENT ANEMOMETFRS FOR FLU0011CS

SUPPLY MANIFOLD 110 ICI LWT

MAN IFO'.D

CIRCUIT MODULE-

MANIIFOLD

CIRCUIT MODULL

EXH4AUST MANIFOLD 
9uý

Flsmes 1Leib. 9hiskel Intqrauil PluIk Crw~f 
EXHUS

SHLLFlpmw 16.S.2d. UIh*& KA lelIivinq,su Phitde Ckeiiit

(~~~~W a___ ~5V s emaellert means of perturbating and monitoring a
____________Ifluidic system dunngl Swurid test.

'LOoc 16.10.3 SPWdind Test Equpment
Some of the specialized hetisorr and techniques applicable
to the ceackout of a fluidic syet.m are discussed in the

00MV00tfolowing detailed topics.

IMPLY10.10.5.1 CON gTANT-TEMPERATUaE ANEMOME.10 ftwo x"wT TZLt Hot-wire and hot-film anemometers hate* long been
rahable tooks for imking physica. measurementi gasstrearm. 7%a basic measuareent is tho rate of he,,a uss

------ from the hot-wir* er film to thc gas streamn. Floi tV'e\z ~majority of appl~cations, thist heat loss has been Inter pret, J
PHVJMW4 MMI 2LCIRKALin terms of velocity far a constant-temperatur , con, Lt

POWNCONOECTONSpressure air stream. T~he hot-wire is also senasitive toLi~n temperature, density. aud composit~on fluctuatioro, and
has been uwad specifleilly for teuupetature and comiposition

Pl ~~~~ ~ ~aet in.b Pliaew -vaela lngesity flows. For high velocityPiri W92c.Phv L~no ofa N~se Retft onbft low, dnsit chnge beomean impottart parameter in(Raee-sore 1.?V-42) the heat loss v I-Aation.
simple MWd "~ require physical dimuntisug of the system Hot-wire qnd hot-film sensors %iC operate reliably atto peform tents, and indtsdhtlon should not -oniss teperature up to 10000 F and, If required, can be used inthe ineet relabl~ty of tWe 6item. ivitru ~ ni~ments up to 11300 0 F. The hot-wire sensor withmentatlon should be capble of prlnge the vuleel 0otonc Iu r bandwidth of 0 to 5000 ca atsyateni uperatlotial enVirenwlne.t. near Newo velacites, which inecesass as a function of the

1610? Gnerl Tit Euipentmean velocity to appollautely 50,000 cps at approxi-
Wkny of tme devices- dhcimed in Bub-Sections 5. 15 (Inaru looportionatsiy Hi~aw to v~4oclty or mass now. In a small,
rawtation) 5.16 (Preissre Switchs4 and 5.17 (Flow- l l-ekcty passage. ihe sensor can also ie comperuisted tomvts-i)as well as Section 115.0 (Compomert Testina) of provide an output linea v.4th gpp, abeo~lute, or differtntaula
this handbook are useful In the iest of fluidic systeuis. presre.
Other Inutraments are als avallat~e for owe In iiaerdjwamles Subin~ninture. quartz-coated, hot-film senuirs are con-and I ---odynamics which can he used directl In Oaaldlcs, sidsrsd most suitable for application ti., flu idic systemnpartVAIeuia (fo stA~dy-stait PreOre and fow OW M re- instrumentation. These sensors provide unequalled stabilityeast.. tn addition, may of the 3-F sad P-8 traauducers for flow masumrements hi gases and liquids, and are vor-ydescrlbed in Illb-Section 16.5 (fti'ldlc Interfaces) can also IJWWe, econta~m'ation-resistant. and easy to handle. In

IUUED: FI9P~UARY teO 6.0-



PREBMWRE TRANSDUCERS FLUIDIC TEST EQUIPMENT
PPESWRE M7TCIIES

C~6they hae" a bandwidth a 0 to 35,000 c~ia A sinl l16.10..2 THIMIMMOR WX8OM A trUmiatolo sensso
."mseasor with simplified ~Icronks will prowl Is good cam be instaled on the end of a Prota. With a dienenst at

AWZAMaY Over a dp'uaauC flow MAPg piater than 1000 t0 1 1/144:mb at lea.. Pepanding on sias th macea woulid have
and Over a bandwidith rnf 0 to 3O30 cpa. a M ' onse ie o, 1 ambllecond or be ter- saw coak. be
""otAim srsn Wes 1004 towan Peesreldu iN newmo Ilea *"* Use in Wa oftek4w sensor for Slow-eWltadml
down to a insdatey 6.020 hIck.tb. 1/16-inch dhvt indication, as shown previcoudy in Figure 16. 10.3.3 c.
soemaatwd be a Vwd stntvdard air. for applicatiou to
sspattoIs ubvessatioia. A 4andard-type fitting, as shown iL 1.3.3 1UEUUUS TRANSDUCCU. Many POISON*
in Figure 14.10.3.lU, could be used for ens* of Instrllntion traaumduoer currenty ayaullabte have 4eaemvey hnepprow.
to the proper depth, and k alandard plug can be maed to sWa sure cavity volam. "oas we Imprg volumketric dsplace-
the trawaecer imstellatlom whien not in W&. h 5ew smi eMd mntt Is the oeAtlonal presmia. rep,". Thans tramietaeers
a~md be transerse, sinols.Jded. at ihush and as rugged as are Aml wutv f low frem 0 .Coo p.) rMeainWOMent
POeelbleommemr with ndnlmia.&2 ftow disturbance in It aroerly imstood tn Aum"W For hIo ftquewe
operedtvlo kwml 1eral types of jwu "end ane MeeMM MRmta, OWe fluduinounted minilature type. awe the
llmetntd in flawur 16.10.1.1lb. most practicl. ib aedodto duI Ob ale pressure

tuiNeduaer is conslmead to bv the best choice where 'aII
7he prbinary uses W the basic hot-wir said lit-tNr sper sensitivity, gtod aceuisy, and k~f.~~c response wremre: resulted. Mlatumral tmlreawce ma as 00 kocZY e h

I1) -kotht aft szoseuet fro highi re me mamatwmuf been sr: .t date with tha type at traseducr. 71ew
Of vsioand Minnfow. ar vial i s an a 0.1-inch In diameter by

0.004MAthic. i ra%)w ram 0-0.1 to 0.10.000 pug or
2) A sinole anso can beo used toy flow swltebing indlcailon - The e~teres~all-pressur. type eon be adapted for

with simplecireuitry (digtfl Atal nortloný )An shown Ir =LAstlnlo within an hntegratd flwltio, systems circuit
Flgure 19.10.3.1c. the Wsem is jPlac In the bane block. The operatkml --I tmeA ur rawp is 4350p to
cirsult of a hlpIgepeWu switch"n rnltr ~ ~~ +3500 for senicoww"Iar- Amtin POe elements. aOW
low f ow in the diannei, Q1 I ioff akvd0Qd2Ntarona, &I wd the cons-derably higher for wire straln gape ,yp@L
relay Is as-gwlAd. Whim a le't mhikraum nlow Is ~wt
sensed in the how channel, chot-wrire asmeresist- Quartzrsnstasueswt electroatatic c~rge wepll-
nine dieareases and the VWvoag ct A fe nmor poitive flerare capiableatifbijir Iepnse thn h 1
so that Qj turns ou cud Q2 turns off de-energlulu the Ari pea type. :1w~e the hum""ta Inraein
"rdY. teonee to Appoximately 130.000 oape is made at the

iecrifiue of masnltivIty. The qtwts tranedwsr met be
3) A hot-wire task@* an excealent pressue traraducor, Increased in aias (0.31-inah disameter aemso ) for low,

ww~mewer a aemai flow can be biti Into o~r out of n Rlow bI1. a-eesh t Y ands M4n. resonant
charnel Without affecting perfo'wnmee Tis tanedcrisrdcd o~00 p o ti age ie
autbme a Nsot-wire I-Nor Inside a vary wmn cPlININT euryi edcdt 000cs ' agrde
tabe (0.0044ncb diametears appraximatly Xndi lo0p 1610A34 PRZP8URB "MMITCRL Swa-- types ot msiewa
The tube Is deed to that the fl~o velocity Is a dbec t u poenmitlC Oaeemre ewitches wre onsesercilkaftlyavflb
fucto of iA* pnw~ difrnce bu the fl-j for use in checkout of adigitid fluldhic system. Tuesa smay
CbL.,md aMW an outsid refrence A re ~ee. A a be used It the addt lonai volum and dow response
PrOMexe nMAIMeUPOemnt cnbe ma. in abypem, low, (-400 cps) do not compromns systemn performance.
velocity, duct betweeni the output tsp of an amnplifer.
but 41rection rmast be averad by other mans.

16.10-2 UE:FEMORLARY tfrl



FLUIDIC TEST EQUIPMENTr FUMDI TEST CIRCWTS
UN"VERSAL TRANSOUCEft FITTINC

COMMA 0 INPUTS VtHICL( INOUT,
I'l IPORMANCI

IN1LI0ACkS9- -

"dt. ORMANCE FLUIDIC SILNUC~b
____~ - FLUID -TO-LI rVACTIAl OED RELAY

GAIN ADJlUST ThAE'SDUCIRS St~t -CO JNt~INt) SNO
tLtCTRICA.-TC -P.AJID 1,I~ItT

HAG M RANtMLA -T-IONS N5 RIT(.'R TRANSDI.UAR 
02

ML IIANMlll ION~I
LONEI 

I

SUMMING
NETWORK COMPENSATION'

oIOIITAL LOGIC

LINES GROUND

"toWIN %ECSOR C(.*ltOlt DIA31NOSTIC
SOURCE WRVOACTILATO44 FLUID oRt

V3RTEK AMPLIPIEPS tL@CTAICkL P~w . ~1.1O.21C6 V~ TOPck" Oma % * Mt-No~ Plow

PAP"e 16101.P11 Cori gnu" asm~
0.062 DIAMETER SEN$OR

SEALANT (1, ASTOMER,

BODY 

TEFLON, 
OR LA VA)

0O-RINO SEAL
IEýsTomlw ORt
TORUSIAL (TO 2000 F)

- NOME ADAPTED PROM A STANDARD C'ONAX Fri TING MIC-0&2
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FLUIDIC SENSOR TIPS FLUIDIC TEST EQUIPMENT

TUNGSTEN Will WITH THIN PLATINUM
COATING ON SURFACE

PLATING TO OWINE

0. 00 INCH

.1HGOLD PLNTFD QUARTZ COATEDINHD.
STAINLESS STrEL BlOT FILM

SUPPORTS ON SURFACE STAINLESS STEE' TUIE
(s) CYLINDRICAL HlOT WINE SENSOR SHIetr)#NG QUARTXE NOD

(d) 4OT f ILM FLUSH MOUDNTED PROMl

GOLD PLATED
ST4INLiSSQURZýO

GOLD PLATING STEEL SUPPOCTSQURZCAE 00
DIP N S QARTZCOATEDDEN FINGENT PLATINUM FILM DIND

<APPIOX. 0.010 GOLD FILM
0.040 INCH QUARTZ C J)ATED PLATINUM FILM BANHf~A LCTRI1CAL LEADS

SENSOR ON '-,LASS ROD
(0.002 IN~CH'A )A.) (a) HO I FILM CONE PROll

~)CYLINDRICAL HOT FILM SENSOR

QUARTZ COATE7 PLATINUM FILM
0.0025 INCH
OR OW iNCH DIA.

CANTILEVER SUPPORTD
SFNSORM"of FROM

GLASS TUBE

AINLESS STFCL 306 
I C0DA

GOLD PLTN UTING NGTS GOLD ILM0.0INHD.

LENGTHH QUARTZ COATED PLATINUM FILM
GOLD WIRE COME(S THROUGH INSIDE OF 0. 004 INCH k 0. 040 INICH

SiNSOR TO MAKE END ELECTRICA61 CONNECTION EACH SIDE

(c) SINGLE ENDED TYPE SENSOR (f) HOT FILM WEDGE PROM

Figam 141J.16.b. Typm ofMII HomalisI441m P&*Aw Sof
1c.. tey of rhwnw.*som. Inc., Seint AmWeAl.mamsefta
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FLUIDICS

J Jer Standard*
Symbol Quantity (SI) Units Units Dimension Symbol

Angle radi an, rad degrees deg t Time

a Acceleration rn/s in/see 2 it T Temperature,

A Area M2i 2  L2

C Fluit zapacitance (weight rate of flow) in2  in2  L2  To Temperature,

f Frequency hertz, Hz cyclei/se, cps t u Velocity, gemi

F Force newton, N pound, lb ~ F uVelocity, mea.

g Local acceleration of gravity rn/sec ft/sec2 or L/t 2  u ~ Velocity, acov
in/sec 2

9C Conversion constazrt - 32.2 In the -b m 2 lLFt w Woiuht

F Cin-- ma wr Weight flow ii

GPower gain, average dimensionless Poe

It Gf Fo an vrg dimensionless Z Fluid impeder

G j Flow gain, incremnental dimensionless Bl ouu
GI Power gain, increm'ental dimensionless Bulkigh mdulusi

Gp Pressure -fin, average dimensioniless 2 Weigtht es
Gp Premure gain, incremental dimensionless

ASpecific heat ratio dimensionless 17 Efficiency

K An arbitiary con~stanit dimensionless p Mass Jensity

L F,.id ikaertance (weight rate of flow) *2 /m2  sec 2 /in2  J~l/2  a Nozzle aspect

m Mass kilograrm, kg Ibm MAVicstao

in Mass flow rate kgi's IIbm /sec M/ Visocoity, kimu
M Mach number dimensionless Veciyanz

NR Reynolds number dimensionless

Ns Strouhal number diniensionlrss

p Pressuare N/rn 2  lb Adn F/L2  c Control

p/m 2rsue F 2  cd Control, diffei

q Pressure. dynamic N/rn2  lbf/iAd F/L2  co Controi, quiee

QVolumnetric Clow rate 111 /s in3/sec L3 It Input, or incre
R Fluid resistance (weight rate. of flow) SA12sec/in 2  t/L2  9La
R 9 Gas constant N-m/kg-0 K in-lbrtlb *0R LF/M[T

or or 0 0 Output, or tot
rn2 /a2 /OK in 2 lsecS/oR L'/t 2 T

Lalc prtr18lisee t' od Output, differ
S/N 3ignal-to-n-wise ratio dimensionless jaSupply

*The Engl;-3 gravitational system utI.ts c! MIL-STD-1306 (Reforence 447-10) and SAE ARP 993,-, (Reference 23-72) have been replaced here by the unit fni
handbook. See sub-". tion 1.5 of this handbook.
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Table 16.3.1. Pertinent Symbols and Their Units SYMBOLS
(Adapted from 0W1L-,JTD- 1306 en4 SAF ARP 993A)

International tnad I
SystemStnad

nsion SymbuI Quantity (SI) Units Unit.. Dimension

t Time second, b. second, sec t
T Temperature, static degrees degree. T

Kelvin, uK Rankine, OR

T Tempeiature, total degrees degrees T
C)Ktlvin, OK Rankine, 0 R

It Velocity, gencral rn/8 in/sec Lit

uVelocity, mean rn/s inisec Lit

uc Velocity, acoustic (speed of sound) rn/a in/sec L/t

Ft' V Volume in3 id

w Weight N lbf/sec F

;w Weight flow rate N/ct lb f/sec F/t

W Power N-m/s lbf-in/sec FL/t

Z Fluid impedaince s/rn 2  sec/in 2  t/L2

01 Acceleration, angular rad/s 2  rtd!sec2 2

0Bulk modulus u! liquid N/rn2  lb./in 2  F/L 2

7 Weight density N /m3  lb f in3  F/L'

QLength meter, kn inch, in. LI

77Efficiency dimensionless

p Mean density kg/M 3  Ibm /in 3 I3

/h2  a Nozzle dspect ratio 41imensionless
P Viscosity, absolute N-sim2  lb-sec/in2  FtiL

VViscosity, kinemagtic in 2 /a in 2 Isc L 2 /t
W Velot~ty, 'Rngular rad/h red/sec C

General Sub~icripts

VL2c Control

IL 2 cc! Control, differential

!/L' co Control, quiescent

ý3/t cd Input, o,- incremental when used with gain (G)
A Q Load

SF/MT 
I

~a/t 2 T 0 Output, or total when used with temperatere (To)

6d Output, differential

s Supply

13-72) hav ln replaced here hV the mlit fr'rce-m:tss s~ti to provide com'patibility with Sect.on 3.0, Fluid Mechanics, of this

16-10-5 A
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GRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR FLUIDICS FLUIDICS

TABK E 16.32

gf:~3,Iconvj5•,

The relative port wzeations for the symbol@ are pacttrned in the (a) 1Wtorco:G3octIng fluid lines shai.l be shr vu with a dot at the point

follcwtn l an-a,.er: of intercoanoction:

Gulplies SuppLies

Controls 1 Controls Controls Controls

Ou'puto Output@Outpts tstplts(I) Croseing fl.•iid line are to be shoswn withkout dote:

All sy-boli may be oriented to 90-degree increments from the

po1it0on shown.

Specific ports are i*entWAf-d by the following nomenclature:

Supply poit - S

Control port - C

Output Po, - 0

A sorall + on the output of a bistable device indicates initial or
The nomenclhture shown on the graphic symbols need not be used start-up flow condition.

on scherv-ati4 diagrans. It ts primarily Intended to .orzelate the

function of each port with the truth table.

Supply port* can be either active or pasliv.. An inverted triangle.
V. denotes a supply source connected to the supply port (active
devico).

Logic Notation

Active A . B u A "and" B

Doeices A + B EA "oi"

A .B "not'" A and "not" B

Port Marking
-a, arrowhead oa the control line inside the vywrn+ml onvolope tadi- Pr akn

catea continual flow to requored to malntain @tate jao memory, no Port nomenclature shown on scheootics need nu. be used on sche-

hysterebim)- matic diagramnk; ti-e nomenclature nay be useful, however. in
corrslating test data and specification data with the physical ievice.

Fluidic pnoedancee

Indicates no morner7 General R-sistaDnce - l*ied

Linear Resietance - Fixed

Nonlinear Resistaw.e - Fixed

Capacitance - FIzed

Inductance - Fixed

Di•od*e

16.10-6 ISSUED: IEBRUARY 1970
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F LUIDI CS TABLE 16.3.2 (CONTI

Bistable Diiital Devices

(a) Flip Flop (d) Multivibrator
$

Functienal S rruth Table 7un-Mtional
Symbol I ! 2_J o z Symbol

1 0 A _0 CI cai

0 1 0 1
02 of 0 0 0 1 02

Operating Principle Symbol@ Operating Principle Symbol

C1 C2 C1 C1 C1 cz C1 C2

02 01 02 01 02 01

Wall Attachment
Wall Attachment Induction Edgetone

(e) Oscillator (180e Wave,

(b) Digital Amplifier Fanctional Symbol

Functional Truth Table
Symbol S Cl C2 01 oz l-

1 0 1 0
Cl C2 0 1 0 1

0 0 Undefined C C?
f1 Undedned

00 01
Operating Principl0 Symbol

Operateag PrPncipll Symbol

S

Cl C,
Cl €

01 01

Jet Interaction 02 09

(c) Binary Counter

Functional S Truth Table
,Symbol C - Cl C2 01 02 Monostable Didital Devices

C 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 (a) OR-NOR S
0 0 1 a- I

92 01 1) 0 0 0 1 Fuzvction l Symbol CI
0 0 0 1 0

o 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 at of

ISSUED: FE8n•UMR 1970



2 (CONTINUED) GRAPHIC SYMBOLS FOR I-LUIDICS

s_ e-ca Operating Principle Symbol.

,"C-

0bol otr0 01Wi 02b
Wall Attachment

3 fdl Attachment hternat Fluid Bias TL-rbulence 4

S S

CICIC

1Attachment 00 01 02 0i

Jet Interaction

Vort~x Focused Jet OGeometrical Bias

(b) One-Shot

IFwtioaal, S0

(c) CI

oloa0j 'NVLMA (c PD-NANY) ofofTME-

sunctional Symbol Truth Table

li3 Cl C3 01 02

I I 1 0

-0 02 01
(d) Schmitt Trigger

Tunctionly Truth Table
Symbol 0 0 02

-C IC 2 C >C.z -1 -0
(SIAS) C1 0<C2 0 1

C1 CZ Undefined
02 01

(e) Exclusive OR

CF1Tttonal S TbeCTruth Table
Truth1Symbol e 02C3 -- S 3- 01 02 Ct 0 0 0 1

0 0 Ii 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 n210e

16.10-7
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FLUIDICS

TABLE 16.32 (CON7l1

rP .. e_.._Dei ta.j l2.vicel Analog Fluidic Devic.s

(a) AND - 2/3 AND (a) Pruportional Amplifiers

lmctional Truth Table I
ftmkol Cl 9j 2 .02 0 unational

1 0 1 0 0 SymbolC1 C2 0 1 0 1 0 t n 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 01-02 Function0
0 0 0 0 0

Operating Principle 8ýmboac c1 c cl-c

02t 0 01 0

Passive
Jet kIteractiom

(b) exclusive OR-AND

Functional Symbol Truth Table
C0 .11 C.3 91 02 Operatng Principle fytmbole

1• 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1

Op!01 1 0 0 1

Operating Priiciple Symbole C1 0 0 00

02 00' 91

C ) 4-- N single Input

Jet Jate raction Jet

Passive
;et Interactios

OR C

Functional Truth Table

oS o 0 0
1 0 1 Transveris
0 1 1 hnpact Modulator hnMpa

011 1 1

Operating Principle Symbols cl CS

a

Pas sive
Jet Interaction

IS3UED: FEBRUARY 197(



GRAPHiC SYMGOLS FOR FLUIDICS

(CONTINUED)

(b) Throttulg Valve

• 1 1 Functional Symbol $ 0 09ct.o. of,0o of01
tlm 000 0 kcI4.I

001 1 9
Operafn8 Principle Symbol

CI<CI CIoCE Ct>I C2

01 C~1

0
Vortex

(c) Rate Seauor

rnFuctlonal Symbol

Cl C2 C1 I *
0o 09 0 02 001

Differential Separtism
Tet JAter&ction Point Control Operating Principle Symbol

S

* St t g•

02( 0

," of 0
0 0 Vortex

re Direct
r htor bhpact Modulator Vorte.

• 16.10-8



AMPNDIX A

A.0 0333K ALPI4ASIS

A. 1EZOIN3RMl DATA

A.1.1 Atowe W~teanmd Nmbti,

T7w" of tfemenb

A.1.2 Nu~meihul reflawi

A. 1.3 PbhvskW a~'smiants,

A.1.4 Madievarticsa Table
A.1.4.1 Radlawo Invoving@ and a
A. 14. Frabawd.
A. 1.4.3 ftwo and Ecob of Nmimhom
A. 1.4.4 hwbn to Delmias of a FPot

X.2 CON VURSION FACTORS

ILLI LK**gb IA.2.12 Fam

A.2.2 Area A.2.1 Ptamw.

A.2.3 Volume A.2.14 Wrmr.,Work. Het

A.2.4 Angular Mwasure A.2. Th~rmd Closvdmetivity

A.S.5 r1m * A.2.16 Sp~dft. Mat

A.2.6 Wee.r Veloelt!. A.2.17 Vhocagty

A.2.7 Aaqula Velocity AL1IS 71en~almka

A.2.8 [Jaw Aacreltermon A.2.1 Liqid - On.

A.2.9 Angular Ageivaiont A.2.20 Wate Content In Gases

A.2.10 Wes and WW~gt A.2.21 Leakage Pow

A-2.11 Density A.2.n Volusatrlc Flaw Rate

A.2.2 FwmebIIlty,

A.3 VOLUNE AND CENTR OF ORAVMT
EQUATIONS

A.4 SECTIN IROPHRTI3S,
(MOMENTS OF INERRTIA)

Issuf 0 FEBRUARY 1970
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APPENDIX A GREEK ALPHASET
ATOMIC WEIGHTS

6.3 UAft ALPHABET

A a alpba H q eta N v ma T r a
B p belka e 0 theta I t zi T u upapllo.n
r -f pon I IQoa ominkron 0' 0 Oh

A 6 dalta K ic kapaP ir p1 X x ami
F e "pslim A X bmbda P r ho 1' ,# pa

Z t now. MI p Mu w: v istII ( aqa

A.1.I ENGIEERING DATA

A.1-1 AWeMIC Weihts OWs Numbers

PERIOW, C"'AT

IA hIA II)13 92 .'SVII V11I Int III A FIV'A VAl VIA VIIA

V"' V" Ile
I-M1.006 4,003

4.946 9.613 16.62 12,610 14, 41041 We" 29.66 so, is)

22.99 "1 24.11 L26.*7 4.9 112.0" ).46 7 i
Nari`-0 239 26294324~

i9 a4 is 23 4 is 1? i 91 32 33 14 1:
K Ch so Ti v Co Os~ '~S GeI As P, Br ;Kr

396 66 5 16 4196 W.95 52.61 149 .5 3 .9 56.V 6554 65.36 69. 12 IS." 14.9 16.96 19.916 Pi 1

is 3 39 4 42 42 43 44 41 46 41 4W 49 so 3 2 3 .

1L1 r me y Nb it. To no. h 174 A@ Cd Is Sm~ Tsl X
61,46 61163 "6.%1 91.22 92.91 911.91 (9) 01.1 162.91 166.7 61.184 1It,.4! !14.76 114.761 121.1116 L 71? 111 921 Ii I

5 4 17 i 13 14 13 16 ?1 is 9 0 so1 62 6364 115
cs a 1. "A H S w Re ob It 71 Au 'a At Pb 3

W.i0.6 16191 M 1 S. 133,96 41 19. 2 93.2 93' Il 66' 34* 207 22 3901 "1 O Rn1)

61 ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ p S1.........L ................___

*A 5 6 61 62163 44 65 6611166 69 70 7 t
141I1416.92 144., '1 (41) 'n41 I~jSROe 25'4.9 239.2 162 461 114"94' 21 S'2 69.4 1A1 7 Q1

r0 9F -1 4-7 6 t j 1 0 0 0
tAetiniumm~ewi........Th Pa T N Pu m ~'m lk Cf) (E) (I'm (12. It~ (Nc.) (Lw I

2 .2 2661 (3% (31) (241)1 242) (243) F244) 2s 253 I 14 . 254 (254, (217)

Nuvmý r inpamt~s sdiatetosnie mmao of most eval4a kio a soL4.pe.
povswa: F ish faltlie Comlamir.

ISUIEDEs 1011U1RUARY 197ui
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Appom A

Tft CRNIVAS. CLEMOMT uf Vmbv ATOMI 1101111 Old 10UMISIS
(ote" On' CA*M9 18 mca0Erdift to i:...me ~in aft".IM Ns oe~ o sw~een MAmJC W*MS.

i'ornwwwrs UndRA of Ow.e SOWft

Actbatum At KS (21M HAf104m Hf 71 1711.43 rstaessium K 1. 89.142
Alum~nms At is 26.38 Hlelium H. a 4066 Prossedymalum Pr SOu 146A1
AmeriWas Am 56 (243) Holmium He 67 144.93 Promethium PO 61 (147)
Antimony Rb SI 121.75 IHydtroe 11 1 1.00737 Protictinlum Pa 91 (=I1)
Argon Ar Is 8910 ldu0 to 49 1L413 indium IRA Is (U11)
Aresult As 55 'i4.3 Iodine 1 53 126W11 Waon as 96 (23)
Astatine At K (210) Iridlum I, 77 133.3 &bows=m lk 75 136S
&krius L.z 56 107.34 Ire& 7. 36 55.85 ahodium Rh 45 101.91
berhelluna Sh 97 (349) Krypte Kr s6 a.30 Rub~iant Rb 37 U~.47
ierYlIuNV as 4 9.013 Lanthanum La 57 138.93 Ruthenium an 44 101.1
slemath 311 St M0." Lawroactum~ Lw 103 (257) Iamarlum Far 42 156.811
94eou a f 10.31 Lead Pb 2 1107.19 Scan4I'm so 21 4416
Bromine ar 85 79.1109 Lithklum L9 a 6.939 Uoledmla as 84 X3.3
C#Amium (A 48 11IL40 Lutetium Lu 71 174.37 Silicon 81 14 36.6
Calcium CA 20 40.06 magnesium ME 1s 34.31 StIvr. Ag 47 107.37
Californium Cf "8 (25i) Managanese Mu 25 54.94 Sodum Na it "I~t"
Carbon C 6 12.011 Mendelevium me 101 (266) Stroatium or so 8712
Cerium Ce N8 140.11 Mercury Hg 30 200.53 Sulftr 8 16 32.064
Cesium CS 55 1&Pf Molybdenum Me 42 95.94 Tantalum T- 73 130.46
Chlorine Cl 17 83453 Neodymifum Nd 30 144314 Tockn.U~am Tc 48 (36)
Chualmums Cr 24 5X60 Noon No 10 WARS3 Tellurium To 52 12716
CIOalt Co -27 5&932 Neptuniums Np 31 (287) Terbiumn Tb a5 1510.11
Copper Cu 29 61.54 Nlckwl Ni 26 50.71 ThallIam Ti 31 2k.27
Curium Cm 96 (2471 Klobium, Nb At 92.91 Tharluva Th 30 2123.04
Dyisproadum Dy 66 1tam5 Nitrogen N 7 14.007 Thulium Tm so lISB
clnateivilum Ce 99 (254) Nobellum No 102 (254) Tin Sn 50 113.49
Erbiun' Er 66 167.26 Osmium 03 76 1930 Titanium TI U2 47.30
Europium ICU 63 158.0 Oqygen 0 B 16.99 TungAm. w 74 118*5
Fermium FM 10o (Q53) Palladium Pd 44 106.4 Cranium U 912 2=&.411
Fluorine v 19.00 Phosphorus P 15 30.974 Vanadium v23 Seim
Francium Fr 57 (22) I'ist~num A1 76 195.09 loe.w lo 54 131.30
Gadolinium Gd 64 157.25 Plutonium Pu N4 (W4) Ytterbium Yb 7i 173.04
Gallium Ga at 69.72 Polonium PC 64 (210) Yttrium Y 33 66.1
Germanium Ge 32 72.59 zhq.. Zn 10 45.M
Gold Au 79 197.0 Zirconium zr 40 91.2

No u toal W*1bt Is pare~thoom ImdI~tf vi maai ROWAuW~ or iw. fmit stable bftae.

A. 1.2 Numerkcal Prefiua A-iS3 Physialk Cuistwits
P1rrdr lso AvogndWo' Nvubw. N. - 6.02118 x. 10" atown.mele.

atto - :0 1 a
fomto .- 10ou Planch't Consan t, k - &.611 x 10-1 joule oft
Pico - 10-0 P
nanlo - 10'1 Stefan.DeltmeAsa
micro - 10-4 0 onstant - 1.713 x 10'0 Btu/ (hr) (ft') i W)
milli - 10-' m

Cni- 10' d Uiiversal Gas Constant.
deka - 10 da R. .- 144 ft-1be/vR
hecto -- 10 h

kio-to, Velocity of light In a
mea -10 vcutim, c -' 14.22 les/see

Igiga - 108 G
tera - low T Joules' Censtrat, J1 778 ft-lbff/Sta

A. 1- ~SMUMO MAIW 1944



Eli A iATN#UATCU TAUZI

lum. tabS.. w~ vrgos I 4 v# imifte tie.. "Ni~ad.Vau g?4
be* of Us'm4. Pooiamwtak." KEhback Jab. WflY 2.718

"d wa'I 0.367879 IMP4670

A.U1.. CWRTAIN COMWUASTS CON'TAINING e AND .306 0"689
40 0. 1 $03 1.131411

um814A16836 4 _A MS~.@i~ IQ LM 1.0487210174

E~kIPIW ~ * *erb of anftiaa per d.v..
__________________ Nu~ubw of dtgTýs p~xi radian.

$fo VANN Lgai
__________________________-- LLCS FACIOMIA1A

420l85 0.7986100 a!1-2-3.w /a

Lu 3A0?W81.19611W
5 6 4U.10"37

eoatw4 21 0.4106"7 x 10-1
5 ~ S 1*00.8373 x 10-'

SM047 3,040 0.10841 x 10's

a/ .410122 lIeu,. 40-Ml 0.24801 x 10-4

2hANS?? I Sjg 81,8 0.276b73 x IC-

11*A3.68865A 10 3.m2SAW U.276573 X 10-l
it 210,146 x 10' 0.25052 x 10'1
12 47PM 0X Ift 0J06766x 10

___ __ ___ __ ___ __lit__ Qa70 x 10, 0.10690 x10-4

WIa Who m. 14 n11,783 x 10' 0.1147M~ X 10'
-16 180,767 x 10' 0.764716 x 10-0

Um4 LSN7 0461 16 309Ma x 10w 0.477M4 x 10-11
1.84716 4.020M 17 355,487 x 10' O.T81146 x101
ol 07826 1J396M( is 640.237 x 10" 0.1561:2 x 10-"

oil" OL1.74W3 U.418* 110 121,645 x 10'" 0.382064 x 10-',
30 248,30 x 10" 0.411032 x 10-10

alt Va" Logarftbm

1/vIni 0.3831 1As A.I.4. INCUR8 "O D CALS OF A MI~T
2/:GiSS090 1.8026 4

8/u 364 M, 1.9m7961- ___

Is.u 5717L 1LL62 7- U .. . Ft. 11%. Ft.

I/A .6632 6/1 .8o4 9/m. .449 Wa.0677
IA.of S .0104 Ift .0315 %. :6531 I1/l .6729

_____ _________________1113 .41%0 ?/a .0364 11/0 .0573 U/ W .4.781
1/4 .&M6 Va .0417 1 .0625 1 ftS33

value Lqadithm

1.7 4 MU 0.248657 Ia. FL. Ia. ft. I*. ]PL

OMW1.751426 1 .01s) 5 .4916 9 .m6
vu144m0.165,717 3 2566 mw . is3 sI~n

0.I63?8 1834293 4 .331)S 6 .4447 11 1.4m6

- A..1-3



POWERS ANM ROOTS APPENDIX A

A.l.4.4 POWERS AND ROOTS OF NUMBERS, CIRCUMFERENCES AND ARFAS OF CI2CLIS. The foll ng table
lists decimal equivalents, squares, cubes, square roots, cube roots, three.halves powers, fifth roots, reeiprocals, sad cireuw-
forepe and area of circles.

- , - No N8 . (h --D

Flod VA VI 0414 VTO-m.I ,. Ia a I07,1/" 4 .0I3 .000244 .31X IS-5 .1)" .3WM .00195 .435$ .

Z/I2 .0135 : x J 6 10"375 1

30/64 667 ."9 .. xIs 3, 432 L

070s :010 7X..•. 1*, 9 42 014.461.0 ]454 .ev
.10 .016 .00140 .316| .4.40 .031U GY1 0.0 .3'11 .0I7I

7/4 10937S .011% .40130 .3307 .472 .4361 .4 9.1429 J.4 .O939

15/44 .I |6? .024 .0.312.84.3d .72 .7'1 ' 3.162 . .023I0

:I" .LV .010 .006160 .48 .3134.10w116 sd. .306.60

64 .o0 0 00276 2 . . 4 .6.
13/4 .23125 0k424I :0%63 .40 .3 =6 015 .770 4.936 404.34

/3 i .46614 .0D76 .4180 .#2 M&W via G 0. 5
1 ./64 70 .0 "U .M .6094 . 5. M .3142

20 .. 12 . t1 4507 .l I S0 . .214117/3247.265651:f47 : 46677 .55 :602S .10310 79 * 4 '7 * 1?4 : 65

/64 J)24 .01613 1', "41 .61 16134 . 644 : l.w J93 .0492I 3 .69 : 0 rm .01270 5547 .6424 13i4?' .7701 .33 76474.7

21/4 326123 .7 .63O33397 . 0 C4.5
11/3 34373 .:791 .00262 30 0 1 .:729 .69277

23//4 2359375 .134 .6"24611 .S4S .7 1.164 76149 247326 8,11 .90W4"

.30 .60 .011- .0477 .6691 *31421 .7610 3.313 1.%30.210456
23/64 63.042, a.10 .4W06 A4" I24 211409 fil911/32 :34375 1116 :04 76 .5637 .74045 .20564 $ol 29013 1.273 .012941
23/64 .359375 :12911 .670464 .649 .7500 .275442 .61419 2.7374 1 .3.5 1.1439

1/1 48 1 ITS26 ,0Ul1 . 661 . I60 1 6 . '0 .02110 2 6067IY 1. 1 44'.600

29/64 453125 . 0 , .0934 .6325 .73" .3590 ."56 2.2049 !.25 .16126

15/32 46875 .21973 .10300 .347 .77" .303 .594 2.1333 1.126 .17257
31/64 .434375 .A42 .11364 .6960 .3754 .337ý .0650 2.4645 1.3217 .1442r
1/2 .4 an .10190 .o01 .w s'1 M 0 .0 1.0110 .1N0

33/64 .51562 5 26SA .13709 .7165 1 9 .37025 .759 1.9394 1.61" .20661
171-, .53125 .3223 .14993 .7269 .00o9 3 $721 :6512 1.6024 1.660 .2216
35/64 .5475 .2990? .16355 .7395 $178 .40442 .6663 1.6286 1.7161 .234t9
0/16 .2541 31661 .111,6 .78001 :0% .41211 018 ai .""1 1.161 .36M6

37/64 .578025 .33423 .19S13 .7604 8331 .4957 .89621 .729! 1.6162 .26250
19/32 .59375 .3$234 .20932 .7706 .005 .. 51 .9010 1.6642 1.6653 764

.60 .3600 .21600 .7746 .6434 .46471 .92 1. "61 1.MSG .20374
"39/64 .6093J5 .37134 .22628 .706 .6478 .479 .9057 ".6410 1.0144 .2165
,/ .4 .46410 t.03 1 9.61631
414 640625 1040 .26291 .04 6621 .51275 .914$ 1.5410 120126 .32233
21/3 .65625 .430 .28262 .6101 649 .51i62 .d192 1.5238 2.0611 .324
43/6 .671575 .45142 .3030 .8197 6159 .5072 9235 1,4684 2.1100 .354H4
12 A .6"a .04160 .8206 AM .1106 .90 .AM 1.40m S.1599 .811

.70 .4900 .34300 .347 .79 51;66 .9312 1.4286 2.1"1 .385

45/64 .703125 .49438 .34761 ..365 992 $89*9 .9320 1.422 2. 209 .3 J34
23/32 ,717S 51660 .37134 .476 .0938 .;35 .9341 1.3913 1 2580 .405Y4
47/64 .7 4315 .53931 .39605 .6510 .922 :62931 .9401 1.3617 2:3071 .42357
8/4 T" .66260 4110 .8440 .016 .606 t. i 1.38811 2 .8111 .4611

49/64 .765625 .55616 :44879 .6750 .9148 .6992 .9480 1.301 2.4053 .46035
25/32 .78125 .6103S .47684 .8834 .9210 .6953 .9518 1.20 2.4544 .47937
51/64 .7967 7635- ."54602 .327 .92.1 .7;135 .93455 1.25: 2.5035 .49U74

.60 .6400 .51200 .0944 .9263 .71554 .9564 1.2%06 2.5133 .50265
18/16 .6135 two61 .086180 .01014 .9m8 .18113 . 60 12J06 11.111116 .11400
53/64 .82025 .68579 .56792 .9100 .93DI .75361 .963 1.2075 2.6016 53862
27/32 .84375 .71191 .60067 .9156 .9449 _7750. 9N t ,1852 2.6507 .55914
!5/64 .859375 .73853 .63467 .9270 .9501 ."96"61.9702 1.1636 2.699 .58004
1/8 .075 .15630 .6em0 .9m0 Of"1 .6IM6 .018 1.14119 .1406 .00136

57/64 80625 :79321 .70645 .9437 59621 .0051 .9771 1.1228 2.7900 .62299
.81000 .72900 .9487 .9655 .85435 .9792 P.1111 2.6274 .63617

29/32 "625 *2120 .74429 9520 .9677 .6272 9805 1.1034 2 6471 64504
59/64 .921-75 .04986 .7346 .9601 .9733 .68513 .9639 1.0647 2.892 .46747
15/16 .031 37001 Sam .9698 .010 .01 .961 1ow 2.06a .60
61/64 .953125 .9845 .06587 .9763 .9841 .93053 . 5 1.492 2."43 71349
31/32 .968 93.48 .90915 .9343 .989! .95349 937 1 0323 I30434 .73706
S3/64 984375 .989 95385 .992 .548 1.9766 .9969 10159 3.025 .76104
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APPENDIX A POWERS AND ROOTS

im Am

lo11. 1. I
I. 1 .. 4 1.1932 I '234 .:66 J .6 1 .4

X 5 6152 195331 1 0 1-07 1i.t397f4.4%
Ci I.. 2 5'96 I r26 1.11H 1.6123 . .13 :7722 43,1 1

1.3 2. 13 1375 1,2247 1.1447 1.8171 1.0845 .N44464 .134 1.747
1.62, 2. 4 10 1. 274* EtS 2.0715 1.1020 .61536462 5 2.16721:.75 5 2,4orsa 1.2m55 . . .57i47 5. 705 1.4s

0610 104 90 .la; 44444444 7.06%.

.75 13 1.5411 1 .$34, : .42105263 1.4515 4
.5 .2M 35.62 1.5611 1.3572 3.393 1.2011 .4400800 7.94 4.960
:us 4. 18.06 6202 1:379S 4.31% 1.219 .380I5231 0:.47 M .4119

2.75 5 0. $1 1:6583 1.4011 4.5 1.220 . 6.94 1 936
L .6 23. 1.5 I.419 4.14 LIM .762 9.03A, C,49ON

.:,5 i0.nI 476 146 2,14 2N "1
3.5 0.0 34.12 'If E6 2. 4 40 5.3 . 1.256 . ,76, 10:.202 ,.29M
3.375 11. W4444 1 6311 SIM .5 6..%0 1.2 629 10.6329 J3.462
3.3 12.2MW436 I. 1 51S (C.5 1.2847 .26571429 to. "34 9 i21"

p6513.. 47. 1 . 65.3 .0 121341 .27564207 11.38113 10.3206
1.75, 14.842 52.7 1 956i I33ID" 4 1.3024 .2444644 11.76)1 11.0447
).Us 15.01 18.l 1 1.3112 .25110*452 :z, IL 3 11.79

4.125 17.0 7S. 2.4.!0 1:6036 6.3 1 .32" 14242424i 12"9591 131.144
4.235 . 1445 2.063 1.619 6.761 1:33 .23529411 13.3516 4I. 16O
4.375 59. 4,00, 2.09916 .6315 9.151 1.3434 .257143 13.7445 15.0330
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866 74996 6494616961 29.4279 9.5317 2343 3.66M .00115473 2720.617 589014.07
867 75169 651714363 24.4449 9.5354 25529 3.801 .00115340 2723.759 S375.16
868 753424 651972032 ?t.46 9.5391 25573 3.b100 .00115207 2726.900 591737.83
869 755161 66.349099.478 9.3421 25W 3.8706 .00115075 2730.042 593102.06
5U0 1 M 61506 U. "M (.5464 156 3.611 .001448 SM.8.143 54461. S
671 75641 660776311 29.5127 9.5531 25706 3.8726 .00114811 2736.325 595835.25
872 760384 663054848 .529 9.5537 25750 $.735 .00114679 27.466 597204.26
87) 762129 (653336617 29.3 9.374 21794 3..6744 00 114548.274,606 59874.72
874 763876 667627624 29.;635 9.5610 25839 3.8753 .00l14416 2745.750 599946.81
875 765625 u.6992075 29.5004 9.5647 =03 3.8762 .00114206 2748.891 601320.47
676 767376 672221376 29.5973 9.5683 25927 3.8771 .0011415 2752.033 602695.70
877 769129 674526133 29.6142 9.5719 25972 3.6780 .00114025 2755.174 604072.50
876 770CO4 67606W 29.6111 9.5756 26016 3.8789 .00113895 27.316 605450.88
899 772641 67915143 29.6479 9.5792 26061 3.6797 .00113766 2761.45 60A630.82

1 1014 21.6668 9.6n 36106 .Ca .00118"N ,66316111 3 ""is."
881 776101 683797841 29.6816 9.566 26150 3.8815 .00113507 276?.741 609595.42
682 777924 686128968 29.6985 9.5901 26194 3.8023 .00113379 2770.882 610980.08
883 77968 688463387 29.713 9.5937 26239 3.8832 .00113250 2U4.024 612366.31
884 781456 69807104 29.7321 9.5973 26283 3.6841 .00113122 2777.16" 653754.11
685 783223 693154125 29.74r9 9.6010 26328 3.8050 .00112994 27W0307 615143.48
886 7R4996 693306436 29.7658 9.6046 26373 3.639 .001.2867 2783.*44 616534.42
887 Y56769 697864103 29.7825 9.6082 26417 3.88G8 .00112740 2786.59" 617926.93
8P 788544 700227072 29.7993 9.6118 26462 3.877 .00112613 2789.7;2 61'321.01
889 790321 702595369 29.8161 9.654 26507 3.6843 .0011246 2792.874 620716.66
"a0 111410 636660 29.6" 3.6190 561 .06118366 3196.015 62•113.86
891 793881 707347971 29.8496 9.6226 26596 5.8902 .00112233 2799.157 623517. 4.
892 795564 709732288 20.11664 9.6262 2664i 3.8911 .00112108 2802.298 624911.04
893 797449 712121957 19.6831 9.6298 26686 3.8920 .0011982 2805.440 626314.9p
894 799236 754516984 29.8993! 9.6334 26730 3,8929 .00111857 2808.581 627719.49
895 801023 716917375 2 9.6370 26715 3.8937 .00111732 281I.7P.3 69123.56
596 802816 719M136 2 3 9.6406 26820 3.5946 .0011607 2814.865 630330.21
897 60460i 721734273 29.9500 9,6442 26865 3.8155 .00111483 2818.006 631978.43
898 806404 7241,0752 29.9666 9.6477 26910 3.6963 .00111359 2821. 148 633348.22
899 809201 7265;2699 M9833 9. 6j,13 26955 *3.8-72 .0011235 2824.289 634759. SO
0 B m 300 o.O00 . .00111111 3181r.431 636111 .51

901 8;0801 73143.1701 1)0 167 9,6585 27045 3.8989 .00110988 2830. 57? 637587.01
903 815409 736314327 30.0500 9.6656 27135 3.9007 .00110742 2636.856 640420.73

904 817716 738763264 30.0646 9.6692 27180 3.915 .00110619 2839.99") 641839.95
905 819e25 741217625 30.'3)32 9.6)27 27225 3.9024 .00110497 2643.139 643260.73
906 620836 743677456 30.4998 9.6763 27270 3.9"32 .0011037! 2846.281 644683.09
907 822649 7461424431 30. I64 9.6799 27)16 3.9041 .00110254 2849.422 646107.01
908 244b4 7486613:12 30. 33) 9.6834 27361 3.9050 .00110132 2852.564 647532.51
909 826281 751069429 30.1496 9.6870 27406 3.959 .00110011 2855.;05 648959.58
910 3 018180 93671000 s0. 1462 .6905 37491 S3 W .00109630 04.641 " 6 "a".=
911 829921 736056031 30.182C 9.6941 27497 $.9076 .0019769 2861.988 6",1818.43
912 831744 758550528 30.1993 9.6976 27542 3.9084 .00109649 2865. 130 653250.21
913 833569 761048497 30.2159 9.7012 27587 3.9093 .00109529 2868.272 654683.56
914 835396 763551944 30.2324 9.7047 27632 3.9101 .00109409 2871.413 656116.48
915 637225 766060075 30.2490 9.7086 27678 3.9110 .00109290 2874.555 657554.98
916 6356 768575296 30.2655 9.7116 27723 .00109170 2677.696 658993.04
917 840889 771095213 30.2820 9.7153 3127769 .00109051 2880.838 660432.68
911 842724 773620632 30.2985 9,718 27814 3.9135 .00108932 2883.980 661873.68
9!I 844561 776151559 30.315 0.7224 3127859 .3001014 2887.1211661316.1%
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APPENDIX A POWERS AND ROOTS

N2'
- - -, -,(,-- -H •4 F • • Am

921 6424 76113996I 30.3460 9.794 27930 3.9161 .00108576 1693.464 46204.93
922 6504 763 77441 30.3645 9.7329 27996 3.916D .00106460 296.546 667654.41
923 6$1929 7633047 30.3809 9.7364 28042 3.917 .00108342 2699. 669103.47
924 3377 786"9024 30.391 9.7400 25057 3.9166 .00Z062;9$ 902.679 67554. 10
925 655625 7$1,33125 30.413 9.7435 28133 S.9194 .00108106 1905.971 02006.3Q
926 657476 794022V76 30.4302 9.7470 26179 I.9203 .091079"1 A09.112673464.01
9V1 5932 796597963 30.4467 9.750 25224 3.9212 .00107875 " 12. 674tI I. 42
920 k 1164 799176752 30.4631 9.7W 4270 3.9220 .00107759 2915 9676312.33
929 634 80176309 30.4795 9.7575 26315 3.929 .00107643 2916.537 677630.82

NOW I66O6 WOW. 9. 61r .908 6CUM O Ue.419 onescK..s
931 6761 806954491 3..@123 9.7645 28407 3-9246 00107411 2914.82 680732.50
932 6624 $095575U 30.5287 9.7660 28453 3.9254 .00107296 2927.962 6221S•.69
933 6704 611661231 30.5450 23499 3.9262 .00107181 2931.103 68360.46
934 872356 814760504 0.514 9.7750 2544. 685146.0
93 674225 817.00375 30.5778 9.776S 2859 3.9279 .00106952 2937.$,87 686614.71
936 6609 62002586 30.5941 9.7819 26636 3.91M .00106636 2940.512 ,663064.19
937 677969 622656953 A.06105 9.7854 7662 5.9294 .00106724 2943.670 39555.24
936 679644 825293672 30.6268 9.7889 26725 3.9304 .60106610 2946.611 691027.66
939 U1721 279 9 30.6431 9.7924 24774 3.910 .00106496 2949.953 692502.05
so as&& 3s."" O.1990 MSG 3 .681 u 016om 06.0 866flr.
941 865461 633237621 30.6757 9.7993 286" 3.9329 .00106270 2956.23 695455.15
V42 6C7364 835%96968 30.6920 9.6026 26912 .933 .00106157 2959.378 696934.06
941 809249 633561KI 30.483 9.6063 22895 3.9346 .00106045 2962.519 690414.53
944 $91136 841232384 30.7246 9.8097 29004 3.9354 .00105932 2965.661 699696.58
945 93025 643908625 30.7409 9.$132 29050 3.9363 . 01058202968.603701360.19
946 694916 6465"536 30.7571 9.8147 .19096 3.9371 .00105706 2971.944 702665.36
947 8960 649278123 30.7734 9.6201 29142 3.9379 .0010S597 2975.086 704352.14
946 698704 851971392 30.7896 9.6236 29189 3.9386 .00105485 1978.227 705640.47
949 900601 854670349 30.80;8 9.6270 29235 3.9396 .105374 2981.369 707V30.37

9" seem $"$TomW s0.631 9.4w6 3936 4.9w6 .00106603330.f11 109132.6
951 4401 60085351 30.333 9.W 29327 3.9411 .00105152 2947.657106344.68
952 906304 862601468 30.41# 9.6374 2Y374 39421 .00105041 2990.794 711809.s50
953 9029 865523177 30.6707 9.4406 27420 3.9429 .00104932 2993.935 713305.,6
954 910116 86250664 30.869 98443 2946 S.9436 .001,4322 2997.077 714803.4s
955 912025 870583875 30.9031 9.6477 29513 3.9446 .00104712 3000.218 716392.16
956 913936 673722516 30.9192 9.011 29559 3.945( .00104603 3003.3" 71703.66
937 915849 764467493 30.93S4 9.8546 29605 3.9461 .00104493 3006.502 719306.12
958 917764 879217912 30,93i 9.6583 29652 3.9471 .00104384 3009.643 720610.16
959 919631 "1974079 3G.9477 9."14 29696 3.9479 .0010427S 3012.785 722315.77

"o60 "l6w 66636 WNW $.No 9945 5.9a .001b161f 3015.916 m u.9
961 923521 687$0361 31.060 9.6683 29791 .ItV;5 .0010458 3019.068 725331.70
962 925444 89027.25 31.0161 9.8717 29838 3.9503 .00103950 3022.210 726842,02

3 927369 69305634 31.0122 9.8751 29554 3.9512 .00103842 3025.?51 728353.91
964 92929 895641344 34.0463 9.5785 29934 3.9520 00103734 3028493 729567.37
96W 931225 8932125 1.0644 9.8819 29977 3.9326 .00103627 3031.634 751362.40
966 9331S6 9142896 )1.005 9.954 30024 3.9536 .00103520 3034.776 732899.01
967 9350.9 94231063 3 1.066 9.8685 30070 3.9S44 .00103413 3037.91 734417.15
968 937024 907039232 31.1127 9.8922 30117 3.9553 .00103306 3041.051 735936.93
969 3691 60935320 31.126 9.8956 30164 3.9561 .00103199 3044.201 737458.24

b~ 913180 1.14" S. sl 301 A."" .00103603 2061.343 T1366, 1.
971 942841 915498611 31.160 9.9024 30257 3,9577 .00102967 3050.464 740505.59
912 9447t4 918330048 31T19 9.9058 30304 3.958$ .00102881 ;053.625 742031.62
973 946729 921167317 31.192 9.902 30351 3.993 .00102775 3056.767 743559.22
974 948676 924010424 31.209 9.9126 30398 3,9602 .00102669 3059.909 7450?68.39
97S 950625 926559375 31.2250 9.9160 .00102564 3063.050'46819.13
976 952576 929714176 31.2410 9.9194 30491 3.9619 .00102459 3066.192 748151.44
977 954:19 932574t3S 31.2570 9.92'7 33536 3.9626 .00102354 3069.333 749685.32
976 "6464 935441352 31.2730 9.9261 30585 3.9634 .00102249 3072.475 751220.75
979 956441 230313739 31.2690 9.9205 30633 3.9642 .00102145 3075.617 752757.50

%iemo 1 1.3060 1.93 3 0" S166 .0016001 306S.1lr 6,98.64
981 962341 944076141 31.3209 9.9363 30726 3 9656 .00101937 3081.900 755836.59
962 ?64324 946966168 31.3369 9.9396 30773 3.9666 .00101a33 3085.041 757378.30
"963 6209 49862087 31.3528 9.9430 30420 3.967i .00101729 3088. 183 758921.61
r-04 96256 952763904 31.368 9.9464 30567 3.9682 .00101626 3091.325 760i%6.46
965 970225 955671625 31.3647 30914 3.9691 .00101523 3094.466 )62012.93
96 972196 956585256 31.4006 .9S1I 30961 3.9699 .00101470 3097.60 763560.95
9 974169 961504803 31.4166 P.9565 31006 3.9707 .0010131? 3100.749 7611110.54
9U8 97614 964430272 31.4325 9.9598 31055 39715 .00101215 3103.691 766661.70
909 76121 967361669 31.4444 9.9632 31102 3.97' .00101112 '107,033 768214.44
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CONVERSION TABL.ES APPI*!QiX A
LENGTH A

a c•r.h(N am PD)
x 20 N v71 %Ml VTI CiJ I- A

no 31,wmn o 9.50" "inW Alul .05081* lvtvwm.v4
"WI "MI 9731241271 31.4 S M 9x I 11197 9739 .0015090 1l;1.91T711124.61
"I 0=4 9761914" 31. )M 9.9733 v244 1.9147 .001004N t11.45?7 ?2U,3.

971146571 3i. 119 9!;9jj 31291 3.9755 .010705 3119.190704441.00
"4 906034 9"310)7 1.5276 9.99* w 139 3.97"5 . I1 404 60w .d0 7•4001.
"1, 0035 950?4475. 31.5436 9.9533 13 .10050 1 15t 17t6,

M 206 9t0?973 $.359% 11 '33 .977 .5010030. 0477171
"99000i 991009999.9%7 11575 3.9803 .00100100 3136,44 763424 15

A.2. CONVERSION FACTOR.%*

A.2.1 Length (L)

Multiply
6* Centimeters Veet Inches Kilometers Nautical Met. rs Microi,s Milo Miles Millimeters Yards

To Obtain " miles

Cevtimeters 1 30.48 Z. 540 to5 I.853 10 lo.4 Z. S4 0 l. A09 0.1 91.44
x 10

5  
x I0" Io-!

Feet 1. z81_ I. 8. 313 3a81 6080 3. Z8 3.281 P. 33 %Z80. 3.281 3.
x 10"2 x l0"6 x "0.'

Inches 0, 3917 1 1 , 3.9)7 7. ,•6 39.37 3.937 0.001 6.1336 3.937 36.
x to .0

4  
104 •0 x 10 x x to"z

Kilometers t0"s 1.04.4 2540 1. 1.8S3 0.001 10"9 Z. 540 1.609 10.6 9.144
• 10" i10"s • O-

8  
• t04

Natic• l S. ih 1.64 1.6 371 0. S396 1, 5. 3-16 S.397 1. 371 U. 868, S. 397 4.934
Mle, rt 10" x10"N si10 1 it 10t"O x 10"8 x 10-7 x 10-4

Meters O.01 0. 1048 Z. 540 tOOO. 1S53 I. 0. 540 1609 O.00 O.9144

x 10 "t 
10 _

Microns 104 l. 04: 2.546 1to9 . 863 1 0t o. ZS.40 1.609 1000. 9. 144
x 04t 104• tO

9  
x to0 • ;

5

Mitt 4Ql. 7 1. 00 100u. 3.93"7 7. Z'#6 1.937 3.937 I. 6..317 39 7 3.6
0 04 a 107 • tO7 • lO

4 x t"7 a? to I.

Miles k 214 I .,4 I.S78 0.6214 1.1516 6.2t4 6 21i4 I 578 1. 6. Zi, 5, 602

x t0" l ato0
5 

t 0"o x to00 0 . tt 0 1-

mitlimeterr 10. 104.8 25.40 I06 185.1 1000. 10,3 2.40 1.609 t. 914.4
- 0x • 0O

Y& rds 1.094 0. 11 Z. 778 1094 2027 1. 094 1. 194ý Z. 7178 1760. 1. 04 1 I.
to 10"o x a0 x 10-5 x 1o0

3

*Atli conversi n Table. A.Z. I through A. 2. 14 were reprinted or adapted with permission from "Handoook of .l" 'ireeOrtig FUdnmental., " Ehbach. pp.
1.148 to 1.-58. and 1-165, 1-166. 19SZ, Jo)- Wiley and Sons.

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 190
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APPENDIX A CONVERSION FACTORS
AREA-YCLUME

A.2.2 Arse (L')" -

A" I 2.2% 24. I 2 471 640 2. WA
.04x 10- XwO'

Clmh rals I 1.9n3 1.833 I 273 1.973 I97
XI0 X• Is XI- xIS'

Uqimm tatimt 5.007 I 929.0 6.452 10% I0 2. 90 0.01 5361
X 10.4 X low

tqfm.faeet 4.35( 1.076 I 6.944 *.076 10.76 2.786 1.076 9
XlOS XIO-4 X-'4' XIS' x;O' XlO-4

Sqri. L;; - 6 7.5a4 0.1530 1,44 I 1.550 550 4.015 1.550 12a6
X10-1 XIS XI10 X10"4

Squmre kiomkru 4.047 I0-10 9.290 6.452 I 104 2.590 IS-1 8.361
X1O-8IX0 X10 XI0-10 X S-'

SqimrsItw. 4047 0.001 9.290 6.452 IU I 2.590 10-4 0.5361
X1S-2 X10-4 XIcs

Squmre mil 1,562 3.861 3.3M7 0,31I 3.861 I 3.861 3.228
XI0-8 xI,-* XI0- XI0-7 X10-2 XIS0-'

Suire MiiiNit:N 5.067 10 9.20 645.2 100 IS' I 5.361
XI0-4 xIo'g XIS'

s0uu,,• 40 1 . 1o111 7.716 -1.--1% 1.1% 3.096 1.19 I4W X10--4 I lO-- x XO- .IS XIS' XO-41

A.-".3 Volume (L') - M-,ultiply.....

I 0 X I0 XI
~i

r-P

Obtaius ~

iu~hosh (dry) 1 0 11036 4.651 25.38 2.5an
X104 x 10-2

Cubic oninatsk 3.524 1 2.0 16.39 10' 7.646 3755 10010 473.21j94.4

" ISet i,-2445 3.531 1 3.7 35.31 27 0.13371 3.531 1.671 3.342X10-6 x 10•-4 XIO--2 X10-2 X1O--t

Cubielnch. 2150.4 6.102 1725 1 6.102 46,656 231 61.02 28.87 57.75
X 10-2 XI0'

"umiuu 3,5234 1" 2.832 1.639 I 0.7646 3.7855 O..q)I 4.732 9.464
X102 Xl02 Xl0 4- X10"8 XI-' XI0S'

C"bI7"ma ~ 1.308 3.704 2.143 1.306 I 4A..jl 1.306 6.189 1.238
XI S- X10"- X:0-6 X10-e Xl1-8 XI0-' X10-8

Gadmiom fte) 2.642 7.461 4.329 264.2 202.0 1 0.202 0.l15 0.25
SX -10 - 4 X 10 '-

"Liftin 3S.34 0.001 25.32 1.639 100 764.6 3.7M5 I 0.4732 0.9464
X ;0-2

Plab Mlouji) 2.'I 598.4 3.463 2113 1616 8 2.113 1 2
X10-4 X 1I'"

(b (I*q) ...... 1.05? 29.92 1.732 1057 007.9 4 1.057 0.5 1
X10" X1I0"I

ISSUED- MAY 1964 AL2.2
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COVRSION FACTORS APPENDIX AANCPULA MEASURE-TIME

A.24A Pa An&

-- n - ~

Names M m Qualms Re ladli .

De w I 1.4 57134 314 2.774
x Ma-1 X -_--4

1 5400 343 2.16 I. Y7X l.' X l.-'

Qumizual 1.111 1.852 ! 0.066 4 3.067
X 10-1 X 10-4 X I

R1.745 2.909 1.571 I 6263111 4.646
X I0-S XI" 4  X I0-.

Rev t~i'• 2.771 4.430 0.25 6.151, I 7.716
( |ilqlvh m)fX Is-I X16 164 X 10-1

se& 3440 44 3.24X0I 2.0613X .1296X10 I

A.2.5 Tint (t)

T 7,,.' S-"COHO 1 M INUT1" HOUR 3AY MOO" YEAR
"Cmo(3o046y) (30 days)

Secoads 1 60 3600 86,40¶A 2.592 x 10' 31.536 x 10'

Minute 1.667 x( 10 1 60 1440 48,200 525,600

Hour 2.775 x, 10' 1.667 x 10' 1 24 720 8760

Day -J .1x7_x 10' 6.944 10-' 4.167 x 10' 1 se. 365

Month I
(10 Day) 3.856x 10' 2.283 x 10' 1.370 x 10-' 0.033 I 1 :
Year

136' Jay) 3.07 X 10- 1.9 x 10" 1.142 x 10' 2.74 X 10' 8.38 x 10' 1

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970
A.2-3 SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



APPENDIX A ~ONWuION FACTORS
MEOCRT~, LINUAR ANGULA

A2.LG LUfes Vuiuity (LI-4)

U.-0 wl W.3 - --1"6

Vep"Wfu.w 5.U RAP c .9113 WuA LIM16 5416 3.2 1.47 *
XWe XWO X"t

U.odis-bw~ 6.06 1.0 ;.w I is L63 9.4 3. 1.40 94.56
- l -I - - - -

wihmbs - " X4xMIG- xto xis- xis-

1.90 9.616 0.321 6.334 32. I 3.= I1 .90 6 3A .WN
X"t X"s- xis-

wwbm pw us 6 6.6.386 Whob 16u INw 30.66 1 6 36.0 iMe

usoe6m .01 R.W 6.36 0.176 16.V 0.514 1.41W I 0.4W 36.0
Wir xis-

ban~wbm 13 RN 1346 1.4316SAN.21 37.28LI S.13 32 2.37 I do
xis- xw xW-0

N" ur Whl 3.7u1m IGI~oe ;A 4 - -Lm~91 m w ,r .214 3.721 .8

*0dSSlai pew how.~

A.2,7 Ancular Vebocty (t-4)

Dogwon. Radian Revolt liows Revolution.
pew asomed per nmaod par Mwuto pr neomad

Dogispors sowmad t 3".

Radleas persmead 1.74SXIS0'f I 0.1047 6.283

Rteyolutiouspor Miami* ;.1447j959 II Revdtioinpermoo - - .T7PXI-3IN 61592 .7x0 I

ISSUED: MAY 1964 &.24



WNINFACTORS APPENDIX A
ACCELUATI-.UNIAR. ANGULAR

A.2.8 L!,ew Acceehradon (1.14)

per @Imand rageo~ p bowme pe smxnpe.bm

t w esme~d par atmed pr mae~d pr moarned par wae~d

parimused W 40 372.78 1" 44.70

V*10 par wmoed par
messd 3.241 x 10-2 1 2.9113 $1201 1.467

KPW S 1.6I 97 1 3.4 1. G"

masse per noned"~
Goesse 0.01 0.3046 0.2774 1 6.4474

Mum per hour poi
ogo"e 2.237 X G10 0.81 .6214 223

0 u(laie4 s- -~t u -o 6 t -A oft - -

.w m us' m a kma pa bows pe aow - 0.m eem wam pee - -21*4 MAN par boar

A.2.9 Angular Acceleration (1-2)

ReIAISm 'RWV'skUorn ROMSvoUtlo R&MVod6oa

Ils per poe" Ut mute put mimat per sagge

R~a&&aper own" W 0000"ed1I .745X1@ 6.10)7 6.293

Revolutions per umin-its per minute 573.0 1 8 36"

Revoutions per mnlute per oooed 9.549 I.847x10- I 8

Reoutdown w woord per conj *.1502 .77 x 10- 1. "Y X I" I
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CONVERSION FACTORSAPPENDIX A M.MSA AND WEIGHT, 1EtIh1TY

A.2.10 Mm (M) and Weight

IKi-l . - I

a"" 0.461 0.401 I . 2645 0.451 1516 Im7 7.W
U~O^ n .041 S IM' 0.0 26.35 49.53 1.401 WI ton2

X161-4 X I0-1" .111 ,m 10 1 .05 4.H6 1,016 W .W2

0w., t 35.26 7S.V 3.S I 10 3,64 5AN1 312
X11-4 Xl0-9 XI-" XI01 X Iw X Iw

r"Ol I.42I 2.30 2.305 2.35 0 .530 I 2M 26M MrSXIl- XIe-* XI0-e xIS-s

""98 0.".1 9.1 94 2.7t 4,464 I 0.940 e.029
X01-4 X0- XI-1e X10-6 X10-4

T760 (me-. 10-4 -'.0l I04 -. 8D5 4;73;- 7016 I

Tombht) 4214 1.102 1.103 S.US 9..9w 1. 1, 1.11 I
XI&4 X114-4 Xl6-0 X14".1

* Them na,.m ou onslon. factors . a& .to th i•.• itet•iol ualo. of I ( fo* .haeML!'n -6

%AibL far Fe.r~
t AvoIrlupo pound " ounom

A.2.11 Density or Man per Unit Volume (ML-)

Multiply CGr~malcu.r Kito• rax ~Pounrdw per Poundd per Pounds per
cuh~c cubic fcot cubic inch mil footw

To M, tain N. centimeter cubic meter

Grams per -ubic centimeter 1, 0.001 1.602 x 10 -Z 27.68 Z,917 x 106

Kilogramn per cubic meter 1000. I 16.0. 02.768 x 104 2,937 x t09

Pound., pe cxbic foot 62.43 6. 243 x t0"2 I. 1728 1.833 x 10 8

Pounds per cubic inch 3.613 x to- 10 6'3 x IJ"5 5.781 x to- I, 1. 06Z x 105

Pounds per mail foot* 3.405 x t0-7 3.405 x i0"10 5.456 x t0o' 9.425 x IG"6

* Unit c~f volume is a volume oae ioat long and one circular mil in cross-sectin ,17eM.

,3UEDO NOVEMBER 1966
SUKRSEDOS: MAY 1964 A.2-6
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CONVERSION FACTORS APPENDIX A
FORCE, PRESSURE

A.2-12 Force (MU-3) or (F)

Ii ~ ~ ~ Paull& POUnd"l

D101111 1 90.7 3U 10 9.5 4.448 1.M31
xIP xiP x to-

040mm 1.029 1 1.420 102.0 II 5. 140

JOW~N pureini 1141~7 1 0 9.007 4,4411 1. 381
.03- X0- x IS-2 X1S-2

Ne"11111OmC joqiW 16-4 9. 7 3001 9 .901 4.448 0.1361

Kiloarwm 3.620 8.003 10.20 0. 102Q 1 7 453f, -,.410
XI"- X14-2

1.~u .41" 2.201 22.48 3.2248 :l 2.2is I 3.104

Toad33 7.4143 723.3 .3 0 t 21

A.2.13 Pressiwe or Force per Unit Area
(ML-I t-2 o (11L- 2)

dv..s. per C..tunlre 1ocb.0 Inch.. of Kilo1 ,... Tons Nem-tos. Tort or
Unto. t9. r- .4 -- rur o4 ,.wrc' "oter at per sq..:' Pound. per Pound. p-r (shoto) per per uroar., millimreter. Mic ro.

.i. I' ptier. Ill tiavueur (z) at o-c (3) 0 C (5) 4*C rttett 14) uq-"r fo~ot eq"-r inh 'qusr. foot ~is,~ of mev.ry

it?.... 1 313- 1.4.1 14kS 14% 960 4 0I0 S2 14 2483 9.70 4723 604 09 6 1. 3163 '103102 10- ý% t-, x l-6 ole x

Z -1.. dly .P., p1 .t1 t 132 X .4-1, 90.07 479. a 6.1809ý 57 o I .
I.73 Ol0 

231f.3
09. rlt.-r 22 .0 tE u0* 0

ofn - 700 7. 5III I 2. 340 0. 1286b 7.356 3' .191 3.171 731.03 7.S01 0.1 10-4

mIsc.. .1nrue 2.~ . ~ 0 !937 735% . P963 1.414 Z. r.36 .' 293 3.7 3.3
.I O'c o ) *0-' l0 ~ o20 x 10-4 10t

4  
x 2o-

I-%.. 2.. r of'0. 4.,38 S.334 I 3.60 1 S.937 0.21922 27.68 384.S 01S 0-%1%4 S3334

lk.logr-n. p. rq.-r 2.011 20!0 2)6.0 -AS. 3 ZS.' A 1 4. f02 70.21 9763 0.2020z 13.60 2.1

Pond. p., q--e 11 2.06. 27056.2 3202 0.2043 I 144 2000 2.089 2. 763 Z. 79!,
10i-

3  
x 10-2 100.

P-~..4. p.r .q--r 14.0 2.0 0.2t434 A. 4%22 3..3 .422 6.94 13.80 1'.4 AS) .934 1

Tom. (.Wortl p., 1.0o" 1. 1.44 130 3. S336 -. 60, 1.004 0.0003 0.0720 1 1.044 12.392Z 2.392
.o.r.'ct 10 1002 o,-3 . 4o . 1-5i- . 103 "10,6

* uo. ~ ~tr .32 1o1 1 -,1 0 2.41~ - .0107 47.00 6.03 84? 9. 51 2133.3 0.2337
.,.r to0 .20 010' io0-4 

1 0  ~ 10

2co .. l. 60 to02 1 25.40 1.868 7,336 0.3.192 31.71 710.3 7.3Sol 2 0-s

o.30 104 2.3.13 t PI. 7LS.,3 139.2 1 .1> 7.23 7. S0l 200011. 04 1C o 0v.0

(t I Drýs-t-lro Ore at-.ostsorr.e~n 76 a~od mr- cry or -60 mm 'A~. -rcurv at 0rC.

(-t %o-t.,-ts. -11.ed * .. b 4,.r... ,clets..,.. *Orrn.m,3 1 6... - 0. 4061I2 .to-oh.6 (r.. 'c.rf. 204. 24
M3 To, -- t~e -het hII of acf.1. -- ,."rr ott t~r1~ C.M.tigr*.Io tl,. S.>t1e2 Itooh I, C u.0

*0. 09029q13 .. dI -1. l04 ,0 1026 i h state is evigra."J n brass: IA. 0 .3 20.6

o , gl.... TM..a.,, t"e -. 1, ,. orct at 0 C; t..r other cases (..yj liquid) Ir nterwialo~l Craic.)
1'r.V.2 2. 60.

A.2-7 ISSUEP: ý)OVEMBER 1968
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APMENWIX, A~ins =IN

A-2.14 10nvp. wo*,m and Ha (IOLA tS) or (FL)

ft" I 9.=1 9.40 1.3K 2W %.40 3.16 0 54 .1W 3.445

mpwwmvbiw . 1 SS U1 I 2.MW LI -M34 IV
KIP X"XW XIP x IP X IP A$" K

RWuebpIW IW 1.05 M .? 1 1.3. 1.is W W 4,106 3.i VOW .

-- .2 m ---
awn-4hem 3.8 34%3-M 1.0 S. 1325 1.36 3.411 0."1

______ "_ I 3.7 m 3-M 1-7 4.7w N 2.7261 1 3.4
t~ ~~1- X1esa XIS-1e X16d %aXe WO.usu h-T 0.1eq kiXsm. ""~;amOe

eehrbe~XM - M kl aame

rae IT cal. 1000 laftemae~mal RIsatmta&U eakwles 1w bu deised we the 1/WQS~ put of *Ae
MUeMsthms kjlowseb~, (sea Mmacasie' 19g3e5na N. P. 710). Its val is _W3 A

io do mass a ITme (aa '1. ikmrmu-oduriveu b. U 219

I Abaoluf jotle, dmdre~m 101~ Tb. intfMonm~ma Joule. beasd mtOn Islteagt*~ome
OWd amp"%, eqhe L.ows0 abWAUI

Multiply- C1/n Joukus/3r Stu/ lb
6,.I or

jTo Obtain Na Watt sec/gm

Caligm I. 0239 0.556

Joule a/ gin
or 4. 184 t . 2. 326

Watt sec/agm

Btu/Ib 1.799 0.430 1 .

ImSmo; 
NOVEIAn 

'90



CONVERSION FACTORS APPENDIX A
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY-SPECIFIC HEAT

A.2.15 Thermal Conductivity (MLt-3T-') and Yhermal Resistivity (W-I L-IT)

S'Itipvi - W C.n, W i.. 1."n cE IC_ B tu .Btu tt Btu in Btu in-• --- r: ."--

T . .K h,ft-* 3r12, F ..I 'i hhr °F

"•-•r•. , 0.7 07 4.185 1. 4J2 . 10, 3 1,0 ?lox 10"20 747.4, 0. 20 7L

n I
1I 411 1. . j!.s .0-'s x 10"' 1.442 i0 10 2 loss O.291•0

C 3. 09 0. 1645 1. 3.'4S :: t0"- 4. 135, 10"3 78.S 4. 96 x tO-Z

632.4 491.4 20.3 3. Z. 5.2194,0 144.
irt- •

ST'770 40.45. ) it. 4 a.33 3 10.2 1. 4. 313 1 '4 2z.

93 46 ... 2. 315 x 10" . 2.770 x 1 4

ht.- 4. 436 3. 41 2 zo. 16 6. 4-, 10" 8. 3 x . c." 3600. ,.

Factors Ig Yen .3re for lt2erma, conduivity. To Fi,%d 3t.l3 rml ' •-- -ciprocal of indicated fa.tor.

A.2.16 Specific Heat (L't-IT-')

93.t•pI5,h 1,, c •, "K . joul - OK "oul-e/lb o'F '(w L.,..1g 'C Kw ho..•Ilb 'F Btu/,h°F Dt-i/6b 'CS•, :• o r o or °K r oor or

)t Go, d'/u.',C (• Jo...rIC . foal-orlb o_ 1,w houro./kil K K. hour.11'h 'R Btul/1 'R B'umt. 'K

1. 0. 290 9.478 . t0o S'. it 34-3 3. U01 0.5556

4. 4. % 3. q66 . I0' 35"v7 1. 428 ý 104 4. 088 2. 325

)' t. 9063 10 3.600 x 106 3036 .56. 1

1. I tl Z. 77 rq x IQ 3. 102 .0- 1. 3. ,o7 .164,x 10,3 6.459 x , D04

2.l0o - 7.003 . 10' 2.719 10" 0.2920 3. 2.933, 1-"4 1.630, 410

31.. Z.9Sx104 3

0. "y*0 J. z300 9.471 x 104 589. 2 3407 0. 0. 5v 5
313'./Il, I:

I 04102 1. '06•, I a' 10 347 61). 3. 801 2.

ISSUED: NOVEMBER 19(18
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CONVERSION FACTOWS
APPENDiY A VISOSITY TEMPERATURE

A.2.17 Viscosity

Multiply __ |LL'o - _ent__

To F,.,•, b,- ,., , l.L
To1 '4'lfscLb, see l lb-b. !bme. secObtaiiN ft| see ft hrft sec ft cm'

lb, aec 1 6.95> 10' 2.16 X 10-' 5.99•x 10' 6.95 x 10' 1.453 x 10 1.453 X 1•'in '

ib see 144 1 3.11 X 10 8.63 x 10 1 2.09 x 10-' 2.09 x 10'-

lb.. 4640 32.17 1 2.78 X 10 32.17 6.72 x 10 6.72 x 10-'see Itt

lb..., 1.67 x 10r 1.16 X 10 3 .600 1 1.16 x 10 242 2.42
hr ft

ILUK 144 1 3.11 X 10 8.63 x 10 1 2.09 x 10- 2.09 x 10'
see ft _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Pohie
dyne. see 6,885 X 10 478.5 14,88 4.115 x 10:' 478.5 1 0.01

cm
Centipoisej 6.885 x 10 " 47"850 1488k -0.4135 47850 100 - 1. _•

KINEMATIC

To se*F Cendme.ke
O_ _ _ _ _-'• ©-c _ _

ft..v.' 1 1.076 x 10' 1.076 x 10"

Stokecm2

S929 1 0.01
sec
Centistoke .2, 9X 10, x00 I

ISSUED: FEBRUARY 1970 A.2-10
SUPERSEDES: MARCH 1967



CONVERSION FACTORS
TEMPERATURE A!KE)IDIX A

A.2.18 TEMPERATURE

OF oC OF oC OF OC

OK *R "K *R OK

240 r :5 I0 iol38 1
4

5
0 1 000 4 00

"- ]
2-0 30- -I 00 4 070-

DF

-. _ 0- _- 30
4" 90 0 045

255-0 300 1350 907500

-- -25 -- 25" •
.445 --- SI 400 ;2 - 030

245- 29 650

-4 -301o 20 50 I

K 3500
., S -53S - 400

32 -30 20 - 1050 6 0
350

-435 J* 523or
240- 290 1100 600-3i 3202400-

2-5 
3 1055- -05 - --

0 - 300
13 -- -.0 U-_

20- 10000

50A 2825 50 ~ 50-

-7I04 •00 -6 490 30 750,3_o- so 1

2200 57040

,o , o :.,• 250

I - -., s,- .

-41 2 ?so- 90

265 35

-5 0 0 -850 400 j--20
--405 225 ,9: 275- - 450-

- -50 • 0-

--400 _ 60. •490 30--• -750 300G - 150

""95 220 -.18 T mp a- 400C
-T -700

- • 100
-3"9 70 -- 4O 0

215 - 265- 50

-- 350

,380 -210 L-470 IO0 " -12 26 - 550 too0•-

Figure A.2.18. Temperature Conversion Chart.

(Cour•sv of Aerojet-General Corporation. Azusa, California)

A.2-10A ISSUED: FEBRUAR\" 19.



APPENDIX A

A.2.18 TUmperstfr.e

A.2.i8.1 TEMPERATURE CONVERSION, C TO F*

C 0 -- 10 -20 -30 --40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90
.. 200 ---328 346 364 -- 382 -- 400 -118 -- 436 --454 -- A.2.18.2 TEMPER

-100 -A48 -- 166 184 202 -220 238 -256 -274 -- 292 -310 (All d

0 32 14 4 -22 40 58 76 94 112-130 F 0 --10 --20 -3

C 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 7o 80 90 -400 -- 240.0 -- 2,5.5 --n1.1 -- 2

0 32 50 68 86 104 122 140 15)8 176 194 C F 300 -- 184.4 -190.0 -195.5 -20

100 212 £30 248 266 284 302 320 338 35 6 374 -- 200 -- 128.8 -134.4 -140.0 -14

200 392 410 428 446 464 432 500 518 5316 554 1 1.8 -- 100 -- 73.3 --78.8 - F4.4 -0
300 572 590 608 626 644 662 680 698 716 734 2 3.6 0 -17.7 •23,3 -28.8 -31

400 752 770 788 806 824 842 860 978 896 914 3 5.4
4 7.2 F 0 10 20 34

500 932 950 968 986 1004 1022 1040 105$ - i076 1094 0 -- 17.7 -12.2 -6.6 -

600 1112 1130 1148 1166 1184 1202 1220 1238 1256 1274 5 9.0 106 37.3 1383 4..8 ,

700 1"92 1310 1328 1346 1364 1382 1400 1.118 1436 1454 6 10.8
800 1472 1499 1508 1526 1544 1562 1580 1598 1616 1634 7 10.6 30 148.8 154.4 160.0 1-
900 1652 1670 1688 1706 1724 1742 176P 1778 1796 1814 8 14.4 400 204.4 210.0 21r.5 2

9 16.4
1000 j 832 185' 1868 1886 1904 1922 1940 1958 1976 1994 500 260.0 265.5 271.1 27

1100 2012 2030 2048 2066 2084 2102 2120 2138 2156 2174 10 18.0 609 315.5 321.1 326.6 '

1200 2192 2210 2228 2246 2264 2282 2300 2318 2336 2354 700 371.1 376.6 382.2 381

1300 2372 23"0 2408 2426 2444 2462 2480 2498 2516 2534 800 426.5 432.2 437.7 41

1400 ?552 2570 2588 2606 2624 2642 2660 2678 2696 2714 900 482.2 487.7 193,3 494

1500 2732 2750 2768 2786 2804 2822 2840 2858 2876 2894 1000 .537.7 543.3 548.8 5&
1600 2912 2930 2948 2966 2984 3002 3020 3038 3056 3074 110P 593.3 598.8 604.4 614
1700 3092 3110 e 128 3146 3164 3182 3200 3218 3236 3254 1200 648,8 654.4 ;60.') 66
1800 3272 ý290 3308 3326 3344 336? 3380 3398 3416 3434 1300 704.4 710.0 715.5 72
1900 3452 3470 3488 3506 2524 3542 3560 3t,78 3596 3614 1400 760.0 765.5 771.1 7&

2000 3632 3650 3668 3686 3704 3722 3740 3758 3776 3794 1500 815.5 821.1 826.6 8
2100 3812 3830 13848 3866 3884 3902 3920 3938 3956 3974 1600 871.1 876.6 882.2 881
2206 3392 4010 4028 4046 4064 4082 1100 41i8 4136 4154 1700 926.6 9322 937.7 944
2300 4172 4190 4208 4226 4244 4262 4.80 4298 4316 4334 1800 982.2 967.7 9193.3 99
2400 435Z 4370 4388 A406 4424 4442 4460 4478 4496 4514 1909 1037.7 1043.0 1,048.8 1051

2500 4532 4550 4568 4586 4604 4622 4640 4658 4676 461,4 2000 1093.3 1098.8 1104.4 111I
2600 4712 4730 4748 4766 4784 480? 4820 4838 4856 4874 2100 1148.8 1154.4 1160.0 116M
2700 4892 4910 4928 4946 4964 4982 5000 5018 5036 5054 2200 1204.4 1210.0 1215.5 122V
2800 5A72 5090 5168 ,126 5144 5162 5180 5198 5216 5234 2300 1260.0 1265.5 1271.1 1274
2900 5252 5270 5288 5306 5324 5342 A,360 t378 5396 5414 2100 1315.5 1321.1 1326.6 1331

3000 5412 5450 5468 5486 5W04 5522 5540 5558 5576 5594 2500 1371.1 1376.6 1282.2 138ý
3100 5612 5630 5648 5666 5684 5702 5720 5738 5"56 5774 2600 1426.6 1422.2 1437.7 144•
3200 5792 5810 5828 5846 5864 5882 5900 5918 5936 5954 2700 1482.2 1487.7 1493.3 149
3300 5972 5990 6008 6026 6044 6062 6080 6098 6116 6134 2800 1527.7 1543.3 1548.8 1554
3400 6152 6170 6188 6206 6224 3242 6260 6278 6296 6314 2900 1593.3 1598,8 1604.4 tG11

3500 6332 6050 6.368 6386 6404 6422 6440 6458 6476 6494 3000 1648.8 165-4.4 1660.0 1665,
3600 6512 6530 6548 6566 6584 6602 6620 6638 6656 6674 3100 1704.4 1710.0 1715.5 1721.
3700 6692 6710 6728 6746 6764 6782 6800 6818 f836 6P54 3200 1760.0 1765.5 1771.1 17787
3800 6872 6890 6908 6926 6944 6962 6980 6M98 7016 7014 3J00 1815.5 1621.1 1826.6 18e
3900 7052 7070 7088 7106 7124 714W 7160 7178 7196 7214 3.400 1871.1 1876.6 1882,2 ,88

C 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 F 0 10 20 30i
SEuple • :•a~q~h II

""Tabin A.2.18.1 &ad A.2.19.2 were reprinted with perr;ission from "Gaa (h...,,; . . ,. J.h...1.,, 1-, ,. ,,t- "..' ,f i'"., d. S, I•
Tsb|l .'" Kee.,an and Kaye, pp. 196-198, 194. John Wiley and Sonf. t " . . h.. 'r h.sI I .. . .. I I,.

h- ;.,mr11 .,' I-I 2 C ' .b . 11. -14~. 51,
F ,.F C1.1

ISSUED: MARCH '967
SUPERSEDES: MAY 1964



F 0 10 20 30
3500 1926.1 1P32.2 1937.7 1943.3

A.2.18.2 TE.MI':RATUP, F CONVERSION, F TO C* 3600 1982.2 1987.7 19?8.3 1,99?
i All dacimals "are recurring decir'ials) !!700) 2037.7 2041.3 2048.8 2054.4

4800 2093.3 20931 2194.4 21100
F 0 10 20 30 t0 50 60 70 80 90 3900 2118.8 2154.4 2160.0 216').3

41m) 240.) 2415.5 251 1 256.4; 262 2 267.7 - --

300 184.4 190.0 t:... 201. 1 206.6 212.2 "&7.7 2231.3 228.8 23 .4 4000 2294.4 2210.0 2215.5 22?1.1
200 128.8 1:34,4 140 0 14 -5.5 *1:0.1 16, 162.2 167.7, 17j3.3 ,78.8 4100 226'(,) 2265.5 2271.! 2276.6
100 73.., 71*8 A 4.4 90.0 0;.55 101.1 106.6 112.2 117.7 123.3 4200 2315.5 2321.1 2326.6 2'32.2

0 17.7 23.3 2S.8 34.4 tto i 45.5 11.1 5.4.6 6212.2 137.7 4300 2371,1 2376.6 2382.2 2387.7
4!fln 2426.6 2432.2 2437.7 24MR,1

I' 0 iO 20 30 to :0 60 70 so 90 V C
0 17.7 12.2 0,.; 1.1 4.4 1C.') 15.5 . 2.!l 26,6 32.2 4500 2"82.2 2A87.7 249)3.3 2498.8
100 37.7 43.3 48.8 .54.4 60.0 6;5., 71.1 7b.6 82.2 87.'; 1 0,5 4600 1537.7 2543.3 2548.8 2554.4
200 93.3 98.8 1044 11o.0 1 5,, 121.1 126.; 1:12.2 137.7 1 ,3.3 2 1.1 4700 2593.3 2598.8 2604.4 2610.0
8400 148,8 '54.4 160.0) 1;5 5 171.1 176.6 182.'2 1 S7.7 193.3 198.3 3 1.6 1800 2648.8 2654.4 2660.0 2665.5
400 204.4 210.0 21,7 221.1 22.;.6 232.2 37.7 243.3, 24A.X 254.4 4 2.2 WOO0 2704.4 2710.0 2715.5 2721.1

,00 260.0 265.5 271.?1 67f.6 282,2 287.7 293.3 298.3 30)4.4 310.0 5 2.7 5000 2760.0 2765.5 2771.1 2776.6
600 1,.5 :321.1 326.6 3.32.1 ',37.7 3.113.3 348.8 354.4 360.0 365.5 6 3.3 5100 2815.5 2821.1 2826.6 2832.2
700 371.1 370.6 .382.2 :387.7 3 93.3 398.3 404.4 410.0 415.5 Md21.i 7 3.8 5200 2871.1 2876.C. 2382.2 2887.7
80,(, 426.6 432.2 4377 443.3 .144.8 V, 4. 4 460.0 465., 471.1 476.6 8 4.4 5300 2926.6 2932.2 29.8A7.7 2943.3
9004 482.2 .'87.7 493.1 4108.8 5194.1 ,10.0 -15.7 521.1 52 6.', 532.2 9 5.0 5400 2982.2 '1987.7 2993.3 2998,8

1000 537.7 543.3 548.8 .715-1.4 :60.0 1oS.: 571.1 576.6 582.2 o87." 5500 3037.7 3043.3 3048.8 3054.4
110o 593.3 5'..8 601..1 1;0.0 ,;15.5 621.1 626.6 6;:32.2 637.7 643.3 5600 3093.3 2098.,1 3.04.4 S110.0
12IT' 64889 i4.1.4 (410.0 45.5.. 71.1 678.6 682.2 687.7 693.3 6Wi.8 5700 3148.8 3154.1. 3160.0 3165.5
1100 704.4 710.0 715..) 721.1 726).6; 732.2 73" - 743.3 748.8 754.4 58(60 3204.4 3210.0 3215.5 3221.1
14o0 7T;0.0 7,.5.5 771.1 776.6 782.2 787.7 793.3 798.8 804.1 810.C 5900 3260.0 3265.5 3271.1 3276.6

/,0)o .15,.5 821.1 82;.6 8:12.2 837.7 843.3 848.8 854.4 860.0 8W5.5 6000 3315.5 33,,1.1 3326.6 3332.2
1661 ' 8-1.1 876.#6 882.2 887.7 8%:,.3 998.8 904.4 910.0 915.5 92..1 6t,00 3371.1 3376.6 3382.2 C387.7
1700 926.,; 9:32..2 9!7.7 94,,.3 :'.1 t.8 .-,4.4 960.0 9)W5.5 9911.1 976 S 62•0 3426.6 3432.2 34,37.7 3443.3
1800 .'"2.2 987.'7.'" 93.3 998.8 1004.4 1010.0 10:5.5 102',.1 1026.6 1032.2 6:300 3482.2 3487.7 3403.3 3498.8
19410 .1037,7 ." 10418.8 105.1.4 1060.0 11)4k5.5 1071.1 1074..6 108'd.2 1087.7 64.00 3537.7 3543.3 3548.8 3554.4

2000 1 oM3.8 0 0:,.8 1104.4 1110,0 I 1 .,5 1121,1 1126.6 1132.2 1137.7 1143.3 6.400 3593.3 3598.8 3604.4 8610.0
2110 1148.8 1151.4 116(.0 165.5 1171.1 1176.6 1182.2 118' 7 i 93.3 1118.8 6600 3648.8 3654.4 3660.0 3665.5
2240 120-1.4 12100 i215.. 1221.1 1.22';.. 1232.2 1237.7 12431.3 1248.8 1254.4 6700 3704.4 3710.0 3715.5 37.1.1
2300 12604.0 1' 65.5 1271.1 127';.; 112822'! 1287.7 129". 3 1?"8.8 1304.4 1310.0 6800 3760.0 ,.7 65. "5 3771.1 3776.6
24-10 111.-.5 1321.1 132.C.; 13812.2 1337.7 1:43.3 1.198.8 1354.4 1360.0 13k.5.5 6900 3815.5 3821.1 3826.6 3832.2

2'4400 1171.1 1376.6 1382.2 C:1,7.7 1:39:.3 14198.? 1 t),1.4 1410.0 1415.5 1 'hl.1 7000 3871.1 3876.6 3882.2 3887.7
2!;00 1126.64 14:12.2 1487.7 1-143.8 ',.)II 1454.4 116;o.0 1465.5 1471.1 1476.6 7100 3926.6 3932.2 9937.7 3943.3
2744 1.182.2 14,' 7.7 14,):,.3 1498.8 15404.4 1510.0 1515.5 .521.1 1526.6 1532.2 7200 3982.2 3)87.7 3993.3 3998.8
2S0o0 1.,27.7 1i.-, . 1548.8 1 1. - 1: . 1 .5 1571.1 1576.6 1582.2 1587.7 7300 4037.7 4i43.3 048.8 4054.4
29400 1:0.13.3 1598.8 1 6G4.4 1610.04 1615.5 1621.1 162 G6; 16,32.2 1637.7 1643.3 7400 4093.3 4098.8 4104.4 4110.0

:o()oo 14,48. 16,; .1 16;0.0 1 G,;5..5 1671,1 1676 #;.4; 14,82.2 1 V87.7 16;93.3 1698.3 7590 4148.8 4154.4 4160.0 4165.5
3. 00 17-,01.4 1714.4 1715.5 1721.1 172C.6 1782.?. 1737.7 1743.3 1748.8 1764.4 7600 4204.4 4210.0 4215.5 4221.1
.2044 1- : 1.4 116;.1.5 1771.1 1 77•.4; 1782.2 1787.7 1793.3 1798.8 180, 4 1810.0 770)0 4260.0 41265.5 4271.1 4276.it

:;:1.4 j 1 1.5 I121 i 1826: 18:12.2 183,.7 1843.3 1848.8 1854.4 18C:,.0 !R65.5 7800 4315.5 4321A1 -1326.6 4332.2
3144 1971.1 k87.6. 1882.2) 1887.7 189 3.3 !898.8 1904.4 1910.0 1915.5 1921.1 7900 4371.1 4376.6 4389.2 4P87.7

1) 0 ( 20 30 to 50 60 70 80 90 F 0 10 20 30
Absolute ,.ct.les:

.T, Rankitw) L, ('Fahrenheit) +459.69

T I 'Kelvio) t, 4°CentrigraJe) +273.16

'•



CONVERSION FACTORSTEMPERATURE

F 0 10 20 30 -10 50 60 70 80 90
3500 1926.6 1932.2 1937.7 19-13.3 1048.8 1954.4 1960.0 1965.5 1971.1 1976.6
3600 1982.2 1987.7 1993.3 1998.8 2004.4 2010.0 2015.5 202'.1 2026.6 2032.2
3700 2037.7 2043.3 2048.8 2o54.4 20(;0.0 2065.5 2071A 207(6.6 2082.2 2087.7
3800 2093.3 2098.8 2104.4 2110.0 2115.5 2121.1 2126.6 2132.2 2137.7 2143.3

-90 3900 2148.8 2154.4 2160.0 2165.5 2171.1 2176.6 2182.2 2187.7 2193.3 2198.8

- 234.4 4000 2204.4 2210,0 2215.5 2221.1 2226.6 2232.2 2237.7 2243.:3 2249.8 2254.4 F C
-178.9 4100 2260.0 2265.5 2271.1 227C.6 2282.2 2287,7 2293.3 22108.8 2304.4 2310.0
-123.3 4200 2315.5 2321.1 2326,9 2332.2 2337.7 2343.3 2348.8 2354.4 2360.0 2365.5 1 0.5
-67.7 4300 2371.1 2376.6 2382.2 2387.7 2393.3 2398.8 2404.4 2410.0 2415.:) 2-421,1 2 1.1

4400 2426.6 2432.2 2437.7 2443.3 2448.8 2454.4 2460.0 2465,5 247 1.1 2176;.0 1 1.6
90 F C 4 2.2
32.2 4500 2482.2 2487.7 2493.3 2498.8 2504.4 27-0.0 2515.5 2521.1 2526.6 2532.2
87.7 1 0.5 4600 2537.7 2 ,43.3 2548.8 2554.4 2560.0 2565.5 2571.1 237(;.(; 2582.2 2587.7 r 2.7

143.3 2 1.1 4700 2593.3 25988 2604.4 2610.0 2615.5 2621.1 2626.6 2632.2 2637.,' 2643.3 6 23.
198.8 3 1.6 4800 2648.8 2654.4 2660,0 2665.5 2671.t 2676.6 2682.2 2687.7 2693.3 2698.8 7 :,S
254.4 4 2.2 4900 2704.4 2710.0 2715.5 2721.1 2726.6 2732.2 2737.7 2743.3 2748.8 275-,.1 A 4.4

.9 5.0
310.0 5 2.7 5000 2760.0 2765.5 2771.1 2776.6 2782.2 2787.7 2793.3 2798.8 2801.4 2810.0

36r.5 6 3.3 ZI00 2815.5 2821 1 2826.6 2832.2 2837.7 2843.3 28,8.8 2854.1,4 286o.0 245..)
421.1 '? 3.8 520C 2871.1 2876.6 2882.2 2887.7 2893.3 2898.8 2904.4 2910.0 29115.5 -J21.1
476.6 8 4.4 5300 2926.6 2932.2 2937.7 2943.3 2948.8 2954.4 2960.0 2;),5 2971.1 297 6.1;
532.2 9 5.0 5400 2982.2 2987.7 2993.3 k998.8 3004.4 3010.0 3015.5 '1021.1 3026.6 30';2.2

587.7 5500 3037.7 R043.3 3048.8 3054.4 3060.0 3065.5 3071.1 3076.6 33082.3 3087.7
643.3 5600 3093.3 3098.8 3104.4 3110.0 3115.5 3121.1 3126.6 :3132.22 3137,7 3143.3
698.8 5700 3147.8 3154.4 3160.0 3165.5 3171.1 3176.6 2182.2 3187.7 :1,:.: 3198.9
754.4 5800 3204.4 3210.0 3215.5 3221.1 3226.6 3232.2 3237.7 3243.3 3248.8 ::254.4
810.0 5900 3260.0 3265.5 3271.1 3276.6 3282.2 3287.7 3293.3 3298.8 3204.4 33310.0

865.1 6(000 3315.5 3321.1 3326.6 3332.2 3337.7 :3343.3 3348.8 3354.4 3360.0 334).)..
921.1 6100 3371.1 3376.6 3382.2 3387.7 3393.3 3398.8 3404.4 3410.0 3415.5 :1421.1
976.6 520C 3426.6 3432.2 34-37.7 3443.3 3448.8 3454.4 3460.0 3465.5 3471.1 :147;6.4;

1032.2 6300 3482.2 3487.7 3493.3 3498.8 3564.4 3510.0 3515.5 3521.1 3426.A) :3532.2
1087.7 6.100 3537.7 3543.3 3548.8 3554.4 3560.0 3565.5 3571,1 3;576.6 3582.2 3587.7

114..3 6500 3593.3 3598.8 3604.4 3f10.0 3613.5 3o621 1 362'6.6 36:32.2 3637.7 3643.',
1198.8 6600 3648,8 3654.4 3660.0 3665.5 3671.1 3671;.6 3682.2 3:087.7 :1:13.:3 X6$s.8
1254.4 6700 3704.4 3710.0 3715.5 3721.1 372'q,6 3732.2 3737.7 3743.3 :3748.8 3754A4
1310.0 6R800 3760.0 37( 0.5 3711.1 3776.6 3782.2 378..7 37`93.3 379C,, 281)4.4 :810.0
1355.5 690C 3815.5 3821.1 3826.6 3832.2 3837.7 3843.3 3848.8 3854.4 3860.0 38;.56

"1421.1 7000 3871.1 3876.6 3882.2 3887.7 3893.3 3898.8 3904.4 3910.0 3915.5 392 1.1
"1476.6 710C 3926.6 3932.2 3937.7 3943.3 8948.8 39,4.4 3960.0 3965.5 3971.1 39716.6
1532.2 72C 3982.2 3987.7 3993.3 3998.8 4004,4 4010.0 401-5.5 4021.1 4026.6 41032.2
:1b7.7 7300 4037.7 4043.3 4048.8 4054.4 4060.0 4065.5 4071A 4076.6; 4082.2 .1087.7
1643.3 7400 4092.3 4098.8 4104.4 4110.0 4115.5 4121.1 4126.6 4132.2 48, 17.7 1141:1.3

1698.8 7500 41.18.8 4154.4 4160.0 4165.5 4171.1 4176.6 4182.2 -1187.7 41-i I33 11:'8.
1754.4 7600 4204.4 4210.0 4215.5 4221.1 4226.6 4232.2 4237.7 4243.3 4248.8 1254.4
1810.0 77)00 4260.0 4265.5 4271.1 12•'0.6 4282.2 4287.7 4293.3 4298.8 4304.4 43 10.0
1865.5 7800 43i5.5 4321.1 43?6.6 4332.2 4337.7 4343.3 4348.8 43,,1.4 4360.0 43i;.5
1921.1 7900 4371,1 4376.6 4382.2 4,,,87.7 4393.3 4398.8 4404.4 4410.0 4415.5 4.121.1

90 F 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

9.69

73.16

A.2-11



APPENDIX A CONVERSON FACTOfh

A.2.19LUquId-.Sm ConvffflOII

_____NORMAL-HYINNOGN - EBlluivMM!!lfliLOjIU Bum
SCF Gallons Cu. Ft. Liters

Pounds Tons Gas Liquid Liquid Liquid

( ewiyree 192.0 1.686 0.2258 6.381
I PoUN EqIbrilim.Hydiagen 192.3 1.693 0.2263 6.409

1.0iu t 0.0005 KC.71 0.9593 G.1282 3.631

Normal-Ilydrogan 3"3.660. 3,379. 451.7 12,762.
I T811 14 Eilibriuma.Nvldroge" 383,950, 3,336. 452.7 1ý 319.

fNOWiu 2000.0 1.0 193,42A. 1,919. 256.5 7,262.

aNeru*Nydrgon 0.005209 0(0O0002605 0.008781 0.001176 0.03298
I SCF ULA I Equllibvr..Nyd"Mce 0.005209 0.000002605 1.0 0.0041120 0.001179 0.03339

___ NuU0.01034 0.000005170 0.009919 0.0(P1326 0.03755

~NeruIIIINydregen 0.5919 0.000M9,3 113.6
1 CAL. [Ro£qilib* m.Iydrosge 0.5906 0.0002953 113.4 1.0 0.133680 3.78533
LIQUID Naliu" 1.0402 0.0005212 100.8

1 cv. r' NMUU NItgpu 4.418 0.00221484. 7,4W52 1.0 28.3162
LIUIHlium 7.798 0.003899 754.2

N"IWalNydrege 0.1564 0.00007819 30.02
ILITER toq.11brlM-Nyir-geu 0.1560 0.00078101 29.99 0.264118 0.035.3154 1.0

LIQUID f Hlium 0.2754 0.0001377 26.63

Liquid quantities refer tq conditions at :4.6960 pasa pressurfo and the following temperaturecs
Norcual-Hyirogent 20.390K or -423.00F (75% orthohydrogent 25% parahydrogen (gas)]
Equilihrium-Hydrogen: 20.274K or -423.26F 10.21% orthohydrogen, 9".791A parahydrogen (liquid))

Helium. 4.2160K or -452.1or e SCF Gas mneas. at 700F 9 46f0 Msi
All values ors, consistent with standards adopted by the Cmprosse Gias Association on June 19, 1"?i

Prmunds Tons Gas Liquid Liquid Liquid Solid

I POuu6 1.0 0.0005 8.7291 0.3181 0.01578 0.4470 0.01025

STen 2000.0 1.0 17,458. 236. 31.57 894.05 20.5

I SCIF Gas 0 1146 0.0000573 1. 0 0.012ý53 0.001809 0.05123 0.001105

1 IIal. Liquid d.469 0.004235 73.93 1.0 0.133680 3.78533 0.08681

I Cc~. Ft. Liquid 63.36 0.03168 553.1 7.48052 1.0 28.3162 0.6494

1 Liter Liquid 2.237 0.0011185 19.53 0.264178 0.0353154 1.0 0.02293

I Cu. Ft. Se~ll' 97.56 0 04878 851.6 11.52 1.540 43.61 110

SCIF Gas measured at 700F. and 14.7 psi#.
Liquid CO2 measured at 1.70F. and 314.7 psia.
Solid CO2 measured at normal sublimation tanmperature of -109 4( T

'Tables A.2.19 and A.2.20 are reprinted by courtesy of
Air Reductioii Pacitlc Company, Vernon, California.

ISSUIE(: MAY 191~4 R.2-12



COMW111f1l N FACTOiS APPENDIX A
U3QOILDTOOMS WATIER 4~ONTENT

RYAN6K NITNOS161 AlUWN
Gallons

Pounds Tons SCF Gas Liquid Cu. Ft. Liquid Liters LiquidI zg.12.08 0.1050 0.01403 0.3973
1 "Vow. Nitrogen 1 0 0.0095 13.80 0.1481 0.01982 0.5512

Argm 94671 0.08600 0.01150 0.325b.

11355 2A, 160. 209.9 26.06 794.6
I TON Nirges 2000.0 1.0 27,505. 296.5 39.64 1,122.3

19,342. 172.0 22.99 651.1
41 nom 0.08281 0.00004141 0.008691 0.001162 0.03290

MV SO usNtrogen 0.07245 0.00003623 1.0 0.00(74 0.00143 0.04066
Arose 0.1034 0.00005170 0.0011493 0.001169 0.03366

0=143 9.527 fl.004764 115.1-
I GAL. LIGUIN Nitroges 6.745 0.003373 93.11 1.0 0.133660 3.76533

Arms 11.63 0.005814 112.57~. T. S01 n yge 71.27 0.03564 $~~60.6
1 V F.LSI irgn 50.461 0.02523 696.5 7.46052 1.0 28.3162

Agon 86.98 0.04349 341.2

1104ne 2,517 0.00125)3 30.36
1 VUIE LISUIO Nitrogen 1.782 0.000S911 24.60 0.264178 0,03531,54 1.0

AMID@e 3.072 0.00153'S 29.71

Liquid quantities refer to convitions at 14.,960 psi& pressure and the following temperatures:
Oxygen: 90.19 'K or .-29).33'F 0 Nitrogen 77.395"K or -320.36'F - Arlon; -67-290K or -302.55OF
SCF Gas measured at 70F @ 14.6960 psia
All vaijes are consistent with standards adtpjted by the Compressed Gas Association on June 19, 1962

MOITR CO"T WeSU

A.2.20 Water Content In Gases :. 103In AT"f I N IS" p pmI
D.P. "pM D.P. PPM IS.P. Ink

CONVIEfuIO TAUM' FOR MOISTURE CONTENT IN4 "OEs -130oF 0.1 -- 739F 13.3 -389F 14
(at Standard Temperature and Pressure) -110 0.63 -71 15.4 -47~ 16

To9 Il te A" "*A" .191. lS Ceever"Ate~ *54~105 1.00 -70 16.6 -. 36 16
111timlttIp8: Maetipt by- -104 1.00 -69 16.9 _354 18
10, PPM (VIV) Ygiunti % 10*4 14 .0 -9 179 _3
(MWN I's)a 103 weight % it 8 MW) it10.3 -103 1.18 - 92 -3 1
MW-IS PPM tw w)11ý(to M~W -102 1.29 -67 20.6 -32 21
10' MI liter 10.3 -101 1.40 -- a6 22.1 -. 31 21.251a10' , M I:. a 4u0.-10 .5 -623 -30 2335. Mut 23u x10.4 -99O 1.66 -645 25.6 -.2 23
.84 913 a gcut. 2z/ xI - 96 1.81 -. 643 27.5 -2g 26

10'ft 1511- ' -97 1.96 -62 29.4 -27 28
iMW,1.11) i 10' Me 'ranm (I a MW) 1 10.2 - 96 2.15 -61 31.7 --26 30
MW/11.1) a 10' gram/' t2U~I- - 95 2.35 -60 34.0 -25 3'

(WL 11,Pound (a2M)I 0194 2.54 -59 36.5 -24 3(W12)aO'Grain/ -93 2.16 -5a 39.0 -23 3pou14. (1 26 MW'r 10-' 92 3.00 -57 41.8 -22 37IMW/"IV 1u108 Po--1u.nd56,' 21 4
peud tie MWit 10.1 -1 3.2 48.0 -20 40

20 Pound,' 0 3.3 -5 804MM'F 5 010.1 89 3.54 -54 51 -19 44
Note MW d4oloculae Weight of the jas involved. - 88 4.15 - 53 55 -18 47

PPM (V V) Parts Per Million a.' a volumci basis - 87 4.50 -52 59 -17 50;PM (W W) Parts Por Miliion on a weight basis - 86 4.78 -51 62 -16 53
T11,1,1 Of MOL9910011 WEsuS -85 5.3 _--50 67 -15 5$

A~yet 604 013- 84 5.7 -49 72 -14 59
Actlone 32 .03 Nulong 280,153 93 6.2 -48 76 --13 63
Carbon Maiosid 4401 Nirous Oxide 44.02 2 66 -47 87 -12 70
"thIur" 4.cC' Oxygen 32.000 -181 7.2 -4 8711 0
041roiofn 2.016 Xenon 131.3 -so 7.8 -- 15 92 -0 7Krypton 91.70 -79 8.4 *-~ 98 -10 74

______ 78 9.1 -43 105 - 8
MW - Moiecuior Weight of the gas tivolvaill. 77 9.8 -4i' 113 - 7 87
Prv Wv:v -- parts Pe, Million on a volum~e basis. 766 10.5 I-.41 119 - 6 92
PIPM 1Wý W, - Parts Per Million on s weight 6.4's 75 11.4 - -40 128 - 5 97

-74 12:3 -39 136 - 4 102

1A.2.13 ISSUED: MAY 1.64



APPME.NDX A LEAKAGE FLOW CONVERSIONS
VOLUMETR!C FLOW CONVERSIONS

A.2.21 Leakaie Flow ,ML't") or (FLt-')

(Note: This ;eaka. e flow ts .,. prelaure x volunr/tite un its.

For Standard Volumeitric Lvxka&e (SCIM.. etc. ) use 'Table A. 2. 22).

multiply Micron ft3 Micron liter

63i At- f3 pe, m•. Atrm cc per sec Atrm in per nnn per hr per ec Tort liter

To Obtat "4k, (mi h) (Lusec) per orc

At- IpertImln 1. Z. IQ0 " o 5.79 x I0 o. 10 x 10' 2. 79x 10"6 2. 79x 10-"

Atm cc per -ec 4.72 % 1(% I. 0. Z73 1.04 x 10" 1. *2 x 10.3 32

Atm in3 per mt t729 3, bt' I. j. 78 x 10' 4.80 .0'3 4.80 X t106

Micron t(? per hr 4.56 x 10 9.67" 104 2.64 x 10' 1. IZ7 0. 127

M ic ron ýirt r 3. S it x 10 5 760 208 7.8 7 1 "3 1. 10 .3

met' &ec (Lu..ec)

Torr li.er 59 , 10 .760 •.08 x 105 7.97 1000 1.
per sec

A.2.22 Volumetric Flow Rate (Lt-1)

Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic Cubic U.S. Imperial

Multiply Feet Feet Feet Inches Centimeters lnche, Lice rr Gallons Gallon.

per per pir r per per Per p r per per
6; Second Minute Hour Second Second Minute Mr ite 0'inute Minmite

STo Obtain ". (SCFS, (SCFM) (SCFHI !SC IS) (SCCS) {SCIMI (LX) "UP:A) (IGPM)

Cutic Fee5
perS.ec.,nd t. .01667 2.77dx10 4 5. 787"x10" 3.5ýI.lJ"5 9.64 x10-6 5.886x 0-4 2. 22 xO 103 2.67'ýx 03
'SCFS)

Cubic F eet
per Minut,. 60. I. 0.3lL(7 0. 6J47-Z .. !19xO" 5.7Ox 10"4 0. 03531 0. 133- . :605

(SCFm)

Cubic T ( t
per !.omr 3600. 1.(,. 1. 7.043 0. 1271 0, 03472 2. 119 8. 021 q. 632
(S-7'H)

!..ubic Inches
per 3econl 17,18. L8.80 0.4800 1. 0. 0610. 0.01667 1.0-71 3. Ili 4.634
(.CIS)

Cubic C•e o-eter.
per Second (I' Z8, 317. 471.9 3.866 16.387 1, 0. Z'3 16.6."7 63.O8 75.7'
,SC CS)

Cubic inches
per Minute 103, 6b0. 1728. 28.80 60. 3.667 1. 61.02 Z31.0 277. 8

Liter•
per Minute 169q. 28. 32 0.4720 0. 932 0. 060 0. 0164 " . 785 4. i46
(I.PM)

U. S C Mlron,
toi Minute 448.t 7.4605 .1247 0.2517 0.01ý85 4.33x0 "3 0. 440 .. .200Q

Irnpe riil Gillonls
Der Minute 371.74 6. 2Z9 0. :C3d V. Z163 0.01 3ZC 1, 6053 . 10-3 ' 57t3 L 11.27 I.
(IGPM)

(I) To conve r. ic per see t. cc per nAur, da,, 7'-th, year, ztc., apply time conversion from -. ,le A. 5

ISSUED: FEBRUARY '970

SUPErSEDES: MARCH 2967 A.2.214



CONVERSION FACTORS APPENDIX A
PERMEABILITY

A.2.23 Permeability (L4 F" 1rl) (Volume- statilac. temperature and presaure per squr're centimeter or
Thickneli/Ares-Tnime-.APreuue) area per %,econd per Bar -\p per cenltri-ter thickneM or

Refer s e Ifl2 12 P "Pbrl, t Datan M -r A2r c `Pgrhb-Anih me thran u., T h e abh ation. st as is, im t l tr cc { 8. P.).

Applicatioans," :idlstil Institute or Tochnohloy Rt.search This unit system is comprised solely of cgs units. Any of
|natftute. Chsr.. (Contrlart No,' NAST73IM, 11TH r Projeet the .,yltems in u.w could have been used an a standard,
('16)70, March 11496M prsexntll it um-ful -omnpiliatim. or IHowever, this .y01.m wai selected bweause, it in sell
permeanilhy data mahd irbhirarily adopt, Ohw following unni con.islent.
system an a "lTable A.2.23 preIentI cverion factorm to other unit

" . .P.) % _ i__ltTh__kt,_ _ystem_. Some tnit systems are rot convertible, e~g., metal
p -iI Permeability is frequently reported in unilts inversety

.:n" ~.r I•" 4rIt'I-A't'..•t,,lire. proportional to the squire root of the A-pressure. These
systems are listed in the table, with the comment 'Not

'lMix in the volumte of pernieant in cuoic centimeters Ut (Convertible.'

Ti" A.2.2&3.

Multiplaictioln Factor Multiplication Factor
for Convertinge for Con.erting

Ueitm System to "Htanidard" Units Units Syster.) to "Standard" Units

we -- 7 t I 5 1 u~o." x. Not convertible
cm2 seen e lt. em2 hr a1i 1.2

--- C -- 7.51 x 1 02 -sc mm Not convertible
cmI ,t* mm IlN mn2 mill atm

1
1

2

sec mil 3.82 x 10'

Vn4cm vni till 100 in.2 day 17.3 psi

"We I 112x It mg mil Not convertible
Int deity .4til in day lit i'

3) ft tnd 1. 273 x 0s mg ail Not convertible
nlit ft'Z etm in , - h r a tm

.n(2 in. hriw

n-" t 9 1 02 "2 m n. l Not convertiblh
ent_ _'_" _in ill.2 hr

,e. 197 x 1 .?Cc accm 2.408 x 10-'4
100 ill - dtay ,lIm 1041 m day 17.7 paie

,,'t* t'ne ) t ,, I , 1•+

9 _4692 -4- Not convertible
vIn- '.c Am",n cm- M

,-ci m'2.;110I x 10 Not convtrtible j
'm - I.1I ItInl In. hr

.t nl I1)2 ~see mil *-o 12,ct"ml!1.023I x 1t) '' c ri.901 X 10"1

n h~r Ih i�i "in.2 di.y atm

h2,i'r ur 7 7511 X Io .i.!,niiI Not 1onvertibli'

,) ...... 2 7 1 Xil 0 Not conve'rtible

hr ill,
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c(' .i* mw aIti 100 in. day atm

11) -_ Not -mweItbI -see --- Not convertible
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APPENDIX A VOLUME OWd C.G. EQUATiONS

A.3 VOLUME AND CENTER OF GRAVITY equations below). He'nce taking moments

E1qUATIONS* B VCBC + V,(Br + Le)
vtT+ VP

or

'4 btLc +4- tDIL -i i

OLUME equations are included for all cases. Nitere 2 r~i% T~ + L)V the equtation for the CG (center of graviti) in not In the equati.,ns to follow, angle 0 can be either in
given, you can easily obtain it by lookinig up the volume degree or In rad!ans. Thus 0 (rind) wf/ ISOl (dog)--
and CG equations for portions of the shape and then 0.01745 0 (deg). Forx example, if 0 30 de& i Cas 3.
comb~ning values. For example, for the shape azbove, use thnsil0- 0.5 and
the eiuationa for a cylinder, Fig 1, and a trunicated cylirn-
dcr, F'ig 10 (subscripts C slid T, respectively, in the 8 2R (0.3) 0O.637R

CYLINDERS Symbols used are: 5 = distance from CO to refexence
-plane, V =volume, P and d =dismete.', A and r L

1..Clherradius, H =height, L zz length -N-dkho~r P. CAlronis

- 3. .Sect., of ryllsiatt

1-' &DL C7854D2L L- -- 1 -l

2.4.. SnaeaeU of cyiowder

5 L0.9714 1
8 IR~-n.24 VastLR9-0 sir 2#11

a. n3v =0424 S .m2RO
_________V ass 4.5L[IRS - CýR-f H)R I o9

*Voluume and C. G. EQua~tionsaa* reprintedt with prreniass'n *Iromn .ro1,a =m Mf sifn 0Esggwure,,ug. m4arv Ilk, 194Z'. F W~. Jenkins. Copyright 1961 L,, McGraw- 6$8 1-.sinj20
Hill Publishing Company, irwc- .IlI

lSSLIED: MAY 1964 A.3-1



VOLUME ,nd C.G. EQUATIONS 
APPENDIX k

5.. aW bhole aeyllsde
S. Quedrml of cylider

_ 4 0.4R RV --- (D." -- P)

1" - R'L P0.754RWL B - 0.424" 4

3w LR2 - rl'+J,

BB rivi 9., Sector of hoow eylhlder

(I (.)R;.L ý 0.2146RWL 
I-4 V'' ý=024RLV.0.01745 (R:--r2) OL

B 0- 3 R 0.2234R B 3- 18.1972 cR:l - 0) sin

12 - 3w (R. - r2 ) 6

7. Ho~llw Cylhd~t

to. Trumsted cyllnler (wih full i'cle bute)

4

I' -(WD-i V 5 ,972 i 0.3125L

CG at centcr of part V a D"L - 0.3927D=L B- 0.375D

A.3-2 
ISSUED: MAY 1964



APPENDIX A VOLUME end C.G. EQ'AfloNs

11. Trmcuttd cyllader

(Vl~h partil cirlk e l~

b ~ ~ R I - cos 0

V [si n N - -.s

26 12 8

I Cos$ la sin e 0 ob- u anCsgle)an

si%~ 0s~ + !Sn in2co

2 R8

si =0L(-2(i cosin9I)

wh~Kirl N -i~ 6 co% si

B=~H,2

ISSED MAYml 1964 b~wsok



VOLUME and C.G. EQUATIONS APPENDIX A

l .. Sh% In cylinder oI

S St

It k(I -co-,R) , n (I -co. i. 21.---- /2R(sin lb %i S [2R#
Hi ... R, (I -Cos 0,) H2 -R2(I - cos 60',

16..S 4o in bollow cylinder R.- (M - I sin .

+-L C'N+0.5[RS,-C (R,-H)J -
...-.-.---L '•-v - • 0.5 [R,,S,.- -C (.?:,, H_-tI.)] :

Tsi 29 %-O[JC lode.. e•tift cybrlk

•,-.. _. JL(volume of Juocalom box)

- 2R# sin # L- -H R 0 -cos')

V I/ L (CN-O.5IRS-C(R-II

I.. Curved .mve In 11411116w helewl11

- C .NWoh (, of jue•tleu boa)

"CC. -

sin ,0-1 sin 4:.- - 2R@
2R M2R

"Ho- R, (I -ccos'6,% HjR=R (I - cos*,;.)

v (L R •-92 sin20;)- Rils(n -,- .i n2s0.

v .(R,8. C(R. --Ih)J-RoSi -C(Ra l itl)(232
V •- 0.9041 (01 - if) - 1.5708 d'; (D -d)

A.34 ISSUED: MAY 1964
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APPENDIX A VOLUME and C.O. FQUATIONS

21. 104Wodog pa.mlw CYJIf SPHERES
(A4f<R,)

H~j

14. Htmhbisere

HE &Jm 0 A2;6WRo 1
180 Cos ~R. .1a 2A L.375R

2AMRi So .=Rib

(fl [r.,2 (), -!,in'e 21 R,:f(9 1.-4sin 291) ,
25S Spbowird owgint.

L 
R

(M>Rj~ =-- H-'(4

4 O3R - H)

4 (3R - 1)

51 Seva uc

V -3 RWH 2.0944R-'H

/it Ro 0 -Cos9,1) Cot - R + E2 -R..R2
So. 'IR1191 2MRi B=00'5 (I + cooiflR 0.375 (R -H)

V L (lr(Rr'+ RI.-)] - Ri*-(9 - Lsinl 200) 27.S* ofel ft haeyhmbpam

sin 20..)]

v kR-l F3) B0.3753R4

ISSUED: MAY 1964 A.3-5



VOLUME and C.G. EQUATIONS APPENDIX A

jV. akf,.,3)

29. OW ofuh shuohe "tu how imm

3 3
-A

V +. - hl_-

S....33. .Ipnall uuet

3 A I

R v co+ 1 C's + 22J

--- ,(2R-H)( -H)-(, -) ]

-1. 34.. C..kd hob l qbekW obt,

C a

V =• (R3 -3) (sin 02- sin 00

0.375 (R4 - r4) (sin 6j + sin OIs

3iL
.'SSLU MAY 12(-H)

ASX4- ISSUED: MAY 1964
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APPENDIX A VOLUME and C.G. EQUATIONS.

RIMS

I' '
Y ird'D---- 2.yl V--. rl) d•-

IV 4ft

F lild'O 2.467011 V 10. (d,- - dir')
4 4

, f it4, W. . -

"V -w(p +W) WH "= ,

Vor 2w (j, t*

r t.- I "-'-"- + '--L - R

3>11
3 1

V(- )WH lit ] 42..Ciwv OWu rb

747 31f

""_(R3 -"R') + (R24 - R'4)

_ --. .(R o - Rill) + -L (R2, -o.)

V +'-r ,in.-) ' 4.934R2'r + 0.4244R)

Ot + 0.4244Rr + 0. 15920'
, -3ý r + 044

ISSUED: MAY 1964 A.3-7
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FVOLUME and C.O. EQUATIONS APPENDIX A

~~j4 MISCELLANEO)US

R 4) Ifp.dmqd

I R[(I- -)r-1

V s
4

V az,2wl l 4) (61 40 it]

j- - .FmhL49 4'

6 3

* cyi (witi bý ins my 4sbwo

[RI + GF T- W se z [-Rsne ~4. 9h

3 4

A.3-8 ISSUEO: MAY 1964



AFPENDIX A VOLUME and C.G. EQUATION4S

N.Ftgm of pyommd (wkhim* oe.f wy uhee) Si.. Frouf the -w c~l'

N 4 'tý 1 )026 HW

4 (A, -4 A 4 AI Afy4 '~JrED

-sV -
3 N..L'CIK ihi

4
V 0,8.6641L

Si. . u'mi~mdof

#112

V H (03 + 2to + UP) V247 D-d

4 (D~f +Dd + 0)

IISUEO); MARCH 19671.3
SUPgREmaCOi: MAY 1964 A3



MOMENTS OF INERI 1A APPENDOY) A

"9o M9 999, 1.999, 49.. to1* A, 9.i99.1

At .9. 9 , t *. 9 I.19 9' .9,9..,9 199 9,' 199 ,

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ hi .I.. 9,t9 ~.9Py9.is9. ~. i~ 9,995

ill a 99mti ,9 *.9. o..* 9 99., f9~99 ol ,f h *.99.,9

III, Sell,, -11. 999 1%. *999 ll99r~ .- m9 .- fIril9

.0-.t 99v -IIt,,1 11

A~A AAl,9,

"999I9 A. 1'r"9.i I9 A,~ . I9. 99999 9 9 9 9 9,-

9 9.'.9.99,eqi lot A A,,a.9,,

99 99 A1

9 ~ '.9 999999 1,999iL

lt *AN .9~i ARIA PRO FA.99 9o. 99 -J1

1.A AA il l, l .91(t~ / (h), .,

I 4 AA

9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I991, I9*, ,..., %.4,
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APPENV'X A MOMENTS OF INERTIA

A4 IA *4

V~ I 1

II. . Ih

I ~ ~ a 14 A-t IN.44t~ 44t

olk 61- iaio 1.144,t.

*W PE 4, AlA* AlAPAW AK

tIS1. WA

IN,. -A.,

Ak r.'t'd. (4 * tAt i*

Nj, (I -- J. 1.'

tI -~ dtA4 3r *4t4YA aýL *okT
a I-.t s*1tdjttil M. I. - I ,

A 4I13 4 I4110 a

kh A ItA .;'-' II N IIt

vvil ovt dl .II. to ~ 4 to AAA" 1 ::L

ISSUED FeltUR 19 A.4-



MOMENTS CF INERTIA APPENDIX A

W1111 03 IOt"IA CAP A V0W4UIT% 0q'AUt~.

.0',

colmoirO

ft V. .) 40.1)(0.,0) *(j)(0.1)(O02 - -

0,0.1*0.21 In. (3W3 'ION :.l( o*)

mg ~~~ ~. Ih n 1.. .1o ' .

60... tO URIt. 1. (9t

r oot.I I twIvor%. TAN~& An0000o l',0

I- oA 1 1W..o 00141o 1* A 03H3___

1:% 102 000 001

al . 1- . 0 1 On 0001i

A 00.0937

-.3 -4. 0,3

1. - 0.11.

ag~au WILLOW WARS

T0 IT

AK22 Re ARZA&Ai- bb

C P OI 13 !l!..i a .0.7070 M03 5
'(n Ir * tamo,

Mar r_ :2 I~5pZo

I~b~lw,"2 OIWTIA

j$4 - 322 -

I, I' i.A I . -__ 1, A,

i30) I *y L ~ IfIfIA I

kP *f. k, . V. 2098 *y . - hby . 0.239 0 32 * 1

kX by, * 0.3773 . 4 - 3(;,52 .2

k, 0.400u *0t 0 _ ~ 4. RAIN) VN..

6(42 0or

A.4-3 iSqUED: FEBRUARY 1970



APPENIX AMOME-NTS OIF INERTIA

ANOII EQUAL RSCTAIIOI.s I411,NAL RECTANGLES

4 , AIItA BOAi 10 54*h4

?an 206 M I., Is negstiloe hen the h-ld
* I, of ii-. Sc144, .31 sycl i /: ,--- -

tbht ho firto 11 1 11 IM0 iaI;-
ihfl-h; - P-itl-. ah.. i- 1. 4. 41. .(If' - h'iSp, 4 4,fJ 

41
l 244 fi

4*0soond or fourth olindr-1, It In,-t

4(11H 1201~ 4( - h1) I 2(11 I .,, I

AREA tiR 4 11) WOO 1w ..- - *
0 hiINERT!IA 12 MR(14

CINTROID , - -- (bt
2

2(0 + h) 201 h) (hIi

a t( 9) + af - t i

WRGT-1'- ) +~ h.- 
1iy' t , 4 Y4"

HTl -- *I~-h~-I' AREA 12 IN 12

G,3 aMOET 81(m - hi to, 4 1114

INRETIA 0 (1, at. 6 - Iy t0S' & + I. in 20) INRIA4 2 12

2 (H+ a(In 
)

m(I. cost 6 + ly Sir.' 0 - I~.Yesn 24y) ____ ___________________

13tH- ?)' + B73 - (ý ,a HT-- k
AREA RAD IUS l1tH-h 12(5H h * I

or , y 1/3[t(S - W) + MAt
3  

h(i or N' 0 / 2( 15 .*40

I IN - s al. 0 + . o.' 6 * lay sin1 20 GYRTIO - - 081 *h 4

A IV - Iscs 005 + ly, 5-1 0 -Is. sin 20 12(9 (M h) l,

RADI U W 
7-

OYRATIII M, Z-SECTION CRSWSED R0141ANGI.4$

H-S11CTI Gd

ARrA I (H 2) 5 h(44 h4)

AREA £-hIS - b) CElITROIO =61/2 1 H/2 I F l v?

CEWI1IC.I0t~ y 12 . .20 - - t'(~- I1 II'11

141(0147- ))WKOW Is i v 12f54 + MIS - 101

INER2T11 .["(a . hW - 2b'h - shalhj

12,11I - h(B - )j
'2t(H 1 b)

F.~ -~k hb) S - 2t))' bH' h 1'(8 - ,

AREA It 11(1 -. hi_______
AIA 

1
o AREA I12 11'

Or~9 12' +~ *.D MOMEN HI b 1' il'bb hM 4'( -

13- INERTIA 12 4y

U I~q 1~ *n
4  

0 1~ic, 0 -I. tn Si 24

r 1U 1'Al - h444-b

4 ~GYRATION 1 
2

TT R [ALIIOS -1 h (B -4/ b)) 1, 14T1 -7A

4( - 4YAI (
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MOMENTS OF INERTIA APPENDIX A

r of @I&-$

AMA mIN(I We *A . *a#

an S- sh(l- 2) AM amto

- - I'( ta f) ~yni . .

ofRI * rR~ *3 3A(m -I !)'I 
SOlCSt

35 - (I -i 

cm

AMIA 91) '( dliV

asINI IAc

24 40

.Z 
lCN 

l 
4.

of'- t( - UAARAI

ky 3 F Gmhi-tP

v~~~A a1 hR.ai

AMU 0.64 bt g1 131

AMAI** I *0. 40004mm. O.0U1J M

AM -~as. ).Moog I O4133

ARM I-IIaf IA

Ml~rIA IF

OR____ k* - 0.2381 O saMoah 0.411Mm

mu / W MIN but~. 0.400Wky . 1.10712

OYa,1G hm~ b- 0.68,311.00
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APPENPIX A MOM ENTS OF INERTIA
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(? 2.2 .3a2R 2
) 1INRIA y 1 (0712 ¶ 6

________________ 1331 133 (2A £33)x).'

To 12____ - (A* 20.420.0

*~~~2- 3d VA.1 w!2A
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APPENDIX B REVISION RECORD
REISION A

glmvw DATE I.2W MATRIMAL POOED PAGES5 SUPCRh6

A October 1965 Sub-Section 5.12 Front Matter 5.10,-4
Sub-Section 6.2 1.1-1
Sub.Soction 6.3
Sub-Section 6.4 1.2-1 5.10.6-1
Sub-Section 9.0 1.3-1
Sub-Section 12.0 1.51 5.10.7

5.11.3-2
1.6-1

5.17.5-4
2.3.2-4

ERRATA 6.5.2-63.3.5-1
3.3.7-1 6.6.3-1

Para. 5.3.4.1
"Values" (not valves) of a. can range...

Prt'. 10.6.2.7 3.8.2-5 7.4.5.1
Une 8, spelling shoult be critical 3.8.2-6 7.4.54

3.8 2-8 1.4.7-2

3.8.4-4 7.4.7.3

X.8.4-7 7.41.7-
7.4.7-1

7.4.7-10
8.9.3-2

7.4.7-11
3.10.1-i

7.4.8-13
3.16-4

Ua.4.5-1
5.2.3-1 13.4.6-1
5.3.5-5 1,5.6 5-1

5.3.5-6 A.2-9

5.5.7-1 A.Z-14

5.10.3-1 Bibliography

5.10.4-2 Index
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APPENDIX B REVISION RECORD
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REUIIION RECORD

Evomm DMAT NMW MATEIUAL ADOFO

B March 1967 5.7.8-4 .9..IOA

5.7.8-4 6.9.3-1019

5.1 ,.4-5 6.9.3-10C

5 10.7-3 6.9.8-16

6.L,1-35 A-G 12.1-1

PA WM S WID

Front Matter 5.7.64 6.2.3-26 7.4.8-13 12.244 13.7.9-1

1,1,1 ,,-413.7.12.|1
.. 10.1-1 6.2.3.27 8..6-43-

. 601 01.2.1-30 9.6-1.1 13.7.15-1
1.-1 5.10.2.2 9.7-1 12.7.16-1

1..1 6.13-21 12.8.2-1 13.7.17-1

1.-1 .. 10.3-1 6.2.8_32 9.7-2 -2.8.2-4 A2-

2.2.1-b 5.10.3-2 6.2.84" 9.7- A.2-7

3.3.5-1 5.10. 4-1 6.2.84-4 10.8-1 1.2-10

3.8.7-1 5.10.4.4 6.2.3-5 10.5-1 12.4.1-2 A.2-10
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PRESSURE DROP 3.1.2.2 TRANSIENTS 4.1n
FLET VAL TEVAE..9PF1 FI G 3. 1.4A
FLIXRLFTUB VALE '2.9FLUID FILM LIRRICAT Iri

PLEXURE PIVOT EQUATIONS TA LU IT RI ACEOFUIA1T1TR'1%1
A I CTRICAL-TV -FL(00I C I TREAN CFR5 14.

FLOAT GAGES S.15.4.2 FL-UIIc-Tn-E.LCTRNICAL TRANSDuCERS Ih.S.?

FLOW M.CNANiCAL-TO)-FLOIDIC TRANSOULCFAS I64.
ACTUATION (StRVOVALVf$) 4.? PwRýYTM
CNAPAC.11RISTICS FOR CUNTROL VALVES 1.3.3FLI PWR YTM
COVI.RSION APP.A TAB 421:22
CRITICAL 3 1 2 FLUID SESORNA 1 6.6
EQUATIONS 1.7 HIGH-I"PEDANCF PRESSURE SFNSOR 16.6.1

PANNO 374TEMPFRAFURE SFNSORI; 11. 6.:1
FLOW TESTING ls5:. V'ORTFX RATE SENSOR. 6.61

GAS ~~~~~3.7.4 Fi~ YTM .I ~A 3.5.2.3FLISYTM4.
LAMINAR 3.111
LEAKAGE 3.11 FLUIDIC DEVICE, 01.4
LEAKAGE 0.2.3.11 RASic DEVICE PHENOMENA I '.4. *,
LEAF AGf 6.3.2,11 RFAM DEFLECTION AmFOI~tIER 16 .4. 3

LINC-ARITY JSERVOV4LV[S) 9.41 OUNDARY LAyL.OAMPt.IFIE;F...
LI QUJID 3.8.2.? .110RLE-LEC. CLRO.. AMFL !F4F 16.4 6
LO4D (SERVO VALVES) 5.6.6.4 nFl6TflNc AMPLIFiUR 1#1.4.6.4
MOLECULAR 11.11.7 FLOW INTERACTION NOR AMPLIFIER 1...
MOLECULAR 1.1. OCOOSED JFT AIFLIFIER 1...
PAT SCATS AND POPPETS A.,.3.1. IMPACT MODULATOR 1...
PAUeCN ORt LEAKAGE (SERVOV4LVESI 5.6.4.24 IMP ArT nMODOJIATOR NOR NkMPLIFIFR 1.4.

ATED (.seRvOVALVeS) S.6.4.9 NDOCTION AMPLIFIER

AVLE IGN 1.7.4 JRT INTERACTION I.. .

TROUG1H A GAS PRESSURE REGULATOR 5.4.3.3 LOGICAL NOR AMPL!F LEAN 6.
TlNueT3.S MOVING FART DFVICPS I..

(MD-PHASE 3.2.2.1 .C'VIAIG FART LOGIC 1...

TWO-PHAS* 3.5 N~fTnVRE MLFE
UNIFORM 1224OCLAOSt..

FLOW CAPACITY. DEFINITION 33.1PRESSURE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR 16.4.7.1
RELAXATION OSCILLATOR 16.4.707

ELU COFFIIEN.CVSPSCIAL DEVICES 16.4.6
ELOA( COEFFICIeNT 1.RV SURFACE INTErRACTInN1A'.

CORRECTION FACTORS POR VAPORS TAR 3.4.4.?R Tl'.'ING PORK FLUInIC (VNCIIL-ATnR 16.4.7.5
DEFINITION A P.442 TURROLENCF AM4PLIFIFR 16.4.S.1
EFFECT OP CRONITIONS OP FlLOW-TG CPPN OR CLOSE 1.9.4.2 TURRULFNCE AMPLIFIER (OSCILLATOR 16.4.7
EFFECT OP END LONNECTIONS 3.4.40? Twn-DIjME~ISINAL I AMINAR NORl AMPLIFIER I..

EPC OFPRESSURE DROP 3.8.4.2 VENTED VORTEX AMPLI91FF.
FOR CALCULATING VALVING U-4IT PLOW AMP) PRESSURF 6..1VnpTPX DEVICES 16.4. *4

FOR FLASHING LIQUIDS 3-3) VORTEX 'LOw 16 4.~.
SAW, 3.6.4.2 WAIL ,T'JCPMENT AMFI 1 I' RECT

WALL ATTACHMENT riSCILLATnRs 1...

ISSUED:t FEBRUAR~Y 1970
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FLUIDIC OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS INDEX
TO GYROSCOPIC FLOWMETERS

FLItIInIC OPFjAt'I A01 AMFLIPlFA0 16.6.1 FAICTImN. REAPING 6.9.3.7
LALt ¶FSPI)NSP AMPI. I•IFR 3.o8.5.7

INTFGioAI InN ON.. FROfIiO NUNMER TAI 11.1

LFIn-IAr. AT1.6.5FIG NITIC.AC4r,

N(IIT, I &,.7 CTMPPTI A ILI TV OF 12.5.I0

FvVIFWFR Tl-CAHNIO.F8. 16,;•.•I RFD 11?
S IMtPI. ).hC, IA.6,.5. WIIITF I,+*

FtIPI Ill ITAND'AMn AND 'FAMINOLI1GY 16.2 FUNGUS

P111". P IAN)Ao I ; % 14.2.1 As SnIJRCE OF c.OSIIN 130.1
F U N G U S T F IT 1 5 . 1 . 7

FLtli()Ir, %ympi~L•% ANII tlNIT% 16 3

AA t NA th FUSIr SEAL VALVE 5.2.10.4

GALING 
(SE 

WFABIFujInII• -YSTF- APOLICR fiaN 16o r FLOW 5:::4: 12

ALA Yf I L |FCM.101,t% 15Y~ 4Z REnI S,13

AO"I ANi •|A I nN 16,,. t 7 ;2 V 53.32.6

r F lt.. Dic. .'lVI, P PA(IHLFM% 1 ° °
FLFAKA0, '16oT°: T GALLING (SEE WEAR)

fnpFA T INr, LIFE 16 7Z~

m 0, FT I 511A1 1*2'3 GALVANIC COUPLES 13.7.3.1
0 P F *AT IN(; T11 FA~tR AFTe.

N P GIATIONAL "on-F. 1&ITe.1.1 GALVANIC SERIES TAR 13.7..1
RFFOi•MANCF WIlTH VAiJp F'l fnL%|I 16 7 2-
?0-Fa OItIIBFMFNIT GAMMA PAYS 13.6.3.1

F61IAt.FMS ANI LIKIIATIIN' 7.1 PENETRATING POWER TAR 13.63?tA
RF%'Pn.1F 114IF 16° o*':2:

A.FF *L%,•3 tYPIC'. 11,I1t~lN F) F111111.15 1 .?. 3 GAS

% "tN. L-r •-q 4% s~l Ab n°• COMPRESSIBIL ITY 3.3.7

SPACF ,NV|R(INMFNTS t1,7.2.12 COMPARSSIBILITY FACTORS 3.3.10.2

,pA C" A ,NT PNAN .F 16.7 .2 .It OEFINITION 
3.2.2.1

IT(RI.L IATIPN |eoI.;;9 EXPANSION FACTORS FIG 3.8.2.3
yV.F A pPPLT.ATI(,% CR•ITERIA b T FO . 2.

sySTFA nFlIIN 16,T.1.' NAS FLOW FACTOR 3.4.4.3
PERFCCT 3.3.6

PFRFECT GAS AFrION 3.3.4

ADVANT&GES ANNI LIMITAIIONS OF FLilIOIC% 16.1.2 REAL 3.3.10

AOVENT (11 FL;,1r)|1C, tm NOLr V l.h.. RFLATIVE LFAK RATFS TAB 3.•1.2

BATSI FOR FL• ICIS 16.1.1

iNP ROLE 1IF VLIuInICS 16.1.1 GAS CONSTANT 3.3.8

FLIIItRINF 12.2.2.1 GAS INJECTION THRUST VFCTOR CONTROL 4.5.3

COMPAIIARLITY OF 12.S.4 GAS LIBRRICAT ION 6.6.2.2

PLIIOROS ILIICONI .AS TI1rR IP P A IFlFn;1 tAs 2•' GASES
PROPERTIES 0! 12.?."

FLIITFO VALVF 5.33.5.7 USE AS LUBRICANTS 6.0.2.2

t 'IX GASKETS 5.12.4.*

NFAIRAFNFNT 13.6.3.t

RADIATIIIN 13.6.3. SEE GLOSSARY 3.18

FnRCF GATE VALVES 5.2.7
AICCFLFI.J!TI~l FO 7.3.4A E0UIVALENT .INv.T4 1.1 Tl.* 1 rIIAMCTFMS (L/D) TAB 3.7.5.1

IONI)VANT 3.:.,3 FLOW COEFFICINT. CV FIG 3.6.4.2C

1;11tR:NrD A%. FNT 13.3.2.1 FLOW COEPFIC(EN•,CV TAB 3.8.4.2C

fkl0RIN46. 8-FNTAY 13.3..3 REeSISTANCE COEFFICIENT TAB 3.9.5.2

NG6RI10 SPACE FL'r Ir 13. 3;2.
F I,, L¥ Ill 3.5:' GATE ALVING UNITS
FP00 3, FAS MFNt | ,¢ SFIT INSTALLATION FIG 6.2.3.6C
16 IIT (IN ED 7.3.6D

GAi [AT ITi|NAL 3,2.i.3 GLAND. 6.4.4.3.6.4.3.1

Vi•fln)S DANPING EO 7T3.4c COAT INGS 6,4.3.1
.E S I6N OP 6.4.4.3,6.4,3,

FORCE PAL ANC INC, 5.20q.7 IYNAMIC SEALS 6.4,6.3,66,.3.1
HARDNF 5S 6.4,4:3.6.4.3:1

-'A'5" (ONVECTION SURFACE FINISH e.4:4 3 iý 4 3 1
OFF N F, T ON 2.T
mf TI•TOrS In INCRIAýE 2.3.1.2 GLASS RANSITION TENPEMAtIRES TAR

FOR6.F. RFLL$31 GLOBF BODY, DEFINITION 5.3.5.1

FOR, RAN 6.3.1.2 Sfh1, GLOSSARY 5.18

FpoR-wAy VAIVFlS 5.8.3.3 GLOBE VALVES 5,2,5.1

5FF MNolT I P, PASAGE VALVES GLnBE VAIVE " 3.5.1
EQUIVALENT LENGTH IN PIPE OIAMETEAX (LI/O) TAB 3.9.5.1

-(IARIFR FOJIATI'1 2.2.4.1 PLOW COEFFICIENT, CV FIG %8.4.2C
FLOW COEFFICIENT,CV TAB 3.8.4.2C

IRE'jZI 4). POINT FOR VALVING UNIT SEE POPPET VALVING UNITS 6.2.3o1

iF VAAR OIno FLUIID', 12.2 RESISTANCE COEFFICIENT TAB 3.9.5.2

RISOEJE AIPIT)7.2.3.2 GOLD
'AiFo F F NC R NSE ETHO TAR 7,4.5.7 PROPERTIES OF GOLn TAB 12.4.2P

.F AVI) R.Vi VF S 5.6.6.11C 11 Al. GRAVITY

-01CTIII EFFECT OF ELEVATIIN TAB 3.3.IA

C,1~IFICI]'NIS EllA VARIOUS AITFRIAl. COMBINATIONS 17.1 EFFFCT OF LATITUDE TAB 3.3.18
DYNAMIC FIlOR 6.4.3.1 FoS SOLAR BODIES -AB3.3.C

LAlt) FACT[', (DYNAMIC SFA.,) 6I4.6.3,6.6,3.1 RELATION TO SPECIFIC WEIGIT 3.3.1

AF~lICTION IN )-pINr. 6.4.4.3 STANDABO LOCATION 3.2.1.3
STANDARD LOCATION 3.3.1

;I,AI)N Ctl+l-l•"' 12.7 SVSTFPS OF UNITS TAB 3.2.1

ICT Inly F AC IA '4.9.7 ARFASFS .6..2.2
Mil D Dy ('..A FIG 3.9.?.IA
t Wl-pV AS 3..2*.1 GYROSCOPIC PLONM.TiRS 5.17.'#.2

ISSUKOl111 F UARVY 17O
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INDEX HAGEN-POISEUILLE LAW
TO LATCHING SOLENOIDS

HAG fO-pISFIIILLf I.AW .1.9.2.1 POPERTIES OF GASFOIIS A1..4
RA TIo 1F SPCCIFIC HEATSTA ...

HE AD 1.7,1112 SONIC VFLflC ITT TAR ,3.P:47
tHEITMAL CON DUCTIVITY FIG 2.7.1.3A

HEAD LOSSES Vi I S I'.f li 1.21.4

SEE PRESSlURE LOSSES
HYD R OGEN PEROXIDE 2...

HP AIRonm -).IN CnMPATIRIL JOY (IF

tPF.; I.IF FpUS5ION 1.3:6 HYDROSTATIC TEST S,;FTP F'IG 39.

OF VA a 11S FLUIDS 12.7
HYPALnN .. 1*3

HPAT nF VAPORIZATION *1.'.6 'RO ,FRTIFI (,F .AP1..

CF VARIOUS1 FI.IIIDS 7
HYFERGOLir ATPEoPFE1LANI ATTITTIIF COnNTROl. SYSTFM

HEAT TRANSFER .0

meymnoD" 2.2, I4YSTFRFSIS, tlFFINITinN 9i.l.?.4

R E BUCTION BY ABLATIVE MATERIALS 2.1.2.4 StLI.IOMO .7.

SOLVING Ry A COMPI)TER 8.3:3.2

THERMAL SIMILARITY 3.15.2.4 DIAPHREAG.MS .7.

TRANSMITTANCE TAB ;.2. a.? ...

ilAFSIIRT RF!,IJLAT0IR 3.4. 0.4

HFATED, GAS SYSTEM A... ,i LIFF V ALVWES .

HE ISE GAGE 5.15.2.3 SAVPI VALVFS 5 6 4*.' 14,
SpRt INCS 6. ?.7

HELICAL COMPRESSION SPRING% 6.5.3-1

ALLOWABLE WORKING STRASSES TAR 6.5.3: Ic INDUCTANCE
DESIGN EQUATIONS TAN 6.9.3.18 HYDRAULIC 1.16.7

WAHL FACTOR FIG &.S.3.10 IND)IJCTANC.F MEASIIREMNTS.

HELICAL EXTXNSION SPRINGS &.4.3.7 ItNHIBITORS I311.

HELICAL (ORSION SPRINGS 6.9.3.4 1 LINE POJPPET VALVES .31

TNLINf POPPET VAI ES 5.7.6.1

HELIUM SEE G~LOSARY S.19
CRITICAL PRQSSUME AND TEMPERATURE TAR 3.3.9 tnLt.NOI0 ACtlUATED 633

CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIn TAN3..10.4. 3.13 NT ESG

INVERSION TEMP!RATURF .. 1.

LIQUID-AAS CONVERSIONS APPENDIX A INSRO:MENTATION 51

PROPERTIES OF LIQUID 12.2.2.2 LEVEL. SEN3ORS3.
PROPERTIES Of GASEOUS TAR 12.2.4R 9 OI TI OP
PRDPERT'leS OF GASEOUIS PIG 12.2.48.C PRESSURE SI.

RATIO OP SPECIFIC HEATS TAB 3.3.B.9 TFPHFRATIIRE 31.

SONIC VELOCITY TAR 3.3.8.'
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FIG 2.2.3.1k INSULATIIONI 1.6.S.4

INSULATION P.1.2.1A

HERMETIC SEAL VALVES 5.2.10 INSIJLATION TESTING 1;.0..7

HIGH TEMPERATURE INTRFAFROMETER
MATERIAL SELECTION 13.5.2.2
MAXIMOUM FOR POLYVMERS TAB 13.9.2.2E INVERSION 'TEMPERATUJRE 3.3.10.3

OXIDATION RESISTANCE OF REFRACTORY METALS 13.S.282 EIM3lI.

RELATIVE TELMAL DURABII.I' TAB 2.1.2.:4 NITROGEN tCURVE) 3.3.10.3

TENSILE STRE4GTH OP METALS VS TEMPERATURE 13,5.2.2A A

USEFUL STRENGTH AND MELTING POINT TAB 13.11.2.21) INVERTED RELIEF VALVES 5.11.7.

HIGH TEMPERATURE TEST iS.7.13 ICNIZATI[ON GAGES ... 1

Hoses JPT PIPE SERVO VALVE 5.6.7.1

SEE FL.EXIdLE HOSES JIOULE-KELVIN EFFECT 11,1.10.3

HOT GAS A'TTITUOE CONTROL SYSTEM 4.4.7,4.*.B TARP1IT.ER

HOT GAS CXTRACTONV SYSTEM 4.3.6.4 ALBeDO TR1...
CHARACTERISTICS TAR 13.h.7

HOT WiRe PROBE' 5.15.4.4 GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT TAR 1.1. IC
MISSION DURATION TAR 11.6.A

mmolyTSIG1..1KARNAN-PRANDTL EQUATION ...

"HYDRAIJI IC CAPAC ITANCE 3.1F 1.3.21

"HYOQAULIC ELECTRICAL ANALOGIES TAB 3.16.1 PROPERTIES OF 4%I.?

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS 4-.2.3.2 KINEM4ATIC VISCOSITY 13.ý4

PROPFRTIBS O)F 12.2.3

WATER 12.2.3. KIRCHHOFFS LAW 2.2.3.3

HDALCGAI1T3.7.3.2 KNUOSEN GAGE 3.15.2.9

"HYORAUL IC INDUCTANCE 3.10.2 KNUDSEN NUMOER 1.11.3

HYDRAIJL IXC LOCK 9.6-7.2 LAM4INAR FLO0W 3.5
BOUNDARY LATER THICKNESS 3.&

HYRU AIS3.9.2.1 FRICTION FACTOR 1.92.1

HAGEN-POISEUILLE LAW 3.9.1.1

HYDRAULIC RESISTANCE 3.16.2 PAST PARALLEL FLAT PLATFS 3.11."
PRESbAURe PROFILE BETWEEN FLAT SEAT ANTI POPF'T FIG. 6.2.73.11t)

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS 4.2 THROUG3I ANNULi 3.11,4

FILTER R0iOUIRCMOENTS 5.10.7.1 THROU13H CIRCULAR TURFS 31.11.7

"HYDRAZIM@ P.P..1.4 L AND S 5.6.7.2

COMPATIBILITY OF 12.5.5 SEE GLOSSARY 5.18

"HYDOGENalo LANCHIUIR EQ-UATION 1...

COIAPB3ISILITV OP 121) 37

CRuITICAL PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE TAB 3.3:9 LAPLAC, TRANSFORMATION 1.2.2.7

CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO TAB 3.3.6.9

LIQUID-GAS CONVERSIONS APPENDIX A LATCHING SOLENOIDS

PROPERTIMS OF LIQUID 12.2.2.3 MAGNET IC 6.9.3.7
PROPERkTIES OF U.ASEOUS FIG 12.2.40.E.P 04ECHANICAL 6.q.3.7
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LEAK DETECTORS NE
TO METALSINE

I Iht AKGE Ll I %P,
AILO! IWCFNCF PA~tSTA C(T h.34.2. CONVERS'ON TO OTHER tEAKAoE PLOW UNITS APP.A TAR A.L.21l
BUTTIRFLY V, LVE'. 5.1.4.?
(IFTECTln I9 5.7. vIT TRANmIt 5*t3
nA tfc IION EANoomm OF kARIIjno rPEVICFN TAB S.5..

At aNR 04 VAL IFF t 1.2.607 MACH ROMPER ...
ELnw 1.11 VE Lne ITY-ARPA K..L.AT IONt? nwm ft . .I
o-LOW C1foov Avr.lSh APP.A TAR A.?.?l1
CUA%/L l~i.n LFIOIý AR 110kPllAT IO' 1,10.40 MACHINETI ETLIOnWS 6A6"3.1 1
INt 1L0l10 %Y%TPP4% 4 ..

IN VALVING I; 1 
60.3.11

1ýAKA.'F fFA~mUl"I-MiPT MT-fO s mAGNESIIIM
"MEASIIUQRERET 5.17.1 PEBOFIRtIES TIF mACFitIm AuLOTs TAB 12.4.21

, A s' tFATý, AN I 'nIPIfTS 6.2.3.11 MAI1NETIC FLUX1 MfAIREFM5QT% 15.6.6
ERPLA:IVIRE AKOl~tr A e.% TAP11.11 MAGNETIC LATCHING SOLmnOiT VALVES 4.9*3.1
RELATINVE T L FAK MATE F vTAM; 4.11.2.
%EýiREVEltTS F R S.6.4.74ALV MAANETIC TRANSDUCERS 31..

SEVVVV 4)~ 'AGN'FICATInN FATRto135

1,ENGTm 
.1..1 N IT ' MAGNUS FLOWMMTFR

MOPRSNTA .541ARSP TAB 15o.6.9.2
CIMEMSII 51.41CHARACTEWISTiCS TB1..

F-N!PCNTO AV ORCES DUlRING E. R 130.32.3
131M (l~t~fl VAVE .3..1GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT TAB 3.3.IC

LIFE ClfCLE YEST WiiiMSItIN DURATION TAR 13.6.8

I.INEARITY, OtErINITION .. 21MASS 3.2.1.2

LIP %A~tMASS F9LOW RATE
LIPSELS6.4.4.1 DEFINITIONI 3.7.2.2

IIltIEFIFEI64 GASTTIT-iro CONTROL SYSTEM 44. MOLfCULAR PLnW 3.11.3
NO!1LA 3.11.2.11

Ini 0",1 MIF-ICS 3.6.2.3
Ron 1. 1ttN, 2.7.2.? SMAIL PRESSURE 0IFEERFNCV-S E0 3.0.2.30
CITmORFSSIMILITY 110.7 SONIC, to 1.0.2.3p
Trlt '4 IT InN 3.2.0.1 SUBSIONIC E0 3.11.2.31A
FLnW 11.11.7.' SUesNIC EQ 3.0.2.30

L 10 InFL~n~lR lp.0.1THROUGH CIRCULAR TUBES 3.11.2

Lol FLA12..2MASS SPECTROMETER 5.17.7.2
MATERIALS 12.0

LIQUID HYITAOI.FN 12.2.2.3 DESIGN CONSIDERAT IONS FOR RFLIAPILITY1..1
FOR BELLOWS 6.6.2.1

,141110 INJIFCTION THRUST VFCTOR COMTkqiL 4.5.4 FLUIDI COMPATIBILITY FOR SEALS 6.1..3.4
.InoI ?RGNFOR DIAPHRAGMS 6.7.2.1

1101 ITOGN12.2.2.4 FOB DYNAMIC SEALS 4.4.3.2
FOR spotIRINGS 6.5.2,1

L 101,10 OXYGEFN 1i225see CERAMICS
SEE ELASTOMeRS

IL 1004 SPRINGS 6...0SEE METALS

t lutIL TOl GAS COV'RIONS APPENnIx A SE6 PHENOLICS
SEE PLASTICS

LOAn ROOnP. DEEFINITION 5.4.3.4MAEATCL ALSAPNrA

LOADINr. METHnnS S.4,m.s MAXWELLS ZOLUATION 2.2.1.3
CAIIWAR lISON TAB 3.4.6A.
TIFF Il-IT ItN M343.C PITTING$ 5.12.3.13

tUBRPIIP ALES5.5.6 MCLEOD GAGE 5.15.3.2

LUTI "'LEBCOMETR4.1.64MEAN 11.2.19

LOCKHAR('-MARTINEILI- $-QIIATInNs 3.. MOANP TINEF BETWEEN PI huBS 11.2.7
LlICK11tP. U. PINIT lul- 5.4.3.4 MECHANICAL PWI(.TI")AL TESTs 19.5

CRACK AN RESAT1M5.LCGARIrt..iIr i.nNTBIIL VtLVF 5.1.1,4 EXMNTIO OFP O0 15.5.2

LOSSFLOW AND PRESSURE DOBO 15.5.5
LSFF SRSP FORCFSP E 15.5.9StEPRESIt,'LOIFILEAR DETECTION 15.5 4.1

Ln "%lK FTLEAR MEASUREMENT 15.9.4..?tOWPRSSIR)TE' 1.7.12 LEAKAGE 15.51.4
LWTF-AtkTET1..4LEAKAGE MlA..URFMENT COBkRELATON 15.9.4.3
LOWIF A~IIN TET 3.714LIFE CYCLE 19.5.11

PRESSUREt REGULATION X9.5.11111KBIC AT-.! 6.84?.2 PROOF ANto 11UBS? PRESSURE TES'S 1..'FFFCT OF RADIATION 13137RE9NE.5.3.

VTECR '; ETEMA RA,, 6.8.2.4 T11RDUE1 15.9.10
INC SErl ACUU 6.4.3. I
I~Nr I ANT ACIII IAIM T 13.(..2.1 MELTING POINTS OF METALS AND CERAMICS 13.9.2.11C
RCFRPLAT C'uoMPLATSBLT 12.-3
ROACFP EBOPILANMNTS TAR 6.6-12C MERCURY
SPACEr ENVRFHNM INTS 6..1..7 CHAkACTFRITICS TB1..

S~ u F.. .P E R F IE A N E T T R 6 .R .2 .2 R E M IS S IV IT Y T A B 2 .2 .3 .3 A
11S OFATT-TTIVS .R..2GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT TAB 3.3.1c

LR*CTIN&P22MISSION DURATION TAB 13.6.4
EFEE,CT nO. FRICTION COFFP1t2FPTS TAP 12.7 MESH FOR FILTERS 51.Itt nYNAMIrC SEALS 6.4.3:1 51.

E~tLIN ELMEN- RARIC.S6.8.3.1 ME6TALS (SEE TYPE. ALUIMINUIM. STEEL. ETC.) 11.4
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i401X METALS
TO O-RING

tN w tiP AAm OF'iPCIN GYI' Taf .p. A

4R0' A1 OY TF , 11 1~LAIG ON' O A f; IN N~RL IPF 17.3.1 .1
CrOATINGS OFAINA lFFFl

,,.,!n, SM 6T. IANFO I~ NAVIFR-STnKrS (01lATInN

IFRFnlROI 
41% ~w FAI TOI

11 LPF MtIAL', FOR RNIIAING 14R S.110.1.
NOR H;CmIG IIIPI.AT~uRF ~.FPVIrF 111.5.2.7 %FF (ltfl.;Am 1 5. I i
,,If L(IN TITMPFRfTURF SeRYILF ... I
FON SPRIN4GS AR. NF 1, AF. lv A 1 v0 i115
MELTIN1G Pflimt, TAR 115.R. n.?C
RON FENNfO I% : 7 Si P(IIN
PROP& ILAN

t 
, .IJM*ATIIIILIT'W 12.5 C.uAAR AfT F A 11. C TAN 13.f.7

FROFPKYIFS OF, 17 GRAk I IATI I NAL CONSI ANI T AN ~. I. I

mpTeoR oIs 11*.6. NFS'Fn %p¶(INI;S

D)AMAGP NY lf-0
PeNFtRtATi PO IG~ 13.6.A.pft OF mnTIn,4 ...
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